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PREFACE.

THE increasing attention to the study of the Hebrew language in

this country, the dissatisfaction and discouragement which many ex-

perience from the imperfect helps that they possess, and the great

improvements lately made by Gesenius in Hebrew philology, seem

to demand that his works should be made accessible to all that

pursue this important branch of sacred learning.

The results of Gesenius' s laborious and successful investigations,

so far as the grammar of the Hebrew language is concerned, have

already been given to the public by Prof. Stuart in his invaluable

work on that subject, and have been received with general approba-

tion. This has opened the way for publishing in this country the

results of Gesenius's original investigations in Hebrew lexicography,

in which he has adopted the same style of criticism and the same

principles of philology as are found in his grammatical works. The

Lexicons here referred to, are, Hebraisch-DeutschesHandwdrterbuch

uber die Schriften des Alten Testaments mit Emsc/iluss der Geogra-

phischen Nahmen und der Chaldatschen Worter beym Daniel und

Esra. Ausgearbeitet von D. Wilhelin Gesenius, ausserordentlicher

Professor der Theologie zu Halle. 2 Theile, pp. 1344. 8vo. Leips.

1810-12. And Neues Hebra'isch-DeutschesHandwdrterbuch uber das

Alte Testament mit Einschluss des Biblischen Chaldaismus. Ein

Auszug aus dem grossern Werke in vielen Artikeln desselben umge-
arbeitet vornehmlich fur Schulen. Von W. Gesenius, u. s. w. pp. 920.

8vo. Leips. 1815.

It may be proper here to state the grounds of the preference

which is due to the lexicons of Gesenius.

The intrinsic value of a critical lexicon consists chiefly in the

views of lexicography held by the author. The leading trait of

Gesenius, in this respect, is judgment. He makes a sober and tem-

perate use of the various means for determining the signification of

a Hebrew word. His reasoning from grammatical analogy, from

the usage of the Hebrew language, from the context, from the kin-

dred dialects, and from the ancient versions, spontaneously com-

mends itself to the understanding. It is not sufficient to say that

he rejects all mystical derivations. He has also avoided the error,

nearly as dangerous, into which some modern lexicographers have

run I mean, their extravagant use of Arabic derivations, in disre-

gard of the fact that the Hebrew is a distinct dialect, and as such
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has its peculiarities. But although Gesenius has restricted himself

in this particular, yet his accurate knowledge of the Oriental lan-

guages, especially of their constructions and inflexions, sheds a

constant and powerful light on Hebrew criticism.

Much too depends on the arrangement ofthe various significations.

Here Gesenius has been very successful in seizing hold of the pri-

mary physical acceptation of a word. This he has placed first, and

the other significations in the order in which they might be sup-

posed to be derived from the primary. Each signification and

each construction is supported by pertinent citations, which, when

attended with any peculiar difficulty, are written out and accompa-

nied with a literal translation. Such a view of the different mean-

ings of a word is the best commentary on all the passages cited.

Where the different significations of a root appear to have no logi-

cal connexion, they are distinguished by Roman numerals
;

in other

cases, only by Arabic numerals.

Gesenius has introduced into his lexicons many things, which

other lexicographers either wholly or partially omit; as (1.) A full

account of the construction of verbs with different prepositions and

particles. This is the more necessary, as the Hebrews have no

composite verbs, but vary the signification of the verb, by means of

the preposition following, as in other languages by the preposition
in composition. (2.) A foil explanation of phrases and idioms

; a

very important part of a good lexicon. (3.) A notice of poetical

words and inflexions, with the corresponding prosaic expression.

(4.) A notice of the peculiarities of the more modern Hebrew, in

distinction from the more ancient. (5.) An account of those words

which are defective in some of their forms
; which are therefore bor-

rowed from some other word, like the anomalous verbs in Greek.

Gesenius first attended to this class of words in the Hebrew.

The alphabetical arrangement in Gesenius would alone give that

lexicon a superiority over every other. The etymological arrange-

ment, or the arrangement of words under their roots, was univer-

sally practised, till Gesenius, in 1810, opened the new path. The

etymological order is not found expedient in the western languages;
but has been adopted and retained in the Hebrew, on the false

principle that all the words in that language are reducible to tri-

literal roots. This principle has been supported by the adoption of

many hypothetical, refined, and far-fetched derivations. These fan-

ciful derivations being given up, the number of verbal derivatives

of all kinds is probably not greater in Hebrew than in many of the

occidental languages. Why then should \ve follow this order in

Hebrew more than in the languages with which we are familiar?

Why should we, to support this arrangement, derive nw father from
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nan to acquiesce ; n brother, from nn in the kindred dialects to join

together ; c mother, from DON Arab. "| to go before ; derivations

whicli we should reject with contempt, if proposed in any other

language ? But these derivations are plausible, compared with many
others which might be given. Some may not acquiesce in our view

of this subject; but every one can see, that the etymological order

supposes the student to be already a proficient in the language; and

of course, however true in principle, it is not suited to a beginner.

After all, every advantage of the ancient arrangement is secured in

this edition, by mentioning under each derivative the root from

which it springs, and under each root all the derivatives which do

not immediately follow in the order of the lexicon.

The preceding remarks apply to both lexicons of Gesenius. The
smaller work contains only the more important proper names of

persons and places, has fewer references under the more common

words, has fewer passages written out, and omits some extended

critical discussions.

The basis of the present work is the abridgment or smaller lexicon.

But his Thesaurus or larger work has been constantly consulted,

and additions made from it. Also some corrections have been made
from his later philological wr

orks, particularly his **
Ausfuhrliches

grammatisch-kritisches Lehrgebaude der Hebrai'schen Sprache mit

Vergleichung der verwandten Dialecte," published in 1817, and his

Commentary on Isaiah published in 1820-1. It is but rarely that the

translator has had occasion to differ from his author. In these cases

he has sometimes made an alteration conformably to his own views.

The present editor has, as he hopes, improved the work, (1.) By
mentioning under each noun which is found inflected in the O. T. the

declension to which it belongs.* (2.) By breaking the articles into

paragraphs, and making each signification of a word to commence
a new paragraph. A similar improvement has been made in the

British editions of Schleusner's Greek Lexicons. (3.) By correct-

ing many errors and oversights which have necessarily crept into

a work of this kind.

J. W. G
ANDOVER, (MASS.), JAN. 1824.

* The declensions of feminines are, tor the convenience of reference, numbered
X. XL XII. XIII. instead of I. II. III. IV.
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BRIEF REMARKS ON THE ORIENTAL LANGUAGES.

1. THE CHALDAIC Dialect has a veiy
close resemblance to the Syriae ; hence

they are both frequently referred to

under the common name of Aramean.

Its alphabetical character and mode of

writing are the same with the Hebrew.

Its conjugations are, I. Peal
(i. q. Heb.

Kal), pass. Ithpeel ; II. Pael (i. q. Heb.

Piel), pass. Ithpaal; III. Aphel (i. q.

Heb. Hiphil).

2. The SYRIAC Vowels arefae; viz.

PetJioho ~^ or -f a.

Rebotso -7- or e.

Hebotso --
-j- i.

Zekopho o.

Etsotso - o_J_
or\p u.

The three first characters hi the left-

hand column are written either above

or below the line. The Syriae has no

sign for Dagesh nor for Sheva. The
linea occultans -^- is placed under a let-

ter to shew that it is mute ; thus

bath (not bartK) a daughter. The
other diacritical signs are of minor im-

portance. The conjugations are, I. Peal,

pass. Ethpeel ; II. Pael, pass. Ethpaal ;

III. Aphel.
3. The ARABIC Letters are arranged

in the Table according to the order of

the Hebrew and Syriae Alphabets.
The usual arrangement in Arabic Gram-
mars and Lexicons is different. It will

be seen by the Table that several of

the letters in Hebrew (as T, n, etc.)
have two corresponding letters in Arabic.

The Arabic Vowels are only three; viz.

Fatha -? a, e.

Kesra ^- e, i.

Dhamma ^L. o, u.

These vowels become long when fol-

lowed by a homogeneous quiescent.

When followed by any other quiescent,
Cs

they form diphthongs ; as J lau.

The Diacritical Signs are,

Jesm - or quiescent Sheva.

Teshdid or Dagesh forte.

Hamza - -
placed over Elif when

radical.

Wesla -
placed over initial Elif,

shewing that the word is joined in pro-
nunciation with the preceding.
Medda ~ placed over Elif, as a

sign of prolongation.

Nunnation, or double final vowels,

-5- , shewing that they are to

be pronounced an, en or m, on or un.

It occurs only in the Koran and in

poetry.
The Conjugations in Arabic are very

numerous, and numbered I. II. III. etc.

4. The ETHIOPIC is a branch of the

Arabic, has a distinct character, but is

quoted in this work in Hebrew letters.

5. The SAMARITAN is intermediate

between Hebrew and Aramean. It has

a peculiar character, but is here repre-
sented in Hebrew letters.

6. The PERSIAN has many Arabic
words intermingled, but is not itself a

kindred dialect with the Hebrew. Yet

many Persian words are found in the

Hebrew written after the captivity, and

some, as it is now admitted by the

learned, even in ancient Hebrew. The
Persians use the Arabic alphabet with

the addition of j for p ; ^ for ck. as in
...

church ; f or i forg hard ; and * for zh.

1. Words relating to Egypt, or de-

noting usages or natural productions

brought from Egypt, are sometimes
illustrated from the COPTIC language,
which is here expressed in Greek
characters.



TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS
MADE USE OF IN THIS WORK.

I. IN ENGLISH.

Absol. absolutely, i.e. not followed

by an object.
accus. accusative.

adv. adverb.

A ph. Aphel.

Aqu. Aquila, the author of a

Greek version.
Aram. Aramean, i.e. Syriac and

Chaldaic.
art. article, or articles,

caus. causative,

collect. collectively,
com. gen. common gender,
comp. compare,
conj. conjugation, also for con-

junction.
const. construct state.

C.'V. common English version,
dec. declension,

denom. denominative,
deriv. derivative.
e. g. for example,
emph. emphatic state.

Ethiop. Ethiopic.
Ethpa. Ethpaal.

Ethpe. Ethpeel.
f. fern. feminine,
fut. future.

Gr.Venet. A Greek version discovered
at Venice.

Gr. anon. The unknown author of a
Greek version.

Heb. Hebrew.
Hiph. Hiphil.

Hithpa. Hithpael.
Hithpo. Hithpoel.
Hithpol. Hithpolel.
Hithpal. Hithpalel.

Hithpalp. Hithpalpal.
Hoph.
Hothpa.
"bid.

imper.
infill,

intrans.

Ithpe.

Ithpa.
liter.

Hophal.

Hothpaal.
in the same place.
that is.

the same as.

imperative.
infinitive.

intransitive.

Ithpeel.

ithpaaL
literallv.

med.Vav. having the middle radical Vav
m. masc. masculine.

N. T. New Testament.

Niph. Niphal.
obsol. obsolete.

O. T. Old Testament.
Onk. Onkelos, the author of a Tar -

gum on the Pentateuch.
Pa. Pael.

Pi. Piel.

Po. Poel.

Pu. Pual.

pass. passive,

parag. paragogic.

prim. primitive,

prob. probably,

q. v. which see.

recipr. reciprocal,
reflex. reflexive.

Samar. Samaritan.

Sept. Septuagint.

spec. specifically*
suff. suffix or suffixes.

Symm. Symmachus, the author of a

Greek version.

Syr. Syriac.

synon. synonymous,
subst. substantive.

Targ. Targum, that is, the Chaldaie
version of the O.T.

Theod. Theodotion, the author of a

Greek version,

trans. transitive,

trop. tropically or figuratively.

VuJg. the Latin vulgate.= (sign of equality), the same as.

[ ] The figures in brackets shew the

chapter and verse in our common
version, when they differ from the

number in the Hebrew Bible. When
the difference is only one verse, as

in many of the Psalms, no notice is

taken of it.

II. IN HEBREW.

D '3V?B (aliquis) any one^ in the ac-

count of general phrases.
31 "rcri:n (et completio) and so forth-,

an abbreviation common in Rab-
binical writings.
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7. It is used in a figurative sense,

Job 17 : 14- nag 'a vitop nrre / say to

the grave, Thou art my father, parall.

tocorruption, My mother, and my sister;

i. e. they are, as it were, my nearest

relatives. Comp. Ps. 88 : 19.

Note 1 . In compound proper names
the construct state is sometimes SN, as

in n;ri3M, DiVtiaM; (once M after the

Chaldee form, as in VaiaM 1 Sam. 25 :

18 Keth.) but most frequently UN, as

in TO'aM, ^toaM. Out of composition
the const, state is ^M as given above,

except in Gen. 17:4, 5, where a* is

used in order to illustrate the etymo-
logy of DrnaM. Among these proper
names are also some names of women;
e. g. tow 2 Sam. 3: 4. tyraM 2 Chron.
11 : 18.

'

Note 2. The feminine termination

of the plural does not affect the gen-
der, which is the same in both num-
bers. Such anomalies are frequent
in the kindred dialects, e. g. ]J a shep-

herd, plur. ^QilJ,
and appear to refer

back to an early stage of these lan-

guages, when the gender was not dis-

tinguished so exactly by the termina-

tion, as it was afterwards.

II. IN prob. verbal from rn, dec.

II. a. wish, desire. Job 34 : 36
jnaj aM,

avM my wish is that Job may be tried.

So the Chaldee and many translators.

Others, / will cause that, etc. making
>a equivalent to MUM. Others, e. g.

Vulg. Luther, with less propriety, my
father! (addressed to God.)

2N> suff. 'aM, ?piN,
vnaM

j Plur. jna

(with epenthetic n, comp. TOM.) Chald.

father, as in Heb. Dan. 2: 23. 5:13.

iM m. verbal from obs. MM, dec.

VIII. b. greenness, verdure. Job 8:12
teMa iJTfr whilst it is yet green. Cant.

6:11 Vnin ^M the verdure of the valley.

Vulg. poma, according to the Chaldee

usage.

2M, suff.Mr
r

. Clia\&.
f fruit. Dan.

) TIM
4: 9, 11, 18. [4 -.12,14,21.] The Tar-

gums use it for the Heb. "ffi.

11N a root not found in the origi-

nal scriptures. In Chaldee, Pa. aaM to

bringforth fruit. In Syriac, the kin-

dred aan to blossom. In Hebrew, as in

Arabic, it appears also to have signi-

fied, to be green, to produce generally.
Deriv. a, a>aN.

NrUQjSt m. proper name of an eu-

nuch 'or chamberlain of Ahasuerus.

Est. 1 : 10. The name is probably of

Persian origin. Comp. naa, jraa,
1:10.

2 : 21.

"DN, f*ut - 13* an^ n3* ! to &e l st > to

fail; with h of the person, 1 Sam. 9: 3,

20. with ]o, Deut. 22 : 3. Job 1 1 : 20

onao na Di3^> refuge has failed them.

Jer. 25 : 35. Ps. 142 : 5. Job 30 : 2.

Ezek. 7 : 26 D3grc> nssrj ]nsn
rnin ~n

the law shall fail the priest, and wis-

dom the aged, comp. Jer. 18:18. 49 :7-

Hence Deut. 32 : 28 rte? nah >ia a peo-

ple void of counsel or wisdom, (
is

participle in const, state,) Jer. 4 : 9 -nrf

Tjten ^ theheart, i.e. the understanding,

ofthe king shall fail through fear, con-

sternation. Job 8:1 3 nnrfn
P]?n n^rn a^

^Ae /wpt
1

q/
1

the profligate man fails, i.e.

is frustrated. Ps.9:19. 112:10. Prov.

10 : 28. Ps. 1 : 6 narfn D^n Tp^ f/ie Je-

signs of the ungodly shall come to

nought. Ezek. 12:22 Jiirrte every

prophecyfaileth.
2. /o wander, go astray, spoken of

cattle. Ps. 119 176 ^ nte a stray

sheep. Comp. Jer. 50 : 6. Ezek. 34 : 4,

16. Hence also of persons, Is. 27:13

vntfM ywa D'l^v' the exiles in the land of

Assyria. (Parall. rro.) Deut. 26 : 5

naM 'Q
1

]^ a wandering Syrian.
3. to perish ; spoken of a harvest,

Joel 1 : 11. of a country, Ex. 10:7.

Jer. 9:11. of houses, Am. 3 : 15. of

men and animals, Job 4 : 11. Judges
5:31. Num. 1 7 ; 27 [ 12] ana Vs ISIIM

we perish, we all perish. Hence it sig-

nifies to le destroyed, rootal out, Deut.
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7 : 20. 8:19. often with the addition

pwn%o Deut. 4 : 26. 11:17. Josh. 23 :

is,

T

i
:

6.

4. Also simply to be unfortunate, un-

happy, spoken ofmen ;
as Part, -oh the

unfrirtunatejbrsaken, Job 29 : 1 3. 3 1 : 19.

Prov. 31:6.

Note 1 . The future with Tseri -ntf is

used at the end of a clause, the future

with Pattah -art* in the beginning or

middle
j comp. Job 8:13, with Ps.9 : 1 9.

Pi. TS, fut. i^;. 1 . caus. of Kal no. 1 .

to lose, to cause tofail. Ecc. 3:6.7:7

njnp 2VnM"n?M' a bride perverts the un-

derstanding, comp. Jer.4- : 9. Construed

with'" jo, Jer. 51 :55.

2. caus. of Kal no. 2. to lead flocks

astray. Jer. 23:1.

3. caus. of Kal no.3. to ruin, destroy,

kill. Est. 3: 9, 13. 2 K. 1 1 : 1. 13 : 7.

19:18. Num. 33:52. Deut. 12:2. ia$

jirr
to destroy, or waste one's substance,

Prov. 29 : 3.

Note2.
*fls* Syr. for flaM, Ez.28:16.

Hiph. Trwn i. q. Pi. but especially

1. caus. of Kal no. 1. Job 1 4-: 19. Jer.

25:10.

2. caus. of Kal no. 3. to destroy men,
nations. Deut.7:10. 8:20. 9:3. Often

followed by DJWT rnj?? from amidst the

people, Lev. 23 : 30. or by D>D^TJ nnrro

from under heaven, Deut. 7 : 24-.

Note 3. rrrn^ Chald. for rrriNN 1 per.

sing. fut. Jer. 46: 8.

"D^jfut. -o;. Chald. to perish, -as in

Heb. Jer. 10: 1 1 they shall perish.

Aph. iiin, fut. -nirr, to destroy, Dan.

2:12, 24. perhaps also to perish, 2:18.

Hoph. niin to be destroyed. Dan. 7:11.

TIN m. verbal from TW, ruin, de-

struction. Num. 24: 20, 24.

Note. The form of this noun is that

of the common participle, but the sig-

nification is abstract, comp. nnV, rrm.

rniN f- verbal from -raw, dec. x.

1. Something lost. Ex. 22:8. Lev.

5:22,23.

4 ) PQN
2. i.q. jtaa the region of the dead.

Prov.27:20Keth.

]^3t^ m< verbal from TIN.

1. destruction. Job 31 :12.

2. place of destruction, hence i. q.

VINO &j?, Me subterranean world, the

region of the dead. Job 26: 6. 28:22.

Prov. 15: 11.

)7?N m. verbal from -raw, destruc-

tion* Est. 9:5.

I^Sl m. verbal from -OH, dec. II.

b. id.

l

Est. 8:6.

b$, fut. rn#, preceded by a ne-

gative in every instance, except Is. 1 : 1 9.

Job 39 : 9.

1 . i. q. Lat. volo ; followed by an in-

finitive with and without b. Ex. 10:27

DnVrib HIM *? Ae would not let them go.

Job 39: 9 ?p
en nasrn ^z// /^e bujfalo

serve thee? Gen. 24: 5, 8. Lev. 26: 21.

Deut, 2:30. 10:10.

2. to consent'obey, used absolutely,

Is. 1:19 orotth inn D
ijTye consent and

obey. Prov. 1:10. with a dative of the

person, Ps. 8 1 : 1 2. (Parall. \ rotf.) Deut/

13:9. Prov. 1:30. with an accusative

of the thing, Prov. 1:25.

3. In the derivatives appear the kin-

dred ideas, to wish, (see a no. II.) to

desire, long for, (see rntaM) ; to want,

need, (see JVIN).

Note. ^ Chald. for rnsn, Prov. 1:10.

raw Arab, for , Is. 28: 12.

ni^ m. found only Job 9 : 26 nv:

POM swift ships, or /roa/5. The con-

nexion makes this rendering necessary,

but the rationale of it is attended with

some difficulty. The usual solution is,

naves desiderii (from row) i. e. cum de-

siderio ad portum properantes. Symm.
vetvri o-Kivlo'vruis. But this is too far-

fetched. A better explanation is de-

rived from the Arab. N^N reeds, papy-

rus-, namely, boats made of papyrus,
which were celebrated in antiquity for

their fast sailing, (seels. 18:2. Plin.

N. H. vii. 57. xiii. 22. Lucani Phars.

iv. 136.) or from the Ethiop. '? a
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rapid stream, the poet having, perhaps,

before his eyes the swift boats in the

Tigris. The reading nr* found in

more than 40 MSS. ought probably

to be pointed rq'N hostility, and the

phrase might then be rendered naves

prcedatorice, which agrees with the

Syriac version, and is not unsuitable

to the context. The common text

also, if pointed thus nn, may have the

same signification, and the other read-

ing m deserves attention as a good
gloss or scholium on the text.

I'iHN interj. formed by an onoma-

topoeia, wo ! alas ! found only Prov.

23 : 29, where it is used substantively,
like 'in in the same verse.

D^DN m. (Syr. for wag) verbal from

DIN, dec. III. g. barn, stall, stable. Is.

1:3. -Job 39: 9. The ancient ver-

sions generally render it crib-, but the

sense given above is supported by the

connexion Prov. 14:4? where no oxen

are, the larn is empty ; but much pro-
duce is through the strength of the ox-,

also by the root MN q. v. and the other

derivative DMQ.

nn^N or nrQlSfc f. found only Ezek.

21 : 20 [15] inrrnnaK probably the threat-

ening of the sword, i.e. the threatening
sword. The root m then is i. q. Arab.
" <>' '<s>z

fH?
r ^ * tnreaten > censure, punish,

whence it may also be rendered sword

of punishment. According to others,

the destruction of the sword, i.e. the

destroying sword, making rqw
= Arab.

_!j (is)
which in Conj. x. signifies to

destroy.

On!Ttp3^ m - plur - (with prosth. N,

see p. 2.) melons. Once Num. 11:5.

)

of the Nrle, and serves the Egyptians
for food, drink, and medicine. See

Hasselquist's Voyages, p. 255.

]il7^ "ON m. (father of strength,
i.e. strong,) proper name of one of

David's heroes, 2 Sam. 23 : 3 1 ; which
is written tew (idem) 1 Chr. 1 1 : 32.

Comp. Arab, (^^prcevalult.

In Arab, j?*^
or <f^ melon, from

^o to ripen; as in Greek KITTM, from

Sri*- to ripen. The water-melon par-

ticularly (Cucurbita Citrullus, Linn.)

is at this day cultivated on the banks

m. verbal from obs. ai.

1. ear of corn. Lev. 2: 14. Ex.9: 31

aw (aj rrVtofen hordeum fuit in arista,

the barley was in the ear.

2. awn tthh the month ofgreen corn,
in later Heb. called ]p3, answering to

part of March and part of April in our

calendar. Ex. 13:4. 23:15. Deut.l6:l.

*)J"TQN m. (will of Jehovah) proper
name of a king of Judah,son and suc-

cessor toRehoboam. 2 Chr. 13 : 20, 21.

He is called also nw 2 Chr. 1 1 : 22.

13:1. andcw 1 K.lY:31. 15:1,7,8.
Inl K. 14: 31, some MSS. and editions

have rpiN.

'p'ON verbal adj. from nast, (see

na no. 3. ) dec. I. b.

1 . poor, needy. Deut. 15 : 4, 7, 1 1 .

Ps. 72 : 4 sons ofthe poor, i. e. the poor,
see fa.

2. unhappy, afflicted, distressed. Fre-

quently connected with ', Ps. 40:18

pw-i '3 pi and I am afflicted and dis-

tressed. 70:6. 86:1. 109:22. Like

w, it often includes the idea of inno-

cency, or of suffering unjustly, Am.
2:6. (Parall. pns righteous.) It also

relates, like w, rather to public than

to personal affliction.

niH'Ciy f. found only Ecc. 12:5.

According to the Sept. Syr. Arab, and

Vulg. the caper, which, considered as a

stimulant to appetite and lust, suits the

connexion. We are not, however, to

understand by this word the buds of

the plant, which are sometimes pickled,
but the berries, which contain a sharp

stimulating seed, like pepper. Plin.

N. H. xiii. 44. In Rabbinic,
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denotes small berrieswhether of the ca-

per, or of the myrtle, olive, etc. It is

prob. derived from na no. 3. to desire,

having reference to the stimulating

properties of the caper.

^Nft'QN m. proper name of a de-

scendant of' Joktan. Gen. 10 : 28. 1

Chr. 1 : 22. He and his brethren pro-

bably represent in these passages dif-

ferent Arabian tribes ; but no name

has yet been discovered in the Ara-

bian writers, which clearly corresponds

to Abimael.

Tfvp^N m. (father of the king, or

perhaps royalfather.)

1. common title of the Philistine

kings, as rune of the Egyptian. Gen.

20:2ff. 21:22 ff. 26:1 ff. Ps. 34-:!.

So at the present day among the Ethio-

pians the king is called to an pater rex.

Comp. n nos. 5. and 6.

2. proper name of a son of Gideon.

Judg. 8:31. 9:1.

3. also of a chief priest, in the time

of David. 1 Chron. 18:16.

"O^l^ m. (father of light) proper
name of the general of Saul's armies.

1 Sam. 14:50. More usually called

fc$
m. (father of help, comp.

Germ. AdolfAdolphus, fromattafather,

and holf help,) proper name.

1. son of Gilead. Josh. 17:2. By
a metonymy, his posterity, Judg. 6 : 34-.

8:2. The patronymic noun is nwn nw

the Abiezrite, Judg. 6:11,2*. 8 : 32.

From these are formed, by contraction,

W'M and *wn Num. 26 : 30.

2. one of David's heroes. 2 Sam.

23:27. 1 Chr. 11:28. 27: 12.

^^W m. verbal adj. from obs. "UN

no. I. dec. III. a. strong, mighty ;
but

only in the connexion bNTji? TIN, ips^ ^ie

mighty one of Israel, of Jacob, i. e. Je-

hovah. Gen. 4-9:24.. Is. 49:26. 1:24.

SlN verbal adj. from obs. Taw, no.

1. dec. I.b.

1 . strong, stout, robust. Hence ap-

plied to men, valiant, and used as a

subst. a valiant man, a hero, Judg. 5 : 22.

Lam. 1:15. Jer.46: 15. Is. 10:13. Ps.

76:6 ab T3M the stout-hearted. But as

an epitheton ornans, it is also used by
the poets without a substantive follow-

ing, to denote (1.) the bull, Ps.22:13

jtia
n3M the strong ones, i.e. the bulls,

of Bashan. 50:13. 68:31. Is. 34:7.

(2.) the horse, only in Jer. 8: 16. 47:3.
50:11.

2. illustrious, chief, noble. Job 24:
22. 34 : 20. Ps. 78 : 25 Dna erf>

princely

food, i.e. delicate, savoury food, (comp.
Judg. 5 : 25.) 1 Sam. 21:8 DTrtn T?

the chief of the shepherds.
3. with ab, stiffnecked. Is. 46:12.

Comp. ab pin. ^

^1^ prob. i. q. Arab. v^Jtj (w) to

entangle, involve. Hence Hithpa. to

involve or roll one's self, applied to

rising smoke, found only Is. 9:17

pfo msa raisrv they mount up in columns

of smoke.

TQN> fut. bagr. 1. to mourn, be in

mourning. Hos. 10:5. Am.8:8, etc.

It denotes the external marks of sor-

row, including also lamentation, see ta.

2. to be or appear gloomy, desolate,

applied to inanimate nature. Am. 1 : 2

nmn nw: tow the pastures of the shep-

herds are desolate. Is. 24: 4. 33:9. 24:7

jDrrijtooM tfVvfi ba the new wine is wasted,

the winestock is withered.

Hiph. *njan 1. caus. of Kal no. 1.

Ezek.31:15.

2. caus. of Kal no. 2. Lam. 2 : 8.

Hithpa. 1. i.q. Kal, with this diffe-

rence, that Kal occurs in poetry, but

this conj. in prose. It is construed

with bw and b? of the person or thing
lamented. lSam.!5:35. 2Sam.l3:37.
Ezek. 7:12, 27.

2. to feign ones self a mourner. 2

Sam. 14: 2.

vl^J verbal adj. from b?, (with

Tseri impure,) dec. V. f. mourning,



HEBREW LEXICON.

N, the first letter of the alphabet,

called in Hebrew
rfc Aleph.

The name I^M is a Segolate noun,

synonymous with ^M ox, lull. (Comp.
to=Vw.) So Plutarch, speaking of

TO aXtpa, says : llict, TO toitfautf OVTU xahiiv

TOV fiovv. Quaest. Sympos. ix. 2. The
letter is so called probably with refe-

rence to its original form. Several

forms of this letter are found on He-
brew coins. One of these (< ), par-

ticularly when inverted (y), is a rude

representation of a lull's head with

horns
; and from it were evidently de-

rived the Greek and Latin A. If the

Chaldee or common square form of

this letter were the more ancient,
then we might, as Simonis and others

have done, compare with K the cha-

racter which stands for taurus in the

zodiac.

The force of as a consonant, pro-

bably consisted, like the spiritus lenis

(' )
of the Greeks, in a gentle emission

of the breath from the throat, or rather

lungs, and differed from n, or the spi-
ritus asper (

'

),
in being more smooth.

But its sound is generally neglected

by us in reading, and no more heard
than the French h in habit t homme. In
the middle of a word, however, it has
a sensible effect in dividing syllables;
e - g- ^1 yish-al, not yi-shal.

In Hebrew, it is more commonly a

consonant, and quiesces more rarely
than i or \

Where M has neither the force of a

consonant, nor of a vowel, it is sai,d to

be in otio, and is then absolutely desti-

tute of sound
; e. g. in wen.

The interchange of N with the kin-

dred sound n occurs, sometimes in He-
brew itself, but much more, frequently
in a comparison of cogfiate dialects ;

e. g. ^M and
^njptf'? JTOM Jer. 52 : 15

for |ton multitude; "n (whence .n) Arab.
to the article

j
etc. Also, as the second

radical, in TIMS and r^tobefainthearted,

desponding; riMj and nnV to be wearied,

exhausted.

N is commuted for the guttural y.

This is seen particularly in a compari-
son of Hebrew words with Aramean.

E.g. D:N and c;s to be sad; "w and T

(both are found also in Ethiop.) to turn

back, to go round; ^9 Chald. Tp to fit;
TOM Syr. I'^Lo^ verdure, foliage. As
the second rad. in bs^a Chald. ^?3 to pol-
lute ; >n and a?n to abhor. As the third

rad. in NO3 Chald. ^ to drink, to swal-
low ; CMTID in a moment, suddenly, from

rns; etc.

As a middle radical, is exchanged
with i and

, especially in relation to
the Aramean; e. g. ao and on 1UJ
o>nT Zech. 14:10 i.q. on to be hign ;

*-N7
i.q. wk to cover. Its commutation

with \ as the first rad., takes place more
rarely, as C\CM and DC; to be desolated.

The Hebrews sometimes omit M in

the beginning of words
;

e. g. TOM;, ^:n:

we; "itfM in later Heb. .J who; inw and
nn (Ezek. 33 : 30) one; D^DH Ecc, 4 : 1*

for cm;icn.
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They also frequently employ a pros-

thetic . See the articles DTTEIN, D^ag,

nirasttN, ^l. Particularly does this

happen, when two consonants, without

an intervening vowel, commence a

word, (in which case becomes or *,)

as yrn, yr arm ; ton, ton** yesterday ;

teM cluster of grapes, Aram, bto ; in

which cases both forms now exist.

Here belong also rrnaj (for HITS) young
birds ; J'jViaij (for f|Via) jfo/ ; jarw (for fan)

gz/'/ ; apM (for aw) deceitful. Comp. in

Greek %6l$ and #02$ yesterday ; and in

the transition of Latin words into

French, spiritus, esprit ; status, etat. In

imitation of the Syriac,M is put before *

in '^M 1 Chr. 2 : 13 for *$ Jme. This

perhaps made no difference in the pro-

nunciation, for it is not improbable that

the Hebrews, in some cases, pronoun-
ced : and

' alike. See C. B. Michaelis'

Lum. Syr. 8. Verbals derived from

Hiphil, (or Chald. Aphel,) which some-

times begin with ,
as e.g. rrew, ought

carefully to be distinguished from ex-

amples like those given above, where

the is merely prosthetic.

I. UN m. prim, irreg. const, and

before grave suff. ?, with light suff.

'1M, Tpw, 7p, Vl and IJTIM, !T1N, ^3MJ

Plur. nuw, const, and before suff. IYQN.

1. father, properly so called ; freq.

2. grandfather, forefather, ancestor.

Gen. 28 : 13. 1 K. 15 : 1 1 and Asa did

that which pleased Jehovah, like David

his father. 1 Chr. 2:45. Fig. Gen.

4- : 20, 21 aaw? "fa? toon-fe '3 the father

of all that play on the harp and cornet,

i. e. the inventor of these instruments.

Plur. ni2 forefathers ; freq.

3. maker, creator. Job 38 : 28 TBBJ tfn

a has the rain afather other than me?

(Parall. Who but Jehovah begets the

drops of the dew 9} In this sense, ra-

ther perhaps than in that of benefactor

of men, it is applied to Jehovah, Is.

63 : 16. 64 : 1 Jehovah, thou art our

father ; we are the clay, and thou our

potter. Deut. 32:6. (Concerning Job

34- : 36, see SM No. II.)

4. benefactor, guardian. Job 29 : 16

/ was a father to the poor. Ps. 68 : 6.

Among the epithets applied to the ex-

pected Messiah is is '? the eternal

father of his people, Is. 9 : 5. Eliakim,
a principal officer at Jerusalem, is call-

ed a father to the inhabitants of Jeru-

salem, Is. 22 : 21. David, in address-

ing Saul, says, my father! 1 Sam. 24< :

12. The expression, however, maybe
taken literally, as Saul was hisfather-
in- law.

5. a title of respect for prophets and

priests, even from kings. 2 K. 6 : 21.

13:14-. (Hence in chap. 8 : 9, the

king calls himself a son of the prophet.)

Judg. 17 : 10 jrpVi
1*0 ''rrrrr be to me a

father and priest. 18 : 19. The lead-

ing idea, in these instances, is that of

teacher, particularly of one invested

with divine authority ; whence the fre-

quent use of the expression, my son !

my daughter! in the poetical books,

Prov.4:10,20. 5:1,20. 6:1,3. 7:1,

24. Ps. 45:11. Christian teachers

and priests have also borne similar

titles; e.g. abbot (Syr. a), pope

(Greek ireix-Trcts), father, etc.

6. father of the king is an oriental

expression to designate a vizier or

prime-minister. Thus Gen. 45 : 8 'ao'ton

rhnD
1

? nb and he has made me a father

to Pharaoh, i.e. his prime-minister. So

Haman is called 3tvrtos Tretr^ of Ar-

taxerxes, Est.13 : 6. Comp. 16 : 11.

1 Mac. 11:32. 2 Chr. 2:13. 4: 16.

The viziers among the Arabians have

a similar title, viz. Atabeg see Ja-

blonskii Opusc. ed. Te Water, T. 1 .

p. 206. This is also the meaning of Y!rM

father of the king, or of the land, Gen.

41 : 43; if the ancient versions and

Luther are correct. The prominent
idea in this phrase is counsellor, which

is allied to that of teacher.



gloomy^desolate. Gen. 37:35. Lam. 1:4?

nVnN p
ss aTT the ways to Zion are deso-

late. Ps. 35 :14 QN-biM one mourningfor
his mother. Is. 61 : 3 p? }a */ie mourn-

ers of Zion. The last syllable is writ-

ten fully in Arabic ba; and also in Sa-

mar. text Gen. 37:35.

71N f. with Tseri impure, dec. V. f.

s^ sv

Comp. Arab. Jj| /resA grass; bj]
j ^ *x

a bundle ofgrass; Jo I] the name of
'* * x

certain villages j Syr.^^*yre,y/igrass.
1 . as an appellative, prob. a grassy

plain. 1 Sam. 6: 18.

2. proper name of a city in the

north of Palestine, 2 Sam. 20: 18, of

considerable size, as it is called in the

next verse a mother in Israel. To dis-

tinguish it from other cities of the

same name, it is called nayp-rra taw

2 Sam. 20: 14?,(i here is exegetical,) 15.

IK. 15:20. 2 K. 15:29. and DM? ?a

2 Chr.l6:4. comp. 1 K. 15:20. The

addition Beth Maachah appears to

place it in the country east of Jordan

and below Mt. Libanus. See nasa.

Eusebius also speaks of an 'ASA in

Phenicia, between Paneasand Damas-

cus. See Reland's Palaest. p. 524 ff.

Josephus (Antiq. vii. 11.7.) calls this

place 'AZtkpaxM. Comp. Luke 3:1.

Bgx^g*, Judith 4:4-, is perhaps a cor-

ruption of Abelmaim.

3. D'Sitfn baw (place of acacia) aplace
in the plains of Moab. Numb. 33 : 49.

It appears to be the same which is call-

ed barely Dnatf, 25 : 1 . Mic. 6 : 5. Ac-

cording to Josephus (Antiq. v. 1. 1.)

it was 60 stadia distant from the Jordan.

4-. Dwa Saw (place of vineyards) a

village ofthe Ammonites. Judg.ll:33.

According to Eusebius it abounded

in his time with vineyards, and was six

Roman miles from Rabbath-Ammon.
5. rtyrro ba (place of the dance) the

birth-place of Elisha, in the tribe of

Issachar, between Scythopolis arid

)

Neapolis. Judg.7:22. 1 Kings 4: 12.

19:16.

6. V*T*Q baa* name ofa threshing-floor
not far from the Jordan, i.q. onsp bast

the mourning of the Egyptians, as ex-

plained Gen. 50:11.

Note, Vai* in these compositions may
be considered as in apposition, see

Gesen. Lehrgeb. p.566.

vlSl m. verbal from ba, dec. VI. j.

mourning, lamentation. Est. 4:3.9 : 22.

Especially for a person deceased, Gen.

27 :41 Tn'
T
ba the mourningfor an only

son, Am. 8 : 10. Jer. 6 : 26.
\

*?aN nw
to institute mourning for one deceased,

Gen. 50:10. Mic. 1:8 nas^ niaaa baNi

andl make a mourning like the ostriches,

which are noted for their doleful cry.

3N conj. prim. i. q. Arab. Jj.
1. advers. Lut, yet, nevertheless. Ezra

10:13. Dan.lO:7, 21. 2 Chr.33:17.

A\soas~Lat.imo, nay rather, Gen. 17: 19.

2. explet. indeed, truly. Gen. 42:21.

2 Sam. 14: 5.

JIN f. (m. only 1 Sam. 17 :40.) prim,
dec' VI. b.

1. stone. Gen. 31:46. Job 28: 2 one

melts the stone, or ore, into copper. Is.

30:30 T^|a hailstones; hence Josh.

10:11 riVna D'aa ^rea/ hailstones, i.q.
ran aa in the succeeding verse. Comp.
E^ek^ 13:11,13.

2. by way of eminence, a precious

stone; often with an addition rnjr ;a,

lK.10:2,ll.butalsobyitself,Pr.26:8.
Ex. 35:33.

3. rock, fortress, in a metaphorical
sense. Gen. 49: 24b-riir ja i.q.

VMT TB?

the rock of Israel, that is, Jehovah.

4. a weight, which no doubt was fre-

quently, as with us, of stone. Zech.5 : 8

rnEirn ja
the weight or mass oflead. 4:10

bnarr
]i the plummet. Is. 34 : 1 1 vra">:;aN

the plummet of destruction, (Comp. as

a parallel in sense, Am. 7 : 8.) ^aw )a

/zfo ^f72(/5 o/' weights, Deut. 25:13.

Prov. 20:10,23.



5. -iror
jaw (stone of kelp) proper name

of a stone placed by Samuel between

Mizpeh and Shen. lSa.4-.-l. 5:1. 7:12.

6. town
JIM (5/owe ofdeparture) proper

name. 1 Sam. 20:19.

1. i. q. Arab.

Hebrew, only in the deri-

nemph.NjiiM. Chald.^owe, as

Heb. Dan. 2 : 34-, 35.

rttlN 2 K. 5 : 12 Keth. for nag q.v.
See also the letter a .

dual. I. a potter's wheel, once
Jer. 18:3 Me potter D^aNrr ^ rnbp nu

Z6>a.y executing a work on the wheel. So
the Chald.Syr. Vulg. and Jerome in his

Comment. To render it the seat of the

potter seems less suitable.

2. perhaps a stone bathing-trough for

newly-delivered women and their in-

fants, once Ex. 1:16 When ye deliver

the Hebrew women, Q^a^rr & jrwyi an</

5?e by the bathing-vessel, whether it is a

son, then kill it; but if it is a daughter,
then it may live, or, then watch over the

bathing-vessel, if it is a son, etc. Ac-

cording to these explanations, DTIM may
in both passages be the dual of $*=]!
stone. Others understand in the former

passage the seat of the potter, and in

the latter sellam mulieris parturientis.
So Kimchi, the Chaldee and both the

Arabic versions. In this case D'3a is

perhaps from a sing. n:a (root rm)

building, frame, seat. No form, how-

ever, analogous to this, is known. A
greater knowledge of ancient manners
and customs is necessary to determine

the meaning of this word.

tOjniSI m. with prosth. N, and Tseri

impure, (in Samar. text ma*,) dec.I.b.

girdle of the priests, Ex. 28 :4. 39: 4-0.

or of the magistrates, Is. 22:21. In
& <; ^

Arabic kJUj signifies a weaver; and in
*/

Chald. I:B, HI?*, KI^CH a girdle.

"133-fcJ m - (father of light] prop, name
of the general of Saul's armies. 1 Sam.
H:51. 17:55,57. 20:25. Sometimes

Srpt.
'

up. In

vatives D

2. as in Chald. to fatten. Part. pass.

IK. 5:3. [1:23.] Prov. 15:17.

jiy^iy?^ fern. plur.(with prosth. M.)

blains, 'blisters, pustules. Ex. 9 : 9, 10.

Comp. Chald. saya to bubble, boil; Syr.

jlu^onS^ swellings,tumours; and the

kindred roots rwa no. II. and a2.

P^M only in Niph. pas: to wrestle,

construed with i. Gen. 32: 25, 26. It

is a denom. from paw dust, because in

wrestling the dust is put in motion.

So in Greek, TroLXulu from Tcdxy, O-V/KO-

vidopat from KOVIS ; and in Chald. stoSiann

to wrestle, from tcia dust.

pSM m. prim. dec. IV. c. fine dust,

such as is easily blown about, different

from TO. Is. 5: 24. Ez.26:10. Ex. 9: 9.

nj^SM fern, of paw, dec. XL d. idem.

Cant. 3:6 baVi n^ay aromatic dust, or

powder of the merchant.

I. "^?-M to be strong, stout, only in

deriv. ra, Taw.

II. ""DM, Hiph. to fly, being a de-

nom. from na a wing. Job 39 : 26.

"QM m. prob. prim. dec. VI.
j. and

rnaw fern, of law, dec. X. (In Aram. *na

idem.)

1. quill or hard feather of the wing.
Ezek. 17:3. Job 39: 13. (Is. 40: 3 1.?)

2. wing, pinion. Ps. 55:7. 91:4?.

Deut. 32 :11. Is. 40: 31.

0!T"j!3,M m. Abraham, the well-

known progenitor of the Jews. In the

book of Genesis to chap. 17: 4-, 5, he is

uniformly called D-JW (father of eleva-

tion, or high father) Sept.
J/

Agft; but

in this passage he receives the promise
of a numerous posterity, and also the

name crnasi Sept. 'AQ^acecu, which he

bears through the remainder of the

sacred volume. This name signifies

father of a multitude; comp. Arab.

-nlfe. numerus coplosus ;)
and the sacred
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writer himself explains it by o:ia fiorr
a

father of a multitude of nations. rrj

crnist God ofAbraham, i. e. Jehovah,

2
T

Clir.30:6. Ps.47:10. crrost yy seed

ofAbraham, i.e. the Israelites, Ps. 105:

6. Is. 41:8.

Gen. 41: 43. If the word be

Hebrew, then it is 1 pers. fut. Hiph. for

"rpast
/ will bow the knee, or have men

bow it; or imper. (with Chald. form,

comp. Jer. 25:3) for
-span

bow the knee;

or, which is preferable, infin. abs. (with
Chald. form) used instead of the im-

per. Vulg. clamante prcecone, ut omnes
coram eo genuflecterent. But the word
is probably of Egyptian origin, and per-

haps so altered by the Hebrew writer

as to have an apparent significancy in

his own language. (Comp. mja.) If

such is the fact, it will be difficult to

determine the Egyptian word, since it

may have a different meaning from that

which the word presents in Hebrew.
The most plausible conjectures, how-

ever, are that of Pfeiffer, Copt. a.v px.

inclinet se quisque, and that of De Rossi,

Copt, am ^ix.
inclinare caput. Luther

renders it : this is thefather of the coun-

try, namely ^A father and ip
i. q. Chald.

^ rex, regnum. See a no. 6.

D-QN see DITON.

Qfr$ m. (father ofpeace) pro-

per name of the third son of David, fa-

mous for his insurrection against his fa-

ther. 2 Sam. xiii xviii. Sept. '+

hup. Syr. *)Oa^AAl3|. Arab.

^Dfc$ m. name of two kings of the

Amalekites, perhaps a common name
of all their kings. Comp. '$o'3, rhr.

Num. 24:7. 1 Sam. 15: 8, 9, 20, 32.

"TON f. dec. X. The root 13$ signi-

fies in Chald. to bind together; and its

derivatives, in Arabic, a solid arch or

edifice, from the binding together of its

parts. See in.

1. band, tie, knot. Is. 58:6 npio nfaw

the bands of the yoke.
2. bunch, bundle. Ex. 12 : 22.

3. band or body ofmen. 2 Sam. 2: 25.

Comp. bin.

4. arch or vault of heaven. Am. 9:6.

Vi3fcJ ni. prim. (In Syr. and Arab. 112.)

nut. Once Cant. 6:11.

"WN m. Prov. 30 : 1. proper name of

a wise man, to whom the thirtieth chap-
ter of Proverbs is ascribed, otherwise

unknown. As an appellative, WYWN in

Syr. signifies qui studio sapientice se

applicat; whence it is possible that the

name may be significant and allegorical.

Comp. m.

mi3&$ f. dec. X. name of a small

coin. Once 1 Sam. 2 : 36. Sept. ooAo?,

Vulg. nummus. According to the Jew-
ish commentators, i.q. rna, see rng no. II.

/JjM m. dec. VI.
j.

found only Job

38 : 28 "ra-^N the drops ofthe dew. Vulg.
stillce roris. So most of the ancient

translators. The root ^ in Arab. conj.

II. signifies to collect water, whence
others render this phrase, the magazines
or reservoirs ofthe dew ; comp. verse 22.

O^T^Ni proper name of a village in

the country of Moab, in Eusebius 'AyA-

As/^, 8 miles S. of Areopolis. Probably
the place which Josephus (Antiq. xiv.

1. 4.) calls "AyaXXx. Once Is. 15: 8.

G^!fc$ a root not found in the Heb. SS.
T

but which probably signified

1. as in Arab, to burn, be hot. Deriv.

PD: no. 1.

2. as in Arab, to become tepid or cor-

rupted, as stagnant water. Der. D;S pool.
3. as in Chald. i. q. oa to suffer pain,

to be sad. Deriv. D3 sad.

I. D3N verbal adj. from obs. D3$ no. 3.

dec. IV. c. mournful, sad. Is. 19 : 10

Mhp: 'Q?st sad of spirit.

II. D3N m. verbal from obs. C2 no. 2.

const. D3M ; Plur. n^j , const. n?:M . pond,

pool, marsh. Is. 35: 7. 42: 15. Ex. 7: 19.

8:1. [5.] Ps. 107: 35.

I. "p^?^ m. verbal from obs. BJJJ no.l.

boiling caldron. Job 41 : 12. [20.]

II. i?25^ m. denom. from c; marsh.
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(In Arab.

by adding the adjective termination
;i;

literally growing in marshes.

1. reed, rush. Is. 58: 5. Concerning
Is. 9:13. 19:15, see na.

2. cord or rope., made of twisted reeds.

Job40:26. [41:2.] Comp.Greekr^ ff .

m. const.
js ; Plur. rrt3|. fow/,

Cant. 7: 3. Ex. 24:6. Is'. 22: 24.
s>

idem.)

B^H m> phir. (with prosth. ,
see

p. 2) dec. VIII. a. warlike hosts or bands.

Only Ezek. 12:14. 17:21. 38:6,9,22.
39 : 4. It corresponds to Chald.

f]3, t\z,

wing ; hence literally wings of an ar-

my, alee exercitus; comp. cgas Is. 8 : 8.

"IJN, fut. -V&. to gather, collect a har-

vest. Deut. 28:39. Prov. 6:8. 10:5.

N1?N f. emph. Nrp;> Chald. i. q.

Heb. rnss* letter, epistle.
Ezra 4 : 8, 1 1 . 5~: 6.

rnjN f. dec. XIII. h. letter, epistle.

Only in later Hebrew; e.g. 2 Chr. 30:

1,6. Est. 9:26,29. Neh.2:7,8,9. 6:

5, 17, 19. The word is most probably

of Persian origin, and kindred to the
O ' '-C.i

modern Pers. jo Jo] to paint, write;

whence s.lG! a writing. From it is de-

rived the Greek ay/x^o? a Persian post
or courier, who transmitted the royal

edicts and letters ; comp. Pers.

angariatio, the forcible requisition of

public service by a courier; and see

commentators on Mat. 5:41.

PjVYJl^?
m * (with prosth. ,'

see p. 2.)

dec. I. 'b.Jist. Ex. 21 : 18. Is. 58 : 4. So

Sept. and Vulg. in both passages, and

the Rabbins use the word in this sense.

/tO*55^ m - dec.II. b. found only Ezra

1 : 9 snj \b:;n2N ? FJM golden, silver basins.

The derivation of the word is doubtful.

The Jewish interpreters derive it from

the Greek Kcc^retX^.o: ;
which word has*

been adopted into Arabic, Syriac, and

Rabbinic, but signifies a basket, Ji't"t-

baskc.t, awl nut a basix . There is, hew-

ever, in the Shemitish languages no ety-

mology which is more plausible.

"TN m. dec. I. a. vapour, mist, clouds

Gen."2 : 6. Job 36:27. (In Chald. T

idem.)

see

"!^ by metath. for ayg tofaint, fail,

found only in Hiph. infin. yivk for 3'in%
1 Sam. 2 : 33. Comp. especially Deut.
28 : 65.

^ m. dec. III. a. (with suff. and in

plur. written defectively JTM D'?i) mas-

ter, lord, owner. Gen. 24 : 9, 12, 14 ff.

45 : 8 irvs te? fn% lord over his whole

house. 1 K. 16 : 24 pt)
:

j "inn >:i owner

of the hill Samaria. (Concerning the

plural, see below.) Josh. 3:11,13 |i-i

y^n-^3 lord of the ivhole earth. Also

without addition used of Jehovah by
way of eminence, Ps. 114:7. 'ai my
lord, a polite and respectful address em-

ployed by the Hebrews in conversing
with a superior; also with a father. Gen.

31:35. a brother, Num. 12:11. a royal

consort, 1 K. 1 : 17, 18. my lord is then

substituted for the pronoun of the se-

cond person, thou; as thy servant, thy

handmaid, for the first person, /; Gen.

33:8, 13, 14, 15. 44 :7, 9, 19 vTjySraTw

my lord asked his servants, i. e, thou

askedst us. Yet more servile is the ap-

plication of my lord to an absent person ;

Gen. 32 : 4. The wife calls the hus-

band her lord, Gen. 18:12. Comp.
Judg. 19 : 26, 27. and art. ?.

Plur. D;T lords, Is. 26:13, (with a

plural verb.) In the same sense with

the suff. * 'aw my lords, Gen. 19:2,18.

Elsewhere is a^jw, 'aw (and with the

other suff.
?p-, v;, oy:, etc.) uniformly

pluralis excellentise, and synonymous
with the singular, Gen. 39:2ff. (some-
times with a singular adjective, Is. 19: 4

rw?i? c'ai a hard master.) Gen. 42 : 30,33

yron \?itf the lord of the land. Deut. 10:

17 DT*?n vn the Lord of lords, i.e.God.

The root is probably pi tojudge, which

idea is in the eastern languages closely

connected with that of ruling. This

word does not occur in the kindred dia-

If-t.-i. except that in the Phenician a ves-

tige of it remains in 'ASaJv^ ; and perhaps



in Auodoni (hail, my lord!) Plaut.

Poen. v. 2.

*0'"TN the Lord, used exclusively of

God. ': is an ancient plur. termination

for c'7 (see 'TiO and plur. excellentiae;

but the form '; was chosen instead of

'I to distinguish it from ':'&? my lords.

Gen. 18:3/ Ex. 4:10,13. Some con-

sider the termination v
;
as used for the

suffix ';; but (1.) the form with *-_ has

always the plural signification; and

(2.) Jehovah calls himself ^'i, Is. 8:7.

Job 28: 28,

j'HN
adv. Chald. i. q Heb. w or <i

then. Dan. 2: 15, 17, 19. ]ywa idem, Dan.

3 : 3. vwr&frotn tfiat time on>
Ezra 5 : 1 6 '

"VIN verbal adj. from TIN, dec. I. b.

1. great,mighty, powerful; applied to

the waves of the sea, Ps. 93:4. to kings,

Ps. 136:18. to nations, Ezek.32:18.

2. distinguished, chief; hence Plur.

nobles, princes, rulers, 2 Chr. 23 : 20.

Noli. 10:30. Judg. 5:25 rr -?? bowl

ofprinces)
i. e. a princely bowl. Jer.

25 : 34, 35, 36 ^sn nw rulers of the

flocks, i. q. parall. D"I shepherds.

3. splendid, glorious, majestic. Ps.

8:2. how glorious is thy name in all

the earth! Is. 33:21.

D*TN to be red. Lam. 4 : 7. Some

translators, (e. g. Bochart, Hieroz. II.

lib. v. c. 6, 7.) understand here simply

brilliancy, lustre, without the idea of

redness, (comp. purpureus color, Hor.

Od. iv. 1. 10.) but without sufficient

proof from the analogy of the oriental

languages.
Pu. DIN to be red coloured. Nab. 2: 4.

Ex.25:5.
T

35:7,23.

Hiph. i. q. Kal. Is. 1 : 18. Several

verbs denoting colour preserve the in-

transitive signification in Hiphil; comp.

jiaVi.

Hithpa. to shew itself red, to sparkle,

applied to wine. Prov. 23:31.

DIN m. prim. 1. man, i. q. Lat. homo,

and collectively men. The two follow-

ing are subordinate meanings under this

head; (1.) other men, in opposition to

v n;mn'd. JIT, 32:2

) DIN
both on Israel and on other men,

i. e. the Egyptians. Judg. 18:7, 28. Ps.

73:5. Judg. 16:7 DINH ins? as one of
other men, in opposition to Samson.

Somewhat analogous to this is the idea,

common men, in opposition to better

men, Job 31:33 DINS as common men,

i. e. after the usual human manner. Hos.

6:7. Ps. 82:7. also wicked men, Ps.

124 : 2. (2. ) men of inferior rank, when

opposed to tj'N men of higher rank, Is.

2:9. 5:15. The plurals of these nouns

are DIN '?a and tiv '& (rarely D^N, see

M!N), Ps. 49:3. 62:10. Prov. 8:4.

D;TN 'JTIIN the poor among men, a Hebra-

ism for simply the poor, Is. 29: 19. So

DIN vai sacrijicers, Hos. 13:2; comp.
a Prov. 23:28.

2. man, i. q. ^=Lat. rir, very rare-

ly. Ecc. 7:28 one man (DT$) have I

found among a thousand, but a wo-

man etc.

3. anyone. Lev. 1:2.

4. proper name of the first man, al-

though it preserves here its force as an

appellative, and has the article almost

without exception. The woman (n^)
has an appropriate name Eve (rm) ; but

the man
(D;;SI)

has none. On the con-

trary in Gen. 5 : 2, they are both named

Di. In a translation it would be bet-

ter to render it as an appellativeMe man ;

though the old versions have treated it

as a proper name.

5. proper name of a city on the Jor-

dan. Once Josh. 3:16.

6. cn
f|

son of man, i. q. DIN.

Used especially in poetry, Num. 23:19.

Job 25:6. very frequently in Ezekiel,

where God addresses the prophet, ciyrjii

man! mortal! 2:1, 3. 3:1, 3, 4, 10/25*,

intimating thereby the unworthiness of

a weak mortal to receive so exalted re-

velations. In Syriac, |.A,.J ^> son of
man is the usual expression for man,
The plural nix ^ men is used as the

plural of DI which has no grammatical

plural, 2 Sam. 7: 14. especially in poe-

try, Deut. 32 : 8. Ps. 11:4. '] 2 : 2, 9.

14:2. 21:11. Coinp. Chald. r: >
under art. cs'.
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f. verbal from DTN, carnelian,

a gem of a red colour. Ex. 28 : 17.

39 : 10. Ezek. 28 : 13. Sept. r^lov
,

Vulg. sardius.

D"T^j fern. nD"H^ verbal adj. from

DTM. dec. VIII. d. 'red. Cant. 5 : 10.

spoken also of a reddish-brown heifer,

Num. 19:2. and of afox-coloured horse,
Zech. 1:8. 6:2.

DIN (red, comp. the etymology
Gen. 25:30) proper name.

1. son of Isaac, elder twin-brother of

Jacob, more commonly called Esau.

But on the contrary, Edom is the usual

word to designate
2. his posterity, the Edomites, Idu-

means, and their country, Idumea, on the

south of Palestine. As the name of the

people, it is of the masc. gender, Num.
20 : 20 ; as the name of the country, of

the fern, gender, Jer. 49: 17. Comp. the

names nps;^ and V*mj\ The gentile noun

"beut. 23:8.

fern. j"l?21?3*"Tfc$ verbal adj.
v v : :

*

from DI. Plur. rvro-rcn^. reddish. Lev.

13:19ff. 14:37.

n^Tfc^ f. prim. dec. XI. d.

1. earth, the element. Gen. 2:19
out of earth Jehovahformed every beast.

Ex. 20 : 24 an altar of earth. 1 Sam.

4:12, etc.

2. earth, ground, which we cultivate.

Gen. 4 : 2. 2 Chr. 26 : 10 m in* a lover

of husbandry.
3. land, country. Gen. 28 : 15. Is.

14:2 rnrr nm the land of Jehovah, i.e.

Canaan; comp. Hos. 9:3.

4. the globe, whole earth. Gen. 4:11.

6:1. 7:4.

Plur. found only Ps. 49: 12 nirnw bs

super terris.

nD"l*^ one of the five cities, which

were destroyed with the valley of Sid-

dim, and sunk in the Dead Sea. Gen.

10:19. 14:2. Hos. 11:8.

*^'i?2'"Tfc$ verbal adj. from DTN, red-

haired; spoken of Esau, Gen. 25:25.

of David, 1 Sam. 16 :12. 17:42. So

the ancient versions with one consent,

12 )

and not as some render it of a ruddy
countenance.

^Ifc^ a c
'ity

m the tribe of Naph-
tali. Josh. 19:33. It ought perhaps
to be joined with the succeeding word

m. perhaps prim. dec. VI. a.

1. base, pedestal, under the boards and

pillars of the tabernacle, in order to sup-

port them. Ex. 26 : 1 9 ff. 27 : 10 ff. 36 : 38.

According to the description, they were

metal plates of a rectangular form with

a mortise or socket in the middle. Two
of these plates were putundereach board,
and each board had two tenons (rnr)
which entered into their sockets, and

supported the boards. The pillars had

only one such plate or pedestal. In

Cant. 5: 15, a more elegant pedestal ap-

pears to be intended.

2.foundation ofa building; applied

figuratively to the earth, Job 38: 6.

I'lN not found in Kal, but its pri-

mary signification appears to have been,

to be wide, broad, see deriv. TJM, rvrjN;

hence 2. to be great, illustrious, noble,

see deriv. TTO. Comp. "nrr.

Niph. to make oneself glorious. Ex.

15: 6,11.

Hiph. fut. vw . to make glorious. Is.

42 : 21.

"VTTN m. verbal from YW, dec. VI.

1. broad mantle, i. q. rryw. Mic. 2 : 8.

2. splendour, magnificence. Zech.

11:13. iign VTN splendour of price, i.e.

splendid price; ironically.

m. Adar, the sixth month of the
T .

civil year, corresponding to part of Fe-

bruary and part of March. It first oc-

curs, like most of the names of the

months, in the later books. Est. 3 : 7, 13.

8:12.

j'H'tirYlN
m. pi. Chald. chiefjudges.

Dan. 3:
T

2,3.' Compounded of YW=

honour, dignity, and TO to decide,judg .>.

N^TTN Chald. Ezra 7 : 23. quick y,

or carefully, exactly. Sept. iroipas.

Most probably, according to Moser thr



The
Greek

ly, carefully.

i into T, as in

pZTTT^ 1 Chr. 29:7. Ezra 8: 27. i.q.

jioaTi
the Persian daric, a gold coin,

which was in circulation among the

Jews during their subjection to the Per-

sians. The N is prosthetic, and
jtaryi

oc-

curs in the Rabbins. The word is of

Persian origin, from

( 13 >

not transient- pearing. Ps. 116:1 rnrr ro} "3 >rnnN I re-

or from $',$

is changed after joice because Jehovah has heard. When
construed with b before an infin. i. q.

French aimer a faire quelque chose, to

like to do a thing, Hos. 12:8. Is. 56:10.

Jer. 14 : 10.

Niph. part, lovely. 2 Sam. 1 : 23.

Pi. part.arwn lover,paramour. Ezek.

16:33,36,37.' 23:5.

f. dec. X. 1. infin. of the

Is. 56:6
^jj (dara) king,

(dargah) royal court, preceding.

Its vdue was an Attic ^.fc, which * love the name of Jehovah. Deut. 7:8

the moderns estimate at 1| ducats. The W ^ "^ since Jeh h *** V-
distinguishing mark of this coin was an

archer, hence it is called in numismatics

Sagittarius. See Ekhel 's Doct. Numm .

P.I. Vol. III. p. 551.

TJyf^n"!^ (mighty king} found only

IK. 10:9. 2 Chr. 2:10. 9:8.

2. love. Prov. 10:12. 2 Sam. 1:26.

Cant. 8:6,7.
3. object of love, mistress. Cant. 2:7.

3:5. 8:4.

4. adv. charmingly, elegantly. Cant.

3:10.2 K. 17: 31. an idol of the Sippharenes,
to which they offered human sacrifices,

Ai / n i u^Hnex m. plur. verbal from an**.
otlierwise wholly unknown. T -:

1. fornication, figuratively for foreign
tld. with M prosthetic, i. q. alliance8m Hos.8:9. Comp.n^, Is. 23:17.

2. loveliness. Prov. 5:19 D'anN. nH*

the lovely hind, among the Orientals, a
word of amorous endearment.

. pi. verbal from anx. love,

rvr arm. Ezra 4 : 23.

.THIN f. verbal from TIN, dec. XIII. a.
v v - "*

1. ivide mantle, mantle generally.
1 K. 19:13, 19. nyjtp rrn a Babylonish
mantle, i.e. one curiously worked in sexual enjoyment, Prov. 7:18.

Babylonish manner, Josh. 7:21. See

PI in. VIII. 48. t$p nrjN a liairy mantle,

perhaps a fur cloak, Zech. 13:4. Gen.
25:25.

2. glory, splendour. Ezek. 17 : 8.

Zech. 11:3.

tEHN i. q. ttf^n to thresh. Once Is.

28 : 28 ircvv iiN he threslies it constantly.

Comp. Jer. 8:13.

^riN and nrM, fut. an^ (in 1 pers.

any: and info,) inf. ahw, more frequently

"1^ interj. expressive of grief, form-

ed by an onomatopoeia. Ah! wo! alas!

most generally in the connexion nn

nvr>rr Ah, Lord God! Judg. 6:22"!

Jer. 1:6. 4:10. also Judg. 11:35. and

with a dative, Joel 1:15 o^b rnw alas

the day !

^r?^ i. Q.
' or ITN where? Hos. 13:10

. .:

Nis 'n^ as in other places frequently
wc N where then? So the Sept. Vulg.
Chald. agreeably to the context.

THN, fut. bn^P, i.q. rD3, perhaps

denom. from bnfo. to take up one's tent

and move about as a Nomade, Gen.

13:12,18. In the last passage the Sam.
text has adopted a correct gloss TT)^ into

the text.

Hiph. idem. Fut. bn> by contr. ^>rr

Is. 13:20 the Arabian shall not pitch
tent there. But 'rrw is prob. Syr. for

OCVTOV who desire his ap- Wrrssbrr the Hiph. of bSn to shine,

1. to love. Construed with an accusa-

tive, more rarely with b, Lev. 19:18,34.
with s, Ecc. 5 : 9. Part. anfo intimate

friend, confidant, (more than rj ac-

quaintance.)Prov. 18:24. Est.5:10,14.
See N:C.

2. to desire, rejoice in. Ps. 40:17

^jroitin >2nfo those who desire thy help.
70:5. Comp. 2 Tim. 4:8 ro7g
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.Job 25 : 5 Vns' t>fr HTT
TO jn behold even

the moon, it shineth not clear, or, is not

pure. Comp. DVNS Syr. for c^??s. Others

render Job 25 : 5 he abides not there,

which is not suited to the context. The
various reading Vrn in one of Kennicott's

MSS. is to be regarded as a correct

gloss or explanation.

vHN m. prob. prim, const, brte, with

n local nbrte, with suff. V?ns, ?|Vn [ohol-

cha]; Plur. nvn'tf with light suff. *p;n,

vbn'K, const, and before grave suff. \?nN.

1. <?#/. -reno brfc, misn, Ae fe?z or ta-

bernacle of meeting, (see irra, nvq?,) for

which also stands ^n'K simply, 1 K. 1 : 39.

In larger tents bni* denotes, in a re-

stricted sense, the external covering,

consisting for the most part of skins,

and is opposed to
pirip

the imvard lining,

Ex. 26: 1,7. 36:8,' 14, 19.

2. the temple, because it took the

place of the tabernacle just mentioned.

Ezek. 41:1.

3. habitation generally. Prov. 14: 11.

Ps. 52:7. 91 : 10. Is. 16:5 v% Snh house,

i. e. citadel, ofDavid.

Q^V>nN m. plur. Num. 24 : 6. Prov.

7 : 16/ and rron Ps. 45 : 9. Cant. 4 : 14.

lign aloes or aloes wood, the |vAAo'j, or

yAAo^oy of the Greeks, the fragrant

and very costly wood of a tree growing
in the East Indies, with red fruit resem-

bling pepper-corns, Exccecarta Agallo-

cha, Linn. In Num. 24:6, the tree it-

Belf is intended, which, though foreign,

the Hebrew poet might speak of, as

our poets would of the palm: in the

other passages the ivood, as a perfume,
is intended. See especially Celsii Hie-

rob. T. I. p. 135170.

n^nN f. name of a lewd woman, al-
T T: T

legorically representing Samaria. Ezek.

23:4ff. Most probable derivation is

nbn>< (she has her own tent, i. e. temple.)

nH^nN f name of a lewd woman,T T: T

allegorically representing idolatrous Je-

rusalem. Ezek. 23:4 ff. It is explained

by rr:j ^n (my tent, i. e. temple, is with

her) in opposition to nftw q. v.

Dl^n^ f. (tent of exaltation}

proper name of a wife of Esau. Gen.
36 : 2, 14. The same name is after-

wards employed to denote an Edomitish

tribe, ver. 41. just as s:>5n the concu-

bine of Eliphaz (v. 12.) gave name to

another tribe, v. 40.

lliTfc^ m. proper name of the bro-

ther of Moses, and first high-priest of

the Hebrews. Ex. 4:14. 6:20. finw >#

the children ofAaron, Josh. 21:4,10,13.

and prp* m the house'ofAaron, Ps. 115:

10, 12." 118 : 3. i. e. the priests. Also

the high-priest generally, Ps. 133 : 2.

The root VTN is not found in Hebrew,
01 V

but from it is derived Syr. |f*oi| lewd,

wanton.

ifc$ conj. prim. 1.
if, ifperhaps. ISa.

20 : 10 who will tell me, *pa$ ^TT2 ta

rr^T. if thyfather answer thee somewhat

roughly. Sept. lav, Vulg. si forte. Gen.

24 : 55 ire? i D^; some days, if it were

perhaps ten, i. e. about ten days. Sept.

tyetg
an! &x.cc, Vulg. saltern decem dies,

Lev. 26:11.

2. but
if.

Ex. 21:36. 2 Sam. 18:13.

Is. 27:5.
(i. q. -? i Lev. 13 : 16, 24.)

3. and
if. Lev. 4 : 23.

4. most frequently, or. When re-

peated, either, or. Lev. 25 : 19.

IN Prov. 31:4 Keth. probably to be

pointed i i. q. rm desire, inclination,

verbal from rn no. I.

I. liN m. dec, I. a.

1. necromancer^ a conjurer who calls

up the dead to learn from them thefu-
ture. (See particularly 1 Sa. 28:7-19.)
Deut. 18:11. 2 K. 21:6. lChr.33:6.

2. the spirit of divination in such a

conjurer. Lev. 20:27 a man, or wo-

man, in whom is liN a spirit of necro-

mancy. 1 Sam. 28 : 8. Hence 3 ;*rrtea

a woman that hath such a
sjririt, sor-

ceress, 1 Sam. 28 : 7.

3. the ghost itself which is raised.

Is. 29 : 4
TjVip yw? aw? n;rri

and thy roice

shall be as that of a ghost from the

earth.

Plur. feni, r-:v* women ( icmtn'/ty ?tc-
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cramancy, sorceresses, Lev. 19 : 3 1. 20 : 6.

1 Sam. 28:3,9. Is. 8:19. 19:3.

II, JTQiN f. plur. skin bottles. Job

32:19.

Also proper name of an encampment
of the' Israelites in the wilderness.

Num. 21: 10. 33:43.

TQ^lN and 7Hfc^ dec. II. b. river,

lake, marsh. Dan. 8 : 2, 3, 6. Comp.

Arab. (Jj.
imbrem effudit.

"PlN m. dec. I. firebrand. Is. 7 : 4.

Am. 4:11. Zech. 3 : 2.

JYniN fem. plur. dec. X. causes;

only iu the connexion rmiN bs because

of,
on account of, Gen. 21 : 11, 25. Ex.

18:8. "raft? nrriN'brrb;,? because that, Jer.

3 : 8. In" 2 Sam. 13 : 16, instead of b

nrriN read bj*,

I. mfc$ only in Pi. rn to wish, de-

sire, generally spoken of tie: the soul.

2 Sam, 3:21. 'l K. 11: 37. Deut.l2:20,

14:26.

Hithpa. nwn, fut. apoc. i^rv idem;

without tie:. Construed with an ace.

Am, 5:18. with a dative, Prov. 23 : 3, 6.

24 : 1. rr*n nwrn cupidinem cupere, to

desire ardently, to long or lust after, to

covet, Num. 11:4. Ps. 106:14. Prov.

21:26.

Deriv. out of course n2go, rpgn,-i.

II. mfc^ as in Arab, to lodge, dwell.

Whence Hithpa. according to the pre-
sent punctuation, Num. 34 : 10 cryWITT

D^b take to yourselves for a dwelling;
but according to the versions, measure

off for yourselves, as if i. q. cob ini?

(verses 7, 8.) from nsin to measure.

This renders it probable that the first

form is derived from rwn, which may be,

if we point it as the Hiphil from a qua-
driliteral rnn=rwg to measure, after the

analogy of rn:=nM;. In that case the

root n;x no. II. is to be rejected.

rfi^} f. verbal from rr;
no. I. dec.X.

desire. Deut. 12:15,20. 18:6. Jer. 2:

24. Constantly joined with -052, except
Hos. 10 : 10.

j

found only Gen, 10:27. proper

name of a descendant of Joktan, p'ro-

bably the head of some Arabian tribe.

According to many testimonies from

very different sources, this was the an-

cient name of the city Sana, the capital
of Arabia Felix. See Bochart; and, for

further confirmation, J. D. Michaelis

Spicil. Geogr. Hebrseorum Exter. T. II.

p. 164 ff.

"nfc'S inter] . formed by an onomato-

poeia, expressive of grief, wo! alas!

generally with a dat. 1 Sam. 4:8 'ix

i:j wo unto us ! or of threatening, Num.
21:29.

interj. idem. Ps. 120:5.

7*^^ verbal from obs. Vix\ dec. I. adj.-T> J

foolish and subst. a fool, sometimes

connected with the idea of impiety,
which is more frequent in its synonymes,

especially bi:. Most common in Pro-

verbs; chap' 1:7. 10:14,21. 12:15,16.
**

f 1$ denom. from b'i byadding the

adjective termination ^7 idem. Zech.

11:15.

Tfllp V^IN m. proper name of a

kins- of Babylon and successor of Nebu-

chadnezzar. 2 K.25 : 27. Jer. 52 : 51.

The latter part of this compound name

is the name of a Babylonish idol (see

"rpip):
the former signifies in Hebrew

foolish, but is without doubt an entirely

different Assyrian or Persian word,

which has been somewhat altered, so as

to sound like Hebrew. Syncellus writes

the name Evida?i-merodach.

~5^fc$ and h^te .an obsolete root,

which probably signified to be strong,

mighty. Deriv. DV?W, D'V the mighty;
bw might, God; perhaps also b? ram,

nb turpentine-tree, both so named from

their strength; and with a mpveable

% b;x,
nrw strength. An entirely dif-

ferent word from this is

71N arootalso obsolete, tobefoolish.

Deriv. ^$ foolish, rnnM foolishness. By
metath. this verb becomes bj=b; Niph.
to befoolish, q. v.

m, dec. I. a.



1. mighty. (See root VIM.) 2 K. 24:15

Keth. pn bi Me mighty or Me nobles

of the land, instead of which the Keri

substitutes the more usual form ^N.

2. fody. Ps. 73 : 4 their body is fat.
s s*~-

(In Arab. Jl], J| corpus.)

I. I 1

?!N perhaps, Gen. 16 : 2. 24 : 5.

ifperhaps, Hos. 8:7.

II. ^TIW Eulceus, a river flowing by

Susa in Persia. Dan. 8: 2.

I. D^K, also 0^, m. (with Ka-

mets impure,) PI. nisfo* more commonly
D^N, D'rabN, rraby, (from ob'N.) a covered

walk with pillars, a portico, piazza,

porch. 1 K. 7 : 6 ff. Ezek. 40 : 7 ff. Par-

ticularly the porch in front of Solomon's

temple, *$, 1 K. 6 : 3. Joel 2 : 17.

In the passage in Kings, this porch is

described only as to its lengthandbreadth,

whence it would be most natural to sup-

pose its height to be that of the temple

itself; but the parallel passage in 2 Chr.

3:4, gives it the towering height of 120

cubits, which would not conform to our

ideas of architecture, and leads us to

suspect some error. Hirt (Tempel Sa-

lomo's, p. 24.) makes it probable that

its height was short of 20 cubits, and

therefore less than that of the temple.
The word has no root in Hebrew; but

in Egyptian, A^ signifies a portico.

See Jablonskii Opusc. ed. Te Water.

T.I p. 85. But Gesenius (Lehrgeb.

p. 495, 844.) gives a different origin to

this word.

II. D^N (once ofc Job 17:10.)

Comp. Arab. (Jjl prcecessit, and see

Gesen. Lehrgeb. p. 624, 844.

1. conj. advers. but, nevertheless, Sept.
y pin AA. Job 2: 5. 5: 8. 13: 3. More

frequent is obw idem. Job 1:11. 12:7.

33:2.

2. more rarely, conj. causal, i. q. ^ in

the beginning of a proposition, for, for
indeed, enimvero. Job 13 -Afor ye in-

vent false words. 14:18.

Jly))^ f. verbal from obs. VIN, dec.

XIIL a.'

1. folly. Prov. 12:23. 13:16. Hence
2. sin, transgression. Ps. 38: 6.

Comp. nbaa.

3. perhaps might, high rank, borrow-

ing its signification from Vw. Prov. 14:24

nH n^'ps n^j the elevation offools is

still folly. There would then be an

antanaclasis, or a play upon the double

signification of theword rrxv ;
but perhaps

it ought the first time to be differently

pointed. Others: the foolishness of

fools continues foolishness, which does

not accord with the parallel clause.

pbj m. dec. VI. e. (Kindred to p*

nothingness, defect, and as an adv. not.)

1. nothingness, vanity, falsehood.
Is. 41:29. (Parall. DCN.) Zech. 10:2.

It is applied particularly to idolatry,

(comp. ^n,) 1 Sam. 15:23. and to eve-

ry thing pertaining to it; e. g. to the

idol itself, Is. 66:3. Hence Hosea

names the idolatrous city V^i (house

of God) in derision p rva (house of an

idol) Hos. 4:15. 5:8. 10:5. and sim-

ply ^s 10:8.

2. wickedness, sin, transgression. Job

36:21. Is. 1:13. tpp, p~'riQ wicked men,
Job 22:15. 34:36. p *tip evil-doers, Job

31 : 3. 34:8, 22. Used prob. as a con-

crete Prov. 11:7 D3v< for p $3 (so the

Sept. Syr. Arab. Chald.)
3. evil, trouble, sorrow, affliction, i. q.

X? no. 3. Ps. 55 : 4 they bring trouble

upon me. Prov. 22:8 he who sows ini-

quity, reaps affliction. Ps. 90:10, Job

15:35. Gen 35:18
'afcrja

son ofmy sor-

row. D'3iN onb bread ofsorrow, funeral

meal, Hos. 9:4. comp. Deut. 26:14.

Hab. 3 : 7 JIN
nnn in affliction. As this

word, when joined with suffixes, is ex-

actly like )TN below, whose signification

is essentially and radically different, care

should be taken not to confound them.

flN prop. name. 1. a pleasant valley

in Syria of Damascus, now called Un,

and used proverbially for a pleasant

vale. Am. 1 : 5.

2. i. q. p Heliopolis. Ezek. 30 : 17.

"pIN
m. dec. 1. a.

1. strength. Job 18: 7, 12. 40:16.
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Has. 12:4. Particularly the power of

generation, ]in rvtJNn firstling of ones

"strength, first~begottcn,G<m.4>9:3. Deut.

21:17. 'Ps. 105:30, Plur. D'pi, Is.

40:26,29. Ps. 78:51.

2. wetiIth. riches. Hos. 12:9. Job

20 : 10. Conip. tyr. According to others,

i. q. jin, by interchanging N and n.

tEfoN Jer. 10:9. Dan. 10:5. Uphaz,

a country rich in gold, the situation of

which is nowhere pointed out.

TDiN, also ISTIN, Ophir, a cele-

brated country, famous for its gold,

which Solomon's ships visited in com-

pany with the Phenician. Theybrought
back from thence gold, precious stones,

and sandal-wood, (IK. 9: 28. 10:11.

2 Cmv 8:18. 9:10. also (according to

1 K. 10:22, where Ophir indeed is not

mentioned, but is intended) silver, ivory,

apes, and peacocks, (D'3n according to

others pheasants.) The Bible speaks

frequently of the gold of Ophir, Job

28:16. Ps. 45:10. 1 Chr. 29:4. In

Job 22: 24, raw stands alone forOphiri-
tic gold. Were we obliged to suppose
all these articles the actual productions
of Ophir, then this country must, as

Bochart, Relandand othershave thought,
be looked for only in India; and the

LXX appear to have had this opinion,

in rendering it 2<y$;g, 2ov<><, 2^*g*j
which is the Egyptian name for India.

(Joseph! Antiq. Jud. viii. 6. 4. comp.
Jablonskii Opusc. ed. Te Water. T. I.

p. 337.) But in Gen. 10:29, Ophir
stands in the midst of other Arabian

countries, and the arguments preponde-
rate for placing it in Arabia; yet possi-

bly it is mentioned in that connexion

only on account of its being an Arabian

colony planted abroad. If it was in

Arabia, the articles mentioned above,

except apes, precious stones, and perhaps

pheasants, must have come to Ophir in

the way of commerce, and it is probable
that they were brought from the East

coast of Africa. (TDIM is thought to

mean Africa itself by the Chaldee in-

terpreter and by some others in Origen

on Job 22 : 24.) Antiquity has constant-

ly ascribed a great abundance of gold
to the nations of Arabia, (comp. art.

y$; concerning the Midianites, Num.
21:22,50. Judges 8 : 24, 26

; and con-

cerning the passages in the classics,

Bochart;) although it is probable that

gold was never produced there. See
Mannert's Geographic derGriechen und
Romer. Th. vi. H. 1. p. 8. The very
name El Ophir has lately been pointed
out as a city in Oman, in former times
the centre of a very active Arabian
commerce. Comp. Bochart's Phaleg. ii.

c. 27. Reland's Dissert. Miscell. i. 4.

J. D. Michaelis Spicileg.T. II. p. 184 ff.

Bredow's histor. Untersuchungen. Th.ii.

p. 253 ff. Seetzen in Zach's monatl.

Correspondenz. B. XIX. p. 331 ff.

m.dec,VIILa. wheel. Ex. 14 : 25.

Prov. 20:26
JOIN orrto isn and brings

over them the wheel of the threshingwag-
gon or sledge. Comp. tin.

1. to be narrow. Josh. 17 : 15.

2. trans, to press. Ex. 5 : 13.

3. to press oneself, to hasten. Josh.

10 :13. Prov.l9:2. 28:20. When con-

strued with jp, to take ones selfaway, to

withdraw, Jer. 17:16 *pn rrsrra 'n^rs
1

?

for rran nvrro / have not withdrawn my-
selffromfollowing thee as a shepherd,
i. e. as a prophet.

Hiph. to press on any one, construed

with a, Gen. 19 :15. Is. 22:4.

m. verbal from ISM, dec. II.

Plur. nhsiM.

1. store, stores; e.g. of provisions,
2 Chr. 11:11. 1 Chr. 27 : 27. Job 38 : 22
stores of the snow, of the hail. Espe-

cially of costly articles ; hencea treasure,

Prov. 21:20. often the treasure of the

temple, 1 K. 7 : 51. of the royal house,
14:26. nsin rva treasure-house, Neh.

10:39.

2. i. q. -KTNH rva storehouse, Joel 1:17.

treasure-house, 2 Chr. 32: 27.

I. to be or become light; applied

to the morning, Gen. 44 : 3. to the sun,

Prov. 4: 18. to the eyes, 1 Sa.l4:27,29.
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Used impers, ni it is light, it is day,

1 Sam. 29 : 10.

2. used figuratively. Is. 60 : 1 up, to

the light, for thy light is come.

Niph. "na, fut. -n\ to become light,

2 Sam. 2 : 32. to be enlightened, Job

33:30. Part. TIN: shining, illustrious,

glorious, Ps. 76 : 5.

Hiph. TWT 1. to illumine, enlighten.

Ps. 77: 19. 97:4. 105:39. Particularly

(1.) with DW, to enlighten the eyes of

any one, Ps. 13:4 enlighten mine eyes,

(antith. sleeping the sleep of death;)

elsewhere to gladden, makejoyful, Prov.

29 : 13. Ps. 19:9. (Parall. rejoicing the

heart.) Ezra 9 : 8. (2.) with twg, to en-

lighten the countenance of any one, to

make it serene, Ecc. 8:1. a mans wis-

dom shall make hisface serene, but his

haughty countenance shall be disfigured.

Ps. 80 : 4, 8. When construed with b,

to, a, to ra#e onesface to shine on any
one, to be propitious to him, Ps. 31 : 17.

119 : 135. Dan. 9 : 17. Also without

oae in the same sense, Ps. 118:27.

(3.) to instruct. Ps. 119 : 130.

2. to shine, strictly to make i

Gen. 1:15. Ex. 13:21.

3. to kindle, set onfire. Mai. 1 : 10. Is.

27 : 11. Comp. -vwfire.

Deriv. out of course, -n>ra.

TIN m (fem. perhaps Job 36 : 32.)

verbal from *n, dec. I. a. %/i/. Gen. 1 :

Particularly (\.) daylight, day-
1 Sam. 14:36. Neh. 8:3 itovp

from daybreak to mid-day.

35.
break.

37:21. Hab. 3:4. (3.) light of life, life.

Job 3: 16,20. in full, Dnn -fa Ps.56:14.

(4.) %fo, as an emblem of happiness;
the figure sometimes being preserved,

Job 22: 28. Is. 9:1. 30:26. and some-

times not, Ps. 97:11. Parall. nrrato.

(5.) light as an emblem of instruction.

Is. 49 : 6 DM3 "nN light oftlie gentiles, i. e.

their teacher. 51 : 4. 2 : 5 let us walk in

the light ofJehovah, see verse 3. Comp.
Prov. 6 : 23 the commandment is a lamp,
and the law is light. Probably also in

this sense Jehovah is called the light of
Israel, Is. 10: 17. (60: 3.?) (6.) D'as TW

light or serenity of countenance. Job

29 : 24. When applied to God, to a king,
a propitious countenance, Prov. 16:15

in the serene, i.e. propitious, countenance

of the king. Ps.4:7. 44:4.

I. *^N m. verbal from ii, dec. I. a.

fire. Ezek. 5 : 2. Is. 44 : 16. 47 : 14.

50 : 1 1 . See verb -n Hiph. no. 3.

Plur. nn/iN or nnw, sometimes alone

Num. 27: 21. but generally with

Sept.

j perhaps

plurales excellentia?, light, i. e. revela-

tion, and truth, the sacred lot of the

Hebrews which the high-priest bore in

or on his breast-plate (jn) and con-

sulted in difficult casesJ Ex. 28:30.

Lev. 8 : 8. Ezra 2 : 63. Neh. 7 : 65. Of
what it consisted is a matter of dispute.

Josephus (Antiq. iii. 8. 9.) and the

Rabbins say, that it consisted of the

gems in the breast-plate; but a more

probable opinion is derived from Ex.

28 : 30, (comp. Philo de vita Mosis, Opp.
T. II. p. 152. ed. Mangey.) that the

Urim and Thummim were two small

oracular images, similar to the Teraphim,
and personifying Revelation and Truth,

which were placed in the cavity of the

breast-plate. There appears to have

been a very similar custom among the

Egyptians, see Diod. Sic. i. 48, 75.

^Eliani Var. Hist. xiv. 34.

II. TIN Gen. 11:28. Neh. 9:7.

proper name of a city in Mesopotamia,
is also mentioned by the same

Marc. xxv. 8.

found only Is.

24 : 15. probably the north country.

Comp. ..! septentrio. This explana-

tion does not form an exact antithesis to

D'n N the islands of the western sea in

the parallel clause ; but such exactness

ought not to be required, see Am. 8:12.

Ps. 107:3. Deut. 33:23.

m*iN fern, of "iiN, dec. X. light. Ps.

139: 12. Fig. happiness, Est. 8 : 16.

Plur. niii herbs, vegetables. 2 K. 4 : 39.

(In the Shemitish languages, the ideas
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of sprouting, being green, flourishing,
are connected in many words with that

of shining. See ^23. In the Samar.

version -ix' is used for NOT an herb, Gen.

1:11,12.) So perhaps Isaiah 26 : 19

?j^ ni-rix te '? for a deiv ofplants is thy

deic, i. e. refreshing, healing, as the dew
of plants. Others: morning dew. Others:

the dew of life.

iri^N kv metath. for nvnx stalls or

cribs. 2Chr.32:28.

i"Tj"YlN (light of Jehovah) proper
name. 1. a Hittite, husband of Bath-

sheba, caused to be murdered by David.

2 Sam. 11:3.

2. a high-priest under Ahaz, contem-

porary with Isaiah. Is. 8 : 2. 2 K. 16 : 10.

j"V)N com. dec. I. Plur. nin'N. sign.

Particularly (I.) sign, flag, standard.

Num. 2 : 2 ff. namely, such as each tribe

carried, and different from byj a common
standard for three tribes. (2.) sign, me-

morial, pledge, e. g. of a covenant.

Thus circumcision, Gen. 17: 11, and the

sabbath, Ex. 31: 13, 17. Ezek.20:12,
20, are called signs of the covenant be-

tween Jehovah and the Jews. Hence,
in a more general sense, sacred rites, re-

ligious institutions, offerings and the

like, Ps. 74 : 9 irxvx1

? irnink our sacred

rites we see not. So verse 4. (3.) sign,

memorial, remembrance, e.g. of some-

thing to be done, Ex. 13: 9, 16. Deut.
6:8. or avoided. Ezek. 14:8. Num.
17:25. [10.] Deut. 28:46. (4.) sign,

token, pledge, omen, of a promise to be

performed, or of a prediction to be ful-

filled. The deity, or the prophet as

his interpreter, predicts a special event,

the fulfilment of which is a pledge for

the accomplishment of the whole pro-

phecy. Ex. 3 : 12. 1 Sam. 2 : 34. 10 : 7,

9. 2 K. 19:29. 20:8, 9. Is. 7:11, 14.

38 : 7, 22. Jer. 44 : 29. Comp. npio no.

1. with which it is sometimes joined,
Deut. 13:2. In a more general sense,

sign or proof of a divine mission, Judg.
6:17. (5.) emblem, type, symbol, of a

future event, synonymous with nsto no.

2. Ezrk. 1:3 V rvi*? -n PTK Iff this be a

9 )

type to the house ofIsrael Is. 8 : 18. 20 : 3.

(6.) sign in heaven, a prodigy. Jer. 10:2.

Particularly a miracle wrought by God
or by his messengers, and then synony-
mous with ncio no. 1. with which it is

very frequently connected. Deut. 4 : 34.

6:22. 7:19. Ex. 4:8, 9, 17 ff. Also in

classical Greek and Latin authors, the

same words which denote a mark, sign,

likewise denote a miracle. Comp. <riif&ot,

mif&tiov, Ttf>ot$, monstrum, portentum, os-

tentum, prodigium.

rfiN or J"V)N only in Niph. nix;, 1

pers. pi. fut. nixa, 3 pers. inix?. to consent.

2 K. 12:9. Construed with a dative of

the person, Gen. 34 : 15, 22, 23.

.nifc^ or ]"IN, with suffixes a sign of

the accusative case. See nx no. II.

t)S adv. prim. 1. then, at that time,

Germ.datnals. Gen. 12: 6. Josh. 14 : 11.

In this sense it refers back to past time,

but has a verb after it in the future tense,

which must be rendered as if in the

preterite, Josh. 10 : 12. Ex. 15 : 1. Deut.

4:41.

2. then, at some future time, Germ.
dann. Ps. 96 : 12 rca-v ix then shall they

rejoice. Zeph. 3:9. Job 3 : 13. Often at

the beginning of the latter member of a

sentence, Job 13:20. Prov. 2:5.

3. therefore, on thataccount. Jer. 22:15.

Ps. 40 : 8 thereforeIsaid, Behold, Icome.
4. wo and ix-jn formed like the

French depuis, des lors. (\^) from that

time on, after, since; construed with a

verb finite and infin. Ex. 5 : 23 \nxa wo
rbne Vx since I came to Pharaoh. Gen.

39:5. Ex. 4 : 10
spa^ 1x9 since thou

hast spoken. Josh. 14 : 10. also with

substantives, Ruth 2 : 7 igarj TXD from
the morning on. Ps. 76:8

?JBX imfrom
the time of thine anger onward, i. e.

when thine anger has once broken out.

(2.) used absolutely, formerly, in times

past, long ago, 2 Sam. 15 : 34. Is. 44 : 8.

45:21. 48:3, 5, 7. also from ancient

times, Prov. 8 : 22.

NJN and Jim Chald. to kindle, /teat.

Part. pass, rnx, Dan. 3 : 22. infin. xra,

with suff. rnp, 3:19.
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ftt^
Chald. found only Dan. 2:5,8

no NTO tfa word from me isfixed,
i. e. my command is unchangeable. So
Aben Ezra compares the Talmudic vtv

robur, firmitas. Perhaps the command
has goneforthfrom me, making iwF^to

to depart, go out; comp. Dan. 9 : 23.

Is. 45:23.

S'Vtt* m. (Syr. for
a\ig) hyssop, a

bunch of which was used in the sacred

sprinklings. Ex. 12 : 22. Lev. 14 : 4, 6,

49, 51. This word, like the names of

many other oriental plants, passed from

the eastern nations to the Greeks. Comp.
/~i i '/

(jrreek vro-aTroc.

"V)7N m. (Syr. for Tfo) verbal from

tw, dec. III. g." T

l. girdle. Ps. 5 : 27. Jer. 13 : 1 ff.

2. fetter. Job 12 : 18. Vulg./wm's.

"W adv. i.q, w then. Ps. 124:3 5.

The Chald. jng is nearly related to this

word.

rnStN f. verbal from Hiph. of tn,T T :
- "

dec. X. praise-offering or remembrance-

offering, i. e. in the ritual language, that

part of the meat-offering which was
burnt. Sept. /AVjjpjVwev. Vulg. memoriale.

Lev. 2 : 2, 9, 16. 5:12. 6:8 [15.]
Num. 5 : 26. The priest took from the

meat-offering a handful of the flour,

some of the oil, and the whole incense,

and burnt them on the altar to Jehovah.

The rest fell to the priest; see Lev.

2 : 2, 3, 9, 10. In Lev. 24 : 7, the in-

cense scattered on the shew-bread is also

called rnsw. This word is a verbal, (or

strictly speaking, Chald. infin. Aphel,)
from y-nrr. Comp. rm 8

? -ran to burn in-

cense, Is. 66 : 3. a technical expression
of the ritual service.

I. 7tN fut. ty for >ton, Jer. 2:36.

also ft hw Prov. 20 : 14.

1. To go away. Prov. 20 : 14 19 ft to

%?tf ffoinff his way, then he boasteth.

Jer. 2 : 36 why goest thou away so much ?
2. to go away, disappear; applied to

the drying up of water, Job 14:11. to

the consumption of the articles of living,
1 Sam. 9:7. to the disappearing of suc-

cour, Deut. 32:36.

ttfc$ Chal. l.togo. Ezra4:23. 5:8,15.

2. to go away. Dan. 2:17. 6:19.

II. TW to spin, weave. (Comp. Tal-

mud, rwto a weaver; and Syr. and
Arab, to to spin; and see letter

, p. 1.)

Part. Pu. toiNo something spun or woven.

Ezek. 27 :

T
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jtN i. q. Arab ^j

'
to weigh, whence

D^irfc scales. In Heb. found only in Pi.

to weigh, examine. Ecc. 12:9. In

Rabbin, jw to be weighed, proved.

JJM m. dec. V. b. found only Dent.

23:14. implement, utensil. In Chald.

paw denotes arms, weapons, a very kin-

dred idea, from Aram. ^\, ^+\ to arm.

JtM
f. dec. VI. p. Dual crm ear;

freq. 'B jwa OT to speak in the ears, i.e.

in the presence, ofany one. Gen. 20 : 8.

23 : 16. 44 : 18. Ex. 10: 2. Hence

Hiph. prt denom. from $* to hear,

give ear, to perceive by the ear; con-

strued with an ace. Gen. 4:23. Job
33:1. with 1

?, Job 34: 2. with te, Ps.

77:2. wither, Prov. 17:4. with iy,

Num. 23 : 18. of the person or thing
heard.

2. applied to God anthropopathically,
to hear. Ps. 5:2. 17 : 1. 39 : 13. 54: 4,

In both these significations it is used

almost solely in the more elevated poetic

style.

3. to hearken to, obey. Neh. 9 : 30.

Ex. 15:26.

Note. The N quiesces and falls away
in p for pw, Job 32 : 11.

pit? part, for

pwo, Prov. 17:4.

D^ptN with prosth. n, i. q. D'jn

chains, fetters. Jer. 40 : 1, 4. In verse

1, the N is wanting in several MSS.

"YM, fut. w.
1. togird, togird up or about; spoken

of a garment, with an accusative of the

person, Job 30 : 18. with an ace. of the

part girded, Job 38 : 3
?p^?n

riw gird

up thy loi?is, i. e. make thyself ready.
40:7. Jer. 1:17.

2. to gird on, to gird ones self, con-

strued with an ace. of the thing, 1 Sam.
2 : 4 *?:n snw they gird themselves /
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strength. 2 K. 1:8 -riw -TOM girded ivith

a girdle.

Niph. to be girded about. Ps. 65 : 7.

Pi. to gird, construed with a double

accusative of the person and thing. Ps.

18: 33, 40 rn ^sn thou hast girded me
with strength. Comp. 30 : 12. Is. 50 : 11

nipn "row girded, i. e. armed, withfiery
darts. Comp. other verbs of clothing;

e. fir. &&.O -T

Hithpa. to gird, arm ones self.
Is. 8: 9.

with an ace. Ps. 93 : 1.

iTntN i. q. srn the arm (with prosth.

, see letter M, p. 2.) Jer. 32:21. Job

31:22.

!TY|N m. verbal from rnj to rise,

sprout up.
1. a tree still standing in its original

soil, and not transplanted. Ps. 37 : 35.

2. a native, one born in a place, not

aforeigner, indigena.Lev. 16: 19. 18: 26.

^rntfc^ a patronymic noun (from

rrW), fin Ezrahite, descendantofEzrah ;

applied to Ethan, 1 K. 5 : 11, [4. 31.]

Ps. 89 : 1. and to Heman, Ps. 88 : 1.

Both of these persons were descendants

of Zerah (rnj)
the son of Judah, 1 Chr.

2:6; whence rniM, is probably only
another form of the name rnj, which

became the usual one in the patronymic.

I. JIN m. prim, irreg. const, and be-

fore grave suff. YI& with light sufF. TT>

?JTT, VTIM, ^CTIM; Plur. QTt, (for D'WM)
const, and before grave suff. >n, with

light suff. TTM, ?pn, Tj>n,
ITT (for vnyt),

1. brother; freq. When it is not im-

portant to fix the exact degree of kindred,

it denotes also a half brother, Gen.

42 : 15. 43 : 3. but the more accurate

expression for the latter is ax
)3,

DM
)2.

Sometimes, with emphasis, an own bro-

ther, Gen. 44:20.

2. cousin, kinsman of any degree.
Gen. 14 : 16 Lot, his brother, i. e. his

nephew. 13:8. 29 : 12, 15.

3. one belonging to the same tribe,

contribulis. 2 Sam. 19: 13. The Levites

are so called in respect to each other,
Num. 8:26. 16:10. Neh. 3:1.

4. fellow countryman. Judg. 14 : 3.

Ex. 2:11. 4:18. Also kindred nations

are called DTTN ; e. g. Edomites and He-

brews, Gen." 9: 25. 16:12. 25:18.
Num. 20 : 14.

5. confederated, bound together by a
e. g. Tyrians and Hebrews,

Am. 1:9.

6. friend, companion. Job's friends

are so called, Job 6:15. (19:13.?)
Hiram gives this name to Solomon, 1 K.
9:13. Comp. Neh. 5: 10, 14.

7. neighbour, felloivman, i. q. ri.

Lev. 19: 17. Hence following after STN,

one, another ; alterBaiter. Gen. 13:11
vn ten tf'N the one from the other,

from one another. 26 : 31. Ex. 16 : 15.

This mode of expression is applied also

to inanimate objects of the masc. gen-
der, Ex. 25 : 20 and the faces of the

cherubim were rn "; towards one

another. 37:9.

8. It is applied metaphorically to per-
sons and things which have resemblance.

Job. 30 : 29 lam a brotJier ofthejackal,
i. e. I moan like him. Prov. 18 : 9.

Ezek. 18 : 10.

II. n^ interj. of lament. Ah! alas!

construed with the dative, Ezek. 6:11.

21:20. [15.] ^
III. HN f. (comp. Arab. ] ardeo)

a fire-pan, such as is employed in the

east for wanning chambers. This pan,
called in Pers. and Turk, tennor, or

tendur, is placed in a small cavity in the

midst of a winter apartment : when the

fire is burnt down, a cover, like a dish,

is placed upon it, and round the whole

a carpet is spread to retain the heat.

Jer. 36: 22, 23.

PIN Chald. brother, as in Heb. Plur.

with suff. ^HM, Ezra 7: 18.

nNHN m. (fathers brother) pro-

per name of a king of Israel about the

year 900 before Christ, characterized

as a weak prince and an idolater. 1 K.

16:28. 22:40. He was followed on

the throne by his two sons Ahaziah and

Jchoram in succession, but his family
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was afterwards utterly rooted out by
Jehu.

DTTfr$ plur. found only Is. 13:21.

a species of howling animals, perhaps

owls, or uhus, comp. rr interj. of la-

ment. According to others : howlings,
lamentations. So the Sept.

^THN not found in Kal, but instead

of it -nr to unite.

Hithpa. Ezek. 21: 21 [16] nrrwrr unite

thyself, i. e. rage with united strength,

(addressed to the triple sword.)

*^n^ m. const. TITO; and ]^n^ (forTV _ - \

rnn) f. in pause nrr.

1. one ; freq.

2. first. Only in numbering the

days of the month, (the use of the car-

dinals for the ordinals is generally limi-

ted to notices of time
; ) e. g. Ezra

10 : 16, 17 tfjhb im DV the first day of
the month, i. q. tthh? ina on the first

day of the month, Gen. 8 : 5, 13. In

other passages, e.g. Gen. 1:5. 2:11,
the usual signification is retained, as in

Lat. unus, alter, tertius, e. g. Suet. Oct.

101.

3. any one, some one. Dn THM one of*S TT T ... /

4. it is used in later Hebrew for the

indefinite article a, an. 1 K. 20: 13

TTW *03j a prophet, Trgoipjrnjs rig. Dan.
8:3 trw "PN a ram. IK. 19:4.

5. When doubled, one, the otJier. Ex.

17:12. 18:3,4. sometimes repeated
thrice, 1 Sam. 10: 3. Also when re-

peated, used distributively, one apiece,
one by one, one each, Num. 13 : 2.

rrcob ins &$ TTT ur one man from
each tribe. 34:18.

6. Tp3 as one, together, in company.
Ezra 2 : 64. TTUO brrgrrbs the whole con-

gregation together. 3:9. 6:20. Ecc.
11:6 TTTN3 DTV?^ both alike. Is. 65 : 25.

The same signification has TTTK the

Judg. 20:8. 1 Sam. 11:7. Ii/ChahL
HTna idem.

7. nn (ore being omitted) once. 2 K.
ft: 10. Ps. 62: 12. rroa idem, also i. q.

T73 together, Jor. 10:8. also at once,
>W,/,

///,/, Prov. 28:18.

2 )

Plur. nnm? 1. the same. Gen. 11:1.

2. joined in one. Ezek. 37: 17 the

two sticks Dnn7 vn shall become one.

3. some, several; hence afew, Gen.
27:44. 29:20.

TRJ m. Gen. 41 : 2, 18. Job 8. 11.

Grass, reeds., growing in marshy grounds,
and forming pasture for cattle. The
word is of Egyptian origin, and is also

preserved in the Greek of the Sept.

(Is. 19 : 7.) and of Sirach (Ecclus.
40 : 16.) in the form

V
A^<, "A#<. Jerome

on Is. 19 : 7, says : Quum ab eruditis

qusererem, quid"A#e< significaret, audivi,

ab ./Egyptiis hoc nomine lingua eorum
omne quod in palude virens nascitur

significari. See Jablonskii Opusc. ed.

Te Water. T.I. p. 45. T. II. p. 160.

n^HlSfc
f. dec. X. information, argu-

ment, defence. Job 13 : 17. It is a ver-

bal from the Hiph. of rnn to inform,
of which in Heb. only the Piel, but in

Chald. the Hiph. or Aphel occurs.

JTinN f. denom. from m? no. I. bro-

tJierhood. Zech. 11:14.

mnSl Chald. explanation. Dan.

5:12. Strictly infin. Aph. from rnn to

shew, explain.

"ViniSl dec. III. 1. hinder side, bach

part. Only in plur. onins Ezek. 8:16.

1 K. 7 : 25. In the singular it is used

adverbially, and signifies ( 1 .) behind.

Ezek. 2: 10. !Chr.l9:10. Antith.D>:s

before. (2.) bach, backwards. Gen.
49 : 17. Hence

Tjbn, :noj, linw, to decline,

fall away, particularly from the service

of God. So nin$, Jer.7:24. Hence
2. the west side, antith. Dip. Is. 9 : 1 1.

Also adverbially, westward, Job 23 : 8.

Note. The Shemite, in speaking of

the quarters of the heavens, supposes
his face turned toward the east ; so that

the east is before him, the west behind,
the south on the right hand, etc.

Comp. JOTI, BT;?, pn;i !?Mtt\

3. tJie future, time to come: hence

virTNb for thefuture, Is. 41: 23. 42:23.

ITintJ f. (for njrw from masc. vw

Chald. and Arnl>. lor TO) in-rir. roust.
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and before suff. niny (once inm* Num.

6:7); Plur. with suffixes, ^nin, D3Tiin,

etc. (as from a sing. nn) ; also ^nvrw,

N, nrrnVnM, etc. (as from a sing.

fern, of TW.)
1. sister; freq.

2. one more distantly related, a kins-

woman. Job 42 : 1 1. In Gen. 24 : 60,

the mother and brother of Rebekah say
to her, n i:nin thou art our sister.

3. It is applied figuratively to kin-

dred states, Ezek. 16:46. 23:31. and

kingdoms, Jer. 3:7, 8.

4. It is used as a word of endearment

to an object beloved. Cant. 4 : 9 ff.

5. female companion, i. q. rran ; freq.

Hence
6. with rrjftf preceding, one, another;

altera, altera. Applied also to inani-

mate objects of the fern, gender, Ex.

26 : 3 jive curtains shall be joined nf
nnmrb^ one to another, verses 5, 6, 17.

Ezek.V:9, 3:13.

7. It is used figuratively in such

phrases as Prov. 7 : 4 say to wisdom,
thou art my sister. Job 17 : 14. Comp.
the other names of kindred, especially

a no. 7. n no. 8.

tnW, fut. in* (rarely ing 1 K. 6 : 10.

EcJ 7 : 18.)

1. to seize, lay Jwld of; construed

with an accusative, Judg. 12:6. with

2, Ex. 4:4. 15 : 14 rafts i^ in^ ^n ter-

ror seizes the inhabitants of Philistia.

v. 15. Ps. 48:7. Also inverted, Job
18:20

-wjj
nriM twtaTg theforefathers lay

hold offear, i.e. fear lays hold of them.

21 : 6. So the Arabians say: cepit me-

tum alicujus rei.

2. to take, catch, in hunting, fishing.

Cant. 2:15. Ecc. 9: 12.

3. to hold; construed with an ace.

1 Chr. 13 : 9. 2 Chr. 25 : 5. with a,

Gen. 25:26.
T|TI

\nx to pursue ones

course, Job 17 : 9. Part. pass, with

act. signification, Cant. 3 : 8 nnn \TTT

folding tlie sword.

4. to bind, join, fasten. (The ideas,

to take, to hold on, to adhere, are com-
bined in many verbs; comp. nsb and n|?b

in Hithpa. and in Greek, s^ottou TIVOS to

tn

adhere to any thing, l%l(tms connected.)

Ezek. 41:6 n^an Tpa D'WM vrr-*?n 6w

50 that they were not fastened in the

wall of the temple. 1 K. 6 : 6. Hence
5. to close, fasten, bar, as in Syriac.

Neh.7:3.

6. i. q. Lat. contigno, to bind beams

together, to cover a house. 1 K. 6 : 10

he covered the house with cedar-wood.

Comp. ton Hab.2:19.
7. to take out, (from a great number,)

particularly passively to be drawn out

by lot. (The same signification has the

synon. 15!? in Niph. and also TTTM in

Ethiop.) Num. 31 : 30 of the children

of Israel's half Dv
ctonn"|n im in nj?n

take one out offifty, verse 46. 1 Chr.

24:6 "iwbwb WTN in INTPS one family
was drawn from Eleazar.

Niph. 1. pass, of Kal no. 2. Ecc.

9 : 12.

2. pass, of Kal no. 3. Gen. 22 : 13.

3. to take possession. Gen. 34 : 10.

47:27. Josh. 22 : 9, 19. Comp. deriv.

rnrtN, and also Syr. in to possess.
Pi. i. q. Kal no. 5. to close. Job 26 : 9

he closes, i. e. covers, the face of his

throne.

Hoph. pass, of Kal no. 4. to be fast-

ened. 2 Chr. 9 : 18.

tnb^ m. proper name of a king of Ju-

dah, contemporary with Isaiah, Hosea,
and Micah, a weak prince and an ido-

later. 2 K. 16 : 1 if. 2 Chr. 28 : 16 ff.

Is. 7:1 ff. 38:8. Sept.
"

- verbal from TTTN, dec. X.

possession. Gen. 17:8. 23:4. See ri

Niph. no. 3.

nniiy and 1i"Wlfc$ (Jehovah has

seized) prop. name. 1. son of Ahab,

king of Israel. 1 K. 22 : 40. 2 K. 1 : 2.

2 Chr. 20:35. Sept. 'O#o/W.
2. son of Jehoram, king of Judah.

2 K. 8:24. 9:16. 2 Chr. 22:1. He
is called in 2 Chr. 22:6, innw an evi-

dent corruption; for 12 MSS. Sept.

Syr. Vulg. and Arab, retain the usual

name. The same person is also called

inNirr i. q. irrirrN by metathesis, 2 Chr.

21:17. Here too the Sept. Syr. Chald.
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Arab, and cod. Kennicott. 332 are in

favour of irnrr, but the common Heb.

text may be retained, as the two names

are synonymous.

!"TTnN Chald. with prosth. K, i. q.

Heb7 nrn 'riddle. Dan. 5:12.

TfT^nN m. (brother of the king)

prop. name. 1. a priest at Nob and

friend of David, 1 Sam. 21:2. 22:9.

Ps. 52:2. and afterwards a chief-priest

under him, 2 Sam. 8:17. He is pro-

bably the same person with njn, as each

of them is called a son of Ahitub.

Comp. 1 Sam. 14:3, with 22:9.

2. a Hittite, companion of David.

1 Sam. 26: 6.

VHN Ps - H9 : 5- and
IJT^J

2 K.

5 : 3. adv. of wishing. O that! would

God! Probably derived from nbn no. II.

Jlto^ON f. Ex. 28 : 18. 39 : 12. name

of a precious stone, which the Sept.

Vulg. have translated cip<6vtrTo$, ame-

thystus. In its form, it is a verbal, from

the Hiph. of obn to dream; hence the

story of the Rabbins, that this gem has

the property of causing dreams.

NnftHN Ezra 6: 2. Ecbatana, ca-

pital of Media, and summer residence

of the Persian monarchs, probably near

the modern Hamadan.

"^HN to stay, tarry. Hence 1 pers.

fut. nnM, Gen. 32: 5.

Pi. -irr, fut. nrw to tarry, delay, as

in Kal. Judg. 5 : 28. Ps. 40 : 18.

'

con-

strued with b before the infin. Deut.

23 : 22. with an ace. Ex. 22 : 28 the abun-

dance of thy grain thou shalt not delay,

i.e. hold back.

2. to abide long, tarry late. Prov.

23 : 30 p^n"
1

^ Q^np who tarry late at

the wine. Is. 5:11. Comp. Ps. 127:2.

3. caus. to retard, hinder. Gen. 24 : 56.

"inN, fern. rnrtfrS (with Dagesh
forte implied;) Plur. onrrg, rvnnN, (as if

from -\n ) other. "in ta another or

strange God, i. e. an idol. Is. 42 : 8.

Deut. 6:14. 7:4. 8:19. Ps. 16 : 4

Tinp vw they hasten to another, i.e. they
decline from Jehovah to idols.

( 24 ) iHN
inSl 1. originally a subst. the hinder

part.

T

Plur. 2 Sam. 2:23 rrcnn nna
with the hinder end of the spear.

2. adv. (1.) behind. Once Gen. 22 :

13, (where, however, the Samar. text,

42 Heb. MSS. Sept. and Syr. favour

the easier reading in,) Vulg. post ter-

gum. (2.) more frequently, afterwards.
Gen. 18:5. Ex. 5:1. Num. 19:7. Also

adverbially in this sense nrr, Pr. 28:23.
3. prep. Plur. nny, with suif. ^rw,

etc. (1.) after, behind. Thus nni

to go after, to folloiv. Hence, in a

geographical sense, to the west of, (comp.
-iin no. 2.) Ex. 3 : 1 west of the desert.

(2.) after, since, construed with an infin.

Gen. 5 : 4. with
vafcj and a finite verb,

Josh. 9 : 16. Judg. 1 1 : 36. (3.) p nn

(literally after it was so,) upon that,

afterwards. 2 Sam. 2:1. Hence nro*

WJN p (liter, after it was so that,) after,

as in Lat. posteaquam for postquam,
Gen. 6 : 4. Also ntf being omitted, 2

Sam. 24 : 10. comp* p'V? for iw p-^?
under art. p.

Combined with other prepositions

(1.) -ryTVfofrom after, awayfrom. 2 Sam.
20:2/2 K. 17:21. Also, the force of

]o being lost, simply behind, after, Ex.
14 : 1 9. Josh. 8:2. Ecc. 1 : 1 4. Jer.

9:21. hence p nrwo afterwards, 2 Sam.
3 : 28. (2.) nny b behind, construed with

an ace. 2 K. 9 : 18. (3.) <nn TO belnnd,

construed with a dative, Ezek. 41 : 15.

n^n^j fern, n ,
denom. from iny,^

with adj. termination
]i,

dec. I. b.

1. hinder. Gen. 33:2. Hence west-

ern, (see ~iin no. 2.) fVinyn DVT the

western sea, i. e. the Mediterranean, in

opposition to the eastern or Dead sea,

Deut. 11:24. 34:2. Joel 2: 20.

2. following, future. Ps. 48 : 14. 78:

4, 8 jr
nii thefuture generation. DV

finny the folloiuing day, or time to conic,

Prov. 31 : 25. Is. 30 : 8. Plur. C>JTTN

posterity, Job 18:20. Ecc. 4: 16.

3. last. Is. 44 : 6 / am thejirst, ami

I am the last. 2 Sam. 19 : 12, 13.

The fern, stands adverbially for a se-

cond time, Dan. 1 1 : 29. with prefix h

and a, afterwards, Deut . 1 3 : 10. EC. 1 : 1 1 .
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Sl prep. Chald. after, as in Heb.

Dan.2 : 29.

*nnSl adj. Chald. another. Dan. 2:

39. 7\ 5, 6.

r^n$ adv- chaia* Dan- 4 : 5M
p_rr:

N -ir fl Me last, finally.

rPnnN f. denom. from irrw, dec. I. b.

1. last, hindermost, or remotestpart.
Ps. 139 : 9.

2. more frequently of time, end, lot-

terend. Deut. 11:12. Job8:7. 42:12.

Prov. 5:11. (Antith. rmo.) Prov. 5:4

rno nrnrw Aer emf, i. e. the end which

the adulteress leads to, is bitter; comp.
23:21. Especially a happy end or con-

elusion, 23:18. 24:14.

3. futurity. Frequently in the phrase

D^p'n nnrwa t process of time, Is. 2 : 2.

Gen.49:"i. Mic.4:l.

4. as a concrete, posterity, remains.

Dan. 11:4. Ps. 109 :13. Am. 4:2. 9 :1.

Ezek. 23:25.

rP^HSl Chald. end, as in Heb. Dan,

2:28.

"

Chald. another. Dan. 2:11.

'^nnN adv. from jrirw. backwards.

Gen. 9:23/1 Sam. 4: 18.

D^SnitlJnfc?
masc. plur. Est. 3: 12.

8:9. 9:3, etc. high satraps, chief go-

vernors, Persian officers nearly analo-

gous to the present Turkish pachas.
These satraps or high satraps had the

civil and military jurisdiction over seve-

ral smaller provinces, each of which
had its own nrre governor. The word is

of Persian origin, and probably com-

pounded. The first part THN is the Pers.
O "*"-

itS-l excellence, worth. (See the fol-

lowing articles.) But the latter part is

perhaps more uncertain. The letters

agree very well with pmi a door-keeper,

porter, or a courtier generally; but the

explanation is to be preferred, which
o ^o

makes ]Brro=rpj or Pers. e_?JUw a sa-

trap, with the termination
;;

as in

>
)

'p^Q'VTtZ/nN masc. plur. Chald. L
<j.

Heb. Dan.' 3:2^ 3, 27. 6:2,3.

^"^It^nN a name or title which is

given to several different Persian kings.
Dan. 9:1. Ezra 4: 6. Est. 1:1. The sig-

nification of the first part of this name
has just been given in the preceding
article. The latter part is either tfra,

Pers. <j .?
or

^li*^ prince, (i and i

beingcommuted, see letter i,) or Pehlvi,

Zwaresch (a hero').
<

Cpy*\r\'$V]'& plur.
masc. mules of a

superior breed. A Persian word com-

pounded of ~.} excellence, price,

and AjuJ mule. Est. 8:10. It appears

from what follows that they were bred

between an ass and a mare.

see- TV
subst. from obs. nc$. a going

softly or slowly. Hence TCM, ^^b, CMS

for the most part used adverbially*

(\.) slowly, softly, applied to walking)
1 K. 21 : 27. to the running of water, Is.

8:6. Gen. 33 :14 *?$ in my sloiv pace,
i. e. gradually as I am accustomed to go.

(2.) mildly, gently. 2 Sam. 18 : 5 ^vf>

"\5^ deal gently for my sake with the

lad. Job 15: 11
ijps-

^b nrn and our

language sofull of mildness to you.

t^tSN masc. plur. conjurers, magici-

ans. Once Is. 19:3. The root cc$ sig-

nifies in Arab, to make a gentle noise, to

mutter, and in this derivative has refe-

rence to the muttering over of magical

spells. Comp. nJrfj.

"\15& m. name of a prickly shrub, the

southern buckthorn, Christ's thorn,

rhamnus, (rhamnus paliurus, Linn.)

Judg. 9 : 14, 15. Psalm 58 : 10. In the

Arab. uvk>! but more frequently ^jy:).

pEtSfc
m. (Syr. for J^M) dec. III. g.

found only Prov. 7:16 D^so \rnvt Egyp-
tian tapestry. In Chald. pr signifies

a cord, rope, instita, somewhat kindred

to the sense given above. Sept. ctutyi-

Others tli ink it^u,'7^a, ru UK
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an Egyptianword : athi-ouniau, (stamen

lini; ) whence also the Greek oSov*, &o-

yioi, linen, is said to be derived.

DtpN to shut, close, stop, e. g. the

mouthers. Prov. 17:28. 21:13. cr:iVn

niniQN closed windows, i. e. prob. lattices

inserted into the wall in such a manner,
as not to be raised or opened, Ezek.

40 : 16. 41 : 16, 26. The same is some-

what differently expressed 1 K. 6:4.

Hiph. idem. Ps. 58:5.

"ItDN, fut. T^T to shut, close. Once

Ps. 69 : 16. In Arabic this verb has the

kindred signif. to surround, to enclose.

"1&SN verbal adj. from -TOM bound, im-

peded, followed by i:*p T bound in his

right hand, i. e. only left-handed. Judg.
3:15. 20:16. The verb in Arabic,

Conj. v. signifies to be bound, hindered.

^ 1. adv. of interr. prim, where?

with suff. nS'N where art thou? Gen.

3:9. i'N where is he? D; where are they?
rpN is synonymous with .

2. Connected with other adverbs or

with pronouns, it simply gives them an

interrogative signification, just as -n

gives them the force of relatives. Comp.
in English, wherein for in which. Hence

(1.) rn who? what? Job 38 : 19, 24.

2 K. 3: 8. also where? (from nj here.)

Est. 7:5. 1 Sam. 9 : 18. 1 K. 22 : 24.

In the indirect inquiry, Ecc. 11:6.

Also as one word HVM, see below.

(2.) rw?->M whence? from what? Gen.

16:8. Job 2 : 2. Jon. 1 : 8 n? rna- from
what people? 2 Sam. 15:2 -n? mp
from ivhat city? (3.) rWvw on what ac-

count? (from rwh on this account.) Jer.

5:7. Several other adverbs are joined
with >N ; but always in one word. See

rttt? "?', !TB. (3.) In Prov. 31:4, the

Keri > is usually explained as i. q. p
not. But we may retain the usual

sense of this word, and translate the

clause thus : and it is not becomingfor
princes to say, Wfiere is strong drink?

I. **N, more frequently inplur.D"^

(once p* Ezek. 26:18.)m.(fem. perhaps'
Is. 23:2. unless we consider it as an in-

stance of the constrnctio ad sensum, as

is the case with & inthe preceding rerse,)

by contr. for i verbal from n;= Arab.

^J to take for an Jiabitation, to inha-

bit, (comp. p for '13, r?, n.)

1. habitable, dry land, in opposition

to water. Is. 42:13 D\S^ ni-ni noto /
will make the rivers dry land; comp.

43:19,20. 47:2. 50:2.

2. coast, shore, sea-coast; of Ashdod,
Is. 20: 6. of Tyre, 23: 2, 6. of Chittim

and Elishah, Ezek. 27: 6, 7.

3. island. Jer. 47 : 4 nines > isle of

Caphtor, i, e. prob. Cyprus. DVT $ the

islands of the sea, Est. 10:1. Antith. yn

main land; comp. Ps. 97:1. Particu-

larly did the Hebrews employ D^, also

ctfan '? (Gen. 10:5.) and a;n to de-

note the islands and remote coasts of the

west, of which they had acquired an ob-

scure knowledge through the navigation
of thePhenicians. Gen. 10:5. Ps. 72 : 10

(in connexion with Tarshish.) Is. 1 1 : 1 1.

24 : 15. 66 : 19. Ezek. 26 : 15, 18. 27 :

3, 15. Dan. 11:18. The idea is made
clear by a paraphrase, Jer. 25 : 22 TBJN $

D;rr ina, Often perhaps in a more ge-
neral sense, remote coasts, distant lands,

lands beyond sea; the Hebrews having
in mind the vast extent of country to

the west. Is. 40: 15. 41:5. 42:15.

49:1, etc.

II. 1 for N verbal from nj==

Arab. ^ J i. q. ^ ^ to howl.) 1. subst.

howling. Hence as a concrete, the howl-

er, or a Jackal, so called from his doleful

howling, especially at night. Found

only in the plur. n>: Is. 13 : 22. 34 : 14.

Jer. 50:39. In Arab, he is called ^1
^Jl son ofholding, i. e. the howler.

2. adv. or interj. alas! Ecc. 4:10.

10:16.

III. "'N adv. not. found only Job 22 :

30, and in the proper name "a;-^ (in-

glorious) 1 Sam. 4:21. In Ethiop. and

Rabbin, idem.

H^N to hate, be an enemy to. found

only Ex. 23:22. Part, :ri enemy, ad-

versan/, Gen. 22 : 17. 49: 8. sometimes
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as a participle governing the case of its

verb, 1 Sam. 18 : 29 TYTTIM i.'iN an enemy

ofDavid. Fern, nyfafemale adversary,

Mic. 7 : 8, 10.

t"CpN f. verbal from a$, dec. X. en-

mity, hostility. Gen. 3 : 15. Num. 35: 21.

Contracted from ny, as mrst from np.:N.

TN m . dec. I . a. distress, ruin, destruc-

tion. Job 18: 12. 21:17. 30:12. Prov.

1 : 26, 27. 6:15. The root TIN in Arab,

signifies to press, bend down; and its

derivatives, oppression, misfortune.

njM i. q. 'N where? (with rr parn-

gogic, comp. n2n=}n behold.) Gen. 3:9.

18:9. Used indefinitely, Nab. 3:17.

Job 15 : 23 he wanders about for bread

nNi where it may be found.

Sl^Sl fern, name of some bird of prey,

perhaps afalcon, hawk, or vulture. Lev.

11:14. Job 28: 7. Sept. lx.rtv, and yvfy.

Vulg. vultur.

li"^ m. Job. the hero of the book

which bears his name, occurring also

Ezek. 14 : 14, 20. The name is most

probably fictitious, having reference to

the description which is given of his

life and fortune, and sigmfyingpersecuted,

(namely, by adverse fortune,) from TW.

Comp. TiV born from T> to bear. Ano-
ther explanation, viz. serio resipiscens is

given by the Koran, (Sur. 38:40, 44.)
The eastern people, at the present day,
consider him as a real person, and a de-

scendant of Esau; but their opinion is

not conclusive evidence.

WpM f. proper name of the wife of

Ahab, king of Israel, notorious for her

cruelty, her persecution of the prophets,
and her introduction of the worship of

the Phenician Baal. 1 K. 16:31. 18:4,
13. 21:5ff. 2K.9:7ff. Hence the

name Isabella. Several plausible deri-

vations of this word have been proposed,
but none of them is certain.

nr# w/iere? JobC8:19,24. Com-

pounded of the inteiTogative particle '$

(see
' no. 2.) and nj Jiere.

TpSl how? by contr. for r\y. Gen.

26:9. Sometimes as an interj. of la-
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ment. Ah how, Ps. 73:19. Is. 14:4-.

So Ecc. 2:16 Ah Jiow dies the wise man
with thefool ! Used indefinitely, Ruth
3:18. 2 K. 17:28.

rO*1^ compounded of 'N no. 2. andm
i. q.ris here, thus. 1. where?

2. how? Deut. 1:12, often as an in-

ter).
Ah how, Is. 1:21. Lam. 1 : 1. Used

indefinitely, Deut. 12:30.

rb*1^ 2 K. 6 : 13 Keth. or ta>s Keri.

idem.

ntt&how? Cant, 5: 3. Est.8:16.

from ' and ra3=n3 or riD thus.

V]N m. dec. VI. f.

1. ram. Gen. 15 : 9. Plur. oty Ex.

25:5. See root VIK.

2. a technical expression in architec-

ture, the exact meaning of which has not

yet been discovered. IK. 6:31. Ezek.

40: 9 if. 41:3ff. Comp. in Chald. n

*m? for D'EEn rnttK Is. 6:4. These pas-

sages will have the clearest sense, if we
render this word pillars or pilasters,

with which the doors and walls of the

temple were ornamented. The name
V\si (ram) may refer perhaps to the

twisted form of the capital, as e. g. in

Corinthian pillars. Vulg. frontes, Luth.

Erker; neither of which suits the con-

nection. More plausible is the expla-
nation of Cocceius, projectura parietis

in imo prominentis.

/^ m. verbal from obs. ^x. strength*

Once 'Ps. 88:5.

T^fr$ m. verbal from bi, dec. I. plur.

D'V. 1. the mighty, noble. Ex. 15: 15.

Ezek. 17 : 13. 2 K. 24 : 15 Keri.

2. turpentine-tree, terebinthus, for

which the fern. H^N is more common.
So in the prop, name \WB "w, Sept. 72-

/3iv6o<; TVS 3?Kciv. Gen. 14:6. Plur.D'Vst

Is. 61: 3.

E <t$ (turpentine-trees) proper name

of the second encampment of the Israel-

ites after they left Egypt, with 12 wells

of water, and 70 palm-trees. Ex. 15:27.

16:1. Num. 33:9. Now called Gi-

rondel, a valley well watered, and

abounding in palm-trees.
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com. (fern.

e. g. Ps. 42; 2.) prim.

stagl'hart. Deut. 12:15. 14:5. Is,

35:6. Plur. 07 Cant. 2:9, 17.

fern, of "m. hind. Gen. 49:21.

(here as an epicene joined with a masc.

participle.) Plur. niHj, const. rnV. 2 Sa.

22:34. Cant. 2:7. .

pT^N (turpentine-tree, see fa* ) prop,

name of a city in the tribe of Dan. Josh.

19:43. IK. 4: 49.

ttvjbj (from b;, as if deer pasture)

proper name. 1. a Levitical city in the

tribe of Dan. Josh. 10:12. 19 : 42.

21:24. Judg. 1:35.

2. a city in the tribe of Zebulun.

Judg. 12:12.

f. dec. I. a. i. q. V force,

strength." Once Ps. 22 ; 20. See tow.

DTW and D*?N m. Plur. o^and
ntoV'N; i. q. oVi hall, porch, portico.
Ezek xl.

* m. Chald. tree. Dan. 4:7, 8ff.

It corresponds to the Heb. "fix turpen-

tine-tree, but has this wider signification.

nT'N Deut. 2:8. alsortfw, nfc 1 K.

9 : 26. 2 K. 16 : 6. Elath, a well-known

port in Idumea, in Greek A.\Xu.vct,, now
AHah. It lies on a bay of the Arabian

gulf, to which it gives name.

rVp^N fern, of ^.female deer, hind.

Among the Orientals it is used as a

word of endearment to a wife. So Prov.

5:19. The title of Ps. xxii. -rrc?n nH* to

is of difficult interpretation. Perhaps

after the hind of the dawn, i. e. to be

sung after a song or tune called the hind

oftJie morn. Comp. rwSjj. By hind of
the dawn, perhaps the sun is meant,
which the Arabian poets sometimes call

gazelle. Were it a note of time, then

the best explanation consists in the Rab-

bin. Nyrch nny break ofday.

D^tJ, fern. HD^, adj. terrible,

dreadful. Hab. 1 : 7. Cant. 6 : 4, 10. In

Chald. Pa. D$ to terrify.

Jlp^ (for TTO?N) f. verbal from obs.

D$, dec. X.
"

1. terror. Deut. 32:25. The genitive

following is often to be understood pas-

sively, Prov. 20:2 ^n no' the terror

which a king causes. Job 33 : 7 'rnyvtfear

of me. With n parag. nrro^ Ex. 15:16.

Plur. rrt- Ps. 55:5. and Q'~ Ps. 88 : 16.

2. Plur. DWM idols. Jer. 50 : 38.

Literally objects offear or terror; comp.
e. g, n^b?'?

D^*1^ and L^?pfc$ plur. masc.

Emims, an ancient people, the original

inhabitants of Moab. Gen. 14:5. Deut.

2:11. As an appell. the terrible ones,

the strong ones. Chald. fortes.

I. pN, const,
p^t, properly a subst.

nothingness, defect, non-existence, (comp.

$*,) but more frequently used as an adv.

of negation.
1. not, but constantly including the

subst. verb to be in its various persons
and tenses ; of course i. q. *6. Gen.

37:29 lias *]piT Joseph was not in the

pit. Num. 14:42. It deserves particular
remark (l.)that if a personal pronoun
is the subject of the proposition, it is

suffixed to thisword; whence the follow-

ing forms arise ^r / am or was not.

These suffixes here express the subject
or nominative. (2.) Since p* includes

the subst. verb, it is very often joined
with the participle. Ex. 5:16 jn: p ]in

straw is not given. Josh. 6:1 jw N?V p
N2 there was not any one going out and

coming in, i. e. no one went out or came

in. Lev. 26 : 6. No one is often expressed
in this manner; see Gen. 41 : 8, 15, 24,

39. Deut. 22: 27. (3.)
V p* mihi non est

is the usual expression for / have not.

Construed with
\
and an infin. it often

signifies it is not permitted; e. g. Est.

4 : 2 HtaV
]>

it is not permitted to enter.

Ruth 4:4. Ecc.3:14. (4.) tin??* no

man, rrcnwp pw, "i^ ^ notlnng, ^ p no-

thing at all. Num. 11:6. Ecc, 1 :"9.

2. If there is no other predicate of

the proposition, ;:
includes the predicate

itself, and signifies not to be, not to exist,
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not to be extant. 1 Sam. 9:4 and they That it was

passed through the land of Shalim >$

and they were not there. 10 : 14. IK.
18:10. Frequently with suff. which

express the subject; e. g. i:r he wasno

more, for he lived no longer, Gen. 5 : 24.

42:13,32,36.
3. nothing, often, as above, including

the verb. 1 K. 8 : 9. Ps. 19 : 7. y*h to no-

thing, Is. 40: 23.

4. without, for the more full pa, Ex.

21:11. Joel 1:6 -cro p witJiout number.

5. Combined with prepositions are

(1.) fN3 literally in the non-existence of,

hence before that, ivithout. Prov. 8 : 24

rranrrpa before the floods were. Ezek.

38:11 rroin pa without walls. Prov.

11:14. 15 : 22.' 26 : 20. (2.) r$> liter.

about nothing, hence nothing ivas want-

ing, almost. Ps. 73 : 2. Parall. tcttas about

a little, little was wanting, almost.

(3.) p$ to him who .... not for
psi T$M%

Is. 40 : 29. Neh. 8:10. 2 Chr. 14 : 10.

so that .... not. Ezra 9:14. 2 Chr.

20 : 25. (4.) jw? because not, Is.

50:2. so that not, Is. 5: 9. barely

not, Jer. 10:6, 7. 30:7.
(Concerning

the double negation, see jp.)

Note. If we consider f as a subst.

in the absolute state, and pg as a subst.

in the const, state, the reason will be

seen why the former stands only at the

close of a proposition, but the latter only
in connexion with something following;
e. g. Num. 20 : 5 p D^O, water was not

there, which inverted would become p
ona, as in Ex. 17 : 1.

II. p^ adv. of interr. where? i. q.

>? **?> with paragogic j, (comp. TO, p^)
found only with prefix o, pp whence?
Gen. 29 : 4, etc.

pN found only 1 Sam. 21:9. i.q. J>N

not, but here used interrogatively for p^n
is tfiere not?

nSPN more rarely ilDN, dec. X. f.

a corn measure, containing 3 seahs or

10 omers. Ex. 16 : 36. Its definite ca-

pacity is not known. Josephus (Antiq.
xv. 12.) compares it with the Attic me-

dimnus, which is about a Berlin bushel

a considerable measure

appears from Zech. 5 : 6 ff. new ne'

two kinds of measure, Prov. 20 : 10.

rib^N (compounded of ' and rtohere,

thus,)ii}here? Ruth 2 : 19. how? Judg.
8:18. used indefinitely, where, Jer.

36:19.

N'iD^Sl i.q. fcODbS now, then. Judg.

9:38.

m. prim, irreg. Plur. very rarely

(Ps. 141:4. Prov. 8: 4.) but in-

stead of it is commonly used D'fcJsg const.

^:M (from an obs. sing. C3=*ci3 man.)
1. man, i. q. Lat. vir. Sometimes

used collectively, and construed for the

most part with the plural; e. g. Judg.
8 : 22 'to to rm^i then spake the Israelites.

Often in apposition before other sub-

stantives, as ono tow an eunuch, Jer. 38 :

7. Used as an appropriate designation
of sex, even in animals, Gen. 7 : 2. hence

ahusband, Gen, 3 : 16. Hos. 2 : 18. [ 16.]
2. joined with many substantives,

especially those which designate quality,
it denotes a possessor of that quality, or

some connexion with the thing expressed

by the noun ; as
p.si

c" a wicked wretch,

D'OTTO ti a contentious man, rranbn s>st

a warrior.

3. followed by nw or r, the one ....

the other. See n and rj. So > repeat-

ed, Is. 3 : 5.

4. any one, some one. Ex. 16:29.

Cant. 8: 7.

5. everyone. Ex. 16:29. Gen. 40:5.

In this signification the signs of cases

are often omitted, Num. 26:54 jn
ttto

to every one shall be given. Instead of

this stands also srw nf>'N, Ex. 36:4. srw

tt^w, Est. 1 : 8. The repetition of IITH

also expresses distribution, Num. 1 : 4.

6. used impersonally like the French

on or Germ, man, 1 Sam. 9:9formerly
in Israel ir"n TON-rib man said thus, i. e.

it was thus said.

7. XLM '33 in oppos. to DIM :a, see D-JM

no. l.(2.)

:

Vil^fc$ m. (according to others, com.

comp. Ps. 17:8.) dimin. from w>>, dec. I. b.

1. homulux-, )>tannikin, little man;
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joined with ;:?,

Deut. 32 : 10.

7:2 tlie little man in the eye,

apple of the eye, so called from the lit-

tle image of himself, which the beholder

sees therein. This beautiful figure is

found in many languages of the ancient

( 30 )

Pror. or children, to whom he directed his

i. e. the instructions.

IftrW m. (island of tJie palm-tree)

proper name of a son of Aaron. Ex.

6:23. 28:1.

rPN adj. and subst. dec. L prob.

jj (man of

thejgp.) Greek KO^ } xo^4sw>*1^at. pupa^

pupil la, pupula ; ( little damsel, puppet.)
"

world. Arab. i*j|

'

.) Greek KO^, x

le "mote luTT' expresion is

the little man, daughter of the eye, Ps.

17: 8. see na.

2. figuratively middle. (So in Arabic,
s o

**3t5* apple of the eye, stands for

middle, head, summit?) Thus Prov.

7 : 9 middle of the night. 20 : 20 midst

of darkness. In the last passage the

Keri reads
paSji time, a gloss which gives

a very unsatisfactory explanation.

I'irPb'jt
m. found only Ezek. 40:15

Keri. entrance, verbal from rrnst i. q. te

to come, to enter. In the Kethib prw
Yod is transposed.

*^^ Chald. i. q. Heb. sr ; from

which it is formed by changing j into n,

prefixing prosthetic ,
and annexing the

termination '
l

~, (comp. $, '],)

1. It has the force of the subst. verb

to be, in all its persons, particularly the

third. Dan. 5:11
Tjirobpa

*ua vy there

is a man in thy kingdom. 3:12,25.
With the participle it forms a periphra-
sis for the finite verb, Dan. 3:17. If

the subject of the proposition is a pro-

noun, it is suffixed to rv in the follow-

ing manner; ^rm thou art, jrrirvw he is,

*OJVN we are, jiynw ye are, Dan. 2 : 26.

3:14, 15, 18. The suffix pronoun of

the third person is often pleonastic,
Dan. 2:11.

2. tliere exists, is found, is extant.

Dan. 2:10, 11. 3:29. 4:32 [35.]
3. with 7, / have, mihi est. Ezra

4:16.

bfc^rY
1^ m. (for SN PIM God is with

me, or for "j <rm there is a God,) prop,

name, found only Prov. 30 : 1. Ithiel

and Ucal were probably Amur's scholars

verbal from obs. jn^Arab. 7. peren-

nis et indesinensfuit aqua.
1. constant, lasting, never-failing,

perennis, applied especially to water.

Deut. 21: 4. Am. 5:2 jrvw
Vna a never-

failing brook. Also without Vna idem,

1 K. 8 : 2 D'?psn rrv the month offlowing
brooks, (otherwise called Tisri,} which

corresponds to part of Sept. and part of

October. In a neuter or abstract sense,

it is used substantively, and placed after

another noun as a genitive, Ps. 74 : 15

jrw nVirn the never-failing streams.

Hence the stream, channel itself,
Ex.

14:27.

2. firm, strong, mighty. This signi-

fication is kindred to the preceding.)
Jer. 5:15

]rr
>J
ia a strong nation. Job

12: 19 wyv&themighty. Vulg.optimates.

(33 :19?) As a subst.firmness, strength,

Gen. 49: 24 imJg jrrsqi at?n his bow abides

strong.

3. prob. hard, inflexible; hence, (by
a common association of ideas in the

^Shemitish languages,) harsh, severe,

pernicious. Prov. 13:15 the way of

transgressors is pernicious. So Luther :

bringt ivehe. Job 33: 19
JITM vn$ an

the contest in his bones is severe.

4. rock, (perhaps only poetically,)

literally something fast, firm, solid.

Mic. 6 : 2
y-u*

>TDio D'?nKn ye rocks, foun-
dations of the earth. Jer. 49 : 19. 50: 44

jrw rria dwelling of the rocks, (comp. 49:

16 rjflpn van.)

5. proper name of an Ezrahite, (see

TTK,) celebrated for his wisdom, 1 K
5:11, [4:31,] and supposed author of

Ps. Ixxxix.

TjfrS conj. prim. 1. only. Gen. 7:23.

Ex. 10:17 orcrr ^A only this once. Deut.

16 : 15 npip tj only joyful, i. e. entirely

joyful.



2. but, yet, nevertheless. Gen. 20:12.

26 : 9. Lev. 11:4. Often in strong an-

titheses, but on the contrary, nay rather,

imo vcro, quin, Is. 14:15. 43:24.

3. scarcely, only just now. Gen.

27:30. Judg. 7:19.

4. also. Gen. 9: 4.

5. indeed, certainly, surely, in the

begining of a proposition, i.q. % Is. 19 :

11. Job 16: 7. 19:13. Ps. 139:11.

*T2N name of a city built by Nimrod.

Once Gen. 10 : 10. Sept. 'A^5. Ac-

cording to the Targums, Jerome, and

Ephrem Syrus, Nisibis in Mesopotamia.

Ephrem Syrus, however, reads 13.

H^5^ verbal adj. from arc. deceitful;

hence particularly a deceitful brook, (op-

posite ofjrw,) which, dryingup suddenly,

disappoints the traveller who visits it.

Jer. 15:18. Mic. 1 : 14. We may sup-

pose TT: brook to be understood.

3^15M (deceived, deception,) prop,

name.

1. a maritime city in the tribe of

Asher, between Acco and Tyre, Ecdip-

pa, now Zib. Josh. 19:29. Judg. 1:31.

2. a city in the tribe cf Judah. Josh.

15 : 44. Mic. 1:14. Comp. a}3, and nap.

*^pfc$
m. adj. Comp. Syr. )^p

vir strenuus.

1. daring, bold. Job 41 : 2.

2. hostile; substantively, an enemy.
Job 30: 21.

3. cruel, unmerciful. Lam. 4:3.

4. destructive, pernicious, applied to

poison. Deut. 32:33.

"Htpfc^ denom. from -ipN, with adj.

termination *-.

1. cruel, unmerciful. Prov. 5:9. 11:

17. Jer.
6j

23.

2. destructive, pernicious. Prov. 17:

1 1 a messenger of destruction, i. e. one

who brings awful tidings, e. g. the sen-

tence of death, or the like. Is. 13: 9.

Jer. 30 : 14.

rV)*Ht5^ f' denom. from nn, cruelty,

fierceness, applied to anger. Prov. 27 : 4.

n^5^ f. verbal from bx.food, what
is eaten, i K. 19:3.

in. proper name of a king of

the Philistine city Gath. 1 Sam. 21:11.

27:2, IK. 2:39.

VwNj fut. to* and to*
; see art. naw

note 1.

1. to eat; applied to men and ani-

mals, and construed with an accusative.

When construed with a, it signifies to

eat of, partake of, Ex. 12:43 45.48.

Judg. 13 : 16. Zech. 11:1. Applied

figuratively to the sword, (comp. ne,)

2 Sam. 2: 26. to fire, Num. 16 :35. 26:

10. to hunger, pestilence, and sick-

nesses, Job 18 : 13. Ezek. 7 : 15. The

following phrases ought also to be no-

ticed (l.)nn) to to eat bread, i.e. to

take a meal, Gen. 43 : 16, 25, 32. Jer.

41:1.52:33. Comp. Mat. 15: 2. (2.) to

ij to eat the flesh of any one, i. e. to

seek for one's life, spoken of blood-

thirsty enemies, Ps. 27 : 2. comp. Job
19 : 22. (3.) to eat one's ownflesh, i. e.

to waste away, Ecc. 4 : 5. (4.) Jer. 15 :

16 thy words came to me, and I did eat

or devour them, i. e. I received them

eagerly. Hence the figure of eating a

book, Ezek. 3 : 1 ff.

2. to consume, destroy ; e. g. a people,

spoken of an enemy, Deut. 7 : 16 ntow

Dwrrto-nN and thou sJialt destroy all the

nations, *Jer. 10:25. 30:16. 50:7, 17.

51 : 34. rHos. 7:7 cn^sttj-rw Vo$ they
have destroyedor hilled theirmagistrates.
Hence also 0^55 to to consume the poor
or unfortunate, to prey upon their pro-

perty, or, as we by a similar figure say,
to drain their blood, Prov. 30 : 14. Hab.
3:14.

3. to enjoy; e. g. sexual pleasure,
Prov. 30: 20. Construed with a, Job
21 : 25 natea to$ fci and does not enjoy

good.

Niph. tow passive of Kal
;
also to be

permitted to be eaten, Lev. 1 1 : 47.

Pu. pass, of Kal. Neh. 2 : 3.

Hiph. to^n, fut. tow;, once 1 pers. sing.

VaiN (Hos. 11 : 4.) infin. tostn once ton

(Ezek. 21: 33. [28.]).

1. cans, of Kal, to give to any one to

eat, to feed, construed with two accusa-
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tives, Ex. 16:32. Num. 11: 18. Prov.

25: 21. to give to enjoy, Is. 58 : 14.

2. i. q. Kal, to consume; spoken of

the sword, Ezek. 21: 33. [28.] of fire,

Job 20: 26.

Hoph. found only Ezek. 42 : 5 ibriv

for TO$ they were made shorter, they
came short, literally, they were cut off.

Comp. nt| to cut off, to eat, and intrans-

itively, to come short, tofail.

Deriv. out of course tawa, ntawo, ;

ON, fut. taw. Chald. to eat, as in

Heb. Concerning the phrase psng tax to

accuse, calumniate, see
\nj?.

TON m. verbal from ta, dec. VI. m.

food, particularly grain, produce of the

field, Gen. 41 : 35. 42 : 7, 10.

Ofc$ proper name, see VMTTO*.

fern, of bl&.food.Gen.l: 29,30.

N i. q. 1
thus, with M prosth.

1. truly, certainly. Gen. 28 : 16. Ex.

2:14. Jer. 8:8.

2. but, yet. Ps. 3 1 : 23. Is. 53 : 4.

pN (comp. Syr. ^o] solicitavit.)

to urge on to labour. Once Prov. 16 : 26.

Vulg. compulit.

pfc$ or ^pN } with suff. K), prob.

i. q. w hand. Once Job 33 : 7 my hand

cannnot lie heavy upon thee. Sept. jj

;#/ pov. Comp. 13 : 21. In the form

I^N, the N would be prosthetic, as in

Chald. J3=]a garden. The form
rj3,

maybe illustrated bycomparingtins^^.

Others : my burden, the weight of my
character ; comparing Chald. ^IM ephip-

pium, sella equi; and Arab. >_Q^\ c/z-

imposuit.

m. dec. I. ploughman, farmer,
husbandman. Is. 61 : 5. Jer. 14:4. 31 :

24. The root -ON signifies in Arabic,

conj. V. foveam fodit, and is cognate
with rns.

city in the tribe of Asher.

X 19:25.

N from obs. "&$, strictly a subst. no-

thingness, but by usage only a particle

of negation.
1. lest, that.... not, especially before

a future, to express a prohibition, dehor-

tation. Gen. 43 : 23 ^rrbw/ear ye not.

15:1. Ps. 40: 18 fa*rV delay not.

Gen. 19:7, 8.

2. i. q. 7 not, but more rarely. Am.
5:14.

3. nay, no. Ruth 1:13 'n;a VN no,

my daughters.
4. nothing. Job 24 : 25.

5. interrogatively for fcftrt. 1 Sa. 27 : 10.

*?N Chald. idem. Dan. 2:24.

I. 7N m. verbal (with participial

form) from obs. fc, and synonymous
with "?, dec. I. a.

1. strong, mighty. Ezek. 31:11 *?M

D?ia the mighty one, i. e. the prince, of
the nations. Plur. D>te, Job 41 : 17. [25.]
Ez. 32:21 nnizu^ the strongest of the

heroes. The reading "r is also found

in all these passages. (Is.
9 : 5 -tiaa to

Me mighty hero; see Gesenius' Jesaia,

p. 25.?)

"

2. as an abstract noun, strength,

power. Only in the phrase T M -J_ t<

w m the power ofmy hand, or in my
power, Gen. 31 : 29. Prov. 3 : 27. Mic.

2:1. and negatively TJT.
bstb p it is not

in thy power, thou canst not help thyself,

Deut.28:32. Neh.5:5.

3. most frequently God. The name

is general, and applied both to Jehovah

and to the heathen gods. Is. 44 : 10, 15.

45 : 20. Frequently with epithets sub-

joined; as
jvbs

b t/ie most high God,
TO* b almighty God, rr ^N the living

God, IT b, ~\n VK a strange god, "naa *?

Me mighty God, Is. 10:21. So Is. 9:5,

see Rosenmiiller in loc. D^KI \:a Ps.

89: 7. 29 : 1 sons of the gods, i. e. angels,

subordinate gods, who are also called

D'ribst \;a, Job 1 : 6. Whatever was

great, excellent, or sacred, the Hebrews

were accustomed to call divine orfrom
God. Thus cedars of God, Ps. 80 : 1 1 .

mountains of, God, Ps. 36: 7. Comp. in

Homer, ciios 'Q^iiro-ivg, 'A^AAeyj.
Note. Together with the usual form



to (from biN,) the Hebrews had also ano-

ther, after the analogy of verbs n 1

?,

which is seen in the proper names, ^o'to,

w'to, Q'i^to, 3^to. Concerning such dou-

ble forms, see Gesen. Lehrgeb. p. 481.

II. 7N, T

these. Only
1 Chr. 20:8.

( 33 )

interpretations in our modern languages,

H pron. plur. i. q. nto

in the Pentateuch and

Chald. idem. Ezra 5 : 15 Keri.

turpentine-trees,

IV. ^^ prep. prim, with Makkeph
-to; Plur. 'to (only poet.) with suff. 'to,

*T;>?
c

>
etc -

1. to, a sign of the dative case from

which is formed, by contraction, the

prefix *?.

2. towards, even to, up to; e. g.

towards the desert, Num. 24 : 1.

to up to heaven.

3. at, on, near; e.g. nipa to at a

place. jnVti
to a* *Ae to5/e, 1 K". 13 : 20.

a^to ^:n behold, I am upon you, to wit,

foV punishment, Ezek. 13:8. 21:8.

34:10. Jer. 50:31. 51:25. also in a

good sense, Ezek. 36 : 9.

4. about, concerning, de. Gen. 20 : 2.

Ps. 2:7. 69 : 27. Hence irj, to spc to

say, hear concerning any one.

5. in, into; e. g. ninrrto into the ark,

Gen. 8 : 9. tab'to in his heart, 6 : 6.

6. among. 1 Sam. 10 : 22. Ezek, 2:6.

7. through. Ezek..44 : 7 through all

your abominations.

8. for, on account of. 1 K. 14 : 5.

(Gen. 37:35.?)
9. In combination with other prepo-

sitions it implies direction to or towards

a place ; e. g. nn simply behind me,
nnN to away behindme; vi to to between

me ; b yvra without, on the outside of,

with to to the outside of. The excep-
tions are rare

; as 1 Sam. 21:5 >T"nnn~to

in my Jiand, where to is redundant. So
Job 5 : 5 p to out of; unless perhaps it

signifies even out of.

Note. What verbs are construed with

this preposition, is mentioned under the

several articles. In these constructions,
the preposition may require very diverse

although the real force of the original

word continues the same.

tira^N m. hail Ezek. 13 :11, 13.

x' S S

38 : 22. Comp. Arab. ,*&. concrevit,

congclavit, and Heh. to prob. ice, crys-

tal Job 28 : 19. > is prob. the Arabic

article, which appears to have been re-

tained in several words derived from the

Arabic ; e. g. oipto. The same is the

case with many words in Syriac. This

is better than to derive to from to no. 1.

2 . strength, power, renderingti?$ power
of hail, i. e. powerful hail.

1. r& 1. to swear. 1 K. 8 : 31.

Hos. 4 :Y
2. to curse. Judg. 17:2.

Hiph. to cause to swear, to require an
oath of any one. 1 K. 8 : 31. 2 Chr. 6 :

22. 1 Sam. 14 : 24 te* fut. apoc. from

nto' for nto'_.

Deriv. out of course nton.

II. (17^ as in Syriac, to lament.

Once Joel 1 : 8 >to lament.

rOfc^ f. verbal from nto no. 1. dec. \.

1 . oath. nb^a ia to enter into an oath,

to swear, Neh. 10 : 29. Hence nto} N^H
to administer an oath, to take an oath

of any one, Ezek. 17:13. Comp. Virg.
^En. iv. 339. /KEC in fcedera veni. >nto

the oath made to me, Gen. 24 : 41.

2. particularly a covenant confirmed

by an oath. Gen. 26 : 28. Deut. 29 : 12,

14. Ezek. 16 : 59.

3. imprecation, curse. Num, 5 : 21.

Is. 24: 6. nton nattJ oath ofimprecation,
Num. 5. 21. ntob rprt to become a curse,

Num. 5: 27. Jer.44:lg.

ii?Nj Plur. D'to, f. verbal from obs.

bi, dec. X. turpentine-tree, pistacia te-

rebinthus, Linn, a common tree in Pa-

lestine, which grows to a considerable

height, and has evergreen leaves with

clustering fruit. It attains to a very

great age ; and the earliest history, on

that account, often employed single trees

of this kind, under special names, to
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designate particular places. Gen. 35 : 4.

Judg. 6: 11,19. !Sam.l7:2,19. 2 Sam.

18:9, 14. Ezek. 31:14. It is synony-
mous with fi^N.

JipM pron. plur. com. gen. these,

employed as the plural of rn and nw-

nW* Chald. idem. Jer.lO:ll.

f. oak. Once Josh. 24:26.
r

More frequent is
fiVt*.

Fnto m. emph. vtrfot. Chald. i.q. Heb.

aYw God. Plur. pnj the gods, Dan. 2 :

1L 5 : 4, 11, 14, 3. jn&j ^ sow of the

gods, 3: 25.

&# Chald. i. q. vw ("?
and -i being in-

terchanged, see letter b.) see, behold.

Dan. 2: 31.

i?N (prob. compounded of D and

1% comp. Syr. Q!^|.) /> only in later

Hebrew, Ecc.6:6. Est. 7:4.

$ m. prim. dec. I. (Comp. Arab.

<)d) (srjs)
to fear, reverence; which is

probably derived from the noun.) God,

spoken by way of eminence of Jehovah,

but also of other gods. Dan. 1 1 : 37 39.

In the singular, only in the later books

and in poetry, Neh.9:17. 2Chr.32:

15. Deut.32:15, 17. very frequently

in Job, chap. 3 : 4. 4:9. 5:17, etc.

The later Hebrew in this respect agrees

with the Chaldaic and Syriac usage.

Job 12:6 it;} rri^
'an iw who bears the

divinity in his hand, i. e. whose fist is

his God. Comp. Hab. 1:11.

Plur. E. 1. gods, in the plural

number. Ex. 20 : 3, 20. Deut. 4 : 28.

Hence godlike forms or appearances,
1 Sam. 28:13 ywn-]D D^j? mn Dvft 1

see gods ascending from the earth, i. e.

godlike or spirit-like forms. Also i. q.

ovftw 33 sons of God, or kings, Ps. 82 : 1 ,

6. (It has been supposed to designate

also magistrates and judges; e.g. Ex,

21:6.22:7,8. But Deut. 19: 17 shows

that ovibw in these passages is God him-

seJf,
whom the priests in their judicial

capacity represented. )

2. as a pluralis excellentise God in

the singular, (comp, Q^iM, nra.) Spoken
of a false god, 2 K. 1 :' 2, 3. 1 K. 1 1 : 33.

Ex. 32 : 4, 23. Judg. 16 : 23. but pre-

eminently of Jehovah. It is sometimes

construed, (contrary to the general rule

concerningthe pluralis excellentise,)with

plural adjectives ; e.g. 1 Sam. 4:8. 17:

26. but the verb is almost constantly in

the singular, as in Gen. 1:1. The ex-

ceptions are Gen. 20: 13. 31: 53. 2 Sam.

7:23. Ps. 58: 12. The following phrases,
formed with D^W, are yet to be noticed.

3. 0"$ son of God; (1.) applied
to kings, Ps. 2:7. 82 : 6. comp. 2 Sam.

7:14. also Ps. 89 : 27, where David is

called the Jirst-born, i. e. the most be-

loved, son of Jehovah. The ancient

nations generally supposed the kingly

power to be derived from God; hence

the frequent expression in Homer, 2io-

ygyjjs fictnteus ; comp. II. 1.279. u.196,

197. To this it may be added that al-

most divine reverence was paid to east-

ern monarchs, which led to their being
called Gods (comp. Ps. 82 : 6. 45 : 7, 8.)

(2.) In the plural DTTJN ra, applied to

subordinate gods, angels, Gen. 6 : 2. (so

Gesenius, but see below.)Job 1:6. 2:1,

38 : 7. (3.) applied to servants or wor-

shippers ofGod, Deut. 14 : 1. Ps.73 : 15.

Prov. 14 : 26. Gen. 6 : 2, (comp. 4 : 26.)
4. Dvfc erst man of God; applied to

angels, Judg. 13:6,8. to prophets, 1 Sam.

2:27. 9:6. IK'. 13:1. and to other

servants of God, as to Moses, Deut.

33 : 1. to David, Neb. 12 : 24, 36. So

ETftN np: prince of God, spoken of

Abraham with reference to his princely

dignity, Gen. 23 : 6.

5. great before God, i. e. great in the

judgment of God, for very great. Jon.

3 : 3 a city great before God, i. e. a

very great city. Comp. Acts 7 : 20.

Gen. 10:9.

7V?{$ m. the sixth month of the He-

brew ecclesiastical yrnr, corresponding
to part of August, and part of Septem-
ber. Neli. 6:15. The etymology is

obscure.
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SI m. dec. I. i. q. rnsi turpentme-

. Gen. 12:6. Judg. 9^ 6, 37. Plur.

, Gen. 13:18. 14:13.

|i
v*& m. dec. I. i. q. nH< oak. Gen.

35:8.~Ezek.27:6.

I.
?]1

vt$ verbal from *N, dec. I. b.

1. as an adj. tame, brought up to hand.

Jer. 11:19 H^H teas a lamb brouaht up to

2. as a subst. friend, conjidant. Ps.

55. 14. Prov. 16 : 28. 17 : 9. Mic. 7 : 5.

Comp. rfa 110. 1.

3. i. q. r no. I. ar. Ps. 144 : 14. It

is an epicene noun of the masc. gender,
even when applied to female animals.

II. ?p >>fc$ (denom. from i^w
no. II. 2.

family.) dec. I. b. 7*ee? o/
5

family or

tribe, tyvhx^os , %'A/osg^o?, Zech. 9:7.

12 : 5, 6.
. Applied particularly to the

heads of the Edomitish tribes, Gen. 36 :

15 if. Ex. 15 : 15. 1 Chr. 1 : 51 ff.

EJVTN (in. Talmudic, turma homi-
T ^

num) proper name of an encampment
of the Israelites. Num. 33 : 13.

n^St found only in Niph. to be cor-

rupted, in a moral sense. Ps. 14 : 3. 53 :

4. Job 15 : 16. This verb in Arabic, {

conj. VIII. signifies to become sour,

spoken of milk.

5"P7^ f. thefat tail of a certain spe-

cies of eastern sheep, (ovis laticaudia,

Linn.) which is said to weigh from 12
to 20 pounds. It is placed on a two-
wheeled truckle-cart, which the sheep
draws after him. Lev. 3:9. 7:3. 8 : 25.

9:19. See Herod, in. 113. Comp.

Arab. juJj cauda ovis adiposa, \\

carnosos dunes habuit vir.

n^N m. (Jehovah is my God) Eli-

jah, a celebrated prophet, in the time of

Ahab king of Judah. 1 K. xvii. 2 K, ii.

Equallycommon is irr. Concerninghis

re-appearance as the forerunner of the

Messiah, see Mai. 3 : 23, 24. Besides

the prophet, there are in the Scriptures
nil other persons of the same name,

,^ proper name of

a friend and disputant of Job. Only
Job xxxii. xxxv.

/'j^ verbal from obs. VJN, dec. I.

1. as an adj. vain, null, nothing-worth.
1 Chr. 16 : 26. Ps. 96 : 5. Lev. 19 : 4 the

nothing-worth, i. e. idols. 26 : 1. Comp.
hn.

2. as a subst. nothingness, vanity,

weakness. Job 13:4 TV^p^sn vain com-

f; comp. Zech. 11 : 17.

and
pfcjt

Chald. pron. plur.

com. gen. i. q. Heb. rv*? these, those. Dan.

2 : 44. 6 : 7.

Q^fP7^ ( God raises up) prop. name.

1. aprsefectuspalatii under Hezekiah.

2 K. 18:18. 19:2. Is. 22 : 20. 36 : 3.

2. a king of Judah, son of Josiah,

whose name was afterwards changed by
Nechoh king of Egypt into D^ (Jeho-
vah raises up.) 2 K. 23 : 34. 24 : 1. Jer.

1:3. IChr.

ileg.

Jlt!^

/^ a Grecian province from
T * V I

ich purple was brought to Tyre. This

^umstance suits the Peloponnessus,
1 the name most probably is kindred

to Elis, (the Samar. text has M^W,)

which in a wider sense is used for the

whole Peloponnessus. Gen.lO:4. Ezek.

27:7. According to others: Hellas.

See Bocharti Phaleg. iii. 4. Michaelis

. Geogr. Hebr. T. I. p. 80. _
"p& in. (perhaps for rc?^ God

sees) Elisha, a prophet who wrought
miracles in the kingdom of Israel, suc-

cessor of Elijah. 2 K. ii. xiii. Sept.

'EA<VfiS, "E^Xia-s-oitl, 'Ehta-e-ctiog. In Luke

4: 27, 'EAt<r<77o? .

Tj vfc^
Chald. pron. plur. masc. gen.

i. q. Heb. rnw these, those. Dan. 3 : 1 2, 1 3.

I. v7fc$ an obsolete root, to be no-

thing, or of no worth. Deriv.^ of no

worth, and 'w not, nothing.

II. VT*^ to lament, see the following

article.

_,
, ._. interj. joined with 7, ico to

c!
'

Job 10:15. Mir. 7:1. The
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*->

root bb, (comp. Arab. J| ,) is synony-

mous with the more frequent forms

nb, bb;
to lament.

DvfrS not found in Kal, but its sig-

nifications appear to have been

1. to bind; see Piel. Deriv. rraVw.

2. passively to be bound, silent,dumb;

see Niphil. Deriv. ob, nbw.

3. to &e solitary, forsaken, widowed,

(a meaning which is often connected

with the preceding ; e.g. in the Arab.

J^j to be dumb, unmarried.) Deriv.

Niph. to be, or become dumb, Ps,

31 : 19. 39 : 3, 10. Is. 53 : 7. to be si-

lent, Ezek. 33 : 22.

Pi. to bind. Gen. 37 : 7.

QvN m. prob. verbal from nb no. 2.

dumbness. Ps. 58 : 2 PT? obs Djown &
justice indeed silent 9 Ps. 56 : 1 ob rev

D'pjn ^e e?M7w dove among strangers.

This appears to be the name of a song
or tune, after which Ps. Ivi. was to be

sung. Comp. rnj. Others : upon the

oppression of distant princes, reading
nbst with other points.

D7&$ in. verbal adj. from nb no. 2.

dec. VII. c. dumb. Ex. 4:11.

D 7^ see

iitt2>7 IK. 10:11, 12. and by
metath. nrcaiabM 2 Chr. 2:7. 9:1 0, 11. a

costly wood, which Solomon obtained,

by the way of Ophir, from the East In-

dies. Most probably, as many Rab-

bins explain it, red sandal-wood, which

in India and Persia is wrought into va-

rious costly vessels. Others render it

corals, and in Rabbinic the word has

this signification ; but this is to be re-

garded as a more extended use of the

word, than that which it originally pos-
sessed. Comp. Celsii Hierob. P. i. p.

171 ff.

7N Gen. 10 : 26. a people or

tribe in Yemen, sprung from Joktan.

Arabian authors speak of a Modar
( IT- V whowa f

> descended from Kachtan

or Joktan, If this name be the same,

then b may be regarded as the Arabic

article, and the change of n into n as an

ancient error of the copyist.

TO/N ^ verbal, from ob no. 1. dec.

X. Plur. D7 and ni. sheaf or bundle of
corn. Gen. 37: 7. Ps.l26:6.

1^7^ m. verbal from nbw no. 3. de-

serted, forsaken, widowed. Jer. 51:5.

lu?^ m. verbal from Db no. 3.

widowhood. Once Is. 47 : 9.

1. fOtov^ fem. of ]ob, dec. XI. a.

widowed, a widow. Gen. 38 : 11. Ex.

22:21. Lev. 21:14.

II. nto^N fem. plur. Is. 13: 22.

palaces, i. q. rraa")N, as some MSS. read

(i and b being interchanged.) See JTQTN.

Perhaps also Ezek. 19 : 7.

TTODbN f. denom. from
pobx,

dec.

III. c. Plur. D'lroobH, widowhood. Gen.

38:14,19. Is. 54:" 4.

^DT5^ m - some one, a certain one.

Always joined with ?bs q.v. It is pro-

bably a verbal from cbw no. 2. signifying,

literally, not named, or passed over in

silence.

\?& see *p7N these, those.

"ID v& found only Gen. 14 : 1. pro-

per name of an unknown country. Vulg.
Pontus. A more plausible conjecture
is Assyria, although the name "vroJs oc-

curs in Genesis.

"^t^7Sl m. ( God helps) proper name

of a son of Aaron and head of a Levi-

tical family. Ex. 6 : 23 ff.

n;?V7^ and ^7^7^ a village in

the tribe of Reuben, one mile from

Heshbon. Num. 32 : 3, 37. Is. 15 : 4.

16:9. Jer. 48 : 34.

FpN, fut. ^)7$!! 1 probably as in

Arabic, to accustom ones self,
to become

familiar with any thing ; also spoken
of animals, to become tame* Deriv.

^Vy no. I.
*]!?

no. I.

2. to learn. Prov. 22 : 25. Comp. Tab.

Pi. to teach. Construed with one
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accusative, Job. 15 : 5. 35 : 11. with

a double ace. of the person and thing,

Job 33 : 33. i2Dto Aram, for vtkxo part.

Job 35:11.

Hiph. see ^ no. II.

I. >]h& masc. epicene, dec. VI. b.

tox,

animal of the ox kind. Deut. 7:13.

28 : 4. Ps. 8 : 8. Comp. rp^ no I. 3.

Perhaps prim, but more probably verbal

from *N no. I. denoting, literally, tame

cattle.

II. f]7N m. prim. dec. VI. b.

1. thousand. Dual c'sbsi two thousand.

Plur. D'cVst thousands, D^M nto 6000 ;

but
F]^M nw? 100,000. D'V> 'cb^ thousands

of rams, Mic. 6 : 7. r^ri efoj thousand

times ten thousand, Gen. 24 : 60.

2.family, subdivision ofa tribe, con-

sisting originally of thousand, but

afterwards without any reference to

that number, i. q. nn^sto. Judg. 6:15.

1 Sam. 10 :19. 23 : 2& Num. 1 : 16.

10:4. Jos. 22: 21, 30. In the divi-

sion of Palestine, there appears to have

been assigned to each family (tjjg*)
a

portion of the territory belonging to

the tribe (rnsp); and each of these dis-

tricts, like the whole tribe, had its capi-

tal village, or place of concourse for

the family. Hence Micah says of

Bethlehem, chap. 5 : 1 '$? ^^1 "TI n?*

HTTP MOM art too small to be ranked

among the chief princes in Judah.

Comp. ^M no. II.

Hiph. fy^rT denom. from
frpN

no. II. to

produce thousands. Ps . 144 : 13 .

P)7Sl, ?]vN Chald. thousand. Dan.

5 : 1* 7 : 10~

"

'T>N, Pi.
Y?fc^

to press, urge any

one. Once Judg. 16 : 16. (In Syr.

idem.)

OlpS* found only Prov. 30: 31.

perhaps i. q. Arab. ^j| the people,

which is here retained with the article.

(See sfrisVN.) tos D^N ^o Me foV?<7 whose

people are with him. Sept. 3nftr,yof>&iv

iv 30y$<. According to others it is com-

pounded of ? not and nip to rise up ;

(comp. rnn-to Prov. 12:28;) namely
Me king, against whom no one rises

up or resists, i.e. the victorious king.

"'tppT
5^ a gentile noun, an Elkoshite.

Spoken only of Nahum, chap. 1:1. The
cities which may have given birth to

this prophet are chiefly (I.) Alkush

(i^yill)
in Assyria, not far from

Mosul, where Nahum may have been

born of Israelitish colonists ; and (2.)J57-

cese, according to Jerom, a small village
in Galilee.

DM f. prim. dec. VIII. b. Plur. rto.

1. mother. Gen. 2 : 24. Also grand-
mother, 1 K. 15 : 10.

?JQ
:a thy mo-

ther s sons, poetically for thy brethren,

Gen. 27 : 29. Figuratively Job 17 : 14.

2. protectress, instructress. Judg.
5 : 7. Comp. 2N nos. 4. 5.

3. mother city, chief city, metropolis.
2 Sam. 20:19. See TON no. 2.

4. with
jvj,

mother of the way, for a
cross road. 'Ezek. 21 : 26. [21.]

Dfr$ a primitive particle.

1 . adv. of time, when ; referring

either to time past, like the Germ.

da, als, Am. 7 : 2 when they had en-

tirely eaten off, or to time present or

future, like the Germ, wenn, Is. 24 : 13.

v^i ^g- when the vintage is over.

Gen. 38 i 9. Ps. 63:7. So in the

phrases c T?, CM T n till that, Gen.

24:19. 28:" 15.

2. conj. condit.
if, supposing that ;

very frequently.
3. conj. coiicess. although. Judg.

13 : 16. Am. 5 : 22. Job 9 : 20.

4. adv. of wishing, O that ! utinam !

Gen. 30 : 27. Ps. 81 : 9. 139 : 19.

Joined with V? pleonastically, Gen.

23 : 13.

5. C-CN whether or. Ex. 19: 13

PITP sb J'D mjnroM whether it be beast

or man, it shall not live.

6. in swearing, the form of impreca-
tion being omitted by an ellipsis, not,

tJiat not. 2 Sam. 11:11 as sure as thy

soullivcth, n
:

in i5}rrn rrirwre* I will not
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do this. 1 Sam. 14 : 45. 2 Sam. 20 : 20.

2K.S:14, Cant. 2:7. Ps. 95 : 11.

The literal meaning in these cases is
if,

(as in no. 2.) which is evident when
the ellipsis is supplied, as in 2 Sam.
3 : 35 let God deal with me thus and

thus, if etc, 1 Sam. 24 : 7 Jehovahfor-
bid it, if etc. (Comp. rib DM.) The sig-

nification not occurs also, though more

rarely, where there is no oath, Is. 22:14.

Judg. 5 : 8. Prov. 27 : 24.

7. perhaps that, quod. Gen. 31 : 52,

Ex. 1:16.

8. adv. interrog. i.q. n, Lat. an. Jer,

3:5. Hence in a double question,

DN-TT, an? .... utrum 9 In Job 21:4.
DM merely strengthens the interrogative

force of OTTO which follows.

9. in the indirect inquiry, whether.

Cant. 7 : 13, When preceded by rr,

whether ....or. Num. 13 : 20.

10. nonne 9 (rj sometimes has this

meaning.) Hos. 12 : 12 p "TO^-DM is not

Gilead mere iniquity 9 Job 39 : 13 has

not the stork wings and feathers 9 17 :

13,16. 19:5. Jer. 31:30. Prov.3:34.

The ancient translators have often in

these instances omitted the interroga-

tion, and correctly rendered the word,

beJiold, yea, surely. Comp. N:n and own.

1 1 . whet/ier .... not. Est, 4 : 14.

12. DNH i.q. M'bn nonne 9 eccef Num.
17:28. Job 6: 13.

13. *fc-a (I.) if not. (2.) but. Gen,
24 : 38. (3.) in swearing, the form of

imprecation being omitted, (comp. aw

no. 6.) yea, surely. Job 1:11. Is. 5: 9.

When the ellipsis is supplied, if not,

2 Sam. 19 : 14. (4.) nonne 9 Job 22 :

20. 30 : 25: Several examples usually

placed under no. (3.) may, with as

much propriety, be placed here.

f. prim, irreg. with suff. 'ngjs,

Plur. nirrjN (with epenthetic n,

as in Chald. fniN fat/iers,) const, and

before suff. ninpN. handmaid, maidser-

vant, female slave.
vjrra thy handmaid

is frequently used for the pronoun /, in

addressing a superior, 1 Sam. 1 : 11, 16.

25:24-ff. 2 Sam. 14: 15. (comp. p*.)

)

rroN"$ son of a handmaid, a slave,

Exod. 23 : 12. Ps.ll6:16.

rtE^ f dec. X.
T

_1. lower part of the arm from the

elbow to the wrist, cubitus. Deut. 3:11
^M~nsMa after the cubit ofa man.

2. cubit, a measure. Dual DTOJ two

cubits. With larger numbers it is often

joined thus ; rra^ HMD an hundred on

the cubit, or a hundred cubits. Ex.

26:8,16. 36:15. Jer. 15 : 13 ^rp M*

Tji\n
rraM thine end is come, the measure

of thine extortion (is full). A kind of

zeugma.
3 fern, of DM, mother city, metropolis.

2 Sam. 8:1. David took rrorr JHOTTM

B'rrctoa TO the bridle of the chief city out

of the hand of the Philistines, i. e. he

brought it into subjection. The Ara-

bians have very similar phrases ; e. g.

/ do not deliver up my bridle, i. e. I do

not subject myself.
4. Is. 6:4 D'EBn ntoM probably the

mothers, i. e. the foundations, of the

The Arab. "|

the Talmud. rraw are used in a similar

manner. According to others: posts,

the angle which they make with the

threshold being like an elbow.

5. proper name of a hill on the way
of the desert of Gibeon. Once 2 Sam.

2:24.

nJ& f. Plur. p?M. Chald. cubit, as

in Heb. Dan. 3:1. Ezra 6 : 3.

!"T?3^
f.family, tribe,people. (InArab.

2U|, Svr. I^^COJ idem.) In Hebrew

found only in the plural rna, Num. 25 :

15. andir^, Ps. 117:1.

nfc$, Plur. ^M, Chald.people, as in

Heb "Dan. 3 : 4, 29.

I.
tlft^

com. gen. verbal from JCN no.

3. child,fosler-cliild, spoken of wisdom,
Prov. 8:30. Others: arfisf, artificer,

i. q. p5&4.
But tlic want of a feminine

termination is a greater difficulty in the

way of the latter than of the former ex-

planation: mid the rest of the verse

agrees host with the id^;i of child.

thresholds. mother and



II. JV2N i. 4- r-7 multitude of peo~ Jftfc*
1. to be Jinn, secure. In Kal,

pie (
and n being interchanged,) Jer. not used in this sense.

50 : 15. 2. in a moral sense, to be true,faith-

Ill. TiDN Amon, an Egyptian idol, fa*- Part - Pass - 1* Plur- the

worshipped

T

with peculiar 'honour at &*&* Ps ' V

Thebes, which hence received the name

]*o.$-jfc;
see :. Jer. 46:25. (but comp.

!./rk. 30:15.)

]*iDN
ni - (Syr. for POH) verbal from

::, dec. III. jr. truth, faithfulness. Deut.

l

*'

chll(L

nurse take care oj brmg up a

m ArablC'
the kmdred f rm

U, idem.) Hence
JO'N

a nursing father,

one who brings up or educates children,

Num. 11:12. Est, 2 : 7. 2 K. 10:1,5.
). rrro>? c' a faithful man, Prov. Fern, raoh a nurse, Ruth 4:16. 2 Sam.

4 : 4. The idea of bearing is often con-

veyed by this word, Lam. 4 : 5 *Vs>

wAo are borne on crimson.

Comp. Num. 11:12. Is. 60: 4.

2 to &e durable, lasting, of long con-

tinuance ; e. g. flp3 nra a durable house,

20:6. comp. 13:17. 14:5.

n^)?2N fern, of D. dec. X.
T v:

1. steadiness. Ex. 17:12 nros? (s)
/nY/f steadiness, i. e. steady.

2. frwM, faithfulness, honesty, up-
NiPh - 1- to ^fi^i

Tightness. Deut, 32 : 4. Ps. 89 : 25. Ps. firm place, Is
"

40 : 1 1. Prov. 12 : 22. Ps. 37 : 3 seek to

befaithful.

pfcN m. verbal adj. from yo*, dec.
**^ P"*^*

1

*"J*'**
/. j T v Q / 10 >

25:28. 2 Sam. 7 : 16. 1 K. 11 : 38.
.. b. stronn, powerful. Job 9: 4, 19. As ,. , ,. . .

, T^
; ,/ T ^A Applied to lingering sicknesses, Deut.

a subst. rfmtfrt, Is. 40 : 26. ^^ ^ constantly-flowing water, Is.

^Q m. foliage of a tree. Is. 17 : 6. 33 . 16 Jen 15 . 1Q; Comp%^
tiw^a at top in the foliage, ver. 9. 3> in a morai sense? to ^ true,faith-

M in Hithpa. signifies^
to fui_ Jer.42:5. Is. 1:21. Applied to

God and his law, Deut. 7 : 9. Ps. 19 :

8. 93 : 5. to a servant, 1 Sam. 3 : 20.

prince, emir; hence, as some suppose, 22 : 14. Ps. 78 : 8 irmbscn^ n:iprrfn and

in our derivative, height, summit, top. whose spirit u-as not faithfully devoted

This derivation, however, is unsatisfac- to God. (Comp. ^? D? D'pn, C&tf.) Neh.

tory. It is better to compare the Syr. and 9 : 8. Also, to be tried, proved, found
Arab. "Vps (N and 5? being commuted, see skilful, in an art or science, Job 12 : 20.

) grass, hay, (perhaps literally what is he takes away speech from the most

The root

boast ones self, comp. Arab.

woolly, see which is at least a skilful in their art, i.e. from the elo-

kindred signification.

/DSt to wither, languish. In Kal,

only in the participle, Ezek. 16 : 30 n^

T|n|b MTP how did thine heart languish

through lust!

Pual. toy. 1. to wither, be withered,

to languish; spoken of plants, Is. 24 : 7.

Joel 1 : 12. of fields, Is. 16 : 8. Nah. 1 :

4. of a sick person, Ps. 6 : 3, where ttrpK

is a participle for toip,
2 to mourn lament, Is. 19 : 8. 33 :

fe ^^ . ^ Gem 15 .

9. Jer. 14 : 2. Lam. 2 : 8.
^x. 14 : 31. ^na 'n to w/&fe in ^*

77^y m. verbal adj. from :^, dec. /^ or/ee/ ,?fr?/r <//^, Dent, 28 : 66.

l.b.wea&feeb& Neh. 3 : 34. [4:2.] Job 24: 22.

quent.
4. to ie #r?^e, prove true, be verified,

Gen. 42 : 20. Hence to fo fulfilled,

IK. 8:26. !Chr.l7:23.

5. pass, of Kal no. 3. to be borne,

spoken of a child. Is. 60 : 4.

Hiph. pawn. 1. to lean or rest on any
Is. 28:16.

2. to rzAtf, to confide in ; construed

an ace. Judg. 11 : 20. with 5, Job

4:18. 15:15. 1 Sam. 27: 12. especially
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3. to believe, regard as true. Ex. 4 : 5.

Construed with an infin. Job 15 : 22.

with 5?
of the person, Gen. 45 : 26. Ex.

4:1,8,9.
4. intrans. i. q. Niph. no. 1. to stand

firm, to stand still. Job 39 : 24 he (the

horse) stands not still, when tJie trumpet
hath sounded; comp. Virg. Georg. m.
84. stare loco nescit.

Deriv. out of course
fro

no. I.
frost,

II. IftN, Hiph. )t?n for porr to go
to the right. Is. 30 : 21.

jDfc$
Chald. only in Aph. p'rr (form-

ed with n, as in Hebrew,) to confide in,

construed with a. Dan. 6 : 24. Part,

pass, jonro certain, true, faithful, Dan.

2:45/6:5.

)

m - verbal from po workman,

literally one approved or found skilful

in his art, (see p?N Niph. no. 3. espe-

cially Job 12 : 20^) Cant. 7 : 2. (In
Chal. JOIN,

in the Mishnah also PON idem.}

JDN verbal from ]DM.
1. subst. truth, faithfulness. ^ VTCN

Me *rwe GW, Is. 65 : 16.

2. adv. truly, certainly, so be it, fiat.

Jer. 1 1 : 5. 28 : 6. It was used especi-

ally, (1.) when an individual person, or

the whole congregation, confirmed the

oath, or covenant, which had been re-

cited before them. Num. 5 : 22. Deut.

27 : 15 ff. Neh. 5 : 13. 8 : 6. (2.) at the

close of a doxology in a song or prayer,

being sometimes repeated. Ps. 41:14.
72 : 19. 89 : 53. comp. Matth. 6 : 13.

JJpN
m. verbal from

jftN. truth,

faithfulness. Is. 25 : 1.

f. verbal from

1. firm covenant, (In Arab.

Neh. 10:1.

2.fixed task or stated allowance. Neh.
11:23.

3. proper name of a part of Mount Li-

bamis. Cant. 4 : 8. From it flows a ri-

ver of the same name, 2 K. 5: 12 Keri,
called in Greek Chrysorrhoas, now
Barrctdy.

2 K. 18 : 16. a pillar, door-

post, probably verbal from JON to befirm,
of course to be supported, here trans, to

support. In the Chald. pipD a beam,

threshold, lintel.

rCftN ^ verbal from ft2fc$.

1. truth. Only as an adv. in truth,

Gen. 20: 12. Josh. 7 : 20.

2. education, bringing up. Est. 2 :

20. Comp. jp no. 3.

02?DN and G3?2fc$ adv. (from "ppto

with the adverbial termination Q;) cer-

tainly, truly, indeed. Job 9:2. 12:2.

IK. 8:27. Ps.58:2.

Y?2^ fak y?**\
1 to be strong. Gen.

25:231
2. to be firm, courageous. Gene-

rally in this connexion, yew pjn be strong
and courageous, Josh. 1 : 6, 7, 9, 18, etc.

Pi. 1. to strengthen. Job 4 : 4.

2. to strengthen or repair a house,

i. q. pin no. 2. 2 Chr. 24 : 13. to esta-

blish, Prov. 8 : 28 biroa n^n\p toa wfew

^e established the clouds above.

3. to inspire courage. Deut. 3 : 28.

Job 16 : 5.

4. with $., to harden the heart. Deut.

2:30. 15:7. 2 Chr. 36: 13.

5. to establish or confirm; e. g. as

king, 2 Chr. 11 : 17. Ps. 80 : 18 oi-ja

Tjb
rrjftN the son of man, whom thou hast

establishedfor thyself. So verse 16.

6. with a, to lay hold of, to take. Is.

44 : 14 w^
>3#a Vry$sri_ and he took, \. e.

chose for himself, among the trees of
the wood.

Hiph. intrans. to be strong, coura-

geous, i. q. Kal no. 2. Ps. 27: 14 yoj

?|5b
/e thine heart be courageous. 3 1 : 25.

Hithpa. 1. to strengthen ones
self, to

collect one's strength. 2 Chr. 13:7. IK.
12 : 18 rvfcn yonn he hastened with all

his might to ascend.

2. tofirmly resolve. Ruth 1: 18.

Deriv. out of course

m. verbal from ypw. strength.

Once Job 17: 9.

yfoiSt, plur. D'SK Zech. 6:3, as an

attribute of horses, strong, stout. Sept.
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Chald. ash-coloured, gray; but without

support from etymology.

ni*St f- verbal from ys$. strength,

power. Zech. 12:5.

rTEfc$ m. (strength of Jehovah)

proper name of a son of Joash, king of

Judah. 2 K. 12: 22. 13:12. Equally
common is VT^OM, 14:1,9,11. Sept.

'AfA*ra-txs. Vulg. Amasias.

^Dfc$, fut. io ; and ictf, (see art. TIN

note 1.) with i conversive "vatf*} ; infin.

1. to say, dico. It differs from TST

to speak, loquor, especially in this, that

vast is almost uniformly foliowed, directly
or indirectly, by the words spoken ;

while Tai is not: hence the two verbs

are often connected thus, tontoj rjftoi IJH

Drr.^N rn?^ speak to the children of Is-

rael, and say to them, Lev. 1 : 2. More

frequently, however, the latter verb

stands in the infinitive, thus, TfoMb saying,
after which the direct words follow.

The accusative of the thing said is more

rare; e.g. rnn T^rms crrbMrnwi and say
to them this, Jer. 14 : 17. TONS"no what
Khali we say? Gen. 44:16.

'

TOM TaSNS

as Joseph had said, 41 : 54. Rarely
also is this verb followed by '2 that. Job
36 : 10. It is used absolutely, like irr,

only in a few cases, principally in the

later writers, who also use irt for TON,

2 Chr. 2:10 area cryin "vafr\and Huram
spake, i.e. gave an answer, by writing.
32 : 24 ft TDK^ and God spake to him.

Ps. 139 : 20
?pTty they speak concerning

tliee. (Comp. Dan. 7 : 16.) Also Gen.
4 : 8. belongs here, if there is no omis-

sion in the text. The person to whom
any one speaks, is preceded by ^ and >.

The person concerning whom any thing
is said, by b, Gen. 20 : 13 ft"no say con-

cerning me. Ps. 3 : 3. 71 : 10. Judg. 9:

54. or is put in the accusative, Gen.
43 : 27 your old father Drrra TCN of
whom ye said, quern dixistis. ver. 29.

Num. 14 : 31. Ps. 139 : 20. Lam. 4 : 20.

2. to think. ( Speaking and thinking,
to a man of lively imagination, especially
when he is alono, are the same thing,

and they are therefore frequently ex-

pressed by one word. Comp. q>nftt
in

Homer. Forster informs us of savages
in the South Sea, who use the phrase to

speak in the belly for to think. In Heb.
see my,) 2 Sam. 21:16 nisnb TOM*] he

thought to slay. Ex. 2:14 TO nn ';;nn^?

thinkest thou to kill me? Gen. 44: 28

rpb rpa tjst
Toto and I think, he is surely

torn inpieces. 1 Sam. 20 : 4 TJ^M Tatfrrno

what does thy soul think or desire?

Used absolutely, Ps. 4 : 5 think, i. e.

meditate, in your hearts upon your bed.

3. to command. (This is the prevail-

ing signification in Arabic, but in He-
brew it is found chiefly in the later

books.) Construed frequently with an

infin. Est. 1:17 wa$ *w$ he commanded
to bring. 4:13. 9 ': 14. 1 Chr. 21 : 17.

or with
i following, Neh. 13:9 rrrak;

i"inw and I commanded, and they
cleansed. 2 Chr. 24 : 8 itan ^rr -TON*]

the king commanded, and they made.

Ps. 105:31, 34. (In Chaldaic, as ex-

amples of the former construction, comp.
Dan. 2 : 46. 3 : 13, 19, 20. as an exam-

ple of the latter, 5 : 29.) 2 Chr. 29 : 24
rnisrr

-rjbon
TON bMTtpj'tob ? because for all

Israel had the king commanded this

burnt-offering. 1 K. 11 : 18 ft TOM onb

he commanded food for him, i. e. as-

signed to him a supply of food.

4. to praise. Ps. 40 : 1 1. 145 : 6, 1 1.

Is. 3 : 10.

Niph. to be said, construed with h.

Is. 4 : 3 ft TON* tfn holy shall be said to

him, or he shall be called holy, i.e. in

the language of Isaiah, he shall be holy.
61:6. 62:4.

Hiph. i. q. Kal, but intensitively, to

declare solemnly, to promise, construed

with an accus. of the person. Deut. 26 :

17, 18.

Hithpa. to boast ones self. Ps. 94 : 4.

Or, to exercise dominion, (as in Arab,

Conj. I. V.)
Deriv. out of course, TOWD.

*^?2^ Chald. idem, especially no. 3.

to command. Pret. fern. rno for rnw,
Dan. 5:10. fut. TOM;, infin. ipj^o also TOO,

Ezra 5: 11.
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verbal from TDM.

1 . word, speech, (only in poetry.) Ps.

19:3.

2. a matter, thing, i. q. -ax Job 22 :

28. (In Arabic, more frequent.)
3. triumphal song. Ps. 68 : 12. So

prob. also Hab. 3 : 9.

"TOM m. verbal from -ra& dec. VI. g.

1. word, speech, (only poet.) i.q. w.
Prov. 22:21. te-naw oracles of God,
Num. 24:16; comp. Job 6: 10. Ps.

107:11.

2. promise. Job 20 : 29 ter? VTOM rhm

the inheritance of his promise, i.e. his

promised inheritance, from God.

3. Gen. 49 : 21 Naphtali is a slender

5M jnsn perhaps which brings

beautiful young, ^OM here deno-

ting perhaps the young stag, as in Chal-

daic, TttN a young sheep. Bochart, (Hi-
eroz. I. p. 895.) and most critics since

his day read this verse with a change of

the vowel-points nV and TOM ; and ren-

der it thus : Naphtali is a tall turpen-

tine-tree, which puts forth goodly
branches.

"^??M. plur. PBM. Chald. lamb. Ezra

6 : 9, 17.. 7 : 17.

i"W3M fern, of TEN, dec. XII. b. word,

speech, (only poet.) Deut. 32 : 2. Gen.
4:23. Ps. 12:7, etc.

"HDM fern, of TOM, dec. XII. b. idem.

Lam"2:"l7.

probable Assyrian etymology of this

word is obscure.

m. a gentile noun, Amorite, or

collect. Amorites, a Canaanitish people,

inhabiting at first the mountainous parts
of Judea, Gen. 14:7, 13. 48:22.
2 Sam. 21:2. but, when the country
was invaded by the Israelites, found

principally beyond Jordan between the

rivers Jabbok and Arnon, Num.21 : 13,

24 26, 32. Used by way of eminence
for a Canaanite generally, Gen. 15 : 16.

Am. 2 : 9, 10. Deut. 1 : 20. Comp. Re-
landi Palsestina, p. 138.

m. proper name of a king
of Shinar, (Babylonia,) contemporary
with Abraham. Gen. 14:1,9. The

1DM subst. and adv. the preceding

night, the last night, Gen. 19 : 34. 31 :

29,42. yesterday, 2K.9:26. Proba-

bly used for night generally, Job 30 : 3

topi nNTtf SJON the night of wasting
desolation. Comp. Jer. 2 : 6, 31.

So the Chald. Drusius, and others. JOM

signifies yesternight, evening and night

generally, as Tga tomorrow morning, and

early morn generally. Comp. Arab.
C,.

jj**c)
fieri.

J"ttpM f. for TWOH fern, of
jr>M,

with

suff. inoN.

1. duration, continuance. Is. 39 : 8
new Ditoprosperity and continuance, i.e.

lasting prosperity. Jer. 33 : 6. comp.
noM Dftti Jer. 14:13.

2. certainty. Josh. 2:12 nr> rw a
certain sign.

3. truth, faithfulness ; applied to Je-

hovah, Ps. 54:7. 57:11. 108:5. to

men, denoting uprightness generally,
Ex. 18 : 21. faithful attachment to reli-

ion, 1 Sam. 12:24. IK. 2:4. 2Chr.
). 32:1 . npNi Ten grace and

(often thus connected,) spoken
of God, Ps. 25: 10. 40:11. Gen. 32:
10. of a king, Prov. 20:28. of men,

signifying kindness and truth, or true

kindness, Gen. 24 : 49. 47 : 29. TO
now cito words ofpeace and truth, Est.

9:30.

4. truth, something true. Gen. 42 : 16.

24 : 48. especially religious truth, true

religion, Dan. 8:12. 9:13. comp. Ps.

25 : 5. 26 : 3.

nriFlipM f. (verbal from nm to stretch

out,) dec. XIII. a. sack. Gen. 42 : 27 ff.

"^TpM m. (from nrps with the adjec-

tive termination ^~, true,) proper name
of the father of the prophet Jonah. 2 K.
14 : 25. Jon. 1:1. Others without suffi-

cient reason regard it as the name of

his mother.

^T"lpM f. (forrr) Chald. strong,

powerful. Dan. 7 : 7. The root jnp iig-

nifies in Arabic, to be firm* stable, strong.



7fc$ adv. interrog. contraction of
;>

no. II. where? also whither? I Sam. 10:

14. Hence yxz whence? 2 K. 5 :25 Keth.

pfw how far? how long? Job 8 : 2.

With rr local, n:N whither? also with-

out interrogation, Josh. 2 : 5. Neh. 2 :

16. where?\\nth 2: 19. na-iy tillwhen?
how long? Ex. 16 : 28. "Ps. 13:2. nj

NJN and rCN Chald. /, also I am.

N2N [_anna~\ interj. of entreating,
TIT

(compounded of nx or nn and :.) Ah,
Ipray you! ah, qu&so. Gen. 50:17.

Dan. 9 : 4. Sometimes written n:N,

Jon. 1:14. 4:2.

I. f"f2N i. q. ]3
to mourn, lament. Is.

3:26.
T

19:8.

Deriv. out of course, rr:, rnsMFj.
s'i'

II. PEN i. q. Arab. J^ tobeorhap-

pen at aproper time.

Pi. to 6rz??<7 or cat^e to cotfie a

proper time. Ex. 21 : 13.

Pu. to happen to or fee/a// any one;

spoken of a misfortune. Prov. 12: 21.

Ps. 91: 10.

Hithpa. construed with b, to see oc-

casion against any one. 2 K. 5 : 7. See

rnjh.T

see M.

see .

see fct.

pron. com. gen. we. Once Jer.

42 : 6 Keth. which is the true reading,
for the Keri WTCM is only a gloss which
has substituted the usual for the unusual

form. An abbreviation of this pronoun
i- *en in i:fei? and in the suffixes 12,

M m. p2M f. Chald. pron. plur.

these. (In Syr. .QJJI idem.)

ttfiifc? m. prim, man, also collect.

men. In the singular, except 2 Chr.

14:11. it is found only poetically, in

Job, Isaiah, and the Psalms. The prose

expression is CTS. Sometimes it denotes

C 1
) common men, ordinary men; hence

: 1 srw '^?i with the pen of the

common mem, i. e. in the common legi-

blecharacter ; comp. Rev. 13 : 18. 21 : 17.

(2.) wicked men. Ps. 56 : 2. Comp. DIN

no. 1.

Plur. Dnp:N, const. 'xppN, (formed from

an obs. sing. r:) employed as the plur.

of STN man, (q. v.) denoting men gene-

rally. Gen. 32:29.

HiN found only in Niph. to sigh,

groan*. Ex. 2 : 23. Joel 1 : 18, etc. (In
Aram. Ethpa. idem.) Construed with

te, Ezek.21:12. [7.] or jo Ex. 2 : 23.

The following verbs appear to be kin-

dred to each other, ru,rr:x, ?:,}$, PMJ.

nn^ f. verbal from na, dec. XL d.

a sigh, 'sighing. Ps. 3 1 : 1 1. Lam. 1 : 22.

N2n^ and n-H^ Chald. i. q.
TT 1
rleb. ^:n3.

fl^ pron. plur. com. gen. we.

Comp. vim. (In Arab.
^^J idem.)

*0b$ in pause w pron. prim. com.

gen. /. Also \vritten '?:. The form

'5$ also occurs in the phrase ': ^n, (see TT.)

Hence, by abbreviation, the suffixes a,

^2M m.skip, and collect, ships, afleet.
1 K/9 : 26, 27. 10 : 11. (Tfie parallel

passage in Chronicles has the plural.)
Also used collectively in the fern. gen.
IK. 10:22. Is.33:21.

m - f
'? ^ec. X. idem. Gen.

49 : 13? Judg. 5 : 17. 2 Chr. 8:18 Keri.

The Kethib in the last passage is nvaiH,

which is to be attributed to the later in-

correct mode of writing the vowels fully.

nj2y f. verbal from n;. mourning,
sorrow. Is. 29 : 2.

^?^ m. prim. /eorf; hence a plumb,

plummet, perpendicle, Am. 7 : 7^ nvin

a perpendicular wall, murus perpendi-
culi. verse 8. (In Arabic, lead and tin.)

^p!)N in pause '3bw (penacute,) pron.

com. gen. /. Otherwise :M.

]?^ to groan, murmur, complain,

found only in Hithpoel, f^wrn ?

Num. 11:1, Lam. 3:39.
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D2N (more frequent in Aram. MM,
T \

uinjp t Press
-> constrain, compel any

one. Once Est. 1 : 8.

D2N Chald. idem. Once Dan. 4 : 6.

[9] no secretpresses you, i. e. gives you
trouble.

fpfcS,
fut. WM\, to breathe, to snort,

especially from anger ;
hence to be angry,

construed with a of the person, 1 K. 8 :

46. Ps. 2:12. 60:3. 79:5.

Hithpa. idem; also construed with a,

Deut. 1 : 37. 4 : 21.

Deriv. out of course r].

pSJM Chald. face, countenance.

Only Dan. 2 : 46. 3 : 19. See Heb. D^M.

J1QJN f. Lev. 11:19. Deut. 14 : 18.

an unclean bird of several species.

(rms
1

:.) Sept. ^ci^^tog. C. V. heron.

Comp. Bocharti Hieroz. n. p. 335 ff.

p2N, fut. pij, to groan, cry outfrom

pain, spoken of a wounded person.
Once Ezek. 26 : 15.

Niph. pass. Only Ezek. 9 : 4. 24 : 17.

J~Jp2fc^
f. verbal from p3M, const. n|73M.

1. groaning, cry of anguish. Ps. 12 :

6. 79:11.

2. a species of lizard. Once Lev.

11:30.

Wy& to be sick, especially to be dan-
o

gerously sick. (In Syr. .^J which

form is also found in Hebrew, Ps. 69 :

21.) Part. pass. tttaM, ntfi:M (1.) malig-

nant, dangerous, incurable; spoken of

a wound, Jer. 15:18. Mic. 1 : 9. Job

34 : 6. of pain. Is. 17 : 1 1
(i. q. nbin, rrrri.)

(2.) figuratively, tfo ni' a sorrowful

day, Jer. 17:16; comp. rrrrc cv Jer.

17:11.

3. wicked, spoken of the heart. Jer.

17:9.

Niph. to be very sick. 2 Sam. 12 : 15.

came one tf%t
-us like a son ofman, i. e.

in a human form.

men, see WM.

)JM Chald. i. q. Heb. tfi^M man.

). 3 : 10. 5 : 5, 7, etc. I&M -a

son of man, a man, (see DIM
fa,)

Dan.

7:13 behold, in the clouds of hcarcit

N Chald. pron. masc. gen. thou.

Found only in biblical Chaldee. The
author undoubtedly intended that it

should be pronounced after the Hebrew
manner nn^M, but the Masoretes sought
to amend it in conformity with the

Chaldee FI:M (com. gen.) by placing un-

der it the vowel-points which belong to

this form.

pJlwSl
Chald. pron. plur. ye. Once

Dan. 2:~8.

fc$DN m. (curing, physician) proper

name of a king of Judah, the third after

Solomon. 1 K. 15 : 8 ff.

'TplDN m. verbal from
tpo.

ointment-

bottle, oil-cup. 2 K. 4 : 2.

tlDfc^ m. hurt, injury, mischief, which

befal^any one. Gen. 42 : 4, 38. Ex.

21 : 22, 23. Probably a verbal from obs.

rroM i. q. rrjM
= Arab. ^ j] Icesus fuit,

** x

noxam percepit. See the letters T and D.

"^Dfc^ (Syr. for IIDM) m. verbal from

TDM, dec. III. g. band, fetter. Ecc. 7 : 26.

TDgtrj m Jer. 37 : 15, rrtottn na and

by contract. D^IDH. Ecc. 4 : 14. prison-
house.

T)DN Chald. idem. Dan. 4: 12. [15.]

Ezra 7 :26.

fj^DISl
m. verbal from t|D. harvest-

time. Ex. 23:16. 34:22.

"VptJ m. verbal from IDM, dec. III. a.

prisoner, captive. It differs from the

part. pass. TO* in being used substan-

tively; comp. Gen. 39 : 20.

"VDb$ m. verbal from ip. idem. Is.

10 : 4. 24 : 22. 42 : 7.

DDfcJ m. dec. IV. c. storehouse, gra-

nary, perhaps a subterranean one.

(comp. Mat. 6:19.) Deut. 28 : 8. Prov.

3:10. The root is either ow=Dife sig-

nifying to /leap up, to lay up, like the

TV*

Chald. ;DM and Syr. <JL| liaving the
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same signification. Comp. the letter a.

"^D2pfc$ m. Chald. proper name of an

Assyrian king, or general. Ezra 4: 10.

He is thought to be the same person
with Esar-haddon; see verse 2.

.H-pN f. proper name of the wife of

Joseph in Egypt, daughter of the priest

Poti-pherah. Gen. 41 : 45. 46 : 20. The

etymology is undoubtedly Egyptian, but

obscure.

F|pN, fut. Kp, plur. ;
also

t]prt,

but always written defectively rp
(1 Sam. 15:6. 2Sam.6:l. Ps. 104:29.)

1. to gather, collect, assemble; e.g.

fruits, Ex. 23 : 10. the people, Num.
21:16, gold, 2 K. 22 : 4. Construed

with ^M, to gather into any place, Gen.
42:17 -rastertoi on

*p>gi
he brought

them together into ward. Ezek. 24 : 4.

Gen. 6 : 21. Jos. 2 : 18. From this it

signifies

2. to take to ones
self,

to receive even

an individual person or thing. Deut.

22 : 2. Jos. 20 : 4 nrrb rryrrt irv* icao

they shall take him to themselves into the

city. 2 Sam. 12: 28. Ps. 27 : 10. ^DM

rcny? 2 K. 5 : 3, 6, 7, 11. to receive one

againfrom his leprosy, i.e. to cure him,
and thereby restore him to society.

3. to withdraw, drawback, take back.

Gen. 49 : 33 rr^rr ?N vbjn tp$ and he

drew back hisfeet upon the bed. 1 Sam.
14 : 20

?JT rpw draw back thine hand.

Ps. 104 : 29
jwi ann ncn thou takest

back or az^ay their
life, they die. 26 : 9.

Job 34 : 14. Joel 2 : 10 the stars DN

cna take back or withdraw their shining.
Gen. 30 : 23 \nsnn-rw ovftw

r|pw
GW /*,?

tafott flKioy wy reproach. Is. 4 : 1 . Ps.

85 : 4. iire: rpg to fcz^e wy ones own

life, i.e. to be the occasion of one's own
death, Judg. 18:25.

4. to take out of the way, to hill, de-

stroy. 1 Sam. 15 : 6 \ets
?jEt>fc $ lest I kill

thee ivith him. Ezek. 34 : 29.

5. to bring up the rear, be a rereward,

agmen claudere. Is. 58: 8 ; since the rear

completes the whole army. Comp. Pi.

no. 2.

Niph.l. pass, and reflex, of Kal uo.l.

5 ) DDK
2. pass, of Kal no. 2. to be received,

spoken of a leper, Num. 12:14. reflex,

of the same, to withdraw itself, spoken
of the sword, Jer. 47 : 6.

3. to be taken away, disappear, cease.

Is. 16 : 10. 57 : 1. Jer. 48 : 33. Spoken
of the moon, to withdraw itself,

or be-

come dark, Is. 60 : 20.

4. to perish. Hos. 4:30.

5. v^y-fc *1
Gen. 25 : 8. 49:29, 33.

and vniajfte Judg. 2 : 10. also without ad-

dition Num. 20 : 26. (Is.
57 : 1.?) to be

gathered to ones people, to one sfathers,

i. e, to die, to go to the regions of the

dead, where thefathers are? something

more, as the connexion of these pas-

sages clearly shews, than being buried in

a tomb with one sforefathers ; although
Gen. 15 : 15. 2 K. 22 : 20, appear to

favour the latter supposition.

Pi. 1. i.q. Kal nos. 1, 2. to gather, re-

ceive. Judg. 19:18.

2. to bring up the rear of an army.
Num. 10 : 25. Jos. 6 : 9, 13. Is. 52 : 12.

See Kal no. 5.

Pu. pass, of Kal no.l. Is. 24:22.

33:4.

Hithpa. reflex. Deut. 33 : 5.

Deriv. out of course
rpcs.

P]Dfc$
m. (collector) proper name of

a Levite, who was one of David's chief

musicians, and a poet, and had the title

of mn (a seer.) 1 Chr. 6 : 24. [39.] 15 :

17. IQ : 5. 2Chr. 29 : 30. To him are

ascribed many of the Psalms; e.g. L.

LXXIII. LXXXIII.

m. verbal from
F]DM, dec. VI.m.

\.agatheringin, a harvest. Is. 32:

10. Mic.7:l.
2. an eating up, consuming. Is. 33 : 4.

HE?DN f. verbal from F]p. a gathering

together. Once Is. 24 : 22. where it

gives intensity to the finite verb.

HDpN f. verbal from
F]DM,

dec.X. an

assembly, especially of wise men. Ecc.

12:11 rriDM ba masters, i.e. members,

of tJie assemblies ofwise men. i.q. parall.

D-p^n. The Rabbins use this word with

the same signification.
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$ masc. plur. verbal from
^DK,

dec. I.b. stores. 1 Chr. 26 : 15 D'Bpyn rva,

and verse 17, without rva, storehouse, an

apartment of the outer temple towards

the south. Neh. 12:25 nn^rr >EDK the

store-rooms of the gates.

JT]pQDfc$ m. verbal from
F]DN.

collec-

tion ofpeople, a rabble. With the ar-

ticle, F|pEDNn (Syr. for F|pcpn). Once
Num. Ill 4.

NIHQpN (penacute) Chald. adv.

carefully, diligently, speedily. Ezra 5 : 8.

6 : 8, 12, 13. 7 : 17, 21, 26. The
word is most probably not of Shemitish,
but of Assyrian, or Persian origin,

(comp. the proper name isaps.) Its

meaning is evident, from the connexion

in which it is used.

"IDS!, fut.iDK;., and ib>, part. act. icfc

poet, fonpfc (Gen. 49 : 11.)
1. to bind. Gen. 49: 11. Ps.ll8:27.
2. to bind withfetters. Gen. 42 : 24.

Judg. 16:5ff. Hence
3. to imprison, even without binding.

2 K. 17:4. 23:33. (comp. Gen. 42:

16.) IIDN imprisoned, Gen. 40: 3, 5. (In

Arab. ^] idem.)

4. to yoke, I Sam.6 : 7, 10. 1 K. 18:

44, nisio ipsi to harnessa chariot, Gen.

46:29. Ex.'l4:6.

5. with rrcrto, to join battle, for to

make an attack. 1 K. 20 : 1 4. 2 Chr. \3 : 3.

6. Tito '7$ ISN IBN to take on ones self
a vow of abstinence, different from

1-3; to

vow that one will do something. Num.
30 : 3 ff. e. g. verse 10

prop:
V rnpN nw &

every thing whereto she has bound her-

self, i. e. to restrain
. herself from the

same. In Chaldaic, TDM signifies to bind

and to forbid; in Arabic, Din has the

same significations, bbrr signifies to foose

and to permit.

Niph. pass, of Kal nos. 1, 2. Gen.
42:16.

Pu. to &e taken prisoner. Is. 22 : 3.

Deriv. out of course now, TON, I^N,

rnbo, D'ipTO.

and IDN m. verbal from TD,

dec. I. vow ofabstinence. Num. 30 : 3 ff.

See IDN no. 6.

1DN m. Chald. prohibition. Dan.

6:8 ft.

'pirplpN m ' Esar-haddon, son of

Sennacherib, king of Assyria. 2 K. 19 :

37. Is. 37: 38. Ezra 4: 2. In Tob. 1 :

21, this name is written 2ig2oi}; ; in

Ptolemy, Asaradin.

y& Chald. wood. Ezra 5:8, etc. i.q.T

Heb. y ; being changed into ,
and y

into ; see the letters , , and y.

l^lpSl f. proper name of a Jewess,

the heroine of the book which bears her

name, who, according to chap. 2:7, was
at first called neon Hadassah. If, with

Hiller, we regard the name iripw as a

Persian translation of the Hebrew rrcnrr

(myrtle,) then the former may be ex-

plained by comparing the Pers. J .^|
green myrtle. The Jewish commenta-

tors, however, derive the name from the
O ^ x G

Pers. s JjUw) ct star.
' ^

I.
f)fc$ conj. prim. 1. also.

2. and. Cant. 1:16. Jobl4::3a?idvpon
such an one directest thou thine eyes?

3. yea ratJier, imo, i.q. w no. 2. Prov.

22 :
19nriN-r]

vwiin Iteach thee,yea thee.

4. to, yef. Ps. 44 : 10. 58 : 3. Ecc.

2:9.

5. i. q. -3
t|M
hmu much less. Job 4:19.

6. '3
r]N literally also when. It also

signifies (1.) how much more, after an

affirmation, 1 Sam. 14 : 30. 2 Sam. 4 :

11. how much less, after a negation,
1 K. 8 : 27. (2.) i, q. * yea. Hab. 2 :

5. (3.) Gen. 3 : 1, for ^ ^n w & in-

deed so that? Luther correctly: yea,
should God have said?

?)
Chald. idem. Dan. 6 : 23.

II. W m- contraction of
^:M

verbal

from
f|2

to breathe, (In Arabic

dec. VIII. h.

1. nose.
*|N

nij pride of nose, i. e.

of countenance, Ps. 10:4.
F]

rm Me
hrcatiling of the nose, i. e. anger, Job

1 : 9. Hence
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2. anger. r|M
fa an angry man, Prov.

22 : 24. Of very frequent occurrence is

the phrase, FJM
rnn anger is enkindled.

See this and other phrases under the

particular verbs.

Dual O'E. 1. nostrils, nose. Gen. 2:

7. Ex. 1578.

2. anger; especially in the phrases,

C;SN isp passionate, irascible; C;EN rp

long-suffering. See these words.

3. face, countenance.
(Syr. |a|)

Gen. 3:19. Frequently occurs the ex-

pression, hefell down n$>* D^M with his

face towards the ground, Gen. 19:1.

42 : 6, etc. TIT >EJO before theface ofDa-
vid, 1 Sam. 25 : 23, for the usual *xh.

4. two persons. (So Syr. ^| sig-"

nifies face, and person, like
TT^OO-AITTOV,

c'35.) 1 Sam. 1 : 5 D>S nriNi rra a portion

for two persons, i. e. a double portion.

1CN to put on, to clothe, gird. Only
Ex. 29 : 4. Lev. 8 : 7. where it is applied
to the girding on of the ephod.

rnpfc^ f. verbal from ^$, dec. X.

1. i. q. infin. of icst, the girding on of

the ephod. Only Ex. 28 : 8 $ irm* iirn

v^? the girdlefor girding it on, i. e. the

girdle with which one girds on the ephod,
which is upon it, etc. 39 : 5.

2. the overlaying or plating of a sta-

tue with gold or silver. Once Is. 30 :

22. Parall. >is*. Comp. Bar. 6 : 8, 57.

flSM, dec. VI. a. i. q. Syr. fija]

palace. Once Dan. 1 1 : 45 VS-IBM ^rr his

palace tents or royal pavilions. (Comp.
Jer. 43:10 Targ.)

nDSt, fut. nctf. to bake. Gen. 19 : 3.

Part. masc. rr), fern. HE** a baker, Gen.

40:1. 1 Sam. 8:13. A peculiar con-

struction occurs Lev. 24 : 5, thou shalt

take meal, niVn rrra D-wri nrw n;E$i am/

6ae thereof twelve cakes.

Niph. pass. Lev. 6 : 10. [17.]
Deriv. out of course nE>ro.

tefc$ and fctfDW (to be carefully

distinguished from rro' wAere 9) a primi-
tive particle, now, tlien, used as an ex-

pletive and intensitive; (1.) after an

7 )

interrogative word, vf\w rn where ?ww ?

w/iere then? Job 17:5. Judg. 9:38.

Is. 19:12. Hos. 13:10. riDM n? who
tJien 9 i no tt^al then ? Gen. 27 : 37.

Ex. 33 : 16. (2.) MIEN wi know then, know

noic, 2 K. 10 : 10. Job 19 : 6. KIBN rob

come on then ! Gen. 27 : 37. ic n*fo nto

^ do this then, my son, Prov.6:3.

Gen. 43 : 1 1 NiE p DM if it is so then.

Job 19 : 23 TEN JPT>Q O that now.

TiQN m. (Syr. for -nB) ver. from new.

1. Me ephod, a covering for the breast

or shoulders, in the dress of the high-

priest. It was a short coat, one cubit

long, consisting of two parts, one of

which went before and the other behind.

These were connected over the shoul-

ders by buckles. Ex. 28 : 612. The

garment under it is called iien Vw?, 28 :

31. 29:5. Besides the high-priest, it

was also worn by David, while engaged
in a religious service, 2 Sam. 6 : 14; by
Samuel, while a youth ministering be-

fore the Lord, 1 Sam. 2:18; and by
many priests of the lower order.

2. idol, (comp. THEM no. 2.) Judg.
8 : 27. probably Judg'. 17 : 5. 18 : 17

20. perhaps also Hos. 3 : 4.

v^Db^ verbal adj. from obs. tew, dec.

III. a. literally dark, (see bgs, ^;)
hence late, backward as to growth, from

want of the fertilizing influence of the

sun. (Comp. Jer. 2 : 6, 31.) Once Ex.

9:32.

I. p^DN m. verbal adj. from pc dec.

III. a. strong. Job 12:21. (parall. rij.)

41:7 n^o ^EN the strong of his shields9

for his strong shields, spoken of the

scales of the crocodile.

II. p^CSl perhaps prim. dec. III. a.

1. valley, dale, (parall. ^2.) Ezek.

6:3. 34:13. 35:8. 36:4,6. especi-

ally one wherein brooks collect, i. q. ^n:.

2. brook. Ps. 126. 4. era ^c water-

brooks, 42 : 2. Joel 1 : 20. Cant. 5 : 12.

n^n: p'EN brook of tlie valleys, Job 6 : 15.

3. bed or channel of a river. Is. 8 : 7.

Ezek. 32 : 6. D; TW bottom of the sea,

2 Sam. 22:16.
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4. perhaps canal, pipe. Job 40 : 18

rrfchrr} '^p brazenpipes. Others, accord-

to no. I. robora ceris, strong (bars) of
brass.

see
' -: xxJt

7DfcJ
an obs. root, i.q. Arab. (Jj)

to set, spoken of the sun; to become dark.

Deriv. out of course bw, bcwra, njowo.

^DM verbal adj. from obs. tew. dark.

Am! 5": 20.

vDN m. and JT^QN. plur. rifea, f.
T :

' * "

verbal from obs. bCN.

1. darkness. Ps. 11 : 2. Ex. 10 : 22.

2. figuratively misfortune. Job 23 :

17. comp. 'pgn
no. 2. (1.)

|BM see
JQ-itf.

D^iDM or Q^SDM m. with suff. VJBN.

suitable time, convenient
time. Once

Prov. 25:11. (In 'Arab. j] idem.)

47 : 15, 16. Ps. 77 : 9. Is. 16 : 4.

DDM m. verbal from DD, dec. VI. a.
-T'

1. end, extreme boundary. \n ^DDN

the ends of the earth, hyperbolically, for

very remote countries, Ps. 2:8. 22 : 28,

etc. Dual DTDBH Ezek. 47 : 3. according
to the Chald. Syr. Vulg. ankles. Others :

soles of thefeet. (Comp. Chald. DB i. q.

*|3 vola, planta; so rp=^3.)
2. adv. not. DEKT is there not? 2 Sam.

9 : 3. DBMS i. q. ba without, Job 7 : 6.

Prov. 14^28. 26 : 20. Dan. 8: 25. Also

i. q. PN there is not, non est, Deut. 32 :

36. Is. 5 : 8.

3. nothing, Is. 34 : 12. no one, 46 : 9.

4. only. Num. 22: 35. 23:13. Is.

47. 8, 10 -ris? 'raw as I and only Ifur-
ther^, e.no one besides me. Zeph. 2:15.

5. >3 DBN only that, but, yet, neverthe-

less. Num. 13 : 28. Deut. 15 : 4. Am.
9:8.

^ proper name of a place

in the tribe of Judah. Once 1 Sam. 17:1.

In 1 Chr. 11:13, DQTDB.

yQb$ found only Is. 41 : 24 SDWO D5tos
/ * -,\T"

* :TT

according to some, yoz^r ,w (is worse)
than (that of) the adder, making ??=

But the close resemblance of this

passage with verses 12, 29, renders it

highly probable that the true reading is

test. It is so rendered by the Chald.

Vulg. Saad.

serpent. (In Arab,
^^ol idem, from

the root ^j tumido ore
fiavit, also

perhaps sib'ilavit.) Job 20 : 16. Is.30: 6.

59:5.

FjDb$
to compass, surround; con-

strued with an ace. 2 Sam. 22 : 5. Ps.

18:5. 116:3. Jon. 2:6. with to, Ps.

40 : 13. It retains in its inflection the

double D; thus IDDN, 'SISSN.

pQSt, in Kal unused, but probably

signifying to be strong. See deriv. p^c

no. I. (In Arab. ^3) to excel, be dis-

tinguished, kindred with U to e supe-

literally to make
to take to ones self strength.

1 Sam. 13:12 pEwrw then Istrengthened

myself, i. e. I took courage to trans-

gress the command. Especially to re-

strain ones self, to refrain, not to give-

vent to one sfeelings, Gen. 45 : 1 Joseph
could not restrain himself. 43 : 31. Is.

42:14. Est, 5: 10. Is. 63: 15 ^ ?pnrn

*j/Bnn thy love towards me restrains itself,

or is become inactive. 64 : 12.

proper name.

1. a city in the tribe of Asher. Jos.

13:4. 19:30. also called pw Judg.
1:31. The same city is probably intend-

ed 1 K. 20 : 2634.
2. another city, probably in the tribe

of Issachar. 1 Sam. 4:1. 29 : 1. comp.
28 : 4. Which of the two places is

meant Jos. 12:18, is uncertain. Dif-

ferent from these is

JlpDM a city in the mountainous

district of Judah. Once Jos. 15 : 53.

^D^ m< ^^- Gen. 18 : 27. >tc.

*1DM m. found only 1 K. 20 : 38, 42.

head-band, turban, a covering for the

head. By metath. for "v^E (q. v.) or else
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i.q. *
( being put for

; see M.) from

TET in Syr. Ettaph. imlutus est cum ci-

dari.

in. (with prosth. N) dec. I. b.

a young bird. (Comp. nrre, and Arab.

1. an Ephmthitc. Ruth 1:2. 1 Sam.
17:12.

2. anEpliruimite. IK. 11:26. 1 Sa.

1:1.

4. It is a verbal from ms, in Hebrew

signifying to sprout, spoken of plants ;

but in Arabic also to have young, spok-
en of animals.

N found only Cant. 3 : 9. sedan,

Iitifr, portable couch. Sept. <peg7ov.
a *.

Vulg. fercuhim. In Syr. j^joa sig-

nifies solium, sella, lectulus. Concern-

ing the
,
see p. 2. In Talmudic, this

word signifies a nuptial bed.

tf Chald. found only Ezra 4:13

jrnnn n^n chswi usually rendered, and it

^f pulhis ai-is.) Deut. 22 : 6. Ps. 84: shallendamage the royaltreasury; comp.
verses 15, 22, in which chaj is omitted.

This explanation is destitute of etymo-
logical proof. The ancient translators

only give the sense.

V?N f- (with prosth. N) perhaps

prim. dec. II. c. (In Chald. sas. Arab.

-xo|, but in modern Arabic without the

prosth. .)

1. finger. Ex. 31 : 18. especiallyfore-

finger, Lev. 4 : 6 if. 14 : 16. Ex*. 8. 15

win DTib sajft? this is the finger of God,
proper name. . ^"'- v

"'
i , i

i.e. Gods power is here displayed.
1. Joseph s second son, who inherit- In lur< n^ fi

ilffers, hand. Ps. 8 : 4.
ed equally with the sons of Jacob; 144-1
hence the tribe descended from him, or 2 ." with^^ 2 Sanit 21 . 2Q>
their territory, the limits of which are

given, Jos. 16: 5 10.

2. also, the tribe of Ephraim, being
the most powerful of the ten tribes, the

whole kingdom ofIsrael. Hos. 12:1, etc.

Note. As the name of a country, it

is of the fern. gen. Hos. 5 : 9.

^D^DM Chald. masc. plur. name

of a people out of which a colony was

brought to Samaria. Ezra 4 : 9. Some
make them the Parrhasii, in the east of

Media; others, the Persians.

fcTOplC^ Ez.5:6.and frWJlD'lDN
Ezra4 : 9. Chald. masc. plur. the names,
in like manner, of two nations which

were in subjection to the Assyrians.
The latter name has been compared
with Parasitaceni, Parcetaceni, a peo-

ple of Media.

Gen. 48 : 1. and

k dec. III. a. 1. noble, chief. Ex.
S S

24:11. (In Arab. (JjLol sprung from
s-c s

an ancient and noble stock; ^c\ root,

stock, nobility.)

s. 41 : 9, distant countries

of the earth, joined with ywn ni2 ends

of the earth. Probably i. q. b'j shoul-

der, applied figuratively to the earth, like

riiD33, cvi!n\ Others explain this passage
from no. 1.

^ (verbal from te i. q. '"?;=

Arab.
<JvOj

tojoin,) dec.I.b. a joining,

juncture. Hence opr^ !nw juncture of
the hands, or of the arms, for the arm-

pit, or shoulder, Jer. 38 : 12. Ezek. 13 :

18. 41:8. The passage in Jer. parti-

cularly favours this interpretation. The
other passages seem to require wrist, or,

according to some, the juncture of the

It is difficult to

(pcnacute) Gen. 35:16, 19. Ruth4: 11.

1. proper name of a city; also called fingers with the hand.

Beth-lehem of Judah, and Beth-lehem decide.

Ephratah. Mic. 5 : 1.

2. probably i. q. one*,, Ps. 132 : 6.

a gentile noun, from rnjpy.

I. 7!L
k
fc$ 1. to take back, construed

with jo of the thing. Num. 11:17 /
will take back of the spirit.

H
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2. to refuse, keep back, construed

with p. Ecc. 2:107 refused it not to

them.

3. to reserve, construed with h of the

person. Gen. 27 : 36. (Comp. bnn and

on; with
J.)

Niph. to be drawn back, to be con-

tracted. Ezek.42:6.

Hiph, fut. "j$, i. q. Kal. Num. 1 1 : 25.

II. v!JM (acute) found only Zech.

14: 5 in pause, (probably for te,) ap-

pears to be the proper name of a place.

As the proper name of a person, it

stands also in pause 1 Chr. 8 : 33. 9 : 44,

for b*N 8 : 37. 9 : 43. If it denoted

foot of a mountain, i. q. Arab.

it would be pointed b?N, in pause ?$.

;%& adv. by the side of, by, near.

(Derived from te i. q. bsj=Arab.

tojoin, unite. Comp. V>SN.) With suff.

'te etc. bsB i. q. Q?n from beside, de

chez, IK. 3: 20. 1 Sam. 20: 41 7*n

am/rom the south, also, the force of

] being lost, i. q. tew, Ezek. 40 : 7.

JTTV^N f- (strictly i. q. rrtts, with

prosth.) clasp, bracelet. 2 Sam. 1:10.

Num. 31: 50.

^2N to heap up, lay up. 2 K. 20 :

17. Am. 3:10. Deriv. i$ta.

Niph. pass, of Kal. Is. 23 : 18.

Hiph. denom. from tsi, 1 pers. fut.

rmiN Chald. for rry$NN. to appointfor a

treasurer, construed with b$. Neh. 13 :13.

rPTpfcJ m. verbal from rnj?. name of

a precious stone, perhaps a carbuncle.

Once Is. 54 : 12. The derivation shows

>it to be of & fiery sparkling nature.

^pSt m. prob. wild-goat. Once Deut.

14 : 5. So the Targums, 2 Arab. Syr.
and many Rabbins. We may compare

S "
this name with the Arab. ,j\J.

a goat

(a Samar. MS. has ip) and with **M

a he-goat in the Talmud.

"IN see *VlN light, and ^^^ river.

D^N-lN found only Is. 33 : 7. prob.

the heroes, formed from ^KTW i.q. Sn a

hero, by adding the termination D;,

)

which gives the noun the force of a col-

lective, as in D23. Others : their heroes,

making n; a suffix, and bir^ a collective.

1. strictly to tie, nectere, as in Arabic.

Only in deriv. na-N, nyw.
2. figuratively to lay snares, suere

dolost Koc,x.ot
puTTTitv ',

and particularly, to

lay wait, to lie in ambush for any one,

construed with
J,

Deut. 19: 11. Prov.

1:11,18. 24 : 15. with to, Judg. 9 : 34.

Part. yyone laying wait, collect, aparty

lying inambush,an ambush,Jos.8 : 1 4, 1 9,

21. Judg. 20 : 33, 36, 37, 38. sometimes

with a plur. verb, verse 37 rcrrrn a^n the

ambush hastened. Comp. Jos. 8:12.

Pi. idem. Judg. 9 : 25.

Hiph. fut. 3Vi for aw, 1 Sam. 15 : 5.

to place an ambush.

Deriv. out of course 3330.

i^N proper name of a citv in the
T _. r

hilly country of Judah. Josh. 15 : 52.

Hence the gentile noun 'aist, 2 Sa. 23 : 35.

!l*^^ m. verbal from a?N.
V V

1 . a laying wait. Job 38 : 40.

2. dens or lurking-places, for wild

beasts. Job 37 : 8.

2n^ verbal from a^H, dec. VI. m.

ambush, snares, fraud. Jer. 9 : 7.

Hos. 10 : 14, see "wa^N rra.

N m. (verbal from rrn to multi-

ply,) the locust. Ex. 10. 4 ff. Lev. 1 1 :

22. Joel 1 : 4. Ps. 78 : 46. It is often

mentioned in connexion with the various

species of locusts, in which the east is

so abundant, (Bocharti Hieroz. T. II.

p.447.) and then denotes a particular spe-

cies, perhaps the common migratory lo-

cust, (gryllus gregarius, Linn.) Some

suppose that the different names in Lev.

xi. and Joel i. do not denote different

species of locusts, but different states

or conditions of the same species. But

this idea is incorrect, for in Lev. 1 1 : 22

it is added, after each of these names,

i:>pS after his kind.

iHQ^Nj plur. niaiN, const. rtaiN. Is.
T ; T

25 : 1 1 he (Jehovah) humbles his pride
VT nia* cy and punishes the craft of
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his hands, (by a natural zeugma.)

Others explain DH; nrw the tying, clos-

ing, or clinching of the hand, i.e. the

fist, as an emblem of violence.

nSTJN f. verbal from anw no. 1. dec.

X. strictly a grate, lattice. Hence

1. window. Ecc. 12:3.

2. with c^orrr, windows or sluices of

heaven, by the opening ofwhich showers

of rain descend. Gen. 7:11. 8:2. 2 K.

7 : 19. Is. 24 : 18. Mai. 3 : 10.

3. dove-hole, dove-window. Is. 60 : 8.

4. chimney, opening through which

the smoke rises. Hos. 13:3.

rV)2T^fc$ proper name of a place, pro-

bably in the tribe of Judah. Once 1 K.

4:10.

3T}N f. and nS^T^, const, nm*
m. a prim, numeral, four. It stands for

rri, the being prosthetic, and wanting
in all the derivatives; e.g. ran, >x;n, sa/i,

etc. With suff, OFwa^w they four, Ezek.

1 : 8, 10. Dual nwa-iN fourfold, 2 Sam.

12:6.

Plur. crcaTN forty. Gen. 8 : 6. Like

seven and seventy, it is also used by the

Shemite for a round number. Comp.
Gen. 7 : 17. Jon. 3:4. Ezek. 4 : 6. Matt.

4:2. So in Persian ; e. g. Chil minar,

(fortypillars,) a long colonnade, applied

to the ruins of Persepolis.

^2nb$ and PlV?n!? Chald. idem.

y^"*lN (four) proper name of one of

the Enakite giants. Josh. 14:15. 15:

13. 21:11. See M-w-nn?.-

IPlN, rut. aVr. 1. to twist. Judg.

16:13
T

.

2. to weave. Is. 59:5. Part. masc.

2-fc, fern, nru* a weaver, Ex. 28 : 32. 2 K.

23 : 7.

3*]^ m. verbal from :n.

I? web. Judg. 16:14.

2. weavers shuttle, radius. Job 7:6.

^inN proper name of a country held

by Og king of Bashan, having sixty ci-

ties. Deut, 3 : 4, 13. 1 K. 4 : 13.

]"j2n.fc?
Chald. i. q. Heb. ;nn purple.

^, x x C ''

Dan,.'): 7, 10. 29. (In Arab.

gyr> ] idem.) Also in Hebrew.

TiH^ m. box, chest, coffer,
fixed to

the side of a waggon. 1 Sam. 6:8, 11

15. Probably from i:n to shake, tremble;

whence in Arab,
jj-l^

a bag of stones,

which was wont to be placed on the

camel's side to preserve the balance.

The is prosthetic.

Jtprnfc^
m. reddishpurple or anything

coloured therewith. Ex. xxv. xxvii.

It was obtained from a shell-fish, com-

mon on the Syrian coast, called in Greek

wagpi/'ga, purpura; and is to be dis-

tinguished from the violet or bluish pur-

ple, ntan (q. v.) The etymology is un-

certain. Bochart (Hieroz. II. p. 740 if.)

and others consider 3T as the original

word, and as equivalent to ^IOTM Syrian

colour, from D-JM Syria, and

lour.

bj
to gather. Cant. 5:1. With an

accus. of the plant, to strip; e.g. the

vine. Ps. 80 : 13. (In Ethiopic n and

n idem.)

n^ Chald. see! behold! Dan.7:5,6.
~

It is like the Arabic imper. ] |
see.

Comp. iVw.

TTl^ proper name. Aradus, a Phe-

nician city, situated on a small island

near the main land. Ezek. 27 : 8, 11.

The gentile noun is '"rm, Gen. 10 : 18.

The island is now called Ruad.

fc$ adj . denom. from rjx, dec. III. c.

made of cedar. Ezek. 27 : 24. Accord-

ing to others, i. q. Arab, .
| Jirm,

stable.

'

n3^M. and rO")N f. dec. X. (Pro-

bably a verbal from obsolete ^T]=Arab.

^iJ.I to be healed; which has a deriv.

S< *

^(o |
a binding up, a healing?)

'%

1. bandage of a irnmid. ^ nsi n?yn

to put a piaster or bnndagc on any one,



Jer. 30:17. 33:6. (for the most part

figuratively.)
Hence passively, Jer.

8 : 22. nri nrto the bandage is laid on.

2. figuratively healing, cure, health;

the figure being generally preserved,
Neh. 4:1 [7] niniro rwnN nnb$ the walls

were made ivhole or repaired. 2 Chr.

24 : 13. but sometimes not, Is. 58 : 8

rrasn nrro ^rtn^ thy health shall spring

forth speedily.

nftY^N proper name of a city not

far from Shechem. Once Judg. 9 : 41,

Some compare npr\ 2 K. 23 : 36.

O^DVlfcS 2 K. 16 : 6 Kethib, for oisnM

Syrians. But the reading of the Keri

C'Qii Edomites, is to be prefen*ed.

plN com. (m. 1 Sam. 6:8. f. 2 Chr.

8 : ll.)

T

dec. III. a. Whether the
]

is

radical or servile, is uncertain. If

it is servile, this noun may be derived

from rn$ to gather.
1. chest, box. 2 K. 12 : 10, 11. p-w

DTfcw chest of God, 1 Sam. 3 : 3. nnnn
jiiN

chest of the covenant, Josh. 3 : 6. and

nrn?n
'

chest of the law, Ex. 25 : 22.

which are different names for the holy
chest or arh, containing the tables of the

law, and placed in the tabernacle, and
afterwards in the temple.

2. coffin, mummy-chest. Gen. 50 : 26.

JTVH^fc^ plur. fern, const, nii-iN, 2 Chr.

32 : 28." i K. 5 : 6. [4 : 26.] and rrtnw,

const, ninw, 2 Chr. 9 : 25. separate stalls

in a stable for large cattle, or the stable

itself. (Arab. ^ |
and ^ f j,

Aram.
*

/* - 4>

Mn, rm and J-3o| stall, crib.) To
such a stall always belonged a certain

number of horses or oxen, so that this

word was also used for the animals
themselves. (Comp. the word team in

English.) See IK. 5: 6. also 2 Chr. 9:
25. Comp. IK. 10: 26.

*nfc$ m. dec. VI. a. cedar-tree. Lev.

14 : 4,' 6, 49. In Chaldaic and Syriac,
occurs the same word

; and the inha-

bitants of Lebanon at the present day
call this tree ars. In Aram, this name
is applied to several similar trees; e.g.
to the pine-tree ; on which account the

ancient versions differ in rendering this

word. Hence cedar wainscoting, 1 K.
6:18. Deriv. rn$.

rfn.Sl fern, of nw, used
collectively.

cedar-work, cedar wainscoting. Zeph.
2 : 14. Comp. n^? fern, collect, from ys.

PPM to go, to travel. Job 34:8.

Part, rn> travelling, a traveller. Judg.
19:17. 2 Sam. 12: 4. Jer. 9:1.

rOfc$, plur. nirnN, com. gen. verbal

from rn, dec. VI. n.

1. way, path, i.q. rpi. (In Hebrew
it is used only in poetry. In Aram, it

is the usual word.) Gen. 49:17. Judg.
5 : 6. and often in Job, Isaiah, Psalms,
and Proverbs.

2. traveller, i.q. rnfo tiv. Job 31 : 32.

Also collectively, a caravan, i.q. nrnx,

Job 6 : 19 Np'n nirn the caravans of
Tema.

3. figuratively manner ofconducting,

conduct, comp. qrj no. 2. Ps. 17 : 4.

25:10.

4. lot, fate, destiny. Job 8:13 such is

thefate of all who forget God. Pr. 1:19.

5. way, manner. Job 22: 15. Also

in prose, Gen. 18:11 rnfc rnsA nvn) Vin

0^25 it had ceased to be with Sarah

after the manner ofwomen. Comp. 31 :

35 ^ 0^3 "^rt
it is with me after the

manner ofwomen*

rnfr$, plur. ;rn, Chald. idem. Dan.

4:34*. [37.] 5:23.

nrnN f. verbal from rn, dec. X.

step, course, going. Is. 3:12.
?prnrhfo^

the way in which thou goest. Prov. 3:6.

9:15.

2. company of travellers, a caravan.

Gen. 37: 25. Is. 21:13.

rtfT^ f. dec. X. statedportion, espe-

cially of food which is regularly fur-

nished to any one, 2 K. 25 : 30. Jer. 52 :

34. a portion generally, Prov. 15:17

|T rim a portion of herbs. Jer. 40 : 5.

Derived from obs. rn = Arab. |
to

fix the time, to date.

N and PP"]^ (with n: parag.

comp. mN, run) m. lion. Is. 21:8
*njpi

rrwi then he cried as a lion. Comp.
K-v. 10 : 3. Plur. o*-w 1 K. 10 : 20. and
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nv-w Judg. 14:5. The latter is also of

the masc. gen. 1 K. 7 : 36. 10:19.

rY^fc^ Chald. plur. *rw, m. idem.

Dan.eTa 7:4.

7!S^"^ m. (compounded of *IM and

1. lion of God, a name which the
Arabians also give to a bold hero. Bo-
charti Hieroz. I. p. 716, 757. 2 Sam.
23 : 20.

2. altar of God, (compounded of -w

i.q. jL| for &>] fire-hearth, from
,Cj!

to burn, and "JN.) So the altar of burnt-

offering is called, Ezek. 43 : 15, 16. and

Jerusalem, Is. 29 : 1, 2, because the al-

tar of God was there.

^jVlfr$ an Assyrio-chaldean proper
name.

1. a king of Ellasar. Gen. 14:1, 9.

2. a captain of the body-guard in the

Chaldean court. Dan. 2:14.

rvi'HN see rrvn^.T \ T -.

T"]N t be or grow long. Ezek. 31:5.

Gen. 26 : 8 D'DYT wo VrinN >3 rn when
he had been there a long time. Comp.
Ezek. 12 : 22.

Hiph. 1. trans, to make long, lengtJien,

prolong. Here pertain the phrases:

(1.) YCM
-p-\sn

Job 6:11. and tex Is. 48 :

9. Prov. 19:11. to bepatient, long-suf-

fering. (2.) vo; ^SH to prolong his

days, to live long. Deut. 4 : 26, 40. 5 :

30. [33.] 17: 20, etc. Also without

era;, Prov. 28:2. Ecc. 7 : 15 -^p ruh
inru a wicked man living long in his

wickedness. 8:12. (3.) with jinr, to

stick out the tongue in derision. Is. 57 : 4.

2. intTxns.tobelong. IK. 8: 8. Ap-
plied to time, to be prolonged, vn; npr
his days are prolonged, he lives long,
Ex. 20 : 12. Deut. 5 : 16. 6 : 2. 25 : 15.

3. to tarry, delay; strictly, to make it

long. Num. 9 : 19, 22.

T^S Chald. idem. But part. TpN
meet, suitable. (So in Talmud

Tp i. q.

-pr to fit, adjust.) Ezra 4:14.

T?N verbal adj. from
?pst,

dec. V.c.

found only in the const, state -pH. long.

Ezek. 17 : 3 -nn
^p

with long feathers.
Ecc. 7 : 8 rpn

!p long-suffering. Besides

these, only in the common phrase TPN

D:?N long-suffering, Ex. 34 : 6, etc. Jen
15:15 >:rri?n ?jc ^ ^ taAe me not away
by being long-suffering, i.e. through

thy long-suffering (towards my enemies).
b stands here for ^rw nrrr.

T5^ proper name. Found only Gen.

10:10. According to the Targums,
Jerome, and Ephrem Syrus, Edessa, in

Mesopotamia, now called Ourfa. See

Michaelis Spicileg. Geogr. T.I. p.220ff.
The gentile noun ^STM 2 Sam. 15:32.
16 : 16. may refer to this place; as also,

with more certainty, the Chald. X^TN
Ezra 4:9.

TQN m. verbal from ?p, dec. VI. m.

length. Gen. 6:15. with ow, length of
life, Ps. 21:5. o^n> ^>h one's

life long,
23 : 6.

*^PN, fern. n3-) verbal adj. from p.
long, lasting. 2 Sam. 3:1. Job 11:9.

n|3^^ f. Chald. lengthening, pro-

longation. Dan. 4 : 24. [27.] 7 : 12.

f. Chald. knee. Dan. 5 : 6.

In the Targums, without prosthetic N,

son, HMn by metath. i.q. Heb. Tp2.

D^N f.Aramea, Syria, and (as masc.)
the Syrians, IK. 20:26. This name,
which in its widest sense includes Me-
sopotamia, was known also to the

Greeks, at least as the name of a peo-
ple,

v

Ag;^o<, 'A{Xfiei. See Strabo, xin.

p. 627. xvi. p. 785. According to

Gen. 10 : 22, Aram was a son of Shem ;

and in chap. 22 : 21, the same name is

given to one of his remote descendants,
the son of Nahor. The different parts
of Aramea are distinguished thus,

(1.) nnn: n> Syria of the two rivers,
the land between the Tigris and Eu-
phrates, Mesopotamia, Gen. 24 : 10.

also called D^NI JTS the plain of Syria,
Gen. 25:20? 28:2, 5, 6, 7. 31:18.

(2.) rnte cr Syria ofZobah, a kingdom,
north-east of Damascus, frequently en-

gaged in war with Israel. See rnis.
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(3.) pfeOT cn Syria of Damascus.

(4.) tfrrrrva cn /S^ria o/* Beth-rehob,

2 Sam. 10:6, its capital nnsn ntainri on

an arm of the Euphrates.

^EHN, fern. n7 a gentile noun, from

D'w, an Aramean, Syrian. Plur. owy
2K.8:29.

"^2*"^ idem ; but found only in the

fern. rrcpTH an adv. in Aramean, in the

Aramean, i.e. the Syrian or Chaldaic,

language. Dan. 2:4. Ezra 4:7.

m. Plur. rrap"iN, const, n

(from an obs. sing, form Jiyj.) Probably

derived from cry* i.q, Arab.
'+^

and

Heb. an to be high.

1. palace. Is. 25 : 2. Jer. 30 : 18.

Am. 1:4, 7,10,12, etc.

2. In IK. 16:18. 2K.15:25, it

must be a part of the royal citadel or

palace ;
hence

ijVarr
TO

jtowi perhaps Me
harem of the royal palace. (So we
use seraglio sometimes for the whole

royal residence, and sometimes for the

harem.)
l

pfc$
m. name of a tree. Once Is.

44 : 14. Usually rendered (on account

of the similarity of the names, which in

plants is of considerable weight,) ornus,

an ash. But according to Celsius

(Hierobot. P. i. p. 192.) i. q. Arab.

^\ |
a prickly tree of Arabia Petrea,

producing tarries in clusters, which at

first are green and bitter, but afterwards

of a dark red colour, and which are

used as a medicine. The same names,

however, have sometimes different sig-
nifications in the different dialects.

sr xos

rG?
1

"]^ (in Arab.i._^IJ ) f. epicene,

prim. hare. Only Lev. 11:6. Deut.
14:7.

*)N a brook and valley of the

same name, forming the northern boun-

dary of the country of Moab. Num.
21 : 13. Deut. 3 : 8, 12, 16. 4 : 48. Ac-
cording to Seetzen, its present name is

Mujeb.

JN,
Chald.

1. the earth, i. q. Heb. y. Dan. 2:

35. Jer. 10:11. Concerning the inter-

change of v and
y,

see the letter .

2. adv. below ; with ]p, lower than,

inferior to. Dan. 2 : 39. Hence the

grammatical expression snbo for Jnjrfjp

(accented) below, i. e. on the last sylla-

ble, <J|I/TVV. Hence

^jnSl Chald. adj. from sn$ low. Fern.

n7 what is low, the bottom. Dan. 6 : 25.

"TS^fc^ a city and country in Syria,

near Hamath, with which it is often

joined, and which for a time had its

own kings. 2 K. 18: 34. 19:13. Is.

10:9. Jer. 49 : 23. Some confound it

with ITTHI (q. v.)

*N??5n^ Gen. 10 : 22, 24. 11 : 12,

13 . name of a son of Shem . The names
of his brethren are most of them also

names of countries. If this is the case

with Arphaxad, the most probable sup-

position is that of Josephus, that it de-

notes Chaldea. It may be compounded
of *p, Arab, c 5,1 limits, territory, and

rc?3 the root from which comes ^3
Chaldean. The name of Chesed was

preserved in the family of Arphaxad,
see Gen. 22 : 22.

N com. gen. (masc. rarely, Gen.

13 : 6. Is. 9 : 18.) prim. dec. VI. b.

1. earth; also inhabitants of the

earth, Gen. 6:11. 11:1.
2. land; e. g. OTO? y^ the land of

Egypt. Sometimes, by way of emi-

nence, Palestine, Joel 1 : 2. >2nw my
land, says the Hebrew, for my native

country, Jon. 1:8. Gen. 30: 25.

3. jurisdiction of a city. Josh. 8:1.

Plur. nfcrjs lands. Gen. 10 : 5, 20, 31.

In the later Hebrew style, nis>> denotes

other lands, Jieathen lands, in opposi-
tion to Palestine, (as oia other nations,

gentile nations;) e. g. rrenwi ^5 the

people of (other) lands, 2 Chr. 13: 9.

32:13,17. 2 K. 18: 35. Ezra 9: 1,2,
11. Neh.9:30. 10:29. niirwr ntoboo

the kingdoms of (other) lands, 1 Chr.

29:30. 2 Chr. 12: 8. 17:10. comp.



Ezra 9:7. In Ezekiel and several

passages of Jeremiah we see this usage

in its origin, comp. Ezek. 5:6. 11:17.

12 : 15. 20 : 23. 22 : 15. especially 20 :

32. 22 : 4. With n local, n^w to the

earth, freq. In some places the He is

only paragogic, and nirw i.q. yw, Job

31:13. 37:12. Is. 8 : 23. The accent

on the penult shows that it is not a

feminine form.

Pit?. Chald. i. q. rw, (the , which

the ancients sometimes pronounced
like q hard, being commuted into p.)

earth. Once Jer. 10:11. In the Tar-

gums frequent.

1*1^ to curse, execrate, construed

with'an ace. Gen. 12 : 3. 27 : 29. Job

3 : 8 DV ^Tvt those who curse the day, i. e.

magicians, to whose execrations a cer-

tain efficacy was attributed. Imper. rn

Num. 22 : 6. 23 : 7.

Niph. part. ?. Mai. 3 : 9, after the

form I

TT:.

Pi. 1. i. q. Kal. Gen. 5 : 29.

2. to bring a curse. Num. 5 : 22 ff.

an-wo D^an the waters bringing a curse.

Hoph'.pass. Num. 22: 6.

Deriv. rrwo.

tOT'M a province of Armenia, (be-

tween the Araxes and the lakes Van

and Ormias,) still having this name

among the Armenians. Is. 37 : 38. Jer.

51:27. :rn)N nj mountains ofArarat

or Armenia, Gen. 8 : 4.

fcnfc$ found only in Pi. tow, in full
T

nt'tf ft tow to purchase for one's
self,

or

betroth a wife. Deut. 20 : 7. 28 : 30.

Hos. 2 : 21, 22. [2 : 19, 20.] The price

of purchase is preceded by a, 2 Sam. 3 :

14. (In Chald. tn$ idem.)

Pu. trni to be betrothed, spoken of a

maiden. "Ex. 22 : 15.

JllEnN f. found only Ps. 21:3. re-

quest, desire. Sept. 3cV'f. Vulg. volun-
x-^X

tas. Derived from tfw i. q. Arab. .* .

to desire.

is derived from the ancient Persian Ar-
tahshetr (vrcinmN,) which is found upon
the inscriptions of Nakschi-Roustam.

The latter part of this word is the Zen-

dish khsfiethro, also sherao, (king.) But
the syllable art, (which is found in se-

veral Persian names, e.g. Artabanus,

Artaphernes, Artabazus,) appears to

have signified to be great, or mighty :

at least the Greeks gave it this inter-

pretation. Thus Hesychius : "A^rcuoi,

Comp. Alberti

on this passage: P. I. p. 552. Steph.

Byzant. de Urbib. p. 173. Reland de

Veteri Lingua Pers. 23. In accord-

ance with this, Herodotus (vi. 98.) ex-

plains, 'Agr|^|)5j by jtesyeej ethics. This

signification is now lost in the Persian.

Out of that original Artashetr, the

modern Persians formed Ardeshir,

,4], (a name borne by

three kings of the dynasty of the Sassani-

des;) the Armenians, Artashir; the

Greeks, Artaxerxes; the Hebrews, Ar-
tachshashta. See Silv. de Sacy Me-
moires sur diverses Antiquites de la

Perse. (Paris, 1793.) p. 32, 100, 111.

J$ com. gen. (masc. rarely, e. g.

Job 20 : 26. Ps. 104:4.) prim, with suff.

1. fire DTftwr t: fire of God, light-

ning, Job 1:16. Figuratively the scorch-

ing heat of the sun, Joel 1 : 19, 20.

2. shining, glittering; e. g. of steel,

Nah. 2 : 4.

, Chald. idem. Dan.
fcJ, emph.

7:11.

nJV)N Ezra 4:8, 11, 23,

nprw 7 : 7, and 5Wnrn 4 : 7, Arta-

jcerxes, aking of the Persians. This name

2 Sam. 14:19. Mic. 6:10. for

j (with prosth. ) i. q. ^ there is.

Concerning the prosth. N, comp. Chald.

YVM, and see p. 2.

$&, plur. J>*M, Chald. foundation.

Only Ezra 4: 12. 5:16. 6:3.

1U?^ m. the pouring out, running
7 *

down. (Comp. Aram. +*} fudit, effu-

ditC) Num. 21 : 15 D^n;n iir
v the running

down of the brooks, perhaps the lower



countries amidst brooks. See the fol-

lowing article.

!"niZ?&$, plur. nVtti, thefootofa moun-

tain. Josh. 10 : 40. 12 : 8. napen niitfN

thefoot ofPisgah, Deut. 3 : 17. 4 : 49J

Strictly, the place where torrents run
down and collect. See -TCJN.

TPT$N Ashdod, one of the five prin-

cipal cities of the Philistines, in Greek

"A&rcs. Josh. 11:22. 15:46. 1 Sam.
5:1. There is now at this place a vil-

lage called Esdud or Atzud. The gen-
tile noun is nYrtfN, fern. rp~

; the latter

being also used adverbially, in Aslidod-

itish, in the dialect of Ashdod, Neh.
13 : 24.

rn$fc$ m. const. rra?N
; Plur. const. *$N.

(strictly i. q. tig fire, with parag. rr,

comp. n, rrvj, rrtfp0,) a word peculiar to

the ritual service, firing, something on

fire, an offering. It is a genericword, and
includes every species of offering. In

Lev. 24 : 7, it is applied to the incense

scattered on the shew-bread, though not

burnt; and in verse 9, the shew-bread
itself is reckoned among the nirr n. It

occurs most frequently at the close of

a ritual precept in this phrase nfr: rjn

*firr rnrrV rre? a sweet savour, an offering

(acceptable] to Jehovah is this, Ex. 29 :

18, 25, 41. ornirrb nfn rn rreto an offer-

ing of a sweet savour unto Jehovah,
Lev. 1 : 9, 13, 17. 2:2. 3:5. Num.
15:10, 13, 14, etc. Besides very fre-

quently in the plural nin> $ Lev. 2 : 3,

10. 6:10,11. [6:17/18.]'

nt$N (for nti.3$ fern, of tia) irreg.

const. ntfss (for n$ fern, of ti$) with

suff. >JJI#N. ?jntiH ; Plur. once nitfN (Ezek.
23 : 44.) usually trtij by aphaer. for

nrrojN.)

1. woman. Applied as a designation
of sex, even in animals, Gen. 7 : 2. Fre-

quently for wife, hence a nti fathers

wife, i.e. a stepmother, Lev. 18 : 8.

comp. 1 Cor. 5:1. .

2. It often stands.i.with genitives de-

noting quality, as jn n^ a lovely wo-

man, Prov. 1 1 : 16. ^ nti* a woman of
firmness or

integrity, Ruth 3:11. nti

a contentious woman, Zankerin,

56 )

Prov. 27 : 15. Also in apposition, as

nrn nf a harlot, Josh. 2:1. .

rrw^p rrtfM

a prophetess, Judg. 4:4. nyghx n^M a
ividoiv, 1 K. 7 : 14.

3. with rnn
(sister,) and mn female

companion) for the one.... the other.

See these articles.

4. some one.

5. every one. Ex. 3 : 22.

Note. The form H-CN occurs sometimes
for the absolute state, Ps. 58 : 9. Deut.

21:11. 1 Sam. 28:7.

nttf^
f. i.q. JM fire. This is the

best explanation of the Kethib in Jer.

6 : 29 rncs orr^Nn by their fire the lead

(is consumed). The Keri has the more

easy reading V on SJWD by the fire is

consumed the lead.

see PP0N.
m. Prov. 20 : 20 Keri, accord-

ing to Chaldee usage, time, or perhaps

obscurity. It is an explanation of the

more difficult, but rr/ore poetical reading

f. verbal from itip, dec. I.

1. step, walk, course. Prov. 14:15.
Job 23: 11. See -it* no. 1.

2. Ezek. 27 : 6, according to the ex-

planation most generally adopted, i.q.
vrc&tn which is usually interpreted box-

tree; hence in our passage cnttkrna pa

ivory, daughter of the box-wood, i.e.

ivory set in box-wood. So in Virgil,
ebur inclusum buxo. JEn.x. 137. Si-

monis, in his Lexicon, compares the
'<>* & ^^

Arab. *| incidit striatim. *j strice;

and translates thus, ebur,filia striarum,

i.e. ivory in stripes or streaks.

*^$N 1. f. verbal from T#H dec. I.

b. step, walk, course. Job 31: 7. See

vriw, no. 1.

2. proper name. Assyria and Assy-
rians, (in the former sense, fern, in the

latter, masc. e. g. Is. 19 : 23.) Gen. 10 :

10, 22. 2 K. xv xx. etc. In a wider

sense, the name Assyria embraces Ba-

bylonia, (comp. Herod, i. 106.) on ac-

count of the close connexion which often

existed between these two countries.



The kingdom of Persia is also so called ;

coin]). Ezra 6 : 22, where Darius is called

King of Assyria. Comp. also Num. 24 :

22, 24. That the classics often con-

found the names Syria and Assyria,
does not apply here, since the eastern

nations kept these names distinct. See

Bocharti Phfileg. lib. n. cap. 3.

3. D-WJM plur. name of an Arabian

tribe. Once Gen. 25 : 3.

N f- dec. X. support. Once Jer.
Ss '*

50 : 15 Keri. (Comp. Arab. x*1 pillar,

support.) In the Chald. Syr. Vulg.

foundations. In Kethib rntVt, a form

similar to that of many Arabic words.

NE^IS 2 K. 17 : 30, an idol of the

people of Hamath. According to an

uncertain tradition of the Jews, it was

in the form of a bald he-goat.

Arab.

see

St m. found only Is. 16 : 7

in C. V. thefoundations of Kir-

hareseth. Comp. Chald. tf, re, and
''Is.

foundation from ,^^1
to found. But in the parallel passage
of a subsequent writer, Jer. 48:31,
instead of this word stands ntoM. This

may be regarded as an explanation of

the original word in Isaiah, as is often

the case in such changes, then is

nfrti*?=tt5N or nfoM. Comp. wStihnn show

yourselves men, Is. 46 : 8. under art.

f. Plur. D'7 and ni. a cake,

libum; in full Hos. 3 : 1 Daa nttaiN a

cake or hardened sirup made of grapes,
here in reference to the worship of idols,

but in other places as a refreshment,

Cant. 2 : 5, particularly on a journey,
2 Sam. 6: 19. 1 Chr. 16 : 3. (according
to the Sept. in Samuel, a pan-cake,
and in 1 Chr. a honey-cake.) In the

Chaldee version by Pseudo-Jonathan,

Ijttrtjw is used Ex. 16:31, for the He-
l>n-w .-TOTES cakes ; and in the Mishnah

(apud Surenhus. T. III. p. 125.) the

same word denotes a kind of leiitile-

cake. Some derive rreJ? from -fa* fire,

namely, afire-cuke ; hut the significa-

tion is more certain, than the etymology.

1J$N m. testicle. Lev. 21: 20. (In
O /IN

Syr. |o<tj idem.)

N (with prostli. ) Plur. nfourw

and nftstfM (as if from an obs. sing. Vsqto,

comp. Jfew.)
1. strictly the stem or stalk on which

berries orflowers grow in clusters, race-

mus, spoken of the vine and other simi-

lar plants; e.g. of the plant called by
Arabians alhenna, Cant. 1 : 14 "icin '?:)

a cluster of alhenna. of the palm, or

date-tree, 7 : 8 clusters (of dates), of a

vine-stem with flowers and unripe

grapes, Gen. 40 : 10
D'lttj

rrnibsw vrt&ffj

literally the unripe clusters ripened into

ripe grapes. So the Latin racemus

stands for unripe grapes. Virg. Georg.
lib. n. 1. 60. On account of this ex-

tended use of the word, in order to re-

strict its meaning to clusters of the

vine, it is followed sometimes by )c:rr,

Cant. 7:9. or o>i^, Num. 13 : 23.

2. without addition, grapes. Is. 65 : 8.

Mic.7:l.

3. proper name of a valley in the

land of Canaan. Num. 13: 23, 24. 32:9.

Deut. 1 : 24.

WjlfM Gen. 10:3. Jer. 51:27. a

people of northern Asia, as appears from

their being joined with Gomer (the

Cimmerians) in the first passage, and

with Ararat a province of Armenia in

the second; otherwise unknown. The
modem Jews understand Germany (!)

and use the word with this signification.

131!^ m. (with prosth. ) gift, pre-

sent.

'

Only Ezek. 27 : 15. Ps. 72 : 10.

Derived from 15^=Arab. <^ to give

tJwnks, to reward, to make a present to

any one.
SG5

/tlJN i. q. Arab.
^Jj']

a species of

tamarisk, which grows to the height of

a middling-sized tree, is prickly, and on

the knots of the branches bears small

yellowish brown berries of the size of

i
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a pea, tamarix orientalis, Linn. Only
Gen. 21: 33. 1 Sam. 22: 6. 31:13. In

the parallel passage 1 Chr. 10:12, in-

stead of tow stands rrbw a turpentine-tree.
How the two passages are to be recon-

ciled does not appear.

I. DtZ?N and DtZJN, fut. oti. (In
~5

T " T

Arab,
^j).)

1. to be in fault, to be guilty. Lev.

4:13, 22, 27. 5:2,3. Construed with

b of the person, whom one has injured,

Num. 5 : 7 V? oato TaJwV to him wJwm he

has injured. So with rnrrt, Lev. 5:19.

2 Chr. 19 : 10. The thing wherein one

has sinned is preceded by b, Lev. 5 : 5.

by a, Hos. 13 : 1. Ezek. 25': 12.

2. tofeel ones self guilty. Hos. 5 :

15. Zech. 11:5.

3. to suffer or be punished for sin.

(In Arab, jf
.)

Ps. 34 : 22, 23. Is. 24 : 6.

Prov.30:10. Hos. 14:1.

Niph. i. q. Kal no. 3. Joel 1 : 18.

Hiph. to cause to suffer, to punish.
Ps. 5: 11.

II. DEJN i. q. Dtt and am? to be laid

waste or destroyed. Ezek. 6:6.

DUjN verbal adj. from paJ, dec. V. b.

1. $rwz'%. Gen. 42:21. 2 Sam.14: 13.

2. owe who presents a trespass-offer-

ing. Ezra 10: 19. (Comp. N^n.)

dl?^ m. verbal from DW, dec. IV. c.
T T

1. 0W2&, guiltiness. Gen. 26 : 10.

Jer.51:5. Ps. 68:22.
2. damage or injury done to another.

Num. 5 : 7, 8.

3. trespass-offering. Lev. 5 : 6, 7, 15,

25. [6:6.] lSam.6:3.2K. 12:17.

Is. 53 : 10. The Hebrew ritual made
a distinction between nwsn a sin-offer-

ing, and D\E!* a
trespass-offering. The

ceremonies accompanying them were
somewhat different. See concerning
the former, Lev. 6 : 1823. [2530.]
concerning the latter, 7 : 1 10. The
law specified the particular cases in

which a trespass-offering should be

brought; though no generic distinction

has yet been discovered between the

two classes of sins. In one case a lamb
of a year old was brought for a tres-

pass-offering, and another lamb for a sin-

offering at the same time, Lev. 14 : 10

19. The opinion, that the trespass-of-

fering was for sins of omission, and the

sin-offering for sins of commission, can-

not be supported; comp. Lev. 5: 17 19.

Other distinctions, which have been

thought of, are not more satisfactory.

Comp. Warnekros hebr. Alterthumer,

p. 151 155. Bauer's gottesdienstliche

Verfassuiig der Hebraer. Th. I. p. 146.

nD$fc$ f. verbal from nti*?, dec. XII. a.

1. i.q. infin. of osJw, (comp. rtnrw, n*n\)
Lev. 5 : 26 [6:7] PT^

rraxvb to be guilty
therein. Comp. 4 : 3 orn npt5*& 50 that

the people is guilty.

2. guilt, guiltiness. 1 Chr. 21 : 3.

2Chr.24:18. 28:10. Ezra9:7. 10:

10. Am. 8 : 14 prpiij
rmtf the sin of Sa-

maria, i. e. his idols. 2 Chr. 28 : 13

vb rnrr rraciNk to bring upon us guilt

against Jehovah.

3. trespass-offering, or rather thepre-

senting ofa trespass-offering, (also i. q.

infin.) Lev. 6 : 5 \nosto ova on the day in

which he brings a trespass-offering.

Comp. adj. OITN no. 2. also rnc no. 1.

D^SfttL^ plur. masc. deep night,

darkness. Once Is. 59: 10. (In Syr.

J-*iLo2c| idem.) So Gesenius in his

Lexicon; but in his Commentary on

Isaiah (Leip. 1820) he has adopted a

different interpretation,namelyt//?e&/.?,

fertilefields, from comparing D3i} and

(q.v.)

N f. (verbal from 10^ to watch)

const, rnbttfc*; Plur. ni-osSN. a watch of
tJie night, vigilia, <pt/A#xj. It appeal's
from Judg. 7:19, where the middle

watch is spoken of, that the Hebrews,
in more ancient times, counted only 3

watches. The first is nWow ro" Lam.
2:19. the last, -i^n rnW Ex. 14 : 24.

Sam. 11:11. In the N. T. four night-
watches are mentioned, which may have

been a Roman custom.

m. with prostli. , (verbal



From obs. Arab. to be cool,
x*

spoken of the air.) dec. VIII. lattice-

window, for the admission of cool air.

Judg. 5 : 28. Prov. 7 : 6.

F]$N m. dec. I. b. magician, astro-

loger. Dan. 1 :20. 2 : 2. In Syr. J.3Q.*)

m. Chald. Plur.
pcs,^, emph.

Dan. 2:10,27. 4:4. [7.]
5:7.

I. nS#N f. dec, X. gwro-. Job 39:

23. Is. 22*: 6. 49 : 2. -nsw *ja sows o/
// quiver, arrows, Lam. 3 :13.

II. nSll)^ found only in the plur.

rtevxdimg, dunghill. Ps. 113:7. 1 Sam.
2 : 8. Hence ni^n -wti Neh. 2 : 13.

3:14. 12:31. and" (the N being sup-

pressed, comp, Ecc. 4: 13.) nicer? ns-tj

Neh. 3 : 13. the dung-gate. The singular
occurs in the MLshnah, (T. III. p. 80.

IV. p. 133, 178. ed. Surenlms.) and
from T. IV. p. 133. it appears that its

proper signification w&sjimetum. Comp.

found only 2 Sam. 6 : 19.

1 Chr. 16 : 3. From the connexion,

probably a certain kind of food. Vulg.
a roasting of beef, deriving it perhaps
from WM Jire, and -e bull. Syr. and
Chald. a piece of flesh. The etymolo-

gy is very obscure. From the root TBSJ

to be beautiful, it could denote a small

ornament, or the like.

nSl^N f. i.q. n^no.ll. found only
in the plur. ntaeafc dung, mire. Lam.
4: 5 they embrace dunghills, i.e. they
lie in the dust. Comp. Job 24 : 8. The
plural is formed without losing the n,

as in rfa door, plur. nirfrj; comp. rare?.

JM^N Askelon, one of the five

princely cities of the Philistines,
situated on the Mediterranean Sea.
1 Sam. 6:17. The gentile noun is

*, Josh. 13 : 3. There is now in

its place a village called Ascalan.

^ttfN
strictly i.q. -vr to be straight.

Hence

( 59 ) TON
1. to go straight, (comp. Pi.) to go,

toproceed. Prov. 9 : 6. Comp. the deriv.

TOJM and *vrcJN.

2. to be right, suitable; hence to be

successfid, prosperous. Comp. TC Hab.
2 : 4. and itir.

Pi. 1. ft) lead or guide straight, Prov.

23 : 19. Is. 1:17. to guide generally, Is.

3:12 o*nD fy&jp thy guides are sedu-

cers. 9:15.

2. intrans. i. q. Kal, to go. Prov. 4:14.

3. topronounce happy, to bless. Gen,

30:13. Job 29: 11. Mai. 3: 12, 15.

Pu. I$N and "rehN.

1. to be guided. Is. 9:15.

2. to be pronounced happy, hence to

be happy. Ps. 41 : 3. Prov. 3:18.

*"^N m. proper name.

1. a son of Jacob, progenitor of one
of the tribes of Israel. The territory
of this tribe lies along the sea-coast in

the north of Palestine. See Josh. 19 : 24
31. The gentile noun is^tfn, Judg.

1:32.

2. a city not far from Shechera. Josh.

17:7.

*^N happiness, prosperity ; found

only in the plur. const, nete the happi-
ness of, i. e. prosperity to (any one), Ps.

1:1. 2:12. 32:1,2. 33:12. Prov.
3:13. 8 : 34. With suff.

*pTjtfM prospe-
rity to thee, Deut. 33 : 29.

sjntiN
for

^TCN, Ecc. 10:17. inirNi prosperity to

him, Prov. 14:21. The punctuation
of

*pTaj, VTON is irregular, for ^TON,
like Qtpjfr

1

? from tja^e.

pron. relat. indecl. of both

genders and numbers, who, qui, qua~,

quod; qui, quce, gitce. When pre-
ceded by prepositions, it includes its an-

tecedent ; as -NL
v

b to him, her, or them

who; -W5N9 from him, etc. who. The
idea of place or time is also sometimes
involved in this antecedent; as TC: fa

to theplace where.

2. this pronoun is often merely a sign
of relation, whicli gives to other pro-
nouns and to adverbs the force of rela-

tives, (as no. 2. gives them the force

of int en-opal iv.O Thus at'-txcN u-Jirrc*
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(from D$ there;) o$p-w5 whence, (from

n^p thence;) rrasj-^M whither, (from

n^tf thither.) Most generally these

words are separated by the intervention

of one or more words, as in Gen. 13 : 3

to the place ribrjM
DSJ rprr-TOM where his

tent had been. Gen. 20 : 13. but some-

times immediately connected, as in

2 Chr. 6:11. When joined with the

oblique cases of the pronouns, it forms

oblique cases of the relative, as ib-i$ to

ivhom, (from ib to him;) arw T whom,

quos ; ia iu> wherein; isran TDM from
whom, whence; n^pNa TM in quorum
terra; vD33~nnrrTttJM under whose wings ,

Ruth 2: 12. "The Swiss dialect has

something similar, using the particle

wo (where) as a sign of relation; e.g.

the stranger where thou hast eaten with

him, for the stranger with whom thou

hast eaten. Comp. whence and thence

in English.

3. b TDM (which belongs to) sometimes

serves for a periphrasis of the sign of the

genitive case, especially where two geni-
tives follow in succession, the latter of

which is then expressed by b TTM ; as 1 Sa.

21:8 bitfcft Ti'M n^irr TSM the overseer of
the shepherds of Saul. 2 Sam. 2 : 8

to*w5b TM N12-T1? tJie general of Sauls
armies. Cant. 1 : 1 ntj'VcJb TDM nn^n TOJ

a song of the songs of Solomon. Comp.
1 Sam. 17 : 40 ib T$M D'snn >ba his shep-
herds pouch. 1 K. 15 : 20 Qtfmn >TD

ib'TDM the captains of his forces. In

these last cases suffixes might otherwise

stand. In the later writings, in which
'u? (q.v.) took the place of TDM, bsj be-

came the usual sign of the genitive case,

as in Aram, "r, i, * and before suff. to,

4. -TOM is also used as an adv. or con-

junction, like the Greek on and Lat.

quod; and signifies (1.) that, to the end

that, ut; construed with a future. Gen.
11:7. Deut. 4 : 40. (2.) that, how that,

quod. Ex. 11 : 7. Comp. the more full

expressions, such as J3in"vgM rw wotf
rrirr we have heard how that Jehovah
has dried up, Jos. 2: 10. 1 Sam. 24: 19.

2 Sam. 1 1 : 20. 2 K. 8 : 12. Deut. 29 : 15.

(3.) because. Gen. 34 : 27. 1 K. 8 :

33. especially when compounded thus,

TtiM ], T ". (4.) if.
Lev. 4 : 22. Deut.

11:27. ""(5.) for. Deut. 3: 24. Gen.
3 1 : 49. Zech. 1:15. (6.) when. 2 Chr.

35 : 20. (7.) as. 1 K. 8 : 39. Jer.

33 : 22. (8.) where. Num. 20 : 13.

5. Ta)a (
1 . ) in theplace where, where,

(see above no. 1.) Ruth 1 : 17. whither,

\ Sam. 23 : 13. (2.) because. Gen.

39:9,23.
6. TBko (\.) according to what, as.

Gen. 7
:

:"9. 34:12. (2.) as
if. Job

10:19. (3.) because. Num. 27 : 14.

Mic. 3 : 4. (4.) when, (after vn.) Ex.

32:19. Deut. 2:16. Gen. 12 : 11.

27:40. Ex. 17:11. Josh. 4:1.

Tgfc* f. rarely rrytiw (Mic. 5 : 13.

Deut. 7 : 5.) Plur. O^TDM and niTDM. name
of a Syrian goddess often worshipped

by the Hebrews, and of her images,

probably i. q. rrjntth?
Astarte. See espe-

cially 1 K. 15 : 13.' 2 K. 21: 17. 23:7,
15. Judg. 6 : 25, 28, 30. Like npm it

stands as a female divinity, joined with

the male one Baal, IK. 18:19. 2 K.

23 : 4. Judg. 3 : 7. (Comp. 2:13.) The

plural denotes statues or images of As-

tarte, i.q. ninrrcw. The usual explana-
tion of this word is, that it denotes

(1.) as rendered in the Sept. Aro?, a

grove; and (2.) by a metonymy, an

idol worshipped in a grove, a sylvan

goddess; but the incorrectness of this

interpretation has been shown very

satisfactorily by Gesenius, in his larger

lexicon under this article. Comp. Cas-

telli Lex. Heptaglott, col. 2937. Some

make rncw to be the goddess offortune,
from TDM no. 2.

11^ m. verbal from TOJM, dec. VI. m.

prosperity. Gen. 30 : 13.

NJ"}tt?^
m. Chald. wall. Ezra 5 : 3.

Vulg. muri. Comp. in Talmud. TM to

make strong.

WW& found only in Hithpo. to show- T I

one's selffirm, or strong, i.q. Talmud.

12. Is. 46 : 8. Comp. Arab.
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to found, establish; Chald. ptfw;
and the authority of most ofthe old versions,

Heb. \zrtf. Another opinion adopted

by Gesenius in his commentary on

Isaiah, makes irxpisnn a denom. from sft*

in conj. Hithpalel, to show ones self a

man.

(see the different interpretations collect-

ed in Michaelis' Supplem.) but in 1 Sam.

13 : 20, 21, the word is used in con-

junction with ranrro, which from its ety-

mology undoubtedly has that meaning,

see nC7N. an(l cannot be supposed synonymous

VflB)M proper name of a city of
thn*' This difficulty may be removed

^ T
. . 1 .

., , _ by rendering it, with the Jewish com-

mentators, lioe, mattock. So the Vulg.

ligo, and Luther in Samuel, haue. Or,

by rendering it coulter, as in C.V. No-

thing can be determined from etymology
or the kindred dialects.

I. HN, with Makk. -rw; with suflf.

'nfo; ?jnfo,
in pause and fern.

Tjnfo; info, nnfo;

vnfo; osrw, also osnfo; nnfo, |nfo,
also onrw,.

jrrnN, rarely nnnfo (the forms with Ho-
lem are also written in full;) a primi-
tive particle.

1. a sign of the accusative case, (in

Aram. L*, n\) But this accusative case

of the Hebrews, which is denoted by
ng, is often used in circumstances in

which other languages employ the no-

minative; namely, (1.) with a passive

verb, Gen. 17 : 5. D^IM Tjn^'nw nis *O(,~*ft

no more shall thy name be calledAbram.
Josh. 7: 15 he who is taken with the

accursed thing, shall be burned with

fire, ft-wr>$-rwn info he and all that he

hath. Ex. 10 : 8. Lev. 10 : 18. Num.
26:55. Jer.35:14. 36:22. 38:4.

(2) with a neuter verb, 2 Sam. 1 1 : 25.

nrr ^n7^n *p^a sn b let not this thing

displease thee. (3.) with the subst.

verb to be, even when only implied,
Ezek. 35 : 10. Jos. 22 : 17 jVarrw. b-taori

iiD is the iniquity ofPeor not sufficient

for us? (4.) sometimes before a nomi-

native of the subject; e.g. 1 Sam. 17:

the Danites, situated in the low coun-

try of the tribe of Judah. Jos. 15 : 33.

19 : 41. Judg. 13 : 25. 16 : 31. / This

word resembles, as to its form, the Arab,

infin. conj. VIII. of tetf. The gentile

noun occurs 1 Chr. 2 : 53.

"YnPllZjN Chald. insurrection, sedi-

tion. Ezra 4 : 15, 19. It is verbal from

the Ithpa. of TTJJ for Vpp Ithpa. moliri,

conari.

ntofi^N Jos. 15 :50. and JTtofltfN
Josh. 21 : 14. 1 Sam. 30 : 28. l*Chr.

6 : 42. [57.] a Levitical city in the

mountainous country of the tribe of

Judah. According to Eusebius, it was

a great village in the southern part of

Judea. The form of this noun is like the

Arab, infin. Conj. VIII. of HQMJ and ros?.

JlSl com. gen. Chald. i. q. Heb. ni

sign, miracle, synonymous with man.

Dan. 3 : 32, 33. 6 : 28.

tf i. q. nn thou (masc.) q. v.

in pause n, more rarely \TM

Judg. 17:2. 1 K. 14 : 2. thou (fern.)
The Yod in >rw stands in otio, as in the

7
!

Syr. -iftj); but becomes vocal, when

another syllable is annexed ; e. g. in the

verb with suffix irrnVop thou (fern.) hast

killed him. Others regard the punc-
tuation as incorrect, and read nw. It

stands sometimes as a masc. Num. 1 1 :

15. Ezek. 28 : 14. a mere incorrectness

introduced from the language of com-

mon life. See nn.

I. I1N m. subst. ploughshare. It

is inflected in two ways ; irw, on 1 Sam.

13:20,21. and cww Is. 2: 4."Joel 4:

10. [3 : 10.] The first mode is favoured

by several MSS. which read nn, vw.
The signification above is supported by

34 there came a lion si^rrnN} and a
bear. 2 K. 6 : 5. Neh.9:19. This sin-

gular use of the Hebrew accusative

might be explained by supposing nsi to

be a kind of article which is placed

usually before the accusative, but also

more rarely before the nominative.

The Arabians, however, actually em-

ploy the accusative in most of the cases
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e.g. exibit album, evasit nna, MTM Deut. 33:21. and apoc. rawmentioned;

fades ejus nigram, (comp. C. B. Mi-

chaelis de Soloecismo Casuum, 6. 20.)

and we may infer that the Hebrew idiom

here agrees with the Arabic, especi-

ally as the Shemitish languages gene-

rally are somewhat irregular in the use

of cases.

III. JIN, with Makk. TIN; with

suff. fiM, ?|FiM, iflN, CBFIM; also with suff.

like no. II. (though more rarely,) espe-

cially in Kings and in the prophets;

prep. prim.

1. with, together with. Gen. 4 : 1 njrr-ny

with God, i.e. with his aid, Deojuvante.
1 Chr. 20 : 5 there was war with (n)
the Philistines. DvftMrrnw ^nnn to walk

with God, i.e. in a manner well pleas-

ing to him, Gen. 5 : 22.

2. with, near by. Here belongs Gen.

39 : 6 rnjnMn taM ST-N^ he took no concern

about any thing with him, (Joseph,}
i. e. under Joseph's care. So verse 8.

and 30 : 29 thou knowest how thy cattle

has been with me, i.e. under my care.

Like the Lat. penes and the synon. 02

(see os no. 2.) it signifies with in a

figurative or intellectual sense, Job 12:3

nVw
tap p*pp-n with ivhom were not

such things as these? i.e. who knew
not such things ? Is. 59 : 12. Job 14 : 4

if the number of his months is with

thee, i. e. is determined by thee.

3. in or on a place. 1 Sam. 7:16 he

judged Israel n^n ntoipnprrba
n in all

these places. I K. 9 : 25 ^ob m* in VBJ?TI

rnrr and burnt incense on this (altar,)
which was before Jehovah.

4. besides, (a modification of with,

together with.) 1 K. 11 : 25.

5. towards, erga. Ruth 2: 20. 2 Sam.
16 : 17.

JlHtJ
to come; in Arab, and Aram.

Ihe usual word to express this idea; in

Hebrew more rare and only in poetry,
Deut. 33 : 2. The forms which occur

are almost all inflected after the Ara-

mean analogy, or otherwise irregularly.
Tret. NHN Is. 21 : 12. but in some copies

nn, plur. sjnx Jor. .'? : :^. Fut. nrvr and

Is. 41 : 25. plur. T* Ps. 69 : 32. Imp.
vn Is. 21 : 12. Syr. for vn. Part. plur.

niniN future things. Is. 41:23. 44:7.

Hiph. nrn contraction of nnn, plur.

imper. Tnn bring ! Is. 21 : 14. Jer. 12:9.

Deriv. jta'M.

nntt Chald. to come. Dan. 7 : 22.
T :

Infin. M/TO Dan. 3 : 2.

Aph. 'rm, infin. n\n;n, to bring. Dan.

3 : 13. 5 : 2, 13. Pass! >nvt to be brought.
3 pers. sing. fern, nvvn Dan. 8:18. plur.

vnM Dan. 3:13. (In the Targums, Ithpe.

is used instead of this passive..)

ni-1^ pron. pers. thou (masc.) The

Dagesh forte stands for an assimilated

Nun, which in Aram, and Arab, is writ-
v ^ cs

ten out p3M, ^J|, i^^jlj although in Syr.

it is omitted in the pronunciation. In

pause it becomes penacute, and is sound-

ed MPIM. It occurs without n, (n,) five

times,' Ecc. 7 : 22. Job 1:10. Neh. 9 : 6

Keth. 1 Sam. 24 : 19. Ps. 6 : 4. Comp.
fern, rw, and plur. DPIM, JRM.

JintJ f. she-ass. Num. 22 : 23, 33.

2 K. 4 ^24. (In Syr. and Arab, idem.)

Y\F]ft
com. gen. Chald. oven, fur-

0*9
nace, i. q. Syr. \lo2.}. Dan. 3 : 6, 11,

15 ff.

p^inM Ezek. 41:15 Keth. for the fol-

lowing p'FlN.

^F)tt thou (fern.) i. q. n (q. v.)

p^M dec. I. b. an obscure expres-
sion in architecture, found only Ezek.

41:15,16, 42:5. Probably pillars,
or some decorations of the same. The

Targums, Ezek.41 : 16, have prw; which

may denote an ornament, decoration ,

comp. pp, pr beautiful, shining.

DH^ pron. pers. ye (masc.) It is

used for the fern. Ezek. 13 : 20. proba-

bly an incorrectness of the language of

common life here admitted into that of

writing.

DJllS^ a place on the border of the

desert of Shur in Arabia. Ex. 13 : '20.

Num. 33 : 6. From it the adjoining
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part of the desert is named, Num.
33 : 8. Sept. 'O&p. It is thought to

be the Egyptian word atiom (border

of the sea).

viftilN and v^OnN adv. with
: v : -

prosth. , i.q. bian yesterday. I Sam.

4:7. 14:21. 19:7. Ps.90:4.

IHN in some editions and MSS. for

i7 (q.v.) especially Mic. 6:2. Job
3
T

3:19.

|r^ pron. pers. ye (fern.) Ezek.

34:31. where, however, some copies
have JPN, like DPJM. Also n;rw Gen.
31:6. Ezek. 13:11, 20. 34:17. In

Ezek. 13 : 20, it is written in some edi-

tions niPist (after the analogy of nan, nzn.)

H^rM f. verbal from nan. gift, reward;

especially ofan harlot. Hos. 2:14. [12.]

^HHl m. (with M prosth.) verbal

from nan, dec VIII. a.

1. wages or hire of an Jiarlot. Ezek.
16 : 31, 34. hence with nafy Deut,
23:19.

2. applied figuratively to riches,

fruits of the earth, etc. which were re-

garded by idolaters as presents from
their gods, (paramours,) Hos. 9 : 1. to

the riches of Samaria, considered as a

present from their idols, Mic. 1 : 7.

comp. Is. 23 : 17, 18. also Hos. 2 : 77

14. [2:5,12.]

"Ynfc$ m. dec. IV. c. probably, as in

Aramean, place, region, country. Num.
21:1 nnnxn'^n the way to (liis) regions*
Others: the way to or the way from
Athariin,

in Chald. place. Ezra 5 : 15.

6 : 5, 7. 6 : 3 n VIM the place where,

where. So in Syr. y 5Z| ?
in later Heb.

I^M oipa.

THE name rvj i. q. rva signifies a

house, and refers probably to the com-
mon square form of this letter.

Beth is sometimes interchanged
with the harder sound

v\ ; e.g. bna Aram.
-
-: iron; in and "ITS to scatter; (more

frequently in the kindred dialects.)

Also with a; (these two sounds are

more nearly alike in the lips of an Ori-

entalist than with us, so that Mecca
sounds almost as Becca.) E.g. jian and

pan the name of a city; Nns and *na

fat; fat Syr. ^j time. So in Greek

/SA/TTW to cut the honey-comb, for piX/Tra,
from fA< Jioney ; and in modern lan-

guages, French marbre from Latin

iitnnnor; cable from Greek xo^Ao?.

^1 a prefix preposition, occurring in

various connexions and significations,

which in other languages must be ex-

pressed by many different particles.
The principal of these are

1. in or into a place or subject.

Also of time, as nnrw twa in some

(lfit/s ; T>:tvn
-i;-r; in the second year.

2. with, noting an instrument, conco-

mitance, or aid; as linn with the sword.

133 oya with much people, Num. 20 : 20.

'^aa with my staff, Gen. 32:11. Ps.

18 : 30 with thee
(?j-})

I assailed troops.
Hence verbs of coming, construed with

3, denote bringing; see NB, TV, IJTB.

3. on, at, near; as
-fvi

at thefountain.
vfta 0tt Me w//. ^n, a p>)nn, to /a?/ ^o^c?

of or on. a ij? to call on.

4. iy. Also in swearing, Gen. 22 : 16.

Cant. 2 : 7.

5. through. Num. 12:2.

6. wjtwm ; as toto w^?ow Me tabernacle,

Num. 14:10.

7. to a place or thing; as -raJa to

, Judg. 6 : 35. a aS to return to,

Hos. 12:7. Gen. 9:10. w narraa ntoa

to fowl, to cattle, etc.

8. against; as baa ^T fo's handagainst
every one, Gen. 16 : 12. 2 Sam. 24 : 17.

a cnbj to contend against, a mo, 1:2, ^9
to </e/ treacherously against any one.

a nj to testify against any one.

9. concerning, de; as a IST to

concerning any thing.
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10. out of,from; as -rosa from the

wool; njjtfa from negligence; nwipa

from hatred; a srcg, rrp to revolt from
any one. a rrnti to c?rm ow o/a vessel,

Gen. 44 : 5 ; comp. the French boire

dans la tasse.

11. among ; as D^a among the na-

tions, nvtfsa no; the fair, i.e. the fairest,

among women, a periphrasis for the su-

perlative degree, Cant. 1 : 8.

12. before, as 'D rm &e/ore ^e eyes

*>f any one. Gen. 23 : 18 before (a) all

who entered through the gate of his city,

13. for; as tioaa MJDJ /z/e ^or &/e,

Deut. 19:21. nrntfiwa with danger of
their lives, 2 Sam. 23 : 17.

Tjnaa for thy

daughter, Gen. 29:18.

14. on account of. Gen. 18 : 28 n'cpna

on account of theJive. 2 K. 14 : 6. Jon.

1:14.

15. after, according to. Gen. 1:26

^ptea after our likeness. Lev. 5 : 15.

-naia according to the word or command
of any one. Hence

16. as. Job 34 : 36. Hos. 10 : 15.

17. Verbs of sense and some others,

construed with a, imply that the action

is performed with pleasure, more rare-

ly that it is connected with pain. Comp.
n^n, tfot?, ^N.

18. The following construction is

common in Arabic, in Hebrew more

rare. Ps. 118:7 nwa nirr Jehovah is

among my helpers, i. e. is my helper.

Ps. 54 : 6. Judg. 1 1 : 35. Ps. 99 : 6.

Also in the sing. Ex. 32:22 thou

knowest the people, wn sna ^ that they
are wicked. Hos. 13:9 ?pa >a 3 for
with me is thy help. This a is called

Beth essentice.

19. before an infin. when, while, Gen.
2:4. after, Gen. 33 : 18. since, because,

Ex. 16 : 7.

With suff. a; ^a,
in pause and fern.

^a.; ta, rrc; 135; Dpa; on^ and oa, jri}.

In poetry for a occurs tea, na; see te, **.

Once

Ezra 4: 12.

"MS, in Kal not used, to dig. Comp.
deriv. -wa, -wa.

Pi. THZI 1. to engrave on stones or ta-

blets. Deut. 27 : 8. Hab. 2 : 2.

2. to explain, eruere sensum. Deut.

1:5.

""1N21 f. verbal from iwa; Plur. rfriwa,

const, nriNa.

1. a well. Gen. 21 : 25, 30. 26 : 15,

20,21.
2. pit generally. Ps. 55 : 24. 69 : 16.

3. proper name of an encampment
of the Israelites in the wilderness. Num.
21 : 1618.

4. also of a place in the tribe of Ju-

dah, on the way from Jerusalem to

Shechem. Judg. 9 : 21.

DV!$ *1^5 (well of the turpentine-

trees) a place in Moab. Once Is . 15 : 8.

''Sn Tr? "^2l (well of life, of vi-

sion, i. e. where one sees God and yet

lives,) name of a well in the desert be-

tween Palestine and Egypt. Gen.

24 : 62. 25 : 1 1. The etymological sig-

nification is given by Moses, Gen.

16:14.

rn""^!! (wells) proper name of a

city in the tribe of Benjamin, between

Jerusalem and Shechem. 2 Sam. 4 : 2.

The gentile noun is ^rhwa, 2 Sam. 4 : 2,

3, 23, 37.

p^*1

**3? J"^"^? 1 (weHs f the sons

of Jaakan) an encampment of the Is-

raelites in the wilderness ; also written

without nVwa. Deut. 10: 6. Num. 33:31.

1^^ (Syr. for na verbal from -wa)

i. q. the more common nia cistern. Only
once Jer. 2:13; for in the Kethib of

2 Sam. 23 : 15, 16, 20, -i*a (ivell) is pro-

bably the time punctuation. The Keri

and the parallel passage in Chronicles

have lia.

yity "^*1 (i.q. nrmj -wa well of the

oath, as explained Gen. 21 : 31. 26 : 33.)

a place on the southern boundary of

Palestine; hence the phrase, all Israel

satti *wa"n?
1

] ]7? from Dan to Beersheba,

2 Sam. 17:11. Now called, according
to Seetzen, Bir-Szdbea.

I. tZ?N2, fut. tttea\ to hare an offen-

xirc simii^to stink. Ex. 7 : 18, 21 . 16 : 20.
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Niph. reflex, of Hiph. to make ones Babylonia; freq. With n local, rh$ to

self loathsome or odious to any one,

construed with 2 and n of the person.

1 Sam. 13:4. 2 Sam. 10:6. 16:21.

Comp. tlie French etre en bonne, en

mau raise odcur. f
.. j . . syncope for W;a from

Hiph. 1. to cause to stink, to corrupt. ', , ,
r "-

,,. . , \ Chald. Mflfcw scull.
10 : 1. Figuratively, to render

vdious to any one, construed with a

of the person, Gen. 34 : 30. also, the

Babylon. According to Gen. 11:9,
it signifies confusion (of languages);

o o

comp. Syr. p.r^O hesitancy of speech,

stammering, stuttering. It stands by
; comp. rr#a

}1 found only Ezek. 25 : 7. Keth.

If this reading is correct, i. q. Arab. 2a

figure being drawn out, Ex. 5 : 21 food. (comp. aaris,) but all the ancient

n* D0$o? ye have made our savour versions favour the reading of the Keri

to stink, i.e. ye have made us odious.

2. i. q. Kal, to stink, Ex. 16 : 24.

12 spoil.

faithlessly,

1 Sain. 27: 12.

Hithpa. to make ones self odious,

construed with cy. 1 Chr. 19 : 6.

II. $N3, i. q. ttJia to be ashamed.

Hiph. to act shamefully or basely.

Prov. 13:5 Tgrn S'y WQ-\ the wicked

man acts basely and shamefully* Comp.
sran no. 3,

figuratively,^
be loathsome or odiou*,

perfidiously. 1 Sam. 14:33. Job 6: 15.

Constmed with a, to deal treacherously

against any one, Judg. 9 : 23. with

njrra, faithlessly toforsake Jehovah, Jer.

5:11. Hos. 5:7. 6 : 7. with rrotei, toforsake

ones wife, Mai. 2 : 14, 15, 16. Ex. 21 : 8.

Construed more rarely with ;p, Jer. 3 : 20

rrpo rro rrm a wifeforsakesherhusband.

But 3rra may be considered as a noun,
for this verb sometimes governs the

accus. directly, as Ps. 73 : 15^ -ir? n|n

'ri-m behold, I sliould deal faithlessly

against the generation of thy children.

2. to be arrogant, wicked. Hab. 2 : 5.

wa ]n the wine, i. e. the drunken man,
is wicked. Plur. D'Tta the arrogant,
wicked. Prov. 2: 22."11:3, 6. 13:2.

22:12.

3. to rob, destroy. Is. 21 : 2. 24 : 16.

33 : 1. According to some, to strip of
ones garment, as if a denom. (with a

privative sense) from -ca.. Others place

Chald. to be-evil, wicked; con-

strued with b?, to be displeasing; i. q.

Heb. rn, ST. Dan. 6:14. In the east-

ern languages a pleasant savour is often

attributed to pleasant objects generally,

and an unpleasant savour to objects

which are not pleasant.

ttfNi m. stink, stench. Am. 4 : 10.

with suff. fofcs Joel 2 : 20. o Is, 34 : 3.

f. Job si : 40. and

Is. 5 : 2, 4. monks-hood, a well-known

poisonous herb, which produces berries these examples under no. 2.

like grapes, aconitum napellus, Linn.

inNl Chald prep. i. q. in} after.

Dan.~7:6.

f. dec. X. in the phrase p raj

o/* <fo eye. Once Zech. 2:12.
e *. o

[8.] In Syr. foara'S pupil; in Chald.

mnaa, image, shadow. It appears from

this that |2 rn? properly denotes the

image or /#fe man in tlte eye, like ptfH

(q.v.)

Sll f. J5aie/, Babylon, on the Eu-

phrates. the celebrated metropolis of

I. 155 m. verbal from 135. faith-

lessness, perfidy. Jer. 12:1. Is. 24 : 16.

II. "TG com. (generally masc.)

1. cloth, covering. Num. 4 : 6 13.

especially of a bed, 1 Sam. 19 : 13. IK.
1:1.

2. garment, especially the outer gar-
ment of the Orientalist. Gen. 24 : 53.

With suff. H3}; Plur. 0*733, const. n33;

with the termination rn only Ps. 45 : 9.

ri^T^il plur. fern, verbal from
na|.

treachery. Zeph. 3 : 4. Concerning- the

form, see art. naj*, note.
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verbal adj. from -rca., found only

in the fern, rriiaa. faithless, perfidious.

Jer. 3 : 7, 10.

v vJ3 ow account of, see bb|.

I. I! dec. VIII. h.

1. vain speaking, boasting, lying.

Job 1 1 : 3. Is. 16 : 6. Jer. 48 : 30.

2. liar, boaster. Is.44 : 25. Jer. 50:36.

Root Tia. i. q. rna. in Syr. and Arab.

to lie, boast; kindred with *m to ima-

gine, invent.

II. 13 strictly a verbal from Yra, de-

noting the being single or separate, se-

paration. Hence nab adv. (1.) in sepa-

ration, separately, apart, seorsim. Ex.

26 : 9 Jive curtains by themselves (n;b)

and six curtains by tJiemselves (nab.)

36 : 16. Judg. 7 : 5. (2.) only, alone.

Ecc. 7 : 29. Is. 26 : 13. (3.) p?
nab and

nabp besides, except, Ex. 12: 37 ppp nab

besides children. Gen. 26 : 1 asnn nabr?

jtafcrv! besides the first famine. by nab

besides that which; once Ezra 1 : 6.

(4.) Very frequently joined with suf-

fixes in the following manner, >nab >3N

/ a/owe or by myself, (also without the

first pronoun, if it is implied in the

verb,) Num. 11:14.
?jnab

nn thou alone,

Ex. 18 : 14. vub n^n, apjp Jacob, Moses

alone, vnb ftfor him alone. Gen. 43:32.

Ps. 71: 16
?piab *jnjri? % righteousness,

even thine only, (strictlyjustitia tui, tui

solius^) "ii? na in equal parts, Ex.

30 : 34.

Plur. D^na strictly separations, things

which are separate; hence (1.) boughs,
branches. Ezek. 17:6. 19:14. (2.)

poles, staves. Ex. 25 : 13 ff. Num. 4: 6ff.

(3.) bars. Job 17 : 16. Figuratively per-

haps, princes, leaders, (as if the bars,

shields of the people,) Hos. 11:6.

Others take it literally. (4.) Tton ia and

simply n>i3 Job 18 : 13. 41, 4. [12] po-

etically members or limbs of the body.

III. 13 m. white,fine linen, i. q. to>.

Ex. 28 : 42. 39 : 28. Lev. 6 : 10. Plur.

era linen garments. Ezek. 9 : 2, 3.

Dan. 10:5.
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N13 to imagine, invent, devise. 1 K.

12 : sY. Neh. 6 : 8 Dsna Syr. for owna.

Comp, na no. 1.

113 to separate ones self. (In Arab.

idem.} Part, nnia solitary, separate, alone.

Ps. 102 : 8. Hos. 8 : 9. Deriv. na no.

II. and nna.

113 verbal from "na.. the being sepa-

rate or alone. Hence Tb and rg adv.

alone. Jer. 49:31 1:2^. nna. they dwell

alone. Is. 27:10 nna rrvtta *vy the de-

fenced city (stands) alone. Lam. 1:1.

The idea of desolation is also implied in

the two last passages.

^13 i. q. a ; see j.

vl13 m. verbal from bna., dec. I. a.

1 . the stannum of the ancients, i. e.,/

lead intermixed with the silver ore,
J

V
^

separated from it by fusion. Comp. Via, v

to separate. See Plin. H. N. xxxiv.

16. and Schneider's griech.Worterbuch,
art. xct<r<rJTeo$. Is. 1 : 25

will take away all thy tin, i. e. the im

pure metal mixed with thee.

2. tin, plumbum album of the an-

cients. Num. 31:22.

713- in Kal not used.
T

Hiph. 1. to divide, separate. It is

construed with pi.... pa,
Ex. 26 : 33.

with b....
pa, Gen. 1:6. with

pab....pa,

Is. 59 : 2. with
jp, Lev. 20 : 24. It is

also used absolutely, Lev. 1:17 he shall

tear the bird on its wings, Vny N?I but

not make a separation.

2. to separate, single out, or appoint
to any thing; construed with b, Deut.

29 : 20. Num. 16:9. also without this

dat. Deut. 4:41 on^ u?te mro bna t$

then Moses appointed three cities. 10:8.

19:7. Ezek. 39: 14.

Niph. 1 . to be separated, 1 Chr. 23 : 1 3 .

Ezra 10:8. to separate ones self, con-

strued with
p?,

Num. 16:21. Ezra9:l.

1 : 1 1 . to separate ones self (and go) to

any one, construed with b, 1 Chr. 12:8.

2. to be appointed. Ezra 10:16.

Deriv. bna, nib^ar?.

713 m. verbal from Vjj, dec, IV. a.

v
- i
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piece, part; with $*, piece or fzp of an

ear. Once Am. 3 : 12.

HTT5 m. Gen. 2:12. Num. 11:7.

according to Aquila, Symm. Theod. in

Num., the Vulir. in both passages and

Josephus, bdellium, p3o*%ov, a transpa-

rent gum> of a sweet scent and resem-

bling wax, obtained from a tree which

grows in Arabia, India and Media,

perhaps the wine-palm (borassus flabel-

liformis, Linn.). According to the Sept.

cey0g*|.
Others : beryl. The Arab.pearIs.

|T12l
1. to tear in pieces. (In Arab.

pna idem.) Deriv. pis.

2. denom. from pia to repair a breach,

or a decayed building. 2 Chr. 34 : 10.

p"13,
m. verbal from p-ia, dec. VI. h.

breach, chink. 2 K. 12 : 512. Ezek.

27:9.

Tfo Chald. i. q. Heb. in to scatter.

Pa. 'imper. Dan. 4:11. [14.]

^fQ m. subst. emptiness, desolation,

a waste, for via (after the form hj?)

from the root nn$ in Arabic to be empty,
waste, spoken of a house. Always
joined with *rw, Gen. 1 : 2. Jer. 4 : 23.

Is. 34 : 1 1 vii *yj$ ; see
p*t.

IDllS. m. Est. 1 : 6. probably a spe-

cies of marble. Sept. c-^^ety^irt)?, by
which is perhaps meant the green an-

tique porphyritic marble of Egypt.

"fang, f. Chald. haste. Once Ezra

4:23.
'

"VnS. adj. bright, shining. Once Job
37:21.

T

(The root -TO in Chald. and
Arab, signifies to be bright, shining.)

vH^l in Kal not used.

Niph. 1. to be violently moved or

shaken (by fear or anxiety), to be alarm-

ed or confounded. Ex. 15 : 15. 1 Sam.

28:21. 2 Sam. 4:1. Ps. 6 : 3 <ms r>rn;

my bones tremble.

2 . toflee in amazement. Judg. 20:41.

3. to be disordered, destroyed. Ps.

104:29 tJiou hidest thy face pVny they

(creatures) are destroyed. Hence Part,

fern, used substantivelv, destruction.

Zeph. 1 s 18.

) DPD
4. to hasten after any thing, construed

with 1

?. Prov. 28:22.

Pi.'taa, rut. to.

1. to terrify, perplex, confound. Ezra

4 : 4. 1 Chr. 32 : 18. Job 22 : 10.

2. to be in haste, Ecc. 5:1. 7:9.

3. to hasten, Est. 2 : 9.

Pu. to hurry, be in haste. Est. 8:14.

Prov. 20:21 Keri nbnan rrro hastened

substance, i. e. substance too hastily and

avariciously acquired.

Hiph. 1. i.q. Pi. no. 1. Job 23 : 16.

2. i.q. Pi. no. 2. Est. 6: 14.

3 . to drive out in haste. 2 Chr. 26 : 20.

7PQ Chald. Pa. to terrify, trouble.

Dan.~4':2, 16. [4:5,19.] 7:15.

Ithpa. pass. 5:9.

Ithpe. infin. nVnann, substantively,
haste. Dan. 2 : 25.^3 : 24. 6 : 20.

nbm f. verbal from Vna. dec. X.T T V ***

1. terror, consternation. Lev. 26 : 16.

2. destruction. Is. 65 : 23.

i"T?pn2l
f. prim, irreg. const, rrana

with sufF.
*[rram;

Plur. ninrra, const.

1. beast, quadruped. Ecc. 3 : 19, 2\.

Lev. 11:2.

2. tame cattle, in opposition to rrrr

wild beast. Gen. 1: 24 26. 3 : 14.

7 : 21. Lev. 25 : 7. In Lev. 1 : 2, it in-

cludes
frcs

and -^ small and large cattle.

3. large cattle, in opposition to njpo

small cattle. Gen. 34 : 23.

4. wild beast of the field. Deut.

32 : 24. Hab. 2 : 17. generally with the

addition of y^rt, Deut. 28: 26. Is. 18:6.

of rnfcr?, n$ 1 Sam. 17 : 44. Joel 1 : 20.

2 : 22. or of -^rr Mich. 5 : 7. The dis-

course is here, for the most part, of ra-

venous animals.

Plur. rnorni animals. Also as a plu-
ralis excellentiae denoting only one, Ps.

73 : 22. So the Behemoth, Job 40 :15.

From the description, especially verse

18, it is pretty evident that the hippo-

potamus was intended by the poet,

(comp. Bocharti Hieroz. II. p. 753. Lu-

dolfi Hist. JEth. I. c. 1 1 ;) and not the

elephant, as Grotius, Schultens, and

Michaelis have supposed. AltJiough a
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Hebrew would regard this word as an or revenue,

example of the pluralis excellentiae, yet it (Antith.

may have originated from the Egyptian

word Pehemout, (river ox.) Comp. TJ^.

pi f. with i;, the thumb; with bii,

the 'great toe. Lev. 8 : 23, 24. 14 : 17,

18. Plur. rrtaha Judg. 1 : 6, 7. from a

sing, prra,
which the Samar. text always

substitutes for
jna.

pro m. found only Lev. 13 : 39.

name of a harmless eruption on the

skin, of a dull whitish colour, still called

bohak by the Arabians. The root prra.

in Syr. conj. Aphel signifies to be white,

spoken of the leprosy.

jTirTS. f. the ivhite scab of a person
V V

affected with the leprosy, AJVKJJ of Hip-

pocrates, morphea or vitiligo alba of

the Latins. Lev. 13:2 39. Plur.nrim

verses 38, 39. Comp. -vria.,

bOl 1. to go or come in, to enter.

Gen. 6: 18. 7:9,13. 39:14,17. Fre-

quentlyopposed to N^;; seeunder no. (4.)
It is construed with a, b, or an accus.

(like ingredi urbem.) Ps. 100 : 4 ia

vipjJ enter into his gates. Ps. 105 : 18.

Hence with a genitive ^ \^ those who
enter at the gate, Gen. 23 : 10, 18.

Particularly (1.) spoken of the sun, to

go in (below the horizon,) to set, go
down. Gen. 15:17. 28:11. (Antith.

Ng to rise.) (2.) nr bsi Nia to lie with a

woman, inire feminam. Gen. 16:2.

30:3. 38:8. Deut. 22: 13. 2 Sam.
16 : 21. also with w, Gen. 19:31. Deut.

25 : 5. (3.) spoken of a maiden, to enter

the house of her husband. Josh. 15 : 18.

Judg. 1:14. (4.) 2 na. to go in and

out, a common periphrasis for to conduct,

act, (like "rjbn.)
1 K. 3 : 7 Nh) rws sn vb

1 know not how to go in and out, i. e.

how to live, or to act. 1 Sam. 29 : 6.

2 K. 19 : 27 (with the addition i; to sit.)

Comp. Deut. 28 : 6. Ps. 121:8. With
the addition D^n >;D? before the people,
i. q. to lead or direct the people. Num.
27:16. 1 Sam. 18:16. 2 Chr. 1 : 10.

also Deut. 31:2. Jos. 14:11. without

that addition. (5.) to come in, as profit

IK. 10:14. 2 Chr. 9: 13.

to be expended.) (6.) sia

_
to enter into a covenant. See rna.

2. to come, construed with "?N, w, i?,

or an accus. Lam. 1:10. Jer. 32 : 24

vs-n INS nVrpiD the mounds reach to the

city. Lam. 1 : 4 -reto"^ those who come

to thefeast. Particularly (1.) to come

upon any one, to happen to or befall

him; construed with an ace. Ezek.

32:11 the sword....
-qigin

shall come

upon thee. Job 22 : 21 nato ^nwiin good
shall befall thee. Ps. 35 : 8. 44 : 18 rwrk

lartts all this has befallen us. 109 : 17.

119 : 41, 77. Prov. 10 : 24. Also with

Vi-, Job 2: 11. 3:25. 4 : 25. and b, Is.

4~7 : 9. (2.) to come to pass, to beful-

filled; spoken of a wish, Prov. 13:12.

of a request, Job 6:8. of a predicted

sign, 1 Sam. 10 : 7. especially of a pro-

phecy, lSam.9:6. Deut.l3:2. 18: 22.

(3.) with a, to come with any thing, to

bring it. Ps. 66 : 13. See a no. 2. (4.) to

come at any thing, to obtain it; con-

strued with a. Ps. 69 : 28. (5.) to fall

to any one, construed with b$. Num.
32:19.

bb and N^ is till one come, i. e. unto.

Nurn . 34 : 8 non iiV even to Hamath.

Num. 13 : 21 rran Nbb am 7$ to Rehob

and Hamath. Instead of this occurs

also
vj&i

12 till thou contest, i. e. till one

conies^ Gen. 19: 22. Judg. 6: 4. 11:33.

and simply jtfa,
Gen. 20 : 19, 30. 13 :

10. 15 .... niVp from.. ..to, 1 K. 8 : 65.

2K. 14 : 25.
!

Am. 7: 14.

3. more rarely to go. (So '^*iU4W >

to come and to go.) Jon. 1 : 3 hefound
a ship rntf'tthn na which ivent to Tarshish.

Hence with D? and n, to be concerned

ivith any one, (like D? ^7.) Ps. 26 : 4.

Prov. 22 : 24.

Hiph. won 1. cans, of Kal 110. 1. to

bring in, to carry in ; e. g. the produce
from the field, 2 Sam. 9:10. Hag. 1 : 6.

to lead Israel in and out, i. e. to di-

rect or govern them, Num. 27 : 16.

1 Chr. 11:2. (Comp. Kal. no. 1. (4.)
2. to cause to cnnu 1

, to /catL to bring.

Gen. 4 : 4, etc. Figuratively, to let hap-

pen, Is. 37 : 26. 46 : 11. Ps. 78 : 29.
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Hoph..pass. Lev. 10:18.

Deriv. rw*2, si20, n^iin.

1^1 in Kal not used, to be Iwllow

empty.

Niph. part. aiaa hollow. Ex. 27 : 8.

38 : 7. Jer. 52:11. Figuratively, empty-

headed, stupid, Job 11: 12.

t^l, fut. KT, to despise, construed

with an accus. Prov. 1 : 7. more fre-

quently with b, Prov. 11:12. 13:13.

14:21. Cant. 8: 7. Prov. 6 : 30 ira;-^

rr Mey <fo not overlook a thief, i.e.

they do not let him go unpunished. (In
Zech. 4 : 10, 12 stands for r., as if from t]}.)

I. t^l m. verbal from ra. contempt.

P*. 123:4. Job 31: 34.

II. "Pll proper name of the second

son of Nahor the brother of Abraham.
Gen. 22:21. Hence a people and

country in the desert of Arabia, Jer.

25 : 23, 24. The gentile noun is TO,

Job 32 : 2.

JTPD fern, of ra. contempt, object of

contempt. Once Neh. 3 : 36. [4:4.]
see *ni no. II.

found only in Niph. 7p23
to be

entangled, confounded, or in conster-

nation. Est. 3:15 roi23 juhti "i>yrn and
the city Shushan was in consternation.

Ex. 14 : 3 yu2 en 0^2: they are en-

tangled in the land, i. e. they wander
about in confusion. Joel 1:18 (spoken
of herds of cattle.) In Arab. idem.

Deriv. n^:~.

I. Til (for bi2? verbal from bj; no.

I. i.q. Mi2.) dec. I. a.

1. produce, proventus. Once Job

40 : 15.

2. y? bi2 after the Chalda'ic usage,
stick or log of wood, Once Is. 44 : 19.

II. Til (for Va> verbal from
b?; no.

II. to rain violently.) the rain month,
the eighth month of the Hebrews, an-

swering to part of October and part of

November. Once 1 K. 6 : 38.

0*Q eee HDl.

pi see
*pl to perceive, understand.

1 5 fut.
0^2;, part. DTTQ. to ireaa or

trample upon. Prov. 27 : 7. For the

most part figuratively, to rec? (fowra oj*

to Me ground, namely, the enemy. Ps.

44:6. 60:14. Is, 63: 6.

Pil. Dpi2 to tread a place underfoot.
Jer. 12 : 10. Is. 63 : 18. Here, of the

treading of the sanctuaiy by profane
fits beingprofanedbythem;

1 Mac. 3 : 45, 51. and D^O, Dan. 8 : 13.

Hoph. to be trodden under foot. Is.

14:19.

Hithpal. DDtan Ezek. 16:6,22. to

be exposed to be trodden under foot,
conculcandum se prcebere.

Deriv. riprap, npi2n.

^^1 m. byssus, thefinest ivhite cotton

of the Egyptians, obtained from seve-

ral species of the gossypium, also from
the more costly bombax gossypinum in

Egypt. Also cloth made of this cotton.

It is synonymous with stoJ, but ya occurs

only in the later books. 1 Chr. 15 : 27.

2 Chr. 2:12, 13. 3:14. 5:12. Est.

1 : 6. 8 : 15. Ezek. 27 : 16. Root pa or

\
M2= Arab, /icb to be white or shining^

(comp. Rev. 19 : 8, 14.) From the same
root is

y>2 an egg. Comp. J. R. Forster

de bysso antiquorum liber singularis.

Lond. 1776. 8vo. Celsii Hierobotan. II.

p. 167 ff.

Hp^l f. emptiness, desolation. Once

Nah. 2:11. Root pi2=p^ to be empty.

^jTil m. (denom. from 1^2 herd of

oxen, but in Syriac a herd simply.)
herdsman. Am. 7:14. That the word
is not restricted to a feeder of oxen is

evident from chap. 1:1.

I. "^il, plur.ni-i2,m. dec. I. a.
(strict-

ly for 1N2, -2 verbal from isa to dig.)
1. pit. 1 Sam. 13 : 6. fchr. 11 : 22.

2. especially a cistern. Gen. 37 : 20
ff. c'2jn rvi-ra hewn-out cisterns. Deut.
6:11. Since the empty cisterns were
used as places of confinement, (see
Zech. 9:11. Jer. 38 : 6 ff.) hence

3. a prison. Is. 24 : 22. particularly

itenrr?, Jer. 37: 16. Ex. 12:29.
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4. grave. Of frequent occurrence

in the phrase "fa"vini1 who go down to

the grave, the dying, Ps. 28 : 1. 143 : 7.

Prov. 1 : 12. Is. 14 : 19 TQ-oisrbN v
r)v those

who are or should be laid in tombs built

of stone. TQTS to the grave, Prov. 28: 17.

Hence
5. the regions of the dead. Is. 14 : 15

VQ rjarv the depths of the lower regions.

IL TQ i.q. *G (q.v.)

"VQ i. q. *v}? no. 3. to examine. Once

Ecc. 9 : 1.

1. t)1li, pret. tite, itt5a; fut. tJir. to

&> ashamed. Job 6 : 20. 19:3. Ezra

8 : 22. 9 : 6. construed with p of the

thing, Ezek. 36:32. (comp.43: 10, 11.)
2. to be made ashamed, especially to

be deceived in one's expectation, or in

the issue of one's undertaking, with

which shame is usually connected. Ps.

22 : 6 TCfla
b} imp} ^ they trusted in

thee, and were not made asJiamed. 25 : 2,

3,20. 31:2,18. 71:13 *$n rate itf*

may ^ey ttfAo & m waitfor my life be

brought to sJiame f The object of dis-

appointed hope is preceded by jo, Jer.

2 : 56 "wzhjQ ntfa TENS >ttran onseo oa Mow
shalt also be disappointed in Egypt, as

thou wast disappointed in Assyria. 12:

13. 48:13.Hos.4:19. 10:6. Ps.69:7

?pVp
u vcSto b let not those who wait on

thee be disappointed in or through me.

Here belongs the phrase tiia TV, e.g.

Judg. 3 : 25 they waited ufa i? /// Mey
were ashamed, i. e. very long. 2 K. 2 :

17. 8:11. In the last passage, perhaps,
till he was embarrassed.

3. figuratively of inanimate nature,

Hos. 13 : 15 i-iipo tfidj fo's spring shall be

ashamed, i.e. dried up. Ccmp. XDiano.

II. According to others, fla here is

1. q. tii; to ?ry wp.

Hiph. tfan. 1. caus. of Kal nos. 1.

2. to shame, make ashamed, disappoint

anyone. Ps.l4:6. 44:8. 119:31,
116 nzripo vitfan by Ze ze ratf be disap-

pointed in my hope.
2. to 6rm$r disgrace on any one.

Prov. 29 : 15.

3. intrans. to act basely, shamefully.

70 )

(Prov. 13: 5.) Hence part, utap base,

contemptible, foolish; often in opposi-
tion to V3too w/se. Prov. 10:5. 12:5.

14:35. 17~: 2. 19:26.

Another Hiph. see under tea; no. II.

Hithpal. tth&irin to &e ashamed. Gen.
2 : 25.

Deriv. out of course, rnra, n^ja and

II. tZfiSi found only in Pil. -oitpa to

. Ex. 32 : 1. Judg. 5 : 28. It may
also be formed from irnt^.

ntT^SL f. verbal from tf. shame, dis-

grace. Ps. 89:46. Mic. 7:10.

D*fl Chald. to pass the night. Dan.

6:19. Hence the Heb. m, plur. DW,
house.

\ZL m. verbal from ra, dec. VIII. f.

booty, whether of men, (i.q. ^ti,) of

animals, (i.q. iJip^Oj) or of other posses-
sions. Num. 14 : 3 nb vrr SQBBI irtp: #Ao/

o^^/ wzve* T^ our children should be-

come a prey. Jer. 15:13
sprrnswi sjVrr

jn$ njj #Ay substance and thy treasures

will Igivefor a prey. Very frequent
is the phrase n1

? rrn to become a prey,
Num. 14:31. DeuY. 1 : 39. Is. 42 : 22.

Jer. 2:14. and nb
jn:

to givefor a prey.
Ezek. 25: 7.

NtlL Arab, jij to subject to ones self.

Only Is. 18 : 2, 7 whose land the rivers

overflow. According to the Chald.

Vulg. and some Rabbins, i. q. \\\
to lay

waste. So also the reading im in 4 MSS.

njll fern, of n booty, prey. 2 Chr.

14 : 14. Est. 9 : 10, 15, 16. Often joined
with jti and bty, 2 Chr. 28 : 14. Ezra

9:7. Dan. 11:24, 33.

ntjl i. q. n3 to despise, esteem lightly;

construed with an accus. Num. 15 : 21.

more frequently with b, 2 Sam. 6 : 16:

2 K. 19 : 21. once with b?, Neh. 2 :

19. Est. 3 : 6 nVtjb
VJVPII ^s

.i
it appeared

to him contemptible to lay hands, etc.

Prov. 19:16 vyri nn he who despises his

ways, i. e. is indifferent about them. Is.

49 : 7 tiD3 ntab to fo despising of men,

i. e. to him whom men oek
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Niph. Part, nja; despised. Ps. 15 : 4.

Is. 53 : 3.

Hiph.i.q. Kal. Est. 1:17.

Deriv. out of course prob. rny?3.

iV'tS, m. verbal from rn^. contempt.

Once" Est. 1:18.

Tt2, plur. 'ma, 12115, also ^a ^u^* ^C

1. to spoil, plunder ; (1.) used abso-

lutely, Num. 31 : 53. 1 Sam. 14 : 36

crra TO: /e2 us make spoil among them.

(2.) construed with an accus. to take as

booty, to make spoil of any thing, Gen.

34 : 29. Deut. 2 : 35 S T$ rronan pn ow/y

<Ae catffe we took as a prey to ourselves.

3:7. 20:14. Josh. 8: 17. Ps. 109:11.

Ezek. 26 : 12. (3.) construed with an

accus. of the place, Gen. 34 : 27 -vsn a*j

and they plundered the city. 2 K. 7 : 16.

Ezek. 39: 10. 2Chr. 14:14.

Niph. i3}, plur. in}; infin. fian; fut.

fia\ to be made a prey of, to be plun-
dered. Am. 3: 11. Is. 24: 3.

Pu. idem. Jer. 50 : 37.

Deriv. n, ma.

TQ ni. found only Ezek. 1 : 14. Ac-

cording to the versions, liglitning. Root

pia, in Syr. and Arab, to scatter, to break

in pieces ; in Arab, also to beam, to emit

rays.

pt3, proper name of a city lying south

of Bethshan or Scythopolis. Only Judg.

1:4. 1 Sam. 11:8.

r. Once

> ina

plur. Dnffra nina (with Dagesh

n, fut. ifc, i. q. 1

Dan. 1 1 : 24.

Pi. t*i. Once Ps 68:31. In Arab.

mew. In Aram, -on (q.v.)

nHl m. verbal from ma. owe r^Ao
1 n * f\

examines metals, a metallurgist. Unce

Jer. 6: 27. This form often has an ac-

tive signification; comp. pi^=p^ op-

pressor.
. T OQ TO

pPQm. dec. I. found only Is. 23:

Keri, prob. tower, raised by a besieg-

ing enemy; comp. ma. Chald. specula.

The root is either ]na=* Arab.
^^5^ conj.

ix. xi. to 6e rawerf up; or the Heb. ma,

in the sense of exploring, spying, as if

i. q. nc?.

forte implied, to distinguish it from

nnina.) m.ayouth,yomigman. Deut. 32 :

25. Prob. verbal from nna to choose, and

literally signifying chosen, particularly as

a young man for military service. Other-

wise (n and 3 being interchanged) it

may be compared with 153=Arab. Jo
' ^

a young man.

Q^inSL masc. plur. Num. 11:28.

and J'Y'n^rO. fem. plur. denom. from

ma. youth, period ofyouth. Ecc. 11:9.

12
T

:1.

pna Is. 23 : 13 Keth. see pna.

"VH2L verbal adj. and subst. from "ina,

dec. III. a. one chosen or elected of God.
Is. 42:1. 43:20. 45:4. Ps. 106:23.

rQ 1. to loathe, abhor, construed

with a. Zech. 11:8. So in Aram.
2. as in Arab, to be covetous, part.

Pu. fem . prov. 20 : 21 Kethib n^nhn pe-

nuriously acquired.

|ni fut. ;ra, to examine, try, provet

spoken properly of a metallurgist, who
examines and purifies his metals in the

fire. Jer. 9:6. Zech. 13 : 9. Ps. 66 : 10.

hence metaphorically Job 23 : 10 he

tries me> * come forth as ffold- Also
without this figure, Ps. 7 : 10 thou triest
, , _p .

'

, _ T , . __
tfie hearts and reins. 17:3. Jer. 11:20.

17:10. Spoken of men who try or

tempt God? MaL 3 .

1Q? 15 ^

Deriv. out of course
pna..^ m . probto|wr. Oncels.32: 14.

r '

Comp. yina.
.m^
lU^* m - verbal from ma. examination,

. / T
*8>

/8:16 '

,

^H? ^- >
< ^ose, select, elect;

construed with an ace. Josh. 24 : 15.

2Sam.24:12. 1K.18:25. more fre-

5>
-j

Deut> 7 6> ^^ ^ only l Sam>

20:30 (where many MSS. have a.)

with ", Job 36 : 21. When followed

by ;p,
to choose, to prefer rather, Ps.

84 : 1 1 .

2. to tafo pleasure in any thing or
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any body, to like, be pleased, (comp. 2. used absolutely, to be quiet, secure,

diligere and delectari,) construed with without fear. Is. 12 : 2 behold, God is

an ace. or with a. Gen. 6 : 2 iina i^w ^20 my help, nnc^t &*\ rroa therefore am I se-

ofall whom they liked. Is. 1: 29. 2 Sam. cwre and fear nothing. Prov. 11:15
15 : 15 '3i "ina;~-rcpN ^3 according to all rrcia D'r;?h ;i\D //e M//JO Jiateth suretyship
which my lord shall please. 2 Sam. 19 : is sure or secure. (Antith. r-Yr sx) Some-
38 ty inan TCN *?3 all which thou desirest times, in a bad sense, to be careless,

of me. Prov. 1:29. 3:31. Is. 14:1. thoughtless, especially in the part, npia

Zech. 1 : 17. 2:12. 3 : 2. careless, thoughtless. Judg. 18 : 7 eritf

3. as in Aram, to prove, examine. Is. n *w owe/ thoughtless, verses 10,

48:10. ^i? Toa ^p-m I have tried thee in 27 - Is. 32 : 9 rfrraa ni:a, ye careless

the furnace of affliction. 1 MS. has in daughters, ver. 10, 11. Jer. 12 : 5. Prov.

this place ^rma an explanatory gloss.
14 : 1G - (Comp. the articles j3ti, rrr,

Comp. Job 34 : 4.

Part, Tina, plur, const, nim (whereby
it is distinguished from onina young
men.) chosen, selected. Judg. 20 : 15. w5
nna "c^N niNo seven hundred chosen men.

16
T

: 34. 1 Sam. 24 : 3. 2 Sam. 6 : 1

b^jtera "finrte'ng a// /*e chosen men in

Israel.

Niph. part. nnas.

1. worthy to be cJiosen, choice, excel-

Part, pass. nraa confident, trusting,

with an active signification, (comp. Lat.

confisus.) Is. 26: 3. Ps. 112:7.

Hipli. to cause to trust, to inspire

confidence. Jer. 28: 15. 29:31. 2K.
18:30. Ps. 22:10.

Deriv. out of course nrap.

ni^3, m. verbal from rrz'z. confidence,

security. Is. 32 : 17. Hence rroaS arid

lent, eligendus. Prov. 16 : 16 nra ni:j: rraa^ used adverbially, confidently, secure-

>]D3n nnaj to possess wisdom is more excel- ly, withoutfear and without danger, se-

lent than silver. 22 : 1. Jer. 8 : 3. Prov.

10:20. 8:10,19.
2. pleasant, acceptable. Prov. 21:3

nay? njrrV -ina? wzore acceptable to Jeho-

vah than sacrifice.

Deriv. -ma, inan, linara.

KIJIl
and

ritp!IL
to 5peaA inconside-

rately or rashly. Part, rraia, Prov.
12 : 18,

Pi. stsa, Lev. 5 : 4 D)nDtn '2aV ^atfn ^ Jc3

Z/'GJW^ owe swears, so as to speak incon-

siderately with his lips. The addition

of the word QTicto, which occurs also

Ps. 106 : 34. Num. 30 : 7, 9. gives in-

tensity to the idea of rash talking. *^j*'
Job 12 : 6 '

cure et tuto. Gen. 34 : 25. hence fre-

quently, trca ^ a^;, to ^w?e// quietly, se-

curely, 1 Sam." 12:11. 1 K. 4 : 25. Jer.

23 : 6. also carelessly, thoughtlessly, Jer.

49:31. Judg. 8: 11.

nt^lll proper name of a city in the

country of Aram Zobah, 2 Sam. 8 : 8.

which in the parallel passage 1 Chr.

18 : 8. is called nna*.?.

f. Is. 30 : 15. and

fintSl m. Is. 36 : 4. Ecc. 9 : 4. ver-

bals from rraa. confidence.

3m. plur. verbal from

Comp. Deriv. cease or leave off from la-

1. to trust or confide in; con-
boun Once Ecc ' 12 : 3 ' In Arab -

strued most commonly with a, Ps. 13 : 6.
ai^ Syr ' ldem'

28 : 7. also with V?, 2K. 18 : 20,21, 24.

andV, Ps. 4: 6. 31:7. Judg. 20: 36.
A dative of personal advantage is some- to cease> to hinder. Ezra4 : 2 1

, 23. 5:5.

Chald. idem. Ezra 4 : 24.

Pa. Vrsa, plur. ^tea, infin. N

times added, Jer. 7 : 4 n DD
iirpan

";

^*n ^rw^ ye not in lying words, ver. 8.

2 K. 18 : 21. (comp. Is. 36 : 6, where tf

is omitted.) Is. 36 : 9.

6:8.

f. prim. dec. VI. g. 1.

Judg. 3:21. particularly i

Gen. 25 : 23, 24. Job 3 : 10 135
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^"a \*yn because it s/mt not up the doors

of mi/ mother s womb. "? jsao from
the womb ofmy mother, Judg. 16 : 17.

Ps. 22 : 10, 11. -a ^ fruit of the body
or womb, children ; used also in refe-

rence to the male, Deut. 7 : 13. 28 : 4,

11.30:9. Mich. 6: 7. Job 19: 17m
'r^a my children, (spoken by Job.)

2. metaphorically, as the seat of

thought and feeling, i. q. the breast,

heart. Job 15 : 2, 35. 32 : 18. j^ nnn

the inmost part of the breast, Prov.

18:8. 20:27. 26:22.
3. used in architecture, for a belly-

like protuberance in pillars. 1 K.7 : 10.

Q^tDl masc. plur. found only Gen.

43:11. pistich nuts, the fruit of the

Pistacia vera, Linn, a species of oblong

nuts, like hazel nuts, but with a double

shell, and flat on one side. They are

native in Palestine. Comp. Celsii Hie-

rob. T.I. p. 24 27.

^l particle of entreaty, found only in

the phrase ^i a or >rw >a pray or hear,

my lord, or Lord! Gen. 43 : 20.

44:18. Ex. 4:10, 13. Num. 12:11.

Sept. dsoftai, dtoft&a. Vulg. obsecro.

This, like many similar particles, is

perhaps primitive and underived. The
most probable derivations, however,
which have been proposed, are (1.) >a

per me
(scil. obsecro.) The Arabians

use oaths in this way; and the expres-
sions for swearing and for supplication
often coincide. Others compare the

expression used by the Germans on the

Rhine, meinf (2.) >a for <?a entreaty

(q. v.) by contraction; comp.
t?a='3.

A noun in the accusative is often used

as a particle. The Aramean translators

render it by this word, waa cum obsecra-

tione, quceso.

i"TlS^l f. verbal from xia. entrance.

Once
T

Ezek.8:5.

pi, pret. p, nraa and Tnra, fut.
pap,

strictly, as in Arab, to be separated,

(hence pa between,) to be distinct, clear.

1. to see, perceive, observe. (Comp.
Germ, merken to observe with Marke

pi
boundary; Lat. videre to see, with vi-

dere (whence dividere, vidua) to divide;

intelligere, literally to discern ; cernere,

decernere, to divide and to see.) Con-
strued with an accusative, Prov. 7:7.
Dan. 10 : 1. with a, Neh. 13: 7. Ezra
8:15. and b, Job' 23: 8.

2. to see into, to understand. Is. 6 : 9.

Dan. 12:8.

3. to know. Ps. 139 : 2 pirns 7-)^
nrca

thou knowest my thoughts afar off. 19:

13. Here belongs ran pa to know or

possess knowledge, Prov. 29 : 7. and p?

Tcstfp to know what is right, Job 32 : 9,

Prov. 28 : 5.

4. used absolutely, to have under-

standing, to be wise or intelligent. Ps.

49 : 2 1 . Part, o'aa, the intelligent,prudent.

Niph. fca i.q. Kal no. 4. Is. 10 : 13.

Part,
jtaa intelligent. Gen. 41 : 33, 39.

Deut. 1 : 13. -a^ fta intelligentofspeech^
eloquent, 1 Sam. 16 : 18. comp. Is. 3 : 3.

Pil. pia found only Deut. 32 : 10. to

observe, take care of.

Hiph. pirr.
1. caus. of Kal, to make

to understand, to explain. Dan. 8:16.
2. to teach, instruct. Neh. 8 : 9 o^an'

trr n who taught the people. Ps. 119 :

34
T

, 73, 130. Construed with two ac-

cusatives, Ps. 119:27 *3aari sp-ripe ^VT
the way of thy commandments teach

thou me. More rarely with h of the

person, Job 6 : 24 wherein Ihave erred,

>"? irarr teach ye me. Dan. 1 1 : 33. or of

the thing, Neh. 8 : 7.

3. to make wise. Job 32 : 8.

4. intrans. as in Kal, to observe, per-
ceive, attend. Dan. 8:5, 17 DT$T$ fan at-

tend mortal! 9:23. 10:11,12.
5. to know. Job 28 : 23

parr D'ri
1^

n^T God knows the way thereto. Con-
strued with fy, Ps. 33: 15. with a, Dan.
1 : 17. Part, pap skilled, especially in

writing, learned, 1 Chr. 27 : 32. Ezra
8:16.

6. to be wise, intelligent. Part, pao
Prov. 8: 9. 17:10,24.

Hithpal. pianrr.

1. to observe, attend, regard. Used

absolutely, Jer. 2 : 10. with an ace.

Job 37 : 14. Ps. 1 19 : 95. with X 1 K.
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3:21. Is. 14 : 16. with b?, Job 31:1. Prov..2:3.

Ps. 37: 10. with , Job 32: 12. 38:18.

with?, Job 30: 20.

2. to understand. Job. 26: 14 the

thunder of his power, $aj 'Q who hath

understood it.

3. to be skilful, intelligent. Ps. 119:

100.

Deriv. out of course
pia$,

rman.

F21, const, p., strictly a subst. inter-

mediate space, interval, midst ; hence

dual r*:a, 1 Sam. 17 : 4, 23 D'aan tf$

middle-man, umpire, champion. Hence

paa Is. 44 : 4. and pa (with suff. 'a;a,

spa,
also

?pra, 02^3, and iaTrtaa, Dpira,)

used as a preposition between. For fe-

tween this and that, stands pai
. . . .pa Ex,

11:7. b....pa Gen. 26: 28. rSj-vfS
Is. 59 : 2. o^p; rvrc pa ivithin ten days,
Neh. 5 : 18. Prov. 26 : 13 rnarrn pa w
the streets. Many verbs of seeing,

hnoiving, and teaching, are construed

with
pa, and signify to see, Aftow?, or

tfmc^ a difference between, etc. Thus

Mai. 3:18 srchb pm pa orwn ^e s^a# see

/*e difference between the righteous and
the wicked. So with ST 2 Sam. 19:36.

Jon. 4:11. with pan 1 K. 3 : 9. with

rnin to teach, Ezek. 44 : 23. comp.
Lev. 27:12.

In combination with other preposi-

tions, (1.) pa fy between, ad medium,

governing an ace. Ezek. 10 : 2. 31: 10.

(2.) pap from between, out of, e medio.

Ps. 104 : 12from between the branches.

Num. 17:2. [16:37.] Deut.28:57
the after-birth rrb:n pap nxV'n which

cometh outfrom between herfeet. (Comp.
II. xix. 1 10.) Gen. 49 : 10 there shall not

depart vb:n pap pjTnp the sceptrefrom his

feet, i.e. from its proper placo between
the feet of the king. More rarely pap

is merely i. q. pa,
2 K. 16 : 14.

(3.) b rnrap between, infra, (comp. b brio,

b nrrnp.) Ezek. 10 : 2.

^2, prep. Chald. between, as in

Hebrew.

rtJP3i
f. verbal from

pa, dec. X.

1. tfte act ofunderstanding Is.33 : 1 9.

2. understanding, wisdom, knowledge.

Job 28: 12, 20. Is. 11:2.

nya X>T to have or acquire knowledge,
Job 38 74. Prov. 4 : 1. Is. 29 : 24. yf

nya intelligent, prudent, 2 Chr. 2 : 12.

1 Chr. 12 : 32 nwb nya TT under-

standing t/ie times, i. q. awn ^T Est.

1:10.

3. explanation, interpretation, of a

vision. Dan. 8 : 15. comp. 9 : 22.

Y*
1! f. dec. I. a. egg. Deut. 22 : 6.

Root y\a or ya, signifying in Arab, to

be white. Comp. yia.

"^5- i. q. "ia a spring or well. Found
ffs.

only Jer. 6 : 7 Keri. comp. Arab. j

iHHp3, f. dec. X. 1. castle, fortress,

citadel, palace. rryarr jtrros
the fortress

Susa, Neh. 1 : 1. Est". 1:2. 2 : 3, 8.

3:15. Dan. 8 : 2. All these passages
can be understood of a proper citadel.

Mention is also made, in the same con-

nexion, of flwai 1717 the city of Susa,
Est. 3: 15. 8:15. In other places it

is used for the whole city, Est. 9 : 6,

11, 12. Compare the notice of Hero-

dotus, that Susa at first was the name

only of a citadel, and afterwards was
transferred to the whole city. In speak-

ing of Jerusalem, it is applied to the

fortress of the temple, Neh. 2:8. 7:2,
which in Josephus (J. A. xv. 14. xviu.
6. B. J. i. 16. vr. 15.) is called fia^s.

2. temple, as ifpalace of God. 1 Chr.

29:1, 19. (In Syr. JZ^D palatium,

arx.)

JTV3, Chald. idem. Ezra 6 : 2.

JTO'y?' f. denom. from rrva, found

only in the plur. nVoya, castle, citadel.

2 Chr. 17:12. 27:4.

J"P!l m. (concerning Prov. 2:18,
see rntf,) verbal from roa; const, rra,

plur. n>ra (bottim) for crona or rrnra

from an obs. sing, nna, (comp. in Syr.

|2UO, P^r. -ft_^
.)

1. house, dtoelling. ran $ son oftJie

house, a slave born in the house, verna.

Gen. 15:3. Ecc. 2 : 7. cbto na the eter-

nal house, the grave, Ecc. 12:5. T$H
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rvan ?y one who is placed over the house, the tribe of Levi. b^. . rfyrr rva Me peo-

(i steward, Gen. 44 : 1. The accusative pie ofJudah, of Israel. HTTP rva Me/w-
rva frequently stands for rvaa in the house,

Gen. 24: 23. Num. 30:11. With He
local, nrra into the house, Gen. 19:10.

const, niva, e. g. p]pv
nrra zVtfo Me /tou&;

of Joseph, 43:17.

2. few*. Gen. 33: 17. 2K. 23 : 7.

Ps. 5 : 8. (In Arab, c^uu zWem.)

3. palace, temple. rnn? rva palace of
Pharaoh. Gen. 12:15.

^bran
rva royal

palace, rvan b? TEH overseer of t/ie pa-
lace, prcefectus palatii, one of the great

officers of the crown, 1 K. 4 : 6. 2K.
15:5. 19:2. Is. 36:3. comp. Dan.

2 : 49. JUT
rva temple of Dagon, 1 Sam.

5 : 2. rnrr rva temple of Jehovah, applied

also to the tabernacle of the congrega-

tion, Ex. 23 : 19. Spoken of a magni-
ficent sepulchre, or mausoleum, Is.

14:18.

4. applied to part of a house or pa-

lace; e.g. f.'nnrnro rva banqueting-hall,

Est. 7 : 8. (comp. Dan. 5 : 10.) mp:n rva

harem, Est. 2 : 3.

5. in an extended sense, a repository,

place, OT container ofany thing . tigsn ra

smelling bottles, Is. 3 : 20, crnnab era

niab, the placesfor Me staves, Ex.26 :

297 36 : 34. 37 : 14. 38 : 5. tfaa? rva the

spiders web, Job 8 :14. 1 K.'lS :32

a trench o.-n^n rvas about the capacity of
two seahs. DV?N rva a vein of stones,

(in the earth,)

T

~Job 8 : 17. Neh. 2 : 3

Tnaw nrqp. rva "vrn Me czYy where my fa-
thers are buried. Ezek. 41:9 ntobs ira

rvab itfst M place for the side-chambers

ofthe house. Prov. 8 : 2 nia^np rva t/teplace
where several roads meet.

6. the inner part, within, (antith. yrr

ivitJiout.) nrvi within, ad intus, Ex. 28:

26. 39 : 19. 'regafrom within, ab intus,

Gen. 6 : 14. b rva Ezek. 1 : 27. b rvap 1 K.

6 : 16. and b rvapb Num. 18 : 6. within.

b rvap b$< within, ad intus, 2 K. 1 1 : 15.

7. figuratively,y#>m7y, kindred, tribe,

people. (Comp. in Arab. Jj&] tent, fa-
i
n'll'j, tribe, people.) Ex. 12:4. Gen.
7:1. 50 : 4. nine rva Me people, i.e. the

servants, of Pharaoh. Ex. 2:1. ^b n'a

wily or people of Jehovah, i.e. Israel,

Hos.8:l. 9:8,15. Jer. 12:7. comp.
1 Tim. 3:15. Heb.3:6.

8. particularlyposterity. Gen. 18: 19.

Hence Ruth 4:11 b^njir rva 125 Mey /*#re

^wz'^ Me ^ow^e of Israel, i.e. have given

posterity to Israel, b rra n^ fo raise up

posterity to any one, 1 q. b Dp D|?n to

r/5e 7<p a wame to c?w^ O72e, spoken of

him who marries a brother's widow,
Deut. 25 : 9. When spoken of God,
to give posterity, 2 Sam. 7 : 27. IK.

11:38. In the same sense occurs nu

brva2Sam. 7:11. IK. 2:24.

9. a rva. strictly ones father s house.

Gen. 24 : 23. hence one sfathersfamily,

kindred, Gen. 46:31 Joseph spake to

his brethren, and to his fathers house.

47 : 13. and family, a subdivision of a

tribe, smaller than nn^? (q. v.) Num.
1 : 2 number the children of Israel

cniiN rvab cnhewpb according to their ge-

nerations and families, ver. 18ff. ^io
cnia rva heads of their families, Ex.

6 : 14. or erring rvab a^w 1 Chr. 5 : 24.

also elliptically rriaw ^*o 1 Chr. 8 : 6.

26 : 32. Num. 31 : 26. Josh. 14 : 1. like-

wise ni:i$ nfe 1 Chr. 29 : 6. rna$n >srcj3

2 Chr. 5: 2. (Syr. |2<ni] c-il* patri-

arch.)
rva is used before many proper names

of places. The most remarkable of

these combinations are the following:

1. rva a city of Moab, Is. 15 : 2. else-

where written more in full jiso
b^a rva.

2. PM rva (Jiouse of idols) a city in

the tribe of Benjamin. Josh. 7:2. 18 :

12. 1 Sam. 13 : 5. 14 : 23. This name,

by way of reproach, is also given by
the prophets to byrrva the city which

follows. See
JIM

no. 1.

3. bw rva (house of God) a city be-

tween Shechem and Jerusalem, at first

called wb, after the time of Jeroboam

the seat of the worship of the golden

calf, hence called by the prophets p rva

(Jiouse of idols). Concerning the origin

of the name, see Gen. 28 : 19. 35 : 1
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15. The gentile noun is ^sn rva IK.
16 : 34.

4. te^n rva a place not far from Sa-

maria. Mic. 1:11.

5. jtoo
bra rva Josh. 13:17, a place

in the tribe of Reuben, afterwards taken

possession of by the Moabites, called

also simply f\yo toa.

6. rna rva found only Judg. 7 : 24, a

place on the Jordan, prob. for rruxrrva

\domus transitus,) perhaps Bn0<t/80g,

John 1:28.

7. 113 rva (house of inclosure) a place
in the tribe of Judah, 1 Chr. 2:51,
otherwise called rrna Josh. 15 : 36, and

174 12:13.

8.
firt

rva (temple of Dagon) a city

in the tribe of Judah, Josh. 15:41.

Also another of the same name in the

tribe of Asher, 19 : 27. Comp. 1 Mac.

10:83.

9 fnh rva a Levitical city in the tribe

of Ephraim, 2 Chr. 25 : 13. Josh. 21 : 22.

otherwise called the upper Bethhoron,
to distinguish it from the lower, on the

borders of the tribes Ephraim and Ben-

jamin, Josh. 16 : 3, 5. 18 : 13.

10. DrArva. (house ofbread) a village

in the tribe of Judah, the birth-place of

David, and of our blessed Saviour. Mic.

5 : 1. Ruth 1 : 2. Comp. nrnp. Also a

city in the tribe of Zebulun, Josh. 19 :

15. The gentile noun is 'nrrVn rva 1 Sam.

16 : 1, 18.

11. NiVn rva a citadel not far from

Shechem, Judg. 9 : 6, 20. probably also

2 K. 12 : 20. where, however, some un-

derstand Kite on mount Zion.

12. rnoa rva Num. 32 : 36. Josh. 13 :

27. also simply rrro: Num. 32 : 3. a city
in the tribe of Gad, in Eusebius called

13.
fT rva Am. 1 : 5. a village on the

west of Damascus, with a valley of the

same name, which is also retained at

the present day.
14. ifoB rva a city of Moab, not far

from Jordan, celebrated for the worship
ofBaal-Peor. Deut. 3 : 29. 34:6.

L5.*ffiin3 (Jiouseofthe rock) a strong

city in the mountainous country of the

tribe of Judah, between Jerusalem and

Hebron. Josh. 15 : 58. Neh. 3 : 16. 1 Chi-.

2 : 45. 2 Chr. 11:7. comp. Joseph. A. J.

vin. 3. xii. 1.14. xin. 9. 1 Mac. 4:29.

6:7,26.
16. arn rva a city or province in Syria,

once at war with David. Judg. 18 : 28.-

2 Sam. 10 : 6.

17. ]Nti rva (house ofrest) Josh. 17:11,

16. also $ rva 1 Sam. 31:10, 12. and

ftf
rva 2 Sam. 21:12. a city in the tribe

of Manasseh, on the west of Jordan,

afterwards called 2xv0o7roA;j, and in the

Talmud Baisan.

18. Spi rva (Juouse of the sun). (1.)

a Levitical city in the tribe of Judah,

near the bounds of the Philistines. Josh.

21:16. lSam.6:12. 1K.4:9. 2 K.

14:11. 1 Chr. 6 : 59. 2 Chi-. 28 : 18.

The gentile noun is npncfrrrva 1 Sam.

6 :14, 18. (2.) a place in the tribe of

Naphtali. Josh. 19 : 38. Judg. 1 : 33.

(3.) a place in the tribe of Issachar or

Zebulun. Josh. 19:22. (4.) i.q. On,
or Heliopolis, in Egypt. Jer. 43 : 13.

19. tea
1

** rva a village in the neigh-

bourhood of Sephoris, afterwards forti-

fied by Josephus, called in IMac. 9:2.

"Ag/SuA. Hos. 10:14.

Chald. emph. urn, nrva. i. q.

Heb. rva.

1. house, temple, palace. Ezra 5: 3 ff.

2. a place in which any thing is con-

tained. iobo n N^33 rva royal treasure

chamber
,

Ezra 5: 17. 7:20.

archives, Ezra 6:1.

JTl^S,
m. const,

jrva,
denom. from rva,

dec. II. b. palace. Est. 1:5. 7:7, 8.

I. N3 m. dec. IV. a. prob. the'

baca plant or tree, (Arab. Uo,) which

grows in Arabia about Mecca, and re-

sembles the balsam plant. 2 Sam. 5 : 23,

24. 1 Chr. 14 : 15. According to the

Rabbins, mulberry-tree.

II. ^5?" *' ^' ^v' *?? a wwpinff' Ps.

84:7 xaarr ppy valley of weeping, i.e.

vale of tears. Others: -valley of the
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i. e. a dry valley. Others

render it as a proper name.

TO21, fut. nsi:, apoc. y?. to weep, to

weep for, to bewail; construed with

an ace. Gen. 23:2. 37:35. 50:3.

Lev. 10:6. with to, Judg. 1 1 : 37, 38.

Lam. 1 : 16. also with te, 2 Sam. 1 : 24.

with *>, Jer. 22 : 10. Job 30 : 25. The
construction with to has also other sig-

nifications ; e. g. Num. 11:13 itb >to say

they wept unto me, i. e. they implored
me, and said. Gen. 45 : 15 he hissed

all his brethren, crrto ^33 and wept over

them, i. e. in their embraces. Gen. 45 :

15. 50:1. Judg. 14:16.

Pi. to bewail; construed with an ace.

Ezek. 8:14. with to, Jer. 31 : 15.

Deriv. out of course, rma, *33, rrpa, per-

haps N32.

HD?- m - verbal from rga. a weeping.

Once Ezra 10:1.

^ m. verbal from 155, dec. I.

1. first-born, spoken of men and cat-

tle. Ex. 11:5. 12 : 29, etc. Plur. fern.

niitoa used as a neuter, firstlings, pri-

mogenita, Gen. 4 : 4. Deut. 12 : 17.

2. figuratively, Is. 14 : 30 aVj nias

the first-born of the poor, i. e. the very

poor, the poorest of all. Job 18:13 ntaa

rno deaths first-born, i. e. a most awful

death, a most terrible sickness. For

the feminine occurs the form rry33 (from
an obs. masc. TOS..)

JTVO3., fern, of 1133, dec. X.

1. earlier birth, seniority, primogeni-
ture. Gen. 43 : 33. rniDzirt nettfp the

right of primogeniture, Deut. 21 : 17.

2. the right of primogeniture, birth-

right. Gen. 25 : 31, 34. 27 : 32, 36.

and D*nj)3, plur. masc. ver-

bal from 133. first-fruits, spoken of fruit

and grain/ Lev. 2 : 14. 23 : 17. onS

17 the bread of the first-fruits, i. e.

the first bread from the new com, Lev.
23 : 20. 2 K. 4 : 42. trjsaan cv festival

offirst-fruits, otherwise called thefeast

of weeks, or pentecost.

3S, f. plur. onaa. early fig, (in

Arab. Bokkore, in Span. Albaoora,)
which ripens in June, the common fig

not being eatable till August. Hos. 9 :

10. Mic. 7 : 1 . Is. 28 : 4. In the same

sense occurs rtnsaan an Jer. 24 : 2.

rftDS, f. verbal from
7755. a weeping.

Gen. 35: 8.

*CQ> m pause '33,, with suff. "33, ver-

bal from rm, dec. VI. 1.

1. a weeping. *>r\\ pa n33 to weep bit-

terly, 2 Sam. 13 : 36. Is. 38 : 3. Comp.
Jer. 31 : 15 HMO bm ons-vpn sa with bitter

weeping Rachel wept, etc.

2. oozing or trickling down of water

in mines. Job 28 : 1 1. So in Greek and

Lat. 2cix.V6v, lacryma.

rT^?5- adj. (from an obs. masc. "vaa,)

used as the fern, of -rcn, oldest, first-born.

Gen. 19:31 ff.

TVpll f- verbal from n33, dec. I. a

weeping, mourning. Once Gen. 50 : 4.

*1D21 in Kal not used in Hebrew, but

in Arab, signifying, to precede, be for-
ward, to hasten, (kindred with npt3.)

Hence in Hebrew,
Pi. 1. to bear early or new fruit.

Ezek. 47 : 12.

2. denom. of -risa, to constitute one

first-born, to give him the rights of pri-

mogeniture. Deut. 21: 16.

Pu. to be a first-born or firstling.
Lev. 27 : 26.

Hiph. to bear for the first time. Jer.

4:31.

Deriv. -faa, rn>p3, onsaa.

*^5? m * an(l iT^-?- f young camel.
SfO &s<7*

(Arab. <^
and SjO-) Is. 60: 6. Jer. 2:

23. Others: swift camel, dromedary.

vS properly a subst. i.q. ^ (from

rrs) consumption, destruction; hence,

only in poetical usage,
1. adv. not, non. Is. 26 : 10, 14. Prov.

10:30. 24:23.
2. conj. lest, that not, ne. Is. 14 : 21.

72L Chald. m. heart. Once Dan. 6 :

15. (In Syr. and Arab, idem.)

T>5 contraction of toa i. q. toa Bel,
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Belus, the god of the Babylonians. Only
Is. 46 : 1 . Jer. 50:2. 5 1 : 44. See the

History of Bel and the Dragon; and

comp. Cicero denat. deorum, in. 16.

M^3 Cbald.i.q. Heb.rr)a.

Pa. to wear out, afflict, oppress.
Once Dan. 7 : 25. See rfa Pi. no. 3.

flNv? m - Baladan, the father of

king Merodach-Baladan. 2 K. 20 : 12.

Is. 39 : 1. Probably compounded of Va

Baal, and JT
i. q. ptst

lord.

373. in Kal not used in Hebrew, but

signifying in Arabic, to shine, to shine

forth, as the dawn. Conj. II. to rejoice,

or have a shining countenance; see
(TIK.)

Conj. V. to smile, be serene. So in He-

brew,

Hiph. 1. to cause to rise, in a figura-

tive sense, Am. 5 : 9 w to TO a-'jaon 7*e

causes destruction to rise, i. e. to come,
ow Me migfity. Comp. the very similar

metaphors, Is. 42 : 9. 47 : 1 1. 58 : 8.

2. intrans. to be serene, joyful. Ps.

39 : 14 nrSasn ^an sxprt foo/fc away from
me, and I shall again rejoice. Job 9 : 27.

10 : 20.

Deriv. rpyVaa.

T T

to wear out, spoken of garments. Josh.

9 : 13. Neh. 9:21. hence the constructio

praegnans,^ rta to wear out and fall

off from any one, Deut. 8:4. 29 : 5.

Applied figuratively to the heavens and

earth, Is. 50 : 9. 51 : 6. Ps. 102 : 27.

2. to be old, faded, spoken of persons.
Gen. 18:12.

3. to be consumed. (In Arab, applied
e. g. to the consuming of bones by rot-

tenness, or by worms.) Ps.32:3p^ ty

my bones are consumed. Job 13 : 28

rm? ajrra Nirrj and Jie is consumed, as a
rotten thing.

Pi. 1. to cause to grow old or waste

away. Lam. 3 : 4.

2. to consume, spend, enjoy. Job 21 :

13 orw ai:o:j ^y tJiey spend their days
in happiness. Is. 65 : 22 they shall en-

joy the work of their own hands. Ps.

49:15.

78 ) ^a
3. to wear out, afflict, oppress, attero.

1 Chr. 17 : 9. Comp. Chald. ria.

Deriv. out of course rv^an, ba, ^s,
Dfta.

rn>2L fem. ra, dec. IX. b. old, worn
V T

ow; spoken of garments, Josh. 9 : 4,

5. of persons, Ezek. 23 : 43 o*cp rfa

adulteriis effceta.

T\;3. found only in Pi. rrte i. q. brn

to terrify. Once Ezra 4 : 4 Kethib.

Comp. bnp and rrbp. (In Syr. U*OT^.D

a quadriliteral, to terrify.

nn/a verbal from rna dec. XI. a.

generally in the plural, 1. terror. Job

18:11. 24:17. 27:20. 30:15. 18:14

nirr|a ijte
Me AzV?^? ofterrors, i. e. of hades.

2. sudden destruction. Ps. 73 : 19.

ninh-]tD ion Mey perish by sudden de-

struction. Is. 17 : 14. Used as a con-

crete, Ezek. 26:21 tpw ^FI
nirfa /

wz7/ #z#/$e Mee destruction, i.e. a thing-

to be destroyed, /zc? thou shalt be no

longer. 27:36. 28:19.

1 v2L Chald. a tax on consumable ar-

ticles, an excise; or rather an oppressive
tax (comp. r^a.

no. 3.) a tribute generally.

Comp. the etymology of ^. Ezra 4 :

13, 20. 7 : 24.

D^^?3 masc. plur. Jer. 33:12,

and 0^721 verse 11, old garments,

rags. (In Syr. ]>\o idem.)

"I^WttJ^/a m * a Chaldean name,

which was given to Daniel in the Ba-

bylonian court, Dan. 1:7. 2 : 26. 4 : 5.

It differs but little, perhaps, in its sig-

nification from nsawfta (see below); and

probably signifies Bel(est)rexprinceps,

from *?a Bel, $U, king, and chiefor

Bells princcps, the syllable tsha, in

Belteshazzar, being the suffix in tlic

Zendish language, to denote the geni-
tive case. Concerning the termination

-is, see article 1^:15^3.
117a verbal from nS^. 1. as a subst.

. . TT

destruction. Is. 38:17. Hence
2. as an adv. not. 2 Sam. 1:21. Job

41:18. [26.] Whence (\.)*y& without;
c.ir. nri/^ withoutknowing it, \
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Deut. 4:42. 19:4. also simply ra in

the same sense, Job 8:11. 24 : 10. 31 :

39. 33 : 9. Sometimes closely connected

with a following noun, Job 30 : 8 \fa \:a

c\r if/now i/rious brood. (2.) 'fa'? idem.

Josh. 5: 14. Job 41: 25. (3.) '^p be-

cause.. . .not, so that. . . .not, i. q. jvyrp.
Jer.

2 : 15 atr \fa? so that there is no inhabi-

tant. Zeph. 3 : 6. Job 4 : 20. Lam. 1 :4

rrta '* 'fas because none come to thefeast.
It is usually followed (like pwo) by
the participle, once Deut. 28 : 55 by
tin1 finite verb, and 9 : 28 nirr rhy *ap
beetntse Jehovah could not, by the infin.

The negative is sometimes repeated,

ps 'bran is it because....not, 2 K. 1: 16.

Ex. 14 : 11. The word 'ban also signi-

fies without, Is. 5 : 13. Job 6 : 6. \fap

b -IK except that....not, Ecc. 3:11.

(4.) ?a Vy because....not. Gen. 31:20.

(5.) fei T? till....not. Ps. 72 : 7.

7*^31 m. verbal from V?a, dec. I. mixt

provender, meslin, farrago. Job 6 : 5.

:^4 : 6. Is. 30 : 24. The two latter pas-

sages are rendered perfectly clear, by
adopting the meaning of the Latinfar-

rago, which consisted of barley or oats,

mixed with vetches and beans, which
were both sown and reapt together. See
Plin. H. N. xvm. 15. 41.

7. Com-

thing.

not and

nothing. Job 26

pounded of 'fa not and np

compounded of

*& prob. use, profit; comp. "; Hiph, to

be useful.

\.pemiciousncss, worthlessness, wick-

edness. to$a # a wicked man, 1 Sam.
25 : 25. 30 : 22. Frequently in the plur.

b$a 'ja, T?M, DIE:N wicked people, Deut,
13: 13. Judg. 20: 43. 2 Sam. 2: 12.

IK. 21 : 10. to$a na a wicked woman,
1 Sam. 1:16. 'a ip an ungodly witness,

Prov. 19:18. TO'fa iai a wicked or base

action, Ps. 41 : 9. 101. 3. comp. Deut.
15 : 9 lest there be a wicked thought in

thine heart.

2. something pernicious, destruction.

. 1:11. te$3 yr' one who plans de-

'tion. Ps. 18: 5 ^Sa 'Vr?a streams of

destruction, as an emblem of misfortune,
or great dangers. Others incorrectly:
streams of hades, (a signification, which
does not belong to

Vr^fa.) Equally
incorrect is the rendering, king of
hades.

3. as a concrete, i. q. 'a tfs* a wicked

man, Job 34: 18. 2 Sam. 23: 6. a

destroyer, waster, Nah. 2:1.

1. 7721, fut. fa;, to moisten, wet,

anoint. (In Arab, idem.) Hence part.

]p$a "fifa anointed over with oil. Num.

2:4, 5.

T

7 : 10, 12. 14 : 21, etc. Intransi-

tively, Ps. 92:11
J2?n jntfa

'nifa I am
anointed withfresh oil.

II. 7^3. 1. to mingle, confuse, con-

found. (In Syr. ^*n^o to mix, con-
^xG^

fuse. Arab. (Jjkb idem, II. to stam-

mer.) Gen. 11:9 note nirr ^ Q^ >3 /or
/*ere Jehovah confounded the language

of the whole earth.

2. denom. from ^a, to <7zVe fodder.

Judg. 19: 21 D^fcn) ba*i 7?e gave to the

assesfodder.

Hithpo. to mix onzs self, to be mixed.

Hos. 7 : 8 Ephraim is mixed with

the nations, i.e. he is familiar with

them.

Deriv. Wa, fan, fen.

III.
~
73. i. q. fa; to wither, fade.

Hence fut. Hiph. fa:i wefade, Is. 64: 5.

D72I to ZzVi</, confine, restrain, as a

horse or mule with a bridle. Once Ps.
y

32: 9. (In Syr. ^nV^ to bind, confine,
1.U' t> 9 ~

the mouth, jvn
\~> muzzle.)

D7^ (denom. from Arab, and Ethiop.

rejigs, also sycamorefruit.) to gather,

cultivate, or /zvc onfigs, e-vKai^a, Once
Am. 7:14 maps* oV^a owe w/^o scrapes or

/W&5 sycamorefruit, i. e. one who ripens
or cultivates it by this necessary man-

agement. Sept. Kvi^eto crvxciftiva. Comp.
D'p^y and Bocharti Hieroz. 1 . p. 384.

y/5 (In Arab. *b.) 1. to swallow,

swallow up, devour. Gen. 41: 7, 24.

Ex. 7 : 12. Jon. 2 : 1. Num. 16 : 30 the
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earth opens her mouth and swallows

them up. ver. 32. 26 : 10. Pa. 106 : 17.

Used -proverbially, Job7:19>,ri tfo i

&7/ /#ft swallow my spittle, i.e. only a

moment. The Arabs use a very similar

expression : let me swallow my spittle,

i.e. give me a moment's time. Perhaps
it was used in this sense elliptically,

without PT; hence Num. 4: 20 -war*fo

aKpcrnst $712 ninb and they shall notfor a

moment see the sanctuary. Sept. l^a,7civot.

Others : when it is covered. Others : to

their destruction.

2. figuratively to destroy, (see Piel,)

but without giving up the figure. Prov.

1 : 12 let us swallow them up, as the

grave the living. Jer. 51 : 34 he sival-

lows me up, like a sea monster.

Pi. j$a to swallow up. Figuratively

flg
%a to swallow up iniquity, i. e. to

commit it abundantly, Prov. 19:23.

comp. Job 15: 16.

2. to destroy, but without giving up
the figure, (see Ps. 124:3.) Comp. b$
no. 2. Job 2 : 3 thou hast excited me

against him, to destroy him without

cause. 10:8. 37:' 20. Ps. 21:10 i5*3

taste* in his anger he destroys them. Is.

3:12 w>i3
*prfirnfo

TTYI they destroy thy

path. 19:3 yh in^j and Iwill destroy,
i. e. frustrate, his purpose. 25 : 7 shi

TQiVrr \)B rnn nrn and he will destroy, i. e.

remove, in that mountain the veil, etc.

verse 8 ns$ rnqrr Va ^e 0z7 destroy
death for ever. Applied to the laying
waste of a country, 2 Sam. 20 : 19, 20.

Lam. 2 : 2, 5, 8. The same metapho-
rical application is found in the C'lald.

ntfto to swallow and to destroy; and

also in Kecr7riva of the N. T. 2 Cor. 2 :

7.5:4. lPet.5:8.
Pu. pass, of Pi. no. 2. Is. 9 : 15. Job

37 : 20. 2 Sam. 17:16$$ )y $ so that

the king be not destroyed.

Niph. 1. pass, of Pi. no. 2. Hos.

8 : 8. Is. 28 : 7 ^rrjn wVaa Mey are dis-

ordered by wine. (comp. 28 : 1 ^ ofci

smitten by wine.) Others find in this

passage a distinct root, namely, the Arab.
-xx

ib to conquer, which in Arabic is ap-

plied also to wine, which overcomes a

man, and, as it were, smites him to the

ground. Comp. -g no. 5. and pi.

Hithpa. Once Ps. 107 : 27 nporjn-^
rVinn all their wisdom is destroyed.

3?73., with suff. ^3, verbal from yba.

1. something swallowed. Jer. 51 : 44.

2. destruction. Ps. 52 : 6. [4.]
3. proper name of a small city on

the southern extremity of the Dead

Sea, afterwards called -B&. With the

four cities which were destroyed, it

formed the Pentapolis, or district of

five cities. Gen. 14 : 2, 8. 19 : 2022.

nj^l and "nsfe, with suff. n$a,-

*p3$3. Compounded of hz not, and -w,

1. properly TZOW c?, m'^z7 </. Gen.

41 : 16 '121 ngsp_ Q'n^ ^a it is not in me,
God may answer Pharaoh peaceably.
14 : 24 n$Ja nothingfor me.

2. besides. Job 34 : 32 rrrrw nrbs fte-

5zWe5 ^A^ which I see. Is. 45 : 6.

3. ivithout. Gen. 41 : 44. But more

frequently

n$ap (1 .)
besides Ps. 18 : 32 vgtep > >D

rnrp w^o is God, besides Jehovah 9 Num.
5': 20. Josh. 22:19. (2.) without. Is.

36:10. (In Syr. occurs the singular

form, SV^j which is construed with

75, m. (prob. for o r^ absorptio

i
t

i. q. Greek Nixohctog.} proper
name of a prophet hired by the Moab-

ites against Israel. Num. 22 : 5 ff. In

Greek BreAsto^.

p7^ to pour out, to make, empty or

desolate. (In Arab, is ^^Jb
to open, but

-Tx^*x*

ijb
w5fe, desert!) Is. 24 : 1. Parall. pg3.

Pu. pass. Nah. 2:11.

pv3, m. (a ivaste, emptiness) proper

name of a king of the Moabites. Num.
22 : 2. Josh. 24 : 9. Judg. 1 1 : 25. Mic.

6:5.

ISN^S- Dan. 5: 1,2. and intta

7:1. proper name of the last king of
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the Chaldeans. From a comparison of

Dan. v. with Herod, i. 191. and Xe-

noph. Cyrop. vii. 5:15 ff. it appears

that lie was the -jinn 1 who is called by
the Greeks Nnbonncd and Labynetus.

Comp. i?s:

^VQ perhaps properly a subst. se-

paration, from rta i. q. Arab. tj^Jj to

separate, intrans. tobe separated; whence

rfra, with Yod paragogic, \ifta.

Ladv.not 1 Sam. 20: 26.

2. prep, without, besides, except. Gen.

21 : 26. Ex. 22 : 19.^ ^a ere?* *o, e#-

N'uin. 11:6. With suff.
?jrfa

1 Sam.

2:2.

3. CN vtia except, unless, after a pre-

ceding negation, Gen. 47:18 Mere ?s

nothing left VTPU DK rfca e#cep* owr oooy.

Judg. 7:14. Am. 3:3,4.

4. conj. unless, besides that. Gen.

43 : 3 DpriN cp '^? unless your brother

is with you. Dan. 11 : 18.

The following combinations also

occur;

1. iptnb (1.) before an in fin. not to,

(the negative before an infinitive with

% is always expressed in this manner.)
Gen. 3:11 \??^ wo* *o ea*. Ruth 2 : 9

-jr;: 'rfa? not to touch thee. Gen. 38 : 9.

Ex. 8 : 18, 25. 50 Ma* not, lest, Gen.

4 : 15. since....not, Jer. 42 : 13. h nSab

50 Ma* not, 2 K. 23 : 10. (2.) before a

finite verb, Ma* not, lest. Jer. 23 : 14

--r? that they do not return. 27 : 18.

but in Ezek. 13:3 1*0 rftab without that

tJiey see, i. e. without having visions.

2. 'rtoo smce wo*, (the mode of ex-

pressing the negation before the infin.

with |r?.)
Num. 14:16. Ezek. 16 : 28

-pric
vfcra sz'wee MOM ar* not satisfied.

3. >nba"W *z7/ not, construed with the

pret. Num. 21: 35. Deut. 3:3. Josh.

8:22. Job 14:12 oya$ rfta is *z7* the

heavens are no more.

f. with Kamets impure, as if

from a root 'w, (comp. Pers. .b above,

a roof, arch,) dec. X.

1. height, highplace. 1 Sam. 9:12,

13, 14 ff. 10 : 5, 13, 1 Chr. 16 : 39. 21 :

1 )

29. Ezek. 36 : 2 oto ntoa the anciei

high places. Ps. 18 : 34 'pTp ntoa
"

7

se*s we upon my high places, i.e. i

secure places. On high places, th

Hebrews frequently sacrificed to idob

and, also, before the idea arose or becaim

prevalent that unity of place was ne-

cessary in religious worship, to Jehovah.

Such worship is usually stigmatized by
the Jewish historians as illegal. Hence
nimn ^rfs priests of the high places, IK.
12Y32! 2 K. 1 7 : 32. 23 : 9. ntoan >na, na

houses or temples of the high places,

prob. small chapels, sacella, (in honour

of Jehovah or of false gods,) 1 K. 13 :

32. 2 K. 17 : 29, 32. 23 : 19. Hence
2. i.q. rrparr na a chapel or sanctuary,

devoted to this illegal worship. 1 K.

11:7. 14:23. 2 K. 21 : 3. 23:8.
These chapels were found, e. g. in the

cities of Judah, 2K.17:9. on the

mountains of Judah, 2 Chr. 21: 11. in

the valley of Hinnom, Jer. 7:31. This

word is distinguished from rare a/*ar,

2 K. 23 : 15. 2 Chr. 14 : 2." 32 : 12.

From Ezek. 16:16, according to which

rm'np ntoa were made of garments, we

may infer that these chapels were tents,

or moveable temples, like the tabernacle

of testimony, (comp. 2 K. 23 : 7. and

Am. 5 : 26.)
Plur. nim (with singular meaning,)

(1.) highplace. Jer. 26 : 18. Mic. 3:12.

2. grave, monument, mausoleum. Is.

53 : 9. With suff. vpina (the Kamets in

this case being pure and mutable.)
Plur. const, (with double plural ter-

mination, comp. nVzfcn& 1 Sam. 26 : 12.)

ryroj, or according to the Keri 'rran (read

bdmothe,) high places. According to

the reading 'rips, the i is shortened as in

-ites, DHSS. Thus in the phrase ^a V$ ^fg

fisi
to march upon the heights of the

earth, or of the land, a poetical descrip-

tion of a triumphant conqueror, or of

the advancing Deity, Deut. 33 : 29.

Mic. 1:3. Am. 4:13. also with rn,

Deut. 32 : 13. Is. 58 : 14. In the same

connexion occurs o^nm the high waves

of the sea, Job 9 : 8. ar ^n^ the heights

of the clouds, Is. 14:14.

M
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a : see to.

J3, (for n:a) m. prim, (compare, how-

ever, the verb rrca to build, in Arab. conj.

I. II. VIII. to beget, bear, have children;

and see, concerning this trope, under

art. rva no. 8.) irreg. const,
fa,

more

rarely fa (Prov. 30:1, and before the

proper name fi:,)
once ^a (like

sa) Gen.

49:11, and i:a Num 24 : 3, 15. with

suff. >:a, i:a, *|pa;
Plur. D^a, >:a (as if from

1. son, in the plural sons or children.

Gen. 4 : 25. 43 : 29. 3 : 16. Deut. 4 : 10.

This word is used in Hebrew in a very
extended sense, and employed in many
phrases unknown to our western lan-

guages, but parallel for the most part

with those found under the articles aw,

riM, etc. namely;
2. grandson, descendant. Gen. 29:5.

32 : 1. The more exact expression, how-

ever, forgrandchildren is c^a ja children's

children. Hence (1.) b>mr aa the chil-

dren of Israel, Israelites; pss 3.a Am-
monites; "h ^i Levites ; instead of which

occur also the patronymics, D^toir, c^i),

etc. Nearly allied to these phrases is

(2.) the joining of
fa

with the names of

nations and countries, to denote the

members and inhabitants of the same.

fi'2
ra inhabitants of Zion, Ps. 149 : 2.

the sons of the Greeks for the Greeks,

Joel 4:6. [3 : 6.] the sons of the Ethi-

opians for the Ethiopians, Am. 9 : 7.

comp. vTt$ 'A%cctuv in Homer. To this

is also allied (3.) the periphrastic ex-

pression, such as sons of strangers for

strangers, Ps. 18 : 45. sons of the poor
for the poor, Ps. 72 : 4. sons of nobles,

Ecc. 10 : 17. comp. dvcrrtvav 'jra.l^^, Iliad,

q>. 151. See also tnw-fa under the art. DIM.

3. pupil, disciple, follower, worship-

per of any one, (comp. a no. 5.) Thus
Qwaa '33 sons of the prophets, i. e. disci-

ples of the prophets, (as in Persian, jftlii

magorum,) IK. 20: 35. 2 K. 2 : 3, 5,

7, 15, etc. (comp. Am. 7 : 14. Is. 19: 11.

and in Greek, vrawts (tovo-txav, (pihoa-ofyuv,

for fAovnx.01, QihotroQoj.) QVftM '33 WOr-

shippers of God; see art. O'rftN no. 3.

The didactic poet addresses the reader

thus, my son! Prov. 2:1. 3:1,21. 4:

10,20. 5:1. 6:1. 7:1. Comp. na Ps.

45 : 1 1, So in Prov. 10 : 5 x^ap, V*3fcn
fa

a wise son, a foolish son, (so called in

reference to the poet,) for a wise person,
a foolish person generally.

4. a client, favourite. Thus the Is-

raelitish nation is called Jehovah's son,
Ps. 80 : 16. Hos. 11:1. Ex. 4 : 22. Per-

haps the phrase son of God, when ap-

plied to kings, is to be understood in

this way. See Dvrb no. 3. (1.)
5. In combination with substantives

which express age, quality, or something
similar, it denotes one who has this age
or this quality. Gen. 5 : 32 a son of 500

years, i.e. 500 years old. Lev. 12:6
a son of years, i.e. aged. Jon. 4:10
na nW

jai
rrn rfrb fa$ which as a son ofa

night, i. e. during a night, arose, and

during a night perished. (In Syr.

j^CO^ 10 eodem die.) V>n
fa
a man of

courage, Deut. 3:18. V?a fa
a wicked

man, a ivorthless fellow, (see i?r?a.)

sons of surety, i. e. hostages, 2 K. 14 :

14. Is. 5 : 1 jwtf fa 73? a hill, son offat-
ness, i. e. a fruitful hill. (Comp. t*w, ^a.)

6. used figuratively in other phrases ;

e. g. son of death, i. e. one deserving of

death, 1 Sam. 2U : 3 1 . So son of stripes,

Deut. 25 : 2. sons of the quiver, i. e.

arrows, Lam. 3:13. sons of the bow,
i.e. arrows, Job 41:19. son of the dawn,
i. e. morning-star, Is. 14 : 12. sons of the

bear (a constellation in the heavens,) i.e.

the three stars in his tail, Job 38 : 32.

7. applied to animals of every kind.

young. n:v
fa
a young dove, Ex. 12:6.

yp 3.a young ravens, Ps. 147 : 2.
-i;;a fa

a
calf, (see igj.) Applied also to eggs,

(comp. in Syr. \L\> daughter',
and egg,)

Job 39 : 16. she cruelly entreats her

young ones as if they were not //</>,

speaking of the ostrich's treatment of

her eggs.
8. applied to plants, a sprout, shoot,

sucker, as if son of the tree. (Comp.
psv and n|?:v; and in L,&t.pulhts zndpul-
lulare.) Then, because it denotes an
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inanimate substance, joined with a femi-

nine adj. (as a substitute for the neuter,)

Gen. 49 : 22 rr i prob. a fruitful sprout
or branch. (But see Lehrgeb. p. 474.)

According to some, also Ps. 80 : 16.

til Chald. idem. Found only in the

plural f3a, '35 (ia being used in the sing.)

wybi 33 the exiles, Dan. 2 : 25. pin rsa

bullocks, Ezra 6: 9. (So in Syr.

Plur.
x ^^.)

tann i

"|a
m. common name of several

kings of Syria of Damascus. 1 K. 15 :

la 20:1*. 2K.6:24. 8:7. 13:3.
Jer. 49 : 27. Am. 1 : 4. Comp. -nrr and

see .

m. (sow of prosperity; see

Gen. 35 : 18. and comp. pp; no. 4.) Ben-

jamin, the youngest son of Jacob ; also

the tribe which was named from him,
the boundaries of which are given Josh.

18 : 1 1 ff. The gentile noun is ^rnvrp,
see ':"p',

Jl^a daughters, see TO.

nj2, fut. njr, J:M. 1. to build, erect,

make, construed with an ace. Gen. 8: 20.

10:11. 1 2 : 7, 8. rarely in an improper
sense, as Gen. 2 : 22 sJsrrnN orhx HTTP ja^

TCX) and the Lord God made the rib

into a woman, i. e, made a woman out
of it. The material, out of which any
thing is made, stands regularly in the ac-

cusative, 1 K. 18:32mraCTnrr-n^]^
he built the stones into an altar, i.e. built

an altar out of the stones. 1 K. 15 : 22.
Ex. 20 : 25. Deut. 27 : 6. Is. 9 : 9. Ezek.
27:5. comp. Niph. IK. 6:7. Rarely
with a prefixed to the material of which

any thing is made, as IK. 15: 22 at

the close. The following constructions

are worthy of notice, 1 K. 16 : 24 jai
vrrn he built tJie mountain, i. e. built

upon it. 6:15 nrva'D j-van ni-vfrnu ja*i

CTJK ntoisa he built, i. e. overlaid, the

walls of the temple inwardly with cedar

boards. Construed with a, to work on

any thing, to labour on a building, Zech.
6:15. Neh. 4:4, 11.

2. to rebuild, build up what has been

destroyed. Am. 9:14
ntetip on$ 135 they

shall rebuild the desolate cities. Ps.

122 : 3. 147 : 2. Josh. 6 : 26. rftnn na
to cultivate desertplaces anew; see nrrr.

3. used figuratively of persons and

nations, to build them up, to give them
a permanent habitation, to make them

prosperous. Jer. 24 : 6 DTTN *fy owia
cjin N7i QWp3 I will build them up and
not pull them down, I willplant them

and not pluck them up. 31 : 4. 33 : 7.

42:10. Ps. 28:5. Comp. the other

verbs of the quoted passages. So Ex.
1 : 22 he ( God) built for them houses.

(In Arab, also metaphorically, to confer

favours or blessings on any one.)
4. b n^a ma. to raise up, or give post-

erity to any one. See rva no. 8. comp.
Niph. no. 3.

Niph. 1. to be built, rebuilt. Deut.

13:17. Job 12: 14.

2 . figuratively, to be builtup, to bemade

prosperous, to prosper again. Jer. 12 :

16 n?
<

5|\na
aa then shall they prosper

amongmypeople. Mai. 3:15. Job 22:23.

3. pass, of Kal no. 4. Gen. 16:2
n^p njaN TIN per/iaps I shall acquire

posterity through her. 30:3. (Arab,

(ju conj. I. II. and VIII. to beget, bear,

have children?)

Deriv. rna, ^aa, rvjan, nan; and, ac-

cording to some, ja and re.

rC^j NJ5 Chald. to build. Ezra 4:

12. 5J2. Part. pass, naa, 5:11. Infin.

wao and n^ap, 5 : 9.

Ithpe. pass, construed with an ace.

of the material. Ezra 5 : 8 p NjianD *rn

Sba and it is builded out of hewn stones.

f. Ezek. 41: 13. and

m. Ezek. 40 : 5. verbals from

rm, a building, structure. According
to Ezek. 41:12, 15. a special building
within the circuit of the temple, appears
to be intended. In Chald. Ezra 5 : 4.

00*. S ^^^

(Syr. |ii~>, Arab.
^Jjj^ idem.)

D55 Chald. to be angry. Dan. 2:12.

In the Targums more frequent.
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see D^)3 Hithpa.

m. dec. VI. g. Job 15 : 33. and

iDi Is. 18 : 5. Jer. 31 : 29. unripe grape.07 O /*

(Syr. JZj^lD idem, )j21S vinegar.

prep.

1. behind, after, (Arab. J^o after.)

Gen. 7: 16. Judg. 3 : 22. 9 : 51. Am.
9:10 rnnn ij'i^a D'^ni iij'jrrN? the evil

shall not overtake us, nor come up with

us. 2 Sam. 20 : 21 nnirrn 122 over the

wall, perhaps for 1229 from behind the

wall.

2. for. 1 Sam. 7 : 9. 2 Sam. 10 : 12.

Jer. 21 : 2. ipa rrn i.q. b, 3 rrn to befor,
i. e. to become, Is. 32 : 14. Job 2 : 4

TO -wa ito skinfor skin. (Ethiop. nsa to

exchange, barter.) Hence frequently,

wa 153, ^Venn to pray for any one, to

make atonementfor any person or thing.

3. through. Joel 2 : 8, 9 O'DVrnn -wa

through the lattices. Gen. 26 : 8. Josh.

2:15. Judg. 5 : 28. Joined with p, -R?an

(the only case in which the form T1S2 is

used before nouns,) from through or

between, Cant. 4 : 1, 3. 6 : 7.

4. about, roundabout. Ps. 139:11

then is the night light about me. Job

3 : 23. Lam. 3 : 7 H22 113 Ae Aas hedged
round about me. In this signification

it follows many verbs of closing, (i.
e.

closing about,) and may be omitted in

translating; e.g. after "CD 1 Sam. 1:6.

after 129 Gen. 20 : 18. after cnn to seal,

Job 9 : 7. Comp. -rca fan to protect, de-

fend, Ps. 3: 4. Zech.l2:8.

5. by. 1 Sam. 4:18 if&n T -rya &y Me
szdie of the gate.

I. i~?V3 to search, inquire, (as in

Arab, and Aram.) Is. 21 : 12.

Niph. pass. Obad. 6 how are his se-

cret places searched!

Deriv. T?2.

II. H^l to swell; applied to water,

to boil, to boil up. (Comp. Arab. Jo

to swell; Chald s?2?2 to bubble, to boil;

and the Heb. rwasoN blains, blisters.)

84 )

Is. 64 : 1 tw n?an n?o the fire makes the

water to boil.

Niph. Is. 30 : 13 as a breach ready to

?23 swelling out in the wall.

and t-^3- Chald. 1. to see.

Dan. 2:13. 6:5/
2. to request, pray ; construed with

p and D?PT . p. Dan. 2:16, 18, 23.

Hence

^>'3 f. Chald. request, prayer. Dan

6:8, 14.

"Tiy!:! m. proper name of the father

of Balaam. Num. 22:5. 24:3. Josh.

24:9. Mic. 6:5. In the N. T. 2 Pet.

2:15, this name is written B<r, per-,

haps by a commutation of the sounds

of and y.
See the letter ?.

t^3 proper name. 1. a kinsman of

Ruth, to whom she was afterwards

married. Ruth 2: 1.

2. a pillar in front of Solomon's

temple, so called after the architect, or

the benefactor at whose expense it was

built. IK. 7:21. 2 Chr. 3:17.

"^3, m. verbal from nra no. I. request,

prayer. Once Job 30:24 ^a vh prayer
avails nothing. Others regard it as a

compound of a, and rsj hill, grave.

Ty3 m. verbal from -wa, (see ira no.

I. 1.) dec. 1. cattle. In Syr. and Arab.

idem.) Gen. 45:17. Ex. 22:5. Num.
20:4,8,11.

10^3, to hick behind. Deut. 32: 15.T

hence, figuratively, to spurn at, despise,
be unmindful ofbenefits, construed with

a, 1 Sam. 2 : 29 wherefore despise ye my
offering, andmy oblation, which I have

appointed? Vulg. Quare calce rejecis-

tis 9 (Syr. *-^-^3 calcavit, recalcitra-

vit.)

v!^3, fut.^ri;. 1. topossess, command,
rule over. Is. 26:13?jn^ Q^VTM irfea

(otJier) lords besides thee hare ruhdover
us. Construed with b, 1 Chr. 4:22.

2. to takefor a wife, to marry, (the
husband being considered the lord of

the wife.) Deut. 21 : 13. 24: 1. Is. 62:
5.

Part.^Vsto (as a pluralis excellent!*,)
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thy husband, Is. 54:5. Part. pass.

and rya~rr?a a married woman, Gen. 20:

3. Dem .
>->

: >'>. (In Syr. and Aral), idem.)

3. construed with a, tn despite, loathe.

(In Arab, t

^

?

(J.,0 z'/e/w.comp. Pococke

ad Port. 'Mosis, p. 2.) Jer. 3 : 14 return,

n-bfllinus children ; though I have loath-

ed you. tut will I etc. 31 : 32.

Niph. to be taken again for a wife.

Prov. 30 : 23. Figuratively, Is. 62 : 4.

/V^ verbal from to, witli suff. vto,

:T7?a (as a pluralis excellentire wilh sin-

gular meaning) Ex. 21 : 29, 34, 36. Is.

1:3. but jirto Est. 1:17,20 (with

plural meaning.)
1. lord, owner, li^rr, rvarr Sr-a the

nirner of the house, of the ox. Ex. 21 :

28. Judg. 19 : 22. Also in the follow-

ing phrases, Prov. 3 : 27 withhold not a

fa t-onr v'*g&from its lord, i. e. from the

poor man, to whom it is due. 17:8.

16 : 22 vto h^ CTTT -npo a well-spring
of haj)j >iness is wisdom to its possessor .

1:19. Ecc. 8 : 8 wickedness delivers not

vtoTN himwhopractises it. comp . 7 ; 1 2.

2. husband, (as the lord of the wife.)
2 Sam. 11 : 20. Ex. 21 : 22 rm<rr h^
the woman s husband; but in verse 3

nt>? ^rra a married man. Joel 1 : 8 hvz
-~- the husband of one's youth.

3. Joined with many substantives of

different significations, it denotes one

who possesses or is otherwise connected

with the thing denoted by the noun,

(comp. ETN no. 2.
ja
no. 5.) e. g. nnyi to

one who has a lawsuit, Ex. 24 : 14. */ya

F];3,
n s

:^ horned, winged, Prov. 1:17.

Dan. 8 : 6, 20. So master ofpoints or

teeth, i. e. having teeth, Is. 41:15. ma-
ster of dreams, i.e. a dreamer, Gen. 37:

19. masters of arrows, i. e. archers,

Gen. 49 : 23. masters of an oath, a co-

venant, i. e. confederate, Gen. 14 : 13.

Neh. 6:18. etc. Joined with the name
of a city, it denotes, an inhabitant,

'fizen, Josh. 24 : 1 1. Judg. 9 : 2 ff.

1 Sam. 23 : 11, 12. Here ^a is synony-
mous with '_3a, ^pst, (comp. 2 Sam. 21 :

12. with 2:4, 5.) and it is so regarded

by all aiick'ut versions. Others incor-

rectly; rulers, proceres, relying perhaps
on Judg. 9:51 Trn \to hy\ o^irn D^NrrSa,
which ought to be rendered : all the men
and women, all the inhabitants of the

city, i beui? explanatory or exegetical,

as in Josh. 6: 23.

4. name of i^ie tutelary god of the

Phenicians and Syrians, to whose wor-

ship the Hebrews also were frequently

inclined; constantly with the article,

S?arr, to, to, as Judg. G : 25 ff. IK.
18 :* 18 if." 2 K~. 10 : 18 if. He appears
under the same name on Phenician

monuments and medals, and in many
Punic prop, names, as Hannibal i. e.

*r?n grace of Baal; liasdrubal; Ad-

herbal, etc.) Upon some of those in-

scriptions, which have a Greek transla-

tion accompanying them, this name is

rendered 'HgaxAig; ; and this is the usual

name, which the Greeks, led by the si-

milarity of character between Baal and

Hercules, have given to the national

God of the Tynans. Herod, n. 44.

Arrian. Exped. Alex. XT. 16. On 1 K.
19 : 18, comp. Cic. in Verrem, iv. 43.

Plur. D^an the Baals or Baalim, (like

nivmfr the Astartes,) either meaning
statues of Baal, or else referring to the

different epithets, under which he was

worshipped; as (1.) nna hvz Baal of
the covenant, ^Judg. 8 : 33. 9:4, 46.

comp. Zws 0gx<0?. (2.) MJ to the fly

Baal; comp. Ztvs anopvios. See aiat.

(3.) -ffs to see -toe.

Connected with no. 3. is the use of

this word before geographical names,

denoting the place where any thing is

found, i. q. rva. The principal proper
names of this kind are,

1. na^a a city in the valley of Le-

banon, on the border of Palestine. Josh.

11:17. 12:7. 13:5.

2. pan to Cant. 8:11. otherwise un-

known. One of these two cities may,

perhaps, be the celebrated Balbec or

Heliopolis of Syria, the ruins of which

are still admired by travellers.

3. po"in
to a part of mount Antiliba-

nus. Judg.3:3. 1 Chr. 5:23.

1. p-<?
to Ezek. 25:9. Josh. 13:17.
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rva Jer. 48:23. a place in the is top iy. ^for his anger shall be sud-

tribe of Reuben, afterwards taken pos- denly kindled. Ps. 79:6. 89:46. Est.

session of by the Moabites, according

to Eusebius, near Baaru in Arabia.

5. n^ns bstt (place of discomfiture) a

place where David smote the Philis-

tines. 2 Sam. 5:20.

6.
]is

*! a city in Egypt, Ex. 14:2.

Num. 33:7. usually called Heroopolis,

from the worship of Typhon.
7. TO bsa (place ofpalms} Judg. 20:

33.

Chald. idem. Ezra 4 : 8. See

Z>e dumb, brutish, (see

Jer. 10:14,21. 51:17.

f6 * foetus

/^.Q fern, of Va, dec. X.

1.female owner or possessor. 1 K.

17:17. QV'pf3
?

aix riVra sorceress. See

these words.

2. a city in the tribe of Judah, other-

wise called KirjathJearim. Josh. 15:9.

IChr. 13:6.

XTi7!J!:l
a city in the southern part

of the tribe of Judah. Josh. 15:24. 1 K.
4:16.

D^/^3- m. proper name of a king of

the Ammonites. Jer. 40: 14. 16 MSS.
and Josephus (A. J. ix. 3.) read D^a,

rY72!l f. 1. a city in mt. Lebanon,

1K.
T

9:*18. 2 Chi-. 8:6.

2. i. q. rfm no. 2. Josh. 19 : 44.

*lV^ fut. *wa\ 1. prob. to feed,

graze, consume by grazing. Not used

in Kal in this sense, but see Pi. no. 1.

Hiph. no. 1. Hence "m cattle, so called

from their grazing.
2. to burn up, consume. (Comp. hix

spoken of fire.) Ps. 83: 15 "ir "in JQ

as the fire consumes the forest. More

frequently construed with a, Job 1:16
thefire of God is fallen from heaven,
onjttai j&a "CJarn and has consumed the

sheep and the young men. Num. 11:3.

Ps. 106:18. Is. 42: 25. Also intrans.

to burn up, to be consumed byfire, Ex.

3:3. Is. 1:31. Judg. 15:14. and in-

choat. to take fire, to kindle, to burn ;

spoken of fire, Jer. 20:9. Is. 62: 1. of

the burning material, Ex. 3:2. Deut.
4: 11: or figuratively of anger, Ps.2: 12

1 : 12. Ps. 18:9 ^2^p ^wa o^bro

firefrom him, i. e. glowing coals pro-
ceeded from him.

3. to be dumb, brutish, denom. from

roa cattle. Jer. 10:8. Part. -itfa, Ps.

94:8. Ezek.21:36. [31.]

Niph. -ea:

Kal no. 3.)

Is. 19:11. (Syr.

est, ferociit, stultefecit.)

Pi. "tta, infin. ia, fut. T$y.

1. to let cattlefeed, Ex. 22: 4. Con-

strued with an accusative, tofeed upon,
Is. 3:14. 5:5.

2. to kindle, set on fire, burn. Ex.

35:3. Lev. 6:5. [12.] Is. 44:15 rrni

Txnb D~jNb and it shall servefor a man to

burn. Is. 40:16 Lebanon would not

suffice "ttib to burn for him a sacrifice.

Neh. 10735. 2 Chr.4:20. 13:11.

3. to remove, put away, take away,
Deut. 26:13, 14. 2 Sam. 4: 11. IK.
22 : 46 and the other sodomites \Q "wa

yvn he removed out of the land. Here

belongs the expression in Deuteronomy,

respecting the infliction of capital pu-
nishment, ?ja^ rrr jywa thou shalt re-

move the evil from the midst of thee,

Deut. 13:6. 17:7. 19:19. 21:21.

22:21,24. 24:7. also with hxyyrs

17:12. 22:22. (In the earlier hiws

the correspondent expression is n^raa

D^Q TTJo:, or some similar phrase. But
that

srjrj
is here to be taken abs-

tractly, is evident from 22:21, 24.

where it otherwise would be iri the fe-

minine or in the plural.) Also con-

strued with nrw, 1 K. 14: 10 nu nnx rrjya

c^yv / will remove away the house of
Jeroboam, as a man removes dung.
21:21.

Pu. to burn. Jer. 36:22.

Hiph. 1. tofeed upon. Ex. 22:4.

2. to kindle, set onfire, Ex. 22:*5. to

burn any thing, Nah. 2 : 14. 2 Chr. 28 : 3.

3. to remove, put away; construed

withnrw. IK. 16:3.

Deriv. out of course r
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verbal adj. from 153, burning, cut in pieces,) to break
off, to break

49:11. 73: -22. i)-2:7.

t'.-ni. of i?a, afire, burning.

18.4:4. down. Am. 9:1 n|a tJMSa cssafl

_ . . , &raz tfAejM cfowra on the head of all, i. e.
lyU m. denom. from "wa, brutish, ^ . ., . -

i i i r
so that the pieces fall on the head ot

v///yW, like rattle.
(
See ^ no. 3.) Ps. an. The form c$sa is put for owa.

Joel 2:8
/<tey rwsA through drawn

siuords, w$ym
N? ? &ra* wotf Zfoir

c0wr.se.

Pi. I. to cutoff, Is. 38:12.

2. to finish, make an end. Is. 10 : 12.
n,,l. son of Alujah. 1 K. 15 : 16. 2 Chr. Zech . /. y . Jol, 6 . g may fie lmse ^

Ex.

l proper name of a king of Is-

1
n -I Q , iJC^ll. T . -. uv/u v . y lltwu !(,& VUUdC HIS

'

?,ept.
B^^.Vulg.I?^. (Root hand ^^. and make an end ofme. 27:

C Imld. i. q. tJ to be wicked.) 8 w1̂ God] ma1ieth an end(ofhim,)
rij?2 in Kal not used. (In Syi\ to i.e. taketh away his life. Lam. 2:17

fear, to be afraid.)
Pi. nrs, fut. ro?\ 1 . tofrighten, terrify.

nis word.

rrsN rsa he has finished, i. e. fulfilled,

Ps. 18:5. Job 9:34. 13:11. 15:24. II. (Arab.
-to come upon suddenly. 1 Sam. collect .

partiCularly Ill-gotten wealth.

I4^rm *p,
aw ,i/ ^mV mme Part . ^^ owe wAo ^^ tmr^Afc-uponhlm suddenly, ver. 15. (Arab. OW5 gai

~
prov.i :19 . 15:27. Jer. 6:

^^i^ to happen suddenly; conj. III. 13. 8:10. Infin. Ezek. 22:27.

to come upon suddenly.)
Pi- to take advantage ofany one con-

Niph. to fear, be afraid. Dan. 8: 17.
strue<i w^ an accus. Ezek. 22 : 12.

construed with ':BQ, 'aste, 1 Chr. 21-30
7:6.

' verbal from

f. verbal from ra. terror.

Jer. 8:15. 14:19.

m.

wa, dec. VI.

1. gain. Gen. 37 : 26 ^?2Trn W<^ Z5

the gain? Ps. 30:10. Job 22:3. Espe-

cially unrighteous gain, 1 Sam. 8 : 3.

Ex. 18:21 sm vato hating unrighteous

gain, enemies of extortion. Prov. 28 : 16.

f. Job Jer. 51:13. Hence

8:11. 40: 21. marsh, mire. (In Chald. 2 ' ill-ff tfen wealth. Ezek. 22: 13.

idem.) Plur. with suff. vrjwia Ezek. 47 :
n>^ ^ W?% ill-gotten wealth which

11, an incorrect orthography for vnisa
thou hast procured. Mic. 4: 13. See swa

masc. plur. verbal from nsa,

dec. 1. zWem. Job 6 : 4. Ps. 88: 17.

Vil m. Jer. 38: 22. and r

(Root pa i. q. Aral>. to be moist,

to moisten; u*t moisture, scanty water.)

"V?3. m- verbal from -,-n, dec. III. a.

1. subst. vintage. Lev. 26:5. Judg. 8:

2. See "sa. no. 1.

2. adj. i.q. -wrafortified, strong. Zech.

11:2. Keri.

721 m - onion. Plur. trt^s, Num.11:
5. In Syr. and Arab. idem. Root hxi

xtfx

i.q. Arab. J^ to peel off; comp.Heb.'

23, under art. r^a no. II.

3. covetousness. Is. 57: 17.

p^3. to swell. Only Deut. 8:4. Neh.

9: 21. (In Samar. P-QN idem.)

pSSl m. verbal from p^3, dec. V. a.

dough, (so called from its sivelling.)

Ex. 12:34,39. 2 Sam. 13:8.

np^l (vicus elatior, according to the

Arab. &Lo> a place in the plain of the

tribe of Judah. Josh. 15:39. 2K.22:1.
In Josephus (J. A. x. 5.) BoWs0.

fut. -en? 1. to cut off, to

I. V?2t (Arab. to (Comp. in Syr.
'

Pa. to shorten, to



lessen.) Used almost exclusively of the

gathering of grapes in vintage. Lev. 25 :

5, 11. Construed with an accusative of

the vineyard, Deut. 24 : 21. Judg. 9 : 27.

Part. i?b a vintager, Jer. 6:9. and this

as an image of a formidable enemy, Jer.

49:9. Obad. 5. (comp.Rev. 14: 18, 19.)

Metaphorically, Ps. 76: 13 D^ap rm Tsep

he cuts off the spirit ofprinces.
2. to make inaccessible, and hence to

fortify. Part,1^5 (1.) inaccessible,high.

rna npin an inaccessible wall, Deut. 28 :

52. Is. 2: 15. Metaphorically nVvcairrtWra

magna et ardua (intellects,,) Jer. 33:3.

(2.) applied to cities, fortified. Deut. 1:

28.3:5. 2 Sam. 20:6.

Niph. to be cut off, forbidden, re-

strained, construed with
jo. Gen. 1 1 :

6. Job 42 : 2 mjto 5jao
isr rfbi wo under-

taking is forbidden, or too difficult for
thee.

Pi. to fortify cities. Is. 22 : 10. Jer.

51:53. See isnn.

1. 121 Job 22 : 24. and Plur. onsnT :

verse 25. a precious metal or something

costly, which can be determined with

certainty, neither from etymology, nor

from the ancient versions, nor from Jew-
ish tradition. According to David Kim-
chi: gold; according to Aben Ezra
and others : silver. The parallel clause

ver. 24, has gold of Ophir; verse 25,
treasures of silver.

II. 121 proper name of a Levitical

city and city of refuge, in the tribe of

Reuben. Deut. 4 : 43. Josh. 20 : 8. 21 :

36. Vulg. Bosor.

125, i. q. -isa no. I. Job 36 : 19.

i"TOl f. 1. a fold, pen. Mic. 2:12.

(from TSJ no. 2. comp. rfoo from wbp.) In

Chald. Mjjysa septum, conclave.

2. a city in Idumea, Gen. 36 : 33. Is.

34 : 6. 63 : 1. Jer. 49: 13, 22. Am. 1:12.

another in Moab, Jer. 48 : 24.

1^121 m. verbal from -isa, afortified

place, a strong hold. Zech. 9:12.

rnjG f. Jer. 17 : 8. and Plur. rtn

14:1. the holding back of rain, drought.

)

(comp. i??.) In Chald. more frequent.

Root 122 to cut off, check, restrain.

l m.dec. I.flask, bottle,flagon.

1 K. 14: 3. Jer. 19:1, 10. Formed from

the sound which a bottle makes when

emptied. (Comp. Arab.
^.xJb

sonum

edidit amphora inter evacuandum; Syr.
* V

1 n^y^p laguncula; and Greek fiop-

fr m *2I dec. ! a

cleft, breach, fissure. Am. 6:11. espe-

cially a breach in a wall, Is. 22 : 9.

l, fut. ^ (In Syr.

1. to divide, cleave; e. g. the sea, Ex.

14:16. Neh. 9: 11. to cleave out, Ps.

74:15.

2. to cleave and enter, to break in.

2 Sam. 23 : 16 then the three mighty
men broke into the camp. Hence to

make an irruption into, or to take a hos-

tile city. 2Chr.32:l. 21:17.

3. to break open or hatch eggs. Is.

34 : 15 rnrn ns^i ffi^orn she (the serpent)

lays her eggs, and hatches them, and
broods (over Jier young.}

4. to rip up a woman with child.

Am. 1 : 13.

5. to tear in pieces, spoken of wild

animals. Hos. 13:8.

Niph. 1, to divide
itself, to open,

spoken of the earth. Num. 16:31. Zech.

14:4. Hence to be rent with noise, to

shake, spoken of the earth, 1 K. 1 : 40.

also to burst, spoken of skin-bottles,

Job 32: 19.

2. to be broken up, to be taken, spoken
of a city. 2 K. 25 : 4. Jer. 52 : 7. Ezek.

30:17.

3. to break out, (see Pi, no. 2.) spoken
of water, Is. 35 : 6. Prov. 3 : 20. of light,

Is. 58:8.

4. to be hatched, to come out of the

egg. Is. 59 : 5.

5. to be rent. Job 26 : 8.

6. to be dashedinpieces. 2 Chr. 25 : 12.

Pi. 5i?a 1. i. q. Kal no. 1. to cleave,

split; e. g. wood, Gen, 22 : 3, the rocks,

Ps, 78:15.



>. to cause to break out. Job 28 : 12.

Ilab. 3:9.

3. i. q. Kal no. 3. to hatch eggs. Is.

59:5.

4. i. q. Kal no. 4-. 2 K. 8:12. 15:16.

5. i. q. Kal 110. 5. 2K.2:24.
Pu. 1. to be rent. Josh. 9:4-.

2. pass, of Kal no. 2. Ezek. 26 : 10.

3. pass, of Kal and Pi. no. 4. Hos.

14:1. [13:16.]

Hiph. i. q. Kal no. 2. 2K. 3 : 26. Is.

7:6.

Hoph. pass. Jer. 39 : 2.

Hithpa. to divide itself, to be deft.
Mic. 1:4. Is. 9:13.

i?p^ m. verbal from ^2, a half,

especially a half shekel. Gen. 24 :

22. Ex. 38 : 26.

pl f. verbal from s^a, dec, XII. b.

o 7

valley, lowplain. (Syr. JA^aa, Arab.
? ' S-xOv.

jijb xJL> a plain.) Gen. 11:2. Ezek.

37:1, 2. ;i:^n nrpa valley of Lebanon,
i. e. ^e valley of Bukka between Li-

banus and Antilibanus, Josb. 11:17.

12:7.

pl f. Chald. valley, as in Ileb.

Dan, 3:1.

ppl property to joowr ow, to empty

out. (Arab. (JJJL
see pnata.) Hence

1. to rnaAe empty, to depopulate a

country. Is. 24:1. Nah. 2 : 3. Jer.

19:7 rryirp n?s> n \tnpa / empty the

counsel of Judah, i. e. I deprive him
of counsel or wisdom.

2. intrans. topour itselfout, to spread
out wide. Hos. 10:1 pga^ a wide-spread

or luxuriant vine. (Arab. -jj
to ^ave

itifimj children.)

Niph. psj, infin. piin, fut. pto, pass, of

Kal no. 1. Is. 24 : 3. 19:3 cn?p rm n^:
ffo spirit of tJte Egyptians shall fail,

(n$; for n^).
Poel i. q. Kal no. 1. Jer. 51 : 2.

"^j>21 found only in Pi. -v>;.

1 . to see, behold, look; when construed

mth a, to faAo/rf with pleasure, to

npl
rejoice in the sight of, Ps. 27 : 4 ftyna *joV

to rejoice in his sanctuary.
2. to /oo ofter, to search for any

thing; construed with % Gen. 13 : 36.

with
; 3, Lev. 27 : 33.

3. to f/t/tt/e cw, to
reflect,

meditate.

Prov.20:25. 2 K. 16:15.

4. to look after, to take care ofany

thing, prospicere alicui rei, i, q. ip Ezek.

34:11,12.

"IpS. Chald. found only in Pa. 153 to

see#, search. Ezra 4 : 15, 19. 5:17.
and Ithpa. i;ran ?tfm. Ezra 5:17.

"1p3, com. gen. dec. IV. a. collect.
'T T

oxen, neat cattle, a herd ofoxen, without

distinction of age or sex. Gen. 12:16.

13:5. 18:7. 20:14. 21:27. The

nomen unitatis is nij; hence Ex. 21 : 37

[22 : 1] if a man shall steal an ox
(nVsj)

then he shall restore nja nfr?n jive oxen.

(In Arab, $ Jjj an ox, Jb oxen. In

Heb. comp. nte and
jtfs.)

nr "ijrs milch

kine, cows, Gen. 33 : 13. Tjrafa
a sorc q/"

Me ford, a ra/ Gen. 18 : 7, 8. ^ $ i?

a young bullock, Num. 29 : 2, 8. or '?

T?a |a young calf, Lev. 9 : 2. Jer. 31 :

12 ip^i j*c? \:a young oxen and sheep.

More rarely the plur. a'-pa, Am, 6 : 12.

Neh. 10 : 37. 2 Chr. 4 : si

Ipi, plur. Dn|?a, m. dec. VI. p.

1. #/* dawn, the morning. Gen, 1 :

5 ff. ipaa i*?3a every morning, Ex. 30:7.

34 : 2. n^kV tefem, Am. 4 : 4. 1 Chr. 16 :

40. OT^ idem, Ps. 73:14. 10:8. Is.

33:2.
"

2. i. q, irrp to-morrow, the morrow,
eras. Ex. 16:7. Num. 16:5. hence n^
on the morrow, i. e. soon, suddenly. Ps.

49:15. 90:14. 143:8. The ground
of this signification is this, that when
we think of the morrow, the morning

presents itself to the mind, (comp. etu-

gjy;) but when we think of yesterday,

the evening, (see t^.)

rnp?. (with Kamets impure) dec.

X. the looking after, or taking care of
flocks. Ezek. 34 : 12. Properly Aram,

infin. Pael.
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f. chastisement, punishment.

Lev. 19 : 20. Root ipa in Chald. to pu-
nish, i. q. Heb. TJJB.

bal from tfca, dec. I. request, petition,

prayer. Est. 5:7, 8. 7:3.

pi found only in Pi. tfga.

1. to see, qucero. Gen. 37:15, 16.

1 Sam. 10:14. When construed with

S to see& after, inquire into, Job 10:6.

Construed with an infin. with and with-

out
J,

Ex. 2:15. 4:24. 1 Sam. 19:2.

Jer. 26: 21. The following phrases are

worthy of notice, (1.) b nn sfta to see

the harm of any one. Num. 35:23.

1 Sam. 24:10. 25:26. The contrary

phrase is h rate tf
j

to see& Me welfare

ofany one, Neli. 2: 10. (2.) nirr uJjsg to

see& Jehovah, i. e. to turn one's self to

him, to supplicate him. Deut. 4:29.

2 Chr. 20 : 4. nirr rgpaa Mose 10/20 see

Jehovah, Ps.40:
!

17.

:

~69:7. 105:3. (3.)
to see theface of the king, for to desire

to see &tm, 1 K. 10:24. or to solicit his

favour, Prov. 29: 26. Hence (4.) to seek

theface of
*

Jehovah, foi to worship him in

his temple, Ps. 24:6. 27:8. 105: 4. to

inquire ofhim, 2 Sam. 21 : 1. or to sup-

plicate him generally, 2 Sam. 12:16.

2. to strive after any thing, peto.
Num. 16 : 10. 'D rcs: tfea to seeA Me ///e

(/aw^ one, Ex. 4: 19. 1 Sam. 19 : 16.

also in a good sense, to be zealousfor
another s

life,
Pro. 29:10.

3. to require, demand, Neh. 5:18.

Construed with
jo, Neh. 5: 12. Ps. 104:

21. or with Tp, Gen. 31:39. 43:8. Is.

1:12 o.5"o n*ft tDjja "p who hath required
thisfrom you? Especially 'D -TO 03 tfca

to require a mans bloodfrom the hand

of any one, i. e. to take revenge from

him for bloodshed, 2 Sam. 4: 11. Ezek.

3:18, 20. also in the same sense with-

out D?, 1 Sam. 20: 16. Comp. Josh. 22:

23. tfga wn rnw then let Jehovah himself

revenge it.

4. to &gr, entreat, pray, construed

with
jp. Ezra 8:21. Dan. 1 : 8. Est. 7 :

stooc? wp to entreat Estherfor his life.

So Ezra 8:23. and Est. 4:8, (with

fe.)

is in

Chald. but in Hebrew used only poe-

tically. Prov. 31: 2. Ps. 2:12 kiss the

son^ to wit, Jehovah's son, i. e. the king
mentioned in verse 6. Others derive 12

in this passage from via no. 2. as if it

signified, the appointed, the chosen one;
but even the more ancient poetical lan-

guage of the Hebrews frequently ap-

proximates to the Chaldaic.

II. 11, fern, nil verbal adj. from

na, dec. VIII. k. (Arab. JT.)
1. pure, clear, unspotted. Cant. 6:8,

9. especially in a moral sense, Job 1 1 :

4. in? ^pure ofheart, Ps. 24 : 4. 73 : 1.

2. empty. Prov. 14:4.
y

III. 11 and11 m. corn, grain. Gen.

41 : 35, 49. 42:3", 25. rarely spoken of

standing corn, Ps. 65:14. (Arab, r^

wheat.)

11 m. Chald. with suff. ana, plur.

pa, (see fa,) verbal from joa no. I. (see

Niph.) son. Dan. 6:1. pH ia son of
the gods, an angel, Dan. 3:25.

2. grandson. Ezra 5: 1.

11 m. field. Job 39:4. See the fol-

lowing article.

11 Chald. emph. wja. Dan. 2:38. 4:

18, 20, 22, 29. [4:?1, 23, 25, 32.]

/7ew country. (In Arab. J
e ?

Syr. ]=> idem, properly what i

j?3 (with Kamets impure) ver-

out; comp. LJ without, abroad, and

the Heb. ntm.)

11 m. verbal from T$, dec. I.

1. purity; joined with D^T and c?B3,

purity of hands, as indicative of inno-

cence, Ps. 18:21, 25. Job 22:30.

2. a cleansing or purifying substance,

i.q. nna alkali, lye; perhaps also borax,

which was formerly used in the fusing

of metallic ores. (The two things are

denoted by one word in Arabic.) Is. 1 :



25 -fa? as icith alkali, or rather borax.

Job 9:30 '|3 tia 'ntarirn and I washed

my hands with lyr.

I. tOl 1. strictly, to
hew,^

hew out.

(See Piel
;
and comp. Arab. Lj and^ j

to cut, to cut out, to plane.)

The order of the significations is, as

in the Arab. ^L>., (1.) to be smooth.

(2.) to make smooth, to plane. (3.) to

form, to make.) Gen. 1:1, 21, 27. 2:3,

4.1s.43:l,7. Am.4:13.(Syn. rf, TJ;)

Ps. 51:12. Is. 45:7. Jer. 31:22 tra

;*7/

new. Is. 65: 18 nb'2 c'b^n* n sni '2*rT be-

I, Iwill make Jerusalem a rejoicing.

Xiph. 1. pass, of Kal no. 2. Gen. 2:

4.5:2.
2. to be born. Ezek. 21:35 [30]

njoij rate, cipm in the place where thou

wast born. Ps. 102: 19 FT bVrv wtu as &tf

thepeople, wl10 are born,praiseJehovah.

(In Chald. *o:i genuit; hence 12 son.)
Pi. *na 1. to taw?, cz^ down; e. g. a

wood, Josh. 17:15,18.
2. to ew down (with the sword,) to

&7/. Ezek. 23:47.

3. toform,engrave, mark out. (Parall.

^n^.) Ezek. 21: 24. [19.]
Deriv. n^.si.

II. fc$13. denom. from xna, to make

fat, to fatten. 1 Sam. 2:29.

H^:Y^ Tl^'^5. BerodachBaladan,

king o'f Babylon. 2 K. 20 : 1 2. instead of

which Merodach Baladan occurs Is. 39 :

1. See art. --rria.

D*n2TQ ni. found only 1 K. 5:3.

some MSS. (Syr. Chald. Vulg. birds,

fowls. (In Samar. TTQ is the name of a

particular bird, by which the Heb. ^jp
is rendered Lev. 11:17. Comp. Syr.

]5oJO avis diversicolor, according to

others, cygnus.) Others: game, venison,
from Afield.

"Hil 1. as in Aram, to scatter, sprin-
kle. See **.

) re
2. to hail. Is. 32: 19. In Arab. idem.

m . verbal from -TO, 7zz7. Ex. 9:

3, proper name of a place in the

desert of Shur. Gen. 16 : 14.

Q, plur. a^T\a, verbal adj. from -ra,

speckled, party-coloured. Gen.

31:10,12. Zech.6:3,6. (InSyr.j^o
idem; especially spotted with red.)

I. rra toeat. 2Sam. 12:17. 13:6,

10. In Chald. rna idem. It is kindred

with Arab. ^S^ to befat, full ofmar-

row ; }^ to fatten, become fat; and

Chald. nr: to feed, fatten; whence no

Pi. idem. Lam. 4: 10.

Hiph. to cause to eat, to give to eat;

construed with a double accus. 2 Sam.

3:35. 13:5.

Deriv. rrna, rvm.

II. m3, i. q. -nj to choose. 1 Sam.

17:8 112 choose. (In Arab. j for

distinxit, separavit, i.q. TU.)

*:J^1!;1 (blessed) proper name, parti-

cularly of the friend of Jeremiah, to

whom he dictated his prophecies, and
from whom the apocryphal book of

Baruch derives its name. Jer. 32:16.

36:4.

D^pll!! masc. plur. Ezek. 27 : 24.

damask, cloth interwoven with various

colours, i. q. Greek Trohvftiret. (In Arab.

.

^ conj. II. IV. to turn the spindle, to
' s & y*

twist threads;

rr_ cloth

out ofsii(

t^inll m. dec. I.

1. afir or pine tree. IK. 5:22. [8.]

6:15,34. 9:11. So the Vulg. uni-
& *^s O *

formly. (In Arab.
IJL?-^, Syr. I^OJ-D

idem.) Others: cypress. Perhaps it

included several kindred species of trees,
which the ancients did no* minutely
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distinguish. See Celsii Hierobot. I. p. frOll m. dec. III. a. fat, fatted,
t*f A

* T

'? ss -

plump; spoken of animals, Gen. 41 : 2 ff.

2. hence a pine lance or spear. Nah. of menj Judg< 3 . 17> pg ?3 . 4
< : 4*.

3. a musical instrument made of this

wood. 2 Sam. 6 : 5.

m. with Syriac orthography,

1:15. of food, Hab. 1:16. Root oa

. (q.v.)

f. verbal from ios, something

effected bit God, especially something
i q. tf'ra fir, found only m plur. Cant. ? / V V x- i^ <-^

wonderful or extraordinary. IS u. 16 : 30.
1:17.

Ezek. 47:16. and f. verbal from rni no. I. meat,

2 Sam. 8:8. Berytus, a maritime city food- 2 Sam - 13 : 5 > ^ 10 -

in Phenicia, with a harbour, celebrated PPIS, in. verbal adj. from ma.. (Put
in the middle ages, now called Barut for""nna ] hence with Kamets impure,

see Is. 43 : 14. but also with Kamets

pure, see Is. 15 : 5.)

1. flying, fugitive, runaway. Is. 15:

or Bairut.

f. verbal from rn^ no. I. meat,

Ps. 69 : 22.

vTQ m. prim, with suff. fcna, dec. 5 ' 43:14.

t> y 2. as an epithet of the serpent, Is

VIII. g. (Aram, bng, P]f=>.)
1. e>07*. Num. 35 : 16.

1. also of the serpent as a constellation,

Job 26 : 13. Flying or swift serpent
2. an iron tool. 2K. 6:5. Ecc. 10:10. would not suit the latter passage, at

3. iron fetters. Ps. 105 : 18. 107:10. least it would be very bold; perhaps

n^!H 1. to
flee. Gen. 31 : 22, 27. better: extended serpent, comp. rrauo.2.

Construed with >^p, Gen. 35 : 7. 1 K. n^3, m. verbal from rna no. 2. dec.

2 : 7. with "rio, Jon. 1 : 3. and with f?, I. ^j
:

and particularly (1.) w*fcir
Is. 48 : 20. to /ee ftgfore any one. In

for the fa8tenillg of gates . Deut. 3 : 5.
the imperative it is usually joined with Neh> 3 . 3 uged poel ica]iy Of the bars
a dative of the pronoun, as ^.

ma flee of the earthj Jon> 9 . 7. (2.) cross-piece
thou, Gen. 27 : 43. Num. 24:11. Am.

for the bindinn- togetherW the boards,
7:12. (comp. French Jenjutr.) When

in the tabernac ie Of the congregation,
construed with nrw, to /ee o/?cr any Ex> 26 26 ff. -36 31 if.

one, 1 Sam. 22 : 20.

2. to ;*m Mro^, to ***&* ocrow.
n^^? Pr Per name of a son of

Ex. 36 : 33 he made the middle bar rna> Ephraim, according to the etymology

to pass through the midst of
1 Chr. 7 : 23. i. q. nr* in misfortune.

H*''!^. f. dec, I. 1. covenant, league,

I. to put toflight, to chase
compacL /Root nnn i. q . Arab. j

aw?y. 1 Chr. 8: 13. ^>'
2. i. q. Kal no. 2. Ex. 16 : 28. pracidit, prasecuit, from the custom

Deriv. rj'ia, nna, mio. of cutting in pieces the victims sacrifi-

the boards. Hence rpii a bar.

ced on such occasions, and of passing

through them; see rra.) The verbs em-

adj. i. q. M"$ fat. Whence
ployed to denote a making or entering

the feminine
rrja (which ought perhaps into a covenant are rro, D^n, a w, a sin ;

to be pointed nna,) Ezek. 34 : 20. Se- those to denote its violation are iprr, V?n.

veral MSS. have nna. The genitive often denotes the person
II. "H5 m ' clear weather, serene shy. with whom the covenant is made, Lev.

Job 37 : 1 1. Root rm=T to be pure;
comp. Chald. ^rf^serenitas. Others

consider a as a prepositien. See art. "j.

26 : 45 c'jtoJtfi ma the covenant with their

ancestors. Deut. 4: 31 ^^ p^?. Mero-

tenant v:ith thy fathers; hence \vith a
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double genitive, Lev. 26 : i'2 ^ >n^

my covenant with Jacob.

2. Often the terms of the covenant

on one side only are intended; hence,

in spcakinir of the covenant of God with

tin- Isnu'lites. it is some times equivalent
to law ; as min

p-iN
the law cltest or ark

of the covenant, Josh. 3 : 6. rnan nimb

tables of the law, Deut. 9 : 9. rrjary IBD

book of the law, a statute book out of

which Moses read to the people, Ex.

24 : 7. and the institution of the pass-
over is cited, 2 K. 23:21. nnan ^ai

7 rnirr the words of the covenant,
the ten words, i. e. the ten command-

ments, Ex. 34 : 28.

3. used as a concrete, i. q. rrna th*

one who makes a covenant. Is. 42 : 6

cr rv-a one who establishes a covenant

with the nations. Is. 49 : 8.

f. Jer. 2: 22. Mai. 3 : 2. alkali,

lye, lixivium, especially the vegetable

alkali, (the mineral was called VB,)
which was procured from the ashes of

several alkaline plants, (e.g. salsola kali,

soda fruticosa, anabasis, Linn.) The
ancients made use of this alkali, or of

a solution of it, in connexion with oil,

for cleansing and washing clothes, Jer.

2:22. hence Mai. 3 : 2 c^p rna the al-

kali of the fullers. As to its form, it

is probably a denom. from 13 purifica-
tion, cleansing ; hence with the adjec-
tive termination, na, rvp ichat servesfor

ing orpurifying. Comp. Bocharti

Ilieroz. ii. p. 45. Celsii Hierob. i. 449.

J. Tli. Hartmann's Hebriierin. Th. 1.

p. 163ff. See art. i:.

Tl~j fut.
^pi\ 1. to bend the knee,

to kneel. 2Chr. 6:13
i^-ja V? *pri he

kneeled upon his knees. Ps. 95 : 6. (In

Syr. and Arab, idem.) Probably a

denom. from
:pv

a a knee.

2. to bless, as in Piel. In Kal found

only in the infin. absol. Josh. 24:10.
and part. pass. Tpa, Gen. 9 : 26. hence

nyr> ^na Gen. 24:31. 26:29. and
-jn;

n^rrb Judg. 17:2. blessed of Jehovah.

'i. pass, of Pi. to be blessed, pro-
L Only Gen. 12:3. 18: IS. 2fc!:U.

Pi. 1. Tig to bless,pronounce a blessing.

(Whether this signification is connected

with that of kneeling is doubtful. Ac-

cording to some, strictly to cause one to

kneel down, as the posture for receiving
a blessing. According to others; to

kneel down ones
self, as the posture of

salutation, or religious worship. But
most probably the two senses are inde-

pendent of each other.) Applied e. g.

to aged parents blessing their children,

Gen. 27 : 4, 7, 10, 19 ff. 48 : 9. to a

priest's benediction on the people, Lev.

9 : 22, 23. Num. 6 : 23. 2 Chr. 30 : 27.

to a prophet, Num. 23 : 11. Deut. 33 :

1. to God, Gen. 1 : 22,28. 9:1. In the

latter case, (by a metonymy of the cause

for the effect,) it signifies to make

happy, to prosper, Gen. 12 : 3. 24 : 1,

35. When construed with a double ac-

cus. to bless any one with any thing,
Deut. 12:7. 15:14.

2. to greet, to salute any one, which
was connected with a blessing, 2 K. 4 :

29. and this either at first meeting, Gen,
47 : 7. 2 Sam. 6:20. or on taking leave,
Gen. 47:10.

3. to bless God, i. e. to praise, laud,

or thank him; (very frequent in the

Psalms.) Ps.l6:7. 26:12. 34:2. 63:5.

66:8. Deut. 8:10. also rnrr otfa 7p,
Deut. 10:8. 21:5. 1 Cb*. 23 : 1$. to

call on or invoke God, spoken of the

priests, in imitation of the phrase cea *oj?

nirp. Is. 66 : 3 p Trrrp one who ivorships
an idol.

4. Closely connected with no. 2.

where it is spoken of one's taking leave,

is perhaps the signification, to leave, to

renounce any one. Hence rnrv n pa to

renounce God, Job 1:5. 2:5. also asso-

ciated with the idea of calumny and

blasphemy, IK. 21:10 ^r?pi Q^ rana

tftou hast reviled God arid the king. Ps.

10:3. (But perhaps this word was

originally taken in a neutral signification,

being applied equally in a good and bad

sense, to wishing good, and wishing

evil; like the Lat. sacer. Comp. under

the art, ^:.)

Pu, Tpi.pass, of Pi. p6,37:2, 113:.?.



Hiph. caus. of Kal, to make to kneel,

or couch, as camels to rest. Gen. 24 : 1 1.

Comp. ^p?N.

Hithpa! i. q. Niph. Gen. 22 : 18. 26 :

4. Ps. 72 : 17. reflex, to bless ones self,

Deut. 29 : 18.

7P3 Chald. to kneel. Dan. 6 : 10,

with the addition Tro-a to upon his knees.

Pa. to bless, praise. Dan. 2:19,20.

3:28.

TO- f. dec. VI. h. knee. Is. 45 : 23.
vv

Dual crru knees, used also of more than

two, e. g. D.T!?"^
oil knees, Ezek. 7:17.

21:12. [7.] Often, like the Greek r*

youvctrct in phrases in which we use lap,

bosom. Gen. 30 : 3. 50 : 23. comp. Job

3:12. Is. 66: 12.

Chald. zWem.Dan.6: 11.or :

*J3
f. (once nrna Gen. 27 : 38.)

verbal from ^3, dec. XI. c.

1. a blessing, benediction. Gen. 27 :

12, 41. to nru
jn: to bestow a blessing

on any one, Ex. 32 : 29. Also a bless-

ing from God, Gen. 49 : 25 D?m? rfo")?

blessings of the heavens.

2. an object of blessing, one blessed.

Ps. 21 : 7 -w^ rvo-u inrwSn thou makest him

blessingsfor ever, i. e. thou blessest him

forever. Zech. 8:13. Gen. 12:2.

3. a gift,present, primarily one which

is given on occasion of saluting, wel-

coming, or bidding farewell to another,

(see ipa no. 2.) Gen. 33 : 11. 1 Sam.

25 : 27. and then used also in a more

general sense, 1 Sam. 30 : 2 K. 5 :

15. Josh. 15 : 19. rm-i tttea the beneficent
or liberal soul, Prov. 1 1 : 25. (In Syr.

VSJOD idem. See Michaelis' edition

of Castell's Lex. Syr.and also Michaelis'

Supplem.)
4. probably peace. (The ideas, bless-

ing,prosperity,peace, are closely related

to each other.) 2 K. 18 : 31 rmi 'n$ ito

makepeace with me. Is. 36 : 16.'

np'lSL f. (with Tseri impure) dec.

X. pond, pool. 2 Sam. 2:13. Ecc. 2 : 6.

Cant. 7 ; 4. Arab.

* )

a reservoir of water at which the camels

kneel to drink. See
Tp:?n.

Q")3 Chald. conj. but, yet. Dan. 4 :

12. [i5.] 5:17. In Syr. idem.

pill to lighten, send forth lightning.

Ps. 144 : 6. (Also in Syr. and Arab.)

p13, m. verbal from pna, dec. IV. a.

1. lightning, a flash of lightning.

Ex. 19:16. Spoken figuratively of the

sword, a-rr pni the glittering ofmy sword,

i. e. my glittering sword, Deut. 32 : 41 ;

comp. Nah. 3 : 3. Hence without ad-

dition a glittering sword, Job 20 : 25.

Ezek. 21: 15, 20. [21:10,15.] (Comp.

Arab. fj*>
to shine, glitter, spoken of

the sword.) Plur. 0772 lightnings, Job

38 : 35.

2. proper name of a patriot, who,

with the aid of Deborah, smote the

Canaanites. Judg. 4 : 6, 8. 5:1. Comp.
the Punic Barcos.

rtjrj.3,
f. Ex. 28:17. and n,T)l

Ezek. 28 : 13. a precious stone, probably
so called from its glittering brightness,

(see jna,) according to Braun (De Ves-

titu Sacerdotum Hebr. p. 5 18 if.) the

emerald. Some fancy a connexion in

its sound with f'gy20;, (Arab. Sba-

ragd,) an emerald.

D^jJ")5 masc. plnr. Judg. 8:7, 16.

threshing wagon or sledge. Sept. in

some MSS. and Symm. T^'/3oAo< literally

briers. But the Sept. also uses rg//9Af'
for T^i&o^a, tribula or tribulum, a thresh-

ing machine, a board, armed beneath

with pointed stones, which was drawn

over the grain. Comp. ynrr. (In Arab.

13 I. to separate. Ezek. 20 : 38
rrti|

cso / will separate the rebellious

from you. (Arab. %

conj. VIII. to be

separated. Comp. rro no. II.)

2. hence to select for any object, to

9:22 wv&y onnarr Dh all these, who

, properly were chosen tobeporters. 16:41. (Comp.



Neh. 5:18 rvrru ;N* choice

sheep.

3. to separate what is unclean, to

cleanse, purify. Part. -\r% pure, in a mo-
ral SCUM-. Zt'ph. 3 : 9 rrvm nrb a pure

lip. Used adverbially,purely, sincerely,

Job 33 : 3. See Niph. Hiph.
4. to burnish or sharpen an arrow.

Part. pass, sharpened, Is. 49: 2. See

Hiph.
5. to search out, examine, prove. (In

Arab. ,

conj. X. and K.) Ecc. 3:18

cmb for to prove them. This form of

the infin. is like
TJC.

In Ecc. 9:1. the

infin. Ti3 occurs in the same sense; see 113.

Niph. -Q2 to purify ones
self. Is. 52:

1 1. Part. 13: morally pure, Ps. 18 : 27.

Pi. to purify, refine, as metals. Dan.

11:35.

Hiph. 1. to clear, cleanse, as corn from

the chaff. Jer. 4:11.

2. to burnish or sharpen an arrow.

Jer. 51:11.

Hithpa. 1. to purify ones
self. Dan.

12:10.

2. to conduct ones self as pure, to

show ones self pure. Ps. 18:27. In the

parallel passage 2 Sam. 22:27 occurs

nsriri Chald. for "ronri.

Deriv. ~G, 12, nnii; comp. also ns no. II.

"^itl?3 a brook, which flows into the

sea, on the north of Gaza. 1 Sam. 30 :

9, 10, 21.

Dtr3. m. dec. IV. a. an aromatic

plant; here perhaps specially the
S" ^ ^

balsam-bush. Cant. 5:1. (Arab. ^lj.)

Dlp^l Ex. 30:33. and DtlJQ, plur.

CTOC3.

1. s?0ee ocfowr, spicyfragrance, per-

fume, cips'pj:;?
szee cinnamon, Ex. 30 :

23. cfcirn:;? sweet cane, sweet calamus,
ibid. Plur. Cant. 4:16 vp

; 3 s>? Ma ?Vs

^pz'cy odours mayfloio out, i. e. be scat-

tered.

2. spz'ce, spicery. Ex. 30 : 23. 35 : 28.

1 K. 10: 10. Ezek. 27:32. 093 ?? 003
ipifA *Ae twos* costly spices. Plur. 1 K.
10:2. Cant. 4: 10, 14.

3. perhaps the balsam-bush. Cant. 5 :

13. Depart mmr aw espalier, (according to

others a bed,) of balsam-bushes. 6:1.

(Syr. SQOID to &e sweet; Aph. to swfe/J
*

sweet, to be fragrant; |
y^^ sweet

odour, spice.)

JlttfeEl Pr Per name. 1. the wife of

Esau, and daughter of Elon the Hittite,

Gen. 26:34. also called Adah, 36:2.

2. the wife of Esau, and daughter of

Ishmael. Gen. 36:3 ff.

3. the daughter of Solomon. 1 K. 4 :

15.

*^tp!l found only in Pi. 1. to bring

joyful news; construed with an accusa-

tive of the person, 2 Sam. 18: 19 rnca

tpan n / will bear the king the joyful
news. ISam. 31:9. IChr. 10:9. Used

absolutely, 2 Sam. 4 : 10 vr?3 ii?3p3 rrrr he

thought to bringjoyfid news. Also with

an accusative of the news announced,
1 Chr. 16:23 insvi^ D'V "^ DVQ ntea de-

clarefrom day to day his salvation. Is.

60:6 VVEI*. nin^ niVnn Mey 5/i// declare

the praises of Jehovah. Ps. 40: 10.

2. more rarely to bring news gene-

rally, 2 Sam. 18:20,26. sometimes even

of an unpleasant nature, 1 Sam. 4:17.

Hence with an addition, 3to 1^3 to bring

good tidings, 1 K. 1 :42. Is. 52: 7. (In
x- x- X-

Arab, ^j I. II. to bringjoyful news,

also to bring news ofa contrary nature)

when specially noticed. In Syr. by

transposition ^.^0 idem.)

Hithp JL . receivejoyful news. 2 Sam .

18:31. (In Arab. med. Kesr. and conj.
IV. X.)

i"ntl f. verbal from ito. \.joyful

tidings. "2 Sam. 18:22. also with the

epithet rrcto, verse 27.

2. rewardfor bringing news. 2 Sam.
4:10.

-ifctt m. dec. IV. a. 1.
flesh. Ps. 102:

flesh, a description of great leanness;

comp. Ps. 22 : 16. (Others take ite here,
S x-x'X

like the Arab, x^io, for
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2. for/;/. Num. 8:7. Prov. 14:30 rr

AeaftA o/^e forf*/. Ps. 16:9. 84~:

3 ncai 'ab my soul and my body. Ecc.

12:12 "fas/rcg? weariness of the body.

Hence, like e-g| in the N. T. thefleshly

appetites and passions, Ecc. 2:3. 5:5.

3. -lira ^ allflesh, for a// living crea-

tures, Gen. 6: 13, 17. 7:15. Ps. 136:

25. and, in a more restricted sense, all

men, Gen. 6:12. Joel3:l. [2:28.]

(So in Arab. j frequently, e, g. in op-

position to angels.) Hence nftja often

denotes what is human, frail, mortal,

in opposition to God, or what is divine,

Gen. 6:3. Ps.56:5. 78:39. Job 10:4.

Is. 31:3. *Na rn? a fleshly arm, i. e.

human power, 2 Chr. 32:8.

4.
'"yrqi ^22 my bone and myflesh,

1. e. my relative. Gen. 29: 14. Judg. 9:

2. 2 Sam. 5:1. 19:12,13. Also n$a
alone in the same sense, Gen. 37 : 27 r?

ron ^riira ^rnx for he is our brother, our

flesh. Is. 58 : 7 Tnii'ii thy fellow man.
S' C^,

(Arab. +j^ one kindred by blood,

blood relationship; from x^J flesh?) In

Heb. see itf.

5. by a euphemism, pudenda viri.

Lev. 15:2, 3, 7, 19. Ezek. 16:26.

*^tp2l ni. Chald.yfesA, as in Heb. Dan.

2:11. 4:9. [12.]

vttfo 1. to boil, to be a boiling. Ezek.

24 : 5/
2. to fo

/?);<?, r?/tftt. Joel 4 : 13. [3 :

7

13.] So in Aram. SSa, ^,^..15; comp.

KiKTM, Lat. coquitur vindemia, messis,

also Chald. pte.

Pi. to foz7~flesh. Ex. 23:19. 16: 23.

Pu. pass, of Piel. Ex. 12:9,

Hiph. to ripen, as in Kal. Gen. 40:

26.

'IpS, fom. (1 xtpS,, verbal adj. from

hp*. boiled, sodden. Ex. 12:9. Num. 6:

19.

]\2)!H proper name of a country be-

yond Jordan, between the rivers Jabbok
and Arnon, celebrated tor its pastures,

the mention made of the bulls

) m
and rams of Bashan. Num. 21:33. 82:
33. Deut. 3:1. Ps. 22:13. Am. 4:1. In

Greek Bry/, now El Bottm.

njtl)3,
^ ver^a^ fr m *fo- shame. Hos.

10:6. The termination ru, as the affor-

mative of a verbal noun, is otherwise

unknown; but is analogous with
]

.

Dtp*3l found only in Po. etiia to tread

down, to trample upon. Once Am. 5 :

11, construed with to, like its synonyme
ccia. Ought it not perhaps to be read

Dipia?

see ttiia no. II.

f. verbal from 5ia, dec. XIII. e.

1. shame; for the most part joined
with D:, shame or confusion offacey

Ps. 44:16. Dan. 9:7, 8. 2Chr.32:21.

rnjja cJaS figuratively to 5e clothed with

shame, Job 8:22. Ps. 35 : 26.
n-^'a n^

iWewz, Ps. 109. 29.

2. j^e secretparts. Mic. 1:11
n^a'njn?.

nuda pudendis.
3. idol. Hos. 9: 10. Jer. 3. 24. 11 : 13.

j""\5-
f- (contraction of r.n fern, ofja,)

with suff. \?a ; plur. ni:2, const. ni:a (ana-

logous with n^s.)

1. davghter; freq. Its other signifi-

cations are parallel for the most part
with those under

\\.

2. grand-daughter, female descen-

dant.
*gfi rri:a the daughters ofCanaan^

Gen. 36:2. also joined with names of

cities, to denote female inhabitants ; as

jvs ntoa daughters, i. e. female inhabi-

tants, of Zion, Is. 3:17.

3. In apposition with names of cities

and countries, it forms a poetical per-

sonification, known also to other eastern

writers, whereby those cities or coun-

tries are regarded as young women or

mothers; e.g. applied to cities, n5 na the

daughter of Tyre, i. e. Tyre herself,

Ps. 45: 13". ba na daughter ofBabylon,
Ps. 137:8. Dftbrna, Is. 37:22.

Is. 10:32. applied to countries,

Is. 47:1,5. Bnspna, Jer.46:ll.

the daughter ofmy people, \. e. my peo-

ple, my native country, Is. 22:4. Jer.

4:11. 8:22. etc. Sometimes the ex-
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pression is more full, firs na nVtna virgin

daughterofZidon, Is. 23 : 1 2. -2? na nVina,

Jen 14: 17. comp. Jer. 46: 11. Lam. 1 :

15.2:13.

4. Tfn ni:a daughters of a cifi/, i.e.

small villages under its jurisdiction.

Num. 2 1 : 2o, 3'2. Judg. 1 1 : 26. Josh.

15 :-!;>.

5. also other phrases ;
as Gen. 17:17

a daughter of ninety years, i. e. ninety

years old. br^a na a wiched or vile wo-

man, 1 Sam. 1 : 16. vtfn ni:a daughters

of song, i. e. singing birds, Ecc. 12 : 4.

]

%r na daughter of the eye, i. e. the apple
of the eye, Lam. 2 : 18, (a similar phrase
is formed with f>-cK q. v.) cnra na a prin-

cess, Dan. 11:17.

PHI m. dec. VIII. h. a bath, a mea-

sure for liquids, containing the tenth

part of a homer. 1 K. 7 : 26, 38. Ezek.

45:10.

J"Q Chald. i. q. Heb. na 05 bath. Ezra

7 : 22.

houses, see n*a.

f. Is. 5 : 6. and plur. nina 7:19.

according to the connexion and the an-

cient versions, desolation. (Root nna=

Arab. L^-^ to cut off, to break off, tofi-

nish entirely ; t .y '!> a finished busi-

ness; and ij completely, entirely.
(

rrs destruction from rrs to finish. This

derivation would lead us to prefer the

punctuation nija.)

nb^rQ f. prim. dec. X. maid, vir-

gin. Gen. 24 : 15 njn? vb irw nVina rani

te damsel was a virgin, and no

man had known her. 2 Sam. 13 : 2.

n^na nnr: a damsel who is a virgin,

Deut. 27 : 23, 28. Judg. 21 : 12. Ap-
plied also to a new-married wife, Joel

1:8. So puclla, in Virg. JEn. iv. 458.

and virgo, Idyll, vi. 47. Hor. Od. jr.

8. 23. Often applied to cities and coun-

tries, by means of a personification, (see

na no. 3.) also without na, as btnto. nbina

Jer. 18:13. 31:4,21. Am. 5:2.

D^V^rilll m. denom. from rr^na, dec. I.

1. the state or condition of a virgin,

virginity. Lev. 21 : 13 n^rrbinaa m wrn

and he shall take a wife as a virgin.

Judg. 11:37. Applied figuratively to

the people of Israel, freedom from ido-

latry, Ezek. 28 : 3, 8.

2. sign or token of virginity, the bri-

dal sheet kept by thefriends of the bride.

Comp. Deut. 22 : 14 ff. with Niebuhr's

Description de 1'Arabic, p. 31 ff.

pj"Q Pi. to cut in pieces, thrust

through. Ezek. 16:40. (Arab. ^Alu
to cut inpieces, 3 and p being inter-

changed.)

"^I"Q and "^-H-l to cut inpieces. Gen.

15 : 10. In Arabic, to cut off; comp.

Uj to divide.

HI Chald. after. Dan. 2 : 39. 7:7.

In verse 6, it is written fully ina. Syr.

verbal from via., dec. VI. h.

0^fJ piece; spoken of the parts

of the sacrificial victim. Gen. 15 : 10.

Jer. 34 : 18, 19.

2. separation. Cant. 2:17 mountains

ofseparation, i.e. the solitary mountains.

THE name of this letter, Gimel, (Voa nnsa Syr. jZUi-Ho Ar. v^oj^ brim-

orty? i.q. or ^ camel,) is most ^^ Heb . and Syr. ^a Chald.

easily illustrated by its form in the Phe-

nician alphabet "I, /\, in which we find
and awp a j^eV; noiai

a rude delineation of a camel's neck, crystal; n:o and I?D to close; h$ and

It is most frequently interchanged with ^ to run about> io ** (2-> with ^

tlio kindred palatals; (1.) with 3, as ns ria a cup, Arab. ^^J the cup of a
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flower, comp. rwaj?; n$a.3ip priests cap,
a turban, wis and snip helmet, Syr.

jL^ao &z*j Arab.
g>

to cover #Ae

head. Comp. Bocharti Hieroz, T. II. p.
888. J. D. Michaelis Arab. Grammatik.

p. 91.

N5 i.q. na verbal from n3. proud,

arrogant, puffed up. Is. 16:6.

HNSl, fut. ny I. to be lifted up, to

rise. Job 10 : 16 nrcn and should it (my
head) oe lifted up. Others : #/zo5 zt (my
affliction) increases. Spoken of water,

Ezek. 47 : 5.

2. spoken of plants, to grow up. Job

8:11.

3. to be exalted, majestic, excellent.

Ex. 15 : 1, 21. In Syr. applied to beauty,

pomp, splendour. In Hebrew used

only in the poetical portions of the Bible.

Deriv. out of course MS, JTOM, fin3, m**?,

JV3, rrw.

HM, plur. Dva, verbal adj. from HNS.

1. etooJ, proud. Job 40 : 11, 12 nwi

rwrba behold every thingproud. Is. 2 : 1 2.

2. arrogant, bold, violent, wicked.

(So TJ, and many words denoting pride,
include the idea of violence and wicked-

ness; as, on the contrary, humility often

denotes virtue and piety. Comp. in

Greek, ayuWg, In^wa^.) Plur. DV3, Ps.

94:2. 140:6. Prov. 15:25. 16:19.

nfc^il f. verbal from n3, pride, <zrro-

yancy. Prov. 8 : 13.

'

n^^5 ^ verbal from n$|, dec. X.

1. exaltation, majesty, greatness;

spoken of God. Deut. 33 : 26, 29. Ps.
:

68:35.

2. pride, arrogance, violence. Ps. 10 :

2. 31:19,24. 36:12. 46:4 onrr rtw

^^ the mountains shake through its

violence, i. e. through the raging of the

"sea. Job 41:6 0*220 vpx rn3 Aw strong
.shields are his pride. (Others make it

in this passage i. q. rpa lack, body.)

thyself with majesty and

excellency. Is. 60:15.
2. pride, haughtiness, arrogance. Job

38 : 11 o^a fisa jwzWe of ^Ae waves, i. e.

proud waves. Ezek. 7 : 24. 16 : 49, 56.

Prov. 16 : 18. Is. 14 : 18. Am. 6 : 8.

3. that whereof any one is proud.
Ps. 47 : 5 apg pxa the pride ofJacob, i.e.

the Promised Land. Am. 6 : 8.

4. fTvn jiN3 the pride or glory of Jor~

dan,Jer. 12:5. 49:19. 50:44. Zech.

11:3. i. e the banks and shores of Jor-

dan, which were overgrown with reeds,

willows, and thickets, and formed a re-

sidence for wild beasts. Comp. Jerome
on Zech. 11:3. Relandi Palsestina, p.
274. That the above is a correct ex-

planation of the phrase, is evident from

the parall. rrnxi Zech. 11:3. Others,

thinking a poetical expression here un-

suitable, regard this word as a contrac-

tion of p3 =n^3, N'a a valley ; but in

this case the Tseri would be impure.
f- verbal from r^w.

1. exaltation, greatness, majesty,

especially of God. Ex. 15: 7. Mic. 5 : 3.

Job 37 : 4 WHS ^ip his (God's) majestic

voice, i. e. the thunder. Job 40 : 10 >?Tny

1. rising up, as of smoke. Is. 9 : 17.

2. exaltation, majesty, excellency.
Ps. 93 : 1. Is. 12 : 5 rro rna *for he has

done excellently.

3. pride, arrogance, raging. Ps. 17:

10. 89 : 10 nvf rnaa "rcno nri thou rulest

the raging of the sea.

IV^il verbal adj. from n^2, proud.
Ps. 123 : 4 Kethib D'jtaa theproud. The
Keri has D^v V3 the proud of the oppres-

sors, i. e. the proud oppressors.

nVbJil plur. fern, valleys. Ezek. 7 :

16. 3l" 12.- 32 : 5. It forms the plural
of &w, a a valley; and appears to be

transposed for nw.3, which would be the

regular plural.

I. T1^, fut. ^r. 1. to demand back

one's property ; hence (I.) to repurchase,

buy again an estate which has been
sold. Lev. 25 : 25 comp. Ruth 4 : 4, 6.

(2.) to redeem what has been vowed or

is otherwise due to the priests. Lev. 27 :

1 3, 1 5, 1 9, 20 .
(
3. ) to require satisfac-

tion for bloodshed, to avenge the blood

of one slain, sanguinem rcpetere. Found

only in part. D^n >& an avenger ofblood,
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Num. 35: 19 ff. Deut. 19: 6, 12. 20:

5, 9. without DTT, Num. 35 : 12.

2. to redeem, ransom. Lev. 25 : 49^.

hence in general to deliver, set free,

Gen. 48:16. Ex. 6:6. Frequently

spoken of God in the Psalms and Pro-

phets, Ps. 19 : 15. 103 : 4. 106 : 10. Is.

44:22. 48:20. 52:9.

3. because the right of repurchase and

of redemption, as well as of the aveng-

ing of blood, pertained, by the Jewish

law, only to the nearest of kin ; the part.

V: comes to signify one nearest of kin.

Lev. 25 : 25 v^ aYijai Y?w his nearest

kinsman. Ruth 3 :12 ^t? aVip^sa a nearer

kinsman than I. 1 K. 16 : 1 1 . hteo the

nearest of kin but one, Ruth 2 : 20. (So
S X

wtf one nearest of kin, and <& an
-^ "x

avenger of blood, in which example the

order of significations
is inverted.)

4. because the nearest of kin was un-

der obligation to marry the widow of

his deceased relative, hence the verb

*! is used to express this idea. Ruth 3 :

13 ^j"j ybrr vh ONI tea: ata ^r DM

*?: fntesi if he will take thee to wife,

well, let him do so; but if he will not

take thee to wife, then I will take thee.

Comp. Tob.3:17.

Niph. to be redeemed. Lev. 25 : 30.

27:20 ff. reflex, to redeem ones self.

25:49.

II. &Z to defile, pollute, disgrace,

like the Chald. VM (comp. under the

letters.) Job 3:5
riycfrs} :j$n "tea: let

darkness and death-shade disgrace it.

Pi. tea idem. Mai. 1:7.

Pu. part teio polluted, ceremonially

unclean. Mai. 1:7, 12.

Niph. pass, te;: Zeph. 3:1. Instead

of this we find Is.59:3. Lam. 4:14

te3:, a peculiar grammatical form. Is

it not perhaps a trace of the passive of

I have

Niphal, like the Arab.

Hiph. with Syr. form,

polluted or stained, Is. 63 : 3.

Hithpa. to defile or pollute one's self.

Dan. 1:8.
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III. ^N2t (o reject, exclude. (In Syr.

^^ Aph. to reject, Ethp. to be re-

jected. Verbs fo and is are often com-

muted, especially in Syriac.)

Pu. pass. Ezra 2: 62. Neh. 7: 64

itea' they were rejected, i. e. removed

from the priesthood.

7^il m. plur. const. *j>3, verbal from

hw, pollution, defilement. Neh. 13: 29.

i"T?^?
f. verbal from tea, dec. X.

1. repurchase, redemption. Ruth 4:

7. verse 6 vitea rw nn hxi redeem thou

instead of me. n^-iry TCS^Q the right of

redemption, Jer. 32:7. comp. verse 8.

2. the right of repurchase or redemp-
tion. Lev. 25:24, 29 inVj rvnn DTJ; his

right of redemption shall last a year*
verses 31, 48. Jer. 32:8.

3. price of redemption, ransom. Lev.

25:51,52.
4. relationship, kindred. (Comp. ^

no. 1. 3.) Ezek. 11:15
?jnV3 ^2 thy

relatives or kindred.

!Hil m. with suff. ^33, plur. D'ja and

ni23, dec. VIII. h. something curved,

arched, or vaulted. (Chald. Maaa a bunch,

hill.) Particularly
1. the back of men and animals.

(Comp. Germ. Buchel.) Ezek. 10 : 12.

Ps. 129:3 D*tthfr vihn '33-% they fur-
rowed my back.

2. 6ow o/" a shield or buckler, umbo.

Job 15 : 26 fo r^ against him ^ ^ara

V33O ?^zVA Me M/c^ bosses of his bucklers.

In Arabic the expression is almost pro-

verbial, ^e turned against him the boss

of his buckler, i. e. he became his unre-

lenting adversary. Further the Arab.
Sf C ^

i

>>^.
denotes the shield itself; comp.

the French bouclier from boucle.

3. citadel, intrenchment; applied

figuratively to conclusions, orarguments,
behind which men, as it were, intrench

themselves. Job 13:12. (So in Arab,

j a back and also a citadel.)

4. rc>i, arched building, vault; pro-

bably, like the "LuLfornix for a brothel*
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(Sept. and Vulg. a brothel; Syr. an

arched house.) Ezek. 16 : 24, 31, 39.

As no traces of arches are found in the

Egyptian and Persepolitan ruins, it has

been denied that the Hebrews were ac-

quainted with them. (Goguet's Origin
of Laws, etc. Part in. Jahn's Archaol.

I. 1. p. 208.) But the Babylonians
were acquainted with the building of

arches, according to Strabo (xvi.p.738,

739.) and the etymology of aa and ITON

prove the same as to the Hebrews.

Applied to an arched part of the altar,

Ezek. 43: 13.

5. the circumference ofa wheel,felloe,

apsis. IK. 7: 33. Ezek. 1:18.

6. bow of the eye, eye-brow. Lev. 14 :

9. (Arab. &j&. the bonejust below the

eye-brow.)
it

Chald. side. (Syr. *j^i^ Arab.

on theHence aa h and u

side
of, by, upon, Syr.

rm
m. dec. VI. a. 1. cistern. IB.

30:14!

2. pool, sioamp, marsh. Ezek. 47:

11. Root N3a i. q. U^. and i^ (with

which also Ix-s. conj. IV. agrees,) to

collect water; hence joL&. a great reser-

voir of water; \j^, collected water.

POijJ,
fut. nav, infin. nnaa. (Zeph. 3 :

ll.) oJf^rt^
*

1 . to be high; spoken of a tree, Ezek.

31:5, 10. of stature, 1 Sam. 10:23

crrps^ na^} and he was higher than any
of the people.

2. to be lifted up, to be exalted. Job
36:7. Is. 5: 16. 52:13.

3. >ab naa. my heart is elated, i. e. proud,

arrogant, haughty. Ps. 131:1 >a"? nar^

my heart is not haughty. Prov. 18:12.

2Chr.26:16. 32:25. Ezek. 28:2,16.
In a good sense 2 Chr. 17:6 iab naj>]

rnrr> *rra his heart was elated, i. e.his heart

^ courageous, in the ways of Jehovah,
idem.) Dan. 7 : 6 Kethib rvaa to, (read Hence

v

Keri ma to on him. Sept. im^u 4. by itself, to be proud, arrogant,

haughty. (Comp. nga.) Is. 3: 16 inaa '3

f\*$
nin because the daughters ofZion are

haughty. Jer. 13 : 15. Ezek. 16 : 50.

Zeph. 3: 11.

Hiph. rra:n 1. to make high, exalt.

2 Chr. 33:14. Ezek. 17:24. Prov.

17 : 19 Ttnp ?paaa, who exalteth his gate,
i.e. buildeth it too high. Jer. 49:16.

*f!j? Ttjs trajn >a though, like the eagle,

thou buildest thy nest on high. So
Obad. 4. with the omission of

*jsp,

which may be supplied from the follow-

ing clause.

2. when joined with the infinitive of

another verb, it may be rendered as an

adverb, and the infinitive as a finite verb.

who sitteth or dweUeth on high. Job 5 :

7 rp vi33 tJieyfly high. Hence with-

out
ffsff, probably in the same significa-

tion, 39:27 -ic: rear
T^B

to DN doth the

eagle mount up at thy command?

ntlil verbal from rtas, const, nia and

naa, fern nnaa, plur.

Vulg. super se. Others, after

the Hebrew usage, on his bach.

H2[ m ' dec. I. a.

1. board, plank. 1 K. 6 : 9. (Root

a i, q. Arab. u^U- to cut, cleave ;

hence in Syr. jZLoa,. a board.)

2. cistern, reservoir ofwater. Jer. 14:
3. 2 K. 3: 16. (Chald. aa, aa, a, Syr.

tSQvo Arab. L ^ ^ idem.)

3. plui'. t?aa locusts. Is. 33:4. Comp.
3*13, with which it is synonymous.

4. plur. D'aa proper name of an un-
known place. Is. 10:31. Sept. ry8/3g.

!lil m.emph. N^a, Chald. pit, cavern,

den. Dan. 6 : 7 ff.

D^i 2 K. 25: 12 Kethib, probably
to be pointed D\aa ploughmen, i. q. oar in

Keri. Root aia, i. q. 33; toplough, to t4ll;

comp. the Arab. L-^lsv to cut, to cleave;

conj. VI II. to dig a well. The Keri is

correct
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1 . high ; spoken of trees, mountains, 1:14. 8:3. 10:7. Cant. 3:7. 4:4.
towere. Is. 2:15. 30:25.40:9. 57:7. In a different sense,

1 Sam. 9:2. 3. Vn iia? one great in substance, a
2. haughty, proud. Is. 5 : 15 t?rm rw man of wealth. 1 Sam. 9 : 1. Ruth 2 : 1.

the eyes of the proud. 1 Sam. 2 : 3 hx 2 K. 15 : 20. also an active, enterprising
rnia TTT^ nrrn irw talk no more exceed- man. 1 K. 1 1 : 28. Neh. 11:14. (Comp.
ing proudly. Further in the phrases
C'rr-aia with haughty eyes, Pr. 101 : 5.

}b n:4 ofa proud heart, Prov. 16:5 rrn $

of a proud spirit, Ecc. 7:8.

3. as a subst. irraip nia the height of
his stature, 1 Sam. 16:7. comp. Ex.

15:16.

POil m. verbal from rna., dec. VI. n.

1. height. Jolt 22:12.

2. exaltation, majesty. Job 40: 10.

3. arrogance. Jer. 48 : 29. also with

the addition of
rp, Ps. 10:4. of f>,

2 Chr. 32 : 26. of rm, Prov. 16 : 18.

J"Vinn5 m. verbal from rns.

arrogance. Is. 2:11, 17.

V-13 a righteous man, 2 Sam. 22 : 26.)

4. particularly, leader of an army.
2 Sam. 23 : 8. 1 K. 1 : 8. 1 Chr. 29 : 24.

2 Chr. 32 : 3. also generally, a leader,

chief, 1 Chr. 9 : 26 nnsVUn niaa the chief

porters. So V^j -na? the leader or general

ofanarmy, 1 Chr. 11 :26. 2Chr. 32:21.

5. in a bad sense, violent, tyrannical,

i. q. Arab. Ps. 52 : 3. 126 : 4.

f. verbal from -112, dec. X.

1. strength, might, power. Ecc. 9: 16.

Plur. Job 41 : 4. [12.] Ps. 147 : 10.

2. valour, courage, spirit, fortitude.
2 K. 18:20. Judg.8:21. Job 39: 19

rrraa. oisb jnnn canst thou give to the horse

gj^fc? ~Mic. 3 . 8. Used as a concrete

1. bound, limit, border. Num. 34: in the phrase nij
Ttf in^ia his valiant

!

;

and 735 verbal from ^3, dec. I.

deeds which he did, 1 K. 16 :27. 22:46.

comp. 16 : 7. 2 K. 13 : 12. etc.

3. power, omnipotence of God, Ps.

54 : 3. 66 : 7. 99 : 14. etc. Plur. nYma

nirr God's mighty deeds or iuonders>

Deut. 3 : 24. Ps. 106 : 2. 150 : 2. In
00 V

3ff. Deut. 3: 16, 17. Josh. 13:23,27.
15:47.

2. territory. Ex. 10:14 cnro tea hi

the whole territory ofEgypt.
3. edge, border, margin. Ezek. 43:

13, 17, 20.

Plur. tr^oa territory, like the Lat.

fines. ISam. 5: 6. 2 K. 15: 16. 18:8.

"T7':O5 fern, of tea, dec. X. territory,

place. Is. 28:25. frequently in the

plural rttea tWem. Deut. 32:8.

"Ti^il and "^3,il verbal from -us, dec. I.

1. strong, mighty. Gen. 10:8 Vnrt wrn

^ ifca nvrr) and he began to be mighty a forehead^
baid before> forehead bald,

on the earth. 1 Chr. 1 10. Ps. 1 :2. recaivaster,
different from mg. (Root

nu in Samar. i. q. nia /o oe high. The
Arabians use this word specifically of

* victory. Ex. 32:18. comp. the

verb, chap. 17 : 11.

H^D-il Chald. emph. N^TCU, tWew,

Dan/2 : 20.

m. Lev. 13:41. having too high

Hence spoken of God, Deut. 10:17

ve$srn ^asn Vi-on

and terrible.

2. brave, valiant, and substantively
* %* forehead; hence

a hero. 2 Sam. 17:8. Gen. 10:9

a brave hunter. Used ironically, Is. 5:

22
|7r

niaaft onaa. heroes to drink wine.

Frequently in the phrase "rn ntea 6mve

Aero, mighty man of valour, Judg. 6 :

12. 11:1. ISam. 16:18. 2K.5:1.
and sometimes merely warrior, Josh,

and

head.)

r\H5B f- wid1 sun - to^.' denom. from

nna.
"

1. baldforehead. Lev. 13 : 42, 43.

2. metaphorically, baldness, or fore-



Esbele. Ezek. 27:9. corap.Josh. 13:5.

1 K. 5 : 32. The gentile noun is 'baa,

IK. 5: 32. Josh. 13:5.
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ness of hair, on the outer, front, or right

side of cloth. Lev. 13 : 55.

23 curdled milk, cheese. Job 10:

h^ Ps. 83 : 8. probably the Arab.

lJU Gebalene, a mountainous country

beyond Jordan. Roland's Palaestina, p.

8285.

10. (Syr. .

Sf O v>

with omission of

Nun, and Arab. ^^ zWem. The root

in Syr. Ethpe. and in Arab. conj. V.

signifies to
curdle as milk, toform cheese.)

JP15 m. dec. III. a. 1. cup. Gen.

44 : 2 if. Jer. 35 : 5. In the latter pas-

sage, yaj appears to denote a larger

drinking vessel, a goblet, crater ; and

oi3, a smaller one, wine glass, cyathus,
into which they drew from the other.

2. the cup or calix of a flower. Ex.

25 : 33. (So the Arab. LoJ- Comp.

m. verbal from iaa, master, ru-

ler, lord. Found only Gen. 27 : 29, 37.

!"T"^Ilil fern, of *vaa, mistress, female

ruler, reigning queen. IK. 11:1 9. 15:

13 Jryiao rrvpn he removed her from
being queen. 2 Chr. 15 : 16.

tt)*Q3 m. found only Job 28 : 18. The

connexion shows that it is something

costly, a precious stone or a precious
metal. Most probably crystal; comp.
traa^st Ezek. 13 : 11 hail. So in Greek

xgyc-T^AAo? denotes ice and crystal. Some
of the Rabbins render it pearls; others

of them, a green precious stone.

TQ^j fat* ^ to bound, to set up a

boundary; spoken (1.) of the boundary
itself, Josh. 18 : 20 the Jordan in* Vain

shall bound it. (2.) of one who fixes

the boundaries, Deut. 19 : 14 thou shall

not remove thy neighbours land-mark,
D'jtako ibaa "tfM which theforefathers have

fixed.

Hiph. to set bounds to a person, or

about a thing. Ex. 19:12 set bounds
to the people, verse 23 set bounds about

the mount.

Deriv. out of course V^aa, rnaao.

V5^ proper name of a Phenician city,

called by the Greeks Byblus and by the

modem Arabians Gebk, Gebail, and

see

,5.
f' verbal from Vaa, prob. bor-

dering, bounding. Ex. 28 : 22 and 39 :

15 mbaa rfrwhtti bordering chains, or

cords, to separate the different rows of

precious stones on the breast-plate.

Comp. nSajp 28:14. Others: catena

cequaliter terminate, chains of equal

length; but the idea of equality is arbi-

trarily introduced. Others: elegantly-

formed chains, from bai in Syr. and Arab.

J53
m. hump-bached, hunch-bached.

Lev. 21 : 20. So Sept. Vulg. Syr. Arab.

See the following article.

0^22^3 masc. plur. protuberances,

knobs, hills. Ps. 68: 16 D'|a in a
mountain having many summits, c%og

Trohvd&igeis. verse 17 0*2333 onrr idem,
where the latter word is used adjec-

tively, or they both stand in apposition.

Comp. the Syr. ]i
^ summit, eye-

brow; Talmud. rv:i:aa summit, crown

of the head ; "pm puffed up, proud.

3?5.3 (height, hill) proper name of a

Levitical city in the tribe of Benjamin,
the northernmost boundary of Judea,
Josh. 18: 24. 2 Sam. 5: 25. also called

Geba ofBenjamin, Judg. 20: 10. IK.
15:22.

n^H? f- P^r. rtoaa, dec. XII. b.

1. ML Ex. 17:9. 2 Sam. 2:25. etc.

2. proper name of a city in the tribe

of Benjamin, also called Stw'nyaa Gi-

beath-Saul, because Saul was born

there, and made it his royal residence.

ISam. 11. 4. 26:1. 2 Sam. 21:1 9.

The gentile noun is Taa. Gibeath-

Phinehas, Josh. 24:33. is a different

place.
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(hill) proper name of a city sively in poetry. cn;:S man by man,

in the tribe of Benjamin, somewhat

more to the north than Gibea, anciently

inhabited by the Hivites, (Josh. 9:1.

11:19.) and famous for the deception

Josh. 7: 14, 17, 18. Ps. 34:9 inan ntf

hapjjy is the man. 40 : 5. 52 : 9. 94 : 12.

2. as a distinguishing name of sex,

male, mas, i. q. "oj.
Deut. 22 : 5. spoken

even of new-born babes, Job 3 : 3 nVVrj

"m rrvr "rcp the night which said: a man,
i. e. a man-child, is conceived.

3. in a general sense, for man, homo :

especially in opposition to God. Prov.

20 : 24 133 "TC^O nirro a mans goings are

offa Lord."
1

Job 4, lU. 10:5. 14:10,
14. Lam. 3:35.

4. evert/ one, like 'd's*. Joel 2 : 8 135

psV; irrcos every one marches in hispath.
Lam/3 : 39.

"^3? m * (with Chaldaic form,) idem.

Ps. 18:26.

"QJ m. plur. p3a (as if from 123,)

Chald". idem. Dan. 2: 25. 5:11. 3:8,12,
and -O-l (2 Sam. 1:23.) fut. k-

. _, . . .
.

, ,

;
T ^2H Chald. i. q. Heb. -visa liero. Dan.

135% perhaps a denom. from 133.
q 90'

1. to be strong, powerful. Lam. 1:
:

16. Construed with p, to e stronger f"H3? * w^ su^- >J^' ^em ^ n
^f>

^#;>, to prevail over, 2 Sam. 1: 23. Ps. dec. XIII. b. mistress, in opposition to

which the inhabitants played on the

Israelites.

vi^3? found only Ex. 9:31 n^rsr?

Via:
(3) Vulg. cum limimjam follicidos

germinaret. Luther: theflax had knot-

ted. C. V. the flax was boiled. Sept.
Arab, and Samar. render it : had seeds,

or was impregnated. Perhaps: was in

blossom, so that this quadriliteral were

compounded of raa calix of aflower,

and "np i. q. Syr. loao bud, flower.

In the Talmud, b^n occurs for stem,

stalk, Mishnah, P. vi. p. 307. ed. Su-

renhus.

65 : 4. Construed with *, in the same

sense, 2 Sam. 1 1 : 23. Gen. 49 : 26.

2. to increase; e. g. as water, Gen.

7:18, 24. 'rrr 155 to increase in sub-

stance, Job21:7/
3. to conquer, get the upper hand.

Ex. 17: 11. 1 Sam. 2: 9. (Arab.^
to bind fast, to fortify ; conj. V. to be-

come strong, to acquire strength.)

handmaid. Gen. 16 : 4, 8. Prov. 30 : 23.

2 K. 5 : 3. mistress of kingdoms, Is.

47 : 5, 7.

7fcj^3^ m> (man f God) proper

name of one of the seven archangels in

the writings of the later Jews. Dan.

8:16. 9:21. Comp. Luc, 1:19, 26.

proper name of a Philistine

Pi. to make strong, to establish. Ecc. city in the limits of the tribe of Dan>

10:10. Zech. 10:6, 12.

Hiph. 1. to make strong, to confirm.
Dan. 9 : 27 c'2ib rria T^rr he makes a

firm covenant with many.
2. intrans. i. q. Kal. Ps. 12:5 wrrc^

through our tongue we are strong.

Hithpa. 1. to prevail, be superior ;

construed with hs. Is. 42 : 13.

2. to conduct ones selfproudly or ar-

rogantly. Job 15 : 25. 36 : 9. (Arab,

conj. V. to exalt ones self against God.)
DeriV. 112:, HTI23, T33.

")3rl m - Pr b. prim. dec. VI.

1. man, vir, i.q. tJ^, almost exclu-

Josh. 19 : 44. 21 : 23. 1 K. 15 : 27.

Eusebius calls it r</35v vav ct,XXo$vhui'j

JosephuS, YetfietSa.

^ m. prim, with suff. aa. plur. niaa.

\.flat roofor top of an oriental house.

Josh. 2 : 6, 8. Prov. 21:9. 1 Sam. 9 : 25.

2. surface or top of an altar. Ex. 30 :

3. 37:26.

I. "T5 Is. 65:11. name of a divinity,

which was worshipped by the idolatrous

Hebrews, perhaps the god or goddess

offortune. Comp. na. Sept. Ty^. Vulg.

Fortuna. According to some Jewish

commentators, this word denotes in
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Arabic the star Jupiter. Hence perhaps

i| ^i Baal Gad, the name of a place.

II. "75 m - according to Sept. Vulg.

Chald. Syr. Arab, and the Jewish com-

mentators, coriander, a highly aromatic

plant. The seeds are round, and of the

size of pepper-corns. In Ex. 16:31.

Num. 11:7, the appearance of manna
is compared to these seeds.

I.TijJm.
I.fortune,prosperity. Found

only Gen. 30 : 1 1 Kethib 122.fortunately,

happily. Sept. rv^. Vulg. feliciter.

Keri 12
a, goodfortune comes. Others

make it i. q. ina a crowd, troop, turma,
but unsuitably to the context.

2. proper name of a son of Jacob and

of the tribe named from him, whose

possessions lay beyond Jordan between

Reuben and Manasseh. The limits are

given more minutely, Josh. 13:2428.
The gentile noun is na, Deut. 3:12.

Josh. 1:12.

II. *T;\ or rT"O found onlyin the plur.

const, rftia banks. Josh. 3:15. 4:18.

12:15. Is'. 8: 8.

p.ITtt Chald. Dan. 3:2, 3. i. q.

paw treasurers (q. v.)

VnlTT? found only Deut, 10 : 7.

proper name of a place in the Arabian

desert. In the parallel passage Num.
33 : 32, n^an -vr.

I. Tl^ to cut hi, to cut off, (as in

Syr. and Arab.) Found only in Hithpo.
niann to cut ones self in the body ; as a

superstitious and idolatrous rite, Deut.

14 : 1. 1 K. 18:28. and as a sign of

mourning, Jer. 16: 6. 41:5. 47:5. See

1V!3.

II.
TllJ i. q. TO topress, (found only

in Hebrew,) construed with V?, Ps. 94:

21 pn? ti^/Vs vriy they press upon the

life of the 'righteous. (53 MSS. of Ken-

nicott have TW,)

Hithpo. to collect into oneplace, from

fear or terror, Mic. 4:14. [5:1.] to

assemble any where, Jer. 5:7.

Tl!l Chald. to cut down, to hew down
a tree'. Dan. 4:11, 20. [4:14, 23.]

I. l^TO m. plur. rrt-ma, verbal from

T]3 no. I.

1. an incision in the skin. Jer. 48:

37.

2. an incision in the ground, a fitr-

row. Ps. 65: 11.

II. TTTil m. plur. cnvts, crowd, band

oficarriors, particularly of light-armed

troops for predatory excursions. Gen.

49:19. ISam. 30:8, 23. 2 Sam. 3: 22.

2K.6:23. 13:20,21.24:2. 2K.5:
2. See especially 2 K. 5:2 DHVU % CQN

the Syrians Jiad gone out in plundering

parties. Also a band of robbers, Hos.

7: 1. -man ^ men of the plundering

party, predatory soldiers, 2 Chr. 25:12.

TTO ra daughter ofplundering parties,

Mic. 4: 14.

a, const. Vna, Via, (^ Ps.

145:8.
T

NaK 1:3. Keri,) verbal' adj.

from bia, dec. III. a. and h.

1. great. brian ^Sn the great king, a

title of the Assyrian monarch, equiva-
lent to king of kings, 2 K. 18: 19, 28.

Vn,*ri jnbn the high-priest, Hag. 1:1, 12,

14. Zech. 3: 1, 8. rra, npn biia of great

kindness, of great power, Ps. 145:8.

Nah. 1:3. Keth. Gen. 29 : 7 nfrn T

ViTjrr zVw^ 7'^/i c??/; comp. the French

grand jour. As a subst. Ex. 15:16

^1 bi3 the greatness of thine arm, i. e.

thy great arm. Plur. nibia wonderful
works; of a prophet, 2K.8:4. and

especially of God, Job 5:9. 9:10.

Ps. 106:21. Ps. 12: 4 the tongue,
which speaketh great things, i. e. which

is arrogant and boasting.

2. elder in age, major natu. Gen.

27:1. 1 Sam. 17:13. IK. 2:22. 29:

16.

3. respectable, rich, mighty, distin-

guished. Ex. 11:3 ywa I'NO
Vi-i| rr$n tf>Mrt

qnap the man Moses was much distin-

guished in the land of Egypt. Lev. 19 :

15. 2Sam.l9:32. 2 K.4:8 nbia rrc^

a distinguished woman. 5 : 1 ';eb bii| MJ-M

v:i a <7re# mw wzVA ///* master. Job
1:3. Plur. D'Via the great, mighty,
noble, Prov. 18:16. 25:6
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the nobles of the, king, Jon. 3:7. T?n >bij Before the suffix >:r> the preposition

the nobles of the city. 2 K. 10: 6, 11. a? orb is to be supplied. Jerome: crevit

'eighty, important, gracis. Ecc. rneciun.

2. metaphorically to be or become great,

rich, distinguished. Gen. 16 : 13 ^ TO

I'5*? '~>1\
till he became very great, i. e.

very rich. 24 : 35. 41 : 40
rjsp

b^: MESH pi

s to the throne will I be greater

thou. 2 Sam. 5 : 10. 1 K. 10: 23.

Jer.5:27.

3. to be exalted, magnified, praised,

Ps. 35:27 rrrr V^ praised be Jehovah.

40:17. 2 Sam. 7:26.

4. to e highly valued, precious, dear.

1 Sam. 26 : 24 as thy life was precious
in mi/ eyes this day, i. e. as I spared thy

I? and IT
1

?";? f. verbal

from
-].;.

dec. X.

1. greatness, majesty ; e.g. of God,

Ps. 145:3. of a king, Est. 1:4. of a

noble in a court, Est. 10:2. 6:3.

2. as a concrete, mighty deeds of

God. 2 Sam. 7: 21. 1 Chr. 17:19. Ps.

1 !o:6.

f^TO verbal from
pyi2,

found only in

plur. D'2^2 and niseis reproaches^ revil-

ings, scojfcs.
Is. 43 : 28. 51:7.

SVT3 f. verbal from fpa,
zWcwi. Ezek. life ; comp. verse 21, where TJTT stands

5:15.

m. dec. VI. 1. kid, hcedus. Ex.

1 Sam. 10:3. Gen.

in the same connexion.

Pi. b?3, Vna. 1. to wzAe ^re^, ^?5e to

grow; e. g. the hair, Num. 6:5. plants,
23: 19. generally with the addition D'-w, Ig ^ . ^ Ezek 31 . ^
a kid of the goats, Gen. 38:17, 20.

etc. plur. D-H2,

27:9,16.

I. n 11

'"]^ fern, of -13. a female kid,

capella. Found only in the plur. nvi2,

Cant. 1:8. (The singular occurs in the guished. Est. 3 : 1. 5:11. 10:2. Josh.

Mislmah, P. in. p. 1 1 1. ed. Surenhus.) 3:6. 4:14.

4. to exalt, topraise God. Ps. 69:31.

construed with V, Ps. 34 : 4.

Note. The form b^? occurs at the end

of a clause, Is. 49 : 21. ; the form Vna in

2. to bring up, to educate children.

Is. 1:2. 49:21. 51:18. 2 K. 10:6. to

nourish, or support, in general, Dan. 1 :

5, Pu> pass . Ps> 144. 13.

3. to make great, mighty, or distin-

II. r>V"T3 i. q. rTn? banks. 1 Chr.

12:15Kethib.

Q n
7'n3 masc. plur. plaited work,

twisted threads, from the root bi2, which

in Syr. and Arab, signifies to twist, to

weave. Spoken (1.) of the sacred tufts

or tassels on the four corners of the

upper garment, Deut. 22 : 12. (2.) of great thy kindness towards me, i.e. thou

the beginning or middle, Josh. 4 : 14.

Est, 3:1.

Hiph. b^arr. 1. to make great. Gen.

19:19ne? 'rron Vnm thou hast made

ornaments on the chapiter of a pillar,

IK. 7: 17.

il m. 1. pile of sheaves in the
"

hast shown me great favour, comp. Is.

9:2. 28:29. Ps. 18: 29. Ecc. 1:9.

2. VB nsi "risj to make great ones

field, a"stack, shock of corn. Ex. 22:5.
moutjl >

to
J7

make
f*
rr

ff
ant speeches, to

t/ ^-^/ /A,^.^ *^-7//l . *-.- /./M <\ni*M4-l<*m flU.--l 1 Vf

Judg. 15:5. ,Job 5 : 26. (Syr. and Arab.

idem.)
2. grave, tomb. Job 21:32.

Vtt and
L
nr\, fut. Viy.

1. to ie ^rre^, Gen. 38: 14. Job 2:

13. etc. to become great, to wax great,

Gen. 21: 8. 25:27. IK. 12:8, 10.

Job 31:18 awa S

;;?i3 for T5 bi.3 7<e 75
grown up with me as with a father.

act proudly or insolently. Obad. 12.

comp. Ezek. 35: 13 cp'En ^ ibn^rn, ye
Aare boasted against me with your
mouth, also, with the omission of HB or

np3, in the same sense, Dan. 8 : 5, 8.

1 1 : 25. and with to of the person, Ps.

35:26. 38:17. 55*: 13. Job 19:5. Jer.

48:26, 42.

3. with the infinitives of other verbs,

used adverbially ; thus nitart V"pn to do

p
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great things, Ps. 126: 2, 3. Joel 2: 21.

also to act proudly, insolently, Joel 2:

20. It has the former signification some-

times, when this infinitive is omitted,

1 Sam. 12:24 D^J? hvajng* n what

great things he has donefor you. 1 Sam.

20:41 they both wept ^rr rn TO till

David exceeded, or wept very loud.

4. to make high, to lift up. Ps. 41:10.

Hithpa. I. to magnify ones self.

Ezek. 38:23.

2. to conduct proudly or insolently.

Is. 10:15. Dan. 11:36, 37.

m. verbal from bna, dec. V. a.

:. 16:26.

m. with suff. fria, once iVia (Ps.

150:2.) verbal from Vis, dec. VI. m.

ando.

1. greatness ; e.g. of a tree, Ezek.

31:7.
sjsrrc Vij $e greatness of thy

might, Ps.W:!!.
2. greatness, honour, majesty; of a

king, i. q. Tins, Ezek. 31 : 2, 18. of God,

(frequent in Deut.) Deut. 3 : 24. 5 : 21.

9:26. 11:2. 32:3
honour to our God. Ps. 150:2.

3. witlmS, arrogance. Is. 9 : 8. 10 : 12.

see

see
T :

1% I. to break inpieces; e.g. a staff,

ZeehTll: 10. 1 Sam. 2:31 Ibreak in

pieces thine arm, and the arm of thy

fatJiers house, i. e. I destroy your

strength. The same sense is attached

to the phrase, to break in pieces the

horn, Lam. 2 : 3. comp. in Pi. Ps. 75 : 1 1.

2. to root out; e.g. trees, (see Pual.)

men, Judg. 21 f6 nn$ Eatf DVa ywa ive

have this day rooted out a tribe.

Pi. i. q. Kal, to break in pieces; e. g.

a bar, Is. 45:2. Ps. 107:16. a horn,

Ps. 75:11. especially to break down

images of the gods, Deut. 12:3. 2Chr.

34:4,7.
Pu. pass, to be rooted out. Is. 9:9.

Niph. to be broken in pieces, to be

broken down. Jer. 48 : 25. Is. 14 : 1 2

y-js6
pxrm thou art broken down (and

thrown) to the ground.

^l proper name of a judge in Is-

rael. Judg. 6:11. 7: Iff. Sept. re&aJy.

}*!%
found only in Pi. n^?.

1. to reproach, revile. See the deriv.

2. especially to blaspheme or reproach
God. 2 K. 19 : 6, 22. This may be

done by actions as well as words, Num.
15:30 but he who does itpresumptuously,

blasphemes Jehovah, i. e. expresses con-

tempt to his positive command. Ezek.

20 : 27. (In Syr. Pa. and Arab. conj.

IL

foffcu*,-A^*8

build a wall, to wall up.

(Arab, I. II. idem.) Part, -vy a

mason, 2 K. 12 : 13. Often figuratively,

Ezek. 13:5 ye have not built a wall

(for protection) about Israel, (comp.
22 : 30.) More frequently in the fol-

lowing figure. Job 19 : 8 TU Tnst he has

walled up my path. Lam. 3 : 7 nag TT;

he lias walled about me. verse 9. Hos.

2: 8. [6.]

"YlH com. gen. (comp. Ps. 62 : 4.

Ezek. 42:7.) const. ii|, verbal from TT;,

dec. V. c.

1. wall. Mic.7:ll. Ezek. 13:5.

especially about a vineyard, Num. 22 :

24. Ecc. 10 : 8. Is. 5 : 5.

2. place walled in, place ofprotection.

Ezra 9 : 9. (Arab.
.

walled zn.

>
wall,

fern, of 112, dec. XI. b. wall

of a city. Ps.89:41. More frequently
a place surrounded ivith a wall, into

which the shepherds drove their flocks

by night for security against wild ani-

mals. Hence f2rr rrma sheep-folds,

Num. 32 : 16, 24, 36. 1 Sam. 24 : 4.

Zeph. 2 : 6. Comp. Odyss. ix. 185. But

Nah, 3 :17, appears to require a quick-

hedge, yet we may understand here the

thorn-bushes growing on a garden-wall,

(Greek eti
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rfn? fern. ofn3. i^m. Ezek. 42: 12.

Hit Ezek. 4? : 13, undoubtedly a cor-

rupt reading for m this, as in verse 15.

It is so read by tlie Sept. Vulg. Chald. J''

and in 14 MSS. The two letters are

very easily confounded.

nriil according to the Jewish com-

mentators, to heal, cure. Once Hos.

5:13 lira c?*? nrrr. *o he will not lieal

your wounds. The moderns, on ac-

count of the Syr. ]y^to escape, render

tliis passage, the wound will not depart

from you, which does not suit the pa-
rallel clause. Hence

HPT? f. verbal from rn;. healing, cure.

Prov. 17 : 22 ajoyfid heart nns a^ fa-
vours healing or health,!, e. is salutary to

the body. Sept. pjtxrtiv Trow. Comp. 16 :

24. The modems, on account of the

\3l
m. with suff. '13, *pa,

dec. VII. f.

1. tJie bach. Prov. 10:13. 19:29.

36:3. Is. 38:17
i easiest all

back, i. e. thou disregardest them, for-

givest them.

2. the middle, i. q. Chald. 13. Job
30 : 5 TChr 13 p from the midst (of men)
they are driven.

Nlil Chald. i. q. 13, 13 the middle,

midst. Dan. 3:26. 4:" 7. [10.]

liil, the locust, plur. '213, Am. 7:1.

Nah. 3:17 uia 213 locusta locustarum, a

construction like 0^7^ Ehp, used here

to express the vast multitude. (Chald.
N2>, KM, plur. emph. >N2i3 Ps. 105 : 34

Targ. as if from a sing. '2ia,) Bochart

(Hieroz. n. p. 443.) compares in Arab.

or t&- locuts, from to

Arab.
q. <Jt^.. face, countenance,

render the passage, makes the counte-

nance serene, but not. in accordance with

the parallel clause, dries up the bones.

"^Hil to bend ones self down. 2 K.
T

4 : 34, 35 V79 "VW2 and he bent himself which,

over him to the ground. 1 K. 18:42

ra-u* TO: he bent himself to the ground.
So according to the context and the an-

cient versions. In Arabic, according to

Schindler and Calasio, .^-1 incubuit,

inrun-atus fidt, .^sr*
incurvatus.

1J m. with suff. , ni3, dec. VIII. h.

i. q. 13, 23 the back. iu nnst
^bxprr

to cast

behmd himself, to despise. (See ^^n.)

1, const, is, with suff. rns, 053, Chald.

the middle, midst. (In Syr. Q^*.)
With

a, simply in, like
?pna,

Ezra 5 : 7 yija n:i3

n^;2 //M5 1/7^5 written therein, 4 : 15 ^22

M?5 written in this record. (The pro-
noun FTT- is here, as frequently in Ara-

mean, suffixed to the preposition, and

-ii/nifies this, the same ; e.g. Nrv^c m in

hour, Dan. 3 : 6, 15.' 4 : 30.

5 : .">. ) Dan. 3 : :25 ^-: in /'// the fre.

creep out from the ground, as the young
locusts do in the spring; comp. in Ethiop.
t223N locusts from 23 to creep out from
the ground.

^ u proper name. Ezek, 38 : 3, 14 ff.

39:11. prince of the people of Magog,
according to Ezek. xxxvui.

xxxix. was to invade Israel from the

north, and there suffer a defeat. See

:i3n. The eastern writers have much to

say concerning Gog, which with them
is the name of a country or nation^ as

it appears to be in Rev. 20 : 8.

"TO to press, i. q. -na, no. II. Gen.

49:19. Hab. 3:16.

I. JTO f. body. Job 20: 25. Kindred

with 13 and 13, and synonymous with rna.

II. mj contraction of niN3 verbal

from nw.

1. exaltation. Job 22 : 29 nja

thou sayest, an exaltation.

2. pride, arrogance. Job 33 : 17. Jer.

13:17.

Chald. ^rz'cfe, Dan. 4 : 34. [37.]
S <r

q- Arab. [

to pass beyond. Ps. -90 : 10 arn
i; a for

it passes away uiddcuhj. Also cans.

like llipli. Num. 1 I : ;-! 1 r'n pp c'lVir v"!
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and brought quails over from the sea.

Sept. I|s7rgg*>'. Usually derived from

ra, it (the wind) cuts or hurries them

away from the sea.

vtiil m. dec. II. b. a young bird.

Deut. 32:11. especially a young pi-

geon, Gen. 15 : 9. (Arab. <J:*s*. Syr.
o 7 * Jf*

by metath. P^l a young pigeon.}

itlil a city or country in northern

Mesopotamia, 2 K. 17 : 6. 18 : 11. 19 :

12. la. 37 : 12. where it is joined with

Haran and the river Habor; in Ptolemy

Gauzanitis, now Kauschan.

Pfiil see rra to break forth.

*Hil m. with suff. :ia (Zeph. 2 : 9.)

Plur. D^a, const, via.

1. people, nation, in the widest sense,

and of general application. Spoken of

the Israelites, Deut, 32 : 43. Poetically
of troops or swarms of certain animals;

e.g. of locusts, Joel 1:6. comp. cs Prov.

30 : 25, 26. and Horn. Iliad, n. 87.

2. especiallyforeign nations, nations

not Hebrew, i. q. TO, e&n , gentes, in ec-

clesiastical usage. Gen. 10 : 5, 32. Neh.

5 : 8. often in the sense of enemies, bar-

barians, Ps. 9 : 6, 16, 20, 21. 10 : 16.

59 : 6, 9. in-irt Vba Galilee of the gen-

tiles., Is. 9:1. (In Rabbin. ia, rria de-

notes one not a Jew, a heathen or Chris-

tian.)

3. Gen, 14:1. Josh. 12 : 23, the pro-

per name of a people, of whose resi-

dence nothing further is known.

PP*!} f. dec. X.

I." body. Dan. 10 : 6. Gen , 47 : 18

there is nothing left, wna-jNi vnyja DN >rra

except our body, i. e. our person, and
our land. Neh. 9 : 37 i:normi Q'btzJo ^rvna b?

they have dominion over our bodies and
over our cattle.

2. dead body, carcass, corpse, of men
or animals, Judg. 14 : 8, 9. 1 Sam. 31 :

10, 12. Nah. 3 : 3. (Syr. \+z* venter.)

7^ see b^a to rejoice.

PlTlil, rarely rri, strictly part. Kal

fern, from nba to emigrate.

1 , emigration, removal, captivity.
till the captivity, 1 Chr. 5 : 22.

nbian 'bs furniture for travelling, Ezek.

12:7. nViaa sj, Tjbn to go into exile or

captivity, Jei\29~:16. 48:7,11. 49:

3. nbiarr na exiles, also those returned

from exile, Ezra 4 : 1. 6:19,20. 10:7.

2. tffo emigrants themselves, captives.

Est. 2 : 6. Jer. 28 : 6. Ezek. 1:1.3:11,
15. 11: 24, 25. also those who have re-

turned from captivity, Ezra 10:8 bnp

rnian the congregation of those that had

been carried away.

, a city in Bashan or Batanea,

afterwards belonging to the tribe of

Manasseh. Deut. 4 : 43. Josh. 20 : 8.

21:27, (where the Kethib has
pba..)

1 Chr. 6 : 56. Eusebius writes it (ac-

cording to the Syriac pronunciation,)

TxvXav, and calls it a great place in Ba-

tanea. It gave name to the province
of Gaulonitis, which, however, Josephus

distinguishes from Batanea, and places
to the west of the same, immediately on

the Jordan. Its capital he calls Tavhotvn,

J. A. vm. 2. J. B. i. 4. n. 25. in. 2.

See Reland's Palsestina, p. 199, 318.

ySM m. pit. Once Ecc. 10:8. (In

Syr. idem. In Chald. also written with
3 and p.)

y^ilj fut. y]3\ to breathe out one's

life,
to expire, die, i. q. mo. Gen. 6:17.

7 : 21. Num. 17 : 27. 20: 3. Sometimes

joined with mo, Gen. 25 : 8 nw y\y$

Drni and Abraham expired and died.

-verse 17. 35:29.

Fpil
found only in Hiph. to close.

Neh. 7 : 3. (Arab. conj. IV. idem, and

in Syr. Ethpa. pass.)

np^ f. dec. X. body, corpse. 1 Chr.

10:12. (Arab. c_j^ belly, jL^.

corpse.)

^il 1. to sojourn, to dwell any where

far a time, to live as not at home. Gen.

12:10.19:9. 20: 1. Judg. 17:7. 19:1.

Ruth 1:1. Is. 11:6. The person with

whom one resides is preceded by D,
Gen. 32: 5. by nw, Ex. 12: 19. or stands
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in the accus. Ps. 120:5
t]XP? "'Til

I dwell with Mrsech, i, e. with the Mos-

chians. Job 19: 15 jra ni, those who"
dwell in my house, the inmates of my
family, inqnilini mei. Ex. 3:22 nrra rna

r

the lodger in her house. The accusative

also denotes the place, Is. 33 : 14 TO; 13

rr:* cs :r who can dwell with the devour-

ing fire? nirr bntai 112 to dwell in the

tabernacle of Jehovah, i. e. to visit it

Uninterruptedly, to be, as it were, an

inmate of God, and enjoy his protection.

Ps. 15:1: (39. 13?) 61 : 5, The name of

God is also put in the accus. 5 : 5 Tp^
?

jn the wiched shall not dwell with thee.

(In Arab.
L^. conj. III. to live any

where as a guest; with an accus, to be

o\i hospitable terms with any one. Hence

<di!
.jU-

to be on intimate terms with

God, to be ardently devoted to him.)
Deriv. out of course "12, T3, rvrc, "mp.
2. to gather together, to assemble. (So

the Jewish commentators and the Chal-

daic version. The synonymous word in
^5

Arabic ^ J signifies in conj. I. to reside,

to dwell, in conj . V. to assemble in one

place.) Ps. 56 : 7 rron VFBS\ vro; they as-

semble and lie in wait. 59 : 4. ty TWP

C'-w the mighty gather themselves together

against me. Perhaps transitively Ps.

140 : 3 rnorvro T^ they gather up con-

tentions. Or 113 in this last passage is

i. q. rn;; hence they excite contentions.

Is. 54 -.15.

Deriv. rrvus.

Hithpo. Tvi3nrT 1. to reside, i. q. Kal.

no. 2.

II. "YD also *k *fi% (Job 19 : 29.)

I. to be afraid, i. q. "u; and Arab. -*.. .

It is construed with jp, Job 41:17. with

Num. 22: 3. Deut. 1:17. 9:19.

18:22. with an ace. Deut. 32 : 27.

Judg. 5:17 rrp:Ni iw rn^b
rri and Dan,

wlierefore fears he the
(Jiostilc) ships?

(Sept. Vulg. Luth. according to no. I.

wherefore dwells Dan (quietly) in his

ships? unaptly, as this tribe is not situ-

ated on the sea-coast.

3 ) W
2. to fear, reverence, worship. l\.

22 : 24. 33 : 8.

Deriv. "TITO, rrvap.

"YlH m. plur. ania and nYva. young

animal, a whelp, cub, catulus. Usually
in the connexion, rrw -TO a young lion,

Gen. 49 : 9. Ezek. 19 : 3 ff. but in Lam.
4 : 3, spoken of the young of a jackal.

. P * #. *> 7 4Ox'

(Syr. HQ^, UJQ^J |cKv Arab.

young lion, or <fo<7, applied also to

other animals, especially to beasts of

prey. Bocharti Hieroz. I. p. 714 )

7*Ylil m. plur. niTji:, prim. dec. II. b.

1. lot. (The primary signification a
small stone, as is used for casting lots,

&"
is found in the Arab. J ->. a stone.)

The phrases formed with this word are

Vran rrv, rrv to cast lots, Josh. 18:6. Joel

4:3. So with
-rp^n, Josh. 18 : 8 ff. with

b>En, Neh. 10 : 34. with b^rr, Prov. 16 :

33. with
|rj2,

Lev. 16:8. On the con-

trary bs b-ra n, Lev. 6:9. or b g, Josh.

19: Iff. /<e lot falls to any one, i.e.

the lot of any one comes out (of the

shaken urn.) The thing, about which
lots are cast, is preceded by to, Ps. 22 :

19. Joel 3: 8. Obad. 11.

2. that whichfalls to any one by lot;

e. g. his inheritance, Judg. 1 : 3 come up
with me into my lot. Ps. 16 : 5. 125 : 3.

Is. 57 : 6.

3. lot, destiny, in general. Jer. 13 :

25. Is. 17 : 14. Dan. 12 : 13
sjb^b itn?

and thou shalt stand, up to receive thy

lot, namely, in the Messiah's kingdom.
Comp. Acts 26 : 18. Col. 1:12. Rev.

20:6.

tl^lZl found only Job 7:5. a clod of

earth, i. q. Chald. Ntzru. In Kethib IITJ.

np? icw rron ntea tfab worms and clods

of dust clothe my body. The latter is

here applied figuratively to the dirty
colour and scabby appearance of the

sick person.

t2l m. with suff. w, plur. DM?, verbal

from % dec. VIII. b.

1. the shearing, wool shorn off, fleece,
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vellus. Deut. 18:4? ^NS ta Me shearing

of thy sheep. Job 31 : 20. See ma.

2. Me mowing ofmeadows. Ps. 72 : 6.

Am. 7: 1
-rjferr

> Me king's mowings.

ISft? Heb. and Chald. treasurer.

Ezra 1: 8. Plur. pa, Ezra 7: 21. and
with the flat pronunciation, pana, Dan.

3:2, 3. (In Syr. fe^! and
*

00 ^

also JQJ In Pers.

yn
1. the tiewing of stones; hence ^>a

rvn hewn stones, square stones. 1 K. 5 :

17. *
2. without '.MM, /jeww stones. Ex. 20:

25. Am. 5: 11. IK. 6:36. 7:9, 11,12.

h^ 9
fut. to>. (In Syr. by metath.

. .

^^,

ganjwar

1. to fear away any thing, to

away by violence. 2 Sam. 23:21 he

idem.) It is compounded of 73 contrac- plucked the spear out of the hand of the

tion of
753 treasure, royal income, and Egyptian. Gen. 31: 31 ybr I feared

the Pers. termination 11 or -n
; comp. Mow mightest take away thy daughters

urn. The first word is properly She- from me. Deut.28:31. Job^ChlO. 24:

mitish, but was adopted very early by
the Persians; hence the ancient writers

quote it as Persian. See for example
Quint. Curt. in. 13. 5.

I. Ht^ prob. i. q. |
L>. .to recompense,

and also (like the synonymes bos, Jj)
to bestow benefits. Ps, 71:6 >Q'rop
"m nn from the womb of my mother
thou hast been my benefactor. Sept.

Mcfcrnomfc. Syr. Jiducia mea. It is

usually derived from TO transiit, here

taken transitively, (as in Num. 11:31.)
//WM ?wy mothers womb thou hast taken

me. So the Chald.

II.
JltJ

to tt70r on stone, wood, as

in Aram. See rvu.

r?J5
fem - f v.) dec. X. Me shearing,

wool shorn
off, fleece, vcllus, i. q. ia.

Judg. 6:37ff.

tt]J,
fut.

, infin. ra.

1. to s^e#r sheep. Gen. 31:19. 38:

12, 13. 1 Sam. 25: 4, 7.

2. to sfer or poll the hair of the

head, as a sign of mourning. Job 1 : 20.

Mic. 1:16.

3. to mow corn, as in Arabic,

no. 2.

Niph. to 6e CM*
off, or destroyed, by

enemies, (comp. the figure Is. 7:20.)
Nah. 1: 12

iaj Me^ are e o^I The
Chald. and some MSS. read

irtaj
from

TO (as in Ps. 90: 19.) which is not un-
suited to the context.

't3 f. verbal from obs. rna. no. II.

19 fry >7D'D tVw Dfr D3 rrs drought and
heat carry offthe snow water. Mic. 2 : 2.

2. to jtra// o^ to sfrzp o^T? t flay-
Mic. 3 : 2 Dirbwi D^ 'bw ivho strip off
their skinfrom them, i. e. oppress them.

3. to rob, take away, carry off. Lev.

5:23. [6:4.] Judg. 21: 23. Job 24:2.
'D "!22tjp Via to take away ones right,

Is. 10:2. comp. Ecc.5:7.

4. with an accus. of the person, to

rob or plunder any one. Judg. 9 : 25.

21:23. Ps. 35: 10.

5. to oppress, take advantage of, i.q.

ptif. Lev. 19:13. Prov. 22: 22.

'tjj
m. const.

Vja,
verbal from Vjj, dec.

V. c. robbery, plunder, spoil. Lev. 5 :

21. [6:2.] Ezek. 18:18. 22:29. Ecc.

5:7.

773 fem. of
V||,

dec. X. idem. Lev.

5 : 23.' f6 : 4. ] Is. 3 : 14 wn rfoa the spoil

of the poor.

Dtil a species of locust, Joel 1:4. 2 :

25.

T

Am.4:9. The Chald. and Syr.0*0
render it NTH, |-^QA^ the young un~

^ fledged locust, bruchus, which is very-

suitable to the passage in Joel, where
the pja begins its ravages before the

locust. Sept. y.dpTrn. Vulg. eruca. The
root aw, in Arab, and in the Talmud, to

cut off, is kindred with CDS.

Jftil m. with suff. ij?ta, stock, or stump
of a tree that hath been cut down. Is.

11:1.40:24. Job 14: 8. (In Syr.

'
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VIII. to cut wood

)

idem; Arab.

from a tree.)

"TO fut. A. and O. properly to cut,

divide.
Particularly

1. to cut asunder, to divide. 1 K. 3:

25, 26. Ps. 136 : 13^ D: ^3 who divided
the sea of reeds.

2. to \fdl trees. 2 K. 6:4. Hence
rnwp an a.re.

3. to cat, devour, vorare. Is. 9:19.
with a fut. -nr. In Arab, by metath.

Jj^'
4. figuratively, to decide, resolve, (the

prevailing signification in Aramean.) Job
22:28. with a fut. ir>.

5. intrans. to decrease, tofail, deficere.
Hab. 3:17 JNS rrrrap -ig the cattle fails
in thefolds.

Xiph. 1. to be separated, excluded.
2 Chr. 26: 21 njrr rrat? TIM * fe was e.r-

cludedfrom the house of Jehovah. Ps.

88:6. TYJ:: f? n^rrj awo
1

Mey (the dead)
are removed from thy hand, i. e. from

thy protection. Is. 53:8 taken away
from the land of the living.

2. to be cut off, destroyed, to perish.
Lam. 3:54 rnw; I am undone. Ezek.
37: 11 vb irju: we are destroyed, (^V is

here a pleonastic dative of the pronoun.)
3. pass, of Kal no. 4. Est. 2:1.

plur. divided parts, pieces,

halves. Gen. 15:17. Ps. 136:13 who
divided the sea ofreeds into (tivo) parts.

JTTO f. (26 MSS. rma) Lev. 16: 22.

rrro pw "\st into a desei't land, i. q. TJTO,

by which word it appears to be after-

wards explained. Sept. y /3<*T ? . Vulg.

terra solitaria. (Syr. jjy_Vc sterilis ;

Arab, by metath. ^ unfruitful land.

Others compare the Arab. SJj>i.

island, also aw island, as it were, in a
sea ofsand, an oasis.)

|h"0?3 f. Chald. (with Tseri impure.)

^
I. decree. Dan. 4:1*. [17.] (Syr.

(Zfi^. .) Comp. -ns no. 4.

2. ^e M/Ha decreed or appointed.
Dan. 4:21. [24.]

f. dec. X. 1. fooV, breast. Lam.
C* WX'

4 : 7. (In Arab, by metath. ^a- ) Others :

appearance. If so, we may compare
n
?i?. appearance, form, from^ to cut ;

and French faille.

2. an expression in architecture, the
exact meaning of which is not known.
Ezek. 41:1215. 42: 1, 10, 13.

^"TO m. proper name of a people upon
whom David made war, between Shur
and Egypt. 1 Sam. 27:8.

5 m. dec. III. a. belly, or under

"TO Chald. as in Heb. I. to cut, di-

vide, separate. See Ithpe.
2. to decide, appoint, fix. Comp. ^3

fate, also the influence of the stars upon Part
f!

he
.$* of reptiles. Gen. 3 : 14

it; frm art of divination, astrology,

(numeri Babylonii, Hor. Od. i. 11, 2.)

Part. plur. pja Dan. 2: 27. 5:11. divi-

ners, astrologers.

Ithpe. to be detached, separated. Dan.

2:34, 35.

"^13 a Levitical city, on the western

border of the tribe of Ephraim, not far

from Bethhoron, anciently the residence

of a Canaanitish king. Josh. 10: 33.

12:12. 16:3,10. 21:21. Judg.l:29.
1 Chr. 14: 16. Solomon rebuilt it after

it was destroyed by the Egyptians, 1 K.
9 : 16, 17. In 1 Mac. 8 : 45, it is called

Lev. 1 1 : 42. In Chald. jna
to stoop to

bow. So in German, bauch (belly) and
sich biicken (to stoop) are etymologically
connected.

jl/rD f. Plur. D^rtt, const, ^na ; burn-

ing coals. Ps. 18 : 9. Prov. 25 : 22 a

Ttfrfn ^ rtnh nrw o^mfor thou shall heap
coals of fire upon his head, i. e. shame
and repentance shall burn him, like

coals on his head. (comp. Rom. 12: 20.)

*>3
const. % and N^3 const. ^3

; Plur.

nwa (read ni^) 2 K/2 : 16 Kethib, but

in Keri, and in other places by metath.

nrya (q. v.) before suff.
^prrtwa ; com. gen.

(generally masc.) ralley. Tlie Hebrews
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appeal" to have discriminated between Or

this and several other words usually

rendered valley; for to the same place

they uniformly apply the same name.

The distinction may have been this ; 7

a valley without a brook; bnj a valley

uitt a ^roo/e; P9? and 713* a low plain.

The following places bear the name *a

or **; (1.) oirna, 0*7
galley

of Hin-

nom, of the son of ffinnom, on the

south-eastern side of Jerusalem, conse-

crated to Moloch. Josh 15 : 813 : 16.

2 Chr. 28: 3. 33:6. Jer. 7 : 32. (2.)

nbp -, ^ t,a/% ^^ in the nelgh-

bourhood of the Dead Sea. 2 Sam. 8 :

13. 2K.14:7. Chr. 19 : 12 (3.)

C7i?n * (valley of beasts ofjrey)
once

1 Sam. 13 : 18. (Arab. ^\^.
and

low ground where ivater collects, * L^.

broad valley, plain.)
Note. *n occurs once in the absolute

state, Zech. 14:4. and ^3 Is. 40 : 4.

"V;} m. dec. I. nerve, tendon. Gen.

32.33. Job 10: 11. 40:17. (In Syr.

and Chald. idem.)

rTil and n^il, fut. IT:;.

1. to break or burst forth; e. g. as a

stream, Job 40 : 23. In Syr. *~**^idem.

In Chald. ma signifies especially to rush

to battle. So Ezek. 32 : 2 n:ni

term applied to several

Astic riverS) as the G Araxes;^ uged
,

of eminence for the

^^ See Michaelis g U> ad Lexx .

j_jeb p 997 )

^ ^^^^ near Jeru8alem,

otherwise called^ i K . 1 : 33. 2 Chr.

gg . ^Q 33 . j^
"

2 ^^ fom ^^ Q{ ^^ 2 . 13 FrQm^ ^ J^ aboyej
-

t i usual]y gupposed to be the Qxu8
Qr Araxeg but in that cage^ must be

taken in an unusuai acceptation . J08e.

down thy streams, perflumina cum im-

petuferebaris. Applied also to a child's

breaking forth from the womb, Job 38: 8.

2. transit, to draw forth from the

womb, and, spoken of the mother, to

vrth, to be in labour, Ps. 22 : 1-0.

>ns nn ^ow drewest me from my
'5 womb. Mic. 4:10. m i7:n ^^n

tremble, be in labour, O daughter of

Guyon
by the Abyssinians. The writer of Gen.
11. would appear then to have selected

four large streams, (the Nile, Tigris,

Euphrates, and probably the Ganges,)
as specimens of the mighty rivers which

God originally formed.

I. h^ and ^-l (Prov. 23 : 24Keth.)

to rejoice, exult, with a more intense

signification than note. Job 3 : 22 DvrcH&'n

^a 'b tvho rejoice even to exultation.

The object of joy stands with a, Ps. 9 :

15. 13:6. 21:2. 149:2. with!*, Zeph.
3:17. Hos. 10 : 5. rnrra ra to rejoice in

God, Ps. 89:17. LJ29 : 19. 41:16.

61: 10. Spoken also of inanimate na-

ture, 1 Chr. 16 : 31. Ps. 96 : 11. (The

original idea probably was, to jump
comp. Arab.

to move in a circle.)

to fear, to reverence, (like

the Arab.

2 . j l

^ . 5 go the Heb>

to tremble, tofear.) Ps.

ith trembling. Hos.
,

corresponds

Hiph. intrans. to arise, or rush forth,
from an ambush. Judg. 20 : 33.

a or rtfc Chald. Aph. to ^A
, spoken of the winds. Dan. 7 : 2.

proper name; (literally
a

stream from rpa no. 1 . comp.

7*1

? m. verbal from Vs, dec. I. a.

^-joy, exultation. Ps. 45 : 16. 65 : 13.

2. age, generation. Dan. 1 : 10 onVn

*^^* young people ofyour age. In

Arab, (j^- gencratio, in Samar. "n, ^e-

neratio, cetas. (This meaning jscon-

nected with that of the Aral). JU. to
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move in a circle; comp. -to generation,
which has a similar origin.)

Tlh^ fern, of ^3, dec. X. exultation.

Is. 35:2.

see

m - Is - 27 : 9- chalky lime. Arab.

7*

Chald. Wci. Dan. 5 : 5.

J - q- ^ a stranger. 2 Chr. 2:16.

see 0*121 a clod of earth.

m. plur. c s

V5, verbal from bb; to

dec. VIII. h.

1. a heap, especially a heap of stones,
with and without o>;i. Gen. 31 : 46 if.

Josh. 7:26. Is. 25:2. In the plur.

heaps of stones, ruins, Jer. 9:10 nst vins

z^:b C^IT / will makeJerusalem ruins.

51:37.

2. running spring. Ecc. 4:12. Job
8:17. In the plur. waves of the sea,

Ps. 42:8. 89:10. 107:25,29. (Syr.

P^. fluctus, unda.)

~>i\ m. dec. VIII. d. oil-cruise, oil-

vessel, i. q. nVa no. 2. Zech. 4 : 2.

xhz see rbz.
7_
T :

Y5-/LVljL4 . <
17J m. dec. I. b. fozrfor. Ezek. 5 : 1.

T ~

^
^ 7

(Syr. }:i^ fj.rfty.nrj Chald. a^a idem.)

18 npio r?cb to as dust before the whirl-

wind. Parall. yb. (Aram. lL*,vt$dusf,
^V^

stubble driven about by the wind; Arab.

idem.)

Chald. ttfAee/. Dan. 7 : 9.

v;T?l m. verbal from
ttj,

dec. II. b.

l.

T

wheel Is. 28 : 28.

2. proper name of a place on the

east of Jericho and on this side of Jor-

dan. Josh. 4: 19, 20. 9:6. 10:6. 14:

6. Its etymology from bba, is given Josh.

5:9. In subsequent times it was the

seat of idolatry, Hos. 4 : 15. Am. 5 : 5.

It is called bwsn ITS, Neh. 12 : 29. and
1 Mac. 9 : 2.

f. verbal from *>, dec. XIII. e.

the', human scull, from its spherical

shape. 2 K. 9 : 35. It is used to denote

an individual, (as we use the term poll,

head,) Ex. 16 : 16 rfrabaS -rc& an omer a

head, orfor an individual Num. 1 : 2.

erftaW "or^ every male according to

their polls, verses 18, 20, 22. 3 : 47. In

Rabbin, n^an TOS poll-tax. In Syr.

being omitted) a scutt.

proper name of a chain of

mountains in the tribe of Issachar, upon
which king Saul was slain by the Phi-

listines. 1 Sam. 28:4. 31 : 1. 2 Sam, 1 :

6,21. At its foot rises the fountain

Tubania. In Josephus, TtxZovl, TsAbo/.

Vil7il) plur. D^aba, verbal from bbi,

dec.'vfll. f.

1. wheel. Is. 5:28. Ezek. 10:2, 6.

23 : 24. 26 : 10. a wheel to draw water

with, Ecc. 12:6.

2. whirlwind. Ps. 77 : 19. Ezek. 10:

13. (Syr. (1^^.)
Hence

3. things driven about bya whirlwind,

chaff, stubble. Ps. 83 : 14 babas imtf Tjbg

my God, make them as the whirlwind;

parall. as stubbfe before the wind. IB. 17 :

In Arab, still more contracted

idem. In the name F0Ay00, Matt. 27 :

33, there is a similar omission of the

second *?.

T?H, with suff. >TC,*dec. VI. h.
V V 7 :'

skin. (In Arab, and Aram, idem.) Job
16:15.

I. rT?l, fut. nba\ apoc. by. to uncover.
T T 7

open, disclose, reveal. (Arab. Jl^. idem.)

In Kal, for the most part in a figurjrtive

sense, particularly, (1.) 'D
jjh n)a to un-

cover or open the ear of any one, i. e.

to reveal something to him. 1 Sam. 9 :

15. 20 : 2 myfather does nothing great
or small, ^w n rr> Nbi which he has not

revealed to me. verses 12, 13. 22:8,
17. 2 Sam. 7: 26. Ruth 4: 4. Also

spoken of God in a somewhat different

sense, Job 36 : 10 -erob
D3} br.] he open-

eth their ear to correction, verse 15. 33 :

16. (2.) -riD nba to reveal a secret. Am,
Q
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3 : 7. Prov. 20 : 19. Part. *hi open,

spoken of a book. Jer. 32:11, 14
Pi. n?a, fut. nVy, apoc. to*.

1. to uncover, make bare. Ruth 3 : 4,

7 vrftfio bjrn s^e uncovered a place at

hisfeet. ntf-N ny? rrs to uncover the na-

kedness of a woman, applied to sexual

intercourse, particularly that which is

incestuous, Lev. 18 : 6 ff. 20 : 1 1 ff.

Hos. 2:12. [10.] Mic. 1:6 n&j rrirn

and her foundations I icill make bare,

(through her destruction.)

2. when construed with an accusative

of the garment or covering, to uncover,

remove, take off.
Deut. 22 : 30

^33
nVa &\

V2 and he shall not remove the covering,
i.e. the bed covering, of his father.
27:20. (both in the sense explained
under no. 1.) Is. 22 : 8. 47 : 2 tjn^ >Va_

uncover or remove thy veil. Nah. 3 : 5.

Job 41 : 5.

3. 'D *rj? nst
rr^i to open the eyes of any

one, (spoken of God,) i. e. to let one

see what he otherwise would not have

seen, particularly what is concealed from

mortal eyes. Num. 22: 31 then opened
Jehovah tlie eyes of Balaam, and he

saw the angel of Jehovah stand in the

way. 24:4,16. Ps.ll9:18. See a

similar phrase under n;?s.

4. figuratively to discover, disclose,

reveal. Job 20 : 27. Ps. 98 : 2 before the

eyes of the nations he reveals his right-

eousness. Is. 16:3 Van b -ni the fugi-
tive thou shalt not discover, i. e. betray.
26 : 21. Prov. 1 1 : 13. 25 : 9. Construed

with b?, Lam. 2 : 14.

5. to cause to appear, to bring upon
any one. Jer. 33 : 6 Dibs) .-nns cnb TI^S I
bring upon them abundance of prospe-

rity.

Pu. pass. Nah. 2 : 8.

Niph. nb32, infin. absol. rib;:.

1. to be uncovered, made bare. Ex.

20 : 26. Ezek. 13 : 14. Job 38 : 17. Re-

flex, to make ones selfbare. 2 Sam. 6 : 20.

2. to be removed, taken off. Jer. 13 :

21
TJ^SJ iV;j thy trains or trails are re-

moved.

3. to reveal or shew ones self, to ap-

pear. 1 Sam. 14 : 8 behold, we willpass

over to the men D-V^N ir?:oi and shew our-

selves to them, verse 11. Gen. 35 : 7

for there had God appeared to him.
1 Sam. 2 : 27.

.
3 : 21. Ezek. 16 : 57.

4. to be revealed, 1 Sam. 3 : 7. Dan.
10 : 1. Is. 53 : 1. to be manifest or known,
Ezek. 21:29. [24.] Is. 22:14.

Hithpa. 1. to uncover ones self. Gen.
9:21.

2. to reveal ones self. Prov. 18 : 2.

II. H^5 (in Arab. lC and <_^)
fut. nbr, apoc. hy.

1. to remove, emigrate, go into exile

or captivity. Ezek. 12:3. for the most

part spoken of whole nations, 2 K. 17 :

23 and Israel was carried away out of
his land into Assyria. 24 : 14. 25 : 21.

Is. 5: 13.

2. figuratively, to disappear, vanish,
cease. 1 Sam. 4 : 21, 22 glory is depart-
ed or ceased from Israel. Is. 24 : 1 1

YT$? tofep rrb: the mirth of the land has
ceased. 38:12.

Niph. pass, of Hiph. of course i. q.

Kal. Is. 38 : 12.

Hiph. nb;rr and rforr, fut. apoc. h%\ to

carry a people into captivity. 2 K. ] 5 :

29. 17:6,11,27. 18:11.

Hoph. i. q. Kal. Est. 2 : 6. etc.

Deriv. n^a, m?3.

n7|l and tf75 Chald. to reveal. Dan.

2:22/28,29. "Part. Pehil ^ and *a,

verses 19, 30.

Aph. >ban to carry into captivity. Ezra
4:10. 5:12.

rj /5 proper name of a city in the

hilly country of the tribe of Judah.

Josh. 15: 51. 2 Sam. 15:12. The gen-
tile noun is jra.

see captivity.

f. verbal from ty, dec. X.

1. i. q. Va a spring. Josh. 15:19.

Judg. 1:15."

2. i. q. ^3 oil-cup or oil-vessel, (in the

sacred chandelier.) Zech. 4:3. Ecc.

12:6 before the silver chain is severed,

srnn nVa prn and tlie golden oil-cup is

broken in pieces. The Greeks and Ro-
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mans also were wont to suspend their

lamps by a chain.

3. in architecture, the name of some

part of the chapiter of a pillar, the bowl.

IK. 7:41,42. 2Chr. 4:12, 13.

5 plur. niasc. a nick-name or

word of derision for idols, perhaps logs,

blocks, (from V:a,
to roll) Lev. 26 : 30.

Deut. 29 : 17. Of frequent occurrence,

especially in Ezekiel, chap. 6 : 4, 5, 9,

13. 14:3. 20:17. 23:7. According
to the Jewish commentators: sordidi,

stercorei (from ^a, stercus.) According
to others: the great, mighty, (from %a,

which in Arab, signifies to be great,

mighty.)

D'l;'^ m. verbal from 0*21, dec. I.

mantle, robe, covering. Ezek. 27 : 24.

(Chald. crz, wora, wj'na idem.)

TFO^ and JT^il (with Kamets im-

pure) verbal from rr>a no. II. dec. I. i. q.

rr;ia.

1. captivity, exile. Ezek. 33 : 21.

2. exiles, or Mose zMo have been exiles.

Jer. 24:5. 28:4. 29:2:2.

nTO Chald. zVfow. Dan. 2 : 25. 5 :

13. urnba :a Me exiles, Ezra 6:16.

n^il found only in Pi. nb to shave;

e.g. the beard, 2 Sam. 10: 4. the hair

of the head, 2 Sam. 14 : 26. The fol-

lowing accusative is either the head,

Num. 6 : 9. Deut. 21:12. or the hair,

Lev. 14 : 8. Once reflex, to shave ones

self, Gen. 41:14. and once caus. to

cause to shave, Jud#. 16:19. Figura-

tively, Is. 7 : 20, on that day the Lord
will shave, with a hired razor, the head

and the hair of the feet, i. e. he will cut

off or lay waste the whole land.

Pu. to be shaven. Judg. 16 : 17.

Hithpa. to shave ones
self.

Lev. 13 :

33

iV ^2, verbal from n;| no. I. (comp.

p;:. ;v from rrs, n;?:,) dec. III. d. tablet

of wood, metal, or stone, for writing on.

Is. 8:1. (comp. rnV, Is. 30:8. Hab. 2:

2.) In Chald. fvVa signifies the vacant

margin of a writing.

Plur. rr;VSi Is. 3 : 23. probably mir-

rors, (here as a female ornament, comp.
Ex. 38 : 8,) literally metallic plates. So
the Vulg. and Chald. According to

the Sept. thin transparent garments;
Gs<^s

comp. Arab,
jjj^.

vestis splendida;

Svr.

vS verbal from r>2, dec. III. a.

1. as an adj. turning, that is easily

turned, versatilis. IK. 6:34. comp.
Ezek. 41: 24.

2. as a subst. a ring. Est. 1 : 6. Cant.

5: 14 his arms as gold rings, set with

Tarshish stones.' In these similitudes,

the ground of comparison is not to be

sought for in the form or colour.

3. circuit, border, district, country ;

hence as a proper name, Galilee, the

northernmost district of Palestine, be-

tween Sidon and Samaria, witii unde-

fined bounds towards the south, 1 K.
9:11. Josh. 20:7. 21:32. With lie

paragogic, 2 K. 15:29. More full V?2
criarr (country of the heathen nations)
Galilee ofthe Gentiles, Is.8:23. [9:1.]

n^/% fern, of
r'7|, dec. X. circuit,

country, i. q. Wa. no. 3. Ezek. 47 : 8.

c^'-sn nirba Josh. 13:2. and rvrbe nWa
Joel 4: 4. [3:4.] the borders of the

Philistines. jryj '; Josh. 22 : 10, 11,

the regions of the Jordan,

ft. 7? proper name of a Philistine

giant, well known for his combat with

David. 1 Sam. 17:4. 21:10. 22:10.
It would appear from 2 Sam. 21:19,

as the text now stands, that Goliath

was slain by Elhanan the Bethlehemite;
but the reading in 1 Chr. 20:5, removes
this apparent contradiction,

vbH plur. iV:, but in the sing, vfbi
;

infm. and imper. *??, also hs (Ps. 119:

22.)
1. to roll; e.g. a stone, Gen. 29 : 3,

8. Josh. 10:18.

2. figuratively, to roll away reproach.
Josh. 5 : 9., Ps. 37 : 5 ^irn nirr by Sia roll

or devolve on Jehovah thy way, i. e.

commit or commend thy concerns to
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A similar phrase occurs with literally, something wrapt or folded
Prov. 16:3. Also elliptically, together, a mass or lump; hence applied

Ps. 22 : 9 rnrr b$ h* he commends to to the unformedfoetus or embryo in the

Jehovah (Jiis ways.} h'z stands here for

hy hz, the infinitive for the finite verb.

Others regard it as the preterite of hv,

Va, he rejoices in Jehovah.

Niph. h, fut. hp, to be rolled to-

gether, as a book, Is. 34 : 4. to roll on,

as a stream, Am. 5 : 24. Comp. D'bij.

Poal to be rolled about. Is. 9 : 4.

Hithpo. to wallow, welter. 2 Sam.
20 : 12. Gen. 43 : 18 w*% bb>nnb that he

roll himself, i. e. rush, upon us.

Pilpel hte i. q. Kal. Is. 51: 25.

Hithpalp. to rush upon, spoken of an

invading enemy. Job 30: 14.

Hiph. fen to roll. Gen. 29 : 10.

Deriv. out of course hi, hi, nja_, Ssba,

nbaba, nfeo, ^b|, and perhaps

(Arab. &!&-) m. dung,
IK. 14:10. Literally, roundish dung,
as of camels, horses, etc. from the root

^ literally, thing, business, (Arab.
-xx

T

(Jl>-j) but in use only as an adv. V>$,

with sufF.
*|bb:a, caftan, 0ft account of.

Gen. 12:13.
VT

30:27~! 39:5. Deut. 15:

10. (Arab.Xil^)^ on thy account.)

f?^3 m. Chald. Ezra 5:8. 6:4 ^
S^ hewn stones. Sept. A/0o< ixteKToi.

lEsd. 6:9 A/0o< %VFTOI vrohvT&iis. It

derives its signification perhaps from

n}a i. q. Arab. -L=~ detersit, polivit,

%mv. Comp. |VVa.
In the Talmud Vfe by

itself signifies a stone, as p%a

m. plur. trfts, const. ft?>
verbal

from ft;, dec. VI. j. dung. Zeph. 1 : 17.

Ezek. 4 : 12, 17. Job 20 : 7 11^ rraV ttfes

like his dung heperishesfor ever. Comp.
the similar figure 1 K. 14 : 10.

DTO, fut. i%, to wrap together, fold

up. Once 2K. 2:8. Deriv. out of

course ciVs.

m. verbal from obj, dec. VI. p.

Ps. 139 : 16. (In the Talmud
mbia any unformed mass, a foetus, also.

an uncultivated man.}

unfruitful. Is. 49 : 21. Job 3 : 7.
s- ^ o x

15:34. 30:3. (In Arab. j^J^ a

rough unfruitful rock. The kindred

simple roots, of which this word appears
to be compounded, are noa = Arab.

tX^-s. to be hard, hard-hearted, and *rob;i

=
Syr. jvnV ^

stony soil where no-

thing grows. In Rabbin. *TOba_ a wo-

man who keeps by herselfon account of
some levitical uncleanness.

$ 7|l
in Kal not used. In Arab. conj.

III. to contend with any one, especially
in drinking and gaming. So in Hebrew,

Hithpa. to grow angry, to be irritated,

in a contention. Prov. 20 : 3 it is an
honourfor a man to ceasefrom conten-

tion, tfban* ^N'VDi but every fool becomes

angry. 18:1 sb:n> rrjctorrtea
he is angry

against every thing rational. Also,

spoken of a contention, to grow warm,
Prov. 17:14.

T^ /? proper name.

1. a son of Machir and grandson of

Manasseh. Num. 26 : 29.

2. a mountain (Gen. 31:23. Cant.

4:1.) and province beyond Jordan; in

a more restricted sense, the country
south of Bashan and Argob, Deut. 3 :

13. Josh. 17:1. 13:25,31. 2 Sam.
24 : 6. Num. 32 : 39. in a wider sense,

the whole country east of Jordan, after-

wards called Perea. Num. 32 : 26, 29.

Josh. 22:9. Jer.8: 22. Zech. 10 : 10.

For the etymology of the word, namely
rcba heap of witness, see Gen. 31 : 47.

3. a city in the abovementioned pro-
vince. Hos. 6 : 8.

t2/7il prob. i. q. Arab. . ^i-w to sit.
T ^ L/^^^

to lie down; conj. II. to move, especi-

ally up hill. Cant. 4 : 1 as a flock of

goats tybj vip wfta*; which lie down on
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mount Gilead. 6:5. p here signifies

on, or towards; comp. Cant. 2: 9. 5:4.

DJ a primitive particle.

1. conj. cop. also. In the poetical

style, i. q. ) and, Joel 1:12 inn na jtoi

r-rr' the pomegranate-tree, thepalm-tree

also, and the apple-tree.

2. at the beginning of a sentence, i. q.

>3 yea! Job 18 : 5
TJ?T n^l "^ c? yea>

the light of the wicked is put out. Prov.

14:20. 17:26. 18:9. 19:2. 20:11.

Used also in the emphatic repetition of

the same word, 1 Sam. 24:12 ca nsn

rno see, yea, see. Gen. 20 : 5 n^rar^r?

she, yea, she. Gen. 27 : 34. 4 : 26. 10 :

21. Ecc.2:15. Ps. 9:7. IK. 21:19

nn ca
TjtyrTi^ thy blood, yea, thine, san-

quinem tiii, imdtui. Prov. 23: 15. Some-

times the word is nearly pleonastic, Prov.

17 : 15 DH'rcJ-aa nirv rnsrtn they both are

an abomination to Jehovah. 20 : 10, 12.

3. conj. concess. although. Ps. 95 : 9.

Neh. 6:1. Jer. 36 : 25. r? ca idem, Is.

1:15.

4. conj. advers.yet. Ps. 129:2. Ezek.

16:25. Ecc. 4:16. 8:12.

5. Da-Da (1.) both....and, as well... as,

et. . . .et, tarn . . . .qudm. Gen. 24 : 25. Ex.

12:31. (2.) as. ...so. Jer. 51: 12.

Nil in Kal not used, to swallow,T T

sij).
drink.

Pi. idem. Job 39 : 24 y^ NK; he (the

horse) swallows the ground, i. e. sweeps
it away with him in his rapid course.

(The Arabians also say: the horse swal-

lows the ground, i. e. runs swiftly over

it. See Bocharti Hieroz. i. p.142 148.)

Hiph. to let drink. Gen. 24 : 17.

fc$?pil
m. verbal from p3, the Egyp-

tian papyrus plant, so called from its

imbibing water. (Comp. the phrase bi-

bula papyrus, Lucan. iv. 136.) Job 8 :

1 1. Is. 35 : 7. Out of the skin or fibres of

this plant the ancients made mats, cords,

beats, (Plin. xin. 2126.) Hence Ex.

2 : 3 Noa ran a small boat made of pa-
pyrus. Is. 18 : 2.

"P? m. cubit. Once Judg. 3 : 16. (In

)

a
x^

tp5 masc - plur. Ezek. 27: 11. pro-

per name of a people, probably of Phe-

nicia, of whom nothing farther is known.

Others: bold or stoutpeople, from Arab.

to be hard, unmerciful.

5 m. verbal from hn\, dec. I. also

DT V-raa (Judg. 9 : 16. Prov. 12 : 14. Is.

3 Til.)
1. ones actions or conduct in relation

to another, ones treatment of another,

merit, desert. Judg. 9 : 16. Is. 3 : 11.

h iVioa i'\pn to render to any one his de-

sert, or to recompense ones actions upon
him, Ps. 28 : 4 erf? oV^oa i$n render to

them their desert. Prov. 12: 14. also with

,
Ps. 94 : 2. b to nto idem, Ps. 137:

8. Prov. 19:17. Is. 59:18. also with

to Joel 4: 4. [3:4.]
2. recompense. Is. 35 : 4.

3. benefit. Ps. 103 : 2.

iT?^D3 fern, of hmz, dec. X. idem.

2 Sam. 19 : 37. Is. 59 : 18. Jer. 51 : 56.

I. 05 fot.

1. to shew or bring upon any one

(good or evil,) with a double accusative

of the person and thing, (comp. in

Greeks orxuxv$ TrgdrTtut rtvci.) 1 Sam.

24 : 18 raitLn 'anboa .nn thou hast shewn

me good. Gen. 50 : 15 all the evil TCN

\rto wbD| which we have shewn him. verse

17. Prov. 3:30. 31:12. Is. 63: 7. Also

with h of the person, Is. 3 : 9 rrcn en1

? ^4
they shew to themselves evil, i. e. they

bring evil on themselves. Ps. 137 : 8

i:b pvroarc
-j^ss

that which thou hast

brought upon us.

2. especially to shew good, to treat

kindly, tofavour. Prov. 11: 17 tata Sna

that does good to his own soul or to him-

self.
More frequently with *#, Ps. 13 :

6. 116:7. 119:17. 142:8."

3. to recompense, requite, (good or

evil.) Construed with an ace. Ps. 18:

21 TTSS nirr
3bp:: Jehovah recompenses

me according to my righteousness, with
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VS, 2Cbr. 20:11. P8 . 103:10. with V

Deut. 32 : 6, (according to another di-

vision of the words, the noun is here in

the accusative.)

Deriv. out of course ^naa, hiQW.

T :*

child from the breast of its mother. (In
Is. 28 : 9, :ITPD is subjoined.) 1 Sam. 1 :

23,24. IK. 11:20.

)

, , r . .

-,

2 "

;
P ^"

f

'T,'

t "1
^'

; , ,
, *'<*', Num. 17 : 23. [8.

rzwe, Is. 18:5.
JL '

Niph. to be weaned.

1 Sam. 1:22.

I.] togrow

Gen. 21: 8.

com. gen. prim. plur. D^a, dec.

VIII. a. a camel, male or female. Where
the discrimination of sex is unimportant,
the gender is usually masc. as IK. 10:2.

When used to denote a -female camel,

it is fern, as Gen. 32 : 15. This word
has passed with a slight change from

the eastern into our western languages.

*"M3ilj fut. *v&y. 1. to finish, accom-

plish, execute. Ps. 57 : 3 ty Toi fa God
who executes for me, i.e. who manages

myaffairsfor me. So with 153, Ps. 138: 8.

2. to come to an end, to cease, fail.

Ps. 7:10. 12:2. 77:9. (In Aram.

idem.)

T33i Chald. idem. Part. pass. Y~a

finished, skilful, learned, Ezra 7:12.

Ipil Cimmerians, Cimbri, common

name of a little-known and barbarous

northern nation. Only Gen. 10:2, 3.

Ezek. 38 : 6. If this name was known
to the people themselves, and was de-

rived from them to the southern nations,

then we may compare it with Kymr,
the ancient name of the Welsh.

jil,
with suff. sa, com. gen. verbal from

pa, dec. VIII. h. garden, (literally a

place hedged in) Gen. 2: 8 ff. prn fa

a garden of herbs, Deut. 11:10. IK.
21: 2. nirr

\\ garden of Jelwvah, as if

planted by him, (comp. Gen. 2: 8. Ps.

104:16.) Gen. 13:10. Is. 51: 3. Ezek.

31 : 8, 9. Plur. o% Cant. 4 : 15. 6 : 2.

,J5, fut. a:r. 1. to steal; construed

with an ace. of the thing, Gen. 31 : 19.

30 : 32. or of the person, 2 Sam. 19 :

42. Deut. 24: 7. Job 21: 18 waja yta3i

HDID and as chaff which the ivhirlwind

carries away. 27 : 20.

2. to deceive, like the Greek K^TUI.
Gen. 31 : 27 TIN aiarn thou hast deceived

me. verse 20
fib

aV n afe; a::?] and Jacob

deceived Laban. verse 26. Part. pass,
with paragogic Yod, TOM, Gen. 31 : 39.

Niph. pass. Ex. 22:11.
Pi. i. q. Kal. 1. to steal. Jer. 23 : 30.

2. to deceive, seduce. 2 Sam. 15 : 6.

Pu. pass. Job 4:12 asy "113 *fa an
oracle was secretly brought to me. Infin.

absol. aaa, Gen. 40 : 15.

Hithpa. 2 Sam. 19:4 ci? D?n aiarw

Tn
Niaj Ninrr and the people stole them-

selves that day into the city. (Syr.

ciAaj k^i^to steal ones self away)

^25 ni. verbal from aas, dec. I. thief.

Ex/22:l,6,7.

""QB^ f. verbal from a;a, dec. X. some-

thing stolen. Ex. 22 : 3.

!"T25 fem. of
fa.

dec. X. garden. Is. 1 :

30. Job 8 : 1 6. Plur. nta, Am. 4 : 9. 9 : 1 4.

H2il fem. of
]3,

dec. X. idem. Mere

frequent, as it appears, in the later books.

Est. 1:5. 7 : 7, 8. Cant. 6:11.

D^pll, const. M:?J dec. VI. g.

1. treasures. Est. 3:9. 4:7.

2. chests, in which to pack up and

preserve valuable articles, as the Greek

Snrxvpf. Ezek. 27 : 24. (Chald. wa to

hide, lay up, preserve; Arab.^Ju>-
to

cover, collect. Kindred with 025.)

*P)J?l
Chald. masc. plur. treasures.

Ezra 6: 1. iw:a rra treasure-house, Ezra

5:17. 7:20."

TJT25 ra> ^ec< VIII. h. treasure-cham-

bers in the temple. 1 Chr. 28 : 11. The

^|
is afformative as in

ip, TjV,
and other

Chaldaic words.

p;l
to protect, defend, (strictly to co-

ver, like the Arab. *-., which, construed

with \c, signifies to protect; and on

this account wa like verbs of covering,



is construed with w.) 2 K. 20 : 6 >n*i:r>

rirtn "wry '?9 / will difcnd this city. (In

chap. 19:34, with ?.) Is. 37 : 35. 38:

6. Pret. \ii:a. Infin. absol. p:;,
Is. 31 : 5.

Hiph. fut, ;r,
K&/W. Is. 31:5. con-

strued with :r, Zech, 9 : 15. with T?a,

(see trn no. 4.) 12:8.

Deriv.
]a, TO, TO, ;:=.

riV^ to tofr, bellow, as kine. 1 Sam.

6 : 12. Job 6 :5. (In Aram, more fre-

quent, and in a general sense to cry.)

vj?i! to reject, tJirow away (from dis-

gust and aversion,) to abhor; construed

with an ace. Lev. 26 : 30 CD ipc: rrra,

my soul shall abhor you. verses 1 1, 44.

So of the Israelites, verse 15 bs-:ri ^scr?

^:rr: your soul shall abhor my laws.

verse 43. Ezek. 16 : 45 rr:^ PTCTK rtoa

who rejecteth her* husband and her chil-

dren. Construed with a, Jer. 14 : 19.

Niph. to be thrown away. 2 Sam. 1 :

21 c'-jiaa ;:o Vr;: '3
t/0r there the shield

of the mighty was thrown away. Vulg.

abjectus est clypeus.

Hiph. i.q. Kal. Job 21 : 10 NTT 15? into

^r AzV cow becomespregnant, and casts

not (her calf,) i. e. suffers no abortion.

vjjil m - verbal from ^?a, abhorrence,

loathing. Ezek. 16:5.

"*l>'il to assail with harsh words, to
' T

chide, reprove, rebuke; construed with

an accus. or with a. (In Syr. idem.)

Gen. 37: 10. Ruth.2:16. Jer. 29 : 27.

Frequently spoken of God, who rebukes

men in order to restrain them, Is. 17 :

13. Zech. 3 : 2 ]^^] ^ rnrp the Lord
rebuke thee, Satan, i. e. the Lord check

thee. Mai. 3:11 bsta cpij
rn?a / will re-

buke the devourerfor your sakes, i. e. I

will drive away destructive insects from

you. 2 : 3 srvn n DDb 153 ^r\ behold, I
rebuke the seed for your sakes, i. e. I

deny to you the seed. Applied to Jeho-

vah's rebuking his enemies, Ps. 9 : 6.

68:31. 119:21. to his rebuking or

controlling the elements, Ps. 106 : 9

*TQ *\VD"d'a
n?ri he rebuked the sea of

reeds, and it dried up. Nah. 1:4.

Deriv. out of course

f. verbal from "tfa, dec. XL
1. rebuke, reproof; e. g. from one's

parents. Prov. 13:1 rn?a 27$ & ^Vj
and

the scorner hearkens not to reproof. 1 7 :

10. Ecc. 7 : 5 n;rr rnra yttr
1

? aVo it is bet-

ter to hear the reproof of a wise mant

than etc.

2. threatening, menace. Is. 30:17.

Especially applied to God's threatening

the elements, Ps. 104 : 7. Is. 50 : 2

D; anmj 'n^.r through my threatening I

dry up the sea. to God's pronouncing

destruction, Ps. 76 : 7. 80 : 17.

E7J?5
to oe movea> violently, to shake,

to tremble; spoken of the earth. Pa.

18:8.

Pu. tiM idem. Job 34 : 20 s^ *&$ the

people shall be moved or troubled.

Hithpa. to be moved, to roll, spoken
of the earth, the floods. Ps. 18 : 8.

Jer. 5:22. 46:7,8.

Hithpo. to stagger, spoken ofa drunk-

en man. Jer. 25 : 16.

t!?J?3 proper name of a mountain,

which forms a part of mount Ephraim.
Josh. 24 : 30. Judg. 2:9.

?]3 ni. (kindred with na,) dec. VIII. h.

1. the body. Ex. 21:3 teja with his

body (only,) i. e. without wife or family,

verse 4.

2. back, height. Prov. 9 : 3 ^TO >ea Vy

n}ipT literally, o?i Me 6ac^ o/" M heights

of the city.

P]il
Chald. plur. ^sa, winy. Dan. 7 :

4, 6. Comp. F]3.

"JCll, with suff. 2ca, com. gen. (masc.

rarely, Hos. 10 : 1.

"

2 K. 4 : 39.) dec.

VI. a.

1. vine, grape-vine More definitely

j'n j52
Num. 6 : 4. But the word is ex-

tended to other similar plants, thus
jpj

rrnp the wild cucumber-vine, 2 K. 4 : 39.

(see rnij?D.) STD
]ca

the vine of Sodom,

probably no particular plant, Deut. 32:

32.

2. the fruit of the vine. 2 K. 18:31.

Is. 36 : 16.

B21 m. found only Gen. 6 : 14 igi *%$
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Jir or pine wood. According to the

Chald. and the Jewish commentators,

cedar. It is without doubt a species

of resinous tree ; hence rno| brimstone,

perhaps also pitch.

rP")Dil f. denom. from 153, brimstone.' ^x * & C

(Syr. puf=ap, Arab.
C*"^*

Chald.

rrjM.) Is. 30:33. Gen. 19": 24.

"!, fern, rna, participial noun from

113, dec. I. a. inmate, lodger, sojourner.

Job 19 : 15. Ex. 3 : 22.

^]J perhaps the foot of a mountain,
!f X-

(like the Arab ~^.) Job 28 : 4 *rn pB

iI'Dtfp one opens a passagefrom thefoot

of the mountain. But it may be ren-

dwelling, as if by ellipsis for 13 1$** osn

v^from the place where he dwells.

"^5 m - participial noun from TO (q. v.)

a stranger.

"^ i. q. 112 catulus. Plur. nnia, Jer.

51 : 38. and rrna, Nah. 2:13.

IHil m. scurvy, perhaps of a malig-

nant kind. Sept. ^/ta^a. dy^ta,. Vulg.
scabiesjugis. Lev. 21 : 20. 22 : 22. (In

Syr. and Arab, leprosy, itch.)

*^5"?3 m. dec. VII. i. berry, e. g. of

the olive. Is. 17 : 6. (So in Chald. and

Arab.)

rVniPlit plur. fern. neck. Prov. 1 : 9.

3:3,22. 6:21. (In Arab. '^'1 a

denom. to gargle, fa -*. crawt crop.}

^51? proper name of a Canaanitish

people/Gen. 10:16. 15:21. Josh. 24:

11. The name Yt^ysvwo} occurs Mat.
8 : 28. but the reading is supposed to

be a mere conjecture of Origen.

TtJ to scratch, scrape, rub.

Hithpa. to scrape ones self. Job 2 :

8. (So in Arab, and Aram.)
iT^ in Kal not used.

Pi. rna to excite, stir up contention.

Prov. 15:18 }Vra rro n^n M the pas-
fionate man stirs up contention. 28: 25.

29:22. (In Arab. ]
A

conj. II. IV. to
x 7

excite hostility. In Aram, nj, w*!^.

idem.)

Hithpa. 1 . to be excited, to be angry
with any one, construed with a. Prov.

28 : 4 oa nan', rnin
nrpiij

the observers of
the law are angry with them. Dan. 1 1 :

10 at the beginning.

2. to contend, to engage in war with

any one, construed with a. Deut. 2:5,
19 en nann ^ contend not with them.

With the addition rron'jQ, to excite or

w^e war, verses 9, 24. With nirra to

i, Jer. 50:24.

^ J . -?o T^ i
thou contend with evil? Dan. 11: 10

. 7 7 ,
nwo rnjn' ^e 5/^// ^e excited anew,

-

(jg-; and

irritatedf aiso to war.) Deriv .

I. r"Hil. f. verbal from
-na,

no. 2. dec.

X. Me ewe?, the food which the animal

brings up and chews again. Found

only in the phrases, rn3
rr)gn to ruminate,

or chew the cud, Lev. ll:3ff. Deut.

14 : 6, 7. and rna rja idem, once Lev.

11:7.

II. rnj f. a gerah, the smallest

weight of the Hebrews, being the twen-

tieth part of the shekel, used also as a

coin; literally, a bean, grain, (comp.
wa a berry, in Chald. a grain, kernel ;

also Arab.^. -*. a bean.) The Hebrews

without doubt made use of a kernel or

grain for a weight, as the Greeks and

Romans did of the xtgaTioy, and the

modems of barley and pepper-corns.

ji^H
m. const. jr3, dec. III. a. The

form of this word is from rr^., but the

signification from 113 no. 3. See ninna.

1. neck. Is. 3:16 fry rrt'vs: with

stretched-out necks. Ezek. 16:11.

2. throat, swallow. Ps. 149:6 rnooYi

Drrm ^N liter, exaltations of God are in

their throat. Is. 58 : 1 jVvi *oj? callfrom
a (full) throat, i. e. cry aloud. Ps. 69 :



Din (

4. 115:7. Ps. 5 : 10 oaSi? nine ;?

throat is an open sepulchre. Jer. 2:24.

Jl^lin f. denom. from 12, habitation.

Jer. 41:17.

tin i. q. i]?, by a metathesis which

prevails in this word also in Arabic.

Found only in Niph. to be cut off or

taken away. Ps.31:23 TJW lasoWCajf
#//i taken awayfrom thine eyes. (comp.
Ps. 88:6.) But 8 MSS. read >mua.

''tin name of a Canaanitish people,

found" only 1 Sam. 27: 8 Kethib, (Vulg.

Gerzi,) the Keri being nu. Perhaps

synonymous with 'crw Gen. 10: 16.

D^'tin proper name, Gerizim, a peak
of mt. Ephraiin, over against mt. Ebal.

Between the two the city Sheehem was

situated. Deut. 11:29. 27:12. This

mountain became in subsequent times

the seat of the religious worship of the

Samaritans. The Sam'ar. text, and the

Samaritans join in one word D^nnn
mount Gerizim, as it is written in Eu-

polemus Agyegt^f* See Reland de

monte Garizhn, in his Dissert. Miscel-

lan. P. I. no. 3.

]tin
m. axe, hatchet* Deut. 19:5.

20 : 19. 1 K. 6 : 7. This quadriliteral

appears to be derived from n|=i]3 to

cut, to hew.

Si? or -V-JJ Prov. 19: 19 Kethib,

prob. a corrupt reading instead of 'Hj.

Theodot. ^vyoc^^v^q.

bin see 7l1n lot.
T T

I. Din properly, to cut off, as in Syr.

and Arab. Hence, construed with b, to

reserve, Zeph. 3 : 3 T$$ 1012 &ft they re-

serve nothing till the morning. (Comp.
7 ^N, h ^ir*')

II. Din Pi. denom. from
D^J:,

to gnaw
or break in pieces a bone. Num. 24 : 8

QT3 DirrTCS^ he shall break their bones.

Hence metaphorically, Ezek. 23 : 34
thou skalt drink it (the cup,) and suck

it out, iarr:n
rrtp-jn nsn and its sherds thou

shalt gnaw, i. e. thou shalt completely
exhaust it. (In Arab.

,
- is i. q. ^1-^

>1 )

to pick or gnaw flesh from a bone, a

denom. from As*.jlesh. In Chald. also

it signifies to pick a bone, Ps. 27 : 2

Targ.)

Din m. prim. dec. VI. a.

l.'bone. Prov. 17:22. 25:15. TOH
cn2 an ass ofbone, i. e. a strong-built ass,

Gen. 49:14. The Arabs say in like

manner, , M.J >- {&*>- a strong

horse, ass, and
^j-r*- strong-boned.)

2. self, (like c^ bone and self,)
as is

common in Chald. and Samaritan. 2 K.

9:13 niwsn cna b:? o?z Me stofr* Me??i-

selves. Others: o^ owe of the stairst

(comp. Arab. . ->. part, and the expres-
^ ^c ^ ' ' '

8J011
(r>f&*) oneofthem,\\tQTV\\y,apart

of them.)

Din m. Chald. fowe, as in Hebrew.

Dan. 6:25.

tin f. plur. rfo^, const. ^272; prim.

dec.Vl. p.

1. an open level place, area; e. g.

before the gate, IK. 22: 10. 2 Chr.

18:9.

2. especially threshing-floor, a cir-

cular level plat of ground in the open

air, where corn was trodden by oxen.

Ruth. 3 : 2 ff.
-ft

a ntfnn the produce of
the threshing-floor. Num. 18 : 30. Is.

21 : 10 vva ^ son of my threshing-floor,
i. e. (if spoken of the Israelites,) my
bruised broken people, or

(if spoken of

the Babylonians,) thou who shalt soon

be broken on my threshing-floor. Comp.

3. the grain itself. Job 39 : 12.

Din to be bruised, crushed, or broken

inpieces. (Syr. break inpieces;

Arab. <jy~ to break into large pieces)

Ps. 119:20 n;^nS ncea mp^my soul is

broken, or languisheth>y>-ow desire.

Hiph. Lam. 3 : 16 ^ y^nj orm he
causes my teeth to bite gravel stones.

5?in 1. to take off (the beard,) to

shave? Is. 15 : 2. Jer. 48 : 3T. (In

Syriac, idem)
H
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Niph. to bring up again (the food,)

to ruminate. (In Arab. conj. IV. VIII.

Syr. Ethpe. idem.) Fut, -\y, Lev. 11:7.

Poal, to be sawn. 1 K. 7:9. See Kal

no. 2.

Hithpo. i. q. Kal no. 1. Jer. 30: 23.

"V^il proper name of a city of the

Philistines, and residence of a king.

Gen. 20 : 1 . 26 : 1. Yja brq the valley of
Gerar, Gen. 26:17.

2. to take or draw off or away, to

withdraw from a person or thing. Job

36 : 7 vys? P^?P yy\ & he withdraws not

his eyesfrom the righteous. In this way
the ellipsis is to be supplied in Ezek.

5:11 jna :D3*/ also will withdraw

(mine eye;) especially as >:;? follows

soon after. Jer. 26 : 2 -iri snsri

nothing away. Often absolutely,

away, without specifying what is taken

away, (comp. rp; no. 1.) Deut. 4: 2 and

ye shall not take awayfrom it. 13:1.

[12:32.] Ex. 5:8, 19. Ecc.3:14
J>M

tf\$ p Mistt
f]'Dinb

vb$ there is nothing
to be added to it, and nothing to be

takenfrom it. Hence
3. construed with an accus. of the

thing, to diminish, lessen, shorten. Ex.

21:10. Ezek. 16:27. Job 15:4 snam

b 3pb nrrip thou lessenest prayer before

God.

4. as in Arabic, to suck up or draw
in (water), to imbibe, Job 15:8 S!3rn

near; ?j^ Aas thou imbibed wisdom to

thyself?
Pi. i. q. Kal no. 4. Job 36 : 27

rja;
>3

DJQ \p:pp A#s he drawn up (to himself)
the drops of water?

Niph. to be taken away. Num.36:

3, 4. 27 : 4. Often used in a somewhat

impersonal manner, without specifying
ried al 9 and overflowed as (by) the

the object taken away, :sn32 something
ver Egypt-
3. to be agitated. Is. 57 : 20 tfgaa o;

the agitated or troubled sea, mare im-

with suff. ^3, verbal from \r^;

=
D']3, dec. VI. h. something pounded

or beatenfine. Lev. 2 : 14, 16.

ttha 1. to drive out. Ex. 34: 11.

Lev. 21:7. More frequent in Piel.

2. to drive, or carry along with
itself,

to wash away. Is. 57 : 20 tfpi V^ID isruvj

B'TM and his waters carry along mire

and dirt.

3. to empty, strip, pillage. Ezek. 36 :

5 nb rrcn30 jsob to pillage it (the uninha-

bited land] for booty, shjra is the Ara-

mean infinitive.

Pi. ttna to drive away, to drive out.

Gen. 3: 24. 4:14. 21:10. etc.

Pu. Tina pass. Ex. 12 : 39.

Niph. I. to be driven out. Jon. 2 : 5.

2. to be carried or swept along. Am.
8 : 8 Dns "riN'3 n|7c;n rreh32

is taken away or is wanting, Num. 36:

3 at the end. Ex. 5: 11. Lev. 27: 18.

Hence to be diminished, lessened, re- P^lsum.

strawed,Num.9:7rt$&wherefore
Deriv- out of course thap.

should we be restrained, so as not, etc.

Deriv. nixnatp.

f]"^il
to carry or wash away. (In

Arab, and Syr. idem.) Once Judg. 5 :

21 nena
jtaJij?

Vn: the brook Kishon carries

them away. Deriv. nD-uD.

"1")iL fut. -u\ ii3'. 1. to draw, especi-T T

ally to carry off, to sweep away. (In

Syr. and Arab, idem.) Hab. 1:15 vr^

one draws them in his net. Prov.

2. to c?raw> (with the saw,) to *w,
m pieces. (The kindred form 13:

has this signification in Syr. and Arab.)
Deriv. m;o a saw. Soe Poal.

m. verbal from ttha, produce,

proventus. Deut. 33 : 14. (The root

which usually signifies to drive out, has

here the kindred meaning to produce.)

nil?^ f- verbal from sha, dec. X. eov

pulsion (from one's possessions,) oroc-

Ezek. 45 : 9.

5 (expulsion, from ttha) proper
name of a son of Moses. Ex. 2 : 22.

18:3. The patronymic noun ':ha Num.
3: 21. 26:57. is made from the form

py-ia.

1^5 literally, a bridge, (comp.Arab.
Sf C O O X

.****., Syr. lf.4-.^. ?We?.) But in He-

brew used only as a proper name.
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1. a country on the east of Jordan,

inhabited by Canaanites. Deut. 3:14.

Josh. 12:5. 13:13.

2. a country in the south of Palestine,

in the neighbourhood of the Philistines.

Josh. 13:2. 1 Sam. 27: 8.

3. a place in Syria, subject to a king,

whose daughter David married. 2 Sam.

3:3. 13:37. 15:8.

DlPil in Kal not used.

Hiph. to cause to rain. Jer. 14 : 22.

DtTil m. plur. Q^tfs, const. ^^a, verbal

from cr;, dec. VI. h. a heavy rain,

shower, differing from *co a light rain.

Comp. 1 K. 18:45. Prov725:23. Ezek.

13:11. 38:22. The combination of

the two synonymes, as in Job 37 : 6 Dtfa,

rap and Zech. 10:1 oga TEG, gives in-

tensity to the signification.

Dt!)il, with suff. HGtia verbal from otfj,

dec. VI. o. idem. Ezek. 22 : 24.

body. Dan. 4: 30. [33.] 5:21. (Syr.

and li^a,., Arab.

also idem.)

1. Goshen, proper name of a

country in Egypt, in which the Israel-

ites dwelt from the time of Jacob to

that of Moses. Gen. 45:10. 46:28,
34. 47:27. 50:8. Ex. 8 : 22. 9:26.
The Greek geographers, living at a later

period, have made no mention of Goshen.
Its situation can only be limited in ge-
neral to the eastern side of lower and
middle Egypt, towards Palestine and
Arabia. The most important data for

its situation are found in Gen. 46 : 29.

Ex. 13:17. 1 Chr. 7:21. To this may
be added the rendering of the Sept. by
TirifA 'Ag/c? Gen. 45 : 10. and 'TrLpauv

rohtg it yv\ 'Potpsriri] 46 : 28. The diffe-

rent opinions may be found stated and
examined in Bellermarm's Hanbuch der

bibl. Literatur, Th. iv. p. 191220.
comp. Jablonski's 8 dissertations De

Terra Gosen, reprinted also in his

Opuscula T.II. p. 77 224. ed. Te
Water, and, as advocating a different

opinion, J.D. Michaelis' Supplem. p.

371 381. The pronunciation of the

Sept. Tariff corresponds to the Coptic
form of the word TECEM, NPECEM,
NOYECEM.

2. also of a city and country in the

mountain of Judah. Josh. 10:41. 11:

16. 15:51.

'tt?il found only in Pi. to grope after

any thing, construed with an accus. IB.

59: 10. (In Arab, and Aram, idem.)

nj, plur, ni-a, f.(prob. for n:a or raa

verbal from $ = Arab. j*.. pressit.)

dec. VIII. f.

1. wine-press, or rather the trough in

which the grapes were trodden, and out

of which the juice ran into the tub
(aj?)

placed at, the side. Joel 4 : 13. [3 : 13.]
na

?JTI
to tread the wine-press, Neh.

13:~157Lam. 1:15,

2. proper name of one of the five

princely cities of the Philistines, the

birth-place of Goliath. Josh. 13 : 3.

1 Sam. 6:17. 21:10. 1 K. 2 : 39, 40.

3. -fin na (dug wine-press) a place in

the tribe of Zebulun, (with He local

icrr rwa.) Josh. 19:13.

4.
pr-n

na {pomegranate-press) a place
in the tribe of Dan. Josh. 19 : 45.

VI? a gentile noun from na ,a Gittite.

2 Sam. 6 : 10, 11. 15 : 18. The fern.

n>na appears in Ps. 8:1. 81:1. 84:1.

to be the name of a musical instrument,

perhaps invented at Gath, or so called

from na a wine-press, because used at

the joyful season of vintage.

Q^riil (two wine-presses) proper

name of a city in the tribe of Benjamin.
Neh. 11:33.

"inH found only Gen. 10 : 23. a son
V V

of Aram, perhaps representing a people
of Syria.
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THE name rfa i. q. n'^ a door, refers

probably to the common square form of

this letter.

Daleth is most nearly related to i,

(especially where this letter corresponds

with the Arab, j, sounded like ds, but

in some Arabic dialects like d simply.)

Comp, "^ and
'rpn

to be extinguished;
yts truncus and sna to cut down; -n;

Arab. <x> to vow ; and on the other
j

hand 133
a crown, as if from Arab. ,jj

to &e distinguished; etc. It corresponds

very rarely with the Arab. ; e. g. Q'TIJ:

TxCx %
Arab. . aw aarft

It is sometimes commuted with the

harder consonants of the same organ;
SS x-

e. g. n^ Aram. |? slander; ^Jo
and

JP ox x xx

F$$,
^jiaj

fodfy, fo%; ''is Arab. JL
to divide.

Wl Chald. pron. denom.fem. i.q. Heb.

rri and rw this, (otherwise T^, nrr.) Dan.

4 : 27. [30.] 5 : 6 sob *n o>ze another.

nibS'l i. q. aw (q.v.) to languish, faint,

waste away. Jer. 31 : 12 -m? na*nb 'Cpv tffn

fl5? </^3/ 5/^// wo languish any more.

Spoken of the eye, Ps. 88 : 10 mine eye

languisheth from affliction. (Comp.
tJtf?.) Spoken of the soul, Jer. 31 : 25.

ni^l f verbal from a^, literally, a

wasting away, from anxiety, conster-

nation ; hence, anxiety, sorrow. Job 41 :

14. [22.] Comp. Dcp.

'['fcbS'l
m. const,

ftasro,
verbal from

INI, dec. III. a languishing, famtness.

joined with tjgs. Deut. 28 : 65.

i.q. yifish. Neh. 13:16.

1 1. to 6e afflicted or troubled

about any thing; construed with ?,

1 Sam. 9 : 5 b 3ri awe? Je troubled about
us. 10 : 2. with jp, Ps. 38 : 19 JNIN

>n^nr} / am afflicted on account of my
sin.

2. to fear. Jer. 17:8. construed

with an ace. Jer. 38:19. Is. 57:11.
with

]p, Jer. 42 : 16.

S&l (afflicted) proper name of an

Idumean, in the retinue of Saul, and

hostile to David. 1 Sam. 21:8. 22 : 9.

Ps. 52 : 2. The Kethib 1 Sam. 22 : 18,

22, has yta, after the Syriac pronuncia-
tion.

"TJ^H ^* veroal from 3*3 affliction,

sorrow. Prov. 12:25.

2. fear, apprehension, anxiety. Ezek.

4:16. 12:18,19. Jer. 49: 23.

HNn, fut. TIKT, apoc. T (Ps. 18:11.)
tofly ; spoken of the swift eagle, Deut.

28:49. Jer. 48: 40. 49:22. of the

Deity, Ps. 18 : 11 rrn Bb MI.^ and he

flew on the wings of the wind. For 2 K.

17: 21, see srpr.

PfW"! found only Lev. 11:14. (nto

being in the parallel passage Deut. 14:

1 3, though perhaps merely a corruption;)
name of a swift bird of prey. So much
is evident from the etymology and the

context. Its specific meaning cannot

be determined. Sept. yy-v^, vulture. Vulg.
milvus. Comp. Bocharti Hieroz, T. II.

p. 191.

1 see

prm. masc. epcene,

dec. VIII. d. bear. 1 Sam. 17
; 34, 36,

37. 2 Sam. 17 : 8. Prov, 17 : 12. Hos.

13:8 Vfi> rr a she-bear robbed of her

whelps. Plur. c^i f. she-bears, 2 K. 2 :

& ^, ''&&*,

24. (Arab. ^j, LJ he-bear, a she-

bear.)

1^ Chald. t*?*. Dan. 7:5.

Nll m. dec. VI. p. found only Deut.

33 : 25
|$ri ?^;3

5 thy days, i. e. the

days of thy life, so thine old age, or

thine end, death. Vulg. senectus tua.

(Others: strength; not suiting the con-

text.) The primary idea is either rest

(comp. [jj to rest,) or wasting away,,



(as if from ^ i. q. isn, ni to languish.)

Ill according to the Jewish com-

mentators, strictly, to speak, (whence
mi,) hence causatively, spoken of wine,

Cant. 7:10 rrz-r1 TZ-Z 2^ which makes

the lins of the sleeping to speak, (as in

dreaming.) But the root of nri is more

probably the Arab. L -M to creep, also

toflow gently, whence our passage may
he rendered, which flows gently over

the lips of the carousers.

nil m. slander, ill report. M*sin

n^i to spread an ill report, Num. 14 :

36. Prov. 10:18. The following ge-
nitive may be taken actively, as Ps. 31 :

14 n'yi nin vwip >3 for I hear the slan-

ders of many. Jer. 20: 10. or passively,
as Num. 13 : 32. 14 : 37. Gen. 37 : 2.

Prov. 25 : 10 a>n V ?prp and thine ill

.5- ^.x-

report turn not away. (In Arab.
L-jyt>

and u_>*jut> a secret slanderer. In Syr.

reputation, report; and

to spread a report, to slander. In Chald.

nr^ ill report, infamy. Concerning the

root, see 11

f. prim. dec. X.

1. bee.' Is. 7: 18. Plur. onln, Judg.
14:8. Ps. 118:12. Deut. 1:44. (Syr.
e #. < s-;o

]ZJars^ bee, wasp; Arab, jj, collect.

bees, wasps.)
2. proper name of a celebrated judge

and prophetess in Israel. Judg. 4:4.

5:1.

nil Chald. i. q. Heb. ni} to offer a

sacrifice. Ezra 6 : 3. Deriv. out of course

nrn altar.

fill, plur. pnrr, Chald. sacrifice.

Ezra 6': 3.

D^Vll masc. plur. 2 K. 6 : 25 Keri.

doves dung. The Masoretes have sub-

stituted this word, as appearing to them

less offensive, for the reading of the

Kethib D'jV ^n. The first part of this

compound, the syllable :n, appears to

be derived from rm= Chald. arc and

Syr. wCO and is pn>bibly ;m

euphemism for tfvr, (comp. pt^

T05, dulpjioicc,
alri profluvium.)

"VII m. 1. a portion of the temple,

(otherwise called cvchpT . tthp the holy of

holies,) embracing a third part of its

area towards the west, and 20 cubits

square, adytum. 1 K. 6 : 5, 1922. 8:

6,8. 2Chr. 3:16. 4:20. 5:7,9. Je-

rome renders the word oraculum, ora-

culi sedes, (from 121 to speak,) because

the Deity reveals his oracles there;

but the more probable root is -m i. q.
X-X X-

Arab. ^J to be behind; hence, the hin-

der, i. e. the western, part of the tem-

ple, (comp. Tftw.)

2. proper name of a city in the tribe

of Judah, otherwise called Kirjath-se-

pher. Judg. 1:11.

n711 f. const, rtoj,
Plur. tySrj,

dec.

XL. f. a round cake ofdriedJigspressed

together, i.q. Greek 9r#A#0j. 1 Sam. 25:

18. 1 Chr. 12 : 40. With the addition

D'3n (figs,) 2 K. 20 : 7. (In Syr. idem.

Root ki, which in Arabic signifies
to

press together, to make round.) See

Celsii Hierobot. T. II. p. 377379.

nS>11 Ezek. 6:14. D^nS^Ll Num.

33:46. and d?f)W! H*1! Jer. 48:

22. proper name of a city of Moab.

Jerome (Onomast. s. v. Jaffa,) says; et

usque hodie ostenditur inter Medabam
et Deblatai.

pll and pll, fat-
PIT?,

innn. nj;:n.

(In S}T. .J2^ adhcesit; Arab. ^t>

firmiter adhcesit.)

1. to cleave or stick to, to adhere;

construed with ?, }, or b. Ps. 102 : 6.

Lam. 4:4 ten bw p;v pir? p?^ the tongue

of the suckling cleaves to his palate,

(from thirst, diyness.) Ps. 22 : 16. The

same phrase is also used in another

sense, Job 29 : 10 n;?:n D2r^ ajirafti
their

tongue clave to tJieir palate, i. e. they

were silent, (from veneration, respect.)

PR. 137:6. (comp. Hiph. Ezek. 3:26.)

Dent. 13 : 18 let nothing cleave to thine

i. o. purloin nothing. Job 31 : 7.
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Pi. "ian, 121, fut. nsT.

1. to speak, loquor, (different from TON

with 3, verse 23. Hence, to stick close to say, dico, which is followed by the

2. to attach ones self to a person, to

y him. Ruth 2: 8, 21. construed

to, or to love, e.g. the king, God, one's

wife, construed with a, or b, Deut. 10:

20. 11: 22. 2 Sam. 20 : 2.' 1 K. 1 1 : 2.

words spoken ; seenw no. 1.) (1.) used

absolutely. Job 11:5 nan rnb
]r\\ i? O

tfiat God would speak. Is. 1 : 2 nan rnrr rs

Josh. 23 : 12. Gen. 2 : 24. 34 : 3. with for Jehovah speaketh. (2.) construed

nn, Ps. 63 : 9
*pjn

rsfoa n^an wy sow/ with an ace. (in cases where io$ is like-

wise used.) Ex. 6: 29 -te rw rtno *? nan

*pS nai 'a ? 5peo& ^OM to Pharaoh
all which I say to thee. 24 : 7 nan niDN'bs

rnja rrirr // which Jehovah says, we will

do.' Jer. 1 : 17. Dan. 10: 11. Jon. 3:2.

Frequently in such phrases as the fol-

lowing, pns, ais, NVD, "\j7u? nan to speak de-

ceit,falsehood, lying, righteousness, Ps.

101:7.Is.45:19. 59:3. Dan. 11: 27.

Hos. 10: 4 D'nan nan they speak (vain)

words, i. e. give words for deeds, verba

dant. (3.) very rarely, followed by the

words spoken ; like nog, or perhaps ifc^

being understood. Gen. 41 : 17. Ex.

Jehovah

IK. 21: 5.

2 K. 1:7, 9. Ezek. 40:4. Dan. 2:4.

The person spoken to or addressed, is

most commonly preceded by b or S,
also by oy, Gen. 31 :29. Deut. 5:4. by
n (n,) Gen. 23:8. 42:30. and by a,

11 verbal from pan, dec. V. a. cleav- fPecially in th sense f a Delation
"

T7i o tr \
*rom a m?her being, Zech. 1 : 9 -w^rT

ing, adhertn
ff.2K. 3:3. Prov.l8:24. ,

?^ J?^ J .^T tf^
pll m. verbal from pan, dec. VI. h. verse 14. 2 : 7. [3.] 4 : 1, 4 ff. Hab. 2 :

1. the soldering OT welding of metals. 1. Jer. 31 :20. Num. 12:6, 8. In one

Is. 41: 7. instance the person spoken to is put in

2. plur. D>p.an 1 K. 22: 34. 2 Chr. 18: the ace. Gen. 37 : 4. (Comp. Asym *

33. probably the joints of the coat of to say to any one, and ofany one.)
mail. So the Chald. Others: shoulders; The person or thing spoken of, is put

comp. Chald.
TJT ^ano Jer. 28: 12 Targ. in the accus. Ruth 4: 1 nan ncN nai? hxm

"111 1. prob. as its primary significa- ^ ^e kinsman passed by, of whom

tion,"to &<*, to drive, (as in the Syr
Boaz had sPoken> 3uem dixerat Boaz '

Gen. 19: 21 . 23: 16. or is preceded by
J.DJ,

and in Arab. conj. II.) Comp.

Hiph. Hence the deriv. nan, nrrp, rrjan.

cleaveth to thee.

3. to overtake any one, construed

with an ace. with 5, or with nrw. Gen.

19:19. Deut. 28 : 60. Jer. 42 : 16 ntf

nrnrm prp zY (hunger) shall overtake

you there. Synonymous with a%i. See

Hiph. no. 3.

Pu. pass, to cleave together. Job 38 :

38. 41:9. [17.]

Hiph. 1. caus. of Kal no. 1. to cause

to cleave or sfr'cA. Ezek. 3 : 26. 29 : 4.

Jer. 13 : 11.

2. to pursue; construed with an ace.

Judg. 18:22. 2 Sam. 1 : 6. and with

'l<5 Judg. 20:45 VVTM ipTJ2 ond they 32:7 -^ rroo S* njrp

pursued him. 1 Sam. 14 : 22. 31:2. said unto Moses, go, etc.

3. to overtake, i. q. Kal no. 3. Gen. 31:

23. Judg. 20: 42. also causat. to make
to overtake, Deut. 28: 21.

Hoph. to c/<m-e or adhere. Ps. 22 : 16.

Chald. idem. Dan. 2:43.

2. to /w* m orc?er, to arrange, con-

nect, (as in Arabic ;) and hence to cow-

nect words, to speak, serere verba,

(whence sermo.) In Kal found only in 42: 19.

Sam . 19:3 w VM
?ja laig <?

and I
5^eaA to myfather concerning thee.

orbyw, IK. 2: 19. especiallywhere the

promises or oracles of God are spoken
of, IK. 2:4. Dan. 9 i 12. Jer. 25:13.

the part, w and w Prov. 25:11. and
mtheinfin.

span Ps. 51:6. But much
more common in

The person spoken against is pre-
ceded by fc, Ps. 109:20. .lev. (i: 10.

W:M. i>,,t. 13:6. or bva, Nun., ->\ -.
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7
T|a;

rrirra vjrt we have spoken against Pu. pass. Ps. 87 : 3
!ja

na-w rma.a: glori*

Jehovah, and against thee. Job 19:18. ous things are spoken, i.e. designed by
Ps. 50 : 20. 78: 19. a iyr also signifies

to spe& by or through any one, (i. q.

Ta ia-1,) Num. 12:2. 2 Sam. 23:2. 1 K.

22:28.

The following applications and com-

binations of this word ought to be

noticed; (1.) to promise. Deut. 19:8.

Jon. 3 : 10. Construed with an ace.

Deut. 6:3. (2.) 'D ab by -ri to speak to

any one in a friendly manner, especi-

ally, to comfort him. (Comp. Trct^cipv-

6<opici, to address, and also to comfort;
so the Lat. alloquor.) Gen. 34 : 3. 50:

21. Ruth 2: 13. 2 Sam. 19: 8. 2 Chr.

30 : 22. 32 : 6. (3.) iab by, bw iai to spe&
with ones self, or m ones heart, to me-

ditate. Gen. 24: 45. 1 Sam. 1 : 13 rnan>p

nab by she spake in her heart. Also with

iaba, cy, Ecc. 1:16. 2:15. Ps. 15:2. ,-,

, . man, Ex. 4: 10. laipai skilful ofspeech,
]
l to ajE, ro ,,, to <jP i or

^HHW M< x gam gj ^ fag*^
good o

? ce^ any one spoken of *

( > ^^^r^ -^
God. Num. 10:29. 1 Sam. 25:30. Jer. 2 ^ T?

raabn a ro//a command, Est. 1 : 19.

Josh. 1:13. 1 Sam. 17:29 in la^r bn

^5 it not a command? (2.) promise.
1K.2:4.8:20. 12:16. Ps. 33:4. 56:

5. (3.) sentiment, doctrine, instruction.

Ecc. 1 : 1 nbnp na^ Me ivords, or *ew^'-

;wewfe ofKoheleth. Prov. 4:4, 20. 30: 1.

31:1. especially aw oracle, revelation,

njrr iyj 7n an oraclefrom God was made
known, construed with b, Jer. 1 : 4, 1 1 .

2:1. 13:8. Ezek. 3:16. 6: 1. 7:1. 11:

14. with by, 1 Chr. 22 : 8. Job 4 : 12 fy*

ua 151 a divine oracle was secretly re-

God, concerning thee. Cant. 8 : 8 naru} nva

aa z^ew one shall speakfor her, i.e. to

have her to wife. (Comp. a izn used in

a similar connexion 1 Sam. 25:39.)

Niph. recip. of Pi. to speak together
or among themselves, Mai. 3: 16. con-

strued with a, Ezek. 33: 30. Ps. 119 :

23. with by, Mai. 3 : 13.

Hiph. prob. i. q. Kal no. 1. to drive

together, to subject, to subdue. Ps. 18:

48 Fnn py TSTI and he subdued nations

under me. 47:4.

Hithpa. i. q. Pi. no. 1. Found only in

the part, iinn, 2 Sam. 14:13. Ezek.

2:2.

Hljn m. verbal from w, dec. IV. a.

1. word, speech. rrb *b *m I have a

18:20. 'D by n;n iai to pronounce evil

concerning any one, 1 K. 22:23. Jer.

11:17. 19:15. 26:19.35:14.36:31.
This phrase is used somewhat diffe-

rently Est. 7 : 9
rpprr ^ ate Tin -TON pTio

Mordechai, who had spoken to the safety

of the king, (comp. 6:2.) (5.) n niate na^i

bij,
to ^pea^ kindly with any one. 2 K.

25: 28. Jer. 12:6. (6.) Dite^ to 5/>ea^

kindly orpeaceably ; construed with ns?,

Ps. 28:3. withnw, Jer. 9:7. to wish

peace, or prosperity, construed with ">,

Ps. 85:9. with a, Ps. 122:8 MTnr

Tjaoi^ / wish thee prosperity, with b,

Est. 10:3
to^'bjb

nibuj la^ wishing peace
to all his seed. Used absolutely, Ps. 35 :

20. TUT DiTsp & they do not speak peace.

(7.) n tqpflSo na^ to pass sentence against,

also to contend in law with any one. See

2. to destroy. 2 Chr. 22 : 10. (comp.
naw in the parallel passage 2 K. 11 : 1.)

Derived from the primary signification,
in this manner ; first, to drive away, then

to persecute, to destroy. Hence nrn pesti-
li'in-c. (In Arab. conj. II. to preparefor
tteaf/i ; III. to be hostile.)

vealed to me. (4.) Plur. ona^ words, for

narration, history. rrcVc) naT Me history

of Solomon, 1 K. 11:41. tangjn nan the

history of days, journal, chronicle,
1 Chr. 27:24. Est. 6:1.

2. matter, thing. (The same change
of signification is also found in the

P - -IN

Aram, rrro, ]ft.vSc; also in D;ne>; in the

Arab.
^,1

and C^vioi- ;
in the Greek

t7To$, fiftx.} Ecc.7: 8. mrj na/rn this thing,

this, Gen. 20: 10. 21: 1 1726. onaTr
1

??

nV^rr all these things, all this, Gen. 20:

8. rrwr s Gen. 18:25. 32:19. 44:7.
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and n^n onys 24:28. 39:17, 19. as floats or rafts, from their being impelled

this, thus. n'|rT D^n nrr upon this, or driven along. IK. 5:23. [9.]

^H^! f- verbal from w, 1. i. q. -iyr

no . Estate, condition, manner. Ps. 110:

4 tjtou art a priest for ever ->?bo b?

^ after tjie manner Of Melc'hisede/i.

after this, 15: 1. 22: 1. 39: 7.- or w
a <fo% mte or teA; hence Wte t=n nri

Me daily task in its day, i. e. day by
day, Ex. 5:13, 19. 16:4. Lev. 23:37.

IK. 8: 59. SoefoDVuTa2Cbr.8:13.
and ioVa oV -anb verse 14. 31 : 16. in the Lehr^eb. p. 547.)

(The T is paragogic, see Gesemus'

same sense. Often redundant, like the

Greek xtfpa, I Sam. 10: 2 n ^ &%
ni:hn nai thyfather has given, up the

asses. Ps. 65 : 4 \it> rna nisi!? nan iniquities

prevail against me. Ps. 105:27. 145:5.

3. something. Gen. 18: 14. -03 f, rib

nothing, "lyr/bs erery Mm^, Num. 31: 23.

Deut. 17: 1. HOE
-ITJ something unclean,

Lev. 5:2. lai rni$ something shameful
or unbecoming, Deut. 23:15. 24:1.

comp. 2 K.4:41. 1 Sarn. 20:2. Also

in plur. D'ais d'^yj something good,
2Chr. 12:12.

4. manner, state, condition. 1 K. 9 :

15 0*5:1 nai m this is the manner of the

levy. Deut. 15:1. 19:4. (Comp.rnax)
5. cause. Josh. 5 : 4. Hence na-r b on

account of, by reason of, Gen. 12: 17.

20:11. 43:18. nw b tWem, Deut. 4:

21. Jer. 7 :22. 14: l". rtx w b? before

verbs, because, Deut. 22:24. 23:5.

2 Sam. 13:22. (Comp.rnn.)
6. a suit at law, causa. Ex. 18:16

-qi onb rrrn '3 ?/*Mey ^ave swzY a law.

verse 22. 22:8. scp narb^ br m every
sw concerning a breach of trust. 24 :

14 D^a/r bss one who has a law-suit.

"lIl^T m, plur. D^W, verbal from la'j,

dec. VI. a. pestilence. Ex. 9:3. Lev.

26: 25. Deut. 28:21. Hos. 13: 14. (In
&C.S

Arab, ^j death; in Heb. comp. lai no.

2. The ideas death and pestilence are

often expressed by the same word, see

nyj no. 4.)

"^5^ ^ 4- TP? verbal from nai no. 1.

dec. VI. p. a fold, pasture. Mic. 2: 12.
O 1 OP

Is. 5:17. (Comp. Syr. ji^j and Iv*^*
SfC^

afield; Arab, ^j idem.)

plur. fpm. verbal from in,

2. i. q. 153 no. 5. cause. Hence rn:n bs_

on account of, Ecc. 3:18. 8:2.$ rnw b?

50 M#, Ecc. 7: 14.

3. i. q. ill no. 6. suit at law, matter

in controversy. Job 5 : 8.

f. Chald. cause. Dan. 2:30

o tJmt, to the end that,

ft f. verbal from
laij, plur. nrOT

words, oracles. Found only Deut. 33:

3
TpnraTO M^. he (Israel) receives of thy

oracles or commands. So Sept. Vulg.
Others read, with a change of the vowel-

points, *[rraTp wip
1

.
he (Jehovah) under-

takes the guidance of thee, as if rnrra

were a verbal from -QI no. 1.

U?^ m. prim, with suff. *$s\, dec. VI.
s c

r. (Arab.

1. '.Lev. 2:11. 1 Sam. 14:26,

27, 30, 45. ProV. 16:24. 24:13.

2. wine sirup, new wine boiled down
to the consistency of sirup, (Greek

tyvifAct ; Lat. sapa, defrutum; Ital. mosto

cotto;) an article, which at the present

day is exported from Palestine, especi-

ally from the country about Hebron, to

Egypt. Gen. 43:11. Ezek.27:17. See

E. F. C. Rosenmiiller on Gen. 43 : 1 1.

nttel f. dec. XIII.
v v

1. according to the connexion, the

Vulg. Chald. Syr. a bunch or protu-
berance on the back of a camel. Once
Is. 30 : 6. (The etymology is unknown.)

2. name of a place. Once Josh.

19:11.

2ft m. prim. dec. II. a. once axn q. v.

Plurl oan, 'n
;
afish. Jon. 2:1,11. Gen.

9:2. Num. 11:22. 1K.4:33. Hence
the verbs rm to increase like fishes; and

3vi tofish.

T "

fom. of 31, (!<'(. XI. a. Idem.
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Deut. 4 : 18. Jon. 2:2. in other places
used collectively, like n$io, Ex. 7:18,

21. Num. 11:5.

1 denom. from rj, to increase, mnl-

like fishes. Once Gen. 48: 16.

Comp. ;\\

\*\2tf
in. (denom. from oafish,) Da-

ffon, an idol of the Philistines at Ash-

dod. From 1 Sam. 5:4, it seems to

have resembled a fish in the lower part,

with a human head and hands. Such

deities are very common on that coast,

as the idols Derceto and Atergatis

prove. Comp. De Wette's Hebr. jiid.

Archiiologie, p. 282.

V^l m. with suff. TOT, Plur. D'bn.
V V ' '

const, ^n ; dec. VI. h. standard, flag,
banner. In the march of the Israelites

through the wilderness, each of the

twelve tribes had its rn or lesser stand-

ard ; and every three tribes, its bn or

greater standard. Num. 1 : 52. 2 : 2, 3,

10, 18, 25. 10: 14 if. Cant. 2 : 4 '}
ibrn

TWIN and his banner over me is love.

(The versions render it, on account of

the context, band, a meaning kindred

to that already given ; comp. the old

German Fahnlein, aflag, also a band of
soldiers.)

7^ denom. from w, to carry

raise up standards. Ps. 20 : 6

brij to the honour of our God we ivill

raise up banners (ofvictory.) (Sept.^g-

probably because they

or

read TT;:.) Part. pass. to:n probably,

distinguished, chief, (like insignis from

siffnum,) Cant. 5:11 my beloved is fair

and ruddy, n;rro ton distinguished be-

fore ten thousand.

Niph. to be provided with flags or

banners. Cant. 6: 4, 10 nV^-jiD TTOM ter-

rible as those provided with banners,

probably a poetical phrase for armies,

or warlike camps. Symm.

]yj m. dec. IV. a. corn, grain. Gen.

27:
T

28,37. Num. 18:26. (In Arab.v

idem.)

^ to gather, heap up, applied

particularly to a female bird's gathering
her eggs or young ones, and brooding
over them. (In Chald. idem.) Jer.17:

1 1 -T; rito vi *nj? as the partridge broods

over eggs, which she has not laid, so

he that acquires riches, but notby rightt

etc. Sept. Wg^l 8-yy>jyysv, ovx iTtx&v.

Is. 34 : 15 she lays her eggs, and hatches

them, andgathers (heryoung) under her

shadow. Vulg. in both passages cor-

rectly: fovere.

Tl, whence dual D^.TT, dec. VIII. h.

breasts, i. q. onj. Ezek. 23 : 3, 8, 21-

Prov. 5:19.

mi to wzove slowly or solemnly, par-

ticularly in a festival procession. (In
Chald. and Talmud, rrn to lead slowly,
e. g. a child.) Found only in Hithpa.
Ps. 42 : 5 D'rr?^ nrpw DTTN 05 ./ moved in

procession with them to the house of
God. The suffix pronoun D~ is used

here for DW> unless we prefer to point
the verb, as if in Piel D"ii as lied them.

Is. 38: 15 >tfoa -ra ^rrn^-Vs rrwxlwillffo
in solemn procession (to the temple) all

my years, on account of the sufferings

ofmy soul, namely, those out of which
God had delivered him.

'H'1

!, plur. D
X

;TT, proper name of a peo-

ple and country in Arabia, frequently
mentioned in connexion with places in

Idumea. Jer. 25 : 23. 49:8. Ezek. 25:

13. 27 : 15, 20. Is. 21 : 13. There was
a Dedan, the grandson of Cush, Gen.

10:7. and another, the grandson of

Abraham by Keturah, Gen. 25 : 3.

Hence it is not impossible that there

were different tribes known by this

name.

D^*^ niasc. plur. Gen. 10:4. pro-

per name of a people, situated to the

west of the Hebrews, perhaps of Gre-

cian origin. The proper name of a peo-

ple or place is frequently so altered and

corrupted in a foreign language, as

greatly to obscure the original appella-
tion. This appears to be the case here.

Dodanim is usually thought to have
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some connexion with Dodona in Epi-
rus. But the Samar. text, and Sept. in

Gen. and the Heb. in 1 Chr. 1 : 7. read

D?TI, which the Sept. renders 'P2<o<,

and Bochart refers to the river Rhoda-
nus or Rhone.

nrPT m. Chald. emph.arn, gold, i. q.

Heb!" urn. Dan. 2 : 32. 3 : 1, 5, 7.

fc^m (in Kethib wim) masc. plur.T V V-

Chald. proper name of a people, from

which a colony was carried by the As-

syrians to Samaria. Ezra 4: 9. Comp.
the Da& or Dahce, above mt. Imaus

and the Caspian Sea, in Quint. Curt,

(iv. 12.) joined with the Susiani, as is

the case in our passage.

Dill found only in part. Niph. Jer.

14:9 crri3 sho as one taken by surprise,

perplexed, or astonied. (In Arab. +&

to fall upon suddenly, e. g. as misfor-

) -m
1. one beloved, afriend, lover. Cant.

1 : 13, 14, 16. 2 : 3, 8, 9, 10, 16, 17 if.

Plur. crfn, 5:1. (Root tn i. q. IT =^

Arab.
J^

to love.)

2.fat/iers brother, uncle by the fa-

thers side. (Syr. },",.)
Lev. 10:4. 18:

14. 20:20. 1 Sam. 10:14. 16: 15. Est.

2: 15. Jer. 32 : 7, 8, 9. In verse 12, it

appears to stand for TH
fa. (Comp. in

Chald. i>an one beloved; tfrin an uncle;
and MWin a mother-in-law.)

3. plur. DHT love, amores. Cant. 1 : 2,

4. 4: 10. Ezek. 16 : 8 o'fr n season of
love, mature age. 23 : 17 DTJ asrcto bed

of love. Prov. 7 : 18 DHI rrn? rrcb come

on, let us drink deeply of love.

iTTn fern, of m, dec. X. fatJiers

brothers wife, father s sister. Ex. 6 : 20.

Lev. 18:14. 20:20.

l^H 1. dec. VL a. pot, kettle. Job 41 :

tune, the night ; ^^fatuus.)
Others :

12. [20.] 1 Sam.
2:14.^

Plur. cnvr,

as one accidentally passing by, since 2 Chr. 35 :13. (Syr. |>oj) a greatpot;

^Jbi)
also signifies supervenit, accidit.

"irPT to pursue, chase, move quickly,

spoken of a horse or rider. Nah. 3 : 2
irri DID Me prancing /torse. Hence,

iTjrn f. verbal from im, dec. X.

pursuit, rapid movement, haste. Judg.
5 : 22 then the hoofs ofthe horses struck

the earth,* ni-irn rfrm>from the haste,
the haste of their heroes, i.e. their riders,

(See Bocharti Hieroz. P. i. p. 97. Mi-
chaelis Supplem. p. 401.)

i. q. :n a bear, (q. v.)

1 i. q. a5 to languish,faint. (Arab.

u.j|j ic?e?w; Syr. cOO> to wefo, c?w-

solve.) Hiph. caus. Lev. 26 : 16.

^l and ^^"l denom. from 33 ; tofish.

Jer. 16 : 16 DWTI awe? /Ae

/iem. Deriv. 33, and 353fisher.

3*n m. verbal from avr, dec. I. \>.jisher.

Ezek, 47: 10. and Jer. 16: 16 Kethib.

nyn f. verbal from m,fishery. Amos
4 : 2 nav

rirvvfish-ltooks.

^ni m. with sufF. also defectively

^^, TTTI, dec. I. a.

]^O^ a kettle; Samar. nnn pots.)

2. dec. I. fow&tf. Jer. 24:2. a la-

bourer's basket, Ps. 81:7. Plur. onn,
2K.10:7.

TH m. (prob. beloved, from Tn=niT

to love,) David, son of Jesse, king of

Israel. 1 Sam. xvi. ff. 2 Sam. 1 Chr.

xn. xxx. in w Me city ofDavid,
Zion, 1 K. 3 : 1. 8 : 1. 9 : 24. TH rra ^e

posterity ofDavid, the royal family of
the kingdom ofJudah, Is. 7 : 2, 13. Jer.

21 : 12. In the later books, such as

Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, Zechariah,

it is written im, in the earlier books

more rarely.

I. tD^WTn masc. plur. a plant having
a (pleasant) smell, Cant. 7:14. and sup-

posed to render barren women fruitful,

Gen. 30: 14, 15, 16. According to the

ancient versions, the mandrake, (atropa

mandragora, Linn.) an herb with a

turnip-shaped root, white and reddish

flowers, and reddish fruit, of the size of

small apples. The fruit ripens from

May to July, and is thought, -in the

east, at the present day, to help con-
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ception. See Schulze's Leitungen des

Hochsten, Th. v. p. 197. Herbelot's

Bibliotheque Orientale, p. 17. Also

Celsii Hierobot. T. I. p. 1 ff. Michaelis

Supplem. p. 410 ff. Oedmann's verm.

Sammlungen aus der Naturkunde no.

5. p. 94 ff. The form of the singular

was probably nr amatorius, from ivt=
rii amator

y by adding the Aramean ad-

jective termination '
; hence the plural

nrxTHj as ^s, plur. n^sas. Comp. niNbib.

II. O^WTTT plur. baskets. Jer.24: 1.
T *

see TIT no. 2.

PTYJ 1 . to be sick, outofhealth, infirm.

(In Arab, ^j.j idem.) Hence the de-

rivatives vi, ^ and nyra. Particularly to

be sick, as females during their monthly
courses. Lev. 12:2anrim3 separation

for uncleanness on account ofJier cours-

es. (This phrase is nearly inverted 15 :

35.) Comp. nvr.

2. to be sad. See nvr.

rT^ verbal adj. from rm. 1. sick, as

females with their monthly courses. Lev.

15 : 33 an^a rma one who is sick with

her monthly courses, also without ad-

dition, 20 : 18. Is. 30: 22 rrn toa crna

tliou shalt cast tfiem away as an unclean

garment, i. e. as a garment soiled by this

disease.

2. faint, sad, spoken of the heart.

Lam. 5:17.

3. unhappy. Lam. 1 : 13. (In Syr.

joj to be sad, to 1>e unhappy ; Aph. to

o o

afflict,
make unJiappy; \+Q> unhappy;

o o *.

affliction, unhappiness.)

found only in Hiph. ITTT.

1 . to drive away, cast out. Jer. 5 1 :

34. Comp. the kindred forms rn; and

nrn. (In Arab. ] <N to be vile and ab-
t!

ject; conj. VI. to cast away.)
2. to ivash, to purify; e. g. a burnt

offering, 2 Chr. 4: 6. Ezek. 40:38. to

ivash away blood-guiltiness, Is. 4 : 4.

^Yl m. verbal from rm 1. sickness.

?8. 41 : 4 *vi fcrw the sick-bed.

2. impurity, loathsomeness. Job 6 : 6,

7 can that which is unsavoury be eaten

without salt? is there taste in the ivhite

ofan egg? Icannot touch it, njrto *vp
rran

and this is as the loathsomeness of my
food, i. e. as my loathsome food. Others,

less correctly, make 'vra i. q. na as.

"^"l m. verbal from rrn, sick, faint,

spoken of the heart. Is. 1 : 5. Jer. 8 : 18.

Lam. 1 : 22.

Ipn i. q. H33 to pound or bruise in

pieces. Num. 11:8. (Arab. CJ|t> idem.)

Hence
rn-pp a mortar.

fiD'OTT f. Lev. 11:19. Deut. 14:

18. name of an unclean bird; according
to the Sept. Vulg. and Arab, the hoopoe.
The etymology presents nothing defi-

nite; although we may compare the

Arab. LfJut> the cock. Simonis derives

the last syllable no from the Arab. Lw

excrevit stercus; and adopts the inter-

pretation, dung-cock, i. e. the hoopoe.
The Chaldaic translatorrenders it moun-

tain cock, probably deriving it from "-p

NDrs gallus rupis. Comp. Bocharti Hie-

roz. T. II. p. 346.

DVT an obsolete root, i. q. DOT no. I.

to be silent. Hence the three following

derivatives.

rP2*n f. verbal from obs. DVT.
T

1. the land of silence, the regions oj

the dead. Ps. 94 : 17. 115 : 17.

2. proper name of an Ishmaelitish

tribe in Arabia. Gen. 25 : 14. Is. 21:

1 1. Modem geographers make mention

of a place called Dumah and Dumath-

algandel (the rocky Dumah,) in a rocKy

valley on the borders of Syria and Ara-

bia. See Michaelis Supplem. p. 419.

Niebuhr's Arabien, p. 344.

J'T'p^n f. verbal from obs. cvi.

1. silence. Ps. 39 : 3 rron noto /
was dumb (in) silence, i. e. I was dumb
and silent.

2. silent submission to God. Ps. 62 :

2 'ire: rrpvi crribsr
1^ my sold is (entire)

submission to God. 65 : 2 nVnn rron ?V
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to thee
(z's due)

submission (and) praise, nity; comp. similar commutations under

3. quietness, peace. Ps. 22 : 3. ^ letter ^ ^ w& ^^
DD^ll adv. from obs. DVT to be silent,

T

1. in silence. Is. 47 : 5 0511 ntf szV

//ow m silence. Hab. 2:19 nij'n |i
^e

sz7ew motionless stone; (the adverb is

here used as a noun in the genitive ;

comp. c:n.)

2. submissively, with confidence in

God. Lam. 3: 26.

ptoEftl a proper name, 2 K. 16 : 10.

i. q. pttOT or ^tyrr* Damascus; but oc-

curing more rarely. The same form is

found in Syriac.

pi or
jil prob. i. q. ^ to judge,

also to rule, direct, govern. (Hence fa$

lord.) Gen. 6 : 3 ofosjj DIX; >mi fa;-b w^
spirit sliall not always rule or act in

man. The spirit of God appears here,

as in Ps. 104 : 30, to be the animating

principle in creatures ; hence this mean-

ing: I will take away from man the

breath of life, they shall live no 'longer.

The Sept. renders fn; by %.a.Tctftiivy ;

Vulg.permanebit; Syr. Arab.habitabit;

(perhaps because they read DTP, from

nn, which in Arab, signifies, tocontinue.)

Others make fa i. q. Arab. ^|j (ined.

Vau) to be vile, to be contemned; hence

they render the passage : my spirit shall

notalways be debasedin man. See on this

text Michaelis Supplem. p. 423. Vater's

Comment, in locum. Rosenmiiller de

Vers. Pentat. Persica, p. 19.

32VT and 3^1 m. prim. wax. Ps.

68 :3. 97 : 5. Mic. 1 : 4.

Y^ll i, q. Syr. .QJ to dance, leap,

exult. Job 41: 14 [22] najw fnn TDDbi

and sorrow exults before him.

p^l Chald. i. q. p^ intrans. to be bro-

ken in pieces. Plur. ipg, Dan. 2 :%5.

il and *Vl m. 1. age, generation.

i.q.(Root -iv! i.q. Arab. |j to ^o about, to

move in a circle; comp. Lat,periodus.
The Arabic word corresponding to the

S <is &
Heb. nil is 3% time, age, century, eter-

s, thepresent andfuture
Deut. 23 : 2, 3, 9 *yfc, >tfto -

the tenth generation. Job 42: 16. Judg.
2:10 ing in another generation. Num.
32 : 13 -farrte erny till the whole genera-
tion was consumed. TQ ~r\from genera-
tion to generation, for ever and ever, a

phrase employed to denote a long time,

Ps. 61 : 7. Joel 2:2 TTJ -vTytf to ^e

years of the remotest generations. Ps.

45 : 18
-rii}

-fa-tea in all future genera-
tions. 145 : 13. Applied also to time

past, Deut. 32 : 7 -m TT nira the years of

past generations. Is. 58:12. 60:15.

For ever is also expressed by TT iiVr

Ex. 3: 15. -vn -rA, Ps. 10 : 6. 33:11.

49:14. Joel 4: 20. [3:20.] TTJ TT iy,

Ps. 100 : 5. Is. 13 : 20. ^ ITO, Ex. 17 :

16. In the time of the patriarchs, an

age appears to have been reckoned at

100 years; (so originally among the

Romans, as is shown by the word secu-

lum; see Censorin. de die natali, cap.

17.) Hence Gen. 15 : 16 in thefourth

generation they shall return hither.

This is explained in verse 13, and in

Ex. 12 : 40, to be 400 years.

2. a race or class of men; sometimes

in a good sense, Ps. 14:5. 24 : 6. 73 :

15. 112:2. and sometimes in a bad

sense, Deut. 32 : 5
bri)n?i

t.
:

jw *fa a per-
verse and crooked generation, verse 20.

Jer. 7 : 29 irrav TT the generation with

which he is angry.
& s

3. dwelling, i. q. Arab. U. Is. 38 :

12. Ps. 49 : 20 vnii in the dwelling of
his fathers, i. e. the grave. (See the

verb W.)
Plur. nnvr and ni-n, (both masc.) but

tosed in different connexions. The for-

mer occurs only in the phrase onrr -fa

generations of generations, sccula secu-

lorum, i. e. eternity, Ps. 72 : 5. 102 : 25.

Is. 51:8. Elsewhere the plural with

termination ni uniformly occurs. This

plural denotes also future generations,

posterity. Lev. 23 : 43 oj^yfa WT jyoV
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so that your posterity may know. 22 : 3.

Num. 9:10 n^rynY? iN cpij to you or to

your posterity. 15:14. Often in the

legal phrase cyirvn c';ir rqn an eternal

statue for yourfuture generations, Lev.

3:17. 16 : 9. 23 : 14, 31, 41. and in a

similar manner, Gen. 17 : 7, 9, 12. Ex.

12:14,17. 16:32,33.

"Yn or "Ifc^T Josh. 17:11. andniincj,

nil nic; Josh. 11:2. 12:23. 1 K. 4 :

11. proper name of a city with a har-

bour, not far from mount Carmel. It

occurs 1 Mar. 15: 11 if. under the name

1. as in Arabic, to move in a

circle. Deriv. lii no. 1. and in.

2. as in Chaldaic, to dwell. Ps. 84 :

11. Deriv. nil no. 2.

"W Chald. to dwell. Dan. 4 : 9, 18.

[4:12,21.] Part. p*i, in Keri p>i,

Dan. 2:38. 3:31. 6 .
: 26. Deriv. TPO,

m. verbal from -VR.

1. circle. (Arab, ^j.)
Is. 29:3 w?

as in a circle, round about.

2. ball. Is. 22 : 18.

3. round pile of wood or bones for ?

fire. Ezek. 24 : 5. (comp. n-rrra verse 9.)

^"^1 Chald. proper name of a plainT

in Babylonia. Dan. 3 : ] . According
to Polybius, (v. 48. comp. Isidor. Cha-

racensis, p. 4.) it is in Mesopotamia, at

the mouth of the Chaboras. See Mis-

cellan. Lips, nova, T. V. p. 274.

and tDn (Deut. 25 : 4.) (In
X X

^Jt>,
in Syr. ^.)

1. to tread down or underfoot. Job

39:15. Hab. 3:12.

2. to tread out corn, spoken of the

ox; hence to thresh. (Comp. the art.

pin, :nv3.) Jer. 50:11 m^n rn a thresh-

ing heifer. Hos. 10: 11.' Deut, 25 : 4.

Spoken also of the person leading the

ox or heifer, 1 Chr. 21 : 20 n^n tfi jrw
and Oman was threshing wheat.

3. spoken of a cruel mode of capital

punishment, sometimes inflicted by the

Arab,

Hebrews on their prisoners, which con-

sisted in drawing over them a threshing,

wagon armed with iron teeth. Am. 1 : 3.

Niph. pass, of Kal no. 1. Is. 25 : 10.

Hoph. pass. Is. 28: 27.

Deriv. MJ^, rn^iTO.

Itftl Chald. to tread underfoot. Dan.

7:23.

HIT! to push down, to thrust away,

overthrow. Ps. 35 : 5. 118:13 ^rvm nrrj

^b:b thoupushedst me doivn so that Ifell.
140 : 5. Ps. 62:4 nnrnn

-172
a wall thrown

doivn.

Niph. 1. pass, of Kal. Prov. 14 : 32.

comp. Jer. 23:12, where imj borrows

its form from nn^.

2. to be cast out or driven away.

VP! 'm: the outcasts of Israel, Ps. 147 ;

2. Is. 11: 12. 56:8.

Pu. pass, of Kal. Ps. 36: 13.

Deriv. STT, nrrra.

Note. The same signification is like-

wise found in Arab. Syr. and Chald.

The leading idea, to push, to push on,

to drive on, to press, is found in many
forms which appear to be closely related.

Comp. rni, nrrj, nm, F]m, pm, and m;;

(in the dialects also C-^oO, >j>-t>,
7

'
I

5*-t> 3 and cm, kA*hJ
.)

With these

the following roots may be compared,
both as to sound and signification, TJVT,

N3i, nDi, Tpi,
and pv>, pj?^ to beat or bruise

in pieces.

nin*7
! f. plur. pni, Chald. concubine.

T-: -

(Root nm i. q. Arab. U^J and L>.j

subegitfoeminam^ Dan. 6:19 to?:n- \vrn

'rho;;pr and his concubines he did not call

in. Theodot. and the Syr. food.

nrPT i. q. nm. The forminr Jer. 23:- T

12, is properly derived from this root.

^n*7

!,
in pause ^m, m. a falling,

stumbling. Ps. 56 : 14. 116:8.

^n^ Chald. to be afraid, construed

with en;? jp of the person. Dan. 5:19.

Part. pass. Vm terrible, Dan. 2:31. 7:

7. Comp. Heb. "?m no. 2.

Pa. "?m to terrify. Dan. 4:2. [5.]J



m. (Arab.

(holcus dochna, Linn.) a kind of grain,

of which several species were cultivated

in Italy, Syria, and Egypt. While green
it served for fodder, and the ripe grain
was used for making bread and starch.

Comp. Oedmann's verm. Sammlungen
aus der Naturkunde, Th. v. p. 92 of

the German translation.

r))!

1

! to press on, to hasten. Part.

pfirn hastened, concitatus, Est. 3 : 15. 8:

14.'

Niph. nn-13 to urge ones self on, to

make haste. 2 Chr. 26 : 20. Est. 6:12.

Deriv. ntomo.

pITT to push, press, oppress. Joel 2 :

8. Part, prri an oppressor (of a people,)

Judg. 2:18. (In Aram, more frequent.

In Arab. ^^.J to drive back or away.)

^1 const. ^, with suff. "3, dec. VIII. j.

1. sufficient, enough. Mai. 3 : 10. Est.

1:18
fj$5?j fni

n:n and (there will be) con-

temptand altercation enough . The noun

or pronoun, which follows in the geni-

tive, denotes regularly the person or

thing, to orfor which there is a suffici-

ency, Prov. 25 : 16 ^j what is sufficient

for thee. Ex. 36 : 7 D*I sufficient for
them. Obad. 5. Jer. 49 : 9. Lev. 5 : 7

rro i so much as is sufficientfor a sheep.
12:8. 25 : 26 in)a na sufficient for its

redemption. Neh. 5 : 8 m na according
to the sufficiency in us, i. e. after our

ability. The genitive following denotes

more rarely that of which there is a

sufficiency, Prov. 27 : 27 DW aVr n

enough of goafs milk.

2. The status constructus n is some-

times suffixed to the prepositions a, 3, jp,

without affecting their signification ; as

is likewise the case with the syllable to.

Hence (1.) na i. q. a. Job 39 : 25 i?r^ na

for 15^2 among the trumpets. Jer. 51:

58. Hab. 2 : 13. (2.) ns i. q. 3. Deut,

25 : 2 iroth. na according to his fault.

Judg. 6 : 5 na-uj-na as the locusts. (3.)
nr? i. q. p 1 Sam. 7:16 n3^n n:\$ ^from
year to year. Zech. 14:16. 'is. 66 : 23

no /row month to month.

(
134 ) vj

Ezek 4 9
When uset* be^ore infinitive, so o/few

as, 1 Sam. 18 : 30 DJIMS no <>rn

c#>we to jtrass 50 often as they wentforth.
Comp. 1:7. 1 K. 1 4 : 28 ^on ia no rn

and it happened, so often as the king
came, etc. Is. 28:19. Jer. 20:8 no
12TN since I spake.

"H Chald. i.q. Heb. nw. Syr. *.)

Etymologically related to the Hebrew
demonst. rn.

1. pron. relative, indec. who, which,
of both genders and numbers. The
Aramean often inserts n in phrases,
where the relative is usually omitted in

Hebrew; as before the prepositions n, fo;

e. g. D^frva_ n ??>n the temple which is

in Jerusalem, Dan 5 : 2. noi n njp-va the

citadel which is in Media, Ezra 6 : 2.

Dan. 6 : 14. especially 2 : 34. comp.
Est. 1:12, with verse 15. This pronoun
was used especially before the genitive,

hence it became

2. a sign of the genitive case, (comp.
<? 1$*.) The preceding substantive

stands then either in the absolute state ;

as -n: n -irra a stream of fire, Dan. 7 : 10.

or in the emphatic state; as in Dan. 2:

15. or finally with a pleonastic suffix

pronoun ; as r6 n noip God his name,
or God's name, Dan. 2 : 20. n

prr^nf?

^Tirr accusations of tJie Jews, 3:8.

comp. 4: 23. [26.] 6 : 25. The prefix V

is placed before pronouns ; as Dan. 2 : 20.

wn nb n Nrryu?! Nrippn n for wisdom and

might is his. The following genitive

sometimes denotes the material, out of

which a thing is made; as Dan. 2:32
att am n nxptf} his head offine gold. Ezra

4. often (like TdN) merely a sign of re-

lation. non n where, Ezra 6:1. pirno n
whose divelling, Dan. 2:11. ^! n who,
Dan. 7: 17.

4. conj. that, to the end that, ut. Dan.

2:16,18.
5. that, quod. Dan. 2 : 47.

6. for, since. Dan. 4: 15. [18.]
7. redundant, like r? or OT*. in the be-

ginning of a speech. Dan. 2 : 25 and he

said thus unto him : 123 nns-crt
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has been found, etc. verse 37. 5:7. 6:

6,14.
8. compositions, as (1.) na i. q. *v?*o

when. Dan. 3:7. 5 : 20. 6 : 1 1, 15.

(2.) *j-]o from the time that, ex quo.

Dan. 4: 23. [26.] Ezra 5: 2. (3.) -fy

n-b^? see ^ .

Hilt ^1 (possessor of gold, i. e. a

place rich in gold ; comp. Arab. .j and

^ j /ore?, and b^no. 5.) proper name
justice. Ps.54:3i >::nn

Tjn;va:a through thy

P
1. tojudge. Gen. 49: 16 te?.pr ft Dan

judges his people. Often spoken of God,
as judge of nations, Ps. 7:9. 9:9. 50:

4.72:2. 96:10. Is. 3: 13.

2. to manage, plead, or defend the

cause o/any one, as an advocate ; togive
one Ms right, to do him justice, as a

judge. Prov. 31:9 fvisn
' p plead the

cause of the afflicted and distressed.

Gen. 30:6 DWH^ God has done me

of a place in the desert, not far from

mt. Sinai, probably so called from its

abounding in gold. Deut. 1:1.

p^l name of a city in the country

of Moab, afterwards in the tribe of Gad,
but finally possessed again by the Mo-
abites. Num. 32 : 3, 34. Josh. 13:9,
17. Is. 15:2. Jer. 48: 18, 22. In Is. 15:

9, it is written jtot, by a commutation

of n and 2.

rPI tojish, see jn.

^1 ni. verbal from in, dec. I. fisher.

Is. 19 : 8. and Jer. 16 : 16 Keri.

rrH f. dec. I. Deut. 14 : 13. Is. 34 :

15. name of some bird of prey which

inhabits ruins. Sept. JW<W5. Vulg. mil-

vus. C. V. vulture.

"l^l m. (analogous in form to nB, ^,)
ink. Once Jer. 36:18. (Aram.
O +. Q ss

]Zo> ink; Arab. S^andPers.

power do me justice, i. e. avenge me.

Sometimes the expression is more full,

Jer. 5 : 28. 22 : 16 JVINI $ p ft
/*e plead-

ed the cause of the afflicted and dis-

tressed. 30 : 13. (Comp. ED$ no. 2. and
in no. 2.)

3. to pass sentence against any one,
to punish. Gen. 15 : 14 thepeople whom
they shall serve, ^: ft I ivill punish.
Job 36: 31. Construed with 2, Ps.

110:6.

4. construed with D, to contend to-

gether, i. q. Niphal. Ecc. 6 : 10.

5. to rule, govern. 1 Sam. 2 : 10. Zech.

3 : 7. Comp. JTT,
and the deriv. ]Vr$.

Judging and ruling are closely con-

nected in the languages, as well as in

the political constitutions of the easteni

nations. Comp. oatf
; also Arab. +&.

and 1j to rwfe, also tojudge,

Niph. }ii; recip. to contend together.

inkstand.) The Hebrews made use of -Once 2 Sam. 19: 10. Comp. the synon.
various colours for writing, (Josephus J.

A. xn. 2. 11.) but black (ptXav} is ex-

pressly mentioned in the N. T. and has

the analogy of other ancient nations in

its favour. Comp. Lat. atramentum.

pft^l Is. 15 : 9. i. q. fan proper name

of a city of Moab, (q. v.)

rOto^l Jos. 15:22. i. q. fiin Neh.

11: 25. proper name of a city in the

tribe of Judah.

pi, rarely p (q. v.) fut. p;, pret.

ft; for the most part in poetry, i. q.iLcrc).

(Chald. p,p, Syr. o to judge; Arab.

^b (med. Je) to requite, also tojudge.)

(In Arab. J^ tojudge; conj. III.

VI. to contend in law.)
Deriv. fno, pa, njnp, Q'STO.

pi and pi Chald. idem. Part. Ezra

7:25.

pi m. verbal from p, dec. I. a.

1.judgment, act ofjudging. Ps. 79:
9. p NEB throne ofjudgment, Prov.

20:8.'

2. cause, right, matter in controversy.
Deut. 17 : 8 pj p pa between the right

of one and of the other. Prov.29:7.

p rraw, i. q. p ft
to defend the cause of

any one, Ps. 140 : 13. Est. 1 : 13 >rr ^



Job 36: 17, ft is opposed to tt^tip, as

guilt to punishment.
3. contention, quarrel. Prov. 22:10.

J*H
Chald. I.judgment. As a con-

crete, those sitting atjudgment, judges,
s s

(i. q. Arab.
jjlyJ

a divan or senate.)

Dan. 7:10 an> N:H thejudges were seat-

ed, verse 26.

2. righteousness, justice, Dan. 4 : 34

[37] PT nnrn'N his ways are righteous-

ness, 7 : 22
ppi'Vs 'itf^ 2tT NTTI#? (e7/)

justice ivas done to the saints of the

Most High.
3. punishment. Ezra 7 : 26 Ninb nan

n;p T3na letpunishment be inflicted
on

e )

ner a species of gazel. The two Arabic

translators jO.511 a species of wild

r

goat. The word is perhaps kindredV v

with the Aram. MJT^T, I ^j also denotingT 13?-
a species of erazel, from vn to spring.

fc^^^T masc. plur. Chald. name of a

people removed to Samaria by the As-

syrians. Ezra 4 : 9.

j^T
m. verbal from ji, dec. II. b.

\.judge. 1 Sam. 24: 16.

2. defender, advocate. Ps. 68 : 6.

fH Chald. tVfejw. Ezra 7: 25.

jnSD*'
1T
T 1 Chr. 1 : 6. instead of which

ren stands in the parallel passage Gen.

10:3. Also, in the passage in Chroni-

cles, several MSS. and the Sept. and

Vulg. read nan (q. v.)

p^l m. prob. a line of circumvalla-

tioti., a wall thrown up round about a

place besieged. 2 K. 25: 1. Jer. 52:4.

Ezek. 4:2. 17:17. 21:27. [22.] 26:

8. It is therefore always joined with

rm to build, while rtVpD a mound, which

often occurs in the same connexion, is

joined with ^BE to cast up. (Root pvr

i. q. Arab. ^ jj (mcd. Vau) conj. IV. to

surround.)

i. q. tiw to thresh. Deut. 25 : 4.

^1 m. verbal from 'ajii, threshing-

i. Lev. 26 : 5.

1 m. 1. a. species of gazel or an-

telope. Deut. 14 : 5. Sept. Trvye&fyos ; C.

V. pygarg ; i. e. white buttocks, deriv-

ing the word perhaps from
pift

ashes.

The Syr. and Chald, on, in like man-

Rosenmiiller. T. II. p. 270.

2. proper name of a son of Seir, and

of a place in Idumea named from him.

Gen. 36:21, 30. 1 Chr. 1:38.

3. also of a grandson of Seir. Gen.

36 : 25. 1 Chr. 1 : 41.

TpT m. verbal adj. from "^^NpT or

nyj, dec. VIII. h. oppressed, afflicted,

cast down, attritus. Ps. 9 : 10. 10:18.

74:21. Prov. 26:28 VST :ir> 1^0 ps)
1

? a

jure. The word ^ here signifies atteren-

dus, and not attritus, which is its usual

signification; the participles amatus and

amanduSy being expressed in Hebrew

by the same form. Others make vsn

i.q. is'i or N3T the oppressed, (comp. W,
v.) Others in an inverted order, those

who are injured by it, hate the false

tongue; which does not accord with the

parallel clause.

"rpT m. Chald. pron. demon, this. Ezra

5 : 16, 17. 6 : 7, 8. Fern. ^, Ezra 4 :

15, 16, 18. 5:8. (In the Targums, TI,

Tp, vjn, w is used for the Heb. nj. It

corresponds to the Arab. i^Ji.y. and is

formed from the demonst. rn, by adding
the suffix of second person ;

as in Ara-

bic, |<3 this gives rise not only to J^J! j,

but also to i^,J.! L>. and if several per-

sons are addressed,

ID"7
! i. q. njT, -jp,

and Arab,

to be bruised. In Kal not used.

Pi. N2"? 1. to bruise, break in pieces.

in pieces the oppressor. 89 : 1 1. 143 : 3.

Job 6 : 9 aKQ"n nib ^ and that God
would please to break me in pieces. Fi-

guratively, Job 19:2
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(how long) will ye break me in pieces

wit/i wordy y

2. to tread down, to trample under

foot. Lam. 3 : 34. Hence, to oppress, Is.

3:15. Ps. 94:5. especially before a

court, Prov. 22:22.

Niph. part, depressed, humble, con-

trite. Is. 57 : 15.

Pu. 1. to be broken in pieces. Job

22 : 9.

2. to be bruised, smitten. Is. 53 : 5.

3. to be afflicted, humbled^ sorrow-

ful Jer.44:'lO. Is. 19:10.

Hithpa. Na^rr pass, of Kal no. 2. Job

5:4. 34:25."

NlD'l verbal adj. from vq^, dec. II. b.

1. broken in pieces. Ps. 90 : 3 tiiaKaxtoi

N2-T-W thou lettest man return, till (he is)

broken in pieces, namely, as the dust.

2. broken, contrite, humble. Is. 57: 15.

Ps. 34 : 19 iriVNsn those of a contrite

spirit.

rO^ i. q. N53 to be bruised or crushed.

In Kal found only Ps. 10 : 10 Kethib nrn

rro;
and crushed he sinks to the ground.

(Others read npTi, which gives the same

sense.) In the Keri, POT in the future

tense.

Pi. to bruise, to break. Ps. 44 : 20.

51 : 10 rrai nios? nabapj that (my) bones

may rejoice, (which) thou hast broken,

namely, through a consciousness of

guilt.

Niph. pass. Ps. 38 : 9 T^TO >n:p 7
am feeble and broken. 51 : 19 rmr] ia^a a

1

?

a broken and contrite heart.

Deriv. out of course ^..

i""^ 17
! f. verbal from obs.

ip'j, bruising.

Deut. 23 : 2 rm y*s& mutilated by bruis-

ing, namely, of his testicles, which was
one of the modes of castration. Vulg.
eunuchus attritis testiculis. The Greeks
called one castrated in this way Sbccdi'ctg,

from Shdu, to crush, bruise.

"O'l. ni' verbal from nrn, dec. VI. q.

the dashing, or striking together of

waves. Hence, raging, roaring, Ps.93:
3 Drn

ni-np war. thefloods increase their

raging. (In Arab. \& to strike, to smite;

conj. VI. to smite together; and

conj. VI. to urge each other in the tu-

mult of battle ; CJ contention, tumult.)

]lpT
Chald. i. q. ^ this. Dan. 2: 31.

7 : 20.

^51? plur. pD'i, Chald. ram. Ezra 6:

9, 17. 7:17. (Comp. Heb. -GJ male,
which in Chaldaic denotes, by way of

eminence, a ram; also Greek appjv male,

which is etymologically connected with

t>qv, (>g, aries, all signifying a ram.)

n^""^^! f' Chald. record, memoir,

V7ropvyi{tc&. Ezra 6 : 2. Root TOT i. q. Heb.

"pt to remember.

m. Chald. idem. Ezra 4: 15

the book of records, i.e. annals

or chronicles of the empire, composed

by the historiographer (Heb. "vsra).

I. 7*1 m. prim. i. q. fern. Hn a door.

Ps. 141:3 r$to brto rm? watch over the

door of my lips. (comp. Mic. 7 : 5.)

Sept. $*. Vulg. ostium.

II. vH, plur. n>^r, verbal adj. from

Wj, dec. VIII. h.

1. lean, meagre. Gen. 41:19. 2 Sam.
13:4 73 n33 rwN jwra why art thou so

lean?

2. weak, without strength. 2 Sam. 3 :

1. David waxed stronger and stronger,

0^1 o^bn !?IK$ rvai and the house ofSaul
waxed weaker and weaker. Judg. 6:15

n^aoa !m ^N myfamily is the weakest

in Manasseh.

3. low, poor, tenuis. Ex. 23 : 3. Lev.

14:21. 19:15. 1 Sam. 2:8. Ruth 3:

10. Ps. 41: 2. 72:13. Prov. 10:15.
14:31. 19:4.

}TH to leap, spring. In Kal once,

Zeph.

T

l:9.

Pi. idem. Is. 35:6 nee V*G aVr IK then

shall the lame man leap as an hart.

Construed with to, Cant. 2:8. with an

accus. Ps. 18:30 "w aVi Tjtaj with (the
aid of) my God I leaped over walls.

(In Chald. idem.)

V*7 to draw water. (Arab, Jfj and

T



Jj, Syr- P? *'*') Ex. 2: 16, 19.

Figuratively,
Prov. 20: 5 counsel in the

heart of a man is (as) deep water, tiw

rrcVr. npfcn ye a wwe man will draw it

out.

Pi. 1 . to cfo-tfw? up (out of a well), hence,

figuratively, to deliver, setfree, Ps. 30 :

2 ^n^ *3
fjoQi"^

I will exalt thee, for
thou hast delivered me.

2. prob. to take away, tollere, auferre.

(Comp. in Lat. haurire pectus, latus,

ventrem, in Virg. and Ov.) Prov. 26 : 7

ovppp 'Di ''^oi HDQO D^pvij vV] tot/iC away

legsfrom the lame man, and a proverb
which is in the mouth offools ; imply-

ing, that both are equally useless to

their possessors, vjn
here stands for vVi

imper. Piel, the radical Yod being re-

tained, as in wsnn Is. 40 : 25. (comp.
Ps. 36:9. Is.21:~i2, 14.) Sept.

a door.

Deriv. out of course '

rf^\ dec. XI. a. i. q.

26 : 20
T

Keri.

J"T 7*1 f. verbal from ttj, dec. X.

1 .fine threads, particularly the thrums

which unite the web to the beam. Is. 38 :

12 3a rivmfrom the thrums of the web

he has cut me off. (Chald. Wn a thread,

something made of threads.)

2. headofhair. Cant. 7 : 6. Vulg. coma

capitis. (Comp. Vn no. 4.)

3. lowness, poverty. As a concrete,

low or poor people, 2 K. 24: 14 ~c? rtrj

ynNrj
the poorer people of the land. 25 :

12. In the plur. D?rtniVi Jer. 52:15.

and yvjn rifct verse 16. idem.

to

the feet,

idem.)

Ezek. 32:2, 13. (Syr.

m. verbal from

Is. 40: 15.

138 )

TVlv^ P^r. fem. (with Kamets im-

pure) boughs, branches. Jer. 11:16.

Ezek. 17 : 6, 23. 31:7,9,12. (Syr.

idem. Arab. nVi conj.V. ^t

down, spoken of the branches

of a tree.)

nb"1 S\ f. (weak, languishing) proper

name of a Philistine woman, beloved

of Samson. Judg. 16: 4 18.

v/*T pret. TFT, vv^l* and 'iVn.

1. to be exhausted, emptied. Is. 19:

6 fteo *VP anm ib^n the streams of Egypt
shall be exhausted and dried up.

2. to be brought low, to be afflicted,

distressed. Ps.79:8. 116; 6. 142:6.

3. spoken of the eyes, to long or

languish after any thing. Is. 38:14 Vn

oYrob *?$mine eyes languishedforheaven.

Comp. nbs.

4. connected with signif. no. 1. to

hang down. (Chald. ViVno
jpt

a beard

hanging down; Arab. Jj conj. V.

deorsum pependit. In Hebrew, compare
nVji and rfr^) Hence spoken of miners

who let themselves down into the shaft

of a mine, Job 28 : 4 123 i6i:p ^ ^^
descend, they removefrom men.

Niph. pass, of Kal no. 1. Judg. 6: 6

]HQ >3po is?p Vtoitoj ^i wc? Israel was ex-

ceedingly impoverished before the Mi"
dianites. (comp. 2 Sam. 3: 1.) Is. 17:4.

Deriv. Vn, nj'i.

?]
/^ ,

fat.
PJ^T.

1 . to c?njo, to havedrops

fallingfrom it, spoken of a house. Ecc.

10 : 18 mn
fp~r\

the house drips, i. e. it

lets in the rain through the leaky roof.

See
F]^.

2. to flow in tears, to weep, spoken
of the eye. Job 16 : 20 w ncV-r PTTJM ^H

Twme eye weeps unto God. Ps. 119:28

a water-bucket.

7*1 m. verbalfrom rto, dec.VI.q.tWew.
Num. 24 : 7 1^50 D^O Vv waterflowsfrom
his buckets, vb^ is either from a dual

ft>
or from a plural formed like

In Aram, idem; in Arab. ._QJ LS to

wiove slowly, to creep ; conj. VII. to #e

poured out, toflow. Comp. an.

^7*1 m. verbal from
rjV^,

the dropping

of rain from a roof. Prov. 19 : 13. 27 : 15.

(In Aram.



rfn
idem.) Obad. 18. Ps.7:

he makes his arrows burning, i.e. he

shoots burning arrows. Prov.26:23

2'jrn a;pc
;
<r burning lips, i.e. lips making

warm professions.

2. construed with nroj, to &WTVZ o/fer,

topursue ardently or hotly. Gen. 31 :36

nn
i-jp^. '? that thou pursuest hotly after

me. 1 Sam. 17 :53. Construed with an

accusative in the same sense, Lam. 4 :

19 wp^i D^nri to f/*ey pursued us upon
the mountains.

3. figuratively, to 6e filled with an-

guish, inasmuch as violent anguish is

compared with heat, (comp. Is. 13:8.

Ps. 39 : 4.) Ps. 10:2 *# p)-r ssn njroa

through the arrogance ofthe wicked, the

afflicted man isfilled with anguish.

Hiph. 1. to kindle. Ezek. 24: 10.

2. to heat, inflame. Is. 5 : 11.

Chald. to 6wm. Dan. 7:9.

T f. verbal from p^, burning

fever. Deut. 28:22.

j"lb^ fern, of ^ (q. v.) with suff.
V V - VT. /

toVi, a door, gate. Cant. 8:9 NYT rta D

if she be a door, i. e. if she be open to

honourable proposals.
Dual D'rfrjj const. 'rfcr, (as if from

the form nbi;) double doors, folding

doors, fores, also doors generally.

Deut. 3:5. Figuratively, Job 3:10 Tto

\:pa the doors of my mothers womb.

41:5 [13] V:D rfa the doors of his

(the crocodiles) face, i. e. his ravenous

jaws. 38 : 8 he shut up the sea ivith

doors ; comp. verse 10.

Plur. rnrto (the n being treated as if

radical,) fern. (masc. Neh. 13 : 19.)

const, nin^.

1. doors, gates. Judg. 3 :23 25.

19:27. Ezek. 26:2 o^n rnrto rrjatfa

she is broken, the gates of the nations,

i. e. Jerusalem, where the nations as-

sembled.

2. leaves or folds ofa door. 1 K. 6 :

31 pt)"
1^ rnrfa rroj "vyin nns ni awp?

/or the door of the most holy place he

made leaves of olive wood. Ezek. 41 :

24 ninW? ninbi D?PIS& wc? ^o /ere5 to

Me doors, i. e. to each door.
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3. lid of a chest. 2 K. 12:10.

4. leaf or column of a roll or

Jer. 36:23.

I. D"7
! m. prim, const. 03, with suff.

ton, D3OT (Gen. 9:5.) dec. II. a.

1. blood. nnn bv b3 to e#
(jftesK)

with the bloodjl Sam."
T

14 : 32 ff. Ezek.

33 : 25. (a violation of the Mosaic law,

Lev. 17: 11. Deut. 12:23.) 73 m in-

nocent blood, 2 K. 21 : 16. Ps. 106 : 38.

also the innocent person himself, Ps.

94 : 21 wnrv
>pj D;TI they condemn inno-

cent blood. Instead of this phrase we
find frequently j 0-5 blood of the inno-

cent, Deut. 19 : 10, 13. 27 : 25. Jer. 19:

4. 22: 17. Drs, 3:2 DT blood ofgrapes,

poetically for (rec?) wine, Gen. 49: 11.

Deut. 32:14. Plur. idem. 2*03 ^
blood-thirsty man, Ps. 5:7. 26 : 9.

2. bloodshed, murder, bloodguiltiness.

Gen. 37:26. Lev. 17:4 Minn^ aurr DT

a* bloodguiltiness it shall be imputed to

that man. 19 : 16 ?pn 03 ^> itn b Moz^

shalt not stand up against the blood,

i. e. the life, of thy neighbour. Deut.

17:8 Di 1

? m pa between bloodguiltiness

and bloodguiltiness. Numb. 35:27 p

DT ib Ae Aa* no bloodguiltiness. Plur.

tcfeftg. D'Q3 w, n^a house, city, on which

rests the guilt of bloodshed, 2 Sam. 21 :

1. Ezek. 22 : 2. 24 : 6, 9. ta vm his blood-

guiltiness is upon him, Lev. 20 : 9.

Ezek, 18:13. na Drrm their blood-

guiltiness is upon them, Lev. 20 : 1 1 ff.

II. D1 or D*l verbal from npn no.

I. similarity, likeness. Ezek. 19:10

^a after thy likeness. So among the

older translators the Chald. and Jarchi.

I. J"!^'
7
! (Aram. y?, \zy) to be

like, to resemble; construed with b or

te. Ps. 102:7. 144:4. Ezek. 31: 2, 8,

18. Cant. 2:9. 7:8. To the impera-
tive a pleonastic dative of the pronoun
is sometimes joined, Cant. 2:17 nm
^ nil

*f?
be thou like, my beloved, to

the gazelle. 8: 14.

Niph. to be made like; construed

with 3, Ps. 49 : 13, 21. with an ace.

Ezek. 32: 2.

Pi. rim I. to liken, compare. Cant.
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1:9. Is. 40: 18, 25. 46:5. Lam. 2: 13

*$ nOTN no what shall I liken to thee 9

2. to imagine, conceive, think. Ps.

50: 21 *poD
rrrwrrtvt rvOT thou thought-

est, I was altogether as thyself. Est. 4:

13. Is. 10:7.

3. to think, intend, purpose. Num.
33 : 56. Judg. 20 : 5 rirk TOT vfo they
intended to kill me. Is. 14:24.

4. to think of, to make mention of.

Ps. 48 : 10 ?jrpn OWN UIJH we make

mention, O God, of thy grace.

Hithpa. 1. pers. sing. fut. HOTS Is. 14:

14. to liken ones self.

Deriv. DT no. II. mOT, fVox

II. n^*7
! i. q. DOT no. II. to destroy.

Hos. 4 : 5
?r$N WOT, / will destroy thy

motJier, i. e. thy metropolis. Jer. 6 : 2

fair and delicate (damsel?) ra WOT

jte I destroy the daughter of Zion, i. e.

1 announce to thee destruction. (The
noun itself is here repeated instead of

the pronoun ; comp. Is. 5 : 1. Ps. 45 : 6.)

Niph. to be destroyed, to perish;

spoken of persons, Hos. 10 : 15 inraJa

Vjic*. ^o npT.3 rrfoT? in the morning tJie

king of Israel shall utterly be destroyed.

Is. 6 : 5. WOT? 'p ^ 'i wo is me, for I
perish, of a people, Zeph. 1:11. Hos.

4:6. of cities, countries, Is. 15: 1. Jer.

47:5. Hos. 10:7. (All these exam-

ples are in the preterite, the fut. TOT,

TOTn is formed in Niphal from DOT

no". II.)

Pi. MOT to destroy. Hos. 12:11 TZL

HOTN Dwn?r by the hand of the prophets
I destroy, i. e. announce destruction.

Construed with % 2 Sam. 21 : 5.

III. HOI i. q. DOT no. I. to be quiet

or still, to rest, cease. Jer. 14: 17 mine

eyes shall run down with tears night and

day, np'OTn Vw and shall not cease. Lam.
3 : 49 npin rfri rn.2? a$ mine eye flows
in tears and ceases not. Deriv. OT rest.

>OT the standing still (of the sun,) mid-

day. (rroiT rest 9)

TC^ Chald. to be like. Dan. 3: 25.

7:57

JS'l f. verbal from DOT, found only

Ezek. 27:32. prob. destruction, but in

this passage the destroyed (city.)

^ f. (Syr. |ZoiDj) verbal from

HOT no. I. dec. I.

1. image, likeness. Gen. 1 :26?nOT5

after our likeness. 5 : 1, 3 he begat a son

inbss irTOia. after his image and likeness.

2 Chr. 4: 3 nnp^ DIOT images of oxen,

i.e. carved, molten oxen. Is. 40:18

V? SOTSFI niDTTTO ivliat likeness will ye

compare to him 9

2. model, pattern, copy. 2 K. 16 : 10.

3. form. Ezek. 1:16 jJjsrw) THN MVDT

all four had one form. In Ezekiel the

indefinite language of vision is often

denoted by this word in different com-

binations,' 1 : 5 nisrr yrwi nioT roinoi and
therein was the form offour animals,

i. e. something like four animals, verse

26 ME? moT something like a throne.

verse 28. 8:2. 10:1,21. Dan. 10:16.

Sometimes n*no is added besides.

4. as an adv. as, like as. Is. 13:4.

rnOT? idem, Ps. 58 :5.

"'P'l m. rest or standing still of the

sun, (verbal
from npT no. III. i. q. DOT

no. I. 4. DVT and Arab.
^1J spoken of

the apparent rest of the sun at noon ;)

hence noon or mid-day. Is. 38 : 10 w
n the mid-day of my life. Sept. w rS

v^tt ruv vpi^uv ftov. Vulg. in dimidio

dierum meortim.

m. verbal from TTOT no. III. re5^,

quietness, inactivity, silence. Ps. 83 : 2

^ *OT.. b Dvftg O God, be not quiet, i. e.

behold not our sufferings quietly or'

without relieving them; (comp. hn,

n^.)
Is. 62:6,7.

tVp*
7
! m. i. q. mOT verbal from HOT no.

I. dec.I. likeness, resemblance. Ps.l7:12.

I. Qftl, pret. TOT, imper. and infin.

DT, fut. BST, plur. TOT (with Chaldaic in-

flection,) i. q. HOT no. III.

1. to be silent, to Jtold ones peace.
Lev. 10:3. Lam. 3: 28. Ezek. 24:17
DT p.3n sigh in silence; Vulg. ingemisce
tacens. Job 29 : 21 'nsy \ch TOT^I they were

silent to my counsel, i. e. they listened

to it in silence.
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2. to be struck dumb, from amazement

or pain. Ex. 15:16 ppa TOT ^] Vu?

through the greatness of thy might then

shall be struck dumb as a stone, (coinp.

Hab. 2:19 craii j;w
a motionless stone.}

Is. 23 : 2 " 3r van be dumb, (from ter-

ror or amazement,) ye inhabitants of
the isle. Lam. 2:10 -713 ^n raT. V"3$ ^~
ps Me elders of Zion sit upon theground
in silent pain.

3. to rest, to be quiet) to keep still.

Ps. 4:5. ISam. U : 9. Job 31 : 34.

Lam. 2:18
Tjrj?

ra DTO by fe TZO tffo ap-

j0/e of thine eye rest, i. e. let it not cease

to weep. Job 30 : 27 rcn tin vwn w my
bowels were in commotion and rested not.

4. to stand still. Josh. 10:12 tinti

Gii ji?3?a s;i?z, stand still in Gibeon.

verse 13 cwSn DTI a/ze? t/ie sun stood still.

5. nirr'2 003 to submit quietly to Jeho-

vah, to hope patiently in him. Ps. 37 :

7. 62 : 6. (comp. TTTOVT.)

Po. ntfn to command silence, to quiet,

compose. Ps. 131:2.

Deriv. rrop^, and (as if formed from

npp
1

! f. verbal from DOT no. I. a si"

lent ''m gentle breeze. 1 K. 19:12. Ps.

107 : 29. Job 4 : 6 rwate V^j TOOT a gen-
tle breeze and a voice I heard.

m. dung. (Arab. -j and

2 K. 9:37. Jer. 8: 2/16 : 4.

25 : 33.

y^N to iveev, shed tears. Jer. 13 : 17.
T

(In Aram, and Arab, idem.) Hence,

Vftl m. verbal from SOT, dec. VI. i.
v - -r'

a tear; hence figuratively, the juice of

pressed grapes and olives, wine and oil.

Ex. 22 : 28.
'

nyD"! fern, of SOT, dec. XII. b. a

tear, and collect, tears. Ps. 6:7. 39 :

13. 56 : 9. 80 : 6. The phrase frequent
in Jeremiah, rrsrn \r Tin mine eyeflows
down in tears, will be found explained
under the art. TV .

II. Gftl i. q. rrpn no. II. to destroy,

lay waste. In Kal not used.

Niph. DT3, plur. TO!! (Jer. 25 : 37.)
fut. TOT also TO^rn (Jer. 48 : 2.) to #e efe-

stroyed, to perish, spoken of persons,
1 Sam. 2 : 9 TOT

rppra a^tf-i Me wicked

perish in darkness. Jer. 49 : 26. 50 : 30.

51:6. to be laid waste, spoken of coun-

tries, Jer. 25 : 37. 48 : 2. Here we may
place also Jer. 8:14 let us enter into

the defenced cities, Dtf nyw and there

perish, i. e. wait for destruction. (HOT:
stands here for naij.)

Hiph. DTTT to destroy. Jer. 8:14.

Note. The signification of D^R no. II.

may, perhaps, be derived from that of

CTDT no. I. For the idea of resting, being

still, naturally leads to that of being un-

cultivated, desolate, waste. Compare the

articles otra, mr, and nw. In the same

way rrpT nos. II. and III. may be con-

nected. See Gesen. Auszug, Vorrede,
8. VII.

(comp. jrirprT, 1 Chr. 18 : 5, 6.) a proper
name.

1. Damascus, one of the principal
cities in Syria, situated on the river

Chrysorrhoas, in an extensive and plea-
sant plain below mt. Antilibanus ; hence

called by the Orientalists the earthly

paradise. It is mentioned in the history
of Abraham, Gen. 14:15. 15:2; was

conquered by David, 2 Sam. 8 : 6, but

made itself independent again under

king Solomon, 1 K. 1 1 : 24, 25.

2. an inhabitant of Damascus, a
Damascene. Gen. 15:2. Here is an

ellipsis of ti'M ; comp. p?
a Canaanite,

Hos. 12:7.

pttJD'l (in other MSS. p$w and pto)
Am. 3 : 12. a kind of cloth, silk tapestry;
either derived, with some alteration,

from the proper name pira^ Damascus,
where the cloth was perhaps first manu-

factured, as is the English word, da-

mask, Ital. damasco; or from the Arab.
S-x-O S ^ O * ' O

silk,,
and

silk cloth. The last word, however, ap-

pears to be of Persian origin, from *
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A

a threadt and ;J' or / sz7; and such

words are rare in the Hebrew writers

before the exile.

j^J (judge) a proper name.

1. a son of Jacob
; also the tribe named

from him, the boundaries of which are

given Josh. 19 : 4048.
2. a city on the northern boundary

of Palestine, at first called njjb. Gen. 14:

14. Josh. 19:47. Judg. 18 ": 29.

com. gen. emph. rm, Chald. pron.

demon, i. q. m, nrit this. Dan. 2:18, 28,

30, 36, 43, 47. nra as this, thus, suck,

Ezra 5 : 7 a'rp nre it was written thus.

Jer. 10 : 11. Dan. 2 : 10
rrj/ra nVp such a

thing. nri b ow this account, Dan. 3 :

16. Ezra 4 : 14, 15. nrj nro, inj t/pora

fcw, ff/fcr tf?^, Dan. 2 : 29.
'

7 : 6, 7. (In
the Targums, we find the more usual

H!) r^?> r^
1^ f r n

?
^Z5 > ar>d ps thus.)

rOn!^ proper name of an Idumean

city/ Gen. 36 : 32. 1 Chr. 1 : 43.

V^ln m. (judge of God) proper

name of a Hebrew prophet and wise

man, who lived in the Chaldean court

at Babylon. Dan. 1 : 6. Also written

b?T Ezek. 14 : 14, 20. 28 : 38.

^"Tf m. dec. VII. f. strictly infin. of

5>T but in use only as a subst. opinion.

Job 32 : 10 '3$ *JM
an rrin / also will

show my opinion, verses 6, 17. 36 : 3.

Plur. DT! perfect in wisdom, Job

37:16.'

nyi fern, of JFJ, dec. X. knowledge;

governing an ace. Is. 11:9 nirr-nx n^n

knowledge of Jehovah. It also occurs

28:9. Ps. 73:11. Job 36:4.

nV^ Prov. 24:14. imper. from T
,'

with paragogic rr. Hence nppn n^T ^

vjtSo^
so (as honey) know, i. e. mayest

thou experience, tvisdom to thy soul.

McJ (Syr. yV< ;) 1. to 5e extin-

guished, to go out. Is. 43 : 17. crash -13

q^T the lamp of the wicked goeth out,

Prov. 13 : 9. 24 : 20. Job 21:17. comp.
18 : 5, 6. Prov. 20 : 20. (Similar to this,

the Arabians have a proverb : adverse

fortune has extinguished my light, i. e.

) pi
it has destroyed my happiness and my
hopes.)

2. to dry up, spoken of water; as in

Latin, exstinguere aquam, Liv. v. 16.

comp. Curt. vi. 4.

Niph. pass. Job 6:17 Dtfip^ra laxrw tena

through the heat they dry upfrom their

place.
Pu. to beput out, extinguished, spoken

of enemies. Ps. 118:12.

1 f. infin. of T, (like ^ and rnn.)

1. knowledge, act ofknowing; some-
times governing an accus. Jer. 22:16
'n'M n*TT the knowledge of me, or to know
me. c'ribN nyi knowledge or reverence

of God, Hos. 4:1. 6 : 6. nan 'baa without

/knowing it, unawares, Deut. 4 : 42. 19 :

4. Josh. 20: 5.

2. understanding, intelligence, ivis-

dom, i. q. rraarr, rnian. Prov. 1:4. 2:6.
24 : 5. etc. rwi 'baa without knowledge,

foolishly, Job 34 : 35. 35 : 12, 16. 38 : 2.

42 : 3. row sn; to possess wisdom, Prov.

17:27.

""EH, in pause w, m. found only Ps.

50 : 20. i. q. nrj na^ slander, according
to the Jewish commentators, but perhaps

merely as a conjecture from the parallel

clause. The root HDT i. q. Arab, (jj,

J3, signifies to push, thrust, wound,

also to kill; whence the sense destruction

may be derived.

1. to drive, here to drive too

urge on too violently, as cattle.

Gen. 33 : 13.

2. to knock (at a door.) Cant. 5 : 2.

Hithpa. i. q. Kal no. 2. Judg. 19 : 22.

PODI proper name of a station of
IT : T r r

the Israelites in the desert. Num. 33 :

12. Seetzen found there a place called

El Tobbacha.

p^, fern, rrjvH, verbal adj. from Firr.

1. small, fine, spoken of dust. Is. 29:

5 pT pas:fine dust. Lev. 16:12. Hence,

something small or like dust, dust
itself,

Ex. 16 : 14. Is. 40 : 15.

2. fine, thin, lean. Lev. 13 : 30 iyis

F thin hair. Gen. 41:3 kine lean in

flesh, verses 4, 6 thin ears, verse 7.



Lev. 21:20 thin, consumptive, or per-

haps liaving a withered limb.

3. light, gentle. 1 K. 19 : 12 njn rropi

a gentle breeze.

p^T m. verbal from pp_i thinness, some-

thing thin; hence, afine thin garment,

Is. 40 : 22.

rhff* f. found only Gen. 10 : 27.

proper name of a country in Joktanitish

Arabia, of which nothing farther is

known. Bochart compares the Arab.

Jjj, Syr. jloj
a palm-tree, and sup-

poses it to denote a country rich in

palms, of whichthere are many in Ara-

bia. Equally uncertain is the compari-

son of the Syr. zJks* the Tigris, as

if it meant a country on the Tigris.

P)TJ Pret' F* fut> ft' (
In Arab * &** '

)

1 . to be broken in pieces, to be small,

fine, Ex. 32 : 20 pi Trs ^rc^ and he

ground (it)
till it was fine (as dust).

Deut. 9:21.

2. trans, to bruise in pieces, to beat

small. Is. 41:15 pirn cnn tiiig thou

threshest the mountains and beatest them

small. 28:28.

Hiph. pin to stamp or beat small. 2 K.

23 : 15 the altar ip: pin he stamped to

dust, verse 6. 2 Chr. 15 : 16. 34 : 4, 6.

Infin. pin used adverbially^/ze (as dust),

Ex. 30 : 36. Figuratively, Mic. 4 : 13

thou beatest in pieces many nations.

Infin. pin, 2 Chr. 34 : 7. Fut. with suflf.

cpiw, 2 Sam. 22:43.

Hoph. pass. Is. 28 : 28.

Deriv. pi, pi.

pp^T Chald. to be brohen in pieces.

In Peal only ip^ Dan. 2 : 35, which bor-

rows its form from pro.

Aph. pin to break in pieces. 3 pers.

pret. fern, npin Dan. 2 : 34, 45. fut. pin,

pin; part, pro, fern, n^ro, Dan. 7 : 7, 19.

"^pl to thrust through, to pierce, stab,

as with a sword or spear. (In Aram.

idem.) Num. 25:8. Judg. 9:54. 1 Sam.

31:4.

Niph. pass. Is. 13 : 15.

Pu. idem. Jer. 37 : 10. 51 : 4. Lam.
4 : 9 the slain with the sword are better

i ) mp
than the slain with hunger, 111

>Tto nii^np c^ijrra who pined away, being

slain, because thefruits ofthefieldfailed.

on^jo pierced through is here applied

by a bold metaphor to those who are

killed by hunger, as in the first member
of the verse axn tyn is put in opposition
to rirob'jn. o denotes defect. Vulg. con-

tabuerunt consumpti a sterilitate terra.

Others apply here the signification of

the Arab. j to be nourished, pamper-

ed; and render the passage thus, for
those (the slain by the sword) bled, being

nourished by the fruits of the earth ;

but in accordance neither with the pa-
rallel phrase asn >bVn, nor with the He-
brew use of this participle.

"Yl m. found only Est. 1:6. i. q.

Arab. ,J $ tt) a pearl, especially one

of a large size. Bochart, (Hieroz. II.

708 ff.) from the accounts of Asiatic

luxury, brings examples to show that

pearls, as here "11, were actually inlaid

in pavements. But on account of its

connexion in this place with other stones,

it means perhaps only a pearl-like stone,

(Sept. Tri'nivos )JA*4pearl stone,) as also

in German a species of alabaster goes

by the name of Perlenmutterstein, per-

haps of Perlenmutter.

*n Chald. i. q. -iii age, generation.

Dan.
T

3:33. [4:3.] 4:31. [4:34.]

-H see TPT.

VifrTn m. dec. III. d. detestation,

disgrace^ contempt. Dan. 12 : 2 these to

shame, nVis 7iNiiV to everlasting disgrace.S"
(Root. NTT i. q. Arab. |.J to repel, drive

away, especiallyan evih) Theod.
ctler^vvn.

*

Syr. jiCQ^A.

JiWYl m - Is- 66 : 24. idem, or rather

the object of abhorrence or detestation.

From the same root.

HGilTT f. dec.X. Ecc. 12: 11. goad,

sting. Root, rn i. q. Arab.L-j.fc) to be

sharp, pointed.

7|rYl
an ox gnafl.^fhmtlm^ovxfvr^ov,

lSam7l3:21.
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TV! proper name of a wise man

contemporary with Solomon, 1 K. 5 : 1 1.

[4:31.] called snj in the parallel pas-

sage 1 Chr. 2:6."

"TTY1 m. thorn, thistle, tribulus;

perhaps a particular species of the same.

Gen. 3: 18. Hos. 10:8. (Syr. ]],

used for the Greek iWGAff in N. T.

Arab, 2efe#z. Root perhaps

abundantly, also, to grow
berantly, spoken of herbs.

nlTl m. of uncertain derivation.

1. the south, or south country. Ezek.
40:24ff. 42:12ff. Ecc. 1:6.

2. ^e south wind. Job 37 : 17.

"iM
1

! 1.freedom, deliverance, (found

only in Hebrew.) V -rm >oj7 to announce

freedom or deliverance to any one, Is.

61:1. Jer.34:8, 15,17. Lev. 25: 10.

"rrRrr rnsj the year of deliverance (to

slaves,) i. e. the year of jubilee, Ezek.
46 : 17. -irrrra myrrh flowing sponta-

neously, Ex. 30 : 23.

2. Ps. 84 : 4. Prov. 26 : 2. name of

a bird, (lies the sparrow stands in the

parallel clause of both passages,) proba-
bly according to the Jewish commenta-

tors, the swallow, (perhaps so called

from its flying freely.) According to

the versions, turtle dove, (probably from
its similarity with in,) but less suitably.

^"I^TJ Darius, the common name
of several Persian kings. In Persian we

find ||j and L-^Kj (dara, darab,) a

king; (see the art. )i3"n.) The ground
of the Hebrew name probably lies in

the Pers. ij),J darawesh (with a suf-

fix -0,) which appears to have been

known to Strabo, (L. xvl.p. 785. or

27. fin.) who mentions as the original

form Aa,% tern.*?, or, as Salmasius con-

jectures it should be written, A#g<ajj?,
B and K being easily mistaken in writ-

ing. The O. T. mentions three kings
of this name, (I.) Darius, the Mede, or

Cyaxares II. Dan. 6:1. 9:1. (2.)

Darius, the son of Hystaspes. Ezra 4 :

5. 5 :5. Hagg. 1 : 1. Zech. 1 : 1.
(3.) Da-

rius Nothus. Neh. 12 : 22.

'l probably a corrupt reading

for ttfrTi to search, examine, Ezra 10:

16.

TV!, fut.
--pr,

to tread, to tread on;

construed with an accus. Job 22 : 15.

Judg. 5: 21 w> ratoa 'pvrn O my soul, thou

hast trodden on the mighty, with ^y,

Ps. 91: 13. 1 Sam. 5:5. with a, Mic.
5 :4 wrrQcna

TjiT
'3 when he shall tread

our palaces. Is. 59:8. Deut. 11:24,
25. Josh. 1:3. 14:9. When construed

with fp, to stepforth, to arise, Num. 24:

17. Especially (1.) ij TJTT
Job 24: 11.

or na, rwa Lam. 1:15. Is. 63 : 2. to tread

the wine-press; also o^a ^ 'HTI Is - 16:

10 and simply TTVT Judg. 9 : 27. Jer. 25 :

30. idem. r\;\. ^vj.
to tread olives, Mic.

6:15. Metaphorically, to tfrazdf cfowtt

or destroy one's enemies, Is. 63 : 3. (2.)

n$? Tpji
to &erce? or stretch the bow, namely,

by resting it on the ground, and tread-

ing on it. Ps. 7: 13. 11:3. 37:14.

1 Chr. 5:18. 8 : 40. 2 Chr. 14 : 8. Is.

5 : 28. Also, in an improper sense,

n>$n -rp4
Ps. 58:8. 64:4. to stretch

the arrows.

Hiph. 1. to cause to tread or walk.

Is. 11 : 15. construed with a, Ps. 107 :

7
HPTE;

^rm DJ^TI rac? ^e caused them

to walk, i. e. he led them, the right

way. 119:35. Is. 42 : 16. 48:17.

Prov. 4:11. Ps. 25 : 5 *frro2
'annn

cat/se me to walk in thy truth, verse 9.

2. intrans. as in Kal, construed with

an ace. Job 28 : 8 yrnp ^ in^yrn xh wild

beasts have not trodden it. Also, to bend

(the bow,) in a figurative sense, Jer.

9:2 n3iob Nbi ->;?$ onu.^ C:T^ n sow

#^e^ bend their tongues, {as} their bows,

for lying, and notfor truth.
^ x O^

3. as in Arab. t^J.^1 and in Syr.

Aph. to overtake. Judg. 20 : 43.

com * Sen '
(
m - 1 Sam. 21:6. f.

Ezra 8:21.) dual 0:371 (as if from Tpr̂ ,)

plur. ow, const. \D^, verbal from
"-pi ,

dec. VI. a"

1. way. The place to which the way



m
leads is put in the genitive; as, yr ^
the way to the tree, Gen. 3 : 24. comp.
16 : 7. 35 : 19. 38 : 14. Ex. 13 : 17. ^n
te~nb to go on one's way, Gen. 19:2. 32 :

2.

!

'Num. 24:25. Josh. 2 : 16. ^rr -JTJ

the kings way, i. e. the high-way, Num.

20 : 17. 21 : 22. 1 K. 2 : 1 ^u ^h ?:

*f>^?~'?
19 tf*c way faM things earthfy,

i/e. I die. Josh. 23 : 14. As an adv.

on t/te way to any place, towards, as, TTYI

ornn toivards the south, Ezek. 8 : 5.

comp. 1 K.8:48.

2. walk, manner of life,
conduct. (So

in Arabic almost all words which denote

way.) Prov. 12 : 15 vrra T ty ^rvj
îe

conduct of the fool is right in his own

eyes. 1:31 crji
ns Me fruit, i. e. the

consequences, of tJieir own conduct.

1 Sam. 18: 14. and David behaved him-

self wisely VJT^ '?& /* whole conduct.

':V?p rrna , Tyi.3. 'ipn
to M?/,& in the ways

ofany one, tofollow him, to imitate him,

1 K. 16 : 26. 22 : 43. 2 K. 22 : 2. 2 Chr.

17:3. 21:12. 22:3. The ways of
God denote, (1.) his conduct towards

men, Ps. 18:31. (2.) his will or law,

Ps. 27: 11. 25:4.

3. especially religious walk, devotion

to God, religion. Am. 8:14 3$-*a :rvj

the religion or worship at Beersheba,

cuUus Becrseba. Ps. 139 : 24 33i> ^ryr

the way, i. e. the worship, of idols, in

the same verse obiy ^ Me way of an-

tiquity, i. e. the religion of our fathers,

as, nfrn? 'Vasj Jer. 18: 15. (Comp. olo? Me
Christian 'religion, Acts 19 : 9, 23. 9 : 2.)

4. way, manner, method. Gen. 31:

35 *b nnp3 TfVT
zV Jutppens to be with me

ofter the manner of women. 19:31 jyis

pjjn-^ />er Me manner of all the world.

Is. 10 :24, 26 nnro -ryp tf/ter Me manner

of the Egyptians, comp. Am. 4:10.

5. work. Job 40: 19 tofrrn rvf>n ron

he is the chief of the ivorks of God.

Job 26 : 14. Prov. 8 : 22 mton <?# nirr

is-n Jehovah created me the first of his

works.

pOJ-n Ezra 2: 69. Neh.7:70,71,

72. i. q. fo"nN Me Persian daric. (Also
two MSS. iri Ezra 8 : 27, read

145 )

ptTO"n 1 Chr. 18:5,6. the Syriac1 v v :
- '

orthography for pipa^j Damascus, Syr.
* V

wQQ^i. In the usual orthography,

the -i is assimilated, as in NCTO, Ep throne.

V"^! Chald. i. q. Heb. xrn the arm.

Dan.
T

2 : 32.

tZ)l1, fut. thr.
T

1. to *ee^, look for, searchfor. Lev.

10 : 16. Prov. 31 : 13. Construed with

b, Job 10: 6 tfrin 'n!*nto and (that) thou

searchest aftermy sin. with ins, Job 39 :

8. Also in the following phrases, (1.)

'D mis'! D^ ^TI ' 5ee^ ^^ p^ace and

prosperity ofany one, Deut. 23 : 7. Ezra

9:12. also b nV$ Urn in the same sense,

Jer. 38 : 4. rnn STVT to see one's hurt,

Ps. 38:13. (2

T

.) to seek God, i.e. to

turn to him, to supplicate him; usually
construed with an accus. in the later

books with b, 2 Chr. 15 : 13. 17:4. 81:

21. with W, Job 5 : 8.

2. to seek unto, to visit or frequent
a place, especially for religious worship.
2 Chr. 1 : 5 VnjTrn nf3b\p imriym and Solo-

mon and the congregationfrequented it

(the altar.) Am. 5 : 5. Deut. 12:5

(with bx.) Is. 62 : 12 w m$rvj a fre-

quented city.

3. to require, demand. Deut. 22 : 2.

23:22. Mic.6:8. Ps. 109 : 10 wta

crrninnn they demand (bread,) \. e. beg,

farfrom their desolate houses. Especi-

ally, c?n, TO CTJ MTT; to require blood of
any one, i. e. to punish him for blood-

shed, Gen. 9:5. 42:22. Ezek. 33 : 6.

Also without 03, Deut. 18:19 and who-

soever hearkeneth not unto my words

it-wig ivrr / will require it of him, i. e.

I will punish him for it. Ps. 10:4.

4. to ash about, to inquire into, to ex-

amine. Deut. 13:15. 17:4,9. The

subject inquired about or examined, is

put in the ace. 2 Chr. 32 : 31 retort tfr6

to inquire into the miracle. 1 Chr. 28 :

9 nyr tfvr ni33^"te Jehovah examineth all

hearts, or construed with b, 2 Sam. 1 1 :

3. Construed with bv of the person of
whom, and of the thing about which

inquiry is made, 2 Chr. 31 : 9. Especially
u
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to inquire of or consult (an oracle, Je-

hovah, an idol, a magician;) construed

with an ace. of the person, Gen. 25 : 22.

Ex. 18 : 15. 2 K. 22 : 13 (here with to

of the thing.) with a, 1 Sam. 28 : 7.

2 K. 1 : 2 ff. 1 Chr. 10': 14. 2 Chr. 16 :

12. with to, Is. 8: 19. 19:3. Deut. 18:

11. with
j,

Ezek. 14:7. The person

through whom God is consulted stands

with
]r>,

2 K. 8 : 8. with b, Ezek. 14:7.

5. to regard, carefor, observe. Deut.

11:12 sirj'N
rnrr tth/r ittfc yiN a land which

Jehovah caret/ifor. Job 3 : 4. Ps. 9: 13.

Ps. 142: 5 'ipDjV Tim caringfor my life,
or

for me. rrtrp
n^r, ^, nteo tirrr to observe

God's commands, Ps. 119^45, 156.

1 Chr. 28 : 8. tc^cto xrni to observe righte-

ousness, Is. 1 : 17. 16 : 5.

Niph. 1. to be soughtfor. 1 Chr. 26:

31.

2. pass, of Kal no. 4. to be inquired

of; hence, to ansiver, to hear, spoken of

God, construed with a dative, otherwise

synonymous with iw. Ezek. 14:3 Mrnn

on) tin should I hear them ? 20 : 3, 3 1.

36 : 37 orV? rriiis^ 'iiy rvaV SJTTN nut ~\\$ also

in this Iwill hearken to the house of Is-

rael to do it for them. Is. 65 : 1 vroSTw

ty& vb
1

? Ihearken to those who supplicate
me not. The form tinm* is the infin.

pleonastic.

^ttTT to wax green, toflourish. Joel

2 : 22.
"

Hiph. to cause to flourish, to bring

forth. Gen. 1:11. Hence,

NttTT m. verbal from wjfy young ten-

der herb, different from aiz a plant al-

ready in the seed. Gen. 1 : 1 1, 12. Deut.
32 : 2. Prov. 27 : 25.

]$"!
to waxfat. Deut. 31 : 20. (Arab.

^ J idem, a and
j being often com-

muted.)
P. 1. to makefat, orfull ofmarrow*

Prov. 15 : 30 cssrpzhn nara ns^raip a good
report maketk the bones fat. Hence, to

anoint^ Ps. 23 : 5.

2. to regard or pronounce fat. Ps.

20 : 4 nj'ttJT *jri3?
thine offering he regard-

6 ) m
eth asfat, i. e. he accepts of it. (717 is

paragogic, as in 1 Sam. 28 : 15.)
3. denom. from p?H, to purify from

ashes, to remove ashes. Ex. 27 : 3. Num.
4:13.

Pu. figuratively, to be abundantly sa-

tisfied. Prov. 11:25. 13:4 DTH to
jtfin

the desire of the diligent shall be

satisfied. 28:25.

Hothpa. to be soiled withfat, spoken
of the sword, Is. 34 : 6.

]\2^T
verbal adj . from |un, dec.V. a.

1. fat, fruitful, spoken of the earth.

Is. 30: 23.

2. full of sap, spoken of trees. Ps.

92:15.

3. rich, opulent, spoken of men. Ps.

22 : 30.

l^"!
m. with suff. 72^, verbal from

jttft,
dec. VI. h.

1. fatness, Judg. 9 : 9. rich food, de-

licacy, Job 36 : 16. Is. 55 : 2. Jer. 31 :

14. fruitfulness, blessing, Ps. 65 : 12.

2. ashes, (perhaps because the an-

cients made use of them for manure,

comp. Plin. xvn. 9.) Lev. 1 : 16.

rn f. plur. DTH, dec. I. a. found only
in later Hebrew.

1. law, a law. Est. 1:13, 15, 19. 2:

12. Din
rrtp according to the edict this

day, as this day, 9:13.

2. an order made public, an edict.

Est. 3: 14. 8:13. 9:14. (The word

appeal's to be of Persian origin. For

from
,jj|i>

to give, command, appoint,
1C '

is derived j|J justice, equity, law; in

Pehlvi dadha,dadestan ; in Zend, daetie,

in Armen. dat,judicium.)

3. Deut. 33 : 2. according to the usual

reading m tf fire of the law, i. e. fiery
law. (Vulg. lex ignea, so the Syr. Chald.

Arab.) But 50 MSS. read JTTON, also

2 Samar. MSS. nnwM,) i. e. either niitfw

streams of water, (see TXL^ ;) or rather
S ss

the strong, (comp. j^| the lion.) The
form then were feminine, as in nisns? Judg
5 : 2. and it would correspond to the

parallel clause tip niarj' holy myriads.
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JVT f. Chald. 1. law. Dan. 6 : 9, 13,
Dan. 3 : 2, 3. one shifted in the law, a

16. % r, KH, the law of God, Ezra 7 : >^ compounded of rn law, and the

12,21. termination -Q, L (comp. "raia.)
In

2. religion, religious rites. Dan. 6 : 6. Pehlvi, we find datouber, one who directs,

n- rns / ///* r<7/<7w; comp 7 : 25 ^ 0>fye; in Pers. jY.jb
(The Rabbins call the Christian and ^V^ 1

Mahommedan religion rn,) *S ,
_, o 10 ir IVY7

! wo we/fa, dual ofmm Chald.
, cfccra?. Dan. 2 : 13, 15. I

- ^ '

a well;) Gen. 37 : 17. also n 2 K. 6 :

13. proper name of a place situated to

the north of Samaria, in Greek kuQaip
Judith 4:6. 7:3. Avrccia, 3 : 9.

)O^J proper name of an associate with

Korah, in the conspiracy against Moses-

Num. 16:1. 26:9. Deut.ll:9. Ps. 106:7.

3.

4. meaning, purpose. Dan. 2 : 9. rnrr
"

is only is your purpose.

emph. nwvj, Chald. i. q. Heb.

NCT younq tender herb. Dan. 4:12, 20.

[4Yl5, 23.]

m. Chald. (strictly Persian,)

H, the fifth letter of the alphabet,

called in Hebrew n He. The signifi-

cation of the name is unknown.

As a guttural it is intermediate be-

tween the gentler breathing K and the

stronger n. Examples of its commutation

with may be found on page 1. In the

kindred dialects, though not in the He-

brew itself, it is sometimes interchanged

with n; e.g. Syr. ^pv^Chald. jro
to stoop;

x *

Chald. nirn, Syr. | l^jcu*} crimson, kin-

dred with -irn to shine; ni; Samar. ma

to be high; raa having a highforehead,
Ssss

comp. LJUS^ a highforehead; etc.

More frequently the n, as a middle

radical, is interchanged with Vav qui-

escent (as in the case also with N, see

page 1,2.) e. g. cna Aram, nna, ZovS
fC '

to be asliamed; irr Arab. j&J genera-

tion; n^rn magic arts, comp. "stih and

T:^ ; bra Chald. Vro to circumcise, comp.

Is. 1:22; -n: Aram, in:, Jjju to shine;

Aram, j to run.

?1 a prefix, (before the gutturals and

T pointed with Kamets, but before n

generally, and before n often, with Pat-

tah, and before gutturals having Kamets,

regularly pointed n;) the Hebrew ar-

ticle, a contraction of the ancient com-

plete form "?rt i. q. J| (to.)
The

Lamed assimilates itself in Arabic to

the succeeding consonant in sound, at

least before what are called the solar

letters, but is constantly retained in the

writing, as ,^JiJ] (ashshams.) The

Hebrews, however, both speak and write

E.m;

rr, instead of the original tiogSjn.

(Another example of the assimilated

Lamed is in n^ for n^:.) The plural

pronoun to, nVw, these, was probably ori-

ginally related to the article Vn. This

article is used,
1. for the definite article, the.

2. for the denom. pron. this; as, Di'ri

this day, Ex. 2 : 18. 1 K. 20 : 13. D?srr

this time, Ex. 9 : 27.

3. for the indef. art. a; as, rro^rr a

virgin, Is. 7:14. nin on a day, once,

formerly, 1 Sam. 1:4. 2 K. 4 : 18. Job
1:6.

4. before the vocative; as, ^an O
king, Est. 7 : 3. Vnn O Baal, 1 K." 18:

26. Cant. 6:1.

5. for the relative, who, which; as the

Germ, der die das for welcher welche

welches; and as o in Homer for this
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and who; (comp. rn.) Josh. 10:24 fa

spake to the captains of the soldiers

taw Miabrrn who went with him. Judg. 13:

8 wliat we shall do to the child iVvrj

which shall be born. Ezra 8 : 25. Dan.

8:1. Ps. 34 : 13. So Gen. 27 : 33 >n

t? Na T2 TSTT Nin NIDSI who then is lie

that hunted venison and brought it to

me? In this instance, therefore, there

is no change in the construction from

the participle to the finite verb.

Note. It is to be observed, that in

the construction of a noun with a fol-

lowing genitive, the article, if used, is

placed before the genitive; as, bvr -lia? a

hero, Judg. 11:1. b;nn naa the heroes,

Josh. 1:14. bwt niaa O hero, Judg. 6 :

12. ca'mn tfr thou bloodhound, 2 Sam.

16:7. comp. verse 8.

n a prefix, (before gutturals pointed

with Pattah, but before gutturals having

Kamets, with Segol; sometimes, like

the article, followed by Dagesh forte,

especially before letters with Sheva, as

Gen. 17:17. 18:21. 37:32.) i. q.

Arab. J.

1. a sign of the direct inquiry, i. q.

Lat. an ? num ? Gen. 4 : 9 '?: >n ipirn

am I my brothers keeper? In such an

inquiry a negation is sometimes implied,

(comp. bn nonne? for eccef) 2 Sam.
7 : 5 n:a \b n:an nnrr wilt thou build for
me a house? i.e. thou shalt not build

me a house; hence, in the parallel pas-

sage, 1 Chr. 17:4 n:an nnw A thou shalt

not build, etc. So Am. 5 : 25.

2. in the indirect inquiry, whether.

Gen. 8 : 8 to see msn ibpn whether the

waters were abated. 24 : 23. Cant. 6 :

11. Also where there is no inquiry;

as, Gen. 43 : 1 to tell the man TIN Dpb nirn

tJiatye hadyet a brother. It is sometimes

followed by CM or, Gen. 18 : 21. 27 : 21.

(In Arab. J_J.)
3. nonne? Gen. 30:2 o*rft rrinn

r?iM stand I not under God? 50 : 19.

Job 20 : 4 ST nwn knowest thou not this ?

40:33. lSam.*2:27. 2 Sam. 23; 17.

Jer. 31:20. Ezek. 20:4.

S )

4. sometimes i. q. D
if.

Ex. 33 : 16

wJiereby shall it be known i:p
?
p?J

3 ^bn

if not in this that thou goest with us.

Chald. see! behold! Dan. 3 :

25. (Syr. |cn it

NH lo! behold! Gen. 47: 23. Ezek.

16 : 43.

Chald. idem. Dan. 2 : 43 na vsi

behold, as, for as simply. So in Syr. ]
ji

is often redundant.

flfc^n inter] . formed by an onomato-

poeia, aha! expressive of exultation, IF.

44:16. Job 39: 25. Ps. 35: 21, 25. of

scorn, Ps. 40 : 16. Ezek. 25 : 3.

Hn imper. of arr.

D^nrO?! masc. plur. verbal from

arr to give; presents, offerings. Hos. 8:

13.

TQH, fut. ban;, to be vain, to cherish

vain thoughts. Job 27 : 12 ibann ban nrrrab

why do you cherish so vain a thought ?

Ps. 62:11 'ibann b bmi be not vain in

robbery, \. e. indulge not vain hopes
from it. 2 K. 17 : 15 iban;n bann nn wb?i

they went after vain idols, and became

vain, i. e. practised idolatry. Jer. 2:5.

Hiph. to make vain, to seduce to idol-

atry. Jer. 23:16.

^5D> m - w^h sufr *???5 Plur. D'ban,

const, 'ban; verbal from ban, dec. VI. a.

and k.

1. breath, vapour, (Aqu. ttTpis,

Symm. et,r(to$ t
so Kimchi;) for the most

part, fls an image of transientness. Job

7:16 w ban ^for my days are a breath.

Prov. 13:11 rs?p? barra
fin

riches pass

away more rapidly than a vapour. 21 :

6.31:30. Ps. 39: 6. Ecc. 1:2, 14. 2:

11,17,23. 4:4,8. 5:9. 6:9. Ap-
plied in a peculiar manner to an untimely

birth, Ecc. 6 : 4
Tjb' "^rrai

a bana ^for it

came in a breath, and departed in dark-

ness.

2. figuratively, something vain,foolish,
or of no value. Lam. 4:17 ban ^rnrc

our vain help. Jer. 10 : 3, 8.

3. especially idols, idolatry. In the



nan
inifular, 2 K. 17:15. Jer.2:5.

plural, Jer. 8: 19. 14:22. Deut. 32 :

2 1 . Ps. 31:7
i\p *an vain idols. Jon.

2:9.

4. adv. in vain, to no purpose. Job

9:29. 21:34. 35:16. Is. 30 : 7. Ps.

39:7.

5. a proper name, Abel, (Sept."AgA,)
Adam's second son. The meaning of

the name (transientness or short con-

tinuance) has probably a designed re-

ference to his early death. Gen. 4 : 2.

TQi"! idem, (with Chaldaic form.)

D?3n hn vanity of vanities, Ecc. 1 : 2.~ "

( 149 )

in the meditates in order

n masc. plur. found only Ezek.

27 : 15. ebony, ebenum, iwsvo?. So

among the ancients Symmachus and

Jerome, comp. Bocharti Hieroz. T. II.

p. 141. The similarity of the names

is also of great weight in a production
of the east, the name of which usually

passed, with the article itself, into

Greece. The names of several other

kinds of costly wood, (as OIM|JH, D>rro,)

are used only in the plural ; probably
because the wood was brought from

abroad divided into planks, (<pAa<yys?.)

"On found only Is. 47: 13 p;m) nan,

Sept. dorgoAoyo* TOV
ovgoivov. Vulg. au-

gures codi. Probably those who cut

up the heavens, or divide them into fields

or houses, (as they are called,) for the

purpose of taking auguries, i. e. astro-

logers ; from the root j&> to cut
off.

Others make nan i. q. Arab. j. to

knoiu.

I. njn, fut. nan;. (In Syr.

to meditate, to read by syllables; Pa.

to meditate, consider ; Ethpa. to read.)

1. to meditate on any thing; con-

strued with 3, for the most part applied
to religious reflection, Josh. 1 : 8 rv<ni

nrVi DOV ia thou sJmlt meditate thereon

(on the law) day and night. Ps. 1 : 2.

63:7. 77:13 ^(fbpa WBTJ I will me-

ditate on all thy works. 143 : 5. (parall.

rnto.) Used absolutely, Prov. 15:28
~-

PTS i? the heart of the righteous

to answer. Con-

strued with an accus. to think on any

thing, to remember. Is. 33 : 18 narr ^
rro'N thy heart shall remember the time

of terror, also in an evil sense, to ima-

gine, invent, devise, Ps. 2 : 1. larr D^sb

pn (ivherefore) do the nations imagine a

vain thing? i.e. vain sedition. Prov.

24:2. Is. 59: 13.

2. to speak, utter. Job 27 : 4. Ps. 35:

28
*jjrjs

njnn ^ircb my tongue shall speak,

i.e. celebrate, thy righteousness. 37:30.

71:24. 115:7. Is. 59: 3. Prov. 8: 7.

3. to sigh, mourn, lament. Jer. 48 :

31. Is. 16:7.

4. to mourn or coo, spoken of doves.

Is. 38 ; 14 n;i>3 n?n Imourned as a dove.

59:11.

5. to roar, spoken of lions. Is. 31 : 4.

Po. infin. iah i. q. Kal no. 2. Is. 59 :

13.

Hiph. part. plur. D^rr?, to mutter,

(as sorcerers do their incantations,) or

to coo or sigh (as necromancers, in imi-

tating the voice of the manes.) Is. 8:19.

II. "On i. q. na; no. II. to be sepa-

rated, (comp. ^n and
T̂,) and trans, to

separate. Prov. 25 : 4 rpsp orro ian se-

parate the dross from the silver. The
infin is here used for the imper. Symm.
Kx6ai(>t. Vulg. aufer. verse 5. (Others
read iah, as if Hiph. from n.) Proba-

bly also Is. 27 : 8 c^ era rroj?n irma n:n

he sweeps them away with a violent

ivind, in the day of the cast wind.

("On in. verbal from nan.

1. a thought. Ps. 90 : 9.

2. sighing, mourning. Ezek. 2 : 10.

3. roaring (of thunder.) Job 37:2.

r^n f. (with Kamets impure) ver-

bal from nan dec. I. thought, meditation.

Ps.49:4/
T

*P3n m. verbal from obs. aan prob.

i. q. nan, (comp. n^n arid DOT, pn and

njrr, aan and na.-;,) dec. III. a. mourning,

sighing. Ps. 5 : 2 ^an nya njn> Jehovah,
hear my mourning. 39 : 4 &$ -tfan 'a>ana

literally, in my mourning afire was kin-

dled, i. e. I became impatient. Accord-

ing to the first signification of nan, it
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may be translated in the latter passage,

musing, meditation; and in the former,

meditation, prayer. So De Wette.

jVjn m. prob. a poem, song. (The

Syriac translator gives this meaning to

the root mn Is. 8 : 19. and it is easily

derived from the signification meditari,

scil. (carmen.) Ps. 92 : 4 -fcpa ]V|rr >br,

Sept. piT ullvis *
Kdei>%<*,

with a song on

the harp. So Vulg. Jerome. Ps. 9:17
rte jVan (a musical expression,) Sept. '?*

Jtet^akfMTes, an interlude, chorus. So

Symm. Aqu. Vulg. According to others,

jV|n
in both cases denotes a musical

piJH m. verbal from n;rr, dec. I.

1. meditation. Ps. 19 : 15.

2. intention, purpose, (comp. n:n Ps.

2:1.) Lam. 3: 62.

pn m. adj. dec. III. a. found only

Ezek.42:12. convenient, fit, suitable,

(In the Talmud. p;n becoming, Jit, suit-

able. )

"OH a proper name, Hagar, an

Egyptian, hand-maid to Sarah, and mo-
ther of Ishmael. Gen. 16:1. 25:12.

Tlie root of this word signifies in Ara-

bic, to flee,
to leave ones country,

(whence Hegira, the flight of Maliom-

med;) hence -an signifies fugitive, a name
which agrees 'with her history. See b? .

3n masc. plur. Ps. 83 : 7. and
:
-

1 Chr. 5: 10, 19, 20. 11:38.

27 : 31. proper name of a people, in the

east of Gilead, with which the tribes

beyond Jordan were frequently at war.
,^ i TA 11? i

feteph. Byzarit. speaks or a people in
n i , .

l
T^.

that country called Ay^cttoi
-

} Dionys.

Perieget. (v.956.) of the 'Ay i*, in the

neighbourhood of the Nabatheans. The
. . i

moderns compare tS^ i. e. the pro-
JT4^

vince JBaharein ; or .sr^", a c^y m
Arabia Petrea. The Jewish commen-
tators make them the posterity of

H plur. masc. Chald. state

counsellan, ministers, viziers. Dan. 3
24. 4.33. [36> -]

6 . a ako ^ ^
3:27, royal counsellors. The Ottoman

Porte, for example, has six counsellors,
besides the grand vizier. The termina-

tion 13, (see iat?, ijm) shews that the

word is of Persian origin, but the mean-

ing of the first syllable in is not easily
defined.

IIH proper name of a king of the

Idumeans. Gen. 36:35. 1 Chr. 1:46.

comp. verse 50.

^^TTTJ a proper name, Hadadezer,

king of's'yria of Zobah. 2 Sam. 8: 3 if.

Qther pM8ages read njrin> as 2 Sam.
10 : 16, 19. 1 Chr. 19 : 16,J9. but here

aiso individual MSS. have the first

reading.

Jte-mT} proper name of a place in

the plain of Megiddo. Zech. 12:11.

According to Jerome afterwards called

Maximianopolis.

pHPl to stretch out (the hand.) Once

Is. 11 1 8. In Arab, and Syr.
*'?

:;--.i
and -<" to lead

> direct'

(for ^ s

India. Est. 1:1. 8:9.

*in i. q. Tj-n shout of joy, rejoicing,

Ezek.7 : 7 onn in the rejoicing upon the

mountains, (comp. Is. 16 : 9, 10.)

of an
T ;

Arabian tribe of the race of Joktan.

The Arabic genealogists also mention

a GN-nrr, J.cJJb. See Bocharti Phaleg,

Lib. II. p. 128. Michaelis Spicil.

Geogr. P. II. p. 162.

Tjin to overthrow, to tread to the

ground. Job 40: 12. In Arab. LLJjJb

to throw to tJie ground, as a house.

OT"! Chald. a piece. ^TDTTT
112 Dan.

2:5/3: 29. ((*>* TTCW 2 Mac. 1 : 16.)
to make one into pieces, to hew in pieces,

a mode of capital punishment, in use

among several ancient nations, otherwise

in Syr.
. n^<^ (Chald. ay] to cut in

O 7

pieces; Syr. ^0^01 member. Ethpa.
V 7 <

'

to be dismembered.)
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Din m. joined with e$rj, a footstool.

(Root cm, in Arabic, to spread upon
the ground, to make Icrcf trith the

ground.} Is. 66 : 1 the earth is thefoot-

stool of my feet. Ps. 1 10 : 1 till I make

thine enemies thy footstool. Especially

is the ark of the covenant called the

footstool of God, because Jehovah was

considered as seated upon it, 1 Chr. 28:

2. Ps. 99:5. 132:7. Lam. 2:1.

D1(1 m. plur. DTnn dec. VIII. h.

myrtle! Neh. 8:15. Is. 41 : 19. 55 : 13.

Zech. 1 : 8, 10, 11. See Celsii Hiero-
.? > x

botanicon, P.n. p. 17 ff. (Arab. (

.^ l^>
^^

ir-fc.

in the dialect of Yemen, i. q. ^,|
a myrtle}.

nDin (myrtle} the earlier name of

the Jewish maiden Esther. Est. 2:7.

?]in, fut.
ryiir.

1. to thrust, strike,

'en>e.
T

Num.35:20,22. Ezek. 34:21.

Job 18 : 18
Tpv

n ty ^-jr? "TIN? they shall

thrust him out of light into darkness.

2. to thrust down, to overthrow. Jer.

46 : 15.

3. to thrust away, to keep back, with-

hold. 2 K. 4:27. Prov. 10:3.

4. to drive away. Deut. 6:19. 9:4.

Josh. 23 : 5.

1111, fut.-nn;. 1. prob. to be wide, broad,

(like the kindred "n^,) also to be extended

in height, tumidum esse. (Arab. jj&|

titinidus, comp. j^ intumuit.) Is. 45:

2 -itry a* I will level the high places,
loca tumida complanabo. Sept. o^ opx-

2. to adorn, decorate. Is. 63 : 1 adorn-

ed in his apparel.
3. to honour, respect, reverence; con-

strued with an accus. or with 'D \?5, Lev.
19 : 32. also, to have respect ofpersons,
to be partial in judging, i. q. D':s KC:,

Ex. 23 : 3. Lev. 19 : 15.

Niph. pass, of Kal no. 3. Lam. 5 : 12.

Hithpa. to make ones self broad, to

make a display. Prov. 25 : 6.

Iin Chald. Pa. vn to honour, to

respect. Dan. 4 : 31
, 34. [4 : 34, 37.]

Iin m. verbal from IT?, dec. IV. c.

\?ornament. Ezek. 16:14. Ps. 110.

3 tiy n-jn sacred ornaments or attire.

Prov. 20 : 29 nyto n:i?i -m gray hairs

are the omamertt of old men. Lev. 23 :

40 -on y beautiful trees.

2. pomp, splendour, majesty. Ps. 104:

1 rraV -nni -tirt thou puttest on glory and

majesty. Job 40 : 5. Ps. 29 : 4 rnrv
"?ip

Tin} the voice of Jehovah isfull of ma-

jesty.

3. honour. Ps. 149 : 9.

Iin m. verbal from TH, ornament.
-T

honor, glory. Dan. 1 1 : 20 inn tan: TJSW

rrate owe w/w> sA# send an officer

through the glory of his kingdom, i. e.

through Palestine. The expression is

parallel with ^s verse 16. comp. Zech.

9:8 As a parallel in sense, see 2 Mac.
3:1 ff.

nilil f. const, rmn, fern, of nnrr,

dec. XI. d. ornament, honor. Prov. 14:

28. ^pTn-n sacred ornaments or at-

tire, Ps'. 29 : 2. 96 : 9.

nn interj. of lament, formed by an

onomatopoeia i. q. rmsi wo f alas f Ezek.
30 : 2.

in i. q. in interj. alas f Am. 5: 16.

fc^n 1. pron. prim, of the third per-

son sing. masc. he, and as a neuter it.

(Syr.
OJ1 5 Arab. a.) In the Pen-

tateuch this form is of the common

gender,and stands for the fern. NTT, which

occurs only 11 times in the writings
of Moses, (comp. the Masora on Gen.

38:25.) The authors of the vowel-

points, to whom this use of the word

appeared strange, sought to remedy it,

at least so far as the vowel-points are

concerned, by writing it in, where we
must of course suppose a Keri NTT. The
same punctuation occurs also IK. 17:

15. Job 31: 11. Is. 30:33. where n

is without doubt the correct reading.
2. self, same, selfsame. Is. 7 : 14

JPP

ni rxh NTI ':i the Lord himself will

give you a sign. Ps. 44 : 5. 1 Chr. 17 :

26. especially with the article wrrrr aipm
in the same place.
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3. It serves to express the substan- e. g. priS tJtatthey may or might be, Dan.

tive verb to Ac, i e. the copula in the 2:43. 6:2,3. inb 5:17. The Chal-

loi:iral sense. Is. 43: 25 rrrro win ra:g / deans use this word very frequently with

am fie that blotteth out, ego sum ab- the participles of other verbs to express

stergens.

Note. Under one of the three pre-

ceding numbers, all those cases probably

belong, in which wn has been supposed
to designate Jehovah. (See Simonis

Onomast. V. T. p. 549.) E. g. under

no. 1. Deut. 32 : 39 jw NVJ \: : a wi

'TO? C'n^N see tliat I, even I, am he, and

besides me there is no God. Is. 43 : 10,

13, 25. 48: 12. Jer. 14: 22. under no.

2. Ps. 102: 28 wn rrn thou (art) the

under no. 3. 2 Sam. 7 : 28 nn

rr thou art God.

Chald. idem. Dan. 2:21.

Chald. see nin.

dec. I a.

1. ornament, decoration. Zech. 10:3.

6:13.

the tense of narration; e. g. rnn rnn Isaw,
Dan. 4: 7, 10. [4:10, 13.] 7 : 2, 4.

njn f. (also nr in the Kethib of Job

1. desire. Prov. 10:3
rftrr c's^) rnn he

withholds the desire ofthe wicked. Parall.

(In Arab. . f ^& idem, from

,5 J& to desire, will, love.}
"
2. mischief, evil, wickedness. 5:10

nivt Df$ their inwardpart isverywicked-

ness. 38 : 13 nVin r^n they speak evil. 52 :

4,9. 55:12. Prov. 11:6. 17:4 to pro
Dim

JTO) listening to a wicked tongue.
Job 6 : 30.

3. ruin, destruction, calamity. Ps. 57 :

2 nYn Thj is till the calamities are past.
91:3 nvn w Me destructive pestilence.

2. splendour, glory, majesty ; (1.) 94 : 20. Prov. 19 : 13. Job 6 : 2 Keri 30 :

10. (2.) of a king, 1 Chr. 29 : 25. Dan.

11:21. (3.) of the voice, Is. 30 : 30 lin

Vjip his majestic voice. Job 39 : 20 inn: Tin

rrcw Azs mighty snorting is terrible.

3. bloom of youth, blooming counte-

nance, comeliness. Dan. 10 : 8 ty ^TO -rtn

Twy comeliness was changed upon me.

Hos. 14:7 iiin tre a* the olive-tree is

his comeliness. (Comp. v?.)

Pnn i. q rrn to be, (the current word

in Aramean, but in Hebrew confined to

the poets and later writers.) Part, nyr,

Neh. 6 : 6. Ecc. 2 : 22. Imper. rnn, >?n,

Gen. 27: 29. Is. 16:4. Job 37 : 6 aS$ *>

yw~vi "ra^ for he saith to the snow, be

thou on the earth. Sept. yivov ITT; yqs

Others : fall upon the earth; comparing

the Arab. ^^ to fall. Vulg. ut de-

scendat in terrain. Fut. wirr Ecc. 11:3,
for the apoc. vn from rnrr.

and ^^n Chald. to be, i. q.

13 Keri (Comp.
(

tofall.)

\. q. njn no. 3. destruction, ca-

^n 1. inter), of threatening, wo !

! construed with an ace. Is. 1 : 4

N$n or 'in alas ! sinful nation. 5:8,

11, 18", 20, 21. with "?, Jer. 48 : 1. with

to, 50 : 27. Ezek. 13:3. with % 13 : 18."

2. of grief, ah! alas! 1 K. 13:30

of exhorting, come on! ho!
9 Zech. 2: 10. [6.] Is. 55:1.

Chald. to go. Fut.
TJTT,

Ezra 5 :

. 7:13. Infin.
^jnp,

7:13.

f. plur. ni^in, verbal from

Poel of V:n, dec.X. foolishness, madness.

Ecc, 1:17. 2:12.

H^V/ln f. verbal from Poel of ^n,

idem. Ecc. 10:13.

Dyin m. (Milel) verbal from D^n,

Fut. nvr, sometimes joined a stroke (with the hammer.) Is. 41:7.
with the prefix "7, signifying that, the pre- The part, rtyn (Milra) would appear to

formative of the future being omitted ; suit the connexion better. But



(Milel) may itself be regarded as this

participle, the accent being drawn back,

and the last syllable shortened, on ac-

count of the following penacuted dissyl-

lable, as Gesenius has shewn in his

Lehrgeb. p. 308. and in his Isaiah, note

on chap. 41:7.

Q^in to confound, throw into con-

sternation. Deut. 7 : 23 n?iia rrcnrrc onn

he shall throw them into great con-

sternation.

Niph. fut. err to be thrown into com-

motion, (by an unexpected occurrence,)

spoken of a city or country. Ruth 1 :

19. 1 Sam. 4:5, 1 K. 1 : 45. For the

forms rron, nrcrnn, see under Dn.

Deriv. npvra.

pn i. q. Arab. A& to be light, small;

conj. II. IV. X. to regard as a light

thing, to lightly esteem, to despise. So

Hiph. Deut. 1:41 nibsb uvrni and ye

regarded it as a light thing to go up,
i. e. ye were going up in a thoughtless
manner. Others : and ye despised (the

divine command) and went up ; corap.

Num. 14 : 44.

pn m. dec. I. a. 1. riches, wealth,

substance. Prov. 1 : 13. 6:31. 8 : 18.

Ps. 44 : 13 jin
*bz for that which is not

wealth, i. e. for nought. Plur. D^in,

Ezek. 27 : 33.

2. adv. enough, sufficient. Prov. 30 :

15, 16. Sept. ai^yM. So also the Chald.
& <^s

Syr. Arab. (Arab. ^^ ease, conveni-
' s

ence ; comp. .]] to live quietly, plea-
ses

santly ; ..] quiet, convenience.)

"Yin and *^n 1. i. q. "in a mountain,

being the more ancient and unusual

form. Gen. 49 : 26 is nin the eternal

mountains. Parall. oVc? rrtsaa the ever-

lasting hills. The Masoretic punctu-
ation of this phrase is 12 nin, according
to which nin signifies parentes mei,

(part, from rnn,) as rendered by the

Vulg. and Chald. and is is to be joined
to the following clause. But the paral-

lel passages Deut. 33 : 15. Hab. 3 : 6.

( 153 )

as well as the parallel clause df\v nni,

decide against this punctuation. The
true punctuation is probably ny nin.

2. proper name of a mountain on

the borders of Edom. Num. 20 : 22.

33 : 32.

3. of another in Lebanon. Num. 34 :

7,8.

J?{l)in (save) a proper name.

1. the earlier name of Joshua, ser-

vant and successor to Moses. Num. 13 :

8, 16.

2. a king of Israel. 2K. 15 : 30. 17 :

Iff. 18: Iff.

3. a prophet. Hos. 1 : 1, 2.

n^n or nUn found only in Pilel
T

or Poel, Ps. 62:4 } by nnninn TON ny

how long will ye rage against a man ?

Sept. 7Tirjd&<rdt. Vulg. irruitis. Comp.
i **.(& intulit malum, grassatus est.

Aquila and Jerome less suitably,
IKI-

x X

ovAgvTg, insidiamini ; comp. ei^U-

conj. III. So R. Jona.

ntn to dream, to speak in ones sleep.

Is. 56:10. Sept. IwTrviot^o^voi. Aqu.

Arab. ^5 JJ& and }&% to be delirious,

especially from sickness ; so nin in the

Talmud.)

^iT7 for 'TO, (as bis for b^i%) verbal from

nrn, lamentation. Ezek. 2:10.

f. 1 . pron. of the third person

sing, she, and as a neuter it. Syr. ^ji
,.

Arab. &. Comp. the masc. wrr.

2. with the article, MTITT this, the same.

3. used for the subst. verb. Lev. 1 1 :

39.

Chald. idem. Dan. 2 : 9.

plur. fern. Neh. 12:8. songs

of praise, psalms; comp. 11:17. It is

without doubt a verbal from the Hiphil
of n-p

T
to praise, celebrate; and is sy-

nonymous with ninin
;
but no analogous

form is known.

Tpn m. prim, formed by an ono-

matopoeia, joyful acclamation, shout of



joy, rejoicing ; spoken (1.) of the vin-

tager, and presser
of grapes, Jer. 25 :

30. 48:33. (2.) of the warrior, Jer.

51: 14. In Is. 16:9, 10. the two sig-

nifications are put in antithesis to each

other.

rPri, fut. rrrr, apoc. 'rr, rn, infin.

rrn, nVn, once rrn Ezek. 21 j 15. [10.]

1. to be. ^ rrn I have, mihi est, Ex.

20:3. Otherwise construed with a

dative of the person and thing, to serve

for any thing, Ex. 4 : 16. Num. 10 : 31.

or to be any thing, 1 Sam. 4 : 9 D^:b vrr

be men, (or become men.) Construed

with b before an infinitive, it forms in

many phrases a periphrasis for the fu-

ture, Gen. 15 : 12 Niab uto'cjn vn and the

sun was about to set. 2 Chr. 26 : 5 >rn

D'ribtf tcvib and he sought God. The verb

in the infinitive must often be.translated

passively, Deut. 31:17 bbvh rrn he shall

be to consume, i. e. he shall be con-

sumed. Josh. 2 : 5 "13$ "B^n *rn and the

gate was to be shut. Is. 6 : 13. op n;n

n^N rem habere cumfcemina, Gen. 39:

I0i 2 Sam. 13 : 20.

2. to become. b rrn to become any

thing, Ex. 4 : 4, 9. &yk rrn to be enjoyed

by a man, rem habere cum viro, Hos.

3 : 3. Jer. 3 : 1. Deut. 24 : 2.

3. to happen. i, 3 vm it happened
that.-~-Sometimes, to succeed, toprosper,
Is. 19:15 rran D.nspb njn^ *b no work

shall succeed to the Egyptians.

Niph. rrn: i. q. Kal, but occurring
more rarely.

1. to be, (strictly pass, of an obso-

lete Hiphil, to be brought about.) 1 K.

1:27. 12:24.

2. to become, (literally,
to be made.)

Construed with b, to become any thing,

Deut. 27 : 9. to be made or received by

any one, Zech. 8 : 10.

3. to be done or brought to pass. Neh.

6:8. Deut. 4:32. Judg. 19 : 30. 20

3,12.

4. to be done, finished, wearied out,

like Lat. confici, Dan. 8 : 27 wVrw vvv5
/ was wearied out and sick. Vulg. lan-

f/iii ctcegrotavi. Dan. 2:1 vbs nrrrntajtth

and his sleep went from him; (vb? for

Theod. lyjxiTO tnr CCVTAV. Vulg.

fugit ab illo.

Hjn f. in the Kethib of Job 6 : 2.

30 : 13. i.q. Keri nin suffering, calamity.

TpH Chaldaic form for TPN how?

!Chr"l3:12. Dan. 10: 17. (In Chald.

more frequent.)

vD^H m. plur. D'T? once ni (Hos 8 :

14.)

T

dec. II. b.

1. a great or magnificent building,
a palace. Prov. 30 : 28. Is. 39 : 7. Dan.

1:4.

2. a temple; generally, rnrr brm 2 K.

24:13. 2 Chr. 3:17. Also
1

applied,
before the building of the temple, to

the tabernacle ofthe congregation, 1 Sam.

1:9. 3:3.

3. in a more restricted sense, the

sanctuary, part of the temple, in oppo-
sition to the holy of holies, ("vyj.)

1 K.

6:5,17. 7:50.

v^n m. Chald. idem. Dan. 4 : 26.

[29.]

"

77^11 m. prob. the morning star,

and so irro
)a may be regarded as an epi-

thet. Is. 14:12. Sept. iurQo^s. Vulg.

Lucifer. Root bbn to shine. For the form,

comp. b^n. But Gesenius in his Isaiah,

(Leips. 1820.) makes it a verb in the

imperative mode from bb; to lament.

rtjT^n Prov. 31 : 27 Keth. i. q. the

Keri rtybn. The form is that of a ver-

bal from the Hiph. rp>n (Ex. 2:9.)

D^n i. q. Din and rnpn.

1. to make a great noise. Mic. 2:12

DTWD rTjo>nn they shall make a great noise

from the multitude of men.

2. to rage, to be disquieted or uneasy.

Ps. 55 : 3 np'Tw lam disquieted. Others

make it the Hiphil of nvr, but it has not

the transitive signification.

ID^ a proper name, (perhaps i. q.

jmTC) in Chald. and Syr. true, faithful.)
1. a Levitical chorister in the time

of David. 1 Chr. 6:18. [33.] 15:17.

2. an Ezrahite, 1 Chr. 2 : 6. cele-

brated for Ms wisdom, 1 K. 5 : 11. [4 :

31.] and called the author of Ps.

LXXXVIII. See
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in. a measure for liquids, con-

taining 12 logs (o'?ib,)
or according to

Josephus (A.J. m. 9.) 2 %Zt of the

Athenians. Num. 15 : 4 ff. 28: 5, 7, 14.

Ezek. 4:11. Sept. itv, <, vv.

""OH i. q. Arab, j^a to be astonished,

motionless, obstupere. Hence, in Hiph.
to amaze, stun, stupefacere, obtundere.

Job 19:3 >b venn ye amaze me, i. e. ye
strike me dumb, (vwn prob. for npnn;

comp. Jer. 9 : 2.) Sept. iTrt'zua-Ol pot.

Vulg. opprimentes me. (The significa-

tion, to be hard, insensible, which

Schultens gives to the Arabic root, is

not sufficiently confirmed.)

rn^i
1

! f. verbal from Hiph. of -02,TT

(comp. nbsn) dec. X. respect, regard.

Hence Is. 3 : 9 nrns rn^n their respect to

persons, i. e. their partiality or corruption

in judgment. Vulg. aanitio vultus ipso*

rum.

T>n Deut. 32 : 6, (according to the

MSS. of the Nehardensians which write

separately nirr brr.) an adverb of inter-
G X

rogation, an? num9 (Arab. (Jjt>.)
The

verb bioi is then construed with an accus.

fr$7n to remove, put at a distance, in

Kal not used. Found only in Niph.

part. fern, nssbrnrr thefar removed, used

collectively, Mic. 4:7. (In Syriac we
find the kindred form bnbn, ^av^,ai

donrjavit, rejecit, remoi'it. It can also

be regarded as a denom. from the fol-

lowing noun.

NTTT (a segolate form like nro, ynN,)

subst. remoteness, distance, but found

only with He parag. nbrr (Milel, but

without Metheg,) as an adv. to a dis-

tance, farther, beyond, onward; (1.)

spoken of space, Gen. 19:9 rwbrrtis ap-

proach farther this way. 1 Sam. 10:3

rftibrjj
otto from thence andfarther. 20 :

22 nsibrn
TJ^D from thee and beyond, i. e.

beyond thee. verse 37. Num. 32 : 19.

b nNbnp beyond, Am. 5 : 27 pir^nb n^TO
beyond Damascus. (2.) spoken of time,

1 Sam. 18 : 9 rr^bnn NTTF Qvno from that

day andforwardTLev.~ 22 : 26. (In Syr.

from a verb

construed with ^r; beyond.

rrbnb, nbnb and

s&, idem;

In Chald.

plur. masc. a joyful feast,

festival, (at the gathering in of the fruits

of the year.) Judg. 9 : 27. Lev. 19 : 24.

DlTTT see tD xH.

t >TT com. gen. this. Used as a masc.

JudV6:20. Zech.2:8. Dan. 8 : 16.

as a fern. 2 K. 4 : 25. The more corn-

form is

rr^n m. this. Gen. 24 ; 65. 37 ; 19.

It corresponds to the Arab. ^$^1,
**

X*

which, however, in that dialect is a re-

lative. See the article r? no. 5.

*lt vi"T i q- n
j^7 ihis> once Ezek. 36 :

prob. fern, being construed35, but

with M

m. verbal from
Tjbn,

dec. I. Job

29 : 6 y)n wiy sfejt?5, poetically for my
feet. L

"

np^7n f. verbal from ^n, dec. X.

found only in the plural.

1. ways, goings. Nah. 2:6, Espe-

cially ways or goings of God, Ps. 68':

25. Hab. 3 : 6. Figuratively, Prov. 31 :

27 am rrttfn the ways of her house, i.e.

how things go in her house.

2. companies of travellers, caravans.

Job 6 : 19. Parall. m>.

^7H 9
fut. i, TfVn, (from ^>T,) but

poetically Tprr, imper. T, infill, absol.

tjiVrr,
infin. const, rob, with suff. roS, part.

1. to^o, in whatever manner, applied
to things both animate and inanimate;

e. g. to the ark floating, Gen. 7:18. to

a boundary extending itself, Joah. 16 :

8. to a report circulating, 2 Chr. 26 :

8.^2 Sam. 15 : 20
TJTT \:M-T Tjbn p

/ go whither I am going, i. e. whither

my lot leads me; comp. 1 Sam. 23 : 13.

The place whither is most frequently

preceded by b or bw, but sometimes

stands in the accus. e. g. Judg. 19 : 18.

2 Chr. 9 : 21 tr^n ntobn rrta the ships
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went to Tarshish. The most remark-

able constructions of this word are the

following, (1.)
with an accusative, to go

through a place. Deut. 1 : 1 9-\rrorrb3 ns
Tjbzi

then we went through tJie whole ivilder-

?tess. 2 : 7. Job 29 : 3. (2.) with a, to

go with any thing. Ex. 10:9. Hence,

to bring or carry, Hos. 5 : 6. (Comp.
3 no. 2.) (3.)

with t or n (iw,) to be

conversant with, to associate with. Job

34:8. Prov. 13:20. Comp. Job 31: 5.

(4.) with nrw, to go after, to follow.

Gen. 24 : 5, 8. 37 : 17. c>rib nroj Tjbn

D'bn, to go after God, Baalim, i. e. to

serve or be devoted to them, Deut. 4 : 3.

1 K. 14 : 8. Jer. 2 : 8. Also, to pursue,

persecute, Jer. 48 : 2 :nn
Tjba Tpnyi

the

sword shall pursue thee. (5.) with a

pleonastic dative, ib
Tjbn,

like the French

sen aller; Ital. andarsene, to be gone.

Cant. 4 : 6 >b
TjbN

/ will go, or get me.

Especially in the imper. Tjb Tjb go,
or get

thee, Gen. 12:1. 22:2.

2. to ?#/, figuratively for to live,

(comp. TJVJ
no. 2.) Ps. 15 : 2 Dipa TJVT

walking uprightly. 1:1. Construed

more rarely with an accus. (like TTVI
Tjbn,)

Is. 33 : 15 nipis Tjbh walking in righteous-

ness. Mic. 2:11 ijTtth rrn
Tjbh walking in

wind and falsehood. Prov. 6:12
Tjbin

na rwa^y walking in perverseness of
mouth.

3. to depart, to die. Gen. 15 : 2. Ps.

39 : 14.

4. to jmm away, to perish. Ps. 78 :

39
Tjbh

rrn a breath which passes away.
Job 19: 10. 14:20. (Arab. viJlla fero.)

5. to rww, jtfow, spoken of water. Is.

8:8. It is common with the Hebrews
to say, the hills run down with milk,

water, for milk or water runs down the

fo7fe,Joel4:ia [3:18.] SoalsoEzek.
7:17. 21:12 o^rbs, on? njrjba, Vulg.
omnia genua fluent aquis, (a low re-

presentation of strong fear.) Comp. the

Latin phrase, aurophirimafluxit, Virg.

Georg. ii. 166.

f J. '" go on, continue, last. Tlie He-
bn-u-s impress the continuation or con-
tinued incmise of an action, by means

tf )

of this verb in various constructions;

(1.) with the pleonastic infin.
Tjibn,

and a

participle or adjective of the action con-

tinued or continually increasing. Gen.

26 : 13 bn:i
Tfbn Tjb;n

and he waxed greater
and greater, Judg. 4 : 24. -rsa T

Tjbni

mrjri rpn VNTTIC: and the hand of the chil-

dren of Israelprevailed more and more.

1 Sam. 14:19. 2 Sam. 5 : 10. 18:25.

(2.) instead of the first
Tjbn

we sometimes

find a finite verb of the continued action.

Gen. 8 : 3 aVzJn
Tjibn yiwn Vyip nron IMJJI and

the waters ran off continuallyfrom the

surface of the earth. 12:9. comp. Gen.
8 : 5. (3.) with the participle Tjbn,

and

a participle or adjective of the continued

action. 1 Sam. 17:41 T}i Tjbh
'rrcjben

Tjb'i

and the Philistines drew nearer and
nearer. Also, the finite verb being omit-

ted, 1 Sam. 2 : 26 atei b
Tjbrr

bwmj -:rn

awe? Me cAz'M Samuel waxed greater
and better. 2 Sam. 3 : 1. Est. 9 : 4. Jon.

l:ll.Prov.4:18. 2 Chr. 17: 12. Comp.
in French, la maladie va toujours en

augmentant et en empirant, the disease

constantly increased and waxed worse.

Niph. Tjbrn pass, of Hiph. of course

i. q. Kal, to pass away, disappear. Ps.

109:23.

Pi.
TjVrr

1. i. q. Kal, to go, walk, only

poetically, (except 1 K. 21 : 27.) Job 24:

10. 30:28. Ps. 38: 7. (In Chald. and

Syr. this conjugation is commonly used

instead of Kal.)
2. perhaps grassari (an intensitive

from gradior^) hence TJ
brro ahighwayman,

robber, grassator, Prov. 6:11. (Parall.

pp tftgu) Others: a stroller, vagabond.

Comp. Hithpa. no. 3.

Hiph. Tr-birr (from Tjb;,)
also

Tj7>n
Ex.

2 : 9, and part. D?brTO Zech. 3 : 7, (from

Tjbn,)
the latter with Chaldaic inflection.

1. to make or cause to go, to lead.

Deut. 8:2. 2 K. 24: 15. Is. 42 : 16.

Zech. 3 : 7. 2 Sam. 13 : 13
Tpbi* n:*j

\-c-;rrn whither shall I go with my
shame? Also, to bear or carry things,

Z.-di. 5:10. Ecc. 10:20.

3. causat. of Kal no. 4. to cause to

perish, to destroy. Ps. 125 : 5.

3. causat. of Kal no. 5. to cause to
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flmv. Ezek. 32:14. Also, to cause to

runoff, Ex. 14:21.

Hithpa. ^nnn 1. as in Kal, but im-

plying a dative of personal advantage,

for ones self. Hence, to walk, Ps. 35 :

14. Ezek. 28 : 14. to walk abroad, Ex.

21:19. to take a walk, Gen. 3:8. 2 Sam.

11:2. to march up and down, Job 1 : 7.

Zech. 1 : 10, 11. 6:7. Construed (like

Kal) with an accus. Job 22 : 14 c;?ti :nrn

Tfrirv he walks upon the arch of heaven.
T

2. figuratively, like Kal no. 2,, to live.

era, noNS ^Vnrn
to walk or live in truth,

innocence, Ps. 26: 3. 101:2. Prov. 20:

7. 23: 31. rnrr '3cb ^rt
to ?0att 6e/bre

GW, i.e. to live in a manner well-

pleasing to him, Gen. 17:1. 24:40.

48 : 15. also construed with n, 5 : 22,

24. 6:9.

3. Part, ^Vnrw Prov. 24 : 34. a robber

or vagrant; comp. Pi no. 2.

Deriv. out of course T:n, rtfi

Tpn Chald. Pa. to go, walk. 4 : 26.

[29~f

Aph. idem. Part, paVrra walking, Dan.

3:25. 4:34. [37.]

"jbn m. verbal from Ti^n, dec. VI.
V "*

1. course, journey ; hence i. q. ^rr S*N

a traveller, stranger. 2 Sam. 12:4.

2. a stream. 1 Sam. 14 : 26 tiw ^n a

stream of honey.

TjSn m. Chald. toll. Ezra 4 : 13, 20.

7 : 24."
:

V_pn 1. to shine, give light, i. q. Arab.

,Jj&.
Job 29 : 3 Vi: iVrra when it shines,

(namely,} his light. (iVn is an infin. of

the form TTO}, or
]n, bs, with a pleonastic

pronoun, as in Ezek. 10 : 3. Job 33:20.)

Comp. Hiph.

2. to shine, to glitter. Comp. Pi.

3. to be haughty, arrogant. Ps. 75 : 5.

Part, n^bin the arrogant, connected with

the idea of wickedness, Ps. 5 : 6. 73 : 3.

75:5. Hence,

4. to be mad, foolish. (In the idiom

of the Hebrews, a wicked or irreligious

man is called a fool, and a good man is

termed wise; comp. to:.) See Poel.

Pi, ^n to make to shine, to 'give lustre;

hence, to praise, commend, celebrate.

(In Syr. and Arab, idem.) Gen. 12:15

nJrjirbN
nnfc ibVrn and they commended her

to Pharaoh. Prov. 27 : 2. 28 : 4. Most

frequently, to praise (God,) construed

with an accus. as apftn praise Jehovah,

Ps. 116:19. 146 U. in later Hebrew
with V,

1 Chr. 16 : 36. 25 : 3. 2 Chr.

20:21.30:21. Ezra3:ll. with a, Ps.

44 : 9. Intrans. to glory, boast, Ps. 56 :

5 bVnN cyrftsa I will glory in God. Comp.

Pu. bVn to fe praised or celebrated.

Ezek. 26 : 17. Part. bVra wor% o/

praise, spoken of God, Ps. 48 : 2. 96 :

4. 145 : 3. Ps. 78 : 63 ibhrr *o vrn':vrai,

according to the present punctuation,
and their maidens are not praised,

namely, in nuptial songs ; comp. Chald.

W^7 a nuptial song. But this rendering
does not suit the parallel clause in verse

64, which seems to require that iVrn

should be pointed ^in=^rr they la-

mented.

Hithpa. 1. to be praised, to deserve

praise. Prov. 31:30.

2. to glory, boast. 1 K. 20 : 11. Prov.

20 : 14 $nn 19 ft *>$* going his way, then

he boasteth, namely of his bargain.

Construed with a, Prov. 25 : 14. 27 : 1.

especially to glory (in God,) Ps. 34 : 3.

64:11. 105:3. Once with D?, Ps.

106 : 5.

Po. Vrtn, fut. Wrr, causat. of Kal no. 4.

to make foolish, to deprive of reason.

Ecc. 7 : 7. Hence, to shew to befoolish,

to shame, disgrace, Job 12 : 17. Is. 44 :

25 ttirv orDDj? he shews the diviners to be

fools. Poal part, ^inp made foolish,

mad, raving. Ps. 102:9y?irro those who
rave against me; (like TipT.) Ecc. 2 : 2.

Hithpo. 1. to be or become mad, fool-

ish. Jer. 25 : 16. 51: 7. Nah. 2 : 5 ibbinrv

ap-n #ta chariots are tumultuous. Jer.

50 : 38 ftVniv nw*o Mey madly trust in

idols, (constructio prcegnans.)

2. to ye^w owe's self mad. 1 Sara.

21:13.
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Hipb. causat. of Kal no. 1. to cause

to shine. Job 41 : 10. [18.] Is. 13 : 10.

also i. q. Kal> to shine, Job 31 : 26. On

Job 25 : 5, see brw.

Deriv. 'NVn, ^"T?? ^^5 n^rr, rflV?in.

Q7n 1. to strike, smite. Judg. 5 : 26

rncp rrobn she smote Sisera. Is. 41:7.

Ps. 141: 5.

2. to beat down, to break in pieces.

Ps. 74: 6. Is. 16:8.

3. to be scattered, dispersed, spoken
of an army. 1 Sam. 14:16 o^rn TT)^ and

they were more and more dispersed.

4. to stamp or strike the ground;

spoken of the hoofs of horses. Judg. 5 :

22.

5. ?iVn Is. 28 : 1. smitten by wine,

drunken, Greek *o#&*& Lat. vino sau-

cius. Comp. b^ in Niph.
Deriv. out of course ntoVrjo.

Ovi"! adv. of place. 1. here. Gen.

16 : 13?

2. hither. Ex. 3 : 5. Judg. 18:5.

1 Sam. 10 : 22. DTTT-W hither, 2 Sam.

7 : 18. (In Arab. Jj!> come hither,

which is inflected like a verb in the

imper. mode ; as fern.

n f. verbal from obn, hammer.

Judg. 5 :" 26.

On or OPT proper name of a place,

inhabited by the Zuzims, otherwise un-

known. Gen. 14:5.

Oil or Oil prob. i.
<[.fr\ multitude.

Plur. const. Ezek. 7:11 arrant? prob.
for arornpyrom their multitude, orfrom
their riches. It is here connected, by
way of paronomasia, with DTO, D3t>np ;

which accounts in some measure for the

use of a rare or obsolete form.

Oil and ntpn 1 pron. of the third

pers. plur. masc. tJiey. Sometimes,(pro-
bably an incorrectness drawn from the

language of common life,) used in re-

ference to women, Zech. 5 : 10. Cant.
6 : 8. Ruth 1 : 22.

2. n^nri, crtn these
t the same.

3. It U used for the subst. verb in

)

the third pers. plur. 1 K. 8 : 40. 9 : 20.

Gen. 25 : 16. Also for the subst. verb

in the second person, Zeph. 2:12 also

ye Cushites rran ^TTT \V?rf shall be slain

by my sword.

n?2n, fut. rrorr. 1. to make a noise,

to bluster, to rage, to roar, to be in com-

motion; spoken particularly of waves,
Ps. 46: 4. Is. 51: 15. Jer.5:22. 31:35.
51: 55. of a great multitude of people,
1 K. 1 : 41. Ps. 46 : 7 o^a n the heathen

raged. 59:7. 83:3. Is. 17:12. Prov.
1:21 Drain the noisy or bustling, poeti-

cally for the bustling streets or the

bustling crowds. Prov. 20 : ] rnrr jn fi

ipto wine is a mocker, and strong drink
is raging. Comp. Zech. 9:15.

2. applied figuratively to emotions in

the soul, such as anguish, sorrow, com-

passion. Ps. 42 : 6, 12 >Vs 'nnrrrro ( O my
soul,) why art thou disquieted in me 9

Jer. 4:19 my heart is disquieted in me,
i. e. I have no rest through anguish. 31 :

20 therefore are my bowels moved for

on him, saith Jehovah ; comp. Cant.
5 : 4. As npn denotes the various tones

of musical instruments, (comp. Is. 14 :

11.) so this commotion of the inward

parts is sometimes compared to musi-

cal sounds. (So Forster says of the

savages, that they call compassion, a

barking of the bowels.) Is. 16 : 11 w
rarr 11253 ntfroV my bowels sound for
Moab, like an harp. Jer. 48 : 36 *&

nprr lytfJTjS INTO) my heart sounds for
Moab, like pipes.

3. to sigh, mourn, lament. Ps. 55 :

18. 77 : 4. Also where this mourning
is compared with the moaning of doves,
Ezek. 7:16. with the growling of bears,
Is. 59: 11. we growl (riprn) all like

bears, and moan (ran:) sore like doves.

Applied to the howling of dogs, Ps.

59:7, 15.

4. to be noisy, clamorous. Prov. 7:
11.9:13. Comp^, the somewhat sy-

nonymous njn.

Deriv. ton, rron.
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masc. (fern, only Job 31 : 34.)

verbal from nan, dec. III. a.

1. sound, noise ; e. g. of rain, 1 K.

18 : 41. of music, Ezek. 26 : 13. Am. 5 :

23. especially the bustle or tumult of a

crowd of people, 1 Sam. 4 : 14. 14 : 19.

Job 39: 7. Hence,
2. a multitude or crowd of people.

pan top noise of a multitude, Is. 13 : 4.

33
T

: 3. Dan. 10 : 6. vv pan multitude

of nations, Gen. 17 : 4, 5. n^as jian idem,

Is. 17 : 12. D^: pan multitude of wives,

2 Chr. 11: 23. especially a warlike host

or army, Judg. 4 : 7. Dan. 11:11,12, 13.

3. a multitude generally ; e. g. of

waters, Jer. 10: 13. 51 : 15. and with-

out addition, multitude of possessions,

abundance, riches, Ps. 37 : 16. Ecc. 5 :

9. Is. 60: 5.

4. inward commotion. Is. 63 : 15 pan

^ya the moving of thy bowels, i. e. thy

compassion ; comp. nan no. 2.

*iT2n and t'iEDi'l Chald. pron. of the

third pers. plur. masc. i. q. Heb. on

they. Dan. 2 : 34. Ezra 4 : 10, 23.

PPJpn f. verbal from nan, dec. X.

sound, noise, (of musical instruments.)

Is. 14': 11. See nan no. 2.

np^Ll and
ttTNlETj

f. probably

noise, bustle, tumult, i. q. pan. Ezek. 1 :

24 n:na topa nVan top orpba

3. to drive on. Is. 28 : 27 inhs biVa aan

he drives on the wheel of his cart.

IftrT. To this root is usually assigned

Ezek. 5 : 7 D:i3n ja D3:^n jy ; as if D33an

were an infin. with suff. But the ex-

planation of R. Menahem, (in Rashi,)

is comparatively the easiest ; because ye

rage, i. e. rebel against God, more than

the heathen. Drjian is then i. q. Djafcn

(from pan,) a verbal noun construed as

an infinitive. Compare mn Ps. 2:1.

nnn Ps. 46 : 7. and other passages in

which noise and blustering occur as an

expression of arrogance. The form Euan

is like -tfb Ex. 21:11. "vra for irra, etc.

ttDn proper name of a Persian noble-

man, famous as a persecutor of the Jews.

Est. 3 : 1 ff. (In Persian jan signifies

only, solely.)

"rpJEjn, or according to the Kethib,

^pan, Chald. Dan. 5 : 7, 16, 29. a chain
O X T

for the neck or arm. (In Syr.
& x **

I^AL^DOT. It is the Greek

otherwise ftoivo$, pdwoi; ; comp. Polyb.
II. 31. The n is prosthetic ; hence we
also find

camp. (Comp. pan top Is. 13 : 4. 33 : 3.

1 K. 20: 13, 28. especially Dan. 10 : 6.)

Jer. 11:16. The root ban, which in

Arabic signifies, toflow, to rain, in He-
brew was probably synonymous with

nan.

DT2!"Tj fut. err i. q. the less frequent

Din.

1. to terrify, confound, discomfit.

Spoken especially of God, Ex. 14 : 24.

23 : 27. Josh. 10 : 10. Ps. 144 : 6 nbtf

oanrn
^j?n

send forth thine arrows and

confound them (the enemy.) Ps. 18:15.

2 Chr. 15:6 rm-'m Doan tyrft God ter-

rified them with every distress. Hence,

2. to consume entirely, to destroy.

Deut. 2 : 15. Est. 9 : 24 (synon. TIN.)

""Jer. 51 : 34 (synon. ta$.)

D^ppH masc. plur. found only Is.

64 : 1. According to several Jewish

commentators, brushwood, small sticks.

Comp. Arab. ^ij& (with letters trans-

posed) to break (something dry;) whence& s

.j^jt drybrushivood, chipsfor burning,

stubble.

I.
jjl pron. of the third pers. plur.

fern. they. Used incorrectly in reference

to men, Ruth 1:13. Comp. ran.

II. tn, with Makkeph -jn.

1. see! behold! but more frequently

T

2.
if.

Lev. 25 : 20 what shall we eat

in the seventh year, yro vb
jri ifwe shall

not sow. Jer. 3:1. job 40 : 23. Espe-

cially 2 Chr. 7 : 13, where it is inter-

changed with c.

3. whether, num, in the indirect in-

quiry; or i. q. Lat. an? in the direct

inquiry. Jer. 2 : 10. (In Chald. idem.



The Arabians use )i| see! behold! in

a similar manner; and the Syr. ]<ji
be-

hold! is often synonymous with DN and

with the interrogative n; as
|<ji j] nonne?)

]H Chald.l.z/: Dan. 2: 5, 6. 3: 15,18.

2. whether. Ezra 5: 17.

3. jn ;n whether....or, sive....sive.

Ezra 7 : 26.

4. for rffcr nonne? as a strong affirma-

tion. Dan. 3: 17.

n2n 1 . i. q. jn pron of the third pers.

plur. fern, they, ece, and as a neuter ea.

Hence,
2. as an adv. of place, (1.) hither,

in hcec scil. loca. Gen. 45 : 8. Josh. 3 :

9. Also of time, Gen. 15 : 16. njnn n:n

hither and thither, Josh. 8 :20. 1 Sam.

20:21 n?i ?ppn from thee and hitJier,

i. e. on this side of thee. (2.) here, in

his scil. locis. Gen. 21:29. rrcn n:n

here....there, Dan. 12:5. rnrn n;n here

and there, IK. 20: 40.

n2tl, rarely nsn (Gen. 19: 2.) interj.

see! behold! Very frequent. With

suff. (which here are nominatives,) :*n

behold me, or see, (here am) I, more

rarely ^n ; ?j2n ; isn
;

lasrt ;
ran

; ojsn ;

crt. >32n 7iere am /, is often used as

the answer to a call.

nn2rT f. verbal from Hiph. of ma, a
t T-:

permission to rest, rest. Esth. 2:18.

The Sept. and Chald. make it a release

from tribute. Josephus, (J. A. xi. 6.) a

general festival throughout the empire.

3?2n proper name of a city in Meso-

potamia. Is 37 : 13. 2 K. 18 : 34.

nOPT in Kal not used.
T T

Pi. to be silent. Found only in the

imper. on be silent, be still, Hab. 2 : 20.

Zeph.l:~7. Zech. 2:17. [13.] aridas

an exclamation, hush! be still! Judg.
3:19. Am. 6 : 10. As an adv. silently,

Am. 8 : 3. Sept. nuTrqv. Plur. IDH, Neh.

8:11.

Hiph. to make silent, to quiet, still.

Num. 13 : 30.

in f. verbal from Hij>}i. of JIE,

)

dec. X. intermission, cessation. Lam.

"iJDrr, fut.
IJCJT.

1. trans, to turn, to

turn about. 2 K. 21 : 13. Hos. 7 : 8.

*rj; Tjtn
turn thy hand, i.e. turn about,

IK. 22 : 34. 2 Chr. 18 : 33. comp. 2K.
9 : 23. cnrr

Tjcn
to pervert words, Jer.

23 : 36. j$ v$ ^jpn
to fly before any

one, terga vertere, Josh. 7 : 8.

2. intrans. to turn ones
self,

to turn.

2 K. 5 : 26. 2 Chr. 9 : 12 ^rn ^jcnrn
sAe

turned herself and went. Hence, to

turn about, toflee (in battle,) to retreat.

Judg. 20: 39, 41. Ps.78:9.

3. to overturn or destroy (a city,)

evertere. Gen. 19 : 21, 25. Deut. 29 : 22.

Construed with a, Am. 4:11.

4. to change. Ps. 105 : 25. Lev. 13 :

55. Construed with % to change into

any thing, Ps. 66 : 6. 105 : 29. 114:8.

Jer. 31:13. also with an accus. Lev.

13:3
]ti Tjpn

yasa -tft> the hair in the

plague has become white, verses 4, 10,

13,20.

Niph. Tjena
1. to turn ones self, to turn

about. Josh. 8 : 20 (spoken of an army.)
Job 19: 19 7 JOBrn they have turned

themselves against me. 1 Sam. 4 : 19

rrys rpw lasnj her pains came upon her;

comp. *DanYio : 16. Prov. 17 : 20
TJEHJ

tafcfra he is perverse with his tongue.

To be turned to, construed with ^ Lam.
5 : 2. with ", Is. 60 : 5.

2. to &e destroyed. Jon. 3 : 4.

3. to e changed. Ex. 7 : 15. Lev.

13:16,17. ISam. 10:6 (with).) Con-

strued with an accus. Lev. 13 : 25. Es-

pecially, to be changed for the worse, to

degenerate, in pejus mutari, Jer. 2 : 21
;

comp. Ps. 32 : 4. Dan. 10 : 8.

Hoph. to be rolled. Job 30 : 15.

Hithpa. 1. to turn ones self, to turn.

Gen. 3 : 24 npgnno n^n a sword con-

stantly turning itself,
i. e. a glittering

brandished sword. Job 37 : 12.

2. to change itself. Job 38 : 14.

3. to roll down. Judg. 7:13. comp.

Hoph.
Deriv. out of course nyrrro,

ntwin,
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n and TjDn m. verbal from Tjen,

the contrary, the opposite. Ezek. 16 :

34.

iHOjpn f. verbal from
TJCH, destruction,

overthrow. Gen. 19 : 29. See ^n no. 3.

"rJSpDn m. verbal from
Tjprr crooked,

perverse. Prov. 21:8.

n7^n f. verbal from Hiph. of tea,

deliverance. Est. 4 : 14.

l^n found only Ezek. 23:24, (many
MSS. read ^n,) according to the Targ.
and Kimchi, weapons; comp. Arab.

4f&*-
t oe firm -> fortified;

weapon, dart; Ethiop. pr
work. Perhaps also i. q. j^n strength,

force; here, a warlike force, army; (n

being often interchanged with n, see un-

der the letter n).

in m. with the article inn, with n

local, once rnrr (Gen. 14:10.) in other

places rnnn
; Plur. onn, with the article

Q'l.nn ; prim* dec. VIII. k. a mountain,
often a chain of mountains, mountain-
ous country. Gen. 14: 10.

rrjin:
-in the

mountain of Judah, a. chain of moun-
tains, in the south of Palestine, in the

tribes of Judah, and Simeon, Josh 21 :

1 1. also called, by way of eminence, ^nn,

Josh. 10 : 40. 1 1 : 16. onaj in the moun-
'

'inofEphraim, in the tribes of Ephraim
and Benjamin, Josh. 17 : 15, 16, 18. in

DTfcNn the mount of God, i.e. Sinai",

(comp. Olympus in the mythology of

the Greeks,) Ex. 3 : 1. 4 : 27. 18 : 5. in

sJipn the holy mount, namely, that on
which the temple was built, Ps. 2 : 6.

43 : 3. Comp. inn and lin.

lh see Tinr

in the tribe of Dan. Judg. 1 : 35.

"in see *iy\

"jn
1 Chr. 5 : 26. proper name of a

country to which the Israelites were car-

ried away by the Assyrians. Bochart

(Phaleg, Lib. III. p. 225 if.) compares
it with Aria, the northern part of Media.

'^TID (mount of God) name of the

altar of burnt offerings. Ezek. 43 : 15.

instead of which to?iM occurs in the con-

text. See !JN>IN

inn, fut. r,n\ to kill, slay; construed

with an accus. of the person, rarely
with b, 2 Sam. 3 : 30. Job 5 : 2. with ?,

2 Chr. 28 : 9 ye have slain them. Ps.

78:31. Figuratively, Ps. 78 : 47 airr

D:p3 "n-ia he hilled their vines ivith hail.

Comp. interfice messes, Virg. Georg. iv.

330.

Niph. pass. Ezek. 26 : 6, 15,

Pu. ain idem. Is. 27 : 7,

inn m. verbal from iirr, slaughter.

Est. V: 5. Prov. 24:11.

ninn f. verbal from :nn, slaughter.
rr in

.

n
. ]*& sheep for slaughter. Zech.

1 1 : 4, 7. nr\rin w% the valley of slaughter,
Jer.7;32. 19:6,

1.4:1,17. 16:4. 21:2.

I. Construed with
^,

to

ij any one, Gen. 38 :

Cant. 3 : 4. Hos. 2 : 7. [5.]
2. figuratively, Ps. 7 : 15 iVi ^p rnrr

ij$ he hath conceived mischief, and

broughtforthfalsehood. Job 15 : 35. Is.

53:11. 59:4.

Pu. pass. Job 3 : 3.

Po. rnn, infin. Vih, i. q. Kal no. 2. Is.

Deriv. out of course
jiin, ]^nn.

n*irj, fern, rrvr, verbal adj. from nvr,

dec. X. pregnant. Gen. 16:1 1. rnn

rM pregnant to bring forth, i. e. in the

last stages of pregnancy, 1 Sam. 4: 19.

oVitf rnn eternally pregnant, Jer. 20 :

in the plural vrrinrr their wo-

l, Hos. 14:
T

1.

T

[13:16.1

, , T ..

thoughts. Like the synonymous jvrj

(Dan.2:29,30. 4:16. [19.]) it is

applied to thoughts in sleep, or nocturnal

spectres. Dan. 4:2. [5.]

]^n m. (with Tseri impure) verbal

from^ dec . I. pregnancy. Gen. 3 : 16.

rt'Vv-T w ui*
]' in m * verbal from mrr, conception.

Ruth. 4-13. HOS. 9:11.

Y
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f verbal from onn, dec. X. 7. 60:14. Others make it the proper

dngtorn down,
a ruin. Am. 9 : 1 1 .

name c

destruction. Is. 49 : 19.

m. found only Am. 4 : 3. most

T\T1 found only with suff. nvt Jer.

17 : 3. and "PH, with suff. n-vt Ps.30:

8. Plur. const,
n.in,

with suff. rprn; i. q.

pr'ob.
i.' q. ttaw no. 2. a seraglio, harem. mountain, but only in poetry.

So Kimchi. Others make it i. q. frann

name of a mountain. Others, the name

of an (unknown)
distant place.

D"^n fut. D^IT arid D^JT.

1. to tear down, to destroy (houses,

walls, cities,) Ezek. 16 : 39. 26 : 4, 12.

Lam. 2:2, 17. to beat in (the teeth,)

Ps. 58 : 7 topi to^tifD^n n'riba O God,

beat their teeth into their mouth. Is.

22 : 19 from thy station he shall tear

t/iee down. Comp. rua no. 3.

2. intrans. to break through. Ex. 19 :

21 bx *)$
IDTV

JB
lest they break through

unto God. verse 24.

3. to lay waste (a country), Prov. 29 :

4. to destroy (a people), Ex. 15 : 7.

Niph. to be thrown down; spoken
also of mountains. Ezek. 38 : 20.

Pi. i. q. Kal no. 1. Ex : 23 : 24.

Deriv. out of course npnn, nicnn.

D^tl m. destruction, or what is pre-

ferable, according to the Syriac usage

liberatio,) deliverance. Is. 1 9 : 1 8

TOJ DlOn "^ one (f tfase cities)

shall be called a city of deliverance ;

i.e. (in the style of Isaiah,) it shall be a

delivered city. Comp. 47 : 1, 4, 5. 56 :

2 Sam. 23 : 33, and
T-:

verse 11. a mountaineer of mount

Ephraim or Judah.

J"V^?pl2?n
f. verbal from Hiph. of

roc?, a causing to Jiear, a making known.

Ez'ek. 24:26.

TpPin m - verbal from Hiph. of
Tjnj,

a melting. Ezek. 22 : 22.

7nn found only in Pi. ton (for S?n,

the long vowel making compensation for

the Dagesh omitted,) infin. ton, fut. torr

and torn.

1. to mock, deride.l K. 18 : 27.

2. to deceive. Gen. 31:7. Judg. 16:

10, 13, 16. Job 13: 9. Jer. 9: 4. These

two significations are also united in the

Latin ludere, and Greek wxifav. For

the form iVnnn Job 13:9. comp. iVrj! for

ibrr Job 29 : 2 1 (The Dagesh is euphonic.)

Pu. "arm pass. Is. 44 : 20.

In Arab, compare (Joli-
to deceive,

(n and n being commuted.)
JJeriv. Dvfin, nitorro.

Q^bilil masc. plur. verbal from bnn,

mockings; and as a concrete mockers.

Job 17 : 2.

THE name Vavv, (accordingto others

VT,) signifies a nail, peg, hook. Its form

in the original alphabet must therefore

have resembled its present form.

As a consonant, it answers to the

Latin v, or Germ, w; perhaps in the

beginning of words to the English w in

ware. As a vowel it was pronounced
like o or u, according as it was written

\ or n

As the first radical, it appears very

rarely in Hebrew, since in this dialect

all verbs ID exchange it for >, in all the

forms which should regularly begin with

i. Verbs strictly 10 stand, therefore,

under >; only a few derivatives occur

here.

")
a prefix, (before a simple Sheva or

the letters 3, D, F],
written *

; before a

composite Sheva with the corresponding
short vowel ; before the tone-syllable 3 ;)

conj. andj (hence usually called Vav

copulativum.) Used much more exten-

sively than the conjunction and in
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English. It was a part of the simplicity

of ancient language to mark merely the

connexion of ideas, without expressing
those nice distinctions of thought, which

are designated by the use of causal, ad-

guages. 1 Sam. 28 : 3 Vro rrcm in Ra-
mah his city. 17:40. Ps. 68:10. Gen.
30 : 32 to day I will go through thy

jftocks, to separate all the speckled and

spotted small cattle, namely, (i,)
all the

versative, disjunctive, and other conjunc- black among the sJieep, and all the

tions. The prefix i
retains this variety

of signification, though other more defi-

nite conjunctions are also in use. It

may be observed likewise, that plain men
incline to the use of some one particu-
lar connective, and that there is nothing
in which those who we unaccustomed

to writing oftener fail, than in the use

speckled and spotted among the goats.
Num. 34 : 6 torn brai o;n mb rrni and the

great sea shall be to you as a border.

2 Sam. 15 : 34. Ps. 55 : 20. Job 4 : 6.

Gen. 49 : 25 from the God of thyfather

sprcri
he lielped thee, and from the Al-

mighty *j3-)3^
he blessed thee. In this

and similar connexions it may be trans-

of the conjunctions. The principal uses lated who; though this word is not to

of i are,

1. as merely connective, and, also;

freq.

2. as adversative, but, yet. Gen. 17 :

be regarded as the signification of \ The
same is the case with the 73 significa-

tions, which Noldius has enumerated
under this particle, all of which may be

21 but with Isaac will I establish my referred to the above and a few kindred

covenant.

3. as illative, since, quandoquidem.
Gen. 26 : 27 wherefore liave ye come to

me, >nk cpwfeDnw since ye hate me? 15:

2. Ruth. 1:21."

meanngs.
12. i-i both....and, et....et. Num.9:

14. also, whether....or, sive....sive, Ex.

21:16. Lev. 5: 3.

5 a prefix, as in toapi he killed. Usu-

4. as causal, for. Gen. 20:3 for she is ally called Vav conversivum futuri. It

married. Is. 39 : 1.

5. to express a result, consequence,
that, quod; as i rn it happened that.

Num. 23 : 19 God is not a man 355*1

that he should lie.

6. as final or perfective, that, to the

end that, ut. Judg. 6 : 30. Ex. 8 : 8.

7. as concessive, though. Mai. 2 : 14.

8. before the closing member of a

sentence, where in English no particle
is used, like the Germ. so. Gen. 3 : 5.

44 : 9. Frequently after the nominative

absolute, Ex. 12 : 15 stosn rrrnrm yon 'ni-rbs

every one who eateth leaven, that soul

shall be cut off.
1 Sam. 25 : 27. Prov.

23:24. Job 23: 12. Obad.8. Prov. 24:

27.

9. to express a comparison, so, as,

Job 5: 7. 12:11. 14:18,19. Prov. 25:

25. 1 Sam. 12:15.

10. otherwise. Job 6 : 14. Ps. 51 : 18 :

143:7.

11. as explanatory, namely, or where

apposition is employed in other Ian-

is most probably a contraction of the

old form rnn or vn i. q. rrrr it happened,
which is placed before the future, like

the Arabic ^ and J^, in order

thereby to express the tense of narration.

The initial n, which in Syriac is often

dropped in pronunciation, falls away
entirely, (the Hebrews usually omitting
to write letters that are not pronounced,)
and

tejp.
i is contracted into btoj\ The

only objection to this comparison is, that

the Arabic ^ and ,w when thus

used, are inflected, which could not have
been the case in Hebrew.

]*T\ proper name of a place in Arabia.

Ezek. 27:19. That the ^ belongs to

the word itself and is not a prefix, has
been rightly observed by Michaelis (Spi-

cileg. Geogr. Heb. p. 274.) yet it is not

necessary to read
\r\.

nrtj a doubtful reading, Num.21:
14. It is generally regarded as the
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proper name of an (unknown) place, which the curtains of the tabernacle

But Kirachi found some MSS. which were suspended,

read arrn in one word. It would then
-ftj

m . Prov.21 : 8. guilty, laden with

be the Aram. Hithp. from
arr==<^o>j transgression. Comp. the Arab.

'"

to give; namely, Jehovah dedit se in
to bear . in the ive to be ladm Juh

turbine. The passage, however, appears a cr{me
to be corrupted. , m verbal from ^ (Anb> ^ j

11, plur. anj m. wm7, ^ooA; found son, child. Gen. 11:30.

only Ex. xxvi. xxvu. xxxvi. xxxvui. 171 m idem. 2 Sam. 6 : 23. The

where it is applied to the hooks on Keri arid the western MSS. read nj.

THE name pj Zain probably signifies to despise; ]to injury, probably from

i. q. Syr. |x^ a weapon, sword. To <_5 3)
to injure.

this name the form of the letter answers HNf m. prim, (with Tseri impure)
in all the more ancient alphabets. dec. I.

In the Arabic alphabet we find two 1. wolf. Gen. 49 : 27. Is. 11 : 6. 65 :

letters which correspond to the Hebrew 25. Jr. 5 : 6. ITO riw wolves which

Zain, namely j sounded like ds, and
; prowl at night, Hab. 1 : 8. Zeph. 3 : 3.

s - ^ 2. proper name of a Midianitish prince,
sounded like z; e.g. raj Arab,

^jj Judg. 7 : 25. 8:3. Ps. 83:12.

to sacrifice; but
. Arab. ^ seed. In

* ^ fem ' of ^ (* v'>

the first case, it is changed in the Ara- ^ to****** (with a gift.) Found

mean into T, in the latter it remains un- only Gen ' 30: 2(X So Sept. Chald. Vulg.

changed; thus, Aram. J^*, nri to s- Saad - (In Arab,
joj

according to

orifice; Aram. <J
1?

snt to Jo^. Comp.
e
x
uhari

' ^^ Je^ ^e ^^M5 5M2'^'

the letter i. There are some roots, J^jj
donum, munus.)

whose orthography is the same in He-
HQJ m . verbal from -at, ^z//!, present.

brew, but whose signification varies ac- Gen!' 30 : 20. From the "same root come
cording to the two Arabic roots with

many proper nameg) as? ^ ^ ^
3 and :, to which they correspond; e. g. (Zsg^#7o$.)

%j to ie despised, and to shake; !nj to ^Ot m. prim. dec. I.j%, gadfly. Is.

sow, and ?rn the arm; q. v. 7:18. Ecc. 10 : 1 nyj ^poisonousflies.

Sometimes, however, J and
j

are in- M] ^? Fly-Baal, i. e. the god Baal,

xx^ as /ew5 averruncus muscarum, 2 K. 1 :

terchanged; e.g. ^ Arab. ^ and 2,3, 16. an oracular deity of the Ekron-

j 7 ites, similar to the Zii>s a.?rouvto$ of the
kyr. ^A to /te/; y a stock, Arab. ^ * /Ti 1-1-* ~

Greeks, (rausan. JLliac. c. 14.) or to

jjo-
and

j&~.
the Deus Myiagros, (Solin.c. 1.) Comp.

Zain is commuted with y (&;) e.g.
further ^e epithete of Hercules, l^rc-

P?J andm to cry; te and yi to ^Wa; vo? '

,

w
"7

etc ' Jt ha8
^en

mcor-

^rrj ^oW and^ yellow like gold,
rect

^
re^ard

A

ed as a name of regoacb J

see Carpzov Apparat. Antiquit. Heb. p.
Also with D, to; e. g. -m and i to ^o 497^

^ocA; i, tw to re>ece; m^ Syi*. Ln^ Silt and ^lt m. verbal from toi,
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dec. I. dwelling, habitation, especially

of God. 1 K. 8 : 13. 2 Chr. 6 : 2. Ps.

49:15. Is. 63: 15. Also Hab. 3:11

rry\ ir rrn vfyv the sun and the moon

stood still in their habitation, i.e. in

their place in the heavens. The n~ is

paragogic; hence the word is Milel.

J^pt, ]^a|, and pSlt, (dwelling,

see Gen. 30 : 20.) a proper name.

1. the tenth son of Jacob by Leah.

Hence,
2. the tribe of Zebulun, the boun-

daries of which are given Josh. 19 : 10

16. The gentile noun is >ta from the

form
ji!rcn,

Num. 26 : 27.

nit (kindred with nro.)

1.70 slay, kill. 1 Sam. 28: 24. IK.
19:21. Ezek.39:17.

2. especially to slay for sacrifice, to

sacrifice; construed with
),

1 K. 8 : 63.

and
<3$,

1 K. 8 : 62. 2 Chr. 7:4. of the

person to whom the sacrifice is offered.

Pi. mi, fut. rar, idem. 1 K. 3 : 2. 8 :

5. 22:44.

Deriv. out of course rara.

nit m. with suff. >mi, Plur. DT}]>

const, Tin?, once rrinzn (Hos.4: 19.) verbal

from ngj dec. VI. i.

1. an animal killed, a repast on ani-

mals killed. Gen. 31 : 54. Ezek. 39 : 17.

Prov. 17:1 ypmj feastings with strife.

2. a sacrifice, partly in opposition to

the unbloody offering (rnjai?,)
1 Sam. 2 :

29. Ps. 40 : 7. partly in opposition to

the burnt-offering, (njriff*)
and embracing

those offerings which were not entirely

consumed, such as the sin-offering, tres-

pass-offering, and thank-offering, Ex. 10 :

25. Lev. 17:8. Num. 15:5. o i

r>V0 mj

thank-offering, Lev. 3 : 1. 4 : 10. Hence

applied to great anniversary sacrifices

and feasts generally, as crovt mi the

yearly sacrifice, 1 Sam. 1:21. 20 : 6.

rrn&aten mj the family sacrifice, 20 : 29.

comp" 9: 12, 13. 16:3.

Sit to dwell, cohabit. Found only

Gen. 30 : 20 to. he shall dwell with me.

Verbs of dwelling are usually construed

with an ace.

) nt

Deriv. VQT.

]lt (Syr. ^p\) to bui/, to gain.

Dan. 2 : 8 that ye would gain time.

^ m. Num. 6 : 4. the external trans-

parent shin ofthe grape. Root ag or a

to be clear, transparent; comp. the

Samar. m and Chald. jm.

*7t m. verbal adj. from -m or TI, dec. I.

arrogant, proud ; hence, by a common

transition, (comp. ttn nos. 3, 4.) bold,

wicked, profane. Is. 13 : 1 1. Jer. 43 : 2.

Ps. 19 : 14. 119 : 21, 51, 69, 78, 85, 122.

jVlt
m. const, 'p-n (as if from rrn i. q.

TI,) dec. III. a.

1. arrogance, pride. Prov. 11:2. 21 :

24.
TJS? jVn the pride of thine heart, Jer.

49:16.
T

Obad.3.

2. wickedness, impiety. Deut. 17: 12:

3. as a concrete, proud. Jer. 50 : 31.

nt, fern, nbVf (prob.for ran fern, of

m, Arab. | j.)

1. pron. denom. this. When doubled,

one....the other, 1 K. 22 : 20. Is. 6 : 3.

Job 1:16. Sometimes it implies con-

tempt, like the Greek oS?, or Lat. ilk,

Ex. 32 : 1 rron nj ^for as to this Moses.

verse 23. 10 : 7. 1 Sam. 10 : 27. Ezra

3 : 12. Comp. however Ps. 48 : 15. Used

as a plural, Job 19 : 19. 1 Sam. 29 : 3.

2. more rarely in poetry as a relative,

who, like the Germ. der. (Comp. the

art. n.) Ps. 104 : 8 cnb rnp; rn Dipn-'w to

the place which thou hast prepared for
them. Prov. 23:22. Also merely as

a sign of relation, (comp. -rate no. 2.) Ps.

78 : 54. 74 : 2 ta n?3 nj JT-S
nn mount

Zion which thou inhabitest.

3. here, for TO in hoc scil. loco. Gen.

28 : 17. nro hence, 37 : 17. (Comp. nn

and rRQ-.) Dan. 10 : 17 m >:iy my lord

here.

4. before numbers and dates, now,

already, to give emphasis. Gen. 27 : 36.

D
???.?

m these two times, i. e. now twice.

31:38 rp onw nj nmo twenty years.

verse 4 1." 43 : 10. 45 : 6. Zech. 7 : 3 m
D?^ n^3 now so many years.

5. after many particles, especially of
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interrogation
and exclamation, it is used

as an intensitive, like the English now,

then. Gen. 27: 21 N'TD** ifc m "?*!

whether thou tJien art my son Esau, or

iwt% nrrra how then? Gen. 27 : 20.

why then? Judg. 18 : 24. 1 K. 21 : 5.

nrrrob why then? Gen. 18 : 13. 25 : 22.

nrrtsn behold now ! Cant. 2 : 9. nrnrw

this very time, now then, Ruth 2 : 7

rn n& TSI isan \&zfrom the morning until

this very time. 1 K. 17 : 24.

6. Compounded with prepositions,

(1.) rn.3 here, Gen. 38 : 21. Ex. 24 : 14.

when, Est. 2:13. (2.) ngi rris so and

so, thus and thus, Judg. 18:4. IK.
14:5. also, this as well as that, 2 Sam.

11:25.

J"ft f this, i. q. ntf. Found only Ecc.

2:2. 5:15,18. 7:23. 9:13. Comp.
ft and 11.

Tu m. prim, const, irn, once irn.

(Gen. 2: 12.) dec. IV. a.

1. gold. Gen. 24 : 22, 53. 36 : 39. Ex.

3 : 22. When used after numerals, shekel

(biro)
is to be supplied, as Gen. 24 : 22

urn
rnjpsj

ten (shekels of) gold.

2. figuratively, the golden splendour

(of the firmament,) Job 37 : 22. gold-

coloured oil, Zech. 4:12.

Orit in Kal not used in Hebrew; but

in Arabic signifying to befoetid, rancid,

spoken of corrupted oil
; and in Chaldaic,

to be dirty, loathsome. Hence in Pi. to

foathe, abhor, Job 33 : 20 onj \rm vnm
his life abJwrreth it, (namely) bread.

^nt in Kal not used, to shine, (as in

Syr. and Arab.) comp. -m light.

Hiph. Trnn. 1. in trans, to be bright, to

shine. Dan. 12:3. (In Chald. -TO?

idem.)

2. to enlighten; but only figuratively,

(1.) to teach, construed with two ac-

cusatives, Ex. 18 : 20. With an accu-

sative of the person only, 2 Chr. 19 : 10.

(2.) to warn against any thing. 2 K. 6 :

10. Construed with
jo of the thing,

Ezek. 3:18 rrnhn to-no srch Trnr6 to warn
the wickedfrom his wicked way. Also
construed with jo in a somewhat difte-

;6 ) lit

rent sense, Ezek. 3:17. 83 : 7 onto rnrnrt

';ap thou shalt warn themfrom me, i.e.

on my account. (In Syr. Pa. and Aph.
in Chald. Aph. idem.)

Niph. 1. to be instructed, Ps. 19 : 12.

to receive instruction or counsel, Ecc. 4 :

13.

2. to take warning. Ezek. 33 : 4, 5,

6. Construed with
jo, Ecc. 12:12.

*irrt Chald. idem. Part. pass, vm ad-

monished, cautious, prudent. Ezra 4:

22. (In Syr. Ethpe. to take heed, attend,

watch.)

*irrt m. verbal from nrn, dec. VI.

brightness (of the firmament.) Ezek. 8:

2. Dan. 12:3.

it f. i. q. rn and nrfr this. Hos. 7:16.

Used as a relative, Ps. 132 : 12.

^7 com. gen. for rn and nw.

1. as a pron. denom. this. Ps. 12:8.

2. more frequently as a relative, who,
which. Ex. 15:13. Ps. 9 : 16. 142 : 4.

Is. 43:21. Hab. 1:11 iriM inb his

strength is his god.

It m. 1 K. 6 : 1, 37. (in many MSS.

V},) the second month of the Hebrew

year, answering to part of April and

part of May. This word signifies in

Chaldaic, splendour, brightness, (see vi
;)

an idea which in the eastern languages
is closely connected with that offlourish-

ing, blossoming; hence perhaps the

month offlowers, as in the Chaldee ver-

sion N^S3 vi rrv month of theflourishing

of flowers. (In Arab. Ifct to be bright,

to flower; Jb? a flower; comp. *>^J S-Gx- JJ
to shine, whence jjv aflower).

l^lt \.toflow. Ps. 78:20. 105 f 41.

Is. 48:21. Also spoken of the person
or place, in, on, or from which any
thing flows. (Comp. ^n no. 5.) Jer.

49:4 -qi^ i] thy valley flows (with

blood.) So \i5rni sbn raj y^ a land flow-

ing (with) milk and honey, Ex. 3 : 8,

17. 13:5. 33:3. Lev. 20:24. Num.
13:27. 14:8. 16:14.

2. applied especially to the catame-
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nia or monthly courses of women, Lev.

15:25. and in the latter part of the

verse to the women themselves, an she

has her courses. Part, rnj having her

courses, verse 19.

3. also to the gonorrhoea
in men,

Lev. 15:2. Hence y, a man having a

gonorrhea, Lev. 15 : 4 if. 22 : 4. Num.

5:2. 2 Sam. 3: 29.

4. to pine away, to die. Lam. 4:9.

In Aram. JDO$, *rc toflow, especi-

ally in the significations nos. 2, 3. also

to melt down, to dissolve. In Arab, u-^lj

to pine away, from hunger, sickness.

Hit m. verbal from yn, dec. I. a.

1. gonorrhoea,fluxus seminis virilis.

Lev. 15 : 115.
2. the monthly courses of females,

fluxus sanguinis muliebris. Lev. 15 :

16 ff.

"TO see Tt.

D^t masc. plur. found only Gen.

14:5. a people on the borders of Pa-

lestine, otherwise entirely unknown.

Sept. <6vYi ir%voi, which is also expressed

by several ancient translators. (Comp.

Arab. &]. stout or thickset people.)

H^t (with Kamets impure) f. dec.

X. a 'corner. Zech. 9:15 mro rvnra as

the corners of the altar. Ps. 144 : 12

nir^rro ri'in tt'rnaa literally, our daughters

as corner pillars elegantly hewn. Aqu.

us iTTiyavta. Vulg. quasi anguli.

;ftt found only Is. 46 : 6 c'so an? o^in

Ww> joowr out gold from the purse.
into the hand

Comp. the Arab. JU (med. Vav andwy . rm, to pinch.)
Je) i. q. VJN to go away, mtrans. to re-

move; or y$ no. 2. to squander, to spend.

nS^lt f. verbal from bit, dec. X. re-

moval, separation, defect, (comp. Jjj
to e

removed, to fail;) but found only in the

construct state rtat, and with suff. 'nfot,

?jnVn,
as a preposition, besides, except,

only, 2 K. 24 : 14. Is. 45 : 5, 21. Some-

times with Yod paragogic 'nVn, Deut. 1 :

36.4:12.

167 ) -fit

pt to nourish. Deriv. pr

Hoph. Jer. 5:8 Kethib

ivell-fed horses. The Keri reads D^ro,

which Schultens derives from jr
=Arab.

. to weigh; namely, ponderibus in-

structi (pondera i. q. testes, as in Catull.

62. 5. Stat. Sylv. in. 4. 77.) benevasati.

pt Chald. idem.

Ithpe. pass. Dan. 4 : 9. [12.]

I""Cit f. a harlot, part. fern, from njj,

q.v.

5ftt (in Aram, frequent.) 1. to ?0ve

one's self. Est. 5 : 9.

2. to tremble, to be moved with alarm.

Ecc. 12 : 3.

Pilp. part, snsro, to trouble, vex, agi-

tare, divexare. Hab. 2 : 7. (In Aram,

and Arab, idem)

Jftt Chald. to tremble, to be afraid;

construed with
]o.

Part, psw, or as in

the Keri^ Dan. 5 : 19. 6 : 27.

HJft't f. verbal from yn, with Vav

moveable.

1. object ofoppression or ill-treatment,

objectum agitationis, divexationis. Jer.

15 : 4 yin niDbnn bbb nriib o^rin: Iwill give

them to be ill-treated by all the kingdoms

of the earth. 24 : 9. 29 : 18. 34: 17. 2

Chr. 29 : 8. In the Keri of all these

passages, we find rm, (q. v.) a form of

more easy pronunciation.
2. terror. Is. 28 : 19.

I. "^ or lit 1. topress or squeeze to-

O 7

>i . iol to take

or Arab. to
jtj

Judg. 6 : 38 rrTirrnx ^n

pressed together the fleece.

Job 39 : 15 rrafi b^ rs
roipn} she (the

ostrich) forgetteth that the foot may
crush them (the eggs.) Is. 59 : 5 rrvnn that

which is crushed, part. pass. fern, with

rr~ instead of n~
2. to be pressed together, as the lips

of a wound. Is. 1:6 vn vb they are not

pressed together, namely, so as to cleanse

them from blood. The form rrt (not rn)
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is chosen on account of the intransitive

signification.

Deriv. lira no. 1.

II. "fit to be estranged, alienated.

Job 19:13. Ps. 78:30. Especially

to be alienated from God, to sin, Ps.

58 : 4. (In Arab.
J; conj. VI. VIII. IX.

XI. declinavit. Comp. in Heb. TO.)

2. to be strange or a stranger. Job.

19:17 'pnrb rnj rm my spirit,
i. e. I, am

become a 'stranger to my wife. (Comp.
verses 13, 15. Ps. 69:9.) Part ^ a

stranger, another, variously modified,

(1.)
a foreigner, one who is not an Is-

raelite. Ex. 30 : 33. often in the sense

of an enemy, barbarian, (like "?, hos-

tis,) Ps. 109:11 let enemies plunder

his substance. Is. 1 : 7. Ezek. 1 1 : 9. 28 :

10. 30 : 12. Hos. 7 : 9. 8 : 7. Obad. 11.

Here also we may place * *? a strange

god, Ps. 44 : 21. 81 : 10. and nnj strange

gods, Deut. 32: 16. Jer. 3:13. 5:19.

(2.) anotJier, in opposition to one's self.

Prov. 11 :15. 14: 10. 20:16. 27:2, 13.

1 K. 3 : 18. rnj ti other, i. e. unconse-

crated, fire, Lev. 10 : 1. comp. Ex. 30 :

9. (3.) rrn the wife ofanother, comp. ntf

v\ Prov. 6 : 24, 29.) in opposition to

one's own wife, especially in reference

to criminal intercourse with her; hence,

an adulteress. Prov. 2 : 16. 5 : 3, 20. 7 :

5. 22 : 14. 23 : 33. So onj other men,

i. e. adulterers, Jer. 2 : 25. Ezek. 16 :

32. onj p>33 strange children, i. e.

children born out of wedlock, Hos. 5 :7.

Niph. i. q. Kal no. 1. Is. 1:4.

Hoph. part, ipo estranged. Ps. 69 : 9.

Deriv. lira no. II.

in the dust, serpents, Deut. 32 : 24. Mic.

7 - 17'

2. to /er, to 6e <z/fczu?, (like the

Aram, bm, ^J*j) Job 32 : 6 rfcnj jrto^ wherefore 1feared and was afraid.T

^ in Kftl flnd Hiph<
L fo actprmttayt rashiy

. of course ,

^ fo, disobedient towards God. Deut.

17 : 13. Neh. 9 : 16, 29. Deut. 1 :43

rnnrr i^rn vwn ye acfcc? rashly and ivent

up into the mountain, namely, against

the divine command.

% construed with to, to deal wickedly
w i(/t any one< ^eh, 9 . 10 mn v TOT '?

D^ for tjlou kn^est that they '(the

Egyptians) dealt wickedly against them

^ Hebrews.) Ex. 18:11. 21:14 ir >3

n^-un *\r\rb inyi V XI^M y wy o?ze </e/!s

wickedly with his'neighbour, to slay him

w^ gUne. (in this passage its signifi-

cat ion approaches to that of iw, rr^ to

Ue in wait^
Deriv. TJ, ^TT, ]i-n.

,o^re^^. Gen. 25 :

^ r A
'

29
TJ;

acoi preparedpo -

. coxit autem Jacob pulmentum.
an Vfc. Deriv. T}:^W from

^ synonymous root TD. (Comp. Arab.

j|. food, especiallyfood for ajourney;

"Pt or "Tfi Chald. i. q. Heb. vi no.

I. Aph. infin. Dan. 5 : 20.

fiTt verbal adj. from in no. I. dec. I.

proud, swelling, spoken of the waves.

Ps. 124:5.

Vf m. Chald. brightness, splendour.

Dan. 2:31. 4 : 33. [36.] hence, in the

a bright, healthy countenance,

: 6, 9 'rrito p:$ rm his countenance

anged upon him, i. e. it became

pale, verse 10. 7 : 28. Comp. in Heb.

chap. 10:8. (Syr. jo*] brightness;

Arab. ^; and ^.- ornament, dress.

as to that which is crushed, a viper
cometh out. See ^ no. 1. 1. It ought

perhaps to be pointed mwn>
nnt found only in Niph. to move

one's self, to movefrom ones place. Ex.

28:28. 39:21. (In Arab. -and
ss<ss *

n

rft 1. to creep. Part. i$"
>l'ni creepers t^t literally, motion, life, activity.
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(In Chald. w to move, whence also nwra.) Job 28 : 17. glass or crystal. (Arab.
HenC6'

?T^j Syr. fWVI M-)
1. nto ri poetically for 07rf ieasfc o/"

M*/e&/, Ps. 50: 11. 80:14.

2. perhaps abundance generally. Is.

66 : 1 1 nToa ri #Ae abundance of her

glory. Others make it i. q. Syr.

pride.

t m. i. q. Tjj male, spoken of men
and animals. Ex. 23 : 17. 34 : 23.

TJ5|
i. q. TOJ to be pure; in a physical

sense, Lam. 4:7. in a moral sense, Job
15:15. 25:5.

Hiph. to make clean, to wash. Job 9 :

\ proper name of a city in the tribe 30.

Niph. to make ones self clean. Is. 1 :

But this form may better be re-

of Judah. Josh. 15 : 55. 2 Chr. 11:8.

In its neighbourhood was a desert of 16.

the same name, 1 Sam. 23 : 14, 15. The garded as the Hithpael from n^T.

gentile noun is w, 1 Sam. 23 : 19. 26 : 1. Deriv.
*p,

nTO.

nip^t fem.plm-.burmnff arrows,fiery ^?J* fut - 'tyyfo remember, to think of.

darts, burning torches. Is. 50:11. i. q.
Deut. 5 : 15. 15:15. 16:12. Construed

n>IH Prov. 26 : 18. (where also many
with an accus. of the person or thing,

telum,MSS. read D^n.) In Syr.

fulmen.

Gen. 8:1. 19 : 29. rnrr-nN TO to remem-
ber Jehovah, Deut. 8 : 18. Ps. 98 : 3

fowo3 iTDn TO he remembered his grace

]\ m. dec. VI. f. 1. olive-tree. Judg. and truth. Also with b of the person,

9:9. also
jati n\i idem, Deut. 8 : 8. t remember any thingfor any one, Neh.

rn ptj olive oil, Ex. 27 : 20. 30 : 24. 5:19 vz&rbp rnto
1

? fftg ^ nro remember

Lev. 24: 2. owrnn the Mt. of Olives, f r *> O my God, for good, all that

near Jerusalem, Zech. 14:4. etc. 13 : 22. Jer. 2 : 2. Ps. 79 : 8. More

6:15.

3. a^ o/z'fe branch. Zech. 4:11; comp.
verse 12.

2. *Ae o/n-e. nnrr y? ^ olive-tree,
rarely with

"?
of the person or thing, Ex.

Hag. 2: 19. ^ ^'topress olives, Mic. 32:13 Deut. 9 : 27. Ps. 25 : 7. 136:
23. with a, Jer. 3:16.

Niph. TOa to &e remembered, to be

thought of. Job 24 : 20 TO;, rfj ifr 7?e 5^a//

TZO more ^e remembered. Jer. 11:19. Is.

TJJ
and T|t, fern. n|], verbal adj. from 23 . 16 . Zech> 13 . 2 Est> 9. 2g ^ Q^^

^, dec. VIII. pure, (1.) in a physical onpawi DTO2 #Ae5e t?a^/5 should be remem-
sense ; spoken of oil, Ex. 27 : 20. of in- bered and kept. Construed with b of the

cense, 30 : 34.
(3..)

in a moral sense, person, (see Kal,) to be remembered
Job 8:6. 11:4. 33 : 9. Prov. 16:2. concerning orfor any one, Ezek. 18 : 22.
20:11. 21:8. 33 : 16. Construed with ^, to be re-

rOJ to bepure, only in a moral sense, inembered by any one, Ps. 109 : 14 155'

Job 15:14. 25:4. Ps.51:6. Mic. 6:11. vT ^ VTO ft,
l<* the iniquity of his

Pi. to purify, cleanse. Ps. 73:13 w?i fathers be remembered by Jehovah. Also

mb /toe cleansed my heart. Prov. 20 :

with '$ in the same sense
' Num- 10 : 9-

9l

:

Ps. 119 : 9 vn$-n$ n2 for rroa 7ww c>^ HiPh ' T5^ fo 6r% to remembrance,

a young man keep his conduct pure?
Gen ' 40 : 14 ni?

l? ^ ^3W ^r% ^^ mto

Hithpa. See ipi Niph. r$m*mbrance with Pharaoh. 1 K. 17 :

18. Ezek. 21:29. [24.] 29:16. Jer.

^

In Aram. ^,, XR to be pure; also 4:16 vrt^ announce (it) to the nations.

{51, Np7; the latter more in a moral sense. ^so m tne superscriptions of Psaims

>->v r ni. 1 1 -.t
xxxviil. Lxx. Y3CTb to brinq (ones self]s^7 f. Chald. purity, innocence. Dan. .

J '

into remembrance (with God,) a mean-

ing, which suits the contents of those
( f. verbal from ^i, found only Psalms

z
*

6 : 22.
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2. to make mention of. (Arab. conj.

IV. to mention, to praise.) 1 Sam. 4 :

18. Ps. 87 : 4. Especially, to mention

with commendation, to praise, Is. 63 : 7.

1 Chr. 16:4. Cant. 1 : 4 pjp ?pTt
rrvara ive

praise thy love more than wine. Ps. 45 :

18. 71:16. 77:12. also with nirp era,

Is. 26:13. and oga, Josh. 23 : 7. Ps.

20 : 8. Am. 6:10. (comp. otfa KJ?.) Is.

48 : 1. Once causat. to cause to mention

or praise, Ex. 20 : 24.

3. as in Kal, to remember. Gen. 41:

9. Is. 19:17. 49:1.

4. in the ritual language, rrcib -vara one

who burns incense, i. e. one who brings

a remembrance-offering, or praise-offer-

ing, of incense. Is. 66 : 3. See rrgw.

5. to write down, memories prodere.

Part. TSTO as a subst. 1 K. 4 : 3. 2 K.

18;.18,87. 2 Chr. 34: 8. Is. 36: 3, 22.

the recorder or historiographer, a great

officer of the crown among the Hebrews,
whose business was to record the events

of the nation, especially what related to

the king. Among the Persians this of-

ficer is called Vakia-Nuwis, and under

the later Roman emperors magister me-

morice.

*^DT m. male, of the male kind, mas,

the appropriate word for the distinction

of sex in men and animals. Its opposite
is nir3 Gen. 1 : 27. 5:2. 6 : 19. Hence
as a denominative, in

Niph. IBW to be born a male. Ex. 34 :

19. (In Arab. J'j conj. IV. to bear a

male child.)

bal from i?j, dec. VI. g. and h.

1. memory, remembrance. Ex. 17 : 14

/ ivill destroy the remembrance ofAma-
lek. Deut. 25:19. 32:26.

2. name, appellation, i. q. Dtp. Ex. 3 :

15 TP lib >-oi rm obisb ^nti m this is myT : i v ; T : Cr

namefor ever, and this is my appellation
unto all generations. Ps. 30 : 5 tttb rrtn

Va}- praise his holy name. Hos. 14 : 8

fi$ I-.'} ^?J h iMme is as the wine of
Lebanon, comp. Cant. 1 : 3

?joai prm jwp
as ointment poured out is thy name.

3. praise, celebration. Ps. 6 : 6. 102 :

*c

13. (Arab. Cj praise.)

St m. const fhaj, plur. D' and ni,

verbal from 157, dec. III. d.

1. memory, remembrance. Josh. 4. 7.

Ex. 12: 14. Ecc. 1 : 11. 2 : 16. pa?
>

sfowes o/ remembrance, spoken of the

two precious stones on the shoulder-

pieces of the high-priest's ephod, Ex.

28:12. 39:7.

2. memorial, Ex. 13 : 9.

3. an event committed to writing, a

memoir. Ex. 17 : 14 iosa frei mi aha wr#e

tfAw 5 a memoir in a booh. fhjj ncp

o/ remembrance, Mai. 3 : 16. TBO

&oo^ o/ memoirs, i. e. the

chronicles of the kingdom, Est. 6 : 1

4. a sacred day, festival. (Comp. the

verb, Est. 9 : 28. Ex. 20 : 8.) Lev. 23 : 24.

5. a memorable speech, maxim, pro-

verb, i. q. b$?. Job 13:12.

n^3J and IHin?
1

? (Jehovah re-

members) a proper name, (in Greek

1. a king of Israel, son of Jeroboam

II. 2K. 14:29. 15:11.

2. a prophet. Zech. 1:1,7. Ezra 5 :

1. 6:14.

Jl^J f. usually rendered vileness,

baseness, as if from bbt no. 1. Ps. 12:9.

Better : terror, from bbt no. II.

'i?l dec. VIII. h. found only in the

plur. D'Wn twigs, branches of the vine,

so called from their tremulous motion.

Is. 18 : 5. Root, bto to shake; see
bbj

no. II.

1. 77t 1. to be low, vile, contemptible.

(Arab. Jj, Syr. ^j idem.) Part.

Lam. 1:11. Jer. 15:19.

2. causat. to regard as vile, to lightly

esteem, to squander, spend. Part, bbii a

spendthrift, glutton, Prov. 23:21. 28:
7. Deut. 21 : 20. Prov. 23 : 20 -to ^7
wasters of their own body, namely,
through debaucheiy.

Hiph. ton (with Chaldaic inflection)
to lightly esteem, to despise. Lam, 1 : 8.
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II. ^t found only in Niph. to be

shaken, to quake. Is. 63:19 [64:1]

iVi$
cnn Trgpp at thy presence the moun-

xx-Cx

tains quake. Judg. 5 : 5. (Arab.

'I )

i. e. prosperity, in the night (of adver-

*he eartfi; {J\v\
an earth-

quake.) Comp. D'hh, rah.

glow. (In Arab.
L,_^!J conj. IV

busta et ustulata fait cutis. The qua-
driliteral is formed from

p]i"j by the in-

sertion of h.) Ps. 11:6 nis^i
mn a hot

wind, like the simoom. Lam. 5:10

ayj. nisrh the heats of hunger ; comp.

A^og ccfyo-J/ in Hesiod, and ignea fames
in Quintilian. Applied to hot anger,

Ps. 119:53.

nOt f. verbal from DOT dec. X.
T " T

1. plan, purpose; in a good sense,

Job 17:11. in a bad sense, Prov. 24:

9. 21:27.

2. wickedness, mischief, crime. Ps.

26 : 10. 1 19 :150. Especially, unchastity,

Lev. ] 8 : 17 NTT rr^ it is wickedness. Job

31:11. Ezek. 16:27. 22:9,11.

JTTIOt f. plur. nntn, verbal from T?T

no. I. dec. X.

1. a branch of the vine. Num. 13 : 23.

2. a branch generally. Is. 17:10.

Ezek. 15:2. 8:17 and behold, they

hold the branch before their nose; an

allusion to the religious custom of the

Parsees, who while praying to the rising

sun hold a bundle of brush-wood (called

bersam) in their hands.

D^OtOt masc. plur. proper name of

a race of giants in Palestine, extinct be-

fore the time of Moses. Deut. 2 : 20.

"VOt m. verbal from -IQT no. I. (after

the form T:Q, irnn.) time ofpruning the

vine. Cant. 2:12. According to others,

the time of the singing of birds ; but

against the usage of -rai no. II.

"VOt, plur. nrvoi, verbal from -TOT no.

II. a song. Is. 25 : 5. Ps. 1 19 : 54. 2

Sam. 23 : 1. Especially, a song ofpraise,
Job. 35 : 10 who giveth songs ofpraise,

Qt, pret. vnooj and *n

plur. ra?T for rav .

1. to purpose, resolve. Jer. 51 : 12.

Lam. 2:17. Gen. 11:6. comp. Job
42 : 2. Construed with an accus. Prov.

31:16 rnip TO^J she thinks on afield.
2. especially to purpose evil. Prov.

30 : 32 nto] a*o and if thou purposest

(evil.) comp. Deut. 19:19. Zech. 8:

14. and the noun TOT.

3. construed with a dative, to plot, to

lie in wait. Ps. 37 : 12.

Deriv. out of course rro, rrara.

DOt m. verbal from cpj, dec. IV. a.

plan, purpose. Ps. 140:9.

]Ot ,
Pi.

ft?}
to appoint, as in Chaldaic.

Found only in Pu. part. D'?pra nw
Ezra 10 : 14. Neh. 10 : 35. and rte?

'

13 : 31 the appointed times.

tOt m. plur. D^pi, dec. VIII. a. time,

especially an appointed time. (Arab.

Ecc. 3 : 1 p} bsV every thing has its time.

Neh. 2:6.
T

Est. 9:27,31.

tO
1

?
Chald. found only in Pa. to ap-

point, prepare.

Ithpa. i^ran
to meet, to agree, to con-

cert, inter se convenire. Dan. 2 : 9 Keri

pfi^Ttn ye have agreed. Comp. Am. 3 :

3 Targum. The Kethib is to be read

jvwojn in Aphel, in which conjugation

this verb is found in Chaldaic and Sa-

maritan.

JO"!
and ]O^

m. emph. jrn, plur. ym,

Chald.

1. time, appointed time. Dan. 2 : 16.

N3Ert ?n at the same time. 3 : 7, 8. 4 i

33. [36.] fjn ]Q\ "vfor a time and sea-

son, 7 : 12. Also, a sacred time, orfes*

tival, Dan. 7 : 25. Comp. trin no. 1. (2.)

2. Plur. times, repetitions of any

thing, \. q. Lat. vices. Dan. 6:11
p?tpj

nrtoi three times. (So the Syr. ^p\, and
& t,s

in Arab. ^^ tempus, plur. vices.)

I. "!Ot toprune(ihe vine.) Lev, 25 : 3, 4-
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the letters o and a being

commuted.)

Niph. pass.
Is. 5 : 6.

Deriv. TOJ, rrjta], rnnra, rfrvayp.

II. "V2t found only in Pi. TSV

1. to sing, to singpraises, to celebrate.

(In Syr. and Arab. idem. Some de-

rive this signification
from the former,

to prune, on account of the ccesura or

break in singing, but erroneously.) Con-

strued with a dative of the person sung

or celebrated, Judg. 5:3. Ps. 9: 12. 30:

5. 47 : 7. or with an accus. Ps. 47 : 7.

66 : 2. 68 : 5, 33.

2. to play on an instrument, ^OC'AASJV.

Ps. 33:2. 71:22.

Deriv. out of course TOJ, "top?.

*Tft\
m. Chald. music, instrumental

music. Dan. 3 : 5, 7, 10, 15.

rat m. Chald. a singer. Ezra 7 : 24.

"rat m. found only Deut. 14 : 5. an
V V

(unknown) animal of the stag or gazel

kind. (In Arab. ^ saliit caprea.)

!~P?pt f. verbal from TOT no. I. dec. X.

l.\ong. Ps. 81:3. 98:5.
2. sound of musical instruments. Am.

5:23.

3. figuratively, yn^n rnpi the song of
the land, i. e. its most celebrated and

valued productions. Gen. 43 : 11.

"nfti m. (my song) proper name of

a king of Israel, the murderer and suc-

cessor of Elah. 1 K. 16 : 9, 10. 2 K. 9 :

31. In Sept. Z#ffcg/.

JVjpt f. i. q. rroi Ex. 15 : 2 rr rnnri ns

Jehovah is my glory and song. Ps. 118:

14. Is. 12:2.

P m. plur. nrn, dec. VII. i. manner,

sort. Ps. 144 : 13.
jj

b pp of every sort.

2 Chr. 16 : 14.

]t
m. Chald. idem. Dan. 3 : 5, 7, 10.

tljt
m. prim. plur. nian, const, rriaat,

dec. IV. f. toz7 (of an animal.) Judg.
15 : 4. Job 40 : 17. Figuratively, rfan rrci

D^TW^ Me ft0o ends of thefire-brands, Is.

7 : 4. Used proverbially for something
9tnall or

contemptible, Deut. 28 : 13 Je-

Hence,
Pi. an denom. from ag, to smite in the

rear, to smite the rear-guard (of an

army). Deut. 25: 18. Josh. 10 -.19. Lite-

,
to ivound the tail. Comp. the Greek

vyta, the rear of an army.

J| (Syr. JJ], Arab.
Jj,)

to com"

mit fornication, to whore; and figura-

tively, topractise idolatry, since the He-
brews regarded Jehovah as the husband

of his people, to whom they wer^e under

bonds of conjugal fidelity; idolatry,

therefore, was unfaithfulness to him.

(See for example Ezek. 16 : 8, 22. Hos.

1 : 2.) The person with whom fornica-

tion is committed, either literally or fi-

guratively, is put in the accus. Jer. 3:1.

Ezek. 16 : 28 Q'pvn and thou committest

fornication with tJiem; or is preceded

by b*t, Num. 25 : 1. Ezek. 16 : 26, 28.

by s, Ezek. 16:17. but most frequently

bp nn to go a whoring after any one,

i. e. to run after him for the purposes of

whoredom, Judg. 2:17 onrw o*rft in w
they went a whoring after strange gods.
So Lev. 17:7. 20:5,6. Deut. 31: 16.

rtaisn nrw njj to go a whoring after

necromancers, Lev. 20 : 6. The person
sinned against is preceded by jo, Ps.

73 : 27. by nnw,?, Hos. 1:2. by nnrro,

Hos. 4:12. by nnn, Ezek. 23 : 5. (comp.
Num. 5 : 19, 29.)

"

or by too, Hos. 9:1.

More rarely, to have intercourse with

foreign nations, Is. 23 : 1 7 nbVpo'brnw nrn^

ynn thou
( Tyre] hast committed for-

nication with all the kingdoms of the

earth. (Comp. Nah. 3 :4.)

Part. fern. rr:n, more frequently rm*N

rnYi, a harlot, Lev. 21 : 7, 14. Deut. 23 :

19. Josh. 2:1.

Pu. T Ezek. 16:34.

Hiph. n;in, fut. apoc. jr.

1. to seduce to fornication, Ex. 34 :

16. to cause to commitfornication, Lev.

19 : 29.

2. i.q. Kal. Hos. 4:10, 18.

Deriv. out of course D:W, mai, nwn.

Hi^J name of two places in the tribe
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of Judah. Josh. 15 : 34, 56. Neh. 3 :

13. 11:30. 1 Chr. 4:18.

D^jftwf masc. plur. verbal from n:j,

dec. I.

1. whoredom. Gen. 38 : 24. Hos. 1 :

2 D';I:I H/H aT:? " a woman of whore-

dom, and children of whoredom. 2 : 6.

[4.] 4:12. 5:4. 2: 4 [2] rr:^ -ran

rr:Ep that she may remove her whoredom,

i. e. her whorish looks,from her face;

(comp. Ezek. 6:9.)

2. idolatry. 2 K. 9 : 22.

3. intercourse with foreign nations,

(like the verb, Is. 23 : 17.) Nah. 3 : 4.

n^2t f. plur DTnn, dec. I.

1. whoredom, idolatry. Jer. 3 : 2, 9.

Ezek. 23 : 27. 43 : 7, 9. Hos. 4:11.

2. disobedience to God generally.

transgression of his commands; applied

to murmuring against him, Num. 14 : 33

oyrnarng iNtgyj they shall bear your trans-

gressions, i. e. the punishment for them.

H2T 1. perhaps i. q. Arab, ^j: to

have an offensive smell, to be rancid.

(See Hiph. no. 1.)

2. trans, to regard as offensive, hence,

to reject, cast off. (Comp. nrn. The

signification, however, ia more certain

than this connexion.) Hos. 8 : 3 tonir: n:i

IV.D Israel rejects what is good. Most fre-

quently applied to Jehovah, Ps.43:2 np?

':p>rw wherefore dost thou reject me? 44 :

10^24. 60:3,12. 74:1. 77:8. 89:39.

Construed with p, Lam. 3:17 Dito n:]pn

*; thou rejectest me from prosperity,
i. e. thou robbest me of prosperity.

Hiph. 1. i. q. Kal no. 1. Here we

may place Is. 19 : 6 nYirra irrjwsi the rivers

begin to stink, i. e. they become shallow,

stagnant. Sept. Vulg. deficient flumina.

(The form has either arisen from com-

pounding two different readings irr:ri

and the Chald. irraj^, and is of course

corrupted; or else it is a denom. from

an adjective rrjwr.)
The signification is

more certain than the etymological deri-

vation.

2. causat. of Kal no. 2. to make con-

temptible, to profane. 2 Chr. 29 : 19.

3. to reject, cast off.
1 Chr. 28:9.

Construed with p, 2 Chr. 11:14.

p2t in Kal not used.

Pi. to rush out, to leap forth, as a

beast of prey. Deut. 33 : 22. In Syr.

to shoot an arrow.

n>^. f. dec. X. i. q. yv sweat. Gen. 3 :

19. (In Talmud. y\7 sweat, rin to
*

sweat; Syr. |A^OJ sweat)

"tJS!
f- by transposition for rwt, (as

rn)5 for rkw,) object of oppression or

ill-treatment. Deut. 28 : 25. Ezek. 23 :

46. Also in the Keri of Jer. 15:4.

24:9. 29:18. 34:17.

"Vy* m. a little, pM$v 9 (a Chaldaic

form.) Job 36 : 2. Comp. iwp.

VJJt Chald. small, i.q. Heb. -vrc.

Dan. 7 : 8. (Aram, w, ^V]
to be small.)

"TOt i. q. TJ:SH
to be extinguished, to be

cut short. Found only in Niphal, Job
17 : 1. (3 MSS. read this word with f,

which gives a correct gloss.)

Q^J 1. to be angry with, to have in-

dignation against, hence, topunish with

indignation. Construed with an accus.

Mai. 1 : 4. Zech. 1:12 nrras^ -nrx rrrirr n

the cities of Judah against which thou

hast had indignation. Is. 66 : 14. with

w, Dan. 11: 30. Part, njrr DW he with

whom Jehovah is angry, Prov. 22 : 14.

2. to curse, to execrate. Num. 23 : 7,

8. Prov. 24: 24. Mic.6:10.

Niph. (as if pass, of Hiph.) to be an-

gry. Prov. 25 : 23 D'OSM D'? an angry
or sullen countenance. Vulg.fades tristis.

(Comp. pj.)

D3f m verbal from 055, dec. VI. c.

anger, especially the punitive anger of

God. Is. 10 : 5, 25. 26 : 20. orj aia in

the day of ( God's) anger, Ezek/22 : 24.

Dan. 11:36 DW nba -w ft7/
( Gorf'^) aw-

^er 15 over; comp. chap. 8 : 19. Hos.

7:16 D;i^b crip through the pride of
tJieir (tlie princes) tongue.

f)V|
i. q. an, (comp. the letter n).

1. to be angry ; construed with V,
Prov. 19:3. with D, 2 Chr. 26:19.

(In Syr. to fo ^(?#, comp. n^i; in Samar.
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to breatfie, (comp. Germ, tchnauben ;)

both of which may lead us to the pri-

mary physical signification of the word.)

2. to be or look sullen, sad, orpeevish.

(For
this connexion of ideas, see e. g.

2X9.) Part, otart sad, sorrowful, Gen.

40 : 6. (comp. 075 verse 7.) Dan. 1 :

10 o'psi D^B a sad or sunken countenance,

namely, from the want of nourishment.

Theod. correctly a-w^a-rios ; comp. Mat.

6:16.

^|^t
m. verbal adj. from ^\, angry,

displeased. 1 K. 20 : 43. 21:4.

Fj^t
m. verbal from

*]j,
dec. VI. c.

anger, rage, 2 Chr. 16 : 10. 28 : 9. agi-

tation, as of the sea, Jon. 1:15.

p5Jt fut. pw, imper. pw, infin. pfr; i. q.

p? to cry OM, to c//, especially from

pain, BOITOW. The person to whom one

cries is preceded most commonly by Vw,

Ps. 142: 6. 22:6. Hos. 7 : 14. some-

times by S, 1 Chr. 5 : 20. or put in the

accus. Judg. 12:2. Neh. 9 : 28. Also

construed with an accus. of the thing,

besides a dative of the person, Hab. 1 :

2 can
?p^ pjttN (how long) shall I cry to

t/iee because of violence 9 comp. Job 19 :

7. In other passages, the thing concern-

ing which one cries out is preceded by
, Jer. 30 : 15, or by h, Is. 15 : 5. Jer.

48:31.

Niph. (pass, of Hiph. no. 1.)

1. to be called togetlier. Judg. 18 : 22,

23. Hence,
2. to gather together, to assemble ones

self. 1 Sam. 14 : 20. Judg. 6 : 34, 35.

Hiph. 1. to call together, to assemble.

2 Sam. 20:4, 5.

2. as in Kal, to call. Jon. 3 : 7. Job
35 : 9. Construed with an accus. Zech.

6:8.

V\ Chald. to cry. Dan. 6:21.

^ m. verbal from pJN, dec. VI. c.a

cry. Is. 30 : 19.

iljj^t
f. verbal from p^, dec. XI. d.

a cry.

r

Jer. 18 : 22. 20 : 16. 50 : 46. The

following genitive is also used passively,
Gen. 18 : 20 DTD npw the cry concerning
Sodom.

4 ) tpt

n!npt a city in the north of Pales-

tine/ Once Num. 34 : 9.

J1DJ f. pitch. Ex. 2 : 3. Is. 34 : 9.
S- G o *

(Arab, t^^jj. Syr. Jl3J idem.)

D^pt masc. plur. 1. i. q. nty] burning

arrows',fiery darts. Prov. 26 : 18. The

forms with ' and those with -7 followed

by Dagesh, are often commuted with

each other; e. g. trJ$s
and nb^E, titop. and

2. /efter, c/*am. Ps. 149 : 8. Is. 45 :

14. Nah. 3 : 10. Job 36 : 8. (In Chald.

pjn idem, in Talmud, also D'p/} ; from the

root
pp.]

to bind.)

}pt com. gen. dec. IV. a. the bearded

chin of a man ; hence, beard, and chin.

2 Sam. 20 : 9. Lev. 13 : 29, 30. 19 :27.

(Arab, i'j chin; Syr. j-LC* beard,

chin.)

jj3t,
fut. ftv,

to eofo5. Gen. 18: 12, 13.

Hiph. intrans. to wax old. Prov. 22 :

6. Spoken also of inanimate nature, Job

14 : 8.

|J?T,
m. const. ]gi; Plur.

o\3p],
const.

^P.l ; verbal from
fP4,

dec. V. a. an old

man. Gen. 24 : 2. -ran, cnsp, ta'rtr 'jpj

f/je efcfers ofIsrael, ofEgypt, oftlie city,

often for tlie chief men, the magistrates,

proceres, without reference to their age,
Ex. 3 : 16. 4 : 29. Deut. 19 : 12. 21 : 3,

4, 6. 22: 7, 15, 17, 18. The same is
SfCs

true of the Arab, ^j* and the modern

words Signore, Seigneur, Senor, (form-
ed from the Lat. senior.) Plur. fern. ni:pt

Zech. 8 : 4.

|pt m. verbal from $n, old age. Once

Gen. 48 : 10.

njpt f. verbal from fpi, dec. X. idem.

Ps. 71:9, 18. Is. 46:4.

D^Ji?
1

?
masc. plur, denom. from

fln.

dec. I. ''idem. Gen. 21 : 2, 7. 37 : 3.

44:20.

*l!2\
t rQ ise VP (one who is bowed

down.) Ps. 145:14. 146:8. In Syr.

idem.)
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to

crucify) Ezra 6: 11.

pp* 1. to jaowr o?^. Job 36 : 27.

2. to filter,
hence to re/?we wine.

Comp. Pual.

3. to re/z/ze metals. Job 28 : 1.

Pi. pi to purify or re/foe gold. Mai.

3:3.

Pu. to fo refined, spoken of wine, Is.

25 : 6. spoken of metals, 1 Chr. 28 : 18.

29:4. Ps. 12:7.

It m. dec. I. crown, wreath, border;

mt < 175 >

Chald. to raise up, to suspend;
of consequence, to know, to understand.

- i c 4 Ps. 139 : 3 mi wn ^n> thou knowest

applied to thesuspendmgof amalefactor JJ^^ -^^-^ Jerome)

on an upright stake. (Syr. ^LQ\ to
eventilasti. Others compare the Arab.

^ t> to know.
"

Pu. 1. to Is scattered, Job 18 : 15. to

be spread, Prov. 1:17.

2. to fo winnowed. Is. 30 : 24.

Niph. to be scattered. Ezek. 6 : 8.

36:18.

Deriv. rnrcp.

vQ^nt a proper name, Zerubbabel,

a descendant of David, and leader of

the first Jewish colony which returned

from the Babylonish captivity. Ezra 2 :

e. g. of a table, chest. Ex. 25 : 1 1, 24, 2 . 3 : 2. Hag. 1:1. In Greek

25. 37:2,11,26. (Syr. |^j a neck-

lace; Arab.^J border, stripe)

fcOt found only Num. 1 1 : 20. loath-

someness. Vulg. nausea. (This signifi-

com. gen. but more frequently

fern. Plur. D>T m. and ni f. also m. (Dan.

11:15,22.) dec. I.

1. the arm, in animals the shoulder or

fore-leg, &e*Y,iui. Num. 6: 19, 20. Deut.
cation belongs m Arabic to the root -nr, ^ . 3 (g^| Latin armm denotea

^ (med.Je;) which shews the
T

to arm or ^ow /er of men and animals.

be a feminine termination for n
.) Compare our English word arm) By

DTK i.q. Syr. ^Il to be straitened, way of eminence, theforepart ofthe arm,

(see Job 31 : 22.) hence also in Arabic,
Hence in Pual, to be straitened, spoken

of rivers. Once Job 6: 17 i:nv ran at

the time when they are straitened.

rn fc^, lira, sna, <

the arm of any one, i. e. to take away
his strength, 1 Sam. 2:31. Job 22 : 9.

m. proper name of a valley or
3g . 15> Pg 1Q . 5 3? . 17>

pro.)
Num. 21 : 12. Deut. 2 :

2 figuratively> strength, force. 2 Chr.

32 : 8 ito| ^Ytt human strength. Is. 17:5.

pi-n ttTM a mighty man, Job 22 : 8. T>VN

VT Me strength of his hands, Gen. 49 :

3. help, assistance. Ps. 83 : 9. Is. 33 : 2.

m. verbal from Piel of snj,

brook

13, 14.

1. to scatter, disperse, castaway

7:2. [16:37.] Is. 30: 22.

2. especially to winnow, i. e. to throw 24. Especially a militaryforce, host,

grain against the wind for the purpose Dan. 11 : 15, 22, 31.

of cleansing it. Jer. 4:11. Ruth 3 : 2

prnwi
rni wn rrcr? behold, he winnoweth

upon the threshing-floor. Figuratively, form } dec L a g
to w,now-or Motto- vanquished ene- ^^ ^^ Lev.{1:37. Plur.

mies, Jer. 15 : 7. Is. 41: lo. bzek. o : A.

Pi. rni 1. to scatter, frequently to

scatter or disperse a people. Lev. 26 :

33. Ezek. 5: 10. 6:3. 12:15. 30:26.

Prov. 20 : 8 the king.... by his look

scatters every thing evil. Prov. 15:7

the lips of the wise spread abroad know- ^ quttce )
ledge.

^ '

2. to fan or winnow. Prov. 20 : 26.

Hence,

seed sown, Is. 61 : 11.

^TH- m * found nly Ps ' 72 : 6 * a

violent shower. (Root p]ii
i. q. Arab.

. o s. o

u-3.^ to flow; Syr. l^a^^ raw*,

shower; Talmud. N^OT ^ni adspersiones

gutt(B.)

\t m. found only Prov. 30:31

VTTJ #Ae girded on the loins, an epi-

3. to sift QV search, eventilare ; and, thet of the war-horse; comp. Bocliarti
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Hieroz. T. 1. p. 102. and Schultens in

locum. (Root TO i.
q.^h

to surround,
>

to bind; or to ZwcA/e, to cfasp.

Comp. also the Chald. ni to ^>c?. Ac-

cording to others, the zebra, as if the

ringstreaked on the loins. According
to some Jewish commentators, the grey-

hound.

rnt 1. to rise; spoken of the sun,

Gen. 32 : 31. Ps. 104 : 22. of the light,

Ps. 112:4. of the majesty of Jehovah,

Is. 60:1, 2.

2. to break out; spoken of the leprosy,

2 Chr. 26 : 19. of a child coming from

its mother's womb, i. q. rn, compare the

etymology of rnj Gen. 38 : 30.

Deriv. out of course rnvp, rrro.

HP} m. verbal from rnj, dec. VI. d.

1. a rising. Is. 60 : 3.

2. proper name of a son of Judah by
his daughter-in-law, Tamar. Num. 26 :

20. The derivation of the name is

found in Gen. 38 : 30. In Greek, Z*g#.

Q"")7 toflow, to pour out. Construed

with an accus. to overflmv, to carry

away, Ps. 90: 5. (Syr. c^Jj, Chald. rn

toflow; by commutation with i and
i\

;

see n.)

Po. to pour out. Ps. 77 : 18.

Q1V m. verbal from n~n, a violent

rain, a sudden shower. Is. 4 : 6. 25 : 2.

28 : 4. T tnj a shower ofhail, Is. 28 : 2.

rP3"^f f. verbal from
DTJ, dec. X. the

emission of seed. Ezek. 23 : 20.

3nt, fut. jnr.

1. to sow. Judg. 6 : 3. Construed with

an accus. of the place sown, Gen. 47 :

23. Ex. 23 : 10. with two accusatives,

Judg. 9 : 45 nVp rnnpi and he sowed it

with salt. Lev. 19: 19. Also figuratively,
Jer. 31 : 27. Gen. 1 : 29 xnj snt iw herb

yielding seed. Figuratively, to sow good,
evil, for to do good or evil, Job 4 : 8.

Prov. 22 : 8. comp. Ps. 97 : 11.

2. to scatter, disperse. Zech. 10:9.
3. to set out oi-plant a branch or slip,

like tin-. Lat. serere; construed with two
-atives, Is.l7:10. Hence, to

a nation, to fix it firmly, Hos. 2 : 25.

[23.]

Niph, 1. to be sown. Lev. 11:37.

Figuratively, Nah. 1 : 14 of thy name,
i. e. thy reputation, shall nothing more be

sown, i. e. spread abroad.

2. to be made fruitful, to conceive,

spoken of a woman. Num. 5 : 28.

Pu. to be sown. Is. 40 : 24.

Hiph. l.i.q. Kal. Gen. 1:11.

2. i. q. Niphal no. 2. to conceive. Lev.

12:2.

Deriv. out of course vv|, snip.

y"^t m. verbal from snj, dec. VI. d.

1. seed (of plants.) Gen. 1:11, 1,
29. corw, grain in general, Job 39 : 12.

hence, seed-time, ivinter, Gen. 8 : 22.

Lev. 26 : 5.fields of corn, 1 Sam. 8 : 15.

2. semen virile. Lev. 15 : 16, 18, 32.

19 : 20.

3. Hence, children, posterity ; even in

the singular, Gen. 4 : 25 D^N rnj male

offspring, 1 Sam. 1:11.

4. race, tribe, people. rg^pan, -rjVpri snj,

the royalfamily, 2 K. 11:1,14. rrrn
snj

race of evil doers, Is. 1:4.

jnt. Chald. zWew. Dan. 2 : 43. In

Hebrew, Num. 11:7.

DnJ^ and D^iT) if food from the

vegetable kingdom, vegetables. Dan. 1 :

12, 16. (In Chald. and Talmud, more
D * 7

frequent. Syr. jjo^jj idem.}

plj fut. pnv. 1. to scatter, as solids.

Ex. 9:8. Job 2:12.

2. to sprinkle, as water, blood. Ex.
24 : 6. 29 : 16, 20. Figuratively, Hos.
7:9. ia njrn nyarca etiam canities ei

sparsa vst; njrn must here be taken in-

transitively. So Propertius, in. 4. 24.

Pu. ;n* pass. Num. 19: 13, 20.

"V^t found only in Po. Tiii to

2 K. 4: 35. So the Rabbins explain it.

In Chaldaic we find inj a sneezing.

Vulg. oscitarit.

rnt a span. Ex. 28 : 16. 39 : 9. 1

Sam. 17:4. (Aram. Ly\, ]L>\, mi

idem.} Prob. from rm, which signifies, to

spread out, hence i; (for rnj,) fern. rnj.
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THE name Heth rvn probably signifies
s* X

a hedge, wall, (from the Arab. kU*.,
*

Syr. u^cu* to surround, to hedge in;)

and refers to its figure in the Phenician

alphabet ff, which is in some measure

retained in the Greek H.

In Arabic we find two letters cor-

responding to the Hebrew Heth ; namely,
- Hha, a strong aspirate or double h,

and ~ Kha, sounded like the Swiss ch

or Span../. This diversity of sound

probably existed in the Hebrew, when
it was a living language ; at least, several

roots have different significations, accord-

ing as their n corresponds to an Arab.

~- or -
; com]), the articles hrr nos. I.

and III. -en nos. I. and II. But these

two sounds ,. and , ,
on account of

their general resemblance, are sometimes

commuted for each other
; e. g. nan to

kill; comp. e
,
and -c to break or

bruise in pieces.

lh m. with suff. 'an, dec, VIII. d.

bosom. Job 31 : 33. (In Chald. ;in, NITT,

N3n, idem.)

&50 m Kal llot use(l- (Arab, u^
s .x

to hide, conceal; also \j^. conj. X. to

hide one's self.)

Nipl i. to be concealed, to conceal ones

self; construed with a and b of the

place. Josh. 10 : 16. 1 Sam. 10 : 22. Job
29 : 8 wanr c*nya :wn the young men
saiu me and hid themselves, i. e. retired.

verse 10 iana D'Tjpip the voice of nobles

hid
itself, i.e. it was restrained. Gen.

31:27 rnab nan3 rraj wherefore didst

thouflee aivay secretly? (comp. havDciva

construed with a participle.)

Pu. to creep away. Job 24 : 4.

Hiph. N^nrr to hide, conceal. Josh. 6 :

17,25,

Hoph. pass. Is. 42 : 22.

Hithpa. to hide ones self. 1 Sam. 14 :

11.

Deriv. *ano, wnno.

ID)! to love. Once Deut. 33 : 3. (In
& ' 7 * <)

Arab. L^^^J Aram, w^u*, un^*,
and aan idem.)

nin i. q. an to 7We ones
self.

Im-

per. w, Is. 26 : 20. Infin. Nipli. rrnnn,

1K.22:25. 2K.7:12.

Deriv. p^n.

n^in f. Chald. fault, crime. Dan.

6 : 23. comp. the root ten Neh. 1 : 7.

"Tiin Chaboras, the proper name of

a river in Mesopotamia, which rises in

mount Masius and empties into the

Euphrates at Circesium. 2 K. 17 : 6.

18:11. 1 Chr. 5 : 26. Arab.

Otherwise written 123 (q. v.)

rrymn and rryan (is. 53 : 5.) f.

dec. X. wound, bruise, scar. Gen. 4 :

23. Is. 1 : 6. 53 : 5. Especially a run-

ning sore, Ps. 38 : 6.

IDin* fut. Earr.

1. to beat off with a stick, as fruit

from a tree. Deut. 24 : 20. Is. 27 : 12.

2. to beat out grain with a stick. Judg.
6:11. Ruth. 2: 17.

Niph. pass. Is. 28 : 27.

"jVIItn
m. verbal from n^n, dec. I.

covering. Hab. 3 : 4.

1. 71H 1. i. q. Arab. (Jj^ to cor-

rupt, injure, destroy. See Piel.

2. to be mad, foolish. Hence, in He-

brew, to act foolishly or wickedly, Job
34 : 31 bins? b / will no more act wick-

edly. Construed with b, Neh. 1 : 7. (with

tt, Job 24: 9?)

Niph. to be destroyed, to perish. Prov.

13:13.

Pi. to destroy. Ecc. 5:5. Used in

reference to persons, Is. 32 : 7. or to

countries, namely, to lay them waste,
Is. 13:5. 54:16. Mic.2:10.

A A
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Pu. pass. Job 17:1 nban rm my breath,

i. e. my life, is destroyed". Is. 10 : 27.

II. ^in, fut.
ban;,

often banpi, arr.

(Arab. Jj^i- conj. IV. to /e/M#;
*

interest, usury; Syr. Jl^o**, Chald.

Kjbian usury.)
1. to ta/fce ez pledge of any one, to

&md him by a pledge; construed with

an accusative of the person. Job 22 : 6.

Prov.20:16. 27:13.

2. to take any thing as a pledge, con-

strued with an accus. of the thing. Deut.

24 : 6, 17. Ex. 22 : 24. Job 24 : 3. Per-

haps construed with bs>, Job 24 : 9. But

others render ban in this passage, to chain,

(after no. III.) Also see above, no. I.

Part, bian taken as a pledge, Am. 2 : 8.

Deriv. ban.

III. 7111 i. q. Arab.
(Jjk^-.

1. to tie with a cord, to twist, to bind.

Deriv. ban.

2. to experience pain, torture, (comp.
the Lat. tormentum, tortor, from tor-

quere.) Zech. 11: 7, 14. Deriv. ban.

Pi. to bring forth with pain, to be in

labour. Cant. 8:5. Ps. 7 : 15.

vin Chald. Pa. 1. to injure, hurt.

Dan. 6': 23.

2. to destroy, to overturn. Dan. 4 :

20. [23.] Ezra 6: 12.

Ithpa. to be destroyed, to perish;

spoken of a kingdom. Dan. 2 : 44. 6 :

27. 7:14.

>eriv. nbian.

'in (Is. 66 : 7.) usually in the plur.

D'-ban, const. \ban, verbal from ban no. III.

2. dec. VI. j. pains or throes of a woman
in childbirth, -uTm<. Is. 13 : 8. Jer. 13 :

21. 22 : 23 D\ban ^-aa when pangs come

upon thee. Is. 66 : 7. Hos. 13 : 13.

Job 39 : 3 rcnWjn Qirban (when) they are

delivered of their pains, i. e. of their

young. Spoken of pain generally, once

Job 21: 16.

1Pf m. (once fern. Zeph. 2:6.) with

Buff. >ban, Plur. D'ban, const. ban and 'ban,

verbal from ban no. III. 1. dec. VI. a.

and k.

rs ) pin
1. line, rope, cord. Josh. 2:15. Ecc.

12:6 ?]D3n
ban the silver cord.

2. especially a measuring-line. Am.
7:17. 2 Sam. 8 : 2. Hence,

3. aportion ofland measured out, and

assigned to any one by lot. Josh. 17 : 14.

19:9. Hence, an inheritance, possession,
Ps. 16:6. a'p'ssa \b ib$ O'ban my infterit-

country. Deut. 32 : 9 inbriD Van aj3 Jacob

is his possession.
4. a district of country, a region.

Deut. 3:4. 13:14.

5. a snare, net. Ps. 140 : 6. Job 18 :

10. biKtt?, njo 'ban the snares ofdeath, of
Jiades, Ps. 18:5,6. 116:3.

6. a band or company of men. 1 Sam.

10:5,10.

/in m. verbal from ban no. II. a

pawn, pledge. Ezek. 18:12, 16. 33:15.

n /in fern, of ban, idem. Ezek. 18:7.

7in m. Chald. hurt, injury. Dan. 3:

25.

"

/in m. Chald. injury. Ezra 4 : 22.

/in m. found only Prov. 23 : 34. a

part of a ship, probably the mast, so

called from the ropes (ban,) by which it

is made fast. Others : the rudder.

/lh m. denom. from ban a rope ;)

a shipman, seaman. Jon. 1 : 6. Ezek.

27 : 8, 2729. Comp. nibann.

nS-Sin f. Cant. 2 : 1. Is. 35 : 1. name

of a flower, according to the ancient ver-

sions, a lily,
or a narcissus. See Celsii

Hierobotan. T. I. p. 488. The corre-
P t> 77

spending Syr. ]
A f% Vn^ signifies i. q.

the Greek Ip^ggoy, meadow-saffron,

(colchicum autumnale, Linn.)

pin, more frequently in Pi. pan.

1. to embrace, twine round. Construed

with an accus. Ecc, 3:5. 2 K. 4 : 16.

with b, Gen. 29 : 13. 48 : 10. n ipsrr

ninQtifr?, they embrace the rock, tJie dung-

hill, a proverbial phrase for they lie on

the rock, or on the dunghill, Job 24 : 8.

Lam. 4 : 5.

2. D;T pan to fold tJie hands, spoken
of the idler. Ecc. 4 : 5.
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m. verbal from Piel of pan, dec.

I. the folding of the hands, spoken of

the sluggard. Prov. 6:10. 24 : 33.

?n m - (embracing, after the form

Habakkuk, proper name of a

prophet. In the Sept. 'A^G^xov^, as if

derived from the punctuation pip?n and

a corruption of into ^.

"^5^ 1 t bejoined or bound together.

Ex. 26 : 3. Also, to be confederated,

spoken of nations, Gen. 14 : 3
i-ujj n^rte

o^fen pn? "? all these were confederated

(and came) to the valley of Siddim.

comp. Hos. 4:17 D'assj Tan confederated
with idols.

2. "on -on to exercise magic, namely,

by means of certain magical knots to

bind some (distant) object. Perhaps
more particularly the charming of poi-

sonous serpents. Deut. 18 : 11. Ps. 58 :

6. (The ideas of binding and magic
are united in several languages: comp.
the Greek KXTciHto-ftos ;

Lat. fascinare,

ligare ligulam; and Germ. Nesteln

kniipfen. Others derive the idea, to ex-

ercise magic, from the Arab. i>. to be

wise; but it appears from Deut. 18 : 11.

that a particular species of magic is

intended.)
Pi. nan to bind, join. Ex. 26: 6 ff. 2

Chr. 20~:'36.

Pu. -unpass. Ex. 28:7. Ps. 94:20
n*nn NC5

^pin^n shall the throne of wicked-
ness be joined with thee ? i. e. shall it

have fellowship with thee ?

Hithpa. tojoin ones
self. 2 Chr. 20 :

35, 37. Dan. 11 : 6. In verse 23, the

Syriac infinitive form nnarrnjr occurs as

a noun.

Hiph. to bind, join, perhaps in an ar-

tificial manner. Job. 16 : 4 D'tas D5^ rrvsnM

/ couldjoin together words against you,
i. e. compose artificial speeches against

you. (The prefix a appears superfluous.)
Deriv. out of course rmiro, nViarra.

""On m. Job. 40 : 30. [41 : 6.] verbal

from -an dec. I. usually rendered, a com-

panion; perhaps a sorcerer, magician.

Syr. Vt

~>- Comp. rr$ no. III.

""O^ m - verbal from via, dec. V. b.

associate, companion. Cant. 1 : 7. 8 : 13.

Judg. 20 : 1 1 anin -ins ^VQ all associa-

ted together. Ps. 149 :63.

"Oq m. Chald. idem. Dan. 2:13,

17, 18?

1. company, society. Hos. 6 : 9. Prov.

21 : 9 -on rva. a house ofcompany, i. e. a

common house. 25 : 24.

2. magic, enchantment. Is. 47 : 9, 12.

rYilSrpn fern. plur. dec. I. the va-

riegated spots (of the leopard). Jer. 13:

23. (Arab. j>. mark, spot, colour.)

n*Qn fern, of -an, Chald. a female

companion, hence, (like iron,) the other.

Dan. 7 : 20.

nilll fern, of -on, company, society.

Job 34 :S.

]*\*\yn proper name of an ancient city

in the tribe of Judah, also called -nnp,

ai Gen. 13:18. 14:13. 23:2. after-

wards the royal residence of David for

seven years, 2 Sam. 2:1.5:5.

mnn fern, of ian dec. XIII. c. fe-
v v -:

" T

male companion, wife. Mai. 2 : 14.

r^nn f. verbal from ian, joining,

place ofjoining. Ex. 26 : 4, 10.

ll)nn, fut. t&irv, once ianj (Job 5:18.)
1 . to bind, to bind on, to bind about.

Ezek. 27 : 24. particularly, to bind on a

turban, Ex. 29 : 9. Lev. 8:13. Jon. 2 :

6 ^*ro xt&arj rp the sea-reed is bound
about my head, i. e. it composes my tur-

ban. Ezek. 16 : 10 tfttJa
?|ipan)

/ bound
thee (thy head) about withfine cotton.

2. to bind up (a wound.) Job 5:18.
Is. 3 : 7. 30: 26. Construed with

J, (comp.
V p3,) Ezek. 34 : 4, 16. Is. 61 : 1.

3. to saddle, construed with an accus.

Gen. 22 : 3. Num. 22 : 21. Judg. 19: 11.

2 Sam. 17 : 23.

4. to bind up, to close, cover. Job 40 :

13 prcm tyian orrsD cover their face in

darkness. See Pi. no. 2.

5. to exercise power, to rule, imperio
coercerc, Job 34 : 17 tjjin* TDBCD wMo n3
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can also he that hateth righteousness ex-

ercisepower? (Comp. -iss? to rule, 1 Sam.

9:17.)
Pi. 1. to bind up, construed with b.

Ps. 147 : 3.

2. to bind, to stop, restrain; spoken
of the miner who stops the oozing of

water in the shaft. Job 28 : 1 1 ninn: ijaa

tian he stops the streams from trickling

down.

Pu. to be bound up. Is. 1 : 6, Ezek.

30:21.

D^-ftin masc. plur. pans. 1 Chr, 9 :

31. Comp. narro. Root perhaps uuoki-

tobe low, spoken ofafield
; hence, shallow

pans. According to others, pastry.

$n, const, an with suff. 'an, dec. VIII. a.

L afeast,festival. Ex. 10 : 9. 12 : 14.

ar; an, nto to celebrate afestival, Lev.

23 : 39". Deut. 16 : 10. In the Talmudi-

cal writers it denotes, by way of emi-

nence, thefeast oftabernacles; so 2 Chr.

5 : 3. comp. 1 K. 8 : 2.

2. by a metonymy, thefestival sacri-

fice, victim. Ps. 118:27 t'nas.3 arrnD*

bind the victim with cords. Ex. 23 : 18

an
a$n thefat ofmy sacrifice. Mai. 2 : 3.

comp. iio 2 Chr. 30 : 22.

Niin i. q. nan (which is also found in

several MSS.) fear, trembling. Is. 19 :

17. Root ajn, perhaps to be giddy or to

tremble (through fear,) to be afraid;

comp. ton.

njn m. dec. IV. c. the locust. Accord-

ing
'

to Lev. 1 1 : 22. a winged and
eatable species of this insect. Num. 13 :

33. Is. 40 : 22.

33H (kindred with ain) to move round

in a circle. Hence,
1. to dance. 1 Sam. 30 : 16,

2. to keep or celebrate a feast, namely,
by dancing. Ex. 5 : 1. Lev. 23 : 41. Num.
29 : 12. Ps. 42 : 5 aain pan the multitude

keeping a holiday. (Syr. jLa., c*^
idem; Arab. ^^ to make apilgrimage
or to march in procession on a festival.)

3. to (><
f/idf/i/, to xtfigger, spoken of

a drunkard. 1's. 107 : 27.

plur. sten-^n the

heights, cliff's ofthe rocks, or tlte refuges

among the rocks. Cant. 2 : 14. Obad. 3.

Jer. 49 : 16. (In Arab, l^*- confugit,
x C '

refugit; and ^l^s*
10

refugii locus, asy-
O m

lum ; but on the contrary Syr.
O 9

a precipice, steep cliff.)

m. verbal from -on, dec. III. a.

1. egirdle. 1 Sam. 18:4.

2. as an adj. i. q. nan girded, clothed.

"^"yun girded with a girdle, comp. 2 K.

3 : 21."'

n fern, of -fan, dec. X.

\agirdh. 2 Sam. 18:11.

2. an apron. Gen. 3 : 7.

*>iin (festive, from an and the termi-

nation ' i. q. ) Haggai, the proper
name of a prophet. Sept.

'

AyyatTas. Hag.
1:1.

"^n, fut. i;n\ 1. to gird, to gird up,

to gird on. It is construed, (1.) with an

accus. of the part girded, Prov. 31 : 17

rrang Visa rnap she girded her loins with,

^strength. 2K. 4 : 29. 9:1. (2.) with an

accus. of the garment or girdle, (comp.

t&b,) as ^nn"n nan to gird on the sword,

1 Sam. 17 : 39. 25 : 13. Ps. 45 : 4. pip ian

to gird on sackcloth, Is. 15 : 3. Jer. 49 :

3. Part. act. 2 K. 3 : 21 rnan itfr'qtQfrom
all who girded on the girdle, i. e. who
were capable of bearing arms. Part. pass.

-rios* -nan girded or clothed with an ephod,
1 Sam. 2:18. Also put in the const,

state, Joel 1 : 8 pte'n^an girded with sack-

cloth. Elliptically, Joel 1:13 nan gird

yourselves, i.e. gird on sackcloth. 2 Sam.

21:16 n^nn -von wm and he was girded
with a new (sword.) Metaphorically,
Ps. 65 : 13 nnjnri niyia toa the hills gird
onjoy. (comp. Ps. 65: 14.) Ps.76:ll.

(3.) with a double accus. of the person
and girdle, Ex. 29 : 9. Lev. 8: 13. Also

with a of the girdle, Lev. 8:7. 16:4.

2. to gird ones self.
Ezek. 44 : 18. 1

K. 20 : 1 1. Here likewise we may place,

(if the reading is correct,) 2 Sam. 22 :

46 Drvn3p?p ^ann and they gird themselves
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(ami go) out of their citadels; or, ac-

cording to Syriac usage, they hobbleforth,

comp. Mic. 7:17. Hos. 11:11.

Deriv. TOT, rnirrp.

"7H fern, NTTT and nin, Chald.

1. one, i. q. Heb. nnw. (See K.)

Sometimes used for the indefinite article,

, an, Dan. 2 :-31 in D aw image. 6 :

18. Ezra 4: 8.

2. thefirst. Dan. 7:1.

3. when used before numerals, times,

Lat. vz'ces. Dan. 3 : 19 i to nsro'in serew

;. (So the Syr. ^)
'we, together, i. q. Heb.

in3, Dan. 2 : 35. in one occurs once

also in Hebrew, Ezek. 33 : 30.

ID, fern, rnn, verbal adj. from tin,

dec. VIII. h. sharp, spoken of the sword.

Ezek. 5:1. Ps.57:5. Prov. 5: 4.

wore

in I. to be sharp, i. q. Arab. Jo-

(fut. 1.)

2. to be swift, nimble. Hab. 1 : 8.

(Several words denoting sharpness have

this signification; comp. in Greek, o|y?,
7

3-oos ;
in Lat. acer ; in Syr. cS^**.)

Others: to be sharp-sighted. Comp. pn.

Hoph. pass. Ezek. 21 : 14, 15, 16.

[21:9,10,11.]

Deriv.Tj.

I. rnn, fut. apoc. 'tn:, to rejoice. Ex.

18:9. Job 3 : 6 n;ti wa inv 7 let it not

rejoice among the days of the year.

Pi. to make serene mjoyful. Ps.21 : 7.

Deriv. nVTn.

II. mn i. q. TTTI to 5e or become sliarp.

Hiph. to sharpen. Prov. 27:17
*:s TTP sJw irn brm ^na iron becomes

sharp on iron, so one man sharpens the

countenance ofanother. TTP in the former

part of the verse is the fut. apoc. of Kal
;

in the latter part, the fut. apoc. of Hiphil.

O'HTin masc. plur. dec. I. Job 41 :

22. [30.] points; tnrpTnn sharp pot-

sherds, spoken of the scales of the croco-

dile
; comp. ^Elian. Hist. Anim. x. 24.

nVTH f. verbal from rnn no. I. dec. X,

joy^gladness. 1 Chr. 16:27. Neh.8:10.

f. Chald. idem, Ezra 6: 16.

in proper name of a city of the

Benjamites, situated on a mountain.

Ezra 2 : 23. Neh. 7 : 37, 11: 34. In 1

Mac. 12 : 38, it is called 'A^<5. Comp.
Josephus J. A. in. 11.

p"in plur. Chald. breast, i. q. Heb.

rnn. Dan. 2 : 32. (In the Targums we
find the singular nn.)

Tin and vin fut. ^!n. 1. to cease,T T

desist, leave off, (from doing any thing.)

Am. 7:5. Construed with an infin. Is.

1:16. especially with V and an infin. Gen.

11:8. 41 : 49. 1 Sam. 12 : 23. Witli

an accus. of the noun, Job 3:17. Spoken
also of the thing desisted from, Ex. 9:

34 Yrr 'nn the rain ceased, verses 29,
33, Is." 24: 8.

2. to omit, toforbear, not to do. IK.
22 : 6, 1 5 Vnn: DN ^jn shall we go, ....or

shall we omit it 9 Ezek. 2 : 5. Jer. 40 :

4. Construed with b and an infinitive,

Num. 9:13. Deut. 23 : 23.

3. to quit, let alone, desert, give up,
leave off; (1.) construed with p of the

person, Ex. 14:2 ispp bin let us alone.

Job 7:16. 19 : 14 nvv irin my kinsfolk
desert me. In a different sense 2 Chr.

35 : 2 1 i3 Irs: c'n'V^Q
TJ)

^in desist from
God, who is with me, i. e. be afraid of

him. Is. 2: 22. (2.) with p of the thing,
1 Sam. 9 : 5. Prov. 23 : 4. Ps. 49 : 9 he

gives it up for ever. With an accus. of

the thing, Judg. 9 : 9 ff. (3.) with pa and

an infin. of the action, IK. 15:21
he left off building. Hence, to avoid

doing any thing, Ex. 23 : 5.

4. to be idle, to rest, to keep holiday.
1 Sam. 2 : 5. Job 14 : 6. Judg. 5 : 6

nin-isi ton. the highways were idle, i. e.

deserted; (comp. Is. 33 : 8.)

5. to cease to be, tofail, to be wanting.
Deut. 15 :11

|ta ^rv wV the poor shall

notfail. Judg.-5 : 7. Job 14:7.

Note. The imperative Vjn is construed

with a dative of the pronoun ^, oib, 2

Chr. 25: 16. 35:21. Is.2:22/

Tin verbal adj. from rrn, dec. V. b.

1. one who forbears. Ezek. 3 : 27.
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2.frail, transitory. Ps. 39 : 5. ttnil to be new. In Kal not used.

3. DW^TTJ forsaken by men. Is. 53 : pifO Tenew
^
make new , Job 10 : 17.

3. comp. Job 19 : 14. Ps. 51 : 12. especially, to rebuild or re-

m. verbal from VTTT, place ofrest, pair cities, buildings. Is. 61 : 4. 2 Chr.

regions of the dead, hades. Is. 38 : 11.

See Vrn no. 4. and comp. rron.

i?*in Mic. 7 : 4. and |7in Prov. 15 :
I .... I V V

19. a species of thorn or thorn-bush.

Arab. ^Jo- a thorn-bush of Phenicia,

perhaps solanum insanum, Linn.

VjTin the river Tigris. Gen. 2:14.
v *

Dan. 10:4. Aram, rta, A^OJ; Arab.

:4.

Hithpa. to renew ones
self.

Ps. 103: 5.

tZTrn verbal adj. from enn dec. IV. c.

'),
in all its various significations.

Fresh, recens, (antith. ftf;,)
Lev. 26 : 10.

new, unheard of, Ecc. 1 : 9, 10.

rrohrr something new. Is. 43 : 1 9. Plur.

.
m< ver al from tnn, dec. VI. m.

1. the new-moon, the first day on

which the moon is visible, kept by the

Israelites as a festival. Num. 29 : 6. 1

Sam. 20: 5, 18, 24._Ex.l9:l ^
which penetrates into *&& on thefirst daV fthe third month

>

tertlis kndis. Hos. 5 : 7 *nh pto* n^
now shal1 the new^noon consume you,

moon<

.

2' a month
> which the Hebrews began

with the new moon. Gen. 7: 11, etc.
., , ,

'

D'P' ^?TT a month long, a whole month,T

H found only Ezek. 21:19 rri

onb ~nn usually rendered fas if 'a

denorn? from

tJieir inward parts. Better according to

the ancient versions, which terrifies them,

i. q. rrryr by transposition. According
to the Syi-iac usage, to surround in a

hostile manner.
. ,* , .*nn m. const. iin, with suff. TVT?

;

,

-

Plur. DnptQ, const, nirr; dec. VI. a. and k.

(In Arab. a curtain which sepa-

the inner part of a tent from the

outer.)

1. the inner apartment or chamber

n adj. Chald. 7zew. Ezra 6 : 4.

see

to

ofa tent or
guilty, to owe, to trans-

Gen. 34: 30. Judg. gress, as in Aram, and Arab.

Pi. IJTT to make guilty, to cause to owe.

Dan. 1:10.

18:7.

16 : 9, 12. whether a bed-chamber,
2 Sam. 4:7. 13:10. woman s chamber,
Cant. 3 : 4. bride-chamber, Judg. 15 : 1.

Joel 2:16. or store-chamber, Prov. 24 : 4.

2. figuratively, ftrrnTn Job 9 : 9. the

remotest south, penetralia austri; (comp.
pi wv;) also without jon in the same

>f ?anias s. Once Gen. 1< : 15. comp.

sense, 37 : 9. But perhaps in these two

passages it means the chambers or store-

houses of the south wind. ^r-ra the

m. verbal from sin, debt. Ezek.

proper name of a place north

nnermostparts ofthe belly, Prov. 18:8.
26 : 22. rnn-nTn the chambers ofhades,
Prov. 7 : 27.

^in Zech. 9:1. anciently a great

* Judith 4: 4. 15:4.

to draw a circle, to measure

a compass. Job 26 : 10. Deriv.

out of course n;vro.

NH m. verbal from jin, circle, arch;

spoken of the arch of heaven, Prov. 8 :

27. Job 22 : 14. of the circle of the

'ity, 'ast of Damascus, giving name to eartn
>
Is - 40 :

the
surrounding country. See Michaelis denom. from HTH, (like tep from

gjpplem.p.
670. and Ugolini Thes. T.

btgp,) always joined with rrrn.

Vll.no, 20. 1. to propose a riddle. Judg. 14 : 12n.
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2. topropose an allegory. Ezek. 17:2.

mn found only in Piel nrr, in poetry,

i. q. T3n, to shew, declare. Job 32 : 10,

17. Construed with an accus. of the

person, Job 32 : 6. with suff. 15:17.

36 : 2. but likewise with a dative, Ps.

19:3.

nin or NIPT, Pa. wrr Chald. idem.

Dan. 2:11. Construed with V of the

person, 2 : 24. with an accus. 5 : 7.

Aph. idem. Construed with h, Dan.

2:16,24,27. with an accus. 2:6,9.

(In Syr. idem. In Arab, by transposition

n f. proper name of the first wo-

man. Gen. 3:20. 4:1. In the first

passage it is explained as if synonymous
with rm

life. Sept. E&c, (comp. ^n

Vulg. Eva.

2. a line, cord. Josh. 2:18.

3. a band, fillet. Cant. 4 : 3.

^in a gentile noun, the Hivites, a

Canaanitish tribe at the foot of Mount

Hermon, Josh. 11:3. also in Mount

Lebanon, Judg. 3 : 3.

n x^in a proper name. 1. two dis-

tricts in Yemen, the one inhabited by
Hamites, Gen. 10:7. and the other by
Shemites, verse 29. comp. 25: 18. 1 Sam.

15:7. (Probably the districts now called

(.$*, see Niebuhr's Description de

1'Arabic.)
2. Gen. 2 : 11. Havilah, a gold coun-

try, perhaps a general name for Arabia

(and India,) which accords best with

the supposition that the Pison is the

Ganges. See art. JWB. Others, with

less probability, Chwala on the Caspian

1 pluiT fern. dec. X. villages of ?ea;
whence the Caspian Sea is called

/. in Russian CJiwahnskoie More,
moveable tents, encampments of wan-

dering shepherds. Num. 32: 41. Deut. I- 7V and ^H literally,
to turn,

3:14. Josh. 13:30. Comp. rrn no. 4.

(Root Arab. ^^- to collect, assemble?)

nin m. dec. I. a. and VI. a.

1. a thorn, thorn-bush. Job 31: 40.

Prov. 26 : 9. 2 K. 14 : 9. Plur. n<rnrr

Cant. 2 : 2. and D>mn 1 Sam. 13:6. thorn-

bushes.

2. i. q. nn a hook, or perhaps ring,

such as was put through the nose of

great fishes, to let them down again into

the water. Job 40 : 26. [41:2.] Comp.
CEdmann's verm. Sammlungen aus der

Naturkunde, Th. v. p. 5.

3. a similar instrument used for the

confining of prisoners. 2 Chr. 33 : 1 1 .

comp. Am. 4 : 2.

Din Chald. to sew together. Aph. to

repair (a wall.) Ezra 4:12.

Din m. (comp. Chald. tcin to sew to-

gether.)

1. a thread. Ecc. 4:12. Used pro-

verbially, Gen. 14 : 23 Vw
tji"w

TO wnp
from a thread even to a sfwe-latchet, i. e.

not the least thing. So the Latins, ne

hilum
(i. q. filum) quidem, not even a

thread; whence nihil.

to twist. (Arab. <JU-> whence

round about.)

1. to be pained, (as if torqueri, comp.
ton no. III.) Jer. 5:3. especially to be

in labour, to travail, Is. 13 : 8. 23 : 4.

26:18. 66:7,8. Mic.4:18. Figura-

tively, Mic. 1 : 12
t/or she is pained for

the good (which she has lost.) Hence,
2. to tremble, (as a woman in labour.)

Deut. 2 : 25. Joel 2 : 6. Construed with

fl>
1 Sam. 31: 3. 1 Chr. 10:3.

3. to dance. Judg. 21:21.

4. to bringforth. Is. 54 : 1.

5. to rush, fall upon. Jer. 30 : 23 a

sweeping whirlwind ^irv cr3?uh tr?xi to

shall fall on the head of the ungodly.
So 23 : 19. 2 Sam. 3 : 29 let it (the blood

of Abner) fall upon the head of Joab.

Hos. 11:6 irjya tt r$n the sword shall

fall on his cities. Lam. 4 : 6 DH; ni iVn vb

no handsfell on her. (This signification

of *Jin is found in the Targums.)

6. to be strong, lasting, permanent.

(On the connexion of this with the

primary signification, see pin, 1^7. In

Arab.
/JU*. (med. Vav) idem. In Aram.
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Pa. Vn to strengthen. Deriv. rr? strength.) 29. Deut. 3 : 5. 28 : 52. Root prob. rron

Ps. 10:5 iyj! ^"T *w way* are strong,

i.e. his actions prosper. Job 20: 21

i3 rrr *tf Az* prosperity shall not be

lasting. (Others connect this significa-

tion with that of waiting; see ton no. II.)

Hiph. causat. of Kal no. 2. to shake.

Ps. 29: 8.

Hoph. to be made to bring forth. Is.

66:8.

Pilel ftin 1. to dance in a circle. Judg.
21:23.

2. i. q. Kal no. 2. to tremble. Job 26 : 5.

3. i. q. Kal no. 4. to bring forth.

Job 39 : 1. Prov. 25 : 23. to form., to

make generally, Deut. 32 : 18. Ps. 90 : 2.

Causat. Ps. 29 : 9.

Pulal ttin pass, to be born. Job 15:7.

Prov. 8 : 24, 25. Ps. 51 : 7.

Hithpalel bbinnn.

1. to be pained or tormented. Job 15:

20.

2. to rush. Jer. 23 : 19.

Hithpalp. Vronnn to be pained or

grieved. Est. 4 : 4.

Deriv. out of course
birrp, nSinp,

II. v^n and T^H i. q. Vrr to

tarry. Gen. 8:10. Judg. 3 : 25.

Pilel bbin idem. Job 35 : 14.

Hithpal. idem. Ps. 37 : 7.

bin m. 1. sand. Ex.2: 12. generally

in the phrase qvr bin, a^ ton sand of the

sea, as indicative of multitude, Gen. 32 :

13. 41:49. and of weight, Job 6 : 3.

Prov. 27 : 3.

2. Job 29 : 18. according to the Jew-
ish commentators, the bird phoenix, but

perhaps a mere conjecture from the con-

text. The Babylonian MSS read ton.

T^n proper name of an Aramean

country. Once Gen. 10 : 23. It is sup-

posed by some to be Ccelesyria, from

the Chald. Vn a valley; but the ety-

mological grounds are insufficient.

Cttn m. adj. black. Gen. 30:32 ff.

The root ran is kindred with DOT to be

hot, which in Arabic signifies also to be

by the sun, to be black.

f.der.X.wMv///. Ex. 14:22,

i. q. Arab. t*-*. to surround, protect.

Plur. rfrain (with singular meaning,
like rttoa,) a wall. Jer. 1: 18. comp. 15 :

20. Hence,

Dual contain pa between the two walls

(of Jerusalem), 2 K. 25 : 4. Is. 22 : 1 1.

Jer. 39 : 4.

fut. Din;, orr, also CTT.

compassion, to pity ; con-1. to

strued with to of the person. Ps. 72 : 13.

Also to >e grieved or troubled, construed

with to of the thing, Jon. 4:10 pen np,

P'i??? ^ tfAo? ar^ grieved on account of
the ricinus. (comp. Gen. 45 : 20.)

2. to spare, construed witli to. Neh.
13 : 22. Jer. 13:14. Ezek. 24 : 14. Joel

*.

2:17. (In Aram. *JLO* construed with

3. Instead of the simple construction

given above, we find more commonly in

the 'significations nos. 1. and 2. the fol-

lowing phraseology, to w oinn mine eye
looks withpity or indulgence on any one.

Gen. 45 : 20 njvcrto Dhrr
1^ ojuw and be

not troubled about your utensils. Deut.

7:16 Dnto
?jrs

oinn tfk thou shalt not spare
them. 13 i 9. 19 :

T

13, 21. 25 : 12. Is. 13:

18. Ezek. 5 : 1 1. 7 : 4, 9. Once with the

omission of
jrs>,

1 Sam. 24 : 11
?pto

cnrn

and (mine eye) looked with compassion
on thee, i. e. I spared thee from com-

passion. Similar examples in which

actions are attributed to particular mem-
bers of the body, are very common;

(comp. njn joined with T, p]n with the

same, Judg. 7:11. 2 Sam. 16 : 21. njs

Avith p ; etc.)

F|in, P]h m.dec.I. coast, shore. Gen.

49:13. Deut. 1:7. Josh. 9:1. (Arab.

margin, bank, shore.)

1. as an adv. without, abroad ;

denoting the place where, as ywrrijta

one born out of tJie house, Lev. 18:9.

also the place whither, Deut. 23 : 13.

With n parag. rmi in the same senses,

1 K. 6 : 6. Ex/12 : 46. Joined with
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prepositions, (I.)\ without, inthestwt.

Gen. 9: 22. (2.) yirt idem, Ps.41:7.

and n^rrrb idem, 2 Chr. 32 : 5. (3.) yinr?

y/w without, outwardly, the opposite
of rvap. Gen. 6 : 14. pinrra zV/e/w, Ezek.

41 : 25. ymn p idem, 2K.4:3. (4.) ? yinp

as a prep, without. TS$ yinp without the

city, Gen. 19:16. 24:11 ? n^rra ?Y/ew,

Ezek. 40: 40, 44. (5.) J fire fy as a prep,
to Me outside of. Num. 5 : 3, 4 yinp b

narraj to Me outside of the camp. Deut.

85:11. Lev. 4 : 12. (6.) jp yin as a prep,

figuratively, besides. Ecc. 2 : 25. (
So in

Chald. jo -a.)

2. as
1

a subst. dec. I. (1.) what is with-

out tJie house, the street. Jer. 37:21.
Job 18 : 17. Plur. nton, Is. 5 : 25. 10 :

6. (2.) what is without the city, fields,

pastures, deserts. Job 5:10. (Aram. ia

idem.'} Hence put in opposition to yix,

Prov. 8 : 26 ntani pv (cultivated) land

and deserts. Comp. Mark 1 : 45.

Deriv. prn.

pin or i) i. q. pn the bosom. Ps.

74:llKeth.

"Yin, fat. Tjrv to become white, to grow

pale, spoken of the face. Is. 29 : 22.

(Aram, jo**,
-nn idem.)

I. *^n m.jfine white linen or cotton.

Est. 1:6. 8 : 15. Sept. /Sytrc-o?. Arab.

P*rs- white silk; which may be the

meaning of the Hebrew word, for Me-
dian garments were made of silk. Etinop.
nn (hhsrir) white silk.

II. "Yin and "tfl, dec. I. i. q. -iin no.

II. /We, cavity. Is. 11 : 8. 42 : 22. (In
Arab, with ,4*.}

5 )

tD"fin Haram, 1. proper name of a

king of Tyre, contemporary with

Solomon. 2 Chr. 2 : 2. Otherwise called

D-yrr, 2 Sam. 5: 11. 1 K. 5 : 15. [5:1.]
2. of a Tyrian artist, 2 Chr. 4:11.

also called DWn 1 K. 7 : 40.

|*"n
n proper name of a district be-

yond Jordan. Ezek. 47 : 16, 18. In Greek,

1. "^in i. q. Tin no. I. w/Ve Z/wew, (or

sz'/^.)
With an uncommon plural termi-

nation nin, Is. 19 : 9.

II. Tin m. dec. I. 1. a hole. 2 K. 12 :

10. Applied to the opening for a win-

dow, Cant. 5 : 4. to the cavity for the

eye, Zech. 14:12.

2. a cave, cavern. Job 30 : 6. 1 Sam.
14:11.

m. Chald. white. Dan. 7 : 9.

1. tt^in I. to make haste, to hasten. Is.

8:1,3. 1 Sam. 20:38. Dent. 32:35.

Ps. 70 : 6 7 ngin Drr* ^o^, 7<^^ to

we. 141 : 1. Part. pass, onfrn hastening
or w ///^fc, with an active signification,

(comp. vrtN,) Num. 32 : 17.

2. to ?w0re violently, to rage, to be

ardent. Job 20 : 2 a ^n -vo^a o account

ofmy ardour within me.

Iliph. 1. to urge on, to hasten. Is. 5 :

19.60:22. Ps.55:9.

2. intrans. as in Kal, to make haste.

Judg. 20 : 37.

3. to 5e q/razW, to /ec. Is. 28 : 16.

(These significations are also united in

bns, iDn. In Arab. i^U- (med. Je) to

be afraid and to hasten!)

II. Chn as in Chaldaic, to perceive

by the senses, to feel, for example, pain,

joy, pleasure. Ecc. 2 : 25 sftrp >p W/o 7/5

enjoyed pleasure ?

\. For Hab. 2:17, see nnn.

m. verbal from cnn, dec. I. a

seal, a seal-ring. The inhabitants of the

east often carried a seal suspended by a

string, round the neck, between their

outer and inner garments, as the Per-

sians do at this day. Gen. 38 : 18. Cant.

8:6.

TWn. m - Hazael, proper name of a

king o'f "Syria. 1 K. 19: 15, 17. 2 K. 8 :

9, 12. 'n sra the house of Hazael, i. e.

Damascus, Am. 1 : 4.

nttl 1. in poetry, i. q. nsn to see, be-

hold. Job 24 : 1 . Ps. 46 : 9. 58 : 9. Con-

strued with a, to see or regard with

satisfaction, Ps. 27 : 4. 63 : 3. Cant. 7 :

1. [6:13]. Job 36 : 25. In a different

BB
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sense, Is. 47: 13

on the stars.

2. used especially in a

(
186 )

he gazers rfttin f. (with Kamets impure) ver-

bal from njn, dec. I.

religious j. form, especially a great or beau-

sense ;
e. g. Dv*$7 n mn to see GW,

tifulform, (comp. rorio.) Dan. 8 : 5 p
Ex. 24: 11. Job 19: 26. and applied n;nn ^ great, horn, cornu conspicuum.

particularly
to the supernatural visions ve i.se g <$ nm nytonj and there rose up

and internal revelations given to the four great (horns?) The latter verse

prophets, Num. 24 : 4. Hab. 1 : 1 Mtean migbt be rendered, something like four
pipnn rnrj -itiN the orach which Habakkuk

^orns), comp. mof no. 3. but the mean-

saw, i. e. which was revealed to him. mg given above appears preferable on

Ezek. 13:6 y tj they see lies, i. e. acc0unt of verse 5.

they have false revelations. Zech. 10 : 2. 2. aprophetic vision. Is. 2 1 : 2. 29 : 1 1 .

3. to look out, choose, select. Gen. 18 :

21. comp. ft n*n Gen. 22 : 8.

3. a revelation, law; hence, a cove-

nant, agreement. The Hebrews con-

4. figuratively,
to see into, to under- nected these two ideas, inasmuch as

stand. Job 15 : 17. 27 : 12. they regarded their religion as a cove-

Deriv. out of course ]iin, rmn, iron, nant with QO(J. is . 28 : 18. comp. rnh

ji'in, rnro, rnno. verse 14.

^ and NJH Chald. to see. Dan.
j^JH m. const,

jVirr, plur. ni:iTn, ver-

>3. 3 : 19 *qe& nitn i to n$a5 severa bal from njn, dec. III. e.

more tlian it had ever been seen, ]. sight, vision. Job 4: 13. 7:14.
i. e. known, to be heated. Infin. Kirra, go : 8.

Ezra 4 : 14. (In Syr. idem.) 2> a revelation. 2 Sam. 7 : 17. *>_3

i~f$H m. dec. IX. b. the breast, spoken p,^ Is. 22 : 5. (whence the superscription

only of animals. Ex. 29 : 26, 27. Lev. in verse 1.) valley of visionm revelation,

i. e. Jerusalem, or some part of it, alle-

gorically represented. According to

some, it is, in this passage, a translation

of the name nnin supposed to signify

vision.

tn m. dec. I. lightning. Job 28 :

7 : 30, 31. Plur. niin, Lev. 9 : 20, 21.

ritn m. verbal from nrn, dec. IX. a.

1. a seer, prophet, in later Hebrew,

i. q. nio, >?;.
1 Chr. 21 : 9. 25 : 5. 29 :

29.

2. i. q. rmn no. 3. (q. v.) a covenant,

26. 38:25. Kindred with yn. (Arab, nn

m. Chald. 1. vision. Dan. 2 : 28. transfixit telum fulminis.)

4 : 2, 7. [4 : 5, 10.] 7 : 7, 13. -pit? m. prim, a swine. Lev. 11:7.

2. form, appearance. 7 : 20. (Syr. (gyr. and Arab< #m.) .

ptn, fut. prrr. 1. to bind fast, to tie

m. verbal from mn dec. III. a. strait. (Arab. ^ -^ and
^J^s- wfewi/

^1.
s^, vino*. Dan. 1 : 17. 8 : 1. 9: ^^ ^.^ cQmp<^^^

2. a divine revelation. 1 Sam. 3:1. * be boundfast, Is. 28 : 22.

1 Chron. 17 : 15. Prov. 29 : 18. 2. to a^ere or stick fast, 2 Sam. 18 :

3. especially an oracle, often col- 9 n^i tew pjrr} awe? 7s /fcead s#wc^ fast

lectively. (Comp. o^*, Acts 11: 5. to the turpentine-tree. Hence, rnina 'n

16 : 9.) Is. 1 : 1. Obad. 1. Nah. 1:1. to adhere to the law, 2 Chr. 31:4. Con-

strued with h and an infin. to adhere to
r\ )Tn f. verbal from rnn, dec. 111. a. , .

j
. D t 1 2 23 T h

vision, revelation. 2 Chr. 9 : 29. 23-6
3. to strengthen. (Strength is ac-

quired from bracing the muscles and

111 Chald. sight. Dan. 4:8,17.

[4:11,20.]
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from girding one's self; hence this transfer

of signification is found in several words.

Comp. ton no. 6. ntfj? ; and for examples
in Arabic, see Bocharti Hieroz. I. p.

5 1 4 ff.) Ezek. 30:21. More frequently
intrans. to be or become strong, Josh. 17 :

13. Judg. 1 : 28. Gen. 41 : 56, 57. Con-

strued with ja to be stronger tJian, to

conquer, 1 Sam. 17:50. Construed with

to, idem, 2 Chr. 8:3. 27 : 5. Also with

an accus. in the same sense, 1 K. 16 :

22. 2 Chr. 28 : 20. Spoken of a com-

mand, to prevail, to get the upper hand,
2 Sam. 24:4. 1 Chr. 21:4.

4. to urge on, construed with to. Ex.

12 : 33. Ezek. 3 : 14. with an accus.

Jer. 20 : 7.

5. to be recovered from a sickness. Is.

39:1.

6. figuratively, to befirm, strong, un-

daunted. ypw prn be strong and cou-

rageous, Deut. 31:7, 23. comp. Dan.
10 : 19. 'D"*T ipin the hands of any one

are strong, i. e. he himself is strong, un-

daunted, Judg. 7:11. 2 Sam. 16 : 21.

(comp. Din joined with
]-$.)

7. to be hard, obstinate, inflexible, i.q.

rr$j. Mai. 3 : 13. Hence, spoken of the

heart, to be hardened or rendered obdu-

rate, Ex. 7:13,22.
8. to be confirmed, established. 2 K.

14:5. 2 Chr. 25 : 3 (with to.)

Pi. pm. 1. to gird, construed with

two accusatives. Is. 22 : 21. Nah. 2 : 2.

2. to fortify or intrench, 2 Chr. 11:

11, 12. 26:9. to repair what is decayed,
2 K. 12 : 8, 9, 13, 15. construed with

*>,

1 Chr. 26 : 27. to build anew, Neh. 3:19.

3. to strengthen. Judg. 16 : 28.

4. to heal. Ezek. 34 : 4, 16.

5. figuratively, to strengthen the hands

of any one, i. e. to urge him on, to in-

spire him with courage. Judg. 9 : 24.

Jer. 23 : 14. Job 4:3. 1 Sam. 23 : 16

D^MJ *nrn P:l
n" he gave him courage

with God. VT pin to strengthen ones
own hands, to take courage, Neh. 2:18.

6. to support, help, assist. 2 Chr. 29 :

34. Ezra 6 : 22. 1:6 and all their neigh-
bours *T55~^5a Q17'T? T'T! assisted, i. e. pre-
sented them with silver vessels, etc.

7. construed with ih, to Itarden the

heart. Ex. 4:21. V;B, teS p*n to shew
ones self stiff-necked, Josh. 1 1 : 20. Jer.

5 : 3. Ps. 64 : 6 rn rn raV iptrp they are

resolute in a wicked deed.

Hiph. p>)nn 1. to bind fast, especially
tofasten the hand on any thing; hence,
to seize or take hold

of,
in Greek IpQZvai

Titi. The original construction is found

Gen. 21 : 18 fa
IJT

nw VI? fasten thine

hand on him, i. e. hold him in thine

hand. Hence the verb is construed with

a, Ex. 4 : 4. Deut. 22: 25. 25 : 1 1. more

rarely with an accus. Is. 41 : 9, 13. Jer.

6:23, 24. 8:21. 50:43. Mic. 4:9 ^?nn
ton pangs take hold of thee. Also with

an inverted construction, Jer. 49 : 24
rr
i?K!'7 ^1- sne se^zes holdofterror; eomp.

insi Job 18 : 20. 21:6. Construed with

b, 2 Sam. 15:5. with to, Job 18: 9.

This verb often signifies (1.) to hold

back, Ex. 9:2. or to oblige to stay, Judg.
19:4. (2.) to contain, to hold, 2 Chr. 4 :

5. (3.) to get possession of, Dan. 11:21.
2. to holdfast, to adhere closely; e.g.

to one's integrity, Job 2 : 3, 9. 27 : 6.

Construed ^with to of the person, Neh.
10 : 30.

3. to strengthen, fortify; hence, to

build up again. Neh. 5:16. Ezek. 27 :

9,27.

4. to make strong, Ezek. 30 : 23. and
intrans. to become strong, to conquer,
2 Chr. 26:8. Dan. 11:32.

5. to help, assist; construed with a

Lev. 25 :35. Comp. p*jno an helper, Dan.

11:1. construed with an accus. verse 6.

Hithpa. to be strengthened, established,

or confirmed; spoken of a new king,
2 Chr. 1:1. 12:13. 13:21. to gather
ones strength, Gen. 48 : 2.

2. to feel ones self strengtJiened, 1

Sam. 30 : 6. Ezra 7 : 28. to take courage,
2 Chr. 15 : 8. 23 : 1. 25:11.

3. to act courageously. 2 Sam. 10;

12. Construed with '3$ to oppose, 2 Chr.

13 : 7, 8.

4. to assist any one, construed with a

and as. 2 Sam. 3:6. 1 Chr. 11 : 10.

Dan. 10:21.

in. verbal adj. from p]n, dec. IV. e.
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1. strong, mighty, vehement. Ex. 3 :

V9. 10:19.

2.jirm,
hard. Ezek. 3 : 9. nap, a)"T?rj

stiff-necked, obdurate, Ezek. 2:4. 3:7.

comp. verse 8.

ptn m. verbal adj. from pin, idem.

Ex. 19: 19. 2
4
Sam. 3:1.

ptn with stiff, 'jnn, verbal from pin,

dec.'VI. g. strength, help. Ps. 18 : 2.

p^h m. verbal from pin, dec. VI. m.

idem. Ex. 13 : 3, 14, 16.

nf?tn f. dec. X. strictly an infin. from
IT: v

p]?.

1. inpTr?3 2 Chr. 12 : 1. 26 : 16. when

7te had gained strength.

2. Trrngtna Is. 8: 11. when the hand

(of God) urged me, Comp. the verb

Ezek. 3:14. Jer.20:7.

3. Dan. 11:2 Vvaiya inpira as he sup-

ports himselfon his riches.

of Jehovah) Hezekiah, the proper name

of a king of Judah. 2 K. 18: 1,10. Also

called n;pirr, Hos. 1:1. Is. 1 : 1.

nptn fern, of pp. \-foqce, violence.

njnna by force or violence, WSam. 2 : 16.

Ezek. 34 : 4. vehemently, mightily, ve-

hementer, Judg. 4:3. 8:1,

2. the repairing (of a building). 2 K.

12:13. comp. the verb Pi. no. 2.

nn m. with suff. Tin, plur. DTTTT,

(with Dagesh forte implied, &s in n,

plur. t'tw) ;
i. q. nin, literally, a thorn ;

hence,

1. a ring, such as was put through
the nose of wild animals, and to which

the bridle was fastened. 2 K, 19:28.

Is. 37 : 29. Also such an one as was

passed through the jaws of sea-monsters,

Ezek. 29:4. comp. Job 40 : 26, [41:2,]
under nin no. 2.

2. Ex. 35:22. nose-ring, a female

ornament; or according to Kimchi a

buckle or clasp, to fasten together one's

garment; (comp. French epingle, a pin,
from Lat. spinula, a small thorn, and
Tac. Germ. 17.)

NtSn 1. to slip, tofall. Prov. 19: 2.

2. to err, go astray, to miss the goal.

)

(Comp. Hiph. Judg. 20 : 16.) Prov. 8 :

36 tafep Dnh 'jon he who misseth me

wrongeth his own soul. Antith. '2t>

verse 35. Job 5 : 24 ihou visitest thy

dwelling xpn;n rf and missest nothing,
i. e. thy hope is not frustrated, nothing
is wanting. (In Ethiop. WLK frustrari

spe potiundi, carere.)

3. to sin, since virtue is regarded as

a path from which the sinner strays, or

on which he slips. (Comp. the Greek

apxfnoiva, and Eng. to err.) The person

against whom one sins, is preceded by
b, as, rnrrb ^n to sin against JeJiovah,

Gen. 20 :~6, 9. 1 Sam. 2 : 25. 7 : 6. The

person or thing in respect to which, or

the action by which one sins, is preceded

by a, Gen. 42 : 22. Lev. 4 : 23 sn w^n
in which he hath sinned. Neh. 9 : 29.

by fc, Lev. 5 : 5. Num. 6:11. Neh. 13 :

26. or put in the accus. Lev. 5:16 n

enpn p ^n TEN wJiat he hath sinfully
takenfrom the sanctuary.

4. to owe, to forfeit; construed with

an accus. Lev. 5 : 7. comp. verse 1 1 .

Prov. 20 : 2 itfpa NOT he forfeits his own

life,
or brings it into danger; comp.

Hab. 2 : 10.

Pi. NOT 1. to be punished, or to suffer

for anything; construed with an accus.

Gen. 31:39.

2. to offer as a sin-offering. Lev. 6 :

19 [26] nn's s^rron he that offers it as

a sin-offering. 9:15 vwsrn and he of-

fered it as a sin-offering.

3. to purify, to cleanse, i. q. ^E3
; as

persons, Num. 19 : 19. Ps. 51:9. as sa-

cred utensils, the temple, etc, Ex. 29 :

36. (construed with *.)

Hiph. K*pnn 1. i. q. Kal no. 2. to miss

the mark, spoken of archers. Judg. 20 :

16. (In Arab. conj. IV.)

2. causat. of Kal no. 3. to cause to sit'.,

to seduce. Ex. 23 : 33. 1 K. 15 : 26

"jNnipjTiN N^pnn T2)N ins'iEni} and in Jiis shf,

wherewith he made Israel to sin. 16 : 26,

2K.3:3. 10:29.

Hithpa. 1. to purify ones self. Num.
19:12ff.31:20.

2. to be beside ones self, (from an-

guish, teiTor.) Job 41 : 17. [25.] Many
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verbs of erring (comp. Kalno. 2. Hiph.
no, 1.) bare this change of signification;

o. g. rwr Is. 21 : 4. also the Arab.

iH m. with suiF. arr, plur. ow^n,
const, v'^n, verbal from n^rt, sin, trans-

gression. Lev. 19:17. 22 : 9. rrr
?ja

rrrr

5// /-ft?& upon thee, Deut. 15 : 9.

fc^Ipn
m. (with Kamets impure) ver-

bal from
N'^n, dec. I.

1. a sinner. Gen. 13:13.

2. owe ftadfe to punishment) an of-

fender. 1 K. 1 : 21.

nfc^t^n f. verbal from
x'^rr,

a sin.

n^t^n fern, of K^n.

l.V*. Ex. 34:7.

2. a sinful woman, peccatrix. Am.
9:8.

nb^tDH f. Chald. a sin-offering. Ezra

6:17
T

Keri.

n^tSn f. const. nTn, plur. ni^rr,

fern, of *ren, dec. XIII. o.

1. afall, stumbling, misfortune. Prov.

10:16. (antith. D*JTT.) perhaps also 21:4.

2. a sin. Also that wherein one sins,

Deut. 9:21.

3. expiation, purification. Num. 8 :

7 nK*.2n ^ water ofpurification, i. q. rn: >a.

4. sin-offering. Lev. 6 : 25, 30. (For
its distinction from DW, see that article.)

5. punishment. Zech. 14:19.

DlOn to heiv wood, to form by hew-

ing. Deut. 29 : 11. Josh. 9 : 21, 23.

(Comp. nsn to liew stones.)
Pu. to be hewn out. Ps. 144 : 12.

)n fern. plur. Prov. 7:16. va-

coverings. (Arab.
i

to be particoloured; Syr.

a particoloured garment.)

Htpn f. wheat. Ex. 9 : 32. Plur. D>r
Gen/30 : 14. and ;>T Ezek. 4 : 9. The

singular denotes the plant, the plural
the grain.

DtOn to make an animal tractable,

by putting a muzzle on his mouth, or a

ring through his nose. (Arab.

Metaphorically, Is. 48:9 ^asn** I tame

(niy anger) or / restrain (myself) to-

wards you. For the ellipsis, see -rcnr, TJ:.

P)^n i. q. F]nn
to seize, take. Judg.

21:21. Ps. 10:9. (In Aram, frequent.

In Arab. L oU^
)

*Upn m. I. a branch, twig. Is. 11:1.

2. a rod. Prov. 14:3 in the mouth of
o -x

afool arrogance is a rod. (Syr. |j^Q-**

staff, rod.)

^n, const, 'rr, fern, rrrr, plur. D'Tr,

const. \vr, verbal from rvrr, dec. VIII. j.

1. as an adj. living, lively. Josh. 8 :

23. <|

n~^p every living person, Gen. 3 :

20. rrn \re$ a living creature, Gen. 1 :

20. Dbfrrnn he that liveth forever, the

Eternal, Dan. 12 : 7. HTTP TT as true as

God lives, vivus (est) Jehova, Ruth 3 :

13. a form of swearing; also 'p >rr, vivus

ego, when Jehovah himself swears, Num.
14:21,28. Deut. 32:40.

2. fresh, flowing, spoken of water.

Gen. 26: 19. Lev. 14:5,50.
3. raw,fesh, spaken of flesh. 1 Sam.

2:15. LevT 13: 13 ff.

4. reviving, living again; in the

phrase rm TO| Gen. 18 : 10, 14. 2 K. 4 :

16, 17. when the season revives, i.e. in

the coming year, Trt^iTchopivov iviotwrov.

(Horn. Od. xi. 247.)

5. as a subst. life.
In the singular

only Lev. 25 : 36. 1 Sam. 25 : 6. and
in the formulas of swearing, nins n (J)y)

the
life of Pharaoh, Gen. 42 : 15, 16.

?ju.

;

p3
'rr (by) the life of thy soul, 1 Sam.

1 : 26. 17 : 55. Before the name of Je-

hovah, TT is used; hence, sjsfe:
Tn rfirr TT

as Jehovah liveth, and as thy soul liveth,

1 Sam. 20 : 3. 25 : 26. But this signi-

fication we find more commonly in the

Plur. D-n, n? (Job 24 : 22.)
1 .

life. a^n nil breath of life, Gen.
6:17. nmrr yy tree of (immortal) life,

Gen. 2: 9. "comp. 3: 22, 24.

2. means of living, sustenance. Prov.

27 : 27.

^.refreshment. Prov. 3: 22. Job 3: 20.

4. happiness, prosperity. Ps. 34: 13.
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Prov.4:22,23. 12:28. 13:14.14:27.

a>>n rqfc the way to happiness, 2:19.

5 : 6."

n"Pn f. dec. X. literally, something

intricate or complicated, (from -m i. q.

Arab. t>U- to bend off; conj. II. to tie

knots.) Hence,
1. cunning, artifice. Dan. 8 : 23.

2. a riddle, i. e. an intricate speech ;

comp. rnrVp nrn -nn to give out a riddle,

rrvrrn Tan to solve a riddle, Judg. 14:12

19.

"

3. i. q. Veto, only implying greater

intricacy; hence, a proverb, Prov. 1 : 6.

a parable, Ezek. 17 : 2. a song, Ps. 49 :

5. 78 : 2. comp. Hab. 2:6. an oracle,

vision, Num. 12:8.

JTH, fut. rrrr, apoc. w.

1 . to live, often, to be in good health.

Dent. 8:1. 30:16. Neh.9:29. oaaabw

let your heart live, i. e. be joyful, Ps. 22 :

27. 69 : 33.

2. to continue alive. Num. 14 : 38.

raSpa np'n my soul shall live, i. e. I shall

be preserved alive, Gen. 12 : 13. 19 : 20.

3. to come to life again, Bzek. 37 : 5

ff. 1 K. 17 : 22. to revive, Jiftg. 15 : 19.

Gen. 45 : 27.

4. to be restored to health. Gen. 20 :

7. Josh. 5 : 8. Construed with p, 2 K.

1:2. 8:8.

Pi. nTjr 1. to make alive, to restore to

life.
Ps

T

. 30 : 4. 1 Sam. 2:7.

2. to permit to live, to preserve alive.

Gen. 12: 12. Ex. 1: 17. Construed with

ste3, 1 K. 20 : 3 1 . nj rrn topreserve seed,

Gen. 7 : 3. in a different sense, 19 : 32,

34. tj nrr to raise cattle, Is. 7:21.

Hos. 14 : 8
jrj

IVP Mey raz'se com, namely,
in a desolate land.

3. metaphorically, to rebuild (a city.)

1 Chr. 11:8. comp. Neh. 3 : 34 [4 : 2]

trpawrrnH vrm will they revive the stones

again? i. e. form them again into a

building ?

Hiph. 1. to restore to
life.

2 K. 8 : 1, 5.

2. to save alive, Gen. 6:19, 20. Con-
strued with tfpj, Gen. 19 : 19. Also, to

save
life, Gen. 47 : 25. 50 : 20. Once

withb, Gen. 45:7.

)

Deriv. out of course TT, rwn, n;rra.

rrn and
fc-^n

Chald. zWem. Dan. 2 :

4 ^rr po.'wb |bn Am<7, liveforever, the

usual salutation to a king. 3:9. 5:10.
6 : 6. 7 : 22. Comp. Neh. 2 : 3 nVttb ^on
rrrn fe ^e Am<? liveforever. 1 K. 1 : 31.

Aph. part. np preserving alive, (Syr.

jli.) Dan. 5: 19.

n^n verbal adj. from HTT, dec. IX. a.

Plur. fern. nVrr. lively, strong, vigorous,

Ex. 1 : 19.

njH f. const, rm, also poetically \rm,

(See'Gesenius' Lehrgeb. 127. 3.) fern,

of TJ, dec. X.

1. living; hence, a living soul, an ani-

mal. Gen. 37 : 20, 33. Often col-

lectively, as nrcpp every animal, Gen.

7:14. 8:1,17, 19. rrj^n, ywn rm, the

beasts of thefield, often opposed to tame

animals (ntona,) Gen. 1 : 24, 25. but

sometimes including them, Lev. 11:2,

47.

2. as an abstract noun, life; but only
in poetry, (otherwise D^n,) Job 33 : 18,

22, 38. Ps. 143 : 3.

3. i. q. SD3 desire, hunger, appetitus.

Job 33 : 20*38 : 19. comp. Is. 57 : 10.

4. i. q. run a band or company of men.

2 Sam. 23111,13.

fc^Vn f. emph. Knyn, Chald. an ani-

n f. verbal from rrn, life.
2 Sam.

20 : 3.

"

^n i. q. n;n to live, but inflected as a

verb Ain doubled, like the Arab.

Hence the pret. TT he lived, Gen. 5 : 5

Tri$M m ^"^3 all tlie days 'ofAdam
which he lived. 3 : 22 rtijw *m tawi and
he shall eat and liveforever. Num. 21 :

8 >m in'M nyrji and he shall see it and be

cured. These examples ought not to

be confounded with those in which TT is

an adj . ;
as Gen. 43 : 7 >n oyaw -ten is your

father yet alive? an pater vester

vivus scil. est9

7^n see 7^n.
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n m. const, ton, plur. D'ton, dec.

VI. /3. (see ton no. 6.)

1. power, strength, courage. Ps. 18:

33, 40. 33 : 16. ton net- to shew courage,

to do valiantly* Num. 24 : 18. Deut. 8 :

18. Ps. 60:12. 108:14.

2. a military force, a host. Ex. 14 :

28. torn -np a captain of the host, 2 Sam.

24 : 2. ton \:a, nr: ?we?i o/' war, soldiers,

Deut. 3: 18^ 1 Sam. 14:52. Ps.llO:3

Tjton
aVa in the day of thy power, \. e.

at the time of drawing out thy forces.

3. substance, riches, wealth. Gen. 34 :

29. Job 20 : 15. ton rrc to acquire

wealth, Deut. 8 : 17,"l8.

T

Ruth 4:11.

4. figuratively, integrity, virtue, i. q.

Lat. virtus, ton T&N men ofactivity or in-

tegrity, Gen. 47 V6. Ex. 18 : 21, 25. rw

ton a virtuous woman, Ruth 3 : 11. Prov.

12:4. 31:10. torr$ honest, virtuous,

1 K. 1 : 52. ton rnm? to act virtuously,

Prov.31:29i~

5. the strength of a tree, poetically
for its fruit. Joel 2 : 22. comp. ra Job

31:39.

V*n m. Chald. I. strength. Dan. 3:4.

2.' a host. Dan. 3 : 20. 4 : 32. [35.]

v*n and 7H m. dec. I. a.

1. a host. 2 K. 18 : 17. Once bn Obad.

20. also in the Keri of Ps. 10 : 10 ow^n
the multitude of the desponding ; but

the Kethib is preferable. See nrrn.

2. i. q. Lat. pomcerium, a space with-

out the wall ofa city, but considered as

a part of its defence, perhaps somewhat

raised, like a small wall. 2 Sam. 20 : 15.

Is. 26 : 1. Nah. 3 : 8. Lam. 2 : 8. comp.
IK. 21:23. Ps. 48: 14. 122:7. Per-

haps figuratively, Hab. 3:19. Sept. jrgo-

Tiixirp*, 7rtiTSi%6$. Vulg. antemurale.

(In the Talmudical writers, ton denotes

a space, 10 cubits broad, round the wall

of the temple; see Lightfooti Opp. T. II.

p. 193.)

Snn m. and Jl^fl f. (Job 6:10.)

See ton nos. 1, 2.

1. pain, especially of childbirth. Ps.

48:7. Jer.6:24. 22:23. Mic.4:9.
2. trembling, fear. Ex. 15:14.

v^D Ps.48:14. according to the

usual punctuation, i. q. ton no. 2. But

the Sept. Vulg. Syr. Chald. Jerome and

18 MSS. read with Mappik nton from ton.

D^H 2 Sam. 10 : 16. and DN^D
verse 17. a city not far from the Eu-

phrates, where David smote Hadadezer.

1
V^Il a sacerdotal city in the tribe of

Judah.' Once 1 Chr. 6 : 43. [58.]

pn m. Job 41: 4. [12.] a Chaldaic

form for
jri grace, beauty, gratia. (In

Chald.
jn,

also :n, N:TT i. q. Heb.
jrr.)

yTl m. a ivall. Ezek. 13 :10. (In

Chald. and Arab, idem.)

i*)!^n, fern, rrrcrn, denom. adj. from

fin, outer, external, Ezek. 10:5. 40:

17,31. civil, in opposition to sacred,

1 Chr. 26 : 29. in a somewhat different

sense, Neb. 11:16. jijrn^ without, 1 K.
6 : 29, 30.

p^Jl, rarely prr, m. dec. I. a.

1. the bosom. 1 K. 3 : 20. Ex. 4 : 6, 7.

pTO 35^ to lie on the bosom, i. e. to have

conjugal intercourse, 1 K. 1 : 2. Mic.
7 : 5. ?TT rrajw the wife that rests on thy

bosom, Deut. 13:7. 28 : 54. comp.
verse 56. pm irro a present in the bosom,

i. e. a secret present, Prov. 21:14. comp.
17 : 23. p'n VK a^tfn to render into the bo-

som of any one, i. e. to recompense him,
Ps. 79:12. Is. 65:6,7.

2. the bosom or lap of a garment.
Prov. 16 : 33.

3. figuratively, sinus currus, the hol-

low cavity of a chariot or wagon, 1 K.
22 : 35. the cavity of an altar where the

fire burns, Ezek. 43 : 13.

4. the inwardpart generally. Job 19 :

27.

i. q. ttfcn to be in haste. Hence,

Ps. 71:12 Kethib; and

adv. in haste, soon. Ps. 90 : 10.

TJI1 m. with suff. >sn, dec. VIII. b.

(Arab. t^Jlxs-, Aram. ^^*, the pa-

late; (I.) as the organ of taste, Job 12:

11. comp. 6:30. Ps. 119 : 103. (2.) as

the organ of speech, Prov. 8 : 7 n$K '3
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^n nsrv for my palate speaks truth. Job 13. learned, abounding in knowledge;

31 : 30 / suffered
not mypalate to sin; compare what is said of Solomon 1 K. 5 :

comp. 33:2. Hos. 8 : 1 the trumpet to 914. [4:2934.] to be virtuous;

thy palate ! i. e. to thy mouth ! freq. For the connexion between wisdom

JlDn to wait. Once Is. 30 : 18. and virtue in the view of the ancient

Pi! nsn idem. 2 K. 7 : 9. Construed Hebrews, see the maxim, Job 28 : 28.

with an accus. or with b, to wait for,
3 - Plur- Dn??n:

the wise men in a royal

Job 3 : 21. 32 : 4. especially nirrb nan to court> statesmen, philosophers, Magians.

wait (with confidence) on Jehovah, Ps. Gen- 41 : 8 - Ex. 7 : 1 1. Fern, nton Jer.

33 : 20. Is. 8 : 17. Infin. with Chaldaic 9 : 16- women skilled (in lamentation).

form r?n, Hos. 6 : 9.
Para11 - mourning women.

nSn f. an angle, hook. Job 40 : 25

[41 h~] Is. 19:8. Hab.l:15. Pro-

f' verbal from c?7' (lec - X -

1. skill, dexterity. Ex. 28 : 3. 31: 6.

bably fern, of
Tjn

the palate, as the hook Also joined with &, 35 : 26, 35.

catches in thepalate or throat of the fish. 2. ivisdom, intelligence. Prov. 1 : 2.

(Also in Chald.) 7:4.

n^DH proper name of a hill in the !"tt??0
Chald. wisdom. Dan. 2 : 30.

desert of Ziph. 1 Sam. 23 : 19. 26: 1, 3. nlMH f. verbal from opn, wisdom.

jJl Chald. wise. Dan. 2: 21. espe- Construed as a singular, (like

cially a wise man, a Magian, Dan. 2: Prov. 9:1. (comp. 14:1.) as a plural,

24 : 7. In other passages doubtful, 1 :27. 5 : 15.

n m. red, spoken of the eyes
20 (where nsin may also be plural). Ps.

inflamed with wine. (Root ^n i. q.

Arab. Jj^ oculus rubcdine suffusus

esl.) Gen. 49 : 12. Hence,

rvhbm f. denom. from y%n, red-

ness, as of the eyes from drinking wine.

T^C^n f. wisdom

singular, Prov. 14 : 1.

?P see ?*3^ m - verbal from

construed as a

Pi - no - 4 - dec -

Prov. 23 : 29.

D5H, fut. D5n
: ,

to be or become wise,^

I. profane, common, in opposition to hob/
or consecrated. Lev. 10 : 10. 1 Sam.

: 6'

to act wisely. Prov. 6 : 6. 23 : 19. Con-

strued with an accus. Ecc. 2:19 "to?

'rrosrrai t|^to^ my substance, which Ihave sick, diseased. Deriv.

earned by my wisdom.

Pi. to make wise. Job 35 : 11.

Hiph. idem. Ps. 19:8.

2 Chr. 16 : 12. i. q. njn to be

^/t! P^ral of ^n.

f. dec. X. rust, for example,

Hithpa. 1. to think ones self wise, cf brazen pots. Ezek. 24:6fT. (Root
Ecc. 7:16.

2. to oc# wisely, construed with *? Ex. scr
\. 10
\_*L , 1 V r 1 TTTDJM verbal adj. from nsn, dec. IV. c.
_
T
T.,- ,

1.
skilful, dexterous. Is. 3 : 3. (Sept.

"i 28 : 3> a-"^^ ^
sktl/ul workmen. 31:6. 35:10. 36:1,
2,8. Jer. 10:90^0 nxp^ a w;or^ of
*Aiytt7 wew. Comp

T

.'

!

the "Homeric ex-
; <>n tl^ctt *i*irttis.

perhaps NWT i. q. Arab. to rub, to

. , , ,

with suff. >aVn, dec.

^^ from

: 12. Prov. 27 : 27.
i 2

and ^ m

8 if fr01T1

.

c. ;;??//,

Gen J8 .

. 60 : 16.

Wlth suft '

r. D>a^n, const, -rn, dec. VI.
j and k.

I. fat. Gen. 4:4. Lev. 3 : 3. fi-

2. wise, intelligent, prudent. Also guratively, the best or most eminent of its

lfnl. nr/nrhiy, 2 Sam. 14 : 2. Job 5 : kind, Num. 18 : 12. fwn a^n the fat of
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the land, i. e. its best productions, Gen.

45:14. D-2PT aVr Ps.81:17. 147 : 14u

and ran nr:? rn Deut. 32 : 14. (comp.
Is. 34: 6.) the fat, t/ie kidney fat of
wheat, i.e. the finest wheat, comp.
Num. 18:12.

2. figuratively, afat, i. e. an unfeeling,

heart. Ps. 17 : 10. comp. 73 : 7. (Others
s c

comp. the Arab. L._^l^. pericardium.)

i"Q7n Judg. 1 :31. proper name of

a city ^
in the tribe of Asher.

Ezek. 27 : 18. in Greek X*-

now Aleppo, a city of Syria,

celebrated for its wine, the common
drink of the Persian kings.

njITLvPf
f. galbanum, a powerful and

very fragrant gum procured from a

Syrian plant. Ex. 30: 34. Comp. Celsii

Hierobot. T. I. p. 267.

"I?!! m. dec. VI. k. I. length of life.

Ps. 39 : 6. 89 : 48. (Root Arab. jj&. to

last, endure.)
2. life. Job 11: 17.

3. world. (Comp. D^.) Ps. 49 : 2. 17:

14 -rjirp
Dno men oftheworld, i. q. xoo-pog,

John 15 : 18, 19.

y?h m. a mole. Lev. 11 : 29. (Syr.

and Arab. idem. Root f^** to dig.)

1. nbn 1. to be weak, feeble* Judg.

16 : 7 ff.

"

2. to be pained. Prov. 23 : 35.

3. to be sick. Gen. 48 : 1. 2 K. 13 : 14.

v^l n rrcn he ivas diseased in his feet,
1 K. 15:23. to suffer from a wound,
2 K. 1 : 2. 1 Sam. 31 : 3. nbin rn*\ a sore

evil, Ecc.5:12, 15.

4. to be concerned about any one,

construed with to?. 1 Sam. 22 : 8.

Niph. rna I. to be exhausted, wearied,

Jer. 12 : 13. to be weak, sick, Dan. 8 : 27.

Part. fern, rhm, as HTT: n3<? a sore wound,
Jer. 14:17. 30 : 12. "comp. 10 : 19. Nah.

3:19.

2. to be troubled about any thing,

construed with to?. Am. 6 : 6. Hence,
rrn: DV a grievous or sorrowful day, Is.

17:11. (comp. Jer. 17 : 16.)

Pi. nVn to afflict with sickness, Deut.

29 : 2 1.' Passively, Ps.77:ll NVT <nfcn

this is my infirmity.

Pu. pass, to become weak. Is. 14 : 10.

Hiph. pret. *nn Is. 53 : 10. Mic. 6:13.

1. to cause a wound to be malignant;

hence, metaphorically, to afflict, to

grieve. Prov. 13:12.

2. intrans. Hos. 7 : 5 on the (festival)

day of our king f^a npn cnic i^nrt the

princes fell illfrom the heat ofivine.

Hoph. to be wounded. 1 K. 22 : 34.

Hithpa. 1. to become sick, from grief.

2 Sam. 13:2.

2. tofeign ones self sick. 2 Sam. 13:

5,6.
Deriv. nbrro, nbrro, Vr.

II. PlTTl found only in Piel, and in

the phrase 'D :D
r$r?

which signifies

(1.) toflatter or caress, namely, a prince,

in order to obtain some favour. Job 1 1 :

19. Prov. 19: 6. Ps.45:13 the rich

among thepeople shallflatter thee. (2.) to

supplicate any one, to ask his favour.
Ex. 32:11. 1 Sam. 13:12. IK. 13: 9.

2 K. 13 : 14. Dan. 9 : 13. (In Kal proba-
X >* =

bly i. q. Arab. 5tj>., Syr. *~^4* to be

sweet, pleasant, acceptable; hence lite-

rally, in Piel, to make the face of any
one serene, to make himfriendly.)

H^n f. dec. X. a cake. 2 Sam. 6: 19.

especially one presented as an offering,

Lev. 8:26. 24:5. Root ttn, to bore

through; probably because the cakes

were perforated, as among the Arabians

and modern Jews.

D")7n m. plur. nioYjn, verbal from DJTT,

dec. I. a dream. Gen. 20: 3, 6. 31 : 10,

11,24.

^ >>n com. gen. (m. Josh. 2 : 18. f.

Ezek. 41 : 16.) Plur. DT Joel 2 : 9. and

ni Ezek. 40 : 16. a window. pVnrr ira

through the window, Gen. 26 : 8. Josh.

2 : 15. Judg. 5 : 28.

flSh Josh. 15:51. 21 :15. Jer. 48:

21. a sacerdotal city in the tribe of Ju-

dah ; perhaps the same with jton
1 Chr,

6 : 43. [6 : 58.]
cc
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n m. act ofleaving behind. Prov. <***> Gen. 18 : 25. 44 : 7, 17. Josh. 24 : 16.

31:8
ffin

:a children left behind, or-
comP' Job 3* : 10 - or with D and a finite

/"T Toe J b 2? ! 5 '

:45 (without*) 2Sam.20: 20.
. (Arab.

children behind.)

conj. II. to leave !f'l Sam '

q f. verbal from %, overthrow, sometimes find nirr

In each of the above constructions we
m-

defeat. Ex. 32 : 18. serted, 1 Sam. 24 : 7. 26 : 11. 1 K. 21 :

rnrj Calachene, proper name of a 3. Hence, Josh. 22 : 29 1290 tfi n)*n

province in the northern part of Assyria, nm -no? GW forbid that we should re-

2 K. 17: 6. 18:11. bel against him. We find a different

^H^n f. verbal from Pilpel of ton. phraseology 1 Sam. 20: 9,far be itfrom
T T ;

*

-i-Tm^ /1^^4-s^.nA *^C /v-v-* .o\ -tit *-*/. T A 7>^. A .7^J 2L-*

1. pain, as of a woman in travail. Is.

21:3.

2. pain, distress, terror. Nab. 2:11.

Ezek. 30 : 4, 9.

tobn found only 1 K. 20 : 33 YVTOI- T -:-:-

(instead

.... #rca ratf fe// thee.

Dn f. verbal from ^n, dec. X.

change, alternation. 2 K. 5 : 5 rfartn nta?

Qv? ten Changes of raiment, i. e. ten

isaon roSrm prob. theyhastenedand sought
comPlete suits - verses 22, 23. Judg. 14 :

confirmation whether it werefrom him.
12

>
13' Gen ' 45 : 22' also without

IntheMishnah (T. V. p. 216. T.IV.
14 : 19. Job 10 : 17 niobrr

. . . ..
p.42.142. ed. Surenhus.)^n signifies to

chan
ffes and armies, i.e. armies con-

confirm ; hence perhaps in our passage
stantl? recruiting.Job 14 : 14 >mbn my

causatively, to seek confirmation. The chan^ l - e ' the haPPy chan^e of my
"*'**? as an adv- ^courses,
1 K. 5 : 28. [14.]

n f. verbal from y)n, dec, X.

stripped from an enemy, booty,

v>a.uoai/ir ciy, ny occrt. ^Vllfll //tUI/lU/1. lie .

form may be regarded as the fut. Hiph.
destiny,

(see -on;) or perhaps it should be

pointed floVn*.

VO m. plur. m^n, dec. VI. <m or-

namentfor the neck, a necklace. Prov. exuvice. 2 Sam. 2 : 21. Judg. 14 : 19.

25 : 12. Cant. 7 : 2. (Arab. 1^ idem.)
n5?D (for ?") adj. masc. Ps. 10 :

? 4^ 8. in pause najry verse 14. Plur. Dw^n
VCl in pause *h, plur. o^bn, verbal verse 10.poor "unfortunate. Root, Arao.

from nbn no. I. dec. VI. q. ^J^ to be dark^ to be unfortunate.
1 sickness Deut 7 : 15. 28 : 61. Is. The word is quadriliteral, and the n~1:5 ^ tKT^

the whole head is become or
(like n_ in^ Qri inall R;

^,,
L e is very sick.

paragogic, but afterwards regarded and2 a moral evil, (m the constitution treated as a radical. It is, however,of the

world)^
Ecc. 6:2.

doubtful^^ ^ VQwel ints ^
3. grief, affliction. Ecc. 5 : 16.

correct . for ^ present^ ^^
*^T f

^em * ^ ^' ^ec* ^* a necklace. to the Keri rnbrr My 7o^, and plur. DJ bn

Hos. 2 : 15. [13.]
tfo company ofthe desponding. A short

m. verbal from *rr, dec. III. a
V Wel in

/
he ^ 8^llable would be

Is 5-12 qo"

T

- 2Q 1 K 1 - Tf conformable to analogy.IS. O . L. oU . \). 1 JV. 1 : L. L.ta_ T 7~"n 1 . to bore orpierce through,(A.YB\y.

and nSSn adv. /r 66 it,
^ ;) &nd intran8 ' to ^P^ed through

Godjorbid. (Uter.'base, profane, see
r wounded' P-109:22. Deriv. ^n,

Pi. and Hiph.) 1 Sam. 20 : 2 rf> nVrn
no God forbid; thou shalt not die]
omp. 2 : 30 S nVSn constmed with p

Arab ' J=^> but Probably kindred with
and an

infinitive,/^ be itfrom me so to Ji- ) See Pi. and Hiph.

40.

*' * se> to P> > break. (In
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Pi. 1. to wound, smite. Ezek. 28 : 9.

2. to break, violate (a covenant). Ps.

55 : 20. 89 : 35. Mai. 2 : 10.

3. to open, make common. nan b^rr to

prostitute ones daughter, Lev. 19 : 29.

comp. 21. 7, 14. Hence, because what

is permitted or common is opposed to

what is sacred,

4. to profane, pollute, defile ; e. g.

the priest, the sanctuary, Lev. 19:8.

21: 9 if. Mai. 2:11. the sabbath, Ex.
31 : 14. the name of God, Lev. 18 :21.

19:12. the bed of one's father, (by in-

cest,) Gen. 49 : 4. Ps. 89 : 40 y>$ rAVrr

nw thou profanest (and easiest) to the

ground his diadem. Comp. 74:7. Ezek.

28 : 16. D^pn bVrr to profane a vineyard,

namely, by gathering its fruits, after it

had been consecrated, (see Lev. 19 : 23.) ;

hence, in general, to use or improve it,

Deut. 20 : 6. 28 : 30. Jer. 31:5.
5. denom. from Mn, to blow the flute

or pipe. IK. 1:40.'

Pu. pass, of Piel no. 1. Ezek. 32 : 26.

pass, of Piel no. 4. Ezek. 36 : 23.

Deriv. toprofane.

Xipli. "jnp (for Vn;). infin. ton (like Dion),

fut. fcj, ton ; pass, of Pi. no 4. Ezek. 7 :

24.20:9,14,22. Lev. 21:4.

Hiph. ton I. to loose, setfree. Hos. 8:

10 (with p).
2. to break or violate (a promise).

Num. 30 : 3.

3. i. q. Pi. no. 4. to profane. Ezek.

39:7.

4. to open, to begin; construed for the

most part with an infin. either with or

without
?,
Gen. 10:8. Deut. 2 : 25, 31.

rarely with a finite verb, Deut. 2 : 24, 31.

1 Sam. 3:12 nbi ton beginning and end-

ing, i. e. from beginning to end. Gen. 9 :

20 npiNn * n: ton and Noah began to

be an husbandman.

Hoph. pass, to be begun. Gen. 4 : 26.

Deriv. nton.

7H m. verbal adj. from ttn, dec.

IV. c.

1. pierced through; hence, mortally

wounded, Job 24 : 12. Ps. 69 : 27. Jer.

51: 22. and more frequently, slain (in

battle), Deut. 21 : 1, 2, 3, 6. :nn ttn

slain with the sword, Num. 19 : 16. also,

as an antithesis to this phrase, nrybVn
the slain with hunger, Lam. 4 : 9. comp.
Is. 22 : 2.

2. profane, unlioly. (See the verb in

Pi. no. 4.) Ezek. 21: 30. [25.] Fern.

nSto (joined with n:ii) ,
a defiled, i. e. de-

floured, virgin, Lev. 21:7, 14.

I. DTTf, fut, tibrr, to dream. Gen.

37 : 5 ff. Divine revelations were often

communicated through dreams ; hence,

Dito cto a dreamer of dreams, i. q. N'33

a prophet, Deut. 13:2. comp. Joel 3:1.

[2 : 28.] Num. 12 : 6.

Hiph. causat. of Kal, to cause to

dream. Jer. 29 : 8.

II. DT>n as in Syriac, to be strong,

healthy. Job 39 : 4.

Hiph. causat. of Kal, to restore to

health, to recover. Is. 38 : 16.

Q7H m. emph. nojrr, Chald. a dream.

Dan"'2:4ff. 4:2f[4:5ff.]

nWpll f. found only Job 6:6. prob.

according to the Targums and the Jew-

ish commentators, i. q. ftoto and jfato
the

yelk of an egg; hence, rnoto "n the sa-

liva of the yelk, the ivhite of an egg.

t^t2 vH m. a quadriliteral, a hard

stone, ^flint.
Job 28 : 9. Ps. 1 14 : 8.

Joined with -v, Deut. 8:15. 32 : 13.

>") /n, fut.
fjto

1

, poetically for "o$.

1. to pass, to go by, to go away. Job

4:15. 9:26. Cant, 2:11.

2. to go on. 1 Sam. 10 : 3.

3. to perish, disappear. Is. 2:18.

4. to transgress (the law). Is. 24 : 5.

5. to go through; but only causatively
to pierce through. Judg. 5 : 26. Job 20 :

24.

6. to attach, to press in a hostile

manner. Job 9: 11. 11:10. Spoken of

the wind, Is. 21 : 1. of a stream, 8 : 8.

7. to put forth new shoots, to become

verdant, to renew its youth. Ps. 90 : 5,

6. Hab. 1:11 rrn
f]to

w tlien his courage
shall renew

itself. (Syr. in Aph. Arab,

conj. IV. idem.)
Pi. to change (one's garments). Gen.

41 : 14. 2 Sam. 12 : 20, (Syr. Pa. idem.)
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Hiph. 1. to change, exchange. Gen.

35:2. Lev. 27: 10. Ps. 102:27.

2. to alter. Gen. 31: 7, 41.

3. causat. of Kal no. 7. to cause to

grow, Is. 9 : 9. and intrans. to sprout or

grow, Job 14 : 7. Hence, with rfe, to re-

new ones strength, Is. 40:31. 41:1.

also without nis, in the same sense, Job
29:20.

Deriv. out of course
rpbrr, nc^n.

] ^Pf Chald. to pass, spoken of time.

Dan74
:

:13,20,29. [4:16,23,32.]

F|
7n strictly a subst. exchange, (from

F]bn) ; hence, as a pvep.for, in exchange

for. Num. 18:21,31.

^70 * to l ose orpull off(\he shoe).

Deut. 25 : 9, 10. Is. 20:2.

u . 2. to draw out (the breast). Lam. 4 : 3.

3. to withdraw one s self, construed

with p. Hos. 5 : 6.

Pi. 1. to pull out; e. g. stones from
a wall, Lev. 14 : 40, 43.

2. to deliver. 2 Sam. 22 : 20. Ps. 6 :

5. 50:15. 81:8.

3. as in Syriac, to rob, plunder. Ps.

7:5 Djn n-ytt
nsVrrNi and have robbed

him who was my enemy without cause.

Comp. n^n. It is better, however,
with the Chaldaic version, to make y^n
i. q. ynb to oppress; namely, Ioppressed
my enemy without cause.

Niph. to be delivered. Prov. 11: 8.

Ps. 60: 7. 108:7.

Deriv. nisVnp.

II. yT>n in Kal not used.

Niph. to prepare for action, to arm

for battle. (Comp. Syr. K-V~ ac-

cinctus ad opus.) Prob. a denom. from

yVr the loins, namely, to gird up ones
loins. Num. 32 : 17, 20. 31 : 3. Part.

y^n and
a.? yi'jn prepared for battle, in

battle-array, Num. 32 : 21, 27, 29 ff.

Deut. 3:18. Josh. 6 : 7 ff. Is. 15 : 4
^TCr^bn the warriors of Moab; (in the

parallel passage Jer. 48 : 41 ayto-nfea).

Hiph. to strengthen, alacrem, expedi-
tum reddere. Is. 58 : 1 1.

D^bn dual, dec. IV. c. loins. Job

38 : 3 gird up now thy loins like a man,
i. e. prepare for contest, 40 : 7. Gen.
35 : 1 1 kings shall come out of thy loins,

i. e. shall be begotten of thee.

pvH, fut, p'Vrr. 1. to be smooth. (Arab.

(jks* idem) Hos. 10:2. Metaphorically,

to beflattering, Ps. 55 : 22.
S X X

2. to divide. (Arab. ^^J^ idem.)

Josh. 14:5. 18:2. 22:8. most fre-

quently, to divide among themselves, to

sfiare, 2 Sam. 19:29. 1 Sam. 30 : 24 i^rrr

lifcrp they shall share alike. Prov. 17:2
and shall share or partake of the inhe-

ritance among the brethren. (Num. 18:

20.) comp. Job 27 : 17. Construed with

c, to share with any one, Prov. 29 : 24.

with b, to divide to any one, Deut.4 : 19.

29:25. Neh. 13:13. with b of the per-
son and a of the thing, to give one a

part in any thing, Job 39 : 17 p}rrVi

rma nb and hath notgiven her (the ostrich)

understanding. 2 Chr. 28:21 Ahaz di-

vided the house of God and tJie house

of the king and of the princes, i. e. he

plundered them of their treasures. Sept.
A#g rot. ly TO! o'lxa. Comp. pbrr booty.

Job 17: 5.

Niph. 1. to divide one's self. Gen.
14:15 Drrb? pbrrn he divided himself(and
came) upon them. Job 38 : 24.

2. to be divided out. Num. 26 : 53, 55.

Pi. 1. as in Kal, to divide, e.g. the

booty. Gen. 49: 27. Ps. 68:13. Con-
strued with b, to distribute among, 2 Sam.
6 : 19. Is. 34 : 17. 53 : 12 D'ana V? pfcw I
will assign to him (his lot) among the

mighty.
2. to scatter. Gen. 49 : 7. Lam. 4:16.

Pu. pass. Is. 33 ; 23.

Hithpa. to dividefor tJiemselves. Josh.

18:5.

Hiph. 1. to smooth, labour, spoken
of an artificer. Is. 41 :7.

2. joined with
ptzft

Ps. 5:10. Prov.

28:23. or with onn^Prov. 2 : 16. 7:5.

to make smooth ones tongue, one's words,
i.e. to flatter; also without these addi-

tions in the same sense, Prov. 29 : 5 -93

tfw?. ^? P'

1

?? tnan who flatters or dis-

sembles to his neighbour. Ps. 36 : 3.
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3. causat. of Kal no. 2. Jer. 37 : 12 five smooth among the stones, i. e. five

c$p pfrb to fetch his inheritance from smooth stones. Comp. similar phrases

thence. Others: to escape from thence. Is.
29^:

19. Hos. 13 : 2.

(On the order of the significations, see

Deriv. out of course npVra, np^rra.

pvH m. verbal adj. from pjp.

1. smooth, without hair. Gen. 27 : 11.

Spoken of a mountain, uncovered, Josh.

11:17. 12:7. Figuratively, Prov. 5: 3.

2. flattering. Prov. 26 : 28.

3. fake, deceitful. Ezek. 12 : 24.

comp. 13:7.

P ' D Chald. part, lot, portion. Ezra

f. verbal from pVn, dec. XII. c.

1. smoothness. Gen. 27 : 16. Plur.

smooth or slippery places, Ps. 73 : 18.

2. flattery. Prov. 6 : 24. Plur. nipbrr

idem, Is. 30 : 10. nipbn npto a flattering

lip, Ps. 12 : 3, 4.

3. apart, orportion; hence, with rn$
a piece of land, Gen. 33 : 19. Ruth 2 :

3. also without addition in the same

sense, 2 Sam. 14 : 30, 31. 23 : 12.

7)1 f. verbal from pbn, dec. X.

4:16. Dan.4:12,20. [4:15,23.] Comp. division. 2 Chr.-35:5.

7H plur. fern, verbal from p6n,

flatteries. Dan. 11:32.

*t>i

1 and ^n^p^n m. (portion of

Jehovah) Hilhiah,

1. a high-priest under king Josiah.

p^H m. with suff. ^n, verbal from 2 K. 22 : 8, 12.

., '\

"
VT 2. the father of Jeremiah. Jer. 1:1.

l^rTj (1GC V A* 1 77
1. smoothness. Is. 57 : 6 Vm 7^3 the rhjpvp7H plur. fern, verbal from pfrr.

smooth, i.e. unwooded, parts of the 1. slippery places. Ps. 35 : 6. Jer.

valley, (comp. pbn no. 1. The Dagesh 23 : 12.

in b is euphonic.) Hence, figuratively, 3. flatteries, arts of dissimulation,

flattery. Prov. 7:21. Dan. 11:21, 34.

2.

jwjf,
portion Josh 14: 4. pfc? i*y ^n L fut .^ te rffc*^ /̂m#.

a/vl

equal portions, Deut. 18 : 8. .hspeci-

ally (
J .) a portion of the booty. Gen. Ex- 17 : 13 ' Construed with by, Is. 1*

14 : 24. hence, the booty itself, Job 17 : 5

DT?. T?l P^/
1

(who] betrays hisfriendsfor

or have not a portion with any tatus est;

one, Deut. 10 : 9. 12:12. 14:27,29.
or with z of the thing, Ecc. 9 : 6. Also

figuratively, to have or not have some

concern or something to do with any one,

12. Deriv. rroibrr.

2. fut. 'OV, to be weah, frail, to pass
'. (Syr. Ethpe. debili-

debilis.] Deriv. t5H

"pH m. verbal from ttJ^n, weak,feeble.

Joel 4: 10. [3:10.]

I. DH m. with suff. *^pn, mor?, prim.

2 Sam. 20 : 1. 1 K: 12 : 16. Ps. 50 : 18. irreg. a father-in-law. Gen. 38 : 13, 25.

(3.) sp pftr Me portion of Jacob, i. e. (Comp. ninn.)

Jehovah, the object of his worship. Jer.

10:16.51:19. comp. Deut. 4: 19. Ps.

16:5. 142:6.

II. DH a proper name.

1. Ham, son of Noah, from whom,

according to Gen. 10:6 20, most of
2. a portion of land, afield. 2 K. 9 :

tjje southem nations were descended.

10, 36, 37. Hence, land, in opposition The name literally denotes perhaps
to sea, Am. 7 : 4.

3. lot, por$a. Ecc. 2:10. 3 : 22. 5 :

17. Job 20 : 29. 31:2 gfyj pfr lot or-

dained of God.

p?H verbal adj. from pVp, dec. I.

warm or southern. See Don, and comp.

2. a poetical name for Egypt, proba-

bly of Egyptian derivation, but to the

Hebrew presenting the same literal sig-

smooth. 1 Sam. 17:40 D'j: *$n rrcton nification as above. (In Egypt,
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i. e. black. Ps. 78 : 51. 105 : 23,

27. 106:22.

III. DH verbal adj. from DOTT, dec.

VIII. a. hot, warm. Josh. 9:12. Plur.

tren, Job 37 : 17.

DPI m. verbal from Don, heat, warmth.

Gen. 8: 22.

see n?^n.
T

, fc$DJ"l f. Chald. heat, anger,

i. q. Heb. rran. Dan. 3 : 13, 19.

HNDn f. 1. thick or curdled milk.

(In Arab. [*. spissum et velut durum

fuit lac.) Gen. 18 : 8. Is. 7 : 15, 22.

2 Sam. 17 : 29. In the poetic parallelism,
it acquires perhaps the same meaning
as $n, Job 20 : 17. Judg. 5 : 25. Deut.

32:14.

2. cheese. Prov. 30 : 33. (This word
is often rendered butter, which, how-

ever, is hardly known to the orientalists,

except as a medicine.)

"TEH fut. -rfcrn. 1. to desire, covet, lust

after, Strive for. Gen. 20 : 17. 34 : 24.

Mic. 2 : 2.

2. to take pleasure in, to delight in.

Ps. 68 : 17. Is. 1 : 29. Prov. 12 : 12.

With a pleonastic dative
ft, Prov. 1 : 22.

Part, -nan what is most pleasant or

beautiful, Job 20 : 20. Ps. 39 : 12. Is.

44 : 9 Drrpon their pleasant things, i. e.

their idols ; (comp. Dan. 1 1 : 37.)

Niph. part, -ran: 1. lovely, pleasant,
desirable. Gen. 2 : 9. 3 : 6.

2. costly, precious. Ps. 19:11. Prov.

21. 20.

Pi. to take delight in, construed with
a. Cant. 2 : 3.

Deriv. out of course TOTO.

m. verbal from inn, pleasant-

ness, beauty. Ezek. 23 : 6. Torr^fo plea-
santfields, Is. 32 : 12. comp. Am.5 : 1 1.

ITppn fern, of inn, dec. III. c.

1. a wishing, desiring, longing.
2 Chr. 21 : 20 mpri N^ ivithout being la-

mented, nemini desideratus.

2. object ofdesire. 1 Sam. 9 : 20. Dan.
11:37 Dti: rnon the desire of wowen,

perhaps the goddess of the Syrians.

3. pleasantness, preciousness. mpn y-jN

a pleasant land, Jer. 3:19. Ezek. 26 :

12. rrron fts, costly vessels, 2 Chr. 32 : 27.

36:10.

rniTpn and JTn^DrT fern. plur.

verbal from ion preciousness, precious

things. Dan. 1 1 : 38, 43. nripn 'te, ^ua

beautiful garments, costly vessels, Gen.
27:15. 2 Chr. 20:25. nvnan cn| rich

food, (which those who fast must abstain

from,) Dan. 10:3. nrnon izri* Dan. 10 :

11, 19. and without tf 9:23. a mart

greatly beloved, afavourite (of heaven).

nftn fern, of np, dec. X.

1. strictly a fern. adj. the /tot, glowing;
but used poetically for the sun. Job 30 :

28. Cant. 6: 10. Is. 30: 26. (In the

Mishnah often in this sense.)
2. warmth, heat. Ps. 19 : 7.

1. nn f. (for npn>) const, nan, verbal

from orr, dec. XI. b. heat, anger, Gen.
27 : 44. Jer. 6 : 1 1. nonrr pji Di3 Jer. 25 :

15. and ngrn ois Is. 51 : 17. the wine cup
of his wrath, which Jehovah causes the

nations to drink. Comp. Apoc. 16:19.
and Job 21 : 20 of the wrath of the Al-

mighty he shall drink.

2. poison, from its hot burning nature.

Deut. 32:24. Ps.58:5.

II. (IDH i. q. nHorr milk. Job 29 : 6.

yiftn m. verbal from yon, no. II.

an evildoer, i. q. ynh. Is. 1:17.

p^n m. verbal from porr, dec. I.

circuit, compass. Cant. 7 : 2
7pyy_ 'jrran

the circuits of thy thighs.

I. ""^^n, "^n m. dec. I. a he-ass.

Gen. 49 : 14. Ex.~13 : 13. So called per-

haps from his reddish colour, whence
the ass is also called in Span, burro,

burrico.

II. ^iDn% ""^n m. dec. I. i. q. itih
~: -:

no. III. a heap. So on account of the

paronomasia, Judg. 15:16 itann

D.'0^i7 "ton ivith an ass jawbone,

smote] one heap, two heaps.

.THl^n f. (for npn fern, of ion

*pn or on
; comp. the form nins

;) dec.

v

#
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III. a. a mother-in-law. Ruth 1 : 14.

2:11.

tOpn m. found only Lev. 11 : 30.

prob. a species of lizard. Sept. c-xv^cc.

Vulg. lacerta.

ypn m. adj. salted. Is. 30 : 24 Wa

fpn saltedfodder, i. e. fodder sprinkled

with salt, or mixed with salt hay. Comp.
Bocharti Hieroz. T.I. p. 113. Faber zu

Harmer's Beobachtungen iiber d.Orient,

Th. I. p. 409.

and *^pn, fern. TV
, fifth,

t, (n^n being omit-

?, Lev. 5: 24. [6:5.]

^72H, fut. terr, infin. nfen (Ezek.

16:5)T
1. to have compassion, to pity ; con-

strued with to of the person, Ex. 2 : 6.

1 Sam. 23:21.
2. to spare, to save. 1 Sam. 15 : 3, 15.

2 Chr. 36 : 15, 17. Construed with fy,

Is. 9: 18.

3. in reference to things, to spare,

withhold. Jer. 50: 14. 2 Sam. 12:4.

rrbpn f. verbal from fen, dec. X.

pity, mercy, kindness. Gen. 19 : 16. Is.

63:9.

Opn, fut. ch;, to be or become warm.

Ex. 16 : 21. aivt ans at mid-day, Gen.

18:1. 1 Sam. 1 1 : 9. Impers. V? Dn he

had heat, IK. 1:2. Ecc.4:ll.

Niph. fut. rarr Hos. 7 : 7. part. D^n:
Is. 57 : 5. to be hot with zeal or passion.

Pi. to warm. Job 39 : 14.

Hithpa. to warm ones self. Job 3 1 :

20.

plur. dec. I. idols,

2. to ;* wzVA violence, to oppress,

to injure. Jer. 22 : 3. Prov. 8 : 36 onh

itJM injuring himself. Job 21 : 27 Iknow
iDSnn to ntoro the opinions whereby ye

injure me, i.e. which ye injuriously
attribute to me. rnin onn to violate or

7, Ezek.*22 : 26. Zeph.

ted,) Gen. 47 : 24. Plur. vrvtton itsfifth ^g .

N ph< to ^ #m^ ^^ violence;

in Jer> 13 .^ to be made bare by

(These two significations are also

united in bg and ..^)

m yerbal from^ dec . IV. c<

violence, wrong. Ge'n. 6:11,13.
man , ps . 18 :

49. Prov. 3:31. opn i afalse witness,

Ex. 23 : 1. The following genitive is

often used passively, 'Don the wrong done

to me, Gen. 16:5. comp. Joel 4:19.

[3:19.] Obad. 10. also actively, Ps.

7:17.

2. ill-gotten wealih. Am. 3:10. Plur.

DT>pn Prov. 4:17.

I. YpH, fut. y?rr, infin. nson, to for

sour or bitter; hence, spoken of bread,

to e leavened, Ex. 12 : 39.

Hiph. part, intrans. n^orra something
leavened. Ex. 12: 19, 20/'

Hithpa. to &e embittered, pained, or

$rzem?. Ps. 73 : 21. (Chald. Pa. to oc-

casion sorrow or pain.}

II. VOn i. q. o^n to <fo wrong, to

commit an unlawful action. yioh
an

evildoer, Ps. 71:4. (Rabbin. $pn raptor,
from ppn= Don. )

This signification may,

however, be connected with no. I. comp.

masc.

vir corruptus; literally, vappa,

,,,? . Comp. pan and yr?n.

III. ynn, part. Pauly^n Is. 63:1.

Lev. 26 : 30. Is. 17 : 8. 27 : 9. redt So the' Sept. and Syr. Jomp. verse

Ezek. 6 : 4, 6. comp. 2 Chr. 34 : 4. Usu- 2 . (Syr. Ethpa. to blush, to be ashamed?)

TOn m. verbal from yr?n no. I.

1. something leavened. Ex. 12: 15.

13:3,7.
2. perhaps ill-gotten wealth. Am. 4 :

5. (See ypn no. II.) But the usual sig-

nification may be retained in this pas-

sage, burn leavened bread for a thank-

ally interpreted more definitely, pillars
consecrated to the sun, as if from rran

the sun, but that word in this significa-

tion occurs only in later poetic usage.

Arab. U^ to protect.

pH, fut. otrv, to fe#r off,
to pluck;

. fruit, Job 15 : 33. foliage, Lam. 2 : 6. offering.
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m. verbal from yr?n no. I. vinegar.

Num. 6 : 3. Ruth 2 : 14. Ps. 69 : 22.

Prov. 10:26.

pftn I' to go away, to depart. Cant.

5 : 6."

"

2. to go about, to wander. So in

Hithpa. Jer. 31 : 22.

Deriv. pvsn.

1. "Vpn (Arab, ^oo-)
1. to be red,

spoken of wine. Ps. 75 : 9.

2. denom. from *vpn, to cover

pitch. Ex. 2 : 3.

Pualal "iplpn to be made red, as the

countenance by weeping. Job 16 : 16.

II. Tn Arab. ^.) to be agitated,

in aferment. Ps. 46 : 4.

?pn ,
const, tfon, f. and mfen, const.

Plur. rr&vn fifty. Q'tfpn -rax a captain

offifty, 7rtvTvxovT(>tx,og, a military officer,

2 K.I: 9 14. Is. 3: 3. Hence,

tt?ftn Pi. denom. from iron, to cause

to pay one fifth part as a tithe or tax.

Gen. 41:34.

Q^tplpn adj. plur. Ex.13 :18. Josh.

1 : 14. 4: 12. Judg. 7:11. armed, in bat-

tle-array, spoken of an army, (i. q. D^VTT

Josh. 4:12. comp . verse 13). Aqu. tvuTrhi-

trpivoi. Vulg. armati. So Symm. Onk.

Syr. Arab. (In the kindred dialects we
find the Arab. ,*> to assemble, also,

to

Pualal, to be in commotion, spoken

of the bowels, indicating violent pain.

Lam. 1:20.2:11.

combustible bitumen found in and near

the Dead Sea, and in the neighbourhood
of Babylon, which the ancient Baby-
lonians used for mortar. Gen. 11:3.

to excite to battle, conj. VIII. X. to
Sf '

to battle; and

geous; but perhaps it is a denom. from

5orr no. II. like
y=6n from c:^n.) Others :

m. asphaltos, Jews pitch, a divided into companies offifty.

I. JZftpn m. denom. from tcpn, the

part, paid by the Egyptians as a

Gen. 47 : 26.

II. ti???n m. belly, abdomen. 2 Sam.

23. 3': 27. (Syr. idem.)

see ^ttrpn,

Gen. 21 : 15, 19. const, rron

verse 14. a leather bag or bottle.

n^n Hamath, on the northem bound-

ary of Canaan, a colony of the Pheni-

cians, and resilience of a king in friend-

1. ^Dh m. 1. clay, loam, as a cement
ship with Davidj by tne Greeks called

in building, Gen. 11:3. potters clay, 'Ew^'w*. Num. 13: 21. 34:8. Judg.
Job 10:9. Is. 45 : 9. clay for receiving

impressions, Job 38 : 14.
3 ' 3 ' 2 Sam ' 8 ' 9 ' (Arab ' *l~.) Cal1'

2. mud, mire. Is. 10:6. Job 30 : 19. ed in Am. 6 : 2, mi. ran Hamath the

14 : 10. Ex. 2 : 2.

prob. so called from its reddish colour.)

*1pn m. verbal from inn no. II. wine,

so called from itsfermenting. Deut. 32 :

14. Is. 27: 2.

^ft)"T m. Chald. emph. toon idem.

Ezra'e": 9. 7 : 22. Dan. 5 : 1, 2, 4, 23.

Comp. -ran.

II. ""IftH m. verbal from ion no. II.
V

roaring, raging. Hab. 3 : 15.

great; and in 2 Chr. 8 : 3, rate nprr

Hamath Zobah. The inhabitants are

called vran Gen. 10:18.

jn m. with suff. >?n, verbal from
;:n,

11. nun m. dec. VI. m. 1. a heap. ,
'

ytTj i

1. grace, favour, kindness. fn s^>
'jbo

\:^|t
tofindfavour in the eyes of any

Ex. 8 : 10. [14.] (Root -ion i. q. Arab.

*&- conj. IV. to collect.)

2. a homer, a larger measure, con- o/ze, i. e. to obtain his favour. Gen. 6 :

taining ten baths in liquid, or ten ephahs 8. 19:19. 32 : 5. 33 : 10
jrr

in dry measure. Lev. 27 : 16. Num. 1 1 : ?p>w ifI have obtained thy favour. 18 :

32. Ezek.45:ll, 13, 14. 3. 30:27. 47:29. 50:4. With
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the same sense, only Est. 2:15, 17.

Ex. 3:21 07329 wi rnr? oyn frrng WM
awd / wi7/ <7*>t' to this people favour
with the Egyptians, i. e. will make the

Egyptians favourable to them. 11:3. 12 :

39. Gen. 39: 21.

2. grace, beauty, loveliness. Prov. 31 :

30. 5 : 19 jn rtg the lovely roe.

3. an ornament. Prov. 3 : 22. jn jnw

a precious stone, 17:8.

4. supplication. Zech. 12 : 10. See

the verb in Hithpa.

H2n, fut. apoc. jrn. 1. to decline.

Judg. 19:9 c^n rrtan <Ae declining or

closi?ig of the day.
2. to station ones self, to pitch one's

tent, Gen. 26 : 17. to encamp, Ex. 13 :

20. 17:1. 19:2. -Num. 1:51 nfom

ptfsn when the tabernacle is pitched.

(1.) Construed with Vr, to encamp against

any one, Ps. 27 : 3. 2 Sam. 12 : 28. Is.

29 : 3. So
TpT
n for ^ n:h Ps. 53 : 6.

(2.) Construed with
"?,

to encamp about

any one, for his protection, Zech. 9 : 8.

Ps. 34 : 8.

3. to dwell. Is. 29:1.

Deriv. rnnp, nun.

n2PT f. plur. niiH verbal from jsn,

dec/X.

1. grace, compassion. Ps. 77 : 10.

2. Hannah, the mother of Samuel.

1 Sam. 1 : 2 ff. In Greek "Awa.

Tj^n m. (initiated or initiating,) a

proper name.

1. the son of Cain; also a city named
from him. Gen. 4 : 17, 18.

2. the father of Methuselah, taken

away on account of his piety, Gen. 5 :

18 24. According to the more modern

Jews, and the Arabians, (who call him

Idris the learned,) he was the inventor

of letters, arithmetic and astronomy ;

probably an inference from the etymolo-

gy of the name.

*p2n m. verbal adj. from j:n,
merci-

ful, gracious; spoken of God. Ps. Ill:

4. 112:4.

f. plur. ntan, Jer. 37 : 16. ac-

dwelling ; in the Rabbins also the pro-

per name of a building or place on

Mount Moriah, where in later times the

Jewish Sanhedrim was held. So prob.
in our passage. According to others,

i. q. rocnro a pillory, the stocks ; from

(JL>- to bend, incline, like x.v<p6 from

5H to season, to spice; hence,

1. to embalm, condire cadaver. Gen.
X X X

50 : 2, 3, 26. (In Arab. LA>. conj. II.

idem.)
2. to give aflavour; hence, to ripen

fruit. Cant. 2: 13.

pt??n masc. plur. Chald. i. q. Heb.

era? wheat. Ezra 6 : 9. 7 : 22.

*:p2n m. verbal from
^2n,

dec. III. a.

literally, initiated; hence, experience^,

proved. Gen. 14 : 14,

]"V2n plur- D'rvpn and ni
, dec. I.

a dart, javelin, spear, lance. 1 Sam.
1 ft 1 1 1 Q 1 9O ^^lo .11. A*/ I 1U. ~U . oo.

fut. plur. saam, i. q. Arab.

cording to the Syr. sfop, ce#,

1. to consecrate, e. g. a house, Deut.

20: 5. a temple, 1 K. 8 : 63. 2 Chr. 7 : 6.

2. hence, to instruct, to initiate. (So
also in the Mishnah.) Prov. 22 : 6

Tj^n
feni 'B b^ "Wib instruct a young man con-

cerning his conduct.

Deriv. out of course ipn.

(iSpn f. verbal from
tpn, dec. X. a

consecration. Ps. 30 : 1. Num. 7:11.

Also, a consecration-offering, verse 10.

TOJH f. Chald. idem. Dan. 3 : 2, 3

Ezra
T

6:16, 17.

D|H adv. (from jn, by adding the

termination o~.)
1.

literally, /or were favour, for
thanks

1

sake, like Lat. gratis, contraction

of gratiis; hence, ivitJiout recompense
or reward, for nothing, Gen. 29 : 15.

Job 1 : 9. without cost, 2 Sam. 24 : 24.

2. without cause or occasion, unde-

servedly. Job 2 : 3. 9 : 17. 1 K. 2 : 31
earrnyi innocent blood. Prov. 26 : 2.

3. in vain, to no purpose, frustra*
DD
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Prov. 1 : 17. Djn Vw, Ezek. 6:10. (So
the Greek ^a^civ

in the N.T. the old

Lat. frustra, and the Germ, umsonst,

signifyfor nothing, and also in vain.)

7ftjn a quadriliteral, hail. Once Ps.

78:4
T

7."

:

pn, fut. fi%nd jarr (Am. 5:15). with

suff.
Tjprr

for
?prr,

infin. Dpyn (Is. 30 : 18).

and iron (Ps. 102 : 14).

1. to befavourable or gracious to any
one, to 7ife compassion on him; con-

strued with an accus. Ex. 33 : 19. Lam.

4:16. Prov. 14:31. ran, \::n, (once

333n Ps. 9 : 14.) &zve compassion on me,

onus, Ps. 4: 2. 6: 3. 31:10.

2. to 0we graciously, construed with

two accus. Gen. 33:5. Ps. 119:29.

Judg. 21 : 22, with one accus. Prov. 19 :

17. without cases, Ps. 37 : 21, 26.

3. perhaps as in Hithpael, to sup-

plicate, weep. (Comp. Arab.
~

>. to sigh,

lament.) Job 19:17 'ppi 3aS >ni:n my
sighing (is strange) to my own children.

Others: / am loathsome etc, (comp.
i_ conj. X.foetorem emisit.)

Niph. fro (after the form top, nrn,)

pass, of Po. no. 2. to &e pitied, to be de-

serving ofpity. Jer. 22 : 22.

Pi. to makefriendly. Prov. 26 : 25.

Po. 1. i. q. Kal no. 1. Prov. 14:21.
2. to compassionate, lament. Ps. 102 :

15.

Hoph. to be pitied, to receive pity.
Prov. 21:10.

Hithpa. to supplicate for pity, to en-

treat; construed with b, Est. 4:8. Job
19 : 16. with >,. 1 K. 8: 33, 47. or with

'3$, 2 Chr. 6 : 24.

Deriv.
jn, nrn, pin, rnnri, n^i:nri.

pn Chald. to /jo^'e compassion, con-

strued with an accus. Infin. :nr? Dan.
4:24. [27.]

Ithpa. to make supplication. Dan. 6 :

12.

N22n proper name of a tower in

Jerusalem'. Jer. 31:38. comp. Zecli.

14:10. Neh.3:l. 12:39.

Dyi found only Is. 30 : 4. proper

) "ton

name of a city in Egypt, perhaps "Aw<rt$

mentioned Herod, u. 137.

f]3n fut.
*|:rp.

1. to be or become pro-

faned^ or polluted. Ps. 106 : 38. Is.

24:5.

2. to be profane, ungodly. Jer. 23 :

11.

3. causat. as in Hiph. to profane, de-

file. Jer. 3 : 9.

Hiph. 1. to profane or pollute, (a

land). Num. 35 : 33. Jer. 3 : 2.

2. to make profane or heathenish, to

lead to apostacy. Dan. 11:32. (Syr.
O V

' V
7

]^LL4A a heathen, aprofane man j .^ ^ ^|
to apostatize from a religious sect.)

F)2n m - verbal from
*]3n, dec. V. b.

profane, ungodly, profligate. Job 8 : 13.

13:16. 15:34. 17:8.

F)5ri m. verbal from
F|3n, profligacy,

contempt of God. Is. 32 : 6.

nD^n f. verbal from
r^rr,

idem. Jer.

23:15~'

p2H found only in Pi. to strangle,

spoken of lions. Nah. 2:13.

Niph. to strangle ones self. 2 Sam.
17 : 23. (Arab, and Syr. idem)

Deriv.
p^rro.

IDn to be good, kind, benevolent.

See ncn. and Hithpa.
Pi. as in Aramean, to reproach, toput

to shame. Prov. 25 : 10.

Hithpa. to sliew one's self kind. Ps.

18:26.

Deriv. out of course Ten, rrvDn.

IDJl m. verbal from non, dec. VI. a.

1. love,kindness ; and, spoken of God,

grace, mercy. 02? i^n nt* to shew kind-

ness to any one, Gen. 21 : 23. 2 Sam.
3:8. 9 : 1," 7. 2 Sam. 9 : 3 icn tor nta$

D'rft^
/ ?6*z7/ exercise towards him the

kindness of God. More rarely with

n, Zech.7:9. (comp. Ruth 2: 20.

2 Sam. 16 : 17.) with !, 1 Sam. 20 : 8.

and with b, which latter is used more

especially where God is spoken of, to

shew mercy or grace to any one, Ex.
20 : 6. Deut. 5:10. also with or, Gen.
24 : 12, 14. Gen. 39 : 21 Tpn V:N ^ he'



inclinedfavour to him, i.e. let him gain

favour. By a metonymy, object of love

or piety, spoken of God, Ps. 144 : 2.

Jon. 2 : 9.

2. beneficence, liberality. Prov. 19 :

22. 20:6. Plur. cnon, Ps. 89:2. 107:

43.

3. as in Aramean, a reproach. Prov.

14 : 34. Spoken of incest, Lev. 20 : 17.

See the verb in Piel.

HDPI to seek protection, to trust; con-

strued with a of the place. Is. 30 : 2. Ps.

57 : 2. 61 : 5. Especially with njrra to seek

protection in Jehovah, to confidefirmly

in him, Ps. 2 : 12. 5:12. 7:2. 25 : 20.

31:2. 37 : 40. Without cases, Ps. 17 :

7. Prov. 14 : 32 the righteous man hath

confidence even in his death. Deriv. mon,

ML'IIU.

H m. verbal adj. from jpn, strong.

Am. 2 : 9. Also collectively, the strong,

the mighty, Is. 1:31.

mDn f. verbal from non, trust, con-

fidence, "is. 30 : 3.

Tpn verbal adj. from TOT, dec. III. a.

1. kind, benevolent, humane. Ps. 12 :

2. 18:26. 43:1. Spoken of God,

gracious, merciful, Jer. 3:12. Ps. 145 :

17.

2.piom, virtuous. rnrp >-r>pn tlt pious
ones of Jeliovah, his pious worshippers,

Ps. 30: 5. 31:24. 37:28. also V> Tprr

Ps. 4 : 4.

m^pn f. strictly (avis) pia, (as if

fern, of TDTT,) hence, the stork, a bird

celebrated by the ancients for its affec-

tion towards its parents. Lev. 11:19.

Deut. 14: 18. Job 89 : 13. Ps. 104:17.

Jer. 8:7. Zech. 5 : 9. See Bocharti

Hieroz. ed. Rosenmiiller. T.III.p. 85 ff.

Others: the heron.

V^pn m. strictly, the waster, devour-

er, (see Vprr,) hence the name of a spe-

cies of locust. 1 K. 8 : 37. Ps. 78 : 46.

Is. 33 : 4. Joel 1 : 4. Sept. /Sgaiftfl?,
i. e.

the unfledged locust.

ppH m. verbal adj. from ]pn, strong,

mighty. Ps. 89 : 9.

pn adj. Chald. defective,
i. q. -en.

Dan. 5 "27.

7Dn to eat off, consume; spoken of

the locust. Deut. 28 : 38. (In Chald.

idem.) Deriv. Vpn.

DpH to stop, obstruct. Deut. 25:4

thou shalt not stop or muzzle the ox.

Ezek. 39:11 cniivrn *n ngpm usually

rendered, and it (tlie valley] shall stop

through the strong stench. Better per-

haps after the Syriac translation, it shall

obstruct the passengers, namely, through

the multitude of corpses.

|pn 1. as in Syr. and Chald. to be

strong. Deriv. pen, pen, ]ch.

2. to keep, preserve, lay up. (Arab.

(jj-9 whence
-jjsr*

a magazine)

Niph. to be laid up. Is. 23 : 18. (See

jpn no. 2.)

tDn Chald. Aph. to possess, to have

in possessioji. Dan. 7:18, 22.

"JDH
m. Chald. emph. 3pn, might,

power. Dan. 2:37. 4:27. [30.]

|
DH m. verbal from

]prr.

1. strength, might. Is. 33 : 6.

2. riches, property. Prov. 15 : 6. 27:

24. Jer. 20 : 5. Ezek. 22 : 25. (Chald.

F)Dn m. Chald. potters ivork> burnt

clay. Dan. 2:33 ff.

DQpn a quadriliteral, part. pass.

DEprra Ex. 16:14. something scaled off,

something like scales. (Comp. i^fen
to

4? .x x-

peel off; and the Arab. < j-^_ in the

plur. sherds, scales.)

"^pn, fut. npn>, plur. ror,

1. to want, lack, or be without any

tiling, construed with an accus. Deut.

2:7. 8:9. Ps.34:ll. Prov. 31: 11.

Gen. 18 : 28 ntfon D-jrHsn Q^^pn pnprv ^N

perhaps thefifty righteous shall lackfive,

i. e. five of the fifty righteous shall be

lacking.

2. used absolutely, to suffer want,

Ps. 23:1. Prov. 13:25.
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3. to fail, be wanting. Ecc. 9 : 8.

Deut. 15:8.

4. to decrease. Gen. 8 : 3, 5.

Pi. to cause to want, to make inferior.

Ps. 8 : 6. Construed with jo of the thing,
to deprive, Ecc. 4 : 8.

Hiph. 1. used absolutely, to suffer
want. Ex. 16:18.

2. causat. to cause to fail, to take

away. Is. 32 : 6. (In Syr. idem.)
Deriv. out of course -ibrro.

^pn verbal adj. from ipn, dec. V. b.

wanting, lacking; construed with an

accus. 1 K. 1 1 : 22. with
jp, Ecc. 6 : 2.

car?) -iprr lacking bread, 2 Sam. 3 : 29.

^""lon lacking understanding, Prov.

6 : 32. 7:7. 9:4. also as a subst. want

of understanding, Prov. 10 : 21.

*)pH m. verbal from ipn, want, po-

verty. 'Prov. 28 : 22. Job 30 : 3.

*lpn m. verbal from iprr, dec. VI.

idem. Am. 4 : 6.

"pnprr
m. verbal from "ipn, idem.

Ecc. 1:15.

?]?!
m. verbal adj. from obsolete

rprr

no. II. pure, in a moral sense. Job 33 : 9.

b$Dn perhaps i.q. ncn to cover.

HenceJ Pi. to do in secret. 2 K. 17 : 9.

Others, by conjecture, to devise.

MCn to cover, the head, face. 2 Sam.

15:3oi Est.6:12. 7:8. (Syr. and

Arab, idem.)
Pi. to overlay with gold, silver, or

wood ; construed with two accus. 2 Chr.

3 : 5, 7, 8, 9.

Niph. pass, of Pi. Ps. 68 : 14.

nQH f. verbal from ^on no. I. dec. X.

1. a covering, protection. Is. 4 : 5.

2. a bride-bed, bride-chamber; per-

haps, strictly, the canopy or curtain of

a bed, and so the chamber itself.
Ps. 19 :

6. Joel 2: 16.

tDH, fut. TBIT. 1. to be alarmed, dis-

turbed, perplexed. Ps. 31: 23. 116:11.

2. toflee in perturbation. 2 K. 7 : 15

Keri. Job 40: 23.

3. to make haste. 2 Sam. 4 : 4.

Niph. 1. to flee. Ps. 48 : 6. 104 : 7.

)

2. to make haste generally. 1 Sam. 23 :

26. The Latin trepidus, fugere, and

many similar words often denote only
haste.

JltDn m. verbal from tpn, hastyflight.
Ex. 12: 11. Deut. 16: 3.

D^Jpn dual, dec. I. the hollow hands.

Ezek. 'it) : 2, 7. Ex. 9 : 8. (In Aram,
and Arab.)

I. F]?n i. q. npn to cover, construed

with btf, (comp. nps ;) hence, to protect,

defend. Deut. 33 : 12. (comp. 122.)
Deriv.

II. ^DH like the Aram.
*]cn

and

Arab. ^Q-^ to rub, wash, scrape off.

Deriv.
p]n.

VCn fut. yisr^
and yerp
" ' S

1. i. q. Arab. fj^>- to bend, incline,

in a physical sense. Job 40 : 17 to yarn

he bends his tail.

2. intrans. and figuratively, to be fa-

vourably inclined towards any one, to

take delight in him, to love him ; con-

strued with *, Gen. 34 : 19. 2 Sam. 20 :

1 1. also, in reference to things, 24 : 3.

Spoken of God, Num. 14 : 8. 2 Sam. 22:

20. Construed with an accus. Ps. 40 :

7. Mic. 7:18. Job 33 : 32
?p.-tt

>nsDn >s

for I desire thyjustification.
3. to have a desire, be willing, or be

pleased to do any thing ; construed with

bandaninfin. Deut. 25:8. Ps. 40:19.
1 Sam. 2 : 25. without % Is. 53 : 10. Job
13 : 3. 9 : 3. Used absolutely, Cant. 2 :

7. 3:5.

Y5n m. (with Tseri impure) verbal

adj. from yprr,
dec. V. f. willing, desiring,

delighting. rr^pn
E: a willing mind,

1 Chr. 28 : 9. Joined with the personal

pronouns it forms a periphrasis for the

verb ; e. g. 1 K. 21 : 6 nn yen D^ if tJiou

wilt. Mai. 3:1.

ypn m. with sufV. >2cn, verbal from

Vendee. VI. j.

1. pleasure, delight taken in any

thing. 1 Sam. 15:22. Ps. 1:2. 16:3.

1 K. 10 : 13 rmcirbs all wherein she took

delight.
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2. wish, desire. Job 31 : 16.

3. preciousness, costliness. (Comp.
TOT and i~n.) ycrp::iM precious stones,

Is. 54:12. Plur. n'scn cost/y things,

Prov. 3:15. 8:11.

4. business, concern, affair. (So the

Lat. studium is sometimes nearly equi-

valent to negotium, occttpatio.) Ecc. 3 :

1 ycrr'nb and every business has its

proper 'time, verse 17. 5 : 7, 8. 8 : 6. (So

in Syr. QO matter, business, from

JJD- i. q. yen.)
The transition to this

signification is found in such passages

as Is. 53 : 10 rrjs\ ITO rrjrr yen the business

of Jehovah prospers in his hand. Job

21:21. 22:3.
XX X

L fut. -far, Arab.

1. to <%, e. g. a well, a pit. Gen. 21 :

30. 26 : 15 ff. Ecc. 10:8. Spoken of

spirited horses, Job 39 : 21 para ii?m

they paw in the valley.

2. to lay snares, to dig a pit for any
one. Ps. 35 : 7.

3. to espy, discover. Job 39 : 29from
thence he espies the prey. Construed

with an accus. to spy out, explore (a

country). Deut. 1 : 22. Josh. 2 : 2, 3.

II. "iCn. fut. ism arid ism, Arab.
'

to blush, to be ashamed, i. q. t%;

generally denoting, to be made ashamed,

to befrustrated in ones expectation. Ps.

35 : 4, 26. 40 : 15. 70 : 3. 83 : 18. Ap-

plied to ?e, Ps. 34 : 6. Job 11 : 18

aatis? msiS rnorn (though now) thou art

disappointed, (yet then) thou shall rest

in safety. The object wherein one's ex-

pectation is disappointed, is preceded

by jo,
Is. 1 : 29. (comp. tfa.)

Hiph. 1. to cause shame, to act shame-

fully. Prov. 13 : 5. 19 : 26.

2. intrans. as in Kal. Is. 54 : 4. Spo-

ken of inanimate nature, Is. 33 : 9.

1DH (a grave, pit,) proper name of

a Canaamtish royal city. Josh. 12:17.

(comp. IK. 4: 10.)

nV^EHgn fern. plur. probably the

correct reading in Is. 2 : 20. and sig-
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nifying, according to Jerome,

moles, so called from icn to dig. The
context certainly requires that it should

denote some animal, which can stand

in the parallelism with the bat. Others :

pits, holes.

fe?|pn to seek ; in Kal only in a figu-

rative sense, to search after (wisdom),
Prov. 2:4. to search into (the heart),

20 : 27. Ps. 64 : 7 nftto *tesm they search

out or devise evil deeds.

Niph. pass, to be searched through.

Obad. 6.

Pi. to seek, to search. Gen. 31 : 35.

44 : 12. Construed with an accus. to

search for, 1 Sam. 23 : 23. to search

through, 1 K. 20 : 6. Zeph. 1:12. Me-

taphorically once Ps. 77 : 7 TPII fcsrn my
spirit makes search.

Pu. 1. to be devised. Ps. 64 : 7.

2. to be soughtfor, hence, to be con-

cealed. Prov. 28 : 12. comp. verse 28.

and Hithpa.

Hithpa. literally, to conceal ones self,

(see Pu.). Hence, to disguise ones self,

1 Sam. 28 : 8. 1 K. 20 : 38 to IBM? teenm

vys and he disguised himself by a tur-

ban over his eyes. 22 : 30. Job 30 : 18

*&ab fcerrn* ni3~aia literally, through the

violence (of the disease) my garment,
i.e. my skin, is changed. Others, in

accordance with the parallel clause, it

(pain) has become my garment, i. e. it

encompasses me as a garment.

t}DH m. verbal from fccn, a device,
.. .. - T

purpose. Ps. 64 : 7. See Pu. no. 1.

I. to be prostrate, weak, i. q.
X

no. 1. andArab. (comp.

2. in Pu. to be setfree. Lev. 19 : 20.

(Perhaps strictly, in Pual, to be regarded
as weak, infirm; hence, spoken of a

slave, to be set free. The signification,

however, is clear, though this derivation

of it is doubtful.)

ttJDn m. verbal from ticn, a spreading,

stratio. Once Ezek. 27 : 20 narnV tfcn >i;a

tapestry for riding, tapetes strata ad

vehendum.
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fem. of tfpn, liberty, freedom.

Lev/19 :'20. See the verb in Pual.

^tl/ipn adj. (formed from irch i. q.

mrcrr freedom, and the adjective termi-

nation ,) plur. rrtfcn.

1. prostrate, weak. Ps. 88 : 6.

2. free, not a slave nor a prisoner.

Job 3: 19. Mpsn nVoJ to set free, Deut.

15 : 12, 13, 18. also with vafenV, Ex. 21 :

26, 27. >ipprf> >tr
v

pn N^, to become free,

(see ;) also, to befreedfrom the taxes

and burdens of a subject, 1 Sam. 17 :

25.

mfen and .TVfen f. denom. from
: T : T

rftn no. 1. sickness ; hence, rwicnn rra a

house for the sick, 2 K. 15 : 5. 2 Chr.

26 : 21. (Arab. lAirv a house ofmourn-

ing whither widows were wont to re-

treat. See Judah Ben Karish in Eichh.

Biblioth. III. p. 970.)

^H m. with suff. $n, plur. osr, ver-

bal from ysn, dec. VIII. b.

1. an arrow. n^ar^M the archers,

Gen. 49 : 23. the arrows of God, i. e.

the lightning, Hab. 3:11. Vtr
^-pri

lixb

at the shining of thine arrows they pass

away.
2. an arrow-wound, a wound gene-

rally. Job 34 : 6.

3. rwnn yn 1 Sam. 17:7 Keth. tJie staff

of the spear, like the Lat. hasta, hastile.

The parallel passages 2 Sam. 21:19.

1 Chr. 20 : 5. and the Keri in 1 Sam.

17:7. have the simpler reading y.

Ign and H?n, fut. aszrn.

1. to liew, to hew out, especially stones,

(comp. aan.) Deut. 6: 1 1. Is. 5 : 2. Prov.

9:1. Part. a?h a stonecutter, 2 K. 12 :

13. sometimes, a hewer both of wood
and stone, 1 K. 5 : 29. [15.] a hewer of
wood, Is. 10 : 15.

2. figuratively, to destroy, to kill. Hos.

6 : 5 Dwa 'rusrr / destroy them through
the propJiets, i. e. I announce their de-

struction.

3. Ps. 29 : 7 the voice of Jehovah
divides flames of fire, i. e. throws out

divided flames of fire.

Niph. to be engraven. Job 19 : 24.

Pu. to be hewn out, or formed. Is.

51:1.

Hiph. i.q. Kal no. 2. Is. 51:9.
Deriv. ISTO.

ni^Pl 1. to divide into two parts, to

halve.
"

Gen. 32 : 8. Num. 31 : 27, 42.

Ps. 55 : 24 rnw nj & they shall not

halve their days, i. e. they shall not live

out half of them.

2. to divide generally. Judg. 9 : 43.

Job 40: 30. [41:6.]

Niph. to divide
itself,

or be divided.

2K. 2:8, 14. Dan. 11:4.

Deriv. rvarro, ^ry, nten, H^TTO.

"^ITT (a court) proper name of seve-

ral places.
1. a city in the tribe of Naphtali,

which Solomon caused to be fortified.

Josh. 11:1. 12:19. 19: 36. Judg. 4: 2.

1 K. 9 : 15. 2 K. 15 : 29.

2. another in the tribe of Benjamin,
Neh. 11:33.

3. a country in Arabia, mentioned in

connexion with Kedar. Jer. 49 : 28.

rn^i!n see rn^n a trumpet.

rn!2n f. verbal from nsrr, middle,

midst. Job 34:20. Ps.ll9:62. Ex.11 :4.

*^n and ^n m. const. '2n, with

suff. 2jn, verbal from rn, dec. VI.

1. middle, midst. Judg. 16:3.
2. half. (Comp. medium, dimidium.)

Ex. 24 : 6. u'sij the half of us, 2 Sam.
18:3.

3. i. q. yrr an arrow. 1 Sam. 20 : 36,

37,38. 2 K. 9:24.

I. "VSfrn in. verbal from obs. TOn no.

II. dec. III. a.

1. grass. Job 8: 12. 40:15. Ps.104:

14.

2. garlich. Num. 11:5.

II. "V^JT i. q. "wr a dwelling. Is. 34:

13.

]|h dec. VI. m. Is. 49: 22. Neh.5:

13. and ^n dec. VI. g. Ps. 129 : 7.

inasc. the bosom, tJie folds of the dress

covering tlie breast, sinus.

n Chald. to be hard, strict, severe;
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and (especially in Pa. ancj Aph.) to after the form of the conj. Pilel, unless

press, to hasten.

Aph. part, strict, urgent, hasty, Dan.

2:15. 3:22.

V!tf"T i. q. nsn to divide; and intrans.

to be divided. (Comp. yn an arrow, so

called from its dividing or cleaving.)

Prov. 30 : 27 Me locusts have no king,

to y$ir ?.'] yet they all march out divided

(into bands). Comp. Gen. 14 : 15.

Pi. part, resrra usually rendered, the

archers, (as if a denom. from yrr;) per-

haps those who divide the prey. Judg.
5:11.

Pu. to be allotted or assigned. Job 21 :

21.

ni - dec. IV. c. 1. small stones,

gravel stones. Prov. 20 : 17. Lam. 3 :

O &'

16. (Syr. ]$s**9
Arab.

(^tff*-)
Strictly,

smallparts or pieces, from
ysrr.

2. i. q. yn a/a arrow; hence, lightning,

Ps. 77 : 18.

ing of the palm) Gen. 14:7. 2 Chr.

20:2. proper name of a city in the

desert of the tribe of Judah, celebrated

for its forests of palms, afterwards called

na p? (q. v.)

n^22n and iTl^hlT] f. dec. X. a

trumpet. Num. 10 : 2 ff. 31:6. Hos. 5 :

8. 2 K. 12: 14. See ign no. III.

I. *^n i. q. Arab.
^u>.

to shut in,

tf *

to surround; whence, L&~*. a court,

and *vsn no. II.

Arab. _ to 6e green.

villa. See

II. n^n i. q
See "V?n no. I.

III. "teTT i. q. ytu*. literally, to be,

present. Hence in Hebrew, in Psoel,

TTttn literally, to ca# together, (Arab.

conj. X.) which was dene by means of

a trumpet ; hence, to blow the trumpet.
Part. n'TOxrro, (read W&SXTQ,) in the Ke-
thib of 1 Chr. 15 : 24. 2 Chr. 5:13.7:6.
13 : 14. 29 : 28. The Keri rejects one y,

forming the participle in Piel or Hiphil;
but against the analogy of the verbal noun

In 2 Chr. 5 : 12, we find cmsmo,

the reading is corrupt.

IliH com. gen. plur. D'~ and ni, ver-

bal from obs. -ran no. I. dec. V. b.

1. court before a building. Neh. 8 :

16. Est. 5:2. especially of the taber-

nacle and temple, Ex. 27 : 9 ff. iimn

rvp'pen the inner or priests court (of the

temple), 1 K. 6 : 36. nj&m T$nri the

outer court, or court of the people, Ezek.

46:21.

2. a smallplace, village, such as were

attached to larger towns, (otherwise
called -rcrr rraa.) Josh. 13 : 23, 28. 15:

32 ff. Lev. 25': 31. Spoken also of the

moveable villages of the Nomades, Gen.

25 : 16. Is. 42 : 1 1. comp. Cant. 1 : 5.)

This word also forms a part of many
names of places ; as,

1. TTN -an (court of Addar) a place
on the borders of the tribe of Judah,

Num. 34 : 4. which in Josh. 15:3. is

called simply -n.

2. nwo i?n Josh. 19 : 5. and np isrr

1 Chr. 4:31. (court of horses) in the

tribe of Simeon.

3.
jirs i^rr Ezek. 47 : 17. and $$ -ttry

48 : 1. Nuin. 34 : 9, 10. (court of wells)

on the northern boundary of Palestine.

4. tovz? -ran (court offoxes) Josh. 15 :

28. 19 : 3."

"

1 Chr. 4 : 28. Neh. 1 1 : 27.

iu the tribe of Simeon.

5. jiyrn isn (the middle court) Ezek.

47 : 16. on the borders of Hauran or

Auranitis.

6. Plur. rrnsn a station of the Israel-

ites in Arabia. Num. 11:35. 12:16.

33:17. Deut.l:l.

jn^^^^n proper name of a district
v T : :

r *

of Arabia, on the east of Yemen, now

retaining the same name L A J.^S^.
Hadramaut. Gen. 10: 26. See Niebuhr's

Description de 1' Arabic, Tom. II. p.

126 if. It is the same name with Had-
rumetum on the African coast.

pn see p^n.

ph m. before Makkeph -pn, with

sufF. '(vtr, ?j^n,
Plur. trgrr, const. *gin (Ezek.

20 : 18.) verbal from Rrr> dec. VIIJ. d.



literally, something fixed or appointed,

as 'pn on* food appointed or suitablefor

me, Prov. 30 : 8. comp. Ezek. 16 : 27.

45 : 14. Job 23 : 14^ what is appointed

for me. Especially,

1 . anappointed labour, a task,pensum.
Ex. 5: 14. Prov. 31:15.

2. a bound, goal Job 26 : 10. Prov.

8 : 29. prr-'baV without bounds, boundless,

Is. 5 : 14. ph nw to set a bound, Job

28 : 26.

3. a definite time. Job 14 : 13. Mic.

7:11.

4. law, also custom, usage. Judg. 1 1 :

39. Applied to the laws of nature, Job

28 : 26. Plur. D'pn, most frequently, the

laivs (of God), Deut. 4 : 5, 8. 14. 6 : 24.

11 : 32. 12 : 1. Hence, a declaration of
JeHiovah, an oracle, Ps. 2 : 7 ph ^ n-jBDN

/ will declare concerning the oracle;

(comp. Is. 8 : 16.) Comp. n^n.

npn i. q. PITT? to engrave, and so i. q.

Greek y^eiiptiv,
to mark out, portray,

paint. (So the French dessiner from the

Lat. designare.)

Pu. part. n;?iTO somethingportrayed or

painted, Ezek. 8 : 10. comp. 23 : 14.

something engraven, 1 K. 6 : 35.

Hithpa. Job 13 : 27 about] my feet
thou drawest a mark, i. e. thou markest

out for my feet how far they should go.

nj?n fern, of ph, dec. X. a law of

heaven or of nature, Job 38 : 33. Jer.

31:35. 33 : 25. of God, as orrrt oVis n$n
an eternal law for tlieir generations,

Ex. 27 : 21. Lev.^3 : 17. o.'ian nipra Tr?n to

walk in, i. e. to live after, tJie laws of the

heathen, 2 K. 17 : 8. Lev. 20 : 23.

ppn 1. to engrave (a writing or pic-

ture)"/ Is. 30 : 8. Ezek. 4:1. Also to

dig out, Is. 22 : 16. (comp. the parallel

verb a?n.)

2. i. q. yg'<p/v, topaint. Ezek. 23 : 14.

3. to establish, institute. Prov. 8 : 27

Dinn 3B to ain ipna when he established an
arch over the face of the deep, verse 29

V7$ npin Vpina when he established the

pillars oft/ie earth ; (ip^ra for iptfra).

4. to resolve, decree. Is. 10 : 1. Part.

ppn a ruler, leader, prince, Judg. 5 : 9.

Pu. part. p$ro law, right. Prov. 31:5.

Hoph. to be engraven, to be written

down. Job 19 : 23.

Po. i. q. Kal no. 4. Prov. 5:15.

Part.p|/rnp (1.) a laicgiver, Deut. 33 :

21. Is^ 33 : 22. a leader, Judg. 5 : 14.

(2.) a sceptre. Num. 21: 18. Ps 60 : 9.

Gen. 49:10.

Deriv. out of course ph.

ppjl m. verbal from pgrj, dec. VI. g.

found only in the plur. const, -pprr, de-

liberations, decrees. Judg. 5:15. Is.

10:1.

"Ipn, fut. nprn, to make search, to

search. Deut. 13: 15. Ezek. 39: 14.

Construed with an accus. of the person
or thing, 1 Sam. 20 : 12. Judg. 18 : 2.

Ps. 139 : 1. Job 5 : 27. 13 : 9. Prov. 28 :

1 1 the rich man is wise in his own eyes,

inpn> far? VTI yet the poor man that hath

understanding searcheth him out. Sept.

KotTotyvuriTot.1. Aqu.and Theod. i%i%9Jemt.

Pi. i.q. KaLEcc. 12:9.

Niph. pass, of Kal. Jer. 31 : 37. 1 K.

7 : 47 n$n:n "jptro ijTm tfh for the weight

of the brass was not to be estimated.

Comp. -IITT p.

""Ipn verbal from tgn, dec. VI. g.

1. examination. Job 34 : 24. Judg. 5 :

16 ab-npn D'bia great deliberations of
heart. i|?n fN unsearchable, Prov. 25 :

3. hence, innumerable, Job 5: 9. 9:10.

36 : 26.

2. what is examined, a secret, the

inner part. Job 11:7. 38 : 16 Dinn ipn

the innermost depths of the sea.

"*lh m. found only in the plur. cnh,

Dnin the noble, free born. 1 K. 21 : 8, 1 1.

Neh. 2:16. 4:14. (Comp. the Arab.
<3 - ^ "

-^ for ^ to be free, free born, of^ ~

noble descent; -^ noble, free born.)

"ifl a hole. See "Yin no. II.

D^M"^n masc. plur. Is. 36 : 12. dung.

(Arab. Jj-i-
to case nature.) The

Masoretes, regarding it as a low word,
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have placed under it the vowel-points 1. dryness. Judg. 6 : 37, 39. Hence,

of nxis. (See c-.v VTT.) heat, Gen. 31 : 40. Job 30 : 30.

I. to be dry, to be dried up. Gen. 8 :

13. Job 14: 11.

2. desolation. rih n desolate cities,

Is. 61: 4. Ezek. 29: 10.

n^nn fern, of :nh, plur. ni:rjn,
with

spo- the article nfrrirr, a desolation, waste.

ken of a country or city. (The transition Lev. 26 : 3 1 nrn apn?-nsi ^n; Iwill make

to this signification from no. 1. may be your cities a waste. nirin nn to build

seen in Is. 42 : 15. 48 : 21.) Is. 34 ": 10. up waste places, Ezek. 36 ': 10, 33. 38 :

Jer. 26 : 9. Spoken of sanctuaries, Am. 12. comp. Job 3 : 14.

2. to be desolated, or /?W

7 : 9. of nations, to be destroyed, Is. 60 : f. (for
verbal from rn

dry, especially the dry land. Gen. 7 : 22.

dec> j

3. actively, to destroy. Jer. 50 : 21, 27. x 14:21.
4. to be astonished, confounded. Jer. ^^ m> yerbal from

2 :12. Synonymous with D'Dtf and irtf. 7
' /

~
7y

. -, , drought, heat. Ps. 32 : 4.

Lomp. particular!v c^c.

Niph. 1. to 6e laid waste. Ezek. 26 : ^-0 found only Ps ' 18 : 46 ' Prob ' to

19. 30:7. fear>
tremble. (Cliald. wann horror, ti-

2. recipr. to **A ozcA others de-
mor

> trepidatio.} Hence,

; hence, to contend, fight. 2 K. meiJ tremoLe out f their stron9 hMŝ
i. e. they leave them trembling. Comp.

7 j j T A in rj c Mic. 7:17. Hos.ll: 11.) AccordingtoPu. to be dried. Judg. 16 : 7, 8.

j T er* o others, i. q. Arab. ^^^ to go out;
Hiph. 1. to dry up. Is. 50 : 2. t/
2. to% waste, e. g. cities, countries, which gives a sense, nearly the same,

Ezek. 19:7. Judg. 16 : 24. to destroy,
but not so forcibly expressed as the

e. g. nations, 2 K. 19:17. parallel clause would lead us to expect.

Ezek. 26 : 2. vlOn found only Lev. 1 1 : 22. a spe-

cies of locust, eatable and winged. (In

Hoph. pass, of no. 2

29:12.

verbal adj. from rjn dec.V. b. Arab. JcL.^ troop of horses, a
1. dry. Lev. 7 : 10. Prov. 17 : 1. ^rm of 'locusts.}
2. desolate, waste. Jer. 33 : 10, 12. ^n fut>inrr . i. to tremble, to quake, ,/

Neh. 2:3, 17. Plur. nii^n, Ezek. 36 : i T -*-> i* io-ir IQ OQ
to oe terrified. Lx. 19 : 16. 1 bam. Xq :

5. Is. 10:29. Construed with b, to

l^n f. verbal from rn dec. VI. a. fremble became ofany thing> Job 37 . L
1. sword. inn ^ n?n to smtVe with Often in the constructio praegnans, as

the edge of the sword, to put to death, Gen. 42 : 28 nfcub vn b$ \i ^-nrpi and
Deut. 13 : 16. 20 : 13. Josh. 6:21.8: they addressed one ^another in terror,

24. 10 : 28. saying. Comp. 1 Sam. 13:7.

2. also other instruments for cutting ; 2. to Ave cre or concern for Eny
as knifefor circumcising, Josh. 5 : 2, one, construed with "?. 2 K. 4 : 13.

3. a razor, Ezek. 5 : 1. a pickaxe, Ex. 3. to hasten, like the Lat. trepidare,
20: 25. a battering ram, Ezek. 26 : 9.

trepide accurrere. (Comp. ran Niph.)
3. dryness, drought. Deut. 28 : 22. Hos. 11:10, 11. 1 Sam. 16: 4. 21:2.

and H^l'in the western summit Hiph. toput in consternation, to make

of mount Sinai, now generally called afraid. Judg. 8:12. 2 Sam. 17:2. Lev.

Sinai. Ex. 3:1. 17 : 6. Deut. 1:2. 26 : 6 T-tra ^ no one makes you afraid.

Mai. 3: 22. Job 11: 19. Is. 17: 2.

m. verbal from inn. "t"?.^ verbal adj. from -nn, dec. V. b.
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1. timid, timorous. Judg.7:3. Con-

strued with to, 1 Sam. 4:13.

2.fearing, reverencing, in a religious

sense. Ezra 10:3 irrfo* rnsoa D'Tinn who

fear the commandment of our God;
comp. 9 : 4. Is. 66 : 2 nyj to -nrr he that

fears my words. In verse 5, construed

with b$.

iTTyi f- const, rvnn, verbal from -on,

dec. XLe.
1. fear, terror, trembling. Gen. 27 :

33 rrbia rmn pro* TITTO ara /soac trembled

exceedingly. Prov. 29 : 25 DIN rmn year
of men. 1 Sam. 14 : 15 D'rftM Twinfear of
God, i. e. a panic terror sent from God.
Plur. Ezek. 26:16.

2. rare, concern. 2 K. 4 : 13. See the

verb, signif. no. 2.

3. proper name of a station of the Is-

raelites. Num. 33:24.

rnn, fut. rnrr, apoc. TP; (kindred
with Tin).

1. to burn, to be kindled; spoken

only of anger. It is found in the fol-

lowing connexions; (1.) is rrin his an-

ger burns, Ex. 22 : 23. Construed with

a of the person offending, Gen. 30 : 2

^D} iP3 *1 "*TO and the anger of Jacob
was kindled against Rachel. 44:18.
Job 32: 2, 3. 42:7. rarely with *?,

Num. 24 : 10. or with to, Zech. 10 : 3.

(2.) used impersonally, t|M being omit-

ted, ft rrjn (his anger) was kindled, i. e.

he was angry, Gen. 31 : 36 $& irrn and
Jacob was angry. 34 : 7. 1 Sam. 15:11.

2 Sam. 19:43. (3) construed in the

same way with >rtti, Gen. 31 : 35 irr b$

ji wa let not my lord be angry. 45 : 5.

In several passages, these phrases ex-

press rather grief than anger; hence it

is often rendered in the Sept. by AVTHJ-

6%w } comp. 2 Sam. 6 : 8. Gen. 4 : 5.

Jon. 4 : 5, 10. For this connexion of

ideas, comp. nyi Niph. as Hithpa.
2. to be angry, used personally. Hab.

3 : 7 nirn rnn tnnnn if Jehovah angry
with the rivers'?

Niph. to be angry, construed with a.

Cant. 1 : 6 a nrn >Q via my mothers
children were angry with me; (the form

is analogous to the fut Kal TTP). Is. 41 :

11. 45:25.

Hiph. 1. to be hot, ardent, zealous.

Neh. 3 : 20 Tps p>inn rnnn innst after him
Baruch zealously repaired.

2. to cause to burn, to kindle; e. g.

auger. Job 19: 11.

Hithpa. to be angry. Ps. 37 : 1, 7, 8.

Prov. 24 : 19.

Deriv. pn, nn. Comp. rnna.

D^tV^n masc. plur. chains of pearls,

corals, or the like. Cant. 1:10. (Syr.
* * '"^

I] o**; comp. the Arab.
>^.

to bore

through, especially for the purpose of

stringing; >. a necklace of precious

stones, berries, or the like.)

^Pin dec. VIII. Job 30 : 7. Zeph.
2 : 9. Plur. D'Vrr, Prov. 24 : 31. a thorn,

a thorn-bush. Comp. Celsii Hierobot.

T. II. p. 166.

"pnn m. verbal from n-p, dec. III. a.

1. 'a burning. Ps. 58 : 10.

2.
t|M |Vrr glow of anger\ i. e. anger

itself. Num. 25 : 4. 32 : 14. 1 Sam. 28 :

18 pbnw is fnn n'ip ^ and thou hast

not executed his anger against Amalek ;

comp. Hos. 11:9. More rarely jftn alone,

used especially of divine anger. Neh.

13:18. Ps. 2: 5. Plur. Ps. 88 : 17.

V*nn m. (with Kamets impure, but

examples of the plural occur only under

no 2.)

1. strictly an adj. pointed, sharp, (see

pn;) hence as a poetical epithet of rrto,

Is. 41: 15 ynn :nin the sharp threshing

sledge or wagon, and also without :nia

in the same sense, Is. 28 : 27. Am. 1 : 3.

Job 41 : 22. For a description of this

instrument, see rnn.

2. a trench, perhaps including also

the mound. Dan. 9 : 25. (Chald. pn.
Comp. the root no. 2. in this case signi-

fying to dig.) The verb nn:i? it is built

is spoken of ynrr by the figure called

zeugma.
3. industrious, diligent. (See the

verb no. 3.) Prov. 10: 4. 12:24, 13:

4. 21:5.
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aa*,* (See the verb
'+* ^ 4 , ^

no. 4.) Joel 4 : 14 [3 : 14] ynru por-i z?z *$J JT

the valley of judgment, i.e. oY punish-
nah (Edajoth c.3, 10.) -n a kind of

ment. Sept. |y */**, rfc $/*. pastry.)

5. a poetical word for gold. Ps. 68 :
II- "HPT (perhaps, dwelling in ca-

lk. Prov. 3 : 14. 8 : 10. 12 : 27. 16 : 16. verns, from -iin no. II. and the adjective
Zech. 9 : 3. perhaps, literally, desired, termination ,) proper name of a peo-

coveted, (as if from the Arab. />?.=>- P^e dwelling in Mount Seir, Gen. 14 : 6.

avide cupiit, quasivit.) A. Schultens a^-wards
driven out by the Edomites,

supposes it a peculiar species of massy
Deut * 2 :

f
2

'
22 ' Their clnefs > however,

gold, aurum sponte effissum ex terra
are meiltloned in connexion with those

gremio, but the expression appears rather

general and poetic, than special and

technical.

of the Edomites, Gen. 36 : 20 30.

B"^ Tit! masc- Plur - 2 K. 6 : 25

Kethib. doves dung, comp. D^TT. It

^n m. verbalfrom -m, inflamma-
can be taken literally, (comp. ^Celsii

\ n^t 9ft. 99 <T
'

j ' Hierobot. P. II. p. 30. Rosenmiilleri
tton, fever. JLJeut. <co : 44. oept. te &&m-u,os. T i . T>- , ,,

Vuk. ardor.
nOt * m Bochartl Hleroz- T- IL P- 582-)

V oo r ,

but it; ma7 also stand for any other des-
Bin m. Ex. 32: 4. Is. 8 : 1. rt ^w

picablefood. That the name doves dung
or style,

for writing on a tablet, Comp. is applied in the ghemitish languages
ra. (Syr. ^j^* fo cw# m, to engrave?)

to certain vegetable substances is shewn

D^mn masc. plur. ^mer,, wrt-
in B charti Hieroz' T ' IL P' 44 ff*

^yeri, j?er507Z5 ^tVfec? in hieroglyphics; ^0 m ' dec- IIL a- money-bag, a

in the Egyptian court, Gen. 41 : 8, 24. Purse ' 2 K - 5 : 23 - Spoken of as a

Ex. 7 : 1 1, 22. 8 : 3, 14, 1 5. 9 : 1 1. per- J^6 mament, Is. 3 : 22. (Arab.

a leathern pursed)

dec. III. a. i. q. no. 1.

haps the kind of Egyptian priests called

by the Greeks /cg0ygfeferi; ;
in the

Chaldean court, Dan. 1:20. 2:2. a I.

kind of Magians. (If the word is Shem- threshing wagon, threshing machine.

itish, it may be compounded of TDTJ a 2 Sam. 12:31. IChr. 20:3.

style or pen, and mn to be sacred; hence H
^?. Others derive it from So the Sept.

the Copt. or

miracles. Others, with more probability,

from the Pers.

1 Sam. 17:18. cheeses.

aA/V. Vulg. formella

,
a worker of

casei. Chald. and Syr. idem. (In Arab.

a wse man,

from J ^
See

knowledge, and jj^ endow-

caseus molliusculuSy by a com.

mutation of n and 3>)

m * verbal from thn, dec. III.

ed. See Michaelis Supplem. p. 920. a- a ploughing, time of ploughing ;

Rosenmiilleri not. in Bocharti Hieroz.

T. II. p. 468. Jablonskii Opusc. ed. te

Water. T.I. p. 401.

ISam. 8 : 12. Gen. 45 : 6. Ex. 34 : 21.

^tp^n adj. strictly, still, quiet. Jon.

4 : 8 mSnrr D>ipT rrn prob. a still or sultry
IH Chald. plur. idem. Dan. 2 : east wind. Chald. quietus.

10, 27. 4 : 4, 6. [4 : 7, 9.] 5:11. ^H to cafc, se^e. Once Prov. 12 :

*nn m. verbal from rnri, Ae#, burn- 27 ITS

ing, i. q. )iin. Ex. 11:8. Is. 7 : 4.

1 "TO *<% according to the an-

cient versions, laziness seizes not its

I. *nn 6raw/, w^zVe or wheaten bread, prey. Comp. the following article,

(comp. nin no. I.) Gen. 40 : 16 nfr \Vp Q^^ID masc - plur. Cant. 2:9. strict-

baskets of white bread; Vulg. canistra
ly,

farince; Sept. *y ^OV^<TV. (In Arab.
here, a lattice window. Sept.
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"Jin Chald. to singe, to burn.

Ithpa. pass. Dan. 3 : 27. (In Syr.

Arab. .=>-.)

I. Din in Kal not used. (Arab.

Is. 34: 5. Mai. 3: 24. Zech. 14:

.>. to prohibit ; in several derivatives

also to consecrate.)

Hiph. onnn 1. to devote to Jehovah,
and in such a way as not to be re-

deemed. Lev. 27: 28. Mic,4:13.

2. This was done frequently to hos-

tile cities, after the taking of which, the

men and animals were put to the sword,

the city was burnt, and a curse imposed
on those who should rebuild it. The de-

votion and destruction are both ex-

pressed by this word. Deut. 2 : 34. 3 : 6.

7 : 2. 20 : 17. Josh. 8 : 26. 10 : 28, 37.

11:21.1 Sam. 15 : 3 ff. Sometimes with

the addition r>n 'pV with the edge of the

sword., Josh. 11:12. 1 Sam. 15:8. Con-

strued with nnw, Jer. 50:21. (comp.
1K.14: 10. 21:"21.) Is. 11:15 nnrrrn

nnsn'D^ pttft
n rrirp and Jehovah devotes

to destruction the tongue ofthe Egyptian
sea. The effect of this curse we may
conceive to be the drying up of the

gulf spoken of.

Hoph. D-TTTJ pass, spoken of persons,
to be destroyed or killed, (as if devoted

to God,) Ex. 22:19. Lev. 27 : 29. of

things, to be devoted to God, Ezra 10:8.

II. Dill i. q. Arab. . . to tear
off,

to cut off, intrans. to have ones nose

broken; conj. II. to break ones nose.

Part, nnn Lev. 21 : 18. flat nosed, mu-
tilated in the nose.

I. Din m. with suff. wn, verbal

from DTT no. I. dec. VI.
j.

1. something devoted to Jehovah with-

out thepossibilityofredemption, differing
in that respect from other consecrated

things. See Lev. 27: 21. 28:29. Num.
18 : 14. Deut. 7 : 26. 13 : 18. Josh. 6 :

17, 18.7:lff. 1 Sam. 15:21. Ezek.44:
29.

2. anatliema, curse. 1 K. 20 : 42 tf

'tnn the man whom I anathematize;

comp,
11.

II. DIPT m. dec. VI. j. net (of a fish-

er or fowler). Hab. 1 : 16, 17. Ezek. 26 :

5, 14. In Chald. idem.

nDin (curse) proper name of a Ca-

naanitish royal city, which was after-

wards allotted to the tribe of Simeon.

Num. 14 : 45. 21 : 3. Deut. 1 : 44. Josh.

12 : 14. 19 : 4, According to Judg. 1 :

14, originally called T^S.

jiDin proper name of a mountain-

ous ridge of Antilibanus, which accord-

ing to Deut. 3 : 9. was called by the

Amorites T?$?, by the Sidonians ]vn^.

In 1 Chr. 5 : 22, however, Hermon is

distinguished from Senir. According to

Deut. 4 : 48, it is the same as
f'^ip.

See

also Josh. 11:3, 17. Ps. 29 : 6. 89 : 13.

133 : 3. Plur. a>:ftin Ps. 42 : 7. Now
Jebel es Shech. (For its appellative sig-

nification, comp. .>. a high mountain)

\2}?2in m. a sickle. Deut. 16 : 9. 23:
.. . v

26. (This word appears to be com-

pounded of Din no. II. and win.)

tin proper name of a city in Meso-

potamia, in Greek Kcippai. Gen. 11: 31.

12:5. 27:43. 2 K. 19:12. In later

times famous for the overthrow of

Crassus. The same city is perhaps in-

tended Ezek. 27 : 23. comp. 2 K. 19 :

12.

D*0in proper name of a Moabitish

city. Is. 15 : 5. Jer. 48 : 3, 5, 34. The

gentile noun is ^in, Neh. 2 : 10, 19. A
different place is intended by pn na.

I. Din m. the sun. Job 9 : 7. Judg.

8:13. Also no-in with n paragogic 14 :

18. (comp. tyb and nW.)

II. Din the itch. Deut. 28 : 27.
V V

(Root Arab. ^^ to scratch, to be

rough, scabby.)

III. Din Is. 19 : 18. in the majority

of MSS. editions, and versions, DVO TO

(in the common text onrrn
-v?,) according

to Symm. Vulg. Saad. the city of the

sun, \. e. Heliopolis ; but perhaps both
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readings have the same sense, and DTI

denotes i. q. DTT deliverance, comp. the

Arab. *,.> to preserve, guard.

rftDin f. Jer. 19 : 2 Keth. (in the

Keri rvcnn,) proper name of a gate, in

the city of Jerusalem, which led to the

valley of Hinnom. Vulg. and Luther,

potsherd gate, (from inn.) Others, sun

or east gate, (from Din;) comp. nnran Tti

Neh. 3 : 29.

I. ?pn fut.
rprr

to mock, reproach,

revile, construed with an accus. Ps. 119:

42. Prov. 27 : 11. Job 27 : 6 ^ tprn
rf>

'oy? my heart reproaches none ofmy days.
More frequently in

Pi. rpn irfm. 1 Sam. 17 : 26, 36. Con-
strued with 7, 2 Chr. 32:17. with a,

2 Sam. 23 : 9. Judg. 5:18 rpn D pil
niob itco: Zebulun is apeople that lightly

esteemed their
life, even unto death, i. e.

they exposed themselves to the greatest

dangers ; (comp. Schnurrer on this pas-

sage).

II. ?]nn found only in Niph. Lev.

19:20 rw nciro nncttj a bondmaid be-

trothed to a man. (In Talmud, ncnrt a

woman betrothed, i. q. NDVIN strictly, a
woman purchased. Comp. the Arab.

< 'w=>- to exchange, bargain; since a

wife was obtained by purchase. See irn

and -on.)

III. Fpn denom. from
rprr,

ft> ?0zVa-

ter, to pass the winter. Once Is. 18:6

*pr
nn vte yistn nom-to 1

)
awe/ // ^e beasts of

thejield shall winter upon them. Antith.

^p to pass the summer, denom. from
y>

summer. So the Chald. Jerome, and

Luther; and the context greatly con-

firms it. Also in Arabic the significations

of the verb t ^ are for the most part

derived from a noun denoting autumn
or winter. Others, after no. 1., the beasts

of thejield shall insult them.

rpn m. dec. VI. m. autumn, or ra-

ther, since the Hebrews distinguished

only two seasons of the year, autumn
and winter together. Hence the an-

tithesis, *pitj y*j?
summer and winter,

Gen. 8 : 22. Ps. 74 : 17. Zech. 14 : 8.

p^nnTva the winter palace, Am. 3 : 15.

Job 29:4 'snn >m in my autumnal days,

or, as we should say, in my vernal days,
since the Hebrews and other eastern na-

tions began the year with autumn. Je-

rome: diebusadolescentiazmece. (Hence,
rnv the rain which falls in our autumn
is called by the Hebrews the early rain ;

and irjipVa that which falls in spring, the

latter rain. So ptnn in Chaldaic denotes

early fruit, in opposition to *VDM late

fruit.)

nsnn f. plur. nic-n, verbal from mn
T V 1 ""

no. I. dec. XII. c.

1. scorn, reproach, contumely. Job

16:10. Ps. 39:9. 79:12. Mic. 6 : 16

'EttTiBnn the reproach which my people
cast on me.

2. reproach, shame, disgrace. Is. 25 :

8. 54 : 4 the reproach of widoivhood.

Josh. 5:9 the reproach of Egypt, i. e.

that which cleaves to you from Egypt
to this place.

3. object of scorn, derision. Neh. 2 :

17. Ps. 22:7. Joel 2: 17, 19.

yin, fut. yrr.

1. to sharpen to a point, to sharpen.
Found only in the proverbial phrase Ex.

11:7 \yrh absryTrv hft hoic? ^ bbV against
all the children of Israel shall no dog

point or draw out his tongue, i. e. no

one shall injure them. Josh. 10:21.

Comp. Judith 11:19. Deriv. pin no. 1.

2. to rend, tear, lacerate. Part. Paul

yrn Lev. 22 : 22. lacerated, having a

small wound.

3. to be quick, active, diligent, acrem

esse. (In Arab. />? y
^ conj. I. VIII.

idem. Comp. Tin.) 2 Sam. 5 : 24 y^nn w
then be quick or hasten. See pin no. 3.

4. to determine, decide, decree. 1 K.

20 : 40. Job 14:5 vn; o^nn r if his

days are determined. Is. 10 : 22 ynn jVja

the destruction is decreed.

Niph. Part, ninm and renrn as a subst.

something decreed, sentence of punish-
ment. Is. 10:23 n*rrm n^ destruction

and the decree, a hendiadys for the de-
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creed destruction. 28 : 22. Dan, 9 : 27.

11 : 36. Dan. 9 : 26 roogto nsrvn the de-

creed desolations.

t^n Chald. loins, i.q. Heb. c^n.
h

Syr. |^*.
Dan. 5 : 6

fnntpn rnnrT nsp. #ta

joints of his loins were loosed, i. e. he

could not stand up.

JTiSiJ^n plur. 1. tight cords or bands.

Is. 58 : 6. (In Arab, by transposition

\-j.<es>- to bind a cord tight.)
'

2. pains, torments. Ps. 73 : 4. comp.
have reaPed ini9uity- Deriv-

Van no. III. and ton no. I. 4.' fut. tfrr, to be dumb, silent. (It

3Snn masc.plur.foundonlyNum.
aPPears to be

1

an
'^
tnaa ' from ^e P1

'6'

~
: ~. r .. , cedinsr : as the Lat. tusus, obtusus.

unripe qrapes, out of which a /77 r ,\ - 7 /-. i

(blunted,) from tundere; Greek icaQos,

German

) unn
1. fut. tthn^, to cw*, to ew w,
Jer. 17:1. Deriv. shn no. 1.

2. to wor, labour, especially metals.

Gen. 4:22. IK. 7: 14. Used meta-

phorically like the Lat. fabricari, ma-

chinari, Prov. 3 : 29. 6:14. 14 : 22.

3. to plough, till. (Arab. i*.y^.)
Deut, 22 : 10. Job 1 : 14. 4 : 8. Ps:i29 :

3 Dvjhn whrj '22 to ^ey ploughed upon
my back. Metaphorically, Hos. 10:13

ye have ploughed in wickedness, and ye

6 : 4. unripe grapes, out of which a

kind of food was prepared. (Arab.
S- O'

*y&>- unripe grapes ; by a transposition

of s and i
; and a commutation of o and

3.)

p"^n, fut. p%r, i.q. Arab.
^.=>-

to

gnash. Job 16:9 vsro
}j> p^n ^e gnashes

upon me with his teeth. In other places
construed with an accus. Ps. 35 : 16.

37:12. 112:10. Lam. 2: 16.

T)0> Arab.
^_,

to be hot, burnt,

dried. Job 30 : 30 :nrr >?p n-rr vx& my
bones are dried with heat. Ezek. 24 : 11.

Is. 24 : 6 yn rw ^inr the inhabitants of
the land shall be consumed as it were

withjire, quasi igne absumentur incolce

terra. (Comp. Joel 1 : 1820.)

(dumb, deaf,) from xoVr^;
stumm kindred with stumpf. The Arabs,

however, have here a different ortho-

graphy, namely . .i-. Used espe-

cially of God, to be quiet, inactive, (in

regard to the prayers of men,) Ps. 35 :

22 snnn "? nirp nw thou seest it, Jehovah,

be not inactive. 39:13. 83:2, 109:1.

Construed with p, Ps. 28 : 1 ^nn ? n

>:^r? my rock, turn not silently away

from me, i.e. be not inactive to help

me. (Comp. >cn and rron.)

5. to be deaf. "Mic. 7^16. Deriv. thn,

Hiph. 1. i.q. Kal no. 2. 1 Sam. 23 : 9.

2. i. q. Kal no. 4. to be silent, to keep

Niph. in; to be burnt, dried. Jer. 6 : silence. Gen. 3 : 5. Ps. 32 : 3. 50 : 21.

29. Ezek. 15 : 4. Fut. nrr, Ezek. 15 : 5. Construed with S, to be silent about any
24 : 10. There is another form of the thing, Num. 30 : 5, 8, 12, 15. with jo, to

pret. irr: (like ^n: from ?bn, nn? from nnn,
Ps. 69 : 4 '3Via nnp my throat is dried.

102 : 4.

Pilp. infin. nrnn to kindle (contention).
Prov. 26:21.

"

D^T^n plur. verbal from "m, dry
or parchedplaces. Jer. 17 : 6.

tT)H m. a sherd, potslierd, Job 2 :

8. 4l'i22. [41:30.] Ps.22:16. an
earthen vessel, Prov. 26 : 23. for which

be silent before any one, Job 13 : 13.

with ^, in the same sense, Is. 41 : 1,

Construed with an accus. to conceal,

Job 41 : 4. [12.] to be silent about any

thing, Job 1 1 : 3. Especially, as is com-

mon in Kal, to keep still, to be inactive,

2 Sam. 19: 11. Jer. 38 : 27 rara rcfnrm

they went quietly away from him, i. e.

they let him alone. Also spoken of

God, Hab. 1 : 13. Also spoken of God
in the difficult passage Zeph. 3:17 tinrn

last we more frequently find imn ^3 Lev. ! . . . ,

~"

6:21. [28.] 11^33. 14:5,50. 15; 12. ??T ^Uy,fe !S?^or appeased m
his love, as the context seems to require ;

ab. J^. to have a rough skin ; bnt the ugage of the yerb in other place8
nd ij~ to scrape. Comp. cnn the itch.) does not support this interpretation.
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We should rather expect a negation, he

is not inactive in his love.

3. i. q. Kal no. 5. to be deaf. 1 Sam.

10:27.

Hithpa. to keep still. Judg. 16 : 2.

Hn m. const, iinn, plur. D'snn, const.
T T

'tinn, verbal from uhn.

1. a stonecutter. Ex. 28 : 11.

2. a ivorkman in stone, wood, or

metal, i. q. Lat.faber. Ex. 35 : 35. Deut.

27 : 15. Sometimes more accurately

defined by what follows, bra unn a work-

man in iron, a smith, Is. 44 : 12. JSN tfin

D'S?, a workman in stone, a workman in

wood, Is. 44 : 13. 2 Sam. 5:11. Meta-

phorically, Ezek. 21 : 36 [31] rvmb *ohn

workmen of destruction.

1^T\T] m. plur. D't'nn, verbal adj. from

\zh_n, dec. VII. a. deaf. Ex. 4:11. Lev.

19: 14. Ps. 38 : 14. See the root no. 5.

^"^n m. verbal from tthn, dec. VI. k.

1. mechanic ivork, business of a -cnn.

Is. 3 : 3 D^n 051-1 the cunning artificer,

peritus fabricationum. Hence, D^nn \a

1 Chr. 4:14. Neh. 1 1 : 35. the carpen-
ters valley, near Jerusalem.

2. silence, and as an adv. silently, se-

cretly. Jos. 2:1.

tl?nfl m. verbal from WTT, (with the

form of the common participle, compare
-ttfo, in'v

;)
dec. VII. a. literally, the cutter,

worker; hence, an instrument. Gen. 4 :

22 ncna tJyrVj every instrument ofbrass.

^T\r\ m. dec. VI. m. a thick wood,
V

an intricate thicket. (In Chald. s^n to

be entangled, sn^iD^n a thicket, WBTTT a

wood.) Is. 17 : 9. Ezek. 31:3. With n

paragogic nthh into the wood, 1 Sam.

23 : 16. Also with prepositions, rntf-m

in the wood, verses 15, 18. Plur. o^rr:
2 Chr. 27 : 4.

.Htinn f. verbal from wnn.

1. a labouring or working in wood,
stone. Ex. 31: 5. 35:33.

2. n^n ntfnrr Judg. 4 : 2, 13, 16. a

place on the river Kishon, in the north

of the country east of Jordan.

mn found only Ex. 32 : 16. i. q.

hp no. 1. to engrave. (Aram, rnn idem.)

n m. found only 1 K. 20 : 27 ^
two smallflocks ofgoats. Sept.

otlyav. Vulg. duoparvi greges

caprarum. So also the Chaldaic inter-

preter, Kimchi, and other Jewish com-

mentators. Others : a couple of kids or
ff O

young roes; comp. the Arab, y_fl.* ^-
a young roe, perhaps the young of the

goat and stag generally.

"H^n fut
^p?!> (Aram, ^jon, ^OLi*.)

1. to hold back, to restrain. Prov.

10 : 19. Job 7 : 11. 16 : 5. Is. 58 : 1. cry
aloud, ^mn ^ 7^/d not back (the voice).

Construed with jo of the thing, Gen. 20 :

6. 1 Sam. 25 : 39'. 2 Sam. 18 : 16.

2. hence, to deliver, construed with

p of the thing. Prov. 24 : 1 1. Ps. 78 :

50. Job 33 : 18.

3. to deny any thing to any one, con-

strued with an accus. of the thing and

p of the person. Gen. 39 : 9. 22 : 12.

Without p, verse 16.

4. to spare, withhold. Prov. 1 1 : 24.

13 : 24 he who spareth the rod hateth

his son. 21 : 26. Construed with
)
of the

objectfor which, Job 38 : 23.

5. to spare, in reference to persons.
Is. 14 : 6. 2 K. 5 : 20.

Niph. I. to be assuaged, spoken of

pain. Job 16:6.

2. to be spared, saved. Job 21 : 30.

rjt^n fut.
*]wrr

1. to strip, make bare,

as trees of their bark or leaves. Joel 1 :

7. Ps. 29: 9.

2. to make bare, to uncover. Is. 52 :

10 Jehovah hath made bare his holy
arm. Is. 20 : 4 mti mwn with naked but-

tocks, nudati nates, (<
is the construct

state after the Syriac form, or the state

absolute followed by an accus. or else

it ought to be pointed ">) Construed

with an accus. of the person, Jer. 49 :

10. with an accus. of the garment, Is.

47 : 2 b$v mrr remove the trail. Jer. 13 :

26.

3. to draw, to draw
off.

Is. 30 : 14.

Hag. 2: 16.

Deriv.
F]icrra.

fut. aw. 1. to think,
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purpose; construed with b and an in-

finitive. Ps. 140 : 5 'BjD nimb laun I$K
ivho thought to overthrow my steps.

1 Sam. 18:25.

2. to imagine, invent, devise. Gene-

rally in a bad sense, as by niairno attfn

to devise plans against any one, Jer.

11 : 19. 18 : 11, 18. with bw, Jer. 49 : 20.

50 : 45. by n^ a^n to imagine evil

against any one, Gen. 50 : 20.

3. to think, reckon, or account to be

any thing ; construed usually with b,

Gen. 38 : 15. 1 Sam. 1 : 13. Job 13 : 24.

sometimes with 3, Job 19:11.

4. used absolutely, to esteem, to re-

gard highly. Is. 13 : 17. 33 : 8. 53 : 3.

Construed with b, Ps. 40 : 18.

5. to impute, construed with b of the

person and an accus. of the thing. 2 Sam.

19:20. Ps. 32: 2. Gen. 15 : 6.

6. to invent, devise, as a mechanic.

Am. 6 : 5. Ex. 31:3, 4. (Comp. nfen).
Part, aton an artificer, 2 Chr. 26 : 15.

especially, a weaver, a worker in da-

mask, different, however, from cgi, Ex.
26 : 1, 31. 28 : 6. 35 : 35. 36 : 8. 39 : 8.

Niph. 1. pass, of Pi. no. 4. to be

reckoned, counted. 2 K. 22 : 7.

2. to be counted to any thing; con-

strued with b, Josh. 13 : 3. with by,

2 Sam. 4 : 2. comp. Lev. 25 : 31.

3. to be regarded or esteemed as any
thing. Construed with a nomin. Prov.

17 : 28 axprr osn he is esteemed wise. Gen.
31:15. Neh!l3:13. with 3, Job 18: 3

rronas vatim *ITD wherefore are we ac-

counted as beasts? 41 : 21. with b, 1 K.
10:21. Is. 29: 17. 32: 15. with

'

a, Is.

2 : 22. with oy, Ps. 88 : 5.

4. to be imputed to any one. Lev. 7 :

18. 17 : 4.

Pi. atfn 1. i. q. Kal no. 1. Prov. 24 :

8. Jon. 1 : 4 the ship thought to be broken,
i. e. it was near being wrecked.

2. i. q. Kal no. 2. Prov. 16:9. in a

bad sense, Dan. 1 1 : 24, 25. Construed
with b, Nah, 1 : 9. Hos. 7 : 15.

3. i. q. Kal no. 4. to esteem. Ps. 144:
3.

4. to reckon, to count. Lev. 25 : 27,

50, 52. 27 : 18, 23. 2 K. 12 : 16.

5. to consider, reflect on. Ps. 77 : 6

Dvp; 'rn^n / consider the years of
former times. 119 : 59. comp. 73 : 16.

Hithpa. to reckon ones self, construed

with a. Num. 23 : 9.

PI Chald. to reckon, esteem. Dan.

4:32."'"[35.]

!Ht2)n m. verbal from atirr, the girdle

of the highpriest's ephod, so called from

the damask work of which it was made.

(See aprr no. 6.) Ex. 28 : 8, 27, 28. 29 :

5. 39:5,20,21.

"pn^n m. verbal from atfn.

1. wisdom, understanding. Ecc. 7 :

25,27. 9:10. Vulg. ratio. (In Chald.

]2\r>in reckoning, account, amount; which

would suit Ecc. 7:25,27.)
2. proper name of a city of the

Amorites, which, after the settlement

of the Israelites in Palestine, lay on the

borders of the tribes of Gad and Reuben,
and was reckoned sometimes to one

and sometimes to the other of these

tribes. It also belonged for some time

to Moab. Now called Husban. Num.
21:25. 32:3. Josh. 13: 26. 21:37.
Cant. 7 : 5. Is. 15 : 4.

n^'iHt^n plur. fern, verbal from airn.

engines, especially engines of war, to

cast stones or darts, tormenta. (Comp.
atfn no. 6. So the modern Lat. ingenia,
whence ingenieur.) 2 Chr. 26 : 15.

2. artifices, devices, artes. Ecc. 7 : 29.

1. Htfn 1. to be silent. Ecc. 3 : 7.

Ps. 107 :Y9.

2. to keep still, not to act, spoken of

God. Is. 62: 1,6. 64:11. 65:6. Con-
strued with

jp,
Ps. 28 : 1 '200 ntfrjn $ lest

thou turn away silentlyfrom me. (Comp.
tiTTT no. 4.)

Hiph. rrrrrn, part, ntfnio.

1. i. q. Kal no. 1. to be silent. 2 K.

2:3,5. 7:9. Ps. 39 : 3 ate? wnn /
was silent concerning (their] prosperity

2. i. q. Kal no. 2. Is. 57 : 11. 1 K. 22:

3. Comp. sJ'-jnn.

3. trans, to quiet, appease. Neh.8:ll.

II. nil)!"! i. q. ton to be in haste.
T T *

Here belongs, according to the present



punctuation, the fut. apoc. rnn Job 31 :

5. Perhaps also Judg. 18:9 cwp crw

5ft2$n
b and do ye hasten and delay not.

Chald. darkness. Dan. 2 : 22.

see

Chald. 1. to think necessary,

construed with 7 and an infill. Dan. 3:16.

2. to be necessary. Ezra 6 : 9 jn^rn
nci

V

ct qii(B opus sunt. (Syr. UA*A.A* to >e

useful, suitable.}

rVinttJn f. weed. Ezra 7 : 20.

"ijtt/'n
fut.

^[crr,
to >e darkened, ob-

scured, dim ; spoken of the light or of

the sun, Job 18: 6. Is. 5 : 30. 13:10.

of the earth, Ex. 10:15. of the eyes,

Lam. 5:17. Ps. 69 : 24. Ecc. 12:3
niritfi nii-hrr ^cn they are dark that look

through the windows. Part. pass. D'3irrr.

mean men, homines obscuri, Prov. 22 :

29. (Chald. fcoicn, fco'iprr low, mean, ob-

scure.)

Hiph. 1. to make dark. Am. 5 : 8.

Construed with V, 8:9 Metaphorically,
Job 38 : 2 rra? ^OTTO nj p who is it that

darkeneth, i. e. censureth, (my) counsel;

comp. -^pcn
37:19.

2. intrans. to be dark. Ps. 139 : 12.

Jer. 13 : 16.

Deriv. out of course Tpn?.

Tjlpn m. verbal from
Tprn,

dec. VI. m.

1. 'darkness. Gen. 1 : 2 ff. Ex. 10 : 21,

22. hence, hades, the regions of the

dead, Ps. 88 : 13. comp. Job 10 : 21.

2. used metaphorically for (l.)lt*-

fortune, destruction. (In opposition to

m light, prosperity.} Is. 9 : 1. Job 15 :

22 <

rj^Tf"
>

:p ITCJ paN'.-N? he expects not to

escape destruction, verses 23, 30. 20:26

every misfortune is reserved for him.

23 : 17. Am. 5 : 18, 20. Ps. 18 : 29.

(2.) sadness. Ecc. 5 : 16. (3.) ignorance.
Job 37 : 19. comp. 12 : 25, with verse 24.

fOlpn f. verbal from
^\rn,

dec. X.

darkness'. Gen. 15:12. Is. 8 : 23. Ps.

82:5. Also nytfrr, Ps. 139:12. Plur.

C'pcrr, Is. 50 : 10.

r?30n f. verbal from
Tjtrri,

dec. X.

idem. Ps. 18:12.

thin.

'. or small, to bruise

Dan. 2 : 40.

fern, of
TjtfTT,

idem. Mic. 3 : 6.

i. q. rcbn no. 2. to be weak.
- T - T

Niph. OVj$rj the feeble, exhausted.

Deut. 25:18V

7tef|
Chald.

Pa. to

m pieces, i. q.

^tt$n m. Ezek. 1 : 4, 27. 8: 2. Sept.

jfAgjcT^ov, Vulg. electrum; meaning prob.

thereby a bright metal compounded of

gold and silver, much esteemed in an-

cient times, (see Plin. xxxni. 4. 23.)

To a similar idea we are led by the

common derivation from
tfrrp

or nxon:

brass, (dropping the initial 2, comp. vr

for ^HD,) and NT?O virgin gold; namely,

golden brass, aurichalcum, which by
some writers is said to have been dearer

than gold. The ancients were acquainted

with several species cf copper, which, by
a natural or artificial mixture of gold, ac-

quired a remarkably brilliant lustre. In

Rev. 1:15, we find in a similar connexion

the Greek word x<*Xy.oXiZct.vov,
which is

of equally difficult explanation. Others

explain the syllable bo by lustre, as if

from Vnp
to rub, polish, hence, polished

brass, i. q. ^rrajn: verse 7. See Bocharti

Hieroz.T.il.p.870 878.

D^3r3^n masc. plur. found only Ps.

68 : 32. probably, according to the Rab-

bins, princes, viri magni et principes,

(In Arab. *ji&- magntts magnique

famulitii vir.) Others render it as a

gentile noun, Chasmoneans, inhabitants

of the Egyptian province Ashmunein,

m. in full "ccsrsn fen Ex. 28 : 15,

30. the breast-plate of the high-priest, a

kind of gorget, on the outside set with

12 precious stones, and in the inside

hollow to receive the Urim and Thum-

mim. See Ex. 28 : 22 ff. 39 : 8 ff. and

comp. onis. Perhaps, literally, ornament,

as if from the Arab.

tiful, conj. II. V. to

1. to cleave or be attached to

V I-

1
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any one, (from affection). Construed

with a, Deut. 7 : 7. 10 : 15. 21 : 1 1. Gen.

34 : 8. Employed in an elliptical con-

struction, Is. 38 : 1 7 *ba nrrcJp ^1)23 njTcn

thou lovedst (and deliveredst me) from
the pit of destruction.

2. to have a desire to do any thing,
construed with b and an iiifin. 1 K 9: 19.

2Chron. 8:6.

Pi. pttfn to bind, join, connect. Ex.

38 : 28."

'

Pu.pass. Ex. 27:17.

pl)n m. verbal from pttJn, dec. VI. g.

desire, pleasure. 1 K. 9 : 1, 19. Is. 21 :

4
'jptfrr F|M

the night ofmy desire.

D^ptpn and D^pV^Pf masc. plur.

dec. I. poles or rods, by means of which
the upright pillars or lathes of the court

werejoined together at the top, and on

which the curtains were hung. Ex. 27 :

10,11. 38:10 ff.

D^pt?n m. verbal from p^n, dec. I.

spokes of a wheel, radii, which con-

nected the nave and felloe. 1 K. 7. 33.

f. a collection.

(Comp. the Arab. /^>. to collect.)

Once 2 Sam. 22 : 12; In the parallel

passage Ps. 18 : 12,

0*H$n masc. plur. dec. I. naves of a

wheel, modiolij where the spokes unite.

IK. 7:33.

Efttfn m. hay, dried grass. Is. 5 : 24

njn) sjttjn fomumfiammcB, hay set onfire.

33:11. (Arab. *- Wem.)

Jin m. with suff. com, plur. o>rin,

verbal from nnn.

1. adj. broken, spoken of the bow.

1 Sam. 2 : 4.

2. terrified, dismayed. Jer. 46 : 5.

3. subst./mr, drazd. Gen. 9 : 2.

4. as a proper name, nn :a children

of Heth, and 'nn, plur. D'nn, Hittite or

Hittites, a Canaanitish tribe, dwelling
in the neighbourhood of Hebron. Gen.
23 : 7. 15 : 20. Deut. 7 : 1. Josh. 1 : 4.

D>nn >5br> 2 K. 7 : 6, for Canaanitish

kinr/s ero

onn
nn I. to take

(fire or coals from

an hearth). Is. 30 : 14 -np> ti ninnb to

takefirefrom the hearth. Prov. 6 : 27.

25 : 22 VaJtfi bs nnh nn n\bm i for thou

takest (and layesf) coals upon his head.

2. to seize, lay hold of. Ps. 52 : 7

bn^ ?jnD^ Tjnrr
he shall seize thee and

pluck theefrom thy tent.

Deriv. nnrrn.

nnn f. verbal from nnn, dec. X. ter-

ror. Once Gen. 35 : 5.

V^inn m. verbal from bnn, bandage

ofa wound. Ezek. 30 : 21.

D^nnnn masc. plur. verbal from

nnn, terrors, Ecc. 12:5.

n^nn f. verbal from nnn, dec. I. ter-

ror, fear. Ezek. 32 : 23. Drvnn the fear

of them, 32 : 2426.

*:jnn to determine, destine. Niph.

pass. Dan. 9 : 24 seventy weeks bs Tjnm

?jrp5>
are determined concerning thy peo-

ple. (In Chald. to cut, decide.)

7nn to wrap in swaddling-clothes.

Hoph. pass. Ezek. 16:4.

Pu. pass. Ezek. 16: 4.

n /nn f. verbal from bnn dec. X.

swaddling-band. Job 38 : 9. Comp. binn.

T /nn proper name of a city in Syria

of Damascus. Ezek. 47 : 15. 48 : 1.

I. Onn. fut. Dam.

1. to seal, to seal up; construed with

an accus. Also with 153, Job 9 : 7. (see
-wii no. 4.) and with a, Job 37 : 7 T3

DPin^ D^'
1

?!
he sealeth up every man's

hand, i. e. hinders him from using it.

(Comp. TL.)
2. as the roll or letter, when completed,

was sealed up, hence, to complete, finish,

fulfil. (In Arab, idem.) Dan. 9 : 24

>i3i
]iin

ohnb till the vision and the pro-

phets, i. e. their oracles, are fulfilled.

Vulg. et impleatur visio et prophetia.

Ezek. 28 : 12 iraa cnin complete in beau-

ty, i. e. a model of beauty, i. q. c; WQ.

Niph. to be sealed. Est, 3:12. 8:8.

Pi. to shut up. Job 24 : 16 TOnn opv
iob in the day-tune they shut themselves
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up, literally, obsignant sibi. (The an-

n|Jir]
f. verbal from jnn, dec. X. a

cients often sealed up what we are wont marri'a ~l wedding. Cant. 3 : 11.

to of, to seize,
only to close, Dan. 6 : 18. Mat. 27 : 66

Lipsius in Tac. Aimal. n. 2.)
TT- i -j 1.77 rapere (more leonis). Job 9: 12.
Hiph. idem, mtrans. to be closed or

stopped up. Lev. 15 : 3.

Deriv. out of course cnin.

II. Dnn prob. i. q. Arab. Jir>- to

reveal or suggest to any one, construed

with a. Job 33 : 16 chrp tmofta 7/e reveal-

their admonition, 'i'. e7 revealed to
wal1 ' construed with a. Ezek. 8 : 8. 12:

verbal from
F]nn,

probably for
t]nn ^y robber, (coiup.

Ttfn for rin sto 2 Sam. 12 : 4.) Prov. 23 :

28.

1. to raz& through, e. g. a

them admonition. Others, after the ?'
7
',
12

:

Am. 9 : 2 fct flnrn D*

usual signification, he impresses or in-

culcates on tJiem admonition.

HPT Chald. to seal. Dan. 6 : 18.

a seal, see Dn^in.
T

I rjl fern, of crnn, idem. Gen. 38 ;

v V

25
pieces, comp. Niph. Pi. Hiph.

tnn found only m the part, inn a
'

, r y 7 /* 77/0 i
I
- V J 2. to oe terrified, confounded. (Several

father-in-law, namely, a wife's father, yerbs of breaking have this change of

( husband's father m Hebrew is nn). 8ignincation
.

comp . Q^,.) Especially,

through or iwto hades. Construed

with an accus. Job 24 : 16.

2. to row, i. e. to break through the

waves. (Only in Heb.) Jon. 1 : 13.

Deriv. rryjrno.

1. to break or be broken in

Ex. 18:1 njta ;nh the father-in-law of to be (hrown {nto con;ternation ,
to be

Moses. Judg.l9:4ft. Fern. n:nn a made ashamed, kmdved with *v, Jo\>

wfesnother, a mother-in-law, Deut. 32 :}5 ito ^ A inn they were thrown

into consternation, they answered no

Jer. 8:9. 14 : 4. 48 : 1, 20, 39.

27 : 23.

Hithpa. to contract affinity by mar- more,

riage, namely, by marrying the daughter 59 : 2.

of any one, or by giving him his own Ni h>
/not to be confoimded with

daughter in marriage Construed with

nw, Gen. 34:9. 1 K. 3 : 1 . with a, Deut.

7:3. Josh. 23: 12. 1 Sam. 18 : 22, 23,

26,27. Ezra 9: 14. with b, 2 Chron.

from nn:,) fut. nrn, plur. imrv.

1 . to be broken or shattered in pieces.

Is. 7 : 8. 51:6 nnn *ft 'nfmi my good-
ness shall not be broken, i. e. it shall not

18 : 1. (Arab. JU- conj. III. to contract
C x- X

affinity by marriage; j^ a son-in- 2. to &e terrified, to despond. Fre-

law, a wife s relation.]

*

quently joined with >n;, Deut. 1:21.

"jnn
m. verbal from ;nn, dec. IV. c.

1. a son-in-law. Gen. 19:12. Judg.
15 : 5, 6.

2. a bridegroom. Ps. 19 : 6. Is. 62 : 5.
1Q . 2 Mai. 2 : 5

Ex. 4 : 25 D<D3 pn a Woafy bridegroom, he
V

rf

'

^^^.Afeo/ to fe cow-
on account of the child just circumcised.

foundedj Jer. 17 . 18<

Perhaps expressive of a symbolical union
*

pj L intran8. to oe^^ ,-n ^ecw.

with Jehovah, (comp. npj;) and perhaps Jer 5i.56
also containing an allusion to the signi- trans .*to terrify. Job 7 : 14.

fication of ]nn i. q. Arab. J^ to cir-
jjiph. nnn, >nnnn (Jer. 49 : 37).

cumcise. 1. to break in pieces. Is. 9 : 3.

3. a kinsman by marriage, in refe- 2. to terrify, to make afraid, Jer. 49 :

rence to the husband. 2 K. 8 : 27. 37. to make ashamed, Job 31 : 34. So

31:8. Josh. 1:9. 8:1. 10:25. Con-

strued with \:QD, to be afraid ofany one,

Jer. 1:17. Ezek. 2:6. 3:9. with p, in

the same sense, Is. 30 : 31. 31 : 4. Jer.

nn:
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in Hab. 2:17 jrprn,
for jnrr.

> stands

for Hirik with Dagesh forte following,

(comp. o'in;) and
]

stands in pause for

j
. Vulg. deterrebit eos.

) mto
Deriv. out of course m, nrin, rvirr

nnnp.

in. verbal from nnrr, terror.

JobG~:~21.

THIS letter is called in Hebrew B^B,

and as a numerical sign denotes 9. In

composition IB denotes 15, (9 + 6.) In

Arabic there are two corresponding let-

ters, namely \a and li. The former is

more common, as the latter approaches
to the s. It is often commuted with n

;

as
pprr

and
Fjtpn

to seize; Vcpr Arab. ^Jjlj
to

o

kill; ny$ and nyB, Syr. ]^ to err;

comp. ten no. II. etc. For its interchange
with i, see page 124.

INtp Chald. to bejoyful, glad. Dan.

6 : 24. Syr. *&\ to be glad. See sto

no. 3.

Ntp^tp to sweep out -or away. (In

Talmud. NBB, also BNPB <fe?n, EWB a

sweeping out) kindred with tc^p m?/d,

mire.) Is. 14 : 23 tpxprr MBMBM JJTWEWBI

CWM? / will sweep her (Babylon) away
with the besom of destruction; (so the

Vulg. Chald.) indicative of entire de-

struction ; comp. 1 K. 14 : 10. 21:21. A
similar figure is found under nrra. Others

s s

compare the Arab. \b\b profundam

ejffecit fossam ; hence, in our passage, /
will sink them into thepit ofdestruction;

which, however, is not sufficiently con-

firmed. In a similar manner, the Sept.

evidently deriving it from BT? mire, Tryhos.

IE Chald. good. Dan. 2 : 32. Ezra

5:17 SB ^Jo by ]n if (it seem) good unto

the king. Comp. sVo Est. 1:19. 3:9.

O^/^ltO masc. plur. bandages, head-

bands, turbans. Ezek. 23 : 15. (Usually
derived from SSB to colour; but more

probably from the Ethiop. SbaB to wind

round, to swathe with bandages.)
"VQ13 m. a height, hill, mountain.

Judg. 9 : 37 y>n *VQB Dj?n onT descend-

ingfrom the height of the land; (comp.

D^nn 'tfwi verse 36.) Ezek. 38 : 12 'stf

y^n I^B Vy dwelling upon the height of
the land. (Comp. ta-yp nn mountains of
Israel for Me country generally,

6 : 2.

33 : 28. 35 : 12. 38 : 8.) In Samar.

IISB a mountain; in Talmud. TQB the

navel; thus, too, the Sept. and Vulg.
translate iinp in both places. Most
translators have followed them, though
the figure appears very unnatural.

PQtp kindred with ngj.

1. to slaughter, kill, as animals. Ex.

21:37. [22:1.] Especially to dress

them for the table, 1 Sam. 25 : 1 1. Prov.

9 : 2. (In Arabic we find only the latter

idea, '^j]o
to cook, to roast.)

2. to cut down, destroy. Ps. 37 : 14.

Lam. 2: 21.

n!DI3 m. verbal from naa, dec. I. lite-

rally, a slaughterer ; hence,

1. a cook. 1 Sam. 9 : 23, 24.

2. an executioner, onewho inflicts capi-
tal punishment. This task in the east

belonged to the body guards of the king.

DTIJB sn 2 K. 25 : 8 ff. Jer. 39 : 9 ff. and

DTrran -TO Gen. 37 : 36. 39 : 1. 40 : 3, 4.

41:10,12. the captain of the body

guard, who was also the king's chief

executioner, like the Captain Pacha of

the Ottoman Porte.

H^tO Chald. an executioner, member

of the body guard. Dan. 2:14.

PQtD m. verbal from rraB, dec. VI. i.

1. cattle for slaughter; also, a feast
on them. Prov. 9 : 2 nnsB nn^B she kilhth

her beasts, or prepares herfeast* Gen.

43 : 15. comp. nsj no. 1.

2. the slaughtering-bench, the slaugh-
ter. Prov. 7 : 22. Is. 53 : 7.

3. a slaughter or destruction <f men.

Is. 34 : 2, 6.
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p fern, of nap, dec. X.

1. beasts slam, afeast on them. 1 Sam.

25:11.

2. the slaughter. Ps. 44 : 23.

nTOlp fern, of m?, dec. X. a female
cooL ISam. 8:13.

nnilD 1 Chr. 18:8. proper name of

a city in Syria of Zobah, which in the

parallel passage 2 Sam. 8 : 8, is called rrsa.

TQ13, fut. to, to dip in, construed

with V Gen. 37 : 31. Deut. 33 : 24.

Ruth 2:14. Also without an accus.

Ex. 12 : 22. 2 K. 5 : 14 he went down

D'pss raw fnrja
ton awrf dipped in the

Jordan seven times. 8 : 15.

Xiph. pass. Josh. 3:15.

^!HtO 1. to sink, e.g. into the mud,

into a
T

pit. Ps. 9 : 16. 69 : 3, 15. Lam.
2 : 9 rr-wtf ywa ia$ for <7fes are sunk

to the ground.
2. to penetrate, infigi. 1 Sam. 17 : 49

in^r?3 pNn ri-^ a?zdf /*e stone penetrated
into hisforehead.

3. as in Arabic, to seal; literally,

trans, of the preceding signification, to

make an impression on a soft substance.

Deriv. nsac.

Pu. i. q. Kal no. 1. Ex. 15 : 4.

Hoph. idem. Jer. 38 : 22. to settle

down or subside, spoken of the founda-

tions of the earth, Job 38 : 6. of the

mountains, Prov. 8 : 25.

nyitD f. plur. rfojTD, const, niwnp, ver-

bal from rnp, dec. XIII. m.

1. a seal-ring, a signet. Gen. 41 : 42.

Est. 3 : 10. See ris no. 3.

2. a ring generally, even without a

seal, or not intended for the finger. Ex.

35 : 22 ff. 37 : 3 ff.

rQlD Judg. 7 : 22. a place not far

from Abel-meholah in the tribe of

Ephraim.

rQtp name of the tenth month, cor-

responding partly to December and

partly to January of our calendar. Est.

2:16. "Decimus mensis, qui Hebrseis

appellatur Tebeth, et apud .^Egyptios

TV'*; (in La Croze Ta&i, in a Vienna

1 )

MS. Tj<, Arab. JJ*&) , apud Romanes

Januarius." Jerome on Ezek. 39 : 1.

"^ini5, const. TTO, sometimes "inri

(Job 17: 9.) verbal adj. from TTO, dec.

III. a. and h. pure; particularly, (1.) un-

mixed, as gold. Ex. 25 : 1 1. (2.) clean,

not dirty. Zech. 3 : 5. (3.) clean, in a

ceremonial sense, Lev. 13:17. hence,

spoken of animals permitted to be eaten,

Gen. 7:2. 8:8, 20. (4.) pure, in a moral

sense. Ps.l2:7. 19:10. 51: 12 Tina aba

pure heart. Job 14:4. Used abstractly as

a subst. purity, Prov. 22 : 11.

"^ntO to be or become pure; in a phy-

sical sense, 2 K. 5:12, 13. especially
in a ceremonial sense, opposite of sop,

Lev. 7:19. 10:10. 11:36. also in"a

moral sense, Job 4:17. Prov. 20 : 9.

Pi. TTO, fut. TTTO*.

1. to purify; e. g. a people, country.
Ezek. 24:13. 36:33. 39:12,14.

2. to pronounce clean or pure, spoken
of the priest, Lev. 13 : 13, 17 ff.

Pu. pass. Ezek. 22 : 24.

Hithpa. iron and Trren to purify or

cleanse one's self. Gen. 35 : 2. Lev. 14:

4ff.

^niD m. verbal from Tntp,
dec. VI. n.

1 . purity, brightness, clearness, spoken
of the firmament. Ex. 24 : 10.

2. purification. Lev. 12 : 4, 6.

"iniO m. verbal from Tap, dec, I. lus-

tre, majesty, glory. Ps. 89 : 45 mirn

iTrrso thou makest his glory to cease.

For the construction with jn, comp. 1 K.

18 : 5. Mich. 4 : 2.

""OHIO fern, of inio, dec. X.

Impurity. 2 Chr. 30:19.

2. purification. Lev. 13 : 35. 14:2.

rnrro w, blood of purification, from

which the lying-in-woman is cleansed,

Lev. 12: 4, 5.

Hit2 5 pret. ato, iafe, (instead of the

future, aa is in use from ip;).

1. to be good; but only used imper-

sonally, (1.) >b aiia it goes well with me.

Deut.*5:30. 15:16. 19:13. Job 13: 9

'3 atari will it go well (with you) that
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etc. Also, it kelps one, Job 10 : 3. to be Ps. 1 12 : 5 5

well (in mind), 1 Sam. 16 : 16. (2.) ato Ecc. 5 : 4, 17.

T3?? it pleases me. Num. 24 : 1. In the 36.

later books we find by instead of roa,

1 Chr. 13 : 2. Est. 1 : 19 ata rrten by ON #
zV please the king. 3:9. 5 : 4, 8. 7:3.

Neh. 2 : 5. comp. Ezra 5:17.

2. to be fair, lovely. Num. 24 : 5.

Cant. 4:10.

3. to be serene, joyful, (the prevalent

meaning in Syriac,) spoken of the heart.

1 Sam. 25:36. 2 Sam. 13: 28. Est. 1 : 10.

Hiph. anon, (a^rr from ap; occurs

more frequently).

1. to do well. 1 K. 8 : 18. 2 K. 10 : 30.

2. to do good. Ezek. 36 : 11.

3. to nwtke fair or beautiful. Hos.

10:1.

i"ilD, rem. rQltD, verbal adi. from
r '

ato, dec. I.

1. good. 7 aYo rrrr it goes well with

me, Ecc. 8 : 12, 13. cnb, V aiiob that it

might be well with us, with them, Deut.

6:24. 10:13. Jer. 32 : 39. (strictly

for V aiE nVrrb, comp. 'b *m, cnb
yift.) \b air:

%?}?# am"/, Ps.ll9:~71. Lam. 3 :' 27.

wa ata tfto which pleases me, (Num.
24:1.?) Deut. 6:18. Gen. 16:6 r?b >ips

^wa aiErr *fo to her what pleases thee.

19:
:

8. Judg. 10:15. 19:24. Also, in

the same sense, with >Dcb, Ecc. 2 : 26.

and b, (Job 10:3.?) Deut. 23 : 17. ara xb

sometimes for evil, wicked, Prov. 18:5.

20:23. Also as an adv. well! come

on f 2 Sam. 3 : 13. Ruth 3:13. and

as a subst. something good, a good, Job

7:7. Ps. 16:2. and placed as a genitive
after another noun, e. g. ara re-\a bene-

dictio boni, i. e. bona. aitob for good,
for the most part in phrases otherwise

ambiguous, (see nato,) Ps. 119:122.
Deut. 30 : 9.

2. fair, beautiful, spoken of persons
and things. Ex. 2 : 2. Gen. 6 : 2. Often

with the addition rwno, Gen. 24 : 16.

Eat.l:ll. 2:3,7.

? me man.
7:18. comp. Lam. 3 :

Amos 6: 2.

5. great. Ps. 69 : 17
Tprpn

ara s for
thy goodness is great. 109:21. (Comp.

Ruth 3 : 10.) Syr. ux^ adv. valde.

6. joyful. Est. 8: 8. 1K.8:66.
ata aba with ajoyful heart, Ecc. 9 : 7.

7. jjy arm having a compassionate eye,

merciful. (So the Sept. Vulg.) Opposite
of py sn. Prov. 22 : 9.

!l1tD proper name of a country be-

yond Jordan. Jud. 11:3. 2 Sam. 10:6.

Probably the same with T<W 1 Mac.
5:13.

!D/)tD m. verbal from ata, dec. I.

1. goodness, good condition. Ps. 119:

66 DSHD ara goodness of judgment, i. e.

good judgment. Often spoken of God,
Ps. 25: 7. 27:13. 31:20. 145:7.
Jer: 31: 14.

2. what is good or best, the best part.
Gen. 45 : 18, 20. Especially, the bestpro-
ductions (of a, country), Gen. 45 : 23.

Is. 1:19. Ezra 9: 12.

3. goods, riches. Gen. 24 : 10. Deut.

6:11.

4. joyfulness, spoken of the heart.

Deut, 28: 47. Is. 65:14.
5. prosperity, happiness. Job 20: 21.

21:16. Prov. 11: 10.

6. beauty, glory. Hos. 10:11. Zech.

9:17. Ex. 33 : 19 w^-ta T
'? / will

make all my glory to pass before thee.

rtZiitD fern, of aito, dec. X.

1. what is good, goodness. natebybr

good, Neh. 5:19 remember it, O God,
to mefor good. 13 : 31. Also in phrases
otherwise ambiguous, Ps. 86:17. Jer.

14:11. 24:6. Ezra 8 : 22.

2. goodness, blessing, (of God.) Ps.

65:12.

3. happiness, prosperity. Ps. 16 : 2.

106 : 5.

PHD to spin. Ex. 35 : 25, 26. (Arab.

;
3. pleaxwt, lovely. Cant. 1 : 2. 4 : 10. i

to fo(d to wind about

Especially, ofapkasant smell,fragrant,
^^

the fragrant ointment, Ps.

133:2. Is. 39:2.
4. happy, prosperous. Jer. 44:17.

Deriv. rntpn.

n^tD (comp. Arab. {Jo med. Je)

to cover, overlay; hence, to close (the
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eyes), Is. 44:18. to plaster over (a

wall), Lev. 14 : 42. 1 Chron. 29 : 4.

Construed with two accusatives, Ezek.

13 : 1015. 22 : 28. In Is. 44 : 18, the

pret. is no, as if from nnp.

Niph.pass. Lev.l4:~43,48.
Deriv. mo, nirra.

rri^I^ilO plur. fern, bracelets, front-

lets; especially, scrolls of parchment,
with passages of the Mosaic law (such
as Ex. 13:1 10.11 16. Deut. 6: 4 9.

11:13 21.) written upon them, com-

manded to be worn on the forehead and

left wrist, Ex. 13 : 16. Deut. 6 : 8. 1 1 :

18. These were afterwards regarded as

amulets. They are called by the modern

Jews p^pri,
and in the N. Test.

rfyia, phylacteries. (Chald. KB

a bracelet) turban.)

in Kal not used. In Arab.

to be long.

Hiph. Von to extend along, to throw,

to cast, 1 Sam. 18:11. 20 : 33. Jon. 1 :

5, 12, 16. to 'cast out (of a country),
Jer. 16 : 13. 22 : 26. Applied to the

sending of a wind, Jon. 1 : 4.

Hoph. to be cast, spoken of a lot

Prov. 16 : 33. to be cast down, Ps. 37 :

24. Job 41:1. [41:9.] to be cast out,

Jer. 22 : 28.

Pilp. W>c to throw or cast away. Is.

22:17. Deriv. nboto.

"Y)!D m. dec. I.

1. a row. Ex. 28: 17 ff. 39 : 10 ff.

2. a wall, border, boundary. Ezek.
ex

46 : 23. (Arab. Jo # boundary wall;

,|Js septum.)

*"ft!D Chald. a mountain, rock. Dan.

2 : 35, 45.

tofly. Job 9 : 26. (Syr. ufll^.)

Hip Chald. a fasting ; as an adv.

with fasting. Dan. 6:19. (After the

form n:s, from rno i. q. Arab. ^^3 to

fast.)

Il^ntp plur. fern, according to the

Jewish commentators, the reins, (from
mo to cover, because the reins are co-

vered with fat; comp. ijn.) Ps. 51:8
behold thou lovest truth in the reins or

inwardparts. Job 38 : 36 ivhoputs wis-

dom in the inwardparts? So the Chald.

Vulg. in visceribus hominis. (Parall. vjaip

heart.) The explanation of the latter

passage has this difficulty, that it does

not suit the context, verses 34, 35, 37,

38, which all speak of appearances in the

atmosphere. Some, therefore, have at-

tempted to accommodate verse 36 to the

rest, by rendering rrtrra clouds, and 'irjip a

meteor; but it would be better to sup-

pose an abruptness in^the course of

thought, or verse 36 to be transposed
out of its place, than to reject what ap-

pears the obvious meaning of the verse.

nniO hence, Pilel part. ntfjrnrnM the

archers, Gen. 21:16. (Comp. \^o ex-

pandit.} The form is like nw, nifcu; and

nntp see rnto.

]intp
m. verbal from

jrra,
a mill,

handmill. Lam. 5 : 13.

O'n'intp masc. plur. dec. I. a diffi-

culty in going to stool, tumours on the

fundament, hemorrhoids, piles ; or the

fundament itself, as the seat of disease ;

for the most part only in the Keri for

D'bDS, Deut. 28 : 27. 1 Sam. 5 : 6, 9. but

sometimes in the text itself, 6:11, 17.

The Keri probably contains the less

offensive expression. (Syr. ^^ to strain
o *.

hard in discharging the faces ; j
j cu*^

difficulty in discharging the faces, the

fundament. The Aramean translators

use this word for the Heb. D^SS.)

fniD to grind, to bruise in pieces.

Ex. 32 : 20. Num. 11 : 8. >pi" r?s pro to

grind theface ofthepoor, i. e. to oppress
him greatly, Is. 3 : 15. Job 31 : 10 prop

'froiN ^nsft my wife may grind for a,

stranger, i. e. become his mill-maid, or

most abject slave; (comp. Ex.11. 5. Is.

47 : 2.) . The Sept. Vulg. Chald. on ac-

count of the antithesis in verse 9, and

the parallel clause in verse 10, render

it, she may have criminal intercourse
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with another ; comp. the Greek ftvhteiv

and Latin molere, both used in this ^

sense. But in this case we should ex-

pect the verb to have been in the passive

voice.

Deriv. out of course
jirr.;.

n^n^ f. verbal from fro, the plaster

of a wall. Ezek. 13:12.

t^'lp m. 1. clay, potters clay. Is. 41 :

25. Nah. 3 : 14.

2. mud, mire. Ps. 18 : 43. 69 : 15.

ptp
m. Chald. clay. Dan. 2 : 41, 43.

(In Syr. and Arab, idem.)

rrvtp f. dec, x.

1. a fold, or enclosurefor cattle, such

as the Nomades used ; also, a cottage with

conveniences for cattle, and perhaps a

village of moveable tents. Geri. 25 : 16.

Num. 31 : 10. 1 Chr. 6 : 39. [54.] Ps.

69:26.

2. i. q. ITO no. 2. a walk. Ezek. 46 : 23.

3. a tower, palace. Cant. 8 : 9.

vlp m. in pause bp, with suff. brp,

dec. VIII. h. a dew, which in the east

sometimes resembles a gentle rain.

Gen. 27 : 28, 39. (Arab. Jk a gentle

rain.)

hto Chald. idem. Dan. 4: 12. [15.]

b$7tD to patch, to mend. (Chald. Va

idem.) Josh. 9:5 ni*fe> nibs: mended

shoes. Part. iVo spotted, party-coloured,
Gen. 30: 32 ff. Ezek. 16: 16. (So the

Germ.flecken signifies both topatch and

to spot.)

and D AD.

)

m. dec. IX. b. a tender lamb.
*^

1 Sam. 7 : 9. Is. 65 : 25. (Arab. ^ the

young of any animal, especially of the

gazelle; Syr. j^s.^ a youth.)

rOtO^t^ f. verbal from bra, a throw,

cast, projectio. Is. 22 : 17. See the verb
in Pilp.

n
7l2 plur. D'sVo, dec. VI. a tender

lanib. 'is. 40:11.

found only in Pi. bbp to cover,

to cover with a roof, i. q. n$. Neh. 3 :

15. For brbr:, see bra. (Arab. Jfe,

conj. II. IV. to overshadow, kindred with
bb* no. III.)

/710 Chald. Aph. bbr to lie in the

shade,'to rest. Dan. 4: 9. [12.] Comp.
the Heb. bbs.

Q7tp Josh. 15 : 24. proper name of a

city in the tribe of Judah, according to

Kimchi and others the same with c^bc
1 Sam. 15: 4.

HfctO, infin. n^DTD. I. to be or become

unclean or impure, especially in a ce-

remonial sense, spoken of persons and

things. Lev. 1 1 : 24 ff. Construed witji

2, to be rendered unclean by any thing,

Lev. 15 : 32. 18 : 20, 23.

Pi. Nap to render unclean, to pollute,

defile. Lev. 15 : 31. Ps. 79 : 1. comp.
2 K. 23 : 8, 10, 13.

2. to pronounce unclean, spoken of

the priest. Lev. 13 : 3, 8, 1 1 ff.

3. topermit to bepolluted. Ezek. 20 :

26.

4. to deflour, defile, (a woman.) Gen.

34:5,13,27. Ezek. 18: 6, 15.

Pu. pass. Ezek. 4 : 14.

Niph. Myoa and Hithpa. srasrr to defile

or pollute ones self, construed with b

(Num. 5:2.6:7. 9:6.) and a (Ezek.'
20 : 7.) of the thing whereby one is pol-

luted ; also, to defile ones selfby adultery,

spoken of a woman, Num. 5 : 27, 29.

Hothpa. $ran idem. Deut. 24 : 4.

NJ?t2 fern, nsrop, verbal adj. from oo,

dec.V. e. and dec. X. unclean, impure;

(1.) in a ceremonial sense, speken of

men, animals, and things, Lev. 5 : 2.

Deut. 14 : 19. (2.) in a moral sense, Job

14 : 4. DttJrr nDO infamous of character,

Ezek. 22:"5."

n&^ptp f. verbal from *, dec. X.

impurity, uncleanness, pollution . Lev.

5:3.7:21. also, something unclean,

Judg. 13 : 7, 14.

J~OD i. q. P found only in Niph.

Lev. 1 1 : 43. Job 18:3 131303 we areun-
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p]to

clean, i.e. reputed vile, in your sight. 48:11. Especially, pleasant taste, sa-

Vulg. sortfuimus. Others without suffi- vouriness, Job 6 : 6.

cient ground make mt> i. q. oa~. C'-N to 2. metaphorically, intellectual taste,

be stopped, closed; hence, to be dumb. discernment,irisdom. Comp. Lat. sapere,

1. to hide, conceal, as in the (to be wise;) insipiens, (unwise.) ISam.

ground, to bury. Gen. 35 : 4. Ex. 2:12. 25 : 33. Ps. 1 19 : 66. Job 12 : 20.-n^
Josh. 7:21, 22. b HE ^ to lay a snare D*? "3? womanwithoxtunderstanding,

privily, or, to spread a netfor any one,
Prov.ll:22. vsz*y&> those who answer

Ps. 140 : 6. 142 : 4. with ntfi in the same wise& Prov - 26 : 16.

sense, Ps, 9 : 16. 31 : 5. comp. 64 : 6.
3 - after the Cbaldaic usage, a royal

2. to hide generally. Josh. 2 : 6. Job decree or edict' Jon - 3 : 7 -

31 : 33. 3 : 16 pr.: te: unnoticed abor- G^tO m. Chald. w?7/, command. Ezra

fr'ora. 20:26 v:iEs'7 pop ^rrr^s every 6:14. 7:13. More frequently DSTE,

trouble is reserved in his treasures. which see, especially si?nif. no. 3.

2. to put in, to dip in. Prov. 19 : 24 -^ m> cl|ald> L ^fe> particularlyMe slothful man puts his hand into the
,. , ^, f i

. .
. . . a pleasant taste. Dan. o : 2 wen ai~:

atsn. llus word depicts the inactivity
of the slothful man.

Niph. pass. Is. 2 : 10.

Hiph. i. q. Kal. 2 K. 7 : 8.

Deriv. jrap'a.

fc^tp m. dec. VI. a. a basket. Deut.

26 : 2,

V

4. (Chald. m? idem.)

Fj2lD
found only in Pi. to pollute,

make dirty. Cant. 5 : 3. (Aram,
to be polluted)

when lie had tasted or felt the effects of
the wine.

2. wisdom, understanding. Dan. 2 : 14.

3. will, command, royal edict. Dan.
3 : 10, 29. ar.: cite to publish an edict,

Ezra 4 : 19, 21. 5 : 3, 9, 13. 6 : L Also,

a matterfor royal decision, causa, Ezra
5 : 5. srj ^a a deputy, literally, a

master of the rolls, dominus edictorum

seu causarum, an officer under the Per-

sian government, at Samaria. Ezra 4 :

i. q. rrn to err, deviatefrom a g 9 J7 %

way. Cornp. the Aram, wu \^2 .
^ reckoning, account, ratio. Dan.

Hiph. to cM,se to err, to seduce. Ezek.
13 . 10. 5. regard, respect. V? nya oro to Ave

DX>^ (also in Arab, and Aram.)
r^rc? to^ one

'
Dan ' 3 ' 12 '

1. to to,^, to ay Me to^to o/any thing. ?' 1^ to^'^^ beaste f F

job 12: 11.
a
journey.

Gen. 45: 17. (Aram. |ro,

2. to ta^to. to e a //^/e o/" any thing.
1 Sam. 14: 24, 29,43.

3. to taste, to enjoy the taste of any
thing. 2 Sam. 19: 36.

II. to thrust through. Pu. pass.

19. (Arab. L idem.)

r ,^ m. with suff. EE. dec. VIII. h. a
4. metaphorically, to perceive, enjoy, '-_.

''
. -

collective noun, /i/e o?ze5, children.

Gen. 34: 29. 43:8. 45:19. 46:5.

Comp. Ezek. 9 : 6, where it is used in

opposition to young men and young
women; and Ex. 12:37, where it is

opposed to men capable of bearing arms.

Often in a wider sense, ones whole fa-

mily, Ex. 10: 10. Num. 32:16, 24, 26.
m. verbal from c?p, dec. VI. c. Comp. 2 Chr. 20 : 13 CITSJI CTO D|o ca

1. taste, as of food. Num. 11 : 8. Jer. their family, (namely,) their wires and
GG

experence. Prov. 31:18. Ps. 34 : 9

rnn;
sta '3 ^>ni TOTTD experience and see that

Jehovah is good.
Deriv. out of course tyer^.

D^P Chald. idem.

Pa. to caiAse to e, tofeed. Dan. 4 :

22. [25.] 5:21.
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children. 2 Chr. 31 : 18. Gen. 47: 12

JD
{& after

the number of the family. ~

Derived from
rjcp,

unless this verb is

rather a denom. from
*]p.

HDIO literally, to be broad, extended,

spreading. (Syr. ^.^2^ to spread out.

Kindred with nss, whence rnrw.) Deriv.

out of course nnsrao.

Pi. TOO 1. to spread out, to extend. Is.

48:13."

2. to fo#r upon the arms, as small

children, a denom. from npa, here in

the sense ofpalma. Lam. 2 : 22.

riDIO m. plur. nines, verbal from HDID

dec.Vl.

1. a palm, hand-breadth, a measure

of length. 1 K. 7 : 26. 2 Chr. 4: 5. (comp.
Jer. 52 : 21.) Ps. 39 : 6 >p;

nnru nines nan

behold! thou makest my days as an

hand-breadth.

2. in architecture, prob. the coping,

corbil, projecting stone on which a timber

is laid, mutulus. 1 K. 7 : 9. Sept. y?Vo?,

i. e. epistylium.

nQtO m. verbal from ncp, a hand-

breadth. Ex. 25 : 25. 37 : 12. Ezek. 40 :

5,43.

Q^n^tO masc. plur. verbal from nes

no. 2. the bearing or nursing of children.

Lam. 2 : 20.

7GtD to invent, contrive; joined with

TJ$, Ps". 1 19 : 69. Job 13 : 4. Used ellip-

tically, Job 14: 17 'tfsr'w teorn Mow zw-

ventest (falsehood) to my transgression,

i. e. thou charges! me with evil falsely.

(In Arab. ^Jj^ to labour ones dis-

course; in Talmud, tojoin on, to sew on.}

IDDtp m. Jer. 51:27. Plur. cnDep

Nah. 3:17. name of a military officer

among the Assyrians and Medes. In

the Targum of Jonathan Deut. 28 : 12,

it occurs as the name of a chief angel.
The word is perhaps of Assyrian origin.
The second syllable is most probably i.q.

Tip Pers. y princeps ; and the first syl-

lable Dp may be compared with the Pers.
C x

altitude, potentia.

onto
<ts tf ^

and L < L\ J
to

many and short steps, to trip, to mince,

spoken of affected coquettes. Is. 3 : 16

nnbn
qtap? Tjibn they mince as they walk.

Luth. sie treten einher und schwanzen.

Deriv.
F]p children, (q.v.) perhaps so

called from their manner of walking.

plur. pep, Chald. i.q. Heb.

1. nail (of a human finger or toe.)

Dan. 4: 30. [33.]
1. claw (of an animal.) Dan. 7:19.

tEJDlp
to befat; hence, metaphorically,

to be stupid, insensible; comp. ?ret^vg t

pinguis. Ps.ll9:70.

"ntO, in Arab, and Syr. to thrust

away; conj. IV. to follow one another

continually, namely, by pushing one

another forward. So applied to flowing

water, Prov.l9:13. 27:15 -nte
F^J

a

continual droppingfrom a roof.

"Hip Chald. to thrust forth, to drive

out. Dan. 4 : 22, 29, 30. [4 : 25, 32, 33.]

Dl^lD (read 01*110) i. q. tnp yet not.

Ruth 3 : 14 Keth.

in Arab. A? conj. I. IV. to

or away. Hence, Hiph. Job

37:11 a^ rnp na
t|H

also the clear shy

showers he loads the clouds, comp. rnb;

but not so accordant with the parallel

clause.

PntD m. dec. VI. p. burden, trouble.

Deut. 1:12. Is. 1:14. (In Chald. rrra

to fatigue ones self by labour, to weary
ones self.}

ItO adj. found only in the fern, rr^a

recens. (Arab, ^.b and j;i

to be fresh.) Spoken of a wound, Is.

1:6. of a jaw-bone, Judg. 15 : 15.

D"^tD conj. yet not; construed with

a future, Gen. 2 : 5. Ex. 10: 7. Josh. 2:

8. with a preterite,
1 Sam. 3 : 7.QpT^a

w/ien not yet, before, Jer. 1 : 5 N?n D-jm

before thou earnest out. Ruth 3:14 Ken.

2 K. 2 : 9. Also without a in the same

sense, Josh. 3 : 1. Ps. 1 19 : 67. In Zeph.



2 : 2, Hb is also added, of course there is

a double negation. OTSO when not yet,

Hag. 2 : 15.

FptO, fut.
rpp;,

once
fj-y?* (Gen 49:

27.) to tear in pieces, to raven, spoken

properly of wild animals. Deut. 33 : 20.

Ps.22:'l4. Nah.2:13. Used meta-

phorically of God, Ps. 50 : 22
rptpyi JB

'rep PHI to / tear you in pieces and
there be none to deliver. Hos. 6:1.

Niph. pass. Ex. 22 : 12. Jer. 5 : 6.

Pu. idem. Gen. 37 : 33. 44 : 28.

Hiph. to cause to eat, tofeed, as men.

Prov. SO : 8.

F)""JtD adj. fresh, recens, spoken of a

leaf. Gen. 8:11. (Arab, ^ji to be

new.)

"}tp
m. verbal from rpc,

dec. VI. a

1. prey, (of a wild animal.) Job 4:

11. 29:17. 38:39.

2. food. Prov. 31: 15. Mai. 3: 10.

Ps. 111:5. Comp. the verb in Hiph.

3. a leaf.
Ezek. 17:9. (Aram. METQ,

|.2)f^ idem, perhaps so called from its

freshness ; comp. *]7-2)

HD^tp f. verbal from
tpp, something

torn in pieces by wild animals. Gen.

31:39. Ex. 22: 12, 30. Lev. 7 : 24.

N^'ltD Chald. Ezra 4 : 9. name of

a people, which were brought into Pa-

lestine by the Assyrian kings. Sept.

THE name Yod iV probably signifies

i. q. T a hand, (comp. DV plur. Dig,)

and has reference to its figure in the

Phenician alphabet m, which repre-
sents three fingers stretched out, or a

rude drawing of a hand. )

^fc^
to desire earnestly, to long for

any thing, construed with
^.

Ps. 119:

131. In Syr. >
~*-|_f a quadriliteral, Pa.

and Ethpa. idem. Kindred with rn

and HTM no. I.

n^iP to be fair, becoming, suitable,

due, i. q. rn* (Ps. 33 : 1. Prov. 17:7.)
Jer. 10:7 npN> ^ >3 for it is due to thee.

Sept. <ro ya^ it 1111. (Syr. ]|^ fair,

most frequently with i>, becoming, due,

i. q.

see a rver.

TN*' (he shines) a proper name,

Jair, the son of Manasseh. Num. 32 :

41. In Greek
'I*'i,g 5 Mark 5 : 22.

I. h&^ for *w, to befoolish, i. q. h}$

(whence ^J* 5 ) by transposition.

Niph. ^jia to befoolish, to actfoolishly,

Num. 12 : 1 1. Jer. 5 : 4. Hence, to ap-

pear as fools, to be made ashamed, Is.

19 : 13. Jer. 50 : 36 v?^ D^ran *? r;? a

sword is upon the lying prophets, and

they appear as fools. Comp. Vnn Job

12:17. Is. 44: 25.)

II. hw, Hiph. V*rtn. 1. to begin.

Deut. 1:5. Josh. 17: 12 ra$ \33n ^i
yn^2 and the Canaanites began to dwell,

i. e. to fix themselves, in that land. Judg.
1 : 27, 35. Hence, to undertake, to ven-

ture, Gen. 18: 27, 31.

2. to will orplease to do a thing. Hos.

5:11. Judg. 17:11. Ex. 2:21. Judg.
19:6

]Vj }-bin be pleased, Ipray thee,

and tarry all night; comp. 2 Sam. 7 :

29. 2 K. 5 : 23.

Note. This verb is construed with *>

before an infinitive; and with a finite

verb with (Judg. 19:6.) or without

Deut. 5:1. Hos. 5 : 1 1.) a copula.

ifo? and -^N
1

!
once TIN (Am. 8:

8.) m. dec. I. a river, a word of Egyp-
tian origin, namely, Jaro and Jero.

Hence used almost exclusively of the

Nile, Gen. 41:1 ff. Ex. 1 : 22. 2 : 3. 7:

15 ff. and only rarely of any other

stream, Dan. 12:5, 6,7.

Plur. on>r brooks, streams, canals. Job
28:10. Is. 33: 21. Applied especially
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to the canals and arms of the Nile,

Ezek. 29 : 3 ff. 30 : 12. Ps. 78 : 44. Is.

7:18.19:6. 37:25.

^^T> Arab. , ,*,(j fo despair or be

out of hope concerning any thing. In

Kal not used.

Niph. idem, construed with
pp.

1 Sam.
27 : 1. Part. tfs?i3 one in despair, Job 6 :

26. Also used impersonally, it is in

vain, there is no hope, desperatum est,

Is. 57:10. Jer. 2:25. 18:12.

Pi. irifin. w to cause to despair. Ecc.

2:20.

f^bO m. (Jehovah heals, from rntftf

fut. of ncNrsr^) to heal, and'irp;) pro-

per name of a king of Judah, in whose

reign the book of the law, which had

been lost, was found. 2 K. 23 : 23. 2 Chr.

34 : 33. In Greek 'larta.;.

!lll^ found only in Pi. ay to call, to

cry aloud. Judg. 5 : 28. (In Aram, to cry

aloud, to shout.)

7^Q^ m. verbal from
ba;

no. 1. (comp.
nwan proventus, from Nia,) dec. I. pro-
duce ofthe earth. Lev. 26 : 4, 20. Deut.

11:17. Ps. 67 : 7. 85 : 13. Job 20: 28

irva bia' by theproduce, i. e. the substance,

of his house shall disappear.

D^)^ the ancient name of Jerusalem.

Judg. 19: 10, 11. 1 Chr. 11: 4, 5. The

gentile noun is wr Gen. 10:1 6. 15:21.

Josh. 15 : 63. 2 Sam. 5 : 6. But this form

appears also to denote the city, Josh.

18:28. Zech.9:7.

see ttflT
1
.

T " T

. _ I. to go. See Hiph. Deriv. bis

no. I. bia*
1

,
and perhaps ban.

2. to flow, run; (comp. TJT?
no. 5.)

Arab. (Jj. veJiementer pluit. Deriv. bia

no. II. ba;, bav, ba>>, bran.

Hiph. b>ain (Syr. ^so] i. q. wan,

used only in poetry.
1. to bring, lead, as persons. Ps. 60 :

11. 108:11.

2. to bring, present, as gifts, offerings.
Ps. 68: 30. 76; 12. Zoph.3:10.

Hoph. bain 1. to be brought, led, spoken
of persons. Ps. 45 : 15, 16.

2. to be brought, spoken of things.

^":7
Ho^ 10:6.

l^.-Also
to

be earned (to the grave), Job 10 : 19.

21:3032.

5? Chald. found only in Aph. bavr

to bring. Ezra 5 : 14. 6 : 5.

2^ m. verbal from
baj no. 2. dec. IV. a.

1. a stream. a;p~"W streams of wa-

ter, Is. 30:25. 44:4.

2. Jabal, proper name of a son of

Lamech, the first who led a Nomadic
life. Gen. 4: 20.

0^73,} (from nbr and t, the people
wastes away,) a city in the tribe of

Manasseh. Josh. 17: 11. Judg. 1:27.

2K. 9:27.

x2L^ ?
found only in the fern. nba

having excrescences, blains, or ivarts;

spoken of cattle. Lev. 22 : 22. Vulg.

papulas habens. (So in Chald. and

Rabbin. The Mishnah (Erubhin 10. 1
1.)

treats of the cutting off of such warts.

In Arab. ^L deftuxus pilorum, but

the former explanation is preferable.)

D^ m. dec. IV. a. a brother-in-law,

or husband's brother, Lat. levir, who, by
the Mosaic law, was bound to marry the

widow of his brother deceased without

issue. Deut. 25 : 5 9. Hence,

D^l** Pi. denom. from pr, to perform
the duty of a husband's brother or of a

levir. Deut. 25 : 5 9. Gen. 38 : 8.

tapy, dec. XIII. b. a sister-in-law or

brothers wife. Deut. 25 : 7, 9. Also, a

brother-in-law's wife, Ruth 1:15.

^M3^P (God builds.)

1. proper name of a city in the tribe

of Judah. Josh. 15:11.

2. also of a cityin the tribe of Naphtali.

Josh. 19: 33.

rO^ a place in Philistia, on the

Mediterranean sea, in later times the

seat of celebrated Jewish school.



2 Chr. 26 : 6. In Greek.
f

l*^/, 1 Mac.

4 : 15. and 'l*>cm* 5 : 58. 2 Mac. 12 : 8.

\)3^ proper name of a stream or small

river
(TTJ:)

which flows into the Jordan

below the sea of Galilee; Arab. Yarmuc,

also Jiryat Musa, Lat. Hieromiax.

According- to others, the Jiryat Mana-
dra. Seetzen in Zach's Monatl. Cor-

respondenz, XVIII. p. 381. Gen. 32 :

23. Deut. 2:37. Josh. 12: 2. Judg.
11:13.

I. Efcl'
1

,
tut. sJy, plur. jj, infin. to,

const, to, rwJy, to &e or become dry ;

Josh. 9 : 5, 12. spoken of rivers or of the

sea, Job 14 : 1 1. of the earth, Gen. 8:14.

of plants, to wither or dry up, Is. 15 :

6. 19 : 7. 40 : 7, 9. Ps. 22 : 16 snm tfy,

712 wy strength is dried up as apotsherd.

Applied particularly to a paralysis or

withering of the hand, 1 K. 13 : 4.

Zech. 11 : 17. comp. in the New Testa-

ment, Mark 3:1. etc.

Pi. s*r to make dry, to dry up. Job

15 : 30. Prov. 17 : 22. In Nah. 1 : 4, we
find s

.ns}32 for visfc\

Hiph. '.rain to dry up, to make dry,

Josh. 2:10. 4:23.

I. ItflT1

, Hiph. stain i. q. ston from stta.

1. to make ashamed, to shame. 2 Sam.

19:5.

2. intrans. like sfta in Kal, to 6e

brought to shame, to be disappointed in

ones hope, Joel 1:11. Jer. 10 : 14. Zech.

9:5. to be disgraced, Jer. 2 : 26. 6 : 15.

8- 1 ~>
. L .

3. to become a disgrace, to perish ;

spoken of the harvest, Joel 1:10, 12,

17. of cities, Jer 48 : 1, 20. 50 : 2. Joel

1:12 DT$ \?2 jrp pet? MTI^H /ta joy of the

children ofmen Jias perished.

4. to conduct shamefidly. Hos. 2 : 7.

[2:5.]

Iw^P, fern, rntfy, verbal adj. from c:r

no. I. dec. V. f. and X.

1. dry. Job 13: 25. Ezek. 17 : 24.

20 : 47.

2. proper name of a city in Gilead,

also called sta; 1 Sam. 11:1,3.

f. verbal from tto no. 1. the

dry, the dry land. Gen. 1 : 9. Ex. 4 : 9.

Jon. 1 : 9, 13. 2:11. nsfra on dry
ground, with dry feet, Ex. 14: 16, 22,
29. Josh. 4: 22.

^ f. idem. Ex. 4 : 9. Ps. 95 : 5.

tt?5!l f- Cliald. emph. KntjJaj, idem.

Dan. '2': 10.

H^*1 toplough, till. Part. G1^plough-

men, husbandmen, 2K. 25 : 12 Keri. Jer,

52:16. This root is kindred with yia,

see the art. caa.

H^ m. verbal from ar, dec. V. a. a

JMcTjer. 39 : 10.

Fillip, with n paragogic nr^r (Jie is

lifted up, Hoph. of rna,) a place in the

tribe of Gad. Num. 32 : 35. Judg. 8:11.

I. ("T^P to be afflicted, grieved. In

Kal not used.

Pi. rr to afflict, grieve. Fut. ng\ for

nra Lam. 3 : 33.

Hiph. min to afflict, grieve, vex. Job

19:2. Lam. 1:5, 12. 3:32. Is. 51:23.

Niph. nna (for rato.) Part, rrou (for

mii) afflicted, grieved, Zeph. 3:18 ai3

wrap ^/ie disconsolate for, i. e. for want

of, the solemn assembly. Lam. 1 : 4

ni3i: rrnbvii her virgins are afflicted.

Deriv.
ji^,

rwn.

II. nHn to 6e separated.

Hiph. n:in to separate, to remove.

2 Sam. 20:13. ^Arab. ^ conj. IV.

to remove; comp. in Heb. rr^n no. II.)

ji^ in. verbal from r no. I. dec. III.

a. affliction, sorrow. Gen. 42 : 38. 44 :

q i p i q . qo 1. 1 S. lo . o.

y^ m. verbal from w
r,

dec. III. a.

1. adj. wearied. Job 3 : 17.

2. subst. labour, particularlyj^^V/wm^

labour, strenuous exertion. Gen. 3 1 : 42

B3 y*y the labour of my Jiands. Job 10:

3 TTE3 ^r the labour of thine hands, i. e.

3. what is produced or earned by la-

>-, possession, substance, wealth. Is.

45 : 14. 55 : 2. Jer.3 : 24. 20 : 5. Ezek.

23:29. Ps. 109: 11. Neh.5:13. So

D?ED y, in the same sense Hag. 1: 11.

That this word denotes especially the
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labour and produce of the field is evident him.

from Ps. 78:46. 128:2.

ny1

.?

1

?)
fern, of sw, dec. X.fatiguing

labour, weariness. Ecc.l2:12.

&P, fut. w. 1. to labour, to exert

ones ''self. Job 9 : 29. Prov. 23 : 4. Is.

49 : 4. 65 : 23. The thing about which
a man labours, is preceded by a, Josh.

24:13. Is. 62:8. 47:12. or put in the

accus. verse 15.

2. to be wearied. 2 Sam. 23 : 10. Is.

40 : 31. Ps. 6 : 7 'nmNa vw:i; /am wearied

with my groaning. 69 : 4. Jer. 45 : 3.

In a somewhat different sense Is. 43 :

22 ^joir -1
JJJMJ '.a^/or MOM /* oeera weary

of me, O Israel.

Pi. to fatigue, make weary. Josh. 7 :

3. Ecc.lO:15.

Hiph. >3fti. 1. to /oao
7

, burden. Is.

43 : 23 n:ira
sprwairr

*ft 7 /wzt-e wctf bur-

dened thee with incense, i. e. in requiring
incense.

2. to weary, be troublesome. Is. 43 : 24.

Mai. 2:17.

Deriv. out of course aw .

^^ m. verbal from v?
r,

t#A# zs pro-
efocec? or earned by labour. Job 20 : 18.

V3P verbal adj. from
r:;, dec. V. a.

wearisome, tiresome, Ecc. 1 : 8 onjnrrte

tw>2 // words would be tiresome. Also

weary, fatigued, Deut. 25 : 18. 2 Sam.
17:2.

IJ
1

]
m. Chald. a hill, a heap ofstones.

1 7

Gen. 31 : 47. (Syr. ^ idem.)

"^rP, 2 pers. rnfr, i. q. 113 no. II. to

year, to 0e afraid of, construed with an

accus. Job 3: 25. 9:28. Ps.ll9:39.

or with '3BO, Deut. 9:19. 28 : 60.

"^ verbal adj. or part, from -a;, fear-

ina, used with the pronouns to form a

periphrasis for the finite verb. Jer. 22 :

25. 39:17.

"T com. gen. (more frequently fern.)

const. T, with suff. n;, DJT , prim. dec.

II. a.

1. the hand. The following phrases
are worthy of notice; (1.) p"Va n/c n;

my hand (is) with any one, i. e. I assist

1 Sam. 22: 17. 2 Sam. 3:12. 2 K.

15:19. (2.) a
rnyji n; my hand is against

any one, (Gen. 16:12.) I bring evil

upon him. Gen. 37:27. 1 Sam. 18: 17,

21. 24:13,14. 2 Sam. 24: 17. Josh.

2 : 19. a nirr T the hand of Jehovah is

against or brings destruction on any

thing, Ex. 9 : 3. Deut. 2:15. Judg. 2 :

15. Job 23 : 2 rrT$ 'T the hand (of God)

upon me is heavy. Also construed with

*>N in the same sense, Ezek. 13:9. This

phrase is sometimes, though very rarely,
taken in a good sense, to befor any one,
to be favourable to him, 2 Chr. 30 : 12.

Ezra 9 : 2. Hence in Judg. 2 : 15, the

meaning is made more definite by add-

ing rnr6. (3.) -*n nirr T nrm t/ie hand of
JeJiovah came upon any one, i. e. the

Deity began to inspire him, (as a pro-

phet). Ezek. 1:3. 3 : 14, 22. 37 : 1.

2 K. 3 : 15. Construed with b in the

same sense, 1 K. 18 : 46. Ezek. 8 : 1 few

'3i T DTO ^ and there the hand of the

Lord fell upon me, (nn is used in the

same sense, Ezek. 11:5.) Jer. 15 : 17

?p r?ep because of thy hand which has

inspired me. (4.) 'ate *n rnrv T the hand

of Jehovah rests (graciously) upon any
one. Ezra 7 : 6, 28. 8 : 18, 31. The more
full expression is njtert DWM T the good
hand of God, Ezra"7 : 9." Neh.2:8.

comp. Ezra 8 : 22. Is. 1 : 25. It is used

in a bad sense only Am. 1 : 8. (5.) T
jru

to give the hand to any one, i. e. to pro-
mise or make sure by striking hands.

Ezra 10: 19. 2 K. 10: 15. Used par-

ticularly of the party which in making a

covenant submits or devotes itself to the

other, Ezek. 17:18. Lam. 5 : 6. Jer.

50:15 nr njrg she (Babel) hath sub-

mitted. 2
T

Chr. 30 : 8. So nrw T
jnj to

submit ones self,
1 Chr. 29 : 24. (6$ V

TI Job 34 : 20. and T DDK; Dan. 8 : 25.

without the hand (of man), i. e. without

human aid ; comp. Dan. 2 : 34, 45. Lam.
4 : 6. (7.) T? -\ifrom hand to hand, i. e.

from generation to generation; and

joined with a negative participle, never.

Prov.ll:21. 16:5.

In the following combinations with a

preposition, the force of T ie often lost,
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and the signification of the preposition found their Jtands, i. e. their strengtli

only remains. (1.) "fa (a.)
in the hand was gone

4. manner.^ TS after the manner

of a king, as it becomes a king, Est. 1 :

7. 2 : 18. 1 K. 1 : 13. TH >T Vy e# wore

Davide institute, Ezra 3 : 10. 2 Chr.

29 : 27.

5. side; hence, TI at the side, near,

\ Sam. 19:3. Also, T -wa 1 Sam. 4:18.

T ^ 2 Sam. 18 : 4. n? to, T. to J b 1:14.

Neh. 3 : 2 ff. in the same sense. Dual

OH, sides; often in the phrase D?T arn

Me 7/wd, under the power or charge of w{de on all sides or hands, spacious,

any one ;
after verbs of delivering up. Gen. 34 : 21. Ps, 104 : 25. Is. 33 : 21.

Gen. 9:2. 14 : 20. Ex. 4:21. Hence, plur. niT ledges or borders, 1 K. 7 : 35,

ir
JNS

theflock
under his charge, Ps. 95 : 36. the side railings (of a throne), 1 K.

1. Comp. also 2 Sam. 18 : 2. Num. 31 : 10:19.

of, also simply, with, by. 1 Sam. 14:

34 rra We tf* each one his ox with him.

16 : 2. 1 K. 10 : 29. Jer. 38 : 10 ?rva np_

face ^/rty we?*

?iV7* Mee. Deut. 33 : 3. Comp. in Chald.

Ezra 7: 25. (b.) through the hand of,

also simply through. Num. 15 : 23 all

which Jehovah has commanded rroo TO

through Moses. 2 Chr. 29 : 25. Is. 20 :

2. 1 K. 12 : 15. Jer. 37 : 2. (c.) mto

self

49. (d.) before,
in conspectu, i. q. ;

1 Sam. 21: 14 he feigned him-

JT-I before
them. Job 15 : 23

iTa p: *? T /ie knows that a day

of darkness is prepared for, i. e.

threatens, him. (e.) because of. Job 8 :

4. Is. 64 : 6. (2.) TO, *ro /rom or ow*

o/* /*e Aanrf or hands of, also simply

from, out of; after verbs of requiring,

freeing, receiving. Gen. 9 : 5. 32:12.

33:19. Num. 5: 25. 24:24. 35:25.

Job 5 : 20. 1 Sam. 17 : 37. (3.) T by,
>T

:
by

(a)
into the hand or hands of any one,

after verbs of delivering up, committing.

IK. 14:27. 2 K. 10: 24. 12:12. 22:5,

9. Ezra 1 : 8. Hence, under the over-

sight or direction, 1 Chr.25 : 2, 3, 6 >T by

Drraw under the direction of theirfather,

^through. Jer. 18: 21. Ps.63:ll.

Dual. O:T hands (of the human body).

Plur. niT artificial hands, something

resembling hands; as, (1.) a tenon (in

timber). Ex. 26 : 17, 19. 36 : 22, 24.

(2.) tJie axle-tree (of a wheel). IK. 7 :

32, 33.

2. prob. the arm, (as Jo also in Arab.)

See Q:T te the shoulder; literally, the

juncture of the arms.

3. metaphorically, might, power, aid,

succour. Ex. 14 : 30. Deut. 32 : 36 nb

T that

6. place. Deut. 23:13. Num. 2:17

ir each one in his place. Dual

Josh. 8 : 20.

l.part. Dan. 12: 7. Plur. niT IK.

11:7 naa rnTn 'ran and the two (third)

parts among you. Gen. 47 : 24 niTri mj
thefour (fifth) parts. Neh.ll:!. The

same sense is also expressed in other

places by ne>. niT parts for times, Latin

19 : 44.

8. a monument, trophy, i.q. DIE. 1 Sam.

15:12. 2 Sam. 18: 18.

T1 Chald. emph. NT, with suff.
^|T,

Dhr, dual T, i. q. Heb. T.

Chald. found only in Aph. part.

Dan. 2 : 23. and MTQ 6:11. prais-

ing, giving thanks.

TT^ i. q. HT
T
to cast or throw, as lots.

PreJplur. w| Joel 4 : 3. [3 : 3.] Nah.

3:10. Obad.ll.

I. Jf"P to throw, cast, i. q. TT . Imper.

rr Jer. 50: 14.

Pi. fut. vn for IT^ Lam. 3 : 53. Infin.

niT Zech. 2:4 [1:21] to ca5# rfo^Tt the

horns of the Gentiles.

II. fTP found only in Hiph. rnirr.

l.toown,acknowledge,confess. (Arab.

^4> conj. X. Syr. Aph. idem.) Prov.

28 : 13. Construed with by, Ps. 32 : 5 /
will make confession concerning my sins.
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2. to praise. Gen. 49 : 8. Especially
to praise Jehovah, construed with an

accus. or with ?, also with oti or atfb,

1 K. 8 : 33. Ps. 54 : 8. 106 : 46. 1 22 : 4.

Hithpa. rrrjnrr. 1 . to confess, to make

confession. Lev. 5 : 5. Construed most

frequently with an accus. Lev. 16: 21.

26 : 40. sometimes with "?s, Neh. 1 : 6.

9:2.

2. to praise, construed with b. 2 Chr.

30:22.

Deriv. rnin, niTrr, also the proper
name HTTP.

pUTT and pryT proper name of a

Levite, one of David's choristers. 1 Chr.

9:16. 16:38,41,42.25:1. Also his

descendants, the Jeduthunites, likewise

musicians, 2 Chr. 35 : 15. Neh. 11:17.

In the latter signification it occurs also

in the superscriptions of Psalms xxxix.

LXII. LXXVII. But Aben Ezra supposes
it here to be the beginning of a song;
and Jarchi, the name of a musical in-*

strument.

TH^ m. dec. III. a. (Syr. }^^ one

beloved; Arab. j, to love. Kindred

with Tii).

1. subst. one beloved, a friend. Is. 5 :

1. nirr TT the friend or favourite of
Jehovah, Ps. 127 : 2. Deut. 33 : 1 2.

Spoken of the Israelites, Ps. 60 : 7.

108 : 7.

2. adj. lovely, pleasant. Ps. 84 : 2.

3. subst. Plur. niTT loveliness. Ps. 45 :1

niTT TX a lovely song ; a commendatory
title, probably of later date. Others : a

song of love.

nVT'n'] f. denom. from TT, love, also

the object of love. Jer. 12:7.

rP*7^*Y] m. (favourite ofJehovah) a

name given to Solomon at his birth by
the prophet Nathan. 2 Sam. 12 : 25.

}H^, fut. ST, (once ST>,) infin. absol.

ST, const, nsx

1. to know, to understand, to know
how, Lat. scire. Usually construed with
an accus. or with an infin. with (Ecc.
4 : 13. 10 : 15.) and without (Jer. 1 : 6.

)

1 Sam. 16 : 18.) the preposition b; some-

times with a finite verb, Job 32 : 22. &
n:3N \?ST Iknow not how to flatter. 23 : 3.

fs'ani. 16 : 16. Neh. 10 : 29. ate ST &
ST. not to discern between good and

evil, as descriptive of childhood, Deut.

1:39. (comp. Is. 7: 15. Gen. 2: 17.)

or of childish old age, 2 Sam. 19 :

36. ST na who knoweth? construed

with a future, a mode of expressing a

weak or doubtful hope, 2 Sam. 12: 22.

Joel 2:14. Jon. 3 : 9. Also, to know
about any thing, construed with a, 1 Sam.

22 : 15. with bs, Job 37 : 16. Some-

times it is construed with a pleonastic

pronoun or dative of personal advantage,
Cant. 1 : 8 ^ 'Sin thou knowest. Part.

e-'Siv i. q. cvprjrr the wise, skilful, Job .34 :

2.

!

Ecc. 9:'ll.

2. to know, to be acquainted with,

Lat. noscere. Gen. 29:5. atfa ST. to

know by rir-jne,i.e. intimately, minutely,
'

Ex. 33 ; 12, 17. (romp. aa *?.) Also,

inchoatively, to learn to know, to become

acquainted with, Num. 14:31. Deut.

9 : 24. IP&rt.nyvacquaintancesfriends^
Job 19 : 13. Part. pass, siv known, re-

spected, esteemed, Deut. 1:13, 15. Is. 53 :

3 )n SIT distinguished through grief.

3. to perceive, observe, discern. Gen.

19:33,35. Judg. 13:21. Also with

the addition aab DS, Deut. 8 : 5. Con-

strued with a, Gen. 15 : 8. 24 : 14. Ex.

7:17. Job 35: 15.

4. to learn, to be informed, to learn

by experience. Gen. 9 : 24. Lev. 5 : 3.

Neh. 13:10. Especially in promises and

threatenings, Ex. 6 : 7 ye shall know
that lam Jehovah your God. Ezek. 6 :

7, 13. 7 : 4, 9. 11 : 10. Job 21 : 19 oVtfj

ST] v? he
( God) should recompense him,

so that he may know or feel it. Hos. 9 :

7 torrfc* IST Israel shall experience it. Is.

9 : 8.' Ps. 14 : 4. Ecc. 8 : 7. See Niph.
no. 3.

5. to imagine, expect. Ps. 35 : 8 let

destruction come upon him, ST b before

he expects it, i. e. unawares, suddenly.
Job 9:5 fie removes the mountains

irv *& suddenly. Prov. 5 : 6.
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6. to concern ones self about, to take

care of any thing. Gen. 39 : 6. Prov.

27 : 23 ?J:NS >:: r-n yr take diligent care

of thyflock. Hence, spoken of God, to

take an interest in any one. to lore him,

Ps. 144 : 3. Amos 3 : 2. Nab. 1 : 7. spo-

ken of men, to know (God), to esteem

or reverence him, Hos. 8 : 2. Ps. 36 : 11.

9:11 *j7p \s--p those who reverence thy
name. Job 18: 21 b ?T b Dipo rn M/s

is the place of him who knoivs not God.

7. as an euphemistic expression,

(comp. signif. no. 4.) to lie with one of

the other sex ; spoken of the man, Gen.

4 : 17, 25. 1 Sam. 1:19. of the woman,
Gen. 19:8. Judg. 1 1 :39. expressed more

fully, Num. 31:17. Used also of un-

natural lust, Gen. 19 : 5. (Many verbs

of knowing in different languages suffer

this change of signification ; as in Syr.

^Q^A* to know; In Arab. < ^^ idem;

in Greek yuuTxa, in Lat. coanosco.

See Pfochenius de Purit, Styli N. T.

p. 10.)

Niph, rro I. to be hnown. Ex. 2 : 14.

21 : 36. Lev. 4 : 14. Construed with b

of the person, 1 Sam. 6 : 3. Ruth 3 : 3.

Est. 2 : 22. Gen. 41 : 21 wa n> rn: bi

n:ri;r b^ and it was not hnown that they

(thefat kine] hadpassed into their belly.

2. to be known, pass, of Kal no. 2.

Ps. 9: 17. 76: 2. Prov. 31:23.

3. i. q. Kal no. 4. (strictly pass, of

Hiph. no. 3.) Prov. 10 : 9 rrv
VSTJ c^o

he who perverteth his ways shall be made
to feel, i. e. shall be punished. Jer. 31 :

19 *arnn nnw after I was made to feel.

C.V. after I was instructed.

Pi. to make to know. Once Job 38 : 12.

Pu. part. STO an acquaintance. Ps.

31:12. 55: 14i 88:9,19.

Po. yff to appoint, direct, (to a place),

elsewhere Tsin. 1 Sam. 2 1 ; 3.

Hiph. rnin, imper. snin.

1. to cause to know, to inform, shew

any one; construed (1.) with two ac-

cusatives, Gen. 41 : 39. Ex. 33 : 12, 13.

Ezek. 20 : 1 1. 22 : 2. 1 Sam. 14:12 y-ria

-en ranj* we will shew you something.

(2.) with an accus. of the thing and

dative of the person, Ex. 18 : 20. Deut.

4 : 9. Ps. 145 : 12. Neh. 9 : 14. (3.) with

only an accus. of the person, Josh. 4 :

22. IK. 1:27. (4.) with an accus. of

the tbing, Ps. 77 : 15. 98 : 2. Job 26 : 3.

2. to instruct any one ; construed with

an accus. of the person, Job 38:3. 40 :

7. 42 : 4. with a dative, Prov. 9 : 9.

3. to cause to feel, to punish, causat.

of Kal no. 4. Judg. 8:16 (he took) thorns

of the wilderness and threshing wagons,
ni^D npa on^ VTO andpunished with them

the men of Succoth. This explanation,

however, is not perfectly satisfactory.

Perhaps the author wrote m contrivit,

which is the sense given by the ancient

versions.

Hoph. siin to be known. Lev. 4 : 23,
28.

Hithpa. irnnn to make ones self

known, Gen. 45 : 1. to reveal ones
self,

Num. 12:6. Construed with bw.

Deriv. out of course rj, ns^, STO, snto.

^TP Chald. fut. sna.

1. to know.

2. to be informed. Dan. 6:11.
3. to understand.

f
Dan. 4 : 14, 22.

[4 : 17, 25. J Part. pass, nabob inb S*T be

it known unto tJie king. Ezra 4:12, 13.

Aph. yrin, fut. rnn?, to shew, make
known. Construed with a dative of the

person, Dan. 2:15, 17, 28. with suffix

pronouns, Dan. 2 : 23, 29. 4 : 15. [4 : 18.1

5:15,16, 17.7:16,

Deriv. sn:o.

^^"T'
1

' m. plur. D'pin?, verbal from J?T .

1. a wise man, a soothsayer. Lev.
19:31. 20: 6. Deut. 18: 11. 1 Sam. 28 :

3
'
9 ' (ComP- the Arab'

hence, a wise man, Magian; and also

"an no. 2.)

2. a spirit of divination. Lev. 20 :

27. Comp. ii.

PF an abbreviation of rnn; or rather

(as it was anciently pronounced) nvn.

It was first abridged by apocope into

in;, (like *.nrni for nvrntr,) and this again
into rr. These two contracted forms,

(the latter without Mappik,) are used

Ji ii



indiscriminately in many proper names ;

as irrV and n, irrov and rnpT.
The

name
T

?r is frequently used, for the sake

of conciseness, in the burden or repeated

verses of the psalms; as, npVrr praise

Jehovah, Ps. 104 : 36. 105 T45." 106 : 1,

48.111:1.112:1.113:1. Sometimes

in other places, as Ps. 89 : 9. 94 : 7, 12.

Is. 38 : 1 1. Ex. 15:2 nr mpti TO Je-

hovah is my glory and my song. Ps.

1 18 : 14, Is. 12 : 2. Ps. 68 : 5 toa) n;2

Jehovah is his name, a being here the

Beth essentiae; (comp. Is. 47 : 4. 48 : 2.

54 : 5.) Is. 26 : 4 nirr rra Jehovah is Je-

hovah, i. e. an unchangeable, eternal

God.

In
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1. proper name of a king of Israel,

who destroyed the family of Ahab. 2 K.

9:11.

2. also of an Israelitish prophet in the

time of king Baasha. 1 K. 16 : 1. 2 Chr.

19:2. 20:34.

jJlNlrP m. (JeJiovah holds.)

1. proper name of a son of Jehu, king
of Israel. 2K.i3:l 9.

2. also of a son of Josiah, king of

Judah. 2 K. 23 : 30. 2 Chr. 36 : 1. Also

written inv 2 Chr. 36 : 2. Sept. 'laocx,*^.

\ZJfcj1rr
m. 1. proper name of a son

of Ahaziah, king of Judah. 2 K. 12 : 1.

14:13. Also written SNV 1 1 : 2. 12 : 20.

nn*' to give, put, place, i. q. frj3

the preterite found only Ps. 55 : 23
,..
_.

ijarr
nin? V cast upon Jehovah what he

allots you, i. e. commit to Jehovah your

destiny; ("n
is to be supplied before

sjarr.)
Others make arr a substantive,

signifying burden. Elsewhere only in

the imper. an (Prov. 30 : 15,) nan, fern.

an (Ruth 3: 15.) plur. ian. (1.) give,

give here. Gen. 29 : 21. Job 6 : 22.

2 Sam. 16 : 20 ng? cpV ian give counsel,

(cp7 is pleonastic.) (2.) place, appoint.
2 Sam. 11:15. Deut. 1 : 13 D^: D$ ian

appointfor yourselves men. Josh. 18 : 4.

(3.) come on. Gen. 11 : 3, 4, 7. 38 : 16.

Ex. 1 : 9. ian, if the reading is correct,

probably for larr, Hos. 4:18 ian ng
amant dant, for amant dare.

HPT] Chald. 1. to give, Dan. 2:37,

38, 48. to give up, Dan. 3 : 28.

2. to lay, place, as a foundation. Ezra

5:16. Only the preterite arr, the imper.

an, and the participles arr and a^n occur ;

the future and infinitive are supplied
from the verb

]n;,
which again is de-

fective in the tenses first mentioned.

(The same is also the case in Syriac.)

Ithpe. arnrw to be given or given up.
Dan. 4: 13.' [16.] 7:25.

in^, Hithpa. Tvnn, denom. from Tirr

to profess Judaism. Esth. 8:17.

fc^n^ m. (perhaps i. q. wnj, Ecc. 1 1 :

3. he shall be.)

, w-

2. also of a son of Jehoahaz, king of

Israel. 2 K. 13 : 1025. In like manner

written tiwfr verse 9. Sept. 'IW* . Its ap-

pellative signification is probably Je-

hovah gives, from teiN i. q. Arab.

donavit.

I^PP Chald. a collective noun, the
p ^*- & ^

Jews. (Arab. t>}j_>> J*Jb idem.) Dan.

2 : 25 iin* i uni
1

?; \:a jp of the captives

from the Jews. *5 : 13. 6 : 14. Ezra 5 :

1,8. 6:14.

rrpi""P a proper name.

1. the fourth son of Jacob; also the

tribe descendedfrom him, the boundaries

of whose territory are given Josh. xv.

nnirr in the hill-country in t/te tribe of
Judah, Josh. 15 : 48 ft'.

2. after the division of the kingdom
in the time of Rehoboam, the kingdom
and people of Judah, (of the fern. gen.
when denoting the kingdom, and of the

masc. gen. when denoting the people,

Is. 3 : 8.) consisting of the tribes of Ju-

dah and Benjamin, and also of a part of

the tribes of Dan and Simeon. Comp.
De Wette hebr. jiidische Archaologie,

p. 173. rnvr rrcn the country or king-

dom of Judah, Is. 19: 17. niin;
-w the

(chief) city of Judah, i. e. Jerusalem,

2 Chron. 25 : 28. It is worthy of re-

mark, that this division of the kingdom
is alluded to in the time of David and

even earlier; as in Josh. 1 1 : 16. 81.



2 Sam. 2 : 10. 5 : 5. 19 : 40. 20 : 2. 24 :

9. 1 Chr. 21:5. Either, therefore, there

is an anachronism in these writers, or

the division took place earlier in common

speech.
3. after the captivity, the whole coun-

try of Israel. Hag. 1:1, 14. 2:3.

^"T^irP, plur. cnirr, also a?wr, fem.

rpTirr and rv~. (see no. 4.) a gentile noun

from niirr.

1. a Jew or Jewess, one belonging to

the tribe of Judah.

2. a citizen of the kingdom of Judah.

2K.16:6. 25:25.

3. after the captivity of the ten tribes,

an Israelite or Hebrew generally. Jer.

32 : 12. 38 : 19. 40 : 1 1. 43 : 9*. espe-

cially 34 : 9, where it is synonymous
with njy. Neh. 1:2. 3 : 33. 4:6. Est.

2:8. 3:4. 5:13.

4. fem. n'Tirr used adverbially, in

Jewish or Hebrew, i. e. in the Hebrew

language, (comp. signif. no. 3.) 2 K.
18 : 26. Neh. 13 : 24.

"n^JT] Chald. a Jew. Found only in

the plur. jwiiT, emph. NHVP, Dan. 3 : 8,

12. Ezra4:
T

12,23. 5:1, 5.'

rYJPP the proper name of the Deity

among the ancient Hebrews.

It is worthy of remark, that this word
has not its own original punctuation,
but derives its vowels from the word

'2TN, (except that simple Sheva is used

under instead of .) This name Adonai
the Jews, in conformity with an ancient

superstition, are accustomed to read in-

stead of the ineffable name mn*, just as

the Septuagint has used Kv^to? for the

same word. Hence, with the prefixes,

it is written nvrb, nyr^, nvr-p, (the vowels

being conformed to the word '2i,) and

where 'OTK nin' stands in the text, it is

pointed ^isi njn; ,
and read 'rw CWN.

The inquiry then arises, WT
hat is the

correct pronunciation of rnrr? Many
critics make it nirp, relying on the testi-

mony of several ancient writers that the

Hebrews called their God IAfl. See

Diod. Sic. i. Macrob, Saturn. 1. 18. Iren.

adv. liter, n. cap. ult. and others, par-

ticularly Theodoret. Qusest. ad Exod.

XV. KccXovtri $z oivro
^cepic&giiToii

IABE,
lov$ctu>i & IAH. The objection to this

is, that rrirp has not the form of a He-
brew noun. The same objection lies

against nirp, a pronunciation which some

derive from the IBTfl of Philo Byblius,

(Euseb. de Prsep. Evang. i. 9.) Its true

pronunciation, therefore, was probably
nH (comp. the passage quoted above

from Theodoret,) like the future of nvr.

From this the abbreviations in; and n;

(q. v.) are most easily formed. Comp.
Relandi Decas Dissert, de vera Pro-

nuntiatione Nominis Jeliova. Traj. 1707.

8vo. The pronunciation of the Maso-

retic points is defended by Reland,

Simonis, J.D.Michaelis (Suppl.adLex.
Hebr.p.554.)

The pronunciation rnrr he shall be is

supported also by the etymological ex-

planation given by Moses, Ex. 3:14.

6 : 3. comp. Rev. 1 : 4, 8. namely, he

who is as he shall be, i. e. the eternal,

unchangeable, true. To this interpre-

tation, an allusion is also made Hos. 12 :

6 i-pi rnn' he is called or is Jehovah, i. e.

the unchangeable. When used in the

beginning of proper names it is written

in; and by contraction v ; when used in

the end in;, n.

prnrP m. (Jehovah is gracious)

proper name of a general under Jehosha-

phat. Hence the Greek names 'lawus

and 'ludwvs are formed.

^1^it"P m. (Jehovah knows) proper

name of a distinguished priest in the

court of the kings of Israel, who de-

stroyed the queen Athaliah, and raised

Jehoash to the government. 2 K. 1 1 : 4ff.

Also the name of several other persons.

rp^irP m. (Jehovahfounds) proper
name of a son of Jehoiakim, king of

Judah, 2 K. 24 : 8 17. under whom
the first transportation to Babylon took

place. He is also called p;v Ezek. 1 :

2. rr:3> Est. 2:6. Jer. 27 : 20. 28:4.

irr:3: Jer. 24 : 1 Keth. and
in;:p Jer. 22 :

24,

T

28. 37 : 1. The latter names stand

for in; ^ (Jehovah stands up.)
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(Jehovah raises up) tween

propeTname of a son of Josiah, king of named aftev

Judah, at first called D^M, (q. v.) 2 K. C3 : 2 >
12'H

23:34, 24:1. Jer. 1:3.

H^"VirP and n*1
*1

^V HI. (Jehovah

contends) proper name of a distinguished

priest in Jerusalem. 1 Chr. 9:10. 24:

7. Ezra 8: 16. Neh.ll:10. 12:6,19.
Hence the Greek name 'I<y#/ 1 Mac.

2:1.

ITdiT and 11^ m. (JehovahTT : TX v

urges on, or is willing, liberal,} proper
name of a Rechabite, from whom the

vow of the Rechabites was derived.

2 K. 10 : 15. Jer. 35 : 6. See
33-3.

jnifirP
and

'jn^'P
m. (Jehovah

gives] Jonathan, the son of Saul, cele-

brated for his heroic friendship towards

David, 1 Sam. xin. xxxi. Also the

name of several other persons.

fJtfirTj
a Chaldaic form for rpv,

Ps.

81: 6. here denoting Israel. See
r]pi\

D"YirP and DTP m. (Jehovah is ex*

alted)

1. proper name of a king of Judah,
son of Jehoshaphat. 2 K. 8 : 1624.

2. also of a son of Ahab, king of Is-

rael. 2K. in.

JDttfiiT f. (the oath of Jehovah)v . \ J X

proper name of a daughter of king Jo-

ram, wife of the priest Jehoiada. 2 K.
11:2. Also written rtay&rr 2 Chr. 22 :

11.

SfttZftrP and J^rP m. (the help

of Jehovah; comp. siting, ?^:

'?.)
1 . proper name of a son of Nun, ser-

vant and armourbearer of Moses, and
afterwards his successor, and leader of

the Israelites. Ex. 17 : 9. 24: 13. He
was called at first sxpin, Num. 13:16.
See also jwa5\

2. also of a high-priest after the exile.

Zech. 3 : 1. Hag. 1 : 1, 12. See in like

manner m*. Sept. 'Ij<roy? . Vulg. Josua.

tDni"P m. (Jehovahjudges) proper
name of a son of Asa, king- of Judah.

Also of a valley be-2K. 22:41 51.

Jerusalem and mount Olivet,

this king, Joel 4 : 2, 12.

adj. proud, arrogant. Prov.

21:24.' Hab. 2:5. (In Chald. and
Talmud. *vrn# superbire; TIT sitperbus;

niYir, NVJV superbia.)

D'^rn m. Ex. 28 : 18. 39:11. Ezek.

28 : 13. name of a precious stone, which
cannot be defined with certainty. Comp.
Braun de Vestitu Sacerdotum. p. 542 ff.

VD1 and
i"I?D5 proper name of a

Moabitish city, which was afterwards

reckoned to the tribe of Reuben, but

allotted to the priests. Num. 21:23.

Deut. 2:32. Josh. 13: 18. Is. 15: 4.

Jer. 48 : 21, 34. (As an appellative, per-

haps i.q. Arab. ^a>. terra depressa et

rotunda.)

vlSfi 11 m. (Jehovah is God) proper

name of a prophet. Joel 1 : 1,

HV proper name of a son of Issachar,

Gen. 46 : 13. instead of which we find

iw Num. 26: 24. 1 Chr. 7 : 1 Keri.

Hence the first name may be merely a

corruption. Some have identified this

name with ai the hero of the book of

Job, but without reason.

HI! r proper name of an Arabian

tribe, of the family of Joktan. Gen. 10 :

29. Bochart supposes it the same with

the 'lu&oi^iTctig
on the Salachian gulf;

the true spelling, in his opinion, being

'laQaZtTccts, since P is very easily cor-

rupted into B. Bocharti Geogr. T. I.

p. 190.

TOl^ com. gen. 1. name of a wind

instrument. Ex. 19:13. The full name

is bivn pp Josh. 6 : 5. and in the plural

D^av nYTpVo Josh. 6 : 6. rr^Vrr rfnpVo Josh.

6 : 4, 8, 13. Jubel horns or trumpets.

Hence the phrase, teVn
pirs ^rn Josh. 6 :

5. Ex. 19:13. to blow with this instru-

ment; comp. Tj^p.
The literal signifi-

cation is doubtful. The Chaldaic ver-

sion and the Jewish commentators ren-
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der toV a ram; hence, rams' horns,

trumpets made of rams" horns. It is

said by Rabbi Levi and Akiba to have

this signification in Arabic, but it is not

found in our present Arabic Lexicons.

See Bocharti Hieroz. P. I. lib. n. cap.

43. Others make it sonus tractus (as

if from to,) which, however, does not

suit the context.

2. fcvn retc Lev. 25: 13, 15, 18, 40.

and simply to verse 28. 30 : 33. the year

ofjubilee, every 50th (others erroneously

every 49th) year, which, according to

the Mosaic law, was a year of general

release, 25: 10ft'. Sept. ITO; TK cttyivius,

ettpio-if. Vulg. annus jiibilei, annus ju-

bileus. The etymology is uncertain,

but it is most probably derived from

signif. no. 1. this year being perhaps an-

nounced with Jubel horns, as the new

year was with trumpets. Comp. further

Carpzov. Apparat. ad Antiquit. Sac,

Cod. p. 447 ff.

TQV m. verbal from to no. 2.

1. a river or wet ground. Jer. 17:8.

2. proper name of a son of Lamech,
the inventor of the harp and comet.

Gen. 4: 21.

DV m. prim. dec. L
1. day. Hence, (1.) OKI this day;

hence, to-day, also now, 1 Sam. 12:17,

immediately, 14:33. and once, former-

ly, i. e. on a certain day; (see p. 147.)

(2.) ova with an infinitive following, on the

day when any thing happens or happen-
ed ; also simply, as soon as, when, Gen.

2:17 iraa ^5^ DVS as soon as thou eatest

thereofJ 3 :5~. Ex. 10: 28. Ruth 4: 5.

Construed with a finite verb, Lev. 7 :

35. (3.) ova on the day; also imme-

diately, yet on the same day, Prov. 12 :

16. Neh. 3 : 34. [4 : 2.] (4.) nv? now.

Gen. 25: 31, 33. Hence, in reference

to an action which is to take place soon,

immediately, presently, first, 1 Sam. 2 :

16. IK. 22: 5. (5.) DV DV, aVa nv Neh.

8 : 18. (comp. Ezra 3 : 4 ov? DV nby the

daily burnt-offering.) ova ava 1 Sam.

18 : 10. daily. (6.) vrvfrom the day on,

since. Ex. 10:6. Deut. 9 : 24.

) DV
The following special uses of the word

are worthy of notice; (1.) a day of

misfortune, or calamity. Obad. 12
?JTT

DV

the calamitous day of thy brother. Job

18 : 20 at his day, i. e. at his destruction,

(rav,) posterity are astonished. Ps. 37 :

13. 137:7. 1 Sam. 26: 10. Ezek. 21:

29. (2.) more rarely, a day of prospe-

rity or rejoicing, a festival day. Hos.

7 : 5 i23bn DV thefestival day ofour king,

perhaps his birth or coronation day. 2 :

15 [2 : 13] Bfyan i?> the festivals of
Baalim. 1 : 11. '[2 : 2.~] ones birth day,
Job 3:1. (3.) day of Jehovah, for his

day of judgment or punishment. Joel

1:15. Ezek. 13: 5. Is. 2 : 12.

2. time generally, (like the Greek

qp\%oi,
and the Lat. dies.) rnn Di'ns

about this time, Gen. 39:11. inv vh*

before its time, Job 15 : 32. Dvn-^s con-

stantly, Gen. 6 : 5.

Dual c;pv two days. Hos. 6 : 2 mro
*srbtJ ova after two days, on the third

day; comp. Luc. 13 : 32, 33.

Plur. crp; (from an obsolete sing. D',)

also paj after the Chaldaic form (Dan.

12:13.) const. p; rarely nra; (Deut. 32 :

7. Ps. 90:15.)
1. days, especially days of ones

life.

Gen. 6 : 3. D'p'rr^ all ones days, all

ones life long, Gen. 43 : 9. 44:32.

^^ra since thou livest, 1 Sam. 25 : 28.

Gen. 8 : 22 y^n T>ps so long as the earth

stands. DCJS KS advanced in age, estate

provectus, Gen. 24 : 1. Josh. 13 : 1.

vp; ^p^n to prolong one's days, to live

long ; see ^.
2. time generally. Gen. 47 : 8 3S ^

vpTT
the time of the years of thy life.

TH, DvJT? '^ *n tne time f Abraham,

of David, Gen. 26 : 1. 2 Sam. 21:1.

1 K. 10 : 21 . nnn cwa w and it came to

pass in these days, Ex. 2:11. Judg. 18 :

1. 19:1. 1 Sam. 28 : 1. erpnvb con-

stantly,for ever, like the Homeric phrase,

War* vxvTct, Deut. 4:40. 5:29. 6:

24. 1 Sam. 2 : 32, 35. 22:14. Jobl:
5. It is sometimes added after the time

how long; as, D*p; three weehs

as to time, i. e. three weeks long, (others,

incorrectly, three whole weeks,) Dan 10:



2,3. C'p; ^ry< a month long, Gen. 29 :

14. e*?'

T

rrv idem, Dent. 21:13. 2 K.

15:13. sw ei:,i two years long, Gen.

41:1. Jer.

T

28:3,ll.

3. #wwe or several days. Neh. 1 : 4.

Dan. 8 : 27. (like aa some years, Dan.

11:6, 8.) Hence, some or a considerable

time, Gen. 40 : 4 Tosfca era; vrn w/ they

were some time in custody. Num. 9 : 22

trw i trp i erav two days <4r a month

or a longer time. I Sam. 29 : 3 who has

been with me c'3$ rn i ow m some time

orperhaps some years, cohere denotes

more than D^p;. D'P*p after some time,

Judg. 1 1 : 4. 14 : 8. 15 : 1. C'p; y|rt> idem,

Gen. 4: 3. IK. 17: 7.

4. a year. (This definite signification
a

is found also in the Aram. JT?, ^^
time. Some make it elliptical for ncipn,

c^p;
but this phrase never denotes a

year.) Lev. 25 : 29. Judg. 17: 10. m.}

rra;n the yearly sacrifice, 1 Sam. 2:19.

np^p- rm&from year to year, Ex. 13:10.

Judg. 11: 40. 21:19. 1 Sam. 1:3. 2:

19. Also with numerals, 2 Chr. 21:19

c*:tJ D^b yi?n ns? rc?3 about the time of
the expiration of the second year. Less

certain is Am. 4 : 4 D'p; rvghrt every three

years, but perhaps every three days, in

irony. (0^2 in like manner has both a

pluial and singular signification.)

Di*1 m. Chald. day, as in Heb. plur.

-ppv, emph. Hjpi', const, fern. npV (Ezra
4 : 15, 19.) const, masc. after the He-

brew form >p' (Ezra 4 : 7.)

D^V adv. (from nv with the adver-

bial termination G~,) 6y cfoy. nV^ cov

7/y rfy mze? fiy night, Lev. 8 : 35. Num.
9:21. opta by day, Neh. 9:19. (comp.

the Syr. ]SrVr^ cfcw/, |vrXn^*^ daily.)

]V proper name. 1. Gen. 10 : 2. Dan.

8 : 21. Is. 66 : 19. Ezek. 27 : 13. the

people and country of the lonians, the

tribe of the Greeks which lay the near-

est to the Shemitish nations, and had

tli<> greatest intercourse with them ;
and

by which the Hebrews, like the Syrians
and Arabians, appear to have under-

stood the Greeks generally. Syr. |jO*,

O, fO* Greece; Arab.

Greek.) c\:vn :a the sons of the Greeks,

\. e. the Greeks themselves, Joel 4 : 6.

[3:6.]
2. Ezek. 27 : 19. perhaps a city in

Arabia Felix. (Arab, ^.j, ^^ oppi-

dnm Jemen.)

]V m. const, jv,
mire. Ps. 69 : 3. 40 :

3 jvn
*" the miry clay, two synonymes

l>eing used to express intensity ; comp.
Dan. 2: 41.

ri-1'1 f. plur. taf:V, dec. X.

1. a dove. Gen. 8 : 8 ff. Used as a

word of endearment, vuV my dove, Cant.

2:14. 5 : 2. 6 : 9. D^V ~^?v thine eyes are

doves (eyes). Cant. 1 : 15. 4 : 1 rr:i> ':a

young doves, Lev. 5 : 7.

2. ]>roper name of a celebrated pro-

phet. Jon. 1:1. 2 K. 14: 25.

Note. Another n:v may be found un-

der nr.

prP m. Is. 53 : 2. and nj^ f. dec.

XIII. a. verbals from pr, a sprout or

shootfrom the stock or roo, as it were,

a sucker. Job 8 : 16. 14:7. 15:30.

Ezek. 17 : 22. Hos. 14 : 7. For similar

metaphors, comp. the Greek i*o<rx,s ;

the Lat. pullus, pullulus, whence pul-

lulare; and the Eng. sucker.

f)p'

!

P m. proper name of the young-

est son (except Benjamin) of Jacob,

who became prime minister to Pharaoh

king of Egypt. Each of his two sons

Ephraim and Manasseh inherited a por-

tion with the sons of Jacob. Hence ^pV

and rpv
na denote (1.) the two tribes of

Ephraim and Manasseh. Josh. 17 : 17.

18:5. Judg. 1 : 23, 35. So rp >:a in the

same sense, Josh. 14:4. (2.) after the

division of the kingdom under lleho-

boam, the kingdom of the ten tribes, the

kingdom of Israel, in opposition to the

kingdom of Judah ; (the tribe of

Ephraim being the most powerful of

the ten tribes.) Ps. 78 : 67. Ezek. 37 :

1619. Zech. 10 : 6. (3.) the Israelites

generally. Ps. 80: 2. 81 : 6. Am. 5: 6,

15. 6 : 6.
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Note. In Gen. xxx. there appear to

be two derivations of this name given;

namely, one from
rp.s>

he takes au-a>/,

(comp. rjzr ]pri
2 Sam. 6:1.) in verse

23; and the other from pp" he adds, in

verse -2\. The form
rpirr Ps. 81: 6. fa-

vours the latter.

"^!iV 1. a potter. See vj\

2. Zech. 11 : 13. i. q. "isix a treasure,

the treasury of the. temple; the change
in the orthography being probably de-

rived from the Aramean pronunciation ;

(comp. \r, tf, vvs.) This e\])lanation is

supported by the various readings 12* rrn,

i!T m '"JN, and 121** bx, the authors of

which must certainly have given it this

signification. The true punctuation is

probably nsi\ The Syriac version ren-

ders it treasury.

JTYP m. verbal from rn; no. 1. the

early rain, which in Palestine falls from

the latter part of October to the first

part of December. Deut. 11:14. Jer.

5 : 24. See the root no. 3. to sprinkle,
Hos. 6:3.

JDJVP proper name of a son of Aza-

riali, "king of Judah. 2 K. 15 : 3238.
"^rn*1 i". verbal from -\rv, (with the

form of the participle).

1. advantage, j)re-emine?ice ; literally,

something remaining over or exceeding.
Ecc. 6: 8.

2. more, further. Ecc. 2:15. 7:11.

(Chald. and Rabbin. "\nv, with p, more

than.)

3. too much, over much. Ecc. 7 : 16.

4. besides, like irv. Est. 6 : 6 'rsra inV

besides myself. Ecc, 12:9 nVnp rrrrc: vnn

D5n besides, because Koheleth was wise.

12:12.

rV^r^V fern, of nnv
; literally, some-

thing superfluous, projecting over, re-

dundans ; used particularly in the

phrase Tan '?? mrriTr Ex. 29 : 13. Lev. 3 :

4. or -npn rnniv Ex. 29 : 22. and
ft?

rnnv

ron Lev. 9 : 10. the great liver lobe,

major lobus hepatis. Sept. Ao$ rov

same etymology, for jU denotes i.
q.,

vr. See Bocharti Hieroz. T.I. p. 498 flf.

Although this lob makes a part of the

liver itself, yet we may say, the lobe

over the lirer. This is better than to

understand it of the caul orer the

lirer, amentum m hi us hepaticor/astricumj

(Vulg. reticulum kepattSy) which is in-

considerable in size1

,
and has but little fat.

DP Gen. 11: 6. see DDJ.

Jtj'see ]Yt.

yp m. sweat. Once Ezek. 44:18.

* Saad. jj ,
and with the

iri sweat; and to

in Arabic, to fow, and in EthiopT to

sweat.}

vNjnP and 7^y*)^ (God sows ;

comp. Hos. 1:4. 2 : 25.)

1. proper name of a city in the tribe

of Manasseh, at times the residence of

the kings of Israel. 1 K. 18 : 46. 2 K. 9 :

15. In its neighbourhood was ^r\y ppr

the valley ofJezreel, Josh. 17 : 16. Judg
6 : 33. In later times called Esdrelom,

Esdrelon, Stradela. The gentile noun
is )pr. IK. 21:1. fern. n7r-ir, n\^r
1 Sam. 27: 3. 30:5.

2. also of a town in the hill-country
of the tribe of Judah. Josh. 15 : 56.

1 Sam. 29:1.

fPP, fut. TTP, (kindred with in,

to be united, joined. Construed

with 2, Gen. 49 : 6. with nst (rw,) Is.

14:20.

Pi. TTP to unite. Ps. 86 : 1 1.

Deriv. out of course TIT.

*^D_ m ' verbal from TTT, dec. VI. c.

union. 1 Chr. 12 : 17. Hence, as an adv.

1. together, with one another, in the

same place, 1 Sam. 11:11. 17:1 0. at

the same time, 2 Sam. 21:9.

2. with and without te, all together.

Job 34 :15 irr i^-fe all flesh together.

Job 3 : 18. 24~: 4. 38 : 7 -\$ >rra TPP-^?

when all the morning stars rejoiced.

Deut. 33 : 5. Without a substantive,

Job 16: 10. 17:16. 19:12. With a ne-

gation, no one at all, Hos. 11 : 7.
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3. entirely. Job 10:8 a'ao *nv all about.

Ps. 141: 10.

With a suffix, v^rn and rjn> literally

they together, like tea ; hence, 1. together,

in the same place. Gen. 13:6. 36 : 7.

Deut. 25 : 5. Gen. 22 : 6, 8 i^n> tfrjti^
and they went both of them together.

2. mutually; as, Tirr rre? to contend

together, Deut. 25 : 11. comp. 1 Sam.

17 : 10.

3. at the same time. Ps. 4 : 9.

4. with and without bb, all together.

Ps. 14: 3. 1 Chr. 10: 6. Job 24: 17.

vfc^trT? M. (for b* pin? God strength-

ens, like
?|bDK

Ex. 33 : 3. for ?jV3,) pro-

per name of a well-known prophet, the

son of Buzi. Ezek. 1:3. 24:24. Sept.

'lifyxw*., so Ecclus. 49 : 8. Vulg. Eze-

chiel; comp. rp^rr, n;^rr, Vulg. Ezechias.

njpfrP m. (Jehovah strengthens)

i. q. rrjnn Hezekiah, king of Judah, q. v.

TTP, fern, rrprr, verbal from TTT, dec.

III. a.' and X.

1. alone, only; used particularly of

an only child. Gen. 22 : 2, 12,16. also

without fa
or na, in the masc. Jer. 6 : 26.

Zech. 13 : 10. Prov. 4:3. in the fern.

Judg.ll:34.
2. solitary, forsaken, desolate. Ps.

25:16. 68:7.

3. fern. HTrr the only, the most beloved,

the darling; a poetical expression for

ones life. Ps. 22:21. 35:17. comp.
to. Others : the forsaken (soul).

V^n*1 m. verbal adj. from brn, waiting

or hopingfor. Lam. 3 : 26.

TTP in Kal not used.

Pi. brn 1. to wait. Job 6 : 11. The

person or thing waited for is preceded

by b, Job 29 : 23. 30 : 26. by b, Is. 51 :

5. 'Ps. 130 : 6. 131 : 3. Frequently in

the phrase nirrb brr to wait with con-

fidence on Jehovah, to hope in him, Ps.

31:25.33:22.

2. trans, to cause to hope, to inspire

hope. Ezek. 13: 6. Ps.ll9:49.

Hiph. brrin to wait, as in Pi. 1 Sam.
10 : 8. 13 : 8. Construed with b, Job
32:11. Ps. 42:6.

Niph. brfa, fut. brr'. (with , ft) wait, aa

in Piel and Hiph7 Gen. 8: 12. Ezek.

19:5.

Deriv. '^rr, nbrjin.

QH^ found only in the fut. nrv and
T

DJT
(
1 K. 1 : 1) i. q. onn which is used

only in the preterite.

1. to be or become warm. Ezek. 24 :

11. Impers. ib DJT, crn he is warm. 1 K.
1:1. Ecc. 4:11. (The preterite on from

Don is also used impersonally.)
2. to glow with anger. Deut. 19 : 6.

3. to rut or copulate, as animals. Gen.

30 : 38, 39.

Note. The future orr is formed dif-

ferently in Gesenius' Lehrgeb. p. 366.

Pi. 1. i. q. Kal no. 3. to copulate,

spoken of animals. Gen. 30 : 41. 31 : 10.

2. to conceive, spoken of a woman.
Ps. 51 : 7 np vrrarr w?nai and in sin my
mother conceived me. (The form '?ror

is used for :rnrj, as VTTTM for YTTM or nnw

Judg. 5:28.)"'
Deriv. npn.

VrarT Deut. 14 : 5. 1 K. 5 : 3. [4 :

23.] Arab. .**&}., an animal of the

deer kind, of a reddish colour, with

horns indented like a saw, which it sheds

every year ; prob. the fallow deer. See

Bochart's Hieroz. P. I. p. 913. (T. II.

p. 284 of the new edition.)

F)PP m. barefoot. 2 Sam. 15 : 30. Is.

20 : 2,

T

3, 4. Jer. 2 : 25.

*irP i. q. TTO* to delay. Found only

2 Sam! 20 : 5 Kethib TTI (read irw) and
he delayed. The Keri nrrvi is the Hiph.

(with Chaldaic form) from vr.

ttfPP m. in later Hebrew, a genera-

tion, family, tribe. Once Neh. 7 : 5 icp

torrrj a family register. ( Chald. nr used

for the Hebrew nnstfp and in the plur.

for rrnVin.) Hence,

Hithpa. tornnn to be entered or enrolled

in a family register, 7roy^(pf<r6x^ cen-

seri. 1 Chr. 5 : 1, 7, 17. 9:1. Neh. 7 : 5.

The infin. fcrvnn is used as a noun, a

register, catalogue, 1 Chr. 7 : 5, 7, 9, 40.

2 Chr. 31 : 16, 17. 12 : 15 the deeds of
Pehoboam are written in the book of
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S/temaiaJi, fcrrnnS in the family re- Num - S3 : 33 - Deut * 10 : 7 *

fftster. proper name of a station of the Israelites

tp^
used only in the fut. ap;, yi\ in the desert, abounding in brooks.

Probably different from
naip;

2 K. 21 : 19.

^tO*1 m. proper name of a son of

Ishmael Gen. 25 : 15. 1 Chron. 1:31.

Hence, his posterity, the Itureans, who
were engaged in war with the tribes

beyond Jordan, 1 Chron. 5:19, 20. This

agrees with the situation of Iturea,

(Luke 3:1.) a mountainous district be-

tween Syria and the desert of Arabia.

See Reland's Palaestina, p. 106.

1^ m. prim. dec. VI. f.

1. wine.

2. intoxication. Gen. 9 : 24. 1 Sam.

1:14. 25:37.

"P 1 Sam. 4:13 Kethib, an evident

corruption for T on the side, which stands

in the Keri.

5^ in Kal not used, prob. i. q. Arab.

(once ^xta Nah. 3 : 8.) i. q. ate.

1. to be good. Nah. 3 : 8. Ecc. 7 : 3.

Elsewhere used impersonally, (1.) \b ap

it shall be well with me. Gen. 12: 13.

40 : 14. Deut. 4 : 40. (2.) wa a?i and
it plecused me. Gen. 41 : 37.' 45 : 16.

Lev. 10:19, 20. more rarely with r>s|>,

Est. 5 : 14. Neh. 2 : 5, 6. with
J,

Ps. 69 :

32.

2. to be joyful, spoken of the heart.

Judg.l9:6. Ruth 3: 7.

Hiph. a^'rr, fut. an?, more rarely a^,

(once av \)

1. to make good, to do well. Deut. 5:

25 [28] ron "? -73 la^n they have done

well all that they have spoken, i. e. they
have spoken well. 18:17. Construed

with an infin. Jer. 1:12 ri\t*rb na^n thou

hast rightly seen. 1 Sam. 16 : 17
jsri

ywo.

one ivho can play well. Comp. Ezek. n:n to fa dear) evident, (3
and a

33 : 32. The infin. absol. a-^n doing
being interchanged.)

Hiph. rwin.

1. to shew, prove. Job 13 : 15 3Ti

(righteous) before him, i.e. I will justify

my ways before him, 19 : 5.

2. to correct, reprove, convince, refute.

Job 32 : 12. Construed with
*>,
Prov. 9 :

7,8. 15:12. 19:25. Used absolutely,

Ezek. 3 : 26. comp. Prov. 25 : 12. Amos
5:10. Is. 29:21. Particularly with

reproach or censure, hence,

3. to rebuke, reproach, censure. Job

6 : 25 D3p npin rrpv-rra what does your

reproaching prove? 13 : 10. 40 : 2 rvpja

rrii* he that reproacheth God. Gen. 21 :

25
"^Q'aM

n crna rrrrini and Abraham

reproached Abimelech. Also, to revile,

2K.19:4. Is. 37:4.

4. to punish, spoken particularly of

God. Job 5: 17. Prov. 3: 12. Ps. 6 : 2.

,
to please, as 33 : 2. 94 : 10. 105 : 14. 141 : 5. (Often

parall. with -ID\)

5. tojudge, decide, spoken of a judge,
i. q. TSCW. Is. 1 1 : 3. Hence, construed

trued with te, to bepleasing. Ezra 7: 18. with
*?,

to do justice to any one, (like

1 1

well, is used adverbially for well, exactly,

carefully, diligently. Deut. 9:21. 13:

15. 17:4. 19:18. 27:8.

2. VJTI a^rt to make good ones ways,
i.e. to conduct well. Jer. 2 : 33. 7:3, 5.

with D$a, 35 : 15. Hence, elliptically,

Jeremiah 4 : 22 IST. tfh a^nbi but to do

good, they have no knowledge. 13 : 23.

The infin. used as an adv. acting well,

rightly, Jon. 4 : 4, 9.

3. to do good to or benefit any one ;

construed with V, Gen. 12:16. Ex.1:
20. with an accus. Deut. 8:16. 30 : 5.

with D, Gen. 32 : 10, 13. Num. 10 : 32.

4. to makejoyful. Judg. 19 : 22.

5. to adjust, prepare. (Syr. *j^^.)
Ex. 30 : 7. 2 K. 9 : 30. tro*h-n aprn she

adjusted her head (dress), composuit

capillos.

6. intrans. to be good. Mic. 2 : 7.

Hence, construed with

in Kal, 1 Sam. 20:13.

Deriv. a^g.

2&\ fut. a::-, Chald. to be good. Con-
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J,)
11:4. construed with p, to

decide between parties, Gen. 31 : 37. Job

9:33.

6. construed with b, to appoint or

destine for any one. Gen. 24 : 14, 44.

7. to contend with any one, (comp.
icwto, jiT and Niph.) construed with b,
Job 13:3. with b, 16 : 21. with an accus.

22 : 4. Literally, to seek to confute any
one.

Hoph. pass, of no. 4. Job 33 : 19.

Niph. roi: 1. to be confuted. Gen. 20 :

16
nrjaii

and she (Sarah) was confuted,

i. e.she could say nothing in her defence.

2. recipr. to contend with any one.

Job 23: 7. Is. 1:18.

Hithpa. navin i. q. Niph. no. 2. Mic.

6:2.

Deriv. nroin, 'nrtito.

bb^ rarely bto;
2 Chr. 7:7. 32 : 14.

fut. tav (strictly fut. Hoph. but in use

the same as fut. Kal,) inf. absol.
bis;,

const, nbb;.

1. to be able. Construed generally
with b and an infin. Gen. 13 : 6, 16. 45 :

1, 3. Ex. 7:21, 24. sometimes without

b, Ex. 2 : 3. 18 : 23. Num. 22 : 6. also

with a finite verb, Est. 8:6 bin* row
*rv*m how can I see etc.? with an accus.

T:

Job 42 : 2. Also in a moral eense, Gen.

37 : 4 they could not speak peaceably
unto him. Job 4: 2. Hos. 8: 5 sb Tip'is

pg: ib?i how long shall they be unable,

i. e. indisposed, (to do) wliat is innocent,

supply rtiiz^b.

2. to be permitted (by law). Gen.

43; 32. Num. 9 : 6. Deut. 12 : 17.

3. to be able to endure, to suffer. (We
may supply n^b from Jer. 44 : 22. Prov.

30 : 21. or b>?n from Amos 7 : 10.) Ps.

101:5. Is.lVlS.

4. to prevail, or obtain the mastery
over any one ; construed with b of the

person, Gen. 32 : 26. with a suffix, Jer.

20 : 10. Ps. 13 : 5. Applied to the mind,
Ps. 139 : 6. Used absolutely, to conquer,
to get the upper hand, Gen. 30 : 8. 32 ;

28. Hos. 12 : 4, Also, in general, to go

through or execute any thing, Jer. 3 : 5,

20 : 7. 1 K. 22 : 22.

Chald. fut te Dan. 3 : 29.

5:16. and with the Hebrew form bsv

2:10.

1. to be able, construed with b and an

infin. Dan. 2 : 47. 3 : 17. 4 : 34. [4 : 37.]
2. to prevail over, construed with b.

Dan. 7 : 21.

"f^ and 1^ (Arab, jj^,)
fut. ib>,

infin. absol.
-ftj

and nib, const, mb, once

nb (1 Sam. 4:19.) with suflf. nrnb.

1. to bringforth, as a mother. Gen.

4 : 1, 22. 16:1,15. Part. fern, rnbv one

that bringsforth, used poetically for a

mother, Prov. 17 : 25. 23 : 25. Cant. 6 :

8. Sometimes elliptically, Gen. 6 : 4.

cnb iijn and they bare to them (children).

16:1. tt nib; ^ mnM rwte ^fcn and Sarai,

Abrams wife, did not bear to him

(children). 30 : 1. (comp. Niph. and

Pual.) Frequently used metaphorically,

as in Job 15 : 35 they conceive mischief
and bringforth wickedness. Ps. 7 : 15.

comp. Is. 33:11.

2. to beget, as a father. Gen. 4:18.

10 : 8, 13. So metaphorically Jehovah,

addressing the Messiah or king of Is-

rael, says, Ps. 2 : 7 thou art my son, this

day have I begotten thee; without a

figure, thou art a king, to day do I ap-

point thee. Hence, metaphorically, to

make, produce, form, create, Deut. 32 :

18. Jer. 2 : 27. (Comp. n no. 3.)

3. to lay (eggs), parere (ova). Jer.

17:11.

Niph. tVu to be born; often with n

before the nominative of the subject,

Gen. 4:18 tyy-nisi Tjisnb
ibw and unto

Enoch was born Irad. 21 : 15. 46 : 20.

Num. 26 : 60. Also used elliptically,

like Kal no. 1. Gen. 17 : 17 n:$-nw? jiVn

ibv shall (a son) be born to one an hun-

dred years old ?

Note. The form nVo 1 Chr. 3 : 5. 20 :

8. is the pret. Niph. with Dagesh eu-

phonic, for iibia.

Pi. nV. to help to bringforth, to deliver,

as a midwife. Ex. 1:16. Part. fern.mp
a midwife, Ex. 1 : 17 ff.

Pu. -h" and nVv to be born, as in Niph.

Gen. 4: 26. also elliptically, as in Kal
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and Niph. Gen. 10 : 21 m DI * trip
and toShem, a/so to him were (sons) of Its enseg from this yerb> gee

,

born. Used metaphorically of inanimate

nature, Ps. 90 : 2.

Hiph. T^in 1. to cause to bring forth

(children). Is. 66 : 9. Used metaphor-
23 : 1, 14.

ieally of the earth, to cause to bring

forth (fruit). Is. 55 : 10.

m Hiph. ^m, fut.

lament, to wail. Is. 13 : 6. 15 : 4.

Jer. 25 : 34. Am. 8 : 3 ^Vrr

songs of the palace shall

wail, i.e. be turned into wailings. Is.

2. to beget, as a father. Gen. 5 : 4, 7, 52:5 ib^rr v^fta theirprinces lament. For

10, 13 ff. 1 1 : 1 1 ff. Figuratively Job

of the dew?

Hoph. only in the infin. mVn Gen.
40 : 20 and m>n Ezek. 16 : 4, 5.' 'a being
born, as Gen. 40 : 20 rnnE~n niVn nv the

birthday of Pharaoh.

Hithpa. iV;nn to be enrolled in the

18. see irrnnrr.

Deriv. out of course rnSin, nvftin, -6;,

T71 m. verbal from -iV, dec. VI, a.
V V

and h.

1. a child, boy, youth. Gen. 21 : 8 ff.

Ex. 2 : 3 ff. Is. 2 : 6 onro n sons of
strangers, i. e. simply strangers, like the

Greek vls$ 'A%oti<av. Is. 57 : 4 s^oto n^>

children of transgression, i. e. trans-

gressors. The plur. on is sometimes

used of both sexes, like 0^3, 1 Sam. 1 :

2. Ezra 10:1.

2. Me young of animals. Is. 1 1 : 7.

i"TT?J fern, of i, dec.

a young woman. Gen. 34 : 4. Joel 4 :

3. [3:3.]

UTT?*1 f. denom. from iV, dec. X.

1. boyhood, youth. Ecc. 11 : 9, 10.

2. young men. Ps. 110 : 3.

"H7*] m. verbal from T, dec. I. a.

fora. Ex. 1:22. Josh. 5:5.

*y\ see *n7.

"7^7^ m. verbal from -fr, dec. III. a.

born, a son, natus. Num. 13 : 22 $
prcrt Me sows o/* Anak. 2 Sam. 21:16
n?7n T^? the sons f Raphah, i. q. c>p-i.

More frequently rva T|P a slave born in

ones house, verna, Gen. 14 : 14. 17 : 12,

13.

78 : 63, see under V

m - verbal from

: 10.

*T?^ f- const. n_V^, verbal from %,
dec. XL c. lamentation. Is. 15 : 8. Jer.

25:36. Zech.ll:3.

siderately or rashly, (synon. wpa.) Prov.

20:25. (Arab. ij idem; see Cor.

Sur. ii. 225.)
"

r\D^ f. Lev. 21 : 20. 25 : 22. a kind

itching scab or tetter. Sept. Ag<^v.

impetigo. Root perhaps p]'T=Arab.
to adhere, stick.

pT^ m. a species of locust, Ps. 105 :

34.
"''

Joel 1 : 4. 2 : 25. Nah. 3:15. It

was winged, Nah. 3:16. and bristly or

hairy, Jer. 51:27. Root p
1

?' according
to some i. q. Arab. uJib to I

. but more prob. i. q. ppb to lick, to eat off,a girl>

comp. ^ Num. 22 : 4. See Bocharti

Hieroz. P. II. p. 443.

tD^lpy^ m. verbal from TDJ, a sack,

pouch, bag. 1 Sam. 17 : 40.

D^ m. prim, (with Kamets impure,
even before Makkeph, except in the

phrase FpD'D;,) plur. D^J dec. VIII. a.

1. a sea, an inland sea or lake.

rn3:?-n; tke Sea of Chinnereth, Num. 34 :

11. afterwards called the Lake of Gen-

nesaret, or Sea of Galilee. rr^rrD; the

salt Sea, Gen. 14 : 3. also called
ni^rj q

the sea of the desert, Deut. 3:17. i. q.

the Dead Sea. ^o~n^ the Sea of Reeds,
the Red Sea, Ex. 15": 4 The Mediter-

ranean Sea is called D;?I by way of emi-
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nence, Vftan DVT the Great Sea, Num. 34 :

6, 7. or fi-in^? D;H #/e Western Sea,

Deut. 1 1 : 24. The Galilean Sea is also

called cn Is. 8 : 23. [9:1.]
2. a large river; spoken of the Nile,

Is. 19 : 5. Nah. 3 : 8. of the Euphrates,

Jer. 51:36. Plur. aw spoken of the

streams of the Nile, Ezek. 32 : 2. (So

the Arab.
1^

is sometimes used.)

3. the west, since the Mediterranean

Sea lay to the ivest of Palestine.

Hence, n> rrn a west wind, Ex. 10 : 19.

n;-ns the west side, Ex. 27 : 12. 38 : 12.

rrepT
towards the ivest, Gen. 28 : 14. Ex.

26 : 22. (also, towards the sea, Ex. 10 :

19. but in this sense more frequently

n$n.) qjo on tJie west, 12:8.) n;p on the

west of, Josh. 8 : 9, 12, 13. In two pas-

sages, Ps. 107 : 3. Is. 49 : 12. ay? stands

opposed to
jtos??,

but ought still to be

rendered the west; comp. Am. 8: 12.

Deut. 33 : 23.

4. rrrrrzrr D; 2 K. 25 : 13. 1 Chr. 18 : 8.

the brazen sea, a great basin in the

priests' court of the temple.

>PJ plur. of Di, q. v.

idem.

ttU masc. plur. found only Gen.

36 : 24. most prob. hot springs, (perhaps
those of Calirrhoe, which are found in

the country spoken of.) So Vulg. aquce
calidce: and according to Jerome, the

word continued to have this signification

in Punic. Syr. aquce. The Samar. text

has n^xn Emims, giants ; so Onkelos

and Pseudo-Jonathan. In the Arabic

and Veneto-Greek versions, mules.

pE; subst. dec. III. a.

1. masc. gen. the right side. pn; to

to the right, Gen. 2%: 49. 30:12. Also

simply T& (as an accus. used adverbially,)

to the right, towards the right. Num.
20:17. 22:26. Deut. 2: 26. 5:32.

Hence used as a genitive after other

substantives, ppvr pta the right shoulder,

literally, the shoulder of the right side,

Ex. 29 : 22. p; p> the right eye, 1 Sam.
11:2. '3ty -P w/y /////* A?zrf, Ps. 73 : 23.

Jcr. 22 : 24.

2. without T, the right hand. In this

sense it is both masc. and fern, (as if

the name of a double member,) e.g.

masc. Lam. 2 : 4. Prov. 27 : 16. else-

where fern. Ps. 80 : 18
?jro>

sw the man

of thy right hand, i. e. the man whom

thy right hand guideth. Ps. 16 : 8 he is

at my right hand, i. e. he assists me.

Ps. 119: 31. 121:5.

3. the south side, the south. (See -nn

Note.) 1 Sam. 23 : 19 jtoiafrj fern on the

south of the desert, verse 24, 2 Sam.

24 : 5. Also, in the south, Job 23 : 9.
(f Ov

4>. prosperity. (Arab. ^.) So in

the proper name p?;??. Gen. 35:18.

Hence,

Hiph. fwr and pn (2 Sam. 14 : 19.)

denom. from
pp;.

1. to turn to the right. Gen. 13:9.

Ezek. 21:21. In this signification we
likewise find iypn Is. 30 : 21.

2. to use the right hand, to be right-

handed. 1 Chr. 12:2 DVWQ using the

right hand.

**Ny\ 1. i-q- '??? dexter, but found

only in the Kethib of 2 Chr. 3:17.

Ezek. 4 : 6.

2. w.fa a Benjamite, a gentile noun

from 1^:11 Benjamin. 1 Sam. 9:21. Ps.

7:1. With the article, *ywri"$ the Ben-

jamite, Judg. 3 : 18. 2 Sam.'l6: 11. Plur.

TOm Benjamites, Judg. 19:16. 1 Sam.

22 : 7. So in the same sense ':^ xcv,

1 Sam. 9 : 1. 2 Sam. 20 : 1. Est. 2 :5.

^vp
1

y^ the country ofBenjamin, 1 Sam.

9:4.
"

**yS] fem. IT;!, denom. adj. from pp;,

dexter^ dextra, dextrum. Ex. 29 : 20.

Lev. 8 : 23, 24.

^ft^ Hithpa. i^nn to boast ones self,

or to exercise dominion. Is. 6 1 : 6. comp.
TCOTT Ps. 94 : 4. (Also in Arabic the

verbs TOM, "ra,^ interchange their sig-

nification in several conjugations.)

^D*1 i. q. $? but doubtful. Once

Judg. 16 . 26 Kethib >:s*an (read *?xpan)

/e^ r/?e touch. The Yod, however, may
be merely a mater lectionis.
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^, fut. nr. 1. to exercise violence.

Part. Zeph. 3 : 1 n:vn -vrn Me oppressive

cify. Tjvrr rn Me oppressive sword,

Jer.48 :16. 50 : 16. without avr 25 : 38

njvrr jVvr prob. Me aw^er oftlie oppressive
sword.

2. to annihilate, destroy. Ps. 74 : 8.

"ITT crp /e s destroy them all.

Pliph. n:in, fut. n:v, to oppress any
one, in civil matters, (synon. psfr,) Ex.

22: SO. Lev. 19: 33. Ezek. 18~ : 7 if. to

overreach, in buying and selling, Lev.

25 : 14, 17. to oppress a people, Is. 49 :

26. to dispossess, construed with
ja,

Ez>k. 46 : 18. (Chald. Aph. 71* idem.)

rnS"1

(he rests) proper name of a

place on the borders of the tribes

Ephraim and Manasseh. 2 K. 15: 29.

with n local rrni:;, Josh. 16 : 6, 7.

PO*1 found only in Hiph. rrjn (with

assimilated Yod,) kindred with TTC to

rest.

1. to lay or put down. 1 K. 13 : 29,

30. especially, to deposit before Jehovah,

Ex.l6:33,34. Num.17 : 4. Ezek. 22:

20 C3n 'ronrn ansrn so 0z7/ / jot^ yoz

(m the furnace) and melt you.
2. to erect or set up an idol. 2 K. 17 :

29.

3. to remove or transfer (to another

place). Ezek. 37: 14. Is. 14:1. 2 Chr.

1:14. "nprapa
nnrr to imprison, toput un-

der arrest, Lev. 24 : 12. Num. 15 : 34.

4. to throw out or away, as ashes.

Num. 19 : 9. Figuratively, Am. 5 : 7

irrzrt yw n^rsi attc? Me?/ throw righteous-

ness to the ground. Intrans. to castf z'fce/f

down, spoken of a storm of hail. Is.

28:2.

5. to let, leave, (kindred in sense with

c?;, nw,) in many constructions; as

(1.) to /eat-e Mrnc?. Gen. 42 : 33. Judg.
2:23. 3:1. (2.) to leave undisturb-

ed, to let alone, to suffer. Est. 3 : 8.

Hence, ^ nrpin let me alone, Ex. 32 : 10.

Hos. 4 : 17.

T

'2 Sam. 16:11 %n ib iron

e him curse me. Also, Judg. 16 : 26

rfc mn sz/^er rae. (3.) )p
T rrzn to with-

draw or withhold the hand from any

thing. Ecc.7:18. 11:6. (4.) to for-

Jer. 14:9, to ^?e over to any one,
construed with V. Ps. 119: 121. (5.) to

leave remaining, Ex, 16:23, 24. Lev.
7:15. Construed with a dative of the

person for whom, Ps. 17:14. Ecc. 2:

18. (6.) to suffer to do any thing, con-

strued with an accusative of the person,
and \ of the action, (comp. the construc-

tion with staa Gen. 31 : 28, and with
jro.)

Ps. 105 : 14 ci^r?'?
CIN rrjrt vb he suffered

no one to oppress them. In the parallel

passage 1 Chr. 16 : 21, we find tUvh.

6. i. q. rrpn to pacify, prevent. Ecc.

10:4.

Hoph. rr?n to be put doivn. Zech. 5 :

11. (comp. Dan. 7:4.) Part, nsn left

remaining, spoken of the space between
two walls, Ezek. 41 : 9, 1 1.

njTO'? f. verbal from pr, dec. X. i. q.

nji, a sprout, shoot, sucker. Ezek. 17 :

4. It is a passive form with an active
a *.

signification. (Aram, p^;, pw, jj^ai*
a suckling.)

p5^, fut. p_a?, to suck, (at the mother's

breast.) Job 3: 12. Construed with an

accus. Cant. 8:1. Joel 2:16. comp.
Job 20: 16. Metaphorically, to enjoy,

Deut. 33 : 19 ipr. era: *wi ^for they shall

enjoy the abundance of the seas. Is. 60 :

16. 66:11,12. Part. p:v a suckling or

suckling child, Deut. 32 : 25. Ps. 8:3.

(For the signification, a sucker, see p3i\)

Hiph. p>?n 1. to give suck, to suckle (a

child). Gen. 21 : 7. Ex. 2 : 7, 9. 1 Sam.
1 : 23. Spoken also of animals, Gen.
32 : 15. Part, nijyg one who suckles, a

nurse; with suff. wprn 2 K. 11. 12. plur.

nipw Is. 49 : 23.

2. metaphorically, to c#w$e to enjoy,
Deut. 32: 13.

Deriv. paV, rr^r.

fptf^ m. and ^ (Is. 34: 11.) a

species of bird, which is mentioned Lev.

11:17. Deut. 14 : 16. in connexion with

several waterfowls, and in Is. 34 : 11, is

said to inhabit the desert with the raven.

Sept. and Vulg. Ibis. According to

Bochart (Hieroz. P. II. p. 231 if.) owl
from

fjqjj twilight.
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fD*1 tofound or lay tJte foundation 12. Lev. 4 : 7 ff. Plur. D>TID> Mic. 1 : 6.

(of a building). Ezra 3 : 12. Is. 54 : 1 1.
and^ Lam - 4 : 1 L Ezek. 30 : 4.

This primary signification is more fre- JTT1D
1

?
verbal from np>, dec. X. a

quent in Piel, for in Kal the verb is foundation. Ps. 87 : 1.

used commonly in a metaphorical sense,

as of the founding of the earth, Ps. 24 :

2. 78 : 69. Job 38 : 4. of the heavens,

Am. 9 : 6.

2. metaphorically, to establish, ap-

point, ordain. Hab. 1:12 fcnp) nrrinjj
-ran

O rock,for correction hast thou appointed 1 1 . 9 c \

it (thepeople of the Chaldees} ; compare

m, verbal from
IDJ, (after the

form
iiii3,)

a censurer, reproacher. Job
40 : 2 Tte. '^ n sin s^a// Me reproacher

(of God) contend with the Almighty.

(an is the infin. absol. from an, and is

used for the finite verb; comp. Judg.

the exactly parallel member rrtrr ^
m. verbal from TID, (like an> from

O Jehovah, for judgment
"

thou **) one wjl departs. Jer. 17:13 Kethib

hast ordained it. Comp. Pi. no. 2. Ps. ^\ they who depart from me, for

104 : 8 to the place which thou hast ap- '???> like *>PT
f r^ D> PT- *n the Keri -no.

pointedfor them.

3. to throw up in a heap, to heap up.

2 Chr. 31: 7. (So rrv and M$n to throw,

:JP2
found only Ex. 30 : 32 ya, rf? &

not be poured. It has the pas-
sive signification from

TJD:, TID, (like

to throw up, tofound.) Cornp. rrcm. from Dto.) Perhaps it should be written

Niph. ipta 1. to befounded, spoken of

a kingdom. Ex. 9:18. Is. 44: 28.

2. denom. from -no (for TID?) a circle

D*1

(in Kal and Hiphil,) fut. ^pV,

"!?']>
infin.

rppin, part, r^pv (Is. 29 : 14."

or body of counsellors; hence, to sit 38:5.) and rppto (Neh. 13 : 18.)

together and take counsel, to consult.

Ps. 2:2. 31:14. See -no.

Pi. TO 1. to found (a building). Josh.

1 . to add, construed with an accus.

and <, Lev. 5: 16. 22:14. 27: 13 if.

Deut. 19 : 9. or b$, 2 Sam. 24 : 3. Often

6 : 26. 1 K. 16 : 34. With an accus. of used absolutely, to add, without speci-

the material, IK. 5:31 [17] rvarr

rvw ' to found the house with hewed

stones. For a similar construction, comp.
rra.

2. metaphorically, to appoint, ordain.

Ps. 8 : 3.

3. to prepare, establish. Est. 1 : 8.

1 Chr. 9 : 22 TTJ -raj npn them David had
established.

Pu. TO to be founded. 1 K. 6 : 37.

Construed with an accus. of the mate-

rial. IK. 7: 10.

Hoph. idem. Ezra 3: 11. Irifin. "rein

the foundation, 2 Chr. 3 : 3.

Deriv. out of course note, TWO, Tpn,

TID.

fying what is added, Deut. 12 : 32 Fjph

12130
sn^ri

y(v\ r$ thou shalt add nothing,
and take nothing away; comp. 4 : 2.

Prov. 30:6. Ecc. 3 : 14. Hence,

2. to increase, enlarge, addere (aliquid]

ad . Ps. 71: 14
^n^rrrrbj Vy ^Qpirn Iiuill

increase all thy praise. 115:14. Ezra

10:10. Also construed with >, Ezek.

23 : 14. with h, Is. 26 : 15. with an accus.

Lev. 19 : 25.
'

Job 42 : 10 -fc-ns njrr^
rrcsJoV ai"^ -nr and Jehovah increased all

that Job
'

had twofold. Ecc. 1 : 1 8. To
increase any thing to a person, is some-

times i. q. to give or bestow in abun-

dance, Ps. 120:3 t
^pi'-npi ^ i^~np

njpn ]Vc3 what does a false tongue give
or bestow upon thee? comp. Lev. 26 :

"TD^
m. verbal from

TD;,
afoundation, 2 1. Ezek. 5 : 16. To enlarge any thing

and
metaphorically, a beginning. Ezra is sometimes i. q. to exceed, 2 Chr. 9 : 6.

comp. IK. 10: 7.

3; Construed with an infin. of another

verb, or with a finite verb, with and

^ m. verbal from igj, dec. I. basis,

foundation; e. jr. of an altar, Ex.29:
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without a copula, (e. g. Prov. 23 : 35.

Is. 52:1. Hos. 1:6.) it expresses the

repetition or continuance of an action,

and may be rendered in English by va-

rious adverbs; as (1.) again, once more,

a second time. Gen. 4 : 2 rrrh ^prn and
she brought forth again. 8:10,12. 18:

29 "\3.~b Ti$ r^t\he spake yet again. 25 : 1.

(2.) further, longer. Gen. 4 :12 rprs
1

?

^ nnirnn it (the ground) shall no lon-

ger yield to thee its fruit. Num. 32 : 15.

Josh. 7:12. 1 Sam. 19:8. 27:4. Is.

47 : 1,5. (3.) more. Gen. 37 : 5. TO tttfri

info *oto and they hated him yet more.

ver. 8.' 1 Sam. 18 : 29. 2 Sam. 3 : 34.

The action itself, the repetition or con-

tinuance of which is intended, is often

omitted, and must be supplied from the

context, Job 20: 9. 34:32. 38:11.40:

5, 32. Ex. 11:6 there has been none like

this, f]ph
b intoi, namely nVnb, and there

shall be none again like it. Num. 1 1 :

25 and when the spirit rested upon them

they prophesied, ^DJ *fy, namely N^nrrb,

and (afterwards) never again.
Note. The future of this verb is

sometimes written
t|ptf,

Ex.5 : 7. 1 Sam.
28 : 29. On the other hand

*]DV
Ps. 104 :

29. 2 Sam. 6:1. has the signification of

]p, being used for
rptf.

For the imper.
Kal we twice find IDD, which, however,
with the infin. nice, may be derived from

a form HCD.

Niph. F]p*i:
1 . to be added, to add or

join ones
self. Ex. 1:10. Num. 36 : 3, 4.

2. to be increased, to increase, augeri
divitiis. Prov. 1 1 : 24.

]p^ Chald. idem.

Hoph. ]wn to be added. Dan. 4 : 33.

[4:36.]

^D^ in Kal only fut. D^CM Hos. 10 :

10. Is. 8 : 1 1. and part. *& Prov. 9 : 7.

Ps. 94 : 10. elsewhere in

Pi. ID', fut. IE", infin. also rnt Lev.

26 : 18." and -to Ps. 118: 18.

1. to instruct, admonish. Prov. 9 : 7.

Job 4: 3. (comp. Hos. 7 : 15.) Ps. 16:

7 'pVba wc' nib'b'^yt
also by night my reins

admonish me, namely, to thankfulness.

Used particularly of the admonitions of

parents to children, Deut. 21 : 18. and

of God to men, Deut. 4 : 36. 8 : 5. Ps.

94 : 12. Construed with two accusatives,

Prov. 31:1. As this admonition is often

connected with, or contained in, cor-

rection, punishment; hence

2. to correct, chastise. 1 K. 12 : 11, 14.

Used of the chastisement of children,

Prov. 19: 18. 29:17. and of men by
the Almighty, Lev. 26 : 18, 28. Ps. 6 : 2.

(The ideas to instruct and to chastise

are, as in Hebrew, also united in the

words ?r<2iyj<y, castigare.)

Hiph. i. q. Pi. ow Hos. 7:12.

Niph. 1013 to be warned, to receive

warning. Lev. 26 : 18. Ps. 2 : 10. Jer.

6 : 8. Prov. 29 : 19. The form TTOJ Ezek.

23 : 48, is, according to the present

punctuation, an example of the (Rab-

binical) conjugation. Nithpa. for noire.

Perhaps it should be pointed npia.

Deriv. ITBJ, npio.

VJ m. (for rnp,) verbal from
rwj, dec.

I. usually rendered, shovel. Vulg.for-

ceps. (In Arabic some derivatives from

rj signify a vessel.) Ex. 27 : 3. 38 :

3': Num. 4: 14. IK. 7: 40, 45.

^J?T
^Ut * "^"*

1. tofix, appoint, (a time, or place.)

Jer. 47:7. 2 Sam. 20: 5.

2. to appoint (a punishment), to

threaten. Mic. 6:9.

3. to appointfor a wife or concubine,

to betroth, desponsare. Ex. 21 : 8, 9.

Niph. nri: 1. reflex, to come to the

place agreed upon with any one, to

meet with any one ; construed with
*?,

Ex. 25 : 22. 29 : 42, 43. 30 : 6, 36. with

ty, Num. 10 : 4.

2. recipr. to agree upon a place of
meeting, to meet by appointment. Neh.

6:2, 10. Job 2: 11. Amos 3: 3. Hence

3. to come together generally. Josh.

11:5. 1 K. 3 : 5. Construed with to

against any one, spoken of conspirators,
Num. 14: 35. 16:11. 27:3.

Hiph. Trirr to appoint for any one,

especially a day for trial. Job 9:19.

\:TJ?V np quis diem mihi dicet 9 Jer. 49 :

19. 50:44.
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Hoph. 1. to be placed.

2. to be directed, spoken of the face.

Ezek. 21: 21. [16.]

Deriv. rrn?, itfro, T^to, rroto, rrwra.

rtJ found only Is. 28 : 17. to c/er

away, to sweep away. (Arab. . i. q.

?]DM
to collect, to sweep away ; Ethiop.

rsn totum absumsit.) See
;.

WI Pr b' * q- tB?
found only in Niph.

Is. 33 : 19 roi: DS a strong or wicked

people.

D'Hty? masc. plur. tofyfc, i. q

Ezek. 34 :' 25 Kethib.
;>x

"tty^ and Tty^ a city in

of Gad, on the east of Jordan, on

nyi fem. of
ty, dec. X. a wild she-

goat, or chamois ; but used as a word
of endearment to a lovely female, as

the word gazelle is used in Arabic.

Prov. 5:19. The Arabians have the

phrase, more beautiful than a wild goat,

aim,

j^c to in-

)5?1 (
for n3&) subst. purpose,

from the verb r3 i. q. Arab.

tend, mean, have in view. Hence
1. as a prep, on account of. Ezek.

5:9. Hag. 1:9. Is.37:29.
2. as a conj. because. Num. 20: 12.

2 K. 22 : 19. often joined with itiw be-

cause that, (construed" with a pret.)
borders ofAmmon. Num. 21 : 32. 32: 1. Judg. 2 : 20. so that, (construed with a

Is. 16 : 8. In Greek *l$s
1 Mac. 5 : 8.

^5 i. q. $$ to clothe. Once Is. 61 :

10 apy%

tD5^ Chald. i. q. Heb. y; to counsel,

advise. Part, vv a counseller or minister

of the king, Ezra 7:14, 15.

Ithpa. to consult together. Dan. 6 : 8.

Deriv. war.

7J in Kal not used. Probably to

be useful; comp. fcp in the compound
*$?

Hiph. toirr, 1. to pro/it, to help. Used

absolutely, Prov. 10 : 2. 11:4. Jer. 2 : 8

i$j &rt >A nrrw they follow after those

who profit nothing, i. e. after idols.

Construed with a dative of the person,
Is. 30 : 5. Jer. 23 : 32. or of the thing,
Job 30 : 13 fr& wr6 they help my fall.

Withsuff. ?pb?vis.57:12.
2. intrans. to receiveprofit, or to gain,

from any thing, proficere. Job 21: 15

to?i3-np what shall we gain 9 35 : 3. Is.

47:12.

fut.) Ezek. 20 : 16. or with >?. Num.
11:20.

3. jro ^2 Lev. 26 : 43. Ezek. 13 : 10.

and without i, 36 : 3. because, even be-

cause, as an intensitive.

D*1^^ niasc. epicene. Lam. 4 : 3 Keri

the ostriches, i. q. n:s ni:a, here spoken
of the female. Sept. &>; rrpvStov. Vulg.
5/c^^ struthio. (For a pai-allel in sense,

comp. Job 39 : 17.)

njj^ fern, of the proceeding, but

found only in the phrase njswr na, plur.
n^l nioa, /je ostrich. Comp. ^, fern. nbx.

(In like manner the ostrich is called in

Arab. and

s m.plur. ttty, const. >":, dec.V.b.

777 Ai-^i
^

T>a wild he-goat, Arab.
t
U comp. Bo-
^*J '

charti Hieroz. P. I. p. 915 ff. 1 Sam.
24 : 3 o^n *y* (the rocks of the wild

goats) proper name of certain rocks in

the desert of Engedi. In the Arabic
and Hebrew, the word probably de-
noted also the chamois-goat,

and the latter expression sometimes in-

cludes the male.) See Bocharti Hieroz.

P. II. p. 230. Lev. 11 : 16. Deut. 14: 15.

This bird inhabits the waste places,

Is. 13 : 21. 34: 13. and is noted for its

doleful cry, Mic. 1 : 8. Job 30 : 29. comp.
Shaw's Travels, p. 449, 455. Accord-

ing to others, the owl, but in opposition
to the ancient versions, and by a false

derivation from rw. The word is pro-

bably primitive.

fp^j fut.
?|S"?,

Arab. i_oA..

1. to run swiftly. See Hoph. and

Deriv. ^ and rricsin.

2. to be weary, fatigued, e. g. by
running, Jer. 2 : 24 IE^; N? rnriTap Luth.



they who seek her need not runfar. Is.

40 : 30, 31. by hard labour, Is. 40 : 28.

44 : 12. Hab. 2 : 13. comp. Jer. 51 : 58.

Hoph. Dan. 9:21
rjjpa fjj^ being

caused

to run quickly. Sept. rct^.t <p-.o,u.iv6<;.

t\y^
m. verbal from r^, ivearied,fa-

tifflied.
Is. 40 : 29. 30 : 4.

?]^ m. verbal from F|, rapid course.

Dan. 9: 21.

Vy% fut. yy^, imper. twice y (from

yw) Judg. 19 : 30. Is. 8 : 10.

1. to advise, to give advice. 2 Sam.

17:11,15. also rras yr; in the same

sense, 16:23. 17^7. Construed with

a dative of the person, Job 26 : 3. with

a suff. Ex. 18: 19. IK. 1:12. 12:8,13.

2. to take counsel, to purpose, resolve.

Ps. 62 : 5. 2 Chr. 25 : 16. Construed

with Vy, against any one. Is. 7 : 5. 19 :

17. and with b, Jer. 49 : 20. ntoj yr
toform evil purposes, Is. 32 : 7.

3. to consult or provide for any one,

consulere alicui. With a suff. Ps. 16:

7. 32 : 8 w *f# nsy; an elliptical con-

struction for '37 ^? TT?'*P
<

! 1??^ -^ Wl'^

consult for tJiee and direct mine eye to

thee, i.e. I will be gracious to thee.

(In Old German and Swiss Rath (coun-

sel) signifies also care, support.)

4. to predict, foretel. Num. 24 : 14.

(In Arab. lac. to admonish, to instruct

concerning the future.)

Part. \TP an adviser, Prov. 11:14.

24:6. hence a counsellor or minister

of the king, 1 Chr. 27 : 32, 33. Ezra 7 :

28. 8 : 25. (comp. 7 : 24, 25.) spoken
of the seven principal Persian ministers.

Hence Dsi often parallel with kings,

princes, Job 3 : 14. 12:17. Is. 1 : 26.

Niph. ysi:.
1. reflex, to receive ad-

vice or counsel. Prov. 13 : 10.

2. recipr. to consult together^ to ad-

vise mutually. Ps. 71: 10. 83:6. Con-

strued with cy, 1 Chr. 13:1. with nw,

Is. 40 : 14. 1 K. 12 : 6, 8. with ?, 2 K.

6:8. 2 Chr. 20: 21.

3. to advise, give counsel. IK. 12:

6. 9. Spoken also of individuals, to

take counsel, 1 K. 1 2 : 28. 2 Chr. 30 : 23.

Hithpa. i. q. Niph. no. 2. Ps. 83 : 4.

(
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)

Deriv. ns

ifPJ m. (holding the heel, supplant-

ing; comp. Gen. 25 : 26. 27 : 36. Hos.

12:4.) proper name of the second son

of Isaac, and progenitor of the Israelites.

Gen. xxv. L. apr_ viV the God of

Jacob, Jehovah, Is72 : 3. Ps. 20 : 2.

ap3 rn and simply ap the Israelitish

people, the Israelites, i. q. bsnjir ; but

used only in the poetical books and in

the prophets, where it is often parallel

with Vgnte? ; comp. itoy. But in the hi-

storical books we always find
b^nip.

used.

Sometimes the people are considered as

a single person; e. g. Is. XLI. XLIII. etc.

It-' is comparatively seldom, that it is

position to that of Judah, as Hos. 12 : 3.

or like Israel in the later books for the

kingdom ofJudah, as Obad. 18.

I. "^^ m. plur. GP~ and ni~, dec.

VI. c.

"

1, a wood, forest. Deut. 19 : 5. Josh.

17:15, 18. (Syr. |^I a thicket.) m
WJ the house of theforest, Is. 22 : 8. and

more fully jisaVr ">J rva the house of the

forest of Lebanon, IK. 7: 2. 10 : 17.

namely, the arsenal of king Solomon,
otherwise called ppa Neh. 3 : 19.

2. proper name, prob. i. q. c^?' rnp

Ps. 132 : 6.

II. "VJ
m. dec. VI. c. Cant. 5:1.

and tfaTrrn f. 1 Sam. 14 : 27. a honey-

comb, favus mellis.

HO 11

,
fut. ns'% Ffv,

to be fair, beauti-

ful Cant. 4: 10. 7:1,6.
Pi. to make beautiful, to adorn. Jer.

10:4.

Pu. a rare conjugation, formed by the

reduplication of the two first radicals,

nc;^ to be very beautiful. Ps. 45 : 3.

Hithpa. to adorn ones
self. Jer. 4 :

30.

Deriv. out of course *j,
*.

nEP m. const, nc;,
dec. IX. b. fern.

npj, const,
npj,

with suff. ng, dec. XI. a.

verbal adj. from np\

1. fair, spoken of persons. 2 Sam. 13 :

1. 14 : 25. often with the addition n*f,
K K
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1 Sam. 17 : 42. or -wh, Gen. 29: 17. Also

spoken of animals, Gen. 41:2 ff. of

countries, Ps. 48 : 3.

2. proper, suitable, becoming. Ecc.

3:11.

rtjETPTp^
f. Jer. 46 : 20. beautiful,

after the form n'pnj/5, only n quiescing

m the middle of a word should be

changed into \ This circumstance pro-

bably has occasioned its being divided

into two words.

*\& Jon. 1 : 3. also His;
Ezra 3 : 7. in

Greek 'loV^-jj, a city, on the Mediter-

ranean, with a celebrated harbour, in

the limits of the tribe of Dan ;
now

called Jaffa. Relandi Palsestina, p. 864.

^p
1

]
m. Ezek. 28 : 7. and ^p;.,

in pause

**, with suff. VE$, verbal from ns;, beauty.

Ps. 50:2. Ezek. 27:3.

Pip'' i. q. rns, no;, to blow, to breathe.

Found only in Hithpa. to breathe ivith

difficulty, to sigh. Jer. 4:31.

np*
1 verbal adj. from ncj, cfflans. Ps.

27:12 nprr rnn ejfftans scelus. Comp.
rrpn no. 3.

^D*1 found only in Hiph. sppirr.

1. to shine, to give light. Job 3:4.

10 : 3. Used particularly of Jehovah,

to appear in a bright light, to shine

forth, Deut, 33 : 2. Ps. 50 : 2. 80 : 2.

94 : 1.

2. to cawse to s^me. Job 37 : 15.

n^p^ f. verbal from rgj, dec. X.

brightness, beauty, (of a city). Ezek.

28:7, 17.

rip*
1

(for ne> fut. Hiph. from npB to

5e wide, extended,) proper name of a

son of Noah, Gen.5:32. 7:13. 9: 18ff.

who in Gen. 10 : 2 5, is represented
as the progenitor of the nations scat-

tered on the North and West of Pales-

tine. Comp. orr, and De Wette Kritik

der Israelitischen Geschichte. Th. I.

p. 72. Sept. 'I'<pg0. Vulg. Japhet.

PUlp"] (he opens) proper name of

an Israelitish judge, who, in accordance

with his vow, sacrificed his daughter to

Jehovah. Judg. 11: 12. 1 Sam. 12: 11.

In Greek
'l&(j)6c6, 'h(p6eis. Vulg. Jephtha.

b$]\ fut. s% imper. MS, infin. absol.
T T

M:T, const, riNSj to go out, to go forth.

Construed with jp of the place left ; also

with an accus. like the Lat. egredi

urbem, Gen. 44 : 4 WJJTTM IM^; on they

went out of the city. Amos 4 : 3 onns

n;M2a tJiey go out through the breaches.

Part. vwj-'MSi' they who go out ofthe city,

Gen. 34:24. comp. 9:10. In Amos

5:3, it is spoken of the object, out

of which something proceeds, (comp.

tprr
no. 5.) thus

rfy*
nNSi'n Trn a city

which goes out by thousands. The fol-

lowing special significations are worthy
of notice ; (1.) to arise, spoken of the

sun and stars. Gen. 19:23. Ps.l9:6.

Neh. 4: 15. (Antith. Mia.) (2.) to spring

up, spoken of plants. Job 5 : 6. Deriv.

DM2M2. (3.) to spring from any one,

to be begotten or descended from him,

Gen. 17 : 6. More frequently with the

addition ^p, jtpat?,
Job 1:21. Gen. 46 :

26. (4.) to expire, to befinished, spo-

ken of time. Ex. 23 : 16 n:tfn riMsa at

the close of the year. Spoken also of

a boundary, to run out, to extend itself,

Josh. 15 : 3, 4, 9, 11. (5.) ntfcn M Ex.

21:5. and "it'Dnb M^ verse 2. to become

free. Also simpl/Mg Ex. 21: 3, 4, 11.

Likewise used of inanimate things,

which in the year of jubilee were re-

stored without compensation to their

original owners, Lev. 25: 28, 30. (6.) to

be laid out or expended, as money. 2K.

12:13. (7.) to escape, to be delivered,

construed with an accus. Ecc. 7:18.

So 1 Sam. 14 : 41, to escape, in the draw-

ing of lots, (antith. nsb? to be taken.)

Hiph. M^in. 1. to bring, lead, or

draw forth or out, persons or things.

Gen. 24 : 53. Ex. 4 : 6, 7. Also to cause

to spring up, spoken of the earth, Gen.

1:12,24. Especially (1.) nrj M^n to

spread an evil report. Num. 14:37.

comp. Deut. 22: 14, 19. (in both cases

construed with b.) and Neh. 6:19.

(2.) causat. of Kal no. (6.) to lay or

charge an expense on any one, con-

strued with %, 2 K. 15 : 20.
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Hoph. to be brought out. Ezek. 25 :

22. 38:8. 47:8.

Deriv. Na/o, niNSto, crx^xs, nsta, nsia.

&2? Chakl. Only in Shaph. ^t? and

'irtp, in the Targums, to bring a matter

to an is.w. to finish it. Hence j-ra^c?

Ezra 6 : 15. finished.

^3 i. q. aa: to place. In Kal not

used.

Hithpa. asrcvr

7:9. In the last passage it is parallel

and synonymous with Israel. Sept.
'Irctctz.

1. to place or present one's self. Ex.
2:4. 1 Sam. 17 : 16 DV D'rriH aaw and
fie presented himself (for combat) forty
days. Job 33 : 5. Construed with fe,

to rise up against any one, Ps. 2:2.
elsewhere nirr te aswi to present ones

self before Jehovah, waiting for his com-

mands, Job 1 : 6. 2 : 1. Zech. 6 : 5.

2. with :cb and >pDa, to stand before

any one ; either as a conqueror, Deut.
9:2. 7:24. 11:25. Josh. 1:5. or as

innocent in a judicial sense, Job 41 : 2.

[10.] Ps. 5 : 6. with Dy, 2 Chr. 20 : 6.

3. with
"?, to stand by, to assist. Ps.

94 : 16.

IZLg") Chald. to be certain, true.

Pa.'to tell the truth. Dan. 7:19. Comp.
verse 16.

HSF 1 in Kal not used.
T

Hiph. ran 1. to cause to stand, to

establish. Am. 5 : 15 nEtra "c/'e-a wan esta-

blish righteousness in the gate.
2. to leave behind. Gen. 33 : 15.

3. to place, set; e.g. persons, Gen.
43 : 9. things, 30 :-38.

4. to lay, spread, sternere. Judg. 6 :

37. Sometimes we find p'an in the same

signification, Josh. 7 : 23. 2 Sam. 15: 24.

Hoph. fut. 3*, to be left behind. Ex.
10 : 24. Comp. the verb kindred in

meaning rnsrr.

in?^ m. oil. Deut. 7:13. Zech. 4 :

1 1 vvjYpga the anointed. (Root ina li-

tcnilly to shine; comp. arn no. 2.)

pn^ (he laughs; comp. Gen. 17:

17, 19.) proper name of the son of

Abraham and Sarah. Gen. xxi xxvnr.
More rarely written pnip: (from pnto to

>,) Ps. 105 : 9. Jer, 33 : 26. Am.

^ m. proceeding, a passive parti-

ciple with an active signification. 2 Chr.

32:21.

5P m. Chald. adj.

1. true, certain. Dan. 2 : 45. 3 : 24.

a^ p certainly, truly, 2 : 8.

2. valid, established. Dan. 6:12.

J?*
1^ see the following article.

T

'y^ to spreadfor a bed, to lay under,

sternere, Part, sia; (I.) a bed, couch.

Ps. 63:7. Job 17: 13. Also a mar-

riage bed, Gen. 49 : 4. (2.) a, story,

floor. Vulg. tabulatum. 1 K. 6 : 5, 6,

10. (in the Keri **?). Ezek. 41: 6 ff.

The word denotes especially the three

stories of side chambers
(rvtf-ba,)

which

surrounded the temple of Solomon.

Comp. Hirt's Tempel Salomo's, p. 24,25.

Hiph. S'an to spread out, to makefor
a bed. Ps. 139 : 8 ViNti rawi and if I
make hades my bed. Is. 58 : 5.

Hoph. Is. 14:11 rr^ sw
^nrrn

under

thee shall worms lie. Est. 4 : 13. comp.
Is. 58 : 5.

Deriv.

I. pS, fut. pip, (once pa:
1 K. 22 : 35

intrans. it poured itself out,} imper. pa

2K.4:41. and
pa;

Ezek. 24: 3. infin".

1. to pour forth or out, as liquids.

Gen. 28:18. 35 : 14. Intrans. to be

poured out, Job 38 : 38 when the dust

is poured out into a solid mass; i. e.

when the dust cleaves together on ac-

count of the rain,

2. to cast metallic vessels or instru-

ments. Ex. 25:12. 26:37. 36:36.

pia> molten, cast, 1 K. 7 : 24, 30. and so

hard, firm, as metal, Job 41: 15, 16.

[41:23,26.]

Hoph. pain. 1. to be poured out. Lev.
21:10. Ps". 45: 3.

2. to be molten or cast, spoken of

metal. 1 K. 7 : 23, 33. Job 37 : 18. Me-
taphorically ^^ firm, fearless, Job 11:

15.

Deriv. out of course ps*o, n^ra.
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J
found only in Hiph. i, q. yxn 33 : 12. Jer. 40 : 2, 51 : 58. (The formII.

to place, spread. Josh. 7 : 23. 2 Sara.

15 : 24.

Hp^ verbal from p2; no. I. a pour-

iny out or casting. 1 K. 7 : 24.

I. "^\ fut. TOJ, TO, also TO Is. 44 :

12. Jer/1 : 5 Keri.

1. to form, make, create, fingere. Is.

44:10,12. Gen. 2:7,8, 19. Ps. 94:9
TO> he who formed the eye. Ps. 33 :

15. 99 : 5. Hence to make generally,

Ps. 74:17. Is. 44:21 >> njurt ?fnTO /
Aazre made thee my servant; comp. 49 :

5._part. -i2V a potter, Ps. 94 : 9, 20.

-I2V ba an eartfien vessel, Ps. 2:9.

2. metaphorically to imagine, devise.

2 K. 19 : 25. Jer. 18:11. Ps. 94 : 20.

Niph. pass. Is. 43 : 10.

Pu. TO to be appointed, destined. Ps.

139 :16/

Hoph. iq. Niph. Is. 54: 17.

II. 1^ i. q. "ns, but used intrans. to
T *

be straitened. Found only in the fut.

TO, plur. TOP, Prov. 4: 12. Is. 49: 19.

Job 18: 7. Elsewhere used imperso-

nally V? 12^ he was straitened, (in the pret-
erite V? ^2 from -TO

;) signifying (1.) he

was in trouble, it went ill with him.

Judg. 2 : 15. 10 : 9. Job 20 : 22. (2.) he

was distressed. Gen. 32 : 8. Also in the

feminine form used as a neuter, 1 Sam.
30 : 6. (3.) he took it ill. 2 Sam. 13:2.

"^ m. with suff. Vro, verbal from
v ' '

12; no. I. dec. VI. g.

1. something formed by an artificer,

aform, frame. Is. 29 : 16. Hab. 2:18.

Ps. 103 : 14 TO JTP in r? for he knows

our frame, i. e. how and whereof we
are formed.

2. metaphorically an imagination,

thought, or device, (of the heart.) Gen.
8:21. 6:6. Deut. 31: 21. Is. 26:3

rprco TO. whose thoughts arefirm.

D*H^ masc. plur. Job 17:7. forms
orform (of the body). Vulg. members.

.Tl^ found only in the fut. n$.

1. to set on fire, construed with a.

Is. 9 : 17.

2. pass, to be burned, as in Niph. Is.

vi has a Dagesh forte euphonic, like

wn>Job21:13.)
Niph. pret. nsa.

1. to be burned, or laid waste byfire.
Jer. 2: 15. 9:9, 11.

2. to be kindled, spoken of anger ;

construed with a against any one, 2 K.

22 : 13, 17.

Hiph. rvsta only 2 Sam. 14 : 30 Keth.

elsewhere rvsn to set on fire. These

phrases are used indiscriminately, rrert

a J Jer. 17 : 27. 21 : 14. or with fc, Jer.

11:16. and tiwa -uj rrcn Josh. 8:19. Jer.

32 : 29. or without -ctea, Jer. 51 : 50.

!2j?^
m. dec. VI. a. 1. the wine-fat,

VTTO^VUV, lacus, into which the wine

flowed from the press. Joel 2 : 24. 4 :

13. [3:13.] Prov. 3 : 10. It was usually

dug into the ground or hewed into the

rock, Is. 5 : 2.

2. tlve press itself. Job 24 : 1 1.

7fc??5j7. ( God will collect) Neh. 11:

25. i. q. War, Josh. 15:21. 2 Sam. 23 :

20. proper name of a city in the south

part of the tribe of Judah.

TjJJ,
fut. i Is. 10 : 16. and - Deut.

32 : 22. to kindle, to burn.

Hoph. Tjrin to burn, to be kindled.

Lev. 6: 2, 5, 6. [6:9,12,13.] Used

metaphorically of anger, Jer. 15 : 14.

17:4.

Deriv. out of course T^IO, -rtp\

*7pi Chald. idem. Part. fern. png and

TO; burning. Dan. 3 : 6, 1 1, 23, 26.

Hip*
1 f. Chald. verbal from np, a

burning. Dan. 7:11.

nnj^"]
f. (with Dagesh forte eupho-

nic.)ooedience. Gen. 49 : 10. Prov. 30 :

17. (Root Arab. ^ to obey.)

Tip
1

}
m. verbal from

n;;;
a burning.

Is. 10 /16.

O^p
1

}
m. verbal from 07, whatever

exists or is, a substance. Gen, 7 : 4, 23,

Deut. 11:6.

ttfip^
Hos.9:8. and &% Ps.91:3.

Prov. 6 : 5. Jer. 5 : 26. m. a fowler.
Root. 11*;. The form \np; is properly an
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active participal form, the other is a

passive form with an active signification.

P?|?T Pr Per name f a 80n f Heber

and descendant of Shem, Gen. 10 : 25,

26. from whom many Arabian tribes

were derived, Gen. 10 : 2630. By the

Arabian writers he is called
^l|~/<?5

Kachtan. See Bocharti Phaleg. in, cap.
15.

"Vj?^
m. verbal adj. from ^, dear,

beloved. Jer. 31:20.

Tjr adj. Chald. 1. liard. Dan. 2:11.

2. mighty, honoured, noble. Ezra 4: 1 0.

^p^ only in the fut. j?g, i. q. tfga.

1. to be wrenclied, dislocated, or put
out ofjoint, lujcari, spoken of members
of the body. Gen. 32 : 26.

2. metaphorically to be alienated or

removed from any one, construed with

p and teo. Jer. 6 : 8. Ezek. 23 : 17, 18.

Hiph. rp/in to suspend or a?7 ^jo cm

a stake, ccveurxofoTrtfytv, as a punishment
to criminals, perhaps literally to dislo*

cote the limbs. Num. 25 : 4. 2 Sam. 21 :

6, 9, 12.

YU niy m tne fa*- T?!> ?> nce

yp;?2 Gen. 9 : 24. to aw*ze. Gen. 28 : 16.

41 : 4, 7. For the preterite, y pi Hiph.
of yip is used.

IjT, fut. ipr, also tg^ Ps. 72 : 14. and

$: P7 49 : 9.

1. to be heavy, difficult. Metapho-
rically to be incomprehensible Ps.139 :

17. Comp. Dan. 2: 11.

2. to be dear, costly, precious. Ps.

49 : 9. 1 Sam. 26 : 21
?prr:i

*tfD3 rnp^ -TON

because my life was dear to thee, i. e.

because thou sparedst it. 2 K. 1 : 13, 14.

Ps. 72 : 14. Zech. 11:13 the price i$t
D:T^? '5^5 ^ which I was valued by
them.

3. to be honoured, respected. 1 Sam.
18:30.

Hiph. vpin to ^e rare. (See the

adj. no. 4.) Is. 13 : 12. Prov. 25 : 17.

Deriv. out of course Tp>

"lj
fern. rnpT;, verbal adj. from -.

1. heavy. See the verb.

2. dear, costly, precious. njr* $ used

collectively costly stones, i. e. either

precious stones, 1 K. 10 : 2, 10, 11. or

valuable stones for building, 2 Chr. 3 :

7. So nv^ KJH IK. 5: 31. 7:9ff.

Ps. 45 : 10 kings daughters ?pnrip:i
were

among thy beloved; (the Dagesh is eu-

phonic.) Ps. 36 : 8 D'rftN *f|Dn ip^rra how

precious is thy grace, O God. 1 16 : 5.

comp. 72 : 14.

3. magnificent, majestic. Job 31 : 26.

4. rare. 1 Sam. 3:1.

5. Prov. 17 : 27 rrn -i Keri perhaps

quiet of spirit, after the Arab. JL to e

quiet. In the Kethib mi 151.

""Ijj"!
m. (with Kamets impure,) verbal

from (, dec. I.

1. worth, costliness. Prov. 20 : 15,

Used as a concrete, ip-te every precious
thing, Job 28 : 10. Jer. 20 : 5,

2. honour, respect. Ps. 49:13, 21.

Est. 1 : 20.

3. magnificence, splendour. Est. 1 : 4.

Ps. 37 : 20 on? ip> tlie splendour of the

fields.

*\j?[ m. Chald. 1. costly tilings. Dan.

2:6.
T

'comp. Is. 3:17. 10:3 Targ.
2. honour, majesty. Dan. 2: 37. 4 : 27,

33. [4:30,36.]

ttfpj
1 pers. mjpj, i. q. ^: and tiip, to

lay snares. Ps. 141: 9. Jer. 50: 24.

For the fut. we find ptip from tji

29 : 21. Part. *pv a fowler, Ps. 124 : 7.

Niph. tipta to ie ensnared, taken, Is.

8:15. to ensnare ones
self, Prov. 6 : 2.

Ps. 9:17. Metaphorically to e seduced,
Deut. 7 : 25.

Pu. part. D^V for nnftrn ensnared.

Ecc.9:12.

Deriv.

- proper name of a city in

the tribe of Judah. Josh. 15 : 38.

2. the name, which king Amaziah

gave to Selah, an Arabian city which
he took. 2 K. 14 : 7. As an appella-

tive, perhapsprcemium Dei, from i^V.

constituit; Etliiop. conj. IV. constituit

prccmium.
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"V, fat. NT:, imper. NT, infin. NT

Josh. 22 : 25. and with V, NiV for NT*?

1 Sam. 18 : 29. elsewhere uniformly fern.

1. tofear, to be afraid. NTH bxfear
not, Gen. 15 : 1. 21 : 17. Construed with

an accus. of the person feared, Num.
14 : 9. 21 : 34. with jo, Deut. 1 : 29. and
rjEo Josh. 11:6. On the contrary with

b of the person or thing for which one

fears, Josh. 9 : 24. Prov. 31:21. Con-
strued with b and pp before an infinitive,

to be afraid to do any thing, Gen. 19 :

30. 46 : 3.

2. to honour, fear, reverence, reve-

reri; e. g. one's parents, Lev. 19:3.
the general, Josh. 4 : 14. the sanctuary,
Lev. 19 : 30. an oath, 1 Sam. 14 : 26.

Hence D^N nN NT tofear God, whether
in a more natural, Ex. 14: 31. 1 Sam.
12:18. or in a more spiritual sense,

Ex. 1:17. Prov. 3:7 fear God, and

depart from evil. Job 1 : 9. In this

latter sense it is equivalent to being

virtuous, pious. Sometimes without

DvftN, Jer. 44 : 10.

Niph. N-p to be feared. Ps. 130 : 4.

Part. NTJ3 (1.) fearful, terrible. Deut.

1:19.8:15. Joel 2:11. 3: 4. [2:31.]

(2.) worthy of reverence, holy. Gen.
28:17. (3.) wonderful, great, noble.

Ps. 66 : 3, 5. Ex. 15 : 12. Plur. ni^3

wonderful deeds, as of men, Ps. 45 : 5.

but particularly of God, Deut. 10 : 21.

2 Sam. 7 : 23. Used also as an adv.

in a wonderful manner, Ps. 139 : 14.

(comp. nixVp:.)

Pi. NV to terrify, to make afraid.
2 Sam. 14 : 15.

Deriv. out of course Nito.

"V m. const. NT, verbal adj. from

NV dec. V. e.

\.fcaring. Joined with personal pro-
nouns it forms a periphrasis for the

finite verb, as r?bN NV Ifear, Gen. 32:12.
C^NT 13 wefear, 1 Sam. 23 : 3. NT 3'N

hefears not, Ecc. 8:13. It is construed
in a similar manner with the verb, as

ni;r n vrv fearing JeJwvah, 2 K. 4 : 1.

o as an adj. fearful. Deut. 20:

8.
o'rfoj

NT fearing God, Gen. 22 : 12.

Job 1:1, Si 2:3.

niSTV f. dec. X. 1. strictly an infin.

from NT, as Neh. 1:11
irrcrriN

MNrb to

fear thy name. 2 Sam. 3:11 'in'N TTINTD

because hefeared him.

2. as a subst. fear. Ps. 55 : 6. Jon.

1:10 nVna TINT cvp3Nj INT?} and the

men feared exceedingly. With suff.

TpTNT the fear of thee, Deut. 2 : 25. and

in an active signification, Job 4 : 6.

3. holy fear, reverence. Ps. 2:11.

5 : 8. nirr DNT the fear of Jehovah, vir-

tue, religion, piety. Prov. 1 : 7 rnrr rwT
run rvt&rj the fear ofJehovah is the be-

ginning of wisdom. Job 28 : 28. Also

religion objectively considered, truths

of religion, Ps. 19:10. Also without

njrr, Job 4: 5. 15:4.

4. dreadfulncss. Ezek. 1:18.

H"V i. q, an; an adversary. av. -^o

Hos. 5:13. 10:9. the hostile hing.

According to others : the revenger, for

ib an; IN one who contends, Vulg.
ultor. Chald. idem. Others: the great

or mighty "king, (comp. Syr. cOf* to be

great, mighty,) as a title of the Assy-
rian kings ; comp. 2 K. 18 : 19.

vJJSfV m ' (f r ^?? aiT Baal contends,

see Judg. 6 : 32^) the name, which Gi-

deon bears from Judg. 6 : 32. onward
;

for which we also find ns&T (the idol

contends] 2 Sam. 11:21, an interpreta-
tion of the other name. Sept. ']

Comp. ncri^N and VsattJN.

Dyrn*
1

,.

m<
(
read Yarobeam, for aV

D? the people are many).
1. Jeroboam, the son of Nebat, first

king of the ten tribes, and author of the

worship of the golden calves. IK. 12:

11.

2. son of Joash, likewise king of Is-

rael. 2K. 14:24 29.

TV, ^ut * "^ ant* Ti-> "H

nTi imper. "n, rm, infin. absol. IT (Gen.
43": 20.) once 'rrrj

Gen. 48 : 52^ infin.

const, rm, with suff. \^-n.

1. togo down, to descend. Frequently



to gofrom a higher to a lower country;
hence used constantly of a journey into

Kuypt, Gen. 12 : 10. 26 : 2ff. into Phi-

listia and the country on the sea, 1 Sam.

13 : -20. 23 : 4, 8, 1 1. towards the south,

1 Sam. 25 : 1. 26 : 2. 30 : 15. or from

a city, (considered -as placed on an

eminence,) Ruth 3 : 3, 6. 1 Sam. 9 : 27.

The place to which one goes stands

with
^, VN, n~7, or in the accus. Ps. 55 :

16 c^rj biNtf vrv let them descend alive

into 'hades. Job 7 : 9. 17 : 16. 33 : 24.

Hence Part, nir'jy they who go down
into the pit, Prov. 1:12.

2. spoken of inanimate objects ; as of

a road, to lead down, Prov. 7 : 27. of a

boundary, to extend down or south-

wardly, Num. 34 : 1 1, 12. Josh. 18:13

ff. of the day, to decline, Judg. 19. 11.

of streams, toflow down, Deut. 9:21.

By a common idiom of the Hebrew lan-

?, it is also spoken of the object
which any thing flows down, as

down in streams of water. 1:16. Jer.

9:17. 13:17. 14:17. Ps. 119:136.

Comp. Is. 15:3 VDaa TV he flows down
in tears.

3. tofall; spoken of a wall, Deut.

28 : 52. of a wood which is felled, Is.

32 : 19. Zech. 11 : 2. of a besieged city,

Deut. 20 : 20. Metaphorically to fall,

in wealth, in outward circumstances,

Deut. 28 : 43.

Hiph. T-yn 1. to make to go down, to

bring down, either persons or things.

Gen. 37 : 25. 43 : 10, 21. to let doicn,

(by a cord), Josh. 2:15, 18. to let or

take down, Gen. 24 : 18, 46. 44 : 11.

Num. 1:51. 4:5. to cast down, Hos.

7 : 12. to bring down a citadel, Prov. 21 :

22. to conquer a people, Prov. 21 : 22.

Hoph. TTCT pass, of Hiph. Gen. 39 : 1.

Is.l4:llff.

1TV a proper name, Jordan, the

largest river of Palestine, commonly
with the article, in Greek 'IogJij?.
Root TV to flow down, comp. Syr.

)?f* sea. pT yn the country on the

Jordan, Ps. 42 : 7. By the Arabians

it is now called El Sharai, (the

ford.)

I. J"P\ infin. rrv, nW, and NYV 2 Chr.

26 : 15. imper. rrv, fut. rrv\

1. to throw, cast. Ex. 15 : 4. as a lot,

Josh. 18:6. an arrow, 1 Sam. 20 : 36,

37. Ps. 11:2. 64,: 5. Num. 21. 30.

Part, rnv an archer, 1 Chr. 10:3.

2. to found, fundamenta jacere, Job
38 : 6. to raise (a monument), Gen. 31 :

51. (So Syr. }lc3 to throw and to

found.)
3. to sprinkle, to wet. Hos. 6 : 3. (So

many other words, e. g. \rn to throw and

to sprinkle.) Part, mi' the car/?/ nti/i,

(see art. rnv).

Niph. to be shot through with arrows.

Fut. rny. Ex. 19:13.

Hiph. rnin 1. as in Kal, to throw, cast,

Job 30 : 19. Especially to shoot an ar-

row, 1 Sam. 20 : 20, 36. Fut. apoc. 11*5

2 K. 13:17. Part. rrVio an archer,

1 Sam. 31:3. It is found with the

Aramean orthography, 2 Sam. 11:24
cwbn ^N-VI and the archers shot; comp.
2 Chr. 26": 15.

2. to sprinkle, to wet. Part, mto i. q.

in, Joel 2 : 23. Ps/84 : 7.

II. JTV found only in Hiph. rrfn.

1. to shew, direct. Gen. 46 : 28. Prov.

6:13 vrc^i rnt> making signs with his

flngers. Construed with two accus.

Ex. 15:25.

2. to instruct, teach. Ex. 35 : 34.

Mic. 3:11. Construed with an accus.

of the person, Job 6 : 24. 8 : 10. 12 : 7,

8. with an accus. of the thing, Is. 9 : 14.

Hab. 2:18. Hence with two accus.

Ps. 27: 11. 86:11.119:33. with a of

the thing, Job 27: 11. Ps. 25:8,12.
32 : 8. more rarely with to, 2 Chr. 6 :

27, or p, Is. 2 : 3. Mic. *': 2. With a

dative of the person and an accus. of the

thing, Deut. 33 : 10. Hos. 10:12.

Note. These two significations nos.

I. and II. are probably connected ; see

Gesenius' Auszug, Vorrede, p. vn.

vfcJW] proper name of a desert, men-

tioned only 2 Chr. 20:16. Literally

dwelling of God; see D^TV.
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m. verbal from J?T, (q. v.) some-

tkinff green. Job 39 : 8.
(Arab

Num. 22 : 32.

'

W. to throw down, to ruin.)

and Dy^ttfTV, a proper by way of gloss, rn,

The Samaritan text has,

name, Jerusalem, the chief city of Pa-

lestine. situated on the borders of the

tribes Judah and Benjamin. The latter

form Dfttfrv predominates in the later

writings of the Hebrews, and is derived

from the other form which should be

pointed oVairv, (comp. the Chald.) So

out of
]VrcKD, pmj, was formed jnoqj ; out

of jVro, *. The Masoretes, being fa-

miliar only with the latter form, have

given an erroneous punctuation to the

ancient. On the Jewish medals both

modes of spelling occur. The significa-

tion of this proper name is people or

dwelling ofpeace; namely, vv i. q. Arab.
5- o**

- =D^no people, but perhaps in Heb.

a dwelling, (hence bvv dwelling of
G -~S

l

God; comp. Arab.
^Jj&| people, lite-

rally a tent, dwelling?) and D^ peace.
The abbreviation oV$ (q. v.) may be

the more ancient appellation, and on

that account retained in poetry. In

Greek 'Ii>ovretye, and
'

and D$YV Chald. idem.

Dan. 5": 2/6: 11. Ezra 4*: 8.

Try m. prim. dec. V. a. the moon.

Gen. 37 : 9. Deut. 4 : 19. Ps. 72 : 5 \3cV

m; before the moon was.

m. verbal from yn, dec. III. a.

an opponent, adversary. Ps. 35 : 1.

Jer. 18:19. Is. 49 : 24.

rtJp'V f. dec. X. a covering, curtain,

Especially (1.) the covering of a tent.

Is. 54 : 2. Jer. 4 : 20. 49 : 29. Spoken
of the curtains of the tabernacle of the

congregation, Ex. 26 : 1 ff. 36 : 8 ff.

(2.) carpet, tapestry, Cant. 1 : 5.

Tp^ const.
-^;,

with suff. TT, dec. V. c.

1. thigh, hip, loins. Gen. 24:2. Ex.

1 : 4 n^jr TTV MS* they ivho came out of
the loins of Jacob, i, e. those deecended

from him. Gen. 46 : 26. Jud. 8 : 30.

2. side, e. g. of the tent, Ex. 40 : 22,

24. of the altar, Lev. 1:11. 2 K. 16 :

14. (In the feminine form rm or nyv,

this is the predominant meaning ; comp.
the Greek pv^s and the Heb. ste.

3. that part of a candlestick where

the main shaft (n^) receives the feet.

Ex. 25:31. 37:17.

Dual DW Ex. 28 : 42 tray,^ W?va
from the loins even unto the thighs.

The word denotes here, as elsewhere,

the lower part of the hip, or upper part

of the thigh; but D^no denotes the up-

per part of the hip, including the small

of the back, oo-tpvg, coxa. Cant. 7 : 2.

or HTV fern, of p;, used

pnj m. denom. from m;, dec. VI. d.
only

T
of inanimate"objects, a side, as of

1. a month, a Hebrew lunar month, a country. Gen. 49 : 13.

Dual DTO/V, const. TOT.

1. the side, (losing its dual signifi-

cation, like D:N.) Ps. 48 : 3
jtoa

TOT the

north. Especially the hinder, i. e. the

western, side; e. g. of the tabernacle of

the congregation, Ex. 26 : 23, 27. (so
36 : 27, 28, 32.) of the temple, 1 K. 6 :

16. Ezek. 46:23.

2. the hindmost, innermost, deepest

part generally, rccessus. 1 Sam. 24 : 4

rnwan TQ*y
>

m
the bach part of the cave. Is.

14:15 and Ezek. 32 : 23 -va 'rer* the

deepest parts of the pit. Am. 6 : 10 and

Ps, 128 : 3 rvan TOT the innermost part

1 K. 6 : 37, 38. 8 : 2.

2. Gen. 1 : 26. a country of Arabia.

See Bocharti Phaleg, lib. 3. cap. 19.

p. 124. J.D. Michaelis Spicileg. Geogr.
Hebr. exterae, T. II. p. 160.

ITV Chald. a month. Ezra 6:15.

"irrV Num. 22 : 1. also irvv Josh. 2 :

1, 2, 3. 'and nrr? 1 K. 16 : 34. Jericho,

a celebrated city of Palestine, not far

from Jordan and the Dead Sea, in the

tribe of Benjamin, and the most fruitful

part of all Palestine.

"V prob. to be corrupt, perverse,



of tfo house. Jon. 1:5. Jud. 19: 1,18

^-^ T? ?3T prob. the innermost regions

of mount Ephraim, as in 2 K. 19 : 23.

3. Me remotest countries. ftes ^27.

the- remotest countries of the north, Is.

14:13. yi TOT Me remotest countries

of the earth, Jer". 6 : 22. 25 : 32. (Comp.

O-V f. Chald. f%A. Dan. 2 : 32.

n^5

!^ proper name of a city in the

plain of the tribe of Judah, anciently

the seat of a Canaanitish king. Josh.

10:3. 12:11. 15:35. Neh. 11: 29.

rPp")"
1 and vro'v (for ^rr rrpT literally

Jehovah throws, e.g. the lightning,)

proper name of a celebrated prophet,

son of Hilkiah. Jer. 1:1. 27:1. Dan.

9:2. Sept. 'Isg?f4/#s.

I. ^""p i. q. nn. Found only in the

fut. srv, the preterite Kal sn being sup-

plied from rn (which wants the fut.)

and the Hiph. r~u from the root XT}.

1. to be evil, wicked. The following

constructions are worthy of notice;

(1.) * rv it shall go ill with me. Ps.

106 : 32. (2.) rra jrv\ it appeared ill to

me, it displeased me. Gen. 21:11. 38 :

10. 48:17. 1 Sam. 8:6. Construed

with b, Neh. 13:8. and with the inten-

sitive addition rfrru rnn, Neh. 2:10. Jon.

4:1. In a different construction 1 Chr.

thing displeased God. (3.) to be envious,

spoken of the eye. Deut. 28 : 54.

2. to be sad. (Opposite of as;,
ata to

beJoyful.) Spoken of the countenance,

Nell. 2:3. of the heart, 1 Sain. 1 : 8.

Deut. 15 : 10 V>
?jnna *|a$ anj ft /e t< no*

grieve thy heart to give to him. In verse

9, the same is expressed of the eye.

3. to be pernicious, hurtful, construed

with b. 2 Sam. 20 : 6.

II. V"P i. q. Arab, c . and c j-T CJ* Cf'
to be fearful, distressed. Is. 15 : 4 ice:

ft nyvT his heart is distressed. This verb

is distinguished from no. I. by being
used in the preterite.

p"V to sp&. In the preterite Num.

1 2 : li. Deut. 25 : 9. In the infin. absol.

Num. 12:14. The future is formed

from pi/>

p"P m. dec. IV. a. greenness. 2 K.

19 : 26. Especially an herb, vegetable,

as pvn \i
a garden of vegetables, Deut.

11 : 10. 1 K. 21 : 2. jrv nrn* a portion
or ff/sA of herbs, Prov. 15:17. (Syr.

> V t> + 7

}^^-* , }jac^ on herb.)

p~P m. greenness, verdure, foliage.

Ex. 10 : 15, axes
jry."'^ ei-er?/ ^rcc/* 7^er^,

Gen. 1 : 30. 9 : 3.

JipT m. 1. paleness of countenance,

perhaps literally the greenish yellow or

whitish death colour, which the Greeks

call ^Aa/gJ?. Comp. u%os. Jer. 30 : 6.

2. jaundice, blasting or withering of

plants. Deut. 28 : 22. 1 K. 8 : 37. Am.

4:9. (Arab. Jjy fow.)

p"^p'"P m. 1. greenish, yellowish,

**/! spoken of clothes infected

with the leprosy. Lev. 13: 49. 14:37.

2. yellowness, yellow colour of gold.

Ps. 68 : 14.

tl)"^ and \IT"P, fut. "eh", imp. en and
-T "T 5

trj, infill, rvih, with suff. i]%i.

1. to ta/fce z/zto possession, construed

with an accus. of the thing. Deut. 1 : 8,

21. 2 : 24 n bnn ip^m to to^e into pos-
session*

2. to possess. Lev. 25 : 46. p XTT

to possess the land (quietly), i. e. (in

the mind of a Hebrew) to be blessed, to

be happy, Ps. 25 : 13. 37 : 9, 1 1, 22, 29.

comp. Mat. 5 : 5.

3. to inherit. Gen. 21 : 10. Part, uhv

an heir, Jer. 49 : 1. Construed with an

accus. of the thing, Num. 27 : 1 1. 36 : 8.

with an accus. of the person, to inherit

from any one, to be his heir, Gen. 15 :

3,4.

4. to drive from a possession, to dis-

possess, disinherit. Deut. 2:12 i$? rui

Drr^Ep DTTVpc,^ raiih*' and the children of
Esau dispossessed them, and destroyed

them from before them, verses 2 1,22.

9:1. 11:23. 12:2,29. 18:14. 19:1.

31:3. Prov. 30:23 ami a Itandmaid

that dispossesses her mistress, L c. that

L L
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takes her place. (This signification is

derived from no. 3. to succeed, as it were,

to the possessions of another?)

Niph. to be disinherited, to become

poor, pass, of Kal no. 4. Gen. 45 : 11.

Prov. 20 : 13. Kindred with tin to be

poor.
Pi. ti^. 1. to take into possession, i. q.

Kal no. 1. Deut. 28:42.

2. to deprive of a possession, to make

poor, i. q. Kal no. 4. Judg. 14 : 15.

Hiph. tinin 1. to givefor apossession,
to make to possess, to bequeath; con-

strued with two accus. Judg. 1 1 : 24.

2 Chr. 20:11. Job 13: 26 rrtate 'atintai

nwa and (that) thou makest me to pos-
sess the sins of my youth, i. e. thou im-

putest them to me. Construed with b,

Ezra 9: 12.

2. to take into possession, i. q. Kal

no. 1. e.g. a country, Num. 14: 24. a

city, Josh. 8:7. 17:12. a mountain,

Judg. 1:19.

3. to drive from a possession, and

simply to drive out. Ex. 34 : 24. Num.
32:21. 33:52. Deut. 4: 38. Also to

cast out inanimate objects, Job 20 : 15

God shall cast them out of his belly.

Hence
4. to make any one poor. (See Niph.)

1 Sam. 2 : 7.

5. to destroy. (The verbs nort, rna

also embrace the two ideas to drive out
' and to destroy.) Num. 14:12.

Deriv. out of course tirir>, and perhaps

tjn^f. (Num. 24:18.) and

f. dec. X. verbals from tin;,
a possession.

Deut. 2 : 5, 9, 19. Josh. 12 : 6, 7.

DtoJ i. q. rato, but used intransitively,

to be set, placed; (comp. isj and -nu.)

Put. a* Gen. 50 : 26. 24^33. Judg.
12:3

(in the two last passages only in

Kethib.)

7^"jto^ (a wrestler with God, from

;TTO to wrestle and to*
;
see Gen. 32 : 29.

and Hos. 12:4.) Israel, a later name
of Jacob, employed more frequently as

the name of the people, while Jacob

generally denotes the patriarch him-

self. Hence tons? vn and !ote. m. (1.) Is-

raelites generally. bTto. yn land of
Israel, Palestine, 1 Sam. 13: 19. 2K.
6 : 23. Ezek. 27 : 17. also simply ^nto

as fern. Is. 19: 24. (2.) after the di-

vision of the kingdom under Rehoboam,
the kingdom of the ten tribes, in opposi-
tion to the kingdom of Judah. (3.) after

the exile, especially in the time of the

Maccabees, the Jewish nation, (
1 Mac.

3 : 35. 4 : 1 1, 30 : 31. and on the Jewish

medals
;)
hence in the Chronicles, Israel

is used for the kingdom of Judah,
2 Chr. 12 : 1. 15 : 17. 19 : 8. 21 : 2, 4.

23 : 2. 24 : 25. The Gentile noun is

'Vfcfiip:
an Israelite, 2 Sam. 17 : 25. and

fern, rvbsrw an Israelitess, Lev. 24 : 10.

"njtt?^ a proper name, Issachar, the

fifth son of Jacob ; also the tribe named
from him, the boundaries of which are

given Josh. 19 : 17 23. Its etymolo-

gical signification is given Gen. 30 : 18.

Simonis (Anal. Lect. Masoreth. p. 5.)

makes the probable conjecture, that the

consonants of the Kethib should be

pointed 15^, and that a constant Keri

is to be understood for the present

vowel-points, namely, "Ote%

^| (Aram. Arab. i*o;/
with Makkeph following ~ti>, with suff.

1. there is, there are; (comp. the ne-

gation f i. q. tt
'?).

Most frequently

placed before the noun, as Gen. 28 : 16.

rarely after it, as 1 Sam. 21 : 5 nrf>D"'3

tiip but there is holy bread. Is. 43 : 8.

Joined with a participle it forms a pe-

riphrasis for the finite verb, Judg. 6 : 36

aptito *p
D if thou savest. Gen. 24 : 42,

49. When joined with plural nouns,

there are, there were, 2 K. 2 : 16. Ezra

10 : 44. tin ti>. it is certainly so, 2 K.

10 : 15. b ti Ihave, (i. q. ^ rrn,) Gen.

43 : 7. Hence ft tij "wtof^? every thing

which he had, Gen. 39 :"5. Prov. 8:21

tSj anfo Vn:nb est (mihi,) quod dem dili-

gentibus me; comp. 2 Chr. 25 : 9.

2. especially,
there exists, there is ex-

tant. Ruth 3:12. Jer. 5:1. Ecc. 1 : 10.

2 there exist things of which
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one may say. 2:21. 7:15. 8:14. 18. Neh. 13 : 23, 27. (In Ethiop. iw
Prov. 13 : 7 itfrrrp r; there is that ap- conj. IV. idem; in Span, casarse.)

rick. 11:24 18:24. it;

M-t^ Jft$ contraction of stiirr, and used

:, for quidam; and when re- cn iefly

'

after tne Babylonish captivity in

peated, there are some, there are others, ]ater Hebrew.

Neh. 5 : 2, 3, 4. (Comp. the Syr. J u] 1. Joshua, the successor of Moses.

Mat. 13:8.) Neh. 8: 17.

HI!? 11 fut. at, infiii. absol. niu (1 Sam. 2. a high-priest after the captivity.

20 : 5.) const. mtf, with suff. >rau>, imper.
Ezra 2:2.3:2. Neh. 7 : 2. In Greek

1. to seat ones self, to sit; sometimes

construed with a pleonastic dative,

Gen. 21:16 rrb nt.
;rn she seated herself.

The place of sitting is preceded by a, to?,

or is put in the accus. Ps. 9:12 jvs isp

sitting or enthroned on Zion. 80 : 2

D'?T3n a
ic>

sitting on the cherubim. 99 : 1.

Is. 37 : 16. The more special construc-

tions are (1.) to sit asjudge or regent.

Ps. 9 : 8. 55 : 20. (2.) to sit in ambush,
to lie in wait. Ps. 10 : 8. 17: 12. Job

38 : 40. Hence construed with b, insi-

diari, Jer. 3 : 2. (3.) construed with ny,

to have intercourse with any one. Ps.

26 : 4, 5. comp. 1:1: and DS
!pn, oy ia.

(4.) Ps. 122 : 5 E&tttob n*i~3
lac^.

nm) >

for there the thrones are set for judg-
limit, ttti; is here used of inanimate

objects, as the verb to stand in English.
2. to continue. Gen. 24:55. 29:19.

Construed with an accus. 25 : 27 D^rfa itf>

continuing in tents, i. e. at home. Hos.

3 : 3 \V 'i-OT continue to me, i. e. devote

thyself to me alone. Also of inanimate

objects, Gen. 49 : 24.

3. to dwell. Gen. 13:6. Construed

with an accus. to inhabit, Gen. 4 : 20.

Ps. 22 : 4 attf bfenfe*. niVnn dwelling amidst

tlie praises of Israel. 107 : 10.

4. pass, to be inhabited, or habitable,

spoken of a city or country. Is. 13 : 20.

Jer. 17 : 6, 25. 'Ezek. 26 : 20. (Comp.
mt'a, vottiroiu in Homer).

Niph. as?i: to be inhabited. Ex. 16 : 35.

Hiph. y&tn 1. to cause to sit, or dwell,

to set. Ps. 68 : 7. 113 : 9. 1 Sam. 2 : 8.

2. causat. of Kal no. 4. to mahe to be

inlmbited. Ezek. 36 : 33. Is. 54 : 3.

3. to let dwell with ones self, (as a

wife,) to marry. Ezra 10 : 2, 10, 14, 17,

^ f. verbal from
sreij,

dec. X.

1. help, deliverance, salvation.-

rnrp help obtained from God. Ex.14:
13. As a concrete, Is. 26 : 18.

2. victory. (See y^n no. I. a.) 1 Sam.

14:45,47. 2Chr.~20:17. Hab. 3:8.

3. prosperity, happiness. Job 30 : 15.

Htt^ m. dec. VI found only Mic. 6 :

14. empty stomach, emptiness of the

belly. (In Arab, by transpos.

conj. IV. to befamished with 1m

tiE/ft found only in Hiph. n>u>in to

'out. Est.4:ll. 5:2. 8:4. (In

Syr. and Chald. idem?)

m. verbal from ctr, a waste,

5.68:8. 78:40. 106:14.

JTi^l!^ plur. fern, verbal from or,

destruction. Ps. 55 : 16 Kethib. Comp.
the proper name ntorafrrrva (house ofthe

desert) Num. 33 : 49. Josh. 12 : 3. 13 :

20. Ezek. 25 : 9. a place not far from

the Dead Sea.

tl^fc^
m. dec. III. a. an old or aged

man. J
T

ob 12:12. 15 : 10. 29 : 8. 32 : 6.

Also
tittjj (q. v.)

the ftrLDtfn Gen. 47 : 19. Ezek. 12 : 19.

19: 7. plur. ronurn Ezek. 6 : 6. Deriv.

jiio^', nio'tp'.

b^y^tp
1 (God hears) a proper

name, Ishmael, the son of Abraham by
Hagar, and progenitor of many Arabian

tribes. See Gen. 25 : 12 -18. Hence

n^wppsh Ishmaelites, Arabians, Gen.
37:25. 39:1. Judg. 8 : 24. (comp.
verse 22. Ps. 83 : 7.)
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I. M* to be old. Found only in Niph.

pifa strictly
to be made old; (1.) to re-

main long, (in a land). Deut. 4 : 25.

(2.) to be deeply rooted, 'to become in-

veterate, spoken of the leprosy. Lev.

13:11. (3.) to grow old, spoken of

grain. Lev. 26 : 10
ptfi: pa* grain of tlie

preceding year that has grown old.

Deriv. pr\

II. \W^j fut.
ptf^, infin.

]itJ*
to sleep,

to fall asleep. Gen. 2:21. 41:5. Ap-
plied to the sleep of death, Job 3 : 13.

Ps. 13:4 niarr pr )5 lest I sleep the

sleep of death.

Pi. to cause to sleep. Judg. 16 : 19.

Deriv. rmtf, jtp, n:s).

|t?^j
fern. n:ti>, verbal adj. from ]&,

dec. IV. a. old, in opposition to new or

fresh; spoken only of things, e. g. of

grain, Lev. 25 : 22. Cant. 7 : 14. of a

gate. Neh. 3 : 6. 12 : 39. of a pool, Is.

22:11.

|tl?^
fern, n:^, plur. const, \3i2j, verbal

adj. from
f\p;,

dec. V. f. sleeping. Joined
with pronouns and substantives it forms
a periphrasis for the verb, 1 K. 3 : 20

:m^ ^jrvoN
thine handmaid was asleep.

Cant. 5: 2. 1 Sam. 26 :-7, 12.

3/lZJ^
in Kal not used. In Arab.

-^. to be wide, enlarged; an idea,

which in the Shemitish languages often

indicates deliverance or happiness.

Hiph. spafirt 1. to lielp, succour; con-

strued with an accus. Ex. 2:17. Ps.

3:8. 6:5. with a dat. Josh. 10: 6. Ps.

72:4. 86:16. 116:6. When spoken
of Jehovah, whose power is efficient,

to give victory, (comp. n$i\fi,) Deut.
20 : 4. Josh. 22 : 22. 2 Sam'. 8: 6, 14
'T b n^cir? mine own hand hath given
me the victory, that is, -without the aid

of another, Judg. 7 : 2. Job 40 : 14. Ps.

98 : 1. A similar phrase is formed with

rtt],
Ps. 44 : 4. Is. 59 : 16. 63 : 5. some-

times witli the idea of rashness, 1 Sam.

25:26,33, comp. verse 31.

2. to deliver, setfree; construed with

??, PH. 7:2. 34 : 7. 44 : 8, or with TO,

Judg. 2:16, IS. 3:3L

Niph, 1. to be aided, assisted, to ob-

tain victory. Deut. 33 : 29. Part. 3?n:

victorious, Zech. 9 : 9. Ps. 33 : 16.

2. to be freed, delivered. Num. 10:9.
Ps. 33:16.

\D% with suff. >y^, TpttV

Ps. 85 : 8. verbal from #, dec. VI.

1. help, salvation, deliverance. Ps.

13:6. 50 : 23. Construed with an accus.

like its verb, Hab. 3:13
^rpura

n v&>

for the help of thine anointed.

2. prosperity-, happiness. Job 5 : 4,

11. Ps.l32:17. Is.61:10.

*)i"P5???? (salvation ofjehovali)Isaiah,

a proper name. The most celebrated

person of this name is the prophet, Is.

1 : 1. 2 K. 19 : 20. Sept. 'R^l^. Vulg.
Isaias.

nDttfj. Ex. 28 : 20. 39 : 13. and

nDtZ)^
Ezek. 28 : 13. jasper, a precious

stone of different colours.

*"1iy, fut. itij", (once it? 1 Sam. 6:

12.)"

'

1. to be straight, even. 1 Sam. 6:12

^rja rmfri rmtirn literally and the hine

were strait on the way, i. e. they went

directly on. (For the grammatical form,
see Gesenius' Lehrgeb. 81. 2.)

2. metaphorically to be right; found

only in the phrase wa 155 to be right in

the eyes ofany one, to please him, Num.
23:27. Judg. 14: 3, 7. 1 Sam. 18: 20,
26. 2 Sam. 17: 4. 19:6. IK. 9:12.

3. perhaps to be happy. (Arab, ^j
idem. Comp. aitD no. 4.) Hab. 2 : 4 rm
ta itfoa rrwij & nbsr behold, whose soul is

incredulous, it shall not be happyfor it.

Others : behold, froward, not modest is

his soul, literally tumidus, non planus
est animus in eo.

Pi. 1. to make straight Qr even; e.g. a

path, Is. 40 : 3. Also to make straight
another s paths, for to give him pro-

sperity, Is. 45 : 13. Prov. 3 : 6. to make

straight ones own paths, for to walk in

a straight path, Prov. 9:15.

2. to lead, direct; e.g. a water

course, 2 Chr. 32: 30. the thunder, Job
37:3,



or

"TCP

3. to esteem right,

strictly. Ps. 119: 128.

Pu. part. TO :rn gold beaten out, thin

gold. 1 K. 6 : 35.

Hiph. fut. TC- i. q. Pi. Ps. 5 : 9 Keri.

(In the Kethib -vein.) Intrans. Prov. 4 :

25.

Deriv. out of course onifo, "li^n.

"TCPj fern. rnt% verbal from TS, dec.

IV. a7
1. straight, reefus. Ezek. 1:7, 23.

l.'sed especially of the way, Jer. 31:9.

Job 33 : 27 wyn -KC;I the straight I have

made crooked.

2. right, especially when construed

with 'rr2. Judg. 17:6 vrr-s
-ra;n what

seemed to him riaht. Deut. 12 : 25, 28
rrrr >:*n "nn what ispleasing to Jehovah.

Construed with :pj>, Prov. 14:12. 16:

25.

3. righteous, upright, virtuous. Job

1:1,8. Ps. 11: 7. So aV'ntf Ps. 7:11
and

TJTJ"*!^
37:14. Especially do the

Jews bear this name, (comp. pns,) Dan.
11 : 17. -vgrr ->CD Me &oo^ o/* Me r^A-
feous, a collection of Hebrew national

songs now lost, Josh. 10:3. 2 Sam. 1 :

18. As an abstract noun, righteousness,
Ps. 37 : 37.

4. true, faithful; spoken of God.
Deut. 32: 4. Ps. 119: 137.

5. happy, prosperous. Ezra 8:21.

T^I?1 m. verbal from -ra, dec. VI. p.

\.8traightness, Prov. 2:13. 4:11.
2. right, duty, obligation. Job 6 : 25.

33:23. Prov. 11: 24. 14:2. 17:26.
3. righteousness, uprightness; con-

strued for the most part with ab or sib.

Deut, 9:5. Ps. 25:21. 119:7. Job

33:3.

rn\!^ or rn\L^ f. const, rryg, verbal

from -ffir, idem. 1 K. 3 : 6.

]VMJ^
in. Jeshurun, a poetical name

for Israel, found only Deut. 32:15.

33 : 5, 26. Is. 44 : 2. It signifies most

probably the upright, the virtuous, as if

from
it;;,

after the form pto], but at the

time with an allusion to the name

p appeai-s to be the termination of

diminutive*, hero used // icaif of en-
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to observe dearment. Others derive it as a dimin.

directly from ^n-r
;
in the Veneto-Greek

version
Ic-gasA/c-xoj.

E?Eh m. i.q. ten*, old. 2 Chr. 36 : 17.

.TP Chald. i. q. Heb. rw, a sign of

the accusative case. Dan. 3:12.

nJTP Chald. i. q. Heb. y.
1. to seat ones self,

to sit. Dan. 7 :

9. 10:26.

2. to dwell. Ezra 4: 17.

Aph. arnn to cause to dwell, to set.

Ezra 4 : 10".

"T.TP f. const, tn, plur. niirv dec. V. a.

1. peg or pin, to be driven into the

wall. Ezek. 15 : 3. but especially a

tent-pin, Ex. 27: 19. 35:18. 38:31.

Judg. 4:21, 22. The driving of such

a pin is with the Hebrews indicative of

a firm and permanent situation, Is. 22 :

23. Hence
2. metaphoricallyafirm, secure dwell-

ing place. Ezra 9:8. In verse 9, the

same idea is denoted by TH. (Comp.
the verbs rr;, \rn:.)

3 . alsometaphoricallya superior,ch ief,

princepscivitatis. Zech. 10: 4. Comp.n-5.
4. a spade, shovel. Deut. 23 : 13.

Judg. 16:14 :rwrTV spatha textoris.

Dl-PP m. dec. III. a. an orphan. Ex.

22 : 22,

T

24. Deut. 10 : 18. 14 : 29. Also

simply fatherless, Job 24 : 9. (Arab,

/o to become an orphan?)

"^fV m. verbal from w> no. 1. (after

the form oipj,) what one spies or finds
out. Job 39: 8.

"Vnj Chald. 1. adj. very great, emi-

nent, extraordinary. Dan. 2:31. 5 :

12, 14.

2. adv. rn\7 very, exceeding. Dan. 3 :

22. 7:7,10."

"VJJP proper name of a city of the

priests in the hill-country of the tribe

of Judah. Josh. 15: 48. 21:14. 18am.
30:27. 1 Chr. 6:42.

DJT. For the fut. Dn>* Ps. 19:14.

see the verb Don.

""irY
1 to remain, to be

left. In Kal

not used, except in the part, inv the rest,
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1 Sam. 15 : 15. (For several other sig-

nifications of this form, see the articles

inV and ninV.)

Hiph. vnirr 1. to let remain, to leave.

Ex. 10: 15! 12:10. Ps.79:ll^irrtn
rrninn preserve (liter, superstatesfoe] the

sons of death, i. e. those doomed to die.

2. to make to abound, construed with

an accus. of the person and 2 of the

thing. Deut. 28:11. 30:9.

3. intrans. to have thepreference. Gen.

49 : 4 inin-bN thou shalt not have the

preference, i. e. the birth-right.

Niph. into 1. to be left. Ex. 10: 15.

Part, into, fern, nini:, the rest, Gen. 30 :

36. Ex. 28:10/29: 34.

2. to stay behind. Gen. 32 : 25.

3. to acquire the superiority or vic-

tory. (In Syr. Ethpa. prcestans, excel-

lens fait.) Dan. 10 : 13 ^M D$ winfo 'jwj

DiQ-'pbp and I there acquired the supe-

riority with the kings of Persia.

Deriv. out of course inV, ninv, nnto.

I. irP m. with suff. "tin), verbal from

in;, dec" VI. h.

1. the rest, the remainder. D^rt TJV

the rest of thepeople, Judg. 7 : 6. Joel

1 : 4 n^iwn in; what was left by the locusts.

I ) D

2. abundance, superfluity. in; ty in

abundance, Ps. 31 : 24. Dirv their abun-

dance, Job 4: 21. 22:20."

3. excellence, dignity, in; ncfo excel-

lent speech, Prov. 17:7. Used as a con-

crete, Gen, 49 : 3 w irn nip in; thefirst
in dignity, thefirst in strength.

4. adv. eminently, very much. Is. 56 :

12. Dan. 8 : 9. otherwise i>rv.

5 . besides. Num. 31:32. See inv no. 4.

II. "in?, m. dec. VI. h. a cord, Judg.
16:7ff. 'string of a bow, Ps. 11:2.

bridle, (parall. JDI,) Job 30 : 1 1 Kethib

nr,p 'nrv he lets his bridle loose, i. e. acts

without restraint. According to the

Ken, he
( God) loosens my nerves, i. e.

disarms me, not accordant with the

parallel clause. Comp. irra.

i"OrV^ fern, of in;, dec. X. remainder,

abundance. Is. 15 : 7. Jer. 48 : 36.

""HIV proper name of the father-in-

law of Moses, also called irv and nnirr

Ex.3:l. 4:18.

j

l!

l"l]l
t

]
m. verbal from

in;.

1. advantage,profit. Ecc. 1 : 3. 2 : 11.

3:9. 5:8,15. 10:10.

2. excellence. Ecc. 2:13.

The letter Caph (Heb. P& the hollow

/tand,) is the eleventh in the alphabet,

and as a numerical sign denotes 20.

It is a palatal of an intermediate cha-

racter, and therefore commuted some-

times with the smoother palatal a, (see

p. 97.) and sometimes with the rougher

p, (see p. 97. no. 2.) Comp. further
-sp-}

and pp.1 to be beaten in pieces; Tpr?
and

pp_n no. 2. to sink, to fall; ^pi
and pgi

to be thin, tender.

Sometimes, though more rarely, it is

interchanged with the gutturals n and

;
e. g. i)h Arab, and a mole;

Arab. cheese; 112 and

the river Chaboras ; TEJ Arab, ic

and J& a young lion ; ins and TO? to

surround, to crown.

3 a prefix prep, and conj. (also writ-

ten
tap and na in the same sense ; see *i.)

1. as. Gen. 3 : 4. Dan. 10:18 n*naa

DIN something in a humanform. 3....3

a*.... so, Lev. 7: 7. 24:16. Gen! 44:

18 ncno^ ?p3 as thou, so PJiaraoh,

i. e. thou art as Pharaoh. Sometimes

the copulative i intervenes, Dan. 1 1 : 29.

Josh. 14: 11. Ezek.l8:4.

2. according to, after, secundum.

2 K. 1:17 nirr"oi3 according to the word

of Jehovah. 1 Sam. 13 : 14 toba tf a

man after his own heart. Ps. 7 : 18 ip-ra

according to his righteousness,.

3. about, nearly, almost, (before

words of number, measure, or time.)

Ruth 1 : 4 D'?^ tjpja
about ten years.

1 K. 22 . 6. Ruth 2:17 new about an

cphah. Gen. 39 : 11 nn ai^no about this

ftme. Dan. 9:21 aiirnn:o-nra ((bout (he
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time of the evening offering. Ex. 9 : 18
j-f^J m< verbal adj. from ns, rfe-

w? Gfow* tfie time of to-morrow, i. e.
spon' n̂^ unjlappy , piur. Q^ ps . 10 :

10 Xeri. But the reading of the Kethib
,

i. e. little is wanting, is preferable. See rnbn.

*"T!l5 and "1H5 , fut. ns3\

Hence

spoken of sin, to be grievous, very great,

to-morrow, oto now, Gen. 25:31

almost ; sto -^2.

4. before an infin. irlu'it, as. Gen.

39 : 18 *p nann? when I lifted up my
' to be 1iea^' Job 6

roice. Deut. 16 : 6 t?pc.
;n i33 when the

sun is gone down. 24 : 13. More rarely

before a participle, Gen. 38 : 29

Gen. 18:20.

2. to lie orfall heavily on any one,

VT^ and irhcn he drew back his hand.
to be ^rgeable, or troublesome to him

;

40 : 10. So before a verbal noun, Is.
construed with b. Is. 24 : 20. Neh. 5 :

18. 2 Sam. 13 : 25
?pS$

133: \fr\ that we

Tyre, i. e. at the report concerning Tyre.
be not c^geable untotfoe; comp. 14 :

23 : 5 -K rat's when- they hear concerning

26. br mm-T rrrn the hand of God lies
5. 3 is sometimes redundant and may / .,' . ^ , , .

, . , . T ,
J

heavily on any one, i. e. God brings
be omitted in translating. In these f .

J
. , . .

, ,

'

. ^7 upon him troubles, afflictions. 1 Sam.
cases it is called by grammarians Cap/i K

r
, , 00 .

'
. ,J &

i
^ 5:11. Ps. 32:4. Construed with b,^n he wasrcritatis. Neh. 7 : 2 rrc

1 Sam. 5 : 6.
a faithful man; liter, as a faithful manTIO^I^ .L i o. to be dull, of hearing or of vision.

<foie. Job 24:1*
^^r^by Gen . 48:10 . Is . 69: i.

night he is a thief, i. e. he acts as a

thief. Hos.4:4. 5:10. Is. 1:7. 13:6.
,

4
'/

le hard> obdurate; spoken of

. the heart. Ex. 9 : 7.
.Note. With suthxes only D33, ens, as c . r , . _, . Tj

, rr-i i ^ 5, to oe honoured, respected, miqhtu,
ye, as they The other suffixes are

yrat
.m me. Job 14 . 21fEzek , 27 . 25.

annexed to the form ins, to, q. v.
T fifi 9^

I. 1^5, fut. 3N3:, to tee ^m; ei- 6. to be or become violent, vehement,
ther in body, Gen. 34 : 25. or in mind, gravem esse. Judg. 20: 34. 1 Sam. 31:3.

Ps. 69:30. Prov. 14:13. Job 14: 22. Pi. 133 1. causat. of Kal no. 4. to

Hiph. to occasion pain, to make sad. harden. 1 Sam. 6 : 6.

Job 5:18. Ezek. 28 : 24. Construed 2. causat. of Kal no. 5. to honour.

with an accus. of the person, Ezek. 13 : Judg. 13 : 17. 2 Sam. 10:3. In refe-

rence to the Deity, Is. 29 : 13. also with b,

Ps. 86 : 9. Dan. 1 1 : 38. Is. 43 : 23
SJTOI

\3rn33 b thou hast not honoured me with

22.

Deriv. out of course

II. ^L^5 Pr k- i q- Syr nocuit;
thysacri/lces.

Hiph. 1. to make heavy, or grievous.
IK. 12:10. Is. 47:6.

2. to oppress a people, construed with

by. Neh. 5:15.

3. to make hard, heavy, or obdurate;

(with Tseri impure,) pain, grief. Job e.g. the ears, Is. 6 : 10. Zech. 7:11.

or Arab. i^^C perdidit, destruxit;

(comp. DNO no. II. i. q. coo.) Hence

Hiph. to destroy. 2 K. 3 : 19.

m. verbal from 3^3 no. I. dec. I.

2:13. 16:6. Is. 17 : 21. 65 : 14.

HN3 to be sad, desponding. In Kal
o

not used. (Syr.

grieve. Kindred with nrrs.)

the heart, Ex. 9 : 34.

4. to make to be honoured or dis-

tinguished. Is. 8 : 23. [9:1.] Intrans.
to chide, hence to to acquire honour, 2 Chr. 25 : 19.

Niph. 1. to be rich or abundant in

Hiph. to make sad, as the heart, any thing. Part. Prov. 8 : 24 TO33

Ezek. 13 : 22.

Niph. to be grieved, humbled. Dan.
11:30. Ps. 109:16.

^fountains abounding in water.

2. pass, of Pi. no. 2. to be honoured.

Gen. 34:19. -*rTO33 the most ho-



nourable ofthe earth, Is. 23 : 8, 9. (The

Dagesh in T is euphonic.) Plur. fern.

ni-123? glorious things, Ps. 87 : 3.

3. reflex, to shew ones self great or

glorious,
to glorify ones self. Hag. 1:8.

With a w any one, Ex. 14 : 4, 17, 18.

Hithpa. 1. to multiply one's
self,

to

be numerous. Nah. 3:15.

2. to honour ones self,
to be proud.

Prov. 12: 9.

Deriv. out of course nbs.

*1!1^J const. -Q3 Ex. 4 : 10. and nap Is.

1 : 4. verbal from 155, dec. V. d.

1. as an adj. heavy, Prov. 27 : 3. bur-

densome, spoken of an employment, Ex.

18 : 18. Num. 11 : 14. laden, (with ini-

quity), Is. 1 : 4. severe, sore, spoken of

a famine, Gen. 12:10. 41:31.

2. slow, (of speech). Ex. 4: 10. hence

unintelligible, Ezek. 3 : 5.

3. great, numerous. laa "m a nu-

merous host, IK. 10:2. So in Germ.

eine schwere Menge.
4. rich, abounding. Gen. 13:2.

5. as a subst. the liver. (Arab.

comp. TQ? no. 4. Ex. 29 : 13, 22. Lev.

3 : 4, 10. Lam. 2:11 '712 yi*o ^Btib my
liver is poured out upon the earth, as

indicative of violent grief.

"13,5 verbal adj. from 152, found only

in the fern, rrnaa glorious, magnificent,

Ezek. 23:41. Ps.45:14. Also col-

lectively, costly articles, Judg. 18 : 21.

"7H5 m. verbal from naa.
V

1. weight, heaviness. Prov. 27 : 3.

2. vehemence, lieat, rage, (of battle.)

Is. 21 : 15. comp. 1 Sam. 31:3.

3. multitude. Nah. 3 : 3.

rVTQ!p f. denom. from naa, difficulty.

Ex. 14 : 25.

rD3 to go out, to be extinguished;

spoken of the fire, Lev. 6 : 5, 6. [6:12,

13.] of the light, 1 Sam. 3 : 3. Spoken

metaphorically of the anger of God,
2 K. 22 : 17. also in another figure, Is.

43 : 17 t/iey are extinct, they go out like

tow.

Pi. to extinguish, put out. Is. 1:31.

42:3. Jer. 4:4. 21:12. 2 Sam. 21:

17 bynb: -irrw mpn *&i that thou extinguish
not the light of Israel.

*nn3 m. (fern, only Gen. 49 : 6.)T

verbal from ins, dec. III. a. literally

weight, gravitas ; hence

1. honour, praise. Ps. 19:2. 79 : 9.

96 : 8.
t

?N
>

yrT~i
:

fl3 the honourable of Is-

rael, comp. Mic. 1 : 15. Is. 5 : 13. 8 : 7.

17:3,4.

2. majesty, glory. lizon TJ^ the glo-
rious or majestic king, Ps. 24 : 7, 8, 9.

-iinsn N23 the glorious throne, 1 Sam.

2 : 8. p::p -riaa the glory or ornament

of Lebanon, Is. 35:2. 60:13. comp.
10 : 18. Especially nin> itas (Sept. 2o'|*

Kyg/ov,) the glory of Jehovah, i. e. the

shining splendour which surrounds the

Deity, when he appears to men, called

by the Rabbins the Shechinah, Ex. 24 :

16. 40 : 34. 1 K. 8 : 10, 11. 2 Chr. 7 : 1.

Is. 6:3,4. Ezek. 1:28. 3:12,23. 8:

4. 10:4,18. 11:22. comp. in N. T.

Luke 2:9. It is represented as a bright

fire, Ex. 24:17. 33:18. from which

lightnings proceed, Lev. 9 : 23. Num.
16 : 35. Ps. 18: 13. and which is usually
covered with smoke, 1 K. 8 : 10, 11.

3. abundance, riches. Ps. 49:17. Is.

10:3. 66:12.

4. poetically for the heart, soul; prob.
liter, i. q. nap the liver. Gen. 49 : 6 cbrrpa

Tias inrrt with their assembly let not

my heart be united. Ps. 16:9. 57:9.

108 : 2.

rrp35 see

proper name of a district of

Galilee, containing 20 cities, which

Solomon gave to king Hiram. 1 K. 9 :

13. The following notice of Josephus

(Antiq. vm.5, 3.) applies here, al-

though its correctness may be doubted,

as the word is not found in the Shein-

itish languages.
"
M'J'^uriv-vopzvoi */&( TO

XatoccAAJy, xxTci 3>oiy/;iCJV yAttiTfacv ot/AT

dpecfKwv
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35 n1 ' verbal adj. from 122, dec. I.

/. Job 34:17, 24. 36:

ters, Is. 17:12.

28 : 2. D*?; T;P yrandtrrus, Job 15:10.

(So in Arab.)
2. Ma;/<y, much. Job 31: 25. Is. 16 :

14.

a quilt. 1 Sam. 19:13,16. Comp. the

kindred words ipp a lattice-work; "a:po

a net, covering ; rni3 a sieve; and

Gen. 35 : 16. 48 : 7. 2 K. 5 : 19. In

the Chaldaic version m aratio

m. dec. VI. a. a fetter. Ps. 105 :

18. '149 : 8. (Arab, and Syr. idem.)

Root Vi3, in Syr. Chald. Arab, to bind,

to fetter.

DH3 to wash, cleanse, namely, clothes,

in Greek o-Avmy ; (comp. yrn to wash

the body, in Greek fovuv.) In Kal only

part. DTO Is. 7:3. 36 : 2. a washer,fuller,

irXvvrriP, xvatyivs, fullo. The fuller in

this operation made use of lie, and trod

the clothes with his feet in a trough.

Pi. 1. i.q. Kal. Gen. 49: 11. Ex.

19 : 10. Part, 0539 i. q. oa>, Mai. 3 : 2.

2. metaphorically to purify the heart.

Ps. 51 : 4, 9. Jer. 4 : 14. the metaphor
sometimes being continued, Jer. 2 : 22.

Mai. 3 : 2.

Pu. pass. Lev. 13 : 58. 15:17.

Hothpa. pass, oaarr Lev. 13 : 55, 56.

*O3 in Kal not used, to be great or

?iumerous; comp. TSS.

Hiph. to make many, to multiply.

Job 35 : 16. Part, "vaira abundance, Job

36 : 31. (comp. nroto.)

1. ""Q5 a(lv * ! already i formerly,

feH^opo.'Ecc.l:10.
3:15. 4:2. 9:6.

2. wow. Ecc. 9:7. (Syr. ^20 /w-

merly, now.)

II. "^3 Chaboras, the proper name

of a river in Mesopotamia, otherwise

called -fan, (q. v.) Ezek. 1:3. 3:15, 23.

10:15,22. Syr. -^3, joko.

f. a sieve. Am. 9 : 9. See -vs.

"^3? f. dec. X. a long measure, the

exact extent of which is not known.

:; from which perhaps the He-
brew word is formed by transposition.

The Sept. adds in Gen. 48 : 7, iW$s p?,
a common measure among- the Arabians,

to equal about a French mile.

:3 m. dec. VI. a. andh. a lamb of

one year and iipwards, agnus media?

cetatis; hence the frequent addition,

Mum year old, Num. 7 : 15, 21,23,

39^45,51,57,63,69,75. and in the

plur. rwtf \:a, idem, 7:17, 23, 29, 35, 41.

(Arab. .jS idem.)

nta3 2 Sam. 12: 3. and Hto3
T : T :

Lev. 14 : 10. Num. 6:14. fern, of to,
dec. XII. an ewe-lamb about a year old.

We sometimes, though more rarely,

find nto and rrato, by transposition.

tI?H!D fut. Mil23\

1. to tread under foot. Metapho-

rically Zech. 9 : 15 r^"'.;^ ^31 they
shall tread the sling-stones under foot,

i. e. they shall not be injured by them.

(Comp. Job 41 : 20, 21. [41 : 28, 29.]
Mic. 7:19 irnii? sfiay he will suppress
our iniquities.

2. to subdue, subject, subjugate. Gen.

1:28. Jer. 34:16. with the addition

Dna$, 2 Chr. 28 : 10. Jer. 34 : 10. Neh.

5:5.

3. Est. 7 : 8. prob. vim inferrefcemina,

subigere fceminam. (So in Arab. I*JL/,

and ,jj coitus.)

Pi. to subdue, i. q. Kal no. 2. 2 Sam.

8:11.

Niph. 1. pass, of Kal no. 2. Num.
32 : 22, 29. Josh. 18 : 1.

2. pass, of Kal no. 3. Neh. 5 : 5 at

the close.

tin| m. a footstool. 2 Chr. 9:18.

Syr. j^^Q^ idem.

ltU3? m - afurnace, a smelting oven,

different from "v.:n a kind of baker's

oven. Gen. 19:28. Ex. 9 : 8, 10. 19:

18. (Arab. jj' to kindle.)

M M
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*73 f. phm D>7
!5, dec. VIII. h. a pail

or bucket, Ktfiog, cadus, for carrying

water, Gen. 24 : 14 ff. Ecc. 12 : 6. 1 K.

18 : 34. also for keeping meal, 1 K. 17 :

12, 14, 16. It was earned on the

shoulder. IK. 18:24. (Arab. ^ to

drawfrom a well.)

^T-?> fern, nans, Chald. adj. i. q. Heb.

335 lying, false. Dan. 2 : 9,

see V},

see "H.

m. Ezek. 27: 16. Is. 54: 12.

name of a precious stone, most probably

of a red colour ; comp. Arab. *j^<i

rubedo maxima, and Heb. TITS sparks.

(In Chald. ronST?, ^073 Ex. 39 : 1 1.

idem.)

TO adv. prim. 1. thus. Gen. 32:5.

Ex. 3 : 15. ~rim TDM nb thus saith Jeho-

vah, Jer. 2 : 2.

'

7 ": 20. 9 : 16, 22. rf>a

. . ..rrba zV& this manner. . . .in that manner,
1 K. 22 : 20.

2. here, (more rarely.) Gen. 31 : 37.

When doubled, here....tJiere, Num. 11:

31. -rfc- hither, or rather thitJier,

Gen. 22 : 5. Ex. 2 : 12 nbi rts hither and
thither.

3. in reference to time, wow. na-w

to $e present time, hitherto, Ex. 7:16.

Josh. 17 : 14. 1 K. 18 : 45 rfe-wi na-w .so

?w/ so tow*?, i. e. in the mean time.

H|)
Chald. i. q. Heb. ro no. 3. Once

Dan. 7 : 18 r^-is hitherto. Comp. the

Heb. nyw.

nn5 1. to be extinguished, to go out,

to be dull, dim; spoken of a light. See

the adj. Is. 42 : 3.

2. to be weak, dull, dim; as the eyes
from old age, Deut. 34 : 7. Zech. 1 1 :

17. Gen. 27 : 1. or from sorrow, Job

17:7.

3. to despond, to intermit. Is. 42 : 4.

Pi. nro and nrra for the most part in-

trans.

1. to become paler, to disappear;

spoken of the spots of the leprosy. Lev.

13:6,21,26,28,56.

56 )

2. in a moral sense, to be low spirited,

desponding, to faint. Ezek. 21 : 12.

comp. Is. 61 : 3.

3. trans, to dispirit, chide, rebuke,

increpare. 1 Sam. 3:13 en nns >fci and
he rebuked or restrained them not.

Comp -tt|.

nn5 found only in the fern. Tins, ver-

bal adj. from nrra dec. X.

1. going out, expiring, spoken of a

lamp. Is. 42 : 3.

2. weak, spoken of the eyes. 1 Sam.
3 : 2 nirra ifrrn vysi and his eyes began

(to wax) dim. Comp. a similar con-

struction Gen. 9 : 20.

3. diminishing, disappearing. Lev.

13 : 39.

4. desponding, rrtp mi a desponding
heart, Is. 61:3.

iirTj f. verbal from nrra, an extin-

guishing, healing, or alleviating. Nah.

3:19. Comp. nna.

^05 Chald. to be able, construed

with )'and an infin. Dan. 2 : 26. 4 : 15.

[4: 18.] 5: 8, 15.

|5n!D
m. dec. VII. b. a priest; very

frequently. titfin jrp 2 Chr. 19 : 1 1. 24 :

1 1. 26 : 20. and Vun fnsrr Lev. 21:10.

Num. 35 : 25, 28. Josh. 2~0 : 6. the high-

priest; also rr^tert ^rfen
Lev. 4 : 3, 5. the

anointed priest. The Chaldaic version

sometimes renders it princeps, as in

Gen. 41:45. Ps.llO:4. So it is ge-

nerally supposed to mean 2 Sam. 8:18,
where the sons of David are called D':rp

instead of which we find in the parallel

passage 1 Chr. 18 : 17 ify e'ynrwvr im \:ai

Tj^n and tJie sons of David were the

first on the side of the king; comp. 1 K.

4:5. 2 K. 10 : 1 1. But this meaning
of the word is not at all proved by a

reference to these parallel passages ; for

the sons of David 2 Sara. 8:18, were

probably priests or ecclesiastical coun-

sellors, though they were not Levitical

priests. The writer of Chronicles,

however, chose not to give the name

frp to any but Levitical priests. See

De Wette's Beytrage zur Einleit. ins



rro (

A. T. Bandchen i. p. 81, 82. also Ge-

senius' Gesehichte der hebraischen Spra-
che und Schrift. p. 41. Hence the verb

P5 Piel> denom. from
^rp.

1. to serve as priest, to administer the

priest's office. Ex. 31:10. usually con-

strued with b, Ex. 28:41. 40:13, 15.

Hos. 4 : 6.

2. to become a priest. Deut. 10 : 6.

3. Is. 61 : 10 IKE
{rip' jnrtD prob. as the

bridegroom adorns in priestly style his

turban, i. e. puts on a turban of priestly

magnificence. Others : makes rich his

turban, comp. Syr. <ou> Pe. and Ethpa.

to be or become rich, opulent, happy;
ff *. x 7

l/Ol^TiS' glory, magnificence.

jll5 emph, wrra, plur. pre, Chald. a

priest. Ezra 7 : 12, 16, 21.

njri? f- denom. from
jrfe,

dec. X.

the priesthood, the office of a priest.

Ex. 29:9. 40:15. Num. 16:10. 25:

13.

15 plur. ps, Chald. a window. Dan.

6:11. (In Syr. and Arab, idem.)

I'D found only Ezek. 30 : 5. a

southern country mentioned in connex-

ion with Egypt and Ethiopia. We
may compare it with Cobe, a harbour

of Ethiopia ;
or with Cobium, a place

in Mareotis. Another reading aw Nu-
bia is supported by the Arabic version,

and suits the context.

3Qi3 m. plur. 0^3, dec. II. c. a

helmet, usually of metal among the

Hebrews. 1 Sam. 17 : 5. Ezek. 27 : 10.

38 : 5. Elsewhere written raV-

"03 found only inNiph. to be burned.

Prov/6:28. Is. 43 : 2.

Deriv. rro, ^, nrra.

Hi3 (Dan. 11:6.) more commonly

ro, dec. I. a.

1. power, strength. Ezra 10 : 13 but

the people are many, and the weather is

rainy, pm ita nb p i and we are not
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2. ability, aptness, fitness. Dan. 1:4.

3. ability, means, goods, facultates.

Job 6 : 22. 36 : 19. Prov. 5 : 10. comp.
Ezra 2 : 69.

4. the strength of the earth, poetically
for itsfruits, produce. Gen. 4:12. Job

31:39.

Tl^S f. verbal from rn|, a mark burnt

in, a burnt spot. Ex. 21 : 25.

^013 m. prim. dec. II. b. a star.

Gen. 37 : 9. Ps. 8 : 5. (Arab, and Syr.

idem.)

7^2) to measure, (as in Syr. Chald.

and Arab.) in Kal only Is. 40 : 12.

Pilp. teta 1. to hold in itself, to com-

prehend, contain. IK. 8: 27. 2Chr.

6:18.

2. to support or sustain, to provide
with the means of living. Gen. 45 : 11.

50:21. IK. 4:7. 17:4. Construed

with two accus. Gen. 47 : 12. IK. 18 :

4,13.

3. to hold out, to endure. Mai. 3:2.

Prov. 18: 14. Jer.20:9.

4. to hold up, to defend, sustain. Ps.

112:5 he defends his conduct before the

court. Ps. 55 : 23 ^3???
NVTI and he will

sustain tJiee.

Pass, bpbs to be nourislied or supported.

IK. 20:27.

Hiph. ton 1. i. q. Pilp. no. 1. 1 K.7:

26, 38. Ezek. 23 : 32 torn n?ia contain-

ing much.

2. i.q. Pilp. no. 3. Jer. 6:11. 10:

10. Joel 2: 11.

Note. The significations given above

are mostly embraced in the Lat. tenere

and its compounds, as also in the En-

glish word to hold followed by various

prepositions.

tft13 m. Ex. 35 : 22. Num. 31 : 50.

a golden ornament worn by the Israel-

ites in the desert, perhaps a bracelet or

ncchJace of gold balls, such as are found

able to stand without. (Comp. TO -n native in Arabia; comp. Arab. vj con-
unHpr -vo*> "\ TrK 9 9 n^ oS'i tn tlte> inenJt >under

-wy.) Job 26 : 2 ro vhb to the weak
Used" also of God, Num. 14 : 17. Job

23:6.30:18.

globavit, and Diod. Sic. in. 45.

in Kal not used; literally to
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stand up. Hence

]3.
In Arab. ^

to be; comp. Lat. cxistere (to be.)

Pilel
j:i3

1. to nzz'se up, erect; e. g.

a throne, Ps. 9 : 8. 2 Sam. 7:13. par-

ticularly to rm'se wjo what is falling, to

establish, confirm, Ps. 7:10. 40 : 3.

68:10.

2. tofound; e. g. a city, Ps. 107 : 36.

the earth, Ps. 24 : 2. 119 : 90. the hea-

vens, Prov. 3:19.

3. to direct; e. g. an arrow to the

mark, Ps. 7:13. 11:2. the heart, (see

Hipk. no. 4.) and so, ab being under-

stood, to direct ones heart, to attend,

purpose, Job 8:8. Is. 51 : 13.

4. to prepare, form, make. Deut. 32:

6. Ps. 8 : 4.

Pulal
jaia

1. to be prepared. Ezek.

28:13.

2. to be established. Ps. 37 : 23.

Hitkpalel p.iann (Prov. 24:3.) else-

wkere
jaian.

1. to be founded, established. Prov.

24:3. Num. 21:27.

2. to make ones self ready, toprepare.
Ps. 59 : 5.

Hipk. pn i. q. Pilel.

1. to raise up, erect, place; e. g. a

seat, Job 29: 7. Ps. 103 : 19. to establish,

Ps. 89 : 5. 2 Sam. 7 : 12. to strengthen,
Ps. 10: 17.

2. to appoint, to an office. 2 Sam. 5 :

12. Josk.4:4.

3. to found. IK. 6: 19. Ps.65:7.

4. to direct; e. g. an arrow, Ps. 7 : 14.

tke countenance, Ezek. 4 : 3. tke way,
2 Ckr. 27 : 6. Especially b ab pn to di-

rect ones heart or attend to any tiling,

2 Ckr. 12: 14. 30:19. and elliptically

witkout ab, 1 Sam. 23 : 22. Judg. 12:6.

1 Ckr. 28 : 2. Also nyr b ab pn to direct

the heart to Jehovah, 1 Sam. 7 : 3. and

witkout ab, Job 11:13.

5. to prepare, in tke broadest sense ;

e.g. food, Gen. 43:15.

Hopk. pass, of Hipk. nos. 1, 2, 5.

Nipk. pass, of Pilel and Hipk. but

used more metaphorically.

1. to be placed upright, to stand. Ps.

93 : 2. nVn pro literally crcctum did,
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mid-day, wken tke sun is directly over-

kead, crretS^ov %pu%, Prov. 4 : 18. Espe-

cially to standfirm, to abide, Ps. 101 : 7

he that speaketh lies shall not stand

before mine eyes. Job 21:8. Metapko-

rically (1.) to be becoming, right, suitable.

Ex. 8: 22. [26.] Job 42: 7, 8. Ps. 5:

10. (2.) to be upright. Ps. 78: 37 Dab

toy pa: rib their heart was not upright
with him; (comp. ob-a?) (3.) to be Jinn,

right. jiaa
rm a right spirit, Ps. 51 : 12.

Gen. 41 : 32on csp wn jtoa
/*e l/u'w?

was established by God. (4.)
to fee cora-

fident, fearless, construed with ab. Ps.

57 : 8. 108 : 2. 1 12 : 7. (5.) to fee certain.

;iaa
b twY/t certainty, 1 Sam. 26 : 4.

23 : 23."

2. to fee prepared, ready. Prov. 19 :

29. Nek. 8:11. Job 15 : 23. Imper. jten

7w/e? %se{f ra%, Ezek. 38 : 7. Am.
4:12.

Deriv. p, pa, p'a, ^ao, naiao, n^on.

PO 1 Ckr. 18 : 8. a Pkenician city,

which in the parallel passage 2 Sam. 8 :

9, is called nVia Berytus.

p3 m dec. I. tfftaff eae or wafer,

offered to the Gods, libum, TTOTTCCVOV. Jer.

7:18. 44:19. Sept. #*?, ?

Root p, in Pi. pa (Chald. pa) toprepare.
Others derive it incorrectly from n$.

I. D15 f. plur. rfds (Jer. 35 : 5.) dec.

I. a cup. (In Syr. and Arab, idem.)

Gen. 40: 11, 13, 21. Ps.ll6:13nTr^ria
iwsi / will take the cup of deliverance,

i. e. I will consecrate to Jehovah a cup
of gratitude for deliverance. Jehovah

is often represented as holding a cup in

his hand, from which he lets the nations

drinkand become intoxicated, so as to fall

and perish, Is. 51: 17, 22. Jer. 25 : 15,

49 : 12. 51 : 7. Lam. 4:21. Hab. 2 : 16.

Ezek. 23 : 31, 32, 33. So in the Ara-

bian poets. Ps. 16:5 >pai ^-nao nirr

JeJiovah is my portion and my cup, i. e.

my inheritance, possession; comp. Deut.

4:19.

II. D"i3 Lev. 11:17. Deut. 14:16.

Ps. 102:7. according to the ancient

versions, an owl. According to Bo-

chart (Hieroz. P.n. p. 267.) thepelican.
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which he refers to the formed the race of the Samaritans, whofrom rSa a cup

hag under the throat; comp. in Lat.

trim from trua.

TO m. dec. I. an oven, smeltingfur-

nace. Ezek. 22 : 18, 20, 22. Prov. 17 : 3.

27:21. Metaphorically Is. 48: 10 /
have tried tliee in tJte furnace of afflic-

tion. Dent. 4 : 20 and he has brought

you out of the ironfurnace,from Egypt.
IK. 8:51. (Arah. and Syr. idem;

> -

perhaps from j& to be round.)

|C?y"^3 (smoking furnace) proper

name of a city in the tribe cf Simeon.

1 Sam. 30 : 30. Also simply ^ Josh.

15:42. 19:7. lChr.4:32. 6:44.

TO i.q. 13 q.v.

1013 f. Ethiopia, in the widest sense,

including the southern part of Arabia,

the original Beat of all the Ethiopians.
The Arabian Cush appears principally
intended in Gen. 10: 7, 8. Num. 12:1.

2Chr.l4:8. 21:16. Hab. 3:7. But
the African in Jer.l3:23. Is. 18:1.

Zeph. 3 : 10. In other passages the

place intended is less certain, as Job 28 :

19. Am. 9:7. Jer. 38 : 7, 10, 12. 39:

16. In Gen. 2 : 13, Ethiopia is probably

meant, but in the sense of a widely-
extended southern countiy. See the

art. frn. It is to no purpose to seek

here for another &>, as Michaelis has

done in the name t*.*K in[Chowarasmia.
See Bocharti Phaleg, Lib. iv. cap. 2.

but especially Michaelis Spicileg. Geogr.
Hebraorum exterae, P. I. p. 143 ff. The

gentile noun is npc, fern, rvsns, plur. c^ris,

an Ethiopian, Jer. 38 : 7, 10, 12. Num.
12:1.

f. Hab. 3 : 7. i. q. *a.

f. dec. X. prosperity, afflu-

ence, abundance. Ps. 68 : 7. Root TCJ

no. 2.

J-PO 2 K. 17 : 30. and nnu verse 24.

the original residence of a people, who,

after the carrying away of the ten tribes,

were transplanted by the king of Assyria
into their place, and, by mixing with

the inhabitants that remained behind,

in Cbaklaic and Talmud, are hence

called DTTG. The situation of Cuthah

is uncertain. Josephus(Antiq. ix. 14. 2.)

places it in Persia. Another opinion
makes it a country near Sidon, since

the Samaritans have professed to be of

Sidonian origin; (Josephi Antiq. xi. 8.

6. xn. 5. 5.) See Michaelis Spicileg.

Geogr. Hebneorum extern. P. I. p.
104ff.

rnni2j see mnb.
V V V V

Ht3 in Kal only in the part, ap Ps.

116 : 11. More frequently in Pi. ara to

lie. Job 6: 28. 34:6. Construed with

'"} to lie to any one, to deceive him, Ps.

78 : 36. 89 : 36 ao -rob n* shallI lie to

David? i. e. shall I break my divine

promise ? (comp. Num. 23 : 19.) Ezek.

13:19. with a in the same sense, 2 K.

4:16. Used metaphorically of water

which dries up and deceives the hope of

the traveller, Is. 58 : 11. Comp. 313*5.

Hiph. to mahe or prove any one a

liar. Job 24 : 25.

Niph. pass, of Hiph. to be proved

false. Job 41:1. [41:9.]

Ht3 m. verbal from arc, dec. IV. a.

1. a lie, deception. Ps. 4:3. 5:7.

Prov. 6:19.

2. something false, e. g. an idol. Ps.

40:5. Am. 2:5.

1 Chr. 4 : 22. prob. i. q. ans.

t? Gen. 38 : 5. i. q. 3'tp
a place in

the tribe of Judah, Josh. 15 : 44.

H3 strength, see HIS.

1H3 in Kal not used ; perhaps to be

concealed, invisible.

Pi. in? 1. to conceal Job 27 : 11. Ps.

40:11. Construed with jn of the per-

sonfrom whom, Josh. 7 : 19. 1 Sam. 3 :

17,18. Jer. 38 : 14, 25.

2. to deny. Is. 3:9. Job 6 : 10. (In

Ethiop. ire to renounce, e. g. Christ,

Satan.)

Hiph. Trnn 1. to hide. Job 20 : 12.

2. to destroy, e. g. a people. Ex. 23 :

23. Zech. 11:8. (In both significations

the idea is that of the Greek
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Niph. 1. pass, of Pi. no. 1. 2 Sam.

18:13. Ps. 69 : 6. 139 : 15. Hos. 5 : 3.

2. pass,
of Hiph. no. 2. Job 4: 7.

15 : 28. 22 : 20. With the additionfrom
the earth, Ex. 9:15.

L ' ' '

TTO, Arab. J^S to paint the eyes

with alcohel, i. e. with stibium or black

oxid of antimony. Ezek. 23 : 40. This

eye paint of the Hebrew women, (also

called
'piE,

in Greek a-r/^fjn,)
is a fine

mineral powder, with which, when

moistened, the women paint the inside

of the eyelids, leaving a narrow black

rim around the edge. Comp. Hart-

mann's Hebraerin am Putzische, Th.

ii. p. 149ff. Th. iii. p. 198ff. Bottiger's

Sabina, p. 22. 48.

\I)H3 literally to lie, (see Piel ;) but

in Kal used only metaphorically, (like

a$) q. v.) to waste away, de/reerje. Ps.

109 : 24 jptip tiro nfta my flesh UH

awayfromfatness, i. e. from being fat,

it becomes lean. Comp. tin!).

Pi. tin? 1. to lie. Lev. 19:11. Hos.

4:2. 1 K. 13 : 18 ft tin? he lied to him.

2. to deny. Gen. 18 : 15. Josh. 7:11.

Construed with a of the person and

thing, Lev. 5 : 21, 22. Job 8 : 18. Hence
Trtrra tin? to deny Jehovah, Is. 59:13.

Jer". 5:12. with V, Job 31: 28. Also

without
rrjrr

in the same sense, Prov.

30 : 9 \7tin?i ate^ $ lest I be full and

deny God.

3. to dissemble, flatter, used of con-

quered enemies who feign submission.

Ps. 18:45. 66:3. 81:16.

4. to deceive (one's expectation),
hence to waste away, tofail. Hos. 9 : 2.

Hab. 3:17. Comp. the Lat. spem
mentita seges,fundus mendax.

Niph. Deut. 33 : 29. and Hithpa.
2 Sam. 22 : 45. i. q. Kal no. 3. toflatter
or submit to a conqueror.

$n3 m. verbal from tins, dec. VI. c.

1. a lie, deception, hypocrisy. Nah.
3:1. Hos. 12:1. [11:12.]

2. leanness. Job 16 : 8. See the verb

in Kal.

m. (for tiro,) verbal from tins,

dec. I. lying, a liar. Is. 30 : 9.

I. ^3 m. (for ^3,) subst. a mark burnt

in, a brand, stigma. Is. 3 : 24. (Root

rna to be burned, whence the Arab.
Jj"

a mark burnt in.)

II. ^3 a primitive particle, probably

in its primary acceptation a relative

pronoun, i. q. Tti.M, Gen. 4 : 25. Deut.

14:29. Ps. 90:*! (These passages,

however, are all capable of a different

interpretation.) Hence (like the Greek

on, and Latin quod,) used as a conj.

1. that, quod. Gen. 1 : 4. '? rn it

came to pass that, Job 1 : 5. That, so

that, ut, ita ut, construed with a future

used as a subjunctive, Deut. 14 : 24.

Judg. 9 : 28. >pn literally is it so that,

(French est ce que,) hence as an inter-

rogative particle, i. q. Lat. an 9 Job 6 :

. 2 Sam. 9:1. Also is it not so that,

(French nest ce pas que,) hence i. q.

Lat. nonne? vere, 2 Sam. 23 : 19.

2. for, because. Gen. 3 : 14, 17. Deut.

23 : 8. Gen. 41 : 49. Comp. ? ]?:, >? to

because.

3.
if.

Ex. 3 : 21. Lev. 21:9. 1 Sam.

24 : 20.

4. when, quum. Hos. 11:1.

5. yet, alt/tough. Ps. 116:10. Ex.

5:11. also T .
2 and a r? (Ecc. 4 : 14.)

6. i. q. DM ? 'but. Gen. 45 : 8. Ex. 16 :

8. IK. 21:15.

7. yea rather, immo, Ps. 44 : 23.

49:11. 130:4.

8. It is often used at the beginning
of a proposition,where it may be omitted

in translating, like the Germ, ja!
Zech. 3 : 8. 2 Sam. 19 : 23. So before

the direct address, like the Greek on,

Ruth 1 : 10. Josh. 2 : 24. 1 Sam. 10:19.

and after oaths, 1 Sam. 26 : 16. 14 : 44.

25:34. 2Chr.l8:13.

9. at the beginning of the apodosis or

turn of the sentence, so, then. Gen. 22 :

17.31:42. Num. 22:33. Job 8: 6.

37 : 20.

Dfr$ **3 1. i. q- DM
if,

the force of v?

being lost. 1 Sam. 20 : 9. Ex. 22 : 22.
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king Solomon stood, when he conse-

3. unless, (comp. c no. 5.) Gen. crated tlie temple. 2 Chr. 6:13.
32 : 27. Lev. 22 : 6. Hence in swear- Plur. onto 2 Chr. 4:6. and rrnVp 1 K.

ing i. q. S DN, 2 K. 5 : 20. 2 Sam. 15 : 7 : 38, 40, 43. (Root prob. ^3=Arab.
21. Jer.51:'l4, Judg. 15 : 7.

4. after a negation, except, other than,

Gen. 28 : 17. Est. 2 : 15.

be round-)
"

I7'I

25 Is. 32 : 5. and verse 7. a

5, but. Gen. 32 : 29. 40 : 14. 1 Sam. deceiver, a fraudulent man. Vulg.
8:19. Ps. 1 : 2. fraudidentus. Prob. for ^32, from 733. >T

m. dec. I. destruction, misfor- is the termination of adjectives in

* c^
. Chaldaic, as "~ in Hebrew.

ni27^2) plur. fern. Ps. 74 : 6. ham-

mers or hatchets, for striking. (Chald.

Ncfap a cudgel, clubj)

*;t nt2^3 f. the Pleiades, the Seven

Stan. Am. 5: 8. Job 9: 9. 38:31.

Literally a heap, collection, from the
m. 1. a dart, Javelin, probably A , ., . TT ^ ,J>/ * root 013=Arab, .fcconi. II. to heap up;

duTerent from rv?n a spear. Job41:21. s,^^
[41 : 29.] 1 Sam. 17:6, 45. Josh. 8 : ^ a heap. Tlie Asiatic poets often

18, 26. The etymology is unknown.
speak of the band of tlie pieiades

;
hence

Some connect it with TS destruction, we may explain Job 38 : 31 nirwo

the

tune. Job 21: 20. (Arab.

insidia, and hence destruction.}

Til^S m. dec. I. found only Job 41 :

11. [41:19.] sparhs. Arab. T3 ^
a striking offae.)

(like nnn from inn ;) but it is more pro-

bably i. q. pnp Arab.
^
jui' spear, lance. Pleiades 9

2. proper name of a country, 1 Chr.

of fe

m. a baa, purse. (In Syr. and
13:9 fir? pa, in the parallel passage Arab.\Wm.) (1.) for gold. Prov.l:14.

Is> 45 . 6>
(
2 .) for the weights of the

merchant, such as is used at the present

2 Sam. 6 : 6
jta pT

a.

"^I^^S m. found only Job 15 : 24

prob. the tumult ofwar. Vulg.prcelium. day in the east. Deut. 25 : 13. Mic. 6 :

Syr. Arab, helium. (Root TO, in Arab. 11. Hence or? ^IM the weights of the

turbari.)

found only Am. 5 : 26

bag, Prov. 16:11.

dual, found only Lev. 11 : 35.ft
the frame or carriage of your idols. Sept. ^vr^o^&g, i. e. prob. the bricks

Vulg. imaginem idolorum vestrorum. or stones, on which the Nomades place
Root pa particularly the Piel

jrs, ps to tfAe /?o^ ot-er the fire, a kind of hearth,

put up,prepare,form; (see ^3.) Others, o/te sustentaculum.

following the Syriac version and some
"YUl^p found only Prov. 31: 19. ac-

Jewish^
commentators, make

p>3
i. q. cording'to the Jewish commentators,

the star Saturn ; namely,
the distaff.

n^32) adv. i. q. ns or ns </^^^5. Ex. 12:

1 1 . 29 : 35. Num. 8 : 26. Comp.
how?

Arab.

Saturn, your idol, the plur. oypbs being
used poetically. But this does not ac-

cord so well with the parallel clause.

and "Y3 m. dec. I. f. dec. II. b. literally a circle,

1. a basin, particularly for washing, prob. for ts-o, from the root TO in Arab.

Ex. 30:18, 28. 31:9. 35:16. 39:39. to be round. Hence

1 K. 7 : 38. JM ni'3 apan offire. Zech. 1. circuit, surrounding country.
Neh.

12:6. 12 : 28 jrvn 153 the country on the

2. a round stage or scaffold, on which Jordan, Gen. 13 : 10, 1 1. 1 K. 7 : 47. in
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other places simply issrt, Gen. 13:12.

19:17.

2. with onj, a round cake or loaf,

(the usual form of bread in ancient

times,) placenta. Ex. 29 : 23. 1 Sam.
2:36. Prov. 6:26. Plur. m. an) rtosp

Judg. 8:5. 1 Sam. 10: 3.

3. as a weight, a talent, Syr. ] joa.
It appears from Ex. 38 : 25, 26, to have

contained 3000 shekels of the sanctuary.
Zech. 5 : 7. am -133 a talent ofgold, 1 K.
9 : 14. 10 : 10, 14. Dual nytsa two talents,

and used before a genitive, as
r|D3 0^33

2 K. 5 : 23. Plur. 0^3 f. 1 Chr. 22 : 14.

29:7. Ezra 8: 26.

^5?> plur* r?3?> Chald. idem. Ezra

7 : 22.'

^i>, *TD (Jer. 33 : 8 Kethib,) before

Makkepli -b, m. verbal from bb, dec.

VIII. d. a subst. all, the whole, totality.

But generally it is more convenient to

render it in English as an adj.
1. all. Thus onxrrb all men, literally

the whole of men; rpnrrb all animals.

With suff. i:r
b all of us, csb all of

you, Db all of them.

2. every one, omnis. tn^rrb every
man. nj^-bja every year, Est. 9:21.

all are alike, Ecc. 9 : 2.

3. the whole. Dvrrba the whole day,
Is. 28 : 24. 'Qtf^bs my whole people, Gen.
41:40. b^rrbs the whole ram, Ex. 29:
18. With suff.

7jb, ^jb
the whole ofthee,

thou wholly, Is. 22 : L Mic. 2:12.
nTb the whole of Egypt, Ezek. 29 : 2.

4. some one, some thing. 1.3

thing, Ruth 4:7. b b nothing, Num.
11:6.

5. of all kinds or sorts. Lev. 19 : 23

yjrba trees of all kinds. Neh. 13:16.
1 Chr. 29 : 2.

6. in connexion with certain particles,
50 long as, Job 27 : 3.as

just as, exactly as, Ecc. 5:15.

Note. In the three first significations
% is followed by the article. In signi-
fications nos. 5, 6. the article is omitted.

73 Chald. idem. With Makkeph -^

more frequently with N parag. yfy, as in

Dan. 2: 40. 4:9,18,25. [4/12,21,
28.]

N/5 nearly synonimous with -?.

1. to hold back> to restrain, to retain.

Num. 11: 28. Ecc, 8 : 8. Ps. 40 : 10.

Construed with p of the action, 1 Sam.
25:33. Ps. 119: 101. With jo of the

person, to withholdfrom any one, Gen.
23:6. Ps. 40: 12. Comp. Hag. 1 : 10.

2. to shut up, to confine. Jer. 32 : 2,

3. Ps. 88 : 9. Intrans. to shut itself up,

Hag. 1:10.

Niph. 1. to be restrained, hence to

cease. Gen. 8:2. Ex. 36 : 6.

Note. This verb often borrows its

form from TO. Hence ';rfe 1 Sam. 25 :

33. to 1 Sam. 6:10. n& Gen. 23 : 6.

and n)s Ps. 119:101. On the con-

trary b infin. Pi. has the signification
of nb or nib.

Deriv. out of course ib3, N'bs, nj?:ra,

Is. 4

^/p

m. with suff. ixb verbal from

dec. VI. h. a prison. Jer. 52 : 33.

25 : 29. More commonly wb n>3,

m 2 K. 17:4. 22:27. Plur. w$
42

:
22.

dual, of two kinds. (Arab.

tjiS tivo, in Ethiop. of two kinds.) Lev.

19Tl9. Deut. 22:9.

173 m. dec. VI. a.
V V

1. a dog. This animal in the east

often runs wild without an owner, and

becomes fierce and dangerous. Ps. 22 :

17,21. As an unclean animal it is

used by the Hebrews as a word of re-

proach, 2 K. 8:13. especially a dead

dog. 1 Sam. 24: 15. 2 Sam. 9:8. 16:

9. or a dog's head, 2 Sam. 3 : 8.

2. puer mollis, scortum virile, (comp.

xt/'ve? Rev. 22 : 15.) Deut. 23 : 18. else-

where tfi.

o73 Caleb, the proper name of a

contemporary of Joshua. Num. 13 : 7.

14:6ff. Josh. 15: 14.

H73 \. to be completed, finished.

Ex. 39 : 32. 1 K. 6 : 38.
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2. to fo over, jyos. Gen. 41 : 53. Is. any one to languish, Job 31:16. 1 Sam.

24 : 13 TS; n;3 c when the vintage is 2 : 33. Lev. 26 : 16.

over. 32 : 10. Is. 10 : 25 DSJ rfoi awe? Me 4. to consume, destroy; as men, na-

(</ God) shall be over. 16 : 4. tions, through hunger, Gen. 41 : 30.

3. to be prepared or ready for any Jer. 14:12. also generally, 2 Sam. 21:

one, spoken particularly of something 5. rte TO 2 K. 13:17, 19. and rrbb-TO

evil. Prov. 22 : 8 nVa: irn} cish and the 2 Chr. 31:1. even to destruction.

rod of correction for him is prepared, cnfe-TO until they are destroyed, 1 Sam.

Construed with DSD, np of the person by 15:18.

5. to fulfil, (a prophecy.)
Pu. rrts and rrs to be finished, ended.

Gen. 2 : 1. Ps. 72 : 20.

whom, Est. 7 : 7. 1 Sam. 20 : 7, 9. 25 : 17.

4. to be consumed, to be all gone.

Gen. 21 : 15. 1 K. 17 : 16.

5. to waste away, vanish, disappear;

spoken of a cloud, Job 7:9. of smoke,
Ps. 37 : 20. of time, Job 7:6. Ps. 31 :

Deriv. out of course

Note. Some forms of rfo borrow their

11. Lam. 2:11 mine eyes waste away signification from vte q. v.

from weeping. In. Hebrew we often
J"!7|!,

fern. r, verbal from rfo, dec.

find the phrases *ctoi nrte Ps. 84 : 3. n$pr X. languishing, failing, spoken of the

TPH Ps. 143: 7. and w to Ps. 69 : 4. eye; see the verb, Kal no. 5, and Pi.

my soul, my spirit, my eyes faint or no. 3. Deut. 28 : 32.

languish for any thing, i. e. I languish.

These phrases are also used of dis-

appointed hope, Job 11: 20. 17:5.

Jer. 14 : 6. Lam. 4 : 17. Comp. the

similar construction with Din.

f. verbal from rro, dec. XI. a.
T T

1. destruction. nb rrc to cause or

make utter destruction, Jer. 4 : 27. 5 :

10. Neh. 9:31. Nah. 1 : 8, 9. This

phrase is construed with 3, Jer. 30 : 11.
6. to be destroyed, to perish, spoken i -,i r .1

and with n of the person destroyed,
Jer. 5:18. 46 : 28. Ezek. 11:13. 20 :

17.

2. as an adv. entirely, ivholly, alto-

gether. Gen. 18:21. Ex. 11:1. So
TOb 2 Chr. 12:12.

f. dec. X. 1. a bride. Cant.

of men. Jer. 16 : 4. Ezek. 5: 13. Ps.

39:11.

7. to befulfilled, spoken ofa prophecy.
Ezra 1:1. Dan. 12: 7.

Note. The fut. ntoa after the analogy
of verbs &, occurs once 1 K. 17 : 14.

K-nfcl..tocompknW*-Gen 2:
8ff. 7er. 2:32. (Root g pa.

2.6:16. Construed with 7 and an innn. 7

to finish or cease to do any thing, Gen. ^o to crown, to put on a marriage
24 : 15 -qnS rra D-VD in he had not yet garland)
finished speaking. 43:1. Num. 7 : 1. 2. a daughter-in-law. Gen. 38:11,
Deut. 31 : 24. with p, Ex. 34 : 33. Lev. 24. Comp. the different significations

16 : 20. This signification may often of
(fin.

be expressed in English by means of ^5 m. verbal from fc, a prison,
adverbs, as to speak throuqh, to eat up. ...

:

T? i i "i T̂ . rw i. q. )3. round only in the Ken of
2. to prepare. Prov. 16 : 30 nyj nfe ^e Jer. 37 . 4. 59 . 31. Jn tne Kethib is

prepares, \. e. devises, mischief. See N^
Kal no. 3. IwL^jn7J m. a basket; (1.) for fruit, Am.

6. to consume, let pass away, as time. .. _ :

x _ N .

Ps. 78 : 33 he lets their days pass away f;
! ' 2

;/
2-> f r a bird-cage, Jer. 5 : 27.

like breath. 90:9. Is. 49 : 4 tan? mrt (^l'
ldem- In Greek *A^, *X*Xf,

^ T*y&r nought and in vain have I *&*.*&*& word being derived

apK my strength. ^z w nVs to mwse f^m the east.)

Me eyes o/* <my OTZC tofail, i. e. to cause Hi 7^17? fern. plur. denom. from n|3,

N N
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bridal stale, condition of a bride. Jer.

2:2.

I. nv3 m - soundness, strength, activi-

ty, \. q. Syr.
- ~^~* Job 5 : 26 rfoa Nian

132"*^}
^ow shalt come to the grave in

full strength, \. e. as an active old man.

) D1^
nV^v? plur. fern, const, nrt?, dec.

XI. c/
1. the reins, kidneys, Ex. 29 : 13, 22.

Job 16 : 13. D^ nvbs tin the kidneyfat

of rams, Is. 34 : 6. comp! Deut. 32 : 14.

2. by a metonymy, the inwardparts,

30 : 2 rfo nag tart? whose activity is lost. like & with which it is frequently con-

Others derive the signification old age
nected. Jer. 11:20 a);

nvVs jnk *7-ym<7

from chap. 5 : 26. and apply it to 30 : 2. the reins and tJie heart. 17 : 10. 20 : 12.

thus, in whom old age languishes, not Ps.7:10. ^ ^ y reins languish,
\. e. I languish, I fail from languishing,
Job 19 : 27. (comp. rte no. 5.) Ps.

T>5 found only Gen. 10:11. a ,~ ~ ." .

- v * 16 : 7 nVta :nEP my reins, \. e. my in-

city mentioned in connexion with se- wara parts, o^oraM e. 73 : 21. Prov.
veral Assyrian cities, perhaps i. q. nVn 23 . IQ ,jn chal(L ftnd Arftb> ^^
q.v. (comp. 133 and iian.) See Mi- Kindred with
chaelis Supplem. p. 767.

suited to the connexion.

II.

m . in pause ^3, with suff.

m. verbal from ^3, dec. III. a.

1. as an adj. perfect, complete. Ezek.

plur. D>|?3, const. % irreg. (from nV3 to 28 : 12 v Wa jt>er/e^ m 6ez^y. 27 : 3.

5e completed, ready.)
1. a vm4 ^^feW5^7. Gen. 31 : 37. 45 :

20. Ps. 2 : 9. 3nj ^3, F|D3 ^s vessels of

gold, of silver, Ex. 3 : 22. 1 1 : 2. $3,

nirp nn Jer. 27 : 18. and nirr ^3 Is.52 : 11.

the vessels of the temple. nVw *Js furni-
turefor travelling, Ezek. 12:7.

2. cloth, garment. 132 ^3 a ww 5

garment, Deut. 22 : 5.

3. ft instrument, tool. 1^~^3 mu-

instruments, 2 Chr. 34 : 12. Am.

Lam. 2: 15. Ezek. 16: 14.

2. as a subst. the whole. Judg. 20 :

40 "wn Ws ^e whole of the city. Ex.

28: 31 nban *>*$ all ofbluishpurple. 39:

22. Num. 4: 6.

3. as an adv. wholly, utterly. Is. 2 :

18. Lev. 6: 15. [22.]

4. i. q. nto a whole burnt-offering,

holocaustum. Deut. 33 : 10. Ps. 51 : 2I.~

vv3 to complete,makeperfect. Found

6 : 5. also without -vtf in the same sense, only Ezek. 27 : 4, 1 1. Deriv. fe, ^5, Vbpp,

Ps. 71 : 22. Metaphorically nirr DJ >3

instruments of the divine anger, Is. 13:

5. Jer. 50: 25.

4. a vessel, boat. Is. 18 : 2.

5. a weapon. Gen. 27 : 3. Often

joined with npn^p, Judg. 18: 11, 16.

njo-$3 deadly weapons, Ps. 7:14. D\b3 Nto

armour-bearer, 1 Sam. 14 : 1, 6, 7ft*. 31 :

4, 5, 6.

^75 see

Chald. zV/em. Hence Shaph.
^teti Ezra 5 : 1 1. 6 : 14. Pass, bbamfc Ezra

4 :~13, 16. In the Kethib of Ezra 4 : 12.

we find V7tettJ, with the omission of n.

OT>!D in Kal not used. In Arab, to

wound.

Hiph. D<ten and D^n (1 Sam. 25 : 7.)

1. to put to shame, to make asliamed.

Job 1 1 : 3. Prov. 25 : 8. Ps. 44 : 10.

fc^7!
m. verbal from ^3, a prison. Hence to bring slwme or disgrace on

Found only in the Kethib of Jer. 37 : any One, Prov. 28 : 7.

2. to reproach. 1 Sam. 20 : 34.

3. to hurt, injure. 1 Sam. 25:7. Judg.
18:7.

Hoph. 1. to be made asliamed, to be

frustrated in ones hope. Jer. 14:3.

s, verbal from

4.52:31.

^73 m. const.

dec. HI. d.

1. a languishing (of the eyes). Deut.

28 : 65. See nbs no. 5.

2. destruction. Is. 10 : 22. Comp. Niph.
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2. to be hurt, injured. 1 Sam. 25 : 15.

Niph. 1. to be ashamed, tofeelashamed,

synonymous with rtia. Num. 12:14.

Construed with p of the thing o/which
one is asliamed, Ezek. 16 : 27, 54.

2. to be brought to shame, to be dis-

graced. Jer. 31:19. Ps. 35 : 4.

3. to be insulted. 1 Chr. 19:5.

"TO/? name of a place or country,

probably in Arabia. Once Ezek. 27 : 23.

n^y5 f- verbal from dba, dec. X.

sliame, reproach. Ps. 69 : 8. Jer. 51:

51. Ezek. 16: 54.

found only Deut. 32 : 34. to

hide, conceal; without doubt synony-
mous with c:a, which is substituted for

it in the Samar. text. See

D3 found only in Niph. 1033.

1. to be burned, to burn. Lam. 5 : 10

our skin burns, as an oven, from the

heat ofhunger. (Talmud, -wo calefactio.)

2. metaphorically to be kindled, ex-

cited; spoken of affection, construed

with fc, 1 K. 3 : 26. with te, Gen. 43 :

29. spoken of compassion, Hos. 11:8.

(Perhaps we may likewise compare

nn, Arab. ^>. to rise by fermenting,

in Talmud, to burn?)
Deriv. incs.

LD*HDi5 masc. plur. idolatrouspriests.

2 K. 23:5. Hos. 10 : 5: Zeph. 1 : 4.
o *

(Syr. ]^co3 a priest generally; the

idolatrous priests of Palestine being, as

might be expected, derived from Syria.)

thing, i. q. rra no. 5. Ps. 63 : 2. (Arab.

to be dim of sight, to be weak.)

JIM see rfiX

i.q. 3.- 1. as. Before

rt}7| Gen. 10:10. na Am. 6 : 2.

and iofe Is. 10:9. proper name of an

Assyrian city; according to the Targums,
Eusebius, Jerome and others, Ctesiphon,
a great city on the eastern bank of the

Tigris, over against Seleucia. See Bo-

charti Phaleg, Lib. iv.cap. 18. Michaelis

Spicileg. Geogr. Hebraeor. exter. T. 1.

p. 228.
"YHM m. prob. a deadly heat, sid-

iTjJ to long or languish after any . .' ,J
tnness, hot breath, from 105, of the same

form with inert, (except that it has

Hirik under the first syllable.) Job 3 : 5

DV nno3 inny the heats of the day terrify

him; comp. particularly Lam. 5 : 10.

(see Bellermann Metrik der Hehraer.

substantives it is used only in poetry;
P" 178') Others: the W"<**

f
he

but before most of the suffixes it is the sadness of the day, from the Syr.

usual form for a
;
as S

:to3, ?pt33, into, rros,

13^ ; in the other persons more fre-

quently D33, ens, rarely C3io3, onto.

2. when. Gen. 19: 15.

tftop m. IK. 11: 7. 2 K. 23: 13.

Jer. 48 : 7. the national god of the

Moabites and Ammonites, (Judg. 1 1 :

24.) which under Solomon was also

worshipped at Jerusalem. Hence o
ttJraa the people of Chemosh, i. e. Moab,
Num. 21 : 29. Sept. X*(t*s. Vulg. Cha-

mos. The pagan Arabians are said by
tradition to have worshipped him under

the form of a black stone.

fe)5 m * cumin, Arab. ^yoS',
Greek

x-vptw, cuminum. Is. 28 : 25, 27. The
cuminum of the ancients is the cuminum
sativum of Linnzeus.

to be sad. Others, following the ancient

versions, make 3 the Caph veritatis, and

nn-p bitterness, misfortune.

1.
|5

! strictly a participle from pa,

dec. I. a. rectus, hence metaphorically,

upright, honest, sincere. Gen. 42:11,
19, 31. Is. 16 : 6 J3-&& insincerity, false-

hood, non rectum. As an adv. right,

rightly, recte, Num. 27 : 7. 36 : 5. 2 K.
7:9. Ecc.8:10.

2. the same. Ps.l27:2. 1 Sam. 23:
17. and then as an adv. (1.) thus, so.

Gen. 29 : 26. Josh. 2:21. 2 Sam. 5 : 5.

(2.) then, therefore. Ps. 48 : 6. see pa.

(3.) before the ktter clause of a sentence

nearly pleonastic, so, then. 1 Sam. 9 :

13. (4.) when a or iws precedes, as. . . .so.

Ex. 1:12. Hos. 4:7. Also a being un-
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derstood, Hos. 11:2. Judg. 5 : 15 (as)

Issachar, so Barak.

In composition we find (1.) in>*, nnst

j3 after (it was so) that, after that.

(2.) pa then, on this account, as in

Chaldaic. Ecc. 8: 10. Est. 4 : 16. (3.) $
therefore, on this account, Judg. 10 : 13.

"

1 Sam. 3:14. yet, (Arab, fl,)
Hos.

2:11. [2:9.] Jer. 16 : 14." 30:16.

Ezek. 39 : 25. (4.) jrto therefore, on this

account. Gen. 20 : 6. Also for -nrs: jrto

because that, propterea quod, Gen. 38 :

26. Ps. 42:7. 45:3. Num. 11: 31. 14:

43. (5.) ja-w till now, as yet. Neh. 2 : 16.

II.
j!D,

with suff. 'j3, i2_3, verbal from

};s
i. q. p3, dec. VII. c.

1. a place. Gen. 40 : 13. 41 : 13. Dan.

11:20, 21, 38 123 to m /izs sfeoc?, loco

ejus. So in verse 7, where 125 stands

for i23 to. (Sept. Vulg. a set or slip;
but in that case what is the force of the

suffix ?)

2. frame, stand, basis. Is. 33 : 23

c:>^"[3 the support of their mast, in

Greek pta-cSp^ i. e. the cross timber in

a ship on which the mast is raised.

Spoken also of the wash-stand in the

court, Ex. 30 : 18, 28. 31 : 9. 35 : 16,

38 : 28. Lev. 8:11. 1 K. 7 : 31 p.-nfco

after the manner ofa base or pedestal.

III.
]5

Is. 51: 6. prob. the sing, of

n>33, (q. v.) Others render it
fs-ins just

so, in like manner.

D*1

?? masc. plur. Ex. 8 : 17, 18. Ps.

105 : 31. Sept. a-wfyts ; Vulg. sciniphes;
a species of very small sharp stinging

gnats, found in the swampy tracts of

Egypt, (
Oulex reptans, Linn, or culex

molestus, Forsk.) Comp. Philo (De
Vita Mosis Liber, P. n. p. 97. ed.

Mangey.) Odmann verm. Samml. aus

der Naturkunde, H. I. cap. 6. The
Jewish commentators and Josephus

(Antiq. n. 14. 3.) with less probability
make these insects lice. Hence in the

Talmud nss a louse. So Bochart (Hieroz.
T. II. p. 572 if.)

Note
;s

in Is. 51: 6, is probably the

singular of this noun.

Hwjp
in Kal not used. In Arab. conj.

I.ILIV.V. and in Chald. to call by
an honourable surname or title, blande

loqui.

Pi. 1. idem. Is. 44 : 5 nap* tonfr ctfyi

he shall call upon the name of Israel,

i. e. address him m a friendly manner.

45 : 4
?|S3 sjptia

/ have called thee by

thy name, i. e. have called upon thee in

a friendly or flattering manner.

2. toflatter generally. Job 32 : 21, 22.

HID found only Ezek. 27 : 23. pro-

per name of a city, prob. a contraction

of n:bs Ctesiphon, (q. v.) One MS. of

De Rossi reads npto. (Comp. ng; for

H|5 Ps. 80:16. see
)5|.

JT03 plur. masc. fellow-labourers,

colleagues. It has the feminine termi-

nation, like nns. Ezra 4 : 7. (Syr. |
AJ.U

ff a y

plur. jZais c-Jv^oyAo?. The singular,

which no longer occurs, was prob. res,

like n:rp, plur. niwo, nVyp.)

]}J5
Chald. idem. With suff. an$)

Ezra 5 : 6. jinnia Ezra 4 : 9, 17, 23. 5 :

3, 6:6,13.

n22) m. plur. o~ and rn~~, in Greek

XWVQIX,, a stringed instrument of the

Hebrews and Greeks, celebrated for

its having expressed the pious feelings

of David. Gen. 4: 21. Ps.33:2. 43:
4. 49:5. 71:22. 1 Sam. 16 : 16, 23.

Josephus (Antiq. x. 12. 3.) describes

it as having ten strings, and played upon

by a plectrum ; but this does not ac-

cord with 1 Sam. 16 : 23. 18 : 10. 1 9 : 9.

where David is said to

upon it with his hand. (Arab. jj.Lx^
a

harp, sound.)

D|? i. q. era gnats. Ex. 8 : 13, 14.

(The termination D
, unless it should

be read D~, has probably a collective

signification.)

fc^DD? adv. Chald. thus, in tJiis man-

ner. Ezra 4 : 8. 5 : 4, 9, 1 1. 6 : 13. Prob.

i. q. $ with the termination J*D, Lc,

which also in Arabic i annexed to



many particles without affecting their

signification.

]12
i. q. Ar;ib. "< to cover, protect,

<> ' ***

(comp. ]3|, ^. ) Imper. nza Ps. 80 : 16.

Others make it a subst. a set or slip,

(comp. Dan. 11: 7.) but with less

evidence.

D23 1-fo collect, heap up; e.g. stones,

Ecc. 3 : 5. treasures, Ecc. 2 : 8, 26. wa-

ter, Ps. 33 : 7.

2. to assemble, bring together, as men.

Est. 4:16. IChr. 22:2.

PL to assemble, bring together, as men.

Ezek.22:21. 39:28. Ps.l47:2.

Hithpa. to hide or wm- ones self.

Is. 28 : 20 nsanna rm rntr^rn #>w Me co-

rering is too narrow to hide ones self

therein. (Aram, c:? to collect; Arab -J^

to collect, heap up, also to conceal; else

a not

Hiph. y:2n to humble, bow down. Job

40 : 12. Ps. 10? : 12. Is. 25 : 5. Espe-

cially to subdue or conquer an enemy,
2 Sam. 8:1. IChr. 17: 10. 18:1. Ps.

81:15.

Niph. 333 1. to &e humbled, to be

subdued. Judg. 3 : 30. 8:28. 11:33.

1 Sam. 7 : 13.

2. to humble ones self before any one,

especially before God or before a divine

ambassador, construed with 'asb, ps?? and
':ETO. IK. 21:29 7zs thou seen how
Ahab has humbled himself before me ?

2 K. 22:19. 2Chr.l2:7. 30:11. 33:

23. 36:12. (Chald. Ithp. idem. Arab.

J^ conj. I. IV. to be humble.}

nVJi)
f dec. XI. c. found only in

Jer. 10 : 17. according to the Sept.

vjroWawfs, goods, substance. Usually
rendered incorrectly wares, as if from

':3 a merchant. From the Arab. -A

cancupivit it would denote, valuables;

(comp. rrrorr.)

]V2!p
m. a proper name.

1. Canaan, the son of Ham, and

progenitor of the Canaanitcs. Gen. 9 :

18 ff. 10:6.

2. Me country or people of Canaan,

including what was afterwards called

Palestine and Phenicia; but in a more
restricted sense, (1.) the country west

of Jordan, in opposition to Gilead.

Num.33: 51. Josh. 22: 9. (2.) Phenicia

alone. Is. 23:11. (3.) Philistia. Zeph.
2 : 5.

]?:? ncxp the language of Canaan,
i.e. the Hebrew, which the Hebrews

adopted from the Canaanites. That

Canaan was the domestic name of the

same people which the Greeks called

Phenicians, is evident from the Phe-

nician medals, on which we find the

word
p?33.

The ancient Carthaginians
also gave themselves this name. See

Gesenius'Geschichte der. Hebr. Sprache
und Schrift,p.l6, 227.

3. i.q. j?33tt5tf
a Canaanite. Hos. 12:

8. and this for a merchant generally,
Is. 23 : 8 rp333 her merchants. Comp.
Ezek.l7:4!

'

^^5? )
fem< n

'?S2? plur- D
'^33> gen-

tile noun from 33.

1. a Canaanite. Judg. 1 : 1 ff. For the

different tribes included under this name,
see Gen. 10 : 15 19. Sometimes it has

a more special signification, as in Gen.

13:7. 15:20. Num. 13: 30. Josh. 11: 3.

2. as the Canaanites were many of

them devoted to traffic, a merchant, a

dealer. Job 40 : 30. [41:6.] Prov.

31:24. So nto a Chaldean for an

astrologer.

t}^3 in Syr. Chald. and Talmud, to

collect, gather together; hence prob. in

Hebrew, (like F]?, ynj?,) to take away.
Is. 30 : 20 spro TTS

^3;^
& no longer shall

thy teacJiers be takenfrom t/iee.

f. dec. IV. f.

1. a wing. ^:s
tes Prov. 1:16. and

ocas Vw Ecc. 10 : 20. winged, a bird.

qg-te every fowl, Gen. 7:14. Often

used metaphorically, as rrn C33 the wings

of the wind, Ps. 18 : 21. 104 : 3. irra vx
the wings of the morn, 139 : 9. In the

Psalms often in phrases like the following,
Ps. 17:8 'yyrcn ?pE33

tea hide me under

the shadow of thy wings. 36 : 8. 57 : 2.

2. the corner or skirt of a garment,
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1 Sam. 24:5, 11.

Num. 15 : 38. Zech. 8 : 13 nirr UFN
1^33

the shirt ofa Jew. Also of a bed-cover-

ing, Deut. 23 : 1 vist
tys

rfoy* N"JI and he

shall not remove the bed-covering of his

father,
i. e. he shall not defile his father's

bed. 27 : 20. comp. Ezek. 16:8. Ruth
3 : 9 spread thy covering over thine

handmaid, i.e. in tori societatem me

recipias; (comp. Theocr. Idyll, xvui.

19. and Ivtmetgw Luke 1 : 35.)

3. the wing of an army, ala exercitus,

(comp. tr^N.) Is. 8 : 8.

4. end, corner, boundary. Is. 24 : 16

ywrr rpa
the end of the earth. Especially

in the plur. Job 37 : 3. 38 : 13 ywn ntaa

the ends of tlie earth; and Is. 11:12.

Ezek. 7 : 2 ynxn ntoaa n?aiM thefour ends

of the earth. The earth appears to have

been considered as four-cornered like a

mantle.

5. a battlement or pinnacle of the

temple. Dan. 9 : 27. Comp. jrrggvy' "

Toy h^ov, Matt. 4 : 5.

Dual D;p33 f. const. as, occurring in

the significations nos. 1. 2. 3. and often

applied to more than two, as 0533 titi

six wings, Is. 6 : 2. 0:5:3 yywfour icings,

Ezek. 1:6. 10:21.

Plur.
ntops

m. occurring in the signifi-

cation no. 2. Deut. 22 : 12. and besides

in signif. no. 4.

rniD Deut. 3 : 17. fiV^? 1 K. 15 :

20. and JTnjJ.S Josh. 11: 2. a city in

the tribe of Naphtali, on the Sea of

Galilee, which was hence called rns D;

Num. 34:11. (The later name was

"CQ3, I*6VVl)<rotglT.J

$35 Chald. to collect, i. q. Heb. 023.

Infin.'Dan. 3:2.

Ithpa. to assemble, to meet. Dan. 3 :

3,27.

D5 *n- Ex. 17 : 16. most prob. a cor-

rupt reading for D: a banner, standard.

Comp. ver. 15. The common reading is

usually explained as if i. q. ss a throne,

which is the reading of the Samar. text.

ND3 Prov. 7 : 20. and HD3 Ps.81 :

the lilh day ofthe month, theftill moon,
as it were the ides; also the festival
celebrated at that time.)

b$D3 in. prim, (twice ntp3 Job 26 : 9.

1 K. 10 : 19.) with suff. ?jEa, plur. nwsa

dec. VII.

1. a seat. 2K.4:10. Particularly
a raised seat, cathedra; e.g. of the

high-priest, 1 Sam. 1:9. 4 : 13. of a

judge, namely, ajudgment seat, Ps. 122:

5. Neh.3:7.
2. a throne. "rjjpen NBS 2 Sam. 7:13.

or rvoten 1 Chr. 22 : 10. a royal throne.

4. the time of full moon. (Syr.

kfiDJQSNrns idem;

whence it appears that the Dagesh forte

in D is an assimilated
>.)

*Hp5 Chald. a Chaldean, i. q. nte.

Ezra 5~! 12.

PTp3 in Kal found only in the par-

ticiples nnis Prov. 12 : 16, 23. and >o Ps.

32 : 1. elsewhere only in

Pi. rrca I. to cover. The person or

thing covered is usually put in the accus.

Ex. 10: 5. Num. 9:15. 22:5. but is

sometimes preceded by to, (see the kin-

dred verbs of covering -pn, TBJ,) Num. 16:

33 yjKTi orrto earn and the earth covered

them. Job 21 : 26 orpto neon rro-y ?zrf

worms cover them. 2 Chr. 5:8. by ^, Is.

1 1 : 9. When followed by a double

complement, to cover a person or thing
with any thing, it is construed (1.) with

an accus. of the person and a of the thing.

Lev. 17 : 13 -ipyi iniirn and he covered it

with earth. Num. 4 : 5, 8, 11. (2.) with

a double accus. of the person and thing.

Ezek. 18 : 7, 1 6. 16 : 10. (3.) with " of

the person and a of the thing. Ps. 44 :

20. (4.) with ^ of the person and an

accus. of the thing, Ezek. 24 : 7. comp.
Job 36 : 32.

2. to cover or clothe ones self. Gen.

38 : 14. Deut. 22 : 12. Jon. 3 : 6 p^j 033

and he covered himself with a mourn-

ing garment. (In Arab. [^ toput on,

construed with an accus.)

3. to conceal, to keep secret, as in

Chaldaic. Prov. 10 : 18. 12 : 16, 23. Job
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81 : 33. In a somewhat different sense,

Job 23 : 17 bcfc np3 '3501 and (since) he

did (not) conceal from me misfortune,

i. e. did not deliver me from it.

4. to cover or pardon (sin), construed

with by. Prov. 10:12. Neh. 3:37. [4:

5.] Ps. 32 : 1 nNcn nps wliose sin isfor-

tjii-en. (Comp. -\z?.)

5. construed with b, to discover one's

self to any one, (comp. nap and -wen
;)

or to commit ones self secretly, Ps.

143 : 9.

Pu. rrTS and rrcp pass, to be covered;

construed with a, 1 Chr. 21 : 16. Ecc.

6 : 4. with an accus. Ps. 80 : 11. Prov.

24:31.

Niph. pass. Jer. 51 : 42.

Hithpa. to clothe ones self, construed

with a, 1 K. 11 : 29. with an accus. Jon.

Deriv. 'ic|, map, nps, nprra, ntprc.

np3 i.q. ND3 q.v.

nrnD is. 5 : 25. see nmo.
3 m. verbal from nps, dec. III. c.

a covering. Num. 4:6, 14.

]"VlD3 verbal from nps, dec. I.

1. a 'covering. Job 24 : 7. 26 : 6.

QW ITM a covering for the eyes, a veil,

Gen. 20:16.
2. a garment. Deut. 22 : 12.

np3 to cw o/f (a plant). Is. 33 : 12.

Ps. 80
T

:17. (In Syr. and Chald. to

prune the vine.)

V^Di) m. verbal from bps, dec. I.

1. 'afool. Prov. 1 : 32. ib : 1, 18. 13 :

19, 20. 14 : 8, 24, 33. 15 : 2, 7. else-

where only in Ecc. and in some of the

Psalms.

2. Job 9 : 9. 38 : 31. Am. 5 : 8. a con-

stellation in the heavens ; according to

the ancient versions, Orion, which in

Aram, and Arab, is called the giant.

According to an eastern tradition this

was Nimrod, the founder of Babylon,
afterwards translated to the skies. Mi-

chaelis and others suppose, that this

story may have been known to the an-

cient Hebrews, and that tea the foolish
or impious one is a name given to the

deified Nimrod. Plur. n^ps Is. 13:10.
the giants (of heaven), meaning pro-

bably several constellations similar to

Orion. The Rabbins interpret it Si-

rius, which is called in Arabic

stultulus.

rftT*p3 f- denom. from b>cs, folly.

Prov. 9 : 13.

T>D3 to befoolish. Jer. 10 : 8. More

usually written bsp, q. v.

1. 7D3 (Job 15 : 27.) plur. D>bra, the

internal muscles of the loins, in the re-

gion of the kidneys, covered with fat,

^ooHf 4'o/<*<, ^vcu, lumbi. Lev. 3:4, 10,
15. 4:9. 7 : 4. Job 15 : 27 % TOB ix^

bps and (since) he put fat on the loins.

The inward parts generally, Ps. 38 :

8. Comp. Bocharti Hieroz. T. I. p. 506 ff.

II. 7D3 m. verbal from bps, dec.VI. h.

\.fotty. Ecc. 7 : 25.

2. hope, confidence. (The origin of

this signification is unknown.) Ps. 78 :

7. Prov. 3 : 26.

iT7p3 fern, of bps no. II.

1. folly. Ps. 85: 9.

2. hope. Job 4 : 6.

1^>p3 m. Zech.7:l. Neh. 1:1. in

Greek X<r?Agy 1 Mac. 1 : 54. the ninth

month of the Hebrews, answering to

part of November and part ofDecember.

D^n7P? masc. plur. Gen. 10:14.

1 Chr. 1:12. a people, spoken of as a

colony of the Egyptians ; according to

Bochart (Phaleg. iv. 31.) the Cokhians,
whom the Greek writers constantly re-

present as of Egyptian origin. The si-

milarity of the two names, however, is

quite remote.

DD3 to shear. Once Ezek. 44 : 20.

TOD? f. Ex. 9 : 32. Is. 28 : 25. Plur.

tyoBS Ezek. 4 : 9. spelt, triticum, spelta
Linn, the g'a of the Greeks, the far
and adoreum of the Romans, a species
of grain resembling wheat with shorn

ears.

DD-D to reckon, count. Once Ex.
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12 : 4. So the Sept. Chald. Syr. Deriv.

GpP-

fut. f]b3\
1. to be greedy or

for any thing, construed with
\.

Ps. 17:12.

2. to A##e compassion, bene cupere.

Job 14 : 15.

Niph. 1. i. q. Kal no 1. to long for.

Gen. 31: 30. Ps. 84: 3.

2. as in Chaldaic. to blush, to be

ashamed. Zeph. 2:1.
F]D52

*ft 'ian O peo-

ple, without shame.

?]P5 ni. dec. VI. a.

1. silver. Gen. 23 : 15 FICQ-^ nkn arw

400 shekels of silver. The word ">frd is

more frequently omitted; as
t]p5 *ty$

1000 (shekels of) silver, Gen. 20:16.

r]p3 D>-} 20 (shekels of) silver, 37 : 28.

2. i.q. money generally, (like g</:/'g<oy,

argent.) Gen. 23 : 13. Deut. 23 : 20.

Plur. pieces of money. Gen. 42 : 25,35.

?)p? Chald. idem. emph. N^DS Dan.

2 : 35/5 : 2, 4, 23.

fc^sDplD found only Ezra 8:17. name

of a country, perhaps Caspia, the coun-

try on the Caspian sea.

Hp5 f- plur. rrinps, verbal from nra,

dec. VI. h. a cushion, pillow. Ezek.

13 : 18, 20. Sept. ?rgo!r*gp<A*j*. Vulg.

pulvilli. According to the Rabbins

pulvinar longius, a bolster. The femi-

nine termination n is, in the formation

of the plural, treated as if radical ;

comp. rto, plur. ninVi.

1^5 adv. Chald. now. Dan. 2 : 23.

$>3
TO till now, Ezra 5 : 16.

and r\V3 see W.

1. to be grieved, out of humour, dis-

pleased. Ecc. 5: 16. 7:9. Neh. 3: 33.

2. to be angry. Ezek. 16 : 42. con-

strued with b of the person, 2 Chr.

16:10.

Pi. DM Deut. 32:21. 1 Sam. 1:6.

i.q. Hiph.

Hiph. DT^rr 1. to cause ill-humour, to

) rp
vex, grieve, trouble. 1 Sam. 1 : 7. Neh.

3:37. [4:5.] Ezek. 32:9.

2. to make angry, toprovoke to anger;

spoken particularly of men who offend

Jehovah by their sins, especially by

idolatry. Deut. 31: 29. 32:16. IK.

14:9,15. 16: 2, 7, 13 if. Also without

an accus. 1 K. 21 : 22
rpspri

TON tan fy

on account of the anger to which thou

hast provoked (me) . 2 K. 21 : 6.

D^5 m ' verbal from t|, dec. VI. c.

1. grief, vexation, sorrow. Ecc. 1:18.

2:23. Prov.l7:25. 21:19 ewvr? ntgw

023; a contentious and peevish or vexa-

tious woman. Deut. 32 : 27 syiN DM vexa-

tion from an enemy.
2. anger. Deut. 32: 19. Ezek. 20 :

28. Plur. rrDM provocations to anger,

2K.23:26.'
T

t>^3 m. dec. VI. c. idem. Only Job

5: 2. 6: 2. 10:17. 17:7.

F|5 f. with suff. *E3, dec.VIII. h.^
Arab.

i?x-

'_Q^,) verbal from
rj53, literally so7we-

thing crooked or hollowed out.

1. ^e hollow hand, the palm; and

so </ze hand
itself.

In animals the paw,
Lev. 1 1 : 27. 'B t^n out of the hand of
any one, (like ~ra,) particularly after

verbs of delivering, 1 Sam. 4 : 3. 2 Sam.

14:16. Judg. 12:3 >B3i *tfM rro^ /
took my life in my hand, i. e. I put it

at hazard, r
or I exposed myself to great

danger, l*Sam.!9:5. 28:21. Job 13:

14. comp. Ps. 119: 109. To express
the plural the dual 0^5 is constantly

used, except in the phrase onvj ntes,

which in 1 Sam. 5:4. 2 K. 9 :35. de"-

notes hands cutoff, and in Dan. 10 : 10,

the palms of the hands. The plural

form in other places denotes handles, as

of a bar, Cant. 5 : 5. (Comp. nit;.)

2. joined with ^n, the sole of thefoot.

Deut. 28 : 65
?|S:n ^b nijn rest for the

sole of thyfoot, i. e. a peaceful residence ;

comp. Gen. 8 : 9. Plur. niea Josh. 3 :

13. 4 : 18. -Is. 60 : 14. With ore instead

ofbrj, 2 K. 19: 24.

3. a pan, dish; found only in the

plur. nte. Ex. 25 : 29. Num. 7 : 84, 86.
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yJETT3 the hollow or cavity of a sluig,

1 Sam. 25 : 29.
p;rrr|3

the socket of the

hip-bone, acetabulumfemoris, Gen. 32 :

26, 33.

4. onipn niE3 Lev. 23 : 40. palm
branches, from their crookedform. See

res, and comp. the Lat. palma, which

denotes both thehandand apalm branch

f]5
m - dec. ! a rock. Plur. D'es Jer.

4 : 29. Job 30 : 6. (In Syr. and Chald.

the usual word to express this idea;

hence in the N. T. K*j<ps i. q. Xlsr^oj.)

HD2) to bend, incline, hence to tame.

Chald. NC3 inclinavit, subegit, coercuit,

perhaps to turn away. Prov. 21 : 14

P,M rtE3'. "ITVT2 ;np a secret present tameth

anger. Others compare HID to extin-

guish, or the Arab. l to fam awo^.

HS3 f. dec. X.apalm branch. (Comp.

rte?.) Is. 9:13. 19:15fio?sn nes j^a/wz

branch and rush, a proverbial expres-

sion for highest and lowest. A branch

generally.
Job 15:32.

"Ti25 m * dec. I* 1* a CUP) bowl.

1 Chr. 28: 17. Ezra 1 : 10. 8 : 27. Per-

haps a covered cup, from ips to cover.

2. hoarfrost. Ex. 16 : 14. Ps. 147 :

18. Job 38 : 29. According to Simonis

so called from its covering the ground.

D^23 found only Hab. 2 : 1 1. a cross-

beam, rafter. Root CD3 i. q. Syr. *gco^

connexuit. Sept. jca'y$go$, i. q. canthe-

rius in Vitruv. iv. 2. Jerome : lignum,

quod ad continendos parietes in medio

structures ponitur, vulgo Iputvrtmt,

(comp. Ecclus. 22 : 16.)

*VC!I) m. dec. I. 1. a young lion,

namely, such an one as already goes
abroad for prey, different from 112.

(Ezek. 19:2, 3.) Ps. 17:12. 104:21.

Judg. 14 : 5. Metaphorically (1.) dan-

gerous enemies. Ps. 34 : 11, 35 : 17.

58 : 7. comp. Jer. 2 : 15. Ezek. 32 : 2.

(2.) young heroes or defenders ofa state.

Ezek. 38 : 13. comp. Nah. 2 : 14. (Arab.
SG s '

Ji and Ju: the young of several

animals, also a young lion. Comp. fi?.)

rP^C!? proper name of a city of the

Hivites, which was allotted to the tribe

of Benjamin. Josh. 9:17. 18 : 26. Ezra

2:25. Neh. 7:29. (As an appellative,
i. q. iE3 a village.)

^Q|) to double. Ex. 26 : 9. Part, toes

doubled, 28 : 16. 39 : 9. (In Aram, with p,

^vgip to be doubled; ^ep. to double.)

Niph.pass. Ezek.21:"l9. [14.]

7Q5 m - verbal from VM, dec. VI. h.

a doubling to tea his doublejaws, Job

41:5. [41:13.] Dual qm double,

twice as much, Job 11:6. Is. 40 : 2.

{D3 to longfor, to desire. (In Aram.

to be hungry?) Once Ezek. 17 : 7 this

vine stretched out its roots with desire

after him.

tD3 m. verbal from )cs, hunger. Job

5:22. 30:3.

P]D|
to bend, to bow down. Is. 58 : 5.

Intrans. to bow ones self down, Ps. 57:

7. Part.D'CiK) the bowed down, Ps. 145 :

14. 146:8.
'

Niph. to bow down or humble ones

self before any one, construed with *?.

Mic. 6 : 6. (In Aram, idem.)

IDS to cover, 'overlay. Gen. 6 : 14.

Deriv. rnb a cover. (Arab. Jj^ to cover}

conj. II. to expiate; comp. J^ I. to

cover; 2. to forgive.)

Pi. 1B3, fut. T53\

1. to pardon, forgive, (literally to

cover an offence, comp. ncp ;) construed

with an accus. of the offence, Ps. 65 :

4. 78 : 38. with "??, Jer. 18 : 23. Ps. 79 :

9. or with
J,
Deut. 21 : 8. Sometimes

with a double S of the person and thing,

Ezek. 16 : 63. (The construction with

to comes from the signification of cover-

ing; comp. np3.)

2. causat. to effect orprocurefor'give-

ness; and that (1.) in respect to the

offence, to expiate, to make an atonement;

construed with w, Lev. 4 : 35. with nr-a

(for,) Ex. 32 : 30. with jo,
Num. 6 : 1 1

(2.) in respect to the offender, to make

an atonement, to purify ; usually con-

o o
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Btrued with to. Ex. 30 : 15. Lev. 4 : 20.

with -a (for,} Lev. 16 : 6, 1 1, 24. Ezek.

45 : 17. with a, Lev. 17 : 11. Spoken
also of t\iQ purification of sacred things,
construed with to. Lev. 16 : 18. with an

accus. Lev. 16 : 33. An example of

the full construction is found Lev. 5:18
inattJ to

frrsrr
vto TEDI and the priest shall

purify him from his offence. (3.) in

respect to the person offended, to ap-

pease, to pacify. Gen. 32 : 21. Prov. 16:

14. Also to expiate a threatening ca-

lamity, i. e. to avert it by a sin-offering,

Is. 47 : 11. The offering whereby any
offence is expiated, or any person is

purified, is preceded by a, 2 Sam. 21:3.

Num. 5 : 8.

Pu. 1. to be blotted out, obliterari;

because a writing was covered by draw-

ing the style over it. Is. 28:18 TMJ

opnna abolebitur fcedus vestrum. (In

Aram, jas, "IBS abstersit, diluit, abo-

levit.)

2. to be expiated, spoken of an offence.

Is. 6:7. 22:14.27:9.
3. to bepurified, spoken of an offender.

Ex. 29:33. Num. 35 : 33.

Hithpa. fut. -IB3ZV 1 Sam. 3 : 14. and

Nithpa. IBS? Deut. 21:'8. to be expiated,

spoken of an offence.

Deriv. out of course ito.

1D5 m. dec. IV. a. a village. Cant.

7 : 12.

T

1 Chr. 27 : 25. Neh. 6 : 2.

1. "IBS m. idem. 1 Sam. 6 : 18.

II. ""IBS m. verbal from -IDS, dec.VI. p.

I. pitch. Gen. 6 : 14. (In Aram, and

Arab, idem.) So called from its use

for smearing or covering. (Comp. IDS

in Kal and Pu.)
2. a ransom. Ex. 21 : 30. 30 : 12 ip

irao a ransom for his soul. Is. 43 : 3

*pD3 thy ransom.

III. "IBS m. dec. VI. p. in Greekr

xt/V^as, the alhenna of the Arabians,

(Lawsonia inermis, Linn.) a plant re-

sembling privet, with clustering, whitish,

and fragrant flowers. Cant. 1:14 ^iroJM

-icbrr a cluster of alhenna. Plur. pnra

Cant. 4:13. Comp. O. Celsii Hierobot.

T. I. p. 222. Odmann's verm. Samm-

lungen aus der Naturkunde, Heft. 1.

cap. 7.

QV^SjJ) plur. masc. verbal from ics,

atonement, expiation. Ex. 29 : 36. 30 :

10, 16. Dnearr ci the day ofatonement,
Lev. 23 : 27; 25 : 9.

rHQi) f. verbal from "C3, the cover or
V ~

lid of the ark of the covenant, Ex. 25 :

17ff.30:6. 31:7. nysanm the place

of the ark of the covenant, i. e. the most

holy place, 1 Chr. 28:11. Sept. incor-

rectly ixctcrrvieiov, from the signif. of the

root to expiate; Vulg. propitiatorium ;

Luth. Gnadenstuhl; C. V. mercy-seat.

55 prob. i. q. teas = Arab.
i

to cover, to cover over, e. g. with earth ;

conj. IV. idem. Lam. 3 : 16 noi WEpri
he hath covered me with ashes.

HD3 Chald. to bind, fetter. Pret.

Peil, Dan. 3 : 21. Pa. idem. 3 : 20, 23,

24.

I. "TiJnQi) m. plur. Dn'nss dec. I.
:
- A ' -

1. an ornament on the golden candle-

stick, a knob or protuberance. Ex. 25 :

31,33, 34 ff. 37:17ff. Sept.^cc^ar^.
Vulg. sphcerulce. Josephus, (Antiq. in.

6. 7. pomegranate. (Comp. in Syr.
* V

^aos balaustium (malogranati;) A.as

folliculos aut globulos emisit ; and

Jhas capsula lini.)

2. the knob or the capital ofa pillar,

perhaps in the form of a pomegranate
or its flower. Am. 9:1. Zeph. 2 : 14.

II. -|iriD2) Jer. 47 : 4. Am. 9 : 7.

and plur. onhra Gen. 10:14. Deut. 2 :

23. name of a country and people,
whence the Philistines are said to have

originated. The Caphtorim, according
to the passages above referred to, came

originally from Egypt, and settled in

Caphtor, whence again a colony went

to the southern parts of Canaan, and

called themselves D>mftB. (For the ex-

planation of Gen. 10:14, see Vater in

loc.) Most of the ancient versions have

rendered the word Cappadocia ; but

the appellation M Jer. 47 : 4, shews that
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country. More probably Cyprus, though

the evidence from ancient writers in its

favour is small, (see, however, Theodore!

on Jer. 47 : 4. and Is. 9 : 12.) or Crete,

in support of which we may refer to

the name TPO a Philistine, (q. v.) J. D.

Michaelis Spicileg. Geogr. Hebr. exter.

T. I. p. 292308. Supplem. p. 1338.

I. 13, m. plur. rrv, dec. II. d.

1. a'pasture. Is. 30 : 23. Ps. 65 : 14.

)sn 0^5 itiib the pastures are clothed

withflocks.

2. a pasture lamb, afat lamb; often

mentioned with rams and he-goats,

Deut. 32 : 14. Is. 34 : 6. Ezek. 39 : 18.

which passages shew that the meaning
a ram, which is adopted by some, is

not correct. That it means a.fat lamb

is evident from the context of the same

passages, and also from Am. 6 : 4.

1 Sam. 15 : 9. 2 K. 3 : 4. Ps. 37 : 20.

Jer. 51 : 40. Vulg. agnus ; Syr. sagi-

natus ; Chald. o^vpinguis. Is. 16 : 1

ywn teio -o inb send ye the (tribute)

lambs to the prince of the land. (Nei-
ther of these two significations is found

in the kindred dialects. Among the

loniane, however, the words K^ tcci^c*,,

x,etfa xoivo$ denote a sheep, a pasture.

See Bocharti Hieroz. T. I. p. 429.)

3. ens Ezek. 4 : 2. 21 : 27. [22.] bat-

tering rams, arietes. (The Arab. 1*^X3

signifies, 1. aries ; 2. aries ferreus, ma-

china bellica.) It may also be derived

from rra to bore through, (Ps. 40 : 7.)

to penetrate; as if from a singular rro.

II. 13, in the phrase bran -Q Gen.

31 : 34. a camel's saddle, a cameVs tent,

a small tent, which is fastened on the

back of a camel, and in which the wo-
S - S'

men usually sit. (Arab. .J$ and J'.J

See Jahn's Bibl. Archaol. Th. 1. B. 1.

p. 287. Hartmann's Hebraerin, Th. 2.

p. 397.

13 m. dec. I. a measure for both li-

quid and dry things. 1 K. 5 : 2, 25. [4 :

22. 5:11.] Ezek. 45 : 14. i. q. i^n,

consequently containing 10 ephahs or

10 baths, (In Aram. Tfc, )JQ3 i. q.

Heb. -ran.) In Hellenistic Greek the

name K6^og has been retained.

&O5 Chald. to be grieved. Ithpe.

Dan. 7 : 15 vm nnarw doluit animus

meus.

7313 a quadriliteral, to gird, to put

on, to clothe, i. q. Aram, br>, with epen-
thetic -i. Pass,

ba-rcp clothed, 1 Chr. 15 :

27. Hence

t^S^LllD f. Chald. a mantle, cloak.
T : :- 1

Dan. 3: 21.

I. 7113 to dig, (as in Chald. and

Arab.) eVg. a well, Gen. 26 : 25. a pit,

Ps. 7 : 16. 57 : 7. Hence metaphori-

cally of plotting, laying snares, Prov.

16 : 27 nsn rns bspba t3 the wicked man

plotteth evil. Ps. 40 : 7 b pna c;:w thou

hast bored or opened the ears for me,

i. e. (thus) hast thou revealed to me.

Comp. nba. Deriv, rrotp.

II. H13 to buy. Deut. 2 : 6. Hos.

3:2. In Arab. } conj. I. III. IV. to

rent, to hire.)

III. H13 to give a feast, to prepare

a banquet.\ K. 6 : 23. Job 40 : 30 [41 :

6] nnan v)2 TQ\ interrogatively, shall the

companions feast over him? that is,

after his capture. The interpretation,

however, which admits of the most

philological proof, is the following, they

hire magicians against him ; compare

JLS } to hire against any one, (see

no. II.) and see isrr.

H13 f. 1. a feast, banquet. 2 K. G :

23. See rro no. III.

2. Zepli. 2 : G c^ rrtna rfa of difficult

interpretation, usually rendered pens
which the shepherds have dug, as if

from rna no. I. or else pastures, as if

i. q. D^a.

3-^13, plur. Dare. dec. I. the cherub,.71 ' i'

a poetical being, in the writings of the

ancient Hebrews, whose form was com-

pounded of that of a man, an ox, a lion,

and an eagle, the well known symbols
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which Elijah dwelt. Only 1 K. 17 : 3, 5.

fiVPl? ^d riJTl? f. verbal from

ITS, dec. I. a divorce. nrro TED Deut.

24 : 1, 3. Is. 50 : 1. D'pnna ^p Jer. 3 : 8.

a bill of divorce.

1312) m. with suff.
13373

dec. VIII. e.

Ex. 27 : 5. 38 : 4. on enclosure, border,

ledge, about the middle of the altar,

and above the brazen grate, perhaps to

catch things falling from the altar. (In

Syr. and Chald.
y\z>

to surround, en-

close, intrench. The quadriliteral is

formed by combining this root with sna

i. q. Arab. ^( arctius constrinxit, or

the s is joined on without any special

signification.)

Q315 m - cnrcuma, yellow root, In-

dian saffron. Cant. 4:14. Sept. X^QKO?.

(Chald. can's, wpa-yQ saffron ; era to co-

TO (

of might and power, Ezek. 1 : 10. comp.
Rev. 4 : 6, 7. They first appear as the

keepers of Paradise, after man was
driven out, Gen. 3 : 24. then usually as

the supporters of the throne of Jehovah,
or rather as the bearers of his moving
throne, hence Ps. 18 : 11. 2 Sam. 22: 11

rpll
svvs by

sa~y;i
he rode on the cherubim

and did fly. Ps. 8 : 2 D'jron axpi thou

who sittest or art enthroned on the che-

rubim. I Sam. 4 : 4. 2 Sam. 6:2. In

conformity with this idea, two cherubim

were made upon the cover of the ark

of the covenant in the holy of holies, and

between the wings of these cherubim

the Deity was considered as enthroned,
Ex. 25 : 18ff. 1 K. 6 : 23. In as much as

they are frequently mentioned in con-

nexion with thunder and lightning, they
have been compared with the equi to-

nantes of Jupiter, but the similitude in

such comparisons must not be pressed faur with saffront Arab. J< idem.)
too far. (The most probable among _., , , V.1

the many derivations of this word which
have been proposed, is that from the Syr.

polens, magnus, fortis.)

m. Chald.a herald. Emph.fre> ^V' a celebrated d 8tronS

situated on the east side of the Eu-

phrates, at the mouth of the Chaboras.

See J.D. Michaelis Supplem. p. 1352.

JTI1313 f. according to the Jewish

commentators, camels, dromedaries. Is.

66 : 20. Root ia-\a saltavit 2 Sam. 6 :

14. comp. in Arab, s (* camelus stre-

nuus, ^< vehementer cucurrit, sal-

tavit, spoken particularly of camels.

See Bocharti Hieroz. T. I. p. 90.

013 m. (fern. Is. 27 : 2, 3.) prim,
dec. VI. a. a vineyard. Ex. 22 : 4. Deut.
20 : 6. 28 : 30. m cpr

an olive-yard,

Judg. 15 : 5. Job 24 : 18 nwa ^n n?D tfb

they turn themselves not to the vineyards,
i. e. to cultivated regions where men

S <jS O '

10:9. Jer.46:2.2Chr.

35 : 20. a
-city on the Euphrates ;

most

probably Cir-cesium, Cercusium, Arab.
z *,'

Luwju j') a celebrated

Dan. 3 : 4. (Syr. |}Ojs.) From

t!3 to cry outpublicly, to makepro-
clamation. Aph. idem. Dan. 5 : 29.

V^lJ found only 2 K. 11 : 4, 19 nan

^jSRfo
a designation of the body-guard

under the later kings, corresponding to

the nto >rna under King David ; comp.
2 Sam. 20 : 23, where Tibsrn nan stands

in the Kethib, and 'man 'in the Keri.
The latter appears to be the more easy
reading, but of the same import with
the former. For na may be derived
from rna no. I. to bore through, and de-

note a headsman, executioner, i. q. rna.

Others interpret the word Carians, i. e.

Carian soldiers in the service of the Is-

raelitish kings. Others, after the Sy-
riac version, runners, as if from Arab.

] velox fait jumentum, vehementer

cucurrit ; (see nroia.)

")5 proper name of a brook by

dwell. (Arab. *< idem
y
.< a plea-

sant, fruitful land
generally.) Hence

013 m. denom. from cna, dec. VII.

n. a vine dresser. Joel 1:11. Is. 61 : 5.
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E"^ m. in later Hebrew, i. q.

'3tj rbnn, (q. v.) the crimson colour,

(taken from the kermes or turtle-insect,

coccus ilicis, Linn.) also crimson cloth.

2 Chr. 2 : 6, 13. 3 : 14. Most probably

of Persian origin, namely, from JU^
a red colour taken from insects, com-

pounded of . X" a worm, and
(J] shining

red; comp. vermeil from vermiculus.

I. v?2"^3 m. with suff. iVms. dec.

1. a fruitfulfield, afinely cultivated

country, a quadriliteral etymologically
connected with c^, often in opposition
to nrra. Is.10 : 18. 16 : 10. 29 :17. 32 : 15,

16. Jer. 2:7. 2 K. 19 : 23 tera -^ the

forest ofhisfruitfulfield, i. e. his forest

which terminates in a fruitful field.

2. Lev. 23 : 14. 2 K. 4 : 42. more

fully bo"Q tfna Lev. 2 : 14. according to

the ancient versions, pounded or bruised

kernels or ears. The derivation of this

sense, or its connexion with the pre-

ceding, is not certain. The Jewish

lexicographers render it green ears,

which does not suit the passages.
3. proper name of a fruitful promon-

tory on the Mediterranean Sea, on the

southern boundary of the tribe of Asher.

Josh. 19 : 26. 1 K. 18 : 19 ff. Is. 33 : 9.

Relandi Palaestina, p. 327. Cant. 7 : 6

T-< T^"1 thy head
(is) as Carmel,

i. e. as thickly covered with hair, as

Carmel with foliage. (Hair and foliage
are often compared together by poets.)
Others make to-o here i.q. brna crimson,
but without reason.

4. a city on the west of the Dead
Sea, situated on a height, Josh. 15 : 55.

1 Sam. 25 : 5. now called El Kirmel,
a lime-stone mountain. See Relandi

Palsestina, p. 695. Seetzen in Zach's

monatl. Correspondenz, B. 17. p. 134.

Note. The gentile noun is 7015 1 Sam.
30 : 5. 2 Sam. 23 : 35. fern. rV-f 1 Sam.
27 : 3. a Carmelite, a Carmelitess.

Np"^5 Chald. a seat, throne, i. q.

Heb. NED. Dan. 5 : 20. With suff. rrro

7 : 9. Plur. <ID-Q 7 : 9.

QDTD found only Ps. 80 : 14. to lay

waste, to root up ; spoken of a boar.

(Arab.^ to eat up, to gnaw inpieces;

Chald. Deng to eat off. It is derived from

the simple cc3, either by inserting i, or

by combining it with the kindred DID,

in Syr. prcescidit.)

JH3 to bend or let ones self down,

usually with the addition owa by on the

knees. Judg 7 : 5, 6. 1 K. 8 : 54. 2 K.

1 : 13. Ezra 9 : 5. Also tra-a ire the

knees bend or bow, Is. 45 : 23. Job 4 : 4.

This verb is used (1.) to express reve-

rence to a prince or to the Deity, and

then frequently joined with rprrntfrr. Ps.

95 : 6. Construed with b of the person,
Is. 45 : 23

Tp?v~b|
yvn ^ ^\for to me every

knee shall bow. Also with >aDb, Ps. 22 :

30. 72 : 9. It sometimes denotes entire

prostration, 2 Chr. 7 : 3 r^n D^E tt-w

and they bowed down with their faces
to the ground. (2.) to express a sinking
down on the knees from weakness, pre-
vious to falling. Job 4 : 4 nianb pwa the

sinking knees. Ps. 20 : 9 }bc:i irra they
sink andfall. 2 K. 9 : 24 he sunk down
in his chariot. Judg. 5 : 27. Also for

repose, Gen. 49 : 9 yin ro he bends and
lies down. (3.) to express the posture
of a woman in travail. 1 Sam. 4 : 19.

comp. Job 39 : 4, where the same is

spoken of the wild goats. (In Ethiopia
the women bring forth in a kneeling

posture.) (4.) rrc Vs> yi3 to bend down
on a woman, comprimere fceminam.
Job 31 : 10. Comp.incurvare, Martial,

xi. 44. inclinare Juvenal, ix. 26. x. 224.

Hiph. 1. to cast down (an enemy).
Ps. 17:13. 18:40. 78:31.

2. to bend down, (with sorrow).

Judg. 11:35.

Q^"VD dual fern, the legs, Lev. 1:13.

Am. 3:12. the legs of a locust, with

which he leaps, Lev. 11 : 21.

DQHB^ne white linen oT cotton cloth.

Est. 1 : 6. (In Arab, and Pers. .yj
and , ^L) J'; whence x.dpTca.o-o^, carbasus3

a species of fine flax which the classics
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speak of as brought from India and the with

east. Celsii Hierobot. T. II. p. 157.

The word is said to exist also in the

Sanscrit language.)

"1125 found only in Pilp. 1313 to dance,

2 Sam. 6 : 14, 16. i.q. TJJH in the parallel

passage 1 Chr. 15 : 29. See under rfroTS.

fcn2) found only Jer. 51 : 34. the bel-
*. O 7

ly. (In Aram. ^ts j l^t ^ **Dn3 i.q.

TO)
itf^JJ a proper name, Cyrus, king of

Persia. Ezra 1 : 1, 7, 8. Is. 44 : 28. 45 :

1. 2 Chr. 36 : 22, 23. Dan. 1: 21. 6 :

29. 10 : 1. The Greeks uniformly in-

terpret it the sun, and correctly ; comp.
G ~> G c

the Pers. -i. (kJwr) and Jo^.^i-
>/V ' -/>

(khorshid) the sun. The Hebrew form

is either a contraction of khorshid, or

else >fc/j0r with a servile IB annexed, as

perhaps in
itfv'Tj Darius.

rYTD fut. niy.

1. to cw, to cw o^f; e. g. a part of a

garment, 1 Sam. 24 : 5, 12. a branch of

a tree, Num. 13 : 23, 24. the prepuce,
Ex. 4 : 25. Hence rms Lev. 22 : 24. and

rttBtf nva Deut 23 : 2. abscissus quoad
veretrurn.

2. to chop off, to hew down ; e. g. the

head, 1 Sam. 5 : 4. wood in a forest,

Deut. 19 : 5. o^ri vyp hewers ofwood,
2 Chr. 2 : 10. Applied to the cutting
down of images, Ex. 34 : 13. Judg. 6 :

25, 26, 30.

3. to root out, to destroy, (as men.)
Jer. 11 : 19. See Niph. and Hiph.

4. nna nns to make an agreement, or

covenant, to strike a league* like O^KM
Tipvuv, icere fcedus, a phraseology de-

rived from the custom of slaughtering
and dividing asunder the victims, on

occasion of making a covenant, (comp.
Gen. 15 : 10. Jer. 34 : 18, 19. So mrfii
a libation, also a covenant, whence

spondere, sponsio.) It is usually con-

strued with c? and n (n,) with any
one, Gen. 15 : 18. Ex. 24 : 8. but in

cases where on one side a condition is

made or assented to, it is construed

HP, now

rro
Josh. 9 : 6 nna

make a covenant with us, i. e. give us

peace, lay upon us the conditions of

peace. Verse 7 ff. 1 Sam. 11 : 1, 2. Ex.

23:32. 34:12,15. Deut. 7 : 2. Job

31:1 wb rn3 nna / had made a covenant

with my eyes, i. e. I had imposed a law

upon them ; comp. 2 Sam. 5:3.1 Chr.

11:3. Hence spoken of Jehovah's

making a covenant with men, 2 Chr.

21:7. Is. 55:3. 61:8. Jer. 32 : 40.

Ezra 10 : 3 *sirrb irrftnV rna'rroa nri

D'tprb and now let us vow to our God
to put away all our wives. In all these

constructions nna is sometimes omitted ;

as 1 Sam. 20 : 16. 22 : 8. 2 Chr. 7 : 18.

Is. 57 : 8 crro ^Tflarn etfcedere conjunx-
isti tibi (quosdam) ex Us. Vu]g.fccdut

pepigisti cum eis. Instead of nna we
find rra a covenant, Neh. 10 : 1. and

OT, Hag! 2 : 5. (comp. Ps. 105 : 9.)

Niph. 1. pass, of Kal no. 2. Job 14 :

7. Is. 55:13.

2. to be separated, to separate itself.

Josh. 3:13 JVYJ3? frvn 'o then the waters

ofJordan separated themselves. 4 : 7.

3. to be banished. Zech. 14 : 2. Comp.
nnns a divorce.

4. to be consumed. Num. 11:33 the

flesh was yet between their teeth, rr&\ DTD

(and) not yet consumed.

5. to be rooted out, to be destroyed.

Gen. 9:11. Ps. 37 : 9. Prov. 2:22.

10:31. So in the formula of the Mo-
saic law ITQSP N^nn tcD!.!} rrrro: that soul

shall be destroyedfrom its people, Gen.

17 : 14. Lev. 7 : 20, 21. or ton&ro from
Israel, Ex. 12:15. Num. 19: 13.

ijirra

^l^ifrom the midst of the congregation,

Num. 19 : 20. &nto n-ron from the con-

gregation of Israel, Ex. 12 : 19. also

simply rraa it shall be destroyed, Lev.

17:14. 20 : 17. This formula denotes

capital punishment generally, without

defining the mode ; see Ex. 31 : 14.

comp. 35 : 2. and Num. 15 : 32.

6. to perish generally, i. q. nix ; e. g.

as a land, perire (fame), Gen. 41 : 36.

as a hope, to be frustrated, Prov. 24 : 14

m;n tf?
irnprn

and thy hope shall not be

frustrated} (comp. -w Job 8 : 13.) 1 K.



^

}? foundTJanly in the phrase
~ ~ / AV- , ^ , ^ , ~ _

'Ptern \-ren 2

23. /leadsmen and rum

body guard of Davic

is here prob. i. q.

executioner, (from rns

member of the body guard,^it
well known that capital punishments in

the east are executed by the body guard,
or by their chief. (See OTT^I.) Comp.
1 K. 2 : 25, 34, 46. with Dan. 2 : 14.

Some interpret the word Philistine,

(after no. II.) but this meaning is im-

probable, (1.) because David would

hardly have employed this hated nation

in so important a service ; and (2.) be-

cause the analogy of the word \^B re-

quires that it should be an appellative.

II. ^rn? m. a gentile noun, i.q.TWfe

ft Philistine, or perhaps an inhabitant

of only the southern and maritime parts

of Philistia. 1 Sam 30 : 14. Ezek. 25 :

[
H6. Zeph. 2:5. The Sep^and the

^/Syriac^versioji
render it a CretajT^iifd

' this has led, nofwTtliout reason, to the

supposition that the Cherethites were

descendants of the Cretans, and that

incs Caphtor is Crete itself. According
to an account in Stephanus Byzantinus,

(under the art. Gaza,) the Cretans under

Minos undertook an expedition to Gaza,

rro ( 287 )

2 : 4 ?ncr NT? Vro TM
^? rn^ sV there shall

not perish or fail to thee a man on the

throne ofIsrael. 8 : 25. 9 : 5. Is. 48 :19.

Jer. 33 : 17, 18. 35 : 19. Josh. 9 : 23

TOT GST? rny. b tliere shall notfail among
you a servant, i. e. ye shall be bond-

men for ever.

Hiph. 1. i. q. Kal no. 3. to root out,

to destroy ; as individual persons, Lev.

17 : 10. nations, Josh. 23 : 4. Zeph. 3 :

6. Ezek. 25 : 7. instruments of idolatry,

Lev. 26 : 30.

2. to separate, withdraw. 1 Sam. 20 :

15 qViy 17 rra DSO sjron
nsi rnpn tfti owe?

Mow s^.## 7Z0 withdraw thy kindness

from my housefor ever.

Hoph. rran pass. Joel 1 : 9.

rVirVJ? fem. plur. verbal from rrg,

hewn timber. 1 K. 6 : 36. 7 : 12.

I.

where there exists a temple of Jupiter

Cretensis, called Manias. This may
be a historical vestige of the emigration
of the Philistines from Caphtor or Crete.

Others derive the name from rn* to

banish Zech. 14:2. hence i. q.

"

7J m. ana H2IZ73 t. by transpo-
v T :

J

sition, i. q. ens a lamb. Gen. 30 : 32,

33, 35. Lev. 3:7. 5:6.

"Ttp5 Proper name of the son of Na-

hor and nephew of Abraham. Gen. 22 :

22. It is not improbable, that he is

here referred to as the progenitor or

founder of the nation of the c^rca Chal-

deans.

tD^tpS plur. a gentile noun.

1. the Chaldeans, i.e. the inhabitants

of Babylon and Babylonia, being often

parallel with "m >ra\ Is. 43 : 14. 48 : 14,

20. Jer 21 : 9.' 32 : 4, 24, 25, 28, 29.

Ezek. 23 : 1 4, 23. Hab. 1 :61 1. yw
DW3 Chaldea, Jer. 24:5. 25 : 12. Ezek.

12:13. Is. 23 : 13. also simply cnte f.

Jer. 50 : 10. 51 : 24, 35. rrcnfc? to Chal-

dea, Ezek, 16 : 29. 23 : 16/In its widest

sense it included Mesopotamia, hence

cvrta yw Ezek. 1 : 3, spoken of the coun-

try on the Chaboras, and rrc^to 11 : 24.

So cms -TO* Gen. 11 : 28/ Ur of the

Chaldees, i. e. Ur in Mesopotamia. In

their irruptions into Palestine, they
came from the north, (Jer. 1:14. 4:6.

6 : 1.) by Hemath and Riblah, the usual

route from Babylon, Ezek. 26 : 7. Jer.

39 : 5. 52 : 9. In opposition to the

hypothesis of Michaelis and Schlozer

that the Chaldeans were a northern

people of perhaps Sclavonic origin, and

different from theShemitishBabylonians,
see Adelung'sMithridat, Th. l.p. 314ff.

RosenmiilleronHab. 1 :6.andGesenius'

greater Lexicon, p. 489.

2. as Chaldea was the country where

astrology eminently flourished, an astro-

loger, a Magian, as the word Chal-

dcRus is used in the classic writers,

Dan. 2 : 2, 4.

^TOlD, plur. N^to, Chald.



1. a Chaldean. Dan. 3 : 8.

2. an astrologer. Dan. 2 : 10. 4:4.

[4:7.]

found only Deut. 32 : 15. i. q.

nps, but, like the Arab. Lo (which
otherwise corresponds to ros) conj.VIII.

specially to be covered withfat. So the

Hebrew commentators ; and 3 MSS.
read rrE>. Comp. Job 15 : 27.

v^jj) m. an axe, hatchet, from tofe,

in Piefto/e//. Ps. 74 : 6. (In Chald.

idem, Jer. 46 : 22 Targ.)

v$3, fut.
t

fncf3\ once Prov. 4 : 16

Kethib, (elsewhere the fut. of Niphil is

used.)
1. to shake, totter, to be weak, feeble.

Ps. 109 : 24 Dixo iVtcs wa my knees totter

from fasting; comp. Is 35 : 3. Neh. 4 :

4. [10.] tofe feeble, tottering, Is. 5 : 27.

2. to stumble, to trip in walking. Ps.

27 : 2 ^ai itoto rron they stumble andfall.
la. 31: 3.' 59:14. Jer. 50 : 32. Con-

strued with a on any thing, Lev. 26 : 37.

Nah. 3 : 3. To fall, sink, generally, Is.

3 : 8. Hos. 4:5.

Niph. Voaa, fut. Vos: (this tense is

wanting in Kal,) i. q. Kal.

1. to totter. 1 Sam. 2 : 4 n^aa Me

tottering.

2. to stam&fe, to /a//. Prov. 4:12.
Jer. 31:9. Figuratively to fo rendered

unhappy, Ezek. 33 : 12.

Pi. Ezek. 36 : 14 Kethib, and Hiph.
1. to cause to totter, to make feeble.

Lam. 1 : 14.

2. to cause to stumble orfall. 2 Chi-.

25 : 8. 28 : 23. Jer. 18 : 19. In a moral

sense, to cause to err, to seduce, Mai.

2:8.

Deriv. out of course to

m. verbal from V^,

Prov. 16 : 18.

P|U)3 in Kal not used. In Syr. Ethpa.

to pray, to make a prayer, to perform
divine worship; as in Acts 4 : 32. 13 : 1.

(for the Greek ^trov^tTv.) Phil. 1 : 4

(for &j<nv 7To<e<v.) This, like many other

sacred words of the Syrians, see

288 ) nro

brs, I;D, cog,) is restricted by the He-
brews to idolatrous services. Hence

Pi.
F|ti?3

to practise magic, (liter, to

pronounce or mutter over magic spells.)

2 Chr. 33 : 6. Part. fprprp magician,
Ex. 7:11. Deut. 18 : 10. Dan. 2 : 2.

Mai. 3 : 5. Fern, nct^o a sorceress, Ex.

22 : ] 8. Sept. <pat^ecx.og,
and the verb

<p<z(>fAxxivt<rQoii ; Vulg. maleficus, male-

fids artibus inservire.

f]tp5 m> verbal from
rppa,

dec. VI.

magic. Nah. 3 : 4.

3 m. verbal from
fjtfp

dec. I.

Jer. 27 : 9.magician.

"^??3, fut. -rajy. 1. to e right, proper,

suitable. Est. 8 : 5
Tj'rcrr >:c? ii^jn

-wcbi

awdf Me Mm*/ s^a// seem right before the

king. (So in Chald.)
2. to be happy, to prosper. (In Syr.

idem.) Ecc. 11:6.

Hiph. to #z't?e success. Ecc. 10 : 10.

Tiltt?3 m. verbal from 1^3.

1. success, prosperity, happy course.

Ecc. 2 121. 4:4. See mtfte.

i, advantage. Ecc. 5:10. (Syr.

in both senses.)

fut. any.

1. to write ; construed with on

anything, Deut. 6:9. 11 : 20. with to,

Jer. 36 : 2. Ezek. 2 : 10. with a, Neh.

7:5. 8 : 14. 13 : 1. with an accus. Is.

44 : 5 nirrt Vr nro1

.
he writes on his hand,

I am Jehovah's ; comp. Ex. 32 : 15.

Ezek. 2 : 10. and Rev. 13 : 16. (But
Gesenius in his lesaia, Leip.1821. ren-

ders Is. 44 : 5 thus : he writes with his

hand, I am Jehovah's.) 'c ^ IED anj

to write a letter to any one, 2 Sam. 1 1 :

44. with br, 2 Chr. 30 : 1. te an$ to pre-
scribe to any one, 2 K. 22 : 13. Ps. 40 : 8

alsd with ty, Est. 9:23. and with
J,.

Prov. 22 : 20. Hos. 8 : 12. Ezra 4 : 7

rrpTN aira writte?i in the Aramean cha-

racter, as distinguished from the lan-

guage.

2. to describe, write down. Num. 33 :

2. Judg. 8 : 14. Josh. 18 : 4, 6, 8. Ps.

87 : 6 r?iy$ iin32 niro) rrirp Jehovah reckons,
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in. writing down Hie people. Is. 4 : 3

rrTO nrarr 1

:? crcru one that is written

among the living; comp. Jer. 22 : 30.

Ps. 69 : 29.

3. to write, ordain, resolve. Is. 65 : 6.

Job 13: 26.

\ipli. pass. Est. 1 : 19. 2 : 28.

Pi. i. q. Kal. Once Is. 10:1.

Deriv. out of course 3rao.

nn!p m. (with Kamets impure,) ver-

bal from 3ra, dec. I. found only in later

Hebrew.
1. a u-riting. Est. 3 : 14. 8 : 8. mri'ira

the loriting of the edict, Est. 4 : 8.

2 Chr. 2 : 10 iron tarin and he answered

in writing.

2. a book. Dan. 10:21. Especially
a catalogue, Ezek. 13 : 9. Ezra 2 : 62.

Neh. 7 : 64.

HI? m. Chald.

1. a writing. Dan. 5 : 8, 15, 16, 24.

2. a precept, prescription. Ezra 6 :

18. 7 : 22 3ro sb i without prescription,

i. e. without limitation, as much as was

necessary.

Unp Chald. to write. Dan. 5:5. 6
'

26.7:1.

rQJljD f. verbal from 3n|, a writing,

marking. Lev. 19 : 28. See y^.

D^rD and D^ri3 plur. the Chittim,

the name of a western people, Gen. 10 :

4. Dan. 11 : 30. Ezek. 27 : 6. which in

a wider sense may have been sometimes

used for western people or the west ge-

nenerally, (synonymous with tr^,) as

the Roman poets used India, Syria for

the east generally. Num. 24: 24. Is.

23:12. Jer. 2:10. What particular

part of the west was primarily and

strictly designated by this word has

been disputed. According to the Vulg.

Italy; according to Josephus, (Antiq.
i. 7. 1.) Cyprus; according to others,

Macedonia or the north of Greece. For

the latter X"m<f, is evidently taken

1 Mac. 1 : 1. and Kinxtot 8 : 5. and per-

haps the word is so used in Dan. 11 :

30. Comp. Bocharti Phaleg. p. 137.

J. D. Michaelis Spicileg. T. 1. p. 103 ff.

49 ) aro

Supplem. p. 1377ff. also Gesenius on

Is. 23 : 1, where he advocates the opi-

nion of Josephus.

JTJ12) m. verbal from nra, beaten oil.

Ex. 27 :

T

20. 29 : 40. Lev. 24 : 2. which,

as R. Salomo affirms, was obtained not

from the press, but by bruising the

olives with a pestle in a mortar, by
which means only the purest and best

oil was extracted.

7rVD m. dec.VI. p. a wall. Cant. 2 : 9.

7JH? Chald. idem. Dan. 5 : 5. Plur.

Nbra, (like 133, MJJM,) Ezra 5 : 8.

DTl!D in Kal not used; to be 'soiled,

stained, spotted. (Syr. Pa. ^oo to

soil; Ethpa. to be dirty, black, spotted.)

Niph. Jer. 2 : 22.

O.H5 m. gold, i. q. 3nj,
but used only

in poetry. Job 28 : 16, 19. 31 : 24. Prov.

25:12." Ps. 45: 10. Dan. 10: 5. Cant.

5:11. Michaelis (Supplem. p. 1381.)

supposes, that era denoted particularly
to have dark yellow spots, in support of

which he refers to the Arab.

cum quid valde flavum est; hence he

explains era yellow (gold). Others de-

rive it from the Arab, /i/ to conceal,

absconditum, pretiosum.

Perhaps, however, like the other names
of metals, it is a primitive.

rOJHp f- and rC/H? f. dec. XIII. c.

an under garment, close coat, %iTav,
tunica. Gen. 37 : 3 if. Ex. 28 : 4, 39.

This garment, which was used also by
women, (2 Sara. 13 : 18. Cant. 5 : 3.)
was worn next to the skin, had sleeves,

and usually reached down to the knees.

For the women it was longer. (Arab.G$^
'j linen, linen cloth;

jrra, Syr. idem; comp. Arab.

cotton, cotton cloth. Out of

this substance the garment was made,
and hence acquired its name. From
the east the Greeks obtained their word

Plur. ni:ra Ex. 28: 40. 29:8,

p P
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Ex. Prov. 14 : 18 nrj WP& oww the prudent
are crowned with knowledge.

II, 1H2) Pi. to wait, construed with

b. Job 36 :2. (as in Aram.)

irVD m. verbal from via no. I.

crown or diadem of the Persian king,
Est. 6:8. or of the queen, Est. 1:11.

By the Greeks it was called

/}f<f, Curt. in. 3.

f. plur. nrre, verbal from ins,

40:14. const. ni:n3 Gen. 3 : 21.

39 : 27.

r]Jl3
f const,

rjns,
dec. V. c.

1. the shoulder. (A double member,
and of fern. gen. different from nrnij

masc. q. v.) Is. 49 : 22. Neh. 9 : 29 ^zrn

rrrp Fp3 and they shewed a rebellious

shoulder i.e. they shewed themselves 2-17
rebellious; comp. Zech. 7:11.

2. applied to things without life, a

side; e. g. of a building, 1 K. 6 : 8. 7 : VTTT ,

on c ^i XT 0*11 f - dec. XIII. k. the chapiter of a pillar.39. of the sea, Num. 34:11. of a city , ^ lfi ff 9 r , A. IO
/. |

. , xi jv. / . 10 n. /c v_/nr. 4* 1<.
or country, (in a geographical sense,)
Josh. 15 : 8, 10, 1 1. 18 : 12 ff. Is. 1 1 : 14 ^1 to Pound or bruise

> (
m a m01'-

D'm)?s p]rs
Me szWe or country of the tar-) Proy- 27 : 22. In Aram, more

Philistines. Better under no.l. see frequent. Deriv. tfroo.

Gesen. on Is. 11: 14. AH^? fut. ra. I. to hammer, beat,

Plur. niBTQ f. const, nicns, with sufF. forge. Joel 4:; 10. [3:10.] ninj contu-

sus (testiculos^) a kind of castration,

1. szV/es. nrisn ntonp latera portce, the Lev. 22 : 24.

space 6?/ Me side of the door, Ezek. 41 : 2. to 6rea m pieces, e. g. a vessel. Is.

30 : 14. Figuratively to scatter an enemy,

shoulder-pieces (of the high-
Ps - y9 : 24 - (

u
9"

2,26.

2.

priest's ephod). Ex. 28 : 7, 12. 39:4,
7,18,20.

3. the shoulder of the axle-tree. 1 K.
7 : 30, 34.

I. "^i"13 in Kal not used.

Pi. nra i. q. Kal no. 1. Is. 2 : 4. no. 2.

2K.18~:4. 2Chr. 34:7.

Pu. to be destroyed. 2 Chr. 15 : 6 na-

tion was destroyed of nation, and city

of city, descriptive of a state of anarchy.

Hiph. fut. vs^j, to scatter or beat down
Pi. to surround, especially in a hos-

(an enemy). Num. 14 : 45. Deut. 1 : 44.

tile manner. Judg. 20 : 43. Ps. 22:13. Hoph . fut . ^ to be broken down^

Hiph. idem. Hab. 1:4. Also in a destroyed; spoken of images, Mic. 1 : 7.

good sense, with a, Ps. 142 : 8. Intrans. of persons, Job 4 : 20. Jer. 46 : 5.

to be surrounded or crowned, (see ins,) Deriv. irra, nroo.

*7E)7 Lamed is the twelfth letter of

the alphabet, and as a numerical sign

denotes 30. The name signifies perhaps
i. q. iobp an ox-goad, and has reference

to its form.

This letter is commuted, as in Greek,
with the other semi-vowels, (1.) With

:, as ynb and ym to press ; rrnp Chald.

ll)? Nrft a sheath; nssft and rrat}: a cell
t

chamber; npspe, %|/<AT^, 4*Xfgfy;
comp. the Doric 5jv0ov, /3svT<o, for jjAdov,

fiihrtov. (2.) With i, especially in Ara-

mean, and in the comparison of Hebrew

with Aramean, as ^ for i> behold;

j
Is. 13:22. i. q. niao-w palaces;

>MW, Chald. yin ; niiy? and niSra

^Ae zodiac; nmnti chains, Chald. and
S>s<^ '

Arab. nJttJVtf, ^LJi^j, Ethiop. and mo-

dern Arab. to:rc; comp. x.iotvo$ and

xhi'tsavoi; an oven; Ae/^*ov
and liliujn.

Hence there is a paronomasia in the

words ro^b and tfcn Mich. 1 : 13 . (3.) Rarely
S^x ^

with o, as rAifo Arab. ^US^T"" *CM//.

V a prefix preposition, i. q. !?M, of
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which it is probably a contraction; (in

poetry also vaV, q. v.)

1. most frequently a sign of the da-

tive case. But more rarely

2. it serves to form a periphrasis for

the LMMiitive. as 1 Sam. 14:16 rw^b D'CJn

thr u'tifchmcH of Sairl, liter, which be-

longed to Saul. (Comp. b -rr p. 60.)

Used thus in marking dates, Ezek. 1 : 2

crrrb rrctarra on the fifth (day) of the

month. 40:1. Dan. 2:1. in naming

authors, (called Lamed auctoris, and

found also in Arabic,) Hab. 3 : 1 rvrcn

the prayer of Habahkuk; -risra

TIT? the psalm of David, before the

material, Lev. 13:48. Ezra 1:11. Ps.

12:7.

3. It is found in the later writings

likewise before the nominative and ac-

cusative ; (1.) before the nomin. 1 Chr.

3 : 2 DibtiiNb 'cbt?rr the third (was) Ab-

salom ; in the parallel passage 2 Sam.

3 : 3, simply oV??a *$r&\. 1 Chr. 7:1.

24:20, 21. 2 Chr*. 7:21. Ecc. 9 : 4.

When thus used, it may sometimes be

rendered as, Ex. 21:2 *tfBrr> Ng. to go
out asfree. Gen. 9 : 4 oynYce:) cppi.yoMr

blood, as your lives. (2.) before the

accus. Lam. 4 : 5 Drwo) D'khn who fed
on dainties. Job 5 : 2. Ps". 135 : 11.

(Many verbs, which are construed with

an accus. and n in the more ancient

writings, are joined with b in the more

modern.)
4. unto. reafcb even to satiety, Ezek.

39:19.

5. concerning, de. Is. 5:1. Hence

T?, -iri to speak, to say concerning

any thing, Gen. 20 : 13. Ps. 22 : 31.

6.from, by. ty\ . . . . b from ....to,

Neli. 3:15. Especially after a passive

verb, to express the efficient cause, (an-

swering to the Greek dative,) nr ^pa
nirpb blessed art thou by or ofJehovah,
1 Sam. 15 : 13. Gen. 14 : 19. comp. b rnn

to become pregnant by any one.

7. in, at, on, in specifications of time

and place, r^b at evening, Gen. 49 : 27.

nn^ab every morning, Ps. 73 : 14. a"w nb
at evening, Gen. 8:11. -rb at the side.

Sbrw nrsb at (he door of his tent, Num.

11 : 10. DWI n?atib in seven days. Gen.

7:10. Also before numbers, nntor; n^rab

an hundred and twenty, 2 Chr. 5:12.

8. as it respects, in reference to. Gen.

17 : 20. 1 K. 10 : 23 rroanbi && in riclies

and wisdom. Job 32 : 4 rwb in years.
9. for. Gen. 24:4. 47 : 24.

J> or$
tofightfor any one.

10. on account of. Lev. 19 : 28. pb

therefore.

11. after, according to. Num. 4 : 29

after theirfamilies. Gen. 1:11 *irab #/fer

Az* kind.

1 2. before, n^b 5e/bre ^e eyes of any
one, Gen. 23 : lL Gen. 45 : 1 rraren bbb

yb3? before all that stood by him.

13. z'w, mfo. nra;nb m garments of

party-coloured needleivork, Ps. 45 : 15.

Lam. 5 : 15 our dance is turned into

mourning. Joel 3 : 4. [2: 31.]
14. with. Gen. 46: 26. Ps. 56:10.

118:6.

15. i. q. 3 as
if, tanquam. Job 39 :

16 she treats her young ones tib **bb as if

they were not hers.

16. before other prepositions, it is

sometimes pleonastic ; as pb i. q. pp.

17. as aconj. that, before the future,

(as in Chald. and Arab.) 1 K. 6 : 19.

18. before an infin. -it forms a kind

of gerund, and may be variously ren-

dered ; as to, Gen. 24 : 25. till that, Is.

7 : 15. so that, Is. 10 : 2. when, Ex. 14 :

27. that, 1 K. 16 : 7. while, as, Gen. 2 :

3. especially "vb^b while he spake. (The
opposite of these different phrases is

constantly expressed by 'nb?b.) This

infin. with b serves also for a periphrasis
of the future ; and likewise to express
an obligation, ability, or necessity. See

Gesenius Lehrgeb. .211.

With suff. >b
; ?fb (rgb Gen. 27 : 37.)

in pause Tjb ; ib, nb ; ^b ; D3b, fern, rwb ;

crib, jnb.
These datives, strictly datives

of personal advantage, are used pleo-

nastically after many verbs, especially
in the imper. and fut. as e. g. ?jb rr&flee

thou, Gen. 27 : 43.
?jb

TOT be thou like,

Cant. 2 : 17. 8 : 14. ib birr'fo shallperish,
Prov. 13 : 13.

?jb ^b get thee away, Gen.
12 : 1. 22 : 2. ^ '^thou knowest, Cant.
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1 : 8. This idiom prevails more in the

later writers, whose style approaches the

Aramean.

ST> more rarely vn\ (35 times, as

the Masora states,) a primitive adv. of

negation.

1. not.

2. no. Gen. 19:2.

3. nothing. Job 6:21. comp. Dan.

4 : 32. [4 : 35.]

4. without, i. q. N?3. 1 Chr. 2 : 30 and

Seled died om b without children. Ps.

59 : 4. 2 Sam. 23 : 4. 7173
tfc witlwut way,

Job 12: 24.

5. the interrogative rr being under-

stood, i. q. Vn nonne? Jon. 4:11. Job

14:16. Lam. 3 : 36. (In Talmud, fre-

quently.) So tfn Ex. 8 : 22. 1 Sam.

20:9.

6. lest, that not. Ex. 28 : 32.

7. In combination with adjectives
it gives them a negative signification ;

as 72 & without strength, Prov. 30 : 25.

Tprr *ft merciless, Ps. 43 : 1. Also joined
with substantives, TOW xb without in-

habitant, Job 38: 26 irr & nothing.
bb vb no one; Gen. 3 : 1 y ten &j*$n *6

fan 3/6 ^a eat of no tree of the

garden. Josh. 11:11. 1 Sam. 14:24.

In a somewhat different construction,

bM'rf? that which is not God, an idol,

Deut. 32 : 21. comp. y? vh that which is

not wood, a man, Is. 10:15.

Combined with prepositions, (1.) rf>a

without. Ezek. 22 : 29. also a rf>, as >ft

Tiroa without price, Is. 45:13. (Syr.
p

jD U* sine.) (%.) tibri nonns? Gen. 4:

7. Often used affirmatively, as if i. q.

eccef Deut. 11:30. 1 Sam. 20 : 37 ^rr

rwVrn
rppn

>2rrn behold, t/ie arrow is be-

yond thee. 2 Sam. 15 : 25. Ruth 2 : 8.

In the books of Kings we often meet

with HVn, where the writer of Chronicles

has substituted nsrr, 2 K. 15 : 36. 20;

20.21:17. comp. 2 Chr. 27: 7. 32:32.

33 : 18. 35 : 27. See Gesenius Gesch.

der Hebr. Sprache, p. 39. In Samar.

wbrt is the common word for rrcrr. So in

Jlabbinic. (3.) rf>V without. 2 Chr. 15:3.

)

Note. The word tSh stands in some

places for ft to him, (15 times, as the

Masora states,) e.g. Ex. 21:8. Lev.

11:21. 1 Sam. 2:3. 2 Sam. 16 : 18.

Probably merely an incorrect ortho-

graphy.

tfb Chald. 1. not.

2. nothing. Dan. 4 : 32. [4 : 35.]

an obsol. root. See nH^lM/ln.

^ W? (without pasture) a place

in Gil'ead, 2 Sam. 17 : 27. which in

chap. 9 : 4, 5, is called -91 iV.

n^T5 kindred with nrr, in Kal (Gen.
19 : 1L Job 4 : 2, 5.) and Niph.

1. to exert, orfatigue ones
self, espe-

cially to labour to no purpose. Con-

strued with an infin. with and without

V, Gen. 19:11. Jer.9:5. 20:9.

2. to &e wearied, exhausted. Prov.

26:15. Job 4: 5. Spoken of things
without life, Ps. 68 : 10 n$rai Tjrrm

&me

inheritance, when it was exhausted.

3. to be tired or wearied ofany thing.

Is. 1:14. 16:12. Jer.6:ll. 15:6.

4. to /ootfAe or O&/MW generally, cegre

ferre, Job 4:2. In a stronger sense,

Ex. 7 : 18.

Hiph. nsftrr 1. to make weary, to ex-

haust. Job 16: 7. Ezek. 24: 12.

2. to weary the patience of any one.

Is. 7: 13. Mic.6:3.

Deriv.

N~7 i. q. eft to corer. 2 Sam. 19:

5. Comp. p. 2. 1$ Job 15: 11. see

under t:.

I^^7 adv. gently, see TON.

tOM v i. q. c) ;
hence -cuVa secretly,

privately, Judg. 4:21. otherwise c-Va

iSam. 18:22. 24:5.

an obsol. root. In Arab, and

Ethiop. to send.

Deriv. -j^n, n^o, np^
L

rp.

Q^7 m. with suff. ^)>A, plur. crcK
1

;,

dec. VIII. d.
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1. a people, nation. Gen. 25:23.

>27:'*9. Ps. 2:1. 7:8. 9:9.

2. proper name of an Arabian tribe.

Gen. 25 : 3. The name has been com-

pared with 'AAAov
l

Kof<6JTc in Ptolemy.

1^ m. prim, before Makkeph (when

a tone-syllable follows) 'ib, with

'i?, dec. VIII. i. and

337 m. const, aib, plur. wyfi.

dec. IV. b.

1. the heart. 13 ah with a double or

deceitful heart, Ps.l2:3. comp. IChr.

12 : 33 17; ib h with undivided heart.

1 Sam. 13": 14 i'aah tf a man after his

heart; comp. 2:^35. Jer. 3 : 15. The

Hebrews regard the heart rather as the

seat of intellect than of feeling, Neh. 7 :

5 God put it into my mind. 1 K. 10 :

24 the wisdom which God had put into

his mind-; (comp. <p$v, cor, cordatus.)

Hence (1.) mind, purpose, intention.

riib of rrn / had in mind, 1 K. 8 : 17,

18. IChr. 22:7. 28:2. 2 Chr. 1:11.

29 : 10. (2.) understanding, knowledge,

insight. Job 12 : 3 catoa lib \b
03 / also

have understanding as ivell as you. 34 :

10 lib TOM men of understanding. ijprrr

one without understanding, afool, Prov.

7 : 7. 9 : 4. See the denom. lib?. (3.) cou-

rage, spirit.
iibn Tp faint hearted,

Deut. 20 : 8. Gen. 42 : 28 nib NS?I and

their courage failed them.
lSam.J7:

32. 2 Sam. 7:27. 17: 10. (Syr. ]k,^
spirited, confident.) (4.) with suffixes

it forms a periphrasis of the personal

pronouns.
Ex. 9 : 14. (Comp. cor, in

Ennius apud Gellium, vn. 2.) In some

phrases
the Hebrews use heart for sto-

mach, (comp. the Greek Kctfiict^yta.,
a

cramp in the stomach;) as ib -reg
to

support or strengthen the stomach. So

the Lithuanians express heart, soul, and

stomach, by one word.

2. middle, midst; e.g. of the sea,

Ex. 15 : 8. of heaven, Deut. 4:11.

2 Sam. 18:14 nbxn ibi on the turpentine-

tree.^

Chald. idem. Dan. 7:28.

see

Niph. to become luise, to acquire un-

derstanding. Job 11:12. (Syr. .^^^s,

cordatumfecit, animum addidit; Ethpa.

suff. cordatus, confortatus est.) Others, with-

out sufficient ground, corde privari;

for there is no example of the privative

signification of Piel being transferred to

Niph.
Pi. lib to steal the heart, to wound the

heart, spoken of one beloved. Cant. 4 : 9.

II. 1^7 denom. from nrib, to make

cakes. 2 Sam. 13: 6, 8.

m. heart; see H7,

m. Chald. idem. With suff.

^|i;b,
niib, Dan. 2 : 30. 5 : 22.

"7!H7 alone; see *O.

rHv fern, of ib, dec. X. the heart.

Ezek. 16 : 30. Plur. niib Ps. 7 : 10.

Prov. 15 ill.

7 a contraction of ninb, a flame.

Ex. 3 : 2. Comp. !roj for

see

_^_ . verbal from

dec. I.

'

1. a garment, usually in poetry. Job

24:7,10. 31:19. 38:14. Est. 6 : 9,

10,11.

2. a spouse, consort. (After a com-

mon figure in Arabic; as in Cor. Sur. n.

183 "women are your garment and you
are theirs.") As fem. Mai. 2:16.

tOHv Arab. \^\ to throw to the

ground. Niph. to fall, to perish. Prov.

10:8,10. Hos. 4:14.

*O7 dec. VI. plur. masc. Dib lions,

Ps. 57 : 5. plur. fem. nwaV lionesses,

Nah. 2:13.

fr^!Ii? a lion, perhaps a lioness;
'

"Gen. 49 : 9. Num. 24 : 9. Job

Used only in poetry. Arab.

bU], <UJU 5
*A! a lioness; but all

comp,
4:11.

SS
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these forms have the feminine termina-

tion.) Comp. Bocharti Hieroz. I. p. 7 19.

W^b f. (for TT-ab,) Ezek.l9:2. a
T :

lioness.

JTilPy? fem. plur. a kind of cake

or pudding, which was cooked in a pan,
and was so soft as to be poured out.

2 Sam. 13 : 68, 10. See aab. Sept. *<,A-

Avg<^$. Vulg. sorbitiunculce. (Arab.

i jit wheaten flour, L-jU) a crumb

of bread.)

*ph 1. to be white. In Kal not used.

See jaV,
n:ab.

2. denom. from rmV, to make bricks.

Gen. 11: 3. Ex. 5: 7, 14. (Arab, 'j

Hiph. 1. trans, to make white, meta-

phorically to purify, cleanse. Dan. 1 1 :

35.

2. intrans. to be white. Pa. 51: 9. Is.

1:18. Joel 1:7.

Hithpa. to purify or cleanse one's

self. Dan. 12: 10.

Itf? 9
fem. rfw3.7, verbal adj. from

pb, dec. IV. a. and XI. c. white. Ex. 16 :

31. Lev. 13: 3 ff.

Q7, const. -pb, verbal adj. from pb,

tie. Gen. 49 : 12.

!"T2D,7 fem. of pb, alba scil. luna, the

moon, used only in poetry. Cant. 6 : 10.

Is. 24:23. 30:26. Comp. in Arab.
**<" x^^.

*$ the moon, from ^j* to be white.)

n^!llT' f. plur. o~, verbal from pb,

dec. XI. b. a &nc^, made of clay dried

in the sun and then burnt. Gen. 11:3.

Ezek. 4:1. White clay, like chalk,

was used for this purpose, (Vitruv. n.

3.) hence the name. (Arab. tj.)

Comp. pbo.

n^S m. Gen. 30; 37. Hos.4:13.

according to the Sept. and the Arabic
version in Gen. styrax, the storax-tree.

(Arab. ij zWew.) But the Sept,

in Hosea, and the Vulg. in Gen. render

it AsJxn, populus (alba,) the white pop-
lar. See Celsii Hierobot. P. I. p. 292.

comp. J. D. Michaelis Supplem. p. 1404.

Hjp-7 f. verbal from pb, dec. X.

1. whiteness, hence clearness, trans-

parency. Ex. 24 : 10.

2. proper name of a city of refuge in

the plain of the tribe of Judah, anciently
the residence of a king. Josh. 10 : 29.

12:15. 15:42. 21:13. 2 K. 8 : 22.

19:8,23,31.
3. also of a station of the Israelites

in the desert. Num. 33 : 20.

and f. verbal from

pb, dec. X.

1. incense, in Greek A/#VO$. Lev.

2:1,15. The white incense was most

esteemed, see Plin. N. H. xn. 14. hence

its name. It is mentioned as a produc-
tion of Arabia, (Is. 60 : 6. Jer. 6 : 20.)

and also of Palestine, (Cant. 4 : 6, 14.)
unless in the latter passages it denotes

balsamic plants in general.

2. name of a city near Shiloh. Once

Judg. 21:19.

see rm1

? TI;

Lebanon, proper name of a

great range of mountains between Syria
and Palestine, consisting of two princi-

pal chains, the proper Lebanon or Li-

banus, and Antilibanus, between which

lay the valley of Bukka, (pabn rwjrj Josh.

11:17. 12:7.) See jtain, Vi, "jVntf
. It

derives its name (white mountain) from

the constant snow, (Jer. 18:14.) with

which the eastern chain is covered;

hence in Chald. and Arab. jbn TKD and

^*llj) (JU^- snow mountain. Comp.

Alpes, evidently connected with A^o?,

albus, white. It stands with and with-

out the article, like the names of moun-
tains generally. See Relandi Palaestina,

p. 311. Odmann's verm. Sammlungen
aus der Naturkunde, Heft n. no. 9.

and ^ fut>^
I. to put on; construed with an ac-
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cus. of the garment, Lev. 6 : 3, 4. 16:

23,24,32. with 2, Est,6:8. (Comp.

Arab,
^.jj

med. Ke-sr. construed with

an accus. of the garment, or with
^.)

Part. Paul M-a; construed with an accus.

or genitive ;
e. g. c^ sraV Ezek. 9 : 2.

verse 1 Iff. Comp. -vcn.

-2. metaphorically
in very many con-

nexions. Ps. 104:1 wpab TJTP nin thou

puttesl on glory and majesty. Job

7 : 5 n^-j nto &$ my body has put on

worms, i. e. is covered with worms.

Ps. 65 : 14 jNsn D'-o rcfcb thepastures are

covered with sheep. So to put on shame,

frequently is, to be covered with shame,

Job 8 : 22. Ps. 35 : 26. 109 : 29. to put
on righteousness, Job 29 : 14. to put on

terror, Ezek. 26 : 16. to put on salva-

tion, 2 Chr. 6:41. etc, Comp. the Ho-

meric phrases

wvr&oti aXKW, XX. 381.

Od. ix. 214. Job 29 : 14

Iput on righteousness, and it put me

on, i. e. it filled me. So the Spirit of

God is said to put on, i. e. to fill any

one, Judg. 6 : 34. 1 Chr. 12 : 18. 2 Chr.

24:20. comp. Luke 24: 49.

Pu. part. nnrnVp Ezra 3:10. and D^Vn
nn:a 1 K. 22 : 10. 2 Chr. 18 : 9. clothed,

scil. in royal or priestly garments.

Hiph. 1. to clothe any one ; construed

with an accus. 2 Chr. 28 : 15. Usually

with a double accus. of the person and

thing, Gen. 41 : 42. Ex. 28 : 41. In a

different construction, Gen. 27 : 16 the

shins VT
'

ntrsbn sheput over his hands.

Metaphorically to clothe one with sal-

vation, Ps. 132:16. Is. 61:10.

2. i. q. Kal, to put on. Jer. 4 : 30.

EJD.S, fut. caV, Chald. idem, con-

strued with an accus. Dan. 5 : 7, 16.

Aph. s^n (with the Hebrew form)

Dan. 5 : 29:

."

tf^>
see

i7 m. a small measure for liquids,

according to the Rabbins containing 6

egg shells or a 12th part of a bin. Lev.

14 : 10, 12, 15, 21, 24. (Arab. If idem;

Syr. C a as *n
> dish.)

) tin
1

?

r? Lydda, (now Loddo,} proper

name of a large village in the tribe of

Benjamin, in later times the seat of a

Rabbinical school. Neh. 7 : 37. 1 1 : 35.

1 Chr. 8:12. Ezra 2 : 33. See Relandi

Palaestina, p. 877.

H7 Chald. nothing, i. q. vh. Dan. 4 :

32 [35] Keth.

m. dec. VI. c. HIH^ and

f. dec. XI.

1. a flame. Joel 2:5. Job 41 : 13.

[21.] Plur. rtanj Ps. 105 : 32. const.

niarn 29 : 7.

2. theflaming or glittering part of a

spear or sword, i. e. the point or blade.

1 Sam. 17:7. Nah. 3 : 3. Job 39 : 23.

Also without a-rr, Judg. 3 : 22.

D^n*? masc. plur. Gen. 10 : 13.

probably i. q. naib Libyans; comp. the

analogies on p. 163.

found only Ecc. 12 : 12. (where

the corresponding phrase in the parallel

clause is to make books. (According to

Kimchi, to learn or to read. In Arab.

^A to be eager or bent upon any thing.

Hence Aben Ezra : ardent study. Sept.

fMtern. Vulg. meditatio. Luth. Predigen.

r\TO i. q. b to be wearied, ex-

hausted. (Comp. HKG and nro.) Gen.

47 : 13 asnn 3E? cnsa
ynst

vfvn and the

land ofEgypt ivas exhausted by thefa-
mine. (In Chald. nr6 is the common
word for the Heb. nb.)

nHv in Kal not used. Hithpal.

Prov. 26 : 18 a^no prob. an insane or

mad man Sept. -TTH^^VOI, tentati (scil.

a diabolo.) Veneto-Gr. Ifya-Tus. (Syr.

?i\rnXzj obstupuit) horruit; but the

ideas stupuit and amens fuit are often

embraced in the same verb.)

tH7 to burn, toflame. (So in Syr.

and "Chald.) Ps. 104:4. 57:5 c^rp

(men)flaming or breathingflames.
Pi. nnb 1. to burn, consume; spoken

of a flame. Joel 1 : 19. 2 : 3. Ps. 83 : 15.

106 : 18.
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. to cause to burn, to kindle. Job

41:13.

tOn? ni. verbal from Errt.

1. aflame.
2. ^e flaming part or 5/acfe (of a

sword). Gen. 3 : 24. See anb.

D^tpn/ dec. VI. c. magic arts, en-

chantments, i. q. oab. Ex. 7:11. See

the analogies on p. 163.

DH7, Arab. .J to swallow ea-

S --

<jerly; whence ' a glutton.

Part. Hithpa. D'cnbnp what is eagerly

swallowed, dainty bits. Prov. 18 : 8.

26 : 22.

\Tlh on this account, therefore. Ruth

1:13.
T

]rfo
Chald. 1. idem. Dan. 2 : 6, 9.

4 : 24. [27.] Also *
jrifoj

on this ac-

count, because.

2. besides, nisi, compounded of vb

not, and jn if.
Dan. 2 : 11. 3 : 28. 6 : 8.

3. but. Ezra 5: 12.

JlDrt"? f. dec. X. found only 1 Sam.
>T-:-

19 : 20. prob. the congregation, com-

pany, i. q. nbnp by a transposition. So

the Sept. Syr. Arab. Chald.

*h for tf> not. 1 Sam. 2 : 16. 20 : 2.

Job 6 : 21.

/ see

*)") Arab. J, a primitive particle.

1. if. Judg. 8 : 19. Ezek. 14 : 15.

2. O that! O si! utinam. Con-

strued with a fut. Gen. 17 : 18. Job 6 :

2. with an imper. Gen. 23 : 13. (comp.

CN.) with a part, Ps. 81:14. Joined

with the preterite, it gives it the force

of a pluperfect, Num. 14 : 2 no ib O
that we had died! 20 : 3 io5m V> idem.

Sometimes it is barely concessive, Gen.

30 : 34 ?pyp >rr V? it may be as thou sayest.

3. O that not ! Gen. 50 : 15. Sept. pi
{TOTS. Vulg. ne forte.

WO i. q. *. 1 Sam. 14 : 30. Is. 63 :

19.

rfc

masc.plur. 2 Chr. 12: 3. 16:

8. Nah. 3 : 9. and D ab Dan. 11 : 43. the

Libyans, always joined with the Egyp-
tians and Ethiopians. See Danb.

Tl v a proper name.

1. Gen. 10 : 22. a people of Shemitish

origin, according to Josephus the Lydi-
ans.

2. Ezek. 27: 10. "30:5. Is. 66: 19.

and on* Gen. 10 : 13. Jer. 46 : 9. a

people of Africa or Egypt. See J. D.
Michaelis Spicileg. T. 1. p. 256 260.

2. p. 114, 115.

"TV? 1. to adhere to any one, to ac-

company him. Ecc. 8 : 15 tosa w wrn

and this accompanies him, i.e. con-

tinues to him, in his labour. Hence

2. to borrow ofany one, as it were,

to be dependent on him, nexum esse.

Deut.28:12. Ps.37:21.

Niph. i. q. Kal no. 1. to be joined to

any one; construed with !, Num. 18:

2, 4. Dan. 11:31. with "?*, Ex. 29 : 34.

Is. 56 : 3. Jer. 50 : 5. Zech. 2 : 15. with

D, Ps. 83:9.

Hiph. causat. of Kal no. 2. to lend,

mutuum dare. Is. 24 : 2 niVs nV?33 s ^e

lender, so the borrower. Prov. 22 : 7.

Ps. 112:5. Construed with an accus.

of the person, Deut. 28 : 12, 44. Prov.

19:17. with two accusatives, Ex. 22 :

24.

7^7 1. to bend, to bend away. (Arab,

jif to bend, incline?)

2. to depart. Prov. 3:21.

Niph. to e bent, to be perverted.
Part. \h\ a perverse or corrupt man, a

sinner, Prov. 3 ; 32. (For this change
of signification, comp. rro and M;

j.)

Neut, tfta #to is perverse or sinful,

Is. 30:12. More full Prov. 14:2 tf

VDTi whose ways are perverted; and

2:15 cnbasm nnfo idem.

Hiph. fut. wV, (with Chaldaic form,

like ^ from ph,) i. q. Kal, to

Prov. 4:21.

Deriv. rr$.
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t^ m. 1. Me almond-tree. Gen. 30 : P^t, Is. 27 : 1. a crocodile, Job40 : 25 ff.

37. (In Arab, and Syr. idem.) J}j **?
ComP- B

1

C
<!

iarti HierOZ '

2. proper name of a city, which was P-ff
J-ib.

V. cap. 16-18.

afterwards called bsrrv;i. (See p. 75.) W, plur. n^b, t0tnd% *tei>*. IK.

Josh. 18:3. Prob. different from the 6:8. (In Chald. idem.) Comp. nixbb.

place mentioned Judg. 1 : 26. Gen. 43 : 10. Judg. 14:18.

(TV? m. dec. I. tablet. (In Syr. 2 Sam. 2 : 27. and *hh Gen. 31: 42.

and Arab, idem.) (1.) of stone, to en-

grave upon, nnan nmb Deut. 9 : 9. and

nrrcn nnb Ex. 31:18. tablets of the law.

(2.) of wood. 1 K. 7 : 36. Cant. 8:9

n^ rnb boards of cedar. Dual errib the

9, Ezek. 27 : 5. (3J in

& 0tt the tablet of thine heart; comp.
Jer.l7:l.

name of a Moabitish city.

Is. 15:' 5. Jer.48:5.

tD^b to cover, to wrap up. Part.

pass. 1 Sam. 21: 10. Put. 1 K. 19 : 13.

(See the kindred word e$b, and the

deriv. ~;.)

tO"
1

!7 m. verbal from sib.

1. a covering, veil. Is. 25 : 7 -b Eibn

D"2?rrb9 Me ve?7 over a// nations, i. e.

prob. a mourning veil over their faces.

2. proper -name of the nephew of

Abraham. Gen. 13 : 1 ff. 19 : 1 ff. By an

incestuous intercourse with his own

daughters, he was the progenitor of the

Ammonites and Moabites, who are

therefore called the children of Lot,

Deut. 2: 9. Ps. 83 : 9.

Deut. 32 : 27. unless, (compounded of ib

?/* and b i. q. b, b wo.)

I. pS and pS.
1. topass the night, to remain through

the night. Gen. 19:2. Spoken also of

inanimate objects, Ex. 23 : 18. Lev. 19 :

13.

2. to lodge, dwell; for the most part

metaphorically. Ps. 25 : 13 his soul

dwells in prosperity. Job 17 : 2. 29 :

19. 41:14. [41:22] Also to turn in,

in order to lodge. Ps. 30 : 6.

3. to abide, continue, remain. Ps. 49 :

13
pbj b| njra DTKJ

> (such) a man
abideth not in prosperity. Job 19:4.

Hiph. to cause to abide. Jer. 4 : 14.

Hithpal. i. q. Kal. Ps. 91 : 1. Job 39 :

28.

Deriv. fibtD, n^.bp.

II.
]V7

in Kal not used.

Niph. to murmur against any one,

construed with by. Fut. > Ex. 15 : 24.

Num. 14: 2. 17:6.

Hiph. idem. Num. 14 : 29. Fut, fa
Ex. 17: 3. also wbn Ex. 16: 7. Part.

ttj'Va. Ex. 16 : 8. Num. 14 : 27. instead

of ivV;, D^bn. In Rabbinic, this punctua-
^ m. 1. Levi, proper name of a son tion ';s more frequent . Comp. irfc Prov.

of Jacob by Leah. Gen. 29 : 34.

2. a patronymic noun for ib Levitc.

Plur. o^b Levites, Josh. 21: Iff. the

tribe of priests among the Hebrews.

"H7 m. plur. *?;b,
Chald. Levites.

Ezra 6: 16.

n^^v f. dec. X. a crown, garland.

Prov. 1:9. 4:9. Root nib, in Arab,

also to weave, twist. Hence

eriv. rwbn.

^J to

4:21.
D
S

swallow, to swallow down.

Obad. 16. (Deriv. r'b the throat. Syr.

to lick. Comp. s-Vs
1

.)

1. prob. to Sjoe tw w unintelli-

gible (foreign) language, i.q. b. Comp.
Hiph.

2. ^oc/e, scoff, scorn, (strictly to

i. (from rrib and the adjective stammer like any one, comp. ayb.) Part.

termination j~ ;)
liter, the twisted ani- yb a scoffer, scorner, Prov. 22 : 10. 24 :

mat; hence any great sea monster, Ps. 9. particularly one who ridicules things

74 : 1 4. 104 : 26, particularly a great ser- sacred, (comp. IT;,)
Ps. 1 : 1. Prov. 9 : 7,

QQ
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8. 13:1. 14:6. 15:12. 19:25. Is.

29 : 20. So the preterite 9:12.

Hiph. 1. to interpret an unknown

language. (Comp. Kal no. 1.) Hence
Part, ybp an interpreter, Gen. 42 : 23.

a mediator, messenger generally, 2 Chr.

32:31. Is. 43: 27. Job 33 : 23 y$o
yto a mediating angel, i. e. prob. one's

protecting angel in heaven.

2. i. q. Kal no. 2. to mock, deride.

Construed with an accus. Ps. 119 : 51.

Prov. 14 : 9. with a dat. Prov. 3 : 34.

Hithpal. ysftnn to shew ones self ar-

rogant or wicked. Is. 28 : 22.

Deriv. 7te

to knead. Gen. 18: 6. 1 Sam.

28 : 24.

n \? Chald. strictlyconnexion; hence

as a prep. with. Ezra 4:12
TjriV? yofrom

with thee, de chez toi, i. q. irara. (Syr.

idem.)

mtb f. perverseness, frowardness.

Prov. 4 : 24. Root rnS i. q. rft.

Hv, plur. DTT), dec. VIII. 1. adj.

moist, green, fresh, recens; spoken of

wood, Gen. 30 : 3. of grapes, Num. 6 :

3. Also new, not used, spoken of cords,

Judg. 16 : 7, 8. (Root nrr>, comp. in

Ethiop. nVnb to moisten; Rabbin. mrV,

mrrb, rvntfnb humor, vigor.)

"TO m. verbal from the same root,

dec. \.freshnesst activity, vigour. Deut.

34 : 7.

D^inb or D^H7 m. with suff. also
t T

'snb, (like bvrr, plur. D'Vrr.)

I. food. Job 20 : 23 toinfc tofty -rop:
fo

causes it to rain upon them for their

food, as if i. q. toinV?.

Z. flesh, body. 'Zeph.l:17. (Arab.
ff *J *!

i, plur. >*s^5 jftesh.)

L
^rr? f. in pause TT), with suff. vr,

dual cm*>, const. "nb, dec. VI.

1. ajaw-bone. Judg. 15 : 15 17. Job
40:26. Ps. 3:8.

2. a cheek. To be smitten on the

cheek is a sign of humiliation and dis-

8 )

grace, Mic. 4 : 14. 1 K. 22 : 24. Lam.
3:30.

3. proper name of a country on the

borders of Philistia. Judg. 15 : 9, 14, 19.

more full
>nj npn verse 17. The etymo-

logy of the name is given Judg. 15 : 17.

IjrO to lick. (In Syr. and Arab.

idem. Kindred with ppb.) In Kal only
Num. 22 : 4.

Pi.
"ijTrS

1. to lick. nc
TJTT

to lick the

dust, i.e. to throw one's self in the

dust, Ps. 72 : 9. Mic. 7:17. Is. 49 : 23.

2. to lick up, to eat off, carpere. Num.
22:4.

1. to eat, consume. Prov. 4:17. Con-

strued with a, Prov. 9:5. Ps. 141:4.

Deut. 32 : 24
rpzh

>nrn consumed by
disease.

2. to war, fight. (Comp. few no. 2.

and such passages as Num. 14:9 vprft <a

on for they are our food, i. e. we will

eat them as food; and the Homeric

phrase, Trohtfteio ftzyac, <rTO[&ct, II. XXII. 8.)

Construed with n, Ps. 35 : 1. with h,

56 : 2, 3.

Niph. Drf:;, infin. pleon. Drf^:,
i. q.

Kal no. 2. tofight, contend. 1 Sam. 17 :

10 TTP npn?: /6tf ws ,/?#/* together. The

person against whom one fights, is put
in the accus. Josh. 10 : 25. or is pre-
ceded by a Ex. 1 : 10. by DJ>, 2 K. 13 : 12.

14 : 15. by b, Jer. ] : 19. 15 : 20. by Vr,

Neh. 4 : 8. The person for whom, is

preceded by \,
Ex. 14 : 14, 25. Deut. 1 :

30. or by , Judg. 9 : 17. To fight

against a city, to besiege it, is construed

with a, Judg. 9 : 45. and with !??, Jer.

34:22. 37:8.

Deriv. out of course DT^, n^rtjp.

DHv ni. a verbal from the Piel of
V T

nnb, war, a besieging. Judg. 5 : 8 cnb

nnpaJ besieging of the gates, i. e. they

besieged the gates.

DH7 com. gen. verbal from onj, dec.

VI. i
'

1 . ybod STftj? cn^ ^c j^oc? of God,
i. e. the offerings. Lev. 21 : 8, 17. Jer.

11:19 tonba y Me free ttrc'fA its food,



i. i>. fruit, nntrr cro ///e ^/o^rf /*
Me ^o-

rcrnor, i. e. the allowance for his table,

Neh. 5:18. comp. verse 15.

2. bread. (Arab. si specially

flesh.) C'^rr crn Me shcw-bread, Ex.
25 : 30. If numerals immediately pre-

cede, then nvc3 is to be supplied, 1 Sam.

comp. verse 3. crib b^si to eat bread, \. e.

to take a meal, see ta no. 1. (1.) Per-

haps particularly ivheat, Is. 28 : 28.

OJjp Chald. food, a meal, feast.

Dan. 5:1.

H2n/ f. Chald. a concubine. Dan.

5 : 2,

T

3, 23.

Num. 22 : 25. 2 K. 6 : 32. Particularly
to oppress a weaker or tributary people,
Ex. 23 : 9. Judg. 1 : 34.

Niph. to press ones self. Num. 22 :

25.

VriT' m. verbal from yr^ dec. VI. c.

1. oppression of a people. Ex. 3 : 9.

2. affliction, distress generally. Job

36:15. IK. 22:27 ynV c.^ V D5^
bread and water of affliction, i. e. such

as are enjoyed in times of affliction.

IL'HV in Kal not used.

Pi. 1. strictly to whisper, mussitare,

(see Hithpa.) In Syr. and Talmud.

idem.

2. to conjure, from the muttering
over of magic spells. Ps. 58 : 6.

Hithpa, to whisper. 2 Sam. 12: 19.

Ps. 41: 8.

tZ?nv m. verbal from tfnb, dec. VI. c.

1. a whispering, sighing or calling

for help. Is. 26:16.

2. magic, conjuration. Is. 3 : 3. Par-

ticularly the charming of serpents, Jer.

8:17. Ecc. 10:11.

3. a charm, amulet. Plur. D'tfnb Is.

3 : 20. (Comp. in Arab. to practise

magic, and tofortify ones selfby amulets

against magic.) These amulets were

female ornaments, prob. engraved pre-
cious stones or tlio like, which the ori-

entals make use of for amulets. Schroder

and others: small serpents, worn for

ornaments; but without equal etymo-

logical support.

tO7 verbal adj. from t^b, dec. I. con*

cealed, private. Hence E&3 as an adv.

secretly, softly, Ruth 3:7. 1 Sam. 18 :

22. 24 : 5. Plur. on?b secret arts, magic
arts, Ex. 7 : 22. 8 : 3, 14. See D^nb 7 :w
t07 m. Gen. 37 : 25. 43 : 1 1. com-

monly interpreted ladanum, in Greek

a fragrant gum, which distils on the

leaves of the cistus ladanifera, or Cre-

ticus. The ancient versions interpret

variously. Sept. Vulg. oWx-m. Syr.

Chald. pistachio-nuts. Arab, chesnuts.

See Celsii Hierob. T. I. p. 280 288.

Comp. J.D. Michaelis Supplem. p. 1424.

n^tO / f. probably a species of lizard.
T T :

1 J r

Once Lev. 11:30. Sept. %*;

Vulg. stcllio. Root either *rab

s

i. q. Bib to conceal; or the Arab, (j

and adh&sit terra.

197, fut. tteV..

1. to hammer, to forge. Gen. 4 : 22.

2. to sharpen by hammering ; e. g. a

ploughshare, 1 Sam. 13 : 20. a sword,
Ps. 7:13. Hence to sharpen generally.

Metaph. Job 16 : 9 \b vr? Jteb. he sharpens
his eyes upon me, i.e. he casts upon
me cutting or penetrating looks.

Pu. pass. Ps. 52 : 4.

Tr? for rri
1

?, and this a contraction

of rnb= rnb a crown, garland. Plur.

garlands, festoons, in architecture, 1 K.

7 : 29, 30, 36.

h*b Is. 16 : 3. const, rb Ex. 12 : 42.

Ie. 15 : 1. 30 : 29. more commonly rrVb

(with He paragogic,) plur. nib'b, m.

night. Also by night, Gen. 14:15.

Ex. 13 : 22. So nfrb Ps. 16 : 7. ntoj DDV

by day and by night, Ex. 13 : 21. nb^i

this night, Gen. 19:5, 34. Metapho-

rically misfortune, adversity, Job 35 :

10. Mic, 8:0. Comp. TJ-ITT.
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Note. In Aramean the final n~ is

treated as if radical, and in the emphatic
state is changed into Yod. Hence

m. Chald. idem. Dan. 2:19.

5:30.7:2,7,13.

iT1?*1? f. Is. 34 : 14. strictly noc-

turna, (from V$, with the adjective ter-

mination >
, n*7,) a nocturnal spectre,

an imaginary creature of Jewish super-
stition. According to the Rabbins, a

spectre, in the form of a beautifully

adorned woman, which lays wait by

night for children, and kills them ;
like

to the Lamise, Striges, (Ovid. Fast. vi.

123.) and "EpTrovrat of the Romans and

Greeks. See Bocharti Hieroz. T. II.

p. 831. and Buxtorfii Lex. Chald. et

Talmud, p. 1140.

see p7 no. I.

_ m. 1. a lion. Job 4 : 1 1 . Prov. 30 :

30. (Arab. \zJd9
Chald. rvS idem.)

2. name of a place on the northern

boundary of Palestine, otherwise called

R. Judg. 18 : 7, 29. With n- local,

Is. 10 : 30, where others understand a

different place near Jerusalem ; comp.
r 1 Mac. 9 : 5. Vulg. Laisa.

fut. *.
1. to take, catch; e. g. in a net, Am.

3:5. Ps. 35:8. in a pit, Jer. 18:22.

Metaphorically Job 5:13 he taketh the

wise in their own craftiness. Prov. 5 : 22.

2. to take prisoner, in war. Num.
21:32. Also to take away things,

1 Chr. 18:4. Judg. 7 : 24 D^ri DM Dr6
Ttpto

intercipite illis aquam.
3. to take or break into (a city). Josh.

8:12.

4. to take out, to choose out; spoken
of Jehovah who selects any one by the

lot. Comp. FTN no. 7. Josh. 7 : 14

nirr TaV T^H uaxsn the tribe which Je-

hovah shall choose, i. e. determine by
lot. Verse 17.

Niph. pass, of Kal no. 1. Ps.9:16.
no. 2. Jer. 51 : 56. no. 3. 1 K. 16 : 18.

no. 4. ISam. 10:20, 21.

Hithpa. to hold or hang together.

Job41:9[41:17] vobrr
tJtey (the scales

of the crocodile) hold together. 38 : 30
natov nirrn 3B the surfaces of the deep
hold together, that is, through the frost.

Comp. rrst no. 4.

Deriv. out of course
rrfsjo.

137 m * verbal from
-oj,

a being

taken'. Prov. 3 : 26.

rTp7 1. strictly the imper. of
TJV, go

thou. Num. 10 : 29.

2. as an interj. of exhortation, up,
come on. Gen. 31 : 44. The verbal sig-
nification is entirely lost, for it is ad-

dressed to women as well as men,
Gen. 19: 32.

p7 proper name of a city in the

plain of the tribe of Judah, anciently
the residence of a Canaanitish king.
Josh. 10:3. 12:11. 15:39. Neh.ll:
30. Jer. 34 : 7. Mic. 1 : 13. Called by
Josephus Ast%tTs (Ant. vin. 3.) and

Hirct (Ant. ix. 10.)

const, niwbb, fern. plur.

loops, for the taches or hooks (0*03?,)

by which the curtains of the tabernacle

of the congregation were fastened toge-
ther. Ex. 26:4 ff. 36:llff. Root to

prob. to wind, hence Dto winding-sta.irs.
The form is like that of Dv*rn, and the

singular was perhaps <to.

*7u2, fut. TpV.

1 . to accustom one's self to any thing,
construed with to, Jer. 10:2.

2. to learn, (comp. r ;) construed

(1.) with an infin. with and without b,

Is. 1:17. Deut. 14: 23. 17:19. 18:9.

(2.) with an accus. Deut. 5 : 1. Is. 26 :

10. Part. pass. 1 Chr. 5:18 nonjo nra1

?

skilful in war. (The participle has here

the signification of Pual.)

Pi. -raS to teach. 2 Chr. 17: 7. Con-
strued (1.) with an accus. of the person,
Ps. 71:17. Cant. 8: 2. (2.) with a

double accus. of the person and of the

thing, Deut. 4 : 1. Ps. 25 : 4. Jer. 2 : 33.

Ecc. 12:9. (3.) more rarely with an

accus. of the person and a dative of the
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thing, Ps. 18: 35. 144:1. Also with

an act'us. and infin. Ps.143: 10. (4.) with

adative of the person, Job 21: 22.

Pu. I. to be accustomed, inured. Hos.

10:11.

2. to be taught, to be skilful. Cant.

3 : 8. See "rreb, TpVri, ro'rp.

and nftb, see

poetically for
J.
Job 27 : 14. 29 :

21. So tos- for 3, toa for a.

1^7 and "TO/ verbal adj. from the

Piel of Tpb, dec.L
1. accustomed, practised. Jer. 2:24.

13 : 23. Is. 50 : 4 DHTC&
jisft

Me tongue

ofthepractised, i. e. the practised tongue.
2. scholar, disciple, follower. niab

rnn? the disciples of Jehovah, i. e. those

to whom Jehovah communicates his

revelations, Is. 8:16. 54 : 13.

]J???7
on account of, because. See

PQ-
3/ / m. verbal from wb, dec. I. throat,

swallow. Once Prov. 23 : 2. (Chald.
wrtb idem.)

H!^7 found only in Hiph. to mock,

deride, construed with a. 2 Chr. 36 : 16.

(Chald. 3J$n, Arab. conj. I. II. IV. idem.)

cially to speaA in a foreign language.

(Syr. i\V to stammer. Comp. w to

spea& m foreign tongue, and iSS>
*? c,

to stammer. By transposition aVs, A&

shaking in a foreign tongue.) See

Niph.
2. to laugh at, deride, mock; (liter,

to imitate the stammering of another.)

Prov. 1:26. Construed with a dative

of the person, Prov. 17: 5. Ps. 2 : 4

w 3rV>. HTTP Jehovah will laugh at them.

59:9. Job 22: 19. With a pleonastic

dative of personal advantage, Ps. 80 : 7.

Niph. to speak in a foreign or bar-

barous tongue. Is. 33 : 19.

Hiph. to deride, mock. Job 21:3.

Construed with % also with a, 2 Chr.

30:10. and with W, Neh.2:19.

7 m. verbal from arb, dec. VI. c.

1. scorn, derision, Ps. 79 : 4. Ezek.

23 : 32. 36 : 4. cause of derision, Hos.

7:16.

2. a wicked, blasphemous speech.

(Comp. pb.) Job 34 : 7.

tyr) verbal adj. from 33$, dec. V. b.

1. speaking in aforeign or barbarous

tongue. Is. 28: 11.

2. a scorner. Ps. 35 : 16 :teo as lite-

rally cakc-scorners, table-wits, parasites,

:. See afro.

7 Arab. UJ and ^ to

any thing raskJy or inconsiderately,

Job 6 : 3 wb n:n p'Vs therefore my words

were rash or inconsiderate. Comp. i
s

^.

tJJ7 to speak unintelligibly or wi a

foreign language. Ps. 114:1. (Syr. y^J!^

barbare, pecul. ^Egyptiace locutus est.)

DJ?7 to eat, particularly with greedi-

ness or daintiness. Found only in Hiph.
Gen. 25 : 30 Nr^pr-brr let me eat, Ipray
thee.

nyyfy f. wormwood. Jer. 9:14. 23 :

15. Lam. 3 : 15, 19. Prov. 5 : 4. Like

bitter herbs generally, (see "ng and its

derivatives, also
-Trt'x^

in the N.T.)
the Hebrews probably used it to denote

poison; comp. Deut. 29 : 17. Rev. 8 :

10,11.

TQ7 m. dec. I. (Syr. )^vn!L.)
1. a torch. Judg. 7:16.* Job 12 :5

vn T*2 lampas despecta, abjecta, i. e.

something entirely worthless or useless.

2. aflame. Gen. 15: 17. Dan. 10: 6

his eyes were asflames offire.

^?7> Arab. t^JJ, to bend, bow.

Judg. 16 : 29.

Niph. 1. to bend ones
scJf. Ruth 3 : 8.

2. to turn (on one's way). Job 6:18.

n!7, m. verbal from y6, scorn, de-

rision, contempt of every thing great
and good. Prov. 1 : 22. Hence

;isb
>:

i. q. ra, Is. 28 : 14. Prov. 29 : 8.

'
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q. yib
to mock, scorn. Part.

Hos. 7 : 5.

fut. n;?, imper. n;?, more rarely

npb, infin. absol. rripb, const, nng.

1. to toAe. Often pleonastically, as

Gen. 12:5 and Abram took Sarai,

and they went out into the land of Ca-

naan. Deut.4:20. 15:17. Jer. 23:

31 DM IOMW cnitfb tynpVj that take or use

their tongues and speak oracles. So

2 Sam. 18: 18. Sometimes V> sibi is

annexed pleonastically, Lev. 15:14, 29.

Job 2 : 8. rrtfN npj> to take a wife, Gen.

4 : 19. 6 : 2. fSarn". 25: 43. Also spoken
of the father, tob rreki npjj

he took a wife

for his son, Ex. 21 : 10. also elliptically,

Ex. 34 $ 16
*pajj

vnto nnpbi
and thou

shalt (not) take of his daughters (wives)

for thy sons. Comp. wto.

2. to seize or lay hold of. Ezek. 8 :

3. Ps. 18: 17.

3. to take away, spoken e. g. of an

enemy. Gen, 4:12. 27 : 35 sjnru n^ he

has taken away thy blessing. Ps. 31:14

nto nrrp_b to take away my life. Jer. 15 :

15 :rrpT
n b take me not away. In a

somewhat different sense, Gen. 5 : 24

D'ribi* totf npb God took him away. 2 K.

2:3,5. (Comp. Od. 7. 561.)

4. to tojfo, capture, occupare, the cities

or possessions of an enemy. Num. 21 :

25. Spoken metaphorically
of cap-

tivating persons or things, Prov. 6 ; 25.

11:30.
5. to receive, obtain, acquire. Num.

23 : 20.

6. to admit, take up, receive; e.g.

counsel, Prov. 2:1. prayer, Ps. 6:10.

Also to take a person under ones protec-

tion, Ps. 49 : 16. 73 : 24.

8. to fetch, to cause to be brought.

Gen. 20 : 2 rrw-nK rtgn Ae caused Sarah

to be brought. 27 : 13 >b rrp Tjb #0 wd

fetch to me. Verse 45. 42:16.

9. /o lead, bring. Gen. 48 : 9. Job

32:20. Prov. 24: 11. Gen. 18 : 5, 7, 8.

Particularly to bring for an offering,

Gen. 15: 10. Ex. 25 : 2. 35:5.

Niph. npb: 1. pass, of Kal no. 3. 1 Sam.

2. pass, of Kal no. 6. Est. 2 : 8, 16.

But the passive significations are more

frequently denoted by the

Pret. Pu. npb and fut. Hoph. rr.

1. to be taken. Gen. 3 : 23.

2. to be taken away. Judg. 17:2.

3. to be brought. Gen. 12:15. 18:4.

Hithpa. Part, nnp_brn tisi Ex. 9 : 24.

Ezek. 1:4. a continuous fire, i. e. a

mass of fire. See the synon. irr.n.

Deriv. out of course npj?, rjipbo, c^n^tp.

npb m. verbal from r^b, dec. VI. i.

1. doctrine. Prov. 4 : 2. Deut. 32 : 2.

(In Syr. ^Ao to receive for to /car?*.

In Hebrew, comp. rr$ Prov. 2:1.)

2. .speech generally. Job 11:4.

3. knowledge. Prov. 1:5. 9:9. Is.

29 : 24.

4. fair, speech,flattery, by which one

captivates another. Prov. 7:21. Comp.
the verb no. 4.

tOp7 in Kal and Pi. to collect, gatlier,

especially from the ground, as ears,

Ruth 2 : 3, 7, 15. manna, Ex. 16 : 4, 18.

stones, Gen. 31 : 46. flowers, Cant. 6 :

2. Also in Gen. 47: 14.

Pu. Is. 27: 12. and Hithpa. Judg.

11:3. to assemble, come together, as

men. (Arab, and Aram, idem.)

Deriv. out of course 'enft.

t^(P7 m. verbal from r;p_b,
the gleaning

of fields and vineyards. Lev. 19 : 9. 23:

22.

pp~5, fut. p>, formed by an onoma-

topoeia, to lick, spoken only of dogs.

IK. 21: 19. 22:38. Also to lap, as a

dog when drinking, Judg. 7 : 5.

Pi. idem. Judg. 7 : 6, 7,

pT> in Syr. Pa. to be late, spoken

of fruit. Hence tjipb? the latter rain.

In Hebrew to glean, to gather the last

fruits. Job 24: 6. (In some MSS. upb,

a correct gloss.)

\L
s

p7 m. verbal from p_b,
later grass,

aftermath. Am. 7:1.

"T$S m. dec. VIII. h.

1. sap, life-blood,
vitalpower, vigour.

PK. 32 : 4 >T
!^b ^OTS nn/ ntoishtrc is



changed, i.e. dried up. (Arab

mrzY, whence succus.)

2. Num. 11:8 ;p^n -nrV >i oil cake.

Sept. syx^/s s| eA/ov. Vulg./fcmw oleatus.
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particularly in the temple. 1 Chr. 9 : 26*

Ezek. 40:17,45. 42 : 1 if. Neh.lO :

38 ff. Also a dhi ing-room, 1 Sam. 9 :

22. an office or chamber for business9

in the royal palace, Jer. 36 : 12. Syno-
7 com. gen. (more frequently nymous with njtfa. The etymology is

fern.) dec. III. a. unknown.

1. a tongue. Ps.10 : 7.

conjurer, exorcist, Ecc. 10:11

cially a wicked, slanderous tongue, Ps.

140 : 12 $& tfM a man ofan evil tongue,

a slanderer, 'job 5: 21. Jer. 18: 18.

Prov. 10:31 niacnn
p'ir?

the perverted or

false tongue. 17 : 20.
'

(In Chald. this

is called lingua tertia; comp. Sir. 28 :

15. Used by a metonymy for (1 .) speech,

prayer. Job 15 : 5 cww
jtoj crafty speech.

'

*j fo calumniate.)
Prov 16:1. (2) language Dan. 1 : 4. ^ .^ ^
Gen. 10:5 taW$ S^M each after /us Ian-

f

guagc. 20:31. Hence (3.) a people, J$? Chald. a tongue. Always in

speaking one language. Is. 66 : ISc^rn^ the phrase M^tfb MJSM MJSIS peoples, na-

i:fcrn all nations and languages. (See tions, and tongues, i. e. nations of dif-

ferent languages, Dan. 3 : 4, 7, 31. 5 :

m. 1. a precious stone, men-
Bs

l
)e -

turned 'only Ex. 28: 19. 39:12. Sept.

Xtyv^iov, Vulg. ligurius, an opal.
2. Josh. 19 : 47. a city, otherwise

called tf> and n.

Po. denom. from jVa^, to slander.

Ps. 101:5 Kethib
'itpite,

in the Keri

a calumniator, slanderer* (Arab.

the Chald.

2. applied also to things without life, 19. 6
}
: 26. 7 : 15.

as (1.) am $tfh a bar of gold, Josh. 7 :

21, 24. Vulg. regula aurea. (2.) JM

a proper name found only Gen,

10:19. according to Jerome, (in Qusest.)
a flame of fire, Is. 5 : 24. comp. Acts

Callirhoe, a place on the east of the
2 : 3. (3.) DWT ]Wf a tongue of the sea, Dead gea>

T
e
; ?

b
i7

or
r

lf' J
i

osh 15
T

5
Y\

8
.

: X

9* ^n^ m - found on]y Hos - 3 : 2- name
Is. 11 : 15. and simply fi\u?

Josh. 15 : 2.
'

.

> 7 , / c^ ^i of a certain measure; according to the.
So we say a tongue of kind, (bo also . . x _ .

&

, A . . i \ Jewish interpreters and the Vuler. corns
in the Arabian geographers.) .

&
, dimidius, a hay-homer; which is ren-

ilD$ ^ f dec. XII. b. # chamber, cell, dered probable by its connexion with T^TT.

Mem is the 1 3th letter of the He-

brew alphabet, and as a numerical sign

denotes 40. The signification of the

name is doubtful. The Greek name pv
leads to the conjecture that DO was not

the original designation.

This letter is commuted (1.) most

frequently with the other labials, espe-

cially 2 and
F].

See a. (2.) Also with
j ;

s o-

e.g. DM Syr. ^J ;/; jrfa
Arab. _j the

thumb; D';s2 pistachio-nuts, comp. Syr.

]
S^ ^^ pistazia terebinthus, Linn.

]-cn

Arab, j to befat; =';?"?, comp. the

Samar. and Arab. D-CJTT unripe grapes;

G^S and jpip to be hostile. (3.) rarely

with *. See the letter ^.

See H^ Note.
~

. q. no.- T

~D out of,from. See the full form
JD.

^Q Chald. i. q. np wJiat, something.

n >ra that which, Ezi*a 6 : 8.

D^QfcJQ m. verbal from cast no. 1.

dec. I. a barn, granary. Jer. 50 : 26.

Sept. a?ro0>j'x>3.

"T^?3 1. subst. dec. I. strength, force,

vehementia. Deut. 6 : 5
?fjMQ-taa

with all

thy strength. 2 K. 23:25. (Rootwor
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TM = Arab. j]| (med. Ye) to be firm,

strong; j\ strength, force.)

)

2. usually an adv. exceedingly, very,

especially, vehementer. Also doubled,

Gen. 7:19. Num. 14: 7. Ps.46:2rrro

nj^p N3r>? rvn^i a help in trouble has he

been especially found, i. e. a powerful

help has he been found; comp. 31 : 12.

1 Sam. 20 : 19
T'wp

Tn descende vehe-

menter for descende festinus. Vulg.

The combinations with prepositions

point to the original meaning of the

noun; as (1.) itop
liwa exceedingly, ve-

hementissime, liter, cum vehementia,

vehementia, Gen. 17: 2, 6,20. Ezek.9:

n^fcttp something. Alwayspreceded
by the negative p, nothing. 1 K. 18 :

43. Ecc.5:13. Jer.39:10.

*TiNft m. plur. o> and ni, verbal

from -to, dec. III. a.

1. light. Ps. 90 : 8. Spoken of the

sun and moon, Gen. 1 : 14, 16. Pe. 74 :

16 "nwOT'n^r) the candlestick, in the

tabernacle, Num. 4 : 9, 16.

2. a candlestick. Ex. 25 : 6.

3. DW "TIN?:> the shining of the eyes,

i. e. a serene or friendly countenance.

Prov. 15 : 30.

SryiNft f. dec. yi. a hole, cavern.

Is. 11 : 8. (It is i. q. rryoo a cavern, by
9. (2.)-*DVr idem. 2 Chr. 16 : 14. (3.)

a commutation of K and
.)

ito-w idem. Gen. 27 : 33. 1 K. 1 : 4. Dan.

B : 8. The latter expression is sometimes

equivalent to obis -w for ever, Ps. 119 :

43. Is. 64 : 8. (So invertedly rr$b in

teternum sometimes denotes vehementer,

prorsus.)

n^P f. const. np, dec. XI. b.

iJa"hundred. The Hebrews say food. Gen. 2: 9. ^o y a fruit-tree,

indiscriminately nro nn Gen. 17 . 17. Lev. 19 : 23. te^a JKS, sheep intended

and rotf nwa Geiu25:7. hundred forfood, P*. 44s :I2.

dual, dec. I. a balance,

scales, liter. fa;0 scales. (It stands for

nwjto from
pi.
= Arab. ^ :. to weigh.)

Lev. 19:36. Job 31: 6.

Chald. idem. Dan. 5 : 27.

m. verbal from te, dec. II. b.

years. Both forms also signify a

dm? ftVwes, Prov. 17 : 10. Ecc. 8:12.

Dual onwp (with Syriac punctuation
for DTMD) two hundred, Gen. 11:23.

Plur. nio hundreds, also simply a

hundred, 2 Chr. 25 : 9 Kethib. Also

IYWD (read nvn) in the Kethib of 2 K.

11 : 4, 9, 10, 15. Comp. the Arab. >U.

2. prob. interest, usury, the rate per
cent. Neh. 5:11. Vulg. centesima. It

)Nft m. verbal from tew,

Is. 9 : 4 izj n>o yo0e? ybr ^re, fuel.
Verse 18.

"

n7D^?5 f. plur. nitep, verbal from

test, dec. XIII. 1. aw instrumentfor eat-

ing, a knife. Gen. 22 : 6, 10. Judg. 19 :

29. Prov. 30:14.

ifc-^ft
masc. plur. verbal from

[. forces, joined with TO.

is uncertain whether the rate per cent Job 36 : 19. comp. its pa Job 9 : 4. Is.

was reckoned by the month or by the 40 : 26.

year. "^ft^ft m. verbal from io, dec. II. b.

3. proper name of a tower in Jeru- a word, command; found only in later

salem. Neh. 3 : 1. 12 : 39. Hebrew, Est. 1 : 15. 2 : 20. 9 : 32.

ilND Chald. idem. Dual pn^n Ezra "tt?Nl? Chald. idem. Dan. 4: 14. [4:

6:17
T

."' 17.]"

G^Wft masc. plur. verbal from rro, \&Q Chald. a vessel, i. q. Heb. ^3.

dec. Vlll~ desires. Ps. 140 : 9. Dan. 5 : 2, 3, 23.

D^D the Aramean orthography for tNft in Kal not used. (Syr.DAW
cin a spot, blemish. Dan. 1 : 4. Job 31 : impers. tcedet me.)

7. The N stands in otio. Pi. HQ to refuse, decline. 1 Sam. 28 :
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S3. Construed with an infin. with and leprosy, Lev. 13 : 51,52. 14 : 44. Others

without V, Ex. 7:14. Num. 22 : 14. Ps.

77 : 3.

]^?2
verbal adj. from ]xp, refusing.

Joined with the personal pronouns it

forms a periphrasis of the finite verb,

Ex. 7:27 nrw ;sso CM if thou rcfusest.

derive the word from the Arab. (^

rccrudnit rulnus.

H"^^^ m. verbal from :nst, dec. II. b.

1. a lurking-place, place of ambush.

Josh. 8:9. Ps. 10 : 8.

9:2. 10:4.

7fc$P m. plur. :T:KP, verbal from the

Piel of
jsrc>,

idem. Jer. 13 : 10.

I. Db$?2, fut. ~Np\

1. to reject. (Opposite of ina to choose?)

Is. 7:15, 16. 41:9. Job 34: 33. It is

construed with an accus. and with a, and

is spoken most frequently (1.) of God,
who rejects his people, Jer. 6 : 30. 7 :

29. 14 : 19. or (2.) of men, who reject

God and his commandments, 1 Sam.

15:23. 2 K. 17: 15.

2. to despise, not to regard. Prov. 15 :

32. Job 19 : 18. Infin. oto Lam. 3 : 45,

as a subst. contempt.

Niph. pass. Ps. 15 : 4. Is. 54 : 6.

II. D^?2 i. Q. the kindred rrra to
T. .

* * T

melt away, to disappear. (So in Chald.

*}p i. q. ^2, aild DNO i. q. COO.)

Niph. Ps. 58 : 8 n^-ioa vow?, let tliem

melt away as water. Job 7:5 MT nis

~^?".l my sk*n heals and breaks out again,
i. e. sanie diffluit.

np^ft m. verbal from rrp, dec. IX.

a. something baked. Lev. 2:4.

T>Efc$?2 m. verbal from obsol. Vc^,

darkness. Josh. 24 : 7.

rP/Sfc^ f. verbal from obsol. bM,

darkness, hence lateness, unseasonable-

ness, backwardness. (Comp. Vest.) Jer.

2:31 rv?ENp yw a backward land. Vulg.
terra serotina. Comp. verse 6. (For the

form of this noun, comp. nV> Chald.

;'r: q. v.)

1b$D in Kal not used.

Hiph. THon perhaps i. q. Tyarr, (comp.
DHO no. II.) to make bitter, particularly
to cause severe pain. Ezek. 28 : 24 jte

a painful, i. e. a pricking, thorn.

a painful or malignant

2. a party in ambush. 2 Chr. 13 : 13.

rn^Tp f. verbal from -rw, dec. X. a

curse. Prov. 3 : 33. 28 : 27^ Mai. 2 : 2.

Tlb^P compounded of jp or p and

n. See
pp.

Hi iH^p fern. plur. verbal from bia,

separate places. Josh. 16 : 9.

Si^T^ m. (perhaps fern. 2 K. 16:

18.) plur. D' and ni, verbal from s\a,

dec. III. a. an entrance. Judg. 1 : 24,
25 -ron sip the entrance ofthe city. Prov.

8 : 3 c'nna N^p at the entrance of the

gates, (like onsc nns before the gates.}

Sttp^rr tiys the setting of the sun, the

west, Deut. 1 1 : 30. Ps. 50 : 1. to the

west, Josh. 1 : 4. Ezek. 27 : 3 D; r,iio

the entrances of the sea.

"D^D?P f. verbal from
Tpa,

dec. X.

consternation, perplexity. Is. 22 : 5.

Mic. 7 : 4.

V^SMS m. verbal from br no. 2. a

flood, deluge, inundation; spoken of

Noah's flood, Gen. 6:17. 7:6,7,10,
17. 9 : 1 1, 28. 10:1, 32. of the waters

above, on which God is enthroned, Ps.

29 : 10.

f. verbal from W2, a treading
down or underfoot, e. g. of a conquered
country. Is. 18: 2, 7. 22:5.

yy^ft m. plur. DT> verbal from ra:,

dec. I. a spring, fountain. Is. 35 : 7.

49:10. Ecc.l2:6.

n|7QO f- emptiness, desolation. Once
Nah. 2:11. Root p

!

a=pp^ to be empty.

D^U^QEP plur. masc. verbal from tfia,

dec. III. c. the secret parts, pudenda.
Deut. 25:11.

m. verbal from na, dec. II.

b. the choicest, best. Is. 22 : 7 ^'
II R
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thy choicest valleys. 37 : 24 raJi-ia "ITOQ

thy choicest firs. Jer. 22 : 7.

lirpft m. verbal from ina, zYfm.

2K. 3:'l9. 19:23.

m. verbal from rn;, dec. I. the

expectation. Is. 20 : 5, 6.

I311E) m. verbal from IDS:, dec. I. hopet

expectation. Zech. 9:5.

MtO^^P ni. verbal from Ntp|, dec. I.

something rashly said. Joined with

Denote, Num. 30 : 7, 9.

see under the word

I

plur. fern. Ex. 28 : 14. liter.

borderings, edges; see robaa.

n^^?P f* dec. ^' ^e m-P or turban

of the common priests, different from

rttjao ^c turban of the high-priest. Ex.

28 : 40. 29 : 9. 39 : 28. Comp. Josephi

Antiq. in. 7. 7. [otherwise cap. 8. 2.]

(In Syr. jLsoo a hat, cap; Ethiop.ssp

a turban; compare the letter 3, p. 98.)

"TJMD m. dec. VI. a. costly or precious

Drrran, "verbal from rroa, dec. II. a. and ffift*, (particularly of nature.) Deut.

yjjj j
33 : 13 D;att? tin the precious gifts of

1. confidence, Prov. 22:19. Hence ^mz. Verses 14, 15, 16. Spoken par-

ofoorf of confidence, Ps. 40 : 15. 65 : 6. ticularly of fruits, Cant. 4 : 13 onjp ne

71:5.

2. safety, security. Job 18:14. Is.

32 : 18.

n*0^7^3 f- verbal from 3^2, dec. I.

serenity, satisfaction, consolation. Jer.

8:18.

njILtp m - verbal from naj, dec. IX. a.

building. Once Ezek. 40 : 2.

"^!lip m. plur. D"7, (once ni Dan. 1 1 :

15.) verbal from i?|, dec. II. b. a for-

tified place, a fortress. Is. 17 : 3. ny, T

fan a fenced city, fenced cities, Num.

preciousfruits. So verse 16. 7:

all kinds of preciousfruits. Vulg. con-

stantly poma. (Syr. Ji-v-lD fructus

rzW?/5.) The deriv. ni^p presents the

same i(\ea, but in a different relation.

VTDP Judg. 1 : 27. IK. 4: 12. 9:

15> 3 K. 9 : 27. and
jVttlJ

Zech. 12 :

lh name of a fenced city 4iongmg to

tne tribe of Manasseh, but within the

limits of the tribe of Issachar, anciently

the seat of a Canaanitish king. Sept.

; Vulg. Mageddo .'nao pn^ #Ae

32 : 17, 36. Josh. 10 : 20. 19 : 35. Per- plain or valley about Megiddo, 2 Chr.

haps applied to fortified temples, Dan.

11:39.

n*"Q?3 m. verbal from I-TO, dec. II. c.

liter, flight; hence, the abstract being
used for the concrete, afugitive. Ezek.

17:21.

plur. fern, strictly Piel

part, of^i,placesfor boiling,fire-places.

Ezek. 46 ': 23.

n?3 m. a Magian, a Persian or Me-

dian priest. (Pers. ^ a Magian, a

worshipper offire; which is said to be

strictly i. q. mk or megh, denoting

great, excellent.} Jer. 39 : 8 yg~T\ the

chief Magian, who, as Justin and Cur-

tius stato, was wont to accompany the

king in Ixis wars.

35 : 22. tajn n? the waters of Megiddo,
i.e. prob. the brook Kishon; comp.
verse 21. 4:13.

bi^P and vH5?2 a c^y m Egypt,

not far 'from the Red Sea. Ex. 14: 2.

Num. 33 : 7. Jer. 44 : 1. 46 : 14. Ezek.

29:10. 30:6.

T^^lp , plur. D'~ and ni, verbal from

"n|, dec. II. b.

1. a tower. Gen. 11 : 4, 5. Particu-

larly a tower for defence, Judg. 8 : 9.

9:46ff. 2 Chr. 14: 6. a watch-tower,
in a vineyard, Is. 5:2. or by a herd,

Gen. 35: 21. Mic. 4:8.

2. a high scaffold, a stage or pulpit.

Neh. 8 : 4. comp. 9 : 4.

3. an espalier. Cant. 5: 13. (Parall.



plur. fern, denom. from T,
costly or precious things. Gen. 24 : 53.

32 : 23. Ezra 1 : 6. This signification is

evident from 2 Chr. 21:3.

:rto Gen. 10: 2. Ezek. 38 : 2. 39:
T

6. proper name of a northern people,

obscurely known to the Hebrews,
which the Arabian and other eastern

writers speak of under the names Yagug
and Magug. They place this people
in the unknown north-eastern parts of

Asia, and have many fabulous traditions forwards.

concerning them. The king of this

people is m, q. v. See Cor. Sur. xvin.
94 99. xxi. 96. Assemani Biblioth.

Orient. T. III. P. II. 16. 17.20. Kla-

proth's Asiat. Magazin, Th. I. p. 138.

D'Herbelot's Orient. Bibliotheque, Art.

Jagiouge and Magloitge.

"1^0?2 m. verbal from "via no. I. dec.

III. c.

'

1. a dwellijig. Ps. 55:16.

2. plur. an^o a sojourning, a residence

among strangers, a pilgrimage. Gen.

17:8 ?p3p yjN the land wherein thou

sojournest. 28 : 4. Often used figura-

tively of one's residence on earth, Gen.

47:9. Ps. 119:54.

"1*0^ m. plur. Dnuo (Lam. 2 : 22.)

verbal from n no. II. dec. III. f. fear,

terror. Ps. 31 : 14. Jer. 6 : 25. 29 : 3, 10.

minto f. verbal from nia no. II. dec.

X. idem.' Prov. 10: 24.

I. rTVDft f. verbal from -na no. I. 2.
T :

a storehouse. Hag. 2 : 19.

II. JTTOP fern, of-vup, dec. X.fear.

Ps. 34 : 5. comp. Prov. 10 : 24.

Jl^Uft f. verbal from i]| no. 2. dec.

XI. b. an axe for felling wood. 2 Sam.

12:31.

hXft m. a sickle. Jer. 50 : 16. Joel
S, .

4:13. [3:13.] (Arab. Js^, Syr.
s

& V

I] ^ idem. But the root is uncertain.)
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2 : 9. Ps. 40 : 8 n?p-nba the roll of the

booh, i. e. the book of the law.

f. Chald, idem. Ezra 6 : 2.

f. dec. X. found only Hab.

1:9
arp:| rra:n desiderium vultus ip-

sorum. (The word is used to denote

desiderium, anhelitus, by Kimchi on Ps.
<>'

27 : 8. Comp. DQJ Arab. ^. appetebat,

prope fuit, instititque res.) The fol-

lowing word npn;? may be rendered

f. verbal from bba, dec. X. a

roll, book, volumen. Jer. 36 : 14 if. Ezek.

found only in Pi.
fan

to give, de-

liver. Prov. 4: 9. Gen. 14:20.

J^E)
m. (with Kamets impure,) with

suff. ap, plur. D'na, const. ^:ra ; strictly

part. Hiph. of
p.s

to protect, dec. VIII. i.

a shield. Judg. 5:8. It appears from

IK. 10: 16, 17. 2 Chr. 9:16. that j?n

denotes a smaller kind of shield than

ns? ; of course i. q. &<rTr}$, clypeus, a light

shield or buckler. pn $ an armed

man, i. e. a robber, Prov. 6:11. 24 : 34.

Used metaphorically (1.) of God, Geri.

15 : 1. Ps. 3 : 4. 18 : 3, 31. 144 : 2. Ps.

7:11 B'rftN w 'S3.9 my shield or defence is

with God; comp. 89:19. (2.) p^ap
the shields of the land, i. e. its princes
or protectors, Ps. 47 : 10. Hos. 4:18.

n|^D f. dec. X. found only Lam. 3 :

65 iVrttin either a covered or obdurate

heart, (from ^a;) or else madness of

heart, (from the Arab.
"
-^ pass, to

rave, to be mad. Comp. the parallel
sentiment Deut. 28 : 28).

JVjyiM? ^ vei'hal from ia, the rebuke

or curse (of God). Deut. 28 : 20.

nD^p (with Tseri impure,) verbal

from
f]3j,

dec. X.

1. an overthrow, discomfiture. 1 Sam.
4:17.

2. a plague, (sent by God.) Ex. 9 :

14. Spoken of a pestilential disease,

Num. 14 : 37. 17 : 13. [16 : 48.] of the

plague on the Philistines, 1 Sam. 6 : 4.
7

*^3^ Syr. ^-^0
to fall. Part. pass,

(as if pass, of Piel
; comp. ^113.) Ezek.
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21:17 3Tn to* '"vut? thrown or given up

) TTO
2. a garment. Ps. 109 : 18. Lev. 6 :

to Me sword. Others : destroyed by the

sword.

Pi. I:? to throw down. Ps. 89:45.

*^3P Chald. idem. Pa. nan to throw

down, destroy. Ezra 6:12.

n*^P f- (with Tseri impure,) verbal

from -H3, dec. X. a saiv. 2 Sam. 12:31.

IK. 1\ 9.

pl?P proper name of a city in the

tribe of Benjamin. Only 1 Sam. 14 : 2.

Is. 10 : 28.

rYtynjlp plur. fern, (verbal from sni

to lessen, shorten, narrow;) narrowings,
narrowed rests, rebatements. 1 K. 6 : 6.

n|njE) (verbal from
fpj

to carry

away,) in Syriac and Arabic wooden

shovel. So Joel 1:17 Me grain dis-

appears under the shovels. But it does

not appear how this is a consequence
of drought. The rendering of the

Jewish commentators is better suited

to the context, namely, clods, (as if

from rps in the signification to shovel

aivay.)

tiTJJP
m. dec. II. b. Plur. OT, and

once tf> Ezek. 27 : 28.

1. the Aramean infin. of xtha no. 3.

Ezek. 36 : 3.

2. a pasture, Germ. Trift, (from ttSna

to c/rz'ye, to drive out,) or a vacant, empty
o *.

place, (comp. the Syr. \ j o^nudus,

racuus.) It is applied (1.) to the va-

cant space about the temple, Ezek. 45 :

2. about Jerusalem, Ezek. 48: 17. about

Tyre, 27 : 28. (2.) particularly to the

suburbs of the Levitical cities for pas-

turing cattle, Num. 35 : 2ff. Josh. 21 :

11 ft lChr.6:40ff. [6: 55ft] 1 Chr.

13:2 D'tfnao ^ the cities with suburbs,

i. e. Levitical cities.

T3 ? with suff. no and 'TO, plur. O^TO

arid FTO (Judg. 5:10.) verbal from TTO,

dec. VIII. f. and h.

1. measure. Job 11: 9. Jer. 13: 25

3. [6:10.]

niTS Chald. an altar. Ezra 7:17.

Root HIT to offer.

*^!!nO m. verbal from TM, dec. II. b.

1. speech. Cant. 4:3. See TM no. 2.

2. a wilderness, an uncultivated and

comparatively barren country, into

which cattle are driven to feed, Germ.

Trift. (In Syr. idem. See -QT no. 1.

to drive.) Ps. 65 : 13. iaTo niw IDYT /*<?

pastures of t/ie wilderness drop (fat-

ness}. Jer. 9:9. 23:10.

3. an actiml waste, a sandy desert.

Is. 32 : 15. 35 : 1. 50 : 2. nooaj 1510 a
desolate wilderness, Joel 2: 3. 4:19.

[3:19.]] Joined with the article, "IITOH

the desert, i. e. the desert of Arabia,

Gen. 14:6. 16:7. Ex. 3 : 1. 13 : 18.

Deut. 11:24. Different portions of

this desert occur likewise under special
names ; see the proper names po, >rp,m;

, p^B etc. rrTirr -QTQ Me jo/am or 6?e-

5er^ o/" Judah, Josh. 15: 61. Judg. 1;

16. Ps. 63:1.

fut.

pret. also vno, infin. ife,

1. i. q. Arab, j^ to stretch out, to

extend. See Hithpa. and the deriv. rrr?.

2. to measure, literally to stretch out

the measuring line. Ezek. 40 : 5ff. 41 :

1 ff. Applied likewise to measures of

capacity, Ruth 3:15. Metaphorically
Is. 65:7 I will measure their former
conduct into their bosom, i. e. I will re-

compense it.

Niph. pass. Jer. 31 : 37. 33 : 22.

Pi. TTO i. q. Kal. 2 Sam. 8 : 2.

Po. lira idem. Hab. 3 : 6 he measured

the earth (with a glance). Others, fol-

lowing the Sept. and Chaldaic version,

he made the earth to quake, as if from

ira in Arab. (med. Ye) to be moved.

Hithpo. TT&nri to stretch ones self.

1K.17:21.
Deriv. -ran, TO, rrn.

TTO m. Job 7:4. prob. an escaping,

nyn the portion of thy measures, i. e. fleeing away, from rr, (comp. the fut

the portion measured out to TTPI Gen. 31: 40.) Tin? whole passage
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may be rendered thus : when Hie down, p-ro j' vir longus, i. q. rrrp ti$ 1 Chr.

/ say, when shall I arise, yyo TTOI and 20 : 6. The Kethib is to be read po-

(when) shall the night be gone? in the same sense.

nip f. verbal from -no, dec. X. Jftlp wherefore ? on what account ?

1. ^extension, great extent. rr^ *M a for the most Part interrogatively, Josh.

man of great stature, 1 Chr. 11*: 23. 17 : U- 2 Sam- 19 : 42 - but sometimes

nr? n-ij men of stature, Is. 45 : 24. without an interrogation, Ex. 3 : 3.

nVT? n'i'a spacious house, Jer. 22 : 14. Job 21 : 4^ isjjrr* WTO-DK wherefore

'2. a measure, length measured out,
^uldlnotbeangry. D only strength-

Ex. 26 : 2, 8.- nro ban a wieewtirt^
ens the interrogation or is pleonastic,

/me, Zech.2:5. Metaphorically Ps. (Pei
'haP9 compounded of 5

39:5.

3. i. q. TO no. 2. garment. Plur.

nvro Ps. 133:2.

4. as in Chald. tribute. Neh. 5 : 4.

niO m. Chald. tribute, pars cuivis

j
T '

I? 4 on / c n dec' ^* tt P*^ </ wood, literally the
demensa. Ezra 4 : 20. 6:8. By a reso- 7 *

'

-i #^ , . T.T jwoce or oz^e of wood: comp. WJQ.
lution of the Dagesh forte into Nun, - - - - ~

it is sometimes written
itij:^, Ezra 4 :

13. 7 : 24.

nD,nip f. found only Is. 14 : 4. ac-

cording to the Jewish commentators, un(ier pa no 2
exactress ofgold, (spoken of Babylon,)
as if a denom. from irn=:irn gold, and

formed in the part. Hiph. fern. Others :

extortion, as if from the Arab, e^j WEITO plur. fern, verbal from
^rrr,

conj. I. IV. abduxit, abstulit. Another concitatio. Ps. 140 : 12
ntarjaf concitate,

reading is found in an edition of the

Hebrew Bible published at Thessalo-

nica in 1600, namely, nirrva oppression,
from arn, which is also parallel with

mente 9 on wliat account ?)

"^ilp Chald. verbal from 111, a dwell-

ing-place, residence. Dan. 4 : 22, 29.

[4:25,32.] 5:21.

f. denom. from "m no. 3.

. Q .

f. verbal from ta, dec. X.

a threshing; hence, as a concrete, what
Ig> 2l . Ja gee

m. verbal from nrrr, ruin,

destruction. Prov. 26 : 28.

in haste, speedily, urgently.

Htt Media. Gen. 10 : 2. Dan. 5 : 28.
7 7

Est. 1:3. (Syr. ^VD idem.) The

Is.3:5.
T

This last reading is preferred gentile noun is
;

l

by Michaelis, Gesenius, and others.

lip m. plur. with suff. orprra, dec.

VI. a.' a garment. 2 Sam. 10:4. 1 Chr.

19 : 4. Root rnn=TTO.

nVlt} m. verbal from rm, dec. IX.

a. sickness, disease. Deut. 7:15. 28 : 60.

O^nilp masc. plur. verbal from rnj,

seductions. Lam. 2:14.
Arabian tribe, near Mount Sina, (Ex.L

pIDm.plur.D^TO,
verbal from n .

3 . L lg . 5) &nd Qn t})e eagt ^ of
1 . strife, contention, dissension. Prov

15:18. 16:28. 17:14.

a contraction of ^"rra what is

enough. 2 Chr. 30 : 3.

see "H.

m. found only in the plur.

,
verbal from p, 5^r?^, contention.

Prov. 18: 18. 19:13. and more fre-

quently in the Keri for o^yio. See
frro.

f. Midian, proper name of an

Canaan, near the Moabites, Amorites,
and Amalekites, (Judg. 6 : 7. 8 : 28.)

2. object of contention, Germ. Zan- jn some passages the names Midianite

kapfd. Ps. 80 : 7. ancl Js/tmaelite appear to be almost syn-
II. ttlQ m. verbal from rrra=Tra, onymous, as Gen. 37: 28. Judg. 7:12;

extension, extent. 2 Sam. 21 : 20 Keri comp. 8 : 22, 2
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f. verbal from
pt, dec. X.

liter, ajurisdiction; hence

1 . a province, e. g. a district of the

Persian empire. Est. 1 : 1, 22. 3 : 12, 14.

rw'-ren aa Ezra 2:1. Neh. 7 : 6. the

children of the province, i. e. the Israel-

ites who returned from the provinces of

Persia.

2. a land, country. Dan. 1 1 : 24

ia^ Hi'ip \2Ott5pai and into thefertile land,

i. e. Palestine, he shall enter. Lam. 1 :

1. Ezek. 19:8. Ecc. 2 : 8. (comp. Ezra

4 : 13.) Ecc. 5 : 7. See the following
article.

i"WHQ f. Chald. 1. a province. Dan.

3:2,3.'
2. a land, country. Dan. 2 : 48, 49.

3:1,12,30. Ezra 5: 8.

nD"T?3 f* verbal from ^\}
a mortar.

Num. 11: 8.

fETTD proper name of a city in the

territory of Moab. Jer. 48 : 2. As an

appellative i. q. njoTn.

njto'lft
f. 1. denom. from jni,

a

dung-hill, dung-heap. Is. 25 : 10.

2. proper name of a city in the tribe

of Benjamin. Is. 10:31.

D*0"Ttp i. q. Q'?vra and D^TO, verbal

from
]T_, strife, contention, discord. Prov.

6:14,19. 10:12.

^"TO and JTTO m verbal from sn;,

dec. II. only in later Hebrew. (Chald.77 07

'l. knowledge. 2 Chr.'l : 1 1, 12. 2 Chr.

1:10. Dan. 1:4,17.
2. thought. Ecc. 10 : 20. Sept. o-w-

see

"Tto plur. fern, verbal from
IJTJ,

dec. XI. piercings. Prov. 12:18.

""OT'Tto f. dec. X. a
cliff, precipice.

Cant! 2:' 14. Ezek. 38 : 20. Root rn, in

Arab, and Chald. gradatim ascendit.

m. verbal from TTTI, dec. II. b.

) JTO

amine,) dec. II. b. an exposition, inter-

pretation. (In Rabbinic frequent.) 2 Chr.
24 : 27 D'?& *Tp the exposition of
the book f kin

ffs - 13 : 22. Others in-

correctly, book generally, after the Arab.

a place to tread upon, a footing. Deut.
2 : >.

m. (verbal from -arn to ex-

D, and Jlft, (see the Note.)

1. what? spoken of things, as n of

persons. Judg. 11:12 ^ ^TTO zMa
Am;e we, / and thou, to do with each

other? comp. 2 Sam. 16 : 10. 19 : 23.

Without a copula, Jer. 2:18
TJT ^V-rra

D^SQ ^tfAotf hast thou to do with the way
ofEgypt? Hos.l4:9.

2. without an interrogation, what,

whatever, something, any thing. Prov.

9: 13 noTiyvr'jii she careth for nothing.
2 Sam. 18 : 23 NrrnrnM no rn whatever it

be, i. e. howsoever, /e# wze, Ipray
run. Job 13 : 13, 14. Joined with

what, Ecc. 1:9. 3:15,

22. 6:10. (Aram. ,\D idem.)

3. before substantives, what, of what

sort, qualis. Josh. 22 : 16 rnn "w^rrr?^

what a transgression is this! 1 Sam.

28:14. IK. 9:13.

4. how? Gen. 44:16 jTrosrnp how
shall we justify ourselves? Ex. 10 : 26.

Gen. 28 : 17 K^rrro how dreadful!

5. wherefore? (So the Lat. quid?
for cur?) Judg. 8:1. Ps. 42 : 12.

6. not, (as in Chald. and Arab.) The

negation arises from the reproachful in-

quiry. Cant. 8 : 4 vnterrmoi viwrrra

ran^rrns* O wake not, disturb not the

lovely one; liter, why wake ye, why
disturb ye the lovely one? Comp. 2 : 7.

3 : 5. where D is used to express the

negation. The transition to this sense

is found in such passages as Job 16:6.

31:1, 20, 24. where the ancient versions

for the most part have expressed the

negation. See particularly rroV.

The most frequent combinations of

this word with prepositions are the fol-

lowing:

1. rrja whereby? Judg. 16:5. why?
2 Chr. 7:21.
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2. rra (1.) how many 9 Gen. 47 : 8. 23. 1 Sam. 5 : 9, 11 rno
noirnp

a

IK. 22:16 nrayc ITM-I? //OM: w// consternation.

times? Without an interrogation, so "VHtt m. verbal adj. from , dec.

Zoeh. 7:3 rra rrt so HI. a. hence, ready, apt, skilful,

many years. (2.) how long? Ps. 35 : 17. at any art or business. Prov. 22 : 29. Is.

Job 7 : 19. (3.) what, how great. Zech.

2:6. [2:2.] (4.)
how often. Ps. 78 :

A

idem,}

p

Arab. _ to be experienced, to be skilful!)
40. (Syr. ]LZ idem.) ,

T^
3. TOS

(J/i77) and
rroj (Jfi7r,) the '0? * * * to etreutotise. (In

latter form usually before gutturals and Chald. more frequent. Compare the

.the word njrr. (1.) wherefore? Gen. analogies, p. 147.) Hence, by a figure

4-6 12 lV PS 9 1 Without an common with the Arabians, to adulterate

interrogation, Dan. 10 : 20. With more or dilute wine, Is. 1 : 22.

intensity rn rraV wherefore then? See rn. ^^HE) m. verbal from
^rr,

dec. II. b.

1. a way, journey. Neh. 2:6. Jon.

3 : 3, 4.

2. a walk, passage, ambulacrum.

Ezek. 42 : 4. But utfxrg Zech. 3 : 7.

4. nob since, because. 1 Chr. 15:13 denotes companions, and is the plur.

since at the beginning. (Comp. part. Hiph. from
ipn

to go, to accompany.

V7HD m. verbal from $n, dec. II. b.
T : T

praise, commendation. Prov. 27 : 21

what the crucible is to gold, that let a

man be to the mouth that praiseth him?

i.e. let him examine the praise carefully,

1~T?2 plur. fern, verbal from D^T,

(2.) lest, that not. Dan. 1:10. note

idem, Cant. 1:7. (Aram. n$
v

iO Kfem.)

2 Chr. 30 : 3.)

5. rro-n? how long? Ps. 74 : 9. 79 : 5.

Num. 24~: 22.

6. no-'w ivherefore? Num. 22 : 32.

Jer. 9:ll".

Note. This word is pointed (1.) with

Pathah before the letters n, n, r, or be-

fore Makkeph and Dagesh euphonic, strokes, blows. Prov. 18 : 6. 19 : 29.

(2.) with Segol before n, n, and y, with fYnfoiTO plur. fern, found only Ps,

Kamets. (3.) with Kamets before *
140 : 11. according to the Hebrew com-

and-i with and without Makkeph. mentatorg> pits . (So in Talmud. But

(4.) Sometimes it is united both in pro- the etymology is unknown.)
nunciation and orthography wit]

f>^^ frQm ^^
following word, as what is this? Ex. T :

-
Oo oo

4:2. C3?D what have you? Is. 3: 15. overthrow destruction. Deut. 29 : 22.

Ar , T JQ Iii some places it is used as an mnn.
^>iai. i . ij. ,* T , _

~. , , T TT i -i Hike nwr,) Is. 13:19 ono n
n?2 Chald. what, as m Heb. witii v

and without an interrogation. n n^

M^ which, Dan. 2 : 28. Combined with

prepositions, (1.) rra /tow, how very.

Dan. 3 : 33. (2.) rroV Ezra 4 : 22. and

nob H 7 : 23. /es#, M^ not.

destroyed Sodom. Jer.

50:40. Amos 4: 11.

172) f. verbal from
!jcrr,

a wooden

Gen. 19:16.

the hands and head of prisoners were

confined, shackles, stocks,pillory, nervus,
thpalp. npnmi

dppus% Jer. 20 : 2, 3. 29:26. 2 Chr.

16 : 10 njEnsn n*3 a /iow^e of stocks, a

prison.

I. ""irfl^ to hasten, to be in haste, in

Kalonfy
T

Ps.l6:4.

Pi. vra 1. to hasten, to make haste;

construed with a finite verb with and

to linger, tarry, delay
43:10. 2 Sam. 15: 28.

nO^np f. verbal from mn, dec. X.

1. tumult, commotion. 2 Chr. 15 : 5

(antith. cVro peace.) Prov. 15 : 16.

2. consternation, confusion, Deut. 7
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without the copula, e. g. 1 Sam. 17 : 48.

Gen. 19 : 22 tAan -no hasten (and) deliver

thyself.
With an infin. with and without

* e . g.
Ex. 2 : 18. 10:16. This verb

312 ) Tl

pie, of the masc. gen. Jer. 48:11,13.
as the name of a country, fern. Jer. 48 :

4.) istia rrQTO the plains of Moab,
mentioned Deut. 34 : 1, 8. Num. 22 : 1.

may be often expressed in English by in which the Israelites encamped for a

the adverbs, hastily, quickly, suddenly, long time, were beyond the Arnon, over

soon, Gen. 27 : 20 NsaV rnrra rrrna how against Jericho, and are also called

then hast thoufound it so quickly 9 Ex.

2:18. The infin. ITO is likewise used

as an adv. in haste, quickly, Judg. 2:17,
23. Ps. 79: 8.

2. trans, to hasten, to do in haste, to

urge on. Is. 5:19. Gen. 18:6 uitoj nno

ato Deut. 28:69. [29:1.] 32:49'.

but did not pertain to the proper terri-

tory of Moab, which the Israelites are

expressly said not to have entered, Judg.
11 : 18. 2 Chr. 20 : 10. In Gen. 19 : 30

38. the name is derived from awa ex

rrorfa or rvagia, Ruth 4 : 5. 2 Chr. 24 :

the Aramean orthography for

over aaamst. Neh. 12 : 38. Comp.

nap. owp bring quickly three seahs of patre. The gentile noun is axia, fern.

flour. IK. 22: 9.

Niph. TTO2 to be too much hurried, to

be qver Jiasty, rash, inconsiderate. Job

5:13 rnrra: CTbncp nss the counsel of the

crafty is over hasty, i. e. is earned head-

long. Hence part, -nas inconsiderate, -i^ , TT -,

Is. 32: 4. timid,fearfid,'35 -.4,. impetu-
N^Q m. dec. Il.K^.^ entrance.

ouS, violent, Hab. 1 : 6.
Ezek ' *3 : 1 1. and 2 Sam. 3 : 25 Keri.

In both passages, this form appears to
II. nnD to buy, purchase, namely, haye been adopted on accomit of itg

a wife, by a dowry or present to the s im iiarity with KSIQ, with which it is

father. Ex. 22:15. See inta. (Comp. connected.

Nfo to flow, dissolve, melt. Meta-
"VTft verbal adi. from ina, hastening , . ,' *,/... -, ff" -

phoncally to melt,faint, despond , (from
Zeph. 1 : 14.

fear>) Comp D??< Ezek 21:20.1 15.]
*lHb m. verbal from ina, no. II. a ps . 45 : 7. Amos 9 : 5. Transitively Is.

jt?0r&Vw or cfowjry, paid by the bridegroom 67 : 6
.?

thou causest us to despond.
for his bride. Gen. 34 : 12. Ex. 22 : 16.

Niph. L to melt away or disappear,
1 Sam. 18 : 25. (Syr. and Arab, idem.) SpOken of people, 1 Sam. 14 : 16.

f. verbal from
-irrp, haste, ce- 2. to despond (from fear.) Ex.15:

15. Josh. 2:9,24. Ps. 75:4.

Po. 33io to let dissolve, to soften, to

melt. Ps. 65 : 1 1 nmtn B'yyya thou soft-

enest it (the thirsty earth) with showers.

Metaphorically Job 30 : 22 rron >:aaftn

liter, thou meltest away my prosperity.

Hithpo. 1. toflow, overflow. Auu 9:

13.

2. to melt or despond, (from fear.)

Nah.l:5, Ps.I07:26.

see Tip Po.

m. Prov. 7 : 4. and

Ruth 2 : 1 Keri ; verbal from

T, familiarity, acquaintance; and as

lerity, quickness. Ps. 147 : 15. Hence
rnnaa Ecc. 4:12. and rnrra as an adv.

hastily, quickly, Num. 17:11. [ 16 : 46.]

J""n7Iin?2 plur. fern, verbal from Vnri,

deceits. Is.' 30: 10.

"i?3 an enclitic syllable, annexed to

the prefixes a, 3, b, to make them inde-

pendent words, as iaa, IDS, TOb, the sig-

nification not being affected thereby.
These lengthened forms are exclusively

poetical.

^.l^fc Moab, in later times Moabitis,

a people and country on the east side

of the Dead Sea, extending to the

brook Arnon. (As the name of a peo- a concrete, a friend, an acquaintance.
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,
used as a concrete. Ruth 3 : 2.
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Hiph. to destroy (a people). Ps. 118 :

10,11,12.

Hithpal. Vjionrt to be cut off, blunted,

,
fut. cw> in Kal N7iph. to oken of arrows . Ps< 38 . 8 #^.,, ta? ^

his arrows are as it were blunted.

Vift Deut. 1:1. elsewhere too, a pre-

position.
1. before, coram. Ex. 18 : 19 ovrwn too

before God.

2. over against, e. g. a city. Deut. 3 :

29.4:46. 11:30. Josh. 19: 46. 1 K.

move, quake, tremble; spoken of the

mountains, Ps. 46 : 3. 60 : 4. of a coun-

try or kingdom, Ps. 46 : 7. 60:4. of

persons, Prov. 10 : 30. 12 : 3. Ps. 10 : 6.

In the same sense we find 'E bryrrsp the

foot of any one slides, Deut. 32 : 35.

Ps. 38 : 17. comp. Lev. 25: 35 ifthybro-
ther become poor Tp? Vv rrcoi and his

hand tremble with thee, i. e. if he loses
7 : 5 TO'*TO * ** over against

window.

It occurs equally often in combination,

as (1.) bio ta over against, towards. Ex.

34:3. Josh. 8:33. 9:1. (2.) \:E too V

^/> / fe - Ex. 26: 9 W too b*

torfcn w /ro;z* o/ rte fewfc 28 : 25 too b

v:s to thefront. 28 : 37. 34 : 3. (3.) too?

(a.) a coram, i. q. cra>. 2 Sam. 5 : 22.

Mic. 2 : 8 rrabto *Ftstafrom over the wider

his substance.

Hiph. declinare fecit, to cause tofall,

to let come down. Ps. 55:4. 140:11
Kethib.

Hithpo. i. q. Kal and Niph. Is. 24 : 19.

ID"iD m. verbal from eio, dec. I.

1. a moving, shaking, trembling. Ps.

66:9. 121:3.

2. a bar, pole, vectis, for moving garment, (b.) i.q. too over against. IK
things. Num. 13:23.

3. a frame or carriage, consisting of

several bars or poles. Num. 4 : 10, 12.

4. a yoke. Nah. 1:12. See rnpo.

ntplft fem. of eto, dec. X.

1. a bar, pole, vectis. 1 Chr. 15 : 15.

See TDio no. 2.

2. bjn ntet) vectes jugi, Lev. 26 : 13.

Ezek. 34:27. a piece of wood bent

round the neck of the ox, so that its

two ends might be fastened into the

wooden yoke.

3. the yoke itself. Is. 58 : 6, 9. Jer.

27:2. 28:10,12. Ezek. 30: 18.

^?3 i. q. ^p^ to be reduced in cir-

cumstances, to become poor. Lev. 25 :

25, 35, 39, 47.

V*)D to circumcise (the foreskin).

Gen. 21:4. Ex. 12 : 44. Metaphorically
Deut. 10: 16 cMaS-rfrig n crfoi and

circumcise the foreskin of your hearts, Syr. idem.}

7:38. Num. 22: 5.

HIvlD proper name of a city in the

southern part of the tribe of Judah,

which was transferred to the tribe of

Simeon. Josh. 15: 26. 19:2. lChr.4:

28. Neh.ll:26.

f. verbal from -r>, dec. XIII. a.

1. birth, origin, descent. Est. 2:10,

20. Plur. ni-iVra natales, origines, Ezek.

16:3, 4. rnVio yn the country of ones

birth, native*land, Gen. 1 1 : 28. 24 : 7.

2. i. q. rnVto yi. Gen. 12 : 1. 24 : 4.

3. kindred, fellow-countrymen gene-

rally. Est. 8:6.

4. children, posterity, descendants,

proles. Gen. 48 : 6. Lev. 18 : 9, 1 1.

n/^?2 f. verbal from too dec. X. cir-

cumcision. Ex. 4 : 26.

*l?2 m. dec. I. a stain, blemish. (In

i. e. remove the impurity of your hearts.

30:6.

Niph. pass. Gen. 17 : 10, 13. Meta-

phorically Jer. 4 : 4 nirrb iVorr circumcise

yourselvesfor Jehovah, i. e. purify your
hearts before him.

1. a bodily injury, blemish, defect.

Lev. 21: 17 ff. 22:20,21,25. It be-

longs to beauty to be without blemish,

2 Sam. 14: 25. Cant, 4:7.

2. a stain, blemish, in a moral sense.

Deut. 32:5. Job 11: 15. 31:7.

ss
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m. verbal from 350 circuit (of
a house). Ezek. 41: 7.

"TDlQ verbal from
ID;, dec. II. b. found

only in the plur. nnpto Jer. 51:26.
const, noto, nVnpto, foundations, e.g. of
a building, Jer. 51:26. of the earth,
Prov. 8 : 29. of the heavens, 2 Sam.
22 : 8. Hence, because they remain
after the destruction of the building,

ruins, Is. 58:12.

ID^D m. verbal from
TDJ, dec. II. b.

idem. Is. 28:16.

fVTD^D f. verbal from ID;, dec. XI. a.

1. idem. Ezek. 41:8 Keri. In the

Kethib rrno'D.

2, an institution or appointment (of

God). Comp. the root TCP Kal and Pi.

no. 2. Is. 30 : 32 rnDTO rrao the rod of
correction appointed of God.

IjD^D m. verbal from
TJSD,

dec. II, b.

a covered walk. 2 K. 16 : 18 Keri. In

the Kethib
TJD>D.

"iDift for ipNfe verbal from IDM found

only in the plur. & and ni~~, m. bonds,

fetters, vincula. Ps. 2 : 3. 107 : 14. 116 :

16. As a proper name npio and ni a

station of the Israelites in the desert.

"^D^?3 ni. verbal from icr, dec. II. b.

1. warning, correction, as of God to

men, of parents to children. Ps. 50 : 17.

Jer. 2 : 30. Prov. 1 : 8. 4 : 1. 5 : 12. 8 :

33. Hence also, a warning or instruc-

tive example, Ezek. 5 : 15. comp. the

verb 23 : 48.

2. instruction, knowledge, wisdom,

parallel with n^r, rraiprr.
Prov. 1:2. 4 :

13. 23:23. 6:23.

3. chastisement, punishment. Job 5 :

17 **6 ipto the chastisement of the Al-

mighty. Prov. 22 : 15 -IDIQ saiti the rod

ofchastisement. 23 : 15 -IWD 1220 soon to*

withhold not chastisementfrom a child.

Job 12 : 18 PJFB o?)o xro Ae loosens the

chastisement, i. e. the violence, of kings.

! "t^iD HI- verbal from TJJ, dec.

VII. a."

1. aw appointed Q\ definite time. Gen.

17:21 rr^nNn nstjj mn isto) about this

time in the coming year. Jer. 8 : 7 the

stork nnsia njv knows her times of pas-
sage. Gen. 1:14 nTtoto nin^S vrp Mey

signs of times. Hab. 2 : 3 -rciaV pin -to

Me vision refers to a somewhat remote

time. Dan. 8:19. 11:27,35. Espe-
cially (1.) a year, in the indefinite lan-

guage of prophecy. Dan. 12: 7. comp.
7 : 25. (2.) a festival rrirr nsto fes-
tivals of Jehovah, Lev. 23 ^2, 4,37, 44.

nsin D\ idem, Hos. 9 : 5. 12 : 10. Hence,

festival sacrifice, victim, 2 Chr. 30 :

22. (comp. an no. 2.)

2. ^ meeting, (comp. 1213 no. 2.) Job
30 : 23. Is. 33 : 20. Num."l6 : 2 1510 w^.
Mo^e invited to the meeting; otherwise

rn^n *n(7. Is. 14 : 13 "wio'irr the mount

of meeting (of the gods,) Me mount of
the gods, prob. with reference to some
fabulous mountain in the remotest north.

(So Caucasus is called the abode of the

godS) Spanhem. ad Callim. Hymn, in

Del. v. 70.) ipin ^n the tent of meeting,
the tabernacle of the congregation so

called. According to Ex. 25 : 22. Num.
17:19. [17:4.] it was the tent where

God met with Moses, hence a tabernacle

of conference, place of an oracle; but

perhaps also the tent for meetings of the

people on festival occasions. Comp.
no. 3. The Germ. Stiftshutte is a trans-

lation of the Greek <r*.wn f4ct^Tv^i'ov,
or

the Lat. tabernaculum testimonii, as if

"ttto were derived from iw testari;

comp. rvrojsttte) the tent ofthe law. Num.
9:15.

3. appointedplace of meeting. Josh.

8 : 40. to* -nn place of meeting with

God, i. e. the temple, Lam. 2 : 6. Ps.

74 . 4. So in the plur. Ps. 74 : 8. of the

halls of the temple, or as a pluralis ex-

cellentise, or, (if the psalm pertains to

the time of the Maccabees,) of the

Jewish synagogues.

4. a concerted sign, signal. Judg,
20:38.

II. *7yit2 verbal from -p, dec. VII. a.

a slipping, liter, that which slips;

(comp. nah destruction.) Job 12:5,
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m. verbal from ij, dec. II. b.

prob. a collection, congregation, host.

)

Is. 14 : 31 VTyraa rria ^ no one is by him-

self in their hosts, i. e. they advance in

close order; comp. 5 : 27.

rrryiD f. plur. nVwto, verbal from

TT;, a festival. 2 Chr. 8: 13.

JTjyiD f. verbal from is;,
liter, a

place fixed upon for safety, a place of

refuge, asylum. Josh. 20 : 9 rnwan n

free cities, cities of refuge, urbes asyli.

(Syr. ]jo refuge, harbour; J^o ul3

w asylum.}

see *Wp.
m. verbal from the Hoph. of

*y no. II. darkness. Is. 8 : 23. [9:1.]

rT^yito f. i. q. na, verbal from ys;,

dec. XI. b. found only in the plur. ntetfin

counsels, plans, purposes, devices. Ps.

5:11. 81 : 13. Prov. 1:31
crrnii^b

1

?

-r:\r they shall be filled with their own
devices, i.e. with the consequences of

them.

njJV^ f* verbal from the Hoph. of

py, an oppressive burden. Ps. 66 : 11.

Hto m. (perhaps for ncwb
; comp.

9 C,

the Arab. L2^jl wonder.) dec. VII.

1. a wonder, a wonderful occurrence,

portentum, prodigium ; e. g. in heaven,
Joel 3: 3. [2:30.] Hence a miracle

wrought by God or his messengers, Ex.
4:21. 7:3,9. 11:9. Deut. 4 : 34. 6:
22. Ps. 105 : 27. Particularly a sign,

token, pledge, omen, given by a prophet
for the accomplishment of something
future; comp. niN no. (4.) IK. 13: 3

5. Deut. 13: 2, 3.

2. a symbol, emblem, a type ofafu-
ture event, contained in some action,

Lat. portentum. See rrt no. (5.) Is. 8 :

18 behold I and the children which Je-

hovah has given me, evctVi rrtrftA are

emblems and symbols, i. e. on account
of our significant names we are symbols
of future events. 20 : 3. Zech. 3 : 8^
ncio typical or symbolical men. So in

N.T. Tv-xoq, Rom. 5:14. Sometimes

the prophet performs an action, and as-

serts that it is ominous or emblematic

of something future, Ezek. 12 : 6, 11.

24 : 24, 27.

"pft (kindred with rrcn and yan,) to

oppress. Part,
yt?

an oppressor, Is. 16:

4. Deriv. yn?.

see VQ chaff.

m. verbal from ,
dec. I.

1. a going out, coming forth, rising.

Num. 33:2. Also the rising of the

sun, Ps. 19 : 7.

2. place of rising. era ato a place

where water rises, a spring, Is. 41: 18.

oto'SJn sra the place where the sun rises,

the east, Ps. 75 : 7. 65 : 9 a-isn ipvii
'to

pav tJiou makest the goings forth of the

morning and of the evening to rejoice.

(The word N2io is here applied to the

evening by the figure called zeugma.)
Hence a door, gate, passage out, Ezek.

42:11.

3. that which comes out.' c^ripto NSto

tlmt which, comes out of the lips,
Num.

30:13. Deut. 23: 24.

4. origin, descent, race. 1 K. 10 : 28.

nfc$!rt - fern, of wato, dec. X.

1. origin, descent. Mic. 5:1.

2. plur. nwato a privy, sink, loca in

qua effertur stercus ; see mja, n^te. 2K.
10 : 27 Keri.

pSftft m. verbal from pa;, the pouring
out or casting of metals. 1 K. 7 : 37.

2. something cast or solid. Job 37:10.

p*TC3 m. verbal from the Hoph. of

pia, straitness, oppression. Job 36 : 16.

np!ftD f. verbal from pa;, dec. X. a

tunnel, funnel, infundibulum. Zech.

4:2.

p^D found only in Hiph. p^in to imi-

tate, to mock, deride. Ps. 73 : 8. (Aram.

Pa. RO, . o-Vn
idem.)

"Tp'lD m. verbal from njr, dec. VII. b.

1. heat, burning. Is. 33 : 14.

2. materials for burning, brush, dry
wood. Ps. 102: 4.

E f. verbal from T^, the place
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on the altar where the victim ivas burnt,

perhaps the pile of wood. Lev. 6 : 2.

[6:9.]

m. verbal from
tify dec.VII. b.

1. a snare, a springe; e. g. for ani-

mals, birds, Job 40 : 24. Am. 3 : 5 (ns

appears here to denote snares lying on
the ground.) rnp'^Pto snares of death,

Ps. 18: 6.

2. metaphorically an object by which

any one is seduced and caused to fall.

Ex. 10:7
tfgtoj

uV
rrj n?rr TTCTTO how long

shall he be to us for a snare? i. e. bring
us into misfortune? 23:33. 34:12.

Deut.7:16. Josh. 23: 13. Plur. err,
once ni Ps. 141:9.

see -\b.

in Kal not used.

Hiph. Tn?n 1. to change, exchange.
Lev. 27 : 33. Construed with a of the

thing for which the exchange is made,
Ps. 106: 20. Jer.2:ll. Hos.4:7.

2. used absolutely, to undergo change,
to suffer alteration. Ps. 15 : 4 he swears

in; N'bi and cJianges not, i. e. breaks not

his oath. 46 : 3 y-wt -rapa NT? *# we will

not fear, though the earth change:

(comp. 102 : 27,) In Jer. 2:11, we
find "VD'n for Yt>rr.

Niph. iQ3, (as if from -no,) to be al-

tered. Jer. 48: 11.

Deriv. rrrran.

N'Tift m. verbal from N'T, dec. II. b.

1. fear. Gen. 9 : 2 D3*nto the fear of
you. Deut. 11: 25. MaU:6.

2. the object of fear or reverence. Is.

8:12,13. Ps. 76:12.

3 . something astonishing orwonderful,
Dent. 26 : 8. 34 : 12. Jer. 32 : 21. Plur.

cronto Deut. 4 : 34.

IfYito m. Is. 41 : 15. Plur. D'rrto 2 Sam.

24 : 22. and a?rito (after the Chaldaic

form) 1 Clir. 21 i 23. prim. dec. VIII. f.

a threshing sledge or dray, trahea, a

plank armed with iron or sharp stones,

which was drawn by oxen, like a sledge,
over the grain, to cut the straw in pieces,

after which it was winnowed. In Span.
*^c^

trillo. (Arab. J by a commutation

of o and 3.)

m. verbal from TV
, dec. II. b.

1. a descent, declivity. Josh. 7 : 5.

10:11.

2. 1 K. 7 : 29 Tjio ntoo worh hanging
down, festoons.

I. mlft m. verbal from nv no. I.
V

1. an archer. See nvno. I. Hiph.

no. 1.

2. the early rain. See nv no. I. Hiph.
no. 2.

II. JTYID m. verbal from nv no. II.
V

2. a teacher. Is. 9 : 14. Hence i. q. DOT

ivise, spoken of God, Job 36 : 22. Others

adopt the rendering ofthe Sept. 2vv#V<m$,

comp. the Aram. ]o NT? a lord; but

would not this be written in Hebrew

too, ? Others make it i. q. fcnin no. 2.

the object of fear, tlie dreadful one.

(Comp. Ps. 9: 21.)

As a proper name rnin ^b Gen. 12 :

6. and rrjto 3fyj Deut. 1 1 : 30. the tur-

pentine-trees of Moreh, in the neigh-
bourhood of Shechem; and rnteirrr33

the hill of Moreh, in the valley of Jez-

reel, Judg. 7:1.

I- fTYlft m. a razor. Judg. 13:5.

16:7. ISam.hll. (Root prob. rr^

Arab. ^ ^ ubera strinxit, plagis per-

strinxit" whence novacula stringens.

According to others, i. q. iryio timor,

the razor being so called from the dan-

ger in using it.)

II. rnlft Ps. 9 : 21 Kethib, i. q. -Vio

fear, terror, which is the reading of the

Keri.

see tD'TO.

see rrnb.

m. const. hta, verbal from #.
(with Kamets impure,) a possession.
Obad. 17. Is. 14 : 23. Job 17 : 11 >v

mb the possessions, i. e. the fondest

hopes, of my heart.
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f. verbal from tiv idem. Ex.

6 : 8.' Deut. 33 : 4.

Hil ntin'ift Mic. 1:14. a place in

the neighbourhood of Eleutheropolis. a 8tate5 Am> 2 . 2 to iecorm lvretched
the birth-place of the prophet Micah, or unfortunate, Prov. 15:10. Hos. 13:

irJicrcforc should ice die, we and our

land? Comp. ;m Ps. 78 : 47. and Bo-
charti Hieroz. P. I. p. 1.

2. to perish, be destroyed, spoken of

Kic.4'4. 1. Seen??.
Pil. nnto and Hiph. man to

The gentile noun is

Jer. 26:18.

1. CftD 1. to rfe/7art. Num. 14 : 44. (More frequently in Hiph.) 1 Sam. 14 :

Josh. 1:8. 13. 2 Sam. 1:16. Judg. 16:30. Part.

2. causat. to put away, to remove. DTIOQ the destroyers, prob. the angels of
Zech. 3 : 9. death, Job 33 : 22.

Hiph. 1. as in Kal no 1. to depart, Hoph. nwi to be hilled. Deut. 21: 22.

cease. Ex. 13:22. Jer. 17 : 8 *WT rfn lSam.l9:"ll.

ns nifejp awo* z sAa// wo cease from
yieldingfruit.

2. causat. as in Kal no. 2. to remove,

withdraw. Mic. 2 : 3, 4.

3. to /e escape. Nah. 3:1.

II. ttfaft i. q. tWg tofeel, touch. Gen.

27:21.

Deriv. out of course rtoo, nrnori.

rVlt3 m. with n paragogic npion Ps.

116:15. const, nio, plur. o^nio Ezek.

28 : 10. verbal from mo, dec. VI. e.

1. death. nva ^3 deadly iveapons,

Ps. 7 : 14. rno
pj

to s/eejo ^e s/eep of

death, Ps. 13 : 4. njcr$ and rwp sto owe
m. verbal from a#, dec. II. b. condemned to $ \ . 2 : 26. 2 Sam.

1. a sea*, stool, 1 Sam. 20 : 18, 25. jg . 28. Sometimes death is personi-
2. a company or circ/e o/ persons fied, as in Ps. 49 : 15.

sitting together, consessus. Ps. 1:1. 2. the region of the dead, the sub-

107 : 32. terranean world, hades. Job 28 : 22.

3. a habitation. Gen. 27 : 39. atitoTva rna~nwi ^e gates of hades, Ps. 9 : 14.

a dwelling-house, Lev. 25 : 29. Hence nyj'nin the chambers ofJiades. Prov. 7 :

(1.) the time of dwelling. Ex. 12 : 40. 27.
'

(2.) as a concrete, people dwelling to- 3. adversity, ruin, destruction, in op-

gether. 2 Sam. 9:12 y? n'a attfarte a// position to Dn prosperity, happiness,
that dwell in the house of Ziba. Prov. 11:19. 12 : 28.

4. the situation (of a city). 2 K. 2 : 19. 4. pestilence. Jer. 15 : 2. 18 : 21. 43 :

rfOttfiO fern. plur. dec. VII. a. n - Job 27: 15. Comp. $Wa?, Rev.

ss s ^ 6:8. 18 : 8. Chald. nio pestilence, and

bands,fetters. Job 38 : 31. (Arab. ^C^o the Heb. 13-3.

compes, from v^JL^o to Ao/a*, to Ao/a
7 Hltt Chald. idem. Ezra 7 : 26.

fast.) . 1]~^) m. verbal from irv, dec. II. b.

HiVt^t^ plur. fern, verbal from yfy, 1. pre-eminence. Ecc. 3:19.

deliverance, salvation. Ps. 68 : 21. 2. abundance. Prov. 14 : 23. 21 : 5.

rVlfc, pret. no, no. D5*?P m< const ' n??? plur. nimio,

1. to die. 1 Sam. 25 : 37
ta^?a ta^ non verbal from r?aj, dec. VII. d. an altar,

then died his heart within him. Comp. nna^rr upon tJie altar, Lev. 1 : 9, 13,

rm. Gen. 45 : 27. Judg. 15 : 19. Part. 15. 2 Chr. 29 : 22. nVtori nara ^e a/to;r

no a rfeaJ /waw, a corpse, also, as an o/ burnt-offering, Ex. 30 : 28. also

epicene, for fe corpse of a woman, called n-in;n n3]n ^e brazen altar, in

Gen. 23:4. (So in German, cin Kran- front of the temple or tabernacle, in

her, ein Todter.) Spoken of inanimate the open air, Ex. 39 : 39. mjagn mto the

nature, Job 14:8. hence Gen. 47 : 19 altar of incense, also called the golden
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altar, in the sanctuary, Ex. 30 : 27. 1 K. a plan, purpose, device, Job 42 : 2.

7 : 48. Most frequently in a bad sense, Ps. 10 :

3TO m. mixed wine, spiced wine. %- 21:12. 37:7. Jer. 23 : 20.

Cant. 7 : 3. (Root am, in Arab, and 2. as a quality of mind, wisdom, dis-

Aram. to mix.) Comp. TJOTD.
cretion. Prov. 1:4. 3:21. 5:2. 8 : 12.

np m. adj. dec.IX.b.
T

found only
Also in a bad sense > craft> maliciousness,

Deut. 32 : 24 ayj no exhausted or con- ? v' 12:2^ ** a craf% man - 14> :

sumedby hunger. Comp. the kindred
17<~~nTO

-? &l zcfem
> 24:8'

roots nso, ya?, Arab. TO to MM& 3 - wickedness. Job 21 : 27. Ps. 139 :

*)tft m. plur. cnra, dec. VI. a. i. q.

' "

.

^'a'corner. Once Ps. 144: 13. "TOp m. verbal from toj no. II,

!*.*** r v . T* dec - I* a owflr. Only in the super-
(TYntft f. dec. X. a door-post. Ex.

, f +u r> i

12:7.21:6. Dent. 6: 9. Roftperhaps ff^J?"* ^
w to move, because the door-post is that

on which the door turns or & moved. J"!1?P? Plur- fera - verbal from tgi

TitD m. verbal from ^,food. Gen. no- L knives or rather wither*, as ap-

45 . 23 purtenances of the candlestick. 1 K. 7 :
'

n -7 or, 50. 2 K. 12:14. Jer. 52: 18.
Chald. ec?ew. Dan. 4:9. [4 :

1
f. verbal from 101 no. I. dec.

I. -httt m. verbal from -vn no. I. ^/^ ^.2:4. 18:5.
, TTT

T
. Joel 4: 10. [3:10.1

dec. II I. a. literally the bandage of a

wound, hence the wound itself. Hos. "Wp? adv- a ^/e
' *^ quantity

5 : 13. Metaphorically Jer. 30 : 13. or number. Is. 10 : 25. 29 : 17. 24 : 6.

II. nittt m. a snare, insidice. Obad. (
Root ^! Chald< to be smcdl or few i

7. So Sept. Vulg. Chald. Syr. Root
C mP' in Heb '^

VIT no. II. see in Arab. \\ to lie, to de- ^^ Plur' Job 37 : 9 - in opposition

ceive. According to others, liter, a to^ the south
>
hence Prob - the north

>

net, from -TO in Aram, to sfrefcA ow^.
or 8Ome northern star. Vulg. Arcturus,

Ps. 109: 19. Is. 23: 10. and Sept' ^^* (perhaps c*rf, ^.
.) Chald. fenestrcB <rw Mesarim.T t i mim. Job 12: 21. a ^in#e, The

According to Kimchi: (venti) disper-
etymology is unknown.

gentes, i. e. north winds. According to

niT>}) fern. plur. 2 K. 23 : 5. the others, i. q. niiro 38 : 32.

constellations of the zodiac. (In Chald. ,Tn"Vt?3 plur. fern. Job 38 : 32. prob.
and Rabbin, idem, also a lucky star. j. q . nibra (see the letter

"?)
tJie constella-

In Arab. JJU a house, dwelling. The tions f the zodiac- Sept. ^t^.
/7 Chald. ^bra. Vulg. lucifer. Others:

Arabians call the zodiac the circle of northern crown; (comp. ija.)

palaces, i. e. the twelve palaces in which
the sun dwells.) See nVo.

n^ m ' verbal from^ tt w-

SL>VS n * ~
-, ingfan or shovel. Is. 30 : 24. Jer. 15 : 7.

}*?)? m. a flesh-hook, a flesh-fork.

1 Sam.~2 : 13, 14. The etymology is un- ^P m - verbal from m
-)'

dec - IL b -

certain. the sun-rising, the east. Ps. 103:12.

f. found only in the plur.
Towards the east \* expressed by rrjp

'

VT u j Nen - 12:37. by tfttfrr mm, Deut. 4 : 47.
. XI. b. zdew. Ex. 27 : 3. 38: 3. , ^ JL

,*J
'

\ \bY rFn
"

l

l
r?> Ex. 27 : 13. and by n-o'c nrnra,

f. verbal from DDJ, dec. X. Deut^ . 4L_^n ,T
"

1. a thought. Ps. 10 : 4. Particularly Jericho, Josh. 4 : 19.
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iPp?
f. verbal from nan, a girdle.

Is. 3 : 24.

1. to wipe off,
to wash out.,

i. verbal from yii, sownfield,

standing corn. Is. 19:7.

p1j!p m. plur. n'7 and ni~, verbal I.

from JTTIT , dec. II. b. liter, a vessel used Num. 5: 23. E.g. to ivipe aivay tears,

for sprinkling; hence a large dish, Is. 25 : 8. to wipe the mouth, Prov. 30 :

'Num. 7:13, 19 ff. a basin, Ex. 38 : 3. 20. to blot out or erase from a book,
Num. 4:14'. a drinking vessel, Am. Ex. 32:32, 33. to blot out sin, i.e. to

6:6. pardon it, Ps. 51:3,11. Is. 43 : 25.

TV2 m. adj. (Root nrra in Arab. conj. 44 : 22.

IV~ to be full of marrow, spoken of 2 - to destroy, (a people, a state.)

bones; to befat, spoken of sheep.) dec. I. The origin of this signification is seen

1. fat, particularly a fat sheep. Ps. 2 K. 21: 13 / will wipe, i.e. destroy,

66:15.
2. rich, opulent, like

m. verbal from the same root,

Jerusalem, as one wipeth a dish; he

Is. 5:17. wipeth it and turneth it upside down.

Gen. 6 : 7. 7 : 4. To destroy the name

marrow. Job 21 : 24. (Arab, and Aram.
r remembrance of anY one > Ex X <

idem.)

3 i, q. Aram, xnp to

-, to clap. Ps. 98 : 8
the streams clap their hands, i. e. rejoice.

Is. 55 : 12.

Pi. idem, with T. Ezek. 25 : 6.

NHP Chald. to smite. Dan. 2 : 34,

35. Part. ro Dan. 5:19, better wnp

Deut. 9 : 14.

Niph. fut. apoc. rre for ns, pass, of
^ "

Kal, especially of no. 2. to 6e destroyed.

Ezek. 6 : 6. Judg. 21:17. Spoken of

en* ^e w#me or memory of any one,

Deut. 25 : 6.

Hiph. i. q. Kal. fut. apoc. nan Neb. 13 :

14. Jer. 18 : 23. Prov. 31 : 3 ninp? ?pvn
ppta usually rendered: and (<give not)

to destroy kings, as a cautionpart. Aph. of NTT to

Pa. Nnt? idem. To smite on the hand, against a fondness for war. Better: to

for to restrain, hinder, Dan. 4 : 32. [4 : the destroyers of kings, i. e. to harlots;

35.] (So in Talmud, and Arab.) as if nirra were the fern. plur. of an adj.

Ithpe. to be fastened or nailed. Ezra nrra. Others derive the same significa-

tion from a change in the vowel-points,

f. verbal from nn, a corn-

6:11.

N2,n?3 m. verbal from Nnn, a hidinq-^_. _ T~T' 7

place, a lurking-place. Is. 32 : 2. II. HPT^ i. q. Ntra to strike, (as a geo-

O^fcOnD masc. plur. verbal from graphical line,) to reach to, pertineread;

win dec. I. idem. 1 Sam. 23 : 23. construed with to. Deut. 34 : 11. Deriv.

rniinto f. verbal from inn no. 1.

dec. XIII. a. the place of joining, the

juncture; e. g. of the parts of the cur- pass, an instrumentfor drawing circles.

tain, Ex. 26 : 4, 5. of the front and bin- Is. 44 : 13.

der parts of the ephod, Ex. 28 : 27. 39 :

20.

rn^^inft fem - plur. verbal from -an.

1. beams, so called from their binding
the parts of the house together. 2 Chr.

34:11.

2. iron hooks. 1 Chr. 22 : 3.

m. dec. III. a. the sea-coast.

Once Ps. 107: 30. (In Chald. idem,
Si, '

also a country. Arab. \^ border, side,

country. The ancient versions render

it, haven.)

/in?5 m - verbal from ton, dec. III. a.

QnO f. (a contraction of nn;np, as a circular dance, a dance. Ps. 30:12.

nrmo;) a frying or baking 149:3. 150:4. See the verb, Kal no. 3.

pan. Lev. 2 : 5. Ezek. 4 : 3, See ovan. and Pilel no. 1.
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f. verbal from

tor, dec. X. idem. Cant. 7 : 1. [6 : 13.]
Plur. Ex. 15: 20.

iTjnP m - verbal from mn, dec. IX. a.

a sight, vision. Gen. 15 : 1. Num. 24 :

4,16.

ntnp f. verbal from mn, a window.
1 K. 7:4, 5.

**np m. verbal from nrra no. II. dec.

VI. a smiting. Ezek. 26 : 9
fypv >rra

Chald. percussio tormentorum suorum,
which rendering makes bap or bi the

name for an engine used in sieges.

Others make the whole phrase, (per-
cussio rei opposite,} to denote a bat-

tering-ram.

rVjPRp f. verbal from rrn, dec. X.

1. the preservation of life. Gen. 45 :

5. 2Chr.l4:12. Ezra 9: 8, 9.

2. means of living, support. Judo*.

6:4
3. prob. a sign, mark, indication.

Lev. 13 : 10 nto >n HTTP an indication of
yawflesh. Verse 24 rroarrrvrip nnrr and
there shall be a mark of burning.

"VH?p m. dec. I. (prob. kindred with

09 to sell, and -irro to buy.
1. price. Prov. 17: 16. 27:26.

iTrpa

for a price, for money, 2 Sam. 24 : 24.

vnm b without price, i. q. nzrj, Is. 45 :

13. 55:1.

2. a reward. Mic. 3:11. Deut. 23 :

28.

nvHft m. verbal from rtVn no. I. dec.
v -: i- TT

IX. a. sickness, disease. Prov. 18 : 14.

2Chron.21:l5.

n^nft f. verbal from rfaj no. I. idem.

Ex.l5~:26.

nbhp f. see
iiTirrcp.

"'ryhft m. a gentile noun, a Meho-

lathite, an inhabitant of rrxrQ-^yt* Abel-

meholah, q. v. 1 Sam. 18:^9. 2 Sam.

21:8.

4?rvp f. verbal from Vrr, dec. X. a

hole, cave. Is. 2:19.

)^U^ m< ^ec> II b. a knife, a knife

for slaying victims. Ezra 1:9. Syr.
*

? Rabbin, ni^j

llft plur. fern. dec. II. b. Judg.

16:13,
T

19. braided locks or tufts of
hair. (The sense of braiding is allied

to that of changing, which is found in

the Piel and Hiphil of the root

vlTO plur. fern, costly garments.
Is. 3 : 22. ''Zech. 3 : 4. Root yVn i. q.

Arab, yhn L^ (by a commutation of y

and 2, see 2) to clothe in a costly man-
SS(s S

ner ; hence, *ls- a costly garment, a

kaftan. See N. G. Schroder De Vestitu

Mulierum Heb. p. 206225.

njJ7nQ f. with suff.
ta^Jrro, plur.

nipSna, verbal from p^n, dec. XIII. f.

1. smoothness, hence a slipping aiuay,
an escaping. So in the proper name

nipbrran sbo Sela-hammahlekoth, 1 Sam.
23: 28.

"

2. a division, class; spoken particu-

larly of the division of the Levites and

priests into 24 courses, (tyi)fKuut x-X^oi.)

IChr. 27: Iff. 2 Chr. 8 : 14. 31:2.
35:4.

yn^ masc. plur. verbal from nVt,

sicknesses. 2 Chv. 24 : 25.

rrTO Ps.53:l. 88:1. prob. i.q.

Ethiop. mahhlet, xi&ci^ot,.
Others: a

pipe, i. q. njro.

H^^n^ plur. fern, found only Ps.

55 : 22 VD niprrp vjp> according to this

punctuation, smooth are the milky words

of his mouth, as if nworro were a denom.
from rwprr. But it would better suit

the parallelism, to read with Kimchi
and others ni^rra, his mouth is smoother

than cream or butter.

IpHQ m. plur. tznpno, verbal from

Tprr, dec. VIII. a.

1. desire, object of desire.
*p}v -rprra

what thine eyes desire. 1 K. 20 : 6.

2. pleasantness, agreeableness, loveli-

ness. Cant. 5:16. Hos. 9:16 nj^? 'T?1

the beloved of their womb, i.e. their

most beloved offspring.
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3. costliness, precious things. Is. 64 :

10. Joel 4: 5. [3:5.] 2Chr.36:19. or muzzlefor the mottth. Ps. 39:2.

tD^T^nD m. verbal from "ton, pre- "VlDHp m. (plur. Prov. 24:34.) ver-

cious things. Lam. 1 : 7, 10.

^Enft in. dec. II. b. Ezek. 24 : 21

feno that it'hich your soul desires

or 'loves. The root fen to pity, may

bal from ipn, dec. I. want. *

every want ofthine. Judg. 19:20. Used

absolutely, poverty, indigence, Prov.

28 : 27. Prov. 21:17 iterro t* a man of
poverty, i. e. a poor man.

here have the kindred sense of love,
f

affection, and be synonymous with -ran.
1. to shake or agitate', e. g. the

Some MSS. read Tana But fen is" in foot in blood - Ps - 68 : %*

Arab. i.q. :, and joined with ^ sig-
2 - * break or smite in pieces, e.g.

nines dcsiderio ferri ad aliquam rent;
tne liead of any one, Ps. 68 : 22. 1 10 : 6.

whence it would be exactly synonymous
the loins, Deut. 33 : 1 1. Metaphorically

with -era Nb.T3 in verse 25. Job 36: 12 by his wisdom he smiteth

the haughtiness (of the sea).

ynp m. the place smitten, stroke.

Is. 30 7 26.

2LS
4

n?2 m. verbal from a?n, a hewing,

asrrn *pa hewn stones, 2 K. 12 : 13.

22 : 6."

niiTlto f. verbal from nsn, dec. IX.

a. the
'half. Num. 31 : 36, 43."

JT^n^ f. verbal from n^n, dec. I.

\.thehalf. Ex. 30: 13.

T

2. the middle. Neh. 8 : 3.

to smite. Judg. 5 : 26. In Arab.

to destroy.

m. verbal from ipr, dec. II. b.

in verse 25.

^ f. verbal from yen, any

thing leavened. Ex. 12: 19, 20.

H-PPD m. (fern. Gen. 32 : 9.) verbal
... _; ,_ V /

from
rrjrr,

dec. IX. a.

1. an encampment, either of an army,
or of a Nomadic tribe, castra. Gen.

32:8. 33:8. Ex. 16:13.

2. a host, army. Ex. 14 : 24. Judg.
4:16. a multitude or company of men

generally, Gen. 50 : 9. an army or

sirarm (of locusts), Joel 2:11.

Dual n::nQ Cant. 7 : 1. [6 : 13.]

Plur. e>:np Num. 13 : 19. and niarro.

njrr ni:no the courts in which the priests

ofJehovah lodged, 2 Chr. 31:2.
what is searched into, the inmost part,

3 (the camp ofDan} a place L ^^ no< ^ pg 95 . ^
*^D?2 subst. and adv.

T T

1. to-morrow, on the morrow. "irrab

idem, Num. 11 : 18. TO n?3 to-morrow

near Kirjath-jearim in the tribe of

Judah. Judg. 18:12.

D^ITO (two hosts of angels ; see

Gen. 32 : 2.) proper name of a city be- about this timy T K;f9 . ^ or more

yond Jordan, in the tribe of Gad, near

the tribe ofManasseh, assigned to the Le-

vites. Josh. 13 : 26, 30. 21: 36. 2 Sam.

2:8,12,29. 17:24, 27. IK. 2: 8. 4:

14.

fully, ntfin r3 TO, Josh. 11 : 6. -irra ns?5

n^?tfn about this time to-morrow (or)
the day after to-morrow, 1 Sam. 20 : 12.

2. in future, in time to come. Ex,
13:14. Josh. 4:6, 21. -ITO ovn idem,

rT2 m. verbal from p:n, strangling, Gen. 30 : 33. Comp. rnrra.

'^rjD f. a sink, privy. 2 K. 10:also death generally, parallel with r,v?.

Job 7: 15. 27 Kethib. See

anm. with suff. ^rrp, verbal i~KI^n?2 an(l ^^"}D^? ^ ^ Sam. 13 :

from non, dec. IX. a. refuge, a place of 20. the names of two different cutting

refuge. Is. 25 : 4. Ps. 104 : 18. Spoken instruments, one of which is prob. a

of Jehovah, Ps. 62 : 9. 46 : 2. 61:4. ploughshare, (from tihn no. 3.) but the

Joel 4:16. [3:16.] Ps.71:7. other, some cutting tool, (from win no. I.)

TT
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The plur.
ntahno verse 21. appears

to embrace both the above mentioned

instruments, at least it stands in the

place
of both.

rnnO f. const, rnro, the morrow,

the following day ; comp. -irra. Joined

with DV Num. 11: 32. but elsewhere

without it. rnrrab on the morrow, Jon.

4 : 7. rnrroa idem, Gen. 19 : 34. Ex. 9 :

6. With a genitive following, like the

French lendemain, Lev. 23 : 11. 15 : 16

rmrr rnrraa on the day after the sabbath.

Num. 33 : 3. 1 Sam. 20 : 27. Drnrra

1 Sam. 30 : 17. perhaps with an adver-

bial termination, like coV.

*]tl?np
m. verbal from

rjten,
a place

stripped or made bare, a streak. Gen.

30:37.

niUZ5nt3 and JlD-lZ^n?^ f. plur. ntotiJnn

const, rfaflfrra, verbal from IIOT.

1. view, design. 2 Sam. 14: 14.

2. project, plan, device. Job 5:12.

Prov. 12:5. Particularly an evil de-

vice, with and without the addition of

jn, Est. 8 : 3, 5. 9 : 25. Ezek. 38 : 10.

3. cunning or mechanical work. Ex.

31:4. 35:33,35.

*:]tEJn) m. verbal from TttB, dec.

Vllf.a. darkness. Is. 29 : 15. Ps. 88:

TO f. verbal from w, a

Qr
.

ag of a^ x

nan

any person or place.

Dan. 6: 24, 25. 7:13.

3. to reach. Dan. 4 : 8, 17, 19. [4:

11,20,22.]
4. to come upon or befal any one,

-. Dan. 4:21,25. [4:

conet

with the Heb.

from it in signification.

m. a besom, broom; see

PQtpft m. from mip, a slaughter,

overthrow. Is. 14:21.

ntE) m. (fern. Mic. 6 : 9.) Plur. ni~,
v _ \ /

once D'~ Hab. 3 : 15. verbal from mo:

to stretch out, in Niph. to extend itself;

comp. nqftM from te>a
; dec. IX. a.

1. a bough, branch. Ez.ek. 19 : 11 ff.

2. a staff, stick, rod. Ex. 4 : 2.

cnVrrcsQ *WD to break the staff of bread,
i. e. to cause a famine, since bread is

said by the Hebrews to support the

19 TriTro ^TQ mine acquaintance are (in) heart, (comp. ^p,) Lev. 26 : 26. Ps.

105 : 16. Ezek. 4 : 16. 5 : 16. 14 : 12.

Particularly a rod of correction, Is. 9 : 3

to:w ppn the rod for his back. 10:5,
24.' Nah.l:13. Ezek. 7 : 10. Hence

punishment, Mic. 6:9.

3. a tribe of the Israelites, (comp.
eati? ;) e. g. '^ msn the tribe of
Num. 1 : 49. also Miz&p \aa rrco the

of the children of Manasseh, Josh. 13 :

29. nvji^n fc>n the heads of the tribes,

1 K. 8 : 1~

"

4. perhaps an arrow, javelin, (like
Lat. hasta.) Hab. 3 : 9, 14.

5. aninclininaoT sinking downwards,

darkness, i.e. invisible to me. Plur.

aatiTTO dark places, Ps. 88 : 7. 74 : 20

yigniwirra
the lurking-places of the coun-

try. Particularly hades, Ps. 143 : 3.

nnnft f- verbal from nnrr, dec. X.

\. a coal-pan, a fire-pan. Ex. 27 : 3.

38 : 3. Perhaps in the form of a fire-

shovel, comp. Num. 16 : 6 ff.

2. prob. small tongs or snuffers. Ex.

25:38. 37:23.

nnnp f. verbal from nnn, dec. X.

liter, a breaking in pieces; hence

1. destruction, Prov. 10:14. 13:3.

18 : 7. Jer. 17 : 17. something destroyed, a low or deep place. Hence, with He
ruins, Ps. 89 : 40.

2. discouragement,

local, rrao an adv. down, downwards,
consternation, beneath, Deut. 28 : 43. Prov. 15 : 24.

Prov. 10: 15. See the root, signif. no. 2. With prepositions, (1.) msob (a.) down-
3. terror. Prov, 10: 29. 21:15. Is. wards. Ecc. 3 : 21. (b.) beneath, below.

54 : 14. (See nnn Niph. Pi. Hiph.) 2 K. 19 : 30. (c.) under, below. 1 Clir.
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27 : 23. from twenty years old and un-

der, (d.) less than. Ezra 9 : 13 below

our misdeeds, i.e. less than they deserve.

(2.) TO?*? beneath. Ex. 26 : 24. 27 : 5.

PTC2P f. verbal from TO), as in Greek

X.XIMI from K.XIIU ;
dec. X.

1. a bed. Gen. 47: 31.

2. a cushion, to sit upon at meals,

Est. 1 : 6. Ezek. 23 : 41. a couch, sofa,

generally, Am. 3 : 12. 6:4.

3. a portable bed, litter, sedan. Cant.

3:7.

4. a bier. 2 Sam. 3:31.

ntSft, ntpp, plur. ni~, verbal from

the Hophal of rra.

1. a stretching out. Is. 8 : 8.

2. a bending or perversion ofjustice.
Ezek. 9 : 9.

mi2?D m. verbal from rnpj something

spun.' Ex. 35:25.

V^tp^ m. a forged or wrought bar

of iron. Once Job 40: 18. Root VEQ

Arab, to work, to forge, particularly

iron. ^"Vtvt 'H&-V

P^i*2, plur. D^p'-ip, verbal from

ja^, dec. I. a. and c.

1. a place where any thing is buried.

Particularly a subterranean granary,
Jer.41:8.

2. a subterranean treasure, Prov. 2 :

4. Job 3 : 21. a treasure generally, Gen.

43:23.

Vt?2 m. verbal from STD: dec. I. and

II. a planting. Ezek. 17: 7, 34:29.

O^pytpp masc. plur. Gen. 27:4 ff.

and nito^tpp fern. plur. Prov. 23 : 3,

6. verbals from rara, dainties, savoury
meats.

nn3!2p f. verbal from nra, dec.

Xlli'm.' Ruth 3: 15. Plur. ninssp Is.

3 : 22. a wide garmentfor women.

*^13?2 to rain. In Kal not used.- T

Hiph. "vspn to cause to rain. Gen. 7 :

4. Applied also to the sending of hail,

Ex. 9 : 23. lightning, Ps. 11 : 6. manna,
Ex. 16:4. Ps. 78 : 24. (In Syr. Chald.

and Arab, idem.)

Niph. to be rained upon. Am. 4 : 7.

*^I3O m. plur. const. nVroo, verbal

fronT T^p, dec. IV. a. rain. Ex. 9 : 33.

Job 37~: 6.

J"T"^t)D f. verbal from T.:
1

?.

T T ~

1. a prison. Neh. 3 : 25. 12 : 39.

2. aim, mark, object, scopus, (from
KM Arab, to see, like FXOTTOS from mt\-

wpcu.) 1 Sam. 20 : 20. Job 16 : 12.

Also with the Aramean orthography

NT2p, Lam. 3:12.

**P an interrogative pronoun.

1. who 9 As a genitive, *o~na whose

daughter ? Gen. 24 : 23. Judg. 21 : 8

"jsnir; ^atta in na what one among the

tribes of Israel? comp. 2 Sam. 3 : 23.

Rarely in reference to things, like np,

Gen. 33 : 8. Judg. 9 : 28 is-jaw r? D3tf en

and ivhat is Shechem that we should

serve him? 13:17. Also without an

interrogation, e. g. Gen. 43 : 22. hence

whoever, Judg. 7 : 3 rrn wv >p whoever

isfearful and afraid. Is. 54 : 15. With

i$ following, Ex. 32 : 33. 2 Sam. 20 :

2. how? (like qui? for quomodo?)
Am. 7:2,5. Ruth. 3: 16. Is. 51: 19.

MITTE) proper name of a city in the
T :

"
. .

tribe of Reuben, situated in a plain of

the same name. Num. 21 : 30. Josh.

13:9,16. !Chr.l9:7. According to

Is. 15 : 2, it belonged afterwards to

Moab. Otherwise written MJJ^,
1 Mac. 9 : 36. and Ms&e'&j, Mu&t'Ca, Jo-

sephi Antiq. xin. 1. 17. 23. xiv. 2.

itD^P m. verbal from
a::;, dec. II. b.

the best of any thing. 1 Sam. 15 : 9, 15

jfr&n atrp the best sheep. Ex. 22 : 5 a''p

to-VD at^'pi inTto the best of his own field,

and the best of his own vineyard. Gen.

.47 : 6 yisa a^pa in the best part of the

land. Verse 11.

bO^P (who is as God) Michael,

proper name of one of the seven arch-

angels before the throne of God. He
was the particular patron of the Jewish

people. Dan. 10: 13, 21. 12:1.

P Micah, proper name of a



prophet. It is a contraction of vry?

(who is as Jehovah.) Mic. 1:1.

^O^P 1. masc. 2 Sam. 17 : 20 ten?

tansn a small brook. Root ten, in Arab,

to "tote ##/e water, spoken of a well.

2. fern. Michal, proper name of a

daughter of Saul, and wife of David.

1 Sam. 14:49. 19:llff. 2Sam.6:16ff.

O^ft masc. plur. prim, irreg. const.

ro, also nan:), with stiff. ^9*9.
1. imter or waters. (The singular

.^

in Arabic is ws fU water.} o^n D:O

/zvm0r water, i. e. fresh, Gen. 26 : 19.

w&ty C;D Ao/?/ water, Num. 5:17. Some-

times construed with a verb preceding
in the singular; with a verb following,

only in Num. 19 : 13, 20. With He
local rransn to zAe water. Water in

which one sinks or is overwhelmed is

used to represent adversity, Ps. 18:17.

32:6. 69:2,3,16. Job 27: 20.

2. i. q. snj seed. Is. 48:1. (Arab.

^l* semen.) Better waters orfountain ;

see Gesenius on Is. 48 : 1 .

pft m. dec. I. sort, kind, species.

Gen. 1:11 tan?b ns /rw^ q/fer #s kind.

Verses 12, 24.' Lev. 11:15.

E) a nurse, see the Hiph. of

2 K. 16 : 18 Kethib, i. q. ^DW,

q.v,

Josh. 21:37. Jer. 48: 21.

and r^Dft Josh. 13 : 18. a Levitical

city in the tribe of Reuben beyond
Jordan, subsequently belonging to the

Moabites. In the Kethib of Jer. 48 :

21. it is written rwEio.

Q m. dec. I. a pressing, wringing,

ing. Prov. 30 : 33. See fra.

ra. verbal from .

1. a level country, a plain. Is. 40 : 4.

42 : 16. Ps. 143 : 10. This name is ap-

plied particularly to the plain in the

tribe of Reuben, near the city NITQ ;

hence joined with the article, Deut. 3 :

10. 4 : 43. Josh. 13 : 9, 16, 17, 21. 20 :

8. Jer. 48: 21.

2. right, righteousness. Ps. 45 : 7. As
an adv. righteously. Ps. 67 : 5.

Q'HtMp Plur* masc - verbal from T,
dec. I.

1 . straightness. Is. 26 : 7. Hence
with a and b, as an adv. aright, smoothly,

recta,*??. 23 : 3 1. Cant. 7 : 10.

2. uprightness, sincerity; and as an

adv. sincerely, Cant. 1 : 4.

3. righteousness, as of a judge. Ps.

99:4. onti^a Ps. 9 : 9. and nn#o Ps.

58 : 2. with righteousness, righteously.

Right, justice, generally, Prov. 1:3. 8 :

6. Ps. 17: 2.

4. unity, peace. n'*v'P rra to make

peace, Dan. 11:6. comp. verse 17. and
Mai. 2 : 6.

*irTO m. found only in the plur.T f

i. q. irv no. II. dec. II. b.

1. string ofa bow. Ps. 21 : 13.

2. a tent cord. Num. 3 : 37. 4 : 32.

Jer. 10 : 20.

iifcOTS and H&DD m. plur. n

and ni
, verbal from

i^, de.c. I.

i T i. QQ icr'^"'^
1. pain, jou oo : iy.

2. metaphorically, sorrow, grief. Ex.

3:7. Lam. 1:12, i8.

53P abundance, see *^5^-

m. dec. II. b. a ^rafe, a &rt-

z. Ex. 27:4. 38:4,5,30. See

""DM m. 2 K. 8 : 15. something wo-

ven, a mattress, here perhaps Kuyuiriiov,

a fly net. See 1^2.

PG3 f. plur. D^~ and ni~, verbal

from TO, dec. X.

1. a smiting. Deut. 25 : 3. 2 Chr. 2 :

9 nia?? D>'rr usually rendered as if i. q.

perhaps a corruption of rvao, as it is

called in 1 K. 5 : 25. [5 : 1 1.] "Used par-

ticularly of the plagues sent by God,
Lev. 26 : 21. Deut. 28 : 59, 61. 29 : 21.

2. an overthrow, slaughter; in battle,

Josh. 10 : 10, 20. Judg. 11 : 33. 15 : 8.

or more immediately from God, 1 Sam.

6:19.

3. a wound. IK. 22: 35, Is. 1:6.



|i3tt
m. verbal from p to sto?ze?, dec.

HI. a/
1. a />/?. Ezra 2 : 68. Particularly

l*?*^V**^fr 15;

23, 39, 43. Ps. 33 . 14.

2. foundation. Ps. 89 : 15. 97 : 2.

and
nj!Dtt

f. verbal from -is,

dec.X.

1. a place. Ezra 3 : 3.

2. a stand or base. 1 K. 7 : 27 36.

3. proper name of a city in the tribe

of Juclah. Neh.ll:28.
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f. verbal from n$, dec. X. a. found only 2 Chr. 4: 21 snj nitas per*

a place or spo* burnt. Lev. 13 : 24, 25, /**Ynw auri, i. e.
^r/ert

or pure gold.

2Q Comp. rns adv. entirely.

/TOtt m. verbal from bta, dec. II. b.

perfection. Ps. 50 : 2.

D*1

TVptt masc. plur. verbal from ^3,

liter, ornaments, hence costly garments.
Ezek. 27 : 24. comp. particularly Wnip.

rtatt f./oorf. Once 1 K. 5 : 25. [5 :

n V "
r l r

ll.J a contraction ot rraw?, or else ot

the Syriac form n%wp, from the root taw.

O^ttStt masc. plur. dec. VIII. h.

treasures. Once Dan. 1 1 : 43. Root pa,
in Syr. and Chald. to conceal, to be con-

cealed.

Dtt?to Ezra 2 : 27. tfoao 1 Sam. 13 :

2, 5. xrarr? Neh. 11: 31. (as an appella-

rniDE f. Ezek. 16 : 3. and JYTOtt
T : T : name of a place m the tribe of Ben-

21:35.29:14. dec.X. birth, origin.
. ^ acc0rding to I Sam. 13 : 5. on

The etymology is obscure. The Hebrew
the east of Beth_aven . In 1 Mac. 9 :

commentators explain it by TTYOQ a dwell-

ing. Others derive it from nia i. q. rns

effossiones for origines, by

f. verbal from ps, dec. X. a

place orfoundation. Zech. 5:11.

Is. 51:1.

^ it ig called M .

in Joseplms
; Antiq. vi. 6. xm. 2.

1W - * *i and
?{??0

P,
141:10. ?ze^ snare. It is i. q. T^J,

*i3.3o. 123D (^q. v.) by a commutation of n
!3 m. (sold) proper name of a :

;
^

;

son of Manasseh, father of Gilead. Gen.

50 : 25. Hence used poetically for Ma-

nasseh, Judg. 5 : 13. The gentile noun

. 1 : 15, 16. and

Is - 19 : 8. a

*5p?D (kindred with
spo,)

to sink, to

be overthrown. Ps. 106 : 43.

Niph. fut.
"qi3%

to sink or settle down,

spoken of a building. Ecc. 10:18.

Hoph. plur. lapn for i3nn they sink

away. Job 24 : 24.

n /jD m. verbal from xta to shut up,

confine, which often commutes its N for

n
;
dec. II. a. a pen, fold, for sheep.

Hab. 3 : 17. Plur. nitao Ps. 50 : 9. 78 :

70.

"H >>??? m. verbal from ^perfection,

perfect 'beauty. Ezek. 23 : 12. 38 : 4^
perfectly or gorgeously apparelled,

vestiti perfects.

plur. fern, verbal from rfs,

see
T :

D25tt verbal from o:3, found only in

the dual or plur. const. '"^D breeches

(of the priests). Ex. 28 : 42. 39:28.

Lev. 6:3. 16 : 4. Ezek. 44 : 18. Vulg.

feminalia. According to Joseplms (An-

tiq. in. 8.) they reached only to the

middle of the thigh.

DDtt m (perhaps from res, like "199

from -np,) dec. VI. h. a tribute. Num.
O 7

31: 28, 37 41.(Aram, and Arab.Jro^o

(^ census, vectigal.) Hence

nD?tt f- denom. from 050, dec. X.

1. number. Ex. 12:4.

2. amount, price. Lev. 27:23.

m. verbal from ncs, dec. IX.
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a. a covering, of a tent, Ex. 26 : 14. 36 : prob. a sword, weapon. Kence DEFT ^s

19. of a ship, Gen. 8 : 13.

nD3O liter, part. Pi. from 7153, dec.

IX. a.

1. a covering, stragula. Is. 14: 11.

23 : 18. Also of a ship, Ezek. 27 : 7.

2. the fat caul over tJie inwards,

omentum. Lev. 9:19. Expressed more

fully rjjrrnw nram iVrn Ex. 29 : 13", 22.

instruments of cruelly (are)
their swords. Jerome: arma eorum.

The root in that case is supposed to be

TQ i. q. Arab. .\> conj. II. prostravit ;

comp. rro to dig, to bore through. Others

make H synonymous with rrpn (in

Ezek.) a dwelling. Hence weapons of
violence (are in) their dwellings. Others

tt f. (a doubling) a country explain it plans, purposes, from the

near Hebron, where Sarah was buried. Ethiop. t consilium cepit; or craft,

Gen. 23 : 9, 17, 19. 25 : 9. 49 : 30. 50 :

fut. -fcty, to sell Gen. 37 : 27,

28. Construed with a of the price,

Ps. 44: 13. To sell ones daughter, i. e.

to give her in marriage, the father on stumbling. 57 : 14.

such occasions receiving a price or por-
Ezek - 3 : 20 *"

tion (nnft) from the bridegroom, Gen
"

deceit, from the Arabic verb which

nifies to deceive.

/Ito'Q m. verbal from tofe, dec. I.

1. a stumbling block or stone. Lev.

19:14. Is. 8:14 btabo 112 a stone of
Metaphorically

> VtaJao nny\ then

I will throw a stumbling block before

31:15. Ex. 21: 7. To sell a people, him, and he shall die. Is. 6:21. Meta-

i. e. to deliver them to their enemies, phorically, (1.) a cause offalling or of

spoken of Jehovah, Deut. 32: 30. Judg. misfortune. Ezek. 18: 30. 44:12. Ps.

2:14 crra* TS DTSW and he sold them 1 19: 165. (2.) a seducement or cause

into the hand of their enemies. 3:8.4: of sin. (Comp. the verb, Mai. 2 : 8.)

g 9 Ezek. 7:19. 14:3 ori Vnibp their se-
'

Niph. laps 1. to 5e Wrf. Lev. 25 : 34. ducement to sin, i. e. their idois. (3.) of-

Metaphorically Is. 50:1. fence f heart, scruple of conscience.

2. to sell one's self(for a slave). Lev.

25 : 39, 42, 47.

Hithpa. 1. to be sold. Deut. 28: 68.

2. to sell ones self, in the phrase
- snn niiib "conn to se// one's self,

i. e. to

Sam. 25 :

rr^&)p?2 f. verbal from VeJ?, dec. X.

1. ruin (of a state). Is. 3 : 6.

2. a cause of stumbling, a seducement

to sin. In the plur. spoken of idols,

give one's self up, to do iniquity\ 1 K. Zeph. 1 : 3.

21:20,25. 2 K. 17:17.

Derivatives out of course isap,

Hpft m. with suff. narp, verbal from

03, dec. VI. h.

1. something presented for sale, mer- as a tj tie> Comp. 0599
chandise, venum, venale. Neh. 13 : 16.

2. price or worth of any thing. Num
20:19.

3. prob. property, substance. Deut

18:8.

m. verbal from ins, dec. I.

1. a writing. Ex. 32 : 16. Deut. 10 : 4.

2. a letter. 2Chr.21:12.

3. a song. Is. 38 : 9, where it occurs

nJ'HD^ f* verbal from nna, dec. X. a

breaking in pieces. Is. 30 : 14.

O.H373 m. in the superscriptions of
T :

Psalms xvi. LVI. LVII. LVIII. LIX. LX.

3O m. verbal from -02, dec. I. an most prob. i.q. arirra Is. 38 : 9. (by a

acquaintance, friend. 2 K/12 : 6, 8. commutation of o and a, see p. 63.) a

i~n5?p m. verbal from rrg, dec. IX. a.

a J9^, ww'ne. Zeph. 2 : 9.

found only Gen, 49 : 5.

writing, by way of eminence a

Others
^
derjve it

7

from CP3 (joldy hence a

goMm piec^ carmen aureum) a Com-

mendatory title; but orja is barely a
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poetical name for gold, and there ap-

pears no special reason in these psalms
for this designation.

ITlHplp 111. verbal from tfnj.

1.v mortar. Pro v. 37 : 22.

2. Judg. 15:19 prob. the cavity for
tJie A<Y//, in Greek oXfurxtfj Lat. mor-

turiuhnn. See Bocharti Hieroz. T.I.

3. Zeph. 1:11, probably the name of

a place in or near Jerusalem.

fc$ /ft, fut. '-2\ intrans. to be or be-
T

come full. Josh. 3:15. Construed with

an accus. of the thing which fills, Gen.

6:13 r^n y-j^n
nwro the earth is full of

wickedness. Judg. 16,: 27 ta't
;:n N?U rvarn

c~rim and the house was full of men
and women. Job 32 : 18 cy-,Q ^o *3 for
I am full of words. 2 K. 6:17. Ps.

10:7. 26:10. 33:5. 48:11. 65:10.

104:24. Is. 11: 9. 14:21. 27:6. Jer.

23 : 10. 46 : 12. 51:5. Ezek. 9 : 9. with

7, Hab. 2:14. with a perhaps Is. 2 : 5.

Used also (1.) of time, to be fulfilled

or completed. Gen. 25 : 24 rvM rrn; wtnn

and her time was fulfilled that she

should be delivered. 29 : 21 VDJ wto ^for

my time is completed. 50 : 3 15* ww p >3

L^:?rifor so long does the time of em-

balming last; (comp. Est. 2 : 12.) Lev.

8:33. 12:4,6. Lam. 4: 18. Jer. 25 :

34. (2.) of a desire, to be fulfilled or

satisfied. Ex. 15:9 v.rn: tasrpn my desire

respecting them shall be satisfied, liter.

my soid shall be full of them. The
suffix ;>D- is the accus. of the thing fill-

ing, which the verb requires after it.

2. trans, to fill, to make full. (In
Arabic it is written in the preceding

signification with med. E ;
in this with

med. A.) (1.) Construed with an accus.

of the place filled, Gen. 1 : 22 c^rrnst wto

tr*r; fill tlie waters in the seas. Verse

28. 9 : 1. Ex. 40 : 34 fsran-nN ste nirr -to

and the glory of Jehovah filled the

dwelling. Verse 35. 1 K. 8 : 10, 11.

Ezek. 10: 3. Ex. 32 : 29. So Est. 7:5
where is he, fa

riirs-b & INTO not ivhom

his heart has filled, i.e. who has

dared, to do thus. Comp. Ecc. 8:11.

(2.) Spoken of the person filling, as in

Piel, and construed with a double accus.

of the place filled and of the thing
which fills, Ezek. 8:17 yv?~n wto *?

Den for they fill the land with wicked-

ness. 30:11 7bn yvrrn^ wb-oi and they

fill the land with the slain. 28:16. Jer.

16:18 'nVna'riM ttfcj
BfrfQBftrn.and they

fill mine inheritance with their abomi-

nations. Rarely with ]o before the thing

filling, Ex. 16 : 32 iisr? -rorn sbo fill an

omer with it. Comp. Lev. 9 : 17.

isto. In Job 32 : 18, *rm for 'iiaVip. The

intin. is nrtte and

Niph. 1. to befilled, to be full; con-

strued with an accus. of the thing, as in

Kal. Gen. 6:11 C<OT yxvn vrqw and the

earth was full of wickedness. Ex. 1 : 7

an ywrj '^rn. and the land was full of
them. 1 K. 7:14 nrar.rrnx

1

)
iTC3nn"nsi ^i

and he was filled with skill and under-

standing. 2 K. 3 : 17. Construed with

p, Ezek. 32 : 6. It has the signification

of Kal no. 1. (1.) Ex. 7: 25. of Kal

no. 1. (2.) Ecc. 6: 7.

2. to come to an end, to perish. Job

15 : 32 NJion tov :3, before his time he

(scil.
i:E3 his soul) perishes; i. q. ^n

vn; his days are completed.

Note. Niphal is perfectly synonymous
with Kal no. 1. but the preterite of

Kal and the future of Niphal are in

more common use.

Pi. N^p, rarely $0 (Jer. 51 : 34.) infin.

Vo and niNtn, fut. Vn% once n^D' (Job 8 :

21.)
1. to fill. Spoken of a person filling,

and construed with a double accus. of

the thing filling and the place filled, like

Kal no. 2. (2.) Ex. 28 : 3. 35 : 35 $o

a"? rrgon on he filled them with a ivise

heart. Job 3:15
F]C3

DITTO cwjoon who

filled their houses with silver. 22:18.

Ps. 107: 9. 129:7. Is. 33: 5. Jer. 41:

9. IK. 18: 35. More rarely with p of

the thing filling, Ps. 127 : 5 happy is the

man trrn insc-n Vp -i-rsi who fills his

cjuirer with them. Jer. 51 : 34. Lev. 9 :

17. The following metaphorical sig-
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nifications and phrases are worthy of

notice ;

2. to fulfil, complete, or pass a cer-

tain time. Gen. 29 : 27 ni s-rrtf vbg fulfil

her week. Verse 28. Job 39: 2 -reon

rctfVon CTTTV canst thou number the months

which they fulfil, i. e. go with young.
Also causat. to cause to pass or be com-

pleted, Dan. 9 : 2 ns;Va?TV rrir\rf> ni v/nb

n:tf D'sntp to we seventy years to pass
over the desolations ofJerusalem. Comp.
2 Chr. 36:21.

3. to satisfy desire, hunger, or the

like. Job 38: 39. Prov. 6 : 30.

4. to fulfil a petition, Ps. 20:6. a

promise, 1 K. 8 : 15 who spake with his

mouth to David my father, and with

his hand hath fulfilled it. Verse 24.

Jer. 44 : 25. a prophecy, 1 K. 2 : 27

rnrp "irrnj* XvipS to fulfil the word of Je-

hovah.

5. to make complete in number. Ex.

23 : 26 / will complete the number of

thy days, i. e. I will cause thee to reach

the full term of life. Comp. Is. 65 : 20.

1 Sam. 18 : 27 and David brought
their foreskins, Tj^b

cisbon and they

gave them in full number to the king.
1 K. 1 : 14 and I will come after thee

TpiynK Vpi and make thy words com-

plete, i. e. add what is wanting, supplebo
verba tua,

6. >r?5-T_-n yfo to fill the hand of any
one, i. e. to transmit to him the office

of priest. Ex. 28:41. 29:9. Lev. 21 :

10. Num. 3:3. Judg.l7:5.
7. HTTP) iT'riM k? to fill ones hand

for Jehovah, i. e. to give to him liberally.

1 Chr. 29:5. 2 Chr. 29:31. Comp.
Ex. 32 : 29. 2 Chr. 13 : 9 every one

who cometh to present a bullock and
seven rams, becomes a priest.

8. nraiN nVi? to set or enchase precious
stones. ""Ex. 28 : 17. 31 : 5. 35 : 33.

Pual, Cant. 5:14.

9. TO;?! IT N^O to fill ones hand with

the bow, i. e. to take the bow into his

hand. 2 K. 9 : 24. This phrase differs

from rrcjjn Vr? i. q. ni^iTrr TTYI to bend the

bow, Zech. 9 : 13. So in the Syriac

a * e>

version, |L*S \L<& Ps. 11:2. for the

Heb. Y13 5 an(l m Arab. ba conj. IV.

valide traxit arcum.

10. When connected with another

verb, it serves sometimes for a peri-

phrasis of the adverb fully. Jer. 4 : 5

iNto wi|7 clamate plena voce. Sept. x.t-

jtg|<Tg pKytx,. Syr. clamate altd voce.

Vulg. clamate fortiter. Comp. 12:6.

The same use of the word is found in

Arabic; as ^M T^K *an intense intuitus

est aliquem. Comp. Fr'ahn on Nah. 1 :

10. Here belongs the elliptical con-

struction rnrp nn Nto for rnrp nrr** npj6 Vn

to follow Jehovah fully, to yield him

perfect obedience, Num. 14 : 24. 32 : 1 1,

12. Deut. 1 : 36. Josh. 14 : 8, 9, 14. 1 K.

11:6. J. D. Michaelis incorrectly re-

solves the phrase thus: implet quce sunt

post Jehovam, i. e. vestigia Jehovse

premit. Vulg. simply sequi Deum. Sept.

for the most part c-wstTroKoXov^'iv. Chald.

,"!
M$D7 n?l D^'^ i^nplere post timorem

Pu. see Piel no. 8.

Hithpa. to assemble or come togetJier

in full number, construed with hz,

against any one. Job 16: 10. Arabic

ta conj. VI. concorddrunt et unanimes

fuerunt aliqua in re, construed with ^r.

Comp. fc&Q ; and the Arab. bo turba,

ccetus.

TO Chald. to fill. Dan. 2 : 35.

Ithpe. to befilled. Dan. 3:19.

fcO^> fem ' n ?> verbal adj. from N'?D,

dec, V. e. and X.

1. intrans. full. bn pps full price,
Gen. 23 : 9. Generally construed with

an accus. Deut. 6:11 aia-ra D"^p D'ru

houses full of every good thing. 34 : 9.

More rarely with a genitive, Jer. 6:11

nn?; M)D stricken in years, plenus dicrum.

Is. 1:21. As a neuter adjective it

stands (1.) for the subst. fulness. Ps.

73 : 10 vhn ^ waters offulness, i. e. full

streams. (2) for the adv. plene; and

hence plena voce, Jer. 12:6. pleno nu-

mero, Nah. 1:10.

2. tram, filling. Is. 6 : 1. Jer. 23 : 24.
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1- business. (The root ^ to send

has here the kindred signification to o/--
. .. on

der,to execute.) Gen. 39:11. Ex.20:

** **"" f an *&<**<

*l Sam. 28 : 20 rf fe /a

once TVU (Ezek.

41:8.) in. verbal from ste, dec. I.

1. that wherewith any space is filled.

(Generally to be expressed in English

by the word or syllable full.) c?':cn sbn

WttrAo** /'///A Ex. 9: 8. Judg. 6 : 38 cl'anlC
;- Q^ ^ ^ f ^

--, rtte a bason-fall of water. Ap-
*to > Le

;-
13 :

*?7^ ,"*^ ?"*
piiedaL to measure, of length, Ezek.

** * of Jehovah, I Chr. 23 : 4.

., ^77 .7 / .7 Ezra 3 : 8. fOKTOn nzh? /ze labourers,41:8 najrrT ftp Me length of the measur-
A^. 12 : 12. roNban w "vp* me overseers

the work, 1 K. 5 : 30. 5 1 16.^] But

, v Aon nth? in Neh. 2:16. denotes o?ze
2. a multitude. Gen. 48: 19 o^n ^ ^^^ iw blic business,

and in
a multitude oj natwns. Is. 31 : 4. E^ g . g g . ^ perhap8 particularly a/l

n^7^ f. verbal from ^, dec. X. overseer of the royal treasury. Vulg.

fulness, abundance, plenty, (of grain arcarius. Comp. 1 Chr. 29 : 6.

and wine,) presented as tithes or first 3. goods, substance, res alicujus. Ex.

fruits. Used particularly of grain, Ex. 22 : 7, 10. Particularly cattle, Gen. 33 :

22 : 28. Deut. 22 : 9. of wine, Num. 14. 1 Sam. 15:9. comp. nai?o.)

^fc$7?3 m. (angelical) Malachi, pro-

verbal from vhg, dec.X.
per name of a prophet. Mai. 1 : 1. Sept.

a setting or enchasing of precious stones, in the superscription ,
in the

from
1:13.

Ex. 28 : 17, 20. 39 : 13. See the root, text

Piel no. 8.

D^y?? masc. plur. verbal from vfo,

dec. I.

1. a consecration or initiation into the

priest's office. Lev. 8 : 33. Ex. 29 : 22,

26, 27, 31. See the root, Piel no. 6.

2. a consecration-offering, (comp. e. g.

r*r$n a sin, and a sin-offering.)
Lev. 7 :

37/8:28,31.
3. i. q. 9 a setting of precious

stones. Ex. 25 : 7. 35 : 9.

^fcOfc m. verbal from obsol. ^S
dec. II. b.

1. a messenger. Job 1 : 14. 1 Sam.

11:3.

Vulg. Malachias.

f. const, rvogbp, denom.

dec. III. a. a message. Hag.

f. Cant. 5:12. fulness, per-

verbal from shS, dec. I.

. tfttV. 2 K. 10 : 22.

2.7?3 m. (denom. from naaj
a brick,)

'ick-kiln. Jer. 43 : 9. Nan! 3 : 14.

c'r and p, verbalnn f. plur.

from
T^ dec . X.

1. a word, speech, (synonymous with

^^ jn Aramean the common word, but

in Hebrew used only in poetry. Prov.

2. particularly
a messenger of God; 23 : 9. ps . 19 : 5. 139 : 4. 2 Sam. 23 : 2.

and (1.) an angel, usually expressed by ^jso a proverb, by-word, Job 30 : 9 vw
nrr -^9. Gen. 16 : 7. 21 : 17. 22 : 1 1, 15. .^ D^ an^ / am fo themfor a by-word,

Comp. De Wette Bibl. Dogmatik des

A. and N. T.p.64. 143. (2.) a prophet,
or a priest. Hag. 1:13. Mai. 2:7. 3:1.

Ecc. 5:5. (3.) spoken of the Israelitish

people%Is.42:19.

5 (a Syriasm for n^w'ra) f. const,

with suff.
TjroiiVri, ])lur.

const.

Vp, verbal from obbol. ^, dec. XL h.

a thirty, like w. Job 32: 11.

f. Chald. emphat. NJ$O, plur.

i.

1. a word, speech. Dan. 4:28, 30.

,15,17.

tffa?, see

uu
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see Q^NT'Q. solemn covenant, because salt is sabred,

m. name of the fortress at Je-
and the contracting parties in a covenant

partake of it. nVo an a pillar of salt,

rusalem, or of some part of the fortifi- Gen. 19 : 26.

cations. 2 Sam. 5 : 9. 1 K. 9 : 15, 24.

11:27. lChron.ll:8. 2 Chr. 32 : 5.

See Ham elsveld Bibl. Geographic, Th.

2. p. 35 ff. Prob. the same with Nik) n*a

2 K. 12: 21. KutMillo Judg. 9 : 6,' 2o!

is prob. different.

rnvft m. in Greek MA^MO?, atriplcx

halimus, Linn, a plant resembling let-

tuce, the green leaves of which, either

raw or boiled, furnished food for poor

people. Job 30 : 4.

7p f. verbal from
Tjbo,

a kingdom.
TS the royal city, 2 Sam. 12 :

26. rgibsn J?TJ
the royal line, Jer. 41:1,

Dan. 1 : 3. rrybQ ntpy to exercise dominion,

to ride, IK. 21 ft.

I*)
vft m. verbal from pb, dec. III. a.

a lodging-place, an inn. Gen. 42 : 27.

43:21. Ex. 4:24.

nifi /ft fern, of
ji?o.

1. a shed or lodge, for the watchman
in a garden. Is. 1: 8.

2. particularly a hanging bed, such

as travellers, or the keepers of gardens
and vineyards, in hot climates, suspend
from high trees, for safety by night from

wild beasts. Is. 24 : 20. See Niebuhr's

Description de 1'Arabie.

I. nbft (in Arab, with ~~) to salt.

Lev. 2:13.

Pu. pass. Ex. 30 : 35.

Hoph. nten, infin. absol. rterr, to be

washed with salt water, spoken of a new-

born child. Ezek. 16 : 4.

II. H vft (in Arab, with ~] to de-

part quickly, to pass away. Only in

Niph. dispelli. Is. 51 : 6 vten ^5 troti''?

for the heavens pass away like smoke.

L nSft m. dec. VI. salt. rrton D;

the salt sea, see qj. nSn *a the valley

of salt, see a. nbo nna Num. 18:19.

2 Chr. 13:5." (comp. Lev. 2 : 13.) a

covenant of salt, fcedus ftalifuw, i. e. a

II. njpto or Ft /ft found only in the

plur. mfap torn garments, rags, panni.
Jer. 38:11, 12. Root %!<, in Arab,

and Ethiop. to pull, to tear.

rivft Cliald. clcnom. from mo, to eat

salt. Ezra 4 : 14.

HT'P Chald. salt. Ezra 4: 14.

n ?D in. (with Kamets impure,) de-

nom. from nto i. q. A$ the salt sea, dec.

I. a mariner. Ezek. 27 : 9, 26, 29. Jon.

1:5.

nnbp f. verbal from rrto, salted, of

course unfruitful land. Job 39 : 6. Ps.

107 : 34. Joined with fjw, Jer. 17:6.

Comp. Virg. Mn. II. 238. /Salsa tellus

Frugibus infelix.

rTDH/^p f. once
rrcrrjo (1 Sam. 13:

22.) with suff. nonVo, plur. niorte, ver-

bal from
crr^,

dec. XI. f.

1 . war. nonto nta? to carry on war,
construed with nsi (n) and with D,
with any one. Gen. 14:2. Deut. 20 :

12, 20. a rron^n nn^rr
there was war with

any one, 2 Sam. 21 : 15, 20. nonk) tb'

man of war, a warrior, Num. 31 : 27.

also, an enemy in tvar, 1 Chr. 18 : 10.

2. battle, slaughter. Ex. 13 : 17. Job

39 : 25.

3. by a metonymy, a weapon, i. q.

rrar6o >>3. Ps. 76 : 4. comp. Hos. 1 : 7.

ID vft in Kal not used. Liter, to be

smooth, slippery; hence to s/z/> away,
to escape.

Pi. oVo and toVp 1. to let escape (from

danger), to deliver. Job 6 : 23. 29:12.

ta?p3 E>Vp to 5re owe's #/e, 1 Sam. 19:11.

2 Sam. 19: 6.

2. ova parere. Is. 34 : 15. See Hiph.

no. 2.

Hiph. 1. to deliver. Once Is. 31:5.

2. to bear, bring forth. Is. 66 : 7.

Niph. 1. to be delivered. Ps. 22 : 6.
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More frequently reflex, to deliver ons

self, to escape. Gen. 19:19. 1 Sain. 30 :

17.

2. to hasten, to go quickly, (without
the idea of flight.) 1 Sam. 20 : 29

x| let me. I pray thee, go quickly.

Hithpa. i.q. Niph. Job 19 : 20 rr:^;

**o -lisa (scarcely) am I escaped with the

skin of my teeth, a proverbial phrase
for there is scarcely a sound spot in my
body. Job 41: 11 [41:19] sparks of

fire fly out.

tob?2 m. mortar, cement. Jer. 43 : 9.
V V

This word is found in some occidental

languages, as in Greek pcixQa, soft wax,

pitch, to spread over the bottoms of ves-

sels; in Ital. malta, mud, clay. Root
7

r:Vo Syr. c^L-i^D to spread over.

n/*1^^ f. dec. X. an ear of corn.

Once Deut. 23:26. Prob. from y=Tro,

^p:. Job 24 : 24. to cutoff ears of corn.

n^7D f. verbal from
yib.

1. liter, an interpretation, hence what

needs an interpretation, an enigma, rid-

dle, dark saying. Prov. 1:6.

2. a satire. Hab. 2 : 6.

TJ /}> fut.:po\ 1. to be king, to reign;

construed with * or to. Josh. 13 : 12,21.

Judg.4:2. 1 Sam. 12: 14.

2. to become king. 2 Sam. 15 : 10.

Hiph. to cause to be king; construed

with an accus. 1 Sam. 15 : 35. 1 K. 1 :

43. with a dative, 1 Chr. 29 : 22.

Hoph. -^pn to be made king. Dan.

9:1.

Niph. to consult, to take counsel. Neh.

5:7. In Syr. the predominant meaning.

Compare the Latin consulere and consul.

Deriv. out of course rnVro, TO^D, rrabpn.

^7?? m. with suff. ^Vo, plur. D^Sp,

once pjo (Prov. 31:3.) and once with

Aleph as a mater lectioriis avvfyo )2 Sam.

11:1.) verbal from yfo, dec. VI. a. a

king. cvr?o ijbp
the king of kings, a title

of the king of Babylon, Ezek. 26 : 7.

Spoken frequently of Jehovah, Ps. 5 : 3.

44:5. 48:3. 68:25. Is. 8: 21. also

of fals*god*. Am. 5: 26. comp. Zeph.

vg, Horn. II. y. 351.1 : 5. Comp.
*. 233.

1J7?2 m. Chald. emph.

plur. p^o, also iraSa Ezra 4:13. a king,
as in Heb.

wjsSp ^p Me king of kings,
Dan. 2:36,37.' "Ezra 7: 12. a title of

the Persian and other Asiatic monarchs;
in Pers. Shahinshah. See Brissonius

De regio Persarum Principatu, 3. In

Dan. 7:17, ate stands for kingdoms.

m. Chald. with suff. rpte, advice,

counsel Dan. 4:24. [4:27.]

*:} 7*b always joined with the article

jpan, (the king,) Molech, proper name
of an idol of the Ammonites, to which

also the Hebrews sometimes offered hu-

man sacrifices in the valley of Hinnorn.

Lev.l8:21. 20:2ff. 1K.11:7. 2 K.
23 : 10. Aqu. Symm. Theod. Vulg.

MoAo, Moloch. His brazen image, the

Rabbins say, resembled an ox as to the

head, and a man as to the other parts.

It was hollow within, and made hot be-

neath; and the children to be sacrificed

were placed in its arms. A similar

description is given of an image at

Carthage, by the name of Saturn ; see

Carpzov Apparat. Antiqu. Sac. Cod.

p. 87. 404.

rni)7)E} f. verbal from -ob. dec, XIII.
v :

-

f. a net, snare, for taking animals. Job

18:10.

!~T:D 7?0 fem * of
ijto,

dec. XII. a. a

queen. Est. l:9ff. 7: Iff. Plur.
rvorp

queens, sultanas of princely blood, dif-

ferent from aijjaV'B, Cant. 6 : 8, 9.

Chald. idem. Dan. 5 : 12.

5 f. Chald. const,
rva^n, emph.

1. reign, rule, dominion. Dan. 4 : 28.

[4:31.] Ezra 4: 24. 6:15.

2. a kingdom. Dan. 2 : 39, 41, 44.

Plur. NrnaV? Dan. 2 : 44. 7 : 23.

J"VO7^ f. denom. from
T^n.

1 . royalty, royal dignity, or authority,

reign, used almost exclusively in lha
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later writers, and equivalent to roVno in

the more ancient. 1 Chr. 12:23^^3^0
tte royal authority of Saul Dan. 1:1.

m Me f&trtf 2/ear D^irr n7oS oftJie reign

ofJehoiahim, 2 : 1. 8 i 1. 1 Chr. 26 : 31.

rvoten n>a </ie royal palace, (otherwise
called ^grrrra,)

Est, 1:9. 2:16. 5:1

tfefcn
aw* .Etater jw* on the

Chald. found only in Pa. V?a to

Dan. 7: 8, 11, 20, 25.

L, Judg.3:31-r :
-

for driving oxen.o
i. q. . jj to tfnfo, .

2. a kingdom. rmrr msba
^ f r j i o /-ii

T
11 i rTdom ofJudah, 2 Chr. 11:17.

kino-

rra?n

9 : 1. Plur. rtete Dan. 8 : 22.

to be smooth. Comp. the kin-

Used onl metaphori-
P8 . 1 19 : 103.

with the article i^TOn, Dan.

^J
1 ' 16

;
a *>

tfi^M/Mg
in the

Babylonian court. It is usually consi-

dered a proper name
;
but the prefixing

7Q m. (king ofrighteousness] of tbe articlej and it8 etymological
Melchisedek, proper name of a king of meaning, (comp. Pers. ^JU prafectus
Salem, and priest of Jehovah. Gen. 14 : . \ '.
,

'
. , n

r
. palatu seu thesauri,) are in favour of its

lo Jrs. 1 lU : 'tm
,

. n A '

being an appellative.
JL^ , / ? r vi
p7D to break, but without separating

.

~
7 T iitro r\i.

, ,

T c /T ,
, e entirely. Lev. 1:15. a : 8. Others : to

1, 3. Zeph. 1 : 5. (In Am. 1 : 15, the
7 /r

, . i, . pinch on. kept.
word is an appellative, and does not be- J *'

long here.) As the proper name of a

person, 1 Chr. 8:9. 1 . prey, booty, spoil; but strictly only

aj&D Milcom i.q. Molech, an idol
of HvinS animals' Hence

of the Ammonites. IK. 11:5,33. 2 K.
9i 1

>

7D i. q. tifebo and Tibb, an idol of- /
the Ammonites and Moabites. Jer. 49:

)Tlp7?2 m. verbal from njr>, dec. I.

17, 18, 19, 25

**rn
5 ^J"' To?am et exuvias. In verses 11, 27,

32, it includes ^e captives ('?$.)
Is. 49 :

f. found only Jer. 7:18. 44 : 24, 25.

2. orrip^o the jaws, fauces. Ps. 22:an object of

idolatrous worship to the Israelitish

women. According to the Sept. in Jer.

XLIV. and the Vulg. in all the passages,

16.

m. verbal from wgj, the latter

rain^ rh

"

ich in paiestine falls in the
i. q. nrotfn ns^ the queen ofheaven, per- months of March and April, before the

haps Astarte, the moon. Another ex- harvest. Deut. 11: 14. Jer. 3: 3. 5:24.

planation is followed by many MSS.
which read in full nswbo, from which the

punctuation of the common reading ap-

pears to be derived, namely, worship of
heaven, \. e. the abstract being put for

the concrete, the god or goddess of

heaven. Chald. stella cceli. Syr. cultusJ

ccelt.

s in Aram.to^aft. In Kal

only Prov. 6 : 13.

Pi. to. Job 8 : 2. ft 106 : 2^ ,
mrr nmaa w;Ao can speak the mighty

ofJehovah 9

Deriv. nk>__For the forms fcp and

o, see to; and ^10.

Comp>^ and^ the early rain.

{

P?087? masc- dua1 ' verbal from n
'"

1. pincers, tongs. Is. 6 : 6.

- 2. snuffers.
1 K. 7 : 49. 2 Chr. 4:21.

Q ,np^ masc . dual, dec . I. i. q.
,"" v,~ T- OK OQ w Oo

o'npbn no. 2. Ex. 2a : 38. 37 : 23.

nni^/O f. a chamber in which clothes

are^; wardrobe. 2 K. 10: 22. (In

Ethi ^ ^^ byssi,la
.)

J L, ^.* V :
-

teeth> dentea canini' Ps ' 58 : 7 ' See n^'
l"jj^ f-

(
witn Dagesh euphonic,)

dec. X. Joel 1:17. a storehouse, c/ra-



miry, corn-loft. Derived either from

Vrab. vcndidit, or directly from the

subst. rni;o a storehouse, by prefixing o ;

like m, rrvnp ^
/>///' <>/' icood; rmrwno,

. rtc.

DvTOp masc. plur. dec. VIII. ver-

bal from -no, Mr measures or measuring
rods. Job 38: 5.

rn?2?2 found only in the plur. C'rrtoo,

verbal from nio, dec. III. a.

1. deaths, mortes. Jer. 16:4. Ezek.

28:8.

2. 2 K. 1 1 : 2 Kethib, as a concrete,
the hilled. In the Keri coo*o.

"VRr?? m. found only Deut. 23 : 3.

Zech. 9 : 6. according to the Rabbins

and the ancient versions in Deut. a

bastard. The etymology is doubtful.
V

Perhaps we may compare TOO Syr. ^m^o
in Aph. to despise, in Arab, by trans-

position, VTD idem.

"12^? m. verbal from 130., dec. II. b.

1. a sale. Lev. 25 : 27, 29, 50.

2. something sold. Lev. 25 : 25 i2pn
vnsi that which his brother hath sold.

Verses 28, 33. Ezek. 7:13.

3. something for sale, venale. Lev.

25:14. Neh. 13:20.

H")5ft?2 fern, of1500, a sale or selling.

Lev. 25: 42.

n^EJ? f- const, rojoo, with suff.

\npbop, plur. rri^rrra, verbal from
"^0, dec.

xi.f.

1. a kingdom.
2. royal authority or dominion, reign.

IK. 11:11. 14:8. laVaon TO the royal

city, Josh. 10:2. 1 Sam. 27 : 5. rva

njTOpn the royal residence, Am. 7 : 13.

J"VO Vp?2 f. const. rraVoo, verbal from

rjVj,
dec. III. c. idem. Josh. 13 : 12 fF.

*:|D?pp m. verbal from
TJDO,

mixed

wine, spicedwine. Prov. 23 : 30. Is. 65 :

11.

*^?2 m. bitterness, affliction, grief.

Prov. 17 : 25. Root -no ; comp. con from

IP. from ^a.

Gen. 23 : 17, 19. 35 : 27.

Mamre, and KIOO '.tfS? 13:18. 18:1.
the turpentine trees of Mature, a coun-

try not far from Hebron, so called from
iro an Amorite, and confederate with

Abraham. 14:13,24.

D^lft^ masc. plur. (with Dagesh

euphonic,) verbal from 119, bitterness,

bitter lot. Job 9: 18.

rUZfop m. extension, measure. Ezek.

28 : 14 nttop nro Vulg. Cherub extentus,

i.e. Cherub alis extentis. Comp. Ex.
25 : 20. Root rrcto in Aram, to stretch

out, extend.

7tE>?PP m. verbal from ^ato no. I.

dec.ILb'.

1. dominion. Dan. 1 1 : 3, 5.

2. plur. crjtfop 1 Chr. 26 : 6. as a con-

crete, rulers, princes.

n7IZ)ft?3 f. verbal from V^ra no. I.
T T -. V

dominion. Mic. 4 : 8.

bal from Vsro no. I. dec. XIII. a.

1. rule, dominion. Gen. 1:16. Ps.

136:8,9.
2. a kingdom, a dominion. 2 K. 20 :

13.

3. as a concrete, leaders, princes,

chiefs, the general staff. 2 Chr. 32 : 9.

See brap no. 2.

ptt/P?P m. dec. II. b. found only

Zeph. 2 : 9 "nin pwp a place where net-

tles grow, possessio urticcs. Root ptfo,

prob. to possess ; see j:s:o.

D^jpnp^ masc. plur. from prro, dec.

VIII. sweetness. Cant. 5:16.

|JD
m. with suff.

T|:o (in some MSS.
without Dagesh) Neh. 9 -.20. dec. VIII.

the Arabian manna, a sweet gum,
which, in Arabia arid other parts of the

east, especially in the months of July
and August, before sunrise, and more

frequently after a heavy mist, oozes out

of the leaves of several trees, particu-

larly of the hedysarum alhagi, Linn,

and is gathered by the inhabitants in

small transparent kernels. Ex. 16 : 31 ft'.

JSmm. 11:6. Comp. Niebuhr's Descrip-
tion del' Arabic. J. E. Faber Historia
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jo
Manme in Faber and Reiske Opusc. frequently followed by "j; as Sto?ai<we,
med. Arab. p. 121. (According to Ex. Dan. 12 : 6.

^ ^irro without, Lev. 9:11.

16 : 14, 31, it derives its name from jo
4. on account of, concerning, de. Lev.

what? which word, however, occurs 6: 11 [6:18] n;n>fp concerning the.

only in Chaldaic.)

JO,
before Makkeph 7?, Chald.

1. who? what 9 Ezra 5: 3, 9. Dan.
3 : 15. Without an interrogation, Ezra

5:4.

2.
j-jo whosoever, quicunque. Dan.

3:6,11. 4:14. [4:17.]

JO ni. plur. D?D, a string. Ps. 150 : 4.

Syr. ^A^C> . Here perhaps also Ps. 45 :

9 |o (as an uncommon plural form for

073, although the existence of such a

form is not fully demonstrated.)

offerings of Jehovah. Deut. 7 : 7

on account ofyour multitude.

5. towards, to, versus, ai^p towards

the east, Gen. 13:11. comp. Judg. 7:1.

pirn?? to a distance, Prov. 7:19. Is. 22 :

3. 23 : 6.

6. against. pb Nrrj to sin against.

p Toy to stand against, Dan. 11:8.

Deut. 33 : 7.

7. before, in presence of. p MV to

before any one. Often synonymous
with \:pb, Nah. 1 : 5 i-ran Sri

T
Dnrr moun-

tains tremble before him. Num. 32 : 22

b^nte'ini rnrpp n$3 innocent before Jehovah

JO and -O, before gutturals <p, more and before Israel. Gen. 3 :Ube accursed

(in poetry |o, m presence ofall cattle and all the beasts

of thefield. 4<:ll be accursed before the

earth, i. e. let the world regard thee as

accursed.

8. more than, prce. Judg. 2 : 19 vwran

rarely o, with suff.

^o;) ?{Qp, TJQO; I:QP, (in poetry inio,

in:o ;) 13QD ; era
;

orro ; a prefix prepo-
sition.

1. from. (Most probably originally

a noun from pn in Arab, to divide, allot, cniiQ iliey sinned more than their fa-

(comp. nao,) and signifying a part; thers. Jer. 5 : 3. Hence it is used in

whence perhaps in Ps. 68 : 24
spate^ comparisons, to express the comparative

inao Dyiw liter, the tongue of thy dogs, degree, as nnra than gold.

from the enemies is its portion. Hence Sometimes the tertium comparationis

^QO liter, d parte med, i.e. a me.) is omitted, as Job 11: 17 Y?rr ci|r

jrao yVww ^Ae womb, from ones birth, more (clear) than the noon-day rises

Judg. 16 : 17. nsr
TJKHD

ow *Aw sideofthee, thy life. Ps. 62 : 10.

9. by, through, expressing the efficient

cause. Job 7 : 14. Cant. 3 : 10. Ecc. 12 :

1 Sam. 20 : 21.

thee, verse 22. 15....
jo, ^....^ from

....to, as well ....as also, after a negation,

neither ....nor, Gen. 14 : 23 iyi rfirra DN

1 1 .

10. without. Job 11 :15 DTCW without

n
^j'rnp

neither a thread nor a shoe- spot. 2 1 : 9 TTTEP withoutfear.

n. before an infin. (l.)6mz^e. nano
because Jehovah loved you,

latchet, 31:24. Ex. 22:3. Deut. 29:

10. Before p, we must often supply
the word some, Lev. 5 : 9 DTO some of Deut. 7 : 8. (2.) since that. 2 Chr. 31 :

the blood. Ex. 17:5 Vwrfr \?i>w some of 10. (3.) usually so tlmt....not. Gen.

eye* were

wo# see. Ex. 14:5

the elders of Israel. Dan. 11: 5.

2. </, OM# o/. Ps. 45 : 14 am

wrought with gold.

27:1

they should not serve us. 1 Sam. 8 : 7.

3. a, m, o?z, by, in specifications of Is. 24 : 10. The infin. nvn is sometimes

time and place. isp by the side of, to be supplied, as 1 Sam. 15:23 he has

Deut. 31 : 26. yp? at the end of,
Deut. rejected thee ^Q from being Jting, i. e.

15:1. ^rrng^D in the year ofjubilee,
Lev. 27:17.

'

w&rn tfbtiQ after three

that thou be no loner kin. IK. 15:

13. Jer. 2 : 25. 48:2 >ir:>
njnnp:

^ w
months, Gei,. 38 : 24. bsw? above, Deut. n/f zY offfrom being a nation.

5:8. nnrn beneath. 1 K.8:23. More 12. before a future, as a conj. iJiut
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/<*/. Dent. 33:11 p>r; r?
SePt '

ft* a*<7TJiVyT*<. Vlllg. /><>" COHSUrgailt.

The following combinations are wor-

thy of notice ; (1.) ins-? and 'Viso/row

bc'li in .7:8 jxsn nnsp /row be-

huuL i. e. from following, the shcrp.

(2.) ? from the side o/'any one,from

anyone/ 1 Sam. 17:30. 1 K. 3 : 20.

(3.) nwo i. q. n?p /ro/w Me We of,
also

simply//'^. Job 2 : 10. Ex. 27 : 21 let

this be an eternal statute ^snfer *:a nwa o

thepart ofthe children of Israel. (4.) fao

//ww between, out of; see fa. (5.") itsp

/We//?/ S<M -75. (6.) 13:? //-o* over

against. (7.) 'Tffzfrom above,from upon;
-:. (8.) ttifrom with; see oy. So

in Clialtl. r-p, D7S:p*
Note. The force of p is sometimes,

though more rarely, entirely lost ; as

nrwp /?er/ bs*r? M:#/*; wp 0eiWe, Jer.

36:21. As synonymous with p we
find

p;?, ':?> Judg. 19 : 30. Ex. 9 : 18.

]p Chald. zWe/rt. ^?-p because, since,

Dan. 3 : 22. a*r~p, ^i?"p certainly,

truly, Dan. 2 : 8, 47. With suff.
, T^O,

Chald. see

see

- veroal from
|aj,

dec. X. a

satire, i. q. n???. Lam. 3 : 63.

ni2p f. Chald. i. q. rnp (by a reso-

lution of the Dagesh forte into Nun),

tribute, custom. Ezra 4 : 13. 7 : 24. Root

TJO.

}H?^ m. Chald. i. q. Heb. ?T? (by

a resolution of the Dagesh forte into

Nun.) Root rv to know, fut. ffw.

1. knowledge, intelligence. Dan. 2 :

21.5:12.

2. understanding, mental faculties.

Dan. 4: 31, 33. [4:34,36.]

HUE I- to number, to count; e.g. a

people. lChr.21:l,17. 27:24.

2. to /ery, muster, an army. 1 K. 20 :

25.

3. to appoint. Is. 65 : 12.

Ni|h. 1. to be numbered, counted.

1. 13: 16. Ecc.l:15.

2. to be reckoned, accounted. Is. 53 :

12.

Pi. I. to appoint, assign; construed

withb. Dan. 1:5. Job 7 : 3. Ps.61:8
vmr p appoint or grant that they may
preserve him.

2. to appoint, destine, order; spoken
of God. Jon. 2:1. 4:6, 7, 8.

3. to set or appoint over any thing.

Dan. 1:11.

Pu. pass. IChr. 9:29.

J"Cp or N^P Chald. to count, num-

ber. Dan. 5 : 26. Part. pass. 3O num-

bered, verses 25, 26.

Pa. |o to appoint to an office. Dan.

2:24,49. 3:12. Ezra 7: 25.

m.dec.IX.b.(Arab. V^, Syr.

)
a maneh, a Hebrew weight,

which according to 1 K, 10 : 17. comp.
2Chr. 9:16. contained 100 shekels.

Another statement is found in Ezek.

45 : 12 twenty shekels, five and twenty

shekels, fifteen shekels, shall be your
maneh. We may supply between these

numbers either and or or. In the first

case we have one maneh of 60 shekels ;

in the latter 3 different manehs of 20,

25, ami 15 shekels.

POft verbal from rrcrD, dec. X. and
T T

XI. a.

1. a part, portion. Ex. 29 : 26. Lev.

7 : 33. Particularly of food. 1 Sam. 1 :

4. rn:o ros? to send portions, from a

banquet, Neh. 8:10,12.

2. i. q. p.^n lot, destiny. Jer. 13 : 25.

found only in the plur. trjib

times, Lat. vices. Gen. 3 1 : 7, 4 1 . Liter.

parts, (from n:o to number;) comp. T

>.7.

m. verbal from Jin:, dec. II. b.

a driving of a chariot. 2 K. 9 : 20.

rnrCD f. dec. X. a hole, cavern.
T -r :

Judg. 6 : 2. Root -in: in Arab, to dig.

TOto m. verbal from TO, dec. III. a.
T

Ps. 44 : 15 tftfi TOO a shaking ofthe head,
i. e. an object at which the head is shaken.
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m. plur. ovnan Ps. 116 : 7. ver-

bal from ire, dec. III. f.

1. a resting-place. Gen. 8 : 9. Deut.

28: 65.

2. rest. Lam. 1:3. Also rest or pro-
vision for a woman by marriage, Ruth
3:1.

nmDE) fern, of nfca, dec. X.
T :

1. a resting-place. Num. 10:33. Mic.

2:10.

2. rest, state of quietness. Ruth 1 : 9.

(comp .3:1.) Jer. 45 : 3. niiruo n

still waters, P^. 23 : 2. Particularly Me

quiet possession of Canaan, Ps. 95 :!!.

12:9.

m. according to the Jewish

commentators, a child, soboles, (see pa

and pp.) Prov. 29 : 21
zjf /*?/ owe e?e#-

catcly bringeth up his servant from a

child, jira
rrrr innni Mew sAa// he after-

wards become his son. Luth. so wz7/ er

darnach ein Junker seyn. Others: in-

gratitude, from
jsn

in Arab, benefacta

exprobravit.

Diwfc, with suff. H^ao, verbal from

M, dec". III. f.

1. a flight. Jer. 46 :5.

2. re/z^e. Ps.l42:5. Job 11: 20.

!"TD^3p fern, of DIDO, dec. X. aflight.
Lev.

T

26:
:

36. Is. 52:12.

"yi!3p
m. dec. III. a. jugum. (Syr.

and Arab. T: jugum aratorium et fer-

1 Sam. 17 : 7. 2 Sam. 21 : 19.

iTYtop f. verbal from 113, dec. X. a

candlestick, particularly the great can-

dlestick or chandelier in the tabernacle

of the congregation. Ex. 25:31 ff. 30:

27. 31:8. 37 : 17. 39 : 37.

O'HtJtp masc, plur. (with Dagesh

euphonic,) dec. I. Nah. 3:17. chiefs,

princes, optimates, i. q. TW Gen. 49 : 26.

Deut. 33 : 16.

nnjtp f. verbal from fro in Arab.

to give, dec. XII. b.

1 . a present, gift. Gen. 32 : 14

Mosaic ritual a meat or a drink offering,
such as was brought with the animal sa-

crifice, Lev. 2 : 1, 4. 5:6. 6:7ff. 7:9.

Hence nnrai mi sacrifice and offering,
Ps. 40 : 7.'

3. a tribute, custom, to a ruling na-

tion. 2 Sam. 8:2,6. IK. 5:1. [4:

21.] 2K.17:4. Ps.72:10.

!~Tn5P Chald. idem. Dan. 2 : 46. Ezra

7 : 17/

^2fo Is. 65 : 11. name of an idol, per-

haps the god of destiny, from roa, (like

n_s.) Comp. six* Manah, one of the

three daughters of God in the mythology
of the Arabians before the time of Mo-
hammed.

^tt Jer. 51 : 27. (perhaps Ps. 45 :

9.) name of a country, according to

the Syriac and Chaldaic versions, Ar-

menia; but most prob. only a province
of that country, as it is mentioned in

connexion with
*LDTJ (q-v.) Bochart (Pha-

leg, lib. i. cap. 3. p. 19, 20.) compares

M<vvtf?, a district of Armenia. Josephi

Antiq. i. 3. 6.

*^P i
i' r?>

a Poetic f rm w^h para-

gogic Yod. Judg. 5 : 14. Is. 46 : 3. Also

written \K> Is. 30:11.

ni^D, see JH^p.

J^P m. Chald. number. Ezra 6: 17.

Root S30.

n^2p a place in the temtory of the

Ammonites. Judg. 1 1 : 33. Wheat was

brought from this place to the market of

Tyre, Ezek.27:17.

HTOp dec. IX. a. prob. apossession,

prosperous condition. With suff. D^:Q

Job 15 : 29. Root nb: Is. 33 : 1. tofinish,

make an end, i. q. Arab.
jj(j (med Ye,)

whence JL>, (Jjjpoiver, substance, pos-

session.

5?Jft to hold back, stop, check. Ezek.

31 : 15 rrrTnn: yya$ and I will check its

streams. Construed (1.) with ]o, to re-

to

particularly a present or offering strain or preserve from any thing. 1 Sam.

the deity. Gen. 4:3, 4, 5. In the 25:26,34 rjn* yvro
jp

*WM who has
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restrained me from doing evil to thee. 13 : 10. (with Kamets impure,) a part,
Jer. 2 : 25 Fjmp 7jb:n 739 preserve thyfoot portion. Ps. 63 : 1 1 vrr

from being unshod, i. e. run not so fast

as to lose thy shoes. 31 : 16. (2.) with

an accus. of the thinir and jo of the

person, to withhold from any one, to

n:n a por-
tion or preyforfoxes shall they be, pars
vulpium erunt. Ps. 1 1 : 6 npis Yuo this

shall be the portion of their cup. 16:5.

Particularly a portion of food, see the

passages in Nehemiah.

DID m. Job 6:14. unhappy, afflicted,

cast down. Root DDO.

Oft m. dec. VIII. f. tribute, soccage,

more fully -as DO, 1 K. 9 : 21. 2 Chr. 8 :

8. ooj n;n Deut. 20:11. Judg. 1:30,
33 : 35. Is. 31: 8. and -vs en1

? n;n Gen.
49:15. Josh. 16:10. to become tribu-

tary, to be obliged to serve. cob jn;

Josh. 17:13. onb nib Judg. 1 : 28. and
to DQ D? Est. 10 : 1. to impose a tribute

on any one, to w##e him tributary.
Dorr to ittJ aw overseer over the tribute,

an important officer in the court of Is-

rael, 2 Sam. 20 : 24. 1K.4:6. 12:18.

era? ^v collectors of tribute, taskmasters,
Ex. 1:11. The etymology is uncertain.

Hpft m verbal from 150, dec.VIII. f.

1. subst. a circle of persons sitting

together, a divan, consessus. Cant. 1:12.

comp. the root 120 1 Sam. 16 : 11.

2. as an adv. roundabout. 1 K. 6 : 29.

3. plur. const, as a prep, roundabout.

2 K. 23 : 5 D^ttrrv ^pn round about Jeru-

salem, rrtapn idem, Job 37 : 12.

"^pft m. verbal from 139, strictly

part. Hiph.
1. a smith. 2 K. 24 : 14, 16. Jer. 24 :

1. 29:2.

. 2. a place of confinement, a prison,
liter, that which encloses. Ps. 142 : 8.

Is. 24 : 22.

rV)I\PP f. plur. nr^co, verbal from

up, dec/XII. a.

1. a prison. Ps. 18 : 46. Mic. 7:17.

2. a border, ridge. Ex. 25 : 25 ff. 37 :

14.

3. 1 K. 7 : 28, 29, 31, 32, 35, 36. 2 K.
16:7. ornaments or decorations of the

brazen bases or stands for the molten

sea. It appeal's from verses 28, 29, 31.

plur. niw;p Neh. 12 : 44. and nV:p 12 : 47. that they were four-cornered plates on

xx

deny or refuse him. Gen. 30 : 2 yyo TON

pn 'TQ TOO who hath withheld from thce

the fruit of the womb. 2 Sam. 13:13.

IK. 20:7. Job 22: 7. More rarely
with h of the person, Ps. 84 : 12. or with

an accus. of the person and jo of the

thing, Num. 24 : 1 1. Ecc. 2:10.

Niph. to be kept back, stopped. Jer.

3:3.

2. reflex, to hold one's self back, to

forbear. Num. 22 : 16.

3. to be withheld or denied, construed

with
jo. Job 38 : 15.

/^2D m - verbal from to:, dec. I. a

bar. Cant. 5 : 5. Neh. 3 : 3.

7y2?2 m, verbal from to;, dec. II. b.

idem. 'Deut. 33 : 25.

Q^pypD masc. plur. dec. VIII. dain-

ties, delicacies. Ps. 141:4. Root D?3, in

Arab, spoken also of rich food.

D^3J^3Q masc. plur. 2 Sam. 6 : 5.

name of a musical instrument, according
to the Vulg. sistra; liter, part. Pi. from

ri3 to be shaken, agitated.

il^jp^P found only in the plur.

rwg:o, dishesfor receiving the blood of
victims. Ex. 25 : 29. 37 : 16. Num. 4 :

7. (Syr. idem, from the root |gi in Pa.

to pour out, libare.)

f. a nurse. See the Hiph. of pr,

/JfJ m. (causing to forget, see

Gen. 42:51.) Manasseh, the son of

Joseph, who, being adopted by his

grandfather, inherited equally with the

sons of Jacob. Gen. 48 : 1 ff. The ter-

ritory of this tribe lay one half on the

east, and one half on the west of Jordan,
Josh. 17 : 8ff. The patronymic noun is

*tttop,
Num. 4 : 43.

f. for
rw;rp, (from n:o,) irreg.
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the four sides of each stand. Comp. Syr. Ps. 102 : 15. Is. 19 : 14 rrn n^pa

l*Jm OTP? Jehovah has poured out in the
' *^ midst of them a spirit of giddiness, i. e.

"TpD m. foundation of a building.

1 K. 7 : 9. Root Tp; to found, whose
has brought consternation among them.

Used especially of the mixing of wine
Yod assimilates itself in many forms with spices to make it more intoxicating,

Prov.9:2,5. Is. 5:22.of the verb.

l^^pD ro. a colonnade, porch, por-

ticus, denom. from "no, rrvrip a row. Once

Judg.3:23.

HDD i. q. ODD to dissolve. (In Chald.
o

Syr. \&&D to dissolve, rot, decay.)

Deriv. TOI

Tjp?p m. verbal from ^ps, mixed wine,

spiced wine. Ps. 75 : 9.

*:JDD m. const.
TJDQ,

verbal from
-^D,

dec. IV. a. a covering. 2 Sam. 17:19.

particularly the curtain before the door
Hiph. 1. to cause to dissolve or run of the tabernacle of the congregation,*I/V* \Ja frS 7 *-*-V*-S . %MM^kA teh4.A.<M. / ^wi^Z.^

Ex. 26 : 36 if. 39 : 38. 40 : 5. and before

the gate of the court. 35:17. 39:40.

More fully ijcan
rws the veil of the co-

vering, 35:12". 39:34. 40:21. Is.

22 : 8
rninj Tjop-riN

bri and he removed
the covering ofJudah, i.e. he exposed

DO

down. Ps. 6 : 7 npnsi

my bed to run down with tears. 147 :

18. Fut. apoc. onrn 39 : 12.

2. metaphorically with nb, to cause the

heart to melt, to throw into consterna-

tion. Plur. vpnn for iopn Josh. 14 : 8.

const, ntpo, dec. X. enough, them to every reproach.

sufficient. (Syr.

Deut. 16:10
Tjn^

thy hand can give.

,
Chald. matf.)

neo as much as

f. verbal from
-rpp,

dec. X. a

covering?. Ezek. 28 : 13.

I. HDpt^ f. verbal from
tjoj

no. I.

f. verbal from nw, dec. X. a dec. X.

temptation.

1. spoken of the miracles of Jehovah,

by which he tried the people of Israel.

Deut. 4:34. 7:19. 29:2.

2. a tempting of Jehovah, i. e. a mur-

muring against him. Ps. 95 : 8. Hence
the name of a place in the desert ntso,

Ex. 17 : 7. Deut 6 : 16. 9 : 22. 33 : 8.'

3. a suffering or trial from God, i. q.

muftis in N. T. Job 9 : 23.

PT5PQ m. a covering, veil. Ex. 34 :

33, 34, 35. Root HID not used. Arab.

Lvw a covering for a camel.

1. a casting or pouring out of metal.

a molten calf, Ex. 32 : 4, 8.

nb molten gods, Ex. 34 : 17.

2. particularly a molten image. Deut.

9:12. Judg. 17:3,4.
3. a covenant, a making of peace,

rTrovdq. Is. 30 : 1.

II. rODft f. verbal from
TJD:

no. IL

a covering. Is. 25 : 7.

]5P^?
m. poor, unfortunate. Ecc. 4:

13. 9:15, 16. It is a quadriliteral and

the o is radical. (Found in all the cog-
nate dialects. Likewise in several west-

ern languages; as in Ital. meschino,

meschmello: m Portuer. mesquinho,
f. i. q. nynco a thorn hedge. .

-, -^ ,

subst. mesquinfiez; in rrencli mesqum,
subst. mesquinerie, poverty, indigence,

for the most part in the sense of re-

proach.)

f. denom. from $09, po-
ivant. Deut. 8 : 9. See jspp.

plur. fern, stores, maga-

zines, by transposition for nton, from

a quick hedge. Mic. 7 : 4. Root
^fso

to

hedge, to hedge about.

HDft m. verbal from MOD, a keeping

off. 2K.11:6.

*^ripp m. dec. II. b-. traffic, com-

merce. 1 K. 10 : 15. Root nrr^ to traffic,

to mix, i. q. 319, pivyu, misceo.
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C23 to heap up, comp. 052. Ex. 1:11.

IK. 9: 19. 2Chr.8:4.

m. a dart. Job 41: 18. [41:

339 )

Note. Several forms of the root DNO

borrow their signification from ODD. See

3 f. threads of yarn, a web;

perhaps more particularly the warp or

woof. Judg. 16:13, 14. Root
ijp:,

in
26.] (Arab, c JLo sagitta, telum.)

the signification here of the Arab, arc:

ytpu m. verbal from S>D:, dec. 11. c.

I . a removing, breaking up, march-

ing, departing, (of a Nomadic people,)

strictly the Aram, infin. Deut. 10:11

32. 1 Sam. 6:12. Is. 40 : 3. Metapho- D^n \3Db 2Dr>S to march before the people.

rically a manner of life, Prov. 16 : 17. Num. 10 : 2 rri:rrarrnst vvvbfor marching
with the camps. Hence as a subst. a

journey, march, Ex. 40 : 38. Deut. 10:6.

to weave.

?Dp f. verbal from tto, dec. X.

1. a way, highway. Judg. 20 : 31,

2. a flight of steps, a stair-case, i. q.

qjo. 2Chr.9:ll.

71 7Dp in. verbal from V?D, a way,

path. Is. 35:8.

D'HDpft masc. plur. Is. 41 : 7. DTODQ

lChr.22:3. and rrtTODo 2 Chr. 3 :9.

Jer. 10:4. nails, pegs. (Chald. TQD to tilw

nail, tofasten with nails; Arab. .U**

a nail.}

DDD to dissolve, melt, faint. In Kal

only Is. 10 : 18. Kindred with rips.

Niph. DO:, in pause DO:, fut. rfo\, infin.

2. a station, encampment. Ex. 17:1

arrow?) after their encampments* Num.

lb":6,

S

12.

3. a quarry. 1 K. 6 : 7 sen rroVtf yu$

unhewn stone from the quarry. Sept.

m. verbal from nrp, a support,

balustrade. IK. 10: 12.

m. const. T5DQ, with suiF.

verbal from ico, dec. VII. d. a la-

mentation. Gen. 50 : 10. Amos 5 : 16,

17.

^1. to melt,flow asunder or down. Ex. Ntepn m. fodder, provender, for

16 : 21, Ps. 68 : 3. Is. 34 : 3. Judg. 15 :
cattlc - Gen - 24 : 25

>
32- 42:47 - 43 : 24-

14 and his bands melted, i. e. loosed,
Root m Chald-

59 Pe - and APh - dbavit.

from off his hands. Spoken of scabby
or mangy cattle, 1 Sam. 15 : 9. of a sick

person, Is. 10 : 18.

2. used figuratively with ib, to faint
or fail, (from fear or alarm.) Deut. 20 :

8. Josh. 2:11. 5:1. The figure is

sometimes continued, as Josh. 7 : 5 the
caha '

-
Root n?? to Pour out>

heart of the people melted era

became as water. More rarely to faint
or waste away, (from sorrow or pain,)

Ps. 22 : 15. Comp. Ovid. Ex Ponto,

f. i. q. nrED the scab. Lev.

13: 6, 7,' 8.

pi. fern. dec. XI. a. cushions

to sleep upon. Ezek.13:

. vTrawftivKx,. Vulg. cervi-

laps to

and
sPread unaer- In Ethiop. ncti lectum

stravit.

m. verbal from TED, dec. II. b.

1. number. As an accus. used ad-

18
' 2L

i. 2. 57. Also without ti in both these
verbially, in or by number, after the

acceptations, 2 Sam. 17:10 and also the number, Ex. 16 : 16 m'rrota nccp after the
valiant man nty. Dorr shall utterly faint number of your persons, 'job 1 : 5.
or despond. Spoken of inanimate na- 2 Sam. 21:20 neoo ya-iw onw twenty
ture, Ps. 97 : 5. Mic. 1 : 4. Ps. 112:10 four in numberJ-i&x>

'f Gen! 41 : 49.
he melts away, (for grief.) ncpp 1 Chr. 22 : 4.' and I

?DD

Hiph. to CYZMSC tofaint, to discourage^ Job 5:9. 9:10. without number, innu-

Deut. 1 : 28.

Deriv. DO, con.

merable. The opposite of these phrases
is TEDTJ nunterable, i.e. a few; e.g. rnn
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*po 'tJjw, few people. Gen. 34 : 30. Deut.

4 : 27. also preceded by a noun in the

absolute state, necp on?; afew days. Num.
9:20.

2. a relation, narration. (Comp. the

rerb in Pi.) Judg. 7 : 15.

^Dto in Kal only Num. 31:16 ip?
1

?

nirrs too to attempt rebellion against Je-

hovah. So it may be rendered, in con-
7 7

formity with the Syr. ^c&D opus ag-

gressus seu ausus est. But the text is

perhaps corrupted, and should be written

bn byo) as in the parallel passages Num.
5:6. '2Chr.36:14. Ezek.l4:12.

Niph. to be numbered, reviewed, (so
the Sept. comp. ion in Samar. visitavit;)

or to be selected out or given up, (comp.
the Talmud. TDD tradidit.} Num. 31 : 5.

rnbto f. a contraction of mbo, ver-
V T v "-'

bal from -IDN, dec. XIII. a bond, fetter.

Ezek. 20 :~37.

"^Db dec. II. b. i. q. -p warning,

instruction. Job 33 : 16. Root ip; to ad-

monish, instruct.

"TiDDp m. verbal from ino, dec. I. a

place of concealment, a covert, a refuge.
Is. 4: 6.

*^rip?P m. verbal from ino, dec. II. b.

a place of concealment, a lurking-place,
a place for lying in wait. Ps. 10:9.

17:12. Lam. 3:10.

)

fc m. dec. II. b. an action, deed,

work. Job 34 : 24. Also in Chaldaic,

Dan. 4 : 34. Root na Chald. to do, to

make.

.ft m * verbal from na, dec. IX. a.

thickness. 1 K. 7 : 46 rrcnn nasjoa in thick

earth.

"^p-5?5
m. verbal from ia, dec. II. b.

1 . a ford, a shallow part of a river.

Gen. 32 : 23.

2. a narrow pass. 1 Sam. 13 : 23.

3. place ofpassing. Is. 30 : 32 ->D Vis

JTTDYD rran every place where the destined

scourge passes.

rn^ft ^ plur'
nfruyo> verbal from

0, dec. X.

1. a ford or passage of a river. >

frvn n'n:u?a Ae fords of Jordan, Judg.
3': 28. 12:5,6.

2. narrow pass. Is. 10 : 29. 1 Sam.
14:4.

72195 m. plur. c> and ni~, verbal

from *w to roll, or denom. from r a

waggon; dec. II. b.

1. <rc^ of a carriage. Ps. 65 : 12.

2. j9M generally. Ps. 140 : 6. Often

metaphorically, a manner of life, (like

*JTJ, navo.) Ps. 23 : 3.

nbj^^ ^ (denom. from r wa^-

gon^) a bulwark orfortificationformed
by the carriages of an army. 1 Sara.

17:20. 26:5,7.

ttfD to totter, slide, slip. Ps. 18:37.

Job 12:5 br\ nto those whose feet slip.

Prov. 25:19
nijfio ^ tottering foot.

The ancient grammarians regarded it as

an uncommon form of the participle

Kal, for rvrcin. It may be the participle

Pual for rrtpttn ; or perhaps it should be

read rnrra.

Hiph. to cause to shake'. Ps. 69 : 24.

I. D^IV.ftj also naTo and rfcTSo,

found only in the plur. verbals from p.
1. delight, joy. Prov. 29 : 17. As an

adv. with delight, cheerfully, 1 Sam. 15 :

32.

2. delicate food, dainties. Gen. 49 :

20. Lam. 4 : 5.

II. fYiS'lJ^ masc. plur. bands, by

transposition for rfrtao, from i to &#</,

ft. Job 38 : 31 rro>3 ni3TW3 #Ae bands of
the Pleiades; see rro3.

*^1^D m. verbal from "w, mattock,

weeding-hook, hoe, sarculum. Is. 7 : 25.

Jl^D f. dec. XI. a. a small stone, a

gravel stone. Is. 48 : 19 vpiro? according
to the ancient versions, w lapilli ejus.

(In Chald. and Talmud.
KJ?p obolus,

nummulus, a kindred idea.)

nj?D m. dec. IX. b. found only in

the plur. oyo. (The singular is found

in Arabic.)
1. bowels. 'D 799 y prodire e vis-

ceribus alicujus, to be descended from



any one, Gen. 15 : 4. (comp. 25 : 23.)

2 Sam. 7:12. 16:11.

2. the inward parts generally, and

particularly the womb. Gen. 25 : 23.

Ruth 1:11 "^ cr:2 ''vton shall Iyet bear

children? >%

? T?? from my mothers

womb, Is.49:'l. Pslvl:6.

3. in a metaphorical sense, the inward

parts, the heart. Job 30 : 27 TTPTI yo my
heart boiled. Lam. 1 : 10. Is. leVll. Ps.

40 : 9 'ro
^r\i Tjrnin thy law is in my

heart.

4. the belly, body. Cant. 5 : 14. Comp.
the Chald.

pyp masc. plur. Chald. i. q. Heb.

tyyp no. 4. Dan. 2 : 32.

^T)VJ2 m. i. q. n:? a cake. 1 K. 17 : 12.
T T "

%

comp. verse 13. Ps. 35 : 16 atop asj

liter, sanniones placenta, mockers at

feasts, i. e. parasites who support them-

selves by their wit. In Talmud, naw
fraft

sermo placentce, tJie talk of a parasite.

See a?b no. 2.

"n^ft m. more rarely wp, (with Ka-

mets impure,) with suff. 'wp,
vwp, plur.

cnro, verbal from TO> to 6e strong, fast;
dec. VIII. d. a fortress, fortification.

Juclg. 6 : 26. Dan. 11:7, 10. top ns, Is.

17 : 9. Metaphorically a defence. Ps.

60 : 9 'tfto top the defence of my head,

i. e. my helmet. Is. 23 : 4 DVT too the

fortress of the sea, i. e. Sidon ; comp.
ver. 14. Ezek. 30 : 15. Spoken of Je-

hovah, Ps. 31:5. 37 : 39. 43 : 2 D<WO
vfoj

the god offortresses, Dan. 1 1 : 38. a Sy-
rian deity forced upon the Jews by An-
tiochus Epiphanes. rrjwn for rrwn with

Nun epenthetic, which is unusual in

the noun suffixes, Is. 23 : 1 1.

li^ft m. plur. D;WO 1 Chr. 4 : 41.

verbal from ps, dec. III. a. and f.

1. a dwelling, (1.) of God. Ps. 68:

6. Deut. 26 : 15. (2.) of wild beasts.

Nah. 2 : 12. Jer. 9 : 10. 10 : 22. 51 : 37.

In 1 Sam. 2 : 29, 31. as an accus.

used adverbially, to the dwelling, like

TO to the house.

2. a place of refuge. Ps. 90 : 1.

3. proper name of a city in the tribe

f Judahj not far from Carmel. Josh. 15 :

55. 1 Sam. 25 : 2. Hence top'irn? the

wilderness of Maon, 1 Sam. 23 : 24, 25.

4. name of a people mentioned in

connexion with the Amalekites, Sido-

nians, Philistines, etc. Judg. 10 : 12.

Plur. D'5WQ 1 Chr. 4 : 41 Keri. 2 Chr.

26 : 7. In the last passage they are

joined with the Arabians. The Sept.
has rendered it 1 Chr. 4:41. M< /,
i. e. an Arabian people on the Red Sear

whose chief city is Kol^vx.

ninyO and nji*D fern, of
jtoo,

dec.

X. a dwelling. Jer. 21:13. Particu-

larly (l.)of God. Ps. 76: 3. (2.) of

wild beasts. Ps. 104 : 22. Am. 3 : 4.

see

tjj
m. verbal from rp no. II. dec.

III. c. darkness. Is. 8 : 22.

m. dec. III. a. plur. cnfyo pu-

denda. Hab. 2 : 15. Root -TO Arab.

"
to

to be little, small, few in num-

ber. Lev. 25 : 16 D\:^n tcfco ^ according
as the years are few. Ex. 12:4. Neh.
9 : 32. Also to becomefew, Ps. 107 : 39.

Pi. -cro intrans. as in Kal. Ecc. 12:3.

Hiph. tD'sprr
1. to make small orfew,

to diminish. Lev. 25 : 16. Num. 26 : 54.

33 : 54. (See no. 2.) Jer. 20 : 24 'ye^n JB

lest thou make me (the people) few in

number. Ezek. 29 : 15. The action to

which this verb relates must often be

supplied from the context, as Num. 11:

32 cnon rnin?
p]D

trooon he who gathered
little, gathered ten homers. Ex. 16 : 17,
18. 2 K. 4 : 3 borrow for thee empty

2. to give little or less. Num. 35 : 8.

ii/x. oO : 15 tc'yo' N? Vin^ and the TOOOT

man shall not give less.

tOJftp, less frequently^, dec.VIII. h.

1. as an adj. a little, a few, paucus.
Num. 26 : 54 Eyp

1

? to thefew. Plur. D'r^o

few, Ps. 109: 8." 'Ecc. 5:1.

2. more frequently as an adv. a little,
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^i^j^siffst Ae w rd ^ * Arab- & -**
More rarely after the noun, as BO Tip vestis, from

(Jtc. tenuis, subtilis fuit.

few people, Deut. 26: 5. wa ftttfe But if too is the root, its significations

feg,, Dan. 11: 34. Also of time, a p^^ly were I. to cover ; 2. to act under
short time, Ruth 2 : 7. Ps. 37 : 10. of

space, 2 Sam. 16 : 1. tosa ta by little

and little, gradually, peu a peu, Ex.

23:30. Deut. 7:22. 029 cyan ft

too littlefor you 9 Num. 16 : 9.-l-Ezek.

16 : 20
-TCTQWB msj MKW Mere too fo'tffe con

T

st.^ ; and niaga, const, rfraa ; i. q.

of thy idolatry ? ^ a spring<, fountain. Gen. 7 : 11. 8 : 2.

In combination with a prefix, TMMM. Ps. 84 : 7 and theypass through a valley

(1.) i. q. EB /z#/e, j^ew, 1 Chr. 16 : 19. of weeping,

to deceive. Comp. t^ to deceive,

a garment; (J^-J to cover, deceive.)

bowels, see
i~TJ?E).

m. with suff. tosn, plur.

Ps. 105 : 12. a ##fe, 2 Sam. 19 : 37. well. Ps. 87:7 ^ wn-fe // my springs
n TQo3 a little moment, Is. 26 : 20. mfountains are in thee (Zion,} i.e. all

Ezra 9 : 8. (2.) almost, liter, within a my joys or daily delights. Others : all

little, little was wanting. Gen. 26 : 10. my views are directed to thee; comp. py.

Ps. 73 : 2. 119 : 87. (3.) soon, shortly. -ryyft to presSj squeeze, crush. Lev.
Ps. 81: 15. 94:17. (4.) scarcely. Cant. 22 . 24 ^ &roAgw testicles, cas-
3 : 4. (5.) suddenly. Ps. 2:12. Job 32 :

fratedf l g^ 26 . 7 n^^ his
22. (6.) 5 no^^, i. e. nothing worth.

spear wa$ pressed intolhe ground.

'

Prov. 10 : 20. pu> to fe presse^ in an immodest

tO^Q, fern,
n^s-p,

dec. VIII. d. found manner, spoken of the breasts of fe-

only Ezek. 21 : 20. smooth, and spoken males. Ezek. 23 : 3.

of a sword, glittering, sharp, synony- Hp3?D 2 Sam. 10: 6, 8. 1 Chr. 19:6,

alaber ^ an(^ n?^ 3o$h. 13 : 13. a people and

country, east of Jordan, at the foot

of Antilibanus. More fully rrpso nw,

mous with ma. (In Arab.

fuit.)

tp^p f. plur. verbal from

I. mantle's. Is. 3 : 22.

r?. Is.i7 : 1.

tAkk^v 1 1 r J TV *W**M i*iAj
' V- ,

-

^5^ m. verbal from rr?V ,
dec. IX.

j Chr> ig . 6> The gentile noun ^
a. garment, covering. Is. 61 : 3. Deut> 3 . 14> JoBh> 12 : 5. 13 : 11. 2 K.

no .
25 : 23. Comp. npa n^a ba.

v^t25, fut. teir and to.

m. aAO ofrubbish, ruins, i. q.
I- to 5z'^j transgress, deal faithlessly.

Prov. 16: 10. 2 Chr. 26:18. 29:6,19.

^Jflp m. dec. I. a/ upper garment, \'^^ whh^ fe ^w ^fl -^
which appears from 2 Sam. 13 : 8. and

Jehovah, especially^ apostatize from
the description of the high-priest's dress, ^w< Deut< 33 : 51. Most frequently in

to have been not a man tie, but a second the plirase n^,^^ -^ to transgress
and larger tunic without sleeves. (Comp. agaimt Jehovah, 1 Chr. 5 : 25. 10:13.
Hartmann's Hebraerin, Th. 3.

"p. 312.) g ^jir 13 : 3.

It was worn by women, 2 Sam. 13:8. 3< j
onaed with a of the thing, to of-

by magistrates, Job 1 : 20. 2:12. espe- fend in any t inngi josh. 7:1. 22 : 20.

cially by kings, 1 Sam. 15 : 27. 18: 4.
i Chr. 2 : 7.

24:5,12 and priests, 1 Sam 28:14.
T> L,^

'

yerbal from ^ fl rf
Hie high-priest wore it under the .

ephod. Hence itoa rv? Ex. 28: 31. ^w^ew^w, always in the phrase *vp

39:22. (The etymology is doubtful. ? ^59- See the verb.

If the a is servile, then we may collate H- 7^D m. a contraction of nVr



from n, liter, what is above; hence as

an adv. above. Found only in the com-

positions,

1. brpp from above. Is. 45 : 8. Also

simply above. Deut. 5 : 8. b byao above,

upon, Gen. 22 : 9 D'srb teao upon the

wood. Dan. 12:6 TKTT writ Vrcra upon
the waters of the river. Also i. q. T by,

about, Is. 6 : 2.

2. with n local, rtev (1.) upwards.
rfeo n^ro higher and higher, Deut. 28 :

43. (2.) above. 1 Sam. 9 : 2. especially

of time, Num. 1 : 20. (3.) forward,

afterwards. I Sam. 16 : 13.

sVfo m. Neh. 8 : 6. a lifting up, a

contraction of rnrft from nby.

vV?3 Chald. plur. prn, setting of the

sun. Dan. 6:15. Root ^ to ^o zVz.

n^^Q m. verbal from rn?, dec. IX. a.

1. a rising, place of rising. Neh. 1 2 :

37.

2. a raised place, suggestus. Neh.

9:4.

3. a Az7/, ascent. -wn rr?a fAe ascent

to the city, 1 Sam. 9 : 1 1. 2 Sam. 15 : 30.

4. avyg rfcr> (hittofscorpions) Num.
34 : 4. Josh. 15:3. a place on the

southern boundary of Palestine.

nv^?2 f. verbal from rfa?, dec. X.

1. an ascending or going up. Ezra

7 : 9. Metaphorically nann niw:> A#

which rises in your hearts, Ezek 11:5.

comp. ab to rn?.

2. Jieight, a high degree. 1 Chr. 17:17.

3. a step, stair. Ex. 20: 23. IK. 10: 19.

4. a degree, on a sun-dial. 2 K. 20 :

9,10,11. Is. 38: 8.

5. a loft, story, i. q. rnto. Am. 9 : 6.

6. nitorarr T the superscription of Ps.

cxx. and of those that follow to the

cxxxiv. liter, a song of degrees, prob. a

designation having reference to a cer-

tain versification common to these fif-

teen Psalms. So the Syrians call a
o 7 P o >*

certain class of poems \'y ^lo* jZ^ixco
scalce odarum. A conjecture concern-

ing the origin of these designations may
be found in the A. lu. Z. 1813. no. 205.

Others: trochaic songs, but it is not

probable that metre existed in Hebrew

poetiy. Others : pilgrim songs, car-

mina ascensionum, sung by those who
went up to Jerusalem to worship,

(comp. nby Ps. 122 : 4.) but this expla-
nation is suited

y

to only a few of them,
e. g. to Ps. cxxii.

q. Sbra Zech. 1 : 4 Kethib.

m. verbal from V^, dec. II. b.

a deed, work, action. Found only in

the plur. D'Vjrn (1.) great deeds, mira-

cles, facinora Dei. Ps. 77 : 12. 78 : 7.

(2.) actions (of men). Zech. 1 : 6.

Q'bbso snn, a^n to make ones actions

good or bad, i. e. to act well or ill, Jer.

35 : 15.

"TQ3JQ m. verbal from -ray, dec. II. b.

an establishment. IK. 10:5.

m. Ps. 69:3. a place for
a bottom. So Sept. Chald.

Others make it the part. Hoph.

npD^JD f. a burden. Zech. 12:3.

Root cay to load.

Is. 51:10. Ps. 69: 3. Root poj to be

deep.

WD a contraction of rro, from my

Arab. J& to have in view, to purpose;

liter, a subst. object, purpose. Only in

the combination fjrab.

1. before verbs, that, so that ; con-

strued with a fut. Gen. 27 : 25. Ex. 4 :

5. with an infin. Am. 2 : 7. Ezek. 21 : 20.

2. before substantives, (I.) on account

of.
1 K. 8 : 41. With suff. r$, f??^

(2.) according to, secundum, i. q. 3.

TO^ jrnS according to thy name, Ps.

109 : 21. 25 : 1 1. 31 : 4. ^rrorr $pV accord-

ing to thy grace, i. q. ^cns, Ps. 6 : 5.

44:27.

3. on this account, (for rw ]Kh 1 K.

11:39.) Ps. 30: 13. 51:6. Hos.'8:4.

4. "VM frpb ^otf, ut, Josh. 3 : 4. that,

quod, Gen. 18 : 19. <m this account,

Lev. 17:5.

"^?3?8 m ' verhal from rw, dec. IX. a.

1. an answer. Prov. 15 : 1, 23.

2. a hearing. Prov. 16:1.
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3. a refutation, confutation. Job 32 :

3,5.
4. end, object. Prov. 16 : 4. (comp.

Arab. J& to have in vieiv.)

H25?6 ^ dec. X. afurrow. Ps. 129 :

3 KeTh
1

." 1 Sam. 14 : 14. Usually de-

rived from rw subegit.

f. zWefti. Ps. 129 : 3 Keri.

f. a dwelling; see i"l!3iV^

f. verbal from ass, sorrow.

3,
hatchet. Is. 44: 12.

.
T~ !

~
XC

Jer. 10 : 3. (Arab. 3*0*^ idem; root

fow. In Talmud, idem.)

m. verbal from , restraint,

fern. plur. 1 Sam. 17 : 23

Keth. perhaps a corruption of rriyw th6

reading of the Keri. If the Kethib

gives any meaning in Hebrew, we may
T.xC/v*

collate it with the Arab, g

'

* caterva

hominum.

f. const, rv#D, plur.

hindrance. 1 Sam. 14 : 6.

*"^Jft3 m. verbal from "&, restraint.

Prov. 25 : 28.

npVft m. a battlement or balustrade,

round the flat roof of an oriental house.

Deut. 22 :8. Root nps Arab. Uc re-

tinuit, detinttit.

D^t^j3JD masc ' plur- verbal from

tigs, crooked paths. Is. 42 : 16.

1V^ na. a contraction of rrwo from

JTTSJ.

1. nakedness, i. ql rrns. Nah. 3 : 5.

2. vacant space. 1 K. 7 : 36 M^ "wca

according to the space ofeach one.

1. ^SE m ' verbal from y no. I.

2. dec. IL b.

1. traffic*commerce, exchange. Ezek.

27 : 9, 27 yygp y* $0se w>Ao carry on

thy -traffic.

2. merchandise. Ezek. 27 :13, 17, 19,

27 at the beginning, 33, 34.

II. DT15ft2 m. verbal from rw no. III.

dec. II. b. the place of sunset, the west.

Ps. 75 : 7. 103 : 12. 107 : 3. Is. 43 : 5.

nmVft f. verbal from rtf no. III.
T T-:

idem. Is. 45 : 6.

m. an open plain without
GSC^*

va-Judg. 20 : 33. (Arab. jLr

cant around about a city.)

dec. X.
''

1. a hole, cave, cavern. Gen. 19 : 30.

1 Sam. 24 : 4, 8. Root TO
Arab.jU

to be

deep, to be excavated; .[ a hole, cavern.

2. Josh. 13 : 4. according to some a

proper name of a place; Vulg. Maara.

X^"^ft m. dec. I. fear, reverence, or

the object offear or reverence. Is. 8:13.

Root yw to fear.

*:J""^?2 m. verbal from rrw, dec. II. b.

arrangement,purpose. Prov.16:1 aV~>3'wo

the purposes of the heart.

nD'lJ^ f. verbal from -TO, dec. XI. a.

1. an arranging, a setting in order.

rcwsn nVti the lamps (of the sacred can-

dlestick) set in order, Ex. 39 : 37. Ap-

plied to the arranging of wood on an

altar, Judg. 6 : 26. comp. the verb Gen.

22:9.

2. order ofbattle, battle-array. 1 Sam.

4:16. 17:22,48.

rO*Wf5 f- verbal from TO, dec.

XIILb/
1. order of battle, also an army in

battle-array. 1 Sam 17:8.

2. a row, e. g. of the shew-bread.

Lev. 24 : 6. Hence ro-^n nrr? the shew-

bread, for the more ancient name cm

c:en, Neh.10 : 34. Also without en),

2 Chr. 2:3. So in the same sense

crn ro'wo 2 Chr. 13:11 . ro'wsn jnVc Me
ta/We wriYA the shew-bread, 2 Chr. 29 : 18.

D^^ft masc. plur. dec. VIII. the

naked. 2 Chr. 28 : 15. Root DIS in

Arab, to make naked.

f. sudden violence, terror.

. Root p$ tofear; comp. yn$.

m. verbal from rrqtt, dec. IX. a.

1, a deed, action, concern, business.
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Gen. 44:15. 47:3. Spoken frequently pfsgft m - verbal from HK, bellows.

of the mighty deeds of Jehovah, Ps. jer Q . 99^
86:6. Judg. 2:10. Also facimis, as __,. , , c ,,

1 Sam. 20 : 19 nb tin die facinoris,
^ m ' verbal from *?' dec " IL b "

namely, when Saul attempted to kill
Job 1 1 : 2Q *?j n*. M breathing out or

Davjd expiring oj the soul; comp. the phrase

2. a toor^, labour, something done tte
3 nc; Jer. 15 : 9. Job 31: 39.

or wrought, nvr >T nta a i^orA o/* 7e- V^PP m - a hammer, a battle-hammer,

hovdh, Ps. 8:4,7. 19 : 2 DIM
>T-nxpy? a maul, Prov. 25:18. Strictly part.

a ivorh of mens hands, often a desig- Hiph. frcin ys to smite in pieces.
nation for idols, Deut. 4 : 28. Ps. 115 : ^ ^ ^^ from ^ dec< u ^
4. 135:15. Applied to ingenious me-

.
T , , IT. 7 strictly that which hanqs down,

chamcal labour, ICTT rrcwp aamash-work, * _
90-1

T? o^; i QI Tntti^ft f\**T> off. Job 4?1 : ol L^l : ~5 I "^^3
n<x. ^o : i, oi, niir) rrcro lattice-worfi, *% TJ

27:4. Also ^^/ twrA, W^, fl^h dewlaps. Am. 8: 6 ^bst

r 4 c o i use of the wheat.
i s. 4O : /&.

>

3. property, res, like
rosVtp ; particu- n^7Dp f. verbal from Nte, dec. XI. a.

larly Me produce of tlie field, Ex. 23 : wonderful work, a miracle. Job 37 :

16.

f. verbal from abg, dec. X.

'

Tffe .

16. cattle, 1 Sam. 25:2.

^S^5 m. const, ntoa, with suff.

ttcyo, plur. nVnwo, denom. from ifcy, -wy, a C/ 5? division. 2 Chr. 35 : 12.
dec. VII. d. the tenth part, tithes. Gen. :

14 : 20. Deut, 14 : 23, 28. 26 : 12. ^7?^ f' Is * 17 : L and

-itan-n: Me year of tithes, i. e. every
23 : 13. 25 : 2. verbals from tej,

third year, in which the people made a wz^s

feast of the tithes in their own houses. t

Deut. 26:12. Comp. De Wette jud.
-

f'

Archaologie, p. 247. Jahn's Bibl. Ar-
chjeol. p. 492.

rtptfy fem - Plur - oppressions,

Prov. 28?16. Root pw to ojoprm.

fj'b Memphis, proper name of an

Egyptian city. Hos. 9 : 6. Otherwise

m. verbal from rtz, an escap-
-

ps 33 9

dec> XIII< a' an ima
ff
e>

idol. IK. 15: 13. Root ^ to terrify ;

comp. Syr. l^X*? eWo/wm, from

Jear'

m. dec. II. b. a waving, ba-

called
?p,

Is. 19 : 13. Jer. 2 : 16. By the lancing, spoken of clouds. Job 37 : 16.

Arabian geographers this city is called Root toSB=Db$ in Pi. to weigh.

?2 f. verbal from Vg, dec. XIII. a.

* fall>
ruin ' Prov' 29 : 16 ' SPoken

r)3D u-aJu? ty tne modem Copts MENO,

MEXOri and NOT<X>, from which we

may explain both the Hebrew forms,
of the destruction of a kingdom, Ezek.

and also the Greek name Mfcpis. Phi- 26 : 15 '
18' 27 : 27' 31 : 16

tarch (De Iside et Osiride, p. 359. or 2. something fallen, a fallen trunk.

p. 639 ed. Stephan.) interprets the name Ezek. 31 : 13.

ogttAv ayc&av (from Copt, meh full and 3. a dead body, a corpse, like cada-

nouphi good;} or TtiQov 'Ori^is (from ver from cadere, KTcafta. from

Copt, mhau a grave, and onphi gtJeyT>:s, Judg. 14:8.

as Osiris is called.) See Jahlonskii

Opusc. ed. te Water. T. I. p. 137, 150,

179. T. II. p. 131.

m . dec . II. b. Prov. 8 : 22. and

f< deCt XL a ' Ps< 46 : 9 ' 66 :

^5?^ m. an attach, or an object of
5 - verbals from^ a work of God -

attack. Job 7: 20. Root w. see

YY
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m. hammer. Jer. 51 : 20. dom, Prov. 3:13. favour (see jn ;) a

strictly part. Hiph. from yc: to smite in vision from Jehovah, Lam. 2 : 9. fenced

pleceSt
cities by conquest, 2 Sam. 20 : 6. a har-

rkf.L vest, Gen. 26 : 12. 2 Sam. 18 : 22 rVQE tn. verbal from wn, dec. II. b. , .

1 T
. T rfr?o mrua there is no ttdtnqs of anya smiting in pieces. Ezek. 9 : 2.

import^. Also to meet with Action,

TJJjq
m. verbal from

-igg, dec. II. b. Ps . ! 16 . 3^^ m? //ozmrf or met
1 . a numbering or census of a people. ?mYA affliction and sorrow. Prov. 6 : 33.

2 Sam. 24:9. Hos. 12:9. (Comp. no. 3. where the
2. a command. 2 Chr. 31: 13. same idea is somewhat differently ex-

3. an appointed place. Ezek. 43 : 21. pressed.) Myhand acquires anything.,
4.

igparr-wti name of one of the gates for / acquire it, or attain to it, Lev.
of Jerusalem. Neh. 3:31. 12:8.25:28.

m. dec. II. b. a haven, liar- 3. to befall or happen to any one,

construed with an accus. Gen. 44 : 34.

x 18 . 8 c rt* afl f/te
a ha-

trouble which had befallen them in the

\ a stretching out, a spreading. Job
36 : 29.

2.

hour. Judg. 5:17. (Arab.

rcn, place of anchoring.)

A73P dec. XIII. a. the neck. way. Num. 20:14. 32:23.

1 Sani.' 4:18. (Chald. jne, NJTIS idem.) my hand comes upon any one (in punish-

m. verbal from ^dec.II.b.
ment>> 1 Sam. 23: 17. with b,

Is.^10:
10. Ps. 21:9. (In Aram. ^, \<&
idem. See no. 2.)

, banner. Ezek. 27 : 7. 4. construed with a dative, to suffice

f. verbal from **?, Me *%/,,
or Je ^''^'

Nam. 1 1 : 22. Judg.

.IT-' A i /-.I irk -j 21:14. (Comp. the German hinlanqen,
the /up, organon grcssus. 1 Chr. 19:4.

n#9Q m. verbal from nns, a key. sufficient, from

Judg. 3 : 25. Is. 22 : 22. 5. more rarely to seek. 1 Sam. 20 : 21

nnDp m. verbal from nn, dec. II. b. D'snrrrw MJO ^ ^o, *eeA #^e arrows,

an opening. Prov. 8 : 6. Verse 36. Comp. Job 33 : 10.

JTOrp m, dec. II. b. a sill, threshold.
NiPh ' s^? L to

lSa
T

m.5:4,5. Ezek. 9 : 3, 4. 10:4,18.
The etymology is obscure.

be found or 5e in Place
Gen ' 47 : 14 D-^ VW ?^ ^-T^. a//

^.u, r n /^ i o r, \ the money which ivas found in the land
tftD. once m full yra (Zeph. 2:2.) /. r J

. -. nl . .
J
, niJ

of Egypt. 1 Chr. 4 : 41. 2 Chr. 34 : 32.
chaff. Is. 41:15. Usually m phrases Hence used absolutely? to exist) to be
such as Ps 35 : 5

rny
3rt yto VTP ^ them ^ Gen> 19 . 15 rf ^ ^

6e as chaff before the wind. 1:4. Job % ^ d^^ which we present,
1 8. Is. 17 : 1 3.

in ppOSition to t}lose which were absent.

N2tt, fut. to:, imper. NSQ, infin. NSQ. Comp. verse 14. Ezra 8 : 25.

1. to find. Gen. 2:20. 1 Sam. 10: 3. spoken of God, to let himself be

7 do what thine hand shall find, i.e. found (of men), i. e. to hear or answer

what shall come to thine hand. 25 : 8. them, (cornp. tfyn.) 1 Chr. 28 : 9 DK

Ecc. 9:10. Spoken more rarely of the ^ *?! istfYw if thou wilt seek him, he

understanding, to find out, discover, will be found of thee, i. e. lie will hear

comprehend, Ece, 3:11. 7 : 27. 8:17. thee. 2 Chr. 15 : 2, 4, 15. Jer. 29 : 13.

cornp. Judg. 14:18, where it is used of 4. to be acquired or possessed by any
tlic sol i- hi

ff of a riddle. one, construed with
J, (comp. Kal no.

2. to get, obtain, acquire, (as in Lat. 2.) Deut. 21 : 17 ft Nssr-^ fe oil which
iiii'L'nire cognomen, latidcm;) e. g. wis- shall be possessed by himi Josh. 17:16.
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Jer. 15:16 span wsp: thy words were

gotten (l>y me).

Hiph. N'spn to cause to find or to

participate. Job 34: 11. 37:13.

2. to cause to come, to deliver up.
2 Sam. 3 : 8 -rn Ta ^rrsprr N? / have not

delivered tlice
t/j)

into the hand of Da-
vid. Zech. 11:6.

5. to present, construed with '1$. Lev.

9:12,13,18.

H5fc?5 m const, asp, verbal from as:,

dec/II.b.

1. the place where any thing stands.

Josh. 4 : 3, 9. Metaphorically state,

condition, Is. 22 : 19.

2. a militarypost, a garrison. 1 Sam.

13:23. 14:1,4. 2 Sam. 23:14.

Izfo m. strictly part. Hoph. from

as:, a post, garrison. Is. 29 : 3.

i"Qi?3 fern, of asp, idem. 1 Sam. 14 :

12.

^

rQiift f. const, nasp, verbal from

as:, dec. XI. b, something raised up, a

pillar, monument, cippus. Gen. 28 : 18,

22. Ex. 24 : 4. Particularly the statue

or image of a god, e. g. tean nasp the

image of Baal, 2 K. 3 : 2. l"6": 26." 1 8 :

4. 23:14. Mic. 5:13.

.TQL
4O f. verbal from as:, dec, XIII a.

1. i. q. nasp a pillar. Gen. 35 : 14, 20.

2. a monument. 2 Sam. 18 : 18.

3. a stock, trunk, root, (from as: in

the signif. to pla7it.} Is. 6:13.

*TIip, plur. n'nsp, (with Kamets im-

pure,) dec. I. a fortress, strong hold,

castle on a mountain, I Chr. 11:7 r^_

nspa TVJ atid David dwelt in thefortress,

i. e. in Zion. Jer. 48 : 41. 51 : 30. Pro-

bably used frequently of places strong

by nature, as high mountains or rocks,

(Arab. jLoo the top of a mountain?)

1 Sam. 23 : 14, 19, 29. 1 Chr. 12 : 8, 16.

Comp. Judg. 6 : 2. Ezek. 33 : 27. See

2. to swallow down, to drink with

eagerness. Is. 51:17 ike cup of intoxi-

cation thou hast drunken and swallow-

ed down, i. e. thou hast emptied it to

the dregs. Ps. 75 : 9. Ezek. 23:34.

(Syr. idem. See the Heb. yro, ys^/;

and comp. nrp.)

Niph. 1. pass, of Kal no. 1. to be

wrung out, spoken of blood. Lev. 1 :

15. 5:9.

2. pass, of Kal no. 2. Ps. 73 : 10.

n&?3 f. dec, X. something unleaven-

ed. (The etymology is obscure. Usu-

ally derived from yso=ns'3 to press, out

or to 2?rcss together; hence pressed to-

gether, close, heavy, in opposition to

what is leavened or light.} nap nVr an

unleavened cake, Lev. 8 : 26. Plur. rtfn

nisp unleavened cakes, Num. 6 : 1-5, also

simply nisp in the same sense, Ex. 12 :

15, 18. nispn :n thefeast of unleavened

bread, thcpassover, Ex. 23 : 15. 34 : 18.

riz$2 f.. verbal from ns:> strife, con-

tention. Prov. 13:10. 17:19.

PI^n^p f. verbal from bns, dec.XI. a.

a neighing', snorting. Jer. 8:16. 13 :

StfO 1. to squeeze or wring out

moisture. Judg. 6 : 38. (Cliald. and

Syr. idem.)

I. *nSB m. dec. III. a. Ecc. 9: 14.

T 'il*P dec. X. Is. 29 : 7. Ezek. 19:9.

and most frequently rTP)2ft dec X.

i. q. isp the height or top of a moun-
tain. Job 39 : 28. 1 Sam. 22 : 4. Hence
a castle on a mountain, afortress, Ecc.

9:14. 2 Sam. 5 : 7. Used metaphori-

cally of God, Ps. 18: 3. 31:4. 71:3.
Q 1 . >
y L <C

II. M^$3 m. verbal from -PIS, dec.

III. a. andf.

1. a catching, hunting. Prov. 12:12.
2, a net. Ecc. 7 : 27.

i. rrriSD and rrn^D, see TtoT :
>

no. I.

II.
rTTi!ftp

Ecc, 9: 12. arid HTll4

p
dec. X. verbals from TIS.

1. a prey, booty. Ezek. 13 : 21.

2. a net. Ecc. 9 : 12. Ezek. 12 : 13.

rnSftp f. verbal from njs, dec. X. a

command. 2 K. 18 : 36. Spoken of the
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commands of God, Deut. 6 : 1, 25. 7 :

11. Lev. 4:13 vb TCN njrp nisp'bsp nnN

nrtwn one of the commands of Jehovah,

which should not be done, i. e. one of

his prohibitions. n^Vn rnst? what was

ordered to be given to the Levites, Neh.

13:5. comp. IDQXTO.

Ex. 15: 5. Neh. 9: 11. and

f. dec. X. i. q. nVis the depth,

particularly of the sea, Jon. 2 : 4. Mic.

)

7:19. of a river, Zech. 1 : 1 1 . ofmud,
Ps. 69 : 3. See nto.

m. verbal from pis, oppression,

f verbal from -ws, dec. X.

1. a wall or bulwark against a city

besieged. Is. 29 : 3.

2. a fortress, citadel. 2 Chr. 11:11.
More frequently TTTKZO ns fenced cities,

2 Chr. 14 : 5 nVrap *%idem, 2 Chr. 11 :

10.

rfi#2 f. verbal from rra, dec. I. i. q.

mpo strife, contention. Is. 41 : 12.

TOQ com. gen. (Ezek. 3 : 8. Is. 48 :

4.) with suff. TR, dec. VI. i. the fore-

head, brow, front. 1 Sam. 17 : 49.

nab n$
;
rt nap Me (shameless) front of an

liction, straitness. Ps. 1 19 : 143. Jer. harlot, Jer. 3 : 3. Ezek. 3:7 rra?

19:9.

j7)!Sft2
ni. dec. III. a.

1. a steep mountain or hill. 1 Sam.

14 : 5. (Talmud. pis mons altus et

Arab. < Ua^l ,VJb wzo/w al-prceceps. AI-H.U. (jJcsri ^*
/MS, rupes montium eminentes.)

2. foundation (of the earth). 1 Sam.

2:8, The earth appears to have been

regarded as resting on mountains.

np^^O f verbal from pis, dec. X.

straitness, affliction, trouble. Job 15 :

24. Plur. Ps. 25: 17.

I. "^"i^i^ m. with suff.
sfyiSQ (Ezek.

4:8.) verbal from TCJ, dec. III. a. and f.

1. straitness, affliction. Deut. 28 :

53 ff.

2. a siege. Ezek. 4:7. nism Nte to be

besieged, spoken of a city, 2 K. 24 : 10.

25:2.
3. a wall or bulwark against a city

besieged. Deut. 20 : 20. Ezek. 4 : 2.

Mic. 4 : 14.

4. a fortification, fortress. 2 Chr.

32:10. Hab2:I. More frequently
tea 17 a fortress, a fenced city, Ps.

31:22.

II. "tilftD i. q. DTT-?P Eydpty ^ie Pro"

per name of a country. (The Hebrews

may have conceived of this name as

derived from no. I. since the ancients

often speak of the natural strength of

Egypt. Diod. 1.18. Comp. Bocharti

of a boldforehead. Verses 8, 9. Is. 48 :

4
rnrinp ?JTOO thy forehead is of brass.

nn!ftp f. dec. X. greaves. 1 Sam.

17: G. See nsp. (The Hebrews em-

ployed the same word to express fore-

head, shin-bone, greaves, on account of

their resemblance to each other in their

external surface.)

r*I7!p f. plur. niVsn, verbal from %s

no. I. dec. X. a small metallic plate,

such as was suspended from horses or

camels in the east for the sake of or-

nament. Zech. 14 : 20. See owao.

n^^ftp f. verbal from fc$ no. II. a

shady place. Zech. 1 : 8.

D^Jl7^P dual, verbal from Vg no. I.

a cymbal, a musical instrument consist-

ing of two plates which were struck to-

gether, cymbala. 1 Chr. 13:8. Ezra

3:10. Neh. 12: 27. See ts&x.

JHpJSP f* (verhal from
P]?S

to wind,

to icrap round;) the turban of the

high-priest, Ex. 28 : 4, 30. of the king,

Ezek. 21: 31. The Bible says nothing
of the difference between this and the

turban of the common priest. For the

suppositions of the Rabbins, see Braun,
De Vestitu Sacerd. Heb. p. 625 ff.

V'^73 ni. verbal from r^, a bed. Is.

28 : 20*.

m. verbal from iss, dec. II. b.

Phaleg, iv. 24.) ">iso ni-p the streams of a step, going, course. Ps. 37 : 23. Prov.

Egypt, Is. 19 : 6. 37 : 25. 2 K. 19 : 24. 20 : 24. vijspa at his stips, i. e. in his
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Judg. tion
t distrcxs. Ps. 1 18 : 5. Plur.

const. nsQ, Lam. 1 : 3. Ps. 116:3.

D^^Tp fern, dual, Egypt, the name
of a country. Construed with a verb in

the singular, Hos. 9 : 6. Josephus makes

m. verbal from -ws, dec. II. b. the name to be of Coptic origin. (Antiq.

L. something small or insignificant.
* G - 2.) But nothing resembling it is

Gen. 19:20. Job 8: 7. -vs& for a sliort fouml m the present remains of the

train, Dan. 11:43. comp
4 : 10.

iTVySp f. rery small, subpari-us,

parrulus. compounded of
p?

and rrvss,

(comp. bio.) Dan. 8 : 9.

,
Is. 63 : 18. Coptic language, in which this country

2. a small number. rrt* TWO a bears the name *** see Ct
7-

small number of men, 2 Chr. 24 : 24. Arab> and Chal(L
3. Ps. 42 : 7. prob. the proper name

of a peak of Mt. Libanus, not far from pellative, signifies limes. The Arabians

Hermon. Others: a small mountain, preserve the word in the singular(^x<>)
n3n m. verbal from nc*, dec. IX. a. The dual, which is used in Hebrew and

as an ap
.

1 . a high place affording an exten- Syriac, may have respect to the division

sire prospect, a watch-tower. Is. 21 : 8. of the country by the Nile, or to Upper
2 Chr. 20 : 24. and Lower Egypt. The gentile noun

2. proper name (1.) of a city in the is nso, plur. onso, an Egyptian; fern.

plain of the tribe of Judah. Josh. 15 : nnstp an Egyptian woman.
38. (2.) of a city in Moab. 1 Sam. 22 :

. (3.) of a valley m the region of

Mount Libanus. Josh. 11:8. comp. 1 1 :

3. (4.) of a city in the tribe of Gad,

m. verbal from rns, a crucible.

3. 27:21.

pft m. (verbal from pD, comp. Ps.

38 : 6.) rottenness, corruption. Is. 3 : 24

See HKW no. 1. (5.) of a city in the i
fo nnn rr and instead of a sweet

tribe of Benjamin, otherwise callednE?. smell shall be rottenness, i. e. a bad smell.

otherwise called nssp. Judg. 1 1 : 29.

Josh. 1 8 : 26. See nesp no. 2.

(a high place, watch-tower.)

5 : 24 their root shal1 be as rottenness, i.e.

as rotten WOO(l -

1. proper name of a place in Gilead,
n?r?2 L

(
verbal from ^ see Hal) '

beyond Jordan. Judg. 10:17. 11:11,
3:15-) dec - X - hammer. 1 K. 6 : 7.

34. In Judg. 1 1 : 29, called itfrnEsn.
Is ' 44 : 12t Jer' 10 : 4 -

2. also of a place in the tribe of Ben- ^55? f> ver^a^ from 2
i9*

jamin, where assemblies of the people 1. i. q. njjja a hammer. Judg. 4: 21.

were often held, (once called TIES? Josh. g. a hollow or cleft of a rock. Is.

18:26.) Judg. 10:1. 21:1. lSam.7: 51-1.
5. 10:17. King Asa strengthened it

for a frontier fortification against the

kingdom of Israel, 1 K. 15 : 22. 2 Chr.
. . the seat ot a Canaamtish king. Josh.

16:6. Afterwards the governor Ge- in. in 19 -IT l <" . /u
i i i i 11* i i Av/lUl^.lOJ.O.^ri
daliah had his residence here, Jer. 40 :

tinfxp m. verbal from tin]?, dec. II. b.

1 . a holy place, a sanctuary, spoken
of the tabernacle of the congregation
and of the temple. Ex. 25 : 8. Lev. 12 :

4. 21:12. Num. 10: 21. 18:1. Plur.

nrcjirr? sanctuaries, spoken of the tem-

ple, Jer. 51:51. and of high places

"1D73 proper name of a city in the

plain of the tribe of Judah, formerly

his residence here, Jer. 40 :

6. comp.Neh.3:7,19.

D^2p!?5 masc" plur. verbal from JM,

dec. I. hidden places. Obad. 6.

Y^O to such, to sip with pleasure.

Is. 66 : 1 1. JSee nira no. 2. (Arab, and

Chald. idem.)

"^3 m - verbal from -n$, (like aro
(nto;), Am. 7 : 9. TJJQ Mhpp a place con-

from 259,) dec. VIII. k. a slrail, cfflic- sccruted to the hwg, Am. 7 : 13.
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2. something consecrated or to be

consecrated. Num. 18 : 29. Metaphori- conecting, a reservoir. Is. 22 : 1 1.

cally ? V^P9 prob. the holy purposes of
God, Ps. 73: 17.

3. fl asylum, place of refuge. Is. 8 :

14. Ezek. 11:16.

com. gen. plur. ninipp, (ver-

from dp in the signif. to stand,}

73 plur. masc. Ps. 26 : 12. and

'SlpE, plur. fern. Ps. 68 : 27. ver-

bals from "?rrpr, places of meeting. The

latter occurs also as the proper name of

a station of the Israelites in the desert,

Num. 33 : 25.

see no II.

I. rnpfc? tn. verbal from rnpr no. I.

dec. IX. a.

I. hope, confidence. 1 Chr. 29 : 15.

Ezra 10 : 2. Also an object of hope
or confidence, Jer. 14 : 8. 1 7 : 13. 50 : 7.

II. rnpft m. verbal from n;^ no. II.

dec. IX. 'a!

'

1. a collection or company of men.

Under this signification we may place
the difficult passage IK. 10:28 rtijrrn

^n nrtb and the caravans of the mer-

chants of the king TITOS mpo irrp'. Ac-

cording to the common punctuation

rnpn, the latter part of this verse hardly

gives any meaning, for rnpp must be

rendered yarn, (comp. Arab. ^5 J> tor-

sit funem; and Heb. ipT > rnpn.) But it

is not probable that the historian has

used the word here in two different ac-

ceptations, and in the following verse

horses are still the subject of discourse.

It is better, therefore, to point the word

rfipo /row Coa, as in the Vulgate, pro-

bably referring to Co, an island in the

Nile. The Masoretic punctuators could

very easily make this mistake. Or the

second mpo ought perhaps to be rejected
from the text. It is wanting in Cod.

172 Kennic. but is found in all the ver-

sions. The writer of Chronicles has

adopted the Chaldaic form wpo, 2 Chr.

1:16.

2 D?pn nipp a collection of waters.

Gen. 1:10. Ex. 7 : 19. Lev. 11 : 36.

bal

dec. III. a.

1. a place. Gen. 1:9. 24 : 23, 25.

28 : 11, 17. Job 16 : 18 vs%to Dip* >n;
fe

let there be no place (of concealment)

for my cry, i. e. let it rise incessantly
before God. Before the relative pro-

noun, the const, state is always used,
as T$N Dipt? the place where, Lev. 4 : 33.

14 : 13. Jer. 22 : 12. So also when the

relative is omitted, as in Ps. 104 : 8.

Job 18: 21. Dip? is sometimes used

pleonastically, as -w* cipo loco, quo for

ubi, Est. 4 : 3. 8 : 17/ Ecc. 11:3. Ezek.

6:13. So in Syr. , }1] .)

2. particularly a dwelling-place. Gen.

30:25. Ex. 3:8. Num. 24:25.
3. a place, city, village, rsti cipa the

village of Shechem, Gen. 12:6. 18: 24.

4. instead
of, loco. Is. 33 : 21.

Ilp?2 m. verbal from Tip, dec. III. a.

a well,fountain, a^rr iipn thefountain of
happiness, Ps. 36 : 10. cpm-rtpo thefoun-
tain of blood ; an euphemistic expres-
sion for mulicbria pudenda, Lev. 12:7.
20 : 18. also 20 : 18. without tren in the

same sense. Ps. 68 : 27 bNnizr "vipsra ye

of the fountain of Israel, i. e. ye de-

scendants of Israel. Comp. CT> no. 2.

Hjpp m. verbal from n^, dec. II. b.

a taking, receiving. 2 Chr. 19:7.

ninjiPft plur. fern, wares, articlesfor

sale, venalia. Neh. 10:32. The root

n;?: to take, has the signif. to buy, Neh.

10:31. comp. in Talmud npn cmtio*

"U2fftp m. verbal from r^p, dec. II. b.

a burning of incense. Ex. 30 : 1.

rnt^pP f. verbal from TipT ,
dec. XIII.

a. a censer. 2 Chr. 26 : 19. Ezek. 8:11.

7jpp, const. *?p>? and Vpo, plur. nftpo

prim. dec. VII. a. and h. a staff. Gen.

30 : 37ff. T ^ a hand staff] a kind of

weapon, Ezek. 39 : 9. (Chald. T bpo

spiculum, Castell.)
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1 xpD m. dec. II.b. an asylum, aplace

of protection, for the manslayer from

the uveii'_rer of blood. -^ nr cities of
yr/ /////-, Num. 35 : 615. Jo'sh. 20 : 2.

Root Chahl. ::jp to receive, particularly

a fugitive.)

rTyT>|7ft ^ verbal from rbj? no. 2. dec.

XIII. m. a sculpture, carved work,

(/raring. 1 K. 6 : 18. Plur. rro$po, const.

nir'Tiro, 1 K. 6 : 29, 32. 7:31.

nipD in. verbal from n:p+, dec. IX. a.

1. something bought. Gen. 49 : 32.

2. a possession, but used only of cat-

tle, which among Nomadic tribes is the

principal and almost the only property.

(For a similar reason, oxen in Holstein

are called goods. Comp. Greek KTWS,

entile, liter, i. q. KT^^O., a possession.

n:po
v
o:: people ivho raise cattle, Gen.

46 : 32, 34. n;po ynjst pasturage land,

Num. 32 : 1, 4. This word denotes

botli oxen and sheep, but does not in-

clude horses or asses. Sec e.g. Gen.
26 : 14. and particularly 47 : 17.

njpft fern, of n:po, dec. X.

1. a buying, purchasing. rnpjsn icp

a bill ofpurchase, Jer. 32 : lliF.

2. something bought. p]cg ropn a slave

bought with money, Gen. 17 : 12, 13, 23.

3. price ofpurchase. Lev. 25 : 16, 51.

4. a possession. Gen. 23 : 18.

Qppp m. verbal from DDpT , dec. II. b.

a divining, divination. Ezek. 12:24.

13:7.

V^ptp m. plur. D> and ni~, dec I.

a 'corner. Neh. 3:19, 20, 24, 25. Ex.

26 : 24. 36 : 29. Root rapT prob. to cut off.

ny^pT^ f- dec. X. prob. a plane or

some similar instrument. Is. 44 : 13.

Targ. Jan* a knife generally, also aplane
iron. Root ^PT to scrape off.

jl!pp f. a part. Dan. 1 : 2. Neh.

7: 70. 'Comp. the Chald. rr_?p. Root

rn?pT
in Chald. to divide.

ppD in Kal not used.

Niph. pp; 1. to floiu or run down.
Ps. 38 : 6 vniirr ipos my sores run down,
i. e. suppurate.

2. to consume or waste

cere; spoken of the ryes and tongue,
Zech. 14:1 2. of persons, Lev. 26 : 39.

Ezek. 24 : 23. 33 : 10. Is. 34 : 4 ipo:

c^D^n Mirb all the host of heaven shall

waste away.

Hiph. prrr causat. o* Niph. Zech. 14 :

12.

Deriv. prj.

fcOpP m. verbal from *npT , dec. I.

1. a calling together, liter, the Ara-
mean infin. of jopr . Num. 10:2. rrwn jopo?

to call together the assembly.
2. an assembly called together, an

assembly, tinp *np a sacred assembly,
such as was called together on the sab-

bath, ami on the first and seventh days
of the great festivals, Lev. 23 : 2ff. Num.
28 : 18, 25. Without unp, Is. 1:13.

3. something read, a writing. Neh.
8:8,

rnpQ m. verbal from rnpr , dec. IX. a.

1. an accident, chance. 1 Sam. 6 : 9.

20:26. Ruth 2: 3.

2. fate, destiny. Ecc. 2 : 14 TTM rnpp
oVrn rr) one destiny Jiappeneth to them
all. Verse 15. 3:19. 9:2,3.

n*)pD m. the beams ofa house. Ecc.

10:18. See rnp. to lay the beams ofa
house.

i"OpD f. verbal from -np^ a cooling,

coolness. Judg. 3 : 20, 24.

PftDpD m. strictly turned work, from

rrcJj? i. q. Arab. Lio among other signifi-

cations opere tornatili elaboravit lig-

num. Comp. n^po.) Hence Is. 3 : 4.

rrp nigsn twisted or plaited hair.

rounded ivorh. Ex. 25 : 18 onfo nten mrpp

opere tornatili facias eos (cherubos.)
It appears from comparing 1 K. 6 : 23.

with verse 28, that the cherubim were

made of olive wood and covered with

gold; hence this word is incorrectly
rendered massive or beaten, as if from

rr^i? to be hard, solid. Used also of the

golden candlestick, Ex. 25 : 31, 36. 37:

17, 22. Num. 8 : 4. of the silver trum-

pets, Num. 10:2. of a pillar, Jer. 10:5.
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in- (f r
$?*?) clenom. Note. rnjrto Zeph. 3 : 1, stands for

,

T

Is. 1 : 8. a cucumber or toefow "

II.

from m

garden.

I. "^n m. a drop. Is. 40 : 15.

in Arab. 1 to flow.

II. *^n, fem. rnn, verbal adj. from

no., to 6e fo'tfer, dec. VIII. k.

1. ftzer. Is. 5 : 20. Prov. 27 : 7. Spo-
ken of water, briny, Ex. 15 : 23. Used

abstractly, bitterness. 1 Sam. 15 : 32.

2. afflictive, acerbus, Prov. 5 : 4. Am.
8:10. destructive,pernicious, Jer. 2:19.

2 Sam. 2 : 26. Ps. 64 : 4. Used sub-
** Ues see ' Verse 67. Is. 11 : 3. Ezek.

see rno.

Chald. a lord. Dan. 2 : 47. 4 :

Root 16, 21. 5 : 23. (In Syr. and Arab, idem.)

]7^ -5" ^Tl^
5

^? Pr Per name of a

Babylonish king. Is. 39 : 1. Also writ-

ten 'a -pra q. v. He lived in the time
of Hezekiah. See ^rra.

("Ib^n m. verbal from PINT, dec. IX. a.

1. a looking, seeing. Lev. 13:12.

VT2^ *T$ n*rrcr
t^ wheresoever the priest

loolieth. Deut. 28 : 34 w

stantively, nn^rr >p Num. 5:18, 19, 24.

3. troubled, afflicted, construed for

the most part with ti$o. 1 Sam. 30:6.

Job 21: 25. tipj -ra used as an adj.

1 Sam. 1:10. 22:2. also as a subst.

sorroiv, Job 7:41. 10:1.

23:16.

2. sight, vision. Ex. 3 : 3. Ezek. 8 :

4. 11:24. 43:3. Dan. 8:16.

3. appearance, form. Ex. 24 : 17.

Ezek. 1:16, 28. Frequently after a

noun in regimen, as rnoo nc? Gen. 12 :

11. n*no mta 24 : 16. 26 : 7. o/*a 6ew-
4. ozlfer, lamentable. rrrDi rnn3 rts .-^ / >

:
"

, j
, 7 ,

7
... ~,

T
o

T
o'^ f! titul form; also runtf? TDH: desirable in

loud and bitter cry, Gen. 27 : 34. Est.
J J

^ , nri
*

appearance, Gen. 2 : 9. In the pro-4:1. Ezek. 27 : 31 ID nero Z>z^r la- \* .--
phetic style, it is used, like WOT (see

mentation. As an adv. -ID Is. 33 : 7. o \ ,. r r
V

T- i o on / -^ "/ no. o. ) to express the indistinct forms
and mo Ezek. 27 : 30. bitterly. i i

- V 7 , , /-, which appear m vision, Dan. 10:18
5. violent, cruel, acerbus,acer. (Comp. ,

7

'

Di n-iD3 'n-rs^i awrf #7^re touched me
Arab.^ validus,fortis.) Hab. 1 : 6.

sometjling

'

i{k
'

e a human fornlt Ezek .

tfD3. TO zc?em, Judg. 18:25. 2 Sam. 8:2. Connected with nwn, 1:27.
17:8. This association of ideas is seen Plur. DWO in the same connexion as

in Judg. 14:14, where w strong is the singular, Dan. 1:13, 15. Ezek. 1 :

placed in opposition to puro sweet. 5, 13. 10 : 22. Cant. 2:14.

and "fin, before Makkeph -TO Hn fern, of nwio, dec. X.

(Ex. 30 : 23.) m. dec, I. myrrh, a I a sight, vision, i. q.
white balsam, Avhich distils from a small

7, 8, 16. nV,Vn

thorny tree in Arabia like the acacia. 46 : 2.

'

. Dan. 10:

isions, Gen.

visions sentfrom God,
The ancients, however, differ in their Ezek. 8 : 3. 40 : 2.

5

2. a mirror. Ex. 38 : 8. (Arab, jj

account of it. Ps. 45 : 9. Prov. 7:17.

Cant. 3: 6. 4:14. 5:6,13. (Arab.
idem. Root ^ to drop, distil.) See idem.] Comp. MT.

Celsii Hierobot. T. I. p. 520 ff. 1$!9 f' dec ' X - the cr P fa

^"^?2 prob. i.q. Arab. ^ ^ to urge Lev. 1:16. (Arab. *^^ fei, from

a horse era rapidly with a whip. *

Hiph. intrans. in reference to the ]/*
ostrich's clapping its wings in running.

to "

Job 39 : 18 snon niTQ3 nya when she (the

I, and spoken of food,

digestible.)

(I?fcOn Josh. 15 : 44. and ntihn
moves herselfforward, namely, 2 Chr. 1 1:8. 14 : 8, 9. Mic. 1 : 15. "in

by clapping her wings. The ancient Greek M*$il 2 Mac. 12 : 35. proper
versions render it, to lift one's self name of a fenced city in the plain of
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the tribe of Judah. See Josephi Antiq.

vin. 3, 6. xn. 12. xiv. 2, 8, 10, 27.

Bella Jud. i. 6.)

rntlJN^ft plur. fern, denom. from

(comp. nV?3io the place of the feet.)
The

accusative is used adverbially, at the

head, i.e. near or under the head,

1 Sam. 19:13 vnitijno at his head.

Verse 16. 26:7, 11,16; IK. 19: 6. Gen.

28:11,18. With a double plural ter-

mination, (like vjtoa,) 1 Sam. 26 : 12

-rtfr? from the head of Saul, for

rniTNTS plur. fern, denom. from

trh, idem. Jer. 13 : 18.

D'HS"^ plur. fern, verbal from nan,

dec. VIII. coverings, mattresses. Prov.

7:16. 31:22.

ninp f. verbal from nan, cjreatness,

largeness; as a concrete, large, ample.

Ezek. 23 : 32.

nipft m - verbal from nan, dec. IX. a.

greatness, increase. Is. 9 : 6.

rPinft f. verbal from nan, dec. I.
:

1. greatness, multitude. 2 Chr. 9 : 6.

30:18.
2. the greatest part. 1 Chr. 12 : 29.

3. increase of a family, offspring,

soboles. 1 Sam. 2 : 33.

4. usury, interest, liter, increase of
the capital. Lev. 25 : 37. (Comp. Greek

TOKOS usury, from TIKTU to bear; and

Lat. famus, from feo, to bear, whence

fcBtus, fcBcundus, fcenum. See Gellius

xvi. 13. In Arab. comp. b
} conj. IV.

Syr.

Root

to lend on usury;

'

usury;

v^i idem.)

1 m. verbal from yan a

in, a couching place. Zeph. 2 :

15.

dec. II. b. i. q. y-pp. Ezek.

25 : 5.

m. a place of fattening, a

Am. 6:4. prra b, calf of the

i. e. a fatted calf, 1 Sam. 28: 24.
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, Jer. 46: 21. Mai. 3: 20. [4:2.]

pan in Chald. to fatten.

V^T? ni. verbal from son, rest, a

resting place. Jer. 6:16.

plur. fern, denom. from

)lacc of or about the feet.

Dan. 10: 6. (Comp. ni^np.)
Used adverbially in the accus. at the

feet, Ruth 3:8.

nDiHQ f. a heap of stones. (Root
T :

D3n to throw stones; Arab. ^. to heap

up stones.) Thus Prov. 26 : 8
;a

nnsa

as a bag of precious stones in a

of stones. Luth. als ob man Edel-

steine aitfden Rabenstein wiirfe. The

Sept. renders the word a sling, (in like

manner from c:n to throw sto?ies,) hence

the whole passage, as if one binds a

precious stone on a sling. The expres-
sion is proverbial like Matt. 7 : 6.

n^inft ^ verbal from sun, rest, quiet

dwelling. Is. 28 : 12.

T^ft, fut. TO', to revolt or rebel, as- T '

subjects or tributaries from their ma-

sters. Gen. 14 : 4. Construed with a,

2 K. 18 : 7, 20. 24 : 1, 20. more rarely

with fe, Neh. 2:19. 2 Chr. 13:6.

nirra nno to declinefrom or rebel against

Jehovah, (by the practice of idolatry,)

Josh. 22 : 16 ff. Ezek. 2 : 3. Dan. 9 : 9.

niN-nnt) those who rebel against the

light, i. e. hate it or declare war against

it, Job 24: 13.

"HEJ Chald. to rebel, as in Heb.

Ezra 4: 19.

*T")?3 m. verbal from -no, rebellion*

Josh! 22 : 22.

TV2 Chald. ^.rebellious. Fem.Nnno,T T

emph. NPyryj, Ezra 4: 12, 15.

rVi'n"^ f. verbal from nno, rebellion,

refractoriness. 1 Sam. 20 : 30. (In Arab.

idem.)

TyihO m. proper name of an idol of

the Babylonians. Jer. 50 : 2. Like *:*

and toa, it is often compounded with

other words to form proper names of
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persons. Comp. srfw r%
Mesessimordacus, Sisimardocus, etc.

Assyrian and Babylonian names.

"OIIO proper name of a Jew living

in Persia, who was the foster father of

Esther, and afterwards vizier or prime-
minister in the court of Ahasuerus. Est.

ii. x. Sept. M(20rf. Like Esther,

it is probably of Persian origin ; comp.

(mardach) homunculus.

i. Is. 14 : 6. strictly part.

Hoph. from
ryr;,

but here used sub-

stantively, persecution.

I. J~nft to be refractory, perverse,

rebellious*. Deut. 21:18, 20. Ps. 78 : 8.

Construed (1.) with an accus. of the

person or thing against which any one

is refractory, Jer. 4:17. Ps. 105 : 28.

Most frequently rnrv ^TIN rno to rebel

against the command ofJehovah, Num.
20 : 24. 27 : 14. 1 Sam. 12:15. (2.) with

a, Ps. 5: 11. Hos.l4:l.

Hiph. rrran, fut. apoc. -rarn (Ezek.

5:6.)

1. to contend with any one. (In Arab,

conj. III. idem.) Job 17 : 2 n Drrnsra

*25 my eye divells on their contention

(against me), i.e. I must constantly
behold their contention against me.

(The Dagesh in o is euphonic.)

2. to be rebellious. Ps. 106 : 7. It is

construed (1.) with an accus. Ps. 78:

17, 40, 56. Hence nirr I'ntj rnprr to re-

bel against the commandment of the

Lord, Deut. 1 : 26, 45. Josh. 1 : 18. Also

in the same sense with ow, Is. 3 : 8.

(2.) with a, Ps. 106 : 43. Ezek. 20 : 8.

(3.) with ny, Deut. 9 : 7, 24.

Deriv. no.

II. rrjft i. q. Tra to be bitter. 2 K.

14 : 26 rnft

T

>5 the bitter affliction. So
all the ancient versions. If pointed rrra,

the gender would be incorrect. Comp.
>%in Job 23 : 2. So inyertedly a form

from vra Ex. 23 : 21. derives its signi-
fication from rrra.

"^fo
f. dual trrvro (strictly double

4 )

rebellion) a prophetical name of Baby-
lon. Jer. 50:21.

"HO (bitterness) Ex. 15 : 23. Num.
33 : 8. proper name of a place in the

desert of Arabia, so called from the

bitterness of its waters. Comp. Pococke

Beschreibung des Morgenlandes, Th. I.

p. 234. of the German translation.

J~n?2 (read morra) f. verbal from
T T V

"no, dec. X. grief, sorrow. Prov. 14 : 10.

rr^fo f. verbal from 1115, dec. X. idem.

Gen. 26 : 35 nr> rnt> bitterness of heart.

*T*IT3 m. verbal from ivi, dec. III.c.
T

persecution. Lam. 3:19. Plur. cnno

Lam. 1:7. Used as a concrete Is. 58 :

7 D'Tnp persecuted. So all the ancient

versions.

p proper name of a city in the

northern part of Palestine. Once Judg.
5:23. Jerome, (in his Onomast.) Est

autem mine vicus, Merrus nomine, in

duodecimo milliario urbis Sebaste, juxta
Dothaim.

rnHft m. Lev. 21 : 21
TJIESI

rrrra with

broken testicles. Root rnn; in Arab.

also among other significations, to rub
5- C^

or bruise in pieces;, comp. - arbor,

confricta ignem reddit.

D m. verbal from on, dec. III. a.

1. a*height, high place. Hab. 2 : 9.

Ps. 7:8. ^jnto; crnn in the high moun-
tain of Israel, Ezek. 17:23. 20:40.

34 : 14. Spoken often of heaven, Ps.

18:17. Jer. 25: 30. Also, on high,

Is. 37 : 23 TJW oV-in Mipni and thou hast

lifted up thine eyes on high. 40 : 26.

As a concrete the higtiest, Ps. 92 : 9.

and collectively, the high ones, i. e. the

princes, Is. 24 : 4.

2. pride; as an adv. proudly, arro-

gantly. Ps. 56: 3.

3. something remote orfar off", (comp.
on Is. 30 : 18.) Ps. 10 : 5

5pp$\ft? oVip

Ytasp thy judgments are far from him.

D^O (height) a proper name. DTTQ-O

waters of Merom, Josh. 1 1 : 5, 7. a lake,

called in Greek Samochonitis, extend-
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ing- to the Jordan, 60 stadia long, and

30 broad.

yilt? m. verbal from yvi, race,course.

Ecc. 9.- 11.

I.
i"T^ntp fern, of yTra, dec. X. idem.

2 Sam. 18:27. Jer. 23: 10.

II. nSFHp f. verbal from fn, op-

pression. Jer. 22:17. It borrows its

signification from
rp~\.

D^pV^Jp masc. plur. dec. I. a puri-

fy/ug, cleansing. Est. 2 :12. Root pno.

rVHft (bitterness) proper name of a

city in Judah. Once Mic. 1:12.

DIET? an outcry, lamentation. Jer.

16 : 5. See the following article.

rTnp m. an outcry, rejoicing. Am.
5- X^

6 : 7. Comp. Arab. * a raising of
^- 9 O

the voice from ioy or sorrow; *> \^T^'^T

an outcry.)

to rub in, toHtt i. q. Arab. . .

overspread, e.g. the body with oil;

conj. IV. to soften. It is used in He-

brew of the application of a soft sub-

stance to a wound, (comp. Is. 1 : 6.) Is.

38 : 21 let them take dried Jigs, to vnen

jrntfn and lay them on the sore, or and

rub them on the sore. Sept. xoct T^fyov

nrptt m. verbal from am, dec. II. b.
T . V

a broad place. Hab. 1 : 6. Often used

figuratively Ps. 18:20
arrysb ?2Ti he

brought me forth into a broad place,

i. e. he gave me freedom, happiness.

(Comp. the opposite phrase 12 strait-

ness.) Ps. 31:9. 118:5. In a bad

sense Hos. 4:16 arnra? teas? as a sheep

going astray.

pITV? m. verbal from prn, dec.

VIII. a. remoteness, a remote place. Is.

10:3. 17 : 13. prrra yw a distant land,

Is. 13 : 5. Plur. D'jsrrw Zech. 10 : 9. yn

Jer. 8:19. v"*rPma Is. 8 : 9. dis-

^ m. verbal from prn, dec. VIII.

a. idew. Plur. lyrng) Is. 33 : 17.

rn?? f. verbal from ttjrq, a vessel

for boiling orfrying. Lev. 2:7. 7:9.

ID"1ft kindred with ta^a q . v.
T

1. to make smooth or to sharpen a

sword. Ezek. 21:14, 33.

2. to make smooth the head of any
one, to pluck off the hair. Ezra 9 : 3.

Neh. 13 : 25 na-o I plucked off their

hair. Is. 50 : 6 rrvrftfy n^ and my cheeks

to them that plucked off the hair. Ezek.

29:18 rrpwp Pp?"
1

?? every shoulder is

bald, from constantly bearing burdens.

Niph. to become bald. Lev. 13 : 40, 41.

Pu. 1. to be smooth or polished. 1 K.

7:45.

2. to be sharpened, spoken of the

sword. Part. fern. rraTin for nnyarp,
Ezek. 21:15, 16.

3 B-Tto t Is. 18 : 2, 7. most probably

populus acer, i. e. celer, vehemens.

Comp. -no no. 2. Hab. 1 : 8.

tD"1ft Chald. to pluck. See Heb. mp
no. 2. Dan. 7 : 4.

I. "Hp m. in pause n$, with suff.

?jnp, nno, verbal from rno no. I. dec. VI.

1. obstinacy, rebellion. Prov. 17:11.

Ezek. 2 : 5 rran no m ^for they are an
obstinate house, i. e. generation, np ja

/je obstinate or refractory, Num. 17 :

25. Hence used elliptically for tw,
no IB:N, Ezek. 2 : 7 rran no >3 for they
are rebellious. Verse 8. 44 : 6.

II. *HE) probably verbal from rrra

no. II. bitterness. Job 23 : 2.

fc$*H?p m.fat, well-fed; particularly

as a subst. afatted calf, f4.oir^og O-ITIVTO$.

It is generally connected with -ritf and

Tig, 2 Sam. 6 : 13. 1 K. 1 : 9, 19, 25. As
an epithet, Ezek. 39 : 18 $3 Hno dns

5ullocksfed in Bashan . Comp . further

Is. 1:11. 11:6. Am. 5:22. Root >

.5

i. q. Arab. 1 ^ to digest well, hence to

flourish,
becomefat. Chald. Pa. tofat-

ten. (Comp. rna, Nn_a..)

ny^?? f. verbal from an, dec. X.

I. sr?/e, contention. Gen. 13:8. Ex.

17:7. Num. 27: 14.
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2. nyto
vo (waters of contention)

name of a spring in the desert of Sin,

where the people contended against

Jehovah. Num. 20 : 13, 24. Deut. 33 :

8. Ps. 81:8. 106:32. Also in the

same sense tfjp rfanp 'Q Ezek. 47 : 1 9.

and rP"Vl?2 f. proper name of

a hill in Jerusalem, on which Solomon

built the temple. 2 Chr. 3 : 1. Gen.

22 : 2 iron yw the country of Moriah.

It was separated from Mount Zion by
a valley, afterwards connected by a

bridge. See Josephi Antiq. xv. 14.

Bella Judaica, iv. 14. vi. 6. ix. 13. In

the two passages above named there is

an allusion to the derivation of the

word from HNT to see. The Samar. text

Gen. 22:2. has roma.

D^"V2 f.
(liter,

their rebellion) Mi-

riam, the sister of Moses, a musician

and prophetess. Ex. 15 : 20. Num. 12:1.

Mic. 6:4. In Greek Mgf/t&, M*g/.

nVV"^Q f. verbal from TTD, sorroiv,

trouble. Ezek. 21:11.

D^THO see "YHpS).

THJ? m. verbal adj. from -no, bitter,

poisonous. Deut. 32 : 24. Comp. rnir:>.

*:J"}Q m. liter, softness, hence meta-

phorically fear. Lev. 26 : 36. Sept.

dtiXiot. (In Rabbin, -p13 mollescere,

Syr. y^vp
attenuavit. For the figure,

comp. aab
:p.)

H^lft m. verbal from 373, dec. II. b.

1. a chariot, waggon. 1 K. 5 : 6. [4 :

26.]
2. the seat of a chariot. Cant. 3 : 10.

Lev. 15:9.

iHQl^n^ fern, of i3~jo, a chariot, wag-

gon. *2 Sam. 15 : 1. 1 K. 7 : 33. Const.

rara Gen. 41 : 43. With suff. im?-ra

Gen. 46 : 29. 1 Sam. 8:11. Plur. rrtarra,

const,
rnafio, Joel 2 : 5. Ex. 15:4. Is.

2:7.

J"TO*Tp f. verbal from 'w, dec. XIII.

f. a market, place of traffic. Ezek. 27 :

24.

HD'TO f. (verbal from rry^ in Piel 6?

deceive,} dec. X. deception. Gen. 27 : 35.

34:13. npTn ^ false weights, Mic.
6 : 11. npTp>:}Nn afalse balance, Prov.

11 : 1. Metaphorically goods unjustly

acquired, Jer. 5 : 27 Plur. rra-ra Ps.

10 : 7. 35 : 20.

DEnp m. verbal from DOT., what is

trodden under foot. Is. 5 : 5. 7 : 25.

10:6. Ezek. 34:19.

")Jp m. (with two Tseris impure,)

dec. I. i. q. jn a friend, companion.
With Buff, inrra, plur. orpin, Gen. 26 :

26. Judg. 14:20. 15:6. Most pro-

bably the part. Hiph. from 3rv, with the

signification of rran no. 2. The first

Tseri is impure, like the Kamets in
\yg,

njH?P m. verbal from rnn, dec. IX.

a. fodder or pasture for cattle. Gen.

47:4. Joel 1:18. Job 39: 8.

rPJHD f. verbal from TOT, dec. I.

1. a feeding, pasturing ; used of

shepherds. rmo ff& the sheep which I
feed, Jer.23:i.

!

"P8.74:l.

2. the herd itself. Jer. 10 : 21.

I. fc$?n?2 m - and H!ip"VD (Jer. 8 : 15.)

verbal from NST to heal.

1. healing, cure. 2 Chr. 21:18 pMj

NBID so that there was no cure. 36 : 16.

Jer. 14 : 19.

2. health, vigour. Prov. 4 : 22. 16 :

24. 12:18. 13:17.

3. deliverance (from adversity). Prov.

6:15. 29:1. Mai. 3 : 20.

4. a remedy, cure. Jer. 33 : 6.

II. N5"V? verDal from 'SJ?7==n?nT j
^ec '

I. quietness, calmness, gentleness. Prov.

14 : 30 wrra aV a quiet, gentle spirit.

15 : 4 ptjb
Nsnn gentleness of tongue, i. e.

mild language. Ecc. 10:4 gentleness

pacifies great offences.

\2?3"")?2
m. verbal from teen, dec. II. a.

fouled or troubled water. Ezek. 34 : 19.

t^1D in Kal not used. According to

Kimchi, to be vehement, strong,powerful,

a meaning which suits all the passages

where the word occurs.
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Niph. Job 6 : 25 nr'~vTP wprno how

powerful are the words of truth ! 1 K.
2 : 8 nsTM n^? <' grievous curse. Mic.

2:10 pya$ ban a sore destruction, cor-

ruptin ve/tementissima.

Hipli. to make violent, to excite. Job
16:3 rfsncynp what excites or embold-

!tce?

Note. As it is uncertain whether the

Rabbins in giving this interpretation
have followed their knowledge of the

usus loquendi, or have been guided, as

they frequently were, by conjecture, a

different explanation has been adopted
by others with considerable plausibility,
In Job 6 : 25, it is supposed equivalent,
to $o to be sweet, (as it is read in 1 MS.)
and in the other places to signify, cegrum

esse, to be sick ; comp. the Arab.

to be sick.

y'^VQ m. verbal from

Ex. 21': 6. Deut. 15:17.

jlC!TV3 f. verbal from

ment.
V

2K.16:17.

p"V3 to cleanse, polish, furbish, as

metals. 2 Chr. 4:16 prra rrerro polished
brass. Jer. 46 : 4 O'np-n ip-rafurbish the

spears.
Pu. PID pass. Lev. 6:21. [6 : 28.]

(In Arab, and Syr. idem.)
1 Jfiriv, c^pW2 O^pT^tDJ*i

p"^2)
m. dec. IV. a. broth, soup. Judg.

6:19,
T

20. Also is. 65 : 4 Keri. (Arab.

idem.)

njT"^ m. verbal from rqn, dec. II. b.

an aromatic herb. Cant. 5:13.

nnj7")?5 f. verbal from npji, ointment.

Ezek. 24:10. perhaps a pot of oint-

ment, Job 41:23. [41:31.]

nPTp*Vp f- verbal from n^n.

1. an anointing. Ex. 30 : 25. 2 Chr.

16:14.

2. ointment. 1 Chr. 9 : 30.

*ntt 1. to be bitter. (So in all the

dialects.) In Kal impers. >b no ama-
rum est mihi, I am troubled, grieved,
Lam. 1 : 4. Construed with jp about

any one, Ruth 1:13.

2. to be grieved. 1 Sam. 30 : 6.

Niph. fut. ip> (for TP.%) to become bit-

ter. Is. 24 : 9. The preterite TDJ Jer.

48 : 11. comes from ijp.

Pi. fut. vra\ 1. to make bitter, to imbit-

ter. Ex. 1:14. Is. 22 : 4 '332 TTJM / w>*7/

weep bitterly.

2. to irritate, provoke, irritare, la-

ce&sere; comp. Hithpa. Gen. 49 : 23.

Hiph. -ran, infin. "ion.

1. to imbitter. Job 27 : 2.

2. construed with b, to afflict. Rutli

1 : 20 >^ ? -ran Me Almighty hath

afflicted me. Comp. V ^n verse 21.

3. aa being omitted, to W7eep bitterly.
Zech. 12:10.

Note. In Ex. 23 : 21, ipn for.Ton de-

rives its signification from rno.

Hithpa. to be provoked, irritated.

Dan. 8:7. (Syr. & to provoke,
excite to anger.)

Deriv. out of course 11?, rno, nnp,
m-no, -rao, Dnnoo, annon.

f. verbal from TTD, dec. X.

masc. plur. verbal from -no,

dec. III. a, bitter herbs. Ex. 12 : 8. Num.
9:11. Sept. 9n*g*Jg$. Vulg. lactucce

agrestes. For the herbs so named by
the Jews, see Carpzov Apparat. ad

Antiquit. Sac. Cod. p. 402 ff. In Lam.
3:15. it corresponds to nysh wormwood
in the parallel clause.

JTl^p f. verbal from TTO, dec. X.

1. plur. ni-iiD bitternesses. Deut. 32 :

32 ni-iip ftipfa bitter grapes. Meta-

phorically Job 13 : 26 niiip jy ahan ^for
thou writest, i. e. decreest, against me
bitter things.

2. gall. Job 20 : 25.

3. poison. Job 20 : 14 D':ne rrpp Me
poison of adders. Perhaps strictly the

gall of adders, which, according to

Pliny, (N. II. xi. 37.) is the seat of

their poison. But bitter?iess and poison
are otherwise kindred ideas in Hebrew.

o

(See nnp poisonous; Syr. j/-A^ and

Zabian H-na poison.)
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f. verbal from sw

ness. Used as a concrete wicked, (comp.
Lat. scelus for scelesta.) 2 Chr. 24 : 7.

fcStoD m. verbal from wu: to bear,T

dec. I.

1. a bearing, construed like an infin.

Num. 4 : 24 vtycfa -fob to labour and to

bear. 2 Chr. 20 : 25 vfyo yxb so that it

^uas not to be borne; comp. 35:3.

More as a substantive, Num. 4:19, 27,

31,32,47.
2. a burden. 2 K. 5 : 17. Jer. 17 :

2 Iff. Num. 11:11. Nfob rrn to become

a burden, 2 Sam. 15 : 33. 19 : 36. with

to, Job 7 : 20.

3.
tttej Nterp that to which the heart

cleaves. Ezek. 24 : 25. Comp. tea no. 1.

(3.)

4. a proverb, saying, (from Ntoa

efferre.) Prov. 30 : 1. 31:1 -vp vfyg

TON
irntp?

the sayings which his mother

taught him. Particularly an oracle from

God, 2 K. 9 : 25. or from a prophet,

Is. 13 : 1 bja MXEJO an oracle concerning
Babel. 15 :L 17:1. 19:1.

5. a present, gift, like TO?, (comp.

HtainPi.) 2 Chr. 17:11.

6. perhaps a song, see xto no. 1.

(5.) 1 Chr. 15 : 27 wtran ito the chorister.

Sept. oi^uv ra>v y^av. So also Kimchi.

Others : the overseer over the burden or

bearing (of the ark).

b^&ft (read masso) m. 2 Chr. 19:7

Da$ rfteo partiality. See Nto no. 3. (1.)

nNtTO fern, of kteo, burning, con-
T T

Jlagration. Is. 30 : 27. See nirra no. 3.

jnfr$t2?E} const, risteo, plur. n&teo.

\"a lifting up. Ps. 141 : 2.

2. a burden. Zeph. 3:18.

3. a mounting up, particularly of

smoke in a conflagration. Judg. 20 : 38

)tn rwtoo Me smoke rising up. Ver.

40. Comp. rwffin.

4. a banner, i. q. ca, perhaps strictly,

a signal by a lighted fire, a lantern,

as if from signif. no. 3. Jer. 6:1.

5. a tax, duty. 2 Chr. 24 : 6, 9. Ezek.

20 : 40.

6. a proverb. Lam. 2 : 14.

7. a present, comp. s^ in Pi. Est.

2:18. Jer. 40 : 5. Particularly the mess
or portion which the host sets before his

guest (y'^<x.<;,}
or sends to him. Gen. 43 :

34. 2 Sam. 11:8.

Note. niwso Ezek. 17 : 9. is the

Aram, infin. from NU>:, like vem. Comp.
rhvbo infin. Pi. for vQ.

rfib^tro plur. fern. Ps. 74: 3 accord-

ing to some editions. See niwipo.

^Ljltpft
m. with suff. 'Sato, verbal

from
aaip, dec. VIII. a.

1. a height. Is. 25: 12.

2. hill, rock, as a place of security;
hence a refuge. Ps. 9:10. 18:3. 46:

8,12.

rOlfeftp f. verbal from
Tpto,

dec. X.

a thorn-hedge. Is. 5 : 5. Prov. 15 : 19.

Also TODO Mic. 7 : 4.

"*fitE73 m. a saw. Is. 10 : 15. Root

"RD2= Chald. ID? to saw.

rT"^\??P f. a measure for liquids.

Lev.19 : 35. Ezek. 4:11, 16. Root nto

Arab. J^ conj. II. to divide.

toi&D m. verbal from tonr>, dec. III. a.
T

joy, also the object ofjoy. Ps. 48 : 3. Is.

8:6. 24:11.

pntpD m. verbal from prra, laughter,

also the object of laughter or scorn.

Hab. 1 : 10.

n^lDipft f. 1. # snare, pit, i. q. rte.

Hos. 9 : 8. Root DTDD, Syr. ^OUB
vinxit, compedivit. Hence

2. destruction, ruin. Hos. 9 : 7.

Others : hatred, persecution, from trafe.

!pip^ song. See to\p.

, 1. an image, figure, pic-

ture. (Comp. rrate, *?pfe.)
Ezek. 8:12

n^?ir>n ^n chambers of imagery, i. e.

chambers whose walls were painted with

idolatrous figures. Comp. verses 10, 11.

iratoo
|i

Lev. 26 : 1. and nvsico Num.
33 : 52. stones with idolatrous figures.
Prov. 25 : 1 1

FJDS rfrptooa irn %nn golden

apples ivith silverfigures. Others : in

silver dishes or baskets, from noto=TO.
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2. an image, idea, thought. Ps. 73 :

)

7. Prov. 18:11.

rniltTft f. verbal from "Qto, dec.

XIILf.
'

a retcard. Gen. 29 : 15. 31:

7,41.

rVntptoJD fern. plur. nails. Ecc. 12:

11. See nnopp.

nstrp m. a shedding of blood. Is.

5:7. Root n? or nsc to pour, in Arabic

particularly to shed blood.

fr^tl/P f. dominion, government. Is.

9 : 5, 6. Root rnto=-nto and -nto to rule.

niDltpp plur. fern, verbal from
Fjnir>,

dec. ILK
1. a burning ; e. g. of lime. Is. 33 :

12. (comp. Gen. 11:3.)
2. a burning ; e. g. of corpses. Jer.

34:5. (comp. 2 Chr. 16:14.)
3. D;Q niEnira {flowings of water, from

the Chald.
rpjto Ithpe. stillavit,} proper

name of a city or country near Sidon.

Josh. 11: 8. 13:6.

]""ntp?2 m. a pan. 2 Sam. 13 : 9.

(Chald. rPDo, wnnco, Mnnpo idem.)

EJ72 Gen. 10:23. Mount Masius, a

part of the Gordiean chain, north of

Nesibis, called by the Arabians Judi.

b$12^2 m. verbal from N^J.

1. usury, vr&g 4*9: to exact usury.
Neh. 5 : 7.

2. a debt, obligation. Neh. 10 : 32.

frS^L? found only Gen. 10 : 30. a

boundary of Joktanite Arabia, which is

very difficult to be defined. If the

eastern boundary is intended, we may
best compare the Mesene of the ancients,

Maishan and Moshan, two cities in the

country of the modern Bassora. Whence
the Syrians give the name Maishan to

the whole country on the Tigris and

Euphrates below Seleucia. Comp. i?p.

^Nlpft m. verbal from aiwj, dec.VIII.

a. a water trough, (for cattle,) canalis.

Judg. 5:11.

riNtTO f. verbal from we:, a debt,

obligation, debitum. Deut. 24 : 10. Prov.

22 : 26. i. q. w&> no. 2.

p in. fraud, deception. Prov.

26 : 26. Root HTO to deceive.

Ps. 74 : 3.

proper name of a Levitical

city in the tribe of Asher. Josh. 19 : 26.

21:30. In 1 Chr. 6 : 59. [74.] it is

written "np a contraction of V^rcjp.

n7Nt!/?p f. verbal from bsrc?, dec. XI.

a. a petition, request. Ps. 20 : 6. 37 : 4.

rY^N^to a kneading trough, or ra-

ther a wooden dish to contain the dough,
such as is now in use in the east. Ex.

7 : 28 (joined with -ran.) 12 : 34. Deut.

28 : 5, 17. The derivation is doubtful.

If written with to instead of tJ, it might
come from ii*to sour dough, leaven.

rVl2i!:H!J?2 plur. fern, verbal from yaw.

1. cloth embroidered or interwoven

with gold threads, joined with arn. Ps.

45 : 14. See
yatf no. 1.

2. ouches or cavities in which pre-
cious stones are set. Ex. 28 : 1 1, 13,

14, 25. 39 : 13, 16. See the root signif.

nc. 2.

"13$5 m * the entrance of the womb,

matrix. Is. 37 : 3. 2 K. 19 : 3. Strictly

part. Hiph. from
"\aijj, q. v.

"^2HL
SD m. dec. II. b.

1. i. q. laiito, womb, matrix. Hos. 13 :

13.

2. Plur. waves, breakers, billows. Ps.

42 : 8. 88 : 8. Jon. 2 : 4. C-nato the

billows of the sea, Ps. 93 : 4.

'

D^ilSt^P plur. masc. dec. VIII. de-

struction, ruin. Lam. 1 : 7. comp. nari

Hiph. no. 3.

n^t2??P m. verbal from ruto, an error,

oversight. Gen. 43: 12.

nttftp
to draw, to draw out. Ex. 2:10.

Hiph. idem. 2 Sam. 22 : 17. Ps. 18 :

o

17. Syr. 1.4.^0 idem.

nU?D m. Moses, the great leader and

lawgiver of the Israelites. Sept. "Mavo-M.

In Ex. 2:10, there is given a Hebrew
derivation of this word (namely, draw-

ing oid, as if a part, from n^jo), but the

education of Moses among the Egyp-
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tians would lead us to regard it as of 2 Sam. 1 : 21. Once to rub over with

Egyptian origin. So Josephus inter- paint, Jer. 22 : 14.

prets it, (Antiq. n. 9. 6.) drawn out of 2. to anoint, to consecrate by unction ;

the water, from pa water, and vrn saved; e.g. a priest, Ex. 28:41. a prophet,

(comp. po water and oushe to save; 1 K. 19 : 16. a king, 1 Sam. 10:1. 2 Sam.
see Jablonski, ed. te Water, T.I. p.

-
2: 7. 1 K.I: 34. Also

elliptically 2 Sam.
152 157.) which is favoured by the 19 : 11 Absalom ivhom we anointed
Greek manner of writing the name, (king) over us. Hence also to conse-

According to this, the name was slightly crate generally, Is. 61 : 1 . That where-
altered by the Hebrews to give it a sig- with one anoints or is anointed is put
nificancy in their own language. in the accus. Ps. 45 : 8. Am. 6 :5. or

tZto m. verbal from m?3, dec. IX. a.
is construed with a, Ps. 89 : 21.

a debt. Deut. 15 : 2.

nbSltlft? f. 1. desolation. Zeph. 1 : 15.

2. a desolate place. Job 30 : 3. 38 : XII. b. an anointing
27. See rwiti.

rn^UJtt plur. fern. 1. Ps. 73:18.

treacherous, deceitful places, from rrc:

to deceive.

Chald. oil. Ezra 6 : 9. 7 : 22.

I. nntl)p f. verbal from rrato, dec.

rnri'prT Tpc the

anointing oil, Ex. 25 : 6. 29 : 7, 21.

the holy anointing oil, Ex.

30:25,31.

II.

2. Ps. 74 : 3 ns:rnis3o eternal ruins, portion, portio, demensio. Lev. 7 : 35.

Without Dagesh it might come from Root n^ gyr> ^^ Arab>

See

f. dec. XII. b. a part,

>

, and

f. an infin. from rnj) to

See above.

But with Dao-esh it must either

be
T

derived from K$ in the signification
mensus est >

of n^uj ; or it must be read, as in some

editions, rrtwEo with Sin, from fea to anoint.

destroy, (Job 32 : 22. Gen. 18 : 24. 27 :

21.)

rtH^lZTO f verbal from nitf, dec. I.

1. apostacy, rebellion, falling away.
Prov. 1 : 32. D\TB naitio thefalling away nntf, dec. I.

of fools (from wisdom). Particularly 1. destruction, desolation, strictly Motf

rebellion against Jehovah, Jer. 8:5. t#/'c/i destroys, desolates. Ex. 12:13.

Hos. 11:5 >rawi rebellion against me. Ezek. 5 : 16. 21 : 36 rwrato *?hn artifices

II. nnt$p f. a part, portion. Num.
18:8. See nrrcto 110. II.

strictly the part. Hipli . from

Plur. rtotto Jer. 2:19.

2. as a concrete, b^nto; rmjo rebellious

Israel, Jer. 3:6, 8, llj 12?'

rCHlto f. dec. I. an error. Job 19:4.
T :

Root aito=mip and 32$.

t2Vvl)to m. verbal from aw, an oar.

Ezek. 27 : 29.

tO'ill^Q m. dec. I. i. q. -^iMJp, an oar.

Ezek. 27 : 6. Root TD^J i. q. tntf to row.

rU#?D, fut. rraSir, infin. also nrnra (Ex. HO 1 3*.

28 : 29")
1. to rub over with oil, to anoint.

Ex. 29 : 2. ]aa rrao to rub over a shield

with oil, to make the leather more- sup

perniciei. 25 : 15.

2. a trap, snare, which takes and

destroys. Jer. 5 : 26.

3. rvrnfen in 2 K. 23 : 13. the mount

of corruption, a name given to Mount
Olivet from the numerous idols which

were worshipped there. So the king-
dom of Babylon is called by this name,
Jer. 51: 25.

ire?, the dawn. Ps.

i. q. rvntD2, destruction.

Ezek. 9:1.

m. verbal from nrrtf, destrjtc-

ple and impenetrable to water, Is. 21 : 5. tion, something destroyed. Is. 52 : 1 4.



in. verbal from nrr$, corrup-

lion, something corrupted. Lev. 22 : 25.

K/'k. 26 : 5, 14. verbal from rrcc, the

pi(ice where any thing is spread or

stretched out.

m. dec. II. b. dominion. Job

38 : 33 ywa vozJp C'ip? CM canst thoufix
its dominion over the earth j See TIC.

V
L?P m. Ezek. 16 : 10, 13. according

to the Jewish commentators, silk. By
its derivation from mo to draw, it may
denote ravelling* of silk, according to

the notice of Pliny (H. N. xi. cap. 22.)
that silk came from eastern Asia, in

cloth half silk, and was unravelled in

Greece, and again rewoven into cloth

of entire silk.

PPllfo m. verbal from mto, dec. III. a.

1. strictly pass. part, anointed. 2 Sam.
1:21. rrcrjr? jrnn the anointed priest,
i. e. the high-priest, Lev. 4 : 3, 5, 16.

2. as a subst. an anointed one, a

prince. Dan. 9 : 25, 26. More frequently
nirr

rrtfp
the anointed of Jefiovah, the

king, 1 Sam. 24: 7, 11.

3. spoken also of priests, patriarchs.
Ps. 105:15.

fut. frcr,

1. to seize, take. (Arab, idem.) Ex.
12:21 JM3 D^ tfijri tfo take for your-
>v Ires sJieep.

2. to hold, to hold fast; construed
with a. Judg. 5:14.

3. to draw. Judg. 4 : 7. Cant. 1 : 4.

Gen. 37 : 28. Particularly (1.) Vavn^
Ex. 19:13. and rrpn

przi -^Q Josh. 6 : 5.

to blow the jubilee horn. It does not

necessarily follow from this word that

the blast of this instrument consisted in

a protracted sound, as in the trumpet.

Comp. Arab. ^^1^. to draw; in conj.

I. II. also i. q. rnn to cry aloud, to blow
with a trumpet. (2.) rvin 'pro to bend or

-'// the bow. 1 K. 22 :~34l Is. 66 : 19.

(3.) rwrr
rjtfn

to draw out seed, i. e. sow
it along the furrows. Am. 9:13. comp.
IV 120:6. (4.)

/* stretches out his hand with scorncrs,
i. e. he becomes their companion.

4. to take or snatch away. Ps. 28 : 3.

Ezek. 32 : 20. Job 24 : 22.

5. to draw out, extend, jrrolonq. Neb.
9 : 30. Ps. 36 : 1 1 ^T? ^cri^ pro-
long thy grace to thy worshipper*. 85 :

6. 109*: 12. Jer. 31 ': 3 TDH -JOT*) /// ,//Y,

prolonged favour to thee. (So in Syr.

j^-J
to draw, whence

] i^jQJ long du-

ration.) Hence

6. to make durable, to strengthen.
Ecc. 2 : 3 nfca-riN ^a Y1^*? to strengthen

my body with wine. (Syr. y^Sc indu-

ruit.) Comp. Pu.

7. to spread out, Judg. 4 : 6 irn ro^
tan thou shalt spread thyself out on
Mount Tabor. 20 : 37 rfan 'TJCT w>r/

Me ambush spread themselves out. See
the Targum on these two places.

Niph. to be put off, prolonged. Is.

13:22. Ezek. 12: 25, 28.

Pu. I. to be drawn out, delayed.
Prov. 13:12.

2. pass, of Kal no. 6. to be strong,

courageous, mighty. Is. 18 : 2, 7 TjEtos
\j

}

comp. Arab. C*iwo t'zV fortis, validus,

strenuus. Others, with the Sept. stretdi-

ed out, longus.

^TtZfo m. 1 . possession. Job 28 : 18.
V V

From
TjiSp

to hold or possess.

2. Ps. 126:6 niri
-rpra

the drawing
out of seed, i. e. the scattering of it

along; (comp. Am. 9:13.)
3. Moschians, the proper name of a

nation inhabiting the Moschian moun-
tains between Iberia, Armenia, and
Colchis. Ps. 120:5. In other places

always in connexion with bnn, "nm the

Tibarencs, Gen. 10:2. Ezek. 27:13.
32:26. 38:2,3. 39:1. These two

neighbouring nations are also joined

together by Herod, (in. 94. vn. 78.)
The Samaritan MSS. have TI^ and

jurro, Sept. ~Mo(ro%, Vulg. Mosoch, mean-

ing probably as above.

JTO12J73 see rVOttTlO. Comp. the

root, sign if. no. 2.

3A



m. verbal from Mtf, dec. II. b.

1. a lying down. 2 Sam. 4 : 5 astfo

o'vttn a lying down or taking rest at

noon. Ps. 41:4.

2. a lying together , coition. Lev. 18 :

22 awrf w&ft ze sAa& tf/iow rco /ze

rr&jniswD as wzYA a woman. 20:13.
Num. 31 : 17 isj astfa Me /ym^ zmYA

man. Verses 18, 35.

3. a couch, bed. Gen. 49 : 4. 2 Sam.
17:28.

4. a coffin. 2 Chr. 16:14.

15$n m. Chald. a bed, \. q. Heb.

23tto~no.*3. Dan. 2: 28, 29.

Jl^p m. verbal from
jatf, plur. D~7

and ni .

1. a dwelling. Ps. 26:8. nirr rfaatio

the dwellings of Jehovah^ i.e. the tem-

ple, a poetical use of the plural, Ps.

84 : 2. 132 : 5. Used also of our last

dwelling, the grave, Is. 22 : 16.

2. particularly a tent. Cant. 1 : 8.

Very frequently used of the tabernacle

of the congregation in the wilderness,

Ex. 25:9. 26: Iff. 40:9ff. More full

rvrwn
}3

%

i5p the tabernacle of the law, Ex.

38 :2lY Num. 1:50,53. 10:11. From
Ex. 26 : 7. it appears to have denoted

particularly the frame and boarding, in

opposition to brrfc the covering. Hence
wto fcfa

jatto
Ex. 39 : 32. 40 : 2, 6, 29.

I. 7tTO, fut. bco;, to rule, to be mas-

ter. Prov. 6 : 7. Construed with s, Gen.

3:16. 4:7. Is. 3 : 4. more rarely with

*?$, Prov. 28 : 15. Sometimes it signi-

fies to be placed over any thing, Gen.

24 : 2. Construed with b and an infin.

to havepower to do any thing, Ex. 21:8.

Hiph. Won to cause to rule, to ap-

point ruler. Ps. 8 : 7. Dan. 11:39. In-

fin. used substantively, dominion, Job

25:2.

Deriv. out of course Virn, nVcoo.

II. 7>tt/ft in Kal, a denom. from Vrin.

1. to utter a metaphor or comparison.
Ezek. 24 : 3.

2. to utter a proverb. Ezek. 12 : 23.

17:2. 18:2,3.
3. to sing satires. Joel 2:17.
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Niph. to be or become similar, to be

like; construed with to, Is. 14 : 10.

with oy, Ps. 28 : 1. 143 : 7. with
3, Ps.

49:13,21.
Pi. i. q. Kal, to speak in parables.

Ezek. 21: 5. [20:49.]

Hiph. to compare. Is. 46 : 5.

Hithpa. as in Niph. to be like, simi-

lar; construed with a. Job 30: 19.

(Arab. JJ^ to be like. Syr. and Chald,
7

^A^jD, too idem.)

I. vtt)Q m. verbal from Vtio no. I.

dec. VI. p. dominion. Zech. 9:10.

II- vttJft verbal from !KDO no. II.

dec. VI. p. something like or similar.

Job 41: 25.

vttto m. prim. dec. IV. a.

1. a comparison, similitude, parable.
Ezek. 17:2. 24:3.

2. a sentiment, maxim, expressed for

the most part by the orientalists in a

pithy comparison. (Comp. e. g. Prov.

26 : 1,2, 3,6,7,8,9, 11, 14, 17.) Prov. 1 :

1,6. 10:1. 25:1. 26:7,9. Ecc. 12:

9. Job 13: 12. IK. 4: 32. [5:12].)
And because such maxims often be-

come proverbial (1 Sam. 24 : 13.) hence

3. a proverb, irotptftiet ; e. g. 1 Sam.
10 : 12. Ezek. 18 : 2, 3. 12 : 22, 23.

Comp. 7ragoA) Luke 4:13.

4. figurative discourse generally;
hence a song, poem. Num. 23 : 7, 18.

Job27:l. 29:1. Ps. 49 : 5. 78:2.

Particularly a satiric song, or a song of
triumph, over the destruction of one's

enemies. Is. 14 : 4. Mic. 2 : 4. Hab. 2 :

6.
ryydfn tes 1

? rrn to be or become a sa-

tire and reproach, Deut. 28 : 37. 1 K.

9 : 7. (Arab, ^pto a comparison, fable,

proverb'^ in the plur. verses.)

as a noun . q.
an

b^po no. 4. Job 17:6.

PlvtpD m. verbal from nbti, dec. II. b.

1. a place sent to. Is. 7 : 25 frti rrjiita

a place whither oxen are driven.

2. joined with i* and on;, that to

which one puts his hand, business.
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Deut. 15 : 10. 23 : 21. 28 : 8, 20. 12 : 7,

18.
7

nTlfe, nivvpp m. verbal from rfrc.

1. a sending. Est. 9:19, 22.

2. joined with T, that on which one

lays his hand, booty. Is. 11 : 14.

nnvll^P fern, of the preceding.

1. a sending. Ps. 78:49.

2. a dismission, from service or cap-

tivity. Ecc. 8 : 8. Comp. the verb in

Pi. no. 2.

fivtffc m. three, a triad, trios. Gen.

38 : 24. Sec vi'r$ three.

Htottftp f. verbal from ear, dec. X.

1. a desolation. Ezek. 6 : 14. 33 : 28.

Plur. Is. 15 : 6.

2. an astonishment. Ezek. 5:15.

j*2 vpp
m. verbal from JQ, dec. VIII.

a. fatness. Is. 17:4 i-tea fpsjp his fat

body. Plur. c^otto, (1.) thefat, fertile

parts of a country. Gen. 27 : 28, 39.

Dan. 11: 24. (2.) as a concrete, thefat,
i. e. the fleshy, muscular, stout, (spoken
of warriors.) Ps. 78:31. Is. 10:16.

E^2tO masc. plur. fat or dainty
bits. Neh. 8:10.

5?$O m. verbal from JJQ^, dec. II. b.

a hearing, what is heard. Is. 11:3.

ny^IlJp fern, of the preceding.

1. the more private audience of mo-

narchs, to which only the higher officers

were admitted. 1 Sam. 22:14 *>? npi

Tproc*p and having access to thy private
audience. 2 Sam. 23 : 23. 1 Chr. 1 1 : 25.

2. obedience. Asa concrete, obedient,

subject, Is. 11:14.

Ifctpft m. verbal from -vpti, dec. II. b.

1. a post, a place where one keeps
watch. Neh. 7 : 3. Jer. 51:12. Hence
the persons watching, a watch, Neh. 4 :

3,16. [4:9,22.] Job 7: 12.

2. custody, confinement, a prison.
Gen. 40: 3ff. 42:17.

3. that which one heeps or preserves.

Prov. 4 : 23 ipujp'ten before all things
which thou keepest.

4. what is observed, a custom, usage.
Neh. 13:14.

5. as a concrete, observantia for quern

observant, imperator. Ezek. 38 : 7.

rn?5\Z5pj plur. nrvpt:o, fern, of the

preceding, dec. XIII. a.

1 . a watch or watching. 2 K. 1 1 : 5, 6.

2. the place where one keeps watch.

Is. 21 : 8. Hab. 2 : 1. zlso.persons keep-

ing watch, Neh. 7 : 3. 12 : 9. 13 : 30.

3. a keeping or preserving. Ex.

12:6. 16:32,33,34. As a concrete,

what is kept orpreserved, 1 Sam. 22 : 23.

4. what is observed, a law, command,

usage. Gen. 26 : 5. Lev. 18 : 30. 22 : 9.

5. tlie care or management ofa busi-

ness. Num. 4:27, 31 CKCQ rnnco riw

this is the management of their burden,

i. e. this is what they have to bear.

Num. 3:31. Hence fasten rnotiQ "rro

Num. 1 : 53. or snprr 3 : 28. or rnrr Lev.

8:35. to do service in the tent of the

congregation, more rarely, simply to

keep watch.

6. the adherence to any one, sequi

partes alienjus. 1 Chr. 12 : 29 or^rio

'n&S rva. rrasJo ryypfej Vulg. magna pars
eorum adhuc sequebatur domum Saul.

rCtEft m. verbal from n:,dec. IX. a.

1. the secondplace, in succession or

rank ; usually put after a noun in re-

gimen, rntten jrp
the second priest, the

next to the high-priest, (tkhrr fn!*.)
2 K.

25:18. Jer. 52: 24. Plur. retiran
>:rp

sacerdotes secundarii, 2 K. 23 : 4. roaro

n:\ran the second chariot, Gen. 41:43.

n:rrp inTT his second brother, 2 Chr. 31 :

12. npco T?rt the secondpart of the city,

Neh.'ll : 9.' also simply n:tf? 2 K. 22 :

14. Zeph. 1:10.

2. as a concrete, the second, ^n njtfo

the second after the king, 2 Chr. 28 : 7.

comp. 1 Sam. 23 : 17. Est. 10 : 3. Tob.

1 : 22. particularly the second brother,

1 Chr. 5:12. 1 Sam. 8 : 2. Plur. crrrr

D'ptJrsn their other brothers after the

eldest, 1 Chr. 15 : 18 D?ica ^n niss silver

cups of a second quality, Ezra 1 : 10.

1 Sam. 15:9 n'jwprr (cattle) ofless value,

in opposition to apT>. Perhaps autumn

Iambs, secundo partu editi.
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3. a doubling, double. Ex. 16 : 22.

Is. 61: 7.

4. a duplicate, copy. Deut. 17 : 18.

Josh. 8 : 32.

nCpCjQ f- verbal from DD>, dec. X.

plunder^ booty, prey. na^rpb
nvr to &e-

come a prey, 2 K. 21: 14. nasto? jro to

givefor a prey, Is. 42 : 24.

7"i^tpp m. a narrow path, hollow

way. Num. 22 : 24 D'pnsn Vtotfp /Ktf/t

between the vineyards. Comp. "JSXD Me
hollow hand.

^yttftp only Ezek. 16 : 4 wfoV, accord-

ing to Jarchi: ad nitorem. It stands

then for rwtfp, (like bnn for nVnn,) from

njy=3WJ. According to others, from

ritfn Arab. *^ couj. II. to ?ras/i o/^j

to cleanse, conj. V. to tfw/i owe's se//V

comp. Syr. )^.4^; splendidtis; hence

'WipV for purifying, the infin. with

Yod paragogic.

jytt^P
m. verbal from ]?$, dec. II. b.

stay, staff, support. Is. 3 : 1. Meta-

phorically Ps. 18:19.

p^tpft m. verbal from
jrtf,

idem. Is.

3 : 1 n\zto}
j^sto every stay or support.

The combining of the masculine and

feminine forms expresses universality.

r^iftfc fern, of the preceding, a

staff, "judg. 6:21. 2 K. 4 : 31. 18 : 21.

nr?Qtl?D f. const. nnEro, with suff.
T T :

* "
'

"

?in2tt?a, Plur. rnnstfn, const, ninsrah?, dec.

XL g. Root noti in Ethiop. to spread

out, in Arab, ^fl^ idem.

1. a ^m<, species, of animals. Gen.

8:19. of inanimate things, Jer. 15:3.

2. a tribe. Gen. 10 : 18, 20, 31, 32.

12:3. Used of a whole people, Ezek.

20 : 32. Jer. 8 : 3. 25 : 9. Mic. 2 : 3.

3. a subdivision ofa tribe, a family,
among the Israelites. Ex. 6:14ff. Num.
1 : 2 DrfQM n^ D,ninsuJtA after theirfami-
lies, after the Jwuse of their fathers;

comp. verse 20 ff. 26 : 5ff. Deut. 29 :

17. Josh.7:14ff. 21:5ff. 1 Sam. 20 :

29
r̂ nnB.to naj we have afamily sacri-

fice. More rarely and inaccurately,

i. q. 103$, e. g. Josh. 7:17 rmr nrratfp

i. q. in the preceding verse rrpn* rntp.

t^Gtpp m. verbal from cc-cp, dec. II. b.

1.judgment, the act ofjudf/iny. Lev.

19 : 15. Ezek. 21 : 32 [21 : 27] iw ria ir

sBcon V? until he come wlio shall exer-

cise judgment. nr- isjttJea in to go or

enter into judgment with any one, Job
9:32. 22:4. Ps. 143 : 2. comp. Job

14:3. Ecc. 11:9. rpsm? tez one that

contends in judgment with me, i. e. my
adversary, Is. 50 : 8. Particularly^ sen-

tencing to punishment, Is. 53 : 8.

2. ajudgment,judicial decision. 1 K.

3:28.20:40. Ps. 17:2. Plur. TSS&>

nvr the decisions or counsels of'Jehorah ,

P
T

S ] 19 : 10. 119: 75, 137. Particularly
a sentence ofpunishment, VDN D^g^n 121

to pronounce sentence against any one,

Jer. 1 : 16. 4 : 12. 39 : 5. 52 : 9. 2K. 25:

6. See the same phrase under no. 4.

3. guilt, liability to punishment, eirra

DPT blood-guiltiness, Ezek. 7 : 23. Jer.

51:9. Deut. 21 : 22 nya-EStfo wan a sin

which incurs death; comp. 19:6.

4. a cause, a suit at law. Num. 27 :

5. Job 13 : 18. 23 : 4 tfte sstm ncc, nw
to conduct, or manage the cause of any
one, to be his advocate, Deut. 10:18.

Ps. 9 : 5. (Comp. ri and an.) o*oBtio 121

n to plead or contend with any one, Jer.

12 : 1.

5. a right, privilege ; e. g. rfown t:snpp

the right of redemption, Jer. 32 : 7.

Tjb^n
TCEQ the right or prerogative of the

king, 1 Sam. 8 : 9, 1 1. Particularly what

belongs to any one by law, Deut. 18 : 3

D^nan EBEJQ ?Ma belongs to the priests,

i. e. their due, 1 Sam. 2:13.

6. right, righteousness, justice, i. q.

pis. Deut. 32 : 4 mrJa vyjffe /^ /*?'*

ways are righteousness, i. e. righteous.

npnift sEra?justice and righteousness. Jer.

22 : 15. 23 : 5. r$cr> ^ytajust balances,

Prov. 16:11. cgtiip rfba wifA unrighteous-

ness, Jer. 22:13.

7. a /?r,i.q. ph. Ex. 21:1. 24:3.

particularly a divine law, Lev. 18 : 4, 5,

26. 19:37. 20:22.

8. a custom, usage. 1 K. 18 : 28. 2 K.

11:11, 17:33,34,40. Ilenn-
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9. a mode, manner. Ex. 26 : SO. 2 K. 28 : 17. and r^OTtt 2 K. 21 : 13.
v

*

:
*

1 : 7 irsn -Kh? TO what was the manner
perpendicle, 2)htmwt'f.

</ the mt,ni Jtufc. 13 : 12 =s*} rrr ^ m>^^^
^rrcjoi ir:n total MOtf MC manner and

conduct of the child be 9

D^JliDlZftp dual, Gen. 49 : 14. Judg.

5:16. i.q. avec Ps. 68:14. probably

folds for cattle, particularly the open
summer stalls, in which cattle, in

warmer climates, pass the whole sum-

mer; from nctf to place, \\kQstabula,

(comp. Virer. Georg. in. 228. and the

note of Voss thereon,) from stare.

Usually rendered water-troughs for cat-

tle; but the root e^u signifies not

to drink generally, but to drink without

being satisfied or refreshed, so aa only

to increase thirst. The reason of the

dual form does not appear.

ptf???
m found only Gen. 15 : 2.

best explained by Simonis, a possession,

i. q. -^ro, by a commutation of 3 and p,

(nee 3.) Hence PvT a soji of posses-

sion, i. e. a possessor, and the whole

clause thus, the possessor of my Jtouse

it-ill be Eliezer that Damascene. Ano-

ther deriv. from the same root is pcno.

Onkelos,Pseudojon. Vuty.Jilius pro-

curationis, ditpensator.

pttftS
m. verbal from ppjtf (with a

Umldaic form.) dec. II. b. a running
about. Is. 33 : 4.

rTjp^??^
m. verbal from npx:, dec. IX. a.

1. as a Hipli. part, a cupbearer.

2. drink. Lev. 11: 34. IK. 10: 21

n^rp '73 drinking vessels.

3. a well watered country. Gen. 13 :

10. Ezek.45:15.

/"iptlto m. verbal from Vpa, weight.

Ezek.4:10.

^pEft? in. the lintel, the timber over

the doorposts. Ex. 12 : 7, 22, 23. Comp.

m. verbal from 7p$, weight.

L'v.'l9 : 35. 1 Chr. 22 : 3 V^rp p? so as

not to be weighed. Verse 14.

fern, of the preceding, Is.

dec. II. b.

a pool, pond, where water subsides.

Ezek. 34 : 18.

PO^D f. verbal from ms} to dissolve,
T :

dec. X. a solution, liquor. Num. 6 : 3

c^jjrrn-rp drink formed by dissolving
or macerating grapes.

N.TPp
<:ntto verbal from p-rcJ, Chald.

a pipe, reed,flute. Dan. 3 : 5, 7, 10, 25.

tZJ'IEfyp
i. q. ho no. II. to touch, feel.

Gen. 27 : 12. comp. uhn verse 21.

Pi. 1. idem. Gen. 31:34, 37.

2. to grope in darkness. Deut. 28 :

29. Job 5:14. Construed with an accus.

Job 12: 15.

Hiph. idem. Ex. 10:21.

nritto m. verbal from nn\, dec.

IX. a.

''

1. a drinking. Est. 5 : 4. 7:2. rva

]"? ri'?&? ct> chamber for drinking icine,

Est. 7":8.

2. drink. Dan. 1:10. Ezra 3 : 7.

3. a banquet, <rv^o<rtov. Est. 1 : 3.

2:18. 8:17.

HJltL'p, emph. n;rnp, Chald. idem.

Dan/5*:10.

JTC) m. (active part, from mo to die,}

a dead person, a corpse, see rrra. Plur.

ono dead idols, in opposition to Jeho-

vah the living God, Ps. 106 : 28. Is. 8 :

19.

D^fltp and defect, era m. dec. VII. i.

found only in the plur. men, (not peo-

ple generally.) Deut. 2 : 34 crcr*ni CJTD

Fj^rn
men and women and children. 3 : 6.

Job 11:3. Is. 3 : 25. -ccp fewpeo-
ple, Gen. 34 : 30. Ps. 26 : 4. Job 1 1 : 1 1.

(Sing, no met, in Ethiop. vir, pecul.
maritus. It occurs besides in proper

names, in the form vra, like a, const.

ON, Chald. *2^, e. g. nSi^nD.)

"j^O^ ni. i. q. jan, straw. Is. 25 : 10.

^JID m. with sufif. >:np, dec. VI. h.

a bridle. Ps. 32 : 9. Prov. 26 : 3.

adj. fern, n^no, plur. D'pnp,
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verbal from pno, dec. III. f. sweet. Judg.

14:14,18. ~Ecc.5:ll. Ps. 19:11.

Used abstractly sweetness, Ezek. 3 : 4

pinp) for sweetness.

nrftj to stretch out. Is. 40 : 22. (In

Syr. and Chald. idem.) Deriv. nnr,n

a sack.

Tl?3 prim, when ? (In Arab, idem.)

For the most part interrogatively, Gen.

30 : 30. Prov. 6 : 9. more rarely without

an interrogation, Prov. 23 : 35 yp$ no

when Iwake.
vjo.J

Ex. 8 : 5. and no 19

how Iong9 1 Sani. 16 : 1. Prov. 6: 9.

'no nro* q/?er how long a time 9 Jer. 13 :

27.
"'

njijiitt ^ verkai fr m
irs!)

dec. xm.f.

1. measure, Ezek. 45 : 1 1. daily task,

tale, Ex. 5 : 8. comp. pn Terse 18. Ex.

30 : 32 taanoa after its measure, i. e.

proportion of the ingredients. 2 Chr.

24 : 13 and they set the house of God

after its (former) measure.

Mai. 1 : 13. a contraction

what a weariness. See the

note to the art. no.

rftifariQ plur. fern. Job 29 : 17.

Prov. 30 : 14. Joel 1 : 6. and by trans-

position rterte Ps. 58 : 7. thefront cut-

ting teeth, or the projecting eye teeth,

denies canini, which in wild animals

are very dangerous. Root *nS Arab.

-!i) to bite, or rVn Arab. 4JJ to project,

be prominent. The former derivation

is for cutting teeth, the latter for eye
teeth.

Qrftp m. verbal from Dion, something

sound or uninjured. Ps. 38 : 4, 8. Is.

1:6. In Judg. 20 : 48, it is a corrupt

reading for DJTO men, which is found in

several MSS.
'

\Ffo m. verbal from jro, dec. I. a gift^

present. Gen. 34: 12. jno tw one who

gives gifts, Prov. 19:6.

fern, of the preceding, dec.

Xl.a
1. a gift, present. Gen. 25 : 6. Par-

ticularly a bribe, Ecc. 7 : 7. an offering,
Ex. 28 : 38.

2. proper name of a place between

the desert and the territory of Moab.
Num. 21:: 18, 19.

NJJ;ttp
Chald. i.q. Heb. ?($yiapre-

senLt>2M.. 2:6,48. 5:17.

D*^,n^ dual masc. the loins, the up-

per part of the hip, including the small

of the back, o<r(pvs ; on which the girdle

is worn, 2 K. 4:29. 9:L Gen. 37:34.

or a burden is borne, Ps. 66: 11. the

seat of pain in parturition, Is. 21 : 3.

Nab. 2: 11. For its distinction from

7p;
see that article. (Arab, and Syr.

idem. Root jno, JLo to befirm, whence

pjlto, fut. pno, to be or become sweet.

Ex."l5 : 25. Job 21 : 33
Vnr'afi ft ip

Me c/oefc o/"Me valley rest sweetly upon
him, est ei terra levis. 24 : 20 nsn Spno

for rrcr> ft nj?no Me worm is sweet to him.

Others take pnp in the Syriac significa-

tion, to suck ; hence the ivorm feeds

upon him.

Hiph. 1. to sweeten. Ps. 55:15 T

Tin pno3 i^r we too/e streetcounsel together.
2. intrans, to ^e sweet. Job 20 : 12.

Deriv. out of course D|?rinQ.

pjl?2 m. verbal from pno, sweetness.

Prov. 27 : 9. Metaphorically pleasure,
16:21.

pntD m. verbal from pno, idem. Judg.

9:11.

Mpr\P proper name of a station of

the Israelites in the desert of Arabia.

Once Num. 33 : 28.

jnJ^Itt f. a contraction of rcnp fern, of

pro, a gift, present. Prov. 25 : 14. Ecc.

3
T

:13. Ezek. 46: 5, 11.

a q>
Awn, the 14th letter of the alphabet, Arab, a fish. This does not suit the

and as a numerical sign denoting 50. common square character, and the final

The name pj denotes in Syr. Chald. and character was probably of later origin.
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In the Phenician alphabets it is more

crooked, but the character in the ori-

ginal alphabet was perhaps still more

conformed to its name.

The commutation of this letter with

Lamed and Mem, has already been no-

ticed under those letters. It is also

interchanged (1.) with "i, yet very rare-

ly, e. g. rrn Chald. rtn to rise, as the

sun ; c?:ti Aram, pn two. (2.) with as

the first radical
;

e. g. ns; and nsa to be

fair, becoming ; 12; and i?a to place ;

rr_: and r to lay snares. Comp. Gesen.

Lebrgebaude, p. 453.

I. fc$2 a primitive particle, expressive

of respectful entreaty or exhortation, I

pray you, Lat. quceso, Germ. dock. It

is joined (1.) with the imper. in a re-

quest or admonition. Gen. 12: 13 Nrno

say, I pray thee. 24 : 2 wra^p put, I

pray thee. 24 : 45. Judg. 12:6 *~no*

say, Ipray thee, or say now. Also in

negative sentences, with *? and the fu-

ture, Gen. 18:3 nirn xrtxpass not away,
Ipray thee. Verse 32 >:inb -IJT Np let

not the Lord, I pray thee, be angry.

(2.) with the future, to express the op-
tative. Ps. 124 : 1 /#jfc] NJ TON* may Is-

rael now say. 129 : 1. Cant. 7 : 9.

Particularly with the first person, in

requesting permission, Ex. 3:3. 4:18

l rn^ I will go, if thou permittest, or

let me go, Ipray thee. IK. 1 : 12 Tjsr'N

n^s : let me give thee counsel. Cant.

3 : 2. Is. 5 : 1. Num. 20 : 17 rrna let

us pass through, we pray thee. Comp.
Gen. 44 : 18. 18 : 4. (3.) with D, if

indeed, t( von, sav, si quidem. Gen. 18 : 3

'n*p Nrc if indeed I have found. 24:

42IW: 27. 33 : 9. (4.) with >, nay or

no, Ipray thee. Gen. 33 : 10 xfbx nay,
Ipray thee. 19:18. (5.) WTOT behold

now. Gen. 12 : 11. 16 : 2. (6.) N;-*
alas now. Lam. 5: 16. Jer. 4:31. 45:3.

Note. The frequent use of this par-

ticle appears to indicate courtesy and

respect; seeGen.!8:3. 19:7,8,18,19.

II. M2 adj. raw, half-boiled, spoken.

of flesh/ Ex. 12 : 9. Root ^ Arab.
5^* .c

U for Uj to be raw, half-boiled.

N2 a proper name, Ezek, 30 : 14, 15,

16. Jer. 46 : 25. in full prpo Nah. 3:8.

Thebes, the ancient capital of Upper
Egypt. Sept. in Ezek. Atoo-TroXts, in

Nah. pti$ Appear. The latter appears
to be an etymological explanation of

the word after the Coptic. In that

language NOH signifies a cord, mea-

suring line, hence a portion measured

out, and p
%^ w portio,possessioAmonis,

i. e. the seat of the god Amon, or the

place where he was principally wor-

shipped. See Jablonskii Opuscula, ed,

te Water T.I. p. 163168.
"TS2 m. plur. nViria, (once Tihia Judg.

4 : 19 Keth.) dec. I. a leatJier bag or

bottle. Judg. 4:19 y?nrr ito a bottle of
milk. 1 Sam. 16 : 20.' Josh. 9 : 4, 13.

Wine bottles were hung up in the

smoke, Ps. 119:83.

nN2 to be fair, beautiful; kindred

with rr;. The doubling of the last

radical, (comp. rnnrrt'n from
nrro,) gives

rise to a quadriliteral HUH and by con-

traction rnw, plur. 11x2, to be beautiful.

Cant. 1 : 10. 2 : 14. 4:3. Is. 52 : 7.

rnN2, fern. rnN}, verbal adj. from n3,

dec. IX" a. and X.

1. fair, beautiful. Cant. 1:5. 6 : 4.

2. Jit, becoming, suitable. Ps. 33 : 1

nVnn rn3 onjjb praise becometh the up-

right, \. e. it becometh them to praise

God. 93 : 5 JTJ? rr* ^mb holiness be-

cometh thine house. 147: 1. Prov. 17:7.

19:10. 26:1.

M2 found only in the plural const.

nisp, i. q. npr ,
ma.

1. a dwelling, habitation. Ps. 74:20.

83 : 13. Lam. 2 : 2.

6. a grassy place, green, pasture.

UTp niw the pastures of the desert, Ps.

65 : 13. Jer. 9 : 10. 23 : 9. uh nuo green

jmstures, Ps. 23 : 2.

D^O to utter, to utter an oracle. As
a finite verb found only in Jer. 23 : 31.

(In a single MS. Zech. 4 : 2.) Part.

pass. CM an oracle, in the phrase nirp CM
an oracle of Jehovah, i.e. (thus) saith

Jehovah, occurring frequently in the
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prophets, vvho repeat the oracles, as it

were, from the mouth of Jehovah. Ap-

plied more rarely to the prophets them-

selves, Num. 24 : 3 oyja
CM the oracle

ofBalaam. Verse 15. Also to poets,
2 Sam. 23 : 1. Prov. 30 : 1. Ps. 36 : 1

rtfp DM3 an oracle or song concerning
wickedness. See De Wette in loc.

Others : an oracle of wicked/iess.

P]^2 9
fut. *i><r, and Pi. ^3, part. *]3O,

to commit adultery, spoken both of the

man and woman. Ex. 20 : 14. Lev. 20:

10. Construed with an accus. Prov.

6 : 32 m
r|3 he wJio committeth adul-

tery with a woman. Lev. 20 : 10. Jer.

29 : 23. Like the kindred word rn it

is often applied figuratively to the un-

faithfulness of the Israelites towards

Jehovah, to their apostacy and idolatry.

Jer. 3 : 8 ^to ratio new TB?N because re-

bellious Israel committed adultery. 5 : 7.

9:1. 23 : 14. Construed in like man-
'f.

ner with an accus. Jer. 3 : 9 pNrrnN rj^rvj J
^

yyrrnw slie committed adultery with 1

stones and stocks. Ezek. 23 : 37.

0^ipfc$5 masc- plur. verbal from *];,

dec.I.adultery. Jer. 13 : 27. Ezek.23 : 43.

O^DIDNS masc - plur. verbal from

tp, dec. I. idem. Hos. 2:4 [2:2]
rpTOJ ]'ap wsnCN: TDPI let her put away
adultery from her (open) breasts, that

is, as in the parallel clause, let her put

awayfornicationfrom her countenance.

The coquettish look and exposed breasts

are here the signs of fornication and

adultery.

V^3, fut. yr, to despise, to reject

with contempt, often to mock, insult f

e. g. a people, Jer. 33 : 24. doctrine,

instruction, Prov. 1 : 30. 5:12. 15 : 5.

the counsel of God, 107 : 11. Spoken
of God, who rejects men, Deut. 32 : 19.

Lam. 2 : 6. Also absolutely Jer. 14:21

cast not offfor thy names sake. (Comp.
the kindred verbs r3i and DNS).

Pi. yw, fut. y.
1. i. q. Kal, to despise, contemn. Is.

60 : 14. Particularly God, Ps. 10 : 3,

13. 74:18. Is. 1:4.

)

2. causat. to give occasion to despise
or blaspheme. 2 Sam. 12 : 14.

Hiph. fut. yw, intrans. to be de-

spised, Ecc. 12:5. The form is Syriac
for yp\

Hithpo. to be despised, blasphemed.
Is. 52 : 5 vxio for

. verbal from yw, reproach,

blasphemy. Is. 37 : 3.

HJM3 f. plur. rite*?, Neb. 9 : 18, 26.

and fntewj Ezek. 35:12. verbal from

y3, idem.

pMJ i. q. P.3
to groan, lament. Ezek.

30:24. Job 24: 12.

""Tj?N? f* const. n;?N3, verbal from p;,

dec. XI. d. a groaning, lamentation.

Ex. 2 : 24. 6 : 5.

^2 found only in Pi. IMS to abhor,

i.2:7. Ps. 89: 40. (Arab.

med. Vav, abhorruit ab aliqua re,

Hj proper name of a sacerdotal city

in the tribe of Benjamin, not far from

Jerusalem. 1 Sam. 22:11, 19. Neh.ll:

32. Is. 10:32. mi (na5?) to Nob,
1 Sam. 21: 2. 22:9.

b^2 in Kal not used. In Arab, to
T T

bring forth, particularly words ; hence

to shew, announce. Deriv. wij, nU3.

Ni. H^ 1. to deliver an oracle from
God, to speak as God's ambassador,
whatever the object may be. Jer. 23 :

21. Joel 3:1. Num. 1 1 : 25, 27. Of

importance is Am. 3 : 8 the lion roar-

eth, who will not be afraid ? the Lord
Jehovah speaks, nar & n who ivill not

be his messenger? Since such oracles

generally refer to the future, hence

2. to prophesy, to predict future
events in the name of God. 1 K. 22 :

8, 10, 12, 13. Construed with b, Jer.

20 : 6. with ^ Jer. 26 : 1 1. with by, Jer.

25 : 13.

3. to sing songs or hymns, (the sinprer

being inspired of God.) 1 Sam. 10 : 11.

19:19,20. 1 Chr. 25 : 2, 3. 1 K. 18 :

29. Once rv33 for nwr Jer. 26 : 9.
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Hithpa. Nairn
j
sometimes Na;ri (Ezek.

37 : 10. Jer. 23 : 1 3.) infin. rnaann 1 Sam.

10:13 (like verbs ft.)

1. i. q. Xiph. 1 Sam. 10 : 5, 6. 19 : 21,

23, 24.

2. to act like a madman, p&m<r&cti.

1 Sam. 18:10. Inspiration and mad-

ness were both attended with singular

motions of the body and even with

violent convulsions and contortions.

Hence the Greek pccvr^ the enraptured

soothsayer, from paivopcct to rave, to be

mad; and the Lat. fatuus (from fari)
a sooilisayer, a fool; furor, madness

and inspiration. For this reason we
find in Jer. 29 : 26, *a3rrai racrp connect-

ed
; and in 2 K. 9 : 1 1, Elisha's disciple

is called in reproach 23ja a fool.

fc-^2 Chald. Ethpa. 'aarn to prophesy.

Ezra 5:1.

see ID.
v

"iH: 1. proper name of a mountain be-

yond Jordan, over acrainst Jericho.

Deut. 32 : 48. 34 : 1.

2. of a city in the tribe of Reuben,
near Mount Nebo. Num. 32: 3, 38. Is.

15:2.

3. of a city in the tribe of Judah.

Ezra 2 : 29. 10 : 43. By way of dis-

tinction called TTI ia3 Neh. 7 : 33.

4. of an idol of the Chaldeans. Is.

46 : 1. The planet Mercury has this

name among the Zabians. It is found

also in the composition of several Chal-

dean names of persons. See, besides

Nebuchadnezzar, other names not found

in the Bible, as Nabonassar, Nabopo-
lasser, Nabonebus, etc.

niSnniJ f. verbal from Hja, dec. X. a

prophecy'. Neh. 6:12. 2 Chr. 15:8.

Hence a writing of a prophet, 2 Chr.

):29.

Chald. idem. Ezra 6 : 14.

and "tNT!5^3 (
tne

atter in some passages of Jeremiah,)

Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, who

ieetroyed Jerusalem, and led the Jews
nto

captivity. Sept. NaSov^o^ofas-o^.
Arab. Bochtonassar. It occurs fre-

quently in Jeremiah, Daniel, and the

books of Kings. Like other Assyrian
and Babylonish names, this word is

best explained from the Persian ; (see
Gesenius' Gesch. der Hebr. Sprache
and Schrift, p. 63.) hence according to

Lorsbach, i. q. Nebu-godan-sar i. e.

Nebo (see ia?) deorum princeps.

ri^t^ f. Chald. a present, gift. Dan.

2 : 6.

T

'5 : 17. comp. Jer. 40 : 5. Deut.

33:24. Targ. Jonath. Root probably
tan erogare, expendere, whence rnajaa and,

by a not uncommon syncope of i, nans.

It is commonly, but erroneously, re-

garded as the Greek vopio-pa a coin,

(by a commutation of D and a,)
for nei-

ther coin nor money suits the context.

According to others, i. q. Pei's.nmvasish,

blanda tractatio.

rOJ to bark. Once Is. 56 : 10. (In

Arab, idem.)

Hoi proper name of a city in Gilead.

Once Judg.8:ll.

an idol of the Avites. 2 K.

17 : 31. The Hebrew interpreters ren-

der it latrator, (as if from ma,) and gay
that this idol had the form of a dog.
Traces of the ancient worship of an idol

in the form of this animal have been

discovered in Syria in modern times.

Comp. Ikenii Dissert, de Nibchas, in

his Dissert. 1749. p. 143 if.

tOlJ in Kal not used.

Pi. ^53, once Is. 5 : 30. and

Hiph. ts'an.

1. to look, to direct tlie eye, to behold,

regarder, (different from nsrj.) Job 35 :

5 nioi B;Q'$ 125? look to heaven and see.

Ps. 142 : 5. It is construed (1.) with

i-vrst, to look after any one, Ex. 33 : 8.

and VTT to look behind ones self,
1 Sam.

24 : 9. Gen. 19:17
?|>TT r^n b look not

behind tJiec. Verse 26 VTTNO VC;M '-?rn

and his (Lofs) wife looked back from
after him. She ought to have followed

after her husband, but instead of it,

shewed a disposition to return, hence

it is correctly rendered as to the sense,

but not literally, in the Vulg. respiciens
SB
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uxor cjus post se. (2.) with by, to look educated as prophets whether younger

upon or unto, to behold. Ex. 3 : 6. Num. or older (2 K. 4:1.) were called ra

21:9. Particularly with hope. Is. 51: Dwaa sons of the prophets, i.e. their

I, 2. Ps. 34- : 6. Also to look on, re- disciples, 1 K. 20 : 35. 2 K. 2 : 3, 5, 7,

spect, regard, 1 Sam. 16:7. Is. 66: 2. 15. 4:1,38.5:22. 6:1. 9:1. Comp.
Ps. 119:6. comp. verse 15, where it is jilii magorum, i. e. disciples of the Ma-
construed withanaccus. Also construed gians, among the Persians.

with b, instead of b, Ps. 74 : 20. 104 : 4. a minstrel, poet, considered as one

32. or with by, Hab. 2:15. (3.) with inspired of God. See nya: no. 3.

an accus. to regard; spoken particularly

of God, to regard with favour. Am.
5:22. Ps. 84:10. Lam. 4:16. Also

used absolutely in the same sense, Ps.

13:4. Is. 64: 8.

2. to see, perceive with the eye, i. q.

n*o. Num. 12 : 8. 1 Sam. 2 : 32. Is. 38 :

II. Ps. 10: 14.

3. construed with a, to see with satis-

3J Chald. idem. Ezra 5 : 1
,
2. 6 : 14 .

15 fern, of N'13.

1. a prophetess, a woman thatforetels

future events. 2 K. 22 : 14. 2 Chr. 34 :

22. Neh. 6 : 14. Judg. 4 : 4.

2. the ivife of a prophet. Is. 8 : 3.

3. a poetess, a female musician. Ex.
15:20. See NU; no. 4.

JT^Ilw Nabatheans, the proper name
faction. Ps. 92 : 12. Comp. a rr,n, a nnx \

. *.
'

TJ i! i

T

a of an Arabian tribe, according to Gen.
4. trans, to /e or cawse to see. Hab. 1:3. or.io 90.0 f , /~ .

25:1,3. ^8:9. of the race of Ishmael.
JJeriv. Efl'?, T^ao. s^,, s ^

^15 m. verbal from
s-a;,

dec. III. a.
Is - 60:7' (Arab, ku and

k^j.)
1. interpres Dei, one employed by Comp. Diod. Sic. n.48. Reland's Pa-

God to make known his will to men. Ia3stina, p. 90 ff.

Judg. 6 : 8. 2 Sam. 7 : 2. This signi- ^ found Qnl in the lur< Job 3g .

fication is illustrated by Ex. 7 : 1 tjm 16 ^ (/ hi j f
,

. ., j -j j
xvi u j-*j tisutiiiy r//c iiviiiitLb OT Lite sea,

Trs^aj rvrp Trrrx pin^i rh?iD7 D >n7i>? tfiou stialt, s- c.^

zV reference to Pharaoh, i. e. in con- comp. Arab. ^Juj collis acuto vertice,

versation with him, be the God, i.e. the from ^jj^j conj.VlII. eminuit, altus

sovereign director, and Aaron, thy bro- *.
f

ther, shall be thine interpreter; comp.
'

4:16 npb *b n>rr win
1

)
and he shall be thy

mouth, 'also Jer. 15 : 19. Deut. 18 : 18. and Chald. j?3 to spring up.

(In Greek ir^^t^, V-TTO^^TV^, strictly 7112, fut. Va\ 1. to wither, to

an interpreter of the divine oracles.) off. spoken of leaves and flowers. Ps.

senge ^ iven
,

. Arab.

Hence 1:3. 37 : 2. Is. 1 : 30. Hence in corn-

2. a friend or confidant of God; parisons, as Is. 34 : 4 all their host (the

spoken e. g. of Abraham, Gen. 20 : 7. host of heaven) shall fall down, as the

of the patriarchs generally, Ps. 105 : 15. leaves of the vine fall. Ps. 37 : 2.

of Moses, Deut. 34 : 10. 2. to sink down, to be exhausted. Ex.

3. apropJiet, one inspired of God to 18 : 18. Is. 24 : 4. Job 14 : 18 tta teta'in

instruct the people and foretel future a mountain falling continues to lie.

events. Deut. 13:2. 1 Sam. 9:9. 1 K. (Kindred with rt$ and
">?:.) Deriv. r$i3

22 : 7 ito rnno waj nis ;^n is there not a corpse.

here a prophet of Jehovah further ? 3. to actfoolishly, wickedly. Prov. 30 :

2 K. 3 : 1 1. 2 Chr. 28 : 9. This name 32. See the noun ba:. (The ideas of re-

is also used in reference to false gods, missness and foolishness are in like man-

prophets of Baal, 1 K. 18 : ner connected in several Arabic words.)

19,40. 2K. 10:19. rrrtvn^ prophets Pi. baa 1. to liyhtli/ esteem, to reject.

of Astarte, 1 K. 18 : 19.-lThose to be Deut. 32 : 15. Mic. 7 : 6.



2. to disgrace, dishonour. Nah. 3:6.

Jer. 14:21 triiaa KCD ten fa dishonour

not the throne of thy glory. (Comp.

rrfaa.)

h^ m. vei-b.il from h;, dec. IV. a.

I?foolish, a fool. Prov.l7:7,21.

Jtr. 17:11. Hence, by a common as-

sociation of ideas in the Shemitisb

dialects,

2. a wicked, ungodly man. (Comp.
*$, can.) 1 Sam. 25 : 25. 2 Sam. 3 : 33.

Job 2:10. This meaning- is illustrated

by Ps. 14 : 1. 53 : 2 D^jfr* pw te?a baj TON

the fool saith in his heart, there is no

God. (So in Arabic the synonymous
& s

word J^ denotes an atheist, unbc-
>x

liering, wicked.)

TQ2 and v^2 m. plur. o^aa, const.
...

.. .. v r -T:'

^aa, dec. VI. g. and h.

1. a vessel, bottle; particularly an

earthen wine-bottle. Is. 30 : 14 ons* bja

cm earthen vessel. Lam. 4 : 2 tthn \bi:

earthen vessels; comp. Jer. 13:12. 48:

1 2. Metaphorically Job 38 : 37 ryo^aa
the bottles of heaven.

2. the name of a musical instrument,
a kind of harp or lyre, in Greek VMA

(N^:,) in Lat. nablium, e. g. Ovid. A. A.

in. 327. Josephus (Antiq. Jud. vn. 10.)

represents it as having 12 strings, which

were played on by the hand. Jerome

gives it the form of an inverted Delta

(vO The wine jugs (a^ja cadi] of the

ancients were usually iu the form of a

sugar loaf, and the resemblance to this

may have given name to the musical

instrument, -ntoy taa Ps. 33 : 2. 144:9.

perhaps a harp of ten strings. Ps. 57 : 9.

81:3. 92:4. 108:3. Is.5:l2. Am.
5 : 23. 6:5. Instead of this we meet

also with "?ir^3 Ps. 71:22. and plur.
1 Chr. 16 : 5. Is. 22 : 24.

f. verbal from biu.
T T :

1. folly, foolishness. Job 42 : 8 *$Eb

ntaa nyyo rhixn that I may not deal with

you after your folly, for Dprto. Is.

32:6.
2. wickedness. 1 Sam. 25 : 25. Is. 9 :

16.

371 ) nxj

3. a wicked deed. Judg. 19: 23,24.
2 Sam. 13 : 12. The full phrase used of

a person guilty of a gross crime, espe-

cially of lewdness, is r$aa nrra, nfcs

fyfwa he, she Jias committed a scandalous

crime in Israel Deut. 22:21. Judg.
20 ; 10. Jer. 29 : 23. comp. nban rr?i itr

^a Judg. 20 : 6. So Gen. 34 : 7, be-

fore Israel existed as a people.

i"l7Q| f. const, rfaa, with suff. 'n?a:

(Is. 26:19.) and
sjnVaa, injn?, a corpse

(of a man), Is. 26:19. a carcase (of
an animal), Lev. 5 : 2. 7:24. Used

by way of reproach of idols, Jer. 16 : 18.

Comp. TB Lev. 26 : 30. (Root Va; no. 2.

comp. ntea from bcj.)

TV\ v!!^ ^ verbal from ^5:, dec. I.

private parts, pudenda. Hos. 2:12.

[2:10.] See -n; Pi. no. 2. and Chald.

toaa ffcditas, obsccenitas.

i?54
* spring, to flow. Prov. 18:4

ra: !?n3 flowing brook. (Chald. Syr.
and Arab, idem.)

Hiph. ran. 1. liter, to let flow out.

Prov. 1 : 23 nn cpb raw / will pour out

my spirit upon you. Especially to pour
forth words, Prov. 15 : 2, 28 a roth ss

nisn Me mouth of the wickedpoureth out

evil things. Hence it is used without

any further addition in an evil sense,

Ps. 59: 8. 94:4.

2. to announce. (Comp. e.g.

Ps. 19 : 3. 78 : 2. 145 : 7. (Syr.

Aph. vulgavit.y

^nt2?^12 f- Chald. a candlestick.
T : : v

Dan. 5 : 5. (Arab, and Syr. idem.)

H55 m. the south. (Root aa in Syr.

and Chald. to be dry.) a:r'rm the south-

ern boundary, Josh. 15 : 4. a^-nwD on
the south side, Num. 35 : 5. rm:3 12? on

the south oflake Cinneroth, Josh. 11:2.

Hence aja yv Josh. 15 : 19. and simply

aaj Ps. 126 : 4. a south land. Particu-

larly (1.) the southern part of Pales-

tine, whether joined with y-\*, Gen. 20 :

1. 24:62. or without it, Gen. 13 : 3.

Deut. 34 : 3. Josh. 10 : 40. (2.) Egypt.
So at least Dan. 1 1 : 5 ft' ajjn ^ the
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king of the south, in prophetic language,

for the king of Egypt.
With rr parag. ra^ to the south, Ex.

40 : 24. Josh. 17 : 9, 10
crspfi

nwa to /Ae

south of Ephraim, or as in 18 : 3 naa;

irrrr jp
to /ie south of the mount. Also

naaja Josh. 15 :21. and naa 1 Chr. 26 :

17. where the n has no significancy.

"TUG in Kal not used. Probably lite-

rally to be before, in conspectu esse, to

be evident. Arab, clara et manifesta

fuit res.

Hiph. Tin 1. to declare, shew, make

known; usually construed with a dative

of the person, Gen. 3:11. 9 : 22. 29 :

12. 37 : 5. rarely with an accus. Ezek.

43 : 10. Job 26 : 4. Also without cases,

Job 42: 3.

2. to announce, publish. Ps. 111:6.

Particularly to publish with commenda-

tion, to praise, Ps. 9 : 12. 71 : 17. 92 : 3.

comp. 75:10 ti$h TIM a*n but I will

praise for ever.

3. to betray. Job 17:5 Dan Tr pbrrt

(wlio) betrays his friends for a prey,
i. e. to the plunderer.

3. to solve a riddle. Judg. 14 : 19.

Comp. Chald. rnmj.

Hoph. nan, fut. TO
, infin. pleonast. nsrr,

pass, of Hiph. Josh. 9 . 24. Ruth 2:11.

Is. 7 : 2.

CG Chald. to flow. Dan. 7 : 10.

strictly a subst. dec. VI. k. ivhat

is before or in front. ngQ afacie, Judg.
9 : 17 A cowtf 7iu &/e na$? yro/w himself,

1. e. away. Hence as an adv. (1.) o?er

opamrt. 2 K. 2: 7, 15. 3:22. Deut.

28 : 66 and thy life
shall hang over

against thee, i. e. thou shalt be in con-

stant danger of thy life. (2.) against.

2 Sam. 18:13.

naab and TO as a prep. (1.) before, co-

ram,in conspectu. Job 4: 16w TO before

my eyes. Ex. 34 : 10 ?|Bsr^
TO before thy

whole people. 'fctoajn TO coram sole, i. e.

as long as the sun exists ; comp. Deut.

21 : 22, 23. (2.) over against. Ex. 19 :

2. Jo&h. 3:16. (3.) against, contra.

IK. 21:10. Ecc.4:12. (4.) near, in

372 ) ^
the neighbourhood of. 1 Chr. 8 : 32.

Neb. 3: 10.

With other prepositions,( 1.) ^y-pfrom

before. Is. 1:16 w nasp from before
mine eyes. Jon. 2 : 5. Prov. 14 : 7 ijro

^S

Vpa to$ to #0 WJ0?/ ^rom ^e foolish
man. (2.) TO? only Gen. 2 : 18, 20 fraa

orer against him, suited to him. Sept.

verse 18 KCVT ctvrov ; verse 20 optoiot

rl^G to shine, to give light, to

Job 22 : 28. 18 : 5. (In Syr. idem.)

Hiph. 1. to cause to shine. Is. 13 : 10.

2. to enlighten. Ps. 18 : 29. 2 Sam.

22 : 29.

PTll!) f. verbal from na;, dec. VI. n.

brightness, shining ; particularly of the

fire, Is. 4:5. of the sun, 2 Sam. 23 : 4.

of the moon, Is. 60 : 19. of the sword,

Hab. 3 : 1 1. of the shechinah or majestic

presence of Jehovah (rnrv lias,) Ezek.

10:4. Hab. 3: 4. Ps. 18 : 13. Prov.

4:18, probably referring to the rising

sun.

PT52, emph. nTO, Chald. brightness,

shining, of the dawn. Dan. 6 : 20.

brightness. Plur. Is. 59 : 9.

fut. nr, to push, spoken of

horned animals. Ex. 21 : 28.

Pi. idem. Ezek. 34 : 21. Dan. 8 : 4.

Figuratively of a conqueror overthrow-

ing nations before him, Deut. 33:17.

IK. 22: 11. Ps. 44: 6.

Hithpa. liter, to push ones self, hence

to carry on war against any one. Dan.

11:40. (In Chald. idem.)

n^G m. verbal from ru;, apt or wont

to push. Ex. 21: 29, 36.

m. dec. III. a.

1. a prince. (Root 153 Arab,

to be high-spirited, courageous, whence
s

'.

jo^S high-spirited, noble, a prince.)

1 Sam. 9 : 16. 10 : 1. Plur. chiefs, no-

bles, generally, Job 29 : 10. Used ab-

stractly, nobilia, Jionesta, Prov. 8:6.

2. an overseer generally ; e. g. over

the temple, 1 Chr. 9:11.2 Chr. 31:13.

over the palace, 2 Chr. 28 : 7. over an



army, a captain.
32:21.
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1 Chr. 13:1. 2 Chr. beaten. Josh. 8:15, This last turn of

the signification is more common in

Ilithpael.

Pi. to smite, i. q. Kal no. 4. used

particularly in reference to divine judg-

ments, (comp. rj;a, m;.) Gen. 12 : 17.

2 K. 15:5.

Pu. pass. Ps. 73 : 5.

Hipli. 1. i. q. Kal no. 1. to touch;

construed with % Ex. 4 : 25. with te,

Ex. 12:22. with to, Is. 6:7.

2. i. q. Kal no. 2. to reach unto any

]33
in Kal found only in the part. thing; COMtrued witn ^ Gen. 28: 12.

n'?33 Ps. 68 : 26. otherwise Pi.
J33

toplay ^hh TO, Is. 8 : 8. To befal, happen, as

on a stringed instrument. 1 Sam. 16 : an event, Ecc. 8:14. Est. 9 : 26 (with
10,17,18,23. 2K.3:15. Ps. 33 : 3 ^) My hand attains to any thing,

]23
ttnsvi touch skilfully the strings. Is.

j.

v

e . \ obtain or possess it, Lev. 5:7.
23 : 16. (In Chald. idem.) Deriv. ro>33. Comp. ^j no. 2.

3. i. q. Kal no. 3. to come to; con-

strued with TO, Ps. 107:18. with VM,

1 Sam. 14:9. Also to come to any

f. verbal from
jaj,

dec. X.

1. a stringed instrument of music.

So in the titles of Psalms iv. vi. LIV.

LV. LXVII. LXXVI.

2. music on a stringed instrument.

Lam. 5:14. Is. 38:20.

3. a song for a stringed instrument.

Ps. 77 : 7. Particularly a satiric song,

Lam. 3: 14. Job 30 : 9.

thing, i. e. to attain it, Est. 4:14 rosrj

MW, fut. r, infin. yaa, with suff. %j,

also rwa.

1. to touch, usually construed with

a Gen. 3 : 3. Lev. 5 : 3. 6 : 11. [6 : 18.]

more rarely with to, Is. 6 : 7. Dan. 16 : ^ thou hast attained to royal dig-

16. with fc, Num. 4: 15. Hag. 2 : 12. ni%/' Used absolutely, to come; spo-

But in this "sense it is applied to denote ken of persons, Est. 6 : 14. especially of

(1.) to injure. Gen. 26:11 mn TOW yasry
time, Ezek. 7 : 12. Ecc.l2:l.

tata* whosoever toucheth this man or 4- causat - of Kal no - * to cause io

his wife. Verse 29. Josh. 9 : 19. (2.) to toiich, particularly in the phrase^ ra?

lie with a woman. Prov. 6 : 29. Con- %? ^ to cause to touch the carth> the

strued ivith ^, Gen. 20:6. (3.) joined
dust

>

'

l- e- to throw to the ground, Is.

with ab, to touch or affect tJie heart. 25 : 12. 26 : 5. Lam. 2:2. In like man-

1 Sam. 10 : 26. (4.) to injure a plant,
ner Is - 3 : 8 w to them who cause /lousc

spoken of a pernicious wind. Ezek. 17: * touch on house>
* e - who acquire

10.

2. to reach unto any thing ; construed

with a, Hos. 4 : 2. with TO, Mic. 1 : 9.

Is. 18 : 8. Jer. 4 : 10. with S, Jer. 51 :

9. with V?, Judg. 20:34, 4L Comp.
Job 4 : 5. 5 : 19.

many houses.

const. '?3?, verbal from W3, dec. VI. i.

1. a stroke, blow, wound, also col-

lect. blows. Prov. 6: 33. Deut, 17:8.

21:5. Used most frequently of God's

3. to come to a person or thing, con- strokes or the plagues which he sends

strued with a, 2 Sam. 5 : 8. with "JM, Jon.

3:6. Dan. 9: 21. Used absolutely to

come, arrive, Ezra 3:1. Neh. 7 : 73.

Comp. >3n.

4. to smite. Gen. 32 : 26, 33. Spoken

particularly of Jehovah, and construed

on men, Gen. 12 : 17. Ex. 11:1.

2. npj sap,
Lev. 13 : 3, 9, 20, 25. and

without WTO verses 22, 29. the plague

of leprosy, also this plague in garments,

13, 14. and in walls, 14 : 39 ff. Hence
3. one infected with the leprosy or so

with a, 1 Sam. 6 : 9. Job 19:21. Part, suspected. Lev. 13 : 4, 13, 17, 31 prcn raa

rvo smitten, punished of God, Ps. 73 : one infected with the scall, for which
14. Is. 53 : 4. we find barely pro, verse 33. In verse

Niph. to be beaten, spoken of an 50, it denotes a garment infected with

army ; or rather to make as if one were the. leprosy.
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p3, fut. r\y.
1. to smite. Spoken

particularly
of Jehovah, who ordains

human calamities or plagues, 2 Chr.

21:18. Ex. 7: 27. [8:2.] or causes

death, 1 Sam. 25: 38. Ps. 89 : 24.

Sometimes this language is used when
Jehovah suffers his people to be beaten

before their enemies, 1 Sam. 4 : 3 where-

fore hath Jehovah smitten us this day
before the Philistines 9 Judg. 20 : 35.

2 Chr. 13 : 15. 21 : 14. Comp. Niph.

2. to push, thrust; spoken of a man,
Ex. 21 : 22. of homed cattle, 21 : 35.

3. to stumble, to knock against any

thing. Prov. 3 : 23. Ps. 91 : 12.

Niph. F]3?
to be smitten, spoken of an

army. Judg. 20 : 36. 1 Sam. 4:10. Usu-

ally construed with r?sb 1 Sam, 4:2/5-
rael was smitten before tlie Philistines.

Lev. 26: 17.

Hithpa. to stumble, spoken of the

feet. Jer. 13:16. Comp. Kal no. 3.

Deriv. out of course nsan.

f)3-?
m verbal from

f]33.

1. a plague or destructive calamity
sent by God. Ex. 12 : 13. 30 : 12.

2. stumbling, offence. Is. 8:14.

"^33
m Kal not used. Prob. toflow.

(In Aram. -133 to draw and toflow.)

Niph. 1. to be poured out, to flow
away. 2 Sam. 14 : 14. Job 20 : 28.

2. to be stretched out. Ps. 77: 3.

Hiph. Tan. 1. to pour out. Ps. 75 : 9.

2. to throw down, as stones from a

mountain. Mic. 1 : 6.

3. to throw to, give up, yield, in the

phrase airc T by 'B Tan to give up any
one to the power of the sword, Ezek.

35:5. Jer. 18:21. Ps.63:ll. Incor-

rectly rendered fundere per manus

gladii.

Hoph. to be poured out or thrown

down, spoken of water. Mic. 1 : 4.

1. to urge, press, drive on to labour.

Is. 58 : 3. Hence tois task-master, bai-

liff, Ex. 3 : 7. Is. 9 : 3. Job 3 : 18. Also

a driver of cattle, Job 39 : 7.

2. to press a debtor, Deut. 15 : 2, 3.

to exact tribute, construed with two

accus. 2 K. 23 : 35. Hence fcaia Dan.
1 1 : 20. an exactor of tribute.

3. to oppress a subject people, also

to rule over generally. Part, tepi: a ruler,
Is. 3 : 12. 14 : 2. 60 : 17. Zech. 10 : 4.

(So in Ethiop. whence the king of

Ethiopia is called Negush.)

Niph. tea: 1. to be Jiard pressed (by
an enemy). 1 Sam. 13:6.

2. to be oppressed, injured. Is. 53 : 7.

3. to be wearied out, spoken of an

army. 1 Sam. 14 : 24.

tl)33>
not use(* m tne Pvet ' Kal, but

instead of it the pret. Niph. tea?, fut.

Kal tfi, imper. tfa, rrtiy, also tf| (Gen. 19 :

6.) infin. rnz?|, to e?ratt> wear, to ap-

proach. Gen. 19 : 9 rwbrrira approach
nearer. Construed most frequently
with bw of the object, Gen. 27 : 22. with

b, Judg. 20:23. with iy, Gen. 33 : 3.

with by, Ezek. 44:13. with an accus.

Num. 4:19 cnzn^rr trnjrrwi Drrcbn when

they approach tJie most holy place.
1 Sam. 9: 18. with a, Is. 65: 5. Am.
9 : 13. Job 41 : 8 [41: 16] wia: iron TTT

one (of the scales) joins to another.

Particularly (1.) to approach a woman,
to have conjugal intercourse with her.

Ex. 19:15. (2.) to draw near to Je-

hovah, to turn to him. Is. 29 : 13.

Hiph. iran. 1. to lead or bring near,
as persons. Gen. 48 : 10, 13.

2. to >rm<7 near, as things. Gen.
27:25. 2 Sam. 13: 11. 17:29. Parti-

cularly offerings, Am. 5 : 25.

3. to cause to penetrate. Job 40 : 19.

4. more rarely, i. q. Kal, to draw
near. Am. 9:10. Is. 41: 22. 45:21.

Hoph. tiarr pass, of Hiph. no. 1.

2 Sam. 3 : S4; of no. 2. Mai. 1:11.

Hithpa. to efr-mtf near. Is. 45 : 20.

12 m. a heap (of fruit). Is. 17:11.

Elsewhere used figuratively of a heap
or pile of waters, Ps. 33 : 7 n>n D 1:5 053

he gathereth together the waters of the

sea as an heap. So Josh. 3 : 13, 16

then the waters which came downfrom
above stood irrN na as an heap. In the

same connexion, Ex. 15 : 8. Ps. 78 : 13.

The same idea is expressed Ex. 14 : 22,
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by TOin a wall. Comp. Virg. Georg.

iv. 361.

m. Chald. a wall or structure.

Ezra 6 : 4. (In Chald. and Talmud.

12 found only 2 K. 17 : 21 Keth. idem.)

an Aramean form for ni;, hence in Hiph.
-j-^ (kin(ired w ith TO,) pret. vrn,

to drive away, to remove. The Keri rrn j^J^ fut> ^ aud m
is a correct explanatory gloss.

1. trans, to move, e. g. the wing. Is.

112 to drive on, to excite to any JQ . j^

thing.

T

(Arab. rocarif, invitavit ad all- 2. to wander about; spoken of a

quid.) Only in the phrase Ex. 25 : 2.
bird) prov . 27:8. Is. 16:2. of men,

<a? i:rn TN tf*rte every one whom his job 15 . 23. p^t. ^ a wanderingfu-
heart urges on, i. e. who acts volunta-

g itive is< \Q .
3. 21 : 14. Jer. 49 : 5.

rily. 35:21,29. 3. most frequently, to
flee. Ps. 31:

15. 55 : 8. 68 : 13. Spoken of a bird,

tofly away, Jer. 4 : 25. 9 : 9.

Poal TTO toflee away. Nah. 3:17.

Hiph. i:n to frighten, chase away.
Job 18 : 18."

Hoph. i3n to be thrust away, 2 Sam.
23 : 6. and with another form, fut. IT,

to befrightened away, to
flee. Job 20 : 8.

Hithpo. toflee. Ps. 64 : 9.

112 Chald. toflee. Dan. 6:19-

D^lli masc. plur. verbal from ru,

1. to be willing or disposed for any the tossi?igs of a wakeful person on his

Hithpa. 1. to excite ones self, to sliew

ones self willing, to act voluntarily.

Neh. 11:2. Particularly in reference

to military service, Judg. 5 : 2, 9. Comp.
Ps. 110:3.

2. to give freely, willingly, to bring

a voluntary gift.
1 Chr. 29: 9, 14, 17.

Ezra 1 : 6. 2 : 68. 3 : 5.

3. to serve voluntarily, construed

with
J.

2 Chr. 17 : 16.

Deriv. out of course an:.

15 Chald. Ithpa. i. q. Heb.

thing, construed with V. Ezra 7 : 13.

2. to give voluntarily. Ezra 7:15,

16. mrcnn what is given freely, an

Aramean infin. ibid.

Hi"!? verbal from 213, dec. XI. c.

1. voluntariness,freeiuill. Hencenrm

voluntarily, freely, Num. 15 : 3. Ps.

54:8. and without a, Deut. 23 : 24.

Hos. 14:5. Ps. 110:3 nun: *q& thy

people is willing,, the abstract being-

used for the concrete.

2. a voluntary gift, a freewill offer-

fering, in opposition to TT: the perform-
ance of a vow. Ex. 35 : 29. Lev. 22 :

23 in'x n$rn HIT? as* a freewill offering

thou mayest offer it. Also a present

for the temple, Ezra 1 : 4. comp. verse 7.

3. copiousness, plenty, largitas. Ps.

bed. Job 7 : 4.

rTlw in Kal not used, i. q. TO and -pa

to flee, depart. (Syr. idem.)
Pi. rn: 1. to remove, construed with

J.
Am. 6:3.

2. to cast out, exclude. Is. 66 : 5. (In
Rabbin. vta a casting out of the syn-

agogue.)

ni2 f. dec. X. impurity, uncleanness,

something unclean, hateful, abominable,
in a physical and moral sense. (Syr.

^ nauseavit.) Particularly (1.) un-

cleanness of a woman arising from her

monthly courses, Lev. 12: 2. 15 : 19, 20.

Hence the monthly courses, Lev. 15 :

24, 25, 33. (2.) min-p Num. 19 : 9, 13,

20,21. the waters of impurity, i.e. the

68 : 10 ni:n: DCS a copious rain, pluvia water with which any thing unclean is

larga. purified, water of purification. Comp.
Note. The ideas to givefreely, to be Zech. 13 : 1 rn:^ nw^n

5

? for sin and un-

liberal, to give abundantly, are closely cleanness, i. e. as an expiation and pu-

connected, and often in Arabic occur rification. (3.) something unclean, abo-

under the same root. Comp. Lat. largus minable, spoken of idolatry. 2 Chr. 29:

and largiri. 5. Ezra 9: 11. Lam. 1 : 17.
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4. an abominable deed, spoken of

incest. Lev. 20 : 21.

JTT5 m. a liberal gift, present, as

the price of prostitution. Ezek. 16 : 33.

Root rna Arab.
| jj uvidus, 2. liberalis

fuit. Comp. na.

rVT3, fut. nr. 1. to push, thrust, ex-

pel. 2
T

Sam. 14:14. See Hiph.
2. immittere (securim.) Deut. 20 : 19.

See the kindred verbs rm, nrn, nrn.

Hiph. rrrn 1. to throw down, to cast

out. Ps. 62: 5. Ps.5:ll.

2. to cast out, eject, expel. 2 Chr.

13 : 9. Deut. 30 : 1. Jer. 8 : 3. Spoken
of the scattering of a flock, Jer. 23 : 2.

50:17.

3. to urge on, seduce. Deut. 13 : 13.

Prov. 7:21. Construed with pp,
to turn

or seduce away from any one, Deut.

13:5,10.
4. to bring a calamity on any one,

construed with by. 2 Sam. 15 : 14.

Niph. rn: 1. pass, of Hiph. no. 2. to

be driven out. Jer. 40:12. Part. rn:

one driven out, a fugitive, Is. 16:3,4.

27:13. Also used collectively Deut.

30 : 4. Neh. 1:9. So the fern. nrna. Mic.

4 : 6. Zeph. 3:19. With suff. irna one

whom he hath banished, 2 Sam. 14: 13.

Metaph. Job 6: 13 ;*? nrn: rrow hope
is driven away from me. Spoken of

cattle, to wander about, to go astray,

Deut. 22:1. Ezek. 34:4, 16.

2. pass, of Hiph. no. 3. to be seduced

or led astray. Deut. 4:19. 30 : 17.

3. immitti, impelli, (see Kal no. 2.)

Deut. 19 : 5 he who goes into a wood

with his neighbour to hew wood, nrrw

yyn rn:pV jn Vr and his hand fetches a

stroke with the axe to cut down the tree;

liter, impellitur or impeUit se manus

ejus cum securi.

Pu. to be puslied or driven. Is. 8 : 22

r nbcN pushed into darkness. Comp.
Jer. 23: 12.

Hoph. part, rrro chased, driven. Is.

13:14.

Deriv. OTivio.

IP"T2 m. verbal from 113, dec. III. a.

1. voluntary, giving voluntarily.

Generally in the phrase iaS yp Ex. 35 :

5, 22. 2 Chr. 29 : 31. (See 113 Kal and

Hithpa.) Ps. 51 : 14 rnn: rm a willing
heart.

2. liberal. Prov. 19:6.

3. noble, noble minded, from the con-

nexion of nobleness with liberality. IK.

32:5,8. Prov. 17:7,26.
4. subst. one noble in rank, a prince.

Job 34: 18. Ps. 107:40. 113:8. Also
in the bad sense, a tyrant, Job 21 : 28.

Is. 13: 2.

nyT2 f. denom. from yia, nobility,

also prosperity generally. Job 30 : 15.

I.
]*T5

m - dec. IV. a. a sheath. 1 Chr.

21 : 27."See TOT?.

II.
'["TJ

i. q. rna m. dec. IV. a. a libe-

ral gift, present, as the price of prosti-
tution. Ezek. 16 : 33. Root rnj, the final

Nun being aftbrmative. Cod. 409 of De
Rossi reads ^13 instead of

:pT>.

njn? m. Chald. a sheath. (So in

Chald. p3 and
nrja,

also
^J,

sn1

?, see the

letter b. The n is paragogic as in rrw.)

By a particular metaphor this word is

used to denote the body, as the sJieath

or covering of the soul. Dan. 7:15 my
spirit was grieved rra-ia ina in the body.
Tlie same metaphor is used in Plin.

N. H. vii. 52 seu 53. donee cremato

eo inimici remeanti animce velut vagi-
nam ademerint. So the Nazareans call

the body a garment. See Niebuhr's

Reisebeschreibung, Th. 2. p. 439 ff.

H!?, fut tfw (Ps. 68 : 3.) and
FJT.

1. to drive out, dispellerey e. g. stub-

ble, smoke. Ps. 1:4.68:3.
2. to drive out, put to flight, over-

come. Job 32 : 13.

Niph. pfw pass, of no. 1. Is. 41:2.

Ps. 68 : 3.
*fj?

rry a leaf blown about

by the wind, Le 26 : 36. Job 13 : 25.

Infin. const,
rporr

Ps. 68 : 3.

"Y12, fut. TT, ->TI, liw (1 Sam. 1:11.

to vow, to make a vow, for the perform-
ance of any thing. Construed with a

dative of the person, Gen. 31:13. Deut.

23 : 24. Frequently 173 -n; vovere vo-

tum, Judg. 1 1 : 39. 2 Sam] 15 : 8. Dif-
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fcrent from ITS to make a row of absti-

1"15 and TT2 m. with sutV. nna, plur.

O'-nj, const, n-ia, verbal from 113, dee. VI. g.

1. a vow. cnn: 113 rovere vota, see

above, rrria cVa? Ps. 22 : 2G. and mi: rnr?

Judg. 11: 39, to pay or perform votes.

2. an offering promised by vow.

Lev. 7:16. in opposition to nai3 a free-
will offering.

Hi m. found only in Ezek. 7:11.

according to the Jewish commentators,
a lamentation, for nn:, (after the form

CTTJ?,) from nn:, But not suitably to

the context. Better from rru Arab.

s'J eminuit; hence greatness, excellence,

beauty. Sept. cod. Alex. aytivft,^

1. 3712, fut. ana\ 1. to guide, lead;

e.g. a" flock. Gen. 31: 18. Ex. 3 : 1.

Construed with a, Is. 11:6. comp. Ps.

80 : 2
F]DV }*&3 an: who leadest Joseph,

like sheep. Cant. 8 : 2.

2. to drive a beast of burden. 2 K.

4 : 24
-p;

:n: drive forward (the ass).

9 : 20 ;nr prsth '3 for he driveth (the

horse) on furiously. Hence n) ana to

drive a chariot or waggon, 2 Sam. 6 : 3.

construed with a, 1 Chr. 13 : 7.

3. to lead away, e.g. prisoners. ISam.

30 : 2. Is. 20 : 4.

4. as in Chald. to be accustomed to

any thing. Ecc. 2 : 3 rrcana ana *abi wc?

??/ /iearrf &ew<7 accustomed to wisdom,
i. e. cleaving to wisdom. Others, in-

trans. my heart walking in wisdom.

Others compare anb, see the letter ^.

Pi. an:, fut. anr. 1. i. q. Kal no 1. to

lead, Deut.4:27. 28:37. to fcnw/,

Ex. 10 : 13 and Jehovah brought an

east wind on the land. Ps. 78 : 26.

2. trans, of Kal no. 2. Ex. 14 : 25

nnaaa inanri and caused them to drive

them heavily.
3. to take away, i. q. Kal no. 3. Gen.

31:26.

II. nn2 i. q. n:n, pn^ to sigh, pant,

gasp. In Arab, and Syr. idem. Only
in Pi. Nab. 2: 8.

to lament. Ezek. 32 : 18. Mic.

*>
: 4 HTO TO nna Mn/ lament with a

doleful lamentation. Deriv. TO, ^.

Niph. to assemble, as in Chald.

1 Sam. 7 : 2 M whole house of Israel

assembled after Jehovah, i. e. they united

to follow Jehovah. The phrase is ana-

logous with xVrp, rnrr nrw
TjSn.

An ety-

mological connexion with the significa-

tion of Kal is possible; comp. pr^ to

cry; Niph. convocari, congregari.

"liJl? Chald. light. Dan. 2 : 22 Keri,

as is common in Chald. The Kethib

has N-yna as in Syriac. See ina no. 2.

^rO m. in pause TO, verbal from nn:,

a lamentation. Jer. 9 : 17. Am. 5 : 16

na 'srr those who are skilled in lamen-

tation.

fern, of TO, 1. a lamentation.

2. fern, of an adj. TO, forbidden,
Prov. 13:19 ttfori inrn n;n: rnnforbidden

desire is sweet to the soul. Root Lj

in Arab, to forbid, hinder. The forma-

tion of the fern. n;na from the masc.
Tip,

is entirely analogous to the forms TO

m. and rrrn f. a lamentation, and to the

declension of the form TO generally.
The ancient versions have all missed

the meaning.

*^n2 see

Chald. verbal from in; no. II.

illumination, ivisdom. Dan. 5:11, 14.

Syr. idem.

~T!w in Kal not used.
T

Pi. to, fut. to.

1. to lead, guide. Ex. 15 : 13. 2 Chr.

28 : 15 D^ifcrya nito'i and they L :l then
'

Ps. 23 : 2 >:to> nirn:o o ^
me by still waters. 31:4. Is.

49:10. 51:18. It includes here the

idea of care and protection. Hence
2. to protect. 2 Chr. 32:22. (Comp.

1 Chr. 22: 18.)

3. to provide for. Gen. 47 : 17.

Hithpa. to march,proceed. Gen. 33:14.

? ^rO m. dec. I.

1. prob. pastures, from to to

(cattle) ; comp. la-jo.
Is. 7 : 19.
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2. proper name of a city in the tribe Plur. anna, more frequently niin:,

of Zebulun. Judg. 1 : 30. Also written const, niin:.

ttrw Josh. 19 : 15. ^p^ m> C}ml(1> a stream . Dan. 7 :

DHJ) fut. Dhr, (synon. with 3iw.) 10. rnn: 152 the country on this side of
1. to roar, as a lion. Prov. 28 : 15. the river (Euphrates), Ezra 4 : 10, 16,

Is. 5: 29. 17,20.
2. to rage, foam, as the sea. Is. 5 : 30. Hnnj f. verbal from in: no. II. light,
3. to rip*, #wm. Ezek. 24:23. the light of the sun. Job 3: 4.

Prov. 5:11. Arab, and Syr. idem.

Kindred with npn q. v.

QPTi m. verbal from on:, the roaring
of a fion. Prov. 19: 12. 20 : 2.

npil5 f const, non:, verbal from

on:, dec. XI. d.

1. the raging of the sea. Is. 5 : 30.

2. a groaning. Ps. 38 : 9.

pro, fut. pn:^, to ci~y as an ass, to

bray. Job 6 : 5. Also in a different

or in Kal not used ; ex-

cept in Num. 32 : 7 Keth. to remove,

forsake. (Arab. MI: iVfow.)

Hiph. N':n.

1. to 7<o/o* &#c, forbid, make of no

effect. Ps. 33 : 10. Num. 30 : 6 *wrr DM
nn'N rww to ?y 7*er father forbid her.

Verses^, 12.

2. to mwse to tar away from any
on6j construed with ^ Num> 32 .

7j 9-

3. intrans. to refuse. Ps. 141: 8. The
connexion, 30 : 7. (In Cliald. and Arab. f,n readmg >n; is found in 36 MSS.
idem

-)

*

I.
"irjj

to 7'^^?^, j^ow, conftuere. (In
Arab, idem.) Whence in;. Used only Ps. 92 : 15.

metaphorically of nations, Is. 2 : 2 nrni 2.

and all nations shall flow

Deriv. h

2,^0 1. to sprout, shoot, germinate.

Construedunto it. Jer. 31 : 12. 51 :

with fe, Micfc 4:1.

II. ^(1^ as in Aramean, to */'we, to

be clear 'bright; hence figuratively to

rejoice, to 7iat?e a bright countenance.

(Comp. -riM no. 2.) Ps. 34 : 6. Is. 60 : 5.

increase, spoken of riches.

Ps. 62:11. Comp. rmo.

Is. 57 : 19 Keth. i. q. 3*3

3. to utter, bringforth, spoken of the

mouth. Prov. 10:31.
Pil. 33i: to make to sprout, to cause to

flourish. Zech. 9:17.

Deriv. :

rrt: or

Deriv. rnn:, iin:, wrn. It is kindred with q. v.

TO to shine. See the letter n. L ^3 (comp< the kindred rg.)

^llj m. verbal from in: no. I. dec. 1. to shake, as a reed. IK. 14:15.

IV. a. a stream, river, rns vn Me rzver (In Arab, idem.)
2. to wander about, as a fugitive.

Jer. 4 : 1. Gen. 4 : 12, 14 ifl M a ></<-
&Ve #?Z/ a vagabond. Ps. 56 : 9.

Z. to
flee. Ps. 11:1. Jer. 49: 30.

Hiph. T:n.

1. to move, shake; hence with rxizi

to *7^e Me head, Jer. 18:16.

to cause to wanderabout, tofrighten

Euphrates, Gen. 15 : 18. This river is

also called by way of eminence in: and

insn, Gen. 31:21. Ex. 23 : 31. Ps. 72 :

8. hence insn 12? the country beyond the

Euphrates, Is. 7 : 20. also on this side

of the Euphrates, Ezra 8 : 36. See T.
It is likewise used of the currents or

streams of the sea, Jon. 2 : 3 3aa5 in:i

and the sea surrounded me.

Dual onn: (as if from a sing, in:,) Me
two rivers, used of the Tigris and Eu-

phrates, only in the phrase onm DIM

Syria of the two rivers, i. e. Mesopo-
tamia, Gen. 24 : 10. Dcut. 23 : 5.

or chase away. 2 K. 21 : 8. Ps. 36 : 12.

Hithpa. Tronn.

1 . to shake, to reel toandfro. Is. 24 : 20.

2. to shake Me Jtead. Jer. 48 : 27.

Deriv. lira.

II. 1*0 construed with a dative, io
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pity, lament any one. According to Is. 23 : 12. Noli. 9 : 28. 2 K. 2 : 15

some, liter, to shake the head, as a sign

of mourning, (romp. Job 16 : 4, 5.) and

then to be referred to no. 1. It is used

the. spirit of JZlijtih rcsts upon Elisha.

Is. 25 : 10. Particularly (1.) to abide,

continue. Ecc. 7 : 9 anger resteth in the

(1.) in reference to a person living, to bosom of afool. Prov. 14:33. Ps. 125:

pity, comfort, and construed with V. 3 the sceptre of the wicked shall not

Job 2 : 1 1. 42 : 1 1. Is. 51 : 19. Jer. 16 : rest on the lot of the righteous; comp.
5. (2.) in reference to a dead person, Is. 20 : 32. (2.) to be still, silent. 1 Sam.
to lament, bewail Jer. 22 : 10.

HHhpa.<omourn, lament. Jer. 31 : 18.

TO Chald. to
flee.

Dan. 4:11.

Ti- \\\.flight, ban ishmcnt. (Ps. 56 : 9.)

Hence the proper name of a country
into which Cain removed after his ba-

nishment, Gen. 4: 16.

I.

2:5
dii-clls not (quietly) ,

i. e. he keeps not

still, but makes war on others.

II. m2 to be beautiful, i. q.

Hiph. to exalt, to praise. Ex. 15 : 2.

Sept. ^o^cic-a ecvrov. Vulg. glorificabo

25 : 9. (In Syr. and Chald. idem. In

Arab. comp. 'J in genua procubuit

2 1 : 44. (Comp. in N. T. K**mi>,

camela.)

Hiph. rr:n 1. to let or set down. Ezek.

37:1.40:2. Ex. 17:11.

2. to make or cause to rest. Ezek.
44 : 30. Is. 30 : 32. Usually construed

}5
to dwell; (see ma, ma.) Hab. with the dative, to give rest, Is. 28 : 12.

T Tia the arrogant man, he U : 3 * Most frequently applied to Je-

hovah, who gives his people their de-

sired rest by the promised possession of

Canaan and the subjugation of the

neighbouring nations, Ex. 33 : 14 Tj^nrorr
/ will give thee rest. Josh. 1:13, 15i

Deut. 3 : 20. 12 : 10. cya^'^ra rxh mam
aaro and he will give you rest from all

rTO const, mp, with suit.
TJI:T, vna, cma,

plur. nia q. v. verbal from ma no. 1.

1. a dwelling, habitation. Prov. 3 :

33. 21 : 20. Is. 35: 7 DM ma a habita-

tion ofdragons.
2. a pasture for flocks. Hos. 9: 13.

Is. 65: 10. Jer. 23:3.

I. m2 fem. of ma, dec. XI. a.

1. a dwelling. Job 8 : 6.

2. a pasture. Zeph. 2 : 6.

3. adj. fern, from ma, an inhabitant.

Ps. 68 : 13 ira rn: a domestic woman,
domi habitant.

II. m2 a contraction of rrwipulchra.

Jer. 6 : 2V

rftS} fat. mr.

1. to res, spoken of Noah's ark, Gen.

8 : 4. to encamp, spoken of an army, Is.

7 : 2, 19. 2 Sam. 21 : 10. to descend on

any one, spoken of the spirit of God,
Num. 1 1 : 25, 26. comp. Is. 1 1 : 2.

2. to rest, to have repose. Ex. 20 : 1 1

o
; . 7

5. inprr man to coo/ or #z owe 5

^ Ez'ek. 5 : 13. 16:42. 21:22.
[21

.

17<] ^ J3 Zec} fi

TT t j7
lioph. n:in Mere 5 re^# given, con-

strued with a dat. Lam. 5:5.
Deriv. out of course nn-rr, rf

verbal from ma, rest. Est. 9:16,

17, 18. With suff.
*jrna

2 Chr. 6:41.

13*0 i. q. rnn to shake, to tremble, to

be moved. Once Ps. 79 : 1. Sept.
6* ) 797. Vulg. moveatur terra.

fej f. Chald. Ezra 6: 11. and

Dan. 2 : 5. a dunghill. Root ^3 i. q.

to rfzV^T/, 5oz7. Hence Dan. 2 : 5

your houses shall be made a dunghill,
i. e. levelled with the earth.

D*0 to sleep, to slumber, i. q. pr.

23:12. Deut. 5:14. Also to have rest Particularly from indolence, slug-gish-

from trials, persecutions, construed with ness. Nah. 3 : 18* Is. 56:10. Ps. 121:

70* Job 3 : 26. Est. 9 : 22. Impers. Job 3. Is. 5 : 27. (In Syr. and Arab, more

3 : 12 ^ n^ ^st then should Ihave rested, frequent.) Deriv. out of course



or in Hiph. (according to the Kethib,)
sobolescere. Ps. 72 : 17 torc

jis-j jo$ acV

5 long as the sun exists, shall his name

flourish. Deriv. p sobolcs, also proba-

bly ^319. Comp. further the Syr. and

jna ( sso ) *p3

f. verbal from D, sleep, slug- iiead,) Ps. 22 : 8. 109 : 25. Lam. 2 : 15.

gishncss. Prov. 23 : 21. 2 K. 19 : 21. In a somewhat different

** in Niph. (according to the Keri,)
construction, Job 16: 4 toa np^to nj^
w 1 could shake my head at you, i. e.

make a mock of you by gestures ; comp.
Jer. 18 : 16. Also to shake the hand,

in derision, Zeph. 2 : 15.

2. to move, disturb. 2 K. 23 : 18.

3. to cause to rove or ivander, to
Chald. p afish, so called from its rapid ^ ^ 32 .^ ^
propagaton

D^l2 to

thing; construed with p, Is. 24:18.

with
'3$,

Deut. 28 : 25. Josh. 7 : 4. with

'3BQ, 2 Sam. 23:11. Lev. 26 : 36 vcn

59 : 12. 2 Sam. 15 : 20.

before any person or 4. to cause to stand, though in a fee-

ble manner. Dan, 10:10 and behold,

an hand touched me T rto
^a~to? *??3W

awo! helped me to stand on my tottering

innr nraa they shall flee, as before the knees and hands.

sword. Spoken of inanimate objects,

e. g, of waves, Ps. 104 : 7. of a shadow,

Deriv.

1. to swing, wave, move to and
Cant. 2: 17. 4:6. Once ft Dj7 s'enfuit, y>Oj (as ^ handS; etc>) See Hiph<
Is. 31:8. comp. b p. 290.

Pil. Dpi: to chase, drive. Is. 59 : 19 a
Hence

2. to sprinkle, which is done by wav-
compressed stream, ta HDD: nirr mi rfc^

,-w^ tjie jlandj prov> 7 . 17<
the wind of Jehovah has driven up.

Hiph. trait 1.

32:30.

Hiph. rpsn.
1. to wore to and fro, to

toflight. Deut. ^^ 5/^e; particularly (1.) to
*?/#,

winnow. Is. 30 : 28. (2.) to ?rre, e. g.
2. to 5re byflight, to remove secretly. the han(J for a gi Ig 13 2> More

Ex. 9: 20. Judg. 6: 11.

Hithpal. Dpi:nrt to
jtfee.

Ps. 60 : 6.

Deriv. oiao, n^m
J?^ 1. to wore, to oe moved, spoken

of the lips. 1 Sam. 1:13.

frequently construed with Vy, to

the hand against anyone, Is. 11:15.

19:16. Zech. 2:13. [2:9.] Also with

b, to to;^ the hand ow any thing, Job

31:21. or with ty, 2K.5:11. (3.) to

2. particularly to shake, tremble. Is. wore, /z/fr wja, brandish, (a stick, or an

6:4. 7:2. 19:1. Ex. 20:15. instrument.) Is. 10:15 to tftoan Vrcn*. DM
3. to stagger, to be giddy. Is. 24:19. top s/i// #ta 5a^ boast itself against

29:9 </?y re giddy, but not from him who draws it? vpno-nN m^ ^ro
strong drink. Ps. 107 : 27. cw

?jf
the staff shook them that lifted it

4. to wore 0i$ a waving motion, up ? To move or put in a sickle, Deut.

Job 28 : 4. wj tzrow? vrr they (the miners] 23 : 25. Construed with to, Ex. 20 : 25.

descend, they move away from men. Josh. 8:31. (4.) very frequently in the

Judg. 9 : 9 D'swj to
J?i3^

to wore ore?1

the language of the ritual law, to woi*e this

frees, i. e. to rule over them. 11:13. way and that way (perhaps also up
5. to wander. Am. 4:8. 8:12. Lam. and down) an offering before Jehovah,

4:14,15. Jer. 14:10. Comp. the kin- a peculiar rite, which was observed in

dred verbs TU and TO. particular offerings, especially in the

Niph. pass, of Hiph. to be shaken, thank-offerings, partly before and partly

spoken of a fruit-tree, Nah. 3:12. to be after the slaughter of the victim. Comp.
shaken, as in a sieve, to be sifted, Am. the use of the word porricere, as ap-
9 : 9.

plied to Roman sacrifices ; and the ele-

Hiph. 1. to shake; e.g. corn in a vation of the host in the Roman Catholic

sieve, Am. 9 : 9. the head, in derision, service. Lev. 7 : 30. 8 : 27, 29. 9 : 21.

(according to others, to nod ^vith the 10: 15. 14: 12,24. 23 : 11, 12, 20. Num.
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In the offering of living derivatives in Hebrew from the same
root are T;, -c, n-yro.T

*.

t!^)2 Syr. -AQJ i- q. the more com-

mon : to be sick. Used metaphori-

cally of the soul. Ps. 69 : 21.

ntj, fut. apoc. r\ and n.

1. i. q. Arab,
j^j

to spring, to leap,

e.g. for joy. See Hiph.
2. to spout, spatter, to be sprinkled;

spoken of liquids. Lev. 6 : 20. [27.]
2 K. 9 : 33. Is. 63 : 3.

Hiph. rnn, fut. apoc. r}.

1. to cause to leap, for joy or admi-
ration. So perhaps Is. 52 : 15 rrb nr

v-rs D'a-i 50 s^rt// 7<e e?/se maw^/ nations

to wonder at him. Sept. cvra Sctvpcitrw-
TOU E0v/j TroAAoj \TT aura.

2. trans, to sprinkle. Ex. 29 : 21. Lev.

4:6,17. 5:9. 14:7.

""Pt2 m. dec. III. a. pottage. Gen.

25 : 29, 34. Root -TO i. q. -m no. II. Ac-

cording to others, the part. Niph. for -m:.

"Vp m. verbal from ~i]2, dec. III. a.

1. separatedfrom others, distinguish-

ed, hence a prince. Gen. 49 : 26. (Per-

haps a denom. from
"ij:.)

2. one consecrated, a Nazarite, a

particular kind of ascetic among the

Hebrews bound to God by certain

vowrf- Num. 6 : 13ff. Am. 2:11, 12.

Lam. 4 : 7. More full dvib^ Tp one con-

secrated to God, Judg. 13 :5, 7. 16 : 17.

As it was one usage of the Nazarites

not to cut their hair, hence

3. metaphorically, the vine notpruned,
which was so left, by divine command,
in the Sabbatical year and the year of

Jubilee. Lev. 25 : 5, 1 1. Comp. in Lat.

herba virgo, in Talmud, nope nVina the

sycomore in its unpruned state, virgini-

tas sycomori.

7t2, fut. VT.. 1. to run, toflow. Num.

24 : 1. Ps. 147: 18. Part. plur. o^p the

i it might be formed from flowing, a poetical epithet for waters,

Ex. 15 : 8. Is. 44 : 3. Used metaphori-

cally of speech, Deut. 32 : 2 my speech

drops as the dew. Also of fragrant

odours, Cant. 4:16.

2. to run, spoken of the place from

:>:25. 6:20.
animals and in the consecration of the

Levites, a leading about is perhaps in-

tended, as is expressed in the version

of Saadias.) Ex. :J5 : 22. Num. 8:11

21. Comp. Carpzov. Apparat. ad Anti-

quit. Sacri Cod. p. 709 ff. Bauer's got-

tesdienstl. Alterthiimer, Th. I. p. 137.

2. to scatter in small, particles, to

sprinkle. Ps. 68 : 10 thou sendest aplen-

tiful rain, O God.

Hoph. *j2in pass, of no. 1. (4.) Ex.

29 : 27.

Pil.
F]jro

i. q. Hiph. no. 1. to shake the

hand against any thing. Is. 10: 32.

Deriv. out of course no:, nci:n.

?p!2
m. verbal from ^:, height, de-

ration. Ps. 48 : 3 fps-nn fjtaTipj
mount

Zion raises itself beautifully, pulcher

elatione (est) mo?is Zion. Arab.
, jJ

idem. Root
f]i:

and *p in Arab, immi-

nuit rei, eminuit supra rem. See also

nr:. Entirely a distinct word from r

Memphis.
I.

y^lJ
to flee, to wander about in

flight. Lam. 4: 15. In Arab, fugit,

effugit, aufugit; also motus, agitatus

fuit, like the kindred verbs 11: and yi:.

*s S

II.
y^!3

to flourish. (In Arab, ^(j
med. Vav. to glitter, to shine, a sense

often interchanged with that offlourish-

ing ; comp. the art.
17.)

Hiph. y:n idem. Cant. 6 : 11. 7 : 13.

(In the Targums y: idem.^
Note. The verbals

y:, rw:, |S3
are de-

rived from the kindred form ys: q. v.

niili f. the feather of the wing, a

feather grown, penna. Ezek. 17:3, 7.

Job 39 : 13. Root n^j q. v. For n^b

Lev. 1:16, see below.

p^lw to suck, i. q. pr. Hence, accord-

ing to the present punctuation, in;r:rn

and she suckled him, Ex. 2 : 9. But if

pointed

"VI2 m. Chald. fire. Dan. 3 : 6, 11,

15, 17. 7 : 9. Root 113, JJ to shine,

comp. the kindred form in: no. II. The
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which any thing runs; (comp. ^n no. 5.)

Jer. 9:17 ana iVv BSEJ and our eye-

lashes run down with water. Is. 45 : 8.

Job 36 : 28.

3. to dissolve, melt. Judg. 5 : 5 onn

rrjr raw V>n the mountains melt or dis-

solve before Jehovah. Sept. are shaken

or tremble, as if it were pointed Vro, as

it is Is. 64 : 1, 3. in a connexion exact-

ly similar. The Masoretes appear here

to have been inconsistent with them-

selves; unless we admit that
1^3. may

stand grammatically for to;. This is

probably the case, see art. ttt, and Ge-

sen. Lehrgeb. p. 372.

Hiph. yrt to cause to floiv. Is. 48 :

21. The same form occurs also under

*?Vj
no. I.

DJ5 m. with suff. nap, plur. trcijs,
const.

>ou, dec. VI. h. a nose or ear-ring. In

the former sense expressly, Gen. 24 :

47. Is. 3 : 21. Prov. 11 : 22. in the lat-

ter, Gen. 35 : 4. In other passages un-

certain, Judg. 8 : 24, 25. Job 42: 11.

Comp. Jahn's Bibl. Archaologie, Th. i.

153. and A.Th.Hartmann's Hebraerin,

Th. ii. p. 166. Th. in. p. 205 if.

py Chald. to suffer injury. Part, pi;

Dan.'6:3.

Aph. ppn to injure, endamage. Ezra

4:13, 15^22.

pJJ m. injury, damage. Est. 7 : 4.

1W in Kal not used.
T

Niph. 1. to separate ones self. Joined

with nirn nnwo to fall offfrom the wor-

ship of Jehovah, Ezek. 14 : 7.

2. to abstain or refrain from any

thing, construed with ]p. Lev. 22 : 2.

Used absolutely, Zech. 7 : 3. (Syr.

Ethpe. idem.)
3. construed with b, to consecrate

one's self to any thing. Hos. 9 : 20. It

here becomes synonymous with the

kindred -n; to vow, and the Arab,j J\j

to vaiv, to consecrate.

Hiph. -inn 1. to cause to avoid. Lev.
1 Q 1 t_ 7

cause that the children of Israel sepa-
rate themselves from their uncleanness.

The old versions : warn, after the Arab.

. J\i conj. IV. to warn.

2. to consecrate, construed with V.

Num. 6: 12.

3. intrans. i. q. Niph. no. 2. to abs-

tain, construed with ^?. Num. 6 : 3.

4. to consecrate or devote ones self,

joined with rfirrb to Jehovah. Num. 6 :

2, 5, 6.

Deriv. out of course vrc.

"*ft3 m. verbal from 133, dec. VI. g.

1. a diadem, literally insigne, a mark

of separation or distinction.. Particu-

larly of the king, 2 Sam. 1:10. 2 K.

11: 22. of the high-priest, Ex. 29 : 6.

Comp. T}:.

2. a consecration. Lev. 21:12. Par-

ticularly the consecration of a Nazarite,

(-TO,) Num. 6 : 4, 5, 9 Vro tfhh the head

of his consecration, i. e. his consecrated

head. Verse 12.

3. by a metonymy, the consecrated

head of the Nazarite. Num. 6:19.

Then without this reference, an un-

shaven head ofhair, Jer. 7 : 29. (Comp.
nj no. 3.)

nn2 in Kal pret. and imper. and in

Hiph. fut. and infin. to lead, guide. Ex.

32 : 34. Num. 23 : 7. Most frequently
of God who leads men, Ps. 5 : 9. 27 :

11. 31:4. Job 12:23 cnpn D^b rrcfc

he enlarges the nations and leads them

(back again] , namely, to their narrower

bounds. To remove, as troops and

chariots, 1 K. 10 : 26.

D^p^rp niasc. plur. verbal from en:,

dec. I.

1. consolation. Is. 57 : 18. Zech. 1 :

13. (Several MSS. and editions have

cissn? with Dagesh forte.)

2. compassion. Hos. 11:8.

^H2 m. denom. adj. from rwJrn,T

made of brass, brazen. Job 6:12.

n\I/^n2 strictly fern, of the preceding'.
T :

used abstractly ceneum, hence i. q. rngns

as, brass. Lev. 26 : 19. Job 41 : 19. Is^

45 : 2 ntfin: nin'^ brazen gates. Job 40 :

18 rnrTi: 7;c brazen- ]>/pes. 28 : 2 p; j2^

m^im and ore they melt into brass.
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rV?TC f. Ps. 5:1. name of a mu-

sical instrument, perhaps a Jinte, for

)

from Trn to lore through, comp
whence Wn yjf/x?.

The root ^n:

may have taken its signification from VTF.

D^Vn^ masc. plur. nostrils. Job

41:12. Syr. in sing. Me nose. Root -in:.

Hithpa. 1. i. q. Kal no. 2. to acquire

for a possession, to possess, construed

with an accus. Num. 32 : 18. Is. 14 : 2.

2. trans, i. q. Kal no. 3. Piel, and

Hiph. Lev. 25 : 46 eorab cnfo cnkn:nrn

DjnrjM andye shall leave themfor an in-

heritance, to your children after you.
So all the ancient versions. This sig-

7TT2 1. to inherit, to acquire an in- nification may also be applied to Num.

hcritance. Judg. 11:2. comp. Num.

18 : 20.

2. to acquire a possessio?t, to possess;

e. g. reputation, goods. Prov. 3 : 35.

11:29. 28:10. Frequently used of

the acquisition and possession of the

land of Canaan by the Israelites, Ex.

23 : 30. 32 : 13. Num. 18 : 20. In other

places it is said of Jehovah, he takes

Israel for a possession, i. e. he takes it

to himself as his own property, Ex. 34 :

9. Zech.2:l2.

3. as in Piel, to divide for a posses-

sion, construed with *>. Num. 34 : 17

ywrrnx mb V-nr ntf who shall divide to

you the land.

'

Verse 18. Josh. 19:49.

Perhaps also Ex. 34 : 9 i^fcna put us in

possession.
Pi. ton to divide for a possession.

Josh. 13 : 32. Construed with a double

accus. of the person and thing, Josh.

14:1. Num. 34:29. With
J

of the

person, Josh. 19 : 51.

Hiph. V*n:n 1. to cause to inherit; and

that (1.) to leave behind as an inherit-

ance, construed with a dative, 1 Chr.

28 : 8. (2.) to divide out as an inherit-

ance, construed with two accus. Deut.

21:16.

2. to give into possession. Is. 49 : 8.

Very commonly with two accus. of the

person and thing, Prov. 8 : 21. 13 : 22.

Zech. 8 : 12. Particularly to divide out

the land of Canaan, Deut. 1 : 38. 3 : 28.

12 : 10. 19 : 3. 31 : 7. Jer. 3 : 18. 12 : 14.

Also without an accus. of the thing,

Deut. 32 : 8 o^s jvte 7vr:rni when the Most

High assigned to the nations (their

dwellings).

Hoph. to acquire for a possession.

Job 7 : 3 Niirr'Trv ^ '?tor:n ]3
so shall I

acquire to myself months of vanity.

33 : 54. 34 : 13. Ezek. 47 : 13. although
such a transitive signification is not

often found in Hithpael.

hn* 1. a valley with a brook, i. q.

Gen. 26 : 19. %ti* ton theArab.

valley of Eshcol, Num. 13 : 23.

2. a brook, stream. Gen. 32 : 24.

Ps. 74 : 15. Is. 30 : 33 rroa nnca ton a

stream of burning sulphur. Particu-

larly a torrent, raised high by showers,

but dried up in summer, Job 6 : 15 my
brethren are faithless, like a brook,

which, drying up suddenly, disappoints

the hopes of the traveller who visits it.

(Comp. am) cn? to?a the brook of

Egypt, a frequent description of the

southern boundary of Palestine, Num.
34:5. Josh. 15: 4, 47. IK. 8:65. 2 K.

24 : 7. Is. 27 : 12. Among the ancient

translators, Saadias, Abusaid and Sept.

(Is. 27 : 12.) give the only suitable ex-

planation, namely, El-Arish, otherwise
c

P;v<5x-<3ov<*,the boundarybetween Syria

and Egypt, in a sandy soil, where there

is a summer brook. This is to be dis-

tinguished from cnso "na the river of

Egypt, i. e. the Nile, Gen. 15 : 18.

Comp. Faber zu (Harmer's) Beobach-

tungen iiber den Orient, Th. 2. p. 209.

3. probably theperpendicular descent

or shaft of a mine. Job 28 : 4 ton pe

they lay open a shaft.

Thrft (Milel) i. q. tora a brook. Ps.

124 : 14, where it is construed as a

masc. of course the n~ is paragogic.

H^rp f. verbal from ton, dec. XII. e.

1. an inheritance. Prov. 19 : 14 nVna

rvoN an inheritancefrom thefathers.

2. a property', possession. Num.

18:21, Deut. 1:21. Josh. 13 :23 nVm
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n the possession of the sons of Pu. pass. Is. 54:11.
Reuben. Num. 26 : 62.

nin; nbro the Hithpa. cronn, once cmn (E/ok. 5 :

possession of Jehovah, i. e. the Israel- 13.) i. q. Niph! but of more rare oc-
ites whom Jehovah had taken to him- currence.

self, Deut. 4 : 20. 9 : 26, 29. Ps. 28 : 9. 1. to be grieved; and so (1.) to have
This phrase is taken in a different sense, compassion, construed with by. Deut.
Ps. 127:3 m> nbro a possession of Je- 32:36. Ps. 135:14. (2.) to repent,
hovah, i. e. a gift from him. pbn >b ti<

? nbn:i I have a portion and possession
in any thing, see pbn no. 2.

3. the lot or destiny of any one, i. q.

pbn no. 4. Job 20 : 29. 27 : 13. 31 : 2.

Num. 23: 19.

2. to console ones self. Gen. 27 : 25.

Ps. 119:52.

3. to take revenge. Gen. 27 : 42 nn

^rcrb ?jb
Drorra

TJTTSI itiy behold Esau, thy

brother, will take revenge on thee, by

killing thee.

Deriv. out of course craTrc, rroimn.

DHil m. verbal from cro, repentance.

Hos.'lS : 14.

nprtj f. (with Kamets impure) ver-

bal from om, dec. X. comfort, consola-
Mph. 1. to sufferpain, to be grieved, ^ Job Q]w ps ng .^

about any person or thing; hence (1.)
to have pity, compassion, sympathy.
Jer. 15:6 cmn Tpba / am weary of
compassion. It is construed with by,

Ps. 90 : 13. with b, Judg. 21 : 6. with

b, verse 15. with p, Judg. 2 : 18. (2.) to

feel regret, to repent. (Cornp.Germ. reuen
with Eng. torue.} Ex. 13:17. Gen. 6 : 6,

7. Construed most frequently with by,

9Wh?D2 (valley of God] proper
name of a station of the Israelites in the

desert. Once Num. 21:19.

^7D.3 f- ^
<! nbro with the uncom-

mon feminine termination n~. Ps. 16 : 6-

in Kal not used.

- "** "^ Onl7 Gen. 42 :

Ex. 16:7, 8. Num. 32: 32. 2 Sam.

Ex. 32 : 12, 14. Jer. 8:6. 18 : 8, 10.

with b, 2 Sam. 24 : 16. Jer. 26 : 3.

2. pass, or reflex, of Pi. to console

or comfort ones self. Gen. 38 : 12.

Construed with te, about any thing,
2 Sam. 13 : 39. and with nn for the

loss ofany one, Gen. 24 : 67.

17:12. Lam. 3:42. (Arab.

Vrc i. q. ynb to press, urge, urgere.

(Comp. under the letter b.) Part. pass,

liter, pressed, for pressing, urgent,
1 Sam. 21:9.

m. dec. VI. c. Job 39 : 20. and

_ f. dec. X. Jer. 8:16. the snort-

ing of a horse. Root in Syr. and Arab.

to snort, snore. Deriv. onTrp.

tT"0 found only in Pi. tins.

1. strictly a denominative from tiro, to

3. to take revenge, to avenge ones self, augurfrom the appearance ofserpents, a

from the consolation and satisfaction

which the vindictive orientalist feels

therein, construed with
jn. Is. 1 : 24.

(Comp. Ezek. 5 : 13. 31 : 16. 32 : 31.)
T. I. p. 21. Lev. 19 : 26. Deut. 18 : 10.

mode of divination, common among the

ancients, to which they gave the name
of iotetiTuet. See Bocharti Hieroz.

2 K. 17:17. 21:6.

2. to perceive, discover,find out, ge-

See Hithpa.
Pi. onp to shew sympathy, to comfort,

console. Construed with an accus. of nerally, like oiuvfyfMu and auguror,
the person, 'Gen. 50 : 21. Job 2: 11. without farther respect to the etymo-
The thing about which consolation is logy. Gen. 30 : 27 TrVrn nirr ^p^^i vitfna

given, is preceded by p, Gen. 5 : 29. Iperceive that Jehovah has blessed me

by by, Is. 22:4. IChr. 19:2. Some- on your account. 44:15 knew ye not

times it convoys the idea of mercy or '2105 i^w iiw cnr tin: >3 that a man like

relief, as when spoken of God, Is. 12 : me would certainlyfind (it)
out. Verse

1. 49:13.51:3,12.52:9. 5 is tiw tin; son and he could certainly
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find it out. Others : (the cup) by which

he augurs, with reference to a divina-

tion by cups, KvhmofiatTiicc . Comp. Bur-

der's Oriental Customs, p. 41. edit.

Philad.

3. 1 K. 20 : 33 ?nr
cttojrn Vulg. et

icrunt riri pro ominc, i. e. they
took the words of Ahab (in verse 32)

as a good omen. Others less plausibly

after no. 2. and ivlien tJie men per-
ceived (wJiat his meaning was), they

hastened, etc.

C?n2 m. verbal from -art:, dec. VI. c.

1. divination, magic. Num. 23 : 23.

2. omen, augurium, quod aliquis

captat. Num. 24: 1. comp. 23 : 3, 15.

{tfn2 m. prim. dec. IV. a.

I *d serpent. Gen. 3: Iff. Ex. 4: 3.

7:15.

2. the serpent or dragon, a constel-

lation between the greater and lesser

bear. Job 26: 13.

3. proper name of a city otherwise

unknown. lChr.4:12.

tL
s

H5 m. Chald. brass. Dan. 2 : 32,

45.4:20. Syr. ] *^l . See the follow-

ing article.

r\E)n5 com. gen. (masc. Ezek. 1 : 7.

Dan.
V

10":6. fern. 1 Chr. 18 : 8.) with

suff. rjntrn,
dec. XIV. e. and f.

1. brass. Gen. 4 : 22. Ex. 26 : 11, 37.

2. money, ces. Ezek. 16 : 36 !jpn ^
^pcna Vulg. quia ejffusum est ces tuuni.

3. a brazen fetter. Lam. 3 : 7. Par-

ticularly in the dual Dwiro Judg. 16 :

21. 2 Sam. 3 : 34, fetters for both hands

or feet.

"[n^ni!
m. a denom. from ntfna and

the adj. termination
] , brazen, fcncus,

spoken particularly of the brazen ser-

pent, to which the Israelites burnt in-

cense till the time of Hezekiah. 2 K.

18:4.

r\n2, fut. nna* and nrr, to descend, to

come down, in Aram, the prevalent
word for the Heb. TV. Jer. 21:13 nrr >n

who shall come down to us? (here
in a hostile sense.) Ps. 38 : 3 Vy nrrarn

TTT
T
and thy (punitive) hand has come

down upon me ; (comp. the deriv. nna

Is. 30 : 30.) Plur. vn Job 21 : 13. they

descend, for inn1

:, with Dagesh euphonic,

comp. crnm 2 K. 6:9. and D^naa for

n'laa, Vnr Job 29: 21. for v?rr. Meta

phorically Prov. 17 : 10 pam nn?3 nnn a

reproof descends into a wise man, i. e.

it makes an impression upon him;

(comp. 18 : 8. 26 : 22.) nnn has the tone

on the penult, according to grammarians
on account of the moveable Sheva fol-

lowing, and need not on that account to

be formed from nnn, which would not

suit the passage.

Niph. nn? i. q. Kal. Ps. 38 : 3 y$n >3

a tnrnfor thine arrows have come down

upon me, \. e. have hit me.

Pi. nn: to press down, to stretch, (a

bow,) Ps. 18:35. to press down, to

level, (the furrows, by copious rains,)

Ps. 65:11.

Hiph. to bring down. Imper. nnin

Joel4:ll. [3:11.]

]ir?5 Chald. to descend. Part. nna.

Dan. 4 : 10, 20.

Aph. fut. nrn, imper. nrw, part. nnnp.
1. to bring or carry down. Ezra 5 : 15.

2. to deposit, to lay up. Ezra 6:1,5.

Hoph. man to be deposed or thrown

down. Dan. 5 : 20.

I. Jill? m. verbal from nna.

1. a descent, a coming down. Is. 30 :

30 isriri nna the descent, i. e. the blow, of
his arm; comp. Ps. 38 : 3.

2. a setting down, what is set down;
comp. nn: in Aph. Job 36 : 16 fanVo nn:

tliat which is set on thy table.

II. F\T]2 f. verbal from ni3, rest,

quietness. Is. 30 : 15. Ecc. 4:6
rp NTD

nro a hand full (with) quietness. G : 5,

nn2 verbal adjective from nn;, de-

scending. Found only in the plural with

Dagesh euphonic own 2 K. 6 : 9.

J1I22 , fut. rrs', apoc. c\ r^, 71*1.
T -T

'

1. to stretch out, e. g. the hand. Spo-
ken of Jehovah, to stretch out the hand

over any thing, as a sign of its destruc-

tion. Jer. 51: 25. Ezek. 6 : 14. 14 : 9,

13. Is. 5 : 25 rrca TV -fls* his hand isT

3D
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still stretched out. to 1% npa to stretch

out or r/7#?/#
*/ measuring line to any

thing, Job 38 : 5. Is. 44 : 13. Lam. 2 : 8.

Ps. 102 : 12 KM te a shadow stretched

out andgraduallydisappearing ; comp.
109:23.

2. to spread out, e. g. a tent. Gen.

12 : 8. 26 : 25. Is. 40 : 22 n^ pta rrofcn

?#/> spreadcth out the heavens as a gar-
ment. to M^"} trpa

tcndere insidias alicui,

a metaphor taken from the spreading

of nets, Ps.21:12. IChron. 21:10

tpto npb p ttJiVcj tf/^ree things I spread

before or o/Jfcr Mee. In the parallel

passage 2 Sam. 24: 12, we find Vtjn:.

Intrans. to spread itself out, Job 15 : 29.

3. to incline. Gen. 49 : 15. Ps. 119 :

112. 62:4 *RD3 T)? a t0a# inclined or

a&0w tofall. Intrans. to incline itself;

spoken of the day, Judg. 19:8. of the

shadow on the sun-dial, 2 K. 20 : 10.

Ps. 73 : 2 vbjn VIM ma 7s /ee te? al-

most slipped.

4. to turn, lead. Is. 66 : 12. Gen. 39 :

21. More frequently intrans. to turn

ones self,
Num. 20 : 17. 22 : 23. 26 : 33.

construed with VN to any one, Gen. 38 :

16. with ]Q and n?n/r0m any person or

thing, Job 31 : 7. 1 K. 11 : 9. with nmj
to tarn to the side or part?/ ofany one,

Ex. 23 : 2. Judg. 9 : 3. 1 K. 2 : 28. also

to 6e devoted to any thing, 1 Sam. 8 : 3.

5. to go away, depart. 1 Sam. 14 : 7

$ rraa #0 away.

Niph. pass, of no. 1. to #e stretched

out, spoken of the measuring line,

Zech. 1:16. to stretch itself out, to ex-

tend, as a valley, Num. 24 : 6. as a sha-

dow, Jer. 6 : 4.

Hiph. rrcrr, fut. rr, apoc. EP * D2>

imper. apoc. TCH.

1. to stretch out, i. q. Kal no. 1. but

of more rare occurrence. E. g. the hand,

Is. 31 : 3. Jer. 6 : 12. 15 : 6. Intrans.

to stretch itself out, Am. 2 : 8.

2. to spread out, i. q. Kal no. 2. Is.

54 : 2. 2 Sam. 21 : 10, (with S.) Spoken
of a tent, 2 Sam. 16 : 22.

3. to incline, bend down. Gen. 24 :

14.
Particularly (1.) the ear, Jer. 7 :

24,26. 11:8. Construed with V, Ps.

17:6. (2.) the heart, 2 Sam. 19:15.

Construed witli bx of the person, 1 K.
8 : 58. Prov. 2 : 2 nainrft

sjaS
rran incline

thine heart to understanding. 1 K. 1 1 :

2 they will inclineyour heart after their

gods. Hence in a bad sense, to seduce,

Prov. 7 : 21. Is. 44 : 20. (3.) 'e to TOT rron

to shewfavour to any one, Ezra 7 : 28.

9 : 9. comp. in Kal Gen. 39 : 21.

4. trans, of Kal no. 4. (1.) to turn

away. Jer. 5:25. Num. 22: 23. (2.)
to feae? astray. Job 24 : 4. comp. Am.
2 : 7. (3.) to fcorf szVfe. 2 Sam. 3 : 27.

(4.) to put away. Ps. 27 : 9. Intrans.

to depart, Job 23: 11. Is. 30: 11. Ps.

125:5.

5. to bend, pervert; particularly in

the phrase tDGti? rrcrr, 1 Sam. 8 : 3. and

with a genitive following, Ex. 23 : 6.

Deut. 27 : 19. Lam. 3 : 35. to wrest or

pervert the right of any one in judg-
ment. Without addition, Ex. 23 : 2

ntonj D'?] nrwi nto:b to follow the multi-

tude to wrest (judgment). Also with

an accusative of the person, to turn any
one aside (in judgment), Prov. 18 : 5.

Is. 10:2. 29:21. Am. 5: 12.

Hoph. part, msn Is. 8 : 8. Ezek. 9 : 9.

used as a subst. see the ait. msp.
Deriv. n:2D, mso.

DV^tpD masc. plur. verbal from rra,

plants. Ps. 144:12.

rfiD^tp? fern. plur. (verbal from^
to drop,) ear-pendants, particularly of

pearls, so called from their form ; liter.

drops. Judg. 8 : 26. Is. 3 : 19. (Arab.
Gs"
iaJaJ idem. Comp. FTxhdypuv a pen-

dant, from <rr#Ay to drop.)

rniZ^tp? fern. plur. branches. Is. 18 :

5. Jer. 5 : lo. 48 : 32. Root tip; in Niph.
to spread out.

*?tpj,
fut. Vte\ 1. to take up. Is. 40:

15 tos. PTS s Me dwstf which (one) or

(^e wind) takes up.

2. to /?/ ?#?0w or &/ore any one.

2 Sam. 24: 11
?pto

teta <?5$ c?i^ three

things Ioffer thee. (In the parallel pas-

sage 1 Chr. 21 : 10, rraia.) In Jer. 21 :

8, the same sense is expressed by '3$ ^nj.
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Lam. 3 : 28 vVy tea,
'3 because (Cod) has

In id it vjtoH him. Part. pass, laden,

Zeph.I:ll.
Pi. to foar. Is. 63 : 9.

Vt03 Chald. to 7/# wp. Dan. 4:31.

[4 : 34.] Pret. pass. Dan. 7 : 4.

vt?3 m. verbal from tea,, heaviness,

weight. Prov.27:3.

#103, fut. rr:, infin. ytoa and rwo.

1. to plant, also to se wzV7i plants.

Ezek. 36 : 36. Construed with two ac-

cus. Is. 5: 2.

2. metaphorically toplant, settle, esta-

blish, (a people.) Am. 9 : 15. Jer.

21 : 6 I willplant them and not pluck
them up. 32:41. 42:10. 45:4. Ps.

11 : 3. 80 : 9. Ex. 15 : 17. 2 Sam. 7 :10.

Comp. the oppos. to, likewise ran, and

in;
Ezra 9 : 8.

3. to rfm'c in (a nail). Ecc. 12 : 11.

Also to se
?/j (an image), Deut. 16 : 21.

4. to pitch or erec a tent, tcntorium

Jigcrc, from the driving in of the tent-

pins. Dan. 1 1 : 45. Hence applied to

the tent of heaven, Is. 51 : 16.

A-/criv 12^^12* i^tiOt

#103 m. with suff. ^pa, plur. cw^a,

const. 'rca, verbal from raa, dec. VI. i.

1. a plant. Job 14: 9.

2. a planting. Is. 17:11.

3. a place planted, a plantation. Is.

17:10. lChr.4:23.

#103 m. verbal from ria, dec. IV. a.

a plant. Found only in the const, state

rca, Is. 5 : 7.

F|t33 5 fut. rp% to drop, to fall in

drops. (Also in Aram, and Arab. In

Ethiop. at:a.)
Job 29 : 22. Usually spo-

ken of the object whence any thing

drops, (comp. ^n no. 5.) Joel 4 : 18

[3 : 18] nro n^rrt sf Me mountains

drop down new wine. Cant. 5 : 5, 13.

Judg. 5 : 4. Also in the same way me-

taphorically of the lips, Cant. 4:11 neb

-pninctp
rna;2n thy lips drop down or dis-

til Iwneij. Prov. 5 : 3.

Hiph. 1. to let or cause to drop. Am.
9:13.

2. metaphorically to let flow out, as

words, to spcah, prophesy. Mic.2;G,

1 1. Ezek. 21 : 2, 7. Am. 7 : 16.

Deriv. out of course

]103 m. verbal from ^a, dec. IV. a.

l^adrop. Job 36: 27.

2. a fragrant gum which distils from

some plant. Ex. 30 : 34 Sept. e-rxn?.

According to the Jewish commentators,

opobalsamum ; according to others,

storax.

t~fDi03 proper name of a city not far
T . i i *

from Bethlehem in Judea. Ezra 2 : 22.

Neh. 7 : 26. The gentile noun is rctaa

2 Sam. 23: 28, 29. 2 K. 25: 23.

"*ft03 3
fut. ri', once nter (Jer. 3:5.)

kindred with isa.

1. to ivatch, guard. Cant. 1 : 6. 8 : 1 1,

12. (In Aram, and Arab, idem.)

2. to heep, retain, namely FJM anger,

which must always be supplied. Ps.

103 : 9 Tte; cbt^ xV he will not retain

(anger) for ever. Jer. 3 : 5, 12. Con-

strued with h of the person, Nab. 1 : 2.

with n^, Lev. 19:18. Comp. -\oi Jer.

3:5. Job 10: 14.

Deriv. rn.T|n.

Chald. to lay up, with wba in

?. Dan. 7 : 28. comp. Luke 2:19.

103, fut. rite*., to leave,forsake, (kin-

dred as to sense with rrzrr, aw, and fcop.)

Particularly
1. to forsake, reject, i. q. aw; e.g.

spoken of Jehovah, in reference to his

people, Judff. 6 : 13. 1 Sam. 12 : 22.

IK. 8:57. 2 K 21: 14. Is. 1:6. of the

people, in reference to Jehovah, Deut.

32:15.

2. to leave under the care or protec-

tion of any one, construed with Vr.

1 Sam. 17 : 20, 22, 28.

3. to let go, to give up as lost. 1 Sam,

10:2.

4. to let lie ivithout using, e. g. the

land in the Sabbatical year. Ex. 23 : 11.

5. to let go, to remit, (a debt.) Neh.

10:32.

6. to leave off, e. g. contention.

17:11,
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7. to suffer, allow,permit; construed

with an accus. of the person and b of

the action. Gen. 31 : 28.

8. to throw down, cast away. Ezek.

29 : 5 rrjrren ?prmtan and I will cast thee

into the desert. 32 : 4.

9. to spread out, to scatter, comp.
tMcja. 1 Sam. 13 : 16 D'tttea scattered.

Intrans. to extend itself, 1 Sam. 4 : 2

rrpnten tiarn &/ /je faftfe extended
itself.

Comp. Niph. no. 3.

10. to draw out (a sword); liter, to

set itfree. Is. 21 :15. Comp. Syr. cn*d

to draw OM# the sword.

Niph. I. to be loosed, relaxari, spoken
of cords. Is. 33: 23.

2. to be thrown down. Am. 5 : 2.

Comp. Kal no. 8.

3. to spread itself out; spoken of a

vine, Is. 16 :8. of a host, Judg. 15 : 9.

2 Sam. 5:18, 22. Comp. Kal no. 9.

Pu. to beforsaken. Is. 32 : 14.

*0 a contraction of ^na a lamentation.

Ezek. 27:32 arras in lamento eorum.

So the Masora. But eleven MSS. se-

veral ancient editions, the Sept. Arab.

Theod. and Syr. read arras.

S^J m. verbal from aw, dec. I.

1. fruit, proventus. Mai. 1:12.

2. o:ncto a'? Is. 57: 19. proventus la-

biorum, the fruit of the lips, i. e. prob.

offerings presented by the lips, praises,

thanksgivings ; comp. xotgnos xithwv,
Heb. 13 : 15. Hence / create the fruit

of the lips, i. e. give occasion for thanks-

givings. In the Kethib aia, comp. Chald.

yvfructus.

*PJ m. verbal from iw, found only
Job 16 : 5

>nsip
TO the motion ofmy lips,

i. e. my words, or the consolation of

my lips. In Djngto lies in either case the

idea of idle talk.

"p3 f Lam. 1 : 8. prob. i. q. rna an

abomination, verse 17. See several

analogies under the art. 07^. Others : a

fugitive, as if from tw.

rVPJ, in the Kethib nvw, (dwellings,)

proper name of a place in or near Ra-

mah, where David resided when he fled

to Samttcl. 1 Sam. 19:18, 19, 22, 23.
20 : 1. Targ. domus doctrince, intending
the buildings of the prophetical school
at Ramah.

HIT? m. sweettms, pkasantness,
found only in the phrase rjrrj nn aplea-
sant smell. Applied exclusively to

offerings, Gen. 8:21 nrnn rn n njrr rrw

and Jehovah smelkd a pleasant odour.

Lev. 2:12. Very frequently after the

precepts of the ritual law nj-ri nrrairn a

pleasant odour to Jehovah, Lev. 1 : 9,

13, 17. Num. 15 : 7 ff. Root rna or rra,

whence in Talmud, nrra gratum, ac-

ceptum.

nh^3 Chald. a sweet odour, a plea-

sant smell, (without rjn.) Plur. sweet

odours, Dan. 2 : 46. Ezra 6 : 10. (The
significations in Hebrew and Chaldaic

stand here in the inverted order; comp.
the root Dtea in Hebrew to befragrant,
in Chald. to be acceptable, where they
stand in the natural order. Comp. also

the opposite tite.)

p5 m. verbal from
jw, dec. I. offspring,

posterity, proles, soboks. Only in the

phrase -o?i p, Gen. 21 : 23. Job 18 : 19.

13.14:22^

rn^ Nineveh, the capital of the

kingdom of Assyria. Gen. 10:11, 12.

Jon. 1:2. 3:3. By the Greeks and
Romans called Ninus, in Ammian also

Nineve. For its situation, see Bochart's

Phaleg, lib. iv. cap. 20. Mannert's Geo-

graphic der Griechcn and Romer, B. V.

p.440ff.

D^!3 Jer. 48 : 44 Keth. i. q. v\fleeing,

liter, pass. fled.

|D*0
m. Nisan, the first month of the

Hebrews, (in the older writings shn

a^$rr.) Neh. 2 : 1. Est. 3:7. (In Aram,
and Arab, idem.)

yiSJXl
m. a spark. Once Is. 1:31.

(Root yv; to sparkle, shine, whence psra
in Talmud, a spark, i. q. ya.

and s?a in

Chald.)

"t'O i. q. "13 m. verbal from iw, dec. I.

a light, lamp, 2 Sam. 22 : 29.



I. "YO m. verbal from TO, dec. I. i. q.

12 a light, lamp; used metaphorically
for posterity. 1 K. 11 : 36 -va-nVn jstfr

DwvVa nay vrf) so that Da rid my ser-

vant may have a light alway, i. e. so

that his posterity may continue ; comp.
15:4. 2K.8:19. 2Chr.21:7.

II. "V3 m. landfirst broken upfor til-

lage,fallow ground, novale. Prov. 13 :

23. Jer. 4:3. Hos. 10:12. Root -TO.

"Y'J to dig itp, to cultivate. Jer. 4 : 3.

Hos.' 10: 12.

fcO3 i-
<! "53 1 smite. Hence accord-

ing to some the Nipli. Job 30 : 8 tas?

y-jsrrp they are driven outfrom the land.

Perhaps better as Niph. from nso (with

Dagesh euphonic) incrcpantur e terra,

i. e. increpando pelluntur e terra.

^55 vci'bal a
dj.

fr m
**??> dec. V. e.

smitten, broken down, contrite. Fern.

nso3 rm a broken spirit, Prov. 15 : 13.

17 : 22. 1 8 : 14. Comp. Is. 66 : 2 rm TOD

contrite in spirit.

CTN!p2 masc- plur. verbal from *G3,

beaten down, in ruins. Is. 16 : 7.

J1N2? f. Gen. 37 : 25. 43 : 1 1. spicery,

Sept. Svpiapcc. Saad. siliqua. Aqu.

crrvgaf. (In Arab. jjiXj i. q. *jo

gummi, gummi tragacanthce.)

I. *T53 m * dec. VI. offspring, proles.

Only in the phrase 1531 ^2 ; see
^5. The

derivation is uncertain.

II. Tp^ Job 31: 3 in several MSS.
and editions for the usual 152. It cor-

responds to the Arab. j,jo vita misera.

n^5 m Kal not used.

Hiph. ran, imper, ran and
Tjn,

fut. ra>,

nsM and
Tp>

1 . to smite.
f]3

nan to c/ip Me hands,
in joy, 2 K. 11 : 12. also in disapproba-

tion, Ezek. 22 : 13, (comp. yjn.)

I Sam. 24 : 6 ^nto -ivraS rp #?/ David's

Jieart smote him; comp. 2 Sam. 24 : 10.

Spoken particularly (1.) of Jehovah or

his messengers, to smite with a sickness

or plague, (comp, , ^3.) Gen. 19 : 11.

and the men onwD? rcn they (tlie angels)
smote ivith blindness. Num. 14:12. /
will smite them ivith pestilence. 1 Sam.

5:6. Ex. 7 : 25 after Jehovah had
smitten the river, i. e. changed it into

blood ; comp. verse 20. Zech. 10 : 11.

(2.) to smite (in battle). Gen. 14 : 15.

Deut. 4 : 46. (3.) to take (a besieged

city). lChr.20:l. 2K.3:19.
2. to beat in pieces, to smite down,

spoken e. g. of hail. Ex. 9 : 25. Ps.

3 : Sfor thou smitest all my enemies on

tfie jawbone, a metaphor taken from

wild beasts. Am. 3 : 15.

3. to slay, kill. Gen. 4: 15. Ex.2:
12. Sometimes the accus. ticj quoad
vitam is added, Gen. 37 : 21 tics. 1253,

rf>

let us not kill him. Deut. 19 : 6, 11.

Lev. 24: 18. Construed with a, 2 Sam.

23:10 c'rv^ea ip_i
he caused an over-

throw among tJie Philistines, liter, he

slew (men)among the Philistines. 2 Sam .

24:17. Ezek. 9: 7. 2 Chr. 28: 5, 17.

See particularly 1 Sam. 6:19. In a dif-

ferent construction 1 Sam. 18:7 nan

vD^Ma *nvsti Saul has slain his thousands.

21:12. 29 : 5. ann ^ ran to smite with

the edge of the sword, see a^n. Also to

kill or tear in pieces, spoken of a beast

of prey, I K. 20 : 36. Jer. 5 : 6.

4. to thrust, to thrust through, ferirc.

1 Sam. 18 : 11 Tj?ai Tina ra I will thrust

tJirougk David and through the wall.

19 : 10. 26 : 8. 2 Sam. 2 : 23. Topush
with horns, Dan. 8 : 7.

5. to smite, ferire, with an arrow or

sling stone. 1 Sam. 17 : 49. 1 K. 22 : 34.

2 K. 9 : 24.

6. to smite, in other connexions. Spo-
ken of the sun, Jon. 4 : 7, 8. Ps. 121 : 6.

the sun shall not smite thee by day, nor

the moon by night; where it is applied
to the moon by a kind of zeugma, al-

though some travellers speak of an in-

jurious inilucncc of the moonlight;

(comp. Hoph. Ps. 102 : 5. Hos. 9:16.)
7. joined with Enjniti, to take root.

Hos. 14:6.

Hoph. nan, once rain (Ps. 102: 5.)

pass, particularly of Hiph, nos. 1. 3.

also of no. 6.
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Niph. pass.
3 Sam. 11:15.

Pu. pass.
Ex. 9:31, 32.

i"DJ
verbal adj. from nrn, dec. IX. b.

smitten., wounded. o$jfi roa injured in

Me /ee, tee, 2 Sam. 4 : 4. 9 : 3. ro.3

rrn contrite or &rofa m spmY, Is. 66 : 2.

Comp. }.

IT03 verbal from ro;, found only in

the plur. D>3 5 Ps. 35:15. wounding

(with the tongue), i. e. reviling, slan-

doing. Comp Jer.l8:18.
',

0} and TO? king of Egypt.

2K 23:29 33. 2 Chr. 35: 20. 36:4.

Jer.46:2. Sept. Ni. In Herod, n.

j^i Proper name of a threshing floor.

2 Sam. 6:6. In the parallel passage
of Chronicles, firs.

rD2 adj. dec. III. a. right, upright,

straight. Prov. 8:9. Is. 57 : 2 iroa
Tjbh

he who loalketh in his (JeliovaKs) up-

rightness, i. e. practises what is right-

eous before God. (Comp. 33 : 15.) Fern.

nro: right, righteousness, Am. 3:10. Is.

59i24. Plur. niro? idem, Is. 26 : 10.

30:10.

rOD liter, a subst. what is straight

andforward. Hence rob^> adv. straight

forward, Prov. 4 : 25. Further rob (as if

in the accus.) a preposition (1.) against,

over against. Ex. 26 : 35. 40 : 24.

rob *? directly against, Num. 19 : 4.

rob -ivad contra, Judg. 19 : 10. 20 : 43.

(2.) before. rnrr rob before Jehovah,

i. e. pleasing to him, Judg. 18 : 6. >;s rob

nirv before the face of Jehovah, Lam.
2:19. hence manifest to him, Jer. 17 :

16. comp. Prov. 5: 21. v;s nib o^fo to

place any thing before onesface, i. e. to

regard it with favour, Ezek. 14 : 7. and

verse 3, with
jro.

rrsb before, Gen. 30 :

38. for, Gen.2~5:2lV

OJ, with suff. to, dec. VI. i. over

Ex. 14: 2. Ezek. 46: 9.

>52 to act deceitfully. Mai. 1 : 14.

(So in Syr. Chald. and Samar.)
Pi. to practise deceit against any one,

construed with b. Num. 25 : 18.

Hithpa. idem; construed with rw,
Gen. 37 : 18. with 3, Ps. 105 : 25.

Deriv. *a.

^53 m * P^ur- ^?? const *&?> verbal

frOm* tea, dec. VI. g. cra/fr, cunning, de-

ce#. Num. 25 : 18.

an Aramean word adopted
into the later Hebrew. 2 Chr. 1:11, 12.

Ecc 5 : 18. 6 : 2. Josh. 22 : 8.

.

26 ^
>m^^ c

'^ two
diff transpositions oa and rton.

nJJ m Kal not used.- T

%h. 15? 1. to ^ ^^>ww, pass, of

HiPh' Lam * 4 : 8 *

2. pass, or reflex, of Pi. no. 3. to let

*** T n IM
owe s ^e/r 6e unknown^ to dissemble, like

Hitl o . 2> Pl.ov. 26:24
d_ Job

2 - to understand,fold out. Job 21:

3. to mistake. (On the privative sig-

nification, see the note.) Deut. 32 : 27.

4. to despise, reject. (Arab. conj. I.

and IV. contempsit, repudiavit, impro-

^^> Jer ' 19 : 4 and they have de-

sPlsed thlsPklce>
or> after the Se

l
3t - and

Vul^' *& havc ***9* thls Pl

O me)> name1^ b7 devoting it to

stranSe g ds- X Sam * 2 ' l: 7
* God has reJectcd him (and gi

hlm ) zwto^ te^'

T
H^-^ L to ^^; Gen 31 : 32 -

Neh ' 6 : 12-0*15 T3n to 7^e re^ of

persons, to bepartial, spoken ofjudges,

*%' ^ Deut. 1:17. 16:19. Prov.

24 : 23 ' 28 : 21 - comP' Is ' 3 : 9'

2. to perceive, discern. Gen. 27 : 23.

3? : 33 - 38 : 25>
26 -

3. to acknowledge. Deut. 21:17. Is.

61 : 9 *

4. to know, Lat. nosccre, only m
Jd) ^ .^ 1?> ^ . ^ ^ .

16>
'

5. to knoiv, Lat. scire, i.q. r, only
in the later books. Neh. 13:24 orw

rvn;r laib Dn>3n they know not /tow to



spctik Jewish. 7 Tsn i. q. i rr to dis-

rrimi/uili' brlwn-ii. K/ra -5 : 13.

6. to l) awcr/ifd, or to carefor any
one. Ps. 142 : 5. Ruth 2 : 10, 19.

Hithpa. l.tobi- known* distinguished,

of I liph.no. 2. Prov. 20:11.

2. pass, of Pi. no 3. to dissemble. Gen.

1 K. 14:5,6.
Dcriv. rnan, 153, ID:, np;.

Note. The privative signification not to

Know, (in Pi. no. 3. Nipli. no. 2. Hith-

pa. no. 2. and in the deriv. 152, IM,) is

in Aral), its only signification, where it

often occurs. Thus Jo not to hnoiv, to

dan/, to demise, reject; intrans. to be

unfortunate, (see 153, ija ;) conj. II. to

disguise, also to disguise ones self, to

dissemble. It is, however, by no means

uncommon, that the same root in dif-

ferent dialects, or in the different con-

jugations of the same dialect, should

express directly opposite ideas. Comp.
rast in Heb. to be willing ; in Arab, to

& *

be unwilling. C^o*. to love; construed

with t ? not to love; Ui- to be cxtin-

guislied, and to be kindled, wan to sin,

NTH to expiate sin. }OMJ rat. A. and O,

to be righteous, equitable, to give just

measure; (comp. the Heb. 0*1?,) and

fat. I, to be unjust, to take advantage of,

to deceive, which in Ethiop. is the com-

mon and only meaning, entf to root up;
tirnc and tzr-nrin to take root. Perhaps Tp3

to bless and to curse. Comp. in Ger-

man the inseparable prepositions cnt

and ver, which in composition some-

times express a negation or antithesis,

and sometimes not. Denominatives in

Hebrew, like those compounds in Ger-

man, have often the privative significa-

tion, as e. g. ytfn, a:i, a?^, ryw.

-155,
const. 15?. (Deut. 31:16.) ver-

bal from 155, dec. VI. i.

\.foreignncss, a strange place. Al-

ways after a noun in regimen, "Ojfa a

stranger, Gen. 17 : 12, 27. Ex. 12 : 43.

Sometimes in the sense of an enemy,

1^.18:45,46. 153
vft strange gods,

Gen. 35 : 2.

2. any thing strange or foreign, par-

ticularly with reference to idolatry.

Neh. 13:30. 2 Chr. 14:2.

-D2 m. Job 31: 3. and "Ob Obad.

12. misfortune, destruction. (Arab. Jo

idem. See the note under the verb.)

adj. (from 151=193 foreignness, and the

adjective termination ,) strange, a

stranger. Ex. 2:22. Jer.2:21. ITIM

a strange woman, in opposition to one's

wife, an adulteress, i. q. rrn, Prov. 5 :

20. 6:24. 7:5. 23:27. (In Samar.

comp. nn-a alicnigcna and meretrix,

Castelli Heptagl. p. 2310.)

HDP Is. 39: 2. 2 K. 20: 13. nhba rva

prob. his treasure-house, as it is ren-

dered by the Syr. Chald. and Arab, al-

though no philological support can be

found for it. Aqu. Symm. Vulg. house

ofspicery, (comp. n*bj,) but onatearj fol-

lows afterwards.

Pibl prob. i. q. Arab, *a Jl> to com-

plete, (whence rfan q. v.) Hence Hiph.
Is. 33 : 1

sjrfo:? probably for spitea (as it

is read in one MS.) when thou hast

completed, i. e. ceased. The Dagesh
forte is euphonic. Cappellus conjec-
tures that the true reading is

jrvfoa,
but

it appears that all the versions read it

with 3.

nt!l?p5 found only 1 Sam. 15 : 9.

mean, of little worth. Sept. vnpaptvov.

Vulg. vile. Evidently i. q. nnp ; but

the form is without analogy. Perhaps
it may have arisen from two different

readings njaa and rrpo.

733 i. Q. fcn to circumcise. Pret.- T *

Gen. 17:11. To this root is

usually referred the Niph. fea Gen. 17 :

26, 27. Part, nto 34 : 22. But these

latter are properly Chaldaic forms from

too, (for "rio:, comp. pV;
for pV), as the

Niph. of ^o; would be te:.

rhftl f. Prov. 6 : 6. Pmr. o^oa 30 :

25. an ant, pismire. Arab. ^J idem.
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2 m. dec. V. a. a leopard. Is. 1 1 :

6. Jen -5: 6. Hab. 1:8. Syr. and Arab.

idem. Stw. -ra: to be spotted.

Chald. idem. Dan. 7 : 6.

2 Nimrod, the proper name of

a son of Cush and founder of the king-
dom of Babylon. Gen. 10 : 8, 10: \n

Tim the land ofNimrod, i. c. Babylonia,

D5 with suff. D3, verbal from reg no.
O I

II. dec. VIII. b. (Syr. Ji^j signum,

meta, scopus.)

1. a high pole. Num. 21:8, 9.

2. Me y% of a ship. Ezek. 27 : 7.

Is. 33: 33.

3. a flag, banner, raised on high

mountains, sometimes to assemble the

people for war, and sometimes after a

flight. Is. 5:26. 11:12. 12:3. 18:3.

62:10, Jer.4:6,21. Ps.60:6.
4. metaphorically a warning. Num.

26 : 10.

"T1J1D3
f. strictly part. fern. Niph.

from aap, a turn or change ofthings, an
event. 2 Chr. 10:15.

3D} i. q. aio to make way, depart.

In Kal only in the infin. absol. atoa Is.

59 : 13. and fut. yq\ Mic. 2 : 6.

Hiph. yen 1. to take back or away.
Mic. 6:14 3tpn thou shalt take away (thy

goods}.
2. to remove (boundaries). Deut.

19 : 14. 27 : 17. Hos. 5 : 10. and written

with fo, wfej Job 24 : 2.

Hoph. Jtprt to be turned back, to be

perverted. Is. 59 : 14.

in Kal not used.

Pi. no? to try, tempt, put to the test;

used (1.) absolutely, 1 Sam. 17 : 39

WD3 Kb '3 for I have not tried (them).

Judg. 6 : 39. or with an infin. Deut. 4 :

34. 28 : 56. Job 4 : 2 ?$ -QT nran shall

a man try a word with thee 9

2. with an accus. of the person. 1 K.
10:1 she came ni-rm inirib to try him
with riddles. Dan. 1:12, 14. Particu-

larly (1.) spoken of God, who tries men

by afflictions. Gen. 22 : 1. Ex. 16 : 4.

Judg. 2: 22. (2.) and of men, who tempt
.God by unbelief or

despondency. Ex.
17 : 2, 7. Deut. 6 : 16. Ps. 78 : 18, 41,
56. Is. 7: 12. I will not ask

(it) and
will not tempt JeJwvah.

Deriv. rraa.

pJ, fut. HEP. 1. to pluck or tear

away ; from one's dwelling, Ps. 52 : 7.

from one's country, Prov. 2 : 22. (comp.
M.T13.)

2. to teardown (ahouse). Prov.15: 25.

Niph. to be torn away, or driven out,
from a country. Deut. 28 : 63.

p3 Chald. i. q. Heb. Ithpe. Ezra"
:

TpDJ m. verbal from
TJCO,

dec. III. a.

1. a drink-offering. Deut. 32 : 38.

2. a molten image, i. q. roeo. Dan.
11:8.

3. one anointed, a prince. Josh. 13 :

21. Ps. 83: 12. Ezek. 32:30. Mic.

5:4.

I. ^DJ topour, to pour out. Is. 29 :

10. Particularly (1.) in honour of a

deity, to make a libation, cT&vduv, li-

bare. Ex. 30: 9. Hos. 9: 4. Hence Is.

30 : 1 rnDtt
Tp3

to pour out libations>

ff-7rzv$is-6ou G-n-ovdw, i. e. to make a cove-

nant
; (comp. in Lat. sponderet

derived

immediately from the Greek c-7rov3ti,

G-Kw'fiu. (2.) to melt, cast, found. Is,

40: 19. 44 : 10. (3.) to anoint (a king).
Ps. 2 : 6. (Comp. the kindred verb

?pD.)

Niph. to be anointed. Prov. 8 : 23.

Pi. i. q. Kal no. 1. to make a liba-

tion of any thing. 1 Chr. 11:18.

Hiph. to pour out a drink-offering,
to make a libation of anything. Gen.

55:14. Num. 28:7. Jer. 7:18. Ps.

16:4.

Hoph. pass. Ex. 25 : 29. 37 : 16.

Deriv. rn^p, !jT>3, !jpD.

II. Tjpi i. q. the kindred ^p to cover.

Is. 25 : 7 rwD?? rn~o the covering which

is covered. Comp. nprsn no. 3.

"JD2 topour out, as a libation. Espe-

cially in Pa. Dan. 2 : 46, where it is

applied also to meat-offerings by a kind

of zeugma.



and 'JpJ m. witli BOT.CQ, plur.

CTpco, const.*:o?,verbal from^, dec.Vl.g.
1. a drink-offering. Gen. 35 : 14. Jer.

7 : IS. -pr rrn:-? <v WHY// and drink offer-

loi'l 1 : 9.

/ molten image, i. q. njrrp. Is. 41:

29. 48 : 5.

"rjpw, emph. NSD:, Chald. a drink of-

fering. Ezra 7 : 17.

1*2p? found only Is. 28 : 25. accord-

ing to the Sept. Aqu. Theod. Vulg.
millet, though without confirmation

from the kindred dialects. Others make
it an epithet of rroir?, fat barley, (as if

from -** to be fat,) but the gender
does not suit, and to be fat in Hebrew
is written with e.

1. DpD to waste away, to be sick.

7 O I

(Syr. ...wi Ethpa. idem; jqn^Mj sick.)

Is. 10 : 18 DDi Drtp3 as a szc& wzaw wastes

fin-ay, rro and DD: are almost synony-
mous, and are brought together for the

sake of the paranomasia.

II. DDJ prob. to lift up, (
whence D3;)

comp. the Arab. ^J to lift up.

Hithpo. Zech. 9:16 ntepiaro iw ^A
inywrto consecrated stones lift themselves

up in his land. So perhaps Ps. 60 : 6,

where, however, Dpisnrrj can be derived

from Di2.

^D3 1. strictly i. q. Arab. n c J to
c>/

/mr owf ; to />/c i/p, e. g. the door-

posts. Judg. 16:3, 14. Particularly to

pluck up the tent-pins, in order to re-

move, Is. 33 : 20. Hence

2. to break up, to remove, spoken of

a nomadic horde. Gen. 35:16. 37:17.

Num. 10 : 18. 33 : 3 ff. Also of an

army, Ex. 14 : 10. 2 K. 19 : 8. of a tent,

Num. 1: 51. of the ark of the covenant,
10:35. and metaphorically of a strong
wind, Num. 11:31.

3. to march, journey, spoken of no-

madic people, Gen. 12:9. 33 : 17. of
tin- ark of the covenant, Num. 10 : 33.

Niplu 1. to be broken up or removed,

spoken of a tent. Is. 38 : 12.
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2. to be torn away. Job 4:21.

Hiph.rgn 1. to tear up, as a tree,

Job 19 : 10. as a vine, Ps. 80 : 9. to dig
out, as stones, Ecc. 10 : 9. 1 K. 5 : 3L
[5:17.]

2. causat. of no. 2. to let or cause to

remove. Ex. 15 : 22. Ps. 78 : 26.

3. causat. of no. 3. to lead, guide.
Ps. 78 : 52.

4. to bear away, remove, as things.

2K.4:4.
Deriv. BO.

ppj in Aramean the common word

for the Hebrew rr$, to ascend, mount

up. Once Ps. 139:8.

pD? Chald. idem. Aph. p'cn, infin.

n^oprr,
to take up. Dan. 3 : 22. 6 : 24.

Hoph.(with the Hebrew-form,) pass,
of Aph. pprr 6 : 24.

*?PPp an idol of the Ninevites. 2 K.

19:371*

ilpj. For the forms rri^, rvEio, which

appear to pertain here, see the art. rvo.

D^VlV? masc. plur. denom. from TM,

dec. I.

1. childhood, boyhood. Gen. 46 : 34.

2. youth, the state or condition of a

young man. Ps. 71:5, 17. ?pW2 ntfw

the wife of thy youth. Prov. 5 : 18.

nnwirr 'n the children ofyouth, Ps. 1 27 :

4. Used figuratively of the infancy of

a nation, Jer. 2 : 2. 3 : 4. Ezek. 16 : 22,

60.

4 n"^i?2 fem . plul% denom. from iw,

idem. Jer! 32 : 30.

&< pkasant,lovely, agreea-

ble. Ps. 133:1. Spoken e.g. of a

song, Ps. 147 : 1. of the harp, Ps. 81 : 3.

of one beloved, Cant. 1:16. Plur. nn?^3

pleasant places, Ps. 16 : 6. also prospe-

rity, pleasure, Job 36:11. ninM plea-
sant places, Ps. 16:11.

hyi 1. to bolt, bar. 2 Sam. 13: 17, 18.

Judg/3 : 23, 24. Deriv. typo, "w:n.

2. to shoe, to furnish with shoes;

construed with two accus. Ezek. 16 :

10 tfnn ^bww Ihave shod thee with bad-

gers skins. (The putting on and cord-

3E
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ing of sandals has some similarity with

barring or bolting.)

Hiph. to shoe. 2 Chr. 28 : 15.

*?J73 f* verbal from to, dec. VI. c. a

shoe, sandal. Gen. 14 : 23. Ps. 60 : 10

upon Edom cast I my shoe, i. e. it is

the place where I throw my cast-off

shoes. (Parall.Moab is my wash-bason.)
108 : 10. ton Tpp a shoe-latchet, Gen.
14 : 23. and n?to a pair of shoes, (Am.
2:6. 8:6.) figuratively for something
small or trifling.

Dual irto Am. 2 : 6. 8 : 6. and plur.
once nito Josh. 9 : 5.

fut. DS^, to be pleasant, lovely ;

spoken Df a country, Gen. 49 : 15. of

one beloved, Cant. 7 : 6. of a friend,

2 Sam. 1 : 26. Impers. Prov. 24 : 25

D2p: DTPpteb to those that punish it shall

be well. Comp. >b

with me. Deriv.

Bashan and Carmel shake
off" (tlwir

m. verbal from pj. 1.pleasant-
ness. Prov. 3:17. 023 nnw pleasant,
i. e. enticing, words, Prov. 15:26.16: 24.

2. beauty, majesty, glory. Ps. 27 : 4.

nirr 023 the glory of the Lord. Comp.
nin'

t
2TO verse 13. Ex. 33 : 19.

3. grace, mercy. Ps. 90 : 17. (Comp.
#V*> gratia, and the Germ. Huld from

hold.)

V?K2 m * verbal from os>3, dec. II. b.

pleasantness. Is. 17:10 n'3DW B3 plea-
sant plantations.

TV2U3 a gentile noun, Job 2: 11.
T :

11:1. This refers not to npso a city in

the tribe of Judah, (Josh. 15 : 41.) but

to some other place of the same name.

W!$2 m. dec. I. a kind of thorn-

bush, prob. the species called in Arab.

^*I>,
which denotes, according to

Celsius (Hierob. u. 191.) a wild thorny

species of the lotus. Plur. D*?WOT thorn-

bushes generally, Is. 7:19. Root Chald.

V?3 jfiacit, itifixit.

1. "^2 1. to shake out. Neh. 5:13.

Is. 33 : 15.

2. to shake
off. Is. 33 : 9 tew

jtfa
1*3

Niph. 1. to sMe offfrom ones
self,

as bonds. Judg. 16 : 20.

2. pass, of Pi. to be driven out. Job
38:13. Ps. 109:23.

Pi. to drive in, construed with a.

Ex. 14 : 27 n^n Tjim
nnao ns

njrr -tp and
Jehovah drove the Egyptians into the

midst oftlie sea. Ps. 136 : 15. Comp.
Neh. 5:13. (Arab, /^jai to shake, conj.

VIII. to be driven.)

Hithpa. to shake ones selffreefrom
anything, construed with pp. Is. 52 : 2.

Deriv. TOT no. II. rnto.

II.
"1}?5

* 7"0#r, (spoken of young

lions, as in Syriac.) Jer. 51:58. It

may perhaps be derived from no. I.

from the terror or shaking of the

lion's roar.

I. "^72 m. dec. vi. c. pnm.
1. a child, even a suckling. Ex. 2 :

6. Judg. 13 : 5, 7. 1 Sam. 1 : 24 TOT twrn

awe? the boy was yet small.

2. a young man, spoken e. g. of Jo-

seph, Gen. 37 : 2. of Solomon, when he
was already king, 1 K. 3 : 7. 1 Sam.

30: 17 TJ?3~^ nip srjM four hundred

young men.

3. a servant, like 7rcti$, puer. 2 K. 5 :

20. 8 : 4. Also military servants, 1 K.
20 : 15 rrcnsjn nuj nsa the people of the

princes of'the provinces. Verses 17, 19.

2K.19:6.
Note. In the Pentateuch, by a pecu-

liar idiom, it is used for both puer and

puella, hence instead of rnso. Gen. 24 :

14, 28, 55. 34 : 3, 12. Deut 22 : 15 ff.

But the Keri in all these places has

rrjOT. (comp. wn.) Out of the Pentateuch,
it is thus used only in Ruth 2: 21 c

onya Sept. fttTei rav
xo^oto-iuv ; comp.

verses 8, 22, 23.

Deriv. -a

II. H!^5 m> ver^al from -\r3 no. I. the

wandering, straying, spoken of cattle.

Zech. 11:16.

"^3 m. denoin. from n?: youth, the

state or condition of a young man, i. q.



. Job 33 : '25. 36 : 14. Prov. 29 :

W. For Job 30: 14. Ps. 88 : 16. some

have adopted the sense M/nilsion, (as

if from -ir:,)
but this signification is in

neitln : -ury.

rOV- ten). ot" x'i- ^c. XII. e.

\*iTyOUngfetnale, a maiden. Judg.
: ff. Est. 2:9, 13. Sometimes

applied to a young married woman,
Hutb 2 : 6. Comp nbinn

2. a hand-maid, maid-servant. Prov.

9:3. 31:15.

3. proper name of a city on the bor-

den of the tribe of Ephraim, Josh. 16 :

7. which in 1 Chr. 7 : 28, is called ;TO.

mj f- verbal from n no. 1. ^
,
so called because

// or slidken out. Judg. 16:9. Is.

1:31.

Pp Memphis, a proper name, see
F)fo

1. nD2 f. verbal from FHD, dec. X. a
T T

irhinowing-fan. Is. 30 : 28.

II. HD2 f. dec. X. exaltation. OnlyT T *

in the proper name TrrnE; (height of

Dor,) see 111.

HD2 i. q. rnE. 1. to breathe, blow. Gen.

2:7?"
2. to &fott7 or breathe on, construed

with 2. Ezek. 37 : 9. 'CMS HE:, and with-

out a, to Wow? or hindle the fire, Ezek.

22 : 20, 21. Is. 54 : 16. me; TH a boil-

ing or hot caldron, Job 41:12. [41 :

20.] Jer. 1:13.

3. to blow away, construed with 2.

Hag. 1 : 9.

1 . with tern, to breatfie out life. Jer.

15:9.

Pu. to be kindled, spoken of the fire.

Job 20 : 26.

Hiph. 1. with ties, to let or cause to

expire, (but in a hyperbolical sense.)

Job 31: 39.

2. metaphorically to blow away, for

to liahtly esteem, to despise. Mai. 1:13.

Deriv. neo, nso, rreri.

ni) found only Num. 21 : 30. a city

beyond Jot-dan, in the territory of

Moab, according to some the same

with TO:, 32:42. Judg. 8: 11.

D9? l
)lur - masc. giants. Gen. 6 : 4.

Num. 13: 33. (In Cbald. fe, pw spo-
ken of Orion and other pliant forms in

tne heavens.) Root, according to the

Jewish commentators, be: ; hence VD: in

an active sense, irrwits, t/rdssftns. Per-

haps better derived from the Arab, b>i:

^Jjuj buo niagnus, corpore magno.

'^ m'. the name of a precious stone

whk^ (>amiot be defined with certamt

x 28>]Q n zek o? . lg ^.
13

'

i

'&5 * *> /*,- e" 8P ken of a

llouse
. city, Judg. 7 : 13. Ezek. 13 : 12.

al

,

s war' 2 *""
|

= * ofte"
"'"J

1 tl 'e

addition mm, Ps. 78 : 64. nsticA *?E3 ^o-

Part, bpo (with a preterite signification,)

that which has fallen or lies along,

Judg. 3 : 25. 1 Sam. 5 : 3. 31 : 8. Deut.

21:1. lying asleep, sleeping, Num. 24 :

4. It is also used in the following

phrases, (1.) to descend, as a divine re-

velation. Is. 9 : 7. Comp. in Chald.

Dan. 4 : 28. (2.) with by, tofall on any
one, spoken of sleep or terror. Gen.

15 : 12. Ex. 15 : 16. Josh. 2 : 9. Est. 8 :

17. (3.) to fall away (and pass over)
to any one, i. q. Greek 2*7r<9rTe<v, also

veimn. Construed with by, 1 Chr. 12 :

19,20. Jer. 21:9. Is. 54: 15. with b,

Jer. 37 : 13. without cases, 1 Sam. 29 :

3. (4.) to fall, to be cast, as a lot. Ezek.

24 : 6. Jori. 1 : 7. (5.) tofall to any one,

in a division, construed with b. Num.
34 : 2. Judg. 18 : 1. Comp. Ps. 16 : 6.

(6.) tofall before or in comparison with

any one, i. e. to yield or be inferior to

him
;
construed with p, Job 12 : 3. 13 :

2. with >:Eb, Est. 6 : 13. Comp. Neh. 6 :

16. (7.) excidere consilio, construed

with p. Ps. 5 : 11. Comp. Ovid. Met.

ii. 328. magnis tamen excidit ausis.

(8.) to be vain, fruitless, irritum cadere.

Num. 6:12. Spoken particularly of

empty promises, Josh. 21 : 45. 23 : 14.

More full n;pN tea tofall to the ground,
2 K. 10:10. 'Comp. in Greek ?nWv
t^atp, zig y?v. (9.) to fall or turn outy

like accidcre from cadere. Ruth 3 ; 18
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wrj te: rpN
how the matter turns out. before any one.

Comp! in Chald. Ezra 7 : 20. (10.) to

fall, sink, be despondent, spoken of the

countenance. Gen. 4 : 5, 6. Oppos. jw;

CTJ? to keep a joyful countenance. See

Hiph. no. 8. (11.) to fall into ruin,

spoken of houses, Am. 9 : 11. to become

lean, spoken of the body, Num. 5 : 22, 27.

2. In other places it expresses more
of a voluntary action, to be rendered in

English sometimes by tofall and some-

times by other verbs ; (comp. the Syr.
7

in N. T. for P#*.kir4eut
and for

.)
Thus (1.) tofall on the neck

of any one, i. e. to embrace him. Gen.
33 : 4. 45 : 14. 46 : 29. (2.) tofalldown,
to prostrate one's self.

2 Sam. 1:2.

Job 1 : 20. Gen. 17 : 3. (3.) to fall or

rush on a sword. 1 Sam. 31 : 4, 5. 1 Chr.

10:4. (4.) tofall upon, to attack, spo-
ken of an enemy. Job 1 : 15. Construed

with a, to surprise, Josh. 11:7. (5.) to

leap down, alight. Gen. 24:64. 2 K.
5:21. (6.) to encamp, spoken of a

host. Judg. 7:12. to dwell, spoken of a

people, Gen. 25 : 18. Comp. 16 : 12.

(7.) rsoS <nsnn nbco my prayer is laid

down before any one, i. e. I pray to him
in a humble manner, Jer. 36 : 7. also to

be accepted, 37 : 20, 42.

Hiph. b'En causat. of Kal in most of

its significations ; hence

1. to letfall. Num. 35 : 23. Gen. 2 :

21. (comp. Prov. 19:15.)

2. to throw down, to throw to the

ground. Deut. 25 : 2. Dan. 11 : 12.

3. tofell, as trees. 2 K. 3:19, 25. 6:5.

4. to cast, as the lot. Ps. 22:19.

Prov. 1:14. Also without *nia 1 Sam.

14 : 42 aa
jn:i> pai va I'TEH cast (lots) be-

tween me and Jonathan my son. So

perhaps Job 6 : 27.

5. to let fall to any one, to distribute

to him, construed with b. Josh. 13:6.

23:4. Ezek.45:l. 47:22.

6. to leave, or cause to be unfulfilled,

causat. of no. 1. (8.) 1 Sam. 3:19. Est.

6:10.

7.
\:p?

nsnn b^n to present a prayer

Jer. 38 : 26. 43 : 9,

Dan. 9 : 18> 20. Comp. Kal no 1. (7.)

8. D*:B *Bn to let the. countenancefall,
to look gloomy. Comp. Kal no. 2. (10.)
Jer. 3:12. Job 29: 24.

9. to bring forth. Comp. cadere in

the Latin poets, e. g. Stat. Theb. i. 60.

Val. Flacc. i. 355. and II. xix. 110. Is.

26 : 19 ^pri D^DI yni and the earth shall

castforth its dead; Schultens : abortiet,

comp. tea an untimely birth.

10. intrans. to leave off, to ceasefrom
any thing. Judg. 2:19 nrpb^ttpn iVsn N?

they ceased notfrom their doings.

Hithpa. 1. to throw ones self down.

Deut. 9 : 18, 25. Ezra 10:1.

2. with to, to fall on any one. Gen.

43:18.

Deriv. tej, ten, rto, ntea.

^D3 Chald. fut. te\ i. q. Heb.

1. to fall. Dan. 7 : 20. 4: 28 jo bjj

tep
H*atf there fell a voice from heaven.

Comp. in Heb. Is. 9:7.

2. to fall down, to prostrate ones

self. Dan. 2 : 46. 3 : 6, 7, 10, 11.

3. to be cast. Dan. 3 : 23.

4. to fall out, to happen, accidere.

Ezra 7 : 20.

7D2 m. verbal from tea, dec. VI. h.

an untimely birth, an abortion, abortus.

Job 3: 16. Ps. 58:9. Ecc. 6 : 3. (So
& c

in Arab, iaiojj abortus, from ^QAV to

fall. Also comp. the verb in Hiph. no. 9.)

h'htt found only Ezek. 28 : 23. a

quadriliteral, or conj. Pilel, i. q. te:,

which stands in the parallel passages

(30:4. 32:20.)

VQ2 i. q. synon.fiB, (whence a part of

its tenses and conjugations are supplied.)

1. to dash or break in pieces; e. g.

a vessel. Judg. 7 : 19. Jer. 22: 28.

2. to scatter, disperse; e. g. an army,
a people. Is. 11: 12.

3. reflex, to spread abroad, to scatter.

1 Sam. 13:11. Is. 33 : 3. Gen. 9:19

V!*7"'2 nss^ rfara from tliem tlie wliole

earth, i.e. the people of the wliole earth.

spread themselves abroad. (Comp.10 : 5).
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Pi. 1. i.q. Kal no. 1. to break or dash 9. Comp
in pieces ; e. g. an earthen vessel, Ps.

2:9. children against a rock, Ps. 137:9.

2. to disperse or scatter a people.
Jer. 13 : 14. 51 : 20, 23. Infin.

yep.
as a

subst. tlif dispersed ofthe Jews, dtetrTrogci,

Dan. 12:17.

Deriv. yEo> yw.

yp3 in. a violent shower, a flood.

Is. 30 : 30. Root yM in Aram, to pour
out; comp. e. g. pn to scatter, and to

sprinkle, pour out.

pD3 ChM. to goforth,proceed. Dan.

2 : li 3 : 26. 5 : 5. Spoken of an edict.

Dan. 2:13 DJTM WYJI, comp. Luke 2 : 1

|?A^s 3oyftot. Imper. plur. }ps Dan 3 : 26.

Aph. pE:rr, ps:n to irz'w^ oz. Dan. 5 :

2, 3. Ezra"5 : 14. 6 : 8.

Nps?3 f. emph, NrcM, Chald. expense,

cost, what is paid out or expended.
Ezra 6 : 4, 8. Root pea in Aph. to pay

to expend. Comp. Kg no. 6.

found only in Niph. to take

breath, to refresh ones self, after fatigue.

Ex. 23 : 12. 31 : 17. 2 Sam. 16 : 14.

tZ/D- com. gen. but more frequently

fern, with suff. 'CM, plur. nicM, once

c*tfsa (Ezek. 13: 20.) verbal from cp:,

dec. VI. a.

1. breath. Job 41 : 13. [41:21.]
rrn CM a living breath, Gen. 1:30.

2.
life,

the vital principle in animal

bodies, anima, which was supposed to

reside in the breath ; (comp. mi, and in

Lat. animus from avtpo?.) Gen. 35 : 18

rrc"M nsa vrn and when her breath or

life departed from her. 1 K. 17 : 21

irip'to mn yrrcc: Nj'ncn ^ îe l*fe f
this child, I pray thee, return again
within him. Ex. 21: 23 CM nnn CM life

for life.
Ps. 56 :7 V^M iip Me^ ;* ^/or

my life, i. e. they hope to take away my
life. The following phrases deserve

notice; (1.) CM '^ for ones
life,

to

save ones life.

"

1 K. 19 : 3. 2 K. 7 : 7.

(2.) CM? at the hazard oflife.
2 Sam. 23 :

17. 18': 13 Ken. 1 K. 2 : 23 w itfeas

njn irrrnN irvrr at the hazard of his life

has Adonijah said this thing. Lam. 5 :

IChr. 12: 19. (3.) CMS

also for the
life (taken away,) i. e. for

the death of any one. Jon. 1:14. 2 Sam.

14 : 7. (4.) CM ran to smite dead, ccedere

quoad vitam ; see rnj.

3. a living being, that which has life.

Josh. 10 : 28 cMrrVs every living thing.

Verses 30, 32, 35, 37. More full rrn CM.

Gen. 1 : 20, 24. 2 : 7. Particularly spo-
ken of men, Ezek. 22 : 25 VSN cpj they

devour men. Prov. 1 1 : 25 njia CD; a be-

neficent man, a liberal soul. It is used

especially (1.) in the Mosaic laws to

denote any one, any person. Lev. 4 : 2.

xpnn ^3 ttfea if a person sin. 5 : 1, 2, 4,

15, 17. 6 : 2. (2.) in enumerations, e.g.

CM ovstp seventy souls or persons, Ex.

1:5. In opposition to animals, Num.
31:46. comp. Gen. 14:21. (3.) par-

ticularly of slaves. Gen. 12:5W"VN tfosn

]-m the souls which they had acquired
in Haran. Ezek. 27 :13. Comp. Rev.

18 : 13. 1 Mac. 10 : 33. (4.) no \zfea
v (the

latter is in the genitive), a dead body,
a corpse. Num. 6 : 6 ST ^ no Jca.'to he

shall come at no dead body. Lev. 21:

1 1. Then without no, as tfM.b wo'a Num.
5 : 2. and tia ^pr? Lev. 22 : 4. one ren-

dered unclean by a dead body.

4. the soul, spirit, as the seat of the

volitions and affections. Hence fre-

quently connected with ab, or construed

like the same. Deut. 26 : 16 lj$>~^a

Tj'iM'^ai
with all thy heart and with all

thy soul. Cant. 1 : 7 >CM nary^ttJ thou,

whom my soul loveth. 1 Sam. 1:15 and
Ipoured out my soul before Jehovah.

Ex. 23 : 9 isn C*M rw DTOT ye know the

feelings of a stranger, and so Prov. 12 :

10. Particularly (1.) with suffixes, it

forms a periphrasis of the personal pro-
nouns ; as nrM /, Ps. 3 : 3. 7:3. 11:1.

35 .' 3, 7. TJCM thou, Is. 51 : 23. Also /

myself, Job 9: 21. (2.) by a peculiar

idiom, the Hebrew says, my soul hun-

gers, (Prov. 27: 7.) thirsts, (Prov. 25 :

25.) fasts, (Ps.69:15.) is cold, (Job
24 : 7 according to the Sept.)

5. desire. Gen. 23 : 8. 2 K. 9 : 15.

Also the object of desire, Prov. 13:4.



^5 tofly* tofly away. Jer. 48 : 8-

avolando exibit. The words

, T, ._, nd Msn make here a parono-
satisfies hunger, masia> For the ^1^^ see ^

yj ( 398 )

Particularly (1.) the desire of eating,

hunger. Prov. 6 : 30. ttej toa hungry
man, Prov. 23 : 2. Is.56:"l"l. By a

metonymy,
Is. 58:10. (2.) desire of revenge, mur- no 3
der. Ex. 15 : 9. Ps. 27 : 12. 41 : 3.

6. scent, fragrancy, odour, derived

from signif. no. 1. Is. 3 : 20 sto >ra

smelling bottles.

]"!)? f Prob. i. q. F]i:
and nc: a\

vation, height. Once Josh. 17 : 11

npjn Chald. ras regiones.

HDD f. verbal from
FJB

no. II.

as droppedfrom the comb, hence more
full zrprc nob destillatiofavorum, Ps. 19 :

11. Cant. 4:11. Prov.5:3. 24:13

?pn to p^niD neb

e/e-

^J to place, i. q. the kindred ag.

From as; are formed the conjugations

Niphal and Hiphil, from a the conju-

gation Hithpael.

Niph. a?: I. to be setorplaced over any
thing, construed with to. 1 Sam. 22 : 9.

Ruth 2 : 5, 6. Hence part. as; an over-

seer, officer, 1 K. 4 : 5. 5 : 7. [4 : 27.]

2. to place or present ones self. Ex.

34 : 2. otf ^ jpaon awe? tf/jow shalt present

thyself to me there.

3. to stand. Gen. 37 : 7. Ex. 15 : 8.

thy palate; where it is not necessary Ps.45:10. Particularly to stand firm,
to consider neb as masc. Ps. 39 : 6. Zech. 11:16

tote;
rf> nas?rr

D*17^52 Plur- masc. wrestlings, firm, i. e. the sound, fo will not nourish.

Once Gen. 30: 8. Root Sns Niph. to ^P1 '

wrestle, contend.

ftQ5 plur< masc. Gen. 10 : 13.

Hiph.a^rt 1. to make or cawse to stand.

Ps. 78:13.

2. to place, set; e. g. a trap. Jer. 5 :

26. a pillar, Gen. 35 : 20, an altar, 33 :

20. a monument, 1 Sam. 15 : 12. comp.
Jer. 31:21. a heap of stones, 2 Sam.

18:17.

3. to straighten,point, sharpen. 1 Sam.

13 : 21 .
jaTTrr

yxrh to sharpen the goads.

4. tofix, establish, e. g. boundaries.

Ps. 74: 17. Deut. 32:8.

Hoph. asn and asn.

1. to be placed. Gen. 28 : 12.

2. to be planted, the common signi-

^r92 Naphtali, the son of Jacob fication in Aram. Judg. 9 : 6.

by Bilhah, and progenitor of the tribe
3 - Prob - to befixed, to be determined.

which bears his name. For the etymo-
Nah - 2 : 8 n?!^ n^ =?? >^ ** is de~

logy, see Gen. 30: 8. The possessions
^rmined; it (Nineveh) shall be carried

of this tribe are marked out. Josh. 19 :
a W captive. (Comp. Chald. V*Jm*>

3239. In Greek

VI) m. verbal from y^j

VIII. b.

1. a blossom,flower, i, q.

Gen. 40: 10.

1 Chr. 1:11. an Egyptian people, con-

cerning whom nothing is known with

certainty. The word has been collated

with T$t(p6v?, according to Plutarch (de

Iside, p. 96. ed. Squire,) the remotest

bounds of the country, washed by the

sea ; (comp. Copt, nephthos, terminalis;

which would place this people to the

east of Pelusium on the sea of Sirbonis.

See Michaelis Spicileg. Geogr. Hebr.

Exterae, T. I. p. 269. Jablonskii Opusc.
ed. te Water, T. I. p. 161.

established; and Arab. L ^^\ conj.I.

(q. v.) dec. med. Kesr. conj. VIII. prfrparatum

fuit.) Others : they place themselves,

np and sn. (
m martial array.) Perhaps the word

pertained originally to the preceding

Deriv. out of course aso, naso,

2. a hawk. Lev. 11 : 16. Deut. 14 :
verse >

and had other vowel-points.

15. Job 39 : 26. Sept. //^|. Vulg. ac-

cipiter. Samar. m:. Comp. Bocharti

Hieroz. T. II. p. 226. Chald. emph. Kras:, firmness,
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of iron. Dan. 2:41. Theod.

i'u$ TK Jug*. Vulg. rfe ^A//j-

fcw'o /err?, as if from the Syr. m to

plant; but root is prob. used here

for natural state, temperament, condi-
o .*

tion, like the Arab. J^ol .

in. (strictly part. Niph. from

\e haft or handle of a dagger,

liter, something inserted. Judg. 3 : 22.

Comp. the verb Josh. 6 : 26. 1 K. 16 :

34. (Arab. L >LoJ the handle of a sword,

knife, etc.)

I.
711*5

in ^a* not usec^ *n ^vr*

and Chald. NS: the usual word for the

Heb. y\ to contend. In Arab, strictly

to strike.

Hiph. nxn to contend, strive. Num.
26 : 9 rnrr to cnisnzi when they contended

against Jehovah. Also to carry on war,

Ps. 60 : 2 onna D"]TIM toisna ti?/tera /*e

carried on war with Mesopotamia.

Niph. ra: to contend with one another.

Ex. 2 : 13. 21 : 22. Deut. 25 : 1 1 r >3

YTIT n^3 when men contend together.

Lev. 24': 10. 2 Sam. 14:6. Deriv.

II. H^5 to

nyjtn "^3? <% cities shall be laid waste.

Sept. eu -Trotetq xaOeciptotrorreu*

Niph. idem. Is. 37 : 26 era D>V3 waste

foaps ofstones. 2 K. 19 : 25. (In Arab.

Lflj to draw out or o/f, e. g. a garment,

a sword ;
to make bare ; hence perhaps

to strip the ground, to lay waste; comp.
rm. Or it may be collated with the

Samar. y to be set onfire, to be burnt

up.)

nS2 verbal from ysa no. 2. dec. X.

a blossom,flower. Job 15 : 33. Is. 18:5.

mil f. dec. X. Lev. 1 : 16. the dirt or
T

filth in the crop of a bird. Prob. strictly

Part. Niph. from wg, for ^a, quod ex-

cer/titur, excrementum ; comp. nwj and

in Kal not used. In Arab, to be

upright, faithful; In Syr. (\.)to
be shining ; (2.) to ronr/iitr.

) ma
Pi. ns? 1. to be placed over any thing,

to ^re /*e oversight of it, construed

with to and V. 1 Chr. 23 : 4. Ezra 3 : 8, 9.

Part. n*:n arc overseer, 2 Chr. 2 : 1, 17.

34:12."
2. used in reference to music, prob.

to preside over the singing, to lead in

the singing. 1 Chr. 15 : 21 and Matti-

thiah and others played on harps, on

the octave, naV as precentors. (Comp.
verse 19 rnu.vr) to sing loud, with verse

21 ntoto to with a female voice; q. v.)

Here belongs the expression rnttrb in

the superscriptions of 53 psalms, and in

Hab. 3:19. a precentor, chorister. So

Rashi, Aben Ezra, Kimchi, and most

of the moderns. Others make it the Syr.
Infin. Pa. (comp. in Chald. Dan. 5:12.)
to lead in singing. Targ. ad laudan-

dum. The former interpretation is fa-

voured by the frequent phrase to rranb

pnvr to the overseer over the Jeduthun-

ites, which is analogous with the con-

struction under no. 1.

Niph. found only Jer. 8 : 5 nrra nrao

an entire declension. See nsa no. 5.

n^5 Chald. Ithpe. to conquer, sur-

pass. Dan. 6 : 4. (In Syr. idem.)

I. ma and ma, with suff.TTO, dec.

VI. i.

I. permanency, perpetuity, eternity.

(Kindred with the primary signification

of the verb to be faithful.) Ps. 74: 3

n^3 rfiMJo perpetual desolations. rap ~w

to* eternity, Ps. 49:20. Job 34: 36.

rra, vrzh as an adv. forever, Is. 13 : 20.

34 : 10 aTra rrxh idem.

2. Jiope, confidence. Lam. 3:18 IIM

rra my hope is perished. Perhaps also

1 Sam. 15 : 29 bsnto; TO: the confidence of
Israel.

3. truth, uprightness. Hab. 1 : 4 *r i-fc

EE-cto nsjS judgment does not proceed

according to truth. (Comp. Is. 42 : 3.)

Perhaps Prov. 21: 28.

4. glory, praise. 1 Chr. 29 : 11. Per-

haps also 1 Sam. 15 : 29 ^ofe; ns? gloria

Israelis, spoken of Jehovah.

5. perfection, completeness; hence nsa,

and nv entirely, Ps. 13 : 2 rnrr n2 -tf
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rrS3 '3n|tfpi
fiow long, O Lord, wilt thou

entirely forget me? Luth. Herr, wie

lange willst du mein sogar vergessen ?

Ps. 79 : 5. Job 23 : 7.

II. n^5 m - dec.VI. i. thejuice which

spatters from the pressed grapes. Is.

63 : 3, 6. Root %J and
t^aj to spat-

ter, sprinkle, i. q. Heb. njn.

^^5 m. verbal from ass, dec. I.

1. something raised up, a pillar, i. q.

nasQ, (comp. in Arab. ni>S3, 323 idem.)
Gen. 19 : 26 nVo ysa a pillar of salt.

2. a military post or station. 1 Sam.
10:5. 13:3,4.

3. a garrison. 2 Sam. 8:6, 14.

4. an overseer, i. q. 123. 1 K. 4 : 7, 19.

7!p in Kal not used ; prob. to draw

or fear away.
Pi. 1. to tafo, to tojfo awa#. 2 Chr.

20:25.

2. to 7-05 any one, construed with an

accus. of the person. Ex. 3:22.12: 36.

3. to tear awayfrom danger, to save.

Ezek. 14:14. See Hiph.

Hiph. ten 1. i. q. Pi. to take away,
construed with p. Gen. 31 : 9, 16. Ps.

119:43. 2 Sam. 20:6 1337 tern and

escapefrom our eyes.

2. to deliver, free. For the most part
construed with jp, Ps. 18 : 49. 34 : 5,

18. Mic. 5 : 5. with *ro out of the hand
or power of any one, Gen. 32 : 12. 37 :

21, 22. Ex. 3 : 8. 18 : 10. also with

*|5P,
Is. 38 : 6. tatoa ten to save one's

life or soul. Ezek. 3 : 19, 21. ten
j

there

is no helper; Ps. 7 : 3. 50 : 22. Is. 5 : 29.

Construed with a dative of the person,

only Jon. 4 : 6.

Hoph. ten to be drawn out. Am. 4 :

11. Zech.3:2.

Niph. 1. pass, of Hiph. no. 2. to be

delivered or saved. Is. 20 : 6. Jer. 7:10.

2. reflex, to deliver one's self. Prov.

6 : 3, 5. Construed with ^, Deut. 23 :

16 T^N *>? *V$N w>^0 sAa// 7wM?e escaped
to thee.

Hithpa. to take awayfrom ones self,

toput off. Ex. 33 : 6 anyTIM ^ntopa i^arm

then the children of Israel put off their

ornaments. For this meaning of the

conjugation Hithpael, comp. the art.

TDttJB, p^.

Deriv. rm?n.

^5 Chald. Aph. V*n i.q.-Heb. ten

no. 2. 'Dan. 3:29. 6:15,28.

|^5
m. dec. II. b. aflower. Cant. 2 :

12/Root v*3.

see

'J 1 . strictly to stee, sparkle. Once
Ezek. 1 : 7. Deriv.

yisro.

2. to blossom, (as in Chald.) whence
the deriv. y: no. 1. nsa, $3 ; comp. y>3n to

blossom. (Words of shining are often

made to signify verdure and blossom-

ing; see i], and

num Formarum, p. 352.) With

soming or sprouting, the Shemite also

connects the plumage of birds ; hence

3. to ^; (comp. nVo in Chald. to

sprout, in Syr. tofly.) Deriv.
ya
a hawk.

Comp. the kindred forms N3
to^/?^, and

nsia & wing.

see

3
fiit. -&:, more rarely -&y, i. q. Y;.

1. to watch, keep guard; e. g. a vine-

yard. Job 27 : 18. ons: "nap watch-

tower, 2 K. 17 : 9. Often' spoken of

Jehovah, to guard, protect, defend,
Deut. 32: 10. Ps. 31:24. Construed

with jp of the thing, Ps. 32 : 7 >rixn isp

thou shalt preserve me from trouble.

12 : 8. 64 : 2. 140 : 2. Also taken in a

bad sense, Job 7 : 20 DIWI ij?i O thou

that watchest for men. Is. 49 : 6 nw:

bntzr the preserved of Israel. Is. 1 : 8.

n^i?3 "vs>3 as a delivered city. Only once

with , Ps. 141: 3 victo ^ fe? rm; watch

over the door ofmy lips, i. e. over my
mouth. (The Dagesh is euphonic.)

2. to keep, observe; e. g. a covenant,
Deut. 33 : 9. Ps. 25 : 10. the precepts
of God, Ps. 105 : 45. Ex. 34 : 7 -07 tss

o*Efo keeping mercy to the thousandth

generation.
3. to eep, foWe, conceal. Is. 48 : 6.

DPiyr b} nVvcfc hidden things which thou

didst not know. 65 : 4 vV
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lodge in concealedplaces. Hence alrrvroa

subtle of heart, Prov. 7 : 10.

4. to watch or observe (a city), i. e.

prob. to s/w/ it t'/f, to besiege it. 2 Sam.

11: 16 -ron VN a^tv "ratf? w?/*e>i /o6 be-

besieged the city. So Jer. 4:16 D'nsa

besiegers. Also, according to some, Is.

1 : 8 nrysa 17 a besieged city.

~)2) m. a twig, branch, shoot. Is. 1 1 :

1. 14:19. 60:21. Dan. 11:7. (Root
to be green.)

Chald. pure. Dan. 7 : 9. Root

|?a.
i. q. Heb. rrpT^. q. v.

^J2^ ,
fut. ap? and apa;.

1. to bore. 2 K. 12:10. Construed

with an accus. to bore through, pierce,

Job 40: 24, 26. [41:2.] 2 K. 18:21.

Hag. 1:6. aip3 iVis a bag with holes.

Hab. 3 : 14 WTS thin ra;?3 thou didst pierce

the head of their leaders. (In Chald.

Syr. and Arab, idem, very common.)
Deriv. nap.:, nnjTo, na3.

2. to cut,divide, separate, distinguere,

and hence distincte dicere, to specify, to

name. (Comp. tine in Heb. and Awn.
to pierce, divide, distinguish.) Gen. 30:

28 S
sprc na^j

wme to we My ivages.

Is. 62 : 2. Part. pass. D'aga Me called by

name, the famous, Am. 6:1. (comp.

)

1 Chr. 12:31.) In Arab. U-^OAJ dux,

tribunus, princeps.

3. i. q. aa;? to curse, execrate, blas-

pheme. (So in Arab. L,^^... to CM/ or

bore through, metaphorically to revile,

curse.) Lev. 24:11, 16. Num. 23 : 8,

25. Job 3 : 8. 5 : 3. Prov 1 1 : 26. (The

ambiguity of the word
a;?}

has caused

the passage Lev. 24:11. to be misun-

derstood, and to be interpreted of a

simple utterance of the name of God,
see rrrr.)

Niph, pass, of no. 2. Num. 1:17 these

men ntotfa lap? TB! who are specified by
name. 1 Chr. 8 1 31. 10 : 41. 2 Chr.

28:15. 31 : 19. (Comp. the Arab, apb

i ^n| to name, by a commutation of ^

and 3.)

m. dec. VI. Ezek. 28 : 13. prob.

a casket, pala gemmarum (according to

Jerome,) literally an excavation, incisio,

from a;?3. Comp. t|h.
Others : pipes ;

from a;?}
to iore through, like Wn from

bbn, which does not suit the context.

r"Qj73 f verbal from ag3, afemale, in

opposition to 153 male; the appro-

priate designation of sex in men and

animals. napw iaj
a male and afemale,

a man and a woman, Gen. 1 : 27. Lev.

3:1,6.4:28, 32. 5:6.12:5.

*?pj
m. plur. D>^3, dec. VIII. d.

speckled, spotted, spoken of sheep and

goats. Gen. 30: 32 ff. 31:8ff. (Also
in Chald.)

*Tjji)
m. a herdsman, an oumer of

cattle. Am. 1:1. Applied to the king
of Moab, 2 K. 3 : 4. Strictly a denom.

& <*^ Si,

from i3 Arab, j^ and jJG a species

of sheep and goats with short feet, and
of an ugly form

; whence tjA, (like 073
S- -Si-1

from D"i3, ij?a from ijg,) Arab. j[j ^w^

W*o ^eep^ 5wcA cattle. But L 9>Hebrew
the signification was probably more

general, a herdsman. See Bocharti

Hieroz.T.I.p.441.

n^f/O f. dec. X. a point, dot, on a

gold or pearl chain. Cant. 1:11. See np3.

D^^Tjpi masc. plur. 1. crumbs of

bread, frusta; (comp. Tpa a point, dot)
Josh. 9:5, 12.

2. a kind of pastry, small cakes. 1 K.
14:3. Sept. xoAAyg/^. Vulg. crustulam.

!"T0 to be pure, innocent. In Kal

only Jer. 49 : 12
rrj?;

a pleonastic infin.

used xvith the Niph.

Niph. npT3 \.tobepure, metaphorically
to be innocent; construed with jo of

the crime, Ps. 19:14. Num. 5:31. of

the person, Judg. 15:3 OFV&EQ TVj?3 I
shall not be guilty to the Philistines.

2. to befreefrom punishment, to go

unpunished, without the idea of inno-

cence. Ex. 21 : 19, 28. Num. 5 : 19.

Prov. 6 : 29 na yasn-^5 nprr *# tvhosoever

"3 F
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toucheth her sJiall not go unpunished.

11:21.

3. to befree, from an oath, from an

obligation. Gen. 24: 8, 41.

4. to be emptied out, to be stripped,

laid waste, spoken of a city. (So in

Arab. conj. X.) Is. 3 : 26 axpn y^b nnpT3

desolate site shall sit upon the ground.
Also spoken of persons, to be destroyed

or rooted out, Zech. 5 : 3.

Pi. nj?3 1. to pronounce innocent, to

acquit. Job 9 : 28. Construed with jn,

Ps. 19:13. Job 10: 14.

2. to let go unpunished, to remit,

forgive. Ex. 20 : 7. 1 K. 2 : 9. Joel 4 :

21 [3 : 21] jTga xb Q^I 'irp.3}
and I will

remit their blood-guiltiness, which I
have not remitted. Comp. Ex. 34 : 7

who forgives iniquity, transgression,

and sin, np^ "? ngn but will not always

forgive, etc. Num. 14 : 18. also Jer. 30:

11.46:28. Nah. 1:3.

dec. VIII. m.

1. pure, innocent. Ex. 23 : 7. Job 4:

7. 9 : 25. 7} D^T innocent blood, Deut.

19:10, 1J. 2 Sa
T

m. 3 : 28 -m wo o: 73

I am innocent of the blood ofAbner.

2. free, clear; from responsibility

or obligation, construed with p. Gen.

24 : 41. Num. 32 : 22. from military

service, Deut. 24: 5. 1 K. 15 : 22.

fcOjM (with in otio) i. q. 73. Joel

4 : 19. [3 : 19.] Jon. 1 : 14 Keth.

yi^po m> ver^a^ fr m ^5? dec> HI* d.

purity, cleanness. Am. 4 : 6 ojsti jvp3

cleanness of teeth, i. e. hunger. B3 jvp;
3

fc cleanness of my hands, i. e. my in-

nocency, Gen. 20 : 5. Hence moral

purity, innocence, Ps. 26 :6. 73 : 13.

p^PJ or p^pj found only in the

const, state, Jer. 13:4 rten p*jn a c/e/ of
the rock; and in the plur. D'$pn 773 Is.

7:19. Jer. 16: 16. The root pp3 is found

in none of the Shemitish dialects.

IDp2 i. q. tnp and yip
to footfAe or Ze

weary of any thing, construed with a.

Job 10 : 1. The future and other forms

are made from loi.

Dp3
infin.

Dipp,
fut. Dip, to avenge,

revenge, to take revenge. Lev. 19:18.

Construed (1.) with an accus. of the

person or thingfor which the revenge
is taken, Deut. 32 : 43. 1 Sam. 24 : 23.

Also in the following construction,

Lev. 26 : 25 nna cp.3 nppv3 inn the sword

which avenges the covenant; comp.
Jer. 51 : 36. (2.) with jo of the person
or thing on which revenge is taken,

1 Sam. 24 : 13. with DKQ, Num. 31: 2.

with -TO, 2 K. 9 : 7. with b, Nah. 1 : 2.

Ezek. 25 : 12. with an accus. Josh. 10:

13. Some examples of the full con-

struction are 1 Sam. 24 : 13 ^o rnrp
'30,^

Jehovah avenge me of thee. Num. 31 :

2. Once with *, Ps. 99 : 8.

Niph. 1. to revenge ones
self.

Ezek.

25 : 15. The person on whom revenge
is taken, is construed with a, Judg. 15 :

7. 1 Sam. 18 : 25. with p, Is. 1 : 24.

Judg. 16 : 28 w ?ra5tp nn-Dp_3 nop^*
nvrnftea I will take one revenge of the

Philistines on account of my two eyes.

2. to suffer revenge, to be punished.
Ex. 21 : 20. Comp. Hoph. no. 2.

Pi. i. q. Kal. 2 K. 9 : 7. Jer. 51 : 36.

Hoph. fut. ogj.

1. to be revenged. Gen. 4 : 24.

2. to suffer revenge, to be punished.
Gen. 4 : 15. Ex. 21 : 22. See Niph. no. 2.

Hithpa. 1. to revenge ones self, as in

Niph. Jer. 5 : 9, 29. 9 : 8.

Part. Dpjano revengeful, vindictive. Ps.

8:3.44:17.

DJ2J
m. dec. IV. a. and iTO)53 f- with

suff. rrp3, plur. niop^, dec. XI. c.

1. revenge. Deut". 32 : 35. To -take

revenge is expressed by I'JTT, Deut. 32:

41, 43. by n& Is. 47 : 3. Jer. 20 : 10.

by , Ps. 149 : 7. Ezek. 25 : 17. and

construed with ^, p, or a of the person.
Also rra^a nto? to execute vengeance.
Ezek. 25 : 15. a irrap? \r% to execute ones

vengeance on any one, Ezek. 25 : 14.

Num. 31:3.
\ nnpr3 fro

to avenge any
one, to ^z'vc him satisfaction, Ps. 18:

48. comp. Judg. 11:36. The genitive

following often expresses the thingfor
which revenge is taken, Jer. 50 : 28
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^>n n? tf*e vengeance for his temple,

comp. 51:36.

2. desire ofrevenge. Lam. 3 : 60.

VpJ i. q. ?& to more one's selfaway,

metaphorically to be alictutted. Ezek.

23 : 18, 22, 28. Of this form occurs

only the preterite, of r the future.

1. rpw to make a circle, to go round,

revolve; spoken of time. Is. 29 : 1 D'arr

j?r let thefestivals go round.

Hiph. Ff;rT
1. to go round a place.

Hence r^ and rpi Josh. 6 : 3, 11. cir-

cumermdo, used adverbially for circum,
round about.

2. to surround, compass. Construed

with an acccus. 1 K. 7 : 24. Ps. 22 : 17.

with
, 2K.6:14. Ps. 17:9. 88:18.

with an accus. of the thing and bj? of

the person, to surround with any thing,
Job 19:6 ^^n 'b ^-nsni and he has sur-

rounded me with his net. Lam. 3 : 4.

3. to go round, to elapse, spoken of

time. Job 1 : 5 nriran ^ ^i?TT *3 w/ierc

tJie days offeasting had ended.

4. usedelliptically. Lev. 19 : 27 *JTI 6

BDCN-I rwp ye s/*a// TW> round the corners

of your heads. Symm. ov ve^v^ertn
xvx.hu TW Trgoo-o-^u, in reference to some

religious custom, like that of the Ara-

bians, who cut off the hair all round

the head, but left it standing on the

crown ; see Herod, in. 8. iv. 175.

II.
?][2J

to smite, to hew, kindred

with
F]::.

In Chald. and Arab. idem.

In Kal not used.

Pi.
rj

1. to cut down, e. g. a thicket.

Is. 10 : 34.

2. Job 19 : 26. prob. to destroy (the

body).

?)pj m. verbal from
r^;

no. II. the

beating of an olive-tree. Is. 17 : 6. 24 :

13. (Chald. rpr?
an olive-tree?)

nSp2 f. verbal from ^j no. I. a cord.

Is. 3
T

: 24.

"1j/2, fut. -IJT, and Pi. n$ to bore,

pierce, bore out, dig out. (In Arab, and

Aram, idem.) Used particularly of the

out of the eyes, Num. 16 : 14.

Judg. 16:21. of the picking out of the

same by birds, Prov. 30 : 17.

Niph. to be pierced. Job 30: 17 nVb

ig? v?^ by night my bones are pierced

(with pain).

Pu. to be dug out. Is. 51:1. Here

metaphorically to be descended.

!! or
"Qi??>

found only in the

phrase TOrrrn3 Ex. 33 : 22. the cleft or

cavity of a rock. Plur. crrxi nnp? Is. 2 :

21.

. q. tfgj.
and 5ip to lay snares, to

ensnare. Intraiis. Ps. 9 : 17 tf^i: VE? btca

ytfn the wicked is ensnared by the work

of his own hands. Or ^jro may be the

part. Niph. i. q. 7/0, (after the form ^3
i. q. ^.)

Niph. to ie ensnared, seduced. Deut.

12:30.

Pi. to /ay snares. Ps. 38:18. 109:
11 i'?-n-W' rnn cjrr <Ae creditor takes

every thing which is his, liter, laqueos

injiciat omni, cet.

Hithpa. to fy snares, to lie in wait,

construed with a. 1 Sam. 28 : 9.

UJp5 Chald. to smite, strike. Dan. 5 :

6 and his knees smote one against ano-

ther. In Syr. idem.

*\5 m. plur. ni-o, verbal from 112, dec.

VII. e. Zeph. 1 : 12. a light, lamp. Spo-
ken of the lamps in the great candle-

stick, Ex. 29 : 37. 35 : 14. Often used

metaphorically (1.) the light of Israel

for a great man in Israel. 2 Sam. 21 :

17. (2.) prosperity ; comp. "rt no. 3.

the figure, however, being continued.

Prov. 13:9 ^-p rtytin -o. the light of the

wicked is extinguished. 20 : 20. 31 : 18.

Ps. 18 : 29. Job 29 : 3.

"
Prov. 21:4. idem.

2 K. 17:30. an idol of the

Cuthites. Hence the proper name brri

ISMTO Jer. 39 : 3, 13. and Neriglissar.
The best explanation is from the Aram.
S'T: the planet Mars.

"j^l^
m. a slanderer, tale-bearer.

Prov/16 : 28. 18 : 8. 26 : 20, 22. The



Nun is afformative, the

Nun radical; comp. the Arab.

a tale-bearer> sycophant-, =>-.x

phancy.

13

VL>"

^co-

a fragrant shrub, andropogon
nardus, Linn. Cant. 1:12. 4 : 13, 14.

See Celsii Hierobot. T. II. p. Iff.

Itftpj,
fut. fer, infin. nNip, with a pre-

fix rwto, rarely te? (Is. 1 : 14.) infin.

absol. ifco.

1. to // or raise wp. Gen. 7:17.

29 : 1. Is. 5 : 26. Its principal uses are

the following (1.) to lift up the eyes,

frequently in the phrase, he lifted up his

eyes and saw, Gen. 13 : 10, 14. 18:2.

31 : 10. 33 : 1, 5. 43 : 29. Construed

with b, to look, e. g. on an object of

affection. Gen. 39 : 7. on idols, with re-

verence, Ezek.l8:6, 12, 15. 23:27.

comp. Deut. 4:19. on Jehovah, Ps.

123:1. Comp. below under no. 3.

(2.) to
lift up the hand, construed with

a against way one. 2 Sam. 20 : 21. Very
frequently as the gesture of one taking
an oath, and hence the same as to swear,
Ex. 6 : 8. Construed with h, Ps. 106 :

26. Ezek.20:6ff. Neh. 9:15. Comp.
Gen. 14 : 22. and Virg. ^En. xu. 196.

More rarely to
lift up the hand, as a

supplicant. Ps. 28 : 2. 63 : 5. (3.) *to;

!? ti3 to raise one's heart to any thing,
i. e. to long for or desire it. Deut. 24 :

15. Hos.4:8. Prov.l9:18. Particu-

larly with rnrn !?, Ps. 25:1. 86:4.

143 : 8. (4.) taih to; to lift up the head

of any one, to exalt him, caput extollere

in civitate. Judg. 8 : 28. Ps. 83 : 3.

Different from the phrase mo 'B titfi Nto

*?!) to
lift up the head of any one from

the prison, to let him come out, 2 K.
25 : 27. and without the addition 'a 'n,

Gen. 40 : 13, 20. Another meaning of
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initial Job 27 : 1. Is. 14 : 4. So with mm, Ps.

81:3. Hence (6.) to utter, speak, ef-

ferre, proferre aliquid, e. g. the name of

God, Ex. 20 : 7. a false report, Ex. 23 :

1. a reproach, Ps. 15 : 2. (Comp. xtoip

no. 4.) (7.) without addition, to
lift up

(the voice), to begin. Num. 14:1 vfyen

i3n] rrwvte and the whole congregation

began and wept. Is. 3 : 7. Job 21 : 12

ni^l *pi vrirr they begin with the timbrel

and harp. Is. 42 : 2, 11. See N$a no. 6.

(8.) ones heart raises him to any thing,
i. e. it makes him willing or excites him
to it. Comp. 213 . Ex. 35 :21 "raJs mrta

i^ into every one whose heart excited

him.
T

Verse 26. 36 : 2. In a different

sense 2 K. 14:10 ^ fjNira
thine heart

has lifted thee up, i. e. thou hast be-

come aiTOgant. (9.) with'rc, to put or

set on any thing. Gen. 31:17. Lev.

22: 9. (10.) intrans. to raise one's self,

to rise. Ps. 89 : 10. Nab. 1:5. To be

placed in the balance, i. e. to be weighed,
Job 6 : 2.

2. to bear, e. g. fruit, as a tree. Ezek.

17 : 8. Particularly (I.) to bear away.
1 Sam. 17:34. comp. Hos. 5:14. Judg.
16 : 31. (2.) to suffer, endure, bear. Is.

1 : 14. Mic. 7 : 9. Construed with 3,

Job 7:13. (3.) jto to to bear the guilt
of any person or thing, Is. 53: 12. Num.
14 : 33. Constmed with a, Ezek. 18 :

19, 20.
teTpn,

fato Ntoj, to bear ones sin,

to sufferfor it, Lev. 5 : 1, 17. Num. 5 :

31.9:13.14:34. Ezek. 23 : 35 -ywirtp

spnwn ni bear thou thy lewdness and

thy whoredoms. Without farther addi-

tion, to suffer, to be punished, Job 34:
31. (4.) to bring; spoken of a wind,
Ex. 10:13. of a ship, IK. 10:11.

3. to take. Gen. 27 : 3. 45 : 19. ro

?wS to take a ivife, in later Hebrew for

mfe n& 2 Chr. 11:21. 13:21. Ezra
10 : 44.' Then elliptically Ezra 9 : 2for
they have taken oftheirdaughters (wives)

the phrase may be found under no. 3. for themselves andfor tJieir sons. Verse

(2.) (5.) *p *ta to lift up the voice; 12. Neh. 13 : 25. 2 Chr. 24 : 3. Par-

spoken of a person weeping, Gen. 27 :

38. of one calling aloud, Judg. 9 : 7. of

one
rejoicing. Is. 24 : 14. tyo vcui to

lift or take vp a song, Nma.23:7ff,

ticularly (1.) to accept; with D': to

accept the person ofany one, to be gra-
cious to him. Gen. 32 : 21. Mai. 1 : 8,

9. Hence (a.) in a good sense, to ac-
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n/tt the person of any one, to do any

thing from respect or regard to him.

Gen. 19:21. Job 42 : 8. Lam. 4 : 16.

Prov. 6 : 35 IEJ-^ *JD vfa-& he regards

no ransom. Part. tr:c ica esteemed, ho-

noured, honourable, 2 K. 5 : 1. Is. 9 :

14. (b.) in a bad sense, to be partial,

spoken of a judge. Lev. 19 : 15. Deut.

10 : 17. Mai. 2 : 9 rryra D?$ D'sfea fozw^r

partial in the law; comp. D'? -van, in

N. T. vpo'enrn kupGetvuv. (2.) to tafo

iwy. Dan. 1 : 16. Gen. 40 : 19 within

three days *$$Q *ptern$
rrira te^ Pharaoh

shall take thine headfrom offthee. (In
this passage there is- a play on the

meaning of the phrase Wi Nta, verses

13, 30. See above under no. 1. (4.)

Also to carry away byforce or violence,

Job 27 : 21. 32 : 22. Particularly vi&

'B
jir

to take away the guilt of any one,

Lev. 10:17. Hence to forgive (sins),

Ps. 32 : 5. 85 : 3. Gen. 50:17. Con-

strued with a dative of the person, Gen.

18 : 24, 26. Hos. 1:6. Is. 2 : 9. Part,

pass. p Kin whose sin is forgiven, Is.

33:24^ and vice tt?3 idem, Ps. 32:1.

(3.) to take the number of any thing.

For the most part with titfi the sum, Ex.

30 : 12. Num. 1 : 2, 49. or with -eon the

number, Num. 3 : 40. (4.) to receive,

to bear. Ps.24:5. Ecc.5:18.

Niph. wga 1. to rise, to be raised up,

to be elevated. Ezek. 1 : 1921. Ps.

94 : 2. Is. 40 : 4. 52 : 13. Part. te> lifted

up, exalted, synon. with en, Is. 2 : 2.

2. to be borne, Ex. 25 : 28. Is. 49 :

22. to be carried away, 2 K. 20 : 17.

Pi. wsa and nip:.

1. to lift up, exalt. 2 Sam. 5 : 12.

With -cte:, to longfor, to desire, Jer. 22:

27.44:14.

2. to assist, help, sublevare. Est. 9 :

3. Ps. 28 : 9. Especially by presents,

IK. 9: 11. Hence

3. to make presents, construed with

\ 2 Sam. 19 : 43.

4. to take away. Am. 4 : 2.

Hiph. wfcn 1. causat. of Kal no. 2.

(3.) to let any one bear iniquity. Lev.

22 : 16.

2. with tot, to set or apply to any thing,

e. g. a cord. 2 Sam. 17 : 13.

Hithpa. N?:nr and tesn to
lift

one's

self up, to rise, Num. 23 : 24. 16 : 3.

24 : 7. 1 K. 1 : 5. to act proudly, Prov.

30 : 32.

Deriv. ^to, n^to, nute?, tyo, rwtea,

rwfoo, N^ip, rwte.

Nfe Chald. 1. to take. Ezra 5 : 15.

2. to take or carry away, spoken of

the wind. Dan. 2 : 35.

Ithpa. to lift
ones self against any

one, construed with V. Ezra 4:19.

nNfe?? f. strictly Part. Niph. a gift;

(comp. N$3 Pi.) 2 Sam. 19 : 43.

1. 3t?2 in Kal not used.

Hiph. JMBTI 1. to recA tmfo, to orer-

toJfee. Gen. 31 : 25. 2 Sam. 15 : 14. Gen.

47 : 9. Lev. 26 : 5.

2. tofall upon or befal any one, spo-

ken of a blessing or curse, Deut. 28 :

2, 15, 45. of iniquity, Ps. 40 : 13. of

anger, Ps. 69 : 25.

3. to acquire, obtain. Is. 35 : 10. 51 :

11. My hand can acquire any thing,

a frequent phrase for I am able to get

it, Lev. 14: 31 if. 25:26. Ezek. 46 :

7. Construed with b, Lev. 5:11. Used

absolutely for to become rich, Lev. 25 :

47.

4. causat. to bring, e. g. one's hand

to his mouth. 1 Sam. 14:26. (Comp.
the kindred N^?.)

II. 3^0 Hiph. ^terr i. q. arsn to re-

move (boundaries). Job 24 : 2.

nfc^toj f. verbal from Mto, dec. X
what is carried, a load, burden. Is.

46:1.

fc^trO m. strictly part. pass, from Nte,

liter, elatus, but used to designate

1. a prince. 1 K. 11 :34. Spoken of

the king, Ezek. 12 : 10. 45 : 7 ff. 46:

2 ff. particularly of the princes of the

tribes of Israel, Num. 7 : 1 1 ff. or of the

Ismaelites, Gen. 17 : 20. Among the

Israelites, these were also called win

rnvn the princes of the congregation,

Num. 4:34. niwn wpj, 1 K. 8: 1. 2Chr.

5 : 2 instead of nia^j *i; wta. Also used
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of the family chiefs, Num. 3 : 24, 30, Pi. to cause toforget, construed with

35. Hence Eleazer was called wtpa wto two accus. Gen. 41: 51.

^Vn the chiefof the chiefs of Levi, Numl Hiph. ntin i. q. Pi. Job 39 : 17. 11 :

3 : 32. comp. also 1 Chr. 7:41. 6 rrhx rr& rs that God causes

2. plur. nwip: vapours, which form thee toforget of thine iniquity, i. e. that

clouds. Jer. 10 : 13. 51 : 16. Hence he remits part of it.

II. ntt)2 i. q. wj no. II.

1. to loan to any one, mutuum dare,

construed with 3 of the person. Deut.

24:11. Neh. 5: 10. Jer. 15 : 10. nto

clouds, Ps. 135:7. Prov.25:14. (Arab.

flio and
fifiS

nubes elata seu pri-

mum concrescens.)

in Kal not used. a creditor, 2 K. 4 : 1. Ps. 129 : 1 1.

Hiph. pnpn to kindle. Is. 44 : 15. 2. to receive as usury, construed with
Ezek. 39 : 9. a of the person. Neh. 5:11 theper cent

Niph. to be kindled. Ps. 78:21. (In ona. o*J3 on -nr* which ye have taken

Chald. JNJ** idem.) from them. Part, mib an usurer^ Ex.

$2 found only in the plur. ovtfj f. 22 : 24.

wo^en, employed as the plural of rr$,
3 - to borrow, mutuum accipere, con-

but derived by abbreviation from
^^

(Arab. ^Uo, LwJ women.)

T
I. 272 in Kal not used; perhaps to

, (kindred with mib tofor-
t> *.

Hence in Syr. j^A-QJ ow error.

Hiph. *wzJn to /md astray ; hence

strued with an accus. by which it is

distinguished from no. 1. Jer. 15:10
'2 iiib N'T] 'ire: xbIhave borroived nothing

of them, and they have loaned me no-

Is. 24 : 2 ia wafc 1^5 mjsa 05 the

, 50 /^e creditor.

Hiph. i. q. Kal no. 1. construed with

a, to lend or fo<m to any one. Deut.

1. to deceive; construed with a da- 15:2. 24:10.

tive, 2 K. 18 : 29. with an accus. e. g. "'U?? m - dec. VI. 1. a debt, debitum.

in the parallel passage, 2 Chr. 32 : 15. 2 K. 4 : 7. Root mj no. II.

2 K. 19 : 10. Jer. 37 : 9 DjTfatoa ro^a ^ j-p^ f. forgetfulness. Ps. 88 : 13.

deceive not yourselves. Ps. 55 : 16. Keri ROO 1^3 no j

iD'bj' rnn ^2 ^e^ death deceive (and break # ^

in suddenly) upon them. *"^3
m * ^en> ^^ : 33. i. q. Arab. [^

2. to seduce. Gen. 3: 13. Jer. 49 : 16. nervus seu fewcfo, qui perfemur et cms

Niph. to 6e deceived. Is. 19 : 13. ad talosfertur, prob. nervus ischiaticus.

njJ^UJj f. verbal from p^r:, dec. X. a

m.
T

Cant. 1 : 2. Prov. 27 : 6.

Tjtt?5>
fut. ^ (Ecc. 10 : 11.) and *f&

(Prov.

T

23:32.)
1. to ft^e; spoken of serpents, Gen.

49 :17. Num. 21: 6ff. ofmen, Mic. 3:5.

2. metaphorically to oppress, vex.

Hab. 2 : 7.

3. to tafo 5 usury. Deut. 23 : 20.

See Hiph.
Pi. i. q. Kal no. 1. Num. 21 : 6. Jer.

8:17.

Hiph. ^'cJn
to lend on usury, con-

strued with a dative of the person.

II. MtZ)2 i. q. ntb no. II. to /ewe? <m

usury, construed with a. Neh. 5 : 7.

Hence ia Ntfo Is. 24 : 2. and wro 1 Sam.

22 : 2. a creditor.

Hiph. to press, spoken of a creditor,

construed with a. Ps. 89 : 23.

Deriv. wzfo, n^rato.

^\Z)2 i. q o^2 and ^3 to blow, spoken

of the wind. Is. 40 : 7.

Hiph. 1. to /e* 6tott>. Ps. 147 : 18.

2. to dnY'e ^y ^ blowing. Gen.

15:11.

1. rm?5 1. toforget. Lam. 3:17.

2. to forsake, neglect. Jer. 23 : 39.

Niph. i.q.Kal, (strictly pass, of Hiph.)
Deut.23:21. Hence

Is, 44: 21. m verbal from ^:, dec. VI. m-



terest, usury. Ps. 15 : 5. Ezek. 18 : 8,

13. V ^6\ aSi? to lay usury on any one,

Ex. 22: 24. (Comp. in Aram, rqa,

A-^i to 6/fe, whence sroi: usury; in

Arab. />?J to gnaw, conj.III. to toAe

wjcwry. So in Lucan, i. 171. usura vo-

rax.)

H2$? dec. XII. b. i. q. rottft a small

chamber or cell in the temple. Neh. 3 :

30. 12:44. 13:7.

vttJ2, fut. ^ (intrans.)

1. to j o/f, e. g. the shoe. Ex. 3 : 5.

Josh. 5 : 15.

2. to e#s OM a nation from a country.

Deut.7:l, 22.

3. to slip off. Deut. 19 : 5 jo Vran to
ysn aw6? Me trow s/*a// s//p offfrom the

handle.

4. intrans. tofall off, as berries from

an olive-tree. Fut. *r& Deut, 28 : 40.

Ot2?5,
fut. cfcfc Is. 42 : 14. to breathe,

hence to JOM^*, to &e angry. (But the

fut. oW; may come from nn^,) Hence

rflStt;? f. verbal from DTO, dec. XI. c.

1. breath; particularly (I.) the angry
breath or anger of God. Is. 30 : 33. Ps.

18 : 16. (2.) his life-giving or inspiring

breath. Job 32 : 5. 33 : 4. 26 : 4.

2. breath, the vital principle in the

human body ; (comp. tfpj no. 2.) Gen.

2:7. Job 27:3.

3. a living being, i. q. tiga no. 3. Deut.

20:16. Josh. 10:40.

4. the soul Prov. 20 : 27.

NQtp? Chald. the breath of life, life.

Dan.
T

5:23.

f)$5 to breathe, blow. Ex. 15:10.

Is. 40 : 24. Comp. by transposition sfej.

^$3 m. with suff. tea):, dec. VI. h.

\! twilight. 2 K. 7 : 5, 7. Jer. 13 : 16.

(1.) morning, twilight, dawn. 1 Sam.
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p??5j
fut. ptf and ptf (1 K. 19 : 20.)

strictly to
,/ozV?., arrange. See Hiph.

(Arab, ^jp^j
to arrange.) Hence

1. to put in order, to arm, (whence

p#3.) 2 Chr. 17 : 17 n$? ^nfa armed with

the bow. Ps. 78:9.

2. to Am, 05 adjungere ori, construed

with a dative, Gen. 27 : 26. 2 Sam. 15 :

5. with a suff. Cant. 1 : 2. with n,
1 Sam. 20 : 41. Ps. 85 : 1 1 iptf: aib$ jrrj

righteousness and peace kiss each other.

(Parall. meet together.) Also to Am the

hand, as a mode of adoration, Job 31 :

27. comp. 1 K. 19 : 18. Hos. 13 : 2. to

Am, as an act of homage, Ps. 2:12.

The meaning is uncertain Gen. 41 : 40,

where it is said of Joseph, W""?3 p
1^ ^B b

perhaps all my people shall kiss thy

mouth, i. e. they shall do thee homage ;

if so, this mark of homage consisted in

kissing the mouth, (as, according to

some Rabbins, was the custom among
the Indians and Ethiopians.) Or, at thy
command shall all my people arm
themselves. Others: my people shall

from
rpgj,

it would denote strictly the

cool of tJie day, i. q. ni'n rm Gen. 3 : 8.

hence the evening.)

2. also perhaps darkness, as i&ca 'aaia

Job 3 : 9. and night, Is. 2 1 : 4. Comp. *pti.

run, as if from p^.)
Pi. i. q. Kal no. 2. to kiss. Gen. 31 :

28, 55. Ps. 2:12.

Hiph. to touch, construed with ^.
Ezek. 3:13. Comp. 1 : 9. where the

same idea is expressed by nin.

Deriv. out of course
ngvata.

pt$3 an(l
pfa?3 m. verbal from

ptSj.

1.''armour. YK. 10 : 25. Ezek. 39 :

9, 10. Ps. 140 : 8 pi$ ova in the day of
armour, i. e. of battle.

2. an armory, arsenal. Neh. 3:19.

Perhaps the same building which in

1 K. 7 : 2, is called fiajVn
& rva ^e Aowse

of theforest of Lebanon wherein Solo-

mon laid up much splendid armour, see

IK. 10:17. Comp. Is. 22: 8.

m. dec. VI. h. an eagle. (Arab.17 v

Ezek. 17 : 3, 10. In common life, this

word among the Hebrews included also

the vulture. So in Job 39 : 27. Prov.

30 : 17. (comp. Mat. 24 : 28.) where it

is said to eat carrion, and in Mic. 1:16.
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where it is said to have a bald head,

(yultur barbatus, Linn.) Comp. Ps.

103 : 5. So the Greeks, Romans, and

Arabians ; see Bocharti Hieroz. P. II.

p. 3120. Ps. 103 : 5 so that thy youth
renews itself like the eagle, for the eagle

often changes his feathers, as the snake

does his skin.

"tttfj, plur. pti3, Chald. idem. Dan.

4:30.
:

7:4.

JPN$2 to dry up, to become dry, spo-

ken of water. Hence Is. 41 : 17 crraft

nntfj Npsft their tongue becomes dry with

thirst. Jer. 51 : 30 their strength is dried

up.

Niph. to become dry, spoken of water,

Is. 19 : 5. We find in the same signi-

fication tin; Jer. 18:14.

plE)? m> m Heb. and Chald. a letter.

EzraV: 7, 18, 23. 5:5. 7:11. Prob.

from the Pers. JiAxJ nobishten, also

novishen, nevisten to write, by a trans-

position of the dental XD.

nrO found only in Pi. nn? to cut in

pieces, particularly an animal body. Ex.

29:17. Lev. 1:6, 12. 8:20.

nr\5, plur. QTH35, verbal from nro,

dec. VI. i. piece cut off, particularly

of flesh. Lev. 1 : 8ff. Ezek. 24 : 4.

!D^rO m. dec. III. a. and nyro f. dec.
X

X. plur. o^re.

1. strictly an adj. beaten, trodden,

(from ara in Arab, to raise, then to

beat or tread a path; comp. bfe.) ^vj

nyro a beaten path, Prov. 12 : 28. and

without
TJTJ,

idem, Judg. 5 : ft. (Oppos.
a by-path.) Hence

2. a way, path generally, only in

poetry. Job 18: 10. 28:7. 41:24. rtoru

vva thepaths to his dwelling, Job 38 : 20.

O^rO masc. plur. the devoted, con-

secrated, (comp. particularly
Num. 8 :

19.) hence servants of the temple or of

the sanctuary, who performed the infe-

rior services in the same. Ezra 8:17,

20. Neh.3:31. 7:46, 60, 73. 11:3,

21. In Chald. Ezra 7: 24.

only in the fut.
Tjn>, (kin-

)

dred with
^o;,)

to bepoured out, toflow.
Job 3 : 24. Metaphorically spoken of

anger, 2 Chr. 12:7. 34:25. Jer. 42 :

18. 44 : 6. of a curse, Dan. 9:11. of

punishment, verse 27.

Niph. i. q. Kal, but found only in the

pret.

1. i. q. Kal, to bepoured out, spoken
of water, rain, Ex. 9 : 33. of anger,
2 Chr. 34: 21. Jer. 7: 20.

2. to melt, dissolve. (See the Aram.
Ezek. 22:21. 24:11.

Hiph. "ij'rn,
once infin. TTVOT (Ezek.

22 : 20.)

1. to pour out; e. g. milk, Job 10:

10. money, 2K.22:9.
2. to melt. Ezek. 22 : 20.

Hoph. pass, to be melted. Ezek. 22 :

22.

Deriv.
-rpnrr.

]]lj
fut.

jrv, jjw, imper. jn, nja, infin.

absol.
fin:, const, nn (for nan,) with suff.

wt, rarely ]rn.

1. to give; construed with a dative

of the person, rarely with a suffix in-

stead of the dative, Josh. 15 : 19 aara

thou hast given to me. Impers. Prov.

13 : 10 nsiD
jn jvna p*] only from arro-

gance arises (Germ, es gibt^) contention.

]W n? who will give 9 expressive of a

wish, for O that some one would give,

Judg. 9 : 29. Ps. 55 : 7. Hence merely
as a periphrasis for the Lat. utinam, O
that, Ex. 16:3 wrno

JJT >p O that we had
died. Deut. 28 : 67 a-$ jjv v? O that it

were evening.
2. to lay, set, place. Gen. 1:17. 9:

13. E.g. to % snares, Ps. 119:110.

to place bulwarks, Ezek. 26 : 8. ma ;n;

to establish a covenant, Gen. 9 : 12
fro

'3$ to lay before any one, 1 K. 9 : 7.
jn;

b i-ib to give ones heart to any thing, i. e.

to determine to do it, Ecc. 1 : 13, 17.

8:16. or to give attention to it, Ecc.

7:21. 8:9. Particularly bs
jn;

to place
or appoint over any thing, Gen. 41 :

41,43. Deut. 17:15.

3. to make, to do, i. q. afc, m>.
jrjj

noto to work a miracle, Ex. 7 : 9. Par-

ticularly to make into any thing, con-

strued with two accus. Gen. 17:4. Ex.
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7:1. with 7 before the predicate, Gen. 3. to break or strihe out, e.g. teeth.

17:20. -IS: t. Jer. 1:5. more rarely Ps. 58:7. Comp. rnj.

with :. Is. 1 1 : -2. Pi- * q- Kal no 1. 2 Chr. 31:1. 33 : 3.

4. to permit, affair, (/rant, (derived Niph. Pu. and Hopli. pass, of Kal

immediately from si-nif. no. 1.) con- no. 1. Jer. 4 : 26. Judg. G : 28. Tofall
'

*> spoken of rocks, Nah. 1 : 6.

pHJ 1 topluck or tearoff. Jer. 22 : 24.

d with an teens, of the person and

an infin. of the action, (with and with-

out
^.)

(Jen. 20: 6 HTK r*:? spnro
^ -*>?

therefore have I not permitted t/tee to war. Judg. 20 : 32.

touch her. 3 1 : 7. Ex. 3 : 19, Judg. 1 : 34. Hiph.
15:1. 1 Sam. 18:2. Job 9: 18. Only

2. to draw off, (from a place,) in

See Niph. and

3. Part. pass, pinj castratus, avulsis

once with a dative of the person, 2 Chr. tcsticulis. Lev. 22 : 24.

20 : 10. Pi. to tear up or asunder, e. g. roots,

5. to give forth, yield, edere; e. g. a Ezeb. 17 : 9. fetters, Ps. 2 : 3. 107 : 14.

smell, Cant. 1:12. particularly with Vip a yoke, Is. 58 : 6. Ezek. 23 : 34 tftou

the voice, (see Vip.) Job 1:22
]n: NTJ

shrift tear tTiine own breasts thereon, i.e.

evn rrea wrf ta uttered nothing rash on the sherds.

fitjfiinst God. Comp. fp jro
to l/7#e /<e Hiph. 1. to dfraw? f, i. q. Kal no. 2.

Josh. 8: 6.

2. to separate. Jer. 12:3.

Niph. to >e brohen, e. g. spoken of -a

regarded silver *as stones. 'Gen. 42 : 30. cor(1 or string. Is. 5 : 27. Jer. 10 : 20.

timbrel, Ps.81:3.

G. to hold, regard; construed with 3.

K. 10:27

with "r?, \ Sam. 1 : 16.

Niph. pass, of Kal, to be given, placed,

made, etc.

Hoph. only in the fut.
jrr,

idem

Metaphorically Job 17 : 11.

2. to be torn away, from a dwelling.
Job 18 : 14. Josh. 4:18. and when the

soles of thefeet of the priests ivere lifted

f i XT up (and placed) on the dru around.
Note. In the preterite, the final Nun ^

assimilates itself to the afformative,
3 ' to be Pluc1ied awaV* withdrawn.

hence rjn:, anj. Once occurs nrin 2 Sam. Jer. 6:29. Josh. 8:16.

22 :41. for nare, like n Judg. 19:11. Hoph. pran i. q. Niph. no. 3. Judg.

for TV. 20:31.

Deriv. D^ria, jno, n3F,a, nrro.

J12 Chald. found only in the fut. jnr

m * e leprosy of
Lev. 13 : 30ff.

2. owe infected with the scall. Lev.

4 : 13. 7 : 20. *Tlie deficient tenses are 13 : 33. See
ag no. 3. Root Arab, j.'^

supplied from arr. Deriv. HJTO. (o puu out the hair ; intrans. to lose the

and infin. ;TO, to grzw, as in Heb. Ezra

]!^ to fear up, proscindere terram, hair.

kindred with yre and t5nj. Job 30: 13 *Vl3, fut. -w, to spring, leap; hence

or ^rm/,/ , as the heart, Jobicre. wtey rer ?/p or

ywM. (4 MSS. read vjn:, which gives 37 . ^
tin- same sense.) pL

'

{fl̂ spoken of t] ,e ]ocust< Ley<
2/]l2 an Aramcan form for yns to n : 21.

5/n7,-e out (the teeth) . See the letter *.
Hiph< L to camc to quakc^ Hab> 3 .

6<

Niph. pass. Job 4 : 10. 2 as in Chal(1> to ^r/̂ or ireak^
V^? fut< ^-- 1 - ' fettr cfoifc-w, to rfie-

(
a yoke.) Is. 58: 6. Hence cn i^nn

stray ; e.g. houses, statues, altars. Lev. to set prisoners free, Ps. 105 : 20. 146 :

'. .">. Judg. G : 30ff. 8 : 1 7. 7. Job 6 : 9 :mn ir VP O M^ 7?e ?o?/7</

2. to destroy, e. g. persons. Job 19 : 700.9C his hand, (which is now, as it

10. Ps. 52: 7. were, tied,) and destroy me. In 2 Sam,

SG
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22 : 33, this verb makes no sense. Pro-

bably the reading is corrupted.

-irO Chald. to fall off, spoken of

leaves or fruit. Aph. to shake or strip

off,
e. g. leaves. Dan. 4:11.

"T.JTO m. the vfrgw or
A/rgov of the

Greeks, the mineral alkali, (comp. nna

the vegetable alkali.) Prov. 25 : 20. It

is mixed with oil and used for soap in

the east to the present day. So Jer.

2 : 22. See Beckmann's Beytrage zur

Geschichte der Erfindungen, Th. 4.

p. 15 ff. J. D. Michaelis De Nitro, 10.

ra, fut. tor,\

1. to root out, strictly plants, (see

Hoph. Ezek. 19 : 12.) hence to destroy,
e. g. a city, Ps. 9 : 7. idols, Mic. 5:13.

2. metaphorically to drive out of a

country. Comp. the oppos. SBJ. Deut.
29 : 27. 1 K. 14 : 15. Jer. 24 :~6 owem
toinx rfn and I will plant them, and not

root them out.

Niph. 1. pass, of Kalno. 2. Jer. 18:

14. 31 : 9. Am. 9 : 15. Spoken of the

destruction of a kingdom, Dan. 11:4.

2. i. q. nto; (Is. 19:5.) to dry up, spo-
ken of water. Jer. 18:14.

Hoph. pass. Ezek. 19:12.

Samech, the 15th letter of the alpha-

bet, and as a numerical sign denoting
60. The name

Tjpp
is perhaps i. q. Syr.

o o

p&QD consessus, triclinium, and has

reference to the circular form of the

common square character. In pronun-

ciation, it probably differed nothing
from to.

The Arabians have no Samech, but

use Sin
[

^tt in its stead. The Syrians

have only the Samech. The Hebrews,

speaking a dialect in many respects in-

termediate, have both of these letters.

In most cases the orthography is fixed,

and a word is spelt either uniformly
with to or uniformly with D

; e. g. rnto,

tyito, and aao, TID ; comp. e. g. too to be

foolish, and bgto to be wise ; 093 to tread

down, and torn to be stirring. In seme

words, however, to and D are used pro-

miscuously ; e. g. c3 and tors vexation;

rpo and
?pto

to be interwoven; rniDn and

rnitoo a thorn-hedge. In Chaldaic D is

often used, where to is retained in He-

brew; e.g. "viNto Chald. TIND leaven;
nato Chald. nap to waitfor ; etc. In Syr.

wD is used for both of these letters.

In the collation of Heb. with Arab,
for the Heb. D and to, we often find in

Arabic to .* but not in the majority
of cases, as has been sometimes falsely

asserted,,

This commutation is more rare in

Hebrew and Aramean ; e. g. flnp and

jV-ito
a coat ofmail ; fenj Aram.

bi:p
a

cluster ofgrapes ; 0:2 and to23 to collect ;

vgti Chald. TDD Itlipa. to guard ; nEto

and HDD to pour out, etc. In Judg. 12 :

6, it is mentioned as a peculiarity of the

Ephraimites that they pronounced D

instead of to. This letter is also found

interchanged with i and y, see under
these letters.

plur. D>p. f. measure. (See

Is. 27 : 8. below.) Particularly a definite

measure for grain ; containing according
to the Rabbins the third part of an

ephah, according to Jerome on Mat.
13 : 33. a modius and a half. Gen. 12 :

6. 1 Sam. 25 : 18. Dual DTIND 2 seahs,
2 K. 7 : 1, 16. a Syriac contraction,
like trrwo for

trnwp. Is. 27 : 8 ncp2 is

prob. a contraction of nse rmpa, (with

Dagesh forte conjunctivum, after the

analogy of DDki for cpV-nn,) hence liter.

measure by measure, peu a pen, i. e.

moderately ; (comp. n?to?3b Jer. 30 : 1 1.

46:28.) So Aqu. Symm. Theodot.

Syr. Chald. From the form Nnp, the

Greek c-drov (in the Sept. N. T. and

J&sephus) is derived.

jiND m. a shoe, or rather greave of

the warrior, ocrea, caliga. (Chald. po,
& -x

Syr. IJOJJD.)
Is. 9 : 4 JND |wp-?5 erert/

greave of the armed with greaves, i. e.

of the warrior. Root fp.



HD
JND calcein-it. Only in the part. JNC.

See the preceding article.

HNpNp Is. 27: 8. See HNp.
NID to drink to excess. Is. 56:12.

Part.V;?5 a drunkard, Deut. 21 : 20.

( 411 ) 11D

1, 7. sometimes lor the purpose ol

avoiding it, Num. 21 : 4. Juclg. 11:18.

5. to surround, encompass. Ps. 18 :

6. 22:17. Also in a hostile manner,
Ecc. 9:14. and then construed with te,

2 K. 8:21. and with to, Job 16: 13.

Part. pass. wac drunken, potus, Nah. Judg. 20:5. As an adv. Gen. 37 : 7

1 : 10. nyinntirn cynteS>j nyar-n rurn and behold

N1D Ezek. 23 : 42 Keth. i. q. mio in your sheaves did obeisance roundabout.

Particularly

6. to surround or sit at a table. 1 Sam.

16:11. air: tfh we will not sit chum.

Comp. apt?.

7. to be changed, pass, of Pi. Iliph.

no. 4. construed with 3. Zech. 14:10.

8. to be the occasion of any thing.
^ **x

(Arab. L_^J... to occasion; Talmud.

the Ken.

Nib m. verbal from Mao, dec. VI. p.

1. wine, only in poetry. Is. 1 : 22.

\ah. 1 : 10.

2. a banquet. Hos. 4 : 18.

Nip proper name of a people de-

rived from Cush (Gen. 10:7.) and their

territory. According to Josephus,

(Antiq.Jud. n. 10. 2.) probably Meroe, n2p cause, occasion.) 1 Sam. 22 : 22

a province of Ethiopia, surrounded by MJC: *m nteD 3: / have been the occasion

the branches of the Nile. Is. 43:3. to every soul (lost) ,
i. e. I have caused

Ps. 72 : 10. (where ajp
is spoken of as their death,

a rich people.) The gentile noun in the Niph. ap:, fut. air, ^rr;.

plur. is DWD Is. 45 : 14. where they are 1. i. q. Kal no. 1. to turn. Ezek. 1 :

represented as of a great stature ; comp. 9. Spoken of boundaries, Num. 34 : 4,

Herod. 3 : 20 concerning the Ethiopians. 5. Josh. 15 : 3. Jer. 6:12 nnnwb CSTPQ 1203

See Michaelis Spicileg. Geogr. He- their houses shall turn to others. Comp.
bneor. Ext, T. I. p. 177 ff. and his in Kal Num. 36 : 7.

2. to surround, i. q. Kal no. 5. Judg.Supplem. p. 1707.

11D, pret. aap and niaD, infin.
aarp

and a&, fut. ap;, also ab% plur. \ib\

1. to turn. 1 Sam. 15 : 27. Con-

strued with 1

?, 1 K. 2: 15. with b, Num.
36 : 7. with 'to, Hab. 2 : 16. to any one.

Also construed with
JD, Sp, Gen. 42.

24. from any one. Sometimes to be

added or joined, 1 Sam. 22 : 17, 18.

2 Sam. 18 : 15, 30. When spoken of

19 : 22. Construed with to, to surround

in a hostile manner. Gen. 19:4. Josh.

7:9.

Pi. nap to cJiange, alter. Once 2 Sam.

14 : 20.

Po. aato 1. i. q. Kal no. 3. to go about.

Cant. 3 : 2. Construed with an accus.

to go through, Ps. 59 : 7, 15.

2. to go round, compass, (a place,)

inanimate things, to be brought, 1 Sam. construed with an accus. Ps. 26 : 6. with

5:8. SeeHiph.no. 1. (2.)
2. to turn about, to turn bach. 2 K.

9 : 18, 19. Cant. 2:17. Hence adver-

bially, like aw, Ps. 71:21 'ppmn akro tJtou Ps. 32 : 7, 10. Particularly to surround

Ps. 55 : 1 1.

3. to surround, enclose. Jon. 2 : 4, 6.

Ps. 7 : 8. Construed with two accus.

wilt comfort me again. in order to protect, Deut. 32 : 10. (comp.
3. to go about in a place, as it were, Horn. II. i. 37.) Jer. 31 : 22 ! aaion ni$

to be constantly turning ones self. Cant, t/ie woman protects the man.

3:3.5:7. 2 Chr. 17:9. 23:2. Con-

strued with an accus. to go through, Is.

23:16. 1 Sam. 7: 16.

4. to go round a place, construed

with an accus. Deut. 2 : 3. Josh. 6 : 3,

Hiph. nprr, fut. ap\

1. causat. of Kal no. 1. to cause to

turn about. Ex. 13:18. Hence (1.) to

turn about. 1 K. 8 : 14. 2 K. 20 : 2.

2 Sam, 3:12 V
l

$rfe-n$ *$ apn'? to turn
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about all Israel to tltee. 1 Cbr. 10 : 14.

1 K. 18 : 37 rrryiM rab-n rapn thou hast

turned their Jieart back again. (2.) to

bring about. 1 Sam. 5 : 8 )rib JTWTIN 'GE'i

bsottr arao* Mey brought about (thither)
the ark of the God of Israel. Verses 9,

10. 1 Chr. 13 : 3. 2 Sam. 20 ; 12.

2. i. q. Kal no. 4>.togo round z place.

Josh. 6: 11.

3. to surround, i. q. Kal no. 5, Ps.

140 : 10. Causat. to cause to surround,
to carry round, as a wall, 2 Chr. 14:6.

4. to change, alter ; comp. Kal no. 7.

2 K. 23 : 34 o^irr totf-riN ap2 awe? he

changed his name into Jehoiakim. 24 :

17. (Comp. Hoph. Num. 32 : 38.)

Hoph. asvi, fut. atpv.

1. to turn, spoken of the valves of a

door, Ezek. 41 : 24. to roll, spoken of

the threshing waggon, Is. 28 : 27.

2. to be surrounded. Ex. 28 : 1 1. 39 :

6,13.

3. to be changed. See Hiph. no. 4.

Deriv. nap, mp3, a^ap, awn, app.

J"Qp f. verbal from aa, a ta/v #/*

events. IK. 12 : 15. i. q. njp: in the pa-
rallel passage, 2 Chr. 10 : 15.

3,*Q5 m ' vei'bal from nap, dec. III. a.

as a subst. circuit. \ Chr. 11:8. Hence

a^cn Num. 16 : 27. and a'ap as an adv.

round about, Gen. 23 : 17.

T

Ex. 16 : 13.

Also doubled yap yap Ezek. 40:5 ff.

b yap as a prep, round about any thing,

as jssteb a^ap round about the tent, Ex.

4-0:83. Num. 1:53.

Plur. m. Dyap I. persons round about,

neighbours. Jer. 48 : 17, 39.

2. country round about, les environs.

Jer. 33 : 3 cbwv a'apa in the environs of
Jerusalem. Ps/76 :'l2. 89 : 8. 97 : 2.

3. as an adv. round about. Ps. 50 : 3

nfcn rnjflw vyap e z's #ery tempestuous
round about him. Jer. 46 : 14.

Plur. fern, ntoap.

1. country round about. Jer. 17 : 26.

Num. 22:4. Dan. 9:16.
2. in the const, state used as a prep.

round about. Num. 1 1 : 24 brfcn rrta'ap

;w<d about the tent. Ezek. 6:5. Ps.

)

79:3. With suff. 'mop round about

me, etc.

"rj^?
to interweave, fold together, as

branches. Part. pass. Nah. 1:10.

Pu. Job 8:17. (Arab. L^L^ idem.)

"jjnp m. (with Kamets impure) ver-

bal from
"^ap,

brandies interwoven, a,

thicket. Gen. 22: 13. Ps. 74 : 5.

"TJIlD, with suff.
taa_o (with Dagesh

forte euphonic), verbal from
-?jap,

dec.

VI. o. Jer. 4 : 7. idem. Plur. -twi rsap-

tfdckets of the wood, (from a sing, form

p,) Is. 9 : 17. 10 : 34. The same word
is written with ir>

Tpift
and rgito.

fcO^P f Chald. Dan, 3 ; 5. and 3atg

vei-ses 7, 10, 15. sambuca, in- Greek

capZvKy), a tliree-cornered stringed in-

strument, similar to the harp. (Comp.
baa.) Comp. Vitruv. vi. 1. x. 22. The
Chaldaic word-appears to be borrowed
from the Greek, like rrescflD.

V^D, fut. bap*., to bear, particularly a

heavy

T

load. Is. 46 : 4, 7. Gen. 49 : 15.

Metaphorically to bear the guilt of any
one, Is. 53 : 11. Lam. 5 : 7. (In Chald.

and Syr. idem.)
Pu. part, loaded, hencefruitful, pro"

lific, spoken of cattle, Ps. 144 : 14.

Hithpa. barrorr to be burdensome. Ecc.

12:5.

vHD Chald. i. q. Heb. bap, also to

lift up, (comp. Nto,) to erect.

Poal pass, to be erected. Ezra 6 : 3.

^2D m. verbal from bap, a porter.

2 Chr.~2 : 1, 17. 34 : 13. 1 K.5 : 29 [5 :

15] ban *w?3 where the jtwo words are in

apposition, or else the latter must be

pointed bap.

h^.0 m. verbal from bap, a burden.

lK.Yi:28. Ps. 81: 7.

7!lb with suff. V>2p (with Dagesh
forte euphonic, like toac,) a burden. Is.

10 : 27. 14 : 27. bio bj? the yoke whicJt

he bears, Is. 9 : 3.

nTQD or HTQp f. found only in

the plur. const, rnbao burdens, oppressive

x.l:ll. 2:11. 5:4,5.6:6,7.



p the Ephraimitish pronuncia-

tion for rfea an ear of corn. Judg.12 : 6.

*Qp in Syr. to believe, in Chald. to

hoj>c. Somewhat differently Dan. 7 : 25

rr:-rrn -err he thinketh to cliange, like the

Hcb! 'j'a'rij. Comp. Gen. 37 : 8 Targ.

Q'Hllp found only Ezek. 47:16. a

city of Syria, between Damascus and

Hemath.

Lp Gen. 10:7. (21 MSS. read

and wnao 1 Chr. 1:9. a people
or country of the Cushites. Most

probably SabatJia or Sabota, a con-

siderable city in Arabia Felix, accord-

ing to Pliny VI. 28. 32. the prin-

cipal city of the Atramites, a tribe of

Sabeans, on the Red Sea, Comp. xn.

14. 32 thus collectum Sabota camelis

convehitur. Michaelis (Supplem. p. 17 12)

proposes also for comparison juu, the

Arabic name for Ceuta, (in Moses Cho-

renensis Septa,) on the gulf of Cadiz.

POrillD and fcOrOD in the same

passages, but far more uncertain. Targ.

W3i, won prob. meaning Zingis, a city

in the extremity of Ethiopia.

UDj plur. na'p, see D^-PD.

I^D, fut. ii:p'., to fall down, to wor-

ship; construed with
J, (Is.

44 : 15, 17,

19. 46 : 6.) used only in reference to

idols.

lip, fut. naiy, Chald. i. q. Heb. nap,

construed with
J.

Dan. 2:46. 3:5ff.

(Syr. 4k_a Arab. ^w^* idem, whence
i V/*
^y-s^e a mosque.

PI vijp f- dec. X. a possession, pro-

perty, treasure. 1 Chr. 29 : 3. Ecc. 2 : 8.

rrirr rfcao used frequently of Israel, Ex.

lY: 5*. Dent. 7 : 6. 14 : 2. 26 : 18. (Chald.

rfnao idem. Root ^p, *?a;p to acquire.)

or jap,
found only in the plur.

1. strictly a deputy, lieutenant,\m<ler

the prince, often joined with rrrr^. Jer.

51:23, 28, 57. Ezek. 23 : 6, 12, 23.

comp. Is. 41 : 25. See the Chald.

)

2. a prefecl,overseer, officer general! y,

Hpnken of the officers at Jerusalem

under Ezra and Nehemiah, Ezra 9 : 2.

Neh. 2 : 16. 4 : 8, 13. [4 : 14, 19.] 5 : 7.

7: 5. 12 : 40. Prob. originally derived from

the Pers. n:ntf jus>i vicarius, prtztor,

prepfectus, by a commutation of n arid a.

13p m. Chald. a deputy, overseer, go-

vernort of a province. Dan. 3 : 2, 27.

6 : 8. Dan. 2 : 48 pap an the chief over-

seer, of the Magians.

"VOp m. verbal from nan.

1. an enclosure. Hos. 13:8 caS niaa

tlie enclosure of their heart, i. e. their

breast.

2. Job 28 : 15. i, q. no arn, see nao.

3. Ps. 35 : 3. perhaps a lance, spear,

comp, Arab.
jLs*

hasta ligwa; or a

battle-axe, comp, Greek a-dy*^, (Herod,
vn. 64.) and Armen. sacr. The con-

nexion of the passage, and the parallel-
ism of the preceding verse, add great
confirmation to this interpretation. The

passage, however, is capable of the

usual explanation, (nan as imper. of tap,)

draw out tfo spear, and stop (the ivay)

against my persecutors.

"^D, fut. n^o% (kindred with nao,) to

shut or close up. Used without an

accus. of the object, Gen. 7:16. Is. 22 :

22. with an accus. and the prepositions
nra and to, Gen. 19 : 6, 10. IK.ll: 27.

Job 3 : 10. 1 Sam. 1 : 6 worn nra nirr nap '3

because Jehovah had shut up her womb.

(See na no. 4.) Job 12 : 14 tf to nip lie

shuts up a man. Intrans. Josh. 6 : 1 im^i.

^jnjto;
aa \3Bn rnaoos rvwb and Jericho was

straitly shut up before the children of
Israel. Or, the first participle may re-

fer to the shutting-to of the gates; and

the second to the fastening of the same

by bars. Chald. et Jericho erat clau-sd

foribusfcrreis et roborata vectibus czneis.

Part. pass. no laid up, costly. inj

n^ap costly orfine gold, in opposition to

common gold, 1 K. 6 : 20, 21. 7 : 49,

50. 10:21. 2 Chr. 4: 20, 21. 9:20.
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Niph. pass,
of Kal, to be shut, spoken

of doors and gates, Is. 45 : 1. to be shut

in, spoken of persons, Num. 12: 14, 15.

1 Sam. 23 : 7. Reflex, to shut ones self

in, Ezek. 3 : 24.

Pi. "up i. q. Hiph. nos. 2. 3.

1. to deliver. 1 Sam. 17 : 46. 24: 19.

26:8. Hence
2. to give up. 2 Sam. 18 : 28.

Pu. to be shut up. Is. 24 : 10. Jer.

13 : 19.

Hiph. 1. to shut up, e. g. a house,

Lev. 14 : 38. to shut in, a person, Lev.

13:4,5, 11.

2. to deliver, (as usually explained,

strictly concludendum tradidit, but per-

haps antiphrastically for reclusit, resig-

navit* Comp. 152.) Construed with bst,

Deut. 23:16. Obad. 14. and TS, 1 Sam.

23:16. Ps. 31: 9. Lam. 2:7.'

3. to give or deliver up. Deut. 32 :

30. Am. 6 : 8. Construed with
J,

Ps.

78 : 48.

Deriv. -too, TD, "uop, rnaoo.

Chald. idem. Dan. 6 : 23.

m. rain. Prov. 27 : 15. (In

Syr. and Chald. idem. Samar. -nnxplu-

via. Root js^ aquam ejfudit.)

ID m. stocks, nervus, i. q. nSBtro, a

wood, into which the feet of prisoners
were inserted. Job 13 : 27. 33 : 11. (Syr.

]fffl,
Chald. xno idem. Root j^ oc-

clusitj obstruxit.)

Q'"Tp Sodom, the proper name of

the southernmost (Gen. 19 : 15.) of the

four cities in the vale of Siddim which

were sunk in the Dead Sea. Sept.

Vulg. Sodoma.

m. dec. III. a, a linen under-

vering, &)}&, sindoncs* Sept. usually

o-ivSav, the etymological connexion of

which with the Hebrew word is uncer-

tain.

TTD m. order. Job 10 : 22. (Syr.
o \

l^ilD idem. Chald. rjp i. q. Hcbr.^ to

arrange, set in order.) Comp. rryjto.

"^riD m. a rounding. Found only
Cant. 7 : 3 vron

]%*
a round goblet. (Syr.

]JOUB the moon; comp. jVinto. The root

wo appears to be synonymous with irrc,

(comp. the letter
rr,) and to have sig-

nified, to surround; whence nnp Tal-

mud, maceria, scpes. See TID.)

^JlD m. a castle, fortress, tower.

(Root -viDssinp to surround, close in,

munivit, comp. rrffrb a shield, Syr.

]/'^m munimentum, arx, palatium.)

Hence nnbn rva a house of confinement,
a prison, Gen. 39 : 2023. 40 : 3, 5,

The Samar. text reads inn, for explana-
tion.

b$iD proper name of an Egyptian

king, contemporary with Hosea king of

Israel. 2 K. 17:4. The name signifies

according to Jablonski, a chief, prince,
or prince of tlie dwelling, (sJwoneh.}

Perhaps the same person with Sevechus

in Manetho, or Sabaco in Herod. 1 1.137.

I. HiD or ^D (once to 2 Sam. 1 :

22.) i. q. 3p3 to depart, particularly from

God, Ps. 80: 19. 53:4. Prov. 14:14
ab aiD whose heart is rebellious, i. e.

wicked, perverse ; comp. Ps. 44 : 19.

Niph. aiD3, fat. ate, to decline, fall

away, usually with the addition -rii.

Is. 50 : 5. Ps. 35 : 4 vrapn -rin wb? let

them turn back and be brought to con-

garment, a kind of shirt or shift worn
fusion. 40:15. 70:3. 129:5. Is. 42:

next the skin. Judg. 14:12, 13. Is. 3:

23. Prov. 31: 24. (Syr. \lo^ inN.T.

for
(rovdti^tov

Luke 19 : 20. for htvnov

John 13 : 4. Root ps>, in Arab. ^^
i. q. tJ^ laxavit, dimisit vestem suam,

(see the letter
'?,) whence . .j^ a co-

ll. Jer. 46 : 5. Particularly as in Kal,
to decline from Jehovah; with nrwp,
rrirr Zeph. 1 : 6. without addition, Ps.

44*: 19. 78:57.

Deriv. rp.

II. ^D to hedge round, to encompass.
P

(Syr. fc^ffl, Chald, :?c, in Hebrew else-
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rwowin n?
-per.)

Cant. 7 : 3

c&mpassed iritlt lilies.

WD found only Ezek. 22:18 Keth.

i. q. :rc a rtVoss.

"^5^^ m' a prison, cage, for lions.

K/.-k. 19:9. Sept. x^*'?. Vulg. cavea.

T)D m. dec. I. La circle or eow-

ofpersons sitting togetJier. It is

a contraction of TO; Arab, jj^

-"ft/, divan, from TD; in the signifi-

cation of cJsw- sternerelectulum. Comp.

-c; in Niph.) Jer, 6:11 cnvn TID the

circle of young men. 15:17 crjTnrn TID

the circle of scorners. Ezek. 13:9. Ps.

64:3. 111:1. Particularly a body of

counsellors, Ps. 89 : 8. Job 15 : 8. Jer.

23:18.

2. a common consultation of many
-ns together. Prov. 15:21 -no p

without consultation. Oppos. n*sV 213..

Ps. 83 : 4.

3. confidential talk or intercourse.

IV 55 : 15. Job 19 : 19 nto vra my con-

fnl< titial friends. rnrr ~riD close i?iter-

course with Je/tovah, confidence in him,
Ps. 25 : 14. Prov. 3 : 32. Job 29 : 4.

4. a secret; hence iio n^3, nba, to re-

veal a secret, Prov. 1 T: 13.

TT

20 : 19.

25:9. Amos 3: 7.

f. prob. i. q. ^JTD sweepings,

dirt, filth. Is. 5 : 25 rrrrea, Sept. &><;

x,o9T/. Vulg. quasi stercus. Chald.

wvrcs. Others make the 3 radical, and

compare it with the Arab. HD3 ^^ to

/) out* But the adverb of compa-
rison 3 is naturally expected here.

TpD i. q. t|D3
no. 3. to anoint, applied

to the anointing of the body after wash-

ing, and not to the anointing of a king
or the like ; hence different from mro.

2Chr.28:15. Ezek. 16:9. Reflex." to

anoint ones self, Rutli 3 : 3. Dan. 10 :

2. 2 Sam. 12:20. The matter with

which one is anointed is put in the ac-

< us. (comp. rreo Am. 6 : 6.) Deut. 28 :

40 -pen N 1

?
jotfi but with oil tliou shall

not anoint thyself. Mic. 6 : 15. 2 Sam.

14: 2. Deriv. 7pr. 'Hie part. Tppp de-

rives its signification from
TJ^D,

and is

equivalent to
^cp.

n^Q^D f. Chald. Dan. 3: 5, 10,

15. for which in verse 10 Keth. we find

Kwp, the Greek word c-vptyuvtoc, a bag-

pipe. (Comp. Serv. on JEn. xi. 27.) In

the latter form the Mem is thrown out,

as in the Syr. )lja2>*. The Hebrew

interpreters render it by 2312. The He-
brew Tractatus Shilte Haggibborim

(Ugolini Thes. Vol. XXXII.) describes

the samponja as a bag pipe, consisting
of two pipes thrust through a leathern

bag, of a mournful sound. The shalm

is at the present day called in Italy

samponja. in Asia Minor sambonja.

H55P Syene, the southernmost city

in Egypt, through which the tropic of

Cancer passes, by the Copts called So-

van, Arab.
^Jy*.]

Asvan. Ezekr 29 :

10. 30 : 6. In both passages it stands in

the accus. to Syene, but the final rr: is

not on that account to be taken as the

n local, (comp. m:.) See Jablonskii

Opusc. ed. te Water, T. I. p. 328. Mi-
chaelis Spicileg. T% II. p. 40.

D^lD m. dec. I.

1. a horse. Gen. 47 : 17. Is. 2 : 7.

2. a swallow. Is. 38 : 14. Jer. 8 : 7.

but in the latter place the Keri has nT>.

So the Sept. Theod. Jerome ; but the

Hebrew commentators render it the

crane. See Bocharti Hieroz. T. II.

p. 60.

f. Cant. 1 : 9. a mare.

m. an end, the Aramean word

for the more ancient and usual Hebrew
word

yj?.
Ecc. 3 : 1 1. 7 : 2. 12 : 13. 2 Chr.

20: 16. Joel 2: 20. Root
fpo.

FpD, emph. NCic, Chald. idem. Dan.

4:8, 19.6:27.7:28.

P^D to cease, to come to an end. Is.

66:17. Est.9:28. (In Syr. and Chald.

idem.}

Hiph. to cause to cease, to put an end
to any thing, Zeph. 1 : 2, 3. Jer. 8:13
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: / will surely consume them, lie shall not escape from darkness, i. e.

For the infin. pleon. the kindred form from calamity.

p is here employed ; comp. rjr
no. 4.

(Comp. Is. 28 : 28.)

FpD Chald. idem, applied to the

fulfilment of a prophecy. Dan. 4 : 30.

(Comp. the kindred verb rfo no. 7.)

Aph. to put an end to any thing.

Dan. 2: 44.

FpD m. a reed; particularly (1.) the

sea-grass, q>vxo<;,fuus. Jon. 2: 6. Hence

*TCTD' the sea, of reeds, i.e. the Red Sea,

Ps. 106 : 7, 9, 22. 136 : 13. In Egypt
this sea-grass is called sari / hence the

sea is called the sea of Sari. See Mi-

chaelis Supplem. ad Lex, Heb. p. 1726.

Jablonskii Opusc. ed. te Water, T. I. p.

266. BochartiOpp. T. II. p. 1 191. (2.) a

reed found in the Nile, also called by
the Egyptians sari. Ex. 2 : 3, 5. Is. 19:

6. Plin. H. N. xiil. 23. 45. (3.) pro-

per name of a place. Once Deut. 1:1.

HiD^D f. verbal from
p]irj,

dec. X. a

violent wind, hurricane, whirlwind.

Job 21: 18. 27:20. 37:9. Prov. 10:

25. Is. 17 : 13. With n paragogic
Hos.8:7.

fut. TCP, with i convers. ir.

1. to turn away, to depart; con-

strued with jp, Ex. 32 : 8. Judg. 16:17.

Gen. 49 : 10. with tn, 1 Sam. 18 : 12.

with brp Num. 12:16. 14:9, 1 Sam.

28 : 15*. with >?, 1 Sam.12 : 20. 2 K.

10:29. 18: 6/2 Chr. 25: 27. with a,

Hos. 7:14. with an accus. 2 Chr. 8 :

15. Prov. 11: 22 ntp rnp without dis-

cretion, liter, recedens wiente. Used

absolutely to signify (1.) to depart

(from the ways of God), to decline, de-

generate. Ps. 14:3. Jer. 5:23. Deut.

11:16. Dan. 9: 11. (2.) in a passive

sense, to be removed. 1 K. 15 : 14 nrarri

V\D N? and t/ie high places were not re-

moved. 22 : 44. 2 K. 12 : 4. 14 : 4. 15 :

4. comp. Job 15 : 30 VB nva TO; he is

taken away by the breath of his month.

2. to be gone, to pass away. 1 Sam.

15:32 the bitterness of death is past.

Hos. 4 : 18. Job 1 5 : 30 *tfn ' TC> *V

3. to turn in or lodge with any one,
construed with bj*. Judg. 4:18. 18:3,
15. Gen. 19:2,3.

4. to approach to any thing. Ex. 3 :

3 nKrwn NrrrjD / will approach and see.

Verse 4/ Ruth 4 : 1. 1 K. 20 : 39. Con-
strued with ', 22:32. Also to have

access, 1 Sam. 22 : 14 |FpBJp "> inn and

having access (lihe him) to thy private
audience.

Hiph. -ron, fut. TCJJ, with i convers.

ID^ (as-
in Kal).

1. to turn aivay. Deut. 7 : 4. Hence

(1.) to take off, e. g. a ring from the

finger, Gen. 41:42. the head of any
one, i. e. to cause him to be executed,

!Sam.l7:46. 2Sam.5:6. 16:9, (2.) to

put offones clothes. Gen. 38: 14. (3.) to

take away, remove; e. g. the altars of

the idols, 2 K. 18 : 4. the necromancers,
1 Sam. 28 : 3. the curse, Josh. 7:13.

2. to let any thing be brought, con-

strued with V^N to ones self.
2 Sam.

6 : 10.

Hoph. 15*1 pass. Lev. 4:31. Dan.

11:31.

Pil. Tfo i. q. Hiph. to cause to devi-

ate, to turn aside. Once Lam. 3:11.

"V)D 1. part. pass, driven out, exiled.

Is. 49 : 21 rrvcfl rrk a captive and exile.

Also in an active sense, Jer. 17:13
Keri *VID tliose who Jtave departed from
me.

2. prob. the wild slioots or brandies

of tlie vine, liter, w/iat degenerates.

Comp. ;T> dross, from m) Jer. 2:21
rp-153

JDJ;I
'TO wild shoots of a strange

vine.

3. name of a gate of the temple.
Once 2 K. 1 1 : 6. In the parallel pas-

sage 2 Chr. 23 : 5, it is called -ito>n irtf

the gate of thefoundation.

J""nD or JTD in Kal not used.

Hiph. rvtn, also iron (Jer. 38 : 22.)
fut. nv;? also rv, part, rrco, (comp. ^
from p'x)

1. to take or rlrirc away ; construed

with
jo, to take or drive awayfrom any



place, Job 36 : 18 pefca jnp $ lest he

take thee away with his stroke. 2 Chr.

18:31. Job 36: 16.

2. to 11 rue, induce, persuade. Josh.

15:18. Jiulir. 1:14. 2 Chr. 18:2. Par-

ticularly
-' "> crif* to seduce,

Dent. 13 : 7. 1 K. 21 : 25. Job 36 : 18.

o. to excite or stir up against any
01 if. construed with a of the person.

1 Sam. 26 : 19. Job 2 : 3. Jer. 43 : 3.

J"VlD m. dec. I. a garment. Once Gen.

49:11. Parall. err). Sept. yn^o^.
Vulir. pallium. Prob. i. q. rrars by an

apha'ivsis of 3, like *? for *V?2, ^ for

tor, etc. although no other example is

known, in which initial Caph is dropped.

The Samaritan text has the full reading

to draw or dr,ag away, e. g. a

dead" body. 2 Sara. 17:13. Jer. 15:3

'11 send) anp'7
n'rrnTN rfogtf to <??##

them away. 22 : 19.' 49 : 20. (Arab.

I_^S-*M to draw, e. g. a garment on the

ground.)

rGHp f. found only in the plur.

Jer. 98; 11, 12. torn garments. (Root
arro to drag, prob. also to fear, rend.}

nnD to w?pe or sweep off. Only in
x- -x

Pi. Ezek. 26 : 4. (Arab. U* wfew.

Syr. nirro a brush, broom. Chald. nno

to wash.) Hence

Tip m. verbal from mro, sweepings,

filth, dirt, metaphorically something of
little worth. Lam. 3 : 45. (Chald. Nrvro

dirt, mud.}

UT1D 2 K. 19:29. (in the parallel

passage Is. 37 : 30, crnti,) f/tf which

grows up of itself the third year aft; r

solving. Comp. rrpc. Sept. in the Book
of Kings civroftotTe!,. Aqu. and Theod.

in Isaiah x-jrotpv*. For an illustration

of the thing, see Strabo, xi. p. 767

(aliter 502).

FjHD 1. to throw down. :^ in Syr.

See Nipli.
2. /o inundate., spoken of a rain. Prov.

x (So in Arab.)

Niph. prostcrni. Jer. 46 : 15.

IHD to #0 or move about, (in Chald.

i. q. 32D.) Jer. 14 : 18. To pass through

or traverse a land, construed with an

accus. Gen. 34:10, 21. particularly for

the sake of traffic, Gen. 42 : 34 y^n rw

inrnp?
and ye may traverse or traffic in

the land. Hence part. TTC a travelling

merchant or trader, a pedlar, Gen. 23 :

16. 37 : 28. Tj^pn
nno Me merchants of

the king, \. e. the agents which he em-

ployed to make purchases, 1 K. 10 : 28.

2 Chr. 1:16. Spoken of navigators,

Prov. 31 : 14. Is. 23 : 2. In a still more

general sense Is. 47 : 15 ^VTD those with

whom thou hast had intercourse. Fern.

rpre a female trader, Ezek, 27 : 12, 16,

18.

Pilp. -irnntp
to flutter, palpitate, spo-

ken of the heart. Ps. 38 : 1 1.

Deriv. out of course "^nnn,

""iHD m. verbal from ino, dec. IV. a.

1. a place of trade, mart, emporium.
Is. 23 : 3.

2. something acquired by trading,

merchandise. Is. 45 : 14 \ri3 ~inp the

merchandise ofEthiopia ; comp. Prov.

3:14.

"iHp m. verbal from ire, dec. VI. r.

1. something acquired by trading,

merchandise. Is. 23 : 18.

2. an acquisition generally. Prov. 3 :

14
F]C>2 incp rrvrp nri ^ for the acquisition

of it is better than that of silver, i. e. it

is better to acquire it, than to acquire
silver. 31:18.

i"T"^np f. verbal from irro, dec. X.

traffic, trade ; and used as a concrete,

a, trader. Ezek. 27 : 15
TJT rvyro i. q.

-JT nrp verse 21. thy traders.

rnnb f. a shield. Once Ps. 91:4.

The root -TO i. q. 355 to surround, lias

here the idea of protection ; comp.
O V O

\L\j+ ct tower, citadel, and inr. Hence

not exactly a round shield, as Jahn sup-

poses, (Arclupol. II. 2. p. 404.)

rnnD f. Est. 1:6. a substance em-
V V

ployed with several species of marble

for making a pavement. Sept.
3 n
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A/0o;. Better perhaps tortoise-shell, lished

(comp. ?Tjnb,) according to Hartmann

(Hebraerin,
Th. 3. p. 353.) Others:

black marble, comp. Syr. srrnmi lapis

niger tinctorius.

D^tpp masc. plur. i. q. rsvto sins,

transgressions. Ps. 101:3. Root wto

i. q. npte to deviate, to sin.

rpp ra. verbal from ytc, Ezek. 22 : 18

Keri, and plur. n5*D, dross, recrement,

scoria, the baser metal which is sepa-
ratedfrom the purer in smelting. (See

Vna.) Ezek. 22:18, 19. Is. 1:22, 25. perhaps China, Arab.

Prov. 25 : 4 t^o D'yp ian separate the

dross from the silver. 26 : 23 a>yo
tjts

silver-dross, i. e. unrefined silver. It is

once written in the singular xo Ezek.

22 : 18 Keth. and in the plural many
manuscripts and editions have n H

3p, Is.

1 : 22, 25. Ezek. 22 : 18, 19. (For this

commutation of the forms, see e.g. 071.)

p^D m. Esth. 8 : 9, the third month

of the Hebrew year, which corresponds
to part of May and part of June. Root

perhaps Chald. HID to rejoice; hence

pleasure-month.

prPD m. proper name of a king of

the Amorites in Heshbon. Numb. 21 :

21,23. Ps. 135:11.

pp (liter, mire; comp. the Aram.
7

pD II^CQ,*)
Ezek. 30 : 15. 16. the pro-

per name of a strong city in Egypt, ac-

cording to Jerome Pelusium (perhaps

from the Greek Tr^og,) in Arab. jjj^

(the miry,) on the eastern boundary of

Egypt, and defended by the swamps
which lie round it. Hence pp'irra Ex.

16:1.17:1. Numb. 33 : 12. the 'desert

of Sin, a part of Arabia Deserta, to-

wards Egypt, between Elim and Mount
Sinau

*O^D a gentile noun..

1. a people in the country of Lo-

banon. Gen. 10 : 17. 1 Chr. 1 : 15.

Strabo (xvi. p. 788. aliter 1096.) speaks
of a city there called Sinna, in Jerome

(Quaest. Hebr. in Genesin) Sine, ac-

cording to Breidenbach's Travels, (pub-

iu I486,) p. 47. a village Sun.

See Michaelis Spicileg, Geogr. Exter.

T. II. p. 27.

2. D7-D y-j*
Is. 49 : 12. a land very

distant from Palestine. From the con-

text, it appears to be situated to the

south or east. Sept. s* y?? Hz^uv. As
a southern country, it has been com-

pared with pp Pelusium, and rrrip Syene,
but these are merely cities, and not

sufficiently remote. It were better to

understand it of an eastern country,
i> O I

?> Syr. I^L*.

It is by no means improbable
that together with aiag Scythia and IT?

India, the Hebrews may have heard

at least of the name of China, as a very
distant country.

*^p, usually >rp irr Mount Sinai, a

well-known mountain inArabia Deserta,

consisting of two peaks, of which the

lower and western is properly called

:nin, (though now known by the name
of Sinai,) the higher and eastern peak
is the proper 70 (nowMount Catharine.)
The Arabians call it Jebcl Musa (the

mount of Moses.) Ex. 19 : 11, 23. 24 :

16. 34 : 2, 4. See Bellermann's Handb.
der Bibl. Literatur, Th. in. p. 229.

Hence rp na-ra the desert about Sinai,
Ex. 19 : 1, 2. Lev. 7 : 38. Num. 1 : 1,

19. 9:1.

a swallow. Jer. 8 : 7 Keri. In

the Kethib DID q. v.

fc^P^D m. (order of battle, comp.
O 7 i

the Syr. ]Z2!lAiT,) Sisera, a general un-

der Jabin, king of Canaan. Judg. 4 : 2 ff.

Ps. 83 : 10.

Dan. 3 : 10. In the Keri

q. v.

I. "Vp (perhaps from -VID Hiph. re-

movit.)

1. with the plur. c', a thorn. Is.

34:13. Hos. 2:8. Ecc. 7 : 6
(first

oc-

curr.) Nah. 1:10 D^ID cn;p i? ? for as

thorns, i. e. as a thorn-hedge, they arc

folded together, a description of great



(
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wickedness, (comp. Mir. 7 : 4. Ezek.

2:6.)
2. ajish-hook, angle ; from its simi-

larity to a thorn. (Comp. nin a thorn

and a hook.) Plur. ni, Am. 4 : 2.

II. "Vp com. gen. (Jer. 1 : 13. Ezek.

1. a pot, kettle, caldron. (Root TO

prob. Arab. L to boil with anger.)

Ezek. 11 : 3, 7. ^n TO aflesh-pot, Ex.

16:3. Ecc. 7 : 6 TEH nrn pron Irijrs a*

Me crackling of thorns under the pot ;

(comp. Ps. 58 : 10.) Plur. nVro Ex. 38 :

3. IK. 7: 45.

2. a basin. Ps. 60 : 10 srn TO my
wash-basin.

*!]D m. a multitude of people. Once

Ps. 42 : 5. (comp. Talmud, and Chald.

p summa, collectio, complexus.)

1jb in. with suff. fee, once i2iD, ver-

bal from ^c no. II. dec. VIII. d.

1. a booth, tent, divtlliny. Ps. 27 : 5.

76:3.

2. a thicket, as the covert of the lion.

Ps. 10 : 9. Jer. 25 : 38.

H3p fern, of
rp,

dec. X.

1. a booth, tent, tabernacle, made of

boughs and bushes. Jon. 4:5. Is. 4 : 6.

niarrr ;rr the feast of tabernacles, Lev.

23:~34* Deut, 16 : 13. Am. 9:11. by

way of contempt for a small house.

2. a hedge, enclosure, for cattle. Gen.

33:17.

3. a shelter, sited, dwelling, generally.

Ps. 31 : 21. Job 36 : 29. the noise of his

( Gods) dwelling. Ps. 18 : 12.

4. a thicket, as the dwelling of the

lion. Job 38: 40.

J"Vi:Dp (booths) 1. proper name of a

city in the tribe of Gad. Josh. 13 : 27.

Judg. 8 : 5. 1 K. 7 : 46. For the deri-

vation of the name, see Gen. 33:17.

Ps. 60 : 8. 108 : 8. prob. ager

Succoth, thefield of Succoth.

2. also of the first encampment of the

Israelites in their march out of Egypt.
Ex. 12:37. 13:20. Num. 33: 5. Pliny

(H. N. vi. 29.) mentions there a place

called Sucha.

9
) "PD

3. ni:a nis? 2 K. 17 : 30. (booths of
the daughters) an object of idolatrous

worship among the Babylonians. Ac-

cording to the most common opinion,

they were small tents or booths, in which

the Babylonish maidens devoted them-

selves to the service of Milytta; see

Herod. I. 199. Strabo xvi.
p.'

1081 or

743.

I2p f. dec. I. i. q. "rp
or nso, Am.

5 : 26. a booth or tabernacle, which the

Israelites are said to have carried about

in the wilderness with them in honour

of an idol (^o,) perhaps an imitation on

a small scale of the tabernacle of the

congregation. Diodorus Siculus(xx.25.)

mentions a similar pa, n the

camp of the Carthaginians.

Q^iSp an African people, mentioned

2 Chr. 12:3, along with Lybians and

Ethiopians. Sept. and Vulg.

I. TfpD (once -* Ex. 33 : 22.)

1. to cover, spread over. Ex. 40:3.

for the most part construed with to?,

(comp. the synon. nca,) 1 K. 8 : 7. isb'i

fnsrrto? o^rrarr and the cherubim covered

the ark, liter, they covered over the ark*.

Ex. 25 : 20. 37 : 9. comp. Ezek. 28 : 14,

16. Construed with two accus. Job

40 : 22 ib' 0^5*2 vfep the shady trees

cover him with their shadow.

2. to hide or conceal one's self. Lam.
3 : 44 J:M rites thou concealest thyself in

a cloud. Verse 43.

3. to protect, construed with b. Ps.

140 : 8. Part, ^io something which pro-
tects or defends, a moveable roof cm-

ployed by assailants, vinea, Nah. 2:6.

Hiph. Tpn i. q. Kal, to cover, protect,

construed with V?, Ps. 5:12. with % Ps.

91:4. 'vtor; ^n 1 Sam. 24 : 4. Judg.
3 : 24. to cover ones feet, according
to Josephus (Antiq. vi. 14.) and the

Talmudists an euphemism for to obey
a call of nature. Less applicable is

the explanation of the' Syriac and

Arabic versions in Sam. and of Jose-

phus (Antiq. v. 4. 2.) to take rest, to

sleep. See, however, J. D. MichaelU
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Supplem. p. 1743. Glassii Philol. Sacra, fitable; construed with 7 or V. Job 22 :

ed. Dathe, p. 891.

Hoph. to be covered. Ex. 25 : 29. 37 :

16.

Pilp. 7jD3p most prob. to arm. (Comp.
&

'

s

Arab. viJLi totum se operuit armis;

arma,panoplia; and to

fasten gates with iron.} Is. 9 : 10 vi> nsn

ypyy and he will arm his enemies. 19:2

D^ctpJ
cnso TOM? / 0z7/ arw Me Egyp-

tians against the Egyptians. Others : to

mingle orjoin together, (comp.'-jDpno.II.)
Deriv. ^

II. ^DD i. q. tjDir?
and

rpto
to weave.

Ps. 139 : 13 >EM psaa 2Dn tJiou hast woven

or formed me in my mother s ivomb.

Comp. Job 10:11. Others: to cover,

protect; as in no. I.

Hiph. Tjcrr
to hedge, construed with

nra, to hedge round. Job 3 : 23. 38 : 8.

Deriv. 7p, TOD, map.

vjD in Kal not used. Syr. to be

foolish. Comp. by transposition tea.

Pi. to make any one appear foolish,

to frustrate. 2 Sam. 15 : 31. Is. 44 : 25.

Comp. Win.

Hiph. liter, to ftza/te foolish; joined
with vs, to act foolishly, Gen. 31 : 28.

also without this addition, 1 Sam. 26 :

21. (In Aram. Aph. idem.}

Niph. 1. to actf foolishly. 1 Sam. 13 :

13. 2Chr. 16:9.

2. to jm. 2 Sam. 24 : 10. 1 Chr. 21:8.

Comp. tea, Vaj,
and other synonymes.

The root bafo is not to be confounded

with this root.

72D m. verbal from bap, dec. IV. a.

foolish, a fool. Jer. 4 : 22. 5:21. Ecc.

2:19. 7:17.

7DD m. verbal from 'no, folly, and as

a concrete, fools. Ecc. 10 : 6.

rfoSjD f. verbal from tan, /o%, an

Aramean word. Ecc. 2 : 3, 12, 13. 7 :

25.10:1,13. Once mbafo 1:17 (Syr.

I. pD, fut. D> 1. to 6e useful, pro-

2. 35 : 3. Without cases, Job 15 : 3.

2. intrans. to receive profit, to be pro-

fited, proficere. Job 34 : 9.

3. to tafo care
of,

to nurse, to manage,
derived from signif. no. 1. Part, pb

oixovoftos, a steward, one set over the

royal palace, Is. 22 : 15. Fern, rmo a

nurse (of the king), 1 K. 1 : 2, 4.

"

Hiph. pson 1. to be wont, to be accus-

tomed. Num. 22:30.

2. to be or become acquainted with

any thing. Ps. 139 : 3 nro3Dn
ryjyta

#AoM

art acquainted with all my ways. Parall.

to know. Job 22 : 21 ray Nrjspn acquaint

thyself with him.

II. pD as in Chald. to be in danger.

Niph. idem. Ecc. 10:9.

III. pD Pu. EDO Is. 40 : 20 (if
the

punctuation is correct,) i. q. pop poor;
hence nwin ]3Don Ae ?^7<o w too poorfor
an oblation .

I. I^D i. q. "WD to s^w ?<p. (Syr.

and Arab, idem.} In Kal not used.

Niph. to 6e sAt^ up, to be stopped.

Gen. 8: 2. Ps.63:12.

Pi. i. q. -CD and Tapn to deliver up. Is.

19:4.

II. "OD i- q. ">3q?
*> Azw, to 6rz^.

Ezra 4 : 5.

T

H!DD in Kal not used.

Hiph. to be silent. Once Deut. 27 : 9.

(Arab. ij>jLj conj. I. IV. zWem. Samar.

to attend.} Sept. <nuvot,. Vulg. attende.

7D m. plur. n>te, dec. VIII. h. o

5^. Gen. 40 : 17. Ex. 29 : 3, 31.

Comp. nVrpbp.

N7D (i. q. nVpo a way} the proper

name of a place not far from Jerusalem.

2 K. 12: 21.

k^7D prob. strictly i. q. fe to raise

jo,
hence to hang the, balance, to weigh.

Comp. NSJ: Job 6:2. and in Lat.pendeo,
to hang, with pendo, to hang the balance,

to weigh. Only in Pual, Lam. 4 : 2

iEi m^pon to &e weighed, i. e. to be com-

pared, withfine gold. See rfo no. I.
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-J^D prob. i. q. Chald. nto to burn,

to be consumed. Found only in Pi. Job

6:10 rrni n-cw_ although I be consumed

with pain. Sept. jjAAo^uv, Vulg. salie-

bam; (comp. jj^o to feop> spring.)

Others: to harden ones self; (comp.

Arab, jbe durafnit terra.)

I. PF7D i. q. ste to ?e?0rA.

Pu. Job 28 : 16 TDT crna nVcn *ft it

shall not be weighed, i. e. valued, with

gold of Ophir.

II. H/D as in Aramean, to 7V?#rf,

despise. Ps. 119:118.

Pi. idem. Lam. 1:15.

'7D (Miltl) a musical term, very

frequent in the Psalms, besides which

it is found in Hab. 3 : 3, 9, 13. It usually

occurs at the end of a period or strophe ;

but sometimes at the end only of a

clause, as in Ps. 55 : 20. 57 : 4. Hab.

3 : 3, 9. In the explanation of this diffi-

cult word, it is undoubtedly safest to

follow the usus loquendi of the Hebrew
dialect. Derived from the Hebrew n^D,

(whence H'TJ, after the form nD3, mn, and

with n parag. rfo,) it would signify

an elevation of the voice, (as was long

ago observed by Kimchi, Lib. Rad.

Venet. 5340. p. 327.) and so perhaps
be a sign for changing the key or for

repeating the tune some notes higher.

See Forkel's Gesch. der Musik, Th. 1.

p. 144. and Herder's Geist der Hebr.

Poi'sie, Th. 2. p. 376.) So the Sept.

Schleusner's Nov. Thes. V. T.) Ano-

ther explanation, pause, as if from the
o

Syr. [IA quievit, is uncertain, because

this Syriac word corresponds to the

Heb. r6ra q. v. although the letters D and

tfi are sometimes interchanged, (see the

letter D.)

Others regard it, not as a proper

word, but as an abbreviation containing
the initial or most important letters in

'ral words; such abbreviations, fur-

nished witli vowels, being very common
amoricr the modern Jews and Arabians.

I )

The deciphering of the word on this prin-

ciple must be very arbitrary. The two

following have been proposed, nbrob ab

-itfn redi sursum, cantor, (da capo;)

Vipn ni:-ii!
? yen? signum mutandce vocis.

The use of abbreviations among the

ancient Hebrews has, however, never

yet been proved. Comp. Michaelis Sup-

plem. p. 1760. See Rosenmulleri Com-
ment, in Psalm. T. I. p. LIX. Noldii

Concord. Particul. Heb. p. 940. ed.

Tymp. Eichhorn's Bibl. der Bibl. Lite-

ratur, Th. 5. p. 542ff.

24. Sept. c-xoAc-J/. (Chald. NIVD, Hrfrp,
G'~

Arab.
<J}Lw

thorns of the date-palm.)

fi^D m. dec. I. Ezek. 2 : 6. i. q. the

preceding article, but taken figuratively.

Comp. o^y. Others : despisers, scorn-

ers, as if from b2D=nto no. II.

J17D fut. rrp?, to forgive, construed

with a dative. Ex. 34:9. IK. 8:31,
34 36 39.

Niph. to be forgiven, spoken of sin.

Lev. 4:20, 26, 31. 5:10,13.

Deriv. out of course nrpbD.

nJD m. verbal from nbo, forgiving,

ready to forgive. Ps. 86 : 5.

nrP7p f. verbal from nbo, dec. X.

forgiveness. Ps. 130 : 4. Plur. Neh. 9:17.

rO^D proper name of a city on the

borders of the kingdom of Bashan.

Deut. 3:10. Josh. 12 : 5. 13 : 1 1. 1 Chr.

5:11.

^7D 1. to raise or
lift up. See Pilp.

Comp. yhv, n^o.

2. to raise, throw, or cast up. Jer.

50 : 26 owsria:) rtfp cast her up as heaps.

Particularly

3. to raise or build a way by throw-

ing up dirt, aggerare, aggesto aggere

planare. (Comp. DVI Is. 49:11.) Is.

57:14. 62:10. Prov. 15:19. Jer. 18:

15. Job 19:12 nsr; >:r i?b$ they raised

for themselves a way to me. 30:12.

Without
"rj-n,

Ps. 68 : 5 1-6 build ye (the

way.)



Pilp. to raise up, exalt. Prov. 4 : 8

calt her (wisdom).

Hithpo. bbinpn, denom. from rrbbb, to

make one's self a wall, to oppose ones

self,
construed with a. Ex. 9:17 TTTO

'EM bbir.pn
thou yet opposest thyself to

my people.

Deriv. nVp, rrbpo, ote, bibtm.

TlhhO f. verbal from bbo, dec. X. a

mound, trench, rampart. Jer. 33 : 4.

Particularly one thrown round a be-

sieged city by the enemy, 2K. 19 : 32.

Ezek. 4 : 2. 2 Sam. 20 : 15. Comp. jrq.

Q7D m. a ladder, flight of stairs or

steps. Gen. 28: 12. (Arab, idem.} Root

bbo, with the termination D~ i. q. ]
.

IT) yDfO fem. plur. baskets, i. q. n^p.

Is. 6 : 9. Sept. xd^ccXXx. Vulg. cartalla.

V7D m. dec. VI. d.
v

1. a rock. Often metaphorically, Ps.

18 : 3. 7:0 nirr Jehovah is my rock. 31 :

4. 42:ia
2. proper name of the ancient capital

of Edom, afterwards called Petra,

whence Arabia Petrcea has its name.

2 K. 14 : 7. Is. 16 : 1. Relandi Palaes-

tina, p. 926 951.

3. also of a place in the northern

part of Arabia. Judg. 1 : 36.

D^yD m. a four-footed, winged, edi-

ble species of locust. Once Lev. 1 1 : 22.

Root Chald. ctfbp to consume, i. q. sbs.

TpD found only in Pi.

1. topervert. Ex. 23 : 8 offis nri t$&\

and it (tJie bribe) perverts the cause of
the righteous. Deut. 16 : 19.

2. to turn up, destroy, (a way ;) comp.

ijcn.
Prov. 19:3 irn rjVpn D^ n^w the

folly of a man turns up his way, i. e.

makes it uneven.

3. to overthrow, evertere. Job 12: 19.

Prov. 21:12. 13:6. 22:12.

^Vp m. verbal from
f]bn>,

rudeness of

speech. Prov. 15:4. Oppos. )ib ss-ro

mild language.
2. perverseness, falsehood. Prov. 11 :

3. Oppos. rran.

p7D Chald. to mount up. Dan, 7 :

3, 8, 20. Pret. pass, idem, Dan. 2 : 29.

Ezra 4:12. In Syr. and Samar. idem.

nSb com. gen. (masc. Ex. 29 : 40.

fem. Lev. 2 : 5. and often, probably be-

cause the n was erroneously regarded
as a feminine termination,) dec. VI. p.

meal. Ezek. 16 : 13, 19. 1 Chr. 9 : 29.

Gen. 18 : 6. trtsn nbo wheat meal, Ex.

29 : 2. (Arab. yj^Juw barky, peeled

barley, cLxQirct., from tj^Juw to make

bare, to peel off. In Chald. KnVio idemf

whence the verb nVp to sift meal.)

DD found only in the plur. C'Dp sweet

spices. Ex. 30 : 34. a>an:ri rnisp incense of
sweet spices, Ex. 30 : 7. 40 : 27. Root

<> ^

Arab. ., to smell.

m. prim, a vine-blossom.

Cant, 7 :'l2. 2 : 13, 15. (In Chald. and

Syr. idem.)

T[?2D, fut.
^yfcD\

1. to lay or rest on

any thing ; as in the phrase by T TJ^D
to

lay the hand on any thing, Ex. 29 : 10,

15,19. Lev. 1:4.3:2. 8:14. Am. 5:

19 Ti?rj bj> rr
-^001

and he rested his hand

upon the wall, spoken of one that had

fled to his own house and supported
himself by the wall of his dwelling.

2. intrans. to lie on any one. PH. 88 :

8
*]rrarr rgop 'b? thine anger lies hard

on me.

3. to uphold, support. Ps. 37 : 17,

24. 54 : 6. Ezek. 30 : 6 onsn po& those

that uphold Egypt, the allies ofEgypt.
Construed with b, Ps. 145:14. Part,

pass. 7p:>D, supported, i. e. firm, unshaken,

Ps. 112:8. Is. 26:3.

4. to support or sustain any one with

any thing, construed with two accus.

Gen. 27 : 37 VTOOD -cvvrn
jrri with corn

and wine have Isustained him. Ps. 51 :

14.

5. to draiv near. Ezek. 24 : 2. (This

signification is derived from no. 1. to

rest on any thing, hence in Rabbinic

to bejoined to it, to be near ; ^prr near.)

Niph. to be mpported, Judg. 16 : 29.



to support ones self, Ps. 7 1 : 6. Is. 48 : 2.

.Metaphorically 2 Chr. 32:8.

Pi. to refrrxi'i.
Cant. 2 : 5. (Comp.-tfo.)

7*2^ and ,"2D ni. an image, statue.

.8:3,5, Dent. 4:16. 2 Chr. 33 :

:. where :r2 denotes signum

sculptum, and rs: imago. The etymo-

logy is uncertain.

j^D see }p2.
T2D to shudder, shiver. Ps. 1 19 : 120.

Pi. idem ; also to sla?MZ on end, spo-
ken of the hair. Job 4:15.

"V2D m. Jer. 5 1 : 27. prob. with rough

or bristly hair, oM^, an epithet of the

insect r~\

PfN-p proper name of a city in Ju-

dah. "Ezra 2 : 53. Neh. 7 : 38. With the

article, Neh. 3 : 3. The root *D in Aram.

is i. q. Heb. s:b to hate.

t3 yHlD Sanballat, proper name of a

Persian governor in Moab. Neh. 2:10.

4:1.6:1,2,12,14. 13:28.

H2p m. prim, a bush, a thorn-bush.

Ex. 3:2ff. Deut. 33:16. (Syr. ]Vm

idem. Arab. [X*, and (j^ particularly

the senna bush.)

J"Cp proper name of a rocky cliff

over against Gibeah. 1 Sam. 14 : 4. (As an

appellative, perhaps a height, hill, from

Li** to raise up.}

D^^-D masc. plur. blindness. Gen.

19:1 1. YlC. 6 : 18. Root Chald. quad-
riliteral TI:D to blind, dazzle.

D,*Hn2D Sennacherib, king of As-

syria, about the year 720 before Christ,

(2 K. 18:13. 19:1636.) in Herod,

(ir. 141.) 2yg<0f. He was mur-

dered by his two sons in the temple of

*.***

or the like.

O^p^p masc. pi. Cant. 7 : 9. branches

or lun-fs of the palm-tree. Prob. kin-

dred with oVcAD baskets, and oV|Vj few-

drils.

"VE-p m. a jtfw. Lev. 11:9. Deut.

1 I : !)"."

DD ni. ^ moth, an insect that eats
O

clothes. Is. 51:8. (Syr. J^x, Arab.

a corn-worm, a louse,

In Greek ^.)
fut. TTD\ 1. to stay, sustain,

holdup. Ps. 18*: 36. Prov. 20:28. Is.

9 : 6. Hence to aid, assist, support, Ps.

20:3.41:4.94:18.
2. ib irp to stay //e heart, i. e. to re-

fresh the stomach, by taking food. (See
& no. 1.) Gen. 18:5 cpa? nro refresh

yourselves by food. Ps. 104 : 15. Judg.
19:8. Intrans. 1 K. 13 : 7 niyo refresh

thyself. Comp. rrco.)

Deriv. -irpo.

~5?P Chald. to
7/e^t?, aiW, assist, con-

strued with *?. Ezra 5 : 2.

n^D found only Ps. 55 : 9 nyo rm
T T

sweeping tempest. Arab.^^i,
to run. to

rush, spoken also of a violent storm.

?p^p m. dec. I.

1. a fissure, cleft, sterr rpro a cleft of
the roch, Judg. 15. : 8, 1 1. Plur.D^trrrj^D
the clefts of the rocks, Is. 2 : 21. 57: 5.'

2. a branch. Is. 17 : 6. 27 : 10. See
rrtEjra. (These two significations are

found united in the Arab, mrtf ^

from i..^^ to divide, bya commutation
of a and 2.) Hence

fjVD in Pi. a denom. from
rp?p no.

2. to <^ o^ branches. Is. 10 : 33.

D^ipVp masc. plur. divided opinions,

sects, parties. (Root ^D= <^_^Xw to

divide.) 1 K 18 : 21 /wtf /ow^ halt ye
rrErp *ntp bp between two opinions ? i. e.

between the service of Baal and the

service of Jehovah.

D^C^D masc. plur. Ps. 119:113.

perhaps the hesitating or sceptical in

religion. Luther : the light-minded.
Others: the foolish or mad, i. e. the

wicked
; comp. Arab. <_J!jci madness,

violent passion.

rfiSD^p plur. fern, branches. Ezek.

31 : 6, 8. Comp. rp^o and n



TOD ( 424 )

\.tomovewithviolence,torage;
larlY in battle, 1 Sam. 12:25. 26: 10.

spoken of the sea, Jon. 1 : 11, 13. of
27

TV?' 1

enemies, Hab. 3 : 15.
HlP]l - to brmff

to9^her, to heap up.

2. to be tossed about, by affliction. Is.
Deut. 32 : 23. Sept. %. Others

54 : 11. comp. Pi. place this under no. II. addam.

Niph. to be moved or disquieted, by H. HDD i. q. ^p;,
found only in the

fear. 2 K. 6 : 11. infin. ntep (a mode which is wanting to

Pi.' -CM? to disperse or scatter a peo- the verb
F]p;

in Kal,) to add. Is. 30 : 1.

ple. Zech. 7:14. Particularly to add to any thing, to in-

Poal, to be blown away, spoken of crease it. (See iqp;
no. 2.) Num. 32 :

stubble. Hos. 13 : 3. Comp. -wto. 14. The imper. p Is. 29 : 1. Jer. 7 : 21.

tfD m. verbal from -WD, dec. VI. c. maY be formed with equal ease from
rjp\

a storm, tempest. Jon. 1:4, 12. Jer. 23: p5D m - verbal from
, covering

19. 25 : 32. of the temple. 1 K. 6 : 15.

!~nyp f. verbal from TD, dec. XI. d. JTYlDD f. verbal from nco, dec. X. a

idem. Is. 29 : 6. also
rrjpp

mi Ps. 107 : number. Ps. 71 : 15.

25. Ezek. 1 : 3. and rn-c?D irn Ezek. 13 : I. TOD in Kal not used. Prob. i. q.

npD and
FJCK

to add.

Niph. to be joined, to cleave, adhere;

construed with V. Is. 14 : 1.

Pu. to be gathered. Job 30 : 7.

Hithpa. i. q. Niph. construed with 2.

1 Sam. 26: 19.

II. HDD i. q. ntra Arab.

1. to pour out. See Piel.'

2. to anoint. (Comp. TJDJ, Syr. w-ui.ro

bewail; particularly for one dead, to pour out; Aph. to anoint and in-

Zech. 12 : 12. The person lamented is duct a bishop.) 1 Sam. 2 : 36 bx 2 "yvso

preceded by h
t IK. 14:13. Gen. 23:2. nitron nnsi appoint me, I pray t/tee, in

by to, 2 Sam. 1 1 : 26. once by reb, 2 Sam. wwe priesthood.
3 : 31. Is. 32 : 12, according to the

usual reading ubera plangunt, but the

11, 13. (See nyto and

r)D m. with sufF. SD, plur. o*0p, dec.

Vllf. f.

1. the threshold. Judg. 19 : 27. 2 K.
12:10. (In Chald. and Samar. idem.)
See the denom.

F]QinDn.

2. a basin. Ex. 12 : 22. Zech. 12:2.

Plur. D'T, Jer. 52 : 19. and ni, 1 K. 7 : 50.

fut. netp, to mourn, lament,

true reading is prob. onto
; so that this

Pi. to pour out. Hab. 2:15.

UnSD f. the scab. Lev. 13:2, 6.

14 : 56. also nnEro 13 : 7, 8. Strictly a

passage furnishes no support to the bald place on the head occasioned by the

sense planctus, as a gesture of grief. scai or itck ; comp. nefe.

JTDD m. verbal from ncp no. II. liter.

effusum; hence

1. the grain which springs up of itself

On the contrary this word denotes rather

a mournful noise, comp. Mic. 1 : 8. Jer.

22:18. 34:5.

the second year after a field has been
I. TOD 1. perhaps i.q.F]p*

to snatch SQwn> Lev/25 : 5, 11. 2 K. 19: 29. Is.

37 : 30. Comp. ^nr.

2. an overflowing. Job 14:19.

up. See Niph. no. 1.

2. to take o^'the beard, Is. 7 : 20. to

take away life, Ps. 40 : 15. to destroy,
Gen. 18:21, 24.

f. a ship. Once Jon. 1 : 5.

(Syr. and Arab, idem.) Hoot ::r to
o. mtrans. to be taken aivay, to perish. . l7 7 ,

An,. : 12. Jel, 12 . 4 . ps .$ . /9 .

'"^ *<*'<*

I^GD m. plur. D^TJ dec. I. a sapphire.

Ex. 28^18. 39:11. Job 28: 6, 16. Exek.

1:26. (Syr. ffam Chald.

Niph. 1. to be snatched up, to be

'I- I*. 13: 15.

2. to perish. Geu. 19 : 15. Particu-



TO
7DD m. a dish, bowl.

5 : 25. 6 : 38. (In Chald. and Talmud.

idem. See Bocharti Hieroz. I. p. 549.)

tDD, fut. per. 1. to cover, contignare,

construed with two accus. 1 K. 6 : 9.

7:3.

2. to cover with boards, to wainscot.

1 K. 7 : 7. Jer. 22 : 14. Hag. 1 : 4.

3. to conceal, lay up, like the kindred

forms jcto
and JDS. Deut. 33:21 oto '3

( 425 )

Only Judg.
tary ofstate, an important officer of the

c
,

rown ' wh
f

' mm *
the name of the king. 2 Sam. 8:17. 20:

25. 2 K. 12:11. 19:2. 22:3 ff. (2.) in

the later writings, one skilled in the

scriptures, one learned in the law, y%ap-

paTtv;. 1 Chr. 27 : 32. Ezra 7 : 6. Ezra

bears this name, Neh. 8:1 if. 12:26,
36. Ezra 7:11. (3.) in a military sense,

an inspector-general,vf\io had the charge
of reviewing and recruiting the army.

r
pirrnp njAn/or there is the portion of jer< 37 . 15> 52 . 35. 2 K. 25 : 19. comp.

the leader laid up.
Deriv. out of course nrpc, jp.

F)3D found only in Hithpo. *|Binon,

denom. from
P,D,

to stand on the threshold,

to be a doorkeeper. Ps. 84 : 11.

i. PDD, fut. PEP\

1. to smite. Particularly (1.) ^p;
to b

to smzfe owe's se/f o *Ae tfAz'^, as a ges-

ture of displeasure and grief. Jer. 3 1 :

19. Construed with h, Ezek. 21:17.

[21 : 12.] comp. II. xn. 162. xv. 397.

Od. xin. 198. (2.) n:23-n p?D to smite

the hands together ; as a gesture of dis-

pleasure. Num. 24:10. Construed with

*%, as a gesture of contempt, (comp.
Lat. explodere aliquem,) Lam. 2:15.

Job 27: 23, (where 31 MSS. read it

with to.)
Without a;3, idem, Job 34 :

37. In some passages it is written with to.

2. to chastise, spoken of God. Job

34:26.

II. pSD Syr.
. ne^m

?
to vomit. Once

Jer. 48: 26.

pCD dec. VI. g. abundance, suffici-

entia. Job 20 : 22. Root p?to.

""\QD, fut. ibp;. 1. to count, number.

Gen~ 15 : 5. Lev. 15 : 13, 28.

2. to write. (From signif. no. 1. comes

to enumerate, relate, tell ; (see Pi. nos.

2. 3.) whence to write, comp. 2 Chr. 2 :

1
irj^a *^N"} andhe answered in writing ;

comp. 3? to call and to read. It is not

necessary then to derive this verb from

the Arab. Ju scalpsit, or to make -eb a

denom. from tcp a book.) Found only
in the part. IDD a writer, Ps. 45 : 2.

Ezek. 9 : 2, 3. Particularly (1.) a secre-

2 Chr. 26 : 1 1. Is. 33 : 18. In Judg. 5 :

14, it appears to have a more extended

signification and to denote a general,
a military leader.

Niph. to be numbered, counted. Gen.

16:10. 32:13.

Pi. 1. to number, count, i. q. Kal.

Job 38: 37. Ps. 40 : 6.

2. to relate, tell. Gen. 24 : 66. 40 : 9.

Particularly to announce with commen-

dation, to praise, Ps. 19 : 2. 78 : 4.

Job 28: 27 then did he (God) see it

(wisdom,) and made it known (in his

works).
3. used absolutely, to speak, to talk,

sermones facere. Ps. 64 : 6. 73 : 15.

Hence 69 : 27
inep^ ?py?n ijop b concern-

ing the pain ofthy wounded tliey speak,

(with pleasure.)

Pu. TED pass, of no. 2. to be related,

told. Ps. 22: 31. Job 37: 20.

Deriv. out of course TBDD, rrvcp.

1DD m. Chald. 1. a writer, scribe.

Ezra 4: 8, 9, 17, 23. here the royal
scribe which attended the governor.

2. one learned in the scriptures. Ezra

7:12,21.

"1DD m. with suff. noo, plur. D*TCD,V " ;
* T *

const, ncp, verbal from 150, dec. VI. g.

1. writing, scriptura. Is. 29 : 11, 12

icpn jnV-owe who understands writing.
Dan. 1 : 4 DTOS

jittfri itp the writing and

language of the Chaldeans. Verse 17.

2. a writing, something ivritten ;

spoken of a bill of sale, Jer. 32 : 1 1 ff.

of a written accusation, Job 31: 35. of

a bill of divorce, Deut. 24 : 1, 3. Of
course

3i
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3. a book. Ex. 17 : 14. rnirn TBD the

book of the law, Josh. 1 : 8. 8 : 34. also

called Tgp-nVao the volume of the book.

Ps. 40 : 8. r^n ncp Me 60o& o/ life,
in

which the living are written down be-

fore God, Ps. 69 : 29. comp. Dan. 12 :

1. Rev. 20 : 12, 15. nnso Dan. 9 : 2,

Me (holy) scriptures, TO, ygaiftpunvt, which

were perhaps already united into a vo-

lume before the writing of the book of

Daniel. ango niirtt Ecc. 12 : 12, to make

books, used by way of contempt.

4. a letter, an epistle. 2 Sam. 11:14.

"^Qp Chald. plur. pep, a book. Ezra

4 : 15.
:

Dan. 7: 10.

"IDD m. verbal from IDD.

1. a numbering. 2 Chr. 2 : 16.

2. Gen. 10 : 30. (with n~ local TTO)
a boundary of Joktanitish Arabia, pro-

bably on the south. (See ^p.) The
names of places which present them-

selves for comparison are (1.) Saphar
of Ipliny (vi. 23.) TNDB Uib of Abulfeda,

a city in the middle of Yemen. (2.)Do-

far, in the mountainous district, and

near the northern boundary of Yemen.
Neither of these places corresponds

perfectly.

"HDp found only Obad. 20. name

of a countrywhere some of the Israelitish

captives lived. Vulg. Bosphorus. The

Syr. Chald. and modern Hebrew com-

mentators, Spain. Both of these ex-

planations are undoubtedly false, but

nothing more certain can be substituted

in their place. Some have conjectured

Sipphara, but the Hebrew for this is

probably t^yiCD.

fern, of iDp a book. Ps. 56 : 9.

2K. 17:24. 18:34. 19:

13. Is. 36 : 19. 37 : 13. a city under the

government of the Assyrians, whence

colonists were sent into the country of

Samaria. Prob. 2<?rp'g, in Mesopota-
mia, on the Euphrates. The gentile
noun is DTO 2 K. 17: 31. and also

again in the same verse in Kethib.

7(?D to stone, construed with an Deut. 19:16.

) mo
accus. of the person. Ex. 19:13. 21:

28. Frequently with the addition D^IK;,

Deut. 13:11. 17:5. 22:24. Comp.
the synonymous verb 033.

Niph. pass. Ex. 19 :"l3. 21 : 28 ff.

Pi. 1. as in Kal, to stone, to overwhelm

with stones. 2 Sam. 16:6, 13.

2. to free from stones, with a priva-
tive signification like nn, fjj. Is. 5 : 2.

Joined with pn, 62 : 10.

Pu. pass, to be stoned. 1 K. 21:14,
15.

*^p, fern. rrro, dec. VIII. k. discon-

tented, displeased, sullen. 1 K. 20 : 43.

21 : 4, 5. (Root no Arab. * to be evil,

here, as in German, signifying to look

evil or displeased.)

2,^D ni. (with Kamets impure) dec.

I. refractory, rebellious. Ezek. 2 : 6.

(In Syr. and Chald. idem.) On account

of its connexion with n^Vvp and D"1

}"^,

some Jewish commentators have ren-

dered it thorns or nettles, (comp. rpo
to

burn,) a very suitable interpretation, if

it were only better supported.

TQ"P m. Chald. wide Persian hosen

or breeches. Dan. 3:21, 27. (In Syr.

Arab, and Chald. idem ; but in Aram,

used also for a wide garment of any
SxCx

kind. Pers.
jUufc by transposition.

This article of dress has passed with its

name into the western languages, as in

in Lat. sarabara, saraballa ; in Span.

ceroulas ; in Hungarian and Sclavonic

shalwary, in Polish sharmvari.)

lilnD proper name of a king of As-

syria. Once Is. 20 : 1. He was probably

the predecessor of Sennacherib, as his

general Tartan was also general under

Sennacherib. Others suppose Sargon
to have been another name of Sen-

nacJierib. (For its appellative significa-

tion, comp. Pers.
fa^s*^ prince of the

sun.)

f. verbal from TID.
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2. particularly declension or apostacy

from Jehovah. Deut. 13 : 6. Jer. 28 :

16.29:32. Is. 1:5. 31: 6. 59: 13.

3. cessation, intermission. Is. 14 : 6.

PPD 1. to pour out, to stretch out.

Am. 6 : 4, 7. Intrans. Ezek. 17:6
jca

rrj-p vitis latefusa.

2. to be superfluous, to hang over, re-

dundare. Ex. 26:12. Part. pass, rmp
redundans, verse 13. Ezek. 23 : 15 WID

D'Vop with long turbans hanging down,
redundantes mitris.

Niph. to be poured or shahen out.

Metaphorically Jer. 49 : 7 oncon
rrrntp?

is their wisdom poured out?

PHD m. verbal from rre, a super-

fluity, something hanging over. Ex. 26 :

12.

^"HD i. q. ifnti,
dec. I. a coat ofmail)

a brigandine. Jer. 46 : 4. 51:3.

D^D m. const. ono, plur. nwo, const,

to and 'pno, Syr. fo^'t a> .

1. an eunuch. Is. 56 : 3, 4. (Root Arab.
* ^

impotens esse ad venerem.} Eu-

nuchs were employed particularly as

keepers of the harem, (Est. 2 : 3, 14,

15. 4 : 5.) but also in other capacities,

Est. 1 : 10, 12, 15. S'pnErr :n Dan. 1 : 3.

or Dpnsn ifo verse 7 ff. the prince of the

eunuchs, who had the charge of the

noble youths. Hence

2. a courtier, chamberlain generally,

only that we are unable to decide in

particular cases whether the original

idea is retained or lost. 1 Sam. 8:15.
1 K. 22 : 9. 2 K. 9 : 32. 20 : 18. 24 : 12,

15. 25 : 19 (where a D^D is placed over

the men of war.) Jer. 34:19. 41 : 16.

Especially Gen. 37 : 36. 39:1. where
the onp is married.

TpD, plur. p-o, Chald. an overseer,

prefect. Dan. 6 : 3ff. (In the Targums
for citr.) It is here employed of the

three ministers which were placed over

iho. governors of the 120 provinces of

the Persian empire.

27 )

J'lD
dec. VI. a. found only in the

plur. D^p, const. \D-\D.

1. an axle-tree. 1 K. 7 : 30. In an-

cient times axle-trees, especially in

waggons, were fastened to the wheels
and turned round with them.

2. princes, used exclusively of the

five princes or lords of the Philistines,

in their five principal cities. Josh. 13:3.

Judg. 3: 3. 16:5ff. 1 Sam. 6:4ff. 5:

8ff. 29 : 6. Comp. Arab. i_^UV axis,

polus; (2.) dominus, princeps, (quasi
cardo populi).

PTSJHD f. dec. X. a branch, bougJi,
7

i. q. t]D. Ezek. 31:5. (Syr. . g>V
t
g>

to sprout, shoot. For the insertion of

i, see the letter x)

)"}D an Aramean orthography for

rpte
to burn. Part. Pi.

F]-OQ
the burner

(of human corpses) , the hindler of the

funeral pile, Am. 6:10. Comp. parti-

cularly nyifo. 23 MSS. of Kennicot and
several others of De Rossi read

Fptoa.

"7Snp m. Is. 55 : 13. name of a plant,

which cannot be determined with cer-

tainty. Sept. Theod. Aqu. **. Vulg.
urtica.

*T1D to be refractory, rebellious, per-

verse; spoken of animals, Hos. 4 : 16.

of a son, Deut. 21 : 18, 20. Ps. 78 : 8.

Jer. 5 : 23. Neh. 9 : 29mp F]ro
SQPM they

shewed a rebellious shoulder, i. e. they
conducted themselves perversely. Zech.

7:11. Jer. 6 : 28 rrrp no falling off to

the rebellious. Often used of a people
which rebels against God, Is. 30:1.
65 : 2. Ps. 68: 19. Is. 1 : 23. Hos. 9 : 15.

iriD, in Keri vno, m. winter. Cant.

2,: 11. (In Aram, and Arab, idem.}

1. to stop up, e. g. wells of

water. 2 K. 3 : 19, 25. 2 Chron. 32 : 3, 4.

2. to close up, to keep secret. Dan. 8 :

26. 12 : 4, 9. Part. pass. Dino something
concealed, a secret. Ezek. 28 : 3.

Niph. to be closed, spoken of breaches

in a wall. Neh. 4 : 1. [4 : 7.]
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Pi. i. q. Kal no. 1. Gen. 26 : 15, 18. construed with ysfrom any one, 1 Sam,

See orft. 20 : 2. with r?2o, 2 K. 1 1 : 2. Job 3 : 10.

wn tey inp'j. nor hid sorrow from mine

eyes, \. e. did not deliver me from it.

3. to protect, defend. Ps. 31 : 21. 27 :

5.64:3.

Hithpa. inncn to hide ones self.
1 Sam.

23:19. 26:1/18. 29: 14.

Deriv. out of course liroD, intpp.

"^Jlp Chald. found only in Pa.

1. to concsal. Part. pass, secret things,
Dan. 2 : 22.

2. to destroy. Ezra 5: 12. (In Syr.
Pe. and in the Targums, idem. This

signification is connected with the pre-

ceding. Both signify to remove out of
sight. See ins and iTon.)

IJHD, with suff. >inp, verbal from ino*

dec. VI. g.

1. a covering. Job 22 : 14. 24 : 15.

Ps. 81:8 osi -H-ipa in the covering of
thunder, i. e. the thunder clouds. Ps.

18:12.

2. secrecy, a secret place or thing.

Judg. 3:19 irp-iyi something secret.

1 Sam. 25 : 20 inn inp a secret place of
the mountain. onnp nnb bread in secret,

Prov. 9:17. irm in secret, secretly,

1 Sam. 19:2. 2 Sam. 12:12.

3. a shelter, protection. Ps. 32 : 7.

91:1. 119:114.

n*inp fern, of inp no. 3. a sfielter,

protection. Deut. 32 : 38.

"1J1D to hide or conceal ones self.

In Kal only Prov. 22 : 3 Kethib. The
Keri is

inzp?,
as in 27 : 12.

Niph. I. to be concealed. Job 3 : 23.

Construed with p, Ps. 38 : 10. Is. 40 :

27. Gen. 3 1 : 49 when we shall be con-

cealed, i. e. separated, from each other*

Hos. 13 : 14 repentance is hidden from
mine eyes, i. e. I experience it not. Also

with r?Bo, Deut. 7 : 20. with 3B>p, Jer.

16 : 17.' with -uso, Am. 9 : 3. Part, niinp?

secret things, Deut. 29 : 28. secret sins,

sins committed ignorantly, Ps. 19 : 13.

2. to hide ones
self. 1 Sam. 20 : 5, 19.

Construed with p, Ps. 55 : 13. and with

'3BQ, Gen. 4: 14.

Pi. to hide, conceal. Is. 16 : 3.

Pu. to be concealed, secret. Prov. 27 : 5.

Hiph. won 1. to cover, to hide; fol-

lowed by D3 theface. Ex. 3 : 6. Either

from shame, Is. 53 : 3. or so as not to

see, Ps. 10:11. 51:11 nronn ^s iPion

hide thy face from my sins, i. e. over-

look them. Spoken particularly of Je-

hovah, as a mark of displeasure or

anger, Ps. 30 : 8. 104 : 29. Construed

with p of the person, Ps. 22 : 25. 27 : 9.

88 : 15. Used elliptically Is. 57 : 17 irta?

fpjpw -won / smote them (the people,) I
hid (myface) and was angry.

2. to hide, to keep secret or concealed;

Ain, the 16th letter of the alphabet,
and as a numerical sign denoting 70.

The name signifies an eye, and has

reference to the round form of this

letter in the Phenician alphabet.
The Arabians have two letters cor-

responding to the Hebrew and Ara-

mean Ain, c and c
,
the former a soft

guttural, the latter a g or gh, pronounced
from the throat with a rattling sound

peculiar to the orientalists. These two
sounds probably existed in the Hebrew
as a living language, though perhaps

less definitely marked than in Arabic.

Hence some Hebrew words spelt with

"$, (as is the case also with n,) have two

different significations, according as the

corresponding word in Arabic is written
S* s>

with c or c ; e. g. nss Arab. Ua

to seize, and rras Arab. Qa to cover;

comp. the articles xas and FISN, n;

, n^.

The Sept. expresses it sometimes by a

spiritus lenis or asper, and sometimes

by y ; e. g. pbw, 'Ap*tix ;

nw, Tet^a, ; rnp,
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Ain is interchanged (1.) with N, (see

p. 1.) (2.) rarely with a, 3 and (only in

Chald.) with p; e.g. jap i.q. aa, raj to

spring, to streatn; N^N and >* the

earth; ro$ and pnti to Aer; (3.) with

y, more frequently than with the last

mentioned, especially in the collation

of Aramean words, in which v often

stands for the Hebrew y; e.g. yi, yw
the earth; TOS, TOP wool; pis, pis to

/wm. In Greek, comp. oXiyoq and oA<$ ;

<pv*/a, Qivyu, and (pvt^ciu, <pvfyu,i. The
cause of this remarkable change lies

perhaps in the pronunciation of y like

cr #^s, from which the flat pronuncia-
tion of the Arameans left out the sound

of D and retained only that of y.

n^ m. an architectural term, prob. a

threshold, forming the entrance to a

colonnade or temple. 1 K. 7 : 6. Ezek.
41 : 25. Plur. oay idem, verse 26.

HV com. gen. (masc. Is. 19:1. Ecc.

11:31. fern. 1 K. 18 *44.) const, a?,

plur. nay, >a?, and rnay.

1. darkness. (Root y or a^ q. v.)

Ex. 19:9
f:rrt

ax-a m Me darkness of a
cloud. Ps. f8:12.

2. a cloud itself. Job 36 : 29. 37 : 11,

16.

3. a thicket ofa wood. Plur. D^as Jer.

4 : 29.

Tiy, fut. lar. 1. to labour. Ex.20:

9 ibypi en?; rahp s*# f/#?/s s/*# MOM la-

bour. Deut. 5: 13. Ecc. 5:11. (From
this signif. is derived the Chald. nay

i. q. nirs- to make, do; and the deriva-

tives -rar, *u??.)

2. to labour upon, to cultivate, con-

strued with an accus. of the thing. E. g.
the ground, Gen. 2:5. 3 : 23. 4 : 2. a

vineyard, Deut, 28 : 39. Is. 19:9 nas

tyrroD those who cultivate flax. Ezek.
48 : 18 vsrr'nay those who labour on the

city, i. e. in building the walls. Ellip-

tically Deut. 15 : 19 thou shalt not la-

bour (the ground) with the firstling of
thy bullock.

3. to labour for another, to serve.

Construed with an accus. of the person,
Gen. 27: 40. 29:15. 30:26. with %

)

1 Sam. 4: 9. 2 Sara. 16:19. with t f

Gen. 29 : 25, 30. Lev. 25 : 40. Also
with ?Db, to serve before any one, 2 Sam.
16:19. Spoken likewise of a whole

nation, to serve or be tributary to ano-

ther nation, Gen. 14 : 4. 15 : 14. With
two accus. Gen. 30 : 29

*f
rnas> n^ n nj?T

thou knowest what service I have ren-

dered thee.

4. construed with a, to impose labour

or service on any one. Lev. 25 : 39 &
112 rnay ia iayn thou shalt not lay on him
the service ofa bond-servant. Verse 46.

Ex. 1 : 14. Jer. 22 : 13. 25 : 14. 30 : 8.

Hence we may explain Gen. 15:13
on vy\ ornyi they (the Egyptians) shall

impose on them (the Israelites) and
shall afflict them. The suffix pronoun
D may be resolved into Da, (comp. Job
6:4. 31:18. Ps.42:5.)

T

5. to serve, worship, (Jehovah or

idols.) Construed with an accus. Ex.
3 : 12. 9 : 1, 13. rarely with

J,
Jer. 44 :

3. Judg. 2:13. Job 36: 11 wo D

vu3j ifthey obey and serve
( God).

6. to offer, to present, (to God.) Is.

19:21. Construed with two accus.

Ex. 10 : 26. Comp. the Greek fyj*, j
t'&,

the Latinfacio, and nw Ex. 10: 15.

Niph. I. to be laboured. Deut. 21:4.
2. to be cultivated. Ezek. 36 : 9, 34.

3. to be served, honoured. Ecc. 5 : 8.

Pu. 1. to be laboured. Deut. 21 : 3.

Comp. 15:19.

2. pass, of Kal no. 4. a na labour is

imposed on any one, Is. 14 : 3.

Hiph. 1. causat. of Kal no. 1. to cause

to work, to keep at work. Ex. 1:13. 6:5.
2. causat. of Kal no. 3. Ezek. 29 : 18.

Hence to make tributary, Jer. 17:4.
3. causat. of no. 5. 2 Chr. 34 : 33.

4. to weary out or fatigue by hard

labour, to weary out in any way. Is.

43: 23, 24 sprntfsm 'arnajjn ^J
but thou

hast wearied me by thy sins. Parall. r^in.

Hiph. i. q. Kal, to serve, own thou

shalt serve them, Ex. 20 : 5. '3 : 24.

Deut. 5 : 9. and cnar: we will serve them,
Deut. 13 : 3. Others consider this as an

uncommon form of the fut. Kal.

115? Chald, to make, do, i.q. Heb.



nipj. Dan. 3:1, 15. y% TO to make war,

Dan. 7:21. Construed with a, Dan. 4 :

32. 4 : 35.] and oa
t Ezra 6 : 8. to treat

or deal with any one.

Ithpe. to fe made, to take place, to

happen. Ezra 4: 19. 5:8. 7:26. Dan.

3:29.

Deriv. TO, NTO.

11V m. verbal from TO, dec. VI. a.

a servant. Gen. 9 : 25 D>TO TO a ser-

vant of servants, i. e. a most abject ser-

vant. Particularly (1.) a servant (of
the king), a courtier, a military officer.

1 Sam. 16:17. 18:22. 22:6. 28:7.

(2.) a servant (of God), an honoura-

ble title of pious and holy men, as of

Moses, Deut. 34:5. Josh. 1 : 1, 13, 15.

of Joshua, Josh. 24 : 29. Judg. 2 : 8. of

the prophets, Jer. 7 : 25. 26 : 5. 29 : 1 9

44:4. of Job, Job 1:8. 2:3. 42:8. of

David, Ps. 18:1. 36:1. 89:4, 21. more

rarely of pious men generally, Ps. 113 :

1. 134 : 1. 34 : 23. 69 : 37. This phrase
is used in a different sense Jer. 23 : 9.

27 : 6. where it is applied to the king
of Babylon, as an instrument in the

hand of God. (3.) The phrase thy ser-

vant is employed by inferiors in con-

versing with their superiors to express
the jirst person, as my lord (see )ii) to

express the third person. Dan. 10:17
how can the servant of this my lord

speak with this my lord 9 i. e. how can

I speak with thee ? Thy servant, there-

fore, sometimes alternates with the first

person ; e. g. Gen. 44 : 32 for thy ser-

vant became surety for the lad to my
father. This epithet is sometimes ap-

plied to one's absent kindred
; e.g. Gen.

44 : 27. thy servant, myfather, spake to

us. 30:31.32:20. (4.) once applied to

inanimate things by a zeugma. Gen.
47:19.

)

1. labour. Ex. 1:14. Lev. 25 : 39
TO nTO the labour ofa bond-servant. 23 :

7 rrjfr niDNto-'ra every business connected

with labour.

2. a work, business. Num. 4 : 47 TOV

Nipo nTO} mro nTO to perform the busi-

ness of the service and the business of
the burden. (In 1 Chr. 9:19, the same
is expressed by nron npNbo.) Is. 28 : 21.
o,c : 17 tQj7\zjn nj7T2?n nii^i and the work,
i. e. effect, of righteousness shall be

peace. (Chald. NTato, vrpss i. q. rrizw? a

work, also a reward; comp. the latter

^ Chald. idem. Nnb TO a servant

or worshipper of God, Dan. 3 : 26. 6 :

21. Ezra 5: 11.

y m. (with Kamets impure) ver-

bal from ^, dec. I. a work, deed. Once
Bcc - 9 : L

p^ t. verbal from nay, dec. X.

3. tillage, cultivation of land, agri-
culture. 1 Chr. 27 : 26. Neh. 10 : 38.

4. service. Gen. 30 : 26. Neh. 3 : 5.

1 Chr. 26 : 30 ^n nTO the service ofthe

king. Ps. 104 : li D-j*n nTOb au herb

for the service, i. e. use, ofman. Used

particularly of service in the tabernacle

or temple, e. g. ito bnta rry& Num. 4 :

23, 35. or -TCID Snh masf Ex/30 : 17. nTO
nirr n^a 1 Chr. 9:13. also without addi-

tion, 1 Chr. 28 : 14. Ex. 35 : 24. Spo-
ken also of a single religious usage,
Ex. 12:25, 26. 13:5. nTO -a? to do

service, Gen. 30 : 26.

5. implements, utensils, appertenances.
Num. 3:26, 31,36.

"^33? * ver al from TO, a body of
servants or domestics, familia. Gen.
26:14. Job 1:3. 34:25.

p^y proper name of a Levitical

city in the tribe of Asher. Josh. 21 : 30.

1 Chr. 6 : 59. Without doubt this is the

true reading Josh 19 : 28, instead of

JTO. It is so read in 20 MSS. of Ken-
nicott and De Rossi.

nVT5S? f- denom. from TO, dec. I.

servitude, the state of a servant. Ezra
9 : 8, 9.

"in^l^,^ and n^HlX* m. (servant ofT ; T ;
~ * /

Jehovah) the proper name of several

persons, among whom the prophet of

this name (Obad. I.) is the most famous.

rOy to be thick, fat. Deut. 32 : 15.

1 K. 12 : 10. (Syr. .AC to be thivk,

close.) Deriv.
,

ay. nars.
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( *

Det.24:
5. Am. 5 : 5 rasn rfj a$ -wa to

sheba ye shall not pass. ^{^ to pass
liter, a subst. transition. Found ^ ^^ Ezek> 35 . 7> ^^ ? .^

only in composition -naa (1.) a prep. 9 . 8> x> 33 . 37. ^ -q? to go in and

signifying (a.) on account of.
1 Sam. ^ Mic. 2:13. Also "(1.) with >;cV,

12:22. With suff. nw, ?jwaa o y to ^ fo/ore. Gen. 33: 3. Ex. 17: 5.

account, on thy account, 1 Sam. 23 : 10.
^.) with

Gen. 3 :17. (b.)/or, m exchange for. 13 ^
Am. 2:6. (2.) a conj. signifying (a.) so

nantf Deut. 29 : 11. (comp.
that; construed with a fut. Gen. 27 :4.

through a place> con.

accug> judg . n: 29.

to #o offer. 2 Sam. 20 :

to enter into a cove,

Ex. 9 : 14. with an infin. 2 Sam. 10:3.

more full T$J TOS, Gen. 27 : 10 also
gtmed

nn) with an infin. 2 Sam. 1-

usually with a, Gen. 12 : 6. 30 : 32. Is.

15. (b.) because, construed with a prep. g . 2l with ^ ^ro?/ Or 5e-

Mic, 2:10. (c.)
50 long as, while.

2 Sam. 12 : 21.

l^y m. dec. III. a. grain. Josh. 5 :
SQ t^at our prayer should not' pass

11, 12. (Syr. ]5 QJ^, Chald. nia? wfewi.) through.

7

tilV, fut.^:
1. prob. to change

exchange. See Pi. (Comp. m? to

Gen>15:17 . Lam. 3 : 44 thou

concealedst thyself in a cloud, rten ->hr
'

3.

2. to give a pledge, to borrow by

used absolutely, Gen.

9. Q 9 Tf
. O. -C JV.

Jer. 18:17. with top, Gen. 18 : 3.

3B to, Ex. 34 : 6. with >?Q7, 2 K.

T . ^ A . with p, Is. 40 : 27 my cause
24:10 tt * <to fe may give his

God, preterit Deum, i.e. is

^^e.15:6^n^n^o^^o
W5Aafe ^nnotice(1 by m< Ps . 81:7 nvn? v|?

no* Sorrow fy giving pledges. nv^n his hands pags by ^ lahourerj
Pi. to change, alter. Joel 2 : 7 they

^sket, i.e. are freed from bearing it.

Also with a, Ps. 103 : 16. with an accus.

32 : 32. 2 Sam. 18 : 23. Job 21 : 29 -nii>

pass by

alter their course, i. e. they

shall go straight on.

Hiph. to loan or lend, mutuumdare. ^^ ^
Construed with an accus. Deut, 15 : 6. ^orically (L) to pass ^ e^5e? gpo

.

us - ver s
'

ken of time. Cant. 2: 11. Jer. 8 : 20.

(2.) Sttfe to "W to pass by sin, i. e. to for-

give it. Mic. 7:18. Then with a dative

of the person, Am. 7 : 8. 8 : 2. (3.) r^a

nafr current money. 2 K. 12:5. More
full "inn

1

? "us current with the merchant,

Gen. 23: 16.

4. to pass over, e. g. a river; con-

debt
>

Deriv. B'

tD^tp^ m. verbal from

<7Mz'ft, criminality. Hab. 2 : 6.

^HV m. verbal from rw, thickness.

Job 15: 26. 2Chr.4:17 nnnsry >aa in

thick, i. e. adhesive, earth. Vulg
terra argillosa.

in

m. with suff. Va, verbal from strued with an accus. Gen. 31:21. with

a, Josh. 3:11. 2 Sam. 15 : 23. Jer. 2 :

10 D'FO ^T jt?55 over to ^e w/e5 o/
Chittim. Metaphorically to transgress

the law, Jer. 34 : 18. 2 K. 18 : 12. Dan.

mj, dec. VI. q. thickness. 1 K. 7 : 26.

Jer. 52: 21.

rrpiy f. Chald.

1. wor, labour. Ezra 4 : 24. 5:8.

6 : 7, 18.

2. business, especiallypublic business. 8 : 8. 54 : 9. Nah. 1 : 8. Metaphorically
Dan. 2 : 49. 3 : 12. Comp. r^Ao Neh. of a devastating army, Dan. 11:10, 40.

5. to overflow, spoken of water. Is.

2:16.

fut.

and in other phrases borrowed from

water, Ps. 124:4 ttfca to i nVr: Mtf
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stream had ovenvhelmed our life, i. e.

our head. 38 : 5. Jer. 23 : 9 as a man

j*
i-i3 whom wine has overwhelmed, i. e.

overcome. Comp. rba..

6. to jtwzss away, to go on. Gen. 18 :

5. 2 Sam. 18 : 9. Hence to disappear,

perish, Ps. 37 : 36. Job 34: 20. Is. 29 :

5. Est. 9 : 28. nbja 157 * perish by the

sword, Job 33 : is.

7. construed with to, to come on any
one, (comp. wia with an accus.) Num. 5 :

14 Pisa;? rrn vto -nsn e?
(z/*)

Me spirit of

jealousy come upon him. Spoken of

evil, Nah. 3 : 19. Job 13 : 13 rro >to^
let come upon me what will. Passively,
to be laid on any one", Deut. 24 : 5.

X X

8. i. q. Arab. to rfrop, to ooze out.

nafr tft myrrha lachrymans, i. e. myrrh
which flows out of itself, the purest

myrrh. Cant. 5 : 5, 13.

9. causat. as in Hiph. Ezek. 48 : 14

Keth.

Niph. transiri, spoken of a river.

Ezek. 47 : 5.

Pi. 1. to bar, repagulavit. 1 K. 6:21.

(Chald. ia? idem ; vrss a bar.)

2. to conceive, to become pregnant,
liter, transire fecit seu recepit semen

virile. Job 21: 10 ia WKC his cow be-

comes pregnant. (In Chald. Kal, Pael

and Ethpa. idem; comp. the synon. my,
Pa. and Aph. concepit.}

Hiph. tan causat. of Kal no. 1. (i.q.

K93-)

1. to bring, present, consecrate. Ex.

13 : 12. Ezek. 23 : 37. Particularly

$#? "vajn to consecrate to Moloch, Lev.

18:21. Jer. 32:35. Ezek. 16:21.

more full tfsa 'b 'n to consecrate to Moloch

in thefire, 2 K. 23 : 10. Ezek. 20 : 31.

the usual phrase to express the burning
of children in the valley of Hinnom in

honour of Moloch; (comp. Jer. 7 : 31.

19 : 5. Ps. 106 : 37.) In 2 Chr. 28 : 3,

we find expressly ">}>} ne burnt, for *aj?i

in 2 K. 16 : 3. (Some have understood
this of a bare passing through the fire

or of a lustration; comp. Carpzov.

Apparat. ad Antiq. Sac. Cod. p. 487.

but erroneously.)

2. to cause to pass, to conduct; con-
strued with two accus. 2 Sam. 19:16.
Num. 32 : 5. and with a, Ps. 78 : 13.
136 : 14. a Sip "vayrr to let ones voice go
through a place, to cause to be publicly

proclaimed, Ex. 36 : 6. Ezra 1:1. 10 :

7. Comp. IDTO Tisn to cause the trumpet
to sound, Lev. 25 : 9.

3. to cause to pass by. 1 Sam. 16 : 9,

10. 1 Sam. 20 : 36 he shot an arrow
Vvasnb to pass byhimt i. e. beyond him.

Metaphorically n^rr *vaji to let sin pass
by i. e. to forgive it, 2 Sam. 12 : 13. 24 :

10. Job 7: 21.

4. causat. of Kal no. 4. to carry over

(a river), Gen. 32 : 23. to remove, trans-

ferre, Gen. 47 : 21 onj ink vajHi D^JTIW
awe? the people he removed into (other)
cities.

5. causat. of Kal no. 4. metaphori-

cally, to cause to trangress. 1 Sam. 2 :

24.

6. to carry away, 2 Chr. 35 : 23. to

to;e away, remove ; e. g. to /?w o/f a

garment, Jon. 3:6. to take off a ring,

Est. 8 : 2. to remove, idols, false prophets,
2 Chr. 15 : 8. Zech. 13 : 2. Also to tarw

away, Est. 8 : 3.

Hithpa. 1. to be arrogant, haughty.
Prov. 14:16. (Comp. rros no. 2.)

2. to become angry, to be wroth.

(Comp.rrosno.3.) Ps. 78:21,59. Con-
strued with a, Ps. 78 : 62. with oy, Ps.

89:39. with to, Prov. 26:17. with an

accus. Prov. 20 : 2 Viawm fo who becomes

wroth with him (the king) The suffix

pronoun may also be resolved into te.

(Comp. Arab. [^ to go beyond, to be

angry, to be arrogant.)

Deriv. out of course TOT, "QJto, rr^o.

^55^ m. with suff. *rw, dec. VI. j.

1. wto is on the other side. -Q$>

pryn TO TTggav rot; 'log^roy, Me j9#r 0/*

Palestine beyond Jordan, Gen. 50:10,
11. Deut. 1:1. Is. 8: 23. [9:1.] TO

in|n the country beyond the Euphrates,
Josh. 24 : 2, 3. Once in the plur. na

vn Is. 7 : 20. t^n TO~^? Beyond the sea,

Deut. 30 : 13. wp Num. 21:13. and

on the other side. Num. 22 : 1.
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2. sometimes that which is on this

side, as if used by one living on the

other side. 1 K. 4 : 24.

3. side, quarter generally. 1 Sam. 14 :

40 TTTN nayb repeated, on one side, on the

offur Wt-.' Ex. 28 : 26. Plur. Jer. 49 :

32 inay'^p on all sides. Ex. 32 : 15.

4. nay to (1.) over against, i. q. ^rrto.

Josh. 22 : 11. (2.) >:2 nay by infront, be-

fore. Ex. 25 : 37. Ezek. 1 : 9 nay to ,*

5 Eber or Hebcr, proper name of the

progenitor of the Hebrews. Gen. 10:

24, 25. 1 1 : 14, 15. Hence nay m Gen.

10 : 21. and in poetry nay Num. 24 : 24.

for Hebrews. Most of the names in

those tables seem to stand for nations

rather than for individuals. Comp. Ge-
eenius' Gesch. der Hebr. Sprache und

Schrift, p. 11.

"^5y Chald. idem. *nrn nay the other

side of the Euphrates, Ezra 4 : 10 if.

iT^y f. verbal from nay.

1. a
*

ferry-boat. 2 Sam. 19 : 19.

2. 2 Sam. 15 : 28 Keth. ninay i. q. Keri

niany plains.

miiy f. verbal from nay, dec. XII. c.
T : -.-

1. excess. Prov. 21 : 24 pij nnay exces-

sive wickedness. Job 40 : 1 1
?j

ninay thy
excessive wrath.

2. arrogance, pride. (See nay Hithpa.)
Jer. 48:30. Is. 16:6. Ps. 7:7.

3. wrath, anger. Is. 14 : 6. Particu-

larly the wrath of God exhibited in pu-
nishment, Is. 9 : 18. 10 : 6. -nay DV the

day of divine indignation, Prov. 11:4.

Zeph. 1 : 15, 18. Comp. Prov. 11 : 23.

plur. c'nay and c^nay, fem.

plur. nrnay, a gentile noun, a He-
brew or Hebrewess. The sacred writers

regard this word as a patronymic from

nay, (q. v.) otherwise it might be consi-

dered as originally an appellative from
nay the country on the other side, hence
those who live on the other side or come

from thence, (a name which might veiy

properly be given by the Canaanites to

the migrating horde under Abraham,
Gen. 14:13.) or, according to others,

by transposition i, q, crany inhabitants of

the desert, nomades. It was the proper
name of the people, by which they were
knoTrn to foreigners. (P.S

to Pausanias,

Tacitus, Josephus;) and thus distin-

guished from tonto'. :a the common do-

mestic name. Comp. a similar distinction

between the words Canaanite and Phe-

nician, Dutch and German. Hence it

is used in the Bible principally by way
of antithesis to other nations, Gen. 40 :

15. 43 : 32. Ex. 1 : 15, 19. 2 : 7, 1 1, 13.

3:18.5:3. 7:16. 9:1,13. 21:2. Deut.

15,12. (Jer. 34 : 9, 14.) 1 Sam. 13:3,
7. 14 : 1 1, 21. 29 : 3. Jon. 1 : 9. or when
a foreigner is introduced speaking, e. g.

an Egyptian, Gen. 39 : 14, 17. 41:12.

Ex. 1 : 16. 2 : 6. or a Philistine, 1 Sam.

4:6,9. 13:19. 14:11. 29: 3. 1 Sam.
13 : 3, 7. makes perhaps the only ex-

ception. Comp. Gesenius' Gesch. der

Hebr. Sprache, p. 9 12.

D*ni^ Jer. 22 : 20. in full onasrnn

Num. 27": 12. Deut. 32 : 49. and -ni

anayn Num. 33 : 47, 48. proper name of

certain mountains beyond Jordan, over

against Jericho, of which Mount Nebo

(see iap) appears to have made a part.

n^^V proper name of a station of

the Israelites, not far from Ezion-gaber,
on the coast of the Red Sea, Num.
33 : 34.

U?5y found only Joel 1: 17. accord-

ing to the Hebrew commentators i. q.

ttfcj? to rot, to become rotten or mouldy, as

seed under the ground from heat. Comp.
in Greek irvQofixi, Hesiod. Scut. Here.
153.

J"ny to oe twisted or woven, as ap-

pears from the derivatives.

Pi. to perplex, pervert. Mic. 7:3.

HHy , fern, nnaj, verbal adj. from nay,

dec. VIII. d. thick, bushy, covered with,

foliage, spoken of trees. Ezek. 20 : 28.

Lev. 23 : 40. Ezek. 6:13. (In Syr. with

Teth u^ULL)
.TQy, plur. c^nay and nhay, verbal

from nay, dec. I. something twisted or

woven f hence

1. a line, cord. Judg. 15 : 13, 14

3K
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Plur. cords, bands, vincula, Ps. 2:3.

Ezek. 3 : 25. 4 : 8.

2. wreathen work. Ex. 28 : 24. nten

rteidem, Ex. 28: 14. 39:17.

3. a thick branch. Ezek. 19 : 11. 31 :

3, 10, 14.

i3y, fut. aw;, to love, especially, in a

bad sense, construed with an accus. and

te. Ezek. 23 : 5 ff. D'aafc lovers, Jer. 4 :

3~0.

Q^!lD>^ masc. plur. verbal from aas.

1. loveliness, pleasantness. Ezek. 33:

32 Daa -vtf foi?e/y so?z<7.

2. w;to is 2^leasing to God. (Arab.

L^^^C gratia, beneplacitum Dei.)

Ezek. 33 : 3 1 cw$ rron orncii D'aas >3 ^br
tttt'l^ ^e mouth they do ivhat is pleasing
to God ; ant'th. but their heart goeth

after unrighteous gain.

iHQ,jy or
^5*55?

* verDal from arc,

lust, lewdness. Ezek. 23 : 11.

i"Tj^
and njy f. dec. X. a small

cake baked under the ashes, in Greek

lyx.pv<p{'<s,
a common food to this day

among the orientals, especially when

travelling. Gen. 18:6. Num. 11:8. IK.
17 : 13. D'ssn res a cake baked on hot

stones, IK. 19:6. Root att, comp. atao.

l^y m. name of a bird of passage,

Jer. 8:7. which, together with the

swallow, is said to pip or chirp, Is. 38 :

14. According to Bochart (Hieroz.
II. 68.) the crane, but without sufficient

ground.

7^y m. dec. III. a. a ring, particu-

larly an ear-ring. Ezek. 16:12. Num.
31 : 50. See the following article.

TW, fern. n|, dec. VIII. d. adj.

round, rounded. 1 K. 7 : 23 ff. Root
w in Syr. Pp,. to roll.

75JJ m. with suff. ');?, plur. const.

*., dec. VI. j. and PP^ f. dec. X.

1. a calf male and female, vitulus

and rihtla. Lev. 9 : 3. Mic, 6 : 6. TOTO bay

a molten
calf, Ex. 32 : 4.

2. a bullock, a heifer, as in Lat. -vi~

f, vitula, in old Germ. Kalbe. Hos.

10 : 11 nTOto rrjw a heifer that is broken,

comp. Jer. 31 : 18. 50 : 11. Judg. 14 : 18

*rfo$a easrvT rfnb if ye had not ploughed
withmy heifer. Spoken ofa three-year old

heifer, Gen 15:9. Metaphorically 'bas

002 the bullocks ofthe nations, i. e. their

leaders, princes, Ps. 68 : 31.

. 3. rpJ?tt> nb Is. 15:5. Jer. 48 : 34.

name of an unknown place.

nhyp f. with suff. vb& dec. XI. e. a
T T -'.

cart, waggon. Gen. 45 : 19 ff. 1 Sam. 6 :

7 ff. Spoken of the threshing waggon,
Is. 28 : 27, 28. of the chariot of war,

Ps. 46 : 10. Root ^ to roll.

03^ to be sad. sorrowful, construed

with ti:. Job 30 : 25. See Da$ no. 3.

\y?J found only in Niph. to stay, de-

tineri, as in Chald. Ruth 1:13 rnasn ;nbn

would you on that account stay or for-
bear ? for n:ayn ; comp. Is. 60 : 4. Sept.

1^ m. 1. as a subst. eternity, i. q.

nbis. Liter, perhaps time, duration, as

if from the root rrw to go, to pass away,

spoken of time, comp. -a. isbfor ever,

Ps. 9:19. 19:10. In the same sense

also
} nSfrb, Ps. 9 : 6. -wj c;^, Ps. 10 :

16. 21
T

; 5. 45 : 7. i-n to eternity, Ps.

83 : 18. w-'ajte-w to cternalages, Is. 45 :

17. "W">i eternalfather, Is. 9 : 5. "rcr'HTT

Hab. 3 : 6. and T?-nin Gen. 49 : 26. efer-

nal mountains.

2. also as a subst. booty, prey. (From
my no. I. 2. to fall upon, to rob. Chald.

T, *w, ww zWem.) Gen. 49 : 27. Zeph.
3": 8. "is. 33: 23.

3. as a prep. plur. nr, with suff.
rp-rr,

unto, until, spoken of time and space ;

(derived from signif. no. 1. time.) n:st-^

how long ? Hab. 1 : 2. wJien 9 Job 18 :

2 n'o-w to ^e greatest, vehementissime.

from ....to, Ex. 28 : 42. Sometimes

(1.) simply to, e. g. n? a^u5 to return to,

Lam. 3 : 40. i ^n to yo to, 1 Sam. 9:9.

Ps. 65 : 3. (2.) ercv?., w nntch as. in n^

.w wmc/i 5 one, Judg. 4:16. 2 Sam.
17:22. (3.) even to, i. e. as, like as.

Nali. 1 : 10 D*vp"iy like thorns. 1 C'lir.

4 : 27, (4.) nr
Jrtsnr? to hearken or attend
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to anyone; (elsewhere with &.) Num.
23:18. Job 32:12.

4. also as a prep, during, while, Judg.
3 : 26 cn^TOnrri? while they delayed.
2 K. 9 : 22 bw-^r-ir during the forni-
cations of Jezebel, i. e. while they con-

tinue. Ezra. 10:14 n-rr-q+r-i? during
this matter. Doubled 1 1^18:45 rta-fr

ni> TTT in the mean while.

5. as a conj. ntfw 15 and simply i?

tintil, construed with a pret. Josh. 2 :

22. with a fut. Num. 1 1 : 20. So CK iff

Gen. 24: 19. '31? Gen. 26 : 13.

6. also as a conj. during, while ; con-

strued with a part. Job 1:18. with a

fut. 8 : 23. Sort is so long as, quamdiu,
Cant. 1:12. and perhaps rr-ir, Gen. 49 :

10.

*iy Chald. a prep, and conj. as in

Heb"

I. T^ ni. strictly a part, from iv?

dec. I. .

1. a witness. Prov. 19 : 5, 9. Is. 8 : 2.

Also spoken of inanimate objects, Gen.

31:44,48. Is. 19:20.

2. witness, testimony. a 1$ n:? to give

testimony against any one, Ex. 20 : 13.

Deut,5:17. 31:21.

3. a commander. Is. 55 : 4.

II. 1JT, plur. cw, dec. VIII. b. liter,

fr'we, (comp. JTO ;) hence the time of the

monthly discharge in females. (Arab.
s &

jj j^. tempus menstruum.) Is. 64 : 5 -m

n'TO vestis menstruis polluta.

y found only in Po. TW to /7/2 wp,
to support. Ps. 146 : 9. 147 : 6.

Hithpo. to be raised up. Ps. 20 : 9.
S X

I.my Arab, \&, for^t\c.
1. to go or /?<m %, synonymous with

u?. Job 28:8. Deriv. -is no. 1. nr no. I.

2. to fall upon in a hostile manner ;

(whence Arab, l&z an enemy.) Comp.
a?, Fjbn, TjTr.

Deriv. 15 booty.

Hiph. to remove, put off] e. g. a gar-
ment. Prov. 25 : 20. cornp. Torn Jon.

3 : 6.

55 )

II. i"ny Arab. ^^ to adorn or

a#tVe owe's selfwith anything, construed

witli an accus. like \crt. (In Chald.

idem.) Job 40 : 10 )^3 WTTW adorn thy-

self with majesty. nr rn^ to />?/^ on or-

naments, Ezek. 23 : 40. Jer. 4 : 30. Hos.

2 : 15. [2 : 13.] Jer. 31:4 -pri
rcn MOM

^ffft adorn thyself ivith thy tabrets, the

small tabrets being a kind of ornament

to the dancing women.

Hiph. to adorn any one with any

thing, construed with two accus. Ezek.

16:11.

Deriv. -w no. II.

mj?, N"J^, fut. mr, *nr, Chald.

1. q. Heb. no. I.

1. to go or f0me ow any one, con-

strued with a. Dan. 3 : 27.

2. to go away, depart, constnied with

F?. Dan. 4:28. [4:31.]
3. to jrass away, to be abolished ;

spoken of a kingdom, Dan. 7 : 14. of a

law, Dan. 6:9, 13. [6:8,12.]

Aph. causat. of Pe. no. 2. to take

away, Dan. 5 : 20. 7 : 26. to depose

(kings), 2:21.

I. n*!^ f. const, rns, verbal from T^,

dec. XI. b. collection. Particularly

1. the Israelitish people, which is

called bioip. rns? the congregation of Is-

rael, Ex. 12:3. tonfc? >:a rn? Me congre-

gation of the children of Israel, 16:1,

2, 9. but usually rnyn Me congregation,
Lev. 4 : 15. It is also called nirr rro //^

congregation of Jehovah, Num. 27 : 17.

2. in a bad sense, a gang, faction.

Ps. 22 : 17. rnp rrw thefaction ofKorah,
Num. 16:5.

3. Mose pertaining to ones household,

familia. Job 16 : 7. 15:34.

4. swarm (of bees). Judg. 14:8.

II. my f. plural nVw, verbal from TIJ>,

dec.X.

1. a female witness. Gen. 31: 52.

2. testimony. Gen. 21 : 30.

3. em institution, ordinance, precept,

(of God.) Ps. 119 : 22, 24, 59, 79, 138,

146, 168.

f. verbal from T?.
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1. an ordinance, precept, (of God,)

i. q. rn? no. 3. Very frequent in the

plural form rrtro (edwot) with an Ara-

mean inflexion, (like nsVo, plur. J^n.)
Ps. 119:14,36,99. Neh. 9: 34.

2. the law, i. q. rnin
; by way of emi-

nence, the tablets of the law. Ex. 25 :

21. 16 : 34. rtnsrr
p-i

the ark ofthe law.

Ex. 25 ; 22. rwwn bnfo Me few o/^/je few,

Num. 9: 15. 17^23. 18:2.

3. Ps. 60 : 1. and 80 : 1. name of a

musical instrument, i. q. Arab. ^

lyra; or a song adapted to such an in-

strument ; or else perhaps a law, a

writing, and thence a song, (like area,

DJJQD.)

I. ^"J37 m. with suff. "."W, verbal from

rrj5 no. I. dec. VI. prob. old age. Ps.

103 : 5. Chald. senectus. Antith. nnwp.

Comp. -re eternity.

II. ^"T^j in pause 'is, with suff. V"i,

verbal from rr$ no. II. dec. VI.

1. an ornament. Ex. 33 : 4, 6. Jer.

4 : 30. D"-rc H wos beautiful orna-

nament, Ezek. 16:7.

2. the ornament or harness ofa liorse.

Ps. 32:9.

I. pT^, fern. n:v]2, as an adj. luxu-

rious, given to pleasure. Is. 47 : 8.

percussio hasta3. (Comp. Arab. ^^
conj. II. malleo mucronato percussit.)

Hence 2 Sam. 23 : 8 Keth. tosn <iy-tt ac-

cording to Simonis percussio hastce. ejus,

comp. the parallel passage 1 Chr. 11:11

^rr?n n Tito, lifting up his spear, which

is taken from 2 Sam. 23 : 18.

D7"J5J proper name of a city in the

plain^of the tribe of Judah, once the

residence of a Canaanitish king. Re-

hoboam caused it to be fortified. Josh.

12 : 15. 15 : 35. Mic. 1 : 15. Neh. 1 1 :

30. Sept. 'O$oAX*V*' In its neighbour-

hood was the cave of Adullam, 1 Sam.

22 : 1. 2 Sam. 23 : 13. The gentile noun

js r?V Gen. 38; 1, 12.

pV found only in Hithpa. to enjoy

or delight ones
self. Neh. 9 : 25. (Arab.

, \
**"*>

n:-rc, DTWD.

and m. verbal from p^
dec. VI. j and k.

1. pleasure, loveliness. Plur. Ps. 36 :

9. 2 Sam. 1 : 24 073? cy in a lovely

manner.

2. proper name (1.) of the country in,

which the garden of our first parents
was placed. Gen. 2 : 8. 4 : 16. Hence

j-w ja
the garden of Eden, 2 : 15. 3 : 23,

24. (2.) of a pleasant valley near Da-
mascus. Am. 1 : 5. (3.) of a country of

Mesopotamia or Assyria; under the

power of the Assyrians, 2K. 19:12.

Is. 37 : 12. and in Ezek. 27 : 23, joined

with iTBto. Perhaps Maedon

\r, towards the Tigris.

a contraction of rcn

till now, hitherto, yet. Ecc. 4 : 2, 3.

!"I2"7!^
verbal from f, pleasure.

Gen.
T

l8:12.

m. Chald. 1. time. Dan. 2 :8 ff.

3:5,15.7:12. (Syr. ^; Arab.

)A idem. Kindred with 15 a long
.

time, eternity ; and with no. II.)

2. a year. Dan. 4 : 13 r 20, 22, 29.

[4 : 16, 23, 25, 32.] Dan. 7 : 25 ^ -w

H? ^ ]^"]_far a year, years (two years,)
and half a year, i. e. three years and a

half. Comp. Josephi Jud. Bell. I. 1.

See iyto no. I. (1.) and D^; no. 4.

*V!V to ^e over i * remain; spoken
e. g. of food, Gen. 16 : 23. of money,
Lev. 25 : 27. of persons, Num. 3 : 46,

48, 49. to hang over, spoken of tapestry,

Ex. 26:12, 13.

Hiph. to have over. Ex. 16 : 18.

1. 1"1V in Kal not used. Arab. &
toforsake in a faithless manner; conj.

III. to forsake.

Niph. TTM 1. to be
left behind, to re-

main. 2 Sam. 17 : 22.

2. to be lacking, wanting, missing.
1 Sam. 30 : 19. Is. 40 : 26. 59 : 15.

Pi. TT? to lack, want. 1 K. 5 : 7. [4 : 27.]
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II. Tty 1. to arrange, put in order.

1 Chron. f2 : 38 ctor aibi nro? n-p?
r-

ranging the order of battle, i.e. in bat-

tle-array, with (in upright heart. Sept.

w*gwp W*$T<*|<F. Elliptically

verse 33 a!?i & vfa ~n*h in battle-array

with one heart. Deriv. TT$.

2. as in Chald. to clean, to weed. Is.

5 : 6. 7 : 25. (Syr. ]5 t
^ a plough-share.)

Deriv. TITO a weeding-fwok, mattock.

Yiy m. with suff. rr#, verbal from

TK, dec. VI. j.
o 7/crrf mjftocik.

Gen. 29 :

S,' 3, 8. rrirr TW theflock of Jehovah, i.e.

the Israelitish people, Jer. 13 : 17.

Q^"T^ masc. plur. lentiles. Gen. 25 :

34. 2 Sam. 17 : 28. (Arab. Jlj^
idem.)

2 K. 17 : 24. see

Lam. 2:1. see

Gen. 10 : 28. a city or country

of Arabia, in the Samaritan text and in

1 Chr. 1 : 22, "?r?. The latter name oc-

curs also as a tribe or country of Idu-

mea, Gen. 36:23. (Comp. Vater in

locos.) These names may be collated

with TOOA/T<? in Josephus, (n.l. in.l.)

a country of Arabia, inhabited by
Edomites and Amalekites, and Geba-

lene, the country about Petra. They

may also have some connexion with the

Arab, {Jj^ a mountain.

^V to bake (a cake). Ezek. 4 : 12.

Deriv. n;^, atog.

iyiy m. Gen. 4 : 21. Job 21 : 12. 30:

31. and a:? Ps. 150 : 4, (where several

MSS. and editions read 12?;) the name

of a musical instrument, prob. the shalm,

bagpipe. So the Hebrew translators,

Targums, and Jerome uniformly. It is

used likewise in the Chaldee paraphrase
Dan. 3 : 5, 10, 15. for rvabpiD q. v.

TIV, more rarely , originally an

infin. absol. from iw to turn back, to re-

peat; hence redeundo, iterando. Used

only as an adv.

1 . ngain, a second time. Gen. 4 : 25.

Judg. 13 : 8.

)

2. repeatedly, continually. Gen. 46 :

neck continually. Ruth 1:14. Ps. 84 :5.

Jer. 2 : 9.

%.further, moreover. Ecc. 3:16. With
a negative, no longer, Joel 2:19. Deut.

31:2.

4. most frequently yet, and with a

negative, no more. Gen. 7 : 4. 8:10.
29 : 7. ni^ba so long as, all the while

that, Job 27 : 3. With suff. 7^ I (am)
yet; ?TT thoit (art) yet; ETTS, nrrc?,

irTO, DTGX Joined with a participle, onto

Dnrro they were yet speaking, Est. 6 : 14.

Also in composition
5. TO3. (1.) while yet. Comp. ov^a.

Jer. 15 : 9 oov nto while it is yet day.
2 Sam. 12 : 22. Ps. 104 : 33 nira while

yet I live, so long as I live. 146 : 2.

(2.) ivithin. Gen. 40 : 13 Dip* rnptoiS
Ttfa

within three days. Gen. 40 : 13.

Tl^^I) S17ZCS* ^*TT!^O 52/2CC x $2StCC(j

Gen. 48:15. Num. 22: 30 oVn-w

nin .smce /^5 thine to this day.

"1^1V Arab. jlc. 1. to ^wrw, to

about. Hence
2. to repeat. (Comp. attf.) Hence the

infin. absol. TIS adv. again, yet, (q. v.)

Kal only Lam. 2:13 Keth. See Hiph.
Pi. TO to surround. Ps. 119 : 61.

Hiph. T?rr 1 . strictly to s#z/ repeatedly,
to affirm, assert; hence

2. to testify, to give evidence. Amos
3 : 13. The person testified against is

expressed by the suffix pronoun, 1 K.
21:20.

2. to call or take to witness against

any one, construed with a. Deut. 4 : 26.

lemnly, to protest, obtestari, construed

a of the person, Gen. 43 : 3 ICT -q?n

us, saying. Deut. 8 : 19. 32 : 46. 1 K.

2:42. Zech. 3:6.

4. to admonish, frequently spoken of

Jehovah, construed with a of the person,
Ps. 50 : 7. 81 : 9. 2 K. 17 : 13. With an

accus. and to?, Lam. 2:13. Jer. 6:10.

Particularly to chide, rebuke, upbraid,

(comp. ID;,) Neh. 13 : 15, 21.
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5. to command, ordain, prescribe.

(See nn? no. 3. and WTO.) 2 K. 17: 15

D3 Trn TTN vnii?'ng his precepts, which

he gave them. Neh. 9 : 34. 1 Sam. 8 : 9.

6. to praise, (comp. futpvpet Luke

4:22.) Job 29: 11.

Hoph. -cwn to oe shewn, testified. Ex.

21:29.

Deriv. TO, nro, mTO, rnwn

my 1. o &e crooked, to beperverted.

In Kal not used. See Niph. Pi. Hiph.

3. to deal perversely, to sin, (comp.
e. g. bin no. I.) Dan. 9 : 5. Construed

with bs of the person, Est. 1: 16.

Niph. 1. to be bowed down. Ps. 38 : 7.

Especially from pain, (like the pangs
of a woman in child-birth,) Is. 21:3

strata ww: / am bent down so as not to
. . . ..

hear.

2. to be perverted. Prov. 12:8 ab-nwa

ofa perverse heart. Fern, rnw as a subst.

perverseness, 1 Sam. 20 : 30 nvrrarrmw'fa.

MOM sow o/ obstinate perverseness, i. e.

thou obstinate and perverse son.

Pi. to turn up. Lam. 3 : 9 rn? 'niaru

Ae turned up my paths. Is. 24 : 1.

Hiph. 1. topervert; e. g. justice, Job

33 : 27. one's way or conduct, i. e. to

act perversely, Jer. 3 : 21. Hence with-

out
-jTJ,

2. to actperversely or wickedly. 2 Sam.

7 : 14. 19 : 20. 24 : 17.

Deriv. rv, ;i?, D^.
my 2K. 18:34! 19:13. Is. 37: 13.

and NW 2 K. 17 : 24. proper name of a

city from winch colonies were sent to

Samaria. The inhabitants are called

jyw 2 K. 17 : 31. Some compare a Phe-

nician city Avatha. (See Relandi Pa-

laestina, pp. 232, 233.) Others ow, see

below.

PPy f. destruction. Ezek. 21 : 32.

[21: 27.] See the root m? in Piel.

lly strength, see ty.

"W Arab. jtc. to flee. In Kal not

used.

Hi ph. 1. to cause to flee, to bring into

a place of safety. Ex. 9 : 19.

2. intrans. to flee. Is. 10:31. Jer. 4:

6. 6:1.

^y , plur. nw, a gentile noun, Avites,

the original inhabitants of Philistia

before the Philistines came from Caph-
tor. Deut. 2 : 23. Josh. 13 : 3.

fr^iy or b^iy f. plur. w, Chald.

perverseness, sin. Dan. 4 : 24. [4 : 27.]
Root rns.

I. ^^y m. unrighteous, ungodly.

Job 16:11. Root bw.

II. h*$ a child, i. q. to. Job 21 :

11. perhaps also 19 : 18. See to.

TVn^ name of a city in the territory

of Edoiii. Once Gen. 36 : 35.

T^y or 7^y to give milk, to suckle,

spoken of animals. 1 Sam. 6 : 7, 10.

Gen. 33 : 13. Part, rribs (ewes) giving
milk, (ewes) that have young, Vs. 78 :

71. Is. 40 : 11. (Arab. J[ med. Je to

bepregnant and at the same time to give

suck.)

bty m. dec. I. a child. Is. 49 : 15.

65 : 20. See the verb to and the noun

bto. (In modem Arabic (Jole puer.

In Syr. jjai* idcw.)

biy, Pi. to to act unrighteously or

wickedly. Ps. 71 : 4. Is. 26 : 10. (In

Syr. idem.} Hence

V*jy
m. verbal from to, wicked, un-

righteous. Job 18 : 21. 27 : 7. 29 : 17.

'*$ W^tn SUnX%' ^?> ail(^ ^^ M1 -

verbal from bw, dec. VI. a. iniquity, in-

justice, e.g. in judgment, Lev. 19:15.

in traffic, Ezek. 28 : 18. bi$ nfc? toprac-
tise iniquity, Ezek. 3 : 20.

H^y f. verbal from to, dec. XII. f.

idem. Job 6 : 29, 30. 1 1 : 14. 13 : 7.

nto '33 <//e unrighteous, the vickcd,

2 Sam. 3 : 34. and without
;2,

an un-

righteous man, Job 24: 20. Ps. 107:

42. With n paragogic nnto Ps. 92 : 16.

also contracted nrfe Job 5: 16. Plur.

nVto Ps. 58 : 3. 64 : 7. (See also nib?.)

a burnt-offering. See
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n#, plur. &$*, and 771^, plur.

?, m. f/u7c? male or female; fre-

quently joined with p:v suckling, Jer.

44 : 7. Lam. 2:11. but strictly child

more advanced, which plays in the

street, (Jer. 6:11. 9:20.) asks for

bread, (Lam. 4 : 4.) goes into captivity,

(Lam. 1 : 5.) but which is still borne

upon the arm, (2 : 20.) Applied to

children in the womb, Job 3 : 16. The
same signification belongs to Vbiro Is.

3:12. w, Vo?, comp. also n^bsn. (The

etymology is uncertain. It cannot be

derived from V to suckle; since it does

not properly include a suckling. Better,

according to Schultens, liter, a weaned

child, from %?, in Arab, to soothe for
the loss of any thing, particularly a child

for the loss of its mother's breast
;
or

from the Heb. 'irs in the sense to be ac-

tive, busy, for the signification to play,

sport, is not demonstrable.)

rTivbly a gleaning. See fusty.

Db'iy m. rarely cbi?, dec. II. b.

1. eternity. Sometimes to be under-

stood in a loose sense for a long period,
e. g. Deut. 15 : 17 so shall he be thy ser-

vantfor ever, i.e. all his life long. 1 Sam.

27 : 12. Ps. 21:5 thou g'avest him long

life TSJ rty?for ever and ever. 1 K. 1 : 31

D?rt
Tjr^n '?TO TP let my lord the king

livefor ever. Neh. 2 : 3. In other places
it is to be taken strictly, e. g. cbtob rrrr

to live for ever, to be immortal, (like

God,) Gen. 3:22. Deut. 32 : 40. It

refers (1.) to time to come, e. g. nna

oVir- an eternal covenant, Gen. 9 : 16.

for ever, always, Gen. 6:3. 13 :

15. 1 Sam. 13 : 13. (2.) to time past,

.-.to)
the days of old, former times,

Deut. 32 : 7. CTIS-O in ancient days, in

former times, Gen. 6 : 4. Ezek. 26 : 20
c:? the people offormer times, i. e.

the manes of the dead. Plur. rrnVis

eternity, and as an adv. eternally, Ps.

61:5. 77:6. 145:13. Is. 26 : 4.

2. In Chald. and Talmud, the world,
like the Greek etlav. Hence prob.

worldly-mindedness, love of tJie world,
like xowoc in N. T. Ecc, 3:11.

masc. plur. perverseness. Is.

19 : 14, for D^sps, from rro. Vulg. ver-

tigo, giddiness, which likewise makes

very good sense.

p^ to dwell, not used. Hence
fo-p

and

rf-^ f. verbal from obsol. ps, dec. X.

cohabitation, duty of marriage. Once
Ex. 21:10. (Talmud, idem.) Hos.
10:10 Keri, according to the usual

punctuation, ni:is in the Targums fur-
rows, (comp. rroo;) but it,, is better to

point the word rri:i sins.

\*\ty in Kethib for p? q. v.

py m. rarely ]Yw, plur. rrrtf and rrai?,

dec. III. a. liter, perverseness, from rw.

Hence
1. sin, guilt, iniquity. Gen. 4 : 13.

15 : 16. Job 31:11 D^S p a crime to

be punished by thejudges ; comp. verse

28. 19 : 29 rrr ni^ a crime to bepunished

by the sword. Ezek. 21:30 [21:25]
yp. ]is

a crime which leads to destruction.

Verse 34. 35 : 5. comp. Gen. 15 : 16 the

iniquity of the Amorites is not yetfull.
2. more rarely, punishment for sin,

suffering, affliction. 2 Sam. 16 : 12. Is.

5:18.

1.
F)

1^ to fly ; spoken of birds, Is.

31:5. Prov. 26 : 2. of the arrow, Ps.

91:5. Metaphorically to fly away,
spoken of a dream

;
Job 20 : 8. of human

life, Ps. 90:10. of an army, Is. 60:8.

comp. 11:14.

Pil.
rpvs? 1. tofly, as in Kal. Gen. 1 :

20. Is. 6 : 2.

2. to brandish (a sword). Ezek. 32 :

10.

Hiph. to letfly. Prov. 23 : 5 Keri.

Hithpalel, tofly away, to disappear.
Hos. 9:11.

II. ?"pX*
! t oe darkened, to be in

darkness. Once Job 11:17 ij?23 ncrn

rrnri (now) thou art in darkness, \. e.

in adversity, (then) shalt thou be as the
P

morning. (Syr. . <^v to wrap up.)

Deriv. rpso, t^in, nsy.

2. to be ivrapt in darkness, to befaint,
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weary. Fut. r$\ (to distinguish it from

*82.
he fleiv,) 1 Sam. J 4 : 28. Judg. 4 :

21. Comp.*]E. (Syr.^ao^ to be weary,

faint ; Ethpa. tofaint',
or swoon away.

Comp. *]rfr faint., weary ; and the kin-

dred verb
Fjxj

to #e weary.)

?]*l^
m. collect, birds, fowls. Gen. 1 :

SI, 30. In Chald. idem. Dan. 2 : 38. 7 : 6.

Y^ to advise, to take counsel, i. q.

y\ Found only in the imper. $, Judg.
19:30. Is. 8: 10.

V^ f. 7z, the proper name of a

people and country, according to the

Sept. Avo-trtg, AvrJToit, a people and

country in the northern part of Arabia

Deserta, between Palestine on the east

and Mesopotamia on the west. The
Bible appears to ascribe to this people
a diversity of origin, namely, immedi-

ately from Aram, Gen. 10 : 23. from

Nahor an Aramean. 22:21. from Seir,

whose posterity dwelt in Idumea, 36 :

28. Such differences are likewise found

in reference to other nations mentioned
in the book of Genesis. (Comp. Vater's

Commentar. ub. d. Pentateuch, Th. I.

p. 152.) The other passages where this

word occurs are Job 1:1. comp. verse

3, where Job is called DTirja an inha-

bitant ofthe east, (see crj?.) Jer. 25 : 20,
where the kings of Uz are mentioned
between those of Egypt and Philistia ;

and Lam. 4: 21, where the territory of

Edom extends to Uz. There is no

necessity, according to this view, for

supposing different places of this name.

Comp. particularly Rosenmiilleri Com-
ment, in Job. Prolegom. 5. For other

views, see Bocharti Phaleg. II. 8. Eich-

horn's Einleit. in das A. T. 639.

p^V or p^3J to bow or be pressed
down ; in Hiph. to bow or press down.
Both conjugations are found Am. 2 :

13. (In Aram, pw, *.QS i q. Heb. pis

to be
pressed.) Deriv. nj, njjpn.

*W m. dec. I.

1. the human skin. Ex. 34 : 30, 35.

Job7:5.

2. tJie hide or skin ofan animal. Gen.
3:21. Plur. ni-ris skins, Gen. 27 : 16.

3. leather, nto rwVrp something made

of leather, Lev. 13:48.

"Y)V 1- t awake from sleep ; hence

to rouse or get up. In Kal found only
in the imper. rrw, fern, nw, awake! up!
Ps. 44 : 24 ^TN ptfTi

rroS rrw awake, why
sleepest thou, O Lord ! Ps. 7 : 7. Is.

51:9.

2. to be awake, to watch. Cant. 5 : 2.

Mai. 2 : 13 nan the watching and an-

swering, prob. a proverbial phrase for

every living being, (like an "n*?) the

origin of which, however, has not been

satisfactorily explained. Jerome: ma-

gister et discipulus.

3. causat. to stir up. Job 41:2 [41 :

10] Keri. In the Kethib -17; the fut. of

Hiph.

Niph. -to:, fut. iv?, pass, of Pi. and

Hiph.
1. to be waked or roused from sleep.

Job 14: 12. Zech.4:l.

2. to be stirred or raised up, to rise

up ; spoken of a wind, Jer. 25 : 32. of

a people, Jer. 6 : 22. Joel 4: 12. [3:

12.] of Jehovah, Zech. 2 : 17. [2 : 13.]

Pil. Tto 1. to awaken from sleep.

Cant.2:"7. 3:5. 8:4.

2. to stir up, excite, e. g. contention,

Prov. 10: 12. to callforth, e. g. strength,

Ps. 80 : 3. Job 3 : 8 jrnS TV onw
skilful to stir up the leviathan.

3. to lift up, brandish, e. g. a spear,

2 Sam. 23 : 18. a scourge, Is. 10 : 26.

4. to raise up, to build. Is. 23 : 13

rrrran-iN irto ^Ae?/ (^Ae Chaldeans) builded

\erpalaces. Parall. is^n. (Comp. the

Greek 'tyit^iv vcibv, r^oTrcttov.}

Hiph. i. q. Pi.

1. to awakenfrom sleep. Zech. 4 : 1.

Cant. 2 : 7. 3 : 5. 8 : 4.

2. to stir up, e. g. the leviathan, Job

41:2 [41:10] Keth. Deut. 32 : 11

tej? TOJ 1^53 as </*c eagle stirreth up her

nest, i. e. her nestlings. Jerome : pro-
vocat ad volandum. Frequently used

of Jehovah, to raise up any one, Is. 45 :

13. Jer, 50 : 9. to stir up the spirit
of
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any one, i. e. to urge him on, 1 Chr. 5 :

26. 2 Chr. 21: 16.

3. iritrans. to awake. Ps. 35: 23. Con-

strued with ^for any one, Job 8 : 6.

Hithpal. 1. to awake, to rise up. Is.

51:17. 64: 6. Construed with & against

any one, Job 17:8.

2. to rejoice, be elated. Job 31 : 29.

"W Chald. chaff. Once Dan. 2 : 35.

(Arab, and Syr. idem.)

"fiV to be blind; comp. the Arab.
x x

.y:
to be blind of one eye. Hence Pi.

ny to blind, to deprive of sight. 2 K.
25 : 7. Jer. 39 : 7. Metaphorically Ex.

23 : 8. Deut. 16 : 19. Syr. jal idem.

Ifty m. verbal adj. from -TO, dec. VII.

h. blind. Ex. 4:11. Lev. 19': 14. Me-

taphorically Is. 42 : 7. Ps. 146 : 8.

rn^ m - verbal from "TO, blindness.

Deut.
T

28:28. Zech. 12:4.

I"V];)V f- verbal from -n^, idem. Lev.

22 : 22."

^y to assemble or gather together.

Once Joel 4: 11.

m> found only Is. 50 : 4. Vulg. sus-

tentare. Aqu. vifo<7Trt ^ica.t. Comp. the

of a nation, Num. 13 : 28. of the wind,
Ex. 14 : 21. of the waves, Neh. 9:11.
Is. 43 : 16. of anger, Gen. 49 : 7. Prov.

21:14.

2. strong, well-fortified, munitus.

Num. 21:24.
3. hard, cruel.

!jSo
a cruel king, Is.

19 : 4. C':B~W ofafierce or cruel coun-'

tenance, Deut. 28 : 50. Dan. 8 : 23.

4. as a subst. strength. Gen. 49 : 3.

ty f. plur. an? dec. VIII. b. (Arab.
tfCx

WS-
Jifi

. )

1. a goat. DVW na a kid, Gen. 27 : 9.

any rrii> an animal of the goat kind,

Deut. 14 : 4.

2. Plur. nn goats hair. Ex. 26 : 7.

36:14. 1 Sam. 19:13.

fy, rarely to (Prov. 31: 17, 25.) be-

fore Makkeph -is, with suff. n, also

v
w, TJW, :w, verbal from TW, dec. VIII.

d. and e.

1. strength, might, power, of God or

man. As an adv. with strength, power-

fully, Judg.5:21.
2. strength, security, is ^yq a strong

tower, Judg. 9:51. Ps. 30 : 8
nnnj

nrt-rosrr

ft thou hast made my mountain to stand

strong. Hence metaphorically a refuge,
. . ^Al protection, Ps. 28 : 8 -ob \s mrr Jehovah

Arab.eL>lc succurmt,sustentavit. Others,
*

, .

'

.
t

T
Q

T

Z5 their refuge. 46 : 2. 62 : 8.

following the beptuagint, tempestive

loqui, as if a denom. from

r\^ found only in Pi. rw to

make crooked,pervert. Ecc. 7 : 13. E.g.

judgment, Job 8 : 3. 34 : 1 2. comp. Amos
8 : 5. also in reference to the person,
Lam. 3 : 36 to subvert a man in his

cause. Job 19 : 6. Ps. 119 : 78. n n$
to pervert the way of any one, to lead 4:21, 22.

3. i. q. TQ3 (with which it is often

connected,) glory, majesty. Hab. 3 : 4.

Ps. 96 : 6 rnsDrn is glory and majesty.

Ps. 132 : 8 *\n jVw //^ ar (Me worf) o/

My majesty, spoken of the ark of the

covenant, otherwise called nVr -riaa p.
2 Chr. 6:41. Hence ft Ps. 78 : 61. for

the ark of the covenant; comp. 1 Sam.

astray, Ps. 146 : 9.

Pu. part, crooked. Ecc. 1:15.

Hithpa. to bend ones self, to bow instrumenta laudis, in laudatione Dei

4. praise. Ps. 8 : 3. 29 : 1 . 68 : 35.

99:4. Ex. 15:2. 2 Chr. 30: 21

down. Ecc. 12:3.

nn^ f. (with Kamets impure)

strictly the Aramean ipfin. from rw,

wrong, oppression. Lam. 3 : 59.

adhibita.

5. crjE? ft Ecc. 8:1. an arrogant or

wicked look.

W m. found only Lev. 16:8, 10,

, fern, nw, plur. en?, verbal from 26. a difficult word, which has been

n?, dec. VIII. h.

1. a* an adj. strong, mighty; spoken

variously explained. It denotes (l.)th*

place in the wilderness whither the e-
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cond goat was sent. Thus ver. 10rrk?b,

ma-ran bjwwb info and ver. 26 w^rrn nation

fcKiib. Accordingly some Jewish com-

mentators (see BochartiHieroz.I. p.650.)
have rendered it, a rough desert moun-

tain. The form of the word is considered

then as an Arabic pluralis fractus
J:|ie

from /) to separate, particularlyfrom

human society ; hence solitudes, deserts,

i. q. rrna yw in verse 22. Or (2.) the

name of an evil demon, supposed to re-

side in the wilderness, to which this

goat was devoted and sent away. This

would accord well with verse 8, where

there is an antithesis between rrirrb and

bwwb. The later Jews, as well as the

early Christians and Mohammedans,

speak of an evil angel of this name. See

Spencer de Leg. Hebr. ritualibus,

Lib. III. Diss. VIII. Reland de Relig.

Mohammed, p. 189. But as the Pen-

tateuch gives no proper names of angels

and is entirely silent concerning evil

angels, it is possible that Asasel is the

name of an idol, and that this rite on

the day of expiation was in imitation of

some idolatrous ceremony. The names

of idols are not unfrequently transferred

to evil angels, comp. Adrammelech. Or

(3.) less plausibly, according to the

Sept. Symm. Theod. Vulg. the name
of the goat itself, (Sept. ctTronopireiios,

Vulg. emissarius, Symm.4^wputi and

tfTraAeAyfisvo; ;)
and to be rendered the

goat sent off. In this case it is derived

from w a goat and bw to go away ; but

w denotes a she-goat, not a he-goat; and

the rendering of b by as is considerably
harsh.

8 )

nVn and they leave their goods to others.

Job 39 : 11. Intrans. Ps. 10 : 14
?pb?

rnbn aig the unfortunate commits himself
to thee.

3. to leave off, cease, construed with

j
and an infin. Hos. 4:10. comp. Prov.

28:13.

4. to give up, to dismiss. Gen. 24 :

27 cyo vron aw xb TON who has not dis-

missed his favour from etc. Ruth 2 :

20. Ps. 37 : 8 nnn ato dismiss anger.
5. to setfree, the opposite of to shut

up. Hence yny\ nwy the shut up and

the setfree, i. e. the bond and the free,

a proverbial expression for all even to

the lowest, Deut. 32: 36. IK. 14: 10.

21 : 21. 2 K. 9 : 8. 14 : 26. Others : the

married (comp. Arab. ^f\ paterfa-

milias,) and the single (comp. Arab.

i^*j) ccelebs.) Others: the laid up
and the neglected, i. e. the costly and

the worthless, every thing whatever ;

but the phrase refers to persons where-

ever it occurs.

Niph. to be forsaken. Neb. 13:11.

Is. 7 : 16.

Pu. idem. Is. 32 : 14.

, fut. afc.

1. to leave orforsake a place, person,
or thing ; e. g. Jehovah, IB. 1 : 4. Deut.

31:16. Jer. 5:19. a law or covenant,

Prov. 28 : 4.

2. to leave behind, to leave in any way,
Gen. 39 : 12, 13. 50 : 8. 39 : 6 itfjp? attw

*1PV -ra ft and he left all that he had in

,'iand of Joseph. Mai. 3:19. Con-
Htrued with b, b, and by, to leave or

commit to any one, Pe. 49 : 1 1 onnb raw

m. dec. III. d. found only in

the plur. D'3iaw, probably a technical

word of merchants, nearly synonymous
with ansiD trade, commerce, (from aw to

give up, transfer, hence to sell.) Hence
1. a market-place, bazaar, a fair.

Ezek. 27 : 19 Dan and Javan bw3
=)2TO fMWa brought cloth to thy fairs.

Verse 16. So in verses 12, 14, 22, where

the prefix 2 is omitted before this word,

but inserted before the wares.

2. merchandize,joined with fin. Ezek.

27 : 27, 33. Comp. nnp.

iTty Gaza, the proper name of a

considerable city on the southern boun-

dary of Palestine, one of the five principal

cities of the Philistines. Sept. Tata.. It

was assigned to the tribe of Judah,

(Josh. 15 : 47.) by whom it was actually

taken, (Judg. 1 : 18.) but afterwards

lost again. 1 Sam. 6:17. See Relandi

Paleestina, p. 788800. Bellermann's
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Handbuch der Bibl. Literatur, Th. III. HJ?^ f. Lev. 11 : 13. Deut. 14 : 13.

p. 24. The gentile noun is nw Judg. accOrding to the Sept. and Jerome, the

~ 7. ospray, or sea-eagle. (Arab. . .i in

ni^t^ f. verbal from aw, aforsaking
* J > C^T

ov leaving desolate, derelictio. Is. 6: 12, the lexicons, nomen avis, aut aquila,

comp. the verb Is. 17 : 2. Jer. 4 : 29. * <*&&* ***)

Wry m. verbal from nV, strong. Ps. PI? found only in Pi '^ fe <% &>*

24 : 8. As a collective, the strong, the Is. 5 : 2. (Arab.^ idem.) Also

mighty, Is. 43: 17.

t^JJ
m. verbal from tw, dec. I.

strength ; of war, Is. 42 : 25. of God,
Ps. 78: 4. 145:6.

t *>^, fut. #;, infin.-tiw. 1. to 6e or shew

to engrave ; hence

, Chald. a seal-ring. Dan.
P *

6:18. (Syr. )Lc^ tcfcm.)

nplj? proper name of a city in the

ones self strong, mighty. Ps. 89:14. tribe of Judah. Josh. 10:10. 15:35.

68 : 29 nvfcM rrro? thyself mighty, O 1 Sam. 17 : 1. Neh. 11 : 30. Jer. 34 : 2.

God. 52 : 9. Judg. 3:10 jtfa
to IT wrn Relandi Palaestina, p. 603.

D^rwth and his hand was strong against Ht^, fut. "rir, plur. nw;, to help, aid,

Chushan-rishathaim, i.e. he conquered assist, most commonly construed with

him. 6:2. Dan. 11:12 iw an accus. of the person ; e. g. rfW help
be strong, i. e. prevail. Ps. 9 : mj ps . 1Q9 : 26. etc. More rarely and

20. Prov. 8 : 28 ninn rraw fiwa Me in the later writings with
^,

2 Sam. 8 :

fountains of the deep were strong ; i. e. 5. 31 . 17. i Chr. 18 : 5. 22: 17. 2 Chr.

raged with violence; comp. D'-W c'o Neh. 19 : 2. 26 : 13. 28 : 16, Job 26 : 2. with

1 Chr. 12 : 21. with nrw, 1 K. 1 : 7

nrw nw2 and they helped the party
Ethpa. in-9:11. Is. 43:16. (Syr

fremuit, efferbuit.) . ..

2. causat. to make strong or mighty.
J Aa

Ecc. 7:19 u-i DDH^ wn n^ann icisdom

makes a wise man stronger than ten etc.

Niph. to o&tam 7/e^o, to ^e helped,

juvari. 2 Chr. 26 : 15. 1 Chr. 5 : 20

crw TTB?'! and they were helped against
Arab. "V fut. O. to make strong. Others: them, i.e. God gave them the victory

protects him more than ten etc. Comp. over them. Dan. 11 : 34. So the Ara-

then is no. 2. and wo.

Hiph. wn, joined with rn$, to

a fierce or impudent countenance. Prov.

7: 13. Construed with a, 21 :29. Comp.
w no. 3. is no. 5.

Deriv. w, w, nw, ww. wo.

bians say : adjutus est (a Deo), for vicit.

Hiph. part, with the Aramean form

2 Chr. 28 : 23. helping, as in Kal.

I'jX* m. with suff. nw, verbal from nw,

dec. VI. j. 7*e^0. Often as a concrete, a

helper, Ps. 70 : 6. 115 : 9. even a female,

and ^in^^ (strength of Jeho- Gen. 2 :18, 20.

vah) Uzziah, the proper name of a king fc^lj? Ezra, the proper name of a

of Judah. 2 K. 15 : 13, 30, 32, 34. Is. well-known priest and scribe, who was

1:1. 6:1. 7:1. Hos. 1 : 1. Am. 1 : 1. VGIy active in promoting the return of

In the second book of Kings, (chap. t^e jews . Neh. 7:1. 12:1.

14 : 21. 15 : 1, 6, 8, 23, 27.) it is like- nn^ f> p& 22 . 20 . I8 . 10 : 3. and
written nn and ^ without any ^^^y Ps. 60 : 13. 108:13.
mention of a change in his name. The J

! J/.< ^
UI

latter forms, therefore, may have arisen with He paragogic nn^ Ps. 44 : 27.

from an error of the ancient transcribers, verbal from TW, dec. XII. c. help.

Such corruptions are nowhere more STW f. 1. a later Aramean word

frequent than in proper names. for the more ancient isr?, a court (before
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the temple). 2Chr.4:9. 6:13. (In

the Targums frequently.) The deriva-

tion is not clear, prob. as if from nw in

Arab, cohibuit, prohibuit, kindred with

to shut in.

2. a settle or terrace (of the altar),

prob. because in the court of the temple.
Ezek. 43 : 14, 17, 20.

vw see
rrjj?.

tDJJ m. (prob. a verbal from the Arab.

jj.iai
med. Vav. to dig in.)

1. an iron style or />ew for writing.

Job 19: 24. Jer. 17:1.

2. perhaps also a reed for writing,

calamus. Jer. 8 : 8. comp. the use of

the penknife, (Jer. 36 : 23.)

NtDy Chald. verbal from oy i. q.

Heb. nss counsel, understanding, wis-

dom. Dan. 2 : 14
rpnwS cjnpi Ntps rnn ^e

replied to Arioch wisdom and under-

standing, i. e. he made to him a wise

and rational address; comp. Prov. 26 :16.

I. ntO^ (in Arab, with c) to seize,

to lay hold
of. Is. 22 : 17. Construed

with ?, to seize unjustly or improperly,
1 Sam. 15 : 19. and 14 : 32, (where the

Keri wi is the correct reading.) For the

form n^wp Ezek. 21 : 20, see under ei?o.

II. ntpV (in Arab, with .)

1. to cover, construed with to>, liter.

to cover over any thing. (Comp. nps

and other verbs of covering.) Lev. 13 :

45. Ezek. 24 : 17, 22. Mic. 3 : 7.

2. to cover or clothe ones self, to put
on a garment, construed with an accus.

Ps. 104 : 2
rrajTEi)

iiN rrofc heputs on light,

as a garment. 'l09 : 19, 29. 71 : 13. Jer.

43 : 12 \x\ STMP i\6 Dnso y^'rw rrcy] awe?

Ae shallput on the land of Egypt, as a

sliepherd puts on his garment, a bolder

figure than the more common expres-
sion ^n to overturn or destroy a country.
Part. fern, nnpj? Cant. 1 : 7. a covered fe.-

'tnale, i. e. either a mourner, or a harlot,

which were distinguished by their dress.

See Gen. 38:14.

Hiph. rrasn to cover, construed with

t,wo accus. P8 . 84 : 7 rnto rra rfre-Da

also the early rain covers it with bkss-

ings. Also with ^ before the object

covered, Ps. 89 : 46.

Deriv. mgsjo.

j^K m - dec. ! Pr h. i. q. Chald. wray

a siefe, (by a commutation of o and 2,

see page 303.) Job 21 : 24 s^n iVrs vanes

his sides are full of milk, i. e. full

with milk, or well nourished. Better to

read ibn, full offat. tept.lyxT* Vulg.
viscera. Syr. latera ejus.

nUJ^tp^ m. dec. X. a sneezing. Job

41:10. [41 : 18.] Arab.
(^jJas

to sneeze;

Chald stosnri idem)

f);?tp5?
in. dec. VII. f. a bat. Lev.

1 1 : 19. Is. 2 : 20. Perhaps compounded
of (Jlic caliginosa fuit nox and

rp
vo-

lans. The r is often lost in composition.

1. to cover, to clothe, i. q. nps, for

which it frequently stands in Chaldaic.

(Arab. u-^!br~ conj. IV. to put on. Syr.

wa^L^ *> ^e clothed) Ps. 73 : 6.

2. to be covered, concealed, construed

with an accus. Ps. 65 : 14 15 IKEP OTTOS

Me valleys are covered with corn.

Without cases, Job 23 : 9 p?; rpr Ac &
concealed in the south. Deriv. rtero

garments.
3. to be covered in night ; hence to

faint, languish, waste away. (Comp.
r]

no. II. 2.) Ps. 102 : 1. 61 : 3 *ab rfja^

wAe/z my heart languishes. Is. 57 : 16.

Part. pass. rpt wasted, Lam. 2 : 19.

Also weak, feeble in any way, spoken
of cattle, Gen. 30 : 42.

Niph. i. q. Kal no. 3. Lam. 2:11.

Hiph. idem. Gen. 30 : 42.

Hithpa. tofaint, languish. Ps. 142 :

4 vni bj ^Tspnna when my spirit faints
within me. 143 : 4. 77 : 4. Joined with

tto, Jon. 2.: 7. Ps. 107:5.

"^tOy to surround; either in a hostile

manner, construed with >, 1 Sam. 23 :

26, or for protection, with two accus.

Ps. 5: 13.

Pi. -ray to crown. Construed with

two accus. Ps. 8:6. 65 : 12. 103 : 4.

with a dative of the person, Cant. 3:11.
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Hiph. I*. 23 : 8 rrvp^sn i* Tyre, the

crowning, i. e. the distributor of crowns.

rntX* f- const, rrcy, plur. nirrcy,

verbal from "vcy, dec. XL d. a crown,

diadem. 2 San/. 12 : 30. Often figura-

tively, e. g. Job 19 : 9 he hath taken the

crown from my head. Prov. 12 : 4 rt

rirtuous woman is a crown to her has-

band. 14:24. 16:31. 17:6.

rYntDJ? (crowns) a proper name.

1. a city in the tribe of Gad. Num.
32 : 3, 34.

2. another in the tribe of Ephraim,
Josh. 16 : 7. which is also called TjN-nYvsj?

(the crowns of Addar) Josh. 16:5.

18 : 13.

3. nwi' m rn-nw (the crowns of the

house of Joab) a city in the tribe of

Judah. Once 1 Chr. 2 : 54.

4.
jjiaS

rvrc? a city in the tribe of Gad.

Once Num. 32: 35.

^y m. (a contraction of w, from nw

to overturn, destroy,) plur. 0*7, dec.

VIII.

1. a heap, ruin. Mic. 1 : 6. Jer. 26 :

17. Mic. 3:12. Pa. 79 : 1. Comp. W).

2. n'3> Num. 33:45. and more in full

cngn -? verse 44.21:11. (hills of
Mount Abarim,) a part of Mount
Abarim.

3. ns a city in the tribe of Judah.

Josh. 15 : 29.

^ proper name of a Canaanitish city,

the residence of a king, west of Bethel,

and on the northern boundary of the

tribe of Benjamin. Gen. 12:8. 13 : 3.

Josh. 7 : 2 ff. 8 : 1 ff. Ezra 2 : 28. Sept.

'Ayyae/. Vulg. Hai. Instead of this name
we find w Neh. 11:31. and rw Is.

10:28.

"^y or i^V found only in the fut.

yw Lam. 2:1. according to the Sept.

Vulg. and the Hebrew commentators,
to darken, obscure ; (comp. rjw no. II.)

Hence r> darkness, a cloud. Or accord-

ing to the Arab.
\^J^. med. Je to dls-

7

yrace ; comp. the Syr. ^^^y idem.

sSP^ a proper name.

W>
1. a various reading for tato q. v.

2. the northern peak of Mount

Ephraim, (0713 is the southern,) a naked
unfruitful rock. Dent. 1 1 : 29. Josh. 8 :

30. Sept. r'A. Vulg. Hebal.

I y (ruins) the proper name of a

fortified city in the tribe of Naphtali.
IK. 15:20. 2 Chr. 16:4.

f. 1 Chr. 1:46 Keth. for rw

Arab. LLc for Lsxc to become

wroth, to fall into a passion. 1 Sam.

25 : 14 cna r; #we? Ae became wroth

with them. (Syr. u^l^ZJ to ^c dis-

7

pleased, angry; \^^ displeasure,

anger) Hence

tO^ m. verbal from *^i% dec. VI. f.

1. a ravenous beast. Jer. 12:9. Par-

ticularly

2. as a collective, birds ofprey. Gen.

15:11. Is. 18:6. 46:11. Ezek.39:4.

Dtp^y the proper name of a city in

the tribe of Judah, 1 Chr. 4 : 3, 32.

2 Chr. 11:6. and of a rock named there-

from, Judg. 15:8, 11.

D 15

! ;**y m. i. q. obis eternity. 2 Chr.

33:7.

D7^ the proper name of a country,

strictly Ely-mats in the south of Media,
but used generally in a wider sense for

Media itself. So e. g. Dan. 8 : 2, where

it includes the city Shushan. Gen.

10:22.14:1. Is.ll:ll. 22:6. Jer.

25:25. 49:34ff. Ezek. 32 : 24. In

moet of these passages Elam is repre-

sented as a contentious people, causing
disturbance to the neighbouring nations.

Strabo says as much concerning the in-

habitants of Elymais. See Bocharti

Geogr. Sacra, II. 2. Michaelis Spicileg.

ii. 68.

D^ (with Kamets impure) ardour^

violence. Once Is. 11:15 iron c^a by
his violent wind. Sept. Iv wyey^a-n fiiceiw.

Yty com. gen. (more frequently fern.)

dual cw (which stands also for the

plural Zech. 3 :
9.) prim. dec. VI. f.
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1. an eye.
b n*n to see with the eye,

Ezek. 12:12. The following phrases
are worthy of notice, (1.) 'D w) before

ilie eyes of any one. Gen. 23 : 11, 18.

Ex. 4 : 30. (2.)

r

cw; in the eyes, i. e. in

the judgment or opinion, of any one.

It often conveys the idea of seeming or

appearing. Gen. 19 : 14 wa pnsoi >n>i

V3nn & ^e appeared to his sons-in-law

to jest. 29 : 20. 2 Sam. 10:3. Hence

>3^a rj, ate wto appears to me good,
evil. See the articles ate, ate;, -raj, yv,

etc. (3.) 'D rwo behind the bach or tt^'M-

owtf Me knowledge of any one. Num.
15 : 24. (4.) 037 pa between the eyes, on
theforehead. Ex. 13 : 9, 16. Deut. 6 : 8.

11 : 18. Spoken also of the fore-part of

the head, Deut. 14:1. (5.) to? py oto to

fix the eye on any one, usually to re-

gard him with favour, (like to? D'35 n'fo

to regard with anger.) E. g. Gen. 44 :

22 rHy ^7 rrnir I will be gracious to

him. Jer. 39 : 12, 40 : 4. Job 24 : 23.

Ezra 5 : 5. Construed with "?, Ps. 33 :

18. 34 : 16. with a, Deut. 11 : 12. (comp.
further Zech. 12:4. 1 K. 8 : 29, 52.)
But in Am. 9:8, in a bad sense, it is

used of the angry countenance of Je-

hovah, (otherwise 0:5.) So in verse 4,

with the addition rrsnb ; on the contrary
Jer. 24 : 6, in a good sense, with nateb.

In the N. T. comp. 1 Pet. 3 : 1 2.

Since many of the passions, such as

envy, pride, pity, desire, are expressed

by the eye, so in the biblical style they
are often ascribed to this organ, though

strictly applicable only to the person.

(Comp. the articles DTT, rfe no. 5. sn, n.)

Further nim 337 proud eyes, i. e. pride,

arrogance, Pror. 6 : 17. Ps. 18 : 28.

comp. D?37 on pride, arrogance.
2.a bead or bubble, wine. Prov.23 :3 1 .

3. perhaps a look. Cant. 4 : 9 3riaab

^'s-n nns thou hast stolen my heart by
one of thy looks. Others: with one

(look)from thine eyes.
4. face, countenance, like D'35. Ps. 6 :

"
$?? ps jfaee to face, Num. 14:14.

Is. 52 : 8. Some other passages, usually
placed under this signification, belong
elsewhere; e.g. 1 Sam. 16:12 ow rc

with beautiful eyes; so Gen. 29:17.
See

"-p.
Hence

5. Me surface. Ex. 10 : 5 pv
n ps Me

surface of the land. Verse 15. Num.
22:5,11.

6. appearance, form. Num. 11:7.

Lev. 13 : 5, 55. Ezek. 1 : 4 ff. 10: 9.

Dan. 10:6.

7. with a plur. ni3g, const. ni3>2, a

spring, fountain; (comp. p?o.) Gen.
16 : 7. 24 : 29, 30, 42. The" eye is a

fountain of tears, which may have led

to this signification of the word. The

plur. fern, or neuter is used to express

things without life, see Gesenius' Lehr-

geb. 125. 3.

8. In the preceding signification, it

stands before many geographical names ;

the most remarkable of which are

(1.) na p? (fountain of the kid) a city
in the tribe of Judah, not far from the

southern point of the Dead Sea, fruitful

in palms. In Pliny, (Hist. Nat. v. 17.)

Engadda. Josh. 15 : 62. 1 Sam. 24 : 1.

Ezek. 47 : 10. Cant. 1:14. Its more
ancient name was larrjissrt q. v. (2.) ps
T#! Ps. 83 : 1 1. and ^ ji'josk 17 : 1 L
I Sam. 28 : 7. a city in the tribe of Ma-
nasseh. (3.) tcfsto py (fountain ofjudg-

ment) found only Gen. 14:7. i. q. ^
nine (waters of contention] name of a

fountain in the desert of Sin, otherwise

called snpT . -The name is there used by
a prolepsis, for it originated at a later

period, see Num. 10:1 13. (4.)o^y py

(fountain of two calves) a place on the

northern point of the Dead Sea. Once
Ezek. 47 : 10. (5.) hi ^ (fountain of
the spy, or, according to the Targum,

of the fuller, for he treads his clothes

with his feet, comp. ^>) a fountain on
the south-east of Jerusalem, on the bor-

ders of the tribes of Judah and Ben-

jamin. Josh. 15:7. 18:16. 2 Sam. 17:

17. 1 K. 1 : 9. According to Josephus,

(Antiq. vn. 11.) it was situated in the

king's pleasure-garden.
9. without addition p (1.) the namo

of a Levitical city in the tribe of Simeon.

Josh. 15 : 32. 19 : 7. 21 : 16. 1 Chr. 4 :

32. Out of jtefl f? Josh. 15:32, is
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formed jisn p> Neh. 11 : 28. (2.) also of

a place in the north-east of Palestine.

Num. 34:11.

*Pfy m. denom. from }*?, (after the

form ens, ipi,) looking askance, envious.

1 Sam. 18 : 9 Keri. In the Kethib p*.
V x

(Arab. U idem.)

D^^ Gen. 38 : 14, 21. and D^Jg
Josh. 15 : 34, (with the ancient dual

form, comp. Gesen. Gesch. der Hebr.

Sprache und Schrift, p. 49, 51.) a place
in the tribe of Judah.

P]^tf
to be wearied, exhausted. Jer. 4:

31. Hence

f}^} fern, n^y, verbal adj. from ^y,

dec. III. a. wearied, exhausted, lan-

guishing ; from fatigue, hunger, and

particularly thirst. Gen. 25 : 29, 30.

Job 22 : 1. Ps. 63 : 2. nw re: the weary
soul, Jer. 31 : 25. Prov. 25 : 25. no' yw
a thirsty land, Ps. 143 : 6. Is. 32 : 2.

Comp. F|i?
no. II. 2. and

ryp.

nD*y f. verbal from ^ no. II. 1.

1. darkness. ~Amos 4 : 13. With He

paragogic nre?, Job 10 : 22.

2. name of a Midianitish country and

people. Gen. 25: 4. Is. 60:6. 1 Chr.

1:33.

t]y m. with suff. rfv? (Gen. 49 : 11.)

plur. D'Y?.? a youn9 ass
->
an ass c lt'

Zecb. 9 :

T

9. Job 11:12 *OB TO the wild

ass's colt. It is applied also to the

animal when grown, so as to be rode

upon, Judg. 10 : 4. 12 : 14. and to bear

burdens, Is. 30 : 6. Comp. also Gen.

32:16.

I. "V2? f. plur. once trY? (Judg. 10 :

4.) usually ony (from an obsol. sing.

-i
q. v.) a city. (Some erroneously sup-

pose the primary signification to have

been a cavern, like the Arab. lj, and

Heb. rrgQ, referring to Gen. 4 : 17. Ps.

31:22,) J^ribN T? the city of God,
16 : 5. 87 : 3. Is. 60 : 14. and thjrrr T?

the holy city, Neh. 1 1 : 1. Is. 52 : 1. Dan.
9 : 24. for Jerusalem. a;n TO the city

of ivatei-s, a part of the city Rabbah,

2 Sam. 12 : 27. Ecc. 10 : 15 the labour

of the foolish ivearieth him, he knows
not how TO "? robb to go to the city, per-

haps a proverbial phrase for to find his

way, as if spoken of a wanderer.

2. Several proper names of cities are

compounded of this word ; (1.) mart 17

(the city of salt} in the desert of the

tribe of Judah, near the Salt Sea. Josh.

15 : 62. (2.) onoFin TO (the cityofpalms)
Jericho, so called from the multitude of

palms growing there. (See Plin. Hist.

Nat. v. 14. Tacit. Hist. v. 6. Joseph!
Bell. Jud. i. 6. 18. iv. 8.) Deut. 34 : 3.

Judg. 1:16. 2 Chr. 28:15.

II. "V3? perhaps anger, hostile attack.

(Corap. the Arab. l med. Vav to at-

tack, assault.) Jer. 15 : 8 ckro rr^ rfzri

Tftipov Kdi G-TTOV^VV . Hos. 11:9 Y3ft ii sV

/ come not with anger. The former

signification, city, may, however, be ap-

plied to both of these passages ;
thus in

Jer. I will let come suddenly upon it

cities and terror ; and in Hos. according
to Lowtb, nonsum urbicola, i. e.homo.

In Ps. 73 : 20, Y?I stands prob. for
"vttja

in awaking, and pertains not here.

^y m. Chald. a watcher, a name of

angels in the later Jewish demonology,

being so called because, according to

the doctrine of the Persians, they watch

over the souls of men. Dan. 4 :10, 14,

20. (In the Syriac liturgies it is ap-

plied to archangels, e. g. to Gabriel.

Afterwards it came to be applied rather

to evil angels, like
iygijygtf'<

in the book

of Enoch and in the fathers.)

O'VJ?, Ohy, plur. CTSTjfr, dec. VIII.

d. i. q. DT$.

1. adj. naked. Gen. 3 : 7, 10, 11.

2. subst. 7iakedness. Ezek. 16 : 7 nw
rrtti oi yet thou wast nakedness and

bareness, i. e. naked and bare, the abs-

tract being used for the concrete ;

comp. city, tfrp. Verses 22, 39. 23 : 29.

the constellation ofthe bear. See

jy a proper name, see ^.
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m. a spider. Job 8: 14. Is.

59:5. Arab.
eUyXjL:,

Chald

idem. This quadriliteral appears to be

compounded of vys Arab. . JXCr. to

weave, (spoken of the spider,) and aas

to be light, nimble.

impV m. prim. dec. II. b.

1. a mouse, particularly &field-mouse.
1 Sam. 6: 4, 5, 11, 18.

2. probably also other edible animals

of the glis genus. Lev. 11 : 29. Is. 66 :

17. So in Arab, this word signifies i.q.

c.j % the Jerboa, mus jaculus, Linn.

which is used for food. See Bocharti

Hieroz. T.I. p. 1017.

"iiJV Acco, the proper name of a city

and haven in the tribe of Asher. Judg.
1 : 31. In Greek "Ax, more frequently

Ptolemais, in the time of the crusades

Acca, now Acre. See Relandi Palses-

tina, p. 534542.

"ytoltf (troubling, cotnp. Josh. 7 : 26.)

name of a valley not far from Jericho.

Josh. 15:7. Is. 65: 10. Hos. 2:17.

]^y m. proper name of an Israelite,

who, by taking of the accursed thing

(DVT,) caused an overthrow among his

people. Josh. 7 : 1. 22 : 20. In the pa-
rallel passage 1 Chr. 2:7, he is called

TJ$ which name suits the etymology
Josh. 7 : 26. The reading in Joshua,

however, is not to be changed. The

derivation only is less accurate ; (comp.
Gesen. Geschichte der Hebr. Sprache
und Schrift, p. 43.)

Dpy m. dec. VI. k. a fetter for the

foot. (Arab. (^J^ idem.) Prov. 7:22.

usually rendered he (the inexperienced

young man) goeth after her (the wicked

woman) suddenly, as the ox goeth to

the slaughter, VIN iDVD'bN ESIWI and as in

fetters to the correction of the fool, i. e.

to his own correction. The Sept. and

Chald. render ops a dog, a meaning well

suited to the connexion, but not con-

firmed by philological evidence. Plur.

j>? Is. 3 : 18. bracelets QT ringsfor the

ankles, a female ornament, which occa-

sioned a clinking in walking. Hence

D 5V P^ denom. from 022, to adorn

ones self with ankle-rings, or, what is

better, to make a tinkling with them, to

excite attention. Is. 3 : 16.

"^?y 1. strictly to stir up, e.g. water;

to make it turbid. (So in Arab. med.

Kesr.) Hence metaphorically
2. to trouble any one. Judg. 11:35.

Usually by bringing or occasioning evil,

Gen. 34 : 30. Josh. 6 : 18. 7: 25. 1 Sam.
14 : 29 ywn ns

>:? npy myfather troubleth

the land. 1 K. 18 : 17, 18. Prov. 11 :

17 nj3 inNtf 133? the cruel man troubleth

his ownjlesh, i. e. renders himself un-

happy. Verse 29 rm tojr irva -153? he who
troubleth his own house shall inherit the

wind.

Niph. 1. to be excited, spoken of grief.

Ps. 39 : 3.

2. to be brought into adversity, to be

destroyed. Prov. 15:6.

i1t$5J? m a quadriliteral, an adder.

Ps. 140 : 4. The root tor signifies in

Arabic, to bend together, conj. V. to coil

up. The a appears to be annexed, as in

many quadriliterals. See arc.

by (for n|$) verbal from rto, strictly

a subst. whatever is high or uppermost.
Hos. 7 : 16 V >ft

131S5J they return not to

the Most High, or else to things above,

7cs TO, ava. 11:7 irronjF V b they call

them (the people) to the Most High.
Hence as an adv. (1.) above, rjn from
above, Gen. 27:39. 49:25. and simply

above, Ps. 50 : 4.

2. high. 2 Sam. 23 : 1 *% Dp-? (who)
is exalted high. Hence in the const,

state

h% (Heb. and Chald.) plur. const.

ty (used only in poetry,) with suff.

v#, ?pby, vSy, i:h?, D3'!, cnvr, poetically

to^; (Chald. vrte, N^bs, Dh>bi?;) a pre-

position.
1. upon. Used particularly (1.) after

verbs of covering ; see ncj, etc. (2.) to

express a duty or obligation, which lies

on any one. 2 Sam, 18:11 nrt % /
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should have given. 1 K. 4 : 7. Ezra 10:

4. Neh. 13:13. (3.) to express a weight
or load which lies on any one. Is. 1 : 14.

Comp. -as.

2. over, above, concerning. Gen. 41 :

33. Ps. 29 : 3. Is. 1 : 1. to -m to speak

concernmg any thing, to rns to give
command concerning any thing, Gen.

18:19. Comp. Joel 1:3. IK. 22: 8.

Also more tJian, Gen. 48 : 22
?pnsi

to

more than thy brethren. Job 22 : 24. 23 :

2. Used of time, beyond, Lev. 15 : 25

rrrrp to beyondthe time ofherpurification.
3. i. q. *)** to. 2 Sam. 15 : 4 Nir 'to he

shall come to me. Gen. 38 : 12. 2 Sam.
15 : 20. a!? to

-IS/T
to speak to the heart

or satisfaction o/any one. 'B to top tofall
to any one. Also to express the dative

in later Hebrew, Job 33 : 23 vto sr DM if
there is given to him. Est. 3 : 9 to DM
ata -nn if it is good or pleasing to the

king.

4. near, by, at. \^ to by a fountain,
Gen. 16:7. 24 : 30 pay *% Dtean to by
the camels at the well. Ps. 7:11 to 'sag

crrftw 7??^ shield is with God, i. e. he

holds my shield.

5. against. Is. 1 : 25. Mic. 4:11 Dip

to to rise up against. T? to rurj to encamp
against or besiege a city, to atfn to devise

plans against any one.

6. before, ante. Ex. 27 : 21 the curtain

which is before the law. (Derived from

signif. no. 2.) to rnnrron to bow down

before any one, Lev. 26 : 1. to before
theface o/any one. (Derived from sig-
nif. no. 4.)

7. in. Hos. 1 1 : 8 3b 'to
ijern ?w^ ^er#

i? turned within me. Ps. 42 : 5, 6, 7, 12.

) rhy
30. Est. 8:7. also simply to in the saina

sense, Gen. 31:20.
10. after, according to, secunduni.

Ps. 110:4.
1 1. although. Job 16 : 17

5533 0917 b to

although there is no injustice in my
hands. 34 : 6. Is. 53 : 9. Joined with

an infin. Job 10 : 7
^Pi^'to although

thou hnowest.

12.fro?n, by ; e. g. in the phrase to

livefrom or by any thing. Gen. 27 : 40.

Deut. 8: 3. Is. 38:16.
} 3. with, together with. Ex. 35:22

n^2Pt to D^3M the men together with the

women. Gen. 32 : 12.

14. besides, without, (from signif.

no. 2. more than.) Gen. 31:50. Ps.

16:2
?pto

fe naYa there is no happiness

15. Other compositions, ton (I.)from
above or on. Ex. 40 : 36. ~2 Sam. 12 :

30. Ex. 3 : 5. (2.) the force of p being

lost, simply i. q. to. Est. 3 : 1 nnkTr ton

above the princes. Jer. 36 : 21 ^on ton

by the king. Ps. 108:5. (3.) ^
ton above

or over any thing. (Antith. h nnnn.)

Gen. 1 : 7. Neh. 12 : 31. Jon. 4': 6."

"

T>i^ m. more rarely Vl^, with suff.

ito, dec. VIII. d. a yoke, a crooked piece
of wood fastened to the pole of the

carriage and laid upon the necks of the

team, by which they draw. Num. 19 :

2. Deut. 21:3. For the most part figu-

ratively, bondage, servitude. 1 Sam. 6 :

7. IK. 12:11. Is. 9:3.

N vj? Chald. above, over, followed by

p. Dan. 6:3.

*l yty m. adj. dec. VII. a. stuttering,

stammering. Is. 32:4. Comp. by trans-

43:5.142:4.

8. for. Est. 7: 7. to ^ to atone for.
P Sltl n * (Arab'^ Baking a fc

to onVri to contendfor, Judg. 9:17. Vpsnrr,

to to prayfor.
9. on account of, because of. Ps. 44 :

23. Ruth 1:19. Frequently before an
infin. e. g. ippM to on account of thy

saying, i. e. because thou sayest, Jer.

2 : 35.
)3

to therefore, on this account,

(see ]3.)
-a-i to on account of. "KN to as a

conj. because, Deut. 29 : 24. 2 Sam. 3 : for thou ascendedst the bed of thy father.
3M

reign tongue.)

rhy, fut. Pto;.

I. to go up, ascend, mount. It is used

absolutely, or construed with to, Is. 14 :

14. with ty, Ex. 24:13, 15, 18.34:4.
with h, Is. 22 : 1. with 3, Ps. 24 : 3.

Cant. 7 : 9. also with an accus. of the place
ascended, Gen. 49 : 4
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Prov. 21 : 22. Often simply, to gofrom 3. to be exalted, spoken of God. Ps.

a lower country to one situated higher, 47 : 1,0. 97 : 9.

(comp.-n;;)
e. g. uniformly of ajourney Hiph. 1. to lead or bring up, (persons

from Egypt to Palestine, Gen. 13 : 1. or things.) Gen. 37 : 28. 1 Sam. 8:8.
44 : 24. Ex. 1 : 10. of the return from 2 Sam. 2 : 3. ninsn nton to put up the

exile, Ezra 2:1. Neh. 7 : 6. Hos. 1 :

lamps, Ex. 25 : 37~. Usually construed
11. of frequenting the gate or seat of withanaccus. once with a dative, Ezek.

judgment, (as a place of distinction or 26 : 3.

elevation,) Norn. 16 :

If
.Deut. 17 : 8. ^ to present an offering on the altar.

25 : 7., Judg.4 : 5. Ruth 4 : 1 R 37 .
6< iall ^ ^ (0 ,

2. Used of things without life ; e. g. ournt_
offerings, Lev. 14 s

*

0> j l . 5

3. to take away, tollere, auferre. Ps.
102:25.

4. to enrol, in taJbulas referre. 1 K.
9:21.

Hoph. nSrh (for rton) to be brought

of a way, to lead, Judg. 20 : 31. of a

country, to stretch or extend itself, Josh.

16 : 1. 18 : 12. of a lot, to come up, (out

of the shaken urn,) Lev. 16:9, 10. Josh.

18 : 11. of a city, to ascend in flames,

Judg. 20 : 40. Jer. 48 : 15. of plants, to

shoot or grow up, Gen. 40 : 10. 41 : 22. P> Nah - 2 : 8. to fo presented, spoken
Deut. 29 : 22. Comp. Gen. 49 : 9. Part. of an offering, Judg. 6 : 28. to be entered,

nto Job 36 : 33 prob. what shoots up, a inserted, recorded, pass, of Hiph. no. 4.

plant. Sometimes (1.) to be rendered 2 Cnr- 20 : 34<-

passively, e. g. to be used or employed, Hithpa. to exalt ones
self, to glory.

spoken of a razor, Judg. 16 : 17. to be Jer. 51:3.

put on, spoken of a garment, Lev. 19 : Deriv. to, to, nto, to, fvto, too, nton,

19. of a bandage, Jer. 8 : 22 ny> nnto a ntoo.

bandage is put on ; see nsvw. (2.) by
a common Hebraism, (see Gesenius'

m. const, nto, dec. IX. b. a leaf.

Gen. 3: 7. 8:11.

Chald. a cause, occasion, pre-

Lehrgeb. 218. 4.) spoken of the thing
which is ascended. Prov. 24 : 31 nto n:n

V*VQ]> ty behold, the whole of it (the text. Dan. 6 : 5, 6. (In Aram, and Arab.
field) grows up with thorns, i. e. only idem. Root *to Arab, to give cause or
thorns grow up therein. Is. 34 : 13. 5 : occasion; conj. VI. VIII. to use a pre-
6. Am. 8 : 8 and 9 : 5 n ^3 nnto the text. Comp. Heb. bto.)
ivhole land ascends as by the Nile, i. e. *JLx* L-
it is overflown as by the Nile. (Comp.

L "?"> more rarely"^ f- verbal

Jer. 46 : 7, 8.)
from " dec - X -

3. metaphorically to rise, increase, ! strictly quicquid ascendit in al-

advance ; e. g. spoken of a battle, 1 K. t^re, i. e. altari imponitur ; but used by
22 : 35. of one increasing in wealth, way of eminence for a burnt-offering,

Deut. 28:43. Construed with to, to (see nton no. 2.) which was entirely con-

excel, Prov. 31:29. ti ? nto to come sumed, Ae*v*rw. Gen. 22:3, 6. Lev.

into mind, Jer. 3:16. 7:31/19:5. 32:

35. Is. 65: 17.

l:4ff.

2. a step. Ezek. 40 : 26.

4. pass, of Hiph. no. 3. tolli, auferri. u.
i

iniquity.
Hiph. no. 4. to be inserted 5.15

lChr.27:24.

f. i. q. nto Unrighteousness,

nrnj>, Job

ing. Plur. $s> Ezra 6 : 9.
Niph. pass, of Hiph.
1. to be brought up. Ezra 1:11.

2. to be driven away, Jer. 37 : 1 1 . to be nY?! f. Hos. 10 : 9. i. q. nVw (as it

led away, Num. 16: 24, 27. 2 Sam. 2: 27. is read iii several MSS.) iniquity.
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J masc. plur. denom. from the
Kethib^uniformly

5?, youth, the state or condi- riac form

a i/oung man or woman. Ps. 89:

46. Is. 54 : k Job 33 : 25. 20 : 11 vgta

itnto M&Q his bones arefull ofyouth."' r vered place on the flat roofofan ori-

ngby. f. found only Prov. 30 : 15.
enfal Judg. 3 : 23, 25. 1 K. 17 :

according to the
Sept.^Vulg.

Gr. Venet.
19j 23 3 K. 4 : 10. *Used metaphori-

thchorse-leech,(A.b. M!, Syr.fc^y,) cally of the chambers of heaven, Ps. 104:

whose insatiable thirst for blood might
*

2. a step, ascent. 2 Chr. 9 : 4.

l -

?, after the Sy-

f. dec. X.

',
an upper chamber, a co-

very well serve for a proverb. The

Arab. J.U signifies calamitas, gravis

ra^/5, fatum, quod homini impendit;
whence Bochart (Hieroz. II. 801.) makes

'p'vy,
fern. n;V, verbal adj. from

to, dec. I. and X.

1. upper, higher, the opposite of
finrrn.

it a personification of fate as a hideous Gen. 40 : 17. 2 K. 18 : 17. Ezek. 42 : 5.

2. the Most High, i. e. God.

Gen. 14: 18. jVto rrfrr, Ps. 7 : 18.

jvto,
Ps. 57 : 3. and simply jvto, Ps. 9 :

21 : 8.

m. Chald. plur. majest.

monster. Others: desire, (personified,

comp. Arab. ^J^ propensum esse in

aliquem, amare.) Others, by conjec-

ture, the locust.

\?$ i. q. tin and yto to be glad, to

rrnli, rejoice. 2 Sam. Y : 20. Ps. 68 : 5.
lhe ^ st Hi9h>

Dan. 7 : 22, 25.

Construed with a concerning any thing, ^Y$ m - verbal from ito, dec. I. re-

149:5. Hab. 3: 18. Spoken also of
joicing, joyful. Is. 24: 8. Sometimes

the inanimate creation, Ps. 96 : 12. in a bad sense, rejoicing from pride or

Sometimes in the sense of arrogant ex-

ultation, Ps. 94:3. Is. 23:12. comp.
5 : 14. See rby.

tb% m. verbal adj. from w, rejoicing.

Is. 5 : 14.

Htp^ f. MM darkness. Gen. 15 :

17. Ezek. 12 : 6, 7, 12. (Arab. &
to be thick, dense ; and by transposition

Jlai to be very dark.]
x

"yJJ Eli, the proper name of a well-

known high-priest. 1 Sam. 1: 3ff. Sept.

'HA, Vulg. Heli.

ty m. a pestle. Prov. 27 : 22. Root

rte, but perhaps in the signification of

Vn? in Arab. conj. II. to strike repeatedly.

**?y found only in the fern. rrt the

upper. Josh. 15 : 19. Judg. 1 : 15.

^y Chald. the upper, the highest.

nV NTN the ;.wst high God, Dan. 3 :

36,32. 5:18, 21. anil n^ the Most

High. 1 : 1 1. >}. [4 : 1 7, 21.] 7 : 25. In

arrogance, Is, 22 : 2. Zeph. 2:15. Hence

Zeph. 3:11
Tjrn3

nV thy proud re-

joicers. Is. 13 :S*~

h*b% Ps. 12 : 7. usually a crucible.

More correctly a work-shop, from Vn?

f. verbal from tt, dec. X.

an action, deed, work, facinus, i. q.

7^?o; found in the sing, only Ps. 14 : 1.

66 : 5. elsewhere in the plural.
1. deeds, mighty works, (of God.)

Is. 12:4. Ps. 9: 12. 77:13.

2. actions (of men). Zeph. 3 : 7.

cr/ib^sr
1

^ irvrnrn theypervert all their ac-

tions, i. e. they act perversely, wickedly,
Ps. 14:1. 141:4. Ezek. 14: 22. In all

these passages there is a reference to

evil actions, which is expressed more

definitely Deut. 22 : 14, 17.

n^b"'7J? f. i.q. nV$ no. 1. a ivork

(ofGod)."jer.32:19/

JTl^^/y f. verbal from yto3
dec. I.

joy, rejoicing. Hab. 3 ; 14.
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J"p*py f. Chald. an upper chambe?*,

i.q. Heb. rrfe. Dan. 6: 11.

I. h/% to do or perform any thing,

whether good or evil. Derivatives rfrto

and ttso an action; deed.

Poel, V?to, construed with 7, to conduct

towards any one, used only in a bad

sense, like nVto. Lam. ] : 22. 2 : 20 >pb

rn pfffv to whom thou hast done thus

(evil). 3:51
vztesj n$i 72 mme eye

causes pain to my soul, i. e pains me
from much weeping. Job 16:15 >nftto

*3y iQi / 7ii*e defiled (comp. also

Hithpa.) my horn, i. e. my head, with

dust. (Others, after the Aramean, in-

didi in cinerem caput meum. But in

an Arameism of this kind, we should

have expected the Aramean form, the

conj. Aphel only being used in that

dialect.)

Poal, pass. Lam. 1 : 12. as my sorrow

^ VVto -TON which has been brought upon

Hithpa.
1. to perform a mighty deed, spoken

of God, construed with a on or to any
one. Ex. 10 : 2. 1 Sam. 6 : 6.

2. to treat any one ill, construed with

a. 1 Sam. 31:4. 1 Chr. 10 : 4. Jer. 38 :

19. Num. 22 : 29. Also to do violence

to a woman, Judg. 19 : 25. The ancient

translators have rendered it in most

passages, to deride, (Sept. I^TTXI^U ;

Vulg. illudo) ; which does not agree
with the analogy of the verb and its de-

rivatives, and is inconsistent with its use

in some passages, e. g. Ex. 10 : 2. Judg.
19:25.

Hithpo. to execute, perform, (an ac-

tion.) Ps. 141 : 4.

Deriv. nto, W, rfrto, Vgn, ?itoa.

II. 77^ found only in Po. bto to

make a gleaning, to glean. Lev. 19 : 10.

Construed with an accus. Deut. 34 : 21.

Metaphorically Jer. 6:9. (In Arab.

(jb. conj. II. to drink repeatedly, to

pluck, to smite.) Deriv. niVto.

HI. 7>7^ whence part. Po. Wiso a

child, i,
<j.

V>to. Is. 3 : 12. See ft*.

'?S? Chald. 1. to go in, to enter.

In Syr.'idem. Pret. to Dan. 2 : 16. Fern.

nto, in Kethib nbto, 5:10. Part, fn, in

Kethib pVto, Dan." 4 : 4. [4 : 7.] 5 : 8.

2. to go down, to set, spoken of the

sun. Dan. 6 : 15. Comp. the Heb. ia.

Aph. to bring in, construed for the

most part with b. Pret. to:rj (with epen-
thetic 3, instead of Dagesh forte, in ,)

Dan. 2 : 25. 6:19. Imper. tort, 2 : 24.

Infin. nton, 5 : 7. and nto:n, 4 : 3. [4 : 6.]

Hoph. tort pass. Dan. 5 : 13, 15.

]T)7 v!^, const, rtfrtoy fern. sins:, (like'
\

' O \

ninDrt, comp. Judg. 8:2. Is. 17 : 6.) a

gleaning. Jer. 49 : 9. Obad. 1 : 5. Is.

17:6. Root bto no. II.

DT># to cover, conceal. In Kal found

only in the part. pass. D'oto concealed

or secret (sins), Ps. 90 : 8.

Niph. nto^ to be concealed, hidden.

Nah. 3:11. The person/row whom any

thing is concealed is preceded by jo,

Lev. 5:2 or by wo, Lev. 4: 13. Num.
5:13. Part,

anpjaja disguised men, dis-

semblers, Ps. 26 : 4.

Hiph. D'bgn.

1. to concealfrom any one, construed

with p. 2 K. 4:27.

2. ja DW D'ton to hide the eyes from
any one ; as a refusal of assistance, Is.

1:15. comp. Prov. 28 : 27. as a neglect-

ing to punish, Lev. 20 : 4. 1 Sam. 12 :

3, (construed with 2,)
or as an expression

of contempt, Ezek. 22 : 26. j* D'ton to

cover the ear, to refuse to hear, Lam.
3:56.

3. to obscure. Job 42 : 3.

4. perhaps intrans. to conceal o/ic'.\

self, like other verbs of covering, e. g.

rtp3, rna?. Ps. 10:1. Or DW is to be sup-

plied as in no. 2.

Hithpa. to conceal ones
self. Job 6 :

16. Construed with p, to conceal ones

selfoi- withdrawfrom any thing, Deut.

22:1,3,4. Ps/55:2 'njiror? ntonn to

withdraw not from my supplication,

Is. 58 : 7.

Deriv. rrpbivi.

m. emph. noty, Chald. i. q. HeU
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QVw eternity, a long duration; either

future, Dan. 3 : 33. 4 : 31. [4 : 34.] 7 :

27. or past, Ezra 4:15. Hence Dan.

2 : 20 to TS-I vKh% jn from eternity to

eternity*

Ovy in. a lad, a young man. 1 Sam.

17:56! 20:22. and

TTu?y fern, of pjy, dec. XII. a. a

young woman, mulier nubilis. Gen. 24 :

43. Ex. 2:8, Ps. 68:26. Cant. 1:3.

6:8. Prov. 30: 19. Is. 7:14. (Syr.

Pa. and Ethpa. to grow up, to

)

Nipb. Job 39 : 13 npVgj o3jri rpa the

wing of'the ostrich moves nimbly orjoy-

fully. Comp. II. ii. 462,

become marriageable. Arab. JL coeundi

cupidusfuit.) Deriv. onto.

fiftSy l.the proper name of a place

in the tribe of Benjamin. Josh. 21:18.

which in the parallel passage 1 Chr. 6 :

45, [6 : 60,] is called nefo.

2. JiyrfpFrfebs Num. 33 : 46. a station

of the Israelites.

r?i?375? plur. fern, a kind of tune or

harmony in music. 1 Chr. 15 : 20. Ps.

46 : 1. perhaps thefemale voice or man-

ner, which the chorister imitated. Comp.
Forkel's Gesch. der Musik, Th. I. p.142.
In the former passage it appears to

stand more in reference to high and

low ; see ran.

rftujy Ps. 9:1. perhaps i. q. the

preceding article, in which case V is to

supplied ; (unless the true reading be

rnnVs.) In Ps. 48 : 15, the context re-

quires that it should be read as twowords

njcr'jy even unto death. In both passages
the MSS. and editions vary, some

writing it in one, others in two words.

This, however, has but little weight, for

anciently words closely connected in

sense were often written as one. (See
Gesenius' Gesch. der Hebr. Sprache
und Schrift, p. 171.)

^7^ Chald. plur. wvh$t an Elamite,

from dry q. v. Ezra 4:9.

Hithpa. to rejoice, take pleasure, (in

love.) Prov. 7:18.

thy
Job 'Jo"

i.q.

18.

and y^ to exult
>
rejoice.

found only in Piel, to swallow

down, to drink. Job 39 : 30. (Kindred
with JttV.)

yhty Chald. i.q. Heb. $? a rib, hence

a great tooth or tush. Dan. 7 : 5.

rpy in Kal not used.

1. to cover.

2. to be wrapt in night, hence to be

feeble, to faint. (Comp. rroy, fftp.)

Pu. 1. to be covered. Cant. 5 : 14.

2. to swoon away, tofaint. Is.,51 :20.

Hithpa. 1. to cover or disguise ones

self. Gen. 38:14.

2. to faint; from heat, Jon. 4 : 8.

from thirst. Am. 8 : 13.

HQ/y m. verbal from Pual of FS,

(with n^ paragogic,) fainting, sorrow-

ful. Ezek.31:15.

Vhty, fut. fw, i. q. rts and thy to

exult, rejoice, be glad. Prov. 11 : 10.

28 : 12. rqrra yto?
to rejoice in Jehovah,

Ps. 5 : 12. 9 jS. 1 Sam. 2 : 1. Construed

with '?,
to exult or rejoice over any one's

calamity, insultare alicui, Ps. 25 : 2.

Used metaphorically ofinanimate nature,

1 Chr. 16 : 32.

D^ and D^ com. gen. (the former

word being used with the conjunctive

accents, the latter with the disjunctive

accents and with the article as nsrr,)

with suff. n, dec. VIII. h. a people.

ip :a the sons ofmy people, i. e. my
fellow-countrymen, Gen. 23 : 1 1. nay na

tlie daughter ofmy people, i. e. my peo-

ple or country, (see na no. 3.) Applied
to animals, Prov. 30 : 25, 26. Ps. 74: 14.

Plur. o&3 (rarely in the Chaldaic

form onpoy, const. *DK, Neh. 9 : 22, 24.

Judg. 5:14.) peoples, nations, particu-

larly the tribes of Israel. Gen. 49 : 10.

Deut. 32 : 8. 33 : 3, 19. But own and

on the contrary denote other
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times the plural stands for the singular,

as Lev. 19:16 thou shalt not go about

as a tale-bearer ?p3?ZL among thy people.

21:1. Hos. 10 : 14. vsp "n*
FJDJ*?

to be

gathered to his people, i. e. to die. maa

vastta to be cut offfrom his people; see

rra Niph. no. 5.

D^ Chald. idem. Plur. p?E, emph.

WBE~ Dan. 3 : 4, 7, 31. 5 : 19. 6 : 26.

7
T

:14.

OJ/ - with sun. ^5?, ^P??) ^^?? ^-^^> ^3???

orras and Day, liter, connexion, union,

(from Arab. lc to 0em common; comp.

ay a people, rn^,) but used only as a

preposition.

1. tw$. Gen. 27:44. Ex. 22:29.

1 Sam. 17 : 42rwno'-nBi D? afcTN red-haired

and therewith beautiful of countenance.

nj ay t#zA all this, notwithstanding

this, Neh. 5 : 18. Ps. 72:5 tfojj ay so

Zo/2^ as the sun shall endure. Comp.
Dan. 3 : 33. [4 : 3.] and Ovid. Amor,

i. 15. 16. cum sole et luna. Also, like

the Latin penes, in the power o/the

body or mind, as Job 15:9 a$y rfn pn
wn dost thou know (any thing), which

was not with us, i. e. which we knew

not; (comp. 14:5.) Ps. 50:11. Job

23 : 14. 10 : 13. ab a like apud ani-

mum meum, Ecc. 1:16. Josh. 14: 7.

It forms a periphrasis for the genitive

case, Job 23 : 10 TS
TJTT my walk.

2. before; e.g. VK c? oe/bre

Job 9: 2. 27:13.

3. against; e. g. ES> anba to

against any one, 2 K. 13:12. 14:15.

Comp. Ps. 94: 16. 55: 19.

4. ft'Ae as, pariter ac. Ecc. 2 : 16
t

ppa 02 coro ^e wise man as well as the

fool. Job*9:26. 21:8. Ps.73:5. Ecc.

7:11. USDfrom with, in respect to, Gen.

44:32. Job 28: 4. 1 Sam. 16 : 14 the

spirit ofJehovah departed towaJ rmzfrom
Saul. More rarely i. q. n, 2 Sam. 3 :

28. Job 34 : 33
Tpsaro according to thy

mind ; (comp. no* 2.)

Q^ Chald. ?6vV7< ; also -in, e.g. MjVb DS

f. Dan. 7:2. -rn ^
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as the generations of men last, Dan. 3 :

33. 4:31. [4:34.]
fut. Tt3JP.

1. to stand, stay. 1 Sam. 2i

speeo*, haste, itn ^ stay not. (1.) Con-

strued with rsrt, to stojwo
7

before any one,

particularly as a servant before his mas-

ter ; hence to serve, e. g. a king or

general, Gen. 41:46. Deut. 1:38. Je-

hovah, 1 K. 17 : 1. 18: 15. Also without

a$, Dan. 1 : 4. In Lev. 18 : 23, art 1057

is used in reference to copulation. (2.)con-

strued with to, to stand by, to assist.

Dan. 12:1. Est. 8 : 11. 9:16. (Comp.
b nip.)

Also to rely upon any thing,

Ezek. 33: 26. (3.) to standstill; spoken
of the sea, Jon. 1 : 15. of the sun, Josh.

10 :13. construed with jo,
to ceasefrom

any thing, Gen. 29 : 35.

2. to standfirm, to abide. Ps. 33 : 11.

102 : 27. Est. 3 : 4 nonVoa io to stand

in battle, Ezek. 13:5. Particularly with

\a.DV, to stand before any one, to withstand

oi resist him, Ps.76:8. 130:3. 147:

7. Nah. 1:16. more rarely with \:ri3,

Josh. 21 : 44. 23 : 9. with 135, Ecc. 4 : 12.

with ]D, Dan. 11:8. Without cases,

Dan. 11:15,25. Hence

3. to continue, abide, stay, spoken of

persons and things. Ex. 9 : 28. Lev. 13:

5. Dan. 10:17. Construed with 2, to

continue or abide in any thing, Is. 47

12. Ecc. 8 : 3. 2 1C. 23 : 4. Also with

an accus. Ezek. 17: 14 to keep the cove-

nant rrrprb (and) to abide therein. Also

to continue to live, Ex. 21 : 21.

4. to stand up, to arise, (from signif.

no. 1.) i. q. Dip, found only in later

Hebrew. Dan. 12:1, 13. Spoken par-

ticularly of a new prince, Dan. 8 : 23.

1 1 : 2, 3, 20. Ecc. 4 : 1 5. of a war, 1 Chr.

20 : 4. Construed with to, to rise up

against any one, Dan. 8 : 25. 11:14.

1 Chr. 21 : 1. comp. Lev. 19 : 16.

5. pass, of Hiph. to be set, placctJ,

appointed. Ezra 10 : 14 ian5 Mrvror let

our rulers be appointed, i. e. let us ap-

point our rulers. Dan. 11 : 31.

Hiph. i*Dri 1. cansat. of Kal no. 1.

to nifthc to atand, to place, Ps. 31:9.
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Lev. 14 : 1 1. to jiv or nettle one's coun-

U'liance on any one, 2 K. 8: 11.

2. to cause to endure, to preserve.
1 K. 15 : 4. 2 Chr. 9 : 8. Prov. 29 : 4.

Also to establish, confirm, i. q. 03?,

2 Chr. 35 : 2. Dan. 1 1 : 14. to confirm or

fulfil the vision.

3. to place or appoint to an office.

1 K. 12:32. IChr. 15:16.

4. to raise up, to erect, e. g. statues.

2 Chr. 33 : 19. a house, Ezra 2 : 68. 9 :

9. To stir up, to excite, Neh. 6 : 7. Dan.

11:11, 13.

5. to ordain, establish. 2 Chr. 30 : 5.

Construed with *i for any one, 33 : 8.

6. intraus. to continue. 2 Chr. 1 8 : 34.

Hoph. to be placed orpresented. Lev.

16:10.

Deriv. out of course low?, "nay.

II. "TOy found only in Hiph. Ezek.

29 : 7 a^rra-bs crn rnorrn by transposition
for in rnsori and thou causcdst their

loins to shake. Comp. Ps. 69 : 24. It

is difficult to determine whether there

is an actual transposition in this place,
or an error of the transcribers,

"TE&J i. q. CJ?, a preposition, but found

only with the suff.
,
na?.

1. with; freq.

2. in, within. Job 6 : 3 the arrows of
the Almighty >TO? (stick) in me. Sept.
y

<rup.si.Ti ftov.

"Itoy m. verbal from Toy, dec. VI. o.

1. a place. Dan. 8:17, 18.

2. a pulpit, stage. 2 Chr. 34 : 31.

rtlpy f. verbal from TW, dec. X. an

abiding place, a dwelling. Mic. 1:11.

!"TSy f. liter, a subst. union, con-

nexion. (Root cos in Arab, to be in

common. Comp. c?.) Found only in

the const, state no?, also nosh, with suiu

Yior-% once nios"? (Ezek. 45 : 7.) a prepo-
sition.

1. near by. Ex. 25 : 27. 28 : 27.

2. against. 2 Sam. 16:13. Ezek. 3:8.

3. over against. 1 Chr. 26 : 16.

4. as, like as, i. q. cs no. 4. 1 Chr.

24 : 31. 26 -. 12. Ecc. 7 : 14. Comp. 5 :

15 ns-te exactly as. (Comp. -11^-73 Job
27 : 3.)

ear by. 1 K. 7 : 20.

)J? m. verbal from -tor, dec. I.

1. a pillar. Judg. 16 : 25, 26. IK.
7 : 2 if. jasn -nay Me pillar of cloud, Ex.
33 : 9, 10. and uton -ro thepillar offire,
Ex. 13 : 22. Spoken "of the pillars of

heaven, Job 26:11. of the earth, Job
9:6.

2. a stage, pulpit. 2 K. 1 1 : 14. 23 : 3.

pftV m. (liter,from OY ofthe people,
as if from K> a people and the termina-
tion

]i,
like jftng from 075, jtajwi from twh,

hence it is explained by nsar$ Gen. 19:

38.) Amman, a proper name. 1 Sam.
11:11. More frequently jia *aa Me
Ammonites, a people which dwelt north-

east of the Moabites from the Arnon to

tbe Jabbok. Num. 21 : 24. Dent..2 : 37.

3 : 16. See Relandi Paljestina, p. 103.

The gentile noun is 'aias1

, fern. n^aiatf,

IK. 11:1. Neh. 13:23'.

"

D ift^ Amos, proper name of a well-

known prophet. Amos 1:1. 7 : 8 if. 8 : 2.

p^tpJJ Chald. adj. deep, unsearchable.

Dan. 2 : 22.

"Vp!^ m. a sheaf, i. q. -o?. Amos
2:13. Mic. 4: 12. Zech. 12:6.

rPp m. dec. III. a. afriend, neigh-

bour, fellow-man, synonymous with yi.

Lev. 5 : 20. 18 : 20. 19 : 15. Zech. 13 :

7 i2a my neighbour, spoken by Je-
hovah of the Jewish nation. Root prob.
rray=DoS' to bind together, (whence c?
and nay.) The form then is feminine,
and is to be compared with such exam-

ples as nne, nas, etc.

^Dy, fut. to2> to labour, particu-

larly to weariness. Prov. 16 : 26. Ps.
127 : 1. Construed with 3, to labour on

any thing, Jon. 4:10. Ecc. 2:21.
Ecc. 1 : 3

tesptf Vrajrte m all his labour,
withivhich he wearieth himself. In Arab.

to labour or TW&J in any way.)

7W m. verbal from 7oy, dec. IV. c.
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1. wearisome labour, toil, Ecc. 1:3.

2:11.

2. the fruit of labour. Ps. 105 : 44.

Ecc. 2: 19.

3. trouble, adversity, like labor, x-

futrts, TTOVCJ. Gen. 41:51. Deut. 26 : 7.

Job 3 : 10. 16:2 bns >nron troublesome

comforters.
4. iniquity, injustice, i. q. fl. Num.

23:21. Is. 10:1.

Tpy in. verbal adj. from boy, dec.

1. wearying ones self. Joined with

suffix pronouns, it forms a periphrasis

of the finite verb. Ecc. 2 : 22. 4 : 8. 9 : 9.

2. as a subst. a workman, faber.

Judg. 5 : 26.

3. afflicted, unhappy. Job 3 : 20.

4. in the abstract, affliction, unhap-
9. Job 20: 22.

and D^p7ft^ m. Amalek, the

Amalekites, a people between Palestine

and Arabia, on the south-west of Edom ;

comp. Gen. 14 : 7. Ex. 17 : 13. Num.
13 : 29. In Gen. 36 : 12, 16. Amalek
is said to be a grandson of Esau, and

the prince of an Arabian tribe ; yet, ac-

cording to Gen. 14 : 7, this tribe had an

earlier origin. The traditions of the

Arabians favour the latter idea. See

Relandi Palsestina, p. 7882. J.D.

Michaelis Spicileg. Geogr. Hebraeorum

Exter. T. I. p. 170177. Also his

Supplem. p. 1927. Vater's Comment,
liber den Pentateuch, Th. I. p. 140.

D?3^ 1 . to obscure ; metaphorically

to excel. Ezek. 31:8.

2. to be obscure, unknown. Ezek.

28 : 3
spnips

vb Dincrb| no secret thing is

unknown to thee. (In Aram, and Arab,

with c idem.)

Hoph. own to be obscured, tarnished.

Lam. 4:1.

O^ftfty and Chald. poo?, nations,

peoples. See vs.

sW^y^y (God with us) the svmbo-
x . \ J

lical and prophetical name of a child,

whose birth was to indicate the libera-

tion of the Jewish state. Is. 7:15.

(once toos Neh. 4:11.) fat. oftsx

1. to
lift up, to carry. Zech. 12: 3.

Is. 46 : 3.

2. to load, lade, a beast of burden.

Gen. 44 : 13 i-ron by \I^N Dfo^i and each

one laded his ass. Neh. 13:15. Ps.

68 : 20.

Hiph. own, construed with by, to

load or burden any one. 1 K. 12 : 11.

2 Chi-. 10:11.

Deriv. nDnjto.

pfcJJ to be deep. Metaphorically to

be unsearchable. Ps. 92 : 6. (In Arab,

and Aram, idem.)

Hiph. 1. to make deep. Is. 30 : 33.

Often adverbially, Is. 7:11 nbtf
po?J7

make deep, ask, i. e. ask for something
out of the deep. Jer. 49 : 8, 30 ipwn

njttib make deep your dwellings, i. e.

dwell deep in the earth. Hos. 9 : 9.

2. to keep deep, to conceal. Is. 29 : 15.

Deriv. out of course nygoyo.

pfoy, fem. n^os, verbal adj. from pay,

dec. VIII. d.

1. deep. Lev. 13:3 ff.

2. metaphorically unsearchable. Ps.

64:7. Ecc. 7: 24.

pftj^
or pE)!^

verbal from poy, dec.

IV. e. idem. Found only in the plur.

const, ncic <|?D of unintelligible speech,

Is. 33 : 19. Ezek. 3 : 5, 6.

pftJJ, with suff. TTO&, dec. VI. g.

1. a valley, liter, a low plain, as a

cultivated place, (Job 39 : 10. Ps. 65 :

14. Cant. 2 : 1.) as a place for combat,

(Job 39: 21.) It is evidently distin-

guished from the kindred words, rropa,

>3, bm; whence the same place has only
one of these epithets applied to it. The

name po is applied to the valleys, e. g.

of fibw, EDunrr, bwnr, etc. Comp. ijferr po?

the king's dale, not far from the Dead

Sea, Gen. 14 : 17. 2 Sam. 18 : 18.

2. an inhabitant of the valley, i. q.

. 1 Chr. 12 : 15.

m. verbal from ppy, depth. Prov,

25 : 3.

in Kal not used.
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Pi. -ray to bind sheaves. Ps. 129:7.

Deriv. -TO?, -\ds.

Hithpa. construed with a, to wzafo

slaves or re 05 sw<?A ; (comp. 3 ~Q2.)

Deut. 21:4. 24 : 7. The primary sig-

nification appears to be colligavit, coer-

cuit ; hence subjecit (as in Samar.)

1Oy, plur. crip?, dec. VI. m.

1. a sheaf, i. q. tw. Lev. 23 : 10 ff.

Job 24 : 10.

2. an omer^ a measure which accord-

ing to Ex. 16 : 36, contains the tenth

part of an ephah. 16 : 22, 32, 33.

1QJ{ Chald. wool, i. q. Heb. TOS.

Dan" 7': 9.

nifoy Gomorrah, the proper name

of one of the four cities in the vale of

Siddim, which \vere sunk in the Dead

Sea. Gen. 10: 19. 13 : 10. Sept. Toptfpx,

Vulg. Gomorrha.

^"V2^ proper name of a king of Is-

rael.' IK. 16 : 16 ff. 2 K. 8 : 26. Mic.

6:16. Sept. 'Apty.

a. era? to bear. Neh. 4:11.

"22% m. dec. IV. b. a grape. Deut.

32:14. Plur. eras, const, a:? (with

Dagesh forte euphonic,) Lev. 25 : 5.

Deut. 32 : 32.

^-^ in Kal not used. (In Arab, to be

beautiful and coquettish, to make amo-

rous gestures ; spoken of females.)

Pu. to be delicate. Jer. 6 : 2.

Hithpa. 1. i. q. Pu. Deut. 28 : 56.

comp. Is. 55 : 2.

2. construed with to, to rejoice in any

thing ; e. g. in God, Job 22 : 26. 27 : 10.

in peace, Ps. 37:11. Construed with

]p, idem, Is. 66 : 1 1 .

3. to make ones self merry about

any thing, construed with to. Is. 57 : 4.

Deriv. awn.

3^, fern. na, verbal adj. from a,
dec. VIII. d. delicate, luxurious. Deut.

28:26,54. Is. 47:1.

3j3'y m. verbal from ::?, pleasure, en-

joyment, luxury. Is. 13 : 22. 58:13.

T^ to bind on. Found only Job 31 :

36. Prov. 6 : 21. Comp. nirw?.

I. n^y (a proper verb "V.)

1. to answer. It is construed (1.) with

an accus. of the person, Job 1 : 7.

Gen. 23 : 14. Cant. 5:6. So in Greek

aptiZofAtii rivci. (2.) with an accus. of

the thing which any one answers, Prov.

18 : 23. Job 40: 2. So Job 33 : 13

Trw & "H^T
1

^ ne answereth not about

any of his matters, \. e. gives no account

of them. Hence (3.) with a double

accus. of the person and thing, 1 Sam.

20:10. Mic. 6: 5. Jer. 23 : 27.

2. to hear, liter, to answer a prayer,

used particularly of God. 1 Sam. 9:17.

14 : 39. Ps. 3 : 5. 4 : 2. Ps. 22 : 22

^^. TE9 aear (and deliver) me
the horns of the gazelle. Construed

an accus. of the thing, to impart,

grant anything, Ecc. 10:19 n ^ran
bsn'nN money imparts everything. Comp.
Hos.2:22, 23. With two accus. to

grant any one any thing, Ps. 65 : 6.

3. to begin to speak, particularly in

later Hebrew. Job 3 : 2 -ID^I aVw JM îen

began Job and said. Cant. 2 : 10. Is.

14:10. Zech. 1:10. 3:4. 4:11, 12.

Construed with an accus. of the person,
to address any one, Zech. 1: 11.

namely, by answering the inquiries of

the judge ; sometimes for a person,
Gen. 30 : 33. 1 Sam. 12 : 3. but for the

most part against him, 2 Sam. 1 : 16.

Num. 35 : 30. Deut. 19 : 18. Job 16 : 8

'2B3 "CTTS my leanness testifies to my
full a is n; to bear witness

one,' Ex."20 : 16. comp.
t. 31 : 21. The thing testified is put

in the accus. Deut. 19:16.

5. topass a sentence, responsum dare;

spoken of the judge. Ex. 23 : 2. Spo-
ken of Jehovah, to announce, as an

oracle, Gen. 41:16. comp. Deut. 20 :

11. 1 Sam. 9:17 vns nirn then Jehovah
announced to him.

6. to cry, shout, for the onset or for

victory, Ex. 32 : 18. Jer. 51 : 14, as the

jackal, Is. 13 : 22.
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7. to sing. Ex. 15:21. Construed joy of his heart. Others: if God hears

with *?,
to praise or celebrate by singing, him through the joy of his heart,

1 Sam. 21: 10. 29:5. Ps. 147:7.

Niph. I. to be answered. Job 11 : 2.

2. to fo ten/. Job 19 : 7. Prov. 21 : 13.

3. as if pass, of Hiph. i. q. Kal, to

answer, construed with V. Ezek. 14 :

4,7.
Pi. i. q. Kal no. 7. to sing. Ex. 32 :

18. Ps. 88:1. Is. 27: 2.

II. n23? (for w, a proper verb "to,

comp. the derivatives w, n
rw.)

1. to bestow labour or toz7 o any

thing, to busy ones self therewith, con-

strued with a. Ecc. 1: 14. 3 : 10. Syr.

wDJLi^, Arab. Jlc with ^ idem.)

2. to suffer, to be bowed down or op-

pressed. Ps. 116:10. 119:67. Zech.

10 : 2. Is. 31 : 4 nay *6 c;tonoi a?z</ z's /zctf

bowed down before their multitude, i.e.

does not lose his labour. 25 : 5 osnj> 1*01

rw Me triumphal song of the tyrant is

bowed down or brought low. (Arab, Us
to &e bowed down, to be humble.)

Niph. 1, to be or become afflicted. Ps.

119:107,
2. reflex, to 010 doi0 or humble ones

self, construed with *&p. Ex. 10 : 3.

The infin. rftysh stands here for rfosnV.

Pi. I, to oppress, afflict, humble. Gen.
16:6. 15:13. 31; 50. Ex. 22: 22. Ps.

1,02 : 24 TTD TTYTO nj> Ae (Me enemy) has

tumbled my strength in the way. 88:8
tion ofthe afflicted . Others, after theW ^-ta,

twtt o# % waves Mow
Sept/vulg.chald.Mecryo/Me^^.

/tastf afflicted me.

2. joined with m, comprimerefemi-
nam, to deflour or ravish a woman.
Gen. 34 : 2. Dent. 22 ; 24, 29. Judg.
19:24,20:5.

3. joined with sfeo, to afflict the soul,

i. e. to fast, key, 16: 31. 23:27,32.
Num. 29 : 7.

imparts to him the joy of his heart.

Hithpa. 1. to humble ones self. Gen.

16:9. Particularly before God, Dan.
10:12.

2. to 5e afflicted, as in Kal. 1 K. 2 : 26.

njj?, NwJJ Chald. 1. to answer. Dan.

2 : 7" 10. 3
T

:14, 16. 5 : 8. 6 : 14.

2. more frequently to begin to speak,
as in Heb. no. 3. Dan. 2 : 20. 3 : 9, 19,

24, 26, 28. 4:16, 27. [4 : 19, 30.] Con-
strued with h of the person, Dan. 2:47.

*V2J^ plur. D^rtf, const. ^, verbal from

n:^ no. II. 2. dec. IV. c.

1. afflicted, oppressed,poor, unhappy.
Ps. 9 1 13. 10 : 12, 17.YTn3 Me poor

of the earth, Is. 11:4. Ps.76:10. Prov.

3 : 34. For the most part involving the

idea of humility, or virtuous suffering,

comp. particularly Ps. 25 : 9. 37:11.
69 : 83.

2. meek. Num. 12:3.

ni^ strictly the fern, of 12?, dec. XI.

d. used substantively.

1, humility. Prov. 15:33. 18:12.

22:4. Zeph. 2:3.

2. mildness, goodness, spoken of God.

Ps. 18 : 36,

JTJ5V f. i. q. nw no. 2. Ps. 45 : 5.

f. Ps. 22 : 25 w
rrog

the afflic-

Pu. to e
oppressed,

humbled. Ps. 119:

71, Is. 53 : 4, Infin. to his misery, his

affliction, Ps. 132:1.

Hiph. i. q, Pi. no. 1. 1 K. 8 : 35.

2 Chi, 6 : 26 o$n *a when thou hast

tliem. Ecr. 5:19 najjo Dvftwg ?

r GW humbleth him in the

ed, (parall. \sv6 f ) but n;y is used neither

in Hebrew (see no. I. 6.) nor in the

other dialects to express lamentation.

^, fern. rro, plur. D, const. 3.y,

verbal adj. from n$ no. II. dec. VIII. m.

\. poor, helpless ; often in reference

ta the n.ational distresses of the Israelites.

(Comp. PC Wette in den Studien, Th.

3. p. 209.) Ex. 22 : 24. Deut. 24 : 12.

Ps. 10:2, 9. 14:6.18:28.

2. humble, lowly. Zech. 9:9. For

the plur.
D the Kethib often has DI,

e.g. Ps.9:"i9, Is. 32: 7.

XJf, in pause '?2?,
with suif. ,

verbal
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from n:y no. II. dec. VI. q. affliction, op- 23. With suff. qaEay Ezek. 36 : 8, (as

pressioN, suffering, misery. Gen. 16 : if from
tffl.)

11. 31 : 42. 41 : 52. '& ^ the children of p^y Chald. idem. Dan. 4 : 9, 11. [4 i

affliction, i. e. the afflicted, Prov. 31:5. jg 14.1
-* t/n bread of affliction, Deut. 16:3. ^^^.

WJJ m.fullofbrandies. Ezek. 19:10,

]"y m. dec. II. b. 1. a business, em-

ployment. Ecc, 2: 26. 1:13 sn p a ?4? liter ' * surromtd like a neck"

troublesome business. lace
fa?0 Ps - 73 : 6 rn3 ton^y />rafe

2. a matter, M%, (as in Chald.)
su undeth him like a necklace. The

Ecc, 4: 8 sn r an i7 Mm*. 5:13
collum resVm is, in poetic language,

rj r ? % an evil matter, i. e. by an evil
an indicati of pride,

occurrence. 2 : 23 te oy? #>f 15 fo's
HiPn - P

1^ to * to anY one-

portion. 8 : 16. (Comp. n:y no. II. 1.)
15 : 14j I?*"? ^ PTO P'2!? *fo

D^:j? found only Gen. 10: 13. a ?f* ^6 to 7"W /r WZ %
people^f Egyptian origin, otherwise (Arab< Of

Wlth^ 9 facHem se ali-

unknown. cm pr<ebuit, Samar.'pj? subvenit alicui,

.LMM^ - . , . r adjuvit eum.) Others : liter. Mow $Aa&
7^2^ proper name of an idol of Jf l̂fJ / .

.
.,. ,

toaa upon him, collo imponas.
the inhabitants of Sippnara. Once 2 K. T ^^ 7 7

lry 01 T^ v i j * P^" m - ^ necklace, an ornament
17:31. It appears to be compounded ..

' T~ : _

r . . for the neck. Cant. 4 : 9. Plur. D' and
ot D3y=^jLo an image, statue, ana TPQ

*

king. The former part of this com-

position is found also in the proper

n . py once ^ (JoBh _ 2J . n x
"

!

JJ^
m. const, fay, dec. IV. c.

Gen.
T

9 : 14. Ex. 13 : 21, 22. 14 : 19.

Hence the denom.
jay.

Jjy
Chald. idem. Plur. const, 'aay,

Dan77:13.

^2^5
in Pi. jsy, denom. from |, to

gather clouds. Gen. 9 :14. Hence many
likewise derive

p^V Po. fut. ;?>;, part, piya, to augur

from the appearances of the clouds, a

species of divination. Lev. 19 : 26. Deut.
18 : 10, 14. 2 K. 21 : 6. But we have
no proof that this mode of divination

was known in ancient times. Better to

render it, like the Talmudists (Suren-
husii Mishna, T. IV. p. 224.) and se-

veral ancient versions, to fascinate, en-

chant, bewitch, by the eye, (Ital. indoc-

chiatura,} and to derive it from jy.

Comp. the Arab.
^
x oculo maligno

petivit, also rt? and w.

f. a cloud. Job 3:5.

a bough, branch. Ezek. 17:8.

i; and DJJ the Anahites,
Deut. 1 : 28. 2 : 10, 11,21. an ancient

race of giants, which before the irrup-
tion of the Israelites into Palestine

dwelt in the neighbourhood of Hebron
and in some other places, (Josh. 11:21.)
but were destroyed, excepting a small

remnant in the Philistine cities, Gaza,
Gath, and Ashdod. (The word appears
to have been originally an appellative,G Cv<

comp. ^Ju: homines, principes.)

U?^j fut. tjay\ 1. to amerce or im-

pose afine on any one, construed with
two accus. Deut. 22 : 19. Also to exact
from a conquered enemy, 2 Chr. 36 : 3.

Sometimes this fine or contribution is

in natural productions, Am. 2 : 8.

2. to punish in any way, construed
with h. Prov. 17 : 26.

3. to suffer, to be punished. Prov.
21:11.

Niph. 1. to be amerced orfined. Ex.
21:22.

2. to suffer or be punished in any
way. Prov. 22:3. 27:12.
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W*V in. verbal from .

1 !aj/ne, contribute. 2 K. 23 : 33.

ilshment. Prov. 19:19.

us

-X* m. Chald. a mulct, fine. Ezra

7: 20.

rCJ*, whence ra?3, Chald. see n?.

rnrOJJ proper name of a Levitical

city in the tribe of Benjamin, the birth-

place of Jeremiah. Josh. 21 : 18. Is. 10 :

30. Jer. 1:1. The gentile noun is>nh;?

2 Sam. 23 : 27.

D^py m. dec. III. a. new wine. Joel

1 : 5. 4 .
:18. [3 : 18.] Amos 9 : 13. Root

to tread down. Mai. 3:21.

[4:3.]

"^V Is. 15 : 5
TOJJj,

to judge from the

context, i. q. vrtoj,
or row My sft> up

(a cry). Vulg. clamorem levabunt. The
form appears to be a corruption of one

of the two given above.

see n.
^p^ m. plur. D'ND?, dec. VI. q. a

bough, branch, foliage. Ps. 104 : 12.

See the following article.

^CJ^
Chald. a bough, branch, as in

Heb/Dan. 4 : 9, 11, 18. [4 : 12, 14, 21.]
o *

(Syr. |ao^ a bough, top of a tree;

l^nSw foliage.)

T>py prob.ta7WzV,(comp.!?D?.) Hence

to be arrogant, contumacious, rash,

(against God.) Comp. TT, TI.

Pu. idem. Hab. 2 : 4.

Hiph. 14 : 44 w nitoS ibc?^ they were

up ; comp. Deut. 1 : 43

m. a hill. Is. 32 : 14. Mic. 4 : 8.

With the article, (the hill,) proper name
of an eminence on the eastern part of

Mount Zion, which was surrounded

iind fortified with a wall. 2 K. 5 : 24.

2 Chr. 27 : 3. 33 : 14. Neh. 3 : 27. 11:

-1. <-omp. Joseph! Bell. Jud. vi. 6.

D^ /CV (to be pronounced D^TC^
V^rv>

i n the Kethib of Deut.

28 : 27. 1 Sam. 5 : 6 ff. tumours on the

fundament, hemorrhoids. (Arab. ^J^
in men a tumour on the fundament $
in women a swelling on the pudenda.)
The Keri in all these passages has

cnimp q. v.

D^S^lpy and D^QJJipJ? dual, found

only in the const, state Efc, eye-lashes.
Job 16: 16. Ps. 132:4.~irro >E?p? the

eye-lashes ofthe morning dawn. i. e. the

beams emitted from the rising sun, Job
3 : 9. 41 : 10. [41 : 18.] (The Arabian
and Greek poets have the same figure.)

1Q^ m. dec. IV. c. dust, earth. Gen.

2 : 7" 26 : 15. Lev. 14: 42, 45. Hab. 1 :

10. Plur. const. nVic? Prov. 8: 26. Job
28 : 6. Used only rarely of the fine

floating dust (otherwise called pi,) as

Ps. 18 : 43.
-\p?

to 35$ to lie in the dust

or grave, Job 20 : 1 1 . 21 : 26. So with

iD?V, Job 7 : 21. ID? TV. to descend to the

grave, Ps. 22 : 30. '30 ^10. is? toi aiti to

return to the dust, Gen. 3 : 19. Ps. 104;

29.
-CNIJ

ID dustand ashes, a figurative

expression for humility, frailty, Gen.
18 : 27. Ps. 103. 14. ID? tew to eat tJte

dust, spoken of the serpent, Gen. 3:14.

comp. Is. 65 : 16. Hence

"^Q^ Pi. denom. from -ID?, to cover

with earth. 2 Sam. 16:13.

"^D^ m. prim. dec. VI. in. the young

of the stag, roe, or gazelle. Cant. 2 : 9,

17.4:5. 7:4. 8:14. Arab. J and

Ji a young wild goat.)

mD^ 1. proper name of a place in

the tribe of Benjamin. Josh. 18 : 23.

1 Sam. 13 : 17. In Mic. 1:10, rno?b rv?.

2. also of a place in the tribe of Ma-
*. 6:11. 8:27. 9:5.

I. proper name of a city on

the borders of the tribe of Benjamin.
2 Chr. 13:19. The Keri has pD?.

2. also of a mountain on the borders

of the tribes Judah and Benjamin. Josh.

15:9.

JTJD^ f. lead. Ex. 15 : 10. nipiyn ^
a weight of lead, Zech. 5 : 8.
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1 Sam. 31: 9. 2 Sam. 5 : 21. Hos.4:
17. (See the root no. 1.)

m. verbal from 223?, plur. with

VJ m. plur.D'!, const. *2, dec.VII. f.

1. a tree; freq.

2. wood. Also a post, gibbet, gal-

?, patibulum, Gen. 40 : 19. Deut. suff. 533*225 (with Dagesh forte euphonic,)

21:22. Josh. 10:26. The plur. D'2? a labourer, servant. Is. 58 : 3.

denotes logs or pieces of wood, whether
!l?J^ and H!JJ m. verbal from 222,

billets for burning. Lev. 1 : 7. 4 : 12. or dec. VI. a.

timber for building and the like.

acacia wood, Ex. 25 : lOff.

1.

1. fatiguing labour, toil. Prov. 10 :

22. Plur. n223> ^are? earnings, labores,

', make, form; (see Prov. 5 : 10. o'22 cnb &raze? acquired by
Pi. no. 1.) Deriv. 229 and 22* aw image, hard labour, Ps. 127 : 2.

iaW; 22 va* Jictile. Particularly to

performhard orfatiguing labour, (comp.
Hence

2. to suffer pain, (see 222, 222, n22,
rc pain.) Comp. Niph. no. 1.

3. to be pained or distressed in mind,

2. pain, (of a woman in childbirth.)

Gen. 3 : 16.

3. sorrow, affliction, bitterness. Prov.

15 : 1 222 i:n a bitter or angry word.

See the verb in Hiph.
4. an eartJien vessel, vasfictile. Jer.

dolere, or trans, to occasion pain or 22:28. (See Kal no. 1.)

distress, to grieve, to afflict. 1 K. 1 : 6.

1 Chi-. 4 : 10. Is. 54 : 6. Comp. Niph.
no. 2. Pi. and Hiph.

Niph. 1. to hurt ones self with any

thing, construed with a. Ecc. 10 : 9.

2. to grieve or vex ones self. Gen.

45 : 5. 1 Sam. 20 : 3. Construed with

b$, (1 Sam. 20 : 34.) and with to, (2 Sam.

1 9 : 3.) of the thing about which one is

vexed.

Pi. 1. to make, form
no.l.) Job 10: 8.

2. to grieve, vex. (Comp. Kal no. 3.)

Is. 63: 10. Ps. 56: 6.

Hiph. i. q. Pi. no. 2. to vex, to excite

to anger, e. g. the Deity. Ps. 78 : 40.

2. perhaps to serve, worship, (comp.
125 to labour and to served) Jer. 44 : 19

vtyyssm to worship her (the queen of T .

*""'
\ Tr i j / j Joined with

heaven.) Vulg. oa colendum earn.

Others : toform an image ofher. (Comp.
Kal no. 1.)

m. verbal from 225, dec. VI. p.

1. an image, like 225. Is. 48 : 5. Ps.

139 : 24 ^^ idolatry.

2. pain. 1 Chr. 4 : 9. Is. 14 : 3.

jin^y m. const,
jinss, verbal from

s*y, deV. III. d.

1. labour, toil. Gen. 3 : 17. 5 : 29.

2. pain. Gen. 3 : 16
-spinni Tj2to My

jparn a^o* My conception, i. e. the pain

(Comp. Kal
f% conception.

rQ?S? f- const. n25 (as if from

rms,) plur. const. ni22, verbal from

as?, dec. XIII. k.

1. jomVz, suffering. Job 3 : 28. Ps.
16:4.

2. affliction, sorrow. Ps. 147 : 3 Jano

ssb 7e bindeth up their wounds, i. e.

wounds of their soul. Prov. 10 : 10.

15:13.

2tf to s^wtf or close (the eyes). Once
Prov. 16 : 30. (Ethiop.

* clausit por-

Hithpa. 1. to #neve or frowWe cwe's
tam - Arab.conj. VII. connivit oculis.}

self. Gen. 6:6. *"f?5?
m> ^e chine, spine, back-bone.

2. to be angry. Gen. 34 : 7. See Hiph. Lev. 3 : 9. According to others, i. q.
no. 1.

Deriv. out of course n22Q.
Arab, ^a^oc oscoccygis. SeeBocharti

Hieroz. I. p. 497.

Chald. found only in the part. I. n^JT fern, of yr, used
collectively,

troubled, afflicted. Dan. 6:21. wood, \. q. DW. Jer. 6 : 6.

found only in the plur. o*a2, II. nSJ7 f. const. n2, verbal from

const. 'a?r, verbal from a2, zWo/s, images, yr, dec. XL b.
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1. counsel given or received. 2 Sam.

16 : 20. Ps. 119 : 24 're?!? TEN my coun-

sellors.

2. purpose, design, plan, Is. 19 : 3.

rt to'N the man whom I have selected

for my purpose, Is. 46:11. rra? rro to

form a design or purpose, Is. 30 : 1.

3. wisdom, reflection, consilium, as a

quality of mind. Is. 1 1 : 2. Prov. 8:14.

Jer. 32:19 rresn tta magnus consilio.

1 Chr. 12:19 rraft im'M reflection. Plur.

nis, once with suff. TJYISS
Is. 47:13.

Elsewhere usually nteto.

D^lS^ m verbal from 025, dec. III. c.

1. strong, mighty. Num. 14 : 12 te

btejft toa <7ratf wd strong people.

Deut. 4": 3a
2. numerous. Joel 1 : 6. Ps. 35 : 18.

3. Plur. mM# Me strong ones, prob.

a poetical epithet, (like TSW, rmb,) for

strong members, teeth, claws. Hence

Ps. 10 : 10 nwebn vos>a teg Me unhappy

fall into his claws. Others : his strong

ones, i. e. his young lions.

*^lil t'i^y (the spine of a man)

proper name of a haven in Idumea, on

the Elaniuc gulf, whence Solomon sent

ships to Ophir, in later times called

Berenice. Num. 33 : 35. Deut. 2 : 8.

1 K. 9 : 26. 22 : 49.

h^V found only in Niph. to be sloth-

ful. Yudg. 18: 19.

7^ m. verbal from tes, slothful,

sluggish, lazy. Prov. 6:6, 9. 13: 4. 15:19.

nb?V f- Prov. 19 : 15. and nto 31 :

27. verbals from tes, sloth, idleness. Dual

&?te double, i. e. great, idleness. Ecc.

10 Via

I. D!?y and Q^ (Ps.38:20.)
1. to be strong, mighty. Gen. 26: 16.

More frequently inchoatively, to become

mighty, Ex. 1 : 7, 20. Dan. 8 : 8, 24.

11:23.

2. to be numerous. Ps. 38 : 20. 40 :

6, 13. (See ores.) These two ideas are

embraced likewise in the kindred verbs

nj-j
and IT;. (Arab. ^ idem.)

Pi. D? (denom. from D$? a bone,)

exossare, to gnawfleshfrom a bone. Jer.

50 : 17. Comp. ira.

Hiph. to make strong. Ps. 105 : 24.

II. Q^y Is. 33 : 15. and in Pi. tn,

by D3^, to shut or close the

s. 29 : 10. (Arab. >^\ to 6mc? wp.)

D^ f. verbal from oss, dec. VI. a.
V .

1. a bone. Gen. 2 : 23 *nsso a$y fowe

ofmy bones. Plur. D^nss and more fre-

quently ntass, the latter form being used

generally, (but not exclusively,) of the

bones of a dead person, in reference to

burial, etc. (Comp. niT, nto.) Ex. 13 :

19. Josh. 24 : 32. 2 Sam. 21 : 1214.
2 K. 23 : 14, 18, 20.

2. body,form, appearance. Lam. 4 : 7,

3. the same, very, itself,
in reference

to things ; e. g. nrt ni'rr os3 on this same

day. Gen. 7: 13!" 17: 23, 26. Ex.24:
10 D^o^n 0^3 as the heaven itself.

Job

21 : 23 ten 0^2 in the midst ofprosperity*

(In a similar way the Arabians use
t
j^.

an eye.)

4. proper name of a city in the tribe

of Simeon. Josh. 15 : 29. 19 : 3. 1 Chr.

4:29.

D2J^ m. verbal from D, dec. VI. p.

I.'strength. Deut. 8 : 17. Job 30 : 21.

2. body, frame, i. q. D^3> no. 2. Ps.

139:15.

nipy f. verbal from D?, dec. X.

1. strength. Is. 40 : 29.

2. multitude. Is. 47 : 9. Nah. 3 : 3.

]iDS&7 proper name of a city on the

southern boundary of Palestine. Num.
34 : 4, 5. Josh. 15 : 4.

r"fiD2^ f. verbal from os, strong

reasons, arguments. Is. 41 : 21. (In
Talmud, nim? argumenta valida, ra-

tiones ; Arab, rros? defensio, tutamen.)

J2J7
found only 2 Sam. 23 : 8. prob.

a spear. Comp. Arab.
^*p_

a bough,

branch. See under the art. rn.

"^^, fut. i:2 and i^.
1. to stop, hold bach, detain. 1 K.

18 : 44. Judg. 13 : 16. Construed with
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3, Job 12 : 15 D^n -fc* lie holdeth back

the wafers. 4 : 2. 29 : 9.

2. to shut up, e. g. heaven, that it

may not rain, Deut. 11 : 17. 2 Chr. 7 :

13. a woman that she may not bear,

Gen. 16 : 2. 20: 18 (where -rca pertains

to the construction, see -wa no. 4.) Hence

also to imprison, 2 K. 17:4. Jer. 33 :

1. 36 : 5. 39 : 15. -1 Chr. 12: 1 ^r\va%
Vwip shut up or kept close because ofSaul.

3. to rule, coircere imperio. 1 Sam.

9:17. See
-ray.

4. re -ray (only in later Hebrew,) to

retom strength. Dan. 10 : 8, 16. 1 1 : 6.

2 Chr. 13 : 20. Construed with
J,

to

te'e power or ie 6/e to do any thing,

1 Chr. 29 : 14. 2 Chr. 2 : 5. 22 : 9. Also

without ns, 2 Chr. 20 : 37. 14 : 10.

Niph. 1. to be stopped. Num. 17:13,
15. [16:48,50.] 2 Sam. 24:21, 25.

Ps. 106:30.
2. to be shut up, spoken of heaven.

1K.8:35. 2Chr.6:26.

"^^ m. verbal from 12$, dec. VI.

1.' the shutting up. Prov. 30 : 16 >
crn Me shutting up of the womb, i. e.

the barren womb.
2. oppression. Ps. 107 : 39. Is. 53 : 8.

"^S&J m. verbal from iss, government,

restraint. Judg. 18:7. See the verb

no. 3.

m!&? f. and more frequently rns,

dec/XI.'d.

1. an assembly. Jer. 9:1.

2. particularly a festival meeting of
the people, leeniyvps. Joel 1:14. 2K.
10:20. Am. 5:21. Is. 1:13.

3. by way of eminence, the festival

meeting of the people on the seventh day

of the passover, or on the eighth of the

feast of tabernacles, synonymous with

snp *npn. Lev. 23 : 36. Comp. Num.
29 : 35. Deut. 16 : 8. 2 Chr. 7 : 9. Neh.

8:18. (Comp. in Arab. &*,*>. a meeting,

a day of meeting, Friday the festival

of the Mohammedans.)

npy, fat. ap, (denom. from aps the

heel,) to hold any one by the heel. Hos.

12:4vn$rn ap ]Taaa
in the womb he

3 )

took his brotlier by the heel. Comp. in

ajrsa. Particularly to trip up the heel of

any one, supplantare ; hence to act de*

ceitfiilly, Gen. 27 : 36. Jer. 9 : 3.

Pi. to stop or hold back any thing,
retardare. Job 37 : 4.

!lp^ m. const, apr, plur. const. 'aps

(in some editions aj with Dagesh forte

euphonic.)
1. the heel. Gen. 3:15. Ps. 56 : 7, Job

18 : 9. Jer. 13 : 22. Cant. 1 : 8.

2. the hoof (of a horse). Gen. 49 :

17. Judg. 5 : 22.

3. with a plur. niap? fern, (or neut.)
a footstep, trace. Ps. 77 : 20. 89 : 52.

(Comp. Cant. 1 : 8.)

4. metaphorically the hinder part of
an army, Josh. 8:13. Gen. 49 : 19.

5. as a verbal adj. from ap_y, a Her in

wait, insidiator. Ps. 49 : 6.

m. 1. subst. an eminence, a hill.

(Arab. L^x^JLc. and A& clivus, cli-

vositas montis.) Is. 40 : 4.

2. adj. deceitful. Jer. 17:9.

3. adj. (denom. from aps the heel, a

footstep,) Hos. 6 : 8 DTO naj with foot-

steps of blood.

!lpy m. I. the end, the extremity of
S" Cv*

any thing. (Arab. L^^JLc.) Hence adv.

to the end,for ever, Ps. 119 : 33, 112.

2. a reward, recompense. Ps. 19 : 12.

Prov. 22 : 4. liter, the consequences of
an action, comp. hourdvioi a reward,
from XcttrSog the last. Hence apvs to Ps.

40 : 16. 70 : 4. and yx Is. 5 : 23. as an

adv. on account
of, for the sake of, liter.

as a reward of, in premium. Further

as a conj. because that, Num. 14 : 24.

Deut. 7:12. more in full, -\^
;

a; Gen.

26 : 5. and >a ap^ Am. 4 : 12.

f. verbal from
ap_y, fraud, de-

.10:19.

fut. ~\p&_, Arab. joic> to bind.

Gen. 22 : 9. Hence

"lp^, plur. D^, verbal adj. from Tpy,

dec. VIII. d. striped, covered with rings
or bands. Gen. 30 : 35 ff. 31 : 8ff.
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f. dec. X. oppression. Ps. 55 :

4. Root pw to oppress.

vp^ to wind, twist.

Pit. part, perverted, perverse. Hab.

1 : 4. (Syr, ^ynS perversus, Arab.

Jjis to mc? together.)

vpypS? verbal adj. from bjw, dec.

VIII. a. crooked. Judg. 5 : 6 rrtVgVjtt nirn

by-ways. So Ps. 125 : 5
nftgbgsj

without

addition, idem.

Til"! xp^ ni. verbal from bj#, crooked,

spoken of the serpent. Is. 27 : 1 .

1p^ to root out, to pluck up, (any" T

thing planted.) Ecc. 3:2. (In Syr. and

Chald. idem.)

Niph. to be destroyed, spoken of a

chy. Zeph. 2:4.

Pi. to hough or hamstring, to disable

by cutting the sinews of the ham ; e.g.

a horse, Josh. 11 : 6, 9. 2 Sam. 8 : 4.

1 Chr. 18 : 4. an ox, Gen. 49 : 6. (Arab.

JJ. idem)

"1j5j Chald. topluck up. Ithpe. pass.

Baa. 7: 8.

Ipi? m. a stem, trunk, truncus, me-

taphorically a stock, family. Lev. 25 i

47. (Chald. ij.)

1J25J,
fern.

rrji7
and

rvjjsr, barren, un-

fruitful, spoken of a man or woman.
Gen. 11:30. 25:21. 29:31. Deut. 7 :

14. (Syr. and Arab, idem.)

^fpjj
m. Chald. a stock, stump. Dan.

4:12~20. [4:15,23.]

H1^ m. plur. D^JW, dec. VIII. a.
T':

1. a scorpion. Ezek. 2:6. (Arab.

idem.) See also D>rytt-rrttn.

2. a wAzp or scourge armed with

knots and thorns. 1 K.-12: 11, 14. 2Chr.

10:11, 14. So in Lat. scorpio, i. q. virga

nodosa et aculeata. s

"pnpy proper name of one of the five

cities of the Philistines, by whom it was

constantly possessed although it was

assigned at first to the tribe of Judah,

(Josh. 15 : 45.) and afterwards to the

tribe of Dan, (Josh. 19 : 43.) Josh. 13 :

)

3. 15:11. 19:43. Judg. 1:18. 1 Sam.

5:10. 2 K. 1:2. Sept. 'A*** X '

Ax.*
c
V.

The gentile noun is rf^ Josh. 13 : 3.

1 Sam. 5 : 10.

trp^ to distort, pervert. Job 9 : 20^

'p'tfpy^ he perverts me, i. e. perverts my
cause.

Pi. idem. Mic. 3:9. To pervert
one's ways, i. e. to act perversely or

falsely, Is. 59 : 8. Prov. 19:9.

Niph. d^vt tip?} he whose ways are

perverse. Prov. 28:18.

Deriv. D^t^pJ/o.

\!)rp2^
m. verbal adj. from tj2, dec^

VII. a. perverse, froward. tfj aib a

perverse heart, Ps. 101:4. and aa)~tJjn?

perverse of heart, Prov. 11 : 20. 17 : 20.

vnsto MJ^? perverse in his lips, i. e. of a

false speech, Prov. 19:1. Without ad-

dition, false, Deut. 32 : 5. Ps, 18 : 27.

Prov. 8:8. Hence

.TV)\Z?D^ f. denom. from tt?|$ dec. I..

joined with ng, perverseness of mouth, -

deceitful speech. Prov. 4 : 24. 6:12.

comp. 19 :1.

I. "^ m. an obsolete form, i. q. TO-

a city; whence the plural any. In the

sing. ^ Num. 21:15. Deut. 2: 9. and

in full aliens (the city of Moab) Num.
21:28. Is. 15:1. the proper name of

the metropolis of Moab, on the southern

bank of Arnon, otherwise called nrj (the

great) in Greek Areopolis, now Mab,
Mob, Arrabat. See Relandi Palsestma

p. 577.

II. *^$ m. dec. I. an enemy, i. q. -re.

(See the" letter *, p. 471.) 1 Sam. 28 :

16. Plur. Ps. 9:7. 139:20. In Chald.

idem, Dan. 4: 16. [4 : 19.]

1. ^"^y 1. to mix. In Kal not used.

See Hithpa. (In Chald. and Syr. more

common.) Deriv. rtf the woof, weft.

2. to exchange, barter. Ezek. 27 : 9,

27. Deriv.
a-isjo.

3. to stand in the place of any one,

construed with an accus. of the person ;

and that (1.) to be surety for any one

by pledging his own life. Gen. 43 : 9.

44 : 32. Is. 38 : 14 TP.? be thou surety



for me, i. e. take me under thy pro-

jection. Ps. 119 : 122. Job 17 : 3. w?
^22 put me in a surety with thee. (2.)

to be suretyfor any one, by paying the

debts which he has contracted. Prov.

11:15. 20:16. 27^13. Also with h,

Prov. 6 : 1. and with *$b, 17 : 18. Deriv.

nrff, ^"tf'T-

4. to pledge, to give as a pledge, con-

strued with an accus. of the thing. Neh.

5 : 3 D'als? nj irra our houses we are

obliged to pledge or mortgage, iab n ans

to pledge ones heart, i. e. to venture or

dare, Jer. 31: 21. (Or it> is causat. of

no. II. alacrem fecit.)

Hithpa. 1. to interfere, intermeddle,

construed with a. Prov. 14 : 10.

2. to be familiar or Aflrtte intercourse

with any one ; construed with a, Ps.

106:35. Ezra 9 : 2. with
J,

Prov. 20:

19. with n, 24:21. with'nw, Is.36:8.

2 K. 18 : 23. (In the two last passages
it signifies to enter into a negotiation.)

II. H"}^, fut. a v̂ , to e sw;ee, j9foz-

sant, construed with b of the person ;

spoken e. g. of sleep, Prov. 3 : 24. of

offerings, presents, Jer. 6 : 20. Con-

strued with ", Ps. 104 : 34. Ezek. 16 :

37 Dirto nzns -VBN whom thou Jiastpleased.
X X

(In Arab. comp. * <- alacer, lubens
v

jUtt.) ,

IIL :r# (In Arab. with a.)

1. to remove, pass away, disappear.

Is. 24 : 1 1 nrratrte nrw alljoy disappears.
2. to $e, spoken of the sun ; hence

to <7n>w dfar, to become evening. Judg.
19:9.

Hiph. to <0 #Z evening. Infm. ai?n

a evening, strictly vesperefaciendo, like

D3ttn manefaciendo, for mane. 1 Sam.

17 :16. See rtf, a-jgn.

!D."^ Chald. to mz>.

Pa. icfew. Dan. 2 : 43.

Ithpa. pass. ibid.

!2"}V m. verbal from an? no. II. sweet,

pleasant, acceptable. Prov. 20 :17. Cant.

2:14.

m. the fourth of the Egyptian

plagues, the name of a biting insect,

(comp. the Arab. L-J.C to eat,) perhaps

blatta oricntalis seu ^Egyptia, Linn.

(Oedmann's verm. Sammlungen, H. n.

p. 150.) one of the most troublesome

plagues in all parts of the world, and

epecially in Egypt. Sept. KWC^VM, the

dog-fly. Aqu. Trapuvlx. Jerome : omne

genus muscarum, (prob. deriving it from

a?s to mix.
)

But that ai is not a general

term, but the name of a definite species
of animal, is evident from Ex. 8:29, 31.

1"U> f. 2 Chr. 9 : 14. and a^ Is. 21 :

13. Ezek. 27 : 21. Arabia. The gen-
tile noun is w an Arabian, also rw
Neh. 2:19. plur. D'a-w 2 Chr. 21:16.

22 : 1. and cwrw 2 Chr. 17 : 11. Is. 13:

20. Jer. 2:3.

D,"}^ m. with the article a'wr, verbal

from rg no. I. 1.

1. as a collective, strangers, those

who do not belong to a people but have

mingled with them; spoken, e. g. of the

strangers who had joined the Israelites,

Ex. 12 : 38. Neh. 13:3. hence of allied

nations, Jer. 25 : 20. 50 : 37. Ezek. 30 :

5. 1 K. 10 : 15 a-wn^ kings of the Is-

raelitish allies or tributaries; comp.
Jer. 25 : 24. Chald. reges auxiliorum.

2. the woofor weft. Lev. 13:4859.

I. ITt^ com. gen. (fern. 1 Sam. 20 :

5.) verbal from a*w no. Ill, dec. VI. a.

the evening. anra at evening, also a*;y nv;

Gen. 8:11. 24:11. a"n? (as an accus. used

adverbially) Ex. 16 : 6. and a*j|b (in

poetry) Ps. 59 : 7, 15. 90 : 6. Gen. 49 :

27. Plur. rnany, once Jer. 5 : 6.

Dual D?ra% found only in the phrase

n^rttn ^3 between the two evenings, Ex.

16:12. 30 : 8. the time when, according
to Ex. 12: 6. Lev. 23:5. Num. 9 : 3.

the paschal lamb was slain, and accord-

ing to Ex. 29 : 39, 41. Num. 28 : 4. the

daily evening offering was presented ;

which was (1.) according to the Karaites

and Samaritans, prob. the time between

sunset and dark, (comp. Deut. 16 : 6.)

(2.) according to the Pharisees (see

Josephi Bell. Jud. vi. 9. 3.) and the

3o



Rabbinists, from the time when the sun

begins to decline (called by the Ara-

bians the small evening, in Greek &<A>j

TT^'*,)
until actual sunset, (called by

the Arabians the proper evening, in

Greek &<A>J otyict.)
See Bocharti Hieroz.

T. I. p. 559.

II. 2ny or y^ HI. found only in

the plur. D?3j,
const. ;ny, a willow, wil-

low-tree, (Arab, with c.) Is. 44 : 4. Job

40 : 22. In Ps. 137:2, we are to un-

derstand the oriental mourning willow,

salix Babylonica, Linn.) Is. 15 : 7 bro

D*yw (the brook of willows] proper name
of a brook, probably on the southern

boundary of Moab.

i"5^ m - plur. crfr, prim. dee. VII. a.

1. the raven. Gen. 8:7. Is. 34 : 1 1.

& xv,

Ps. 147 : 9. (Arab. ^_j\ I idem.) Some-

times used in a wider sense, including

several kindred species of birds, (as

e.g. in Arabic, the crow.)

2. proper name of a Midianitish

prince. Judg. 7 : 25. 8:3. Ps.83:12.

From him a certain rock was named,

Judg. 7:25. Is. 10: 26. Lev. 11:15.

Deut. 14:14.

ni"$ f. dec. XI. d.

1. a plain. Ezek. 47 : 8.

2. particularly a waste, desert. Is.

33:9. Jer.50:12. 51:43.

3. When joined with the article, njTS^i

by way of eminence (1.) the country
between the Dead Sea and the Elanitic

gulf. Deut. 1:1. 2: t

'

Josh. 12 : 1.

whence the Dead Sea is likewise called

nj-wn o^ the Sea of tJie plain, Deut. 4 :

49.' Josh. 3 : 16. (2.) the plain of tJie

tribe of Judah. 2 Sam. 4:7. 2 K. 25 :

4. nnnrn brn the brook of the plain, i. e.

the Kidron, Am. 6 : 14. comp. 2 K.

14:25.

4. a city in the tribe of Benjamin,
otherwise called ra-wa rra. Josh. 18: 18.

Note. The root rw borrows its sig-
nification perhaps from T in Etjiiop.
A/fr/7/c, nridus fait, by a transposition
oi' the letters.

1. bail, surety. Prov. 17:18. (See
rw no. I. 3.)

2. a pledge. (See ro no. I. 4.) 1 Sam.
17:18 ngn ogaTjrnw and receive their

pledge.

till"^ m. verbal from r$, a pledge.

Gen. 38 : 17, 18, 20. (See rff no. I. 4.)

This word appears to have passed, pro-

bably as a commercial term, out of the

Hebrew or Phenician into the western

languages, as in Greek apfoe&av, in Latin

arrhabo, earnest or purchase money.

^ryyty a gentile noun from n^r
no. 4/q!v. 2 Sam. 23:31.

^, fut. yip.

1. to mount up, i. q. Arab. _c . See

2. construed with by and b, to

up with longing, to long for any
thing. (Arab. conj. II. institit, intentus

fuit rei.) Ps. 42 : 2. Joel 1 : 20. The
Jewish commentators make it denote

the cry of the deer, but this does not

suit the passage in Joel. Comp. further

r^vtt. See Bocharti Hieroz. P. I. p. 883.

"PJ? proper name of a Canaanitish

royal city, in the south of Palestine,

according to Judg. 1:16, in the desert

of Judah. Num. 21:1. 33:40. Josh.

12:14.

T"JJ?
m. Chald. i. q. ni-i? the wild, ass,

onager. Dan. 5:21.

H"jy to be naked. In Kal not used.

Pi. rrw, fut. with Vav convers. nyrn.

1. to make bare. Is. 3 : 17. 22:6.

Zeph. 2 : 14 rn? nn the cedar wainscot-

ting they make bare, i. e. they tear off.

2. to make bare (the foundation),
i. e. to destroy. Ps. 137 : 7. Infin. nns

Hab. 3 : 13. (Comp. nba, rrta Ezek. IS:

14. Mic. 1:6.)
3. to empty or pour out. Gen. 24 :

20. 2 Chr. 24 : 11. Ps. 141 : 8 >tfM -wi b

pour not out my life,
i. e. deliver it not

up. Comp. Hiph. Is. 53; 12.

Hiph. 1 . tomake bare. Ler. 20 : 1 8, 1 9.

:2, topour out. Is, 53 : 12 itfc: nr



of Pi.

comp. Arab.

lie poured out his life
unto death,

gave it up.

Niph. to be poured out, pass

and Hiph. Is. 32: 15.

Hithpa. 1. to make ones self bare.

Lam. 4: 21.

2. to pour or spread ones self out.

Ps. 37 : 35.

Deriv. out of course nvw, *$, "tf1?,

rnro, is-n, comp. also oniso.

rny , plur. nV Is. 19 : 7. verbal from

rn?, dec. X. aw open place, aplace naked

of wood, (see -wn, HTFD,) here applied to

the pastures on the banks of the Nile.

rmiy f. Cant. 5:13. 6:2. Ezek.

17:7,10. according to the ancient

translators, a bed in a garden, perhaps
a raised bed, (from jn$.) More con-

formably to the etymology, an espalier,
9 O ^

5.^ a ladder.^
m. found only Job 39 : 5. the

more Aramean name for vrg, the wild

ass, onager.

TTTty f. verbal from rra1

, dec. X.

lV nakedness. Hos. 2 : 11. [2 : 9.]

Metaphorically fvrr nv #Ae nakedness

of a country, the part in which it is

most exposed, Gen. 42 : 9, 12.

2. the private parts, pudenda. Gen.

9 : 22, 23. va nrw *A nakedness of his

father, i. e. of his father's wife, Lev.

20 : 11. comp. 18 : 8, 16. 1 Sam. 20 : 30

*pSH
nrtt nfyb to the shame of thy mother's

nakedness, a reproachful expression.
3. offensiveness, shamefulness. Deut.

23:15 TJ3 nw any thing offensive or

indecent, (in reference to filth.) So

Deut. 24 : 1, (in reference to some de-

fect found in a woman.)

nVTj? Chald. injury, dishonour, (of

the king.) Ezra 4:14.

OY^, plur. Q'tsw, fern, n^^, adj.

dec. VIII. d. naked. Job 1 : 21. it also

signifies (1.) poorly clad. Job 22 : 6.

24 : 7, 10. (2.) stripped of ones upper

garment, having on only an under gar-
ment

(njta.) 1 Sam. 19 : 24. Is. 20 : 2.

Comp. John 21: 7. (Root srw Arab..^

( 467 ) Vty

e. he to make bare, med. Kesr. to be shameless.}

Deriv.

DY^y m. verbal from crw, dec. III. c.

1. wise, prudent. Prov. 12:16, 23.

13:16.

2. cunning, crafty. Gen. 3:1. Job

5:12.15:5.

see u vjy.

and "^15?. l.prob. i.q. Tl?

(Jer. 17:6. Ps. 102: 18.) strictly naked,

hence needy, driven out. Jer. 48 : 6.

Sept. Vulg. Chald. myrica, the tamarisk.

Others, after the Arab, r r thejuniper
> > a- c

bush. Others, after the Arab.
t

the

Guineafowl.
2. proper name of a city of the Gadites,

on the river Arnon. Num. 32 :34. Deut.

2 : 36. 3 : 12. Josh. 12 : 2. 13 : 25. also

written ny Judg. 11 : 26. Is. 17 : 2

rpy n? the cities about Aroer, perhaps
the cities beyond Jordan generally.

3. name of a place in the tribe of

Judah. 1 Sam. 30 : 28.

^nj or as mother MSS. yinj some-

thing terrible or awful. (Root yny no. 1.)

Job 30 : 6 D^na yraa in the awful valleys.

rPI^ f- i- q- !fn$ verbal from m?,
T : v Tr

nakedness. Ezek. 16:7 tr-on any PI thou

wast nakedness and bareness, i. e. naked

and bare. In Hab. 3:9, it k a pleo-

nastic accus. after ijn.

nD^"}V dec. X. found only in the

plur/ Num. 15 : 20, 21. Neh. 10 : 38.

Ezek. 44 : 30. dough, or pastry. Sept.
and Vulg. in Num. <f>v^ct^a,pulmentum;
in Neh. and Ezek.ff-JVo?, cibus. (In Rab-

bin, "^far hordei vetusti.)

D^D^.J? masc. plur. prob. clouds,

heaven, from rps to drop. Is. 5:30. Syr.

and Vulg. darkness. Perhaps kindred

with bp7?>.

Y*HV M. (for y) with Dagesh forte,

hence the Kamets is impure,) dec. I.

1. strong, mighty, spoken of Jehovah.

Jer. 20 Ml.
2. in a bad sense, violent, tyrannical;

and as a swbst. a tyrant, oppressor. Ps,



( 4G8 )

,;,. Jiili l.
r>:20. 27:13. Is. 13: 11.

E/ek. 28 : 7 cjia-^nj the most violent

7Mtions. 30:11. 31:12. 32:12. comp.
Is. 25 : 3. Hoot prob. yw no. II. ac-

cording to others, no. I. hence liter.

terrible.

P^ur> T3? adj. dec. I. so#-

, forsaken, childless. Gen. 15 : 3.

Lev. 20 : 20, 21. Jer. 22 : 30. Root

TO no. 2.

1p!^,
fut. Tp. 1. to ?<? right, to ar-

range, prepare; e.g. the wood upon
the altar, Gen. 22 : 9. Lev. 1 : 7. the

shew-bread, 24 : 8. (comp. rOTS-o no. 2.)

the table for a feast, Prov. 9 : 2. armour

for battle, Jer. 46 : 3. Particularly (1.)

nonba
TJT?

to arrange the battle, i. e. to

put one's self in battle-array, Judg. 20 :

20, 22. Construed with ns and rttrsfr

against any one, 1 Sam. 17:2. Gen.

14:8. Part, rrarite *ar* 1 Chr. 12:33,

35. and nan;*? "^n?
Joel 2 : 5. also simply

rps Jer. 6V23. 50 : 42. put in battle-

array. (2.) D'\p ^ft?
to prepare or w#er

words, construed with bsi against any
one. Job 32 : 14. Without nno,- {diew,

Job 37 : 19
Tprn

VJEO
*ps>a

sb we spae no-

thing by reason of darkness or igno-

rance. Ps. 5 : 4
*]b-rpN 133 in the morning

I direct (my words) to thee; or iutrans.

I direct myself to thee. (3.) cgtip ^p? .to

order or exhibit ones cause. Job 13 : 18.

23:4. comp. Ps. 50:21.

2. intrans. to JOM or set one's self (in

battle-array). Judg. 20 : 30, 33. 1 Sam.

4:2. 17:21. construed with ruopb, V, Vy

against any one, 2 Sam. 10 : 9, 10, 17.

Jer. 50 : 9, 14. Job 6 : 4 *xr& for WTF

*V$ they set, themselves in array against

me. 33:5.

3. construed with b, to compare, liken,

Is. 40 : 18 ib 13-ca niOTTra what likeness

will ye compare to him ? and Ps. 89 : 7.

40 : 6
TpbN T|i^ PN nothing is to be com-

pared with* thee. Job 28: 17, 19, (in
bo.th passages the suffix n:~ stands for

tin 1

(Uitive.)

4. as in Hiph. to value, esteem, re-

gard. Job 30 : 19
^sixc -qirrT

will he re-

gard thy riches ? or as if pass, of Iliph.

will thy riches be regarded (by him) 9

Hiph. to value, appraise. Lev. 27 :

8ff. 2K.23:35.

*?!"*$ m. with suff. *sny, verbal from

^j, dec. VI.
j.

1. whatever is arranged or put in

order, a row; spoken of the shew-bread,
Ex. 40 : 23. Judg. 17 : 10 onaa ^ a

suit of clothing.

2. 'armour. Job 41 : 4. [41 : 12.]
3. valuation, estimation. Lev. 27 : 2

riitfM
*fiwz

so tf/m $.cw 7is souls to

value. 5:15
*J3"W?2 according to thy va-

luation or estimation. Ps. 55 : 14 nRM

^1*3 ttfoN Aoz< a man whom I equal to

myself. Hence

4. price of valuation, Lev. 27 : 4, 7,

13, 15. worth generally, Job 28 : 13r

s"^! I. to be uncircumeised. SeeVw.

2. denoni. from nbiy, to regard as

uncircumeised, i. e. as unclean, to reject*

Lev. 19 : 23.

Niph. to sAiu? one sforeshin, pr&pu-
tiatum &isti, cerni. Hab. 2:16. Here
in reference to a drunken man's shame-

fully exposing his nakedness.

vH^ m. const, Vjg (Ezek. 44 : 9.) and

ny (Ex. 6: 12.) adj. dec. V. d. uncir-

cumeised. Gen. 17:14. Ex. 12:48.
Often a name of reproach for those who
were not Israelites, e. g. for a Philistine,

1 Sam. 17 : 26, 36. 14 : 6. 31 : 4. Me-

taphorically n;rjDto Vrc of uncircumeised

lips, not eloquent, (as it were tongue-

tied,} Ex. 6:12, 50. Lev. 26 : 41 D}}
1

?

TOT their uncircumeised heart. Comp.
Ezek. 44 : 9. Jer. 6:10 D:I

nVtt;
their

ear is uncircumeised, i. e. not open.

n^H^ f. plur. nVny, dec. XI. d.

1. the prepuce, foreskin. 1 Sam. 18:

25. 2 Sam. 3:14. nb-irn ifca membrum

prceputiatum, Gen. 17:11-^-24. Lev.

12:3. Metaphorically srnb-tf the fore-
shin of the heart, impurity of heart,

Deut. 10:16. Jer. 4: 4.

2. applied to the fruit of the three

first years, because they were regarded

by the law as unclean. Lev. 19 : 23.



I. E

Ethpe.

*py
io be crafty, prudent. (Syr.

jvp^v ? N^ns? crafty, ma-

in Kal only 1 s'ara. 23 : 22.

Hiph. 1. to be crafty, as in Kal. 1 Sam.

23 : 22.

2. to be wise, prudent. Prov. 15 : 5.

19:25.

3. to make crafty. Ps. 83 : 4 TO long

f/j^/ devise crafty counsels.

Deriv. DT-tf, srj?, rro-vr.

II. B""^ found only in Niph. to fe

heaped up. Ex. 15 : 8. (Syr. and Arab.

idem.) Deriv. men?.

naked, see oYw.

m. verbal from Q-^, dec VI. m.

cunning, craftiness. Job 5 : 13.

nEHX* f verbal from ens?.

1/crajft, rfecezV. Ex. 21:14.

2. wisdom, prudence. Prov. 1 : 4. 8 : 5.

Jltin^ f. (with Tseri impure,) plur.

rf,
once t^T (Jer. 50 : 26.) dec. X. a

7/e<7/;; e. g. of rubbish, Neh. 3 : 34. [4 :

2.] of grain, Cant. 7 : 3. of sheaves,

Ruth 3:7. Root arw no. II.

7
<

ift'"ftJ
m - ^ec- ! tne plane-tree, the

oriental maple, platanus orientalis,

Linn. Gen. 30 : 37. Ezek. 31:8. See

Celsii Hierobot. T. I. p. 513.

"Ttyiy Judg. 11: 26. see ^llJJ
no. 2.

""^""^ adj. liter, naked; hence poor,

forsaken. Root TW q. v. Ps. 102 : 18.

Jer. 17 : 6. Comp. irns no. 1.

y and ^Hyhj? see "^J?^^.

q. p|jn
to drop. Deut. 32:2.

33:28.
'

II. rjlj^
denom. from

?]*w.

1. to break the neck of an animal, to

decollate. Ex. 13 : 13. 34 : 20. Deut.

21:4,6. Is. 66:3.

2. metaphorically to ^roitf down, (an

altar.) Hos. 10:2.

rn^ m. dec. VI. m. prim, the neck.

Lev. 5 : 8. The following phrases are-

worthy of notice; (1.) mi? jrg to w/v&

I"
"

the back, to turn away. 2 Chr. 29 : 6.

(2.) ^ rpi
1 n:s to turn the back to a per-

son. Jer*2:
T

27. 32:33. (3.) ^ n#
Josh. 7:12. and

r,- TJDH
7:8. to /i,

vertm?. Hence (4.) Ex. 23 : 27

enemies turn their backs to thee,

i. e. have put them all to flight. Ps. 18 :

41. (5.) pj-tf- mr? stiff-necked, see rrrj?.

T*HJ; m. a quadriliteral, ^/cA wzz'sf,

darkness. Deut.4 : 11. Ps. 18 : 10. (Syr.

1. to fear, to be afraid. Dent. 1: 29.

Construed with rser? of the person, Deut.

7:21. 20 : 3. 31 : 6. also with an accus.

Job 31: 34.

2. trans, to terrify, to make afraid.

Job 13: 25. Ps. 10:18. Is. 2:19,21.

Note. The primary signification ap-

pears to have been to quake, as in the

Arab.
!jof-

Niph. part, y^tfa fearful, to be feared
or reverenced, parallel with wyia. Ps. 89:8.

Hiph. intrans. to tremble, to be afraid.
Is. 8:12. Construed with an accus.

29:23.

Deriv. fWD, rnre;?, and prob. yns.

II. y^y (Arab, with ^) to resist,

withstand. Is. 47 : 12 'srtt'pi >^N (/*
50 be

thou mayest resist. According to the

old translators, to become strong, to gain

strength. Comp. *pr.

PI? to^/fee. (In Syr.and Arab, idem.)

Job 30 : 3 rvi?
cirjj? they flee into the

wilderness. Part, plxir. c|7i3> t'ef??^, r-

teries, nerves. (So in Talmud, and the

}

'Utf'->
ClimPf *OT

and T3.) Job 30: 17
pa2Mj'

frfr >p*i3> w?y

nerves rest not. The root pis signifies

also in Arab, and Syr. Pa. to gnaw.
Hence Vulg. in verse 3, they gnaw the

dry ground; and in verse 17, my
gnawers, i. e. pains, rest not.

^TlS? a gentile noun, an Arhite, an

inhabitant of the city Arce (in Greek
v
Agji, also Ccesarea Libani,) in Syria,

some miles north of Tripolis. Magui-
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ficent ruins of this place are said to be

remaining to this day. Gen. 10:17.

"Y"C7 i-
<! ^r' ! fo be naked. In Kal

found only in the imper. rni> make thy-

self bare,
Is. 32:11.

2. to fe solitary, forsaken. Deriv.

T

'Pilp. -w-w and Hithpalp. Train Jer.

51 : 58. to be made bare, to be destroyed

to the foundation. Comp. rrjj Ps. 137 :

7. Hab. 3:13.

fcnjj
f. (Cant, 1 : 16.) plur. nfaw,

dec. VI. a. a bed, couch. Deut. 3:11.

Ps. 6 : 7. (Syr. and Chald. idem.)

Htpy m. with suff. oato, plur. const.

ntatey (with Dagesh forte euphonic)

(Prov. 27 :25.) dec. VI. g. and
j.

an

herb, and collect, herbs, particularly for

fodder, or for the table. Gen. 1:11, 12.

2:5. 3:18. Ex. 10:12,15. (Arab.

toy, emph. tf$ir#, Chald. ufem. Dan.

2 : 30.~4 : 21, 22, 29. [4 : 24, 25, 32.]

I. nt?J>, fut. nfe apoc. tes\

1. to woM <fo, actf. Gen. 1 : 7. 6:22.

Prov. 13 : 16. Sometimes redundant, as

Gen. 31 : 26. (1 .)
The thing into which

any thing is made or converted is pre-

ceded by S, Gen. 12 : 2. Ex. 32 : 10. or

the verb has two accus. (see jro no. 3.

and DTO,) Am. 4 : 13. Ex. 30 : 24 rriii

unp nrrcjp ]$$ ti' /A0M shalt make it into

a holy ointment. Hos. 2:10. 8:4. Hence
we may say, that the material of which

a thing is made is put in the accus.

(comp. n:3, -a;, ant^ Gesen. Lehrgeb.
219. 2.) Ex. 38 : 3 ntim ntafr vbrte a//

the vessels thereof he made of brass. 25 :

39. 36 : 14. 37 : 24. 30 : 25. More

rarely as in Ex. 27 : 3 ntfrn rrttfn vbrW>

for all the vessels thereofthou shalt take

brass. Verse 19. (2.) construed with

) of the person, to do to any one ; some-

times in a good sense, e. g. Ex. 13:8.

Deut. 11:5. sometimes in a bad sense,

e.g. Ex. 14:11. Gen. 27 : 55. Also to

do an
injury, to injure, Gen. 22:12.

19:8. More rarely with an accus. Jer.

33 : 9. Is. 42 : 16. comp. Ezek. 23 :

)

25. Also to 7/at?e business, 1 K. 20 :

40. and construed with DS, to Aav

business with a person, Ruth 2 : 19.

rranVa ncptf to carry on war, Gen. 14:2.

npn nii to exercise love or kindness,

construed with us and n towards a

person, Gen. 24 : 12. 40 : 14.

2. to labour in any thing, to ie busied

therein, construed with a. Ex.-5 : 9.

Neh. 4 : 15. In a somewhat different

sense, Ex. 31:4
Fjpsni

inn rnixw
1

) to labour

in goldand silver. Verse 5. 2 Chr. 2 : 13.

3. to execute or accomplish any thing,

spoken particularly of Jehovah. Ps.

37 : 5. 22 : 32. 52 : 1 1. Dan. 8 : 24 rrbsrn

rrori 7*e s##// prosper and shall execute

it. Dan. 11:7, 17,28,30,32.
4. to prepare, to get ready; e. g. to

dress food, Gen. 18 : 7, 8. Judg. 13 : 15.

to trim the beard, (comp. the French

phrase faire la barbe,) 2 Sam. 19 : 25.

to joare the nails, Deut. 21:12.

5. to make, acquire, e. g. riches, Gen.
31:1. Deut. 8 : 17, 18. slaves, Gen.
12:5.

6. to pass or spend time. Ecc. 6:12.

comp. in Greek TOM* \^vov, Acts 15 :

33.

7. to keep ones
self, to abide, as in

Lat. agere. Ruth 2:19 rvrc^ nss where

hast thou abode 9 Job 23 : 9. ate rrtfc*

to prosper, tv Tr^tniv, Ecc. 3:12.
8. to produce, e. g. to e#r fruit, Gen.

1:11, 12. Is. 5 : 2, 10. to pw* /orM
branches, Job 14 : 9. Ezek. 17:8. to

tyzefoJ meal, (spoken of the stock,) Hos.

8 : 7. to put fat on the loins, Job 15 : 27.

to give milk, Is. 7 : 22.

9. to 0/fer, present, as in Greek
ps't<v,

efctv, construed with V. Ex. 10 : 25. 29 :

36,38,39,41. IK. 18: 23.

10. to appoint, (to an office.) 1 K.
12:31. 1 Sam. 12:6. Comp. Jer. 37 :

15.

11. to celebrate or keep, (the sabbath,

the passover.) Ex. 12 : 48. Num. 9:10,
14.

Niph. n$M, fern, nnir?:, to be made.

Lev. 7 : 24."Ps. 107 : 37. Frequently
to be done, Num. 15 : 34. Gen. 20 : 9.

Comp. 29:26. 34:7.
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Pi. to pay tithes, to pay a tenth part.
Gen. 28 : 22. Neh. 10 : 38. Deut. 14 : 2g.

Hiph. i. q. Pi. to pay or

Deut. 26: 12. Neh. 10:39.
Deriv. "rasto,

mtoy see

Pu. to be made. Ps. 139 : 15.

Deriv. ncro.

II. n&y in Kal Ezek. 23 : 21. and

in Piel, verses 3, 8- to press, squeeze,

(the breast.) (Chald.
w idem.)

*lWy (according,
to Gen. 25 : 25, co-

vered with hair, comp. the Arab, (jtc

tobe-kairy,) Esau, the son of Isaac and \^y m. plur. c>:i-iii, dec. III. e.

elder brother of Jacob. His posterity, the tenth part, a measure of grain or

the Idumeans, are for the most part flour. Lev. 14:10. 23 : 13, 17. Accord-

called DTN q. v. but sometimes, especially ing to the Sept. Num. 15 : 4, the tenth

in poetry, vry. Deut. 2 : 4 ff. Obad. 6, part ofan ephah, equivalent, therefore,

1 8. Jer. 49:8,1 0.
-rig?

in Obad. 8,9,19. to an omer.

"fife?y
in. I. ten, i. q. -vcy and

Once Gen. 24 : 55.

2. the tenth; in the phrase

I. ^ m

28' 27 - 18'

Job 4: 19. 13:

Root * A''ab - to

on the tenth of the month, Ex. 12:3. 9w (wool).

Lev. 16:29.

3. nfcf Vi3. Ps. 33 : 2. 144 : 9. and -iito

Ps. 92 : 4. harp often strings.

m. <

11. Is. 6:13.

II. w% the constellation of the bear,

major. Job 9 : 9. comp. Niebuhr's

Beschreib. von Arabien, p. 114. tiT? f.

. Fern, nvr'w and Job 38 : 32. prob. idem. Her sons (rrjj)

a tenth part, Ex. 16:36. Lev. 5: are the three stars in the tail of the

bear. So in Arab. Comp. Bocharti

m found only in Hithpa. to strive,
Hieroz. II. p. 114. Michaelis Supplem.

contend. Gen. 26 : 20. (In Chald. and P' 1907' Lach in Eichhorn's allgem.

Talmud idem )

Bibliothek der Bibl. Litteratur, Th. VII.

ntojr 'f. and mip, rrfosj m. !. p - 397> The etymol sy is bscure-

Plur; rt-,to> m.^,
T

Ex. 18:i. Deut. P^ m ' verbal from
' an P'

1-15. pressor. Jer. 22 : 3. i. q. ptfs 21 : 12.

"NZ?y m. and PHt^ f. idem, but D^fjlltfjf masc. plur. verbal from pt;r,

used only in composition with the units oppressions, violent acts. Ecc. 4:1. Am.
to express the numbers from 11 to 19, 3:9.

(like decim for decem, and teen for ten.) JTitt^ m. adj. forged, laboured,
Hence in the masc. ito? eleven, TTMTM

wrought. Once Ezek. 27 : 19. Rootn^.
vysfourteen, also /*e eleventh, thefour-
teenth. In the fern. rm nn eleven, titf

rnir sixteen; also the eleventh, etc.

Plur. onir^ com. gen.

1. twenty, joined with the sing, and

plur. Gen. 31 : 38. Lev. 27 : 5.

2. ^e twentieth. Num. 10 : 11.

m. verbal from ta5$, dec. III. a.

Prov. 10:15. 14:20. 18:11.

In Is. 53 : 9, the parallel clause has

nwjjri the wiched, from the natural asso-

ciation of poverty with humility, and

riches with pride; which occurs so fre-

f. and m. Chald. fe. gently
ia the Hebrew writei-s. Comp.

Job 27 : 19, wnh verse 13.

Plur. y$B$ twenty. Dan. 6 : 2.
fut.

f&frj,
fo smoke. Ex. 19:18.

-1^, fut.-rc
:,

denom. from -*, to
Used metaphorically of the divine anger,

impose tithes, to take the tenth part of
any thing, construed with an accus.

1 Sam. 8: 15, 17.

Deut. 29: 19. Ps. 74:1. 80:5.

]tl?y
m. verbal adj. from

pft>, dec. V.

b. stookwp. Ex. :"^0 : 18. Is. 7 : 4.
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m. const. j$ (as if from
jtrfr,)

verbal from jrij,
dec. IV. h. smoke, va-

pour.
Gen. i5:17. Job 41: 12. [41:

20.1 Ps. 18 : 9 texa jsh?
nb a smoke went

up out of his nostrils, an image of di-

vine anger. Is. 65 : 5.

ptEty,
fut. pte. 1. to joress or extort

y>ow any one. p$? psft to practise ex-

tortion or oppression, Ezek. 18:18.

2. to cfeal or defraud a person, con-

strued with an accus. of the person and

thing. Mai. 3 : 5 -rate tato *%<to who de-

fraud the labourer of his reward. Lev.

19 : 13. Deut. 24 : 14. Mic. 2 : 2 -m
sptfg

Wai theydefraud a man and (take away)
his house.

3. oppress in any way, to exercise

violence or injustice; e. g. on the poor
or helpless, Prov. 14 : 31. Ecc. 4 : 1. on

a people, spoken of a conqueror, Is. 52 :

4. Jer. 50 : 33. on a man, spoken of

God, Job 10 : 3.

4. Prov. 28 : 17 tioa ana jm% DIN a

waw oppressed with or guilty of blood-

shed.

5. spoken of a river, to e proud, ar-

rogant, to overflow its banks. Job 40 : 23.

Pu. njtt&n oppressed. Is. 23 : 12.

p^i^ m. verbal from ptfo.

1. oppression, extortion. Ecc. 5 : 7.

Ezek. 22:7, 12.

2. whatever is obtained by oppression
or extortion, Lev. 5:23. [6:4.] Ps.

62:11. unrighteous gain of any kind,

Ecc. 7:7.

nj?2?y ^ veroal fr m P^?> oppression,

straitness. Is. 38 : 14 ^~npTsfr /am strait-

ened. (The Metheg here does not prove
that we are to read dsheka, with Kamets

long, any more than in orrns, 7*3$.)

^11)^9 fut. "rcJJPj to 6e or become rich.

Job "l5 : 29. Hos. 12:9. (Aram, TO

idem.)

Hiph. 1. to enrich, to make rich. Gen.
14 : 23. Ps. 65 : 10 nrve&n nrj &>w ew-

richest it
(the earth) ^abundantly.

2. intrans. to become rich. Ps. 49 :

17. Prov. 10 : 4. Construed with an
arms, of the thing, Dan. 11:2.

Hithpa. to represent ones self as rich.

Prov. 13 : 7.

^ffif m. verbal from -itf?, dec. VI. m.

riches. 1 Sam. 17: 25.

EftZjy
to be consumed, to waste away ;

spoken of the eye, Ps. 6 : 8. of the spirit

and bones, 31 : 10, 11. (comp. rte.)

ntt?V 1. to labour, fabricari. See

the deriv. DIETS, nefr.

2. to 6e made smooth or polished, to

be bright, to shine. Metaphorically Jer.

5:28.

Hithpa. to think or be mindful ofany
one, construed with b. Jon. 1 : 6. See

the Chald. Deriv.
jinttfr,

nvnrr.

n\pX% rP&X! Chald. to &zra&, jowr-

joo^e, like the Lat. machinari. Dan. 6 :

4. This signification is derived from

that of nsft no. 1. comp. e. g. atin to ftm/',

purpose, with atfn aw artificer.

rWty m. verbal from net-, artificial

work. Cant. 5 : 14.

rfirKL
s

5? f. verbal from rwi$, a thought.

Job 12:5 ^ws ni?wi
t

j m the thought of
him that is at ease, i. q. wa. Some read

nirrafr in the plural.

^IHll)^ m. found only in combination

with the numeral ten, as nto ntf m. and

rrni n f. eleven, the eleventh. Deut. 1 :

3.

'

Jer. 39 : 2. Ex. 26 : 1. According to

Simonis, liter, cogitationes ultra decent,

i. e. ten (counted on the fingers,) and

one (in thought.)

ITi^JTtp!3^ fern, pliir. verbal from mro,

thoughts, purposes. Ps. 146 : 4.

rnrK?^ f. 'AoWgm, Astarte, a Phe-

nician goddess, whose worship was in-

troduced also among the Israelites

( 1 K. 1 1 : 5, 33. 2 K. 23 : 13.) and the

Philistines (
1 Sam. 31:10.) Probably

synonymous with rro>? q. v. The Greeks

compare her, after their manner, some-

times with Juno, sometimes withDiana,
but most frequently with Venus; to

which last her lascivious worship ap-

pears to correspond, (Lev. 19 : 29.

Deut. 23 : 18. 2 K. 23 : 7.) She is

usually joined with t r

3> thus denoting



TO
the male and female powers of nature.

(Is not this perhaps connected with the

appellative rrnncr proks, or agni, as the

Roman goddess Ops with ovis, c'ig ?)

Comp. Creuzer's Symbolik, Th. 2. p. 55,

60. De Wette's Hebr. jiid. Archao-

logie, p. 281.

Plur. nivrcrn Judg. 2:13. 10:6.

1 Sam. 7:3,
T

4/12:10. 31:10. a kind

of pluralis excellentise, and synonymous
in signification with the singular, comp.
1 Sam. 31:10. or like rVhw, spoken of

the statues or images of Astarte.

I. nlnniL^ plur. fern.
jifci

rmnti?

the increase of the flocks, Deut. 7:13.

28 : 4, 18, 51. Sept. TC& Troiftviet rav TTQQ-

*KTvi. Vulg. greges ovium. The ety-

mology is unknown.

II. nnrHp^ Deut. 1: 4. Josh. 13 :

12. also 2^:T rfnrrc? Gen. 14 : 5. a city

of Og, king of Bashan. The latter word

tD-:T some refer to two summits between

which the city was situated, others to

the image of Astarte, which is said to

have had the head of a bull. The gen-
tile noun is 7 1 Chr. 11:41.

\$ com. gen. (Cant. 2:12. Jer. 51 :

33.) before Makkeph -TO, with suflf.

\1, plur. D'TO and rriTO, prim. dec. VIII.

b. time. As an adv. a long time, Hos.

13 : 13. TO tf> before the time, Job 22 :

16. -Est, 1 : 13 D>TO TT and 1 Chr. 12 :

32 c'TO^ nri 'STV those who know the

times, i. e. astrologers. HYT npj, see rr

adj. no. 4.- Particularly (1.) a time of

prosperity. Ps. 81:16. (2.) a time of

adversity. Is. 13 : 22. 27 : 7. Comp. oV

no. 1. parag. 2.

Plur. CPTO and niTO (1.) destinies.

Ps. 31 : 16. 1 Chr. 29: 30. Job 24 : 1.

(2.) times, Lat, vices. Neb. 9 : 28 C>TO

rtan many times.

Deriv. TITO, *TO.

ty Chald. With a preposition TOS

Ezra 4:17. and with epenthetic 3, as a

solution of the Dagesh forte omitted,
n3 and so on. Ezra 4 : 10, 1 1, 7 : 12.

Root prob. i_^g to repeat often and

to weariness; hence literally

id quod Sfjppius dictum est. \

iny In Arab, to be ready, prepared.

In Kal not used.

Pi. to prepare, make ready. Prov.

24:27.

Hithpa. to be prepared, ready, des-

tined. Job 15: 28.

Deriv. TTO.

nJFlJJ adv. (from rw time,} liter, at

the time. Hence
1. now, at this moment. nTOp from

this moment, nrpsriy until noiv.

2. soon, shortly, presently, liter, after
some time. Job 7 : 21. 8:6. etc. Is. 43 :

19. Mic. 7:10. In the Kethib it is

sometimes written without n, ($?,) Ps.

74:6. Ezek.23:43.

TDJ^ m. dec. 1. a he-goat. Gen. 31 :

10, 12. As the leader of the herd, Is.

1:11. Jer. 5 1 : 40. Metaphorically n

leader of the people, a prince, Is. 14 : 9.

Zech. 1*0 : 2.

TTO i. q- TTO. Is. 10 : 13 Keri. Est.

8 : 13 Keth.

^Jjl^ adj. (from TO time,} present or

fit, opportunus. Lev. 16 : 21.

l^n^ m. verbal adj. from ITO, dec.

III. a.'

1. ready. (In Syr. and Arab, idem.}

Est. 3 : 14. 8 : 13 Keri. Job 15 : 24.

2. skilful. Job 3 : 8.

Plur. niTTO (1.) whatever is impend-

ing, things destined. Deut. 32 : 35.

(2.) goods, riches, substance, what one

has acquiredfor himself, TU v^-oi^oyTx.
Is. 10 : 13 Keth.

05? Chald. ready. Dan. 3 : 15.

m. adj. beautiful, shining. Is.

23 : 18. (Arab. jJL:
to be beautiful, to

shine.) See pTO.

P^S? a(
^J'

(^ec< J*

1. weaned. Is. 28 : 9. (See ;:TO. no. 1.)

2. old. 1 Chr. 4 : 22. (See PTO no. 2.)

Chald. old. Dan. 7 : 9, 13, 32.

found only in Niph. Is. 9 : 18

} OTO3 usually rendered the land i$
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(cned, from collating the Arab. J^
to e eft/r#. But the Sept. Chald. more

in accordance with the parallel member,
terra combusta est.

pJ"OJ, fut. prwj. 1. to 5e removed, or

transferred from a place. Job 14 : 18.

18:4. See pro no. 1.

2. tftfafe provehi, to groiv old. Ps. 6 :

8. Job 21: 7. Deriv. pr no. 2.

Hiph. 1. causat. of Kal no. 1. to re-

move, dimovere, transferre. Job 9:5.

2. particularly to remove one's tent,

to ftraz zJ/, spoken of a nomade. Gen.

12:8. 26:22.

3. to transcribe, copy, compile. Prov.

25:1. Sept. igsyga^avro. Vulg. trans-

tulerunt. (In Talmud, to transcribe,

translate.}

4. to to;e away. Job 32 : 15 orra ^rwij

a^te #Ae?/ too# away from them speech,

i. P. they could say nothing.
Note. Other significations of this

root, see in the derivatives pr$, pro, pn.

pny m. adj. #o/#, wicked. pr i-n

to 30eo& wickedly, Ps. 31:19. 75:6.

94 : 4. 1 Sam. 2 : 3. (In Arab. ^
in a good sense, openness, frankness,

freedom.}

pjlj? m. adj. beautiful, shining. See

pw. Prov. 8 : 18 pro? fln shining riches.

Vulg. opes superbce.

I. "\Jny> fut. TFffj,
to pray, supplicate,

entreat, (God,) construed with
J
and te.

Gen. 25: 21. Ex. 8: 26. [8:30.] 10:

18. Job 33 : 26.

Niph. to be entreated by any one, to

foar him, construed with a dative.

Gen. 25 : 21 rrirp ib nn^ wf/ Jehovah

heard him. 2 Sam. 21: 14. Is. 19 : 22.

The infin.
-110^3

1 Chr. 5 : 20. is used for

the finite verb.

Hiph. i. q. Kal Ex. 8 : 25. [8 : 29.]
10 : 17. Construed with b and 153 to

pray for any one, Ex. 8 : 5, 24. [8:9,

28.]

II.
""IJl!^

as in Chaldaic, to be rich,

kindred with TCS. In Kal not used.

Niph. idem. Prov. 27 : 6 abundant

are the kisses of an enemy.

Hiph. Ezek. 35 : 13 ncni'i ^ crnrttrn

ye have multiplied (proud} speecJies

against me.

I. ^rty ni. verbal from ir no. I.

dec. IV. c. a suppliant. Zeph. 3:10.

II. ""IW Ezek. 8:11. prob. i. q.
a i*

Aram. -\o, |^^ (see the letter
ID,)

scent, vapour. Hence rnjDjrn ^a in^ Me
scent of the cloud of incense. So the

Sept. Vulg. Chald. Syr. Others: the

multitude of the clouds etc. Comp. in?

no. II.

]T"ir^ f. verbal from iro no. II.
v v -:

riches, abundance. Jer. 33 : 6.

Pe, the 17th letter of the alphabet,

and as a numerical sign denoting 80.

The name B is prob. i. q. ns a mouth,

hence in Greek vi (B.)

In Hebrew this letter was sometimes

pronounced like p; and not always like

ph, as in Arabic. Though Jerome and

others deny this, yet it isrendered certain

by some Shemitish words, which passed
at an early date into the Greek language,
and are written with TC\ as ti$? WAA!,
no^V'/atc-Trts, DB^s x.ei^7roi<rog, COmp. D^B srjg-

<reci, etc.

llie commutation of D with other

letters is comparatively rare. For its

interchange with a and o, see the ex-

amples given under i.

b^S i. q. ne here. Job 38 : 1 1 .

JllS^S! found only in the fut. Hiph.
Deut. 32 : 26 oroaj. Sept. 3ietmrt

UVTOV;. (Arab. |

!J Jidit, diffidit.) Ac-

cording to others, a denom. from nB a

corner, hence to drive into corners.

nt^sp f. const, nse, dec. XI. b.

1. a corner ; e. g. of a field, Lev. 19 :

9. of abed, Am. 3:12.

2. pr
in ne the corner or extremity of
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the beard, i. c. prob. mustaches, (like

the Syr. \L\2>.)
Lev. 19 : 27. 21 : 5.-

7TN? w^'Vs all whose mustaches are cut

or shorn, a name of reproach for some

Arabian tribes,Jer. 9 : 25. 25 : 23. 49 :32.

(The Jewish commentators understand

the beard on the cheeks and upper lip.}

3. a side, region, country; e. g. o;-nB

the west side, Josh. 18:14. PBS rB the

north side, Ex. 26 : 20. Jer. 48 : 45

iNto nMB the side or country of Moab.

Dual const, nsro TMB the sides of Moab.

The dual here has reference to the two

sides of the country, comp. o:n$7:, D!TT

"^MS in Kal not used.

Pi. "IB I. to adorn, beautify, glorify;

e. g. the sanctuary, Is. 60: 7, 13. the peo-

ple of God, Is. 55 : 5. the poor by

helping them, Ps. 149 : 4. (comp. the

Latin phrase ornare beneficiis.)

2. clenom. from rrwe, to search the

branches, to glean. Deut. 24 : 20.

Hithpa. 1. to be adorned, beautified,

glorified; spoken of Jehovah, Is. 60 : 21.

61:3. particularly of his glorifying him-

self in the people, construed with 3, Is.

44:23. 49:3. Ex. 8:5 [8:9] 'V? IMETITI

usually rendered be thou glorified above

me, i. e. thou shalt have honour before

inc. The ancient translators, more

agreeably to the context, command or

appoint to me, (-wa*=ita.)

2. to boast ones self,
to glory ; con-

strued with bs- against any one. Judg.

7:2. Is. 10:"l5.

Deriv. out of course rvjMcn.

IMS m. verbal from -we, dec. VI. t.

a head-dress, turban. Ezek. 24: 17, 23.

26 : 10. worn by the priests, Ex, 39 : 28.

by the bridegroom, Is. 61:10. Ezek.

24 : 17. by women, Is. 3 : 20.

i"HMS f. (for rnNB by a Syriasm,)

Ezek" 17 : 6. 31 : 5 ff. and rry f. (for

TTWB by a Syriasm,) Is. 10 : 33. verbals

from ise, dec. X. a branch or bough
with leaves, liter, the ornament of the

trees, like the Lat.co?na arborum. Deriv.

WE no. 2. Plur. vnsnir, for vrrwb, Ezek.

31:8.

m. (for TO*},) verbal from

tt, beauty, shining countenance, (i. q.

vi.) Joel 2 : 6 TO* reap D'?B~b # ^/aces

gather in, i. e. lose, their brightness.

Nah. 2:11. (Comp. Joel 2 : 10. 4 : 15.)

For a different explanation, see Gesen.

on Is. 13 : 8.

V^MS proper name of a desert be-

tween Midian and Egypt, which bears

this name at the present day. Gen. 21 :

21. Num. 10:12. IK. 11:18. Hence

H^B-in Hab. 3 : 3. and ]TNB
nn Deut. 33 :

2. the mountains of Paran. f$* b" the

turpentine-tree of Paran, Gen. 14 : 6.

US, plur. D'SB, dec. VIII. h. small un-

ripeJigs, growing over winter, grossi,

grossuli. Cant. 2 : 13. Sept. ohwQoi.

Root WB in Arab. conj. VII. to be unripe.

7^)ilS ni. adj. dec. X. impure, abomi-

nable, an abomination, spoken of food,

i. q. y;?:d>.
Lev. 7 : 18. 19:7. Used as a

subst. 'TUB "ran uncleanJlesh, Ezek. 4:14.

X^lS 1 to meet, meet with, light upon ;

construed with an accus. Ex. 23:4.

ISam. 10: 5. with a, Gen. 28:11. 32:2.

2. tofall on any one, construed with

a. 1 Sam. 22 : 17, 18. particularly for to

injure, Ruth 2 : 22. or to kill, hence to

hill, slay, Judg. 8:21.15:12. 2 Sam.

1:15. Also with an accus. of the per-
son and a of the thing, Ex. 5 : 3 wrsc? $
iru lest he slay us with the pestilence.

3. to reach to, border on, be contiguous,

pertinere ad aliquid, spoken of a ter-

ritory; construed with a, Josh. 16 : 7.

17:10. withbw, 19:11.
'

4. to address with a supplication, to

urge, supplicate, entreat, construed with

a of the person. Ruth 1:16. Jer. 7:16.

27 : 18. With b of the personfor whom,
Gen. 23 : 8.

5. as in Syriac, to visit, hence to re-

gard with favour, like i^B. Is. 47 : 3

CIK 92B$ Vi and I ivill spare no man.

64: 4.

: *

Hiph. 1. to cause to fall, to let fall.

IH. 53 : 6 ^3 ftrnM ta ^ren he causes to

fall on him the iniquity of us all. Ac-

cording to this we should render Jer.
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15:11 / will in the time of adversity

let the enemy come upon thee. But this

does not accord with the preceding

clause. Hence perhaps (comp. Ex. 5 :

3.) I will through thee meet the enemy
in an hour of adversity, i. e. I will an-

nounce to him through thee adversity.

2. i. q. Kal no. 2. to fall on, to seize,

attack. Part, roco an enemy, Job 36 : 32.

3. i. q. Kal no. 4. to supplicate, en-

treat, construed with a. Jer. 36 : 25.

Also with
|?
of the persons/or whom, Is.

53:12. 59
!

: 16.

Deriv. j>|E"p.

y^B ro. verbal from JB, an occurrence,

incident. 1 K. 5 : 18. Ecc. 9:11. See

Hiph. no, 1 .

^3Q to be weary,faint. Found only

in Pi." 1 Sam. 30: 10, 21. (In Talmud,

to be idle. In Syr. ^.p by a commuta-
^^ O x

tion of i and E, attemiatus est ;

weak, faint.) Hence

15? m - plur - const. nj?, verbal from

UE, dec. VI. h. a corpse or carcase. Gen.

15:11. Metaphorically DD^iVa n;3 the

ruins ofyour idols, Lev. 26 : 29. Once
with the addition nn dead, Is. 37 : 36.

t!/nQ fut. i*25\ 1. to meet a person,

construed with an accus. Gen. 32:18.

33:8. Ex. 4: 27. Is. 34: 14.

2. to fall on, attack, i. q. S:B no. 2.

Ex, 4:24, Hos. 13 : 8.

Niph. to ?eetf together. Ps. 85 : 1 1.

Prov. 22 : 2.

Pi. to /Heel. Job 5:14,

r)*liD, synonymous with "?K:.

1. to redeem, ransom. Ex. 13 : 13.

Construed with a of the price, e. g. Ex.
34 : 20 ntea

rnjpn
"fen VJ?B /? firstling of

an ass thou shalt redeem with a sheep.

2. to set free, let go, spoken of the

priest. Num. 18:15, 16, 17.

>. fo deliver from slavery. Deut. 7:
8 - 3:6. Jer. 15:21. 31:11.

4. to (id'n-cr in any way. Job 5 : 20.
J K. 1 : 2). -^ Sam. 4 : 9. Ps. 71 : 23.

Niph. pass, of Knl no. 1. Lev. 1',) : :>().

no. :. Is. ! : 27.

Hiph. msn causat. of Kal no. 1. Ex.

21:8.

Hoph. only in the infin. pleon. rnp-r,

Lev. 19:20.

Deriv. D^TE, nns. cine, ps.

D^"'Y"TP masc. plur. verbal from rne,

dec. I. ransom, price of deliverance.

Num. 3:46 ff. Also as a part. pass.
the delivered.

rmQ f. verbal from rns>, deliverance,

redemption. Ps. 1 1 1 : 9. 130 : 7. Is. 50 : 2.

DV"T5 m. Num. 3 : 49. and foe Ex.

21 : 30." Ps. 49 : 10. verbals from rre, a

ransom.

J"liD
m. dec. II. b. a plain, a field.

Found only in the phrase OWfTB the

plain of Syria, i. e. Mesopotamia. Gen.
31 : 18. 28 : 2ff. Once simply fne idem.

In Hos. 12:13, we find instead of it

IS according to the usual reading,

i. q. rne to deliver. Once Job 33 : 24
VWTB deliver him. Some MSS. however,
read irrsns, which gives good sense and

might easily be corrupted.

"YTfEJ in. with suff. VTTB, dec. VI. h.

fat, grease. Lev. 1 : 8, 12. 8 : 20.

ITQ m. (strictly for rre, like rrt%)

const. '2, with sufF. 'B my mouth; ^E :

vs, CTS; DJTB, poet. to>5; prim.
1. the mouth. nc '? ns mouth to

mouth, orally, Num. 12:8. tn HQ

with one accord, Josh. 9 : 2. Ex. 4:16
and he shall be thy mouth, i. e. thy

spokesman. Gen. 25 : 28 vEa to his mouth,.

i, e. taste. Metaphorically ^ w accord-

ing to the word or oracle, Num. 3:16,

39, 51. by the testimony, Deut. 17:6.

by the command, Gen. 45 : 21.

2. an aperture, opening ; e.g. of a

sack, Gen. 42 : 27. of a well. Gen. 29 :

2. t>hn B the opening of the head, i.e.

the head (of a garment), Gen. 28 : 32.

3. an edge. So in the phrase w HDPI

:nn to smite with the edge of the st;

Plur. D'B edges (of cutting instruments),
1 Sam. 13:21. ni'Band nvc idem, Jndg.
.'> : H. Prov. 5: I. See rvpD'D.

-1. '/// ^///r. In-n-dcr ; (perhaps lihv.
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Up,) e. g. spoken of the collar of a coat,

Ps. 133 : 2. Job 30 : 18. of the shore of

the sea, Prov. 8 : 29. n^ ne 2K.10:
21. 21:16. and nc to nso Ezra 9: 11.

from one side to the other.

5. a part. Dcut. 21:17 D;:J B two

y, a doubleportion. 2 K. 2 : 9 D::rc B

(M//O joarfc. Zech. 13 : 8. See T

no. 7.

6. In combination it forms a peri-

phrasis for prepositions or conjunctions;
as (1.) >C3 (a.) according to, in propor-
tion to, secundum. Lev. 25 : 52. Num.
6:21. (b.) like, as. Job 33 : 6 tofo

*pCD '?

I am like thee before God. (c.) so that.

Zech. 2:4. [1 : 21.] (d.) ^ ?3 because.

Mai. 2:9. (2.) >Db (a.) according to,

secundum. Ex. 12:4. Gen. 47:12 >pV

*]sn according to the number of the

family, (b.) simply i. q. V. Hos. 10:12.

Before an infin. when, Num. 9 : 17. Jer.

29 : 10. (3.)'B br according to, secundum.

Lev. 27 : 8, 18. Hence nnrjn e to ac-

cording to the thing itself,
as the truth is.

ilD and ID adv. prim. See t*b, riev.

1. Aere ; freq.

efflare mendacia. Prov. 6:19. 14::

5,

19 : 5, 9. in a good sense, Prov. 12:17.
4. to snort, hence to hasten. Hab. 2:

3. Comp. *$$ Ecc. 1 : 6.

5. to snuff at angrily, to puff at,

construed with a and h. Ps. 10 : 5. 12 :

6 ft rrp; whom man snuffs at, i. e.

the oppressed.

I01S proper name of an African peo-

ple, according to Josephus (Antiq.i.7.)
the inhabitants of Mauritania, where
there is a river called Phut. Comp.
Plin. H. N. v. 1. According to the

Sept. and Vulg. Libyans. Gen. 10:6,
Jer. 46 : 9. Ezek. 27 : 10. 38 : 5. Nab.
3:9.

^"5P ^tpiG an Egyptian proper name,

Poti-pherah, the father-in law ofJoseph.
Gen. 41 : 45. 46 : 20. Jablonski makes
it i. q. Copt. riHONT-(f>PH sacerdos

solis.

"^EPtp'lQ an Egyptian proper name,

Potiphar, the captain of Pharaoh's

body-guard. Gen. 39 : 1. It has been

explained by the Copt. ninT-*PPO

2. hither. 1 Sam. 16:11. Ezra 4 : 2. father>
L e - Prime minister of Pharaoh.

3. ten hence. Ezek. 40 : 21, 26, 34, 37.
ComP- =H?

no - 6 -

mQ 1. to be cold, to lose one s animal "T13 m * L an ornament, decoration,

warmth. Gen. 45 : 26 tab a* but his
^ Clu: 29 : 2 ^^ ^^ sto?ies for or-

heart continued cold.
?fament and f vario s colours-

'

SePt-

2. to relax, to be wearied, to be inac-

tive, an idea connected with that of

coldness. Ps. 77 : 3. Metaphorically
I lab. 1 : 4 the law is inactive,friget lex.

Niph. to be weak, feeble. Ps. 38 : 9.

n^nS f . verbal from aiB, dec. X. rest,

relaxation. Lam. 2:18. See n;nsn.

PHD i. q. nc: to blow. Cant. 2:17 -

cin nicjri until the day blows, i. e. grows

cool, from the springing up of the even-

ing breeze. 4 : 6. Comp. rrn.

Hiph. 1. to blow through or upon.
Cant. 4 : 16.

2. to kindle (a fire), construed, with

a. Ezek. 21 : 36. Metaphorically to put
in commotion, construed with an accus.

Prov. 29 : 8 theyput a city in commotion.

3. metaphorically to breathe out, titter,

efffare; in a bad sense, as t^yt? rjTri

2. particularly eye paint, stibium,

(see the article bns.) ^ea DW DWJ to

paint the eyes with stibium, 2 K. 9 : 30.

Comp. Jer. 4 : 30. Is. 54 : 1 1 1will lay

thy stones in stibium, i. e. I will use it

for lime or cement. This word occurs

also in the proper name ^rrpj? (a box

ofpaint.)

TIG m. a bean. 2 Sam. 17 : 28. Ezek.

4:9.

7^)Q proper name 1. of a people re-

mote from Palestine. Is. 66 : 19. Vulg.

Africa. According to Bochart
( Phaleg,

iv. 26.) Philce or Elephantina, an

island of the Nile, in Upper Egypt.
2. of an Assyrian king. 2 K. 15 : 19.

D^ID and Op m. emph. see, Cliald.

i.o. Heb. np.
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1. a mouth. Dan. 7 : 5.

2. an aperture, opening. Dan. 6 : 18.

Y!\Q found only Ps. 88 : 16 nrcw Sept.

Ifywo^Sw. Vulg.conturbatussum. Comp.
perhaps the Arab. JDN consilii inopsfuit,

like urn* and tivi.

JlfiB proper name of a city in Idu-

mea, between Petra and Zoar, cele-

brated for its mines. Num. 33 : 42, 43.

See Relandi Palaestina, p. 952.

V^B found only in the fiit. and im-

per. i. q. V5J <!
v -

1. to smite or dash in pieces. See

Pilel, Pilpel, Hithpa.
2. to scatter, but only in a reflexive

sense, to scatter ones self,
to go astray ;

spoken of a flock, Ezek. 34 : 5. Zech.

13 : 7. of a people, Gen. 11:4. 1 Sam.

11:11.14:34.
3. to overflow. Zech. 1:17. Prov.

5:16.

Niph. to be or become scattered;

spoken of a flock, Ezek. 34 : 6. of na-

tions, Gen. 10 : 18. Ezek. 11 : 17.

Pilel y$3 to break in pieces a rock,

spoken of the hammer. Jer. 23 : 29.

Pilpel yeas to dash in pieces, as a man

against a rock. Job 16 : 12.

Hiph. 1. trans, to scatter ; e. g. one's

enemies, by lightning, arrows, Ps. 18 :

15. 144:6. seed, Is. 28 : 25. nations,

Deut. 4:27. 28:64. 30:3. Is. 24:1.

Part, y*w a scatterer, devastator^ Nah.

2:2.

2. to chase, drive, exagitare. Job 18 :

11. Ezek. 34: 21.

3. intrans. to be scattered, to rush

out; spoken of the east wind, Job 38 :

24. of the people, Ex. 5 : 12. 1 Sam.

13:8.

Hithpulal, to be broken in pieces, spo-
ken of the mountains. Hab. 3:6.

Note. The form Dynteton / will scat-

ter you, Jer. 25 : 34. belongs to the un-

common conjugation Tiphel. See Gesen.

Lehrgeb. 73 : 4. The Vulg. Aqu.
Symm. and several editions read apTiteteri

dispersiones vesfrtr, which is not so

well suited to the context.

Deriv. out of course yrp ft hammer.

m. verbal from y, dec. 1. dis-

persion. Zeph. 3 : 10 >^B na the daughter

of my dispersion, i. e. those dispersed

by me.

1. p^B to stumble. Is. 28 : 7.

Hiph. idem. Jer. 10:4.

Deriv. n^E, pe.

II. p^.B to go out, i. q. Chald. pw.

Hiph. 1. to give out, afford, supply,

suppeditare. Ps. 144 : 13. Is. 58 : 10.

2. to cause a person to give, to get
or acquire from him. Prov. 3:13. 12 :

2.8:35. 18:22.

3. to let or cause to be accomplished.
Ps. 140 : 9 pan b let not be accomplished.

i~Fp*)B
f. verbal from piB no. I. a stum-

bling-stone, an offence, i. q. tobo. 1 Sam.

25:31.

"VlB and "l^B to break, rive, shatter.

In Kal found only in the infin. IIB, Is.

24:19.

Pilel -nis to divide (the sea). Ps. 74 :

13.

Hithpal. to be broken, shattered. Is.

24:19.

Pilpel TB-JB to break in pieces. Job 16 :

12.

Hiph. TDH (Ps. 33 : 10. Ezek. 17: 19.)

and -en, in pause -icrr.

1. to break; but only metaphorically
to break or violate, e. g. a covenant, Is.

33 : 8. Ezek. 17 : 16. Lev. 26 : 44. the

law, Ps. 119:126.

2. tofrustrate, defeat, bring to nougat,

(a purpose.) 2 Sam. 15 : 34, Ps. 33 : 10.

comp. Job 5 : 13. Prov. 15 : 22. Is. 44 :

25.

3. to annul, to make void or of none

effect; e. g. a vow, Num. 30 : 9, 13. the

fear of God, Job 15:4. righteousness,

Job 40 : 8. Construed with jo, to turn

away from a person, Ps. 89 : 34. So
with D (for npp), Ps. 85 : 5. Intrans.

to come to nought, tofail, Ear. 12:5.

Hoph. to befrustrated, to be brought
to nought. Is. 8 : 10. Jer. 33 : 21.

Deriv. rrvc.

""1^5 in. dec.- 1. a lot, a Persian word

which is explained Est, 3 : 7, by ^i;.
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Hence
i c'cinp. Pers 5 ^ . a part.

Plur. anisn
T:;

Est. 9:31. and simply
1

: 29, 32.' flu frust ofPurim, which

was celebrated by the Jews on the 14th

and 15th of the month Adar, in com-

memoration of the destruction which

\\ as meditated for them by Haman.

rn^S f. a wine-press. Is. 63 : 3. Hag.

2:16. Root 115 to break or bruise.

I. \!ftD and \!^D, Arab.
^p'J

med.

Je to move proudly; hence spoken of

a horseman, to leap proudly, Hab. 1 : 8

of calves, to leap wantonly, to frisk,

hisciuire, Mai. 3 : 20 [4:2] orrcrs (from

CB.) Sept. TxiTte-ire. Jer. 50:11.

II. tt5^Q Niph. to 6e scattered, spread

abroad. Nah. 3 : 18. SoinChald. Seetfs.

f5 m. verbal from rcs no. I. jf?wre gold.

Ps/21:4. Lam. 4 :2. Is. 13:12. It is

distinguished from common gold, Ps.

19:11. 119:127. Prov. 8:19. and in

Ecc. 5:11, it is used as an epithet of

opt-

1. ttQ In Kal not used. Prob. i. q.

Arab, yso />o5 to purify metals.

Hoph. part. 1510 am 1 K. 10 : 18. for

which we find in 2 Chr. 9 : 17 lirra irn

j^wre gold.

Deriv. is.

II. U3 to &e active, strong.

Niph. Gen. 49 : 24 in; >rn yen thepower
of his hands continues strong. (Syr.0x7
j
1^12) hard, heavy.)

Pi. 2 Sam. 6: 16 Q'ttoi weo leaping

nimbly and dancing. In the parallel

passage. 1 Chr. 15 : 29
prying ij^n dancing

and sporting.

11D to scatter, i. q. in, rn. In Kal

found only in the part. pass. Jer. 50 : 17.

Pi. 1. as in Kal, to scatter, e. g. a

people, Ps. 89:11. the bones of any
one, Ps. 53 : 6. Jer. 3:13 ^roTrnN nicn

thou hast roved.

2. to disperse, to give bountifully. Ps.

112:9. Prov. 11:24.

Niph. pass. Ps. 141:7.

) "TTO

Pu. pass. Est. 3:8.

HQ m. plur. DTJB, const. 'ns, (like

with Dagesh forte implied,) verbal

from nne, dec. VIII. 1.

1. a net, snare, gin. Job 18 : 19. par-

ticularly of the fowler, Ecc. 9 : 12.

Prov. 7 : 23. To laysnares is expressed
in Hebrew by ne jro, Ps. 1 19. 1 10. n JOB,

140:6.nQ*p;, 141:9.

2. metaphorically, <m o/ec which

causes to fall or brings into misfortune;

comp. uv

|?iD no. 2. Josh. 23 : 13. Ps. 69 :

23. Is. 8 : 15. Hence ruin, destruction,

Is. 24 : 17. Jer. 48 : 43. See nns.

3. Ps. 1 1 : 6 DTIB prob. crooked light-

ning. Comp. in Arab, cords or chains,

used in this signification ; also in Greek

fteim% lightning, Horn. II. xin. 812.)
4. CTTC thin plates. Ex. 39 : 3. Num.

17:3.

"1H5, fut. inp\ 1. to tremble, to be

afraid. Deut. 28 : 66. Is. 12:2. Con-

strued with jo, Ps. 27 : 1 . and with 3En,

Is. 19 : 16. of the person feared. Also

with "? of the thing/or which one fears,

Is. 19 : 17. ins IPS timere timorem, Job

3 : 25. ^rnn *? ins to communicate one's

fear to his neighbour, Jer. 36: 16. comp.
Gen. 42 : 28. Also used of a trembling
for joy, Is. 60 : 5. Jer. 33 : 9.

2. to hasten, trepidare. Hos. 3 : 5.

Comp. :>ra:, ten:, "nn.

Pi. 1. intrans. to quake, tremble. Is.

51:13.

2. to be cautious, circumspect. Prov.

28:14. Antith. ab
ntfjpn.

Hiph. to rawse to shake. Job 4:14.

I. nnD m. with suff. ^ns, verbal from

inf , dec. VI. c.

1. fear, terror. Ex. 15:16. Job 13:

11. nnirv ins /*e ^/ear of the Jeivs, i.e.

which the Jews caused, Est. 8:17. 9 :

3. nirr ins thefear or terror which Je-

hovah 'inspires, Is. 2 : 10, 19. 2 Chr.

14:13.

2. joined with wife*, thefear of God,

piety. Ps. 36:2.

3. the object of fear or reverence.

Gen. 31 : 42 irmr ins ^e /rar of Isaac,
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i e Jehovah. Verse 53. Piur. nnrre Job

46:21.

II. -TPTS,. Arab.^ ?
dec. VI. c, a

hip, thigh, femur. Job 40 : 17.

rmS f. verbal from ins, dec. XII.

a.fear, terror. Jer. 2 : 19.

nilS m. irreg. const, nrjB, with suff.

?jnne
but also ons Neb. 5:14 (from an

obsol. masc. formO plur. n^B const.

2. also a burning coal. Is. 44 : 12.

54:16.

*inS m. Chald. apotter. Dan.2:ll.

(Syr. and Arab, idem.)

nniD m.plur. D'nnB, dec. VI. c. a pit.

2 Sam. 17:9. As representing destruc-

tion, it is joined, by way of paronomasia,
with THE and nfi, Is. 24 : 17. Jer. 48:43

*];bs
ncn nnEi IFTE terror and the pit and

the snare shall be upon thee. Lam. 3 :

a satrap, governor, deputy, viceroy, (of
27 nU?3 in* fear and a pit. Root nnc in

a province,) an officer under the ancient Syr. to dig, to dig out. Hence also

Chaldean and Persian monarchs. Est.

3 : 12. 8 : 9. 9 : 3. Spoken of the gover-

nor of Judea under the Persians, Hag.
1 : 1, 14. 2 : 2, 21. Neh. 5 : 14, 18. In

1 K. 10 : 15. 20 : 24. it is perhaps used

by anticipation.

nn5 ? const, nrjE, plur. rnry, Chald.

1. q. Heb. Ezra 5 : 3, 14. 6 : 7. Dan. 3 :

2, 3, 27. 6 : 8.

1. i.q. Arab.^ to be proud,

f . a hole, (in a garment in-

fected with the leprosy.) Lev. 13 : 55.

f. the name of a precious

18:17. Ezek. 28 : 13. prin-

cipally obtained from Ethiopia, Job 28 :

19. by the ancient translators rendered

a topaz, i. e. the chrysolite of the mo-

derns.

tZ^tpG m. a hammer. Is. 41: 7. Jer.

23 : 29. Metaphorically Jer. 50 : 33

rain-glorious. Hence part, annte spoken the hammer, i. e. the desolator, of the

of false prophets, Zeph. 3 : 4.

2. to be arrogant, rash. Judg. 9 : 4.

(Syr. y4*s to be arrogant, licentious,

wanton. Chald. to boil up, to boil over.

That the primary signification of the

word has reference to water, is evident

from the following article.)

tnS m. liter, a boiling or flowing

over, spoken of water; hence arrogance,
wantonness. Gen. 49 : 4 DV33 ine for rnns

D^>3 thou boilest over, like water, indica-

tive of arrogance and wantonness. Symm.
;. Vulg. effusus es.

f. verbal from ins, dec. I.

vain-glory, boasting. Jer. 23:32.

nS prob. to spread out, hence to

to poundwhole earth. Root

out iron.

tt"tp5 m. Chald. Dan. 3:21 Keth.

In the Keri tfas i. q. Syr. JA-^La an

under garment. Hence the Jewish

Targumist CTn:ro, as should be read

instead of crrrero.

"ltO!D 1. to cleave, burst open, spoken

e. g. of flowers. 1 K. 6 : 18, 29, 32, 35.

2. trans, to let break open, to let loose,

e. g. water. Prov. 17 : 14. Hence
3 metaphorically to let loose, set free,

dismiss. (In Chald. the prevalent

meaning.) 2 Chr. 23 : 8. 1 Chr. 9 : 33

Keri cmcs free from service. In the

to go or 5 away, to

make thin. Hence ne a net, and thin witj^raw^ w jth a fut. rC\ 1 Sam. 19:10.

Xfe. (Syr. Ethpa. attenuatus est.) Hiph ^ T:?^ to cleave the
lijjs,

Hiph. ncrr denom. from ns, to spread i. e . to open the mouth wide, as an ex-

a net, to ensnare. Is. 42 : 22. So Sept. pression of contempt. Ps. 22 : 8. (conip.

Vulg. Syr. and the Hebrew interpreters. 35 . 91. Job 16:11.)

DM5 jn. 1. liter, a black coal. (Root 1t05 m.
~T V v

verbal from -TOB, dec. VI.

Chald. and Arab, to be coal-black.) what first breaks through. Hemv
Prov. 20:21. orn whatfirst breaks out of the womb, a



firstling, Ex. 13 : 2. 34 : 19. Also with-

out orn in the same sense, Ex. 13 : 12,

13. 34:20.

rntpD f. verbal from IBB,, dec. X.

idem. Num. 8:16.

10 see HS mouth.

riDl'^Q found only Ezek. 30 : 17.

proper name of a city in Egypt, accord-

ing to the Sept. and Jerome, Bubastos

on the eastern mouth of the Nile.

Tp m. dec. I. calamity, destruction.

Job 30: 24. 31:29. (12:5.?) Prov.

24 : 22. (Arab. jU med. Vav and Je

to die; conj. IV. to destroy.)

J"PQ fem. of rrc, i. q. ns no. 3. tJie

edge of a sword. Judg. 3 : 16.

ITi^nrP^SD (opening of caverns)

proper name of a place on the Red Sea.

Ex. 14 : 2, 9. Num. 33 : 7. Also with-

out E, verse 8.

PPD m. dust, ashes, verbal from rns

Hiph. to blow away. Ex. 9 : 8, 10.

Tip''?
f. fat, fatness. Job 15 : 27.

Arab. ^3
to befat.

TVPD^Q fem. plur. double edge, two

edges. Ps. 149 : 6. Is. 41 : 15. Comp.
HE no. 3. .

|TQ m. a tottering. Nah. 2:11. Root

PE.

pE^Q proper name of a river, which

according to Gen. 2:11, issued from

Eden and flowed round Havilah ; comp.
Ecclus. 24 : 25. Josephus (Antiq. Jud.

i. 3.) makes it the Ganges; comp. nVin.

Others, (after Reland,) the Phasis.

Comp. J. D. Michaelis Supplem. p.

2008.

TjD m. a vial, flask, bottle. 1 Sam.

10:1. 2 K. 9 : 1. 3. Root TOE.

rO3 in Pi. to run Q\flow out. Once

E/ek/47:2. See
^js.

N ;Q in Kal not used.
T T

1. to separate, like rfe. See Pi. Iliph.

no. 1. (Chald. Pa. to select, remove.)

u )

2. to distinguish, to make great or

extraordinary . See Niph. Hiph. no. 2.

Niph. to 5e ^reatf or extraordinary,

insignem, ingentem esse. 2 Sam. 1 : 26.

Dan. 1 1 : 36 rnvbsi -QT he will speak

great things, i. e. seditious blasphemies,

(comp. Dan. 7:11. Apoc. 13:5.)

2. to be difficult to do or conceive of,

arduum esse, construed with wa. 2 Sam.

13:2. Zech. 8 : 6. Construed' with
JD,

to >e too difficult or too ^are? ybr any
one, Gen. 18 : 14. Deut. 17 : 8. 30 : 11.

Hence

3. to be wonderful. Ps. 118:23. 139:

14. Part. plur. fem. nto^D? wonderful

deeds, marvellous works, (of Jehovah ;)

sometimes in reference to the works of

creation, Ps. 9:2. 26 : 7. 40 : 6. and

sometimes to the miracles wrought for

the Israelites, Ex. 34:10. Josh. 3:5.

As a subst. it may have an adjective

agreeing with it, as Ps. 136:4. The

plur. is also used as an adv. wonderfully,

marvellously, Job 37 : 5. Dan. 8 : 24.

Pi. to consecrate, dedicate, (liter,
to

separate;) particularly a vow, either in

making it, Lev. 27 : 2. or in performing
it, Lev. 22 : 21. Num. 15 : 3, 8.

Hiph. hrten and uten (the latter Deut.

28:59. Is.28:29.
T

asiffromn

1. i. q. Pi. to consecrate, to set apart.
Num. 6 : 2.

2. to make great or extraordinary.
Deut. 28: 59. Ps.31:22. Infin. tto as

an adv. 2 Chr. 2 : 8.

3. to make wonderful. Is. 28 : 29.

Construed with n, to deal wonderfully
with a person, 29 : 14. N'/crtb as an adv.

wonderfully, Joel 2 : 26.

Hithpa. to shew ones self great or

powerful towards a person, construed

with a. Job 10:16.

N7Q m. with suflf. ^B, verbal from
v

Trr ,

M% dec. VI. n.

1. something great or wonderful, a

wonder, miracle. Ex. 15:11. Ps. 77 :

12, 15. Plur. D^B as an adv. wonder-

fully, Lam. 1:9. rtivk wonderful events,
Dan. 12:6.

3Q
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2. as a concrete, wonderful, extraor-

dinary. Is. 9 : 5.

i^Q Judg. 13:18 Kvlh. wonderful.

In the Keri ^Q. The feminine of the

first form is found in the Kethib of Ps.

139 : 6 n\sbc, read rwbB, for which the

Keri reads n>te from a singular ^s.

As to divide. In Kal not used.
T

Niph. to be divided. Gen. 10: 25.

1 Chr. 1:19 ywn rnbo: vo*a m /tis efczT/s

//e earth was divided.

Pi. to divide. Ps. 55 : 10 paittft ate ^z-

vide their tongues, i. e. make them
disunited in their counsels. Job 38 : 25

nton v^h ate-sp ;/> divideth a passage

for the showers 9

5vD Chald. idem. Part. pass. Dan.

2:41.'

As m. dec.VI. a. a &roo. Ps. 65 : 1 0.
V V

Plur. D;Q ate water brooks, Ps. 1:3.

119:136*.

^? Chald. /*//: Dan. 7 : 25.

rriiT?D plur. fern, brooks. Judg. 5 :

15, 16." Job 20: 17.

flilv'D f. verbal from ate, dec. X. a

division or class of the priests, other-

wise called r$rvo. 2 Chr. 35 : 5. In

Chald. idem, Ezra 6 : 18.

t^TpS and E&T^S), plur. cnto^B, of

the common or epicene gender.

1. concubine. Gen. 35 : 22. In full

Miws) nr,i<N Judg. 19:1. 2 Sam. 15 : 16.

20:3.
T

2. a paramour. Ezek. 23 : 20 narn
cnvowfej to and she doted upon theirpara-
mours; comp. verse 5. (In Chald.

NFji?SB, NJB wfem. Tlie Greek words

7rctAA#|, 7TfltAAo/, and the Latin pellex,

are probably derived from the Hebrew.)

rTTp5 f. dec. XII. a. iron, steel. (Syr.

and Arab, idem.) Plur. Nah. 2:4.

H7D i. q. xV. 1. to separate.

2. to distinguish.

Niph. pass, of no. 1. Ex. 33 : 16. of

no. 2. Ps. 139:14.

Hiph. 1. to separate. Ex. 8 : 18. [8 :

22.] Construed with pa, to make a dig*

tinction between, Ex. 9:4. 11:7.

2. to distinguish, Ps. 4:4. to wafo

#ratf, Ps. 17 : 7.

n?B to cleave, cut, furrow. Ps. 141 :

7. (In Arab, to cut, furrow, cultivate

the ground.)
Pi. 1 . to divide, cleave, spoken of an

aiTow. Prov. 7 : 23. Job 16:13 vtfp
nVc^

he cleaveth my reins asunder.

2. to cut up, e. g. fruit. 2 K. 4 : 39.

3. to let break forth, to bringforth,
e. g. young. Job 39 : 3. Comp. -roe.

)17S) Chald. to serve, (God or idols,)

construed with an accus. and with V,

Dan. 3 :12ff. 7:14,24. (In the Tar-

gums, to labour, to serve.)

PI /Q m. verbal from rr?B.- v

1. apiece or sftce cutoff. Cant. 4: 3,

1 Sam. 30 : 12 n^n rfe a s&ce o/'# cae

of driedfigs.

2. a mill-stone, so named from its CM

or flat surface which it turns to the

other stone. The upper is called aDn nbD

the loose mill-stone or the runner, Judg.
9:53. 2 Sam. 11:21. also simply ap-;;

the lower is called rvnnn rrs, Job 41:16'.

[41:24.]

H/Q m. Chald. worship, service of
GW.

:

Ezra7:19.

tD75) synonymous with rnp, comp.
the letter a.

1. to be smooth, slippery.

2, to escape. Ezek. 7:16. (Syr. and

Arab, idem)
Pi. 1. to let escape (from danger), to

deliver. Ps. 18 : 3. 40 : 18. Construed

with p, Ps. 18:49. 17:13. with TO,
71:4.

2. intrans. to escape, to be delivered*

Job 23 : 7.

3. to bear, bring forth. Job 21: 10.

Comp. E$D no. 2. In this signification

we find the part, only of B\B, the prrt.

only of oVo, the fut. imper. and infin. of

both.

Hiph. to ^e/^-er, Mic. 6 : 14. to

away (the prey), Is. 5 : 29.
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Deriv. out of course :r>;:, TJ^*", s^c-3.

b?B m. verbal from 2-2. dtlhrrance.

IV 3'2 : 7 Mo?/ shalt compass me about

with songs of deliverance,

^ wonderful, see

t^x3 wonderful, see ^b$ /Q.

12^5 and D^/tD m. verbal from w l
5,

T T

<lec. III. a. owe escaped, afugitive. Gen.

14 : 13. Josh. 8 : 22. In the plur. c^-e,
r. Is. 66:19. Jer. 44:14. Const,

and' with suff. <t?^s, v-bc, Jer 44 -. 28.

Ezek. 6 : 8.

PTtD^vS) and n^bS f. verbal from

rrs, (lee. X.

1. deliverance. Joel 3 : 5. [2:32.]
Obad. 17.

2. M# which escapes or is delivered.

Ex. 10: 5. Particularly as a collective,

apart saved, a remnant ofmen escaped,

(from an overthrow,) 2 Sam. 15 : 14.

2 K. 19:30, 31. Ezra. 9: 8.

7^73 m. verbal from %s, dec. III. a.

found only in the plur. ^'^judges. Ex.

21:22. Job 31: 11 oVte 'fto a taz?w-

gression to go before thejudges.

n7V? f- verbal from V?s, justice,

equity, righteousness, i. q. p-js and rstfo.

Is. 16 : 3.

V^ySp m. denom. adj. from WB. per-

taining to ajudge, judicialis. Job 31 :

28. (Comp.versell.) Fern, rr^bs judi-
ciale, used substantively for judicium,

judgment, Is. 28 : 7.

7J7Q m. with suff.
13^5, dec. VI. h.

1. a district, circle, circuit, small

province. Neh. 3 : 9 ff. E. g. c:|?$w ^D
the district of Jerusalem, verse 9. (In

Chald. 7r>2, Arab. jcXJJ idem.}

2. a spindle. Prov. 31:19. (Arab.

iJJ z'dem, in Talmud,
-jbc, TO^D, rote;

also "TTS to spin.')

3. a
sto/F, crz^c^. 2 Sam. 3 : 29. Sept.

)

primary signification was to cut, sepa-

rate, hence to decide. Kindred with

N^Q and n^ to separate; in Chald. ^B

conj. Aph. to decide.

Pi.'^e l.tojudge. 1 Sam. 2 : 25. Con-

strued with b, to adjudge to a person,

adjudicare, Ezek. 16 : 52.

2. to think, believe. Gen. 48 : 1 1.

Deriv. r?5, nHe, ^B.

Hithpa. to pray. (
1
.)
The deity to

which a person prays is preceded by b,

Gen. 20 : 1 7. Num.* 11:2. (2.) The per-
sonfor whom one prays is preceded by
wa, Dent. 9 : 20. 1 Sam. 7:5. by Vr,

Job 42 : 8. by b, 1 Sam. 2 : 25. (3.)
The

thing about which one prays is preceded

by *?, 1 Sam. 1 : 27. Deriv. nten prayer.

^fo7Q see the following article.

^27Q m. i. q. Greek o xut * dttvu, some

one, a certain one, always followed by
';tnN. 1 Sam. 21:2 ^t^N 'p'bs u^ b to

such and such a place. 2 K. 6 : 8. As
if in the vocative case, Ruth 4 : 2 rfc-nati

'3fcb 3te 5ZV C?0?^7Z 7*eT, 5WC/i 7Z 07?P,

J OVTOS, O bone. (Arab. ^5ts 5 Syr. ^.S^
idem.) From combining the two word*

arose in common language the quadri-
literal 3t>bB Da-n. 8:13.

DyQ in Kal not used.

Pi. 1. to make straight, smooth, even,

to beat (a path). Ps. 78 : 50 he beat a

path for his anger, i. e. he gave it free

course. Prov. 4 : 26 make straight the

path of thy feet, i.e. go in a straight

path.

2. to weigh out. Metaphorically Ps.

58:3.

3. to weigh, observe, ponder. Prov.

5:21.
Deriv. irte, and

DvB m. verbal from DJB, scales, a

balance; properly steelyards, like the

Arab.
, ^jdL' Prov. 16 : 1 1. Is. 40 : 12.

in Kal not used. Probably its

found only in Hithpa. to be

shaken, to quake, tremble. Job 9:6.
Deriv. out of course n$sp, rwfept.
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J"Yi2v) f. verbal from ybe, quaking,

fear, trembling. Job 21 : 6. Ps. 55 : 6.

$713 found only in Hithpa. to cover

or sprinkle ones self; e.g. TBS& 0iY&

0^e*, Jer. 6 : 26. Ezek. 27 : 30. IDS

with dusty Mic. 1:10. Also without

addition, in the same sense, Jer. 25 : 34.

J"1ET?5) f. Philistia, the proper name

of a country in the south-western part

of Palestine. Gen. 10 : 14. Ex. 15 : 14.

Is. 14 : 2$. In Josephus H*kettrrbn

(Antiq. Jud. i.7. u. 6. vi. 1. vin. 2. ix.

13.) which he uses likewise for all

Canaan, e.g. Antiq. Jud. vin. 4. comp.
Relandi Palaestina, p. 38 ff. 73 ff. The

gentile noun is r5te, pluv. amft0, also

trntite (Am. 9 : 8.) a Philistine, Is. 2 : 6.

^HT'Q m. royal messengers, state

courtiers, who, with the 'rns headsmen,

formed the body-guard of the Hebrew

kings. 2 Sam. 8:18. 15:18. etc. Root

Arab. i^>U i. q. Bbg to escape, to flee
G <-,'

away / vj^JJ swift t swift-footed.

JS (always with Makkeph following.)

1. conj. construed with the fut.

( 1. )
that not, lest, ne, neforte. Gen. 19:19.

Lev. 10:7. Ps. 2:12. (2.) that not,

quod non. Judg. 15 : 12.

2. conj. construed with the pret. that

not, fi*6 2 Sam. 20 : 6. 2 K. 2 : 16.

3. adv. not. Prov. 5 : 6.

:GB found only Ezek. 27: 17. prob.

a kind of pastry. (In Rabbin. J:D on"?

ojws dulciariurn.) Perhaps kindred

with p2Q deliciari. So in Chald. ;bip

i. e. xoxice,, a kind of sweetened pastry.

!"TJ3,
fut. apoc. ], also JDR, JDN.

1. to tarw, to tarw away. Deut. 30:

17. Particularly (1.) for the purpose
of departing. Ex. 7 : 23. 10 : 6. 32 : 15.

Hence (2.) to go to a place. 1 K. 17 : 3.

Construed with a pleonastic dative v,
Deut. 1 : 40. 2 : 3. Josh, 22 : 4. 1 Sam.
14 : 47 n:c^ ->^M bba whithersoever he went
or turned himself. (3.) to go or />ass

tt>w/. Metaphorically Ps. 90 : 9 all our

days pass away. Jer. 6 : 4. oVn n$ Me

declines or passes away. (4.) to

owe'* se/f to a person, construed

with "?*; e.g. to God, Is. 45 : 22. to

idols, Lev. 19 : 4. Deut. 29 : 17. Also
once with a, Job 6 : 28. (5.) to approach,
draw near. igan ni:spb

a the approach
of morning, towards morning, Ex. 14 :

27. Judg. 19 : 26. y% nto) towards even-

ing, Deut. 23:12.
2. particularly to *wm owe'* e^e*, to

foo. Ex. 2:12. Is. 8:21. Construed
with V, to too towards a place, Ex.
16 : 10. Spoken of God or a king, to

foo graciously, to regard with favour,
Ps. 25 : 16. 2 Sam. 9 : 8. Spoken of in-

animate objects, to be turned towards a

place, spectare aliquam regionem, Ezek.
8:3. 11:1.44:1.

3. trans, as in Hiph. to turn, incline;

only in the phrase *]$ rm. See
F]^.

Pi. nis 1. to destroy. "Zeph. 3 : 15.

2. to clear, empty; e. g. a house,
Gen. 24:31. Lev. 14:36. a way, Is.

40 : 3. 57 : 14.

Hiph. ruon, fut. apoc. JBQ.

1. trans, to tarw, incline, e. g. the

back. Jer. 48 : 39. 1 Sam. 10:9.

2. intrans. to tarw owe'*
self, terga,

vertere. Jer. 46 : 5, 21. 49 : 24. Con-
strued with *w, Jer. 47 : 3.

Hoph. I. to be turned, to look, (to a

place.) Ezek. 9:2.

2. to turn ones
self, i. q. Hiph. no. 2.

Jer. 49 : 8.

H2Q f. plur. rn, once D (Zech. 14:

lO./dec. X.

1. a corner. Prov. 7 : 8, njs tf*ri Ps.

118:22. and n:s> psi Job 38 : 6. the

corner stone.

2. a battlement in a wall, pinna.
2Chr. 26:15. Zeph. 1:16.

3. figuratively the head or leader ofa

people, (comp. Ps. 1 18 : 22. Is. 28 : 16.)
Is. 19:13. Zech. 10:4. 1 Sam. 14:38.

Judg. 20 : 2. For similar metaphorical

expressions, see under irr, jno.

^M*0!p Gen. 32 : 32. Judg. 8 : 8. and

te?B Gen". 32 : 31. (the face of God, s

and '3B being probably the obsolete sin-

gular of D'je, comp. imp, plur.
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proper name of a place beyond Jordan.

Tor the origin of the name, see Gen.

XXXII.

D^-3 masc. phir. const. ':B.

1. a face, countenance. Also to ex-

press the plur. faces, Ezek. 1 : 6 nw-w

c':2 four faces. O'3 *>** deface foface,

Gen. 32 : 31. also tram D'3B, Deut. 5 : 4.

s'isn cnV the sheiv-bread, and D':5n
jnVs)

the table of skew-bread, Num. 4: 7.

The following phrases are worthy of

notice; (1.)
"> c'js DTO to direct ones

face to a thing, to "have it before him, to

^purpose. Jer. 42 : 15, 17. 44 : 12. 2 K.

12:18. Dan. 11:17. So with jro,
2 Chr.

20 : 3. Dan. 9 : 3. Also without a verb,

2 Chr. 32 : 2 rronteb V:BI arad (*to) his

purpose was tofight. (Comp. to* D^B pn
Ezek. 4 : 3. and Luke 9 : 53.) (2.) mto

to* ess to cftratf owe's /oee or look to a

place'. Ezek. 6 : 2. So with to, 1 K. 2 :

15. (3.) a D*?B mto to cftratf owe'* anger

against a person. Lev. 20 : 5. Some-

times with the addition n^te^ rfn rnnb,

Jer. 21 : 10. comp. nyjb Jer. 44 : 11.

(Comp. to DWJ under the word

no. 1. (5.) Hence (4.) a tf?B jnj
to w<

or execute ones anger against a person.

Lev. 20: 3, 6. 26:17. Ezek. 14:8. 15:

17. Hence without a verb, Ps. 34 : 17

rj npfca rnrr \3B theface, i. e. the anger, of

Jehovah is against evil-doers. Antith.

verse 16.

2. appearance, looks. 1 Sam. 1 : 18

and ker (sorrowful) looks continued no

longer. So Job 9 : 27. Metaphorically
a state, condition, Prov. 27 : 23.

3. surface, fades, superficies ; e. g.

of the earth, Gen. 2 : 6. Is. 14 : 21. of

the water, Job 38 : 30. See \:B tot, '$B to.

4. thefront or forepart. In an army,

the front or wm, (in Greek a-goVwroy,)

Joel 2 : 20. Hence as an adv. 0*35 before,

(antith. Tiro,) Ezek. 2 : 10. O'3$ /or-

wards, Jer. 7 : 24. and spoken of time,

in ancient times, formerly, Deut. 2:10,

12. Josh. 11:10. 14:15. cn^p /row
ancient times, Is. 41 : 26.

5. i. q. TTB mouth, and hence f/*e ee?#e,

spoken of iron. Ecc. 10:10.

6. a person, personal presence,

UTTOV. Spoken of Jehovah, Ex. 33 : 14

ttfe '25 my presence shall go ivith you,

i. e. I myself, or I in person will go
with you. 2 Sam. 17:11. Lam. 4: 16

the presence of Jehovah scatters them.

Ps. 21 : 10. (So in the phrases c<3Q -van,

toj.)
Hence it serves for a periphrasis

of the pronoun, Prov. 7 : 13. Ps. 80:

17. particularly in a reflexive sense,

Ezek. 6 : 9.

In the significations which follow, it

is combined with prepositions, and

often loses its primary meaning.

7. 3B% with suff.
'3$, *p3^,

etc. liter.

before the face of a person ; hence (1.)

before, (in space.) rrirr^ before Jehovah,

i. e. before the tent of the congregation,

Lev. 9 : 5. Ex. 34 : 34. metaphorically

pleasing to Jehovah, Ps. 19:15. Hence

(2.) east of. Josh. 8 : 14. Gen. 23 : 17.

Comp. 037. (3.) before, (in time.) Am.
1:1. Before an infin. before that, Gen.

13 : 10. (4.) against. 1 Chr. 14 : 8. (5.)

i. q. Ta in or into thepower ofany one.

Josh."lO:12. IK. 8: 46. Comp. Gen.

24:51 behold, Rebekah is before thee,

i. e. is committed to thee. 34 : 10. 2 Chr.

14 : 6. Ezek. 23 : 24. Is. 8 : 4. (6.) for;
e. g. rsb jrg

to count for, to regard as,

1 Sam 1 : 16. (7.) i. q. wn in the judg-
ment or opinion of any one. Gen. 10 :

9. Prov. 14:12. Gen. 6:13. '3$
wa is

come before me, i. e. is resolved upon by
me . \sh 1 K. 6 :17, is regarded as an

adj. from r?sft, with the Aramean ter-

mination of adjectives, anterius.

8. \3Eo liter, from theface ofa, person,

a facie; hence (1.) from, awayfrom.
Num. 20 : 6. 1 Sam. 25 : 10. (2.) before,

(in space.) Ex. 14 : 19. (3.) on account

of. Deut. 28:20. Is. 10 : 27. 17:9.

57 : 1. Jer. 9 : 6. T 3BD conj. because,

Ex. 19:18. (4.) towards, versus. Jer.

1:13.

9. \3Bk> (1.) awayfrom. Ex. 35 : 20.

Lev.9V24. Num. 17:11. (2.) before,

on account of; e.g. to fear before a

person, 1 Sam. 18 : 12. to cry on account

of,
1 Sam. 8:18.

10. rffl to on the surface of; hence



(1.) upon, over. Gen. 1 :2. 11 :8. Lev.

16 : 14. (2.) in, near ; e. g. Gen. 1 :

20 2777 *3B '? in the firmament. Gen.

23 : 3. (3.) before, (in time and space,)

( 486 ) HDD
DQ dec. VIII. h. found only in the

phrase CTCD rnha Gen. 37:3, 23. 2 Sam.

13 : 18, 19. according to Josephus

(Antiq. Jud. vn. 8. 1.) an under
2Chr.3:17. Gen. 11:28. Alsom

garment, with sleeves, which hung down
preference to, Deut. 21:16. (4.) east of.

Gen. 25 : 18. Josh. 15 : 8. (5. ) toward,

versus. Gen. 18 : 16. (6.) with, together

unth. Ex. 20 : 3. Num. 3 : 4.

11. 3B b (1.) before^ i. q. \3$pS. Lev.

9:5. (2.) on the surface of; e. g. 3B *?

jiTtePi into thefield, Lev. 14 : 53. (3. j VN

V;Q Deut. 7:10. prob. at the moment, on

the spot. Vulg. statim. Antith. irwn vh.

12. '3Bn fcfore. Gen. 19 : 13. Hence
' n? from before, Gen. 27 : 30. Ps.

42 : 3. OWN r?o nsns* for DTrta "BTIN 'N /
shall appear before God; comp. Ex.

34:24. Deut. 16: 16.

(IK. 6:29.) and rro^ adv.

to the heels and was worn by persons
of rank over the common tunic ; hence

the addition DVso in 2 Sam. 13:18.

The Sept. in Gen. wrvv 5ro/x<A?. The

Syr. aflounced garment. Jonath. para-
<70e?a,akind of tunica prcetexta. Symm.
in Gen. Sept. in Sam. %ttiduTo<;. Several

derivations are possible. The most

plausible is that from the Chaldee, tu-

nica talaris et manicata, a tunic reac/i-

ing down to the hands andfeet. Comp.
Hartmann's Hebraerin, Th. 3. p. 280.

Concerning this double tunic, SeeSchroe-

der, De Vestibus Mulierum, p. 237.

DQ m. Chald. joined with T, the

within, inwardly. (The etymology is palm of the hand. Dan. 5 : 5, 24. Syr.

obscure.) IK. 6: 18. 2 K. 7:11. Pe.

45: 14. the king's daughter is all glo-
rious rnp3B ivithin, i. e. in the palace,
redundant like sv ptyci(>ouri in Horn.

Also in, Lat. introrsum, 2 Chr. 29 : 18.

nos

3p? inwardly, 1 K. 6 : 30. intror-

sum, Ezek. 41:3. h mo'opb within, in-

ward, Ezek. 40 : 16. no^sp from within,

IK. 6: 19, 21. 2Chr.
T

3:4.

^Q^S) fern. rv~, denom. adj. from

IMS, inner. Antith. furrr. 1 K. 6 : 27. 7 :

3, 12.

D'^ilp masc. plur. Prov. 3: 15 Keri.

8:11. 20:15. 31:10. Job 28: 18. (In
Prov. 3:15 Keth. D^B) a costly substance,

prob. corals; comp. Lam. 4:7. and see
part.}

the article Di_$. Others : red gems,

(sardii, pyropi,} but the constant use

of the plural contradicts this idea.

the palm of the hand or sole of

the foot, according as hand orfoot is to

be supplied.

^DD Pi. JBB in Chald. to divide, dis-

tribute. Ps. 48 : 14 nrto-w UBB divide

her palaces, i. e. walk about them, or

consider them separately. Perhaps the

word signified in Hebrew, to distin-

guish, attend to, consider, (like p.) This

would suit the context better.

HilpQ proper name of a mountain

peak, in the territory of Moab, the

southern limit of the kingdom of Sihon.

Num. 21 : 20. 23 : 14. Deut. 3 : 27. 34 :

1. Josh. 12:3. (Chald. M^DB, a piece,

Neither does the name occur among
precious stones, Ex. 39 : 10 ff. Ac-

cording to Bochart (Hieroz. II. Lib. v.

f. dec. X. prob. an abundance,

found only Ps. 72 : 16 ywa ia nsa nr let

there be an abundance of corn in the

land. Root prob. DDD=^^J diffudit ;

comp. Chald, HOD to spread itself out,

cap. 6. 7.) pearls, which leads him to to befruitful, and the Heb. rres.

render o-$ (Lam. 4:7.) to be white,

shining, but without sufficient evidence.

p3Q Pi. to bring up delicately, to

spoil by tenderness. Once Prov. 29:21.

(In Aram, and Arab, idem.)

I. HDQ liter, to pass over. Hence

nccn (passage] Thapsacus, proper name
of a city, situated at a celebrated passage
over the river Euphrates. Particularly
to pass by and spare, to spare, con-



->d with to, Ex. 12:13, 23,27. Is.

31:5. (Comp. to >.)

II. npQ to limp, halt, be lame.

(Arab. Jj to be dislocated.) 1 K. 18 :

C^
21 7*OK< /o////

halt ye between two opi-

nions; i. e. how long waver ye between

two opinions? The Arabians likewise

say claudicare (in religione).

Pi. idem. IK. 18: 26, (where it is

spoken in derision of the fruitless dance

of the priests of Baal.)

Niph. to become lame. 2 Sam. 4 : 4.

Hpp m. verbal from TOD no. I. dec.

vi.J.
v

1. thepaschal lamb, offered according

to Ex. 12 : 27. in commemoration of the

sparing of the Israelitish first-born in

Egypt. Ex. 12 : 21. noen ba to eat the

paschal lamb, 2 Chr. 30 :

%

18. Plur. D>ncs

2Chr.30:17.

2. thefeast ofthe passover. Num. 9 :

4 if. Josh. 5:11. This strictly denoted

only the paschal meal on the evening

of the 14th of Nisan ;
the 15th and the

succeeding days were called the feast

of unleavened bread. Lev. 23 : 5. The

Greek word 5rV#*> pascha, is derived

from the Aramean form nce.

npQ m. verbal from HDD no. II. dec.

VII. a. Lev. 21: 18. 2 Sam. 9: 13.

b^DD or v**pB, verbal from tee,

found only in the plur. c^ca.

1. images, idols. Deut. 7 : 25. Jer.

8:19. 51:52.

2. perhaps quarries, like the Syr.

,. Judg. 3 : 19, 26.

?D5j fut. te^, to cut or hew out, of

stone. "Ex. 34: 1,4. Deut. 10: 3. also

Hab. 2:18. (Syr. idem.)

7D3 m. with suff. 'tec, verbal from

tep, dec. VI. h. a graven image, an idol.

Ex. 20 : 4. Judg. 17 : 3, 4. In the plural

always a'rrs. See 'rpe.

"TC??P9 Chald. Dan. 3 : 7. and "Vn?D?
Dan. 3: 5, 10, 15. the Greek ^/ATg,
a psaltery, a stringed instrument like

X.^

the harp, by a commutation of 7 and 3.

See 8

?.

DDB to cease,fail, disappear, kindred

with rs. Once Ps. 12 : 2. Comp. the

letter N.

^G to cry, as a woman in child-

birtlJ

T

Qnce Is. 42: 14. (Syr. and Chald.

to cry, bleat, spoken of a flock.)

see

i. name of a mountain in the

territory of Moab. Num. 23:28. Hence
"iirB~toa Num. 25 : 3, 5. and simply "TIED

Num."23:18. 31:16. Josh. 22: 17. a

Moabitish idol, in honour of which

the young women of Moab prostituted

themselves. Comp. also tire-iva.

vV3 9 fat. toe'., i. q. nu, but used

only in poetry.

1. to make, do, prepare. Ex. 15:17.

Deut. 32: 27. Ps.7:14.

2. used particularly in reference to

moral actions ; as pn^ tos doing right-

eousness, Ps. 15 : 2. |w 'toe evil-doers,

Ps. 5 : 6. Construed with ), to do or

shew a person, either good, Job 22: 17.

Ps. 31 : 20. or evil, Job 7 : 20. The
latter is also expressed by a, Job 35 : 6.

Deriv. out of course tocp.

vj?5, with suff. itoe, ?jtoe (poolcha,)

more rarely Vtob (Is. 1:31. Jer. 22 : 13.)

plur. n'toe, verbal from toe, dec. VI. n.

i. q. nirr?, but seldom used except in

poetry.

1 . an action, deed, (of God.) Ps. 64 :

10. Spoken particularly of God's

judgments on the wicked, Is. 5:12.

Hab. 3:2. (comp. nirro Is. 5 : 19. 10:

12.) o^rs an great in mighty acts,

2 Sam. 23 ': 2oi

2. a work, a thing made. Is. 1:31.
T toe the work ofmy hands, i. e. men,

Is. 45*: 11.

3. an action, in a moral sense. Ps.

28 : 4. Prov. 24 : 12, 29. Sometimes

by way of eminence, an evil action, Job
36 : 9. (comp. nVto.)

4. a reward of labour, comp. ntoe.

Job 7: 2. Jer. 22: 13.
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5. an acquisition. Prov. 21: 6.

f. verbal from toe. dec. X.

action. Prov. 11:18.

2. a reward, wages. Lev. 19:13. Ps.

109:20.

0^5 1. to strike, smite. Deriv. D?B

an anvil,' ftosa a ie//.

2. to c?rzve or wr<?e on, spoken of the

spirit of God. Judg. 13 : 25.

Niph. to be pushed or driven about,
to be disquieted. Gen. 41: 8. Dan. 2: 3.

Ps. 77 : 5 Trarc: / am disquieted.

Hithpa. i. q. Niph. Dan. 2:1.

DJte), plur. c<Qp, fern, (also masc.

in signif. no. 3. Judg. 16 : 28.) verbal

from D?B, dec. VI. c.

1. afoot. Ps. 17:5. 57:7. Plur.

rnoy&feet (of the ark of the covenant),

ExV25:12.
2. a footstep. Ps. 1 19 : 133. 140 : 5.

Metaphorically Judg. 5 : 28 the steps of
his chariots.

3. a time or repetition of a thing,

vicis una, liter, a step or blozv. nn crs

once, Josh. 6:3, 11, 14. at once, Is. 66 :

8. Dual DWB twice, Gen k 27 : 36. titoai

DWB three times, DWD rrap /JOM? many
times ? 1 K. 22 : 16. cvran crs owce wc?

again, semel et iterum, Neh. 13 : 20.

DI-EH 7tw fo'wc, Ex. 9 : 27. 10 : 17. now,

Gen. 29 : 35. 46 : 30. tE>a DMS Aw
time as the other, as at other times,

Num. 24 : 1. Judg. 16 : 20. 1 Sam. 20 :

25. DSE...Dyf sometimes ... sometimes,

Prov. 7~: 12."
4. an anvil, see the root signif. no. 1.

Is. 41: 7.

tl^^SU ni. verbal from DSB to strike,

dec. I'abell. Ex. 28 : 33. 39 : 25, 26.

")X*5 joined with HE and nca (Job 16 :

10.) to open wide t/te mouth, as an ex-

pression of longing desire, Job 29 : 23.

Ps. 119:131. or of ravenous voracity,

e. g. spoken of wild beasts, Job 16:10.

of hades, Is. 5:14. (Syr. and Arab.

idem. )

PP^Q, fut. rE\ 1. to open (the

mouth). Ezk,2:8. I*. 10:14. Spoken
e. g. of wild animals, Ps. 22: 14. of the

488 ) -12D

earth, Gen. 4:11. of men, as an ex-

pression of derision, construed with
Lam. 2:16. 3:46. or to utter foolish

or rash speeches, Job 35: 16. Judg. 11 :

35, 36. Ps. 66 : 13, 14.

2. to tear away, save
t deliver. Ps.

144 : 7, 10, 11. (So in Syr. Chald. and

Arab.
^oj conj. II. IV.)

TOQ 1. to break in pieces, like the

Arab. J^ai. See Pi.

2. to break out into rejoicing, in the

phrase nn n?E. Is. 14 : 7. 44 : 23. 49 :

13. Also, as in Ps. 98:4. n vres break

out, rejoice, i. e. break out into rejoicing.
Is. 52:9.

Pi. to break in pieces, (bones.) Mic.
3:3.

!TV?S) f. bluntness, obtuseness, dull-

ness, (in cutting instruments.) (Arab.

Qas o, blunt notched sivord.) 1 Sam.

13:21.

7^Q found only in Pi. to pill. Gen.

30:37, 38. (Gomp. J^ to pill;

whence te an onion.)

TV!^25) fern. plur. verbal from fc$,

jo/ce5 /n7/e< Gen. 30 : 37

D^D found only in Pi. to break,

cleave, (the earth.) Ps. 60 : 4. (Arab.

idem.)

y$Q to wound, mutilate. Cant. 5 : 7.

Deut. 23:2 nrj JMSB mutilatedby bruising,
i. e. an eunuch made by bruising the

testicles. (In Arab, to press, mask.)

^lfc

S5 m. with suff. rpse, verbal from

SSB, dec. VI. i. wound, bruise, contu-

sion, Ex. 21: 25. Is. 1:6.

or i^iJ, fut. "ii'D; joined with a

of the person, to jt?ra?s or urge any one ;

with entreaties, Gen. 19:3. 33:11.
with violence, Gen. 19:9. It is syno-

nymous with a y>B q. v.

Hlph. to be wilful, obstinate, (per-

haps liter, to let ones self be urged, to

be deaf to the represcntdtintis of others.)

1 Sam. 15 : 23 nssn (the infin. used sub-

stantively), stuobor/mess, wilfulness,
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parallel with no. According to Schul-

t-ns (Opp. iiiin. p. 168.) the jg-imaiy

signification is obttthdere; hence obtun-
7
>,v\, and Hiph. obtutidere

anhnum, obtusuni esse, perlinaciter

"Tp3 fut. ip'-". to /oo^ oft or after a

thing
1

. 2 K. 9 : 34. Particularly with a

concern for it, prospicere alicui rei, Jer.

23 : 2. Spoken frequently of Jehovah,

Ex. 3:16. 4:31. 1 Sam. 2:21. Ps.

106:4.

2. to visit. Construed with a, to visit

with a present, (comp. a no. 2.) Judg.
15:1. 1 Sam. 17:18 0^7 njxn ?^n

n

Mow shalt visit thy brethren to inquire

for their health. (Comp. J DiV^ W^)
3. to examine, prove. Ps. 17:3.

4. to vwzY, punish, animadvertere in

aliquem. Job 31: 14. 35:15. Is. 26:
14. The crime punished is put in the

accus. 1 Sam. 15:2. Ps. 89:33. The

person punished is generally preceded

by to, Jer. 9 : 24. 44 : 13. also by fy,

Jer. 46 : 25. and sometimes put in the

accus. Ps. 59 : 6. This verb is most

frequently construed with an accus. of-

the crime, and with to of the person, as

Ex. 20 : 5 c:a to ni: p? njrs visiting the

iniquity ofthe fathers upon the children.

32 : 34. 34:7. Num. 14 : 18. Is. 13: 11.

Once with 2 of the person, Jer. 9 : 8.

5. to number, review, muster, (a peo-

ple, an army.) Num. 1 : 44 ff. 3 : 39 ff.

1 K. 20 : 15. Part. pass. B'-npB tlie num-
bered or enrolled, qui in censum venic-

bant, Num. 1 : 2 1 ff. 2 : 4 ff. Ex. 30 : 14.

See Hothpa. and deriv. npTco.

6. to miss in reviewing. 1 Sam. 20 :

6.25:15. Is. 34:16. See Niph.
7. causat. to give the oversight, to

place a person over any thing ; construed

with to, Num. 4: 27. 27:16. with n

(n penes,) Gen. 40 : 4. and without

cases, Num. 3:10. Deut. 20 : 9. Me-

taphorically Jer. 15 : 3. Part. pass, onips

overseers, officers, Num. 31 : 48. 2 K.

11:15. (Comp. Niph. Hiph. and Tpc,)
8. after the Chaldaic, to give com-

mission, to commission, to command,
construed with br of the person. 2 Chr.

36 : 23. Ezra 1 : 2. Job 36 : 23 vto -1$ 'a

Syn who fiathprescribed to hitk hisway?
34:13 who has committed to him the

earth ? i. e. set him over it. Deriv. -npa

a command.

9. to deposit, lay up. 2 K. 5 : 24.

See
jri|?

a deposit.

Niph. l.pass. of Kal no. 4. Is. 24:22.

2. pass, of no. 6. Num. 31 : 49.

3. pass, of no. 7. prcefici. Neh. 7:1.

Pi. to muster, i. q. Kal no. 5. Once
Is. 13:4.

Pu. I. to be numbered. Ex. 38 : 21.

2. to be missed. Is. 38 : 10 lam de-

prived ofthe rest ofmy years, desideror

reliquos annos meos.

Hiph. l.i. q. Kal no. 7. to appoint.
2 K. 25 : 23. Construed with to over

any thing, Gen. 39 : 5. 41 : 34. with b,

1 K. 1 1 : 28. Metaphorically Lev. 26:16.

2. i. q. Kal no. 9. to lay down. Jer.

36 : 20. Is. 10 : 28. Hence to commit to

a person ; construed with >T to, 2 Chr.
12 : 10. with Ta, Ps. 31 : 6. with MM (rw)

penes, (like deponere apud aliquem,)
Jer. 40:7. 41:10.

Hoph. Tjxn, part. DTpT
M.

1. to be punished. Jer. 6 : 6. pass, of

Kal no. 4.

2. to be appointed or .setf over, a thing.
2 Chr. 34: 10, 12.

3. to e deposited with a person, con-

strued with rw (n.) Lev. 5 : 23. [6 : 4.]

Hithpa. to be numbered, reviewed.

Judg. 20:15, 17.21:9.

Hothpa. plur. ^ipcnrr, idem. Num. 1 :

47. 2:33. 26 : 62. IK. 20: 27.

iT-IpS f. verbal from ip5, dec. X.

1. care, providence. Job 10:12.

'2. punishment. Is. 10: 3. Plur. Ezek.

9:1.

3. a counting, reckoning. 1 Chr.

23:11.

4. an office, business, service, i. q.

vpipp,
rrvMto. Num. 4:16. Ps. 109 : 8.

5. as a concrete, an officer, and collect.

officers. 2 Chr. 24 : 11. Is. 60 : 17.

Parall. D'to':. Comp. Num. 3 : 32.

6. a watch ; also persons keeping
watch. Comp. i^tfo, rnpato. 2 K. 1 1 : 18.



m. verbal from TJ$, t

laid up, a deposit. Gen. 41:36. Lev.
5 : 21, 23.
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2 Chr. 23 : 18. Hence ni^Dn rva a 7/owse predecessor of the preceding. 2 K. 15 :

of custody, a prison, Jer. 52 : 1 1. 22 ff.

7. substance, goods; derived from
rhp"lTpSp

m. Verbal from npg, oWve-
signif.no. 4. (Comp. r*Mte, n%a?o, fce.) raneefromprison. Is. 61:1. Comp.nno
Is. 15 : 4. jg j^ .

jijr^ jt ghouid be written as one

is word, comp. Is. 2 : 20. Jer. 46 : 20.

DXPjJB masc. plur. wz'W cucumbers,

as an artificial ornament in architecture.

pS f. denom. from TJ?D aw o#w*?,
1 K. 6 : 18. 7 : 24.

employment. Jer. 37 : 13. ntyjPB fern. plur. 2 K. 4 : 39. wild

"TipQ m. verbal from i5.
: '

z. and of a bitter taste bv
1 . punishment, as an allegorical name

''
JJJ

of Babylon. Jer. 50 : 21.
esteemed poisonous. They break open

. - under the gentlest pressure, and shoot
2.ove 9ht, and as a concrete, i.q. out^^ . he^ce ^ root ^ in

Syr. and Arab, to mwA, to 5tcr^.

D^Tlp? masc. plur. verbal from 1$, ^Q and -^ m .
(
the latter form in

commands,precepts. Ps. 103 : 18. 1 1 1 : 7.
paus

"

e and with the article, as T$TI, ^a,

TfPB m. verbal from Tge, dec. III. a. ">gb) plur. D^B, dec. II. a. and c. a bull,

an overseer, officer. Gen. 41 : 34. Neh. bullock, juvencus. Hence the frequent

11:9, 22. Used of a military officer,
addition tg-^, Ex. 29 : 1. Ps. 69 : 32

cucumbers, cucumeres asinini, oblong,

2 K. 25 : 19. ">?

"

B to open; (1.) with DW, to

a beefwhich is a bullock. Comp.
6' W ? fcf**

It is once

n vr * oe T i n i^ ln Judg- 6 : 25, of a seven years
open tke eyes 2K.4:35. Job 27: 19.

old buliock. Sce TO
'

T _ _. . , .

once n^ (
Jer- 2 : 24 of the

Construed with to, to ojoew one's eyes
on a person, i. e. to be gracious to him,
Zech. 12:4. Comp. under p> no. 1. (5.)

c mHK>n or epicene gender, (masc. Ps.

In a somewhat different sense, Job 14 :
104: 1L fem- Jer - 2 : 24') dec ' VI ' a '

3. To open the eyes o/a person, spoken
the wild ass> onager, now chiefly found

of God; i.e. (a.) to give sight to a blind
in Tartary under the name of kulan.

man,2K.6:17. Ps.l46:8. Is. 42:7. Gen. 16: 12. Ps.104: 11. Job 6 : 5. 11 :

or (b.) to let a person see what is usually
l2' 24> : 5 ' 39 : 5 ' Jt is synonymous with

concealed from mortal eyes, Gen. 21 :
"^ Arab ' idem > in Chald ' NH to run '

19. (2.) with MM, to open the ears. Is. N"}5 i- q- *% to bearfruit.
42 : 20. Hiph. np: intrans. to be fruitful.

Niph. to be opened, spoken of the ^nce Hos. 13:15. Others make it a

eyes of the blind. Is. 35 : 5. Metapho-
denom. from K-E.

rically as in Kal no. (1.) (b,) Gen. 3 : rifc^S fern. plur. boughs, branches,
5 7

twigs. See J~nSS.
HpB m. verbal adj. from nj?E, dec.

VII. a. seeing, not blind. ExVirll. ^^ m. 1 Chr. 26:18. and ,n? dec.

Metaphorically Ex. 23 : 8.
IL b ' 2 K * 2t

np3 m. (an opening, deliverance,} >.

D , '-. l^B to separate. In Kal only Ezek.
f'ekah, the proper name of a king of , , ,"

T

Israel, contemporary with Isaiah. 2 K. "XT-'U i

1 ^ ' 9^ ff T 7.1 o r*i OQ -Cvipn. I. to separate one s self, to part.i ^ . f~o ji. is. / 1 i, i^jir. <,o : o. o o i /^ 1-1 /2 !Sam. 1 : 23. Construed with yofrom
iTT^ (deliverance of Jehovah) a person) Judg. 4:11. with W Gen-

proper name of a king of Israel, the 13 : 9 ff.
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2. to be divided or dispersed.
Neh.

4 : 13. [4 : 19.] Gen. 10 : 5, 32. (Comp.

Gen. 25 : 23. and ye; Gen. 9 : 19.)

3. Part. -PC: a singularperson. Prov.

18:1.

Pi. intrans. to separate ones self,
to

go aside. Hos. 4:14.

Pu, to be scattered, dispersed. Est.

3:8.

Hiph. 1. to separate; construed with
it collate the Arab>

an accus. Gen. 30 : 40. with pa, (liter,

to make a separation between,) Ruth 1 :

17. 2 K. 2:11.

2. to scatter, disperse. Deut. 32 : 8.

Hithpa. 1. to be separated. Job 41:

9. [41:17.] Ps. 22:15.

2. to be scattered. Job 4:11.

T")5 m. with suff. ns, dec. VI. h.

mfe 2 Sam. 18 : 9. IK. 1:33.

nV"nii:) fem. plur.^rams, seed. Joel

1:17. (Syr. |Z*j3 fframtm.)

DT^3 m- Cant. 4 : 13. Ecc. 2 : 5.

Neh. 2:8. a garden of trees, a parkfor
animals, a word derived from the Per-

sian, in which it denotes the royal park.

Hence the Greek Trago^o-o? .

lures it without ground to be the same

with -vciN.

YnS see
"Vr|S).

THIS m. a pot, kettle. Num. 11:8.

Judg. 6:19. In Arab. "IND to boil.

TYHD found only Is. 2 : 20 nVtencn,

for which, however, we ought probably
to read rrnsncn, according to Jerome,

moles. Those who make two words of

m. dec. IV. a. a leader. Hab. 3 :

TT

14. In Arab, nc J to separate, decide,

appoint ; hence liter, i. q. EDXD.

li'Hp idem. Judg. 5 : 7. With suff.

iDin? verse 1 1 .

plur. fem. liter, plains, flat

Pen country, in opposition to

Ezek.38:ll.

st . 9 . 19 n,PBn ny the cities ofthe open

<%* SIS [
:

wmro habitabitur Jerusalem. Hence

m> denom> from

of the flat counlry . 9:19.

. , ., 7 , - .. 5 a gentile noun, a Penzzite, one
5 to be fruitful, to bear fruit ; .

of the Canaamtish tribes driven out by
spoken (1.)

of plants, Ps. 128 : 3. Is.

32 : 12 ti* rnp^ root bearingpoison.

Is. 11:1. nnb
]3
afruitful branch, Gen.

49 : 22. (see>* no. 8.) Metaphoncally
Is. 45 : 8. (2.) of animals and men, Ex.

1:7. 23 : 30. ni ns >e fruitful and

multiply, Gen. U22.'

Hiph. fut, apoc. w, to makefruitful.
Gen. 17:6,20. 41:52. 48:4.

^ Israeli which according to Josh .

t L
. 3> 17 . 15 , 16 . dwelt O11 the moun .

Gen> 13 .
7> 15 : 20. Ex. 3 : 8, 17.

.eek ^ p^^^.
.

^J^Q m- Chakl. i. q. Heb. Vna iron.

Dan. 2 : 33 ff.

n^Q j to ^ro^, 6/055Owi . Num.

17 : 20, 28. [17:5,8.] Cant. 6 : 11.

Often used figuratively (1.) of a pro-

spen>us person or people? Ps 92 . 8 . Is>

//f/7t-/'. Num. 19:2 ff. Gen. 41:2 ff. 97 .

6. (2.) Hos. 10 : 4 thereforepunish-

S|)ken of a milch or breeding cow, ment shall spring up as a poison.

2 fo break

fem. of -%, dec. X. a young cow,

1 Sam. G : 7 ff. Job 21 : 10. of one that

bears the yoke, Hos. 4:16. Metapho-

rically ]r$n nris ^/ie cou;^ of Bashan, i. e.

the wanton women of Samaria.

TJQ see
*JS).

C^S) 2 Chr. 3: 6. name of a country

u-liidi furnished gold. Bochart conjee-

gpoken of 80re8 or ot

the Iepro8y< Lev . 13 . 12 ff. 14 . 43. Ex.

9.910.'

^^ ^^ ^ in ChaM< gQ ^
the aifficul t passage Ezek. 13 : 20. (For

the connexion of the ideas to blossom

and tofly. see y?:.)
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Hiph. 1. to make to flourish. Ezek. 16:2ff. Comp. perhaps the Arab.

to separate.

fut. OlB% to or mw? (gar-

17 : 24.

2. as in Kal, toflourish. Ps. 92 : 14.

Job 14 : 9.
ments). Lev. 10 : 6. 13 : 45. 21 : 10.

rn3 m. with suff. vns, verbal from p^g #, &reo, divide. b cnb tr

ma, dec. VI. i. # blossom. Num. 17 : 23.

As an artificial ornament, Ex. 25 : 33.

inm.9 m. verbal from rns, a brood,

used by way of reproach. Job 30 : 12.

bread to a person, Is. 58 : 7.

and without cm, Jer. 16 : 7. Comp. fens

no. II.

Hiph. (denom. from nr-|E a split hoof,

10-13 found only Am, 6 : 5. prob. to
a dov

f foot;\
to

\
ave *

'

sPlit hoO to
.T

part the hoof, for the most part joined
sing, according to the Vulg. ^.^ n^ '

Ley n : ^ 6? 7? 26. Deut.

!2")J3
m. w/wtf w left behind or omitted, 14 : 7. "PS. 69 : 32. In Lev. 11:4, it is

in the vintage. Lev. 19:10. (Arab, said of the camel enaa iirst TO-IEI which

ky conj.II. IV. to Jeave MM, tofor-
we are necessitated to render, but he

get.}

m. with suff. ine, ?pg,
in pause

divideth not the hoof entirely .

D"^3 Persia, the Persians, a proper

nameT 2 Chr. 36 : 20, 22. Ezra 4 : 5 ff.
v* verbal from rr^, dec. VI. 1.

fi DaR< g ^ fi ; j 2g>
1. m, either of trees or ot the

ground. 13 y fruit-tree.-** ^ a ^ Chald ' to ^'*- Dan 5 : 25~
fruitful land, Ps. 107 : 34. Is. 4 : 2 28. Part. pass. ty?D verse 28.

i. q. njrn nas in the parallel D13 found only Lev. 11 : 13. a spe-

clause, and referring to the Messiah. c ies of eagle, which Bochart (Hieroz. II.

2. jpa ns the fruit of the body. Gen.
p. 185.) supposes to be <//e sea-eagle,

30 : 2. Deut. 7 : 13. 28 : 4. So without

JM, Lam. 2:29. Hence it denotesjf?o^-

m'^, Ps. 21:11. n .

3. metaphorically the consequences

(of an action). Often with the figure jer
continued, Is. 3 : 10 for they shall eat

^

the fruit of their actions. Prov. 1:31.
g,

Hos. 10:13. Jer. 17: 10. Ps. 104 : 13

through the fruit of thy works, i. e.

through thy power, the earth is satis-

fled. Prov. 31:16 0^5 ne an acquisition 6

of the hands. Is. 10:12 2ib bp ns */*e

y/'MiV c/
1

arrogance, i. e. what arises

from arrogance.

V*^"^ m. const. y^B(Is. 35 : 9.) plur.

C^SIB, const. 2-e, violent, ravenous. Is.

35 : 9 ni"n yns a ravenous beast. Ps.

17 : 4 y^s ninns #Ae ivays of the violent.

Root yis no. 4. and 7.

*H*)3 m. rigour, tyranny, oppression.

Ex. 1:13, 14. (In Syr. and Arab, to

crush; in Chald. also to break inpieces.)

nj"lQ f
;

#^e curtain between the

holy and the holy of holies, in the tent

of the congregation. Ex, 26 : 3 Iff. Lev.

ospray, ossifraga.

D^3 f. plur. ni and once & (Zech.

16.) verbal from DID, dec. XII. a.

the hoof (of a horse) . Is. 5 : 28.

47:3.
a split hoof, cloven foot. Ex. 10 :

Zech. 11: 16.

a Persian. Neh. 12:22.

}3 Chald. emph. >ro-e, idem. Dan.

29.
:
"

1. 1^15 to lead, command, (in war.)
T

j summum tenuit. Judg. 5 : 2

^nto;2 niyis yea ^A^ ^Ae leaders led (cou-

rageously} in Israel. Deriv. rnrns.

IT. ^^ED 1. to make bare, e. g. the

head. Num. 5 : 18. Particularly by
shearing, Lev. 10 : 6. 21 : 10. Part. rn

made bare, uncovered, Lev. 13:45.

2. to se2 a liberty, to make lawless,

e. g. a people. Ex. 32 : 25.

3. toforsake, reject, (a way, counsel.)
Prov. 1:25. 4: 15. 8:33. 13 :'l8. 15:32.

4. to remitpunishment. Ezek. 24 : 14.

Niph. pass, of Kal no. 2. Prov. 29 : 18.
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spoken of a people. Gen. 28 : 14. Ex.
1:12. Hos. 4:10 line? rfn and they

spread or increase not. Spoken of one's

substance and flocks, Job 1:10. Gen.
30 : 30. Also of the person, in reference

to his substance, Gen. 30 : 43.

4. to break in. Mic. 2:13. Job 28 :

4 bm y^e they break or lead in a shaft,
in reference to mining. Job 16 : 14 ^XT&
he breaks in upon me. Construed with

a, to break in or cause an overthrow

Old "Testament, strictly a mere title of among a people, Ex. 19:22, 24. 2 Sam.

Hipli. 1. causat. of Kal no. 2. to cause

to be hnckss or unbridled. 2 Chr. 28 : 19.

2. to let rest (from labour), construed

with p. Ex. 5 : 4. (In Arab. 3 conj.

I. IV. to befreefrom labour.)

X*"^3 m - a l ch or bush ofhair. Num.

6 : 5." Ezek. 44 : 20. Root sn$ no. II.

ni^D, in Greek <l>#g, Pharaoh,

the name of nearly all the kings of

which are mentioned in the

royalty. Gen. XL. XLI. XLVII. Ex.i. x.

etc. The usual expression is, Pharaoh

king of Egypt, without the mention of

his particular name ; e. g. 1 K. 3 : 1.

2 K. 17 : 7. 18 : 21. But sometimes

this is added, e. g. Nechoh, 2 K. 23 : 29.

Hophra, Jer. 44 : 30. The appellative

signification of the word, according to

Josephus, (Antiq. Jud. vui. 6. 2.) and

the Coptic, (see Jablonskii Opusc. ed.

te Water, T. I. p. 374.) is king. The

Hebrew might associate it with rftrte

principes. See the following article.

JTn^"^Q masc. plur. verbal from sie

no. I. dec. XII. a. nobles, princes. Dent.

32 : 42. Judg. 5:2. It has the feminine

termination, like rf^fathers.
m. aflea. 1 Sam. 24 : 15.

proper name of a city in the

tribe of Ephraim. Judg. 12:15. In

Greek <I>^0*m. 1 Mace. 9 : 50. The

gentile noun is :rffTB Judg. 12 : 13, 15.

"13*^3 proper name of a small river,

which rises in Lebanon, and unites with

the Amana not far from Damascus, now

Fege or Alfaige. 2 K. 5 : 12.

y^Q, fut. yie\ 1. to tear or break

forth.

^

Gen. 38 : 29. Particularly to

break down (a wall), Ecc. 3:3. 10:8.

NVh. 1:3, 5. Construed with a, 2 K.
14 : 13. n^vis *V3? a city with walls torn

.down, Prov. 25 : 28.

2. to scatter, (an army, the enemy.)
2 Sam. 5 : 20. Ps. 60 : 3. 1 Chr. 13 : 2

let us scatter and send, i. e. let us send

every where.

3. intrans. to spread itselfox increase,

6 : 8. 1 Chr. 15 : 13. Also spoken of the

overthrow itself, Ps. 106 : 29.

5. to urge with entreaties, construed

with a. 1 Sam. 28 : 23. 2 Sam. 13 : 25,
27.

6. to overflow, to abound in a thing,

(derived from signif. no. 3.) construed

with an accus. (like verbs of plenty

generally.) Prov. 3 : 10.

7. to act with violence, (from signif.

no. 4.) Hos. 4 : 2. See yns,

Niph. pass, of no. 3. 1- Sam. 3 : 1
]'st

yjQp not spread abroad, rare.

Pu. pass, of Kul no. 1. Neh. 1 : 3.

Hithpa. to break away. 1 Sam. 25 : 10.

V"13 m. plur. D> (Am. 4 : 3.) and
I v v \

rn (Ezek. 13 : 5.) verbal from yte, dec.

VI. h.

1. a gap, breach, in a wall. 1 K. 11 :

27. Am. 4 : 3. Job 30 : 14 they come

(upon me) as through a ivide breach.

Vulg. quasi rupto muro. yisa TOS to

stand in the breach, a figure taken from

sieges, Ezek. 22:30. (comp. 13:5.) Pa.

106 : 23.

2. a breaking out (of water). 2 Sam.
5:20.

3. a breaking in, an attack. Job 16 :

14.

4. an overthrow. Judg. 21:15. Ps.

144:14. Hence nw yjs (overthrow of

Uzzah) the name of a place, 2 Sam. 6 :

8. 1 Chr. 13:11.

p^S 1. to break
off, construed with

tfo. Gen. 27 : 40. Ex. 32 : 2.

2. to tear in pieces, spoken of a wild

animal. Ps. 7 : 3.



3. to snatch away, to deliver, i. q.

Ps. 136 : 24. Lam. 5 : 8.
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Pu. pass, to be determined, explained,

made clear. Num. 15:34. Neh. 8 : 8

Pi. 1. to rend or tear in pieces. 1 K. \rnbn exactly or
literally. Cornp. EzraT

19:11.

2. to tear off. Zech. 1 1 : 16 jw
Ae fears o^f their clcuvs, i. e. lets them
alone.

Hithpa. 1. to be broken in pieces.

Ezek. 19 : 12.

2. to break offfrom ones self, sibi

avellere, Ex. 32 : 3, 24.

4: 18. and Gesenius' Gesch. der Hebr.

Sprache, p. 45.

Hiph. to wound, sting. Prov. 23:32.

tin? Chald. idem. Part. pass. Pa.

Ezra 4:18 h$o exactly or literally. Syr.

in. (with the first Kamets im-

te) Chald. to redeem-, expiate. Dan. pure,) once the (Ezek. 26 : 10.) plur.

4 : 24. [4 : 27.]

const, pns, Is. 65 : 4 Keth. i. q.

broth, by a commutation of D 9, 17. (Arab,
and ID. See the letter a.

p^|S ni. verbal from pc.

1. violence, robbery. Nab. 3:1.

2. a cross-way. Obad. 14.

"Y1[S see the kindred *YlS.

I. fen5) fut. forfi
1

.,
to spread or stretch

out, e. g. a garment, Num. 4 : 6, 8. the tins m. with suff. tahB, dec. VI. h.

hands, construed with ty, Ex. 9 : 29, 33.
jntft> 'dung. Lev. 4:11.8:17. Ex. 29 :

with to, Lam. 1:10. with
\,

Ps. 44 : 21. 14. ]\Ial. 2:3.
In a different sense Prov. 31 : 20 she _.w.- c / .

, T -

, , , . nil; 12 f. (with two kamets pure)
stretched out her hand to the needy, i. e. T TT

TB, dec. I.

1. a horseman. Gen. 50 : 9. Ex. 14 :

s ^

~ -:''
}

2. a horse, which is rode, (like eques
for equus, cui quis inequitatur. See

Bocharti Hieroz. T. I. p. 35. ed. Lips.)
Is. 28 : 28. Hab. 1 : 8. Hence Is. 21 :

7, 9. 2 Sam. 1 : 6. D'shsn >b$a horse-

rically Prov. 13 : 16 the fool spreadeth
outfolly, pr(E sefert stultitiam.

Niph. to be spread abroad or scat-

tered. Ezek. 17 : 21. See Pi. no. 2.

Pi. for 1. as in Kal, to spread out

(the hands). Ps. 143 : 6. Is. 1 : 15. 65 :

2. Construed with 3, Lam. 1:17.

2. to scatter. Ps. 68 : 15.

10. Comp. Niph.
Deriv. forco.

II. fenS i. q. DTB to break, divide in

Mic. 3 : 3. Lam. 4 : 4.

ID 1. liter, to separate, distinguish.

(So in Chald. and Syr. whence tins,
a x

t+jg> a Pharisee.)

2. to decide, determine, explain.

(Comp. ip,3 no. 2.) Lev. 24 : 12.

Niph. to be scattered. Ezek. 34 : 12.

specification. Est. 4 : 7. 10:2.

J^nS m. Heb. and Chald. a copy.
Ezra 4: 11, 23. 5:6. 7: 11. (Also in

the Targums.) Instead of it we find

Est. 3 : 14, 4 : 8.

or njTHZnS found only

Judg. 3 : 22. according to the Chaldaic

Zech. 2 : version, dung, (i. q. tins,) hence MS^

nrrarjsrj that the dung came outfrom him.

On the contrary the Sept. Vatic, x.ai

i%v\6iv ('Aad) TV? 7ro<rTd2x. So Kimchi.

Could we refer win to the sword, (comp.
Zech. 13:7.) then it might be rendered,

and it (the sword) went through his

bones. Comp. Arab. A^jJ to spread out

the feet.

"Kin3 a quadriliteral, i. q. CID to

spread. Once Job 26 : 9. The t arises

from the combination of tire with re

this word with Sin, which is to be pre-
Arab,

jy
to separate, spread out; romp,

ferred. pne a plain.



"JD Euphrates, a proper name,

Gen.V:14. 15:18. Deut. 1 : 7. This

river, not Ephrata, is without doubt in-

tended Jer. 13 : 4 7.

f. Gen. 49:22. see rP5.

pjp*)3 masc.-plur.princes, nobles;

the" Persians, Est. 1:3. 6:9.

among the Jews, Dan. 1:3. A Persian

word, comp. in Pehlvi, pardom (the

first,) and in Parsee, pardomim (the

\wbles.) Kleuker's Zend-Avesta, Th. 2.

p. 82. Th. 3. p. 162.

ntl?3 to spread, spoken of the le-

prosy. Lev. 13:5 ff. (Arab. UJ, Aram.

sru idem.)

^t!?!D to go, construed with 2 against

a thing. Is. 27 : 4. (Aram, spa idem.)

Deriv. out of course nsireo.

3?toS m. verbal from sirs, a step.

1 Sam' 20 : 3.

piTS to spread asunder, to open

widely, e. g. the lips. Prov. 13 : 3.

Pi. to spread asunder, to open widely,
e. g. the feet. Ezek. 16 : 25.

tL
sQ m. a multitude. Job 35 : 15. See

tiis no. II. As to the form it is derived

from cc.

n@3 found only in Pi. to tear in

pieces, to lacerate. Lam. 3:11. (So in

Aram.)

"V^ntpD proper name of a priest and

chief overseer of the temple in the time

of Jeremiah. Jer. 20 : 3. 38 : 1. In the

former passage there is an allusion to

the signification of the name, prob.

prosperity round about ; (this quadri-

literal being compounded of rriro in Arab.

to be wide, spacious, and -lino round

about.) Antith. TIED -1139.

tO\I}3 fut. C^JD'.
T ' r

'

1. to put off, construed with an accus.

of the garment, (like trqb to put on.)

Lev. 6:4. 16 : 23. Is. 32 : 11 rrofc? put
off (thy garments).

2. to pillage, plunder, fall on, (in

order to plunder,) e. g. a city, country ;

construed with 3, 2 Chr. 25 : 13. 28 : 18.

)

with an accus. 1 Sam. 30: 14. with ta,

1 Sam. 27 : 8. with ??, Judg. 9 : 33.

3. to spread ones self out, spoken of

a hostile army. 1 Chr. 14 : 9, 12. Trop.
Nah. 3 : 16.

Pi. to strip or plunder, (the slain.)

1 Sam. 31:8. 2 Sam. 23 : 10. 1 Chr.

10:8.

Hiph. 1. to cause to put off, to strip
a person. Construed (1.) with a double

accus. of the person and thing. Num.
20 : 26, 28. Gen. 37 : 23. (2.) with an

accus. of the thing stripped off.
1 Sam.

31:9. Job 22 : 6. And that with bso of

the person, Job 19:9. Mic. 3:3. with

broo, Mic. 2 : 8. (3.) with an accus. of

the person. Hos. 2:3. [2:5.]
2. to flay cattle. (Comp. Mic. 3 : 3.

above.) 'Lev. 1 :6. 2 Chr. 29: 34. 35: 11.

Hithpa. to strip ones self,
sibi exuere

aliquid. 1 Sam. 18:4.

ifttJQ 1. to fall away, revolt, rebel;

construed with a from or against any
one, 2 K. 1 : 1. 3 : 5, 7. with nnnn, 2 K.

8:20,22.
2. particularly to rebel against God,

to apostatize from him, to sin against
him. 1 K. 8 : 50. Is. 1 : 2. Jer. 2 : 29.

Construed, with hy Hos. 8:1. Hence

3. to sin, to transgress. Prov. 28 : 21.

Part. DW?B sinners, transgressors, Is. 1 :

28. 46:' 8.

Niph. Prov. 18 : 19 s^goa rw a brother

offended.

i^Z)Q m. with suff. wte, verbal from
v "

'

SCB, dec. VI. i.

1. revolt, sedition. Prov. 28 : 2.

2. sin, transgression, crime. Gen.
31:36. 50:17. Job 33 : 9. 34:6,37.
Ps. 32 : 1. Perhaps stronger than ntqgn,

comp. Job 34 : 37.

3. punishmentfor sin. Dan. 9 : 24.

4. a sin-offering. Mic. 6 : 7.

"^tZJD Chald. to interpret, explain,

(dreams.) Infin. Dan. 5 : 16.

Pa. idem. Dan. 5: 12.

HtZJQ m. emph. MTBTB, Chald. an ex-

planation, interpretation. Dan. 2 : 4 ff.

4:4ff.
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"^5) m. i. q. Chald. -refe. Ecc. 8 : 1.

nrite Hos. 2:7, 11. plur. nm;
B.

\.flax,
linen. Lev. 13 :47. Jer. 13:1.

2. y?n >nt;B cotton. Josh. 2 : 6. This

is frequently cultivated at the present

day in Palestine. Others make it i. q.

tyntiB >tt the wood, i. e. the stalks, of

flax.

rtflttfS f. 1. i. q. rwttfe. Ex. 9 : 31.
T :

v '

2. /z<7/^, fowjy, from its linen or

cotton wick. Is. 42 : 3. 43 : 17.

n!D f. with suff. ns, plur. DFIB, verbal

from nns, dec. VIII. f. a piece, crumb,

morsel, (of bread.) Gen. 18:5. Judg.
19 : 5. Also without onS, Job 31 : 17.

Ps. 147:17.

n3 m. with suff. ]nnc.

1. pudendum muliebre. Is. 3 : 17.

(Arab. ei?J interstitium.)

2. plur. ninB *Ae 7V?^e o/* a door, or

rather ^e Ao/e in which the hinge moves,

cardofemina. 1 K: 7 : 50.

^nQ plur. of 'nB q. v.

H9 adv. (from sre, with an ad-

verbial termination D, as in nfctaJ, and

by a commutation of and ,
see page

1.) in a moment, suddenly. Josh. 10:

9. Job 22: 10. Also Dknai 2 Chr. 29 :

36. In combination with 2ns, cfcns n$2

Num. 6 : 9. DhnB snap Is. 29 : 5. and ohnB

rnsb Is. 30 : 13. Used as a substantive

in the genitive, Prov. 3 : 25 chips TTTB

sudden terror.

32LpS
Heb. and Chald. Dan. 1 : 5,

8, 13, 15. 11 : 26. costlyfood, delicacies,
O O 7

from the royal table. Syr. j^pL^la

dainties, pastry-work. Perhaps liter.

food of the gods, from the Pers. i_^i

(bot) an idol, (comp. Chald. -ere ido-

lum,) and sb also b (bag) t/boe?.

Q5^3? Chald. emph. Noanp.

La word. Dan. 3: 16.

2. an order, edict. Ezra 4:17.

3. a letter, epistle, Acyo?. Ezra 5 : 7.

4. a matter, thing. Ezra 6:11. Dan.

4:14.

Note. This word has the same mean-

ing in Syriac ; but it is probably of

Persian origin; comp. the Pers.peigham
(a word,) in Pehlvi pedant.

DjnQ in later Hebrew, an edict,

sentence. Est. 1 : 20. Ecc. 8: 11.

npS 1. to be open, wide. Prov. 20:

19. vnciy nns the babbler, whose mouth
is always open. See Hipli.

2. to be open-hearted, susceptible of

impressions ; hence to be easily enticed

or seduced. (Arab, to be young, open-

hearted, ingenuous) Deut. 11 : 16

Djaab nriErfB fast your Jfeart be enticed.

Job 3 1 : 27. Part, nnb simple, easily

seduced, i. q. TIB Job 5 : 2. Fern. Hos.

7:11.

Niph.fo bepersuaded, in a good sense,

Jer. 20 : 7. to be enticed to a thing, con-

strued with hy, Job 31:9.

Pi. 1. to persuade. Jer. 20 : 7. Par-

ticularly to something injurious, 1 K.

22 : 20 if. to reveal a secret, Judg. 14 :

15. 16:5. 2 Sam. 3 : 25.

2. to entice, seduce. Ex. 22 : 15.

Prov. 1:10. 16:29.

3. to dissemble in any way. Ps. 78 :

36. Prov. 24 : 28 spncta n^ncrf wouldest

thou dissemble with lips ? i. e. thou

shouldest not etc.

Pu. to be persuaded, Prov. 25 : 15.

to be enticed, allured, Ezek. 14:9. Jer.

20 : 10.

Hiph. to make wide, to enlarge. Fut.

apoc. ns:, Gen. 9 : 27.

rnnQ m. verbal from nnB Pi. no. 5.

dec. I. a graving, graven work. 2 Chr.

2:13. Zech. 3 : 9. More frequently in

lur.arwiE Ex. 28: 11, 21^ 36. 39:6.

|Q proper name of a place in

Mesopotamia, on the Euphrates, the re-

sidence of Balaam. Num. 22 : 5. 23 : 7.

Deut. 23 : 5.

]lin2 i.q. HQ a piece. Ezek. 13 : 19.

Root nns.

JinS 1. to open; e.g. the mouth,

Ps. 39" 10. the hand, i. e. to be liberal,

construed with b of the person, Deut.

15 : 8, 11. the ear, i. e. to instruct, Is.
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50 : 5. (comp. 48 : 8.) Am. 8 : 5 nnnc: or insight imparted by any thing. Ps.

-a that we may open (and sell) the 119:130. (In Syr. Aph. to enlighten,

grain.
to give insight. In Arab. conj. X. to

2. to draw (the sword). Ps. 37 : 14. explain.)

Ezek. 21: S3.
jini^S m. const.

Jirrns, verbal from
3. to open, disclose, utter, ore pro- m dec.'lll. cl. an opening, joined with

ferre. P>. ^9 : 5 / will utter my song on ^ Ezek 16 . 63< 2g . 21>
the harp. Comp. nrs.

4. to /e focw, dismiss, set free, (a

prisoner.) Is. 14:17.

Xiph. 1. to >e opened ov open. Ezek.

1:1.

2. to fe loosed. Is. 5 : 27.

3. to be let loose, to be set at liberty.

Job 12:14. Comp. Jer. 1:14.

Pi. 1. to open, as in Kal. Job 41: 6.

[41:14.]
2. to loosen^ to unbind ; e. g. fetters,

Job 30: 11. 38:31. 39:5. Ps. 116:16.

a girdle, Ps. 30 : 12. Is. 20 : 2. Part.

nnco one ivho loosens his girdle, i. e.

returns from the battle, 1 K. 20 : 11.

Construed also with an accus. of the

m. in pause *r, plur. Dnp and

f, verbal from nns, dec. VI. 1.

1. simple, inexperienced, liter, open
to every impression, easily seduced.

(See nns.) Prov. 7 : 7. 22:3. 27:12.
Used particularly of credulity, Prov.

14:15. of innocency, Ps. 116:6.
2. as an abstract, simplicity, folly.

Prov. 1 : 22.

MIS m. Chald. with suff. rrne, width,

breadth. Dan. 3:1. Ezra 6 : 3.

JWnS) f. verbal from nne, simplicity;

as a concrete, simple. Prov. 9:13.

i) found only Is. 3 : 24. a girdle

person unfettered, Jer. 40 : 4. or ungird- for females, according to Symm. and

ed, Is. 45 : 1.

3. intrans. to open itself. Cant. 7:13.

Is. 48 : 8.

4. to plough, furrow, terrain aperirc.
Is. 28 : 24.

5. to engrave, sculpere ; e. g. on

wood, 1 K. 7 : 36. on precious stones,

Ex. 28 : 36. To hew or cut stones in

any way, Zech. 3 : 9. (See Oftta&t)

Pu. pass, of Pi. no. 5. Ex. 39 : 6.

Hithpa. to Idose from ones self. Is.

52:2.

nnp Chald. to open. Dan. 6:11.7:

10.

nnS!) m. with suff. Tins, plur. CTina,

const, vrne, dec. VI. i.

1. a door. nnca and as an accus. nns

before or at the 'door, Gen. 18:1, 10*.

19:11. Job 31: 34. So nnren Gen.
19:6.

2. a gate. Is. 3 : 26.^ rrns at the

entrance of the gate, Josh. 20 : 4. Judg.
9 : 35. comp. Prov. 1:21. Metaphor!- "J*^

of '--'

<:ally ?pp
vine the doors of thy mouth, Deriv. out of course tee.

Prov. 8 : 34. ^jHT'IlD verbal from hr$

HE) m. verbal from nno, the opening perverse, false. Dent. 32 : 5.

3s

Jerome, a stomacher, strophmm. The

composition of this word is doubtful.

Perhaps from 'ns wideness, or jrs in

Chald. /me, and ^a, comp. bia pallium,
stola.

rnrT.nS3 fern. plur. drawn swords.

Ps. 55 : 22." See nr,s no. 2.

T^ilQ m. verbal from STB, dec. III. a.

a thread, string, cord. 'Num. 19:15.

Judg. 16:9. Used of the cord by
which the Orientalist suspends his seal-

ring, (see onin,) Gen. 38 : 18, 25.

vri|D
in Kal not used. (Arab, to

twist, to sjnnJ)
'*"

Niph. 1. to wrestle, to struggle. Gen.
30 : 8. Deriv. o^np:.

2. to be perverted, false, deceitful.

Prov. 8:8. Job 5: 13.

Hithpa. to sheiu ones selffalse. Ps.

18 : 27. In the parallel passage 2 Sam.
22 : 27. is tern, which appears to be a

crooked,
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proper name of an Egyptian

city, mentioned only Ex. 1:11. In

Herod, n. 158. called Tldrovftos, by the

Arabians in later times Fijum, Fajum,
which is also applied to the province.

\r\% m. plur. Drjns, dec. VI. a. an

adder, a species of poisonous serpent.

Is. 11:8. Ps. 58:5. 91:13. (Arab,

jb according to Forskal coluber bcitan.)

Vj" m. a moment. Hence as an adv.
V

1. in a moment, suddenly. Prov. 6 :

15. 29:1. Comp.Dfcne.

2. unintentionally, undesignedly.

Num. 35 : 22.

""lJlQ 9
fut. the*, to interpret, explain,

(dreams.)
Gen. 40 : 8 if. Chald. -we.

m. verbal from "\r, dec. X.

an interpretation. Gen. 40 : 5, 8, 12.

DilJHQ proper name of a country
in Egypt. Is. 1 1 : 1 1 . Jer. 44 : 1, 15.

Ezek. 29 : 14. 30 : 14. Sept. TluSov^,
i. e. in Coptic, the south land, perhaps
for Thebais, or Upper Egypt. Here
was anciently a district called Nomos
Phaturites. Plin. H. N. v. 9. The in-

habitants of this country are called

DTnre, Gen. 10 : 14. See Jablonskii

Opusc. ed. te Water, T. I. p. 198. and

J. D. Michaelis Spicileg. Geogr. He-
brseorum exter. T.I. p. 271 274.

JJttpDQ
a copy, see

JJEJ"^D .

r\r\% to break. Lev. 2 : 6. Deriv. ne,

nine.

Tsade, tlie 18th letter of the alpha-

bet, and as a numerical sign denoting 90.

To the Hebrew Tsade correspond

two letters in Arabic, namely,^ Tsad

or Zad, in which the sound of s prevails,

and .jo Dad, in which the sound of d

is more distinctly heard; besides the

Arabic & Da, which in pronunciation

does not differ from the latter. This

difference of pronunciation probably
existed likewise in Hebrew, although
it was not regarded in writing ; hence

the same root in Hebrew has dif-

ferent significations, according as the

corresponding letter in Arabic is ^
or

(ja
or ]o .

This letter'is interchanged (1.) with

TD, particularly in Aramean. In Heb.

comp. T22 and toa to watch, guard; irra

to be pure and ins to be clearj ap to

press in, to sink, and sns to dip in, to

colour. (2.) by making the sound of s

more audible, with to, D and i, e. g. y^?

and Db to rejoice ; yn: and oro to tear

down; pnu> and prj2 to deride. Comp.
i, p. 164. (3.) with ,

see above p. 429.

.nSt!i f. (with Tseri impure) dec. X.

dung, filth, excrement. Ezek, 4 : 12.

Deut. 23 : 14. Prob. for
nifj;,

from

efferri, comp. Nsin, te, nte.

D^|m. Job 40: 21, 22. shady

bushes, prob. an Aramean form for tr)^.

So
TJDQ

Aram. TJD, ODD Aram. Dt>,

comp. also in Heb. D^Q no. II. It is

thus rendered by the Vulg. Syr. Kimchi

and Aben Ezra.

f. (as an epicene noun applied

also in the feminine gender to male

animals, Gen. 31:10. though it is some-

times construed as masc.) a collective

noun denoting small cattle, i. e. sheep
and goats, (the pvXct, of Homer,) parti-

cularly sheep. Gen. 27 : 9. Lev. 1:10.

22 : 21. The corresponding nomen uni-

tatis, or noun expressing an individual,

is nto, hence Ex. 21 : 37 [22 : 1.] if a
man steal a head of small cattle (?ro,)

then he shall restorefour head of small

cattle (;*&n sru*.) Ezek. 45 : 15. Some-
times goats are separately mentioned,
and then f*& denotes sheep, 1 Sam. 25 :

2. (So in Arab.)

|5^? a proper name, Mic. 1:11.

prob. i. q. \x Josh. 15 : 37. a city in the

tribe of Judah. As an appellative it

would signify the place offlocks.
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^!fc

M! masc. plur. const. >M
,
ver-

TV: v l

bal from M, dec. I.

1. productions (of the earth). Is. 34 :

1. 42:5. Job 31: 8.

2. metaphorically children, offspring.

Is. 22:24. 65:23. 61:9. Job 5 : 25.

21 : 8. 27 : 14. More in full *p*o 'MSS,

the offspring of thy bowels, Is. 48 : 19.

11* m. dec. VIII. a.
^

1. a kind of chariot or litter. Plur.

O'ss Is. 66 : 20. Sept. Xapawu. Num.
7 : 3 asTv?;r. Sept. tf^|#< ha.p.7rwix.oc,i.

Vulg. plaustra tecta, comp. the Arab.

j conj. II. to cover.

2. a species cf lizard, (Arab. ^1^^-)
Lev. 1 1 : 29. Bocharti Hieroz. I. p. 1044

1063.

NH* 1. to go forth or march out to
T T ' /

war, to carry on war. Num. 31:42.

Is. 31 : 4. Construed with by against a

person, Num. 31:7. Is. 29 : 7, 8. (Arab.

(j^ idem.)

2. to go forth to the service of the

temple, a kind of militia sacra. Num.
4:23. 8:24. 1 Sam. 2:22.

Hiph. liter, to lead out to war. 2 K.
25:19. Jer. 52: 25.

til* m. plur. niMas, verbal from was,

dec. IV. g.

1. a host, particularly a military host,

an army. wa^rr -\to the general of the

host, Gen. 21 : 22. MJSH xfaM the soldiers,

warriors, Num. 31 : 53. nasa MS^ Deut.

24:5. Mas) Num. 31 : 27/28. usually
Mas Mg Num. 1 : 3 if. to go to the host, to

goforth to war. Spoken also of the body
of Levites who go forth to the service of

the temple, Num. 4 : 23, 35, 39, 43.

2. cm&] was the host of heaven, de-

noting (1.) the host of angels, which

surround the throne of Jehovah. 1 K.

22:19. 2Chr. 18:18. Ps. 103 : 21.

148 : 2. Hence Josh. 5 : 14, 15 Mas nto

rnrr the prince of God's host. Comp.
Luke 2:13. (2.) the stars. Jer. 33 : 22.

Is. 40 : 26. for the most part as an ob-

ject of idolatrous worship, Deut. 4:19.

17:3. 2K. 17:16. 21:3, 5. Some-

times only the sun and moon (Deut.
17:3. Jer. 8:2.) and sometimes the

stars also (Deut. 4:19. Dan. 8 : 10.)
are separately mentioned. It appears
then that this expression embraced every

thing in heaven, both angels and hea-

venly bodies. Comp. Job 38 : 7. Dan.
4 : 32. Hence (3.) ci-ran Mas the powers
on high, Is. 24 : 21. in opposition to the

kings of the earth. Comp. Is. 34 : 4.

45:12. Ps. 33:6. In one passage
Gen. 2 : 1, Mas is applied to the earth,

whatever is on the earth, (i. q. riba,) by
a zeugma, which is resolved Neh. 9 : 6.

Hence niMas vibM, and more frequently
niMas ribM nirr, also barely niMas nirr, and
niMas nvibM, (e. g. Ps. 80 : 8, 15.) God of
the heavenly hosts, synonymous with

n;nn vr God of heaven, in the later

books. (See DTO$, wotf.) According to

others, it denoted originally the God of
war, (comp. Ps. 24 : 10. with ver. 8.

1 Sam. 17 : 45.) and was afterwards

made to denote the God of the powers
of heaven. This epithet of God does

not occur in Genesis nor in the book of

Judges.

3. warfare, hard service, affliction.

Job 7:1. 10 : 17. 14 : 14. Is. 40 : 2.

Dan. 10:1 bita Main irTrj HQMI and the

oracle is true and (relates to,) great

affliction.

and

zelle.

, see a ga-

I1! Chald. fut. way, to will, to choose.

Dan.
T

4 : 14, 22, 29. [4 : 17, 25, 32.] 5 :

19:21. (Syr. and Arab, idem.) Deriv.

II os. 1 1 : 8. Dps and

Gen. 10 : 19. 14 : 2. Deut. 29 : 22. pro-

per name of a city in the vale of Siddim,
which was sunk with Sodom and Go-
morrah in the Dead Sea.

I. H12 i. q. Mas to go forth to war,
to carry on war. Is. 29 : 7 rpas they who

carry on war against her, i. q.

II. PD2 to swell, spoken of the

belly. Num. 5:27.
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Hiph. causat. to make to swell. Num. Q^yllS (hyenas) proper name of a

5 : 22. Hence
valley and of a city in the tribe of Ben-

fem. rm, verbal adj. from n;s, jamin. 1 Sam. 13:18. Neh. 11 : 34.

fut. ^, to heap up; e.g.sivelling. Num. 5:21.

Chald. 1. liter, will, purpose, grain Gen. 41: 35. treasures, Job 27 :

(from MIS to will.) Hence
2. a matter, business, concern, Syr.

16. Chald. ins and Arab, idem.)

masc. plur. verbal from 15

, Dan. 6 : 18. Comp. yen no. 4. heaps

m. found only Jer. 12:9. a
*- -

hyena, (Arab. ^.) Sept. $*/*. Or

else, 05 MttTtf foarf generally. (Comp.
Talmud. D*Jrt32 feasfc o/" prey, like the

Arab. ^ /me nzp0ttx See Bo-

charti Hieroz. P. I. p. 829.)

15? m. in pause ra, dec. VI. 1.

l! 'honour, majesty, glory. Is. 4:2.

24 : 16. 28 : 1, 4, 5, nttoo >n? die^fory

o/ kingdoms, i. e. Babylon, Is. 13 : 19.
>

??n y^ ^e ^foriotw land, i. e. the

land of Israel, Dan. 11:16, 41. Also

2 K. 10 : 8.

or rQ2, plur. o>ra*, a sheaf,

bundle. Once Ruth 2 : 16. (Chald nas

to ^-^j
-^ m . witn suff. ^, plur> D,-

?
dec .

yjjj f

i. a side.^ to a* the side, Is. 60 : 4.

is? y the side, Deut. 31 : 26. Josh.

12 : 9. By way of eminence, it is used

of the left side
>
Ps - 91 : 7 - (Antith.W )

1 Sam. 20:25. With He paragogic,

"S? to Me 5zWe
'

J Sam - 20 : 20 -

2 ' an ^versary, opponent. Judg.

g : 3. Arab. jLo and j^ #

simply
v in the same sense, Dan. 8 : 9.

away; -^ TII> fe 5e>
So in the Rabbinical writinffs, comp. ., 01,11 -^* Chald. a side. isnT? on ^ i e T o T n i 11Ezek. 20 : 6, 15. Jer. 3 : 19. Dan. 11:

45 hp ^ nn Me ^fonoi Wy mount,
i. e. the mount of the temple.

Aram.

Is. 13 : 14.

^r
the part

.

f> Dan * 6 : 5'~^ ^*^ Dan ' 7 : 25 *

TS Chald. a purpose, intention.

Dan. 3:14 *mn was it an intention?

Comp. Heb. rnJ, rr-j?.

TT? or iTH? a place on the north-

2. a gazelle. (Arab.

vym.) 1 K. 5 : 3. [4 : 23.]
Prov. 6 : 5. See Bocharti Hieroz. T. I. em boundary of Palestine. Only Num.
p. 924 ff. 895 ff. and Rosenmiiller's notes 34 : g. Ezek. 47 : 15.

thereon, T. II. p. 304 of the Leipsic j-^ to *ee q/kr a person, construed
edit. Plur. tyjs, uxt 2 Sam. 2 : 18. DWS .,,

T ^ 01 , T .

, ^i i- A' j_J ^ A m o e with an accus. .bx. 21:13. Joined with
1 Chr. 12:9. and num Cant. 2 : 7. 3 : 5. /. //>/*

tfD2, to seek ajter the life of a person,
1 Sam. 24 : 12. Kindred with -PIS to hunt

or lie in wait for wild beasts. Deriv.

F^Zl^ fern, of ns, thefemale gazelle.

Cant". V: 5. 7:4.

see D^n^f.
fut. east, to razc/i or hold out.

Once Ruth 2 : 14.

J?5? Chald. to wet,moisten. Pa. Dan.

4: 22.' [4: 25.]

Ithpa. yscisA pass. Dan. 4 : 12, 20,
30. [4 : 15, 23, 33.] Otherwise to im-

merse, colour, as in Syr. and Arab.
Hence

^5-^ m ' dec. VI. i. what is coloured,

a party-coloured garment. Judg. 5 : 30.
11 '

ibid.

'

Niph. as in Aram, to be laid waste.

Zeph. 3 : 6.

PHI* see rn 1

^.
"T

!H! f. verbal from rrrs, a purpose,

intention, design. Num. 35 : 20, 22.

P*
1

*
7

!? m> vei'hal adj. from p-ra, dec. I.

1. he that has a righteous cause. Ex.

9:27. 23:8. Hence innocent, Gen. 18:

23 ff. 20 : 4.

2. just, righteous, (spoken of God,
of a king, judge.) Ps. 7 : 10. 1 19 : 4.
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3. blameless, virtuous, pious. Gen.

6:9.7:1. Prov. ]0:3ff.

4. true,faithful Neb. 9 : 8. Is. 41 : 26.

5. perhaps victorious, a conqueror.

[Is. 49 : 24.
C^mp. ngs

u6. 7.

'^^te.-'^^rob^ liter. to ^
straight, i. q. nti\ (Comp. pis Ps. 23 :

3.) In Syr. ^jj to 5e ri^A^, suitable.

In Arab. ^J^o to be upright, true.

1. to have a just or righteous cause,

(in a contention at law.) Gen. 38 : 26

-op np"$ ^r cflM*fi w wore just than

mine.
"
Job 9 : 15, 20. 10 : 15. 13 : 18.

34 : 5. Also to be right, (in an assertion,)

Job 33:12. 11:2.

2. to &e y5#, righteous ; spoken of

Jehovah, Ps. 51:6. of the law, Ps. 19 :

10.

3. to be innocent, blameless. Job 15 :

14. 22 : 3. 35 : 7. S r& p-rs to appear
innocent before God, Job 9:2. 25:4.

nVra pns icfeftt, Job 4:17.

4. to bejustified, to justify ones self,

as if the pass, of Pi. and Hiph. Is. 43 :

9,26.45:25. Ezek. 16:52.

Niph. to bejustified. Dan. 8:14 proa

tfip Me sanctuary shall bejustified, i. e.

its honour shall be maintained, it shall

be safe. See pis and np;rs no. 6.

Pi. 1. to justify. Ezek. 16 : 51, 52.

Jer. 3:11 rroJCD njrw shejustifies herself,

i. e. appears just.

2. to esteem or pronounce just. Job

33 : 32. Joined with Vfica, to pronounce
ones selfjust, Job 32 : 2.

Hiph. 1. to pronounce innocent, to

acquit, absolve, (spoken of a judge.)
Ex. 23 : 7. Deut. 25: 1. Is. 5 : 23. Con-

strued with b, Is. 53 : 11.

2. to make righteous, to lead to righ-

teousness. Dan. 12:4.

Hithpa. PTCSH to justify or defend
ones self. Gen. 44 : 16.

Note. The antithesis is constantly

made by ytir\.

H! m. with suff. 7-12, verbal from
' V V

p_2, dec. VI. h.

'i. straightness. Ps. 23 : 3

straight paths.

2. what is right, right. Job 36 : 3.

Ps. 15:2. Lev. 19 : 36 pis aitfo just
balances. pis TOT suitable sacrifices or

sacrifices according to law, Deut. 33 :

19.

3. righteousness, (of a judge, of Je-

hovah.) Ps. 35 : 24, 28. icBtfm p-rc righ-
teousness andjustice, Ps. 89 : 15. 97 : 2.

4. innocency, blamelessness, Ps. 37 :

6. Job 8 : 6. a just or righteous cause,

Ps. 17:1. Job 6: 29.

5. truth. Ps. 52:5. Is. 45:19.

6. deliverance, salvation, prosperity,
as the consequence of righteousness,

(according to the usual ideas of retri-

bution,) i. q. y&, TOW. Is. 45 : 8. 51:5.

62 : 1. Jer. 33 : 16.

:

Dan. 9 : 24. Ps.

132 : 9. comp. verse 16.

npl? f. verbal from pis, dec. XI. c.

1. what is right or fit. Joel 2 : 23

njnsb rnten the early rain as it is wanted.

Also a right or interest in a thing, Neh.
2:20.

2. righteousness, justice, (of a judge,
of God.) n^iai EBttto righteousness and

justice, 2 Sam. 8 : 15. Jer. 9 : 23.

3. blamelessness, innocency, Job 27 :

6. Prov. 12 : 28. 15 : 9. a just or righ-
teous cause, Gen. 30: 33. Ps. 18: 21.

Dan. 9 : 7.

4. merit, desert ofgood. Gen. 15 : 6

and he counted it to him as a merit.

Deut. 6 : 25.

5. favour, beneficence. Ps. 24 : 5.

Prov. 10 : 2. Mic. 6 : 5. (Comp. the

Chald.)

6. salvation, deliverance, prosperity,
i. q. *, rttw. Is. 45 : 8. 48 : 18. 51 : 6,

8. Hence
7. victory. Judg. 5:11.

i7p1^ Chald. beneficence, alms. Dan.

4: 24". '[4: 27.]

^"^P*!-? (righteousness of JehovaK)

Sept. 2i?fxMK) Vulg. Sedecias, proper
name of a king of Judah, which was

given to him by king Nebuchadnezzar,
instead of his former name njano. 2 K.
24:17. lChr.3:15. Jer. 1:^3."

to shine like gold. Part. Hoph.
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27.

)

ihining like gold. Ezra 8

Kindred with anj gold.

HnS m.gold-coloured,yellow, spoken

of the lair. Lev. 13 : 30 ff.

1. vn2 1. to neigh, spoken of the

horse. Jer. 5 : 8.

2. metaphorically to rejoice, spoken
of men. Is. 12:6. 24:14.

Pi. Is. 10:30 TrVip 7ns let thy voice

resound, i. e. cry aloud, from alarm,

terror. (Comp. fan.)

Deriv. nbnsp.

II. /H2 i. q. ins or irn to shine._ T T. - T -T

Comp. the letter % p. 290. Found only
in Hiph. causat. Ps. 104 : 15.

"^n^ found only in Hiph. denom.

from ins?, to make or press oil. Job 24 :

11.

""in!^ m. dec. VI. n. light. (Comp. irn

and irro.) Gen. 6:16 narft nton ins light,

i. e. a window, shalt thou make for the

ship. Comp. 8 : 6. (Others make it the

dung in the Keri of Is. 36 : 12. 2 K. 18 :

27.

m. and (Neh.3:5.) const.

i3?, dec. II. b.

1. the neck, Germ. Hals. wsa with

a stretched out or proud neck, Job 15 :

26. Ps. 75:6.

2. the neck, Germ. Nahhen. Lam. 5 :

5. Hence used in reference to a yoke
or burden, Hos. 10 : 11. Lam. 1 : 14.

Plur. D'")^?, const, "nms, used of an

individual, Gen. 27 : 16. 33 : 4. 45 : 14.

nYws colla, Mic. 2 : 3.

fcOi!, rn.i!
fc

proper name of a city

in Mesopotamia, otherwise called Ne-

sibin, Nisibis, Antiochia MygdonicB,
1 Sam. 14 : 47. 2 Sam. 8 : 3. 23 : 36.

2 Chr. 8 : 3. Its territory is denominated

nais ty]M Ps. 60 : 2. 2 Sam. 10 : 6, 8. It

was the residence of a king, who in the

time of David carried on several con-

siderable wars with Israel.

(comp. ms,) to lie in wait, con-

deck, comp. the Arab. *& the back, strued with an accus. (1.) to hunt, take.

surface.)

Dual D^ns. noon, mid-day, liter.

double light]* Gen. 43 : 16, 25. Deut.

28 : 29. Used as an emblem of pro-

sperity, Job 11 : 17. Ps. 47:6.

12 or I!?, prob. a precept, (from rnv,

like 15, 15, from ^fJ*, nw.) Hos. 5:11.

for he follows wittingly after the com-

mandment (of men). According to this

we should render Is. 28: 10, 13 12 isb i^

v precept upon precept, precept upon

precept. Others : filth on filth, (as if

i. q. NTS, nte;) comp. verse 8. ;
but this

does not agree so well with verse 13.

Others make it the inarticulate sound

of the drunken man, comp. verse 1 1 .

m. dec. I. dirty, spoken of gar-

(wild beasts.) Gen. 27 : 3, 5, 33. Job

38 : 39. (2.) to lay snares, e. g. for

birds. Lev. 17 : 13. Lam. 3 : 52. Mic.

7:2. (3.) titt TO to seek the
life,

of a

person. Prov. 6 : 26. (4.) in the other

dialects also tofish; see JVPS.

Pil. i. q. Kal no. (3.) Ezek. 13 : 18, 20.

Hithpa. TOsn, see under TS.

Deriv. T^, TO, "rts, rnisn.

12 found only in Pi. nis.
TT

1. to command any one; construed

with an accus. of the person, (like the

Lat.jubere aliquem,) Gen. 26: 11. more

rarely with V, Gen. 2:16. 28 : 6. Est.

2 : 10, 20. with to, Gen. 50 : 16. with
*,,

Ex. 1:22. The command usually follows

directly after itA, or indirectly in an

infin. e. g. Gen. 3:11. The thing com-

ments. Zech. 3 : 3, 4. (Syr. j^
to be

^^^ ^ put also in the accus .^hence

dirty, odious.)

riN'te f. dec. X. dirt, filth. Is. 28 : 8

nte M7 vomitusfcedus. Metaphorically
sin, guilt, Is. 4 : 4. Prov. 30 : 12. Used
as an euphemistic expression for human

a double accus. of the person and thing,

Gen. 6:22. Ex. 25 : 22.

2. to commission, depute, se?ul, (a

person,) without mentioning the thing

enjoined. Jer. 14: 14. 23:32. Construed

with Vy of the person sent to, Est. 4 : 5.
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Ezra 8: 17. 1 Chr. 22 : 12. or on whose press, construed with a dative and

account the charge is given. Gen. 12: 20. accus. Deut. 28 : 53 ff. Jer. 19 : 9.

'2 Sam. 14:8. In the latter case also E. g. a city, Is. 29 : 7. Part. p$o aw op-

with >, Kx. (5 : 13. with b, Ps. 91 :11. pressor, Is. 51: 13.

I'si'd in rofrivnce to inanimate object*, 2. to urge or press, (with words,)
Am. 9 : I. 1's. -12 : 9. construed with b. Judg. 16 : 16.

3. construed with an accus. of the Deriv. out of course psra, pisn, n

a and by of the tiling, to appoint a
XT i T o ;.IA

(//YT any thing. Neh.7:2. 5.14.

1 Sam 13-14 25-30

"4. to appoint, ordain, essejubere. Ps.

p*i!
m. verbal from pis no. II. op-

pression, affliction, trouble. Dan. 9 : 25.

nj?^ f. verbal from pis no. II. op-

68 : 29 TJW Tjvf'N njs thy God hath ap- pression, compression, affliction, trouble.

I thy prosperity. Ps. 1 1 1 : 9. Is. Prov. 1 : 27. Is. 8 : 22 nrvis FJWQ darkness

45:12.

5. imb rps or fcva Vsi to />?/ owe's fowse

i order, to give ones last charge to his

ofcompression, i. e. thick darkness. 30 : 6.

see

Tyre, the proper name of
family. 2 Sam. 17 : 23. 2 K. 20 : 1. Is.

J : 1. (In Rabbin, rws a testament.}

Ps. 45: 13. Ezek.26:2. The Greek
shout, for joy. Is. 42 : 1 1.

name^ ^ probaWy ^.^ from ^
n*l!i f. verbal from rrs, dec, XL c. Aramean pronunciation -ifc, WTJQ, like

cry, either of joy or sorrow. Is. 24: it) (&CTQ) fivftet.

I. "^^9 fut.
iis;, apoc. "isp.

1. to /?rm, straiten, hence to besiege,

11. Jer. 14:2.

nS^ f. Me efej^A or bottom of the

sea. Is. 44 : 27. More frequently called (a city;) construed with bi", Dan. 1 : 1.

nbiso. Kindred with the root bbs

. II.

with b, Deut. 20:19. with an accus.

1 Chr. 20: 1. Causat. to cause to straiten

st. (In Arab, and Aram. or besiege, Is. 29 : 3. Deriv. **

I
- IT/-,

ili in. verbal from QCJ, dec. I. fast-

ing, a fast. 2 Sam. 12:6. Plur.

Est. 9: 31.

i to overflow. Lam. 3 : 54.

Judg. 20 : 26. Zech. 7 :

. to press, persecute, i. q. *ns no. II.

Deut. 2 : 9. Ex. 23 : 22. Part, nns Est.

3. trans, to make hostile, to instigate.

Judg. 9:31.

II. "TO i. q. -m to bind together.

Pret. n-w Deut. 14 : 25. Fut. ITOJI 2 K.
Hiph. 1. to cause to overflow. Deut. 12 : 11. isji 2 K. 5 : 23.

III. 1^12 i. q. 12* toform, make. So
the fut. w Ex. 32 : 4. 1 K. 7 : 15. and

Deriv. out of course n^. ^^ Jen 1 : 5 Keth. (In Arab, and

fffc m. verbal from
rps,

dec. X. honey Aram, idem.) Deriv. TO no. III. nro.

distilling of itself, pure honey. Prov. J. *^^ m . (Jec . J.

16:24. Plur. PC* Ps. 19:11.
I. a rock. Job 18 : 4. 24: 8. Meta-

I. \W found only in the fut.
pis;, phorically tontp: iis the rock of Israel,

i. q. pa; to pour out. Job 28 : 2. 29 : 6. i.e. God, Is/30 : 29. Deut. 32 : 37 the

II. \)*& to be straitened, pressed. In rock in which they trusted. Ps. 18:3,

Kal found only Is. 26 : 16 tUnb
jips pro-

32> 47. Plur. ni-iis Job 28 : 10.

bably they press out sighs.

Hiph. p^n 1. to straiten, afflict, op-

2. a stone. Is. 8:14.

II. ^^ m. sharpness, edge, (from



pre (

i i. q. Arab. .Lo dissecuit,divisit.) Ps.

89 : 44 3117 *ns the edge of the sword.

Josh. 5 : 2, 3 onis nirin sharp knives.

Comp. is Ex. 4 : 25.

III. "Y m. dec. I. form. Ps. 49 :

15 Keri. See the following article.

}TV)l
fc

f. dec. X. form. Ezek. 43:11.

See the verb TO no. III.

*Vl2 i. q "1^^ the neck, q. v.

O^TH;)? masc ' plur. the neck. Cant.

4 : 9. The
ji
here may be a terminatio

diminutiva et charitativa. Others: an
ornamentfor the neck, a necklace.

.TV)! Hiph. to kindle, set onfire, i. q.

n^ m. verbal adj. from nrra, dec.

Vllf. 1.

1. white and shining. Cant. 5:10.
2. shined upon by the sun, hot, bright,

clear. Is. 18 : 4 ns on a clear heat. Jer.

4:11 rw nn a hot wind. Arab, (with

(j^]
and Syr. idem.

3. metaphorically clear, spoken of

words. Is. 32 : 4.

nn^ adj. dec. IX. a. dry, parched.
Is. 5 : 13. Root NTO in Aram, to thirst.

rrn^ 1. to be white and shining.
Lam" 4: 7.

2. apricum esse, see rrc.

JDeriv. rru, rvn2, niTnij, vrni?, rtfnun*?.

rpnii m. verbal from nra, dec. I.

shined upon and burnt by the sun,

parched. Ezek. 24 : 7, 8. 26 : 4, 14.

rTrpn! f. verbal from nn^, a dry

land, a parched country. Ps. 68:7.

irpn?, plur. DT Neh. 4 : 7 [4 : 13]

Keth. verbal from nm?, idem.

rnron! fern. plur. verbal from rins,T :
-

parched countries. Is. 58 : 1 1.

n-H!i f. dec. X. an ill savour, a stink.

o *, 7

Joel 2 : 20. Syr. |ZoL*** bad stench.

pTO to laugh. Gen. 18:12ff. Con-

strued with b about any one, Gen, 21 :

6. Comp. into.

Pi. 1. to jest, joke, sport. Gen. 19 ;

a person,

)

14. Construed with DM

Gen. 26 : 8.

2. to mock, insult. Gen. 21:9. Con-
strued with a of the person, Gen. 39 :

14, 17.

3. to play, to dance with music. Judg.
16:25.

ph! m. verbal from pn$, laughter.
Gen. 21:6.

"IH^ m. a dazzling whiteness, candor.

Ezek. 27 : 18. (Arab. conj. XI. idem.)

"ih^ adj. dec. III. a. white, spoken
of the she-ass. Judg. 5 : 10. Vu\g.nitens.

Syr. albus. (In Arabic, however,

.^o spoken of the ass, denotes party-

coloured, spotted with white and red;
which meaning can be applied to the

Hebrew.)

^ m. a ship. Is. 33:21. Plur. DS

Num. 24 : 24. and cjv Dan. 11 : 30.

"^ (denom. from s, rro a waste, de-

sert,} found only in the plur. D^ in-

habitants of the desert; used (1.) of

men, Ps. 72 : 9. 74 : 14. (2.) of animals,

Is. 13:21. 23:13. 34:14. Jer. 50:39.

According to Bochart (Hieroz. T. II.

p. 209. of 'the Leips. edit.) ivild cats,

like the Arab. , , fcx*s cats. Otherwise

comp. jj^o (nj?) a collection of wild

animals, particularly of lions.

*1^ m. verbal from H2, dec. VI. f.

1. a hunting. Gen. 10:9.

2. game, venison, Gen. 25 : 28. prey,

booty, Job 38 : 41.

3. food. Neh. 13 : 15. Ps. 132 : 15.

Particularly food for a journey, viati-

cum, Josh. 9 : 5, 14. See nro.

Hithpa. Tp^ri denom. from T^, tofur-
nish ones self with provision for a

journey. Josh. 9:13.

m*1

^ or m! fern of T^.

\Jfood. Ps. 78:25.

2.foodfor ajourney, viaticum. Gen.

42 : 25. 45 : 21. (Arab, rrm idem.)

T*2 m. verbal from TK, dec. I. a
^

hunter. Jer. 16 : 16.
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|VT! t.(aflsh ing) Sidon, the proper
2. a flower. Job 14: 2. Plur. c?,

name of a celebrated commercial city (comp. nip>}, 07?,) 1 K. 6 : 18.

3. a wing. Jer. 48 : 9. For this
in Phenicia, now called Said. Gen. 10 :

15, 19. 49:13. The gentile noun is

'?T2 a Sidonian.

n*? f. dec. X. dryness, aridity. Job

24:19. Hence TTO yn a dryland, a

desert, Ps. 63 : 2. 107 : 35. Without yn,
in the same sense, Ps. 78:17. Root

Arab, ms . c ^ to

]Vl
k m. a dry land. Is. 25 : 5. 32 : 2.

Comp. rrs.

p*? f. Zion, the proper name of a
Num - 15 '38, 39.

part of Jerusalem, consisting of the "^K ?' *tl? ^

wing.

change of signification, see ya:.

Jl^li f. verbal from y*r dec. X. a

/<mJr. Is. 28:4.

nST 1

? f. 1. a forelock. Ezek. 8 : 3.

(This signification is kindred with y^
no. 3. a wing. Comp. ns:

strictly to

pluck, strike.)

2. fringe, tassel, such as the Is-

raelites wore on the corners of their

upper garments and esteemed sacred.

? proper name

more elevated southernmost mountain of a city in the tribe of Simeon, but

and the upper part of the city. In the at times under the dominion of the

poets and prophets it is often used for Philistines. Josh 15 : 31. 19: 5. 1 Sarn.

Jerusalem itself. See Relandi Palss- 30 : 1. 2 Sam. 1:1.

I.

dec. I.

! on idol. Is. 45 : 16.

2. form. Ps. 49:15 Keth.

Una, p. 846.

P^ m. dec. I. a sign, memorial, a

stone set up. 2 K. 23 : 17. Sometimes
as a way-mark, Jer. 31:21. and some-

times as a sepulchral monument, Ezek.

39 : 15. Root prob. TTK Syr. |o to

place.

pS and
J!i Zin, the proper name of

a desert in the south of Palestine, to-

wards Idumea. Num. 13:21. 20:1.
34 : 3, 4. Josh. 15 : 1, 3. See Relandi

Pakeetina, p. 113.

pb^2 m. a prison. Jer. 29 : 26. Root

ps in Samar. to shut up.

Y*^, fut. fv;, pret. y^. (In Arab. ys\)

1. to shine. Ps. 132: 18. Comp. the

kindred root ys:.

m. verbal from TO no. III.

II. "VS m. dec. I. a messenger.

Prov.l3:17. 25:13. Is. 18:2. Arab.

.Lo med. Je to go, arrive. Hence a

verb in

Hithpa. "v^n to set out on ones way.
Josh. 9 : 4. But the various reading
with i, as inverse 12, is to be preferred
to the common reading.

III. T2 m. dec. I. something winding

or twisting itself. (Arab. ^ conj. V. to

writhefrom pain.) Hence
1. a hinge of a door. Prov. 26 : 14.

2. Plur. i. q. cten throes or pangs (of

a woman in childbirth). Is. 13 : 8. 21 :

2. to put forth flowers, to blossom. 3. 1 Sam. 4:19. Metaphorically strong
Num. 17:23. [17:8.] Ps. 103:15. terrors, which are often compared with
Often metaphorically to flourish, Ps. the pains of childbirth, Dan. 10:16.
92 8 L.

," m. with suff.

^
Hiph. to peep, to look secretly. Cant,

m. wt su. ', verbal from ri:

^^ dec VIn_ b

'

fl ^^^ h V

used (1.) to indicate frailty. Job 8 : 9.

ps . 102 : 12. (2.) to express protection,
1. something shining, particularly the shelter, the figure sometimes being con-

gold plate which the high-priest wore tinued and sometimes not. Ps. 17:8.
on his forehead. Ex. 28 : 3638. Corap. 36 : 8. Is. 16 : 3 make thy shadow at

m. verbal from ys, dec. X.

Ps. 132 : 18. mid-day as in the night, i. e. afford a

8 T
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secure refuge from the burning heat.

Is. 25 : 4 t/tou (Jehovah) art a shadow

from the heat. As plurals, see c^**2 and

D'V'i*.

fr$7? Chald. found only in Pa. to

pray. Dan. 6:11. Ezra 6 : 10.

n/2 to roast. 1 Sam. 2:15. Jer. 44:

16. (Arab, idem) Deriv. ^3.

/i21) in Keri T'72, founjil only Judg.

7:13 D'"iy
:
i? cn^ ^s usually rendered a

baked barley-cake, from bb^n^. Better

with the Sept. Chald. placenta panis
hordacei, perhaps after the Chald. !?TO

) rbz
person, Judg. 14:19. 15:14. 1 Sam.
10 : 10. 1 1 : 6. With b, 1 Sam. 16 : 13.

18:10.

nbl2 Chald. i. q. Heb. nV_j no. I.

Aph. rnsrt (with the Heb. form.)

1. trans, to bless, prosper, promote,

execute prosperously. Ezra 6 :

succeed, prosper. Ezra

I. 7% (Arab, with .&) to

spoken of the ears. 1 Sam. 3:11. 2 K.

21: 13. Also metaphorically to quirer,

spoken of the lips, I lab. 3:16. Deriv.

2.

11.

3. intrans.

5:8.

4. to prosper, to be promoted. Dan.

6 : 29.

nn?2 f. a dish, bou-l. Prov. 19:24.

26:15. Plur. rvrrnr (as if from r.nrj,)

?2 m. verbal from rrs, dec. III. a. 2 Chr. 35:13.

Ex. 12 : 8, 9. rPrfe f. idem. 2 K. 2 : 20.

I. r\h% (Arab, with
^,.)

1. to beJit, useful, construed with *?.

Jer. 13:7, 10.

2. tosucceed,prosper,flotirish; spoken
of an undertaking, Is. 53 : 10. 54 : 17.

of a plant, Ezek. 17:9, 10.

3. to succeed (in an undertaking,)

spoken of a person. Ps. 45 : 5. Jer.

22 : 30.

Hiph. 1. trans, to make prosperous, to

bless; (1.) an undertaking, spoken of

God. Gen. 24: 21, 56. 39 : 3, 23. (2.) a

person, construed with an accus. 2 Chr.

26:5. with V, Neh. 1:11. 2:20.

2. to accomplish, or execute happily
or prosperously. 2 Chr. 7:11. Dan. 8 :

25. Particularly with
iryn, vyvj, to pro-

sper in ones ways, to succeed. Deut. 28 :

29. Ps. 37 : 7 is-n rr'^o he that prospers
in his ways, the prosperous man.

3. intrans. as in Kal no. 2. toprosper,

spoken of an undertaking. Judg. 18:5.

4. as in Kal no. 3. to prosper (in an

undertaking), spoken of a person. 1 K, fancr/
22:12, 15. 1 Chr. 22: 13. 29:23. 2 Chr.

' f
18:14, Prov. 28: 13. Jer. 2 : 37. 071% Z?? m. Chald. emph.

jr pXt* ^ image, idol. Dan. 2: 31 if. 3:ltf.

1. to pass over. 2 Sam. 19:18. ]^7? proper name of a mountain

2. to fall upon, construed with un in Samaria, not far from Sichem. Judg.
accus. Amos 5 : 6. with te, spoken of 9 : 48. It is represented by the poet Ps,

tho spirit of God which comes upon a 68 : 15, as covered with snow.

II. 772 (Aral), with ^) to

Ex. (15 : 10. Deriv. rns, rfpso.

III. ??! (Arab, with ) to /><

shaded, to be dark. Neh. 13 : 19.

Hiph. part, bso shadowing. Eisek.

31:3.

Deriv. out of course bs, nV^.

V -!, with sufF. I'JTS, piur. D'Vjs,

verbal from riv no. III. dec. VI. g. #

shadow. Cant. 2:17. Jer. 6 : 4.

DT*!i ni. with suif. to^|,
dec. VI. a.

aform, image, likeness, Gen. 1 : 27. 5 :

3.9:6. a shadowy image, a shadow,

Ps. 39 : 7. a idol, 2 K. 1 1 : 18. Amos
5 : 26. Metaphorically an imagination,

73 : 20.
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a station of the Israelites

in the desert. Once Num. 33 : 41.

rfip -^ f- Htor. death-shade, shadow

of death, (from Vs tf shadow, and r^
death,} henco poetically M/r/i darkness.

Job 3: 5. 10:21. 28:3.34:22. 38:17

. :'-L
%

'?r~
v Mr <7tffc,? of darkness. Is. 9 : 1 .

[9:2.]"

J?b2 to //<?//. ///w/j,
liter, to incline to

one'side, (r^s.) Gen. 32: 32. Part. fern.

nrVsn used collectively, M0e Ma ////,

spoken of the flocks, but in a metapho-
rical sense, Mic. 4 : 6, 7. Zeph. 3:19.

V/l4
in. verbal from bs, dec. VI. d.

a halting, falling. Ps. 35 1 15. 38 : 18.

ir?Sk * const, ste? and i-V^,
with suflf.

TO, dec. IV. i.
'

1. a rib. Gen. 2: 21, 22.

2. a side. Job 18 : 12. 20 : 10 ?'* <V2*

M0e IP/JO guard my side, i.e. my most

intimate friends. Spoken also of inani-

mate objects, as of the tent, Ex. 26 : 26,

27. Plur. D'rSs m. the sides or leaves of
afolding door, 1 K. 6 : 34. Elsewhere

uniformly ntebs, const, nisjs, sides, of

the altar, Ex. 38 : 7. of the ark of the

covenant, Ex. 25 : 14.

3. a side-chamber (of the temple).
1 K. 6 : 3. Ezek. 41 :6 ff. Also collec-

tively, like
rv_>;,

a whole story of side-

chambers, 1 K. 6 : 8. or even the three

stories, Ezek. 41:5, 9, 11. rfo^s rr2

Ezek. 41 : 9, is the space for these side-

chambers between the two walls of the

temple. Comp. Joseph! Antiq. Jud. in.

3. 2.

4. Plur. rnjra boards, (as it were rite.)

1 K. 6 : 15, 16.
:

5. proper name of a city in the tribe

of Benjamin, where Saul was buried.

Josh. 18: 28. 2 Sam. 21: 11.

v272 m. Deut. 28 : 42. prob. a spe-

cies of locust, so called from the shrill

noise which it makes. See T$ no. 1.

W?g dec, II. a.

1. afishing instrument, a hook. Job

10:31. [41:7.]
2. n rattling, rustling. Is. 18:1 y>'

>7 )

Gesen. in loc. Others : the land ofsha-

dowing wings, i. e. under whose wings
the Israelites find protection. By which

Egypt is tlien intended. Others : yj

feft$*VxM$, terra utrinque umbrosa,

having reference to the situation of

Ethiopia,which lies between \]& tropics,

so that the shadow is one half of the

year on the north side, and the other

half on the south.

Q*1 V^Sl* masc. plur. const, rate, a
:'.'.

' '

cymbal, Lat. cymbala, similar to what

is now used in field music, 2 Sam. 6 : 5.

Root r?2 no. I. Besides the larger

cymbals, there were also smaller ones

or castanets, consisting of metallic plates

of the size of a button, which the dancing
women vrore on their fingers and smote

together. Both these kinds are probably
referred to by the phrases atf ^rs and

nr'T ^>;
?) Ps. 1 50 : 5. See Jahn's Bibl.

Arc'haeol. 96.

D!, plur. D'es Job 5 : 5. prob. i. q.

n**Me thirsty. Targ-pradones, comp.

Arab, eras aJU^o '; ' ;
'

magmts, ditrus,

validus.

tt^%, fut. py, to fhirst. Ex. 17 : 3.

Metaphorically to thirst or long after a

person or thing, construed with
?,

Ps.

42 : 3. 63 : 2.

N?p!: m. verbal adj. from N? dec.

V. e. thirsty. Is. 21:14.

fc$?2^ m. verbal from *<ps dec. IV. g.

thirst.*Ezek. 19:13. Jer. 48:18.

n^p!i f. verbal from o$, thirst..

Once" Jer. 2 : 25.

pb$tS m. verbal from pi*, a dry or

thirty land. Deut. 8 : 15. Is. 35 : 7.

"Tft! in Kal not used. In Syr. and

Arab, (with ,^) to bind, fasten.

Niph. found only in the phrase "TOSJ

"iJfS'Vrab toJoin or consecrate one's selfto

Baalpeor. Num. 25 : 3, 5. Ps. 106 : 28.

Pu. to be fastened. 2 Sam. 20 : 8.

Hiph. joined with n^p, to frame dc-

rri(. nrcterc fraudem. Ps. 50:19.
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Deriv. -ros, and

IDS m. with suff. ros, dec. VI. h.

1. a pair, couple, yoke; e. g. of oxen,

1 Sam. 11:7. of asses, Judg. 19 : 10.

2 K. 9 : 25 L^TOS n^:n riding by pairs.

2. a measure of land, equal to what

a person might plough in one day, an

acre, \JA.\,. juqwn, jugcrum. 1 Sam. 14 :

14. Is. 5: 10.

?p^
f. i. q- was MzVtf. Is. 5 : 13.

lfc

f. dec. X. a tfetf. Cant. 4:1.

6 : 7/ Is. 47 : 2. Root OMJ Chald. to

cover.

p*lE2 m. dec. I. dried grapes or

raisins, or rather c/fees mmfe 0jf them,

in Ital. simmuki. 1 Sam. 25 : 18. 2 Sam.

16:1. Root po^.

n?2!> to sprout or spring up; spoken
of plants* Gen. 2:5. 41 : 6. of hair, Lev.

13:37. Ecc. 2:6 cw rrcns \r Me

forest which springs up with trees. Me-

taphorically to spring up, to arise, spoken
of new occurrences, Is. 42 : 9. 43 : 19.

58 : 8.

Pi. i. q. Kal. Ezek. 16 : 7. Judg. 16 :

22.

Hiph. to let spring up, to cause to

grow. Gen. 2 : 9. Construed with two

accus. Ps. 147 : 8. Metaphorically to

arise, spoken of deliverance or salvation,

Is. 45:8. 61:11.

n?3^ m. with suff. ITOJJ, verbal from

nm, dec. VI. i. a sprout, shoot. Gen.

19 : 25. Metaph. rnrp rim the sprout or

branch of Jehovah, i.e. the Messiah,

the expected restorer of the Jewish

state, Is. 4: 2. Jer.23:5. 33:15. Zech.

3:8. 6:12.

T*E2 m. verhal from TO?, dec. III. a.

1. a bracelet. Gen. 24; 22, 30,

2. a lid or cover for a vessel. Num.
19:15.

CT^ masc. sing, (after the form

Fl?0 a snare. Job 18: 9. Root DOS
a ^ 5 ^

Arab. \y to weave, or ^ to bind.

? f. litor. detttrmtion, from

nraf, hence nrrasb for ever, absolutely,

entirely, i. q. % Lev. 25 : 23, 30.

p^ to be dry, spoken of the breasts.

Hos. 9:14. Deriv. jrvss.

"iDSi ni. with suff. '733 dec. VI. h.

wool. Lev. 13 : 47. Deut^ 22 : 1 1. Is. 1 :

18. Hence

rn*2!i f. the foliaqe of trees, as if
v v * & J

lana seu coma arborum. Ezek. 17:3,
22. 31:3, 10, 14. For similar trans-

fers of words from the animal to the

vegetable kingdom, see under the ar-

ticles VDS, ysj, rns, n;:v; also comp, olif

&UT6S, the flower, i. e. the skin, of the

sheep, (Horn. Od. i. 443.)

^1^1* proper name of a Syrian peo-

ple, mentioned only Gen. 10: 18. Some
have very justly compared the name
with that of the city Simyra, the ruins

of which Shaw describes under the

name of Sumra.

D^"T2! proper name of a city in the

tribe of Benjamin. Josh. 18 : 22. 2 Chr.

13:4,

n?2! to root out, to cut
off".

Lam.

3 : 53?
T

Niph. to be destroyed, to perish. Job

6:17. 23:17.

Pi. i.q. Kal. Ps. 119:139.

Hiph. i.q. Kal. Ps. 54 : 7. 69:5.

101:5.

Pilelnnpsi.q. Kal. Ps. 88:17.

Note. In the other dialects, this root

signifies to be silent.

jy m. a thorn. Plur. D^V Prov. 22 :

5. Spoken of a thorn-hedge, Job 5 : 5.

where perhaps we may comp. rasa a

basket ofgrain.

12 see P2.

fc$2! com. gen. Num. 32:24. andn:s

Ps. 8:8. i.q. ]*& small cattle, particularly
f"

sheep. (Arab, [j^ conj. IV. to have

much cattle.)

I. n|! f. i.q. f? a thorn, hence a

hook, fish-hook, like nh, *?. Plur. ni

Am. 4 : 2.

II. H2 dec. X. a shield. Ps. 35 : 2.
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Ezek. 23 : 24. and that of the pipes, through which the oil ran from

the oil-vessel (nVa) into the lamps. Zech.

4 : 12. According to Simonis, aquadri-
literal compounded of nil!? a pipe and nna

tojlow.

"1^! to go, proceed, move. Prov. 7 :

8. Jer. 10:5. Particularly to move

solemnly, 2 Sam. 6 : 13. hence spoken
of Jehovah, Judg. 5:4. Ps. 68:8. Con-
strued with an accus. to march through

(a country), Hab. 3 : 12. Gen. 49 : 22

Tj ^ rn3$ niaa the daughters (of the

tree), i. e. the branches, reach over the

ivall. By a change of the vowel-points,

rn?2 nia i. q. Arab, jjjv*^ dAb fil'uz

ascensionis, i. e. ferse, onagri.

Hiph. to lead, bring. Job 18:14.

Deriv. out of course i?2p.

I^L* m. verbal from -rs, dec. VI. c.

a step' 2 Sam. 6 : 13. Ps. 18 : 37.

rOX^ f. verbal from TS2, dec. X.
T t :

1. a step, marching, (of God.) 2 Sam.

5 : 24.

2. a short chain for the feet, extend-

ing from one foot to the other, worn

by the eastern women to give them a
& - c *

short fashionable gait. (Arab, jljc^o*
32? found only in the part. pass. Ei32 . , N _,

idem.) Comp. rnrsij.

n^S 1. to bend, incline, tilt, (Arab.

Axs?) e.g. a vessel, for the purpose of

drawing off the liquor. Jer. 48 : 1 2.

2. to be bent down by fetters. Is. 51 :

14.

3. to lay down, in reference to co-

pulation. Jer. 2 : 20.

4. to go with neck bent back, to walk

proudly. Is. 63: 1. (Others: to be proud,

comp. the Arab. A^ erravit, aberra-

vit, superbusfuit, i. q. Heb. rms.)

Pi. i. q. Kal no. 1. Jer. 48 : 12.

*V)^2 i. q. "V'3^ in the Kethib of

Jer. 14
T

; 3.48:4.'

'S m. dec. III. a. a veil, covering.

24 : 65. 38 : 14. (Root Arab,

conj. II. III. IV. to double;

hence perhaps the double veil, of which

91:4.

larger size, (comp. IK. 10: 16, 17.)

scutum, Sv^iog,
which covered the whole

body of the soldier. Root 2 prob. i. q.
* x

^Lo custndh'it, protexit.

III. H22 dec. X.coolness. Prov. 25 :

13. Root ]:2 Chald. to be cool. Others:

a vessel, comp. n:s:2.

rp22 or rp2-i dec. III. a. i. q. 7:2

a turban. Is. 62 ^3 Keth.

"^^^ m. dec. I. a water-course, a

wafer-fall. 2 Sam. 5 : 8. Ps. 42 : 8. (In

Chald. idem.)

PCS 1. to alight. Josh. 15 : 18.

2. prob. causat. to make to descend or

sink, i. q. Tnin. Judg. 4:21 she smote

the nail through his temples, yvs<2
n:2?n

and made it sink into the ground. So

the Sept, Vulg. Chald.

D^2! masc, plur. thorns. Num. 33 :

55. Josh. 23: 13. See;?.

n^21
fc

m. dec. III. a. a turban, head-
T

band ; for men, Job 29 : 14. for women,
Is. 3 : 23. for the high-priest, Zech. 3 :

5. Root F]:2. to wind round. See ."!:;:?.

DwS i

thin, dry, withered, spoken of ears. Gen.

41 : 23. (In Talmud, idem, in Samar.
& *,

hard. Syr. j.iiCJO% a, rock.)

p2 see
"j-^2.

^22 to be low, humble, modest. Part.

pa^s. ^with an active signification,) Prov.

11:2. In Chald. idem.

Hiph. to act humbly. Mic. 6 : 8.

Fpli fut. pp", to wrap up or roll

round, (with a turban ) Lev. 16:4.

Is. 22:18 TC:? ^ rfa$ he shall roll

thee up as a ball. Deriv. out of course

n2U^ f. verbal from ^:i% a ball. Is.

22 : 18. See the preceding article.

r^Ii^Ii f. a pot or basket, to keep

tilings in. Ex. 16:33. Root ps prob.

i. q. Arab, to to keep, lay up.

fern. plur. dec. XI. a,

Gen.
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one part hung down in front before the 2 and *h2 (smallness, comp.~

eyes, and the other part was thrown Gen.19: 20.) proper name of a city on
back over them.

"Vy? m. dec. III. a.

1. as an adj. small. Particularly

(1.) minor natu. Gen. 19:31. With
the addition en?} Job 30:1. (2.) low,

of little influence, Judg. 6:15. despised.
Ps. 119:141.

2. proper name of a place. Once 2 K.

8:21.

iTV)L7S f. denom. from Y22, dec. X.

minority, youth. Gen. 43 : 33.

jVS
to wander, to remove, spoken of

the nomades. (Arab. .*is.) Perhaps

liter, to lade beasts for ajourney. Comp.
;ro no. I. Is. 33 : 20.

j^S Zoan, proper name of an ancient

city in Lower Egypt, according to the

Sept. and Targums, Tanis, on the

eastern mouth of the Nile. Num. 13 :

22. Is. 19 : 11, 13. 30 : 4. Ezek. 30 : 14.

Q^SJJS masc. plur. the work of a

sculptor, statuary. 2 Chr. 3 : 10. Root

prob. yis Arab. cLo fmxit, conflavit,

artcm aurifabri exercuit. The last

idea, however, does not apply, see 1 K.

6:23.

pVS i. q. P?J to cry, particularly for

help"

"

Deut. 22 : 24, 27. Construed

with b of the person, Gen. 41 : 55.

Judg. 4 : 3. with b, 2 Chr. 13 : 14. Also

with an accus. of the thing about which

u person cries, Job 19: 7.

Pi. i.q. Kal. Once 2 K. 2:12.

Hiph. to call together, like

the southern extremity of the Dead Sea.

Gen. 1 3 : 10. 1 9 : 22, 30. Is. 15 : 5. Jer.

48 : 34. Its more ancient name was
r|?2.

IDS to adhere, to stick fast. Lam.

4:8. (Arab. ^ to bind.} J} .

L nDS 1. to look about, particularly

down from a height. Spoken metapho-

rically of inanimate objects, Cant. 7 : 5.

Part, ncte a watchman, (in a tower

or steeply) 1 Sam. 14 : 16. 2 Sam. 13 :

34. 18:24. Metaphorically aprophet,
who should, like a watchman, warn the

people, Jer. 6:17. Ezek. 3:17. comp.
Hab. 2 : 1 Hos. 9 : 8 cnc ncis Ephraim
looks out (after oracles).

2. to observe narrowly, construed

with an accus. Prov. 15 : 3. 31:27.
with *, Ps. 66 : 7. with ??, Gen. 31 : 49.

3. to lie in wait, construed with % Ps.

37 : 32. Job 15 : 22.

Pi. 1. i. q. Kal no. 1. 1 Sam. 4: 13.

Part. PESO a watchman, Is. 21 : 6. Ap-
plied metaphorically to prophets, Mic.

7 : 4. The thing looked out for is pre-

ceded by bs, Lam. 4 :17. by a, Mic. 7:

7. Ps. 5: 4.

Deriv. rpss, ns2>, rrei**?.

II. nD5 found only in Pi. nss to

overlay, (with gold, silver,) construed

with two accus. Ex. 25 : 24. 1 K. 6 :

20 ff.

Pu.pass. Ex. 26: 32. Prov. 26 : 23.

Deriv. '?.

III. HDS perhaps i. q. Arab. ULo

abundavit. Is. 21 : 5 rr^n rrbs every
1 Sam. 10:17. thing is in abundance, redundat redun-

Niph. pass, of Hiph. to be called or dantia. Better : they keep a watch, ac-

to come together. Judg. 7: 23, 24. 10:17. cording to no. I. See Gesen. in loc.

npy? f. verbal from js, dec. XI. d. Others, from the Arab. U^ durum,

a cry* particularly for assistance. Ex. deftecatum fuit vinum, they refine the

3 : 9. Job 34 : 28. *Jer. 48 : 5. Gen. 19 :

13 onpss the cry concerning them.

"WS to be small. (Comp. -m, iyr?.)

Metaphorically to be brought low, to be

debased, Jer. 30 : 1 9. Job 1 4 : 2 1 . (antith. metallic overlaying or covering. Num .

13?.) Zech. 13:7. Deriv. -vy$, n-jr?, -7213. 17:3, 1. Is. 30 : 22.

wine.

HDS f. verbal from
rpjj,

dec. X. a

swimming. Ezek. 32 : 6.

m. verbal from nci* no. II. a
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Ii2 m. (fern, in signif. no. 2.) dec.

,.j ft

T

'

I. the north.

ceated, dark place, like

Home "NuibV34:V.

But no confirmation of this

has yet been found in the kindred

diillf ts - Others: rfiacfe. See J. D.

Michaehs Supplem. p. 2132.

*E2 m. dec. III. a. a he-goat. Dan.

of, Josh. 8: 1 1, 13. With n~ 8:5,21. Ezra 6: 17.

parag. n;
;

ry northward, Gen. 13 : 14.

also with prepositions n:;csn ^ Ezek. 8 :

14,
rrj

;

cs: 1 Chr. 26 : 17. towards the

north, nrcy? Josh. 15:10. and b njisara

Judg. 21:19. cw Me north side.

2. Me /?orM MVM</. Cant. 4:16.

3. Me northern hemisphere, poetically

for the whole heaven. Job 26 : 7.

"^"lEl? in. denom. adj. from ^EI*,

coming from the north, spoken of the

locusts. Joel 2 : 20.

l^l^ Ezek. 4: 15 Keth. i. a. res.
T

""^EHiy plur. "2, com. gen.

1. a sparrow. Ps. 84 : 4. Prov. 26 :

2. Root "Ei* iii Arab, to chirp.

2. wy small bird, particularly a

singing bird. Ps. 1 1 : 1. 104 : 17. 124 :

7. Job 40 : 29. Prov. 6 : 5. 7 : 23.

3. a bird generally. Deut. 4:17. 14:

1 1. Lev. 14 : 4. Gen. 7 : 14 viyrb rwn~^

*\&T$ ni5? 'is every fowl after his kind,

every bird of every sort. Comp. E/ek.

17:23.39:4,17. Ps. 148:10.

nn22 f. a cruise or cup ; e. g. for

water, f Sara. 26:11 ff. for oil, IK.

I. DTD? f. dec. X. a crown, diadem.

Is. 28 : 5. Root iss Aral). J^ to weave

a garland.

II. C- Ezek. 7 : 7, 10. Root

, empty, to die.

See under r\ no. III.

]!>,
fut *

i'
sT. ! to conceal. Ex. 2 : 2.

Part. pass. J*B$ concealed, inaccessible,

sacred, Ezek. 7 : 22. Particularly in

order to give protection, Ps. 27 : 5. 83:

4 nVr \:*D2 Mose under Jehovah's pro-

tection, his clients.

2. to preserve, lay up. Part, n'pto

goods, treasures, Ps. 17:14. Construed

with 7, to /y z/jo t/or a person, Ps. 31 :

20. 172 *,-2 to lay up in ones heart,

Job 10: 13. ins jcs to fo^ ?//?
?r/M ones

self, Prov. 2:1. 7Vl.

3. to keep a person from any thing,

construed with p. Job 17 : 4.

4. to foto/ 6c, to stop. Prov. 27 : 16.

5. to fo'flfe owe'* *e//'; particularly to

17:12. Chald. rrra zcfe/w. Arab, by lie in wait, construed with h of the

transposition n-:rn.> a dish, vessel. Prov. 1:11, 18. Ps. 10:8.person.

rPQ^ f. verbal from ncs no. I. dec. Without an object following, Ps. 56 : 7.

X. a watching, i. q. HE^O. Lam. 4:17. 2ftph. ! to ^e concealed from or z^n-

- T- i/. known to a person, construed with na,
j^^n 2^ f. a cake, wafer. Ex. 16: T 01 1 T i/ 117

31 Rootm=^ to spread out. Comp. 2> ^ 'be finished,

'

determined, ap-

pointed, construed with \ Job 15 :20.

Hiph. i. q. Kal no. 1. to conceal. Ex.

2 : 3. Job 14 : 13.

Deriv. jics, D^KPD.

n^5?^ (Jehovah conceals) Zepha-

niah, proper name of a well-known pro-

Ps. 17 : 14 Keth. i. q. TO see

& no. 2.

I. Jr^C- m. dec. Ill, a. dung, (of
S' s

.rattle.) Ezek. 4: 15 Keri. (Arab. '^

idem.)

II. niVC? plur. Is. 22: 24. of very SopJionias.

difficult explanation ; according to the

phet, Zeph. 1 : 1. Sept, 2?/$. Vulg.

an Egyptian name,

Targum and Kimchi, synonymous with which Pharaoh gave to Joseph. Gen.
the preceding word cw^ offspring, 41 : 45. The reading of the Sept.
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and "YovtepAipxvqx comes

nearer to the proper Egyptian pro-

nunciation; comp. the Copt. Psot-em-

phanech (i.e. salus seculi.} Jerome:

servator mundi. The original ortho-

graphy of the word is perhaps corrupted
in the Hebrew, (comp. ^"vw, nco,) in

which language it is explained by reve-

lator occidti, (Targ. Syr. Kimchi ;) but

we can hardly conceive that the word

should be of Hebrew origin. See Jab-

lonskii Opusc. ed. te Water, T. I. p.

207216.

m. Is. 14 : 29. and 'tops
Is. 1 1 :

8. 59 : 5. Prov. 23 : 32. Plur. mfc

Jer. 8:17. prob. the horned serpent.

ing to Michaelis, derived from the Arab.

rwDij? cidaris, hence apicatus, coronatus;

according to Bochart from -z^c to

breathe poison, inasmuch as the ancients

ascribed this property to the basilisk.)

F)D2 found only in Pilp. qsKt to pip,

chirp, as a bird, Tg<'g, a-r^cv&t^M. Is.

10 : 14. 38 : 14. Then used metapho-

rically of the gentle whispering, (vox

exigua, Virg. ^En. vi. 492.) which the

ancients ascribed to departed spirits, or

rather of the voice of the necromancers

who sought to imitate the manes. Is.

8:19.

HDIipIi f. according to the Hebrew

interpreters, a willow-tree, salix. Ezek.

17:5, where 3 must be supplied. (In
Arab, idem.) Others : a plain; hence

in aplain, by supplying a. (So in Arab.)

""ID^ (Arab, with ^} to run, to go

away. Judg. 7:3.

"^5^ m. Chald. plur. pas, a bird,

fowl. "Dan. 4: 9, 11, 18, 30. [4: 12, 14,

21,33.]

jn.""!9? m. dec. VII. a. afrog. Ex.

7 : 27, 28. 8 : 1 if. Used as a collective

noun and then of the fern. gen. frogs,
Ex. 8: 2. [8:6.]

m. dec. VI. b.

)

2. the (diamond)point ofa style, liter.

its nail. Jer. 17:1. Comp. Plin. N. H.
xxxvn. cap. 4. (Chald. TBTQ idem.)

nCIi f. the- capital or chapiter (of a

pillar). 2Chr. 3:15. Root Syr. Iva*

to adorn.

D"^! see

37p? see JT'iT'S.

p^P^ m. found only 2 K. 4: 42. a

bag, pouch. Perhaps from the Arab.

V* ijjlo side, hence a side-bag.

"I?, with disjunctive accents and

with the article 12, with suif. n$, plur.

1. an adversary, enemy, persecutor,
i. e. TIN, but found only in the later

books
; e. g. Est. 7 : 4, 6. Neh. 4:11.

9 : 27. Root ITS no. II. Comp. 12, on.
II. affliction, distress, from -PS no.

III. Ps. 4 : 2. 44 : 1 1. 78 : 42 ^ 1*1

for
'"? 15 nvna when I was afflicted, Ps.

18:7. 66:14. 106:44. 102:3 b TOOTS

in the day when I ivas afflicted. The
fern, is HTO.

III. a stone, i. q. -fc, TO. Is. 5 : 28.

"1!i m. 1. a rock, i. q. TO no. I. Ezek.

3:9.

2. a knife. Ex. 4 : 25. Comp. TO no. 3.

3. Tyre. i. q. nte q. v.

H11k
in Niph. to be burned. Ezek.

21:3. [20 : 47.] Kindred with ^\p, r,np.

In Chald. rms adustio.

I. ,TCn^ f- verbal adj. from njs,

burning, scorching. Prov. 16:27.

II. Him Lev. 13: 23, 28. according
to the Sept. Vulg. Chald. a mark, from

Arab. L j J> to

1. a nail (of the finger). Deut. 21 :

12. Hence

"n.! proper name of a city in the

tribe of Manasseh, not far from Scytho-

polis.
1 K. 1 1 : 26. 2 Chr. 4:17. In its

stead we find rms Judg. 7 : 22, (where,

however, the true reading is with T;)

and it is evidently the same place with

irnst
Josh. 3 : 16. i K. 4 : 12. 7 : 46.

1^ (with Kamets impure) fern, of^.
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I. afemale adversary, particularly
a

u-al. 1 Sam. 1:6. ^
II. distress, trouble. Is. 8 : 22. With prosy, comp

He parag. Ps. 120 : 1 * nrrm

was in distress; comp. Jon. 2 : 3

see "VIS.

Arab.
j*e 9

to cry

Zeph.l:14.
C

Hiph. to slwutfor battle, Is. 42 : 13.

*H! a Tyrian, a gentile noun from

is Tyre. IK. 7: 14. Ezra 3: 7.

*^5 m. Gen. 37 : 25. and ns Gen.

43 : Vl. Jer. 8 : 22. 46 : 11. 51 : 8. in

and garments, Lev. 13 1 47 59. 14 :

33 37. In men strictly the white le-

Ex. 4:6. Num. 12:10.

Hence the denom. rns Lev. 13 : 44.

22 : 4. and rjn? 2 K." i: 1, 27. 15 : 5.

leprous, infected with the leprosy.

r|"T, fut.
ifnp.

1. to melt, fuse, par-

ticularly the precious metals Hence

p]is
a founder or workman in gold and

silver, Judg. 17:4. Prov. 25 : 4.

2. particularly to refine gold, silver,

etc. by the fire, to separate the dross.

Ps. 12:7. Is. 1:25.

pause ** Ezek. 27 : 17. thejuice of tJie n
3 ' "etaphoricalty to refine,

purifyDan. 1 1 : 35. Part. pass. rp-tt purified,*balsam bush, opobalsamum, a produc-
tion of Gilead, used for the healing of pure, Ps. 18:31. 119:140.

4. to try, examine, prove. Ps. 17 : 3.

external wounds. Root rm Arab.
, c^ 26:2. 105:19.

Niph. pass. Dan. 12:10.

Pi. i. q. Kal no. 1. Part, *r$o Mai. 3 :

2Q
, O.

(now Sarjend,) a contraction

to flow, distil. Comp. Bocharti Hieroz.

T. I. p. 628. Celsii Hierobot. II. 180

185. and for a different view, J. D.

Michaelis Supplem. p.2142. Warnekros

in the Repertorium fiir morgenland. P i (* _ or? j T i of roD", hence with He paraer. nn-rt*

Litteratur, Th. XV. p. 227. and Jahn s

Bibl. Archaeol. 74.

rTH! m. dec. III. a. a high building,

a palace, tower. Judg. 9 : 46, 49. Spoken
of old watchtowers, 1 Sam. 13

G <^s

(Arab. a tower.)

6.

^
m. dec. VI. p. need, necessity.

2 Chr. 2: 15. (In Chald. and Rabbiu.
in tlle book of

"
the

Sarepta, proper name of a Phenician

city between Tyre and Sidon. IK. 17:

9, 10. Chad. 20.

I. TY2 (Arab, with ^.)
1. to bind up or together, (in a cloth

or bundle.) Ex. 12 : 34. Job 26 : 8.

Prov. 30 : 4. 1 Sam. 25 : 29 bound up
in the bundle of tJie living, i. e. written

more common.)
see under

f. Ex. 23 : 28." Deut. 7 : 20.

Josh. 24 : 1 2. according to the ancient ver-

sions and the Hebrew interpreters, hor-

nets. Comp. Bocharti Hieroz. II. p. 534.

Perhaps plagues, public calamities,

plagce Dei, (from

i"l^n! proper name of a city in the

plain of the tribe of Judah, but after-

wards assigned to the tribe of Dan.

Josh. 1.5 : 32. 19 : 41. Judg. 13 : 2.

The gentile noun is ^TJ 1 Chr. 2 : 54.

and 'rnns verse 53. 4 : 2.

Hog> 13 .

the iniquity of Ephraim is bound up,
i. e. taken away, comp. Job 14 : 17.

2. to embrace or holdfast. Hos. 4:19.

3. to shut up. 2 Sam. 20 : 3.

Note. Of this verb there occur in

Kal the pret. 111% part. pass, ins, imper.
is Is. 8:16. to which some add ins

Prov-. 26 : 8, as an infin. Some other
to cast down.) tenses and persons borrow their form

from ii!?. See TO no. II.

Deriv. vs.

II. 1"T (Arab, with ^.)
1. to be hostile to, to persecute. Num.

33:55. Is. 11:13. Construed with a

dative, Num. 25 : 18. Hence part. -TO

"^ f. dec. XIII. m. the leprosy; i. q . i? a persecutor, an enemy, Ps.6:
either in men, Lev. 13 : 2 ff. or in houses 8. 7 : 5. 23 : 5.

3 u
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2. to be jealous, to be a rival. Lev. Jer. 10 : 18. Neh. 9 : 27. Fut. 12; 1 K.

8:37.

2. intrans. as in Kal, to be distressed,

construed with a dative. 2 Chr. 28 : 22.

33 : 12. Part, rmo nt^ a woman in

rm.

1? i- q-

18:18.

Deriv.

III. "YT2 i. q. TO no. I. but used

intrans. to be narrow or straitened.

Pret. *, fern, rm Is. 49 : 20. Construed childbirth, Jer. 48 : 41. 49 : 22.

impersonally ^ is (1) I am in a strait,
Deriv. isn.

/ am in trouble. Ps. 31 : 10. 69: 18.

Judg. 11:7. 1 Sam. 28 : 15. 2 Sam.

24: 14. (2.) I am much grieved, con-

strued with to. 2 Sam. 1 : 26. In a si-

milar construction occurs also the fut.

^ i!]j see 12? no. II.

Hiph. isn, infin. -art.

1 . trans, to oppress, distress, afflict ;

construed with a dative. Deut. 28 : 52.

and "fil^ m. verbal from 112

no. I. dec. I.

1. a bundle, pack. 1 Sam. 25 : 29.

Particularly a purse or bag for money,
Gen. 42 : 35. Prov. 7 : 20. For Prov.

26 : 8, see rrorra.

2. i. q. TO, a stone, a small stone, 2

Sam. 17:13. a grain, kernel, Amos 9:9.

V^ and WTO, see n*n2.T- : I T ;iT 7 T :

Koph, the 19th letter of the alpha-

bet, and as a numerical sign denoting
100.

& ^

The name
F|ip

is i.q. Arab. t^o* fora-
men acus vel securis.

For its few commutations with the

other palatals, see the letters *, D.

Np m. verbal from Nip, dec. I. a vo-

mit, matter thrown from the stomach.

Prov. 26:11.

r\fcj|2
f. with the article nst^n, const.

n^, a water-fowl, (Lev. 11:18. Deut.

14:17.) which also inhabits waste

places, (Is. 34 : 11. Zeph. 2 : 14. Ps.

102: 7. ) according to the ancient ver-

sions, the pelican. Root prob. Nip to

vomit, from the vomiting up of muscles

and other indigestible things, which is

done by the pelican and other water

birds.

!}p m 2 K. 6 : 25. a cab, a measure

according to the Rabbins containing the

sixth part of a seah, (TWD.)

H5IJ t execrate, curse. \. q. 355 no. 3.

q. v. From this form come only the

pret. infm. and imper. Num. 23 : 8 ff.

24 : 1. Imper. with suff. taj? Num. 23 :

13, with Nun epenthetic.

)lf2 f. the stomach or maw of ani-

mals that chew the cud, echinus. Det
S3

18:3. (Arab. *AJ idem.)'

found only Num. 25 : 8. proK
G xx- f> '

i. q. Arab. L_^ tV L^ thepart between

the ribs and the rump. Sept. ^T^.
Vnlg. genitalia. Perhaps also rap stands

for mpp i. q. Chald. raip: thefundament,
from yp_: to pierce.

i""T3p f. a sleeping chamber. Once

Num. 25 : 8. (Aral). '& idem. Hence

the Span, alcova, Engl. alcove.)

yOp ro. dec. I. a company, multi-

tude. Is. 57 : 13. Root yap.

m^p f. verbal from -qp, dec. \. a

grave, sepulchre. Gen. 35 : 20.

hy? in Kal not used.

Pi. bap. 1. to take, receive, synonymous
with nj ; but used only in later Hebrew.

2 Chr."29 : 16, 22. Ezra 8 : 30.

2. to accept. Job 2: 10. Esth. 4:4.
9 : 23, 27. Applied to the receiving of

instruction, Prov. 19:20.

3. to take up. 1 Chr. 12:18.

Hiph. to stand over against one

another. Y^x. 26 : 5. 3G : 12.'

T^p found only in Pa. to receive.

Daiu2:6. 6:1. 7. IS.
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and htt Chald. strictly i. q.
Pi "' * KaL l ^ 11 ' 15 '

is before' or in.front. Hence Pl1 ' Pass ' Gen ' 25 : l -

te;rJT,
with suff. -a, as a preposition,

Y before. Daii. 2 : 31. 3 : 3. 5 : 1.
.

2. over against. Dan. 5 : 5.

3. on account of,
because of.

Dan. 5

10. Ezra 4: 16.

4. in combination with other parti- name of a place in the desert, the oc-

ronst. '!2j?, and niia;?, const, rma;?, m.

verbal from
n;jj,

dec. VI. h. a grave,

sepulchre. Ps/5 : 10. Gen. 23 : 9, 20.

Op (graves oflusting}

des, (1.)
H Saijb. as a conj. because that.

Ezra 6:13. (2.) T^iT*'? &>> Dan. 6 :

5,23. wherefore, Dan. 2:10. as, Dan.

2 : 40. 6:11. (3.) n^-Sajp^ for this

cause. Dan. 2: 12, 24.

casion of which is given Num. 11 : 34.

Comp. Num. 33 : 16. Deut. 9 : 22.

foun(i only in the fut. V, plur.

* CbMtic form,) to iiicline,

bend, bow. 1 Sam. 24 : 9. 28: 14. It is

v!Hp >
in other editions bar; (read ho-

usually followed by rnnrrcn, Gen. 24 :
"

bdl,) i. q. h;?, a prep. fe/ore. 2 K. 15 :

10 or Vaj?. before the people. The form

resembles that of the Chald. D}PT! .

*71p
m. whence tta^

Ezek. 26 : 9. in

other editions ihp
ir

kabollo (like ^PiT

r.)
See vro.

1. to defraud, rob. Mai. 3 : 8, 9.

2. to /x>t7, construed with two accus.

Prov. 22 : 23.

of cup. Is. 51:17,

26. Ex. 12 : 27. 34 : 8 Num. 22 : 31.

IK. 1 : 16.

j-py-j f. x . 30 ; 24. Ezek. 27 : 19.
T

according to the Syr. Chald. Vulg. the

q. ^^ Root . ^ to

22. (Arab. &* the calix of aflower ;

comp. rate and soipO

Vnpj fut.
ysp'.,

to gather together,

(persons or tilings.) Gen. 41 : 48. 1 1C.

20 : 1.

Niph. to gather ones selves together,

to assemble. Is. 34 : 15. 43 : 9.

Pi. 1. as in Kal, to assemble, gather

together. Deut, 30 : 3, 4. Jer. 31 : 10.

18.11:12,13,14.

masc. plur. found only Judg.

5:21 DIM-IP Vn: perhaps the brook ofan-

cient days, i. e. celebrated from ancient

days. Sept. Vatic. #<^<*'pp' ot;5 ;/.
Chald. rivus, in quo facta sunt Israeli

et fortia facta ab antiquis. Or,

of slaughters, comp. crrp no. 3. and

the Arab. . jj> to be bold, courageous.

^TT\^ and tD1|2
verDa^ a(U' ^roni

tfTjj,
dec. III. a. /<f0/^ ; spoken of Je-

hovah, Ps. 99 : 3. of the people, Lev.

17.] orn;? the holy one, i.e. by way
of eminence, Jehovah, Job 6; 10. Is.

40:25. Hab.3:3. Also w *5vip the

2. no.4. to draw in, holy one of Israel i. e. Jehovah, Ps.

withdraw, lose. Joel 2:6. Nah. 2:11.

See TTWE.

8ee

71 : 22. and in Isaiah, frequently.

Plur. D^iip the holy ones, by which

Pu. pass, of Pi. no. 1. Ezek. 38:8. |g denoted (1.) angels, particularly in

Hithpa. reflex. Josh. 9:2. Judg. 9:47. later Hebrew, (see 5p.) Dan. 8: 13.

Job 5:1. 15:15. Zech. 14:5. Ps. 89 :

6, 8. perhaps Deut. 33 : 3. Hence (2.)

the pious. Ps. 16:3. 34:10. (3.) the

Jeivs, (see again sr^r. J Dan. 8 : 24. (4.)

"Tp (in Arab, to strikefire.)

f. verbal from ya;?,
dec. X. a

collecting, gathering. Ezek. 22 : 20.

;

f-t.^ *^ Gen. ,3:,,

Niph. pass. Ruth 1:17, Judg. 8 : 32.
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V\\V<..vvl

1. to kindle, to cause to burn. Jer. Hiph. 1. i. q. Pi. no. 3. to fall on a
17:4. Is. 50:11. 64:1. person, (spoken of a

calamity,) con-
2. to kindle

itself. Deut. 32 : 22. Jer. strued with in. Am. 9 : 10.

15:14. 2. to befirst in doing a service, con-

nrnj? f- verbal from rnpT , a hotfever,
strued with an accus. Job 41:3. [41 :

Lev. 26 :"l6. Deut. 28 : 22. 11.]

Qi-Tj? m. verbal from DTJ>.
Deriv- Ollt of course CW?ITJ?, D>T;.

1. liter, what is before or in front. ^ll? m ' verbal from
cng dec. VI. a.

Hab. 1 : 9 TOHpr forwards.
!

strictly what is before or infront.
2. the east,

T

'i.
q. DTpv. Ezek. 47:18. As an adv. ie/bre, Ps. 139: 5. Hence

48:1. 2. Me eas/, //*e east country, (comp.
3. the east wind, in full onj? on. This ^) Job 23 : 8. DT^Q towards the

in the east is an extremely tempestuous
east

> Gen. 2:8. 12 : 8. b nips to the

wind, Job 27 : 21. Is. 27 : 8. Jer. 18 :
east fi Gen. 3 : 24. DTPY vja the sons of

17. also felt at sea, Ps.48:8. Ezek. tne ea*t, i.e. the Bedouin Arabs in the

27 : 26. and by its scorching heat blast- deserts east of Palestine, Job 1 : 3. Is.

ing the grain and plants, Gen. 41 : 6, 23. 1 1 : 14. Jer. 49 : 28. Ezek. 25 : 4. 1 K.
Jon. 4: 8. Metaphorically like rm,some-

5 : 10- [4:30.] Judg. 6 : 3 ff. Here

belong also 03? *pbo Is. 19 : 11. nip
Gen' 23 : 6 - and 'E ?? V}

Gen. 29 : I.

Aofy ^ttfc, Dan. 4 : 5, 6. [4 : 8,
6 llowing passage is more doubt-

95:ll. Used particularly (1.) of

thing vain, vanity, Hos. 12 ; 2.

!g Chald. adj. holy; e. g.

angels, Dan. 4 : 10. [4 : 13.] See maglC arts f the

no?(l.) (2.) of the Jews, Dan. 7; 21.'
S
^

ians *nd Chaldeans. Comp. 9: 11.

in full p4 nflnp the saints of the Most .

3 ' sPokenof time,former times, used

/%^,Dan.7;i8,22,25.coinP.lEsd. *?<****$**<
Ps. 44 : 2 Is. 23 : 7.

8 : 70 i'y< M ;4rl ~*^f* f rmer times
> Ps ' 74 : l2'

^ f i i TV 77:6,12. As an adv. (1.) aforetime,U V found only in 1 1. taip. TOT. on on T e 01 / , \ /-'T * '

Jer. JO: 40. Lam. 5 : 21. (2.) a long
1. to J*ti* go before. Ps. 68 ; 26.

fime> Ps< 55 . o
.

/The usual expresiQn
Construed with an accus. of the person, in prose is ,

2?^ D,,

?^) A]so ag a prep>
Ps ' 89:1

f- ,
before, Prov/8 : 22.' Plur. primordia,

2. to be beforehand, to anticipate, prov. 8 : 23.
construed with an accus. Ps. 17 : 13.

119:148. Hence with an infin. it

forms a periphrasis of the adverb before,

Jon. 4 : 2 rmb ranp. / fled before, i. e.

recently.
3. tofall upon. Ps. 18 : 6, 19.

4. to do early, to rise up early, i. q.

D'scn. Ps. 119:147.
5. to meet, construed with an accus.

of the person ; particularly with help,

Ps. 59 : 11. 79: 8. Job 3 : 12. Also

spoken of an adverse event, Job 30 :

27. Is. 37 : 33 |3o HJO^ vb no shield shall

meet it (the city,} i. e. shall be turned to

it. Construed with a of the thing, to

bring, (comp. a no. 2.) Deut. 23 : 5.

Micah 6 : 6. Neh. 13 : 2. So without a, origin, Is. 23 : 7. former slate, Ezek.

idem; hence rranp. towards the

east, Gen. 25 : 6. Ex. 27 : 13.

D*lp. ? tD"lp Chald. prep, before, in

space ; more rarely in time, e. g. Dan.
7 : 7. With suff. in the plur. as 'OT^ ,

*nTOTpT . c^p p3 1. Q. Heb. '2^?, '20^0 ct

coram, e.g. Dan. 2: 15. for the most

part simply i. q. p, Dan. 2:6. 6 : 27.

or DT., Dan. 5 : 24.

dec. X. i. q. DTpv nos. 1.2. used

the const, state, as a preposition,

ISam. 13:5. Ezek. 39: 11.

TJ2 f. verbal from onp, dec. X.

Ps. 21 : 4. 16: 55. Used in the const, state, as a
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Drop, and with the omission of T$, as a 4-2 : 1 1. 60 : 7. Jer. 49 : 28. Ezek. 27 :

/-*,- 1 11 1 -V -v * T ,-V T

conj. before that, Ps. 129 : 6.

iTOIp Chald. idem. rwPT? a

j>rep. before, hence n;it
ncnra p Dan

Ezra 5: 11.

i a

6:

fem. 717, denom. adj. from

eastern. Ezek. 47 : 8.

m. rv f. denom. adj.
from

ore

\. front, fore. Ezek. 10: 19. 11 : 1.

2. eastern. "ttig] &J] the eastern sea,

i. e. the Dead Sea, in opposition to the

western or Mediterranean, Ezek. 47 : 18.

Joel 2 : 20.

3. ancient, belonging toformer times.

Ezek. 38:17. Plur. nyatyij? the ancients

or forefathers, Job 18. 20. 1 Sam. 24:

14 ':tn!iTT ten a proverb of the ancients,

(where the singular is used collectively.)

Plur. fem. ntatrp ^iw^s o/We?, Is. 43 : 18.

4. proper name of a Canaanitish peo-

ple. Gen. 15:19.

^13 Chald. thefirst. Plur. Dan. 7:

24. Fem. emph. nyjg Dan. 7 : 4. plur.

Dan. 7 : 8.

m. with suff. i-rpTTT ,
dec. VII. j.

Me crown, head. Gen. 49 : 26. Deut.

33 : 16. More in full irxp ijr^ Me te>y
crown or sc/jp, Ps. 68 : 22.

*nj? 1. to be black, to be dark-co-

loured, spoken e. g. of the skin burnt

by the sun, Job 30 : 28. to grow black,

spoken of the day, of the sun and moon,

Jer. 4 : 28. Joel' 2 : 10. 4 : 15. [3 : 15.]

Mic. 3 : 6.

2. to be dirty, muddy, turbid, spoken
of a river. Job 6 : 16. Hence to go in

dirty garments, to be in mourning.
Ps. 35 : 14. 38 : 7.Part, rip a mourner,

42:10.

Hiph. I. to make dark. Ezek. 32: 7, 8.

2. to cause to mourn. Ezek. 31 : 15.

Ilithpa. to blacken ones self, to become

black. IK. 18:45.

in. a proper name.

1. the son of Ishmael. Gen. 25 : 13.

2. a tribe of Arabian nomades de-

scended from Kedar. Cant. 1 ; 5, Is.

21. also called -rip '33 Is. 21: 17. In

Pliny (H. N. v. 11.) Cedrei.

]i""V"Tp (the turbid, comp. Job 6 : 16.)

a brook and valley of the same name
between Jerusalem and Mount Olivet.

The brook empties itself into the Dead
Sea. 2 Sam. 15 : 23. 1 K. 2 : 37. 15 : 13.

2K.23:4. Jer. 31: 40.

ITrnj? f. verbal from -vj?, blackness,

darkness. Is. 50 : 3.

rP:H1p adv. mournfully, in sadness,

from iip. Mai. 3 : 14.

tZTTD and tZ)"Ti7 (Num. 17:2.) fut.
-'T "'f >

1. to be sacred or lioly, Ex. 29 : 37.

30 : 29. to become sacred or holy, Ex.

29 : 21. Is. 65 : 5
^1-1*3?

/ am holier

tJian thou, for ?j^n ^nsh^. The primary

meaning was probably to be clean, comp.
Lev. 11:43,44. Deut. 23:14. 2 Sam.

11:4.

2. to be consecrated, to fall to the

sanctuary. Deut. 22 : 9.

Niph. I. to be sanctified. Ex. 29 : 43.

Is. 5:16.

2. to be regarded or treated as holy,

to be hallowed. Lev. 10 : 3. 22 : 32.

3. to skew one's self Jioly or glorious
in a person, construed with a; either by
benefits, Ezek. 20:41. 28i25. or by

judgments, Ezek. 28: 22. Num. 20 : 13.

Pi. &$ 1. to make holy, to consecrate,

dedicate, sanctify ; e. g. a person for

the priest's office, Ex. 28 : 41. an altar,

Ex. 29 : 36. a people, Ex. 19 : 10, 14.

Josh. 7 : 13. comp. Job 1 : 5. a finished

building, Neh. 3:1. Particularly to con-

secrate as an offering to God, Deo con-

secrare, Ex. 13 : 2. Comp. Hiph.
2. to regard as holy, e. g. a priest,

Lev. 21 : 8. the sabbath, Ex. 20 : 8. God,
Deut. 32:51.

3. to pronounce holy, (spoken of Je-

hovah,) e. g. the sabbath, Gen. 2 : 3.

the people, Lev. 20 : 8. 21 : 8.

4. to appoint, institute, proclaim,

(something holy ;) e. g. a fast, Joel 1 :

14. 2 : 15, (parall. vr^.) a festival as-

sembly, 2 K. 10 : 20. rrjnte) <&$ to sane-
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tify a war, i. e. to prepare one's self for

it, (which was connected with religious

solemnities, comp. Ps. 1 1 : 3. 1 Sam.7 : 9,

10.)Joel4:9.[3:9.]Jer.6:4.Mic.3:5.

5. to separate as holy. Ex. 19 : 23.

Pu. 1 . pass, of Pi. no. 1 . Ezek. 48:11.

2. pass, of Pi. no. 4. Is. 13:3 n^rp)

my consecrated ones, those whom I hare

consecratedfor war.

Hiph. 1. i. q. Pi. no. 1. Deo conse-

crare. Lev. 27 : 14 if. Judg. 17:3.

2 Sam. 8:11.

2. i. q. Pi. no. 2. to sanctify, to regard
as holy. Is. 8 : 13. 29 : 23. Num. 20: 12.

3. i. q. Pi.no. 3. to pronounce holy.

Jer. 1 : 5. 1 K. 9 : 3.

4. to set apart, appoint. Jer. 12:3.

Zeph. 1 : 7.

Hithpa. 1. to sanctify or purify one's

self, (by washings, lustrations.) Ex.

19 : 22. 2 Chr. 5:11. 29 : 15. Comp.
Kal no. 1.

2. to shew ones self holym glorious.

Ezek. 38 : 23.

3. to be hept or celebrated, spoken of

a festival. Is. 30 : 29.

Deriv. out of course sr^, tf'vfy M^PO.

tZTTD m. verbal from hp. dec. V. a.
"'T

1. a maleprostitute, a sodomite, puer
mollis, liter, one consecrated. Deut. 23 :

18. 1 K. 14 :24. 15 : 12. Fern, rrcnp a

femaleprostitute, a harlot, Gen. 38 : 21,

22. Deut. 23 : 18. In the religious

worship of the Arameans, which pre-

vailed also at times among the HebreAvs,

both maidens and boys prostituted

themselves in honour of their idols.

Comp. Num. 25 : 115. Herod, i. 150.

and the passages already quoted.

2. uhpT and ?: tripT Num. 34 : 4.

Deut. 1:2, 19. 2:14. proper name of a

place in the desert, which lay south of

Palestine, between Idumea and Egypt.
Gen. 14 : 7. Num. 13 : 3. 27 : 14. 33 :

36,37. See Relandi Palaestina, p. 114.

UTTp 1. a city in the south of the

tribe 'of Judah. Josh. 15:23.
2. a city in the tribe of Naphtali.

Josh. 12 ; 22. 19 : 37. 21 : 32. Judg. 4 :

6. 1 Chr. 6:61. Also written tfip Judg.
4:9.

3. a city in the tribe of Issachar.

1 Chr. 6 : 57. Also called
fnrp.. Josh.

19:20. 21:28.

tl?lp m. once
tttyp (Dan. 11:30.)

with suff. ^i^, plur. D^ipT- , also D^P1T

(read kodashim,) verbal from unp, dec.

VI. m.

1. holiness. Ps. 89:36. Usually em-

ployed as a genitive after another noun

for a periphrasis of the adjective holy ;

as v
inpT DSJ my holy name, Lev. 20 : 3 nn

thy holy spirit, Ps. 51 : 13.

2. a holy place, a sanctuary, spoken
of the tabernacle of the congregation
and of the temple. Ex. 28 : 43. 29 : 30.

35 : 1 9. 39 : 1 . And particularly i. q.

bjvr the holyplace before the oracle, 1 K.

8 : 8.

3. what is holy or sacred, the abstract

being used for the concrete. Lev. 12:

4. 21 : 6 shp VITI and they (the priests)

shall be holy.

*

Jer. 2 : 3.

4. something consecrated, a sacred

gift. Particularly in the plur. BnflTjsr?

Lev. 21: 22. 22:2, 3, 15.

5. Q*#ji?.JTp (1.) what is very holy,

spoken e. g. of the altar and sacred

utensils, Ex. 29 : 37. of the sacred gifts,

etc. Plur. Dizr!pTi *&$ idem, Lev. 21 : 22.

Ezek. 42 : 13.(2.)'^e holy of holies in

the temple, otherwise called -v:n. P^x.

26 : 33, 34. More in full cy^n \ihp rn

2 Chr. 3 : 8, 10. Sometimes simply tfijsi,

Ezek, 41: 23.

nnp to be blunted, spoken of teeth.

Jer.31: 29, 30. Ezek. 18:2.

Pi. nnp idem, intrans. spoken of iron,

lice. 10:10. Comp.nns.

bnf? in Kal not used.
IT

Hiph. to assemble, call together, (a

people.) Num. 8 : 9. 10 : 7. 20 : 8.

Niph. to assemble, come together.

Num. 16 : 3.

Deriv. out of course n^npo, nitop/a

vni? m. verbal from top, dec. IV. a.
T 'T

an assembly, congregation; particularly

of the Israelitish people. This people
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ifl called br^ Lev. 4:13. VYC? :np Deut.

3 1 : 30. njn; i$ Num. 16 : 3. 20 : 4.^
ota Gen/35 : 1 1. and c^? ^ Gen. 28 :

3. 48 : 4. a multitude of nations.

H^np f. verbal from Vn;?, dec. X. a

congregation. Deut. 33 : 4. Neh. 5 : 7.

rfcnp Koheleth, the proper name

by which Solomon is distinguished in

tlie Book of Ecclesiastes. It is usually

construed as masc. and without the

article, Ecc.l:l,2, 12. 12: 9, 10. once

with the article, 12:8. (like many proper

names which have an appellative signifi-

cation, see Gesenius' Lehrgeb. 167. 1.)

and once construed as feminine, 7 : 27.

from a reference to the feminine termi-

nation. This feminine form occurs in se-

veral proper names of men, e.g. rrocEzra

2 : 55. rn39 2 : 57. also in some masculine

appellatives, e. g. nne, n:a, q. v. and in

Arabic much more frequently.

The greatest difficulty attends the

explanation of this proper name, which

evidently has some significancy. The

two following have been proposed from

the Hebrew language, (1.) the assembler,

or rather preacher before an assembly,

Lat. concionator. Sept. l%.xhyo-iot.<rTrl <; .

Vulg. Ecclesiastes. Luth. Prediger.

larly a measuring cord or /zwe, Ezek.

47 : 3. 2 K. 21:137 will stretch over

Jerusalem the measuring line of Sa-

maria, i. e. I will destroy it like Samaria,

comP' I.34:ll. The same phrase M
also used in reference to rebuilding,

Zech. 1: 16. With the former use of it

ig connected Is. 18 : 2 ip/v. ^ joeop/e

ofmeasuring lines; i.e. whose business

is to lay waste. Others : a people of
. ,.

">**
*/

a l
>

an<1

strength. Metaphorically perhaps a

P*P*> *e the Germ. Rtcht-

Is - 28 ' 10 - Comp. *.

2. musical chord, hence >WH</.

Ps. 19:5.

to vomit. Metaphorically Lev.

18:28.

Hipli. idem. Prov. 23 : 8. Metapho-

m. i. q. 3?iia a helmet. 1 Sam.

17:38. Ezek. 23:24.

mp in Kal found only in the part.

nVp, and Pi.rvip, to wait or look for, to

wait on; construed with an accus. Job

withb, Jer. 8 : 15. 14 : 19. Particularly

verbs, etc.) Symm. vatptfiuurrjif*
But

bnpT signifies only to assemble people, not

to collect things. In Arabic, the root

^Lj* signifies exaruit cutis, pecul. ex

at flfft spiritual^ exercitatione ; conj. V.

lente incessit, debili ct injirmo statu

fuit ; comp. <J^ to be old. Hence nbrrp

would signify an old man who has re-

flected much and had great experience.

It is in Arabic too, that this feminine

form most frequently occurs. See Bo-

cliarti Hieroz, T.I. p. 88. Jalm's Einleit.

in das A.T. Th. 2. p. 828. Carpzov. In-

troductio in V.T. T.II. p. 200. Dindorf,

Quomodo nomen Kohelet Salomoni tri-

buatur? Leip. 1791.4.

"^p and
")p

m. with suff. njp, dec.

VIII. a.

i. a cord, line. 1 K. 7 : 23. Particu-

39 : 8. 40: 2. (2.) to lie in wait for a

person. Ps. 119: 95. 56 : 7.

Niph. to gather themselves together ;

spoken of nations, Jer. 3:17. of waters,
Gen. 1 : 9. The ideas to wail and to as-

semble are not very remote from each

other; the signification of Niphal, there-

fore, is not to be separated from that

of Kal.

Deriv. out of course rnpn, rpj, rnjrn.

np 1 K. 7 : 23 Keth. i. q. ip.

Is. 61:1. See rflpHpS).

I. tOlp i. q. yip to loathe, abhor, be

grieved ivith, construed with a of tho

thing. Fut. B^ Ps. 95 : 10. For lh>

t. we find ngj Job 10:1.

Niph. idem. Ezek. 20 : 43. 36 : 31.
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Cant. 1:12. By a synecdoche, a house,

(like the Greek jwaAce^ov,)
Gen. 19:8.

\EHp i. q. trp^ to lay snares. Found

only in the fut. Is. 29: 21
ptipj,

or as

in other MSS. |jip\

tOp adv. only, i. q, Arab. iaj'. Ezek.

16:4
T

7.

!ltpp m. and ^tOp, with sufF. ?|^Pir

(read lotobcha) Hos. 13 : 14. dec. VI.

1. destruction, devastation ; usually
derived from a-op in Chald. and Arab.

secuit. Is. 28 : 2^ -tte a destructive or

devastating storm.

2. particularly pestilence, contagion.
Deut. 32:24. Ps.91:6. Hos. 13:14.

niltOp f. verbal from
IBJJ,

incense.

Deutl33":10.

Ezek. 6 : 9. comp. nip.

, fut. te, to M/, 5%. Only
Ps. 139 : 19. Job 13 : 15. 24 : 14.

7Bf? Chald. idem. Part. act. VEJ?

Dan. 5': 19. Pret. pass, topp Dan. 5 : 3o"

7:11.

Pa. "r:p_ idem, in reference to the

death of many. Dan. 2 : 14. 3 : 32. (In
Syr. Pe. interfecit unum ; Pa. interfecit

plures.)

Ithpe.pass. Dan. 2:13.

Ithpa. pass. Dan. 2 : 13.

7IDJ2 m. verbal from b^pT, slaughter.

Obad.9.

SSam" 7:19. Gen. 32 : 11.

Hiph. to make small. Am. 8 : 5.

]tOj2,
fern, nrcp, plur. onap, dec. VIII.

a. and ppT, verbal adj. from
jfcj?.

1. small; freq.

2. ?/0wrc<7. Gen. 9 : 24. 27 : 15.

3. small, unimportant; spoken of

persons, Is. 36 : 9. of things, Ex. 18 :

22, 26.

4. as a subet. the littlefinger. With
suff. '?$> (katoni) 1 K. 12 : 10.

F)tpj5,
fut.

*pp^,
to pluck off or up.

Deut. 23: 26. Job 30: 4.

Niph. to be cut off. Job 8:12.

2 )

ItOp in Kal not used. In Arab, inp

to emitfragrance.
Pi. -itsp to faim incense in honour of

a god, construed with b. Jer. 7:9. 11:

13. Always as an idolatrous act. Part,

fern. ni-nsjTQ altars of incense, 2 Chr.

30:14.
"

Pu. rvrspo incense. Cant. 3 : 6.

Hiph. i." 'q. Pi. 1 K. 3 : 3. 1 1 : 8. For

the most part construed with an accus.

of the incense or victim, Ex. 29 : 18.

Lev. 1:9,17.2:2,16.
Hoph. Y^pn pass. Lev. 6:15. [6 : 22.]

Part. Ypo incense, Mai. 1:11.

Deriv. rntep
t
, rnfcp, r^p, ipJTp, n^po.

l^p found only in the plur. jncp.

Chald. knots ; particulai-ly (1.) joints.
Dan. 5 : 6. (2.) metaphorically diffi-

cult problems. Dan. 5: 12,16. Root

"rP
>

=it.;

pT to bind.

found only Ezek. 46 : 22 rvn?n

uncovered courts. Comp. Syr.

domus sine tecto.

\)
f. with suff. 'rnai?, verbal from

Taj?, dec. XIII. e.

1. mczje. Ex. 30: 1 if. Lev. 4:7.

10:1. Is. 1:13.

2. an offering. Ps. 66 : 15 D'V rvpp

ow offering of rams.

fr^p m. dec. I. a vomit. Jer. 48 : 26.

Is. 19 : 14. 28 : 8. Root *tfp to vomit.

n^p i. q. Nip to vomit. Imper. vp Jer.

25 : 27.

tO^p Chald. i. q. Heb. y$ summer.

Dan. 2: 35.

litO^p m. verbal from r:p.

1. 5ww^e. Gen. 19 : 28. Ps. 119: 83.

2. vapour. Ps. 148 : 8.

D^p dec. I. i. q. & an adversaryy

enemy. Job 22 : 20. Sept. V7ro<rret<r^ t
as

if they read Dip;.

D^p m. Chald. an order, edict, Dan.

6:8^''

D*p Chald. established, sure. Dan. 4 :

23. [4:26.]

nft^p f. verbal from mp> ^ec - X.

rising up. Lam. 3 : 63.



see

2 m'. dec. VI. f.

.' a .spear. 2 Sam. 21:16.

med. Je to forge.

Root
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prob. compounded of
;V?pr >j? (whence 9

MSS. write it in two words,) shameful
vomit. The word ' is i. q. NS

J?.

once $ (Is. 22:5.) plur.

com. gen.
2. Cain, the son of Adam. Gen. 4 : ^ a ?m//e

1. According to this passage, from ng,
see n:;: no 4.

K. 6 : 5. Spoken of the

or sfV/e of an altar, Lev. 1 : 15. 5 :

9. of the heart, Jer. 4:19. of the city,
3. the name of a people, the Kenites. Num. 35 : 4. Josh. 2 : 15. Is. 25 : 4

Num. 24:22. Judg. 4: 11. See 7i?. ^ a^ stormy weather which breaks

H^p f. plur. c> and rrt, verbal from down walls.

jV, dec. X. a lamentation. Jer. 1 : 29.
2> Prob - *

9 : 9, 19. 19 : 1. Josh. 15 : 22.

r- IK m T i ini^Gen. 15:19. Judg. 4 : 11, 17.

)j7
a city, hence as a

proper name, (1.) asta Tp Is. 15 : 1. (the

of Moab,) in later times called

ach, XetgoixftaZa. It is generally
Sam. 27 : 10. ^ 1 Chr. 2 : 55. the

thought to be the same with (2.) iznn TJ?

Kenites, a Canaanitish people, which I8 . 16 : 1 1. Jer. 48 : 31, 36. and nfenn 17
according to 1 Sam. 15 : 6. (comp. js . 16 . 7> i K. 3 : 25. a city in Moab!
Num. 24:20,21.) dwelt among the 3. name of a people and country
Amalekites. According to Judg. 1:16. under the dominion of the Assyrians,
4 : 11. they appear to have been de- Is . 22 : 6. to which the conquered in-

scended from Hobab the brother-in-

law of Moses.

dec. VI. f.

habitants of Damascus were carried

away, 2 K. 16 : 9. Amos 1:5. and

whence the Arameans had emigrated,

\.summer, the warm season of the Am. 9 : 7. Most prob. a country on

year, in opposition to rrtfr. Gen. 8 : 22, the river Cyrus where the name Kur,
Ps. 74 : 17. Kura, is preserved to this day.

2. fruit, driedfruit, perhaps by way )^^p proper name of a brook, which
of eminence, figs. Jer. 40: 10, 12. Am. rises on mount Tabor, and empties it-

8: 1, 2. 2 Sam. 16 : 1. Comp. Faber zu gelf into the bay of Acco. Judg. 4 : 7.

Harmer's Beobachtungen, Th. I. p. 5 : 21. 1 K. 18: 40. Ps. 83 : 10.

Dhn^p Chald. the Greek K/6^ 9

{i.T'p,
fern. n:i*7, last, uttermost. a harp. In the Kethib of Dan. 3 : 5,

Ex. 26 : 4, 10. 36 : 11, 17. It has its 7, 10.

form from
^,

but its signification from
L,p fem ^ ]ur> ^ ^^

from^dec.Vnih. %^^/,2Sam.
]V,Tp

m. Jon. 4 : 610. according 2 : 18. Am. 2 : 14, 15. As a subst. a
to Jerome, Syr. thepalmaChristi, (Lat. swift animal, Is. 30 : 16. As an adv.

ricinus, Arab. Elclieroa, Egypt. /<, swiftly, Joel 4: 4. [3:4.]

lj
m. Chald. i. q. Heb. Vip a voice.

see

r- nfe Arab. roast in the

KOVKI,) a biennial plant, which shoots

up to the height of a small tree, but r

like all plants of a rapid growth withers

immediately from the slightest injury.

According to the Sept. the gourd. See

Bocharti HUroz T. II p. 293, 623. ^ Part.pass,,V,l?ev. 2 : H. J08h.5 :

Celsn H,erob.P II p. 2,3-282. Fa- 1L Com ^ A]so (g lmm ^
ber zu Harmer s Beobael.t. Th. I. p. HO mode of exci.utio Jcr . 29 . 22 _

151. Rosenmiiller in Jon. 4: 6. X7 . ,

Niph. part, a burnt place, a burn,
(Tp m. found only Ilab. 2: 16.

inflammation. Ps. 38 : 8.

Ai', to



ii. rnj? i- q-

Niph. to be lightly esteemed, despised,

disgraced.
Deut. 25 : 3. Is. 3 : 5. 16 :

14. Prov. 12:9.

Hiph. to lightly esteem. Deut. 27 : 16.

Deriv. p-p.

ftvp m. verbal from rp, no. II. dec.

III. a/
1. contempt, Prov. 13 : 18. reviling,

Prov. 22:10.

2. shame, disgrace. Prov. 3 : 35. 6 : 33.

3. pudenda muliebria. Nah. 3 : 5.

Jer. 13 : 26.

4. a sliamefid deed. Prov. 18:3.

*7j2 m. and Mbp (with in otio) 1
'T

Sam. 17 : 17. verbal from nb;?, roasted

grain or pulse. Lev. 23 : 14. 2 Sam.

17:28.

jWp f. a pot, kettle. 1 Sam. 2: 14.

Mic. 3 : 3. The etymology is uncertain.

tOvp found only in the part. pass.

tLibj: Levit. 22 : 23. unusually small,
Cx-,- ^

dwarfish. Arab. Ujjj ?Yfe#i.

7>7j? 1. to fo %/tf. See Hiph. Hence

Gen. 8:11. y-jxn too cran ^ '3 /*# /*e

waters ivere abated from off the earth.

Verse 8.

3. to be small, mean, vile. Job 40 :

4. Nah. 1 : 14. Comp. rftpT no. II.

4. to be swift. 2 Sam. 1 : 23. Hab.
1 : 8. Job 7 : 6. 9 : 25.

Niph. Vj:: and ^D, fut. ^ (Is. 30 :

16.) and ^ (for *, like -r>\)

1. to &e easy, light, facilem esse,

construed with a dative of the person.
Prov. 14 : 6. The form hpi with '*> is

used impersonally, it is a light thing,

2K. 20:10.

2. to be small, construed with \m.
1 Sam. 18 : 23. Used impers. jo bp.3 zY

w too small or wo enough that, Is. 49 :

6. Ezek. 8:17. Part. *>jw, fern.
nVpj,

small; e. g. nVp: to slightly, Jer. 6:14.
8:11.

3. to fre lightly esteemed, to be de-

spised. 2 Sam. 6 : 22. Gen. 16 : 4, 5.

4. to be swift. Is. 30 : 16.

Pi. y?\) to curse, to blaspheme ; con-

strued with an accus. Gen. 8:21.
Lev. 19 : 14. once with a, Is. 8 : 21.

1 Sam. 3:13 because he knew D'SVgo n>

v:a Dnb that his sons were bringing a
curse on themselves.

Pilp. bjjp
L to wove, s/*fo. Ezek. 21:

26. [21:21.] Arab.
jkil'.

2. to smooth, polish ; hence to sharp-
en. Ecc. 10 : 10. Comp. the adj. ^
smooth.

Hiph. Vgn, infin. V^n, fut. bp\

1. to 0zoe light, construed with )n

aild too. 1 K. 12 : 10. 1 Sam. 6:5.
Without an object following, Ex. 18 :

22 ?pH
sD bpn ?wa^e (it) lighter for thy-

self. Jon. 1 : 5. 1 K. 12:4 rnhsti Vj/nt

n\r;rrT ?j>2
?^e thou the grievous service

of thyfather lighter. Verse 9.

2. to despise, contemn. 2 Sam.;19: 44.

Hithpalp. to wzoue owe's ^e/^ to trem-

ble. Jer. 4 : 24.

V7 m. verbal adj. from b^?, Dan.

10:6. Ezek. 1 : 7. spoken of brass, prob.

smooth,polished. The idea is not remote

from that of lightness. Comp. in Chald.

Vj3 politura. Vulg. CBS candens.

nbT'p f. const. nVpp, verbal from

ttj?, dec. XI. c.

1. a reviling. 2 Sam. 16:12.

2. cwrse. Gen. 27 : 12. Used as a

concrete, one accursed, Deut. 21: 23.

D7p in Kal not used.
IT

Pi. to mock, scorn, deride. Ezek. 16:

SI as a (common) harlot ]mi$ ti$> tfrat

scorneth the (offered) hire, to obtain the

more.

Hithpa. idem, construed with a. 2 K.

2 : 23. Ezek. 22 : 5. Hab. 1 : 10. Hence

Dyp m. verbal from obj?, scorn, de-

rision^ Ps. 44 : 14. Jer. 20 : 8.

HD"?p f. verbal from D^, idem.

Ezek. 22~: 4.

V7p 1. to throw or sling. Judg. 20 :

16. Metaphorically Jer. 10:18.

2. to cut in, to engrave. 1 K. 6 : 29,
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32, 35. prob. from ?*, i. q

any cavity like that of a sling, engraved
work in wood or stone. Deriv. rflAp"?.

Pi. i. q. Kal. 1 Sam. 17 : 49. 25 : 29.

#?\) m. verbal from s*p, dec. VI. d.

1. a sling. 1 Sam. 17:40.

2. a curtain, hanging. Ex. 27 : 9 ff.

35 : 17. Num. 3 : 26. (In Chald. idem.

Arab. a sail.)

3. 1 K. 6 : 34. most probably a cor-

rupted reading for 07^3, as in the former

part of the verse, valves or leaves of a

door, and here in cod. 150 of Kennicott.

y?p m. verbal from ybj?, dec. I. a

slinger. 2 K. 3 : 25.

~>p7p m. verbal from VQ, mean, vile,

spoken of food. Num. 21:5. The form

is like that of -ttisn.

"ptZ? yp m ' a pointed or pronged in-

strument. (In Chald. idem. Ecc. 12: 11

Targ.) 1 Sam. 13 : 21
jisftp

titai a three-

pronged instrument, a pitch-fork, or

the like.

J-f?2p f. verbal from cip, dec. X. stand-
T

'

T

ing corn, a crop yet standing. Judg.
15 : 5. Ex. 22:5. Plur. Judg. 15:5.

BfiEp m. Is. 34 : 13. tito? Hos. 9 : 6.

and plur. rr:^? Prov. 24 : 31. a prickly

plant, a nettle, thistle. Celsii Hierobot.

T. II. p. 206.

Hftp m. dec. VI. meal. Gen. 18 : 6.

Num. 5 : 15. (Arab, wheat, gram.)

I2?2p 1. to fetter, to bind hands and

feet. Job 16:8.

2. to cast into fetters, to drag away.

(In Chald. idem.)
Pu. pass, of no. 2. Job 22 : 16.

x?2p to become sickly and die, spoken

of plants. Is. 19:6. 33: 9. (In Syr.
used of men. In Arab, of plants destroy-
ed by insects.)

Y?2|P
to take, particularly with afull

hand. Yev. 2 : 2. 5 : 12. Num. 5 : 26.

y?2p
m. with surf. teo|7, verbal from

ra?, dec. VI. o.

one takes in his hand, manipulus. Gen.

41:47 0*3517? in full bundles, i.e. iu

abundance.

see

IP
m. const.

]g,
with suff. tep, verbal

from
]:p perhaps i. q. Arab.

^J$
to make,

form.
1. a bird's nest. Deut. 22:6. Is. 10 :

14. Hence the nestlings, the young
birds in the nest, Deut. 32: 11. Is. 16:2.

2. metaphorically a dwelling, (the

figure, however, being preserved.) Num.
24:21. Job 29: 18.

3. Plur. a>:p ce//s, ma// dwellings.

Gen. 6:14.

N2I? in Kal not used.
T "T

Pi. N!p 1. to be zealous for a person
or thing, to defend the rights of aperson

with zeal, construed with S of the person.

19:10.

2. to bejealous ; e. g. of one's wife,

construed with an accus. Num. 5 : 14.

of a rival, construed with a Gen. 30 : 1.

3. to be envious of a person ; con-

strued with a, Gen. 37:11. with an

accus. Gen. 26: 14. with}, Ps. 106:16.

4. to emulate. Prov. 3': 31.

5. to be indignant about a thing, con-

strued with 3. Prov. 23 : 17. 24 : 1.

6. trans, to excite a person tojealousy

by any thing, construed with an accus.

and a. Deut. 32: 21. IK. 14:22.

Hiph. i. q. Pi. no. 6. Deut. 32 : 16,

21. Ps. 78 : 58.

Deriv. out of course trtsg.

NJp Chald. to buy, purchase. Ezra

7:17.
:

i.q. Heb. n$.

fc$2p m. verbal from Hip, jealous, one

who permits not his rights to be injured,

spoken of Jehovah. Ex. 20 : 5. 34 : 14.

Deut. 4 : 24.

n^5p f. verbal from w;?, dec. XII. b.

\lzeal, ardour. 2 K. Yo : 16. Is. 9 :

6 niwas rnrn n?p the zeal of Jehovah of
hosts (for his people.) qrnwp zealfor
the people, Is. 26 : 11. Also ardent or

1. a handful. Lev. 2 : 2. 5 : 12. 6 : 8. zealous love generally, Cant. 8 : 6.

2. a sheaf, a bundle of ears which 2. jealousy. Is. 11:13. Particularly
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a Canaanitish people, whose

place of residence cannot be definitely

ascertained. Gen. 15 : 19. Num. 32: 12.

Up ( 526 ) DDp
in reference to love, Prov. 6 : 34. 27 :

^pj proper name of a descendant of

4 Ezek. 8 : 3 rejran n^gn too the image E8aUj

'

from w}lom an Arabian country
of jealousy which excites (God) to

is named> Gen. 36: 11, 15, 42.

jealousy.

3. envy. Ecc.4:4. 9:6.

4. anger, indignation. Deut. 29 : 1 9.

Ps. 79: 5.

5. impatience. Job 5 : 2.

Hip, fut. reft apoc. jj.

1 . to #e, gain, acquire. Prov. 4 : 7,

15:32. 16:16. 19:8.

2. to 6w#. Gen. 25 : 10. 47 : 22.

3. particularly to redeem, ransom;

e.g. from captivity. Is. 11:11. Neh.

5:8.

4. to obtainfor apossession, to obtain.

Gen. 4:1.

5. to ow. possess. Is. 1:3.

see

m. verbal from re, dec. II. b.

1. that which one gets or acquires.

Prov. 4:7. Lev. 22:11.

2. a possession, substance, property.
Gen. 34 : 23.

3. perhaps a creature, (comp. rr:|7 no.

6.) Ps. 104:24. Sept. *'*.

tto|pj const. fo$ (Ex. 30:23.) dec.

III. h. cinnamon. Prov. 7 : 17. Cant.

6. to prepare, form, make. (In Syr.
4:14. Herodotus (m. 111.) mentions

., T A i i T T y expressly that the Greeks obtained their
idem. In Arab, rp , .[j med. Jeformavtt, / '

, r1 ^ xmttfMt or Ktwoe.uuu.ov from the Pheni-

concmnavit.) Ps. 139 : 13. Gen. 14 :

19, 22. Deut. 32 : 6. Prov. 8 : 22.
cians ; of course from a people speaking
a Shemitish dialect. The derivation of

Hiph. Zech. 13 : 5. prob. i.q. Kal, to

buy, purchase. The form n:pa Ezek.

8 : 3. stands for *aj, see
MJJ.

Deriv. 3j?, repp, repo.

Hip m. dec. IX. b.

1. a cane, reed, rush. Is. 42 : 3. 36 :

6. Ps. 68 : 31 repr rvn the wild beast of a nest. Ps. 104 : 17. Is. 34 : 15. 48:28.

the word from nop Arab. . to smell

strong, is doubtful ; since the use of

this word is confined to the rancid

smell of oil,

J2p denom. from w, to nest, to

the reeds, i. e. the crocodile, as a symbol
of Egypt.

2. sweet cane, sweet calamus, (acorus

pu . idem. Jer. 22 : 23.

Job 18 : 2. see

Ex. 30 : 23. and nitsn repT Jer. 6 : 20.

3. a stalk of corn. Gen. 41: 5, 22.

4. a measuring reed or rod ; in full

rrran n:p. Ezek. 40 : 3, 5. Hence
5. a measure of six cubits. Ezek.

41:8.

6. the beam of a balance, a balance.

Is. 46 : 6.

i city in the

country of Gilead. Num. 32: 42. 1 Chr.

2 : 23. See Relandi Faustina, p. 681 .

Dpp, fut. cbp>, to divine; spoken
of false prophets, as a forbidden and

unlawful practice, Deut. 18 : 10, 14.

2K. 17:17. Mic.3:6, 7, 11. or at

least accompanied with some reproach,
as in the case of Balaam, Josh. 13 : 22.

7. the upper bone ofthe arm, the os of the prophets of the Philistines, ISam.
6 : 2. of the necromancer, 28 : 8 The
deriv. CD;? in signif. no. 3. is taken in a

Job 31: 22.

8. a branch of a candlestick. Ex.
ff. Plur. c>:pT Ex. 25:32. and good sense. The word in Syriac is

ni:?T Ex. 25:36. 37:22.

^25 m. verbal from wj7, jealous,

spoken of God, i.q. 2P . Josh. 24: 19.

. 1 : _'.

more common ; comp. the remark made
under the articles O'Tto, rprs,

"uc. Deriv.

out of course cppn.

m. verbal from opp, dec. VI.
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tow. Ezek. 13:6,23. 21:

26. 1 Sam. 15 : 23.

"('divination. Num. 22:

7. (Comj>.
-

3. prob. in a good sense, an oracle.

Prov. 16:10.

CTp found only in Po. rrip i. q. y^P

to cut off. Ezek. 17:9.

JlDp f. a vessel, cup. (Aram, w^rp
...

I

...
M. \ T

:

. for the most part as a measure

for liquids, a sextary, Ethiop. nrp

hydria.) Hence ncrrt rrr a writer's

vessel, an ijikhorn, Ezek. 9 : 2, 3, 11.

nb^p projier name of a city in the

tribe

T

of judah. Josh. 15 : 44. 1 Sam.
23 : 1. 1 Chr. 4 : 19. See Relandi Pa-

lamina, p. 698.

V(22i2 ni. a mark cut or burnt into

the skin. Lev. 19:28. (In Talmud.

id rprp scalpsit, inussit.)

rnjJp f. const, rnr;?, plur. niirp, const.

nro, but with suff. vni-ff, a dish,

charger. Num. 7 : 13 ff. (Arab. A*$

a deep dish, from jj> to be deep.)

N|2 1. to coagulate, curdle, spoken
of milk, (see Hiph.) to be congealed,

spoken of the floods, Ex. 15: 8.

2. to draw in one's self,
to sit with

ones feet under him. Zeph. 1 : 12.

comp. Jer. 48:11.

Hiph. causat. of no. 1. to make to

curdle. Job 10 : 10. (In Talmud, idem.

In Syr. and Arab, under the kindred

form
p,cp.)

TiN2p m. verbal from NBJT, ice, frost.

Zech. 14 : 6.

IDp as in Chald. to cut off. Found

only in Pi. Is. 38 : 12 >>n 3-^5 ^rnep.

Vulg. prcecisa est, velut a texente, vita

mea. Hence

"TCJ?
or IDp, with He paragogic

verbal from
icp^ destruction. Ezek.

7 :25.

12p m. the hedge-hog. Is. 14:23.

34 : 1 1'. Zeph. 2 : 14. (Arab, TC;p, Syr.

i. Root
1
0*0 horruit, Eth-

pe. contractus est.)

ViSp m. Is. 34 : 15. according to the

ancient translators i. q. Tirp, which is the

reading of 6 MSS. But the animal

here is represented as oviparous and

brooding over its young, which will

not apply to the hedgehog. Better,

therefore, according to Bochart (Hieroz.
T. II. p. 408.) the arrow snake, ser-

S's'

pensjaculus, Arab,
jjjlflj

from i&j' in

Chald. and Arab, to spring, to seize

with a spring.

VDp, fut. yb\ to contract, close,

shut ; e. g. the mouth, Job 5 : 16. Ps.

107 : 42. the hand, Deut, 15 : 7. Me-

taphorically to shut up or restrain com-

passion, Ps. 77 : 10. The phrase to

shut up the hand from a person, sig-

nifies to be niggardly towards him.

Kindred with yoj?.

Niph. to be gathered, hence i. q.

P,D$ to die. Job 24 : 24.

Pi. to spring, leap. Cant. 2 : 8.

(Chald. idem.)

Vp m. with suff. ^sp., verbal from ysp,

dec. VIII. b. an end, either of space or

time. Job 28 : 3. 6 : 11. yp ^ without

end, Ecc. 12 : 12. ypo after, e. g. yjTo

DV o*yvj after forty days, Gen. 8 : 6.

16:3.41:1. in the later writers also

y$, 2 Chr. 18:2. Dan. 11:6, 13. Par-

ticularly (1.) the end or destruction of a

people. Gen. 6 : 13. Ezek. 7 : 2. yp jViy.

a crime which brings destruction, Ezek.
21 : 30, 34. 35 : 5. (2.) the end or ful-

filment of a prophecy. Hab. 2 : 3. (3.) ny

yp Dan. 8:17. or yp ^to verse 19. the

time of the end, also DWT yp Dan. 12 :

13. the end of days, according to the

theological views of the later Jews, the

time immediately preceding the advent
of the Messiah's kingdom, and repre-
sented as full of calamity and trouble.

Plur. const, ^p for >s?p. (bya resolution

of the Dagesh forte after the Chaldaic

manner,) Job 18:2 fnb^ jiDton njM-w
when will ye make an end ofwords ?

Deriv. frrp.
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fut. asp?. Comp. nsrr, asn. F^P. m * ^oun^ onty Is - 28 : 25, 27.

ifto * off, e. g. a piece of wood, block cumin, nigella melanthium, ac-

cording to the Sept. Vulg. and the2 K. 6 : 6.

2. to shear (sheep.) Cant. 4 : 2.

2!p m. verbal from asj?, dec. VI. h.

1. form, liter. cw, French faille. 1 K.
6:25. 7:37.

2. onrr >nsR Jon. 2 : 7. prob. Me eratfc,

i. e. the foundations, of the mountains,

(in the depths of the sea.) Vulg. extre- (kindred with

ma montium.
, /r vi TI/T whence _<c\ a judge, cadi.

PT^p to hew or cut off, like
ysj?. Me- uS x

taphorically to tteroy (nations,) Hab. therefore,' is servile.

Rabbins. See Celsii Hierobot. P. II.

p. 70.

p2 m. dec. III. a.

1. ajudge, magistrate, ruler. Is. 1 :

10. 3 : 6, 7. Mic. 3 : 9. Root nsp, in

Arab, with ^ ?
to determine, judge,

j' to cut, to cut off;)

-xsb juage, caai. The :,

2. a leader in war, a general, a cap-
one tain. Josh. 10 : 24. Judg. 1 1 : 6, 1 1 . Is.

: 32 22 : 3. Dan. 11 : 18. Comp. tafc.

3. aprince, chief. Prov. 6:7. 25:15.

JTlV^p plur. fern. Me Arabian cas-

sia, a bark resembling cinnamon, prob.
laurus cassia, Linn. Ps. 45 : 9. See

Celsii Hierobot. T. II. p. 360.

T^j? m. verbal from is;?, dec. III. a.

1. harvest. Gen. 8: 22.

T

Hence (1.)

Me grain gathered in. Lev. 19 : 9. 23 :

22. (2.) collect. Me reapers. Is. 17 : 5.

2. a bough, branch. Ps. 80 : 12. Job
14:9.

in Kal not used. Prob. to cut

2:10.

Pi. idem. Prov. 26 : 6

that has hisfeet cut off.

Jehovah began tontoa nispb to cut off in

Israel, i. e. to take off one part after

another.

Hiph. to scrape, i.q. sp. Lev. 14:

41, 43.

Deriv. out of course nsj?, 125, ns|.

n^p m. const. r^|;>, plur. const. ^,
verbal from nsj?, dec. IX. b.

1. i.q, yp.
the end, the uttermostpart;

e. g. of the earth, Is. 5 : 26. of heaven,

Is. 13 : 5. Ps. 19 : 7. nw ntito

after three days, Josh. 3 : 2. 9 : 16.-

from (every) end or quarter, Gen. 19 :

4. Jer. 51:31. Hence
2. the whole, the sum. Gen. 47 : 2

vn nsjTQ from the whole number of his

brethren. Ezek. 33 : 2. Comp. Num.
22:41. Is. 56: 11. Comp. the fern. nspT
no. 2.

n^p m. verbal from rp, an end. Is.

2: 7.* Nah. 2:10.

2P f. plur. const, nisp, verbal from construed with V, Gen. 40 : 2. 41 : 10.
T T *

"n* i /? . on *ii_ L. . T u oo . i r>

off, i. q. rrspT
. In Arab. -l^V idem.

Hiph. to scrape, i. q. r^p Hiph. Lev.

14:41.

Hoph. part, ntospro i. q. n^spt? cor-

ners. Ezek. 46 : 22. Liter, what is cut

off,
the place of cutting off.

Deriv. n^s^o, DTSJJO.

ut * ^-' * ^e wroth or angry ;

n^(7, dec. XI. a. i. q. n^.
1. era end, extremity. Ex. 25 : 19.

Job 26 : 14 V$TT nte;? Me extreme parts

of his works.

2. Me SMTW, crowd, mass. 1 K. 12 :

31. 13:33.

.
m. verbal from rrep, dec. VI a.

an end. Found only in the plur. const.

Ex. 16 : 20. with fy, Josh. 22 : 18.

Hiph. to provoke to anger, e. g. Je-

hovah. Deut. 9 : 7, 8, 22.

Hithpa. i. q. Kal. Is. 8:21.

Chald. idem. Dan. 2: 12.

m. with suff. ^5^7, verbal from

, dec. VI. h. and k.

1. wrath, anger, particularly of Je-

H? T^P. Me ercefe o/Me eart/i, Ps. 48 : 1 1 . hovah. Josh . 9 : 20. 22 : 20. Zech. 1 : 2.

65:6. 2 Chr. 19 : 10.



2. a chip, splinter, llos. 10 : 7.

Sept. ?gyw. (Arab. uJuai' defo'fe,

Jlaccion fuit lignum.) Hence also

n?^p f. verbal from r^, afragment,
a broken piece. Joel 1 : 7. Sept. a-vy-

' cw^ <2/r* e> & ^ie nan(i>

Deut. 25: 12. the mustaches, Jer. 9:

.
;5 : 23. (In Arab, to cut the nails

and hair.)

Pi. v?P and yap.

1. to cw o/f; a cord, Ps. 129: 4.

the hand, the thumb, Judg, 1:6.2 Sam.
4 : 12. (the point of) a spear, Ps. 46. 10.

2. to cut (into wires). Ex. 39 : 3.

3. to strip. 2 K. 18 : 16. 24 : 13.

Pu. pass. Judg. 1 : 7.

[4:14u]

H^iJ
1 . with a fut. TKJ:

particularly grain ; hence to mow, reap.
Jer. 12 : 13. Lev. 19 : 9. 25 : 5. Part. &$
a reaper, Ruth 2 : 3 ff. Metaphorically
Job 4 : 8 they that sow wickedness shall

reap it. Prov. 22 : 8.

2. i2pT (as it appears from the adj.)
with a fut. -isp?, intrans. to be short. Is.

28:20. Particularly (1.) ^rrn^my
hand is (too) short, i. e. I am (too) weak.
Num. 1 1 : 23. Construed with jo and an
infin. Is. 50 : 2. (2.) *aea, >nn rmp,T / am
impatient, grieved, vexed. Num. 21:4,

. Judg. 16:16. Construed with a about
a thing, Judg. 10:16.

Pi. to shorten. Ps. 102 : 24.

, Hiph. 1. idem. Ps. 89:46.
2. to reap. Job 24 : 6 Keth.

Deriv. out of course -vspr
.

"")!p m. verbal from ^, dec. V. a.

sliort. Ezek. 42:5. Particularly (1.)
T-isp weak, feeble, Is. 37:27. (2.) n*p

rm Prov. 14 : 29. and OEM 125 Prov.

14:17. impatient, irascible, passionate.

(3.) oroj -^P s/W lived. Job 14 : 1.

1!p m. verbal from , dec. VI.

found only in the phrase rm nap impa-
tience. Ex. 6:9.

Sp f. (for rw$? after the form
n;rp,)

verbal from n^pv, a^ eJ, i. q. rrjpr
. Dan.

1 : 5, 15 rnto D*?; rwija
Me end of ten

days. In verse 18, occurs n^pnS. Plur.

niisp Me e/zefo, Ex. 38 : 5. particularly

jl^p f. const, nsp, Chald.

iJa'part. Dan. 2:42.

2. fm end. Dan. 4 : 31. [4 : 34.]

"^p, plur. o^p, verbal adj. from obsol.

v|pT, dec. VIII. k.

'l. co/^, coo/. Prov. 25 : 25. Jer. 18:14

2. quiet. Prov. 17 : 27 Keth rm np. o/

quiet spirit. See ip^ no. 5.

"lp see "Y'p.

^p m. verbal from obsol. ^p, co&7.

Gen. 8 : 22.

I.
fc^j?

to call. The subordinate sig-

following ; (1.) to call a person or thing ;

construed with a dative of the object,
Lev. 9 : 1. Hos. 11:1 with '?, Gen.
3 : 9. 49 : 1 with an accus. Gen. 27 : 1.

Prov. 18:6 his mouth caUethfor strokes.

Ruth 4:11 nnb nm rxb *np, call, i. e.

acquire,fame in Bethlehem. (2.) to call

out to any one, construed with fy. Is.

6:3. Ex. 3:4. (3.) to call to or on any
one, particularly for help; construed

with !?N, Ps. 4:4. 30 : 9. with an accus.

Hos. 7:11. particularly in reference to

Jehovah, Ps. 14 : 4. 18 : 7. (4.) to call

together, e. g. an assembly. Joel 1 : 14.

Hence (5.) to invite, bid. 1 Sam. 9:13,
22. b n'ftttft ^pT to invite to peace, to

offerpeace* Dent. 20 : 10. Judg. 21:13.

(6.) to announce, proclaim. Joel 4 : 9.

[3 : 9.] Jer. 2 : 2. 3 : 12. 7: 2. -b -tf-n MTJ?

toproclaim liberty to a person, Is. 6 1 : 1.

Jer. 34 : 8, 15, 17, Used absolutely, to

preach, Jori. 1 : 2. (7.) to celebrate,praise,

(like "raw with an accus.) Prov. 20 : 6
iion

tiijfji N-jp?
eacA celebrates his own good-

ness. (8.) to c<2/7, choose, appoint, i. o.

ina. Is. 42:6. 48:12, 49:1. 51:2.
Somewhat stronger is the nearly syno-
nymous phrase 'E oxsa *npr to c#// or choose

by name, Is. 43 : 1. 45 : 3, 4. Comp.
.Lx. 31:2. (9.) to call en, to invoke,
construed with a. Is. 59 : 4. Particularly

3 Y
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to invoke orpraise the name u*~nirp otto

of

'

Jehovah, Gen. 4:26. 12:8. Ex.

33:19. Ps. 79:6. 105:1. Is. 64:6.

So in reference to idols, 1 K.18:26.
Also used in the same signification

without a, e. g. Lam. 3 : 55. Ps. 99 : 6.

Deut. 32 : 3. comp. Ruth 4:14. More

rarely in reference to men, Ps. 49 : 12.

In a somewhat different sense, Is. 44 : 5

ajs otfti 3^ rn this one praises the name

of Jacob, i. e. cleaves to him.

2. to name ; construed with an accus.

of the name and a dative of the person
or thing, Gen. 1:5 DV TfoA orftw $w
and God named the light day. Verses

8,10. 31:47. rarely with a double

accus. Is. 60 : 18. Num. 32 : 41. The

following construction is very frequent,
Gen. 4 : 25 mp totj-n wjypn and she

named his name Seth. 4 : 26i 5:2, 3, 29.

1 1 : 9. h wp *opr to give a name to a

person, Ruth 4
T

; 17. Gen. 26 : 18. Ps.

147:3.

3. to read. Ex. 24 : 7. Deut. 17 : 19.

Niph. 1. to be catted. Jer. 44 : 26.

Eat. 8: 12. 6: 1.8:9.

2. to be named. Properly construed

with a dative of the person, Gen. 2 : 23.

1 Sam. 9 : 9. Is. 1 : 26. 32 : 5. 62 : 4, 12.

Then also with a double nominative,
Zech. 8 : 3. Is. 48 : 2. 54 : 5. 56 : 7.

and with tnto, e. g. Gen. 17:5 -fto *o vh

D^I *pro~ri thy name shall no more be

catted Abram. 35 : 10. Deut. 25 : 10.

Dan. 10 : 1. Construed with a, to be

named after any one, Gen. 21 : 12. with

Dtfa, to name ones self after a person,
i. e. to confess or cleave to him, Is. 43 : 7.

48 : 1. by pi 5?a my name is given
to a thing, i. e. it is named after me,
2 Sam. 12 : 28. Is. 4 : 1. hence itpertains
or is consecrated to me; e. g. in reference

to Jehovah, spoken of the Israelitish

people, Deut. 28 : 10. Is. 63 : 19. of the

temple, 1 K. 8 :43. of Jerusalem, Dan.
9 : 18, 19.

Pu. M# 1. to be called. Ezek. 10 : 13.

Is. 48 : 12. (2.) to be named. Is. 65 : 1.

For the most part construed with a da-

tive, Is. 48 -.8. 58 : 12. 6 1 : 3. 62 : 2.

Deriv. out of course N*ip, nsnp,

mp
q. fTS? to meet or befal a

person, spoken of an event, destiny,
construed with an accus. Gen. 49:1.

42:4, 3. Lev. 10-. 19. Infin. strictly

n*np (like rrwv,) hence rwpb and by a

Syriasm n*n;, with suff. rttrs, oaren^,

used as a prep. (1.) to meet, obviam.

Gen. 46: 29. Ex. 4:27. 18: 7. Josh.

1 1 : 20 rranbon ruf^h D3b'n pinb to harden

their heart to meet the war. (2.) over

against. Gen. 15 : 10. 1 Sam. 4 : 2.

Niph. 1. to meet, spoken of persons,
construed with V, Ex. 5 : 3. with riri,

2 Sam. 18 : 9. to y// in the way of a

person, spoken of things, Deut. 22 : 6.

2. without cases, to happen, to be by
chance. 2 Sam. 1 : 6. 20 : 1.

Hiph. to cause to happen, e.g. a mis-

fortune. Jer. 32:23.

fcOf? Chald. fut. *o, rn|?>

1. torn//. Dan. 3: 4. 4: 11. [4:14.]
5:7.

2. to read. Dan. 5 : 8, 16, 17.

fcOp m. <z partridge, liter. #^e ca//cr

or crier, from ij> 1 Sam. 26 : 20. Jer.

17 : 11. In the latter passage there is

an allusion to a fabulous story of the

ancients, (see Bocharti Hieroz. T. II.

p. 84, 85.) that the partridge steals the

eggs of other birds, and broods over

them. According to Faber (zu Har-

mer's Beobachtungen, Th. I. p. 305.)
the partridge of Damascus, tetrao

orientalis.

HHp and ^1p 9
fut 3Tp?, infin. ri|7,

also nr. to approach, to draw near,

spoken of persons and things. Josh. 10 :

24. Construed with b of the person
or thing, Gen. 37 : 18. Ex. 14 : 20.

more rarely with
},
Job 33 : 22. with a,

Ps. 91:10. with >ari>, particularly in re-

ference to Jehovah, Ex. 16:9. Lev.

16:1. The more special constructions

are (1.) spoken of Jehovah, to draw
near with help. Ps. 69 : 19. Lam. 3 : 57.

(2.) n b :npr to draw near a woman,
i. e. to lie with her, Gen. 20 : 4. Is.

8 : 3. (3.) to draw near, to advance,

in a hostile manner. Deut. 20 : 2. Con-

strued with to, Ps. 27 : 2. Comp. r\p.



(4.) joined with an infin . of another

verb, to be near to a thing. Gen. 47 : :2i).

IK. 2:1.

Niph. to come near, as in Kal. Ex.

22 : 7. Josh. 7 : 14.

Pi. 3Tp.. 1. to bring near, Is. 41:21.

46 : 13. to grant access, Ps. 65 : 5. In

a hostile sense, to let advance, Job 31 :

37. Hos. 7 : 6, (in the latter passage

perhaps intrans. as in Kal.)

2. to bring or join together. Ezek.

37:17.

3. to be near, as in Kal, construed

with h and an infin. Ezek. 36: 8.

Hiph. 1. to let draw near. Ezek. 22 :

4. Also to cause to come near, Num. 8 :

9, 10. to give access, Jer. 30 : 21.

2. to bring ; a gift, Judg. 3 : 18. 5 :

25. an offering, Num. 9:13. (See jyg.)

3. to &rm<7 orjoin together. Is. 5 : 8.

4. intrans. to rfraw wear, to approach.

Ex. 14 : 10.

5. joined with an infin. of another

verb, to be near to doing a thing. Gen.

12:11. Is. 26: 17.

Deriv. out of course ahj?.

lip m. verbal adj. from 337, dec. V.

a. approaching, drawing near. Deut.

20:3. IK. 4:27. [5:7.].

lip Chald. plur. vr$, to draw or

come near. Dan. 3 : 26. 6 : 13.

Pa. to bring, offer. Ezra 7:17.

Aph. 1. to bring near, Dan. 7:13.

2. to bring, to offer. Ezra 6:10, 17.

Up m. (with Kamets impure) verbal

from 3Tg, dec. I. war, battle, contest, see

3-3? no. (3.) In Hebrew used almost

exclusively in poetry. Ps. 55 : 19, 22.

Job 38 : 23.

lip Chald. idem. Dan. 7:21.

11J? m. with suff. 'rip, dec. VI. h.
v ' v

1. the middle or inner part. Hence

yy& as a prep, in the midst, within ;

also simply in, among, (like Tyim,) e. g.

ywn 3i?a m the earth, Ex. 8 : 1 8. [8 : 22.]

jpa among the Canaanites, Judg.
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41:21. Ex. 29: 13,

2. particularly </*e wiwcr /?ar of the

body. (1.) ^e bowels, inwards. Gen.

(2.) */<e ^art,

as the seat of thought and affection. Ps.

5 : 10. 64 : 7.

nllp f. const,
rail?,

verbal from :np,

dec. XI. c. a drawing near. Ps. 73 : 28.

Is. 58: 2.

m. const.
jrjjj, plur. with suff.

Lev. 7 : 38, (more correctly in
s-^o^

other MSS. 073^,) Arab.
^l^J,

an

offering, oblation of any kind. Lev. 2 :

1, 4, 12, 13. 7 : 13. 9 : 7, 15. See inpn

no. 2.

tllp m. verbal from y% dec. II. b. a

presenting or offering. Neh. 10 : 35.

13:31.

D'llp m. dec. VIII. d.anaxe. With

suff. TOTE 1 Sam. 13 : 20. Plur. D^-np_

1 Sam.T3 : 21. also ni Ps. 74: 5. (Arab.
SsCs

nra
.jj"

idem. It appears to be kindred

with ecna q. v.)

f. verbal from obsol. Tip, dec.

Prov.25:20.

fut. rnp>, apoc. ijr, to wzeetf any

one, construed with an accus. spoken of

persons, Deut. 25 : 18. and of fate,

destiny, Ecc. 2 : 14. 9 : 1 1. Gen. 44 : 29.

of punishment, 1 Sam. 28 : 10. Ruth 2:

3 wib n-ren njrtn rnpn ijyn liter, and her lot

fell on a piece of land which belonged
to Boaz. Construed with b, only Dan.

10 : 14. Without cases, Is! 41 : 22.

Niph. 1. as in Kal, to meet, (spoken

only of persons ;) construed with to,

Ex. 3:18. (comp. 5:3.) with te, Num.
23 : 4, 16. with nsnpV verse 3.

2. to be by chance. 2 Sam. 1 : 6.

Pi. rnp to frame or lay beams for a

house or gate, contignare, liter, to make
the beams meet together. (Comp. mip a

beam.} 2 Chr. 34 : 1 1. Neh. 2 : 8. 3 : 3,

6. Also to construct, build generally,
Ps. 104:3.

Hiph. 1. to cause to meet, construed
with 'S Gen. 27 : 20. 24 : 12 'art a-rrfi?ri

ovn cause it (the object ofmyjourney)
to meet me this day.
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2. to make a suitable selection, ob-

viumfacere. Num. 35 : 1 1 .

Note. This verb is written nearly as

often with ; see *n;? no. II.

Deriv. rnip, nj?, rr-\j?, rnpn, rnjTQ.

jilp m. verbal adj. from mp, dec. III. a.

1. near, in space or time. Gen. 45 : 10.

Deut. 22 : 2. With suff. tanj? for ib :mpT

Ps. 148:14. Ps. 75:2. ^ iVipT thy
name is near, i. e. thy praise is in our

mouths. (Perhaps also known, as in

Arab.) Plur. 'aiij? my nearest friends,

Job 19: 14.

2. kindred, allied, construed with h

and ?*. Ruth 2 : 20. Num. 27 : 1 1 .

3. short, ofshort continuance. (Arab.

i^^j
V idem.} Job 17:12. aiipQ ^r a

s/>r ft'we, Job 20 : 5. shortly, soon,

Ezek. 7 : 8.

rnp 1- intrans. to be bald, smooth.

2. to make smooth, hence to shave,

to make a bald place. Lev. 21:5. Mic.

1:16.

Niph. impers. a baldness is made,
construed with ** in honour of & person.
.Ter. 16:6.

Hiph. i.q. Kal. Ezek. 27: 31.

Hoph. pass, rnpn shorn, made bald.

Ezek. 29 : 18.

rn|? m. verbal from rnpr.

1. ice, so called from its smoothness.

Job 6: 16. 37:10. 38:29.

2. crystal, like the Greek xgyo-T#*A$,
from its resemblance to ice, Ezek. 1 : 22.

3. cold. Gen. 31: 40. Jer. 36 : 30.

iT^p m. verbal from rnj?, dec. VI. n.

1. i. q. mp no. 1. ice, or rather hail.

Ps. 147 : 17^

2. proper name (1.) of a son of Esau.

Gen. 36 : 5, 14. (2.) of a son of Eliphaz,
also of an Idumean district. Gen. 36 :

16. (3.) of a Levite who conspired

against Moses. Ex. 6 : 21. Num. 16 : 1 ff.

Hence the children of Korah, a Le-
vitical family of singers, the authors of

8everalPsalms,e.g.XLii.xLiv.LXXXiv. forests) m the tribe Of Judah, on the
LXXXV. western boundary of the tribe of Ben-

in, verbal from rnj?, one who has jamin. Josh. 9:17. 18 : 15. Judr. J'S :
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i

a bald spot on the hind part of his head,

bald-pated, different from naa. Lev. 13:

40. 2 K. 2 : 23. (In Syr. ^Q having

a .smoothforehead.)

nrnp ? once
Nrnj?,

f. verbal from rnj?,

dec. X. a bald spot on the back part of
the head, different from nma. Lev. 21 :

5. Spoken of as a sign of mourning,
Jer. 48: 37. Ezek. 7: 18. Used also for

a bald spot on thefore part of the head,

(otherwise called nms,) Deut. 14 : 1.

J"irnp f. verbal from rnj?, dec. XIII. m.

1. i. q. nrnpT. Lev. 13 : 42, 43.

2. metaphorically a bareness of hair

on the back side of cloth. Lev. 13 : 55.

"np m. in pause nj?, verbal from rnpTj

contrariness, opposition ; found only in

the phrase -as nj? Tjbn
to act in opposition

or walk contrary to a person, Lev. 26 :

21, 23. with npa, verses 24, 27, 40, 41.

So in verse 28 n;?. rrana DJ* 'rnbn Iwill

in anger walk contrary to you.

fc$*Hp m. verbal from >opT no. I. dec.

III. a. called, invited, deputed. Num.
16 : 2. and 1 : 16 Keth.

nfc^^Hp f. verbal from *opr, a preach-

ing, proclamation. Jon. 3 : 2.

rVHp f. dec. X. a city, i. q. 17, but

almost solely in poetry. Is. 1:21,26.
22 : 2. 25 : 2. 26 : 5. 32 : 13. (In Aram,
and Arab, idem ; in the latter rather a
small city, a village. It is either

primitive, and then kindred with TJ? no.

2. n>r
; or, what is better, a verbal from

rnp. to build, contignare.}

The following proper names of cities

are compounded of it; (1.) yzn nn;?

Gen. 23 : 2. Josh. 15 : 54. 20 :~7~. the

ancient name of Hebron. In this name
srwi is not the numeral four, but Arba
the proper name of a man ; (see 3ft>.)

With the article r-n^rr nnp (the city

of Arba;) (2.) nterrnnp (city of
streets) in the territory of Moab. Once
Num. 22:39. (3.) cny-nni? (city of
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12. 1 Sam. 6 : 21. With the article rv-ft the dual 03-$ and
D;:?;?

Dan. 8 : 3, 6, 20.

n (the city offorests,) and by cor- (as if from f^;) rarely the plur.'

ruption cny-nn;: Ezra 2: 25. Only a Zech. 2 : 1, 4. [1: 18, 21.] Ps. 75:ll

different name is teaTr-p. Josh. 15 : 60. But ni;^ is used Ezek. 27 : 15, for horns

IS; 14. (4.) n|c-rnj? Josh. 15:49. (city of ivory, from a false popular opinion

ofthe law,) and TED rrv? (city ofwriting?) of the ancients that ivory consisted of

a city in the tribe of Judah, otherwise the Jiorns of an animal, (Pliu. H. N.

called -v:n. Josh. 15 : 15, 16. Judg. 1 : xviii. 1.)

11, 12. (5.) DW"ji? (double city) proper 2. the top or summit of a mountain,

name (a.) of a city in the tribe of Reu- (like the syllable horn in the Swiss

ben. Num. 32:37. Josh. 13:19. It words Schreckhorn, Buchhorn.) Is. 5:

was afterwards possessed by the Moab- 1. (So in Arab.)

ites, Jer. 48 : 1, 3, Ezek. 25 : 9. (b.) of 3. mrcrr rrtng horns of the altar, i. e.

a city in the tribe of Naphtali. 1 Chr. projecting points, which were fixed on

6:61. also called
jrn;:, (an ancient dual the four corners of the' altar, prob. in

form from
rvjj?)

Josh'. 21 : 32. the form of horns. Lev. 4 : 7, 18, 25,

D^p to cover, construed with
, Kke

30' 34. 8 : 15. 9 : 9. 16 : 18. It cannot

r T? i 'on a denote merely the corners, see Ex. 27: 2.
other verbs of covering. Ezek. 37 : 6 .

' TI.II i r
r .77 -.77- 4. a beam, ray. In the dual used for

rir nyto? >nrnp Iw<U cover you with skin. _ /.'

-. v f . flashes of lightning, Hab. 3 : 4. The
Intrans. with a fut. Bp, verse 8. A ^ i i uArabian poets also compare the beams

]").?.
^ Prmi * dec. ** a * of the sun with his horns ; hence the

1. a horn. Hence (1.) a vessel of poetical expression, gazelle for sun;
horn, or a horn used as a vessel. 1 Sam.

(see rfcy.) Hence
16 : 1, 13. 1 K. 1 : 39. (2.) a horn, as a pp t

'

emit rays to shine spoken of
_ 1 :__ T I, a . K. /O \ _ I ~'T "

which is taken from a bull, being re-

tamed more or less. Jer. 48 : 25 the horn

of Moab is broken i. e his power is

weakened. Comp. Lam. 2 : 3. Ps. 75 :

11. Ps. 132 : 17 then will I cause a

musical instrument Josh. 6 : 5. (3.) a
the countenance of Moses. Ex. 34 : 29,

horn as a symbol of strength the figure, 3Q 35 But A ^ Vu , render
.

fe ^^^ Hence christian inters

faave esented Moses as hon d>

ffi ^ fo kave horns ^ ^ .^
.

*

I
emPh ' ^-' Chald ' horn> Daiu

horn to bud to David, i.e. exalt his
3 ^ff. 7:8. Dual $$ used also for the

power, Comp. Ezek. 29 : 21. Am. 6 : Plural > Dan - 7 : 8> 20'
24 '

13 c- vhvrtfo we have gained strength. DljJ found only Is. 46:1. perhaps

(Comp. Hor. Od. in. 21. 18, e addis to be boived down, like the parall. s-ns,

cornua pauperi. Ovid. A. A. i. 139.) comp. D^. (According to the versions,

Ps. 18:3^^the horn ofmy salvation, to be broken in pieces; for which we
i. e. my powerful deliverer or helper, may compare -cnp, in Arab, amputavit,

(Others: the top ofmy salvation, after or by transposition tiro to break in

signif. no. 2. apeak.) (4.) used in several pieces.) Hence

phrases, where we employ the word
D"Jp m. verbal from 037, dec. VI. a.

head. Job 16 : 15 1have defiledmy horn, a hook or pin, connected with a loop.
i. e. my head, with dust. To exalt the Ex> 26 .

6> 11? 33. 35 .

horn or head of any one, i. e. to ffive

dignity and power, Ps. 89:18. Ogfll.
D^P- P^- r

To exalt one's horn or head, i. e. to Prob - ankles ' Ps ' 18 : 37 ' 2 Sam ' 22 : 37 -

be arrogant, Ps.75 : 5, 6. My horn Vulg- tah' (^^ewise in the Targuiu

waits
itself, i. e. I acquire new strength,

Ezek - 47 : 3 > for

Ps. 89 : 25. 1 12 : 9. In this first sig-
] : 6 > for ff** toes->

39 . 33.

dual,

and in

nification, instead of the plural wo find l - to tear in piece* ,
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particularly clothes, as a sign of mourn-

ing, Gen. 37 : 29, 34. 44 : 13. heaven,

spoken of God, Is. 63 : 19. [64 : 1.]

2. to tear open. Tpca
ow jn^ Jer.

4 : 30. to tear open the eyes with

stibium, with a reference to the mode

of procedure in the painting of the eyes,

(see bna;) a strong expression used

perhaps designedly.
3. to tear off or away. Lev. 13 : 56.

1 Sam. 15 : 28 Jehovah has torn away
the kingdom ofIsraelfrom thee. 28 : 17.

IK. 11: 11:

4. to cut in pieces, (with a knife.)

Jer. 36 : 23.

5. to cut out. Jer. 22:14.

6. to revile, verbis proscindere, Ps.

35 : 15. (Arab. J> conj. II. increpuit,

corripuit. Comp. nj?;
nos. 1, 2, 3.)

Niph. pass, spoken e. g. of the altar.

IK. 13: 3, 5.

D^yip masc. plur. verbal from snpT,

pieces ofa garment, rags. 1 K. 11 : 30,

31. Prov. 23:21.

VS? (m -^raD - witn f/5 )) * ^zfe'
*

nip. Particularly ( 1.) joined with Denote,

to bite ones lips, as a mark of malicious-

ness. Prov. 16 : 30. (2.) joined with ^
Prov. 10:10. Ps. 35 : 19. and o^a Prov.

6 : 13. to wink with the eyes, as a mark
of falsehood.

Pu. Job 33 : 6 '? oa ranf? "orra liter.

from the clay was I also nipped or

broken off. The figure is taken from

the potter, who nips off a piece of clay
from the mass.

yip m. destruction. Jer. 46 : 20.

(Root Arab. ^ J> consumsit, extermi-

navit.)

yip m. Chald. apiece, from the Heb.

y3?. Found only in the phrase n ?ni? "??

to m ^e pieces of a person, a meta-

phorical expression for to slander or

inform against him. Dan. 3:8. 6 : 25.

(In Syr. idem. In Arab, to ea theflesh
<2/*a person, for to slander ; also simply

conj. IV. to calumniate^ *j&\ ca-

a quadriliteral, Ae ground,

bottom; as (\.) the floor or pavement
of the tabernacle or temple. Num. 5 :

17. 1 K. 6 : 15, 16, 30. (2.) the bottom

of the sea. Am. 9 : 3. (In Chald. idem.

In Arab, pnp solumplanum et cequabile.)

lip to >e cold, cool. In Hebrew not

in use. Deriv. ij?, -ip, rnj?, rngo.

tZ^lp m. dec. VI. h. a board or plank.
Ex. 26*: 15 ff. 36:20ff. Ezek. 27 : 6.

The etymology is uncertain; perhaps

from Arab, trhp i/J> amputavit.

JTJJ5
f. i. q. rr-i;? c%. Job 29 : 7.

Prov.' 8 : 3. 9: 3. Chald. vny_idem. This

form of the word is still retained in

Cirta, Tigranocerta, etc. names ofcities.

Ujnp proper name of a city in the

tribe of Naphtali, otherwise called

DTinp.. Josh. 21:32.
j

is an ancient

termination of the dual, and the two
names are synonymous.

and nitpp found only in the

Ex/25:29. 37:16. const.

nifcj? Num. 4 : 7. bowls, dis/tes. (Chald.
TO;?, plur. rflDj? idem.}

ni^toip f. Gen. 33 : 19. Josh. 24 : 32.

Job 42: 11. prob. a coin of unknown

value, or a certain weight made use of
& o ^

in reckoning, (comp. Arab, l^jjuji a ba-

lance, also a certain measure; ia^'

conj. V. to divide equally ;) perhaps
also a vessel used in barter, (comp. Syr.

j^rrip
i. q. Heb. no;? a vessel.) Faber

zu Harmer's Beob. iib. den Orient,
Th. II. p. 15 19. The ancient versions

for the most part render it a lamb.

According to Rabbi Akiba (Bocharti
Hieroz. T. I. 3. c. 43.) a certain coin

bore this name in Africa, in compara-

tively modern times.

iltoptpp f. plur. DnDgfejj (1 Sam. 17 :

5.) and rtfcfttpfc (Ezek. 29 : 4.) a scale.

Lev. 11:9 ff. D^iro;? jv-ne a coat ofmail

of scales, 1 Sam. 17': 5.
'

U)p m. verbal fromuhzjj:, straw, halm
9

Ex. 15:7. stubble, Is. 5: 24. 47:14.
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Particularly flying stubble, chaff, Job

13:25.

Qifc^p masc. plur. Num. 11:5. a

species of cucumbers or melons, pum-
kins, with an oblong, green, sweet-

tasted fruit ; Arab. &', now called in

Egypt, chate, hence cucumis chate, Linn.

Deriv. ntfpn no. II. a melon-garden.

Ittfj? to give attention, to be attentive,

to hearken. In Kal only Is. 32 : 3.

Hiph. joined with uw, to incline ones

ear attentively, to hearken. Ps. 10:17.

Prov. 2 : 2. Hence without tox, intrans.

as in Kal ; construed with 3, Ps. 66 : 19.

with b, Ps. 5:3. Is. 48: 18. with te,

Ps. 142 : 7. Neh. 9 : 34. with fr, Prov.

17 : 4. 29 : 12. with an accus. Job 13 : 6.

Itoj? m. verbal from itip, attention.

Is. 2 1:7.

H$p m. verbal adj. from iti, dec. I.

attentive. Ps. 130 : 2.

^#p? fem. ny$? verbal adj. from 2^,
attentive. Neh. 1:6, 11.

ntZJp 1. to be hard, spoken e.g. of

words. 2 Sam. 19 : 44. Also to be cruel,

terrible, spoken of anger, Gen. 49 : 7.

2. to be heavy, difficult, hard. 1 Sam.

5 : 7. Deut. 15 : 18. Spoken of a cause

in law, Deut. 1:17.

Niph. part, rrop3 burdened, oppressed,
troubled. Is. 8: 21.

Pi. to make hard or heavy. Gen. 35 :

16 nn-j^i tc;?rn she had hard labour. In

verse 17, the same is expressed by the

Hiph.

Hiph. rn$?n, fut. apoc. X^TJI.

1. to harden, e.g. (1.) the heart, to

render obdurate. Ex. 7 : 3. Deut. 2 :

30. Ps. 95: 8. Prov. 28:14. (2.) one's

neck, i. e. to be stiff-necked. Deut. 10 :

16. 2 K. 17: 14. Without^, Job 9: 4.

2. to make heavy or grievous. 1 K.
12:4. 2 K. 2 : 10 fcw$ rvtfpn ^ow to*
asfod a hard thing. Ex. 13 : 15 mppn >3

^nVcb nine when Pharaoh made diffi-

culties about letting us go.

"!), fern, mr;?, verbal adj. from rrcJp,

dec. IX. b. and XL a.

)

1. hard; spoken e.g. of words, Gen.
42 : 7, 30. of servitude, Ex. 1 : 14. 6 :

9. 1 K. 12 : 4. Job 30 : 25 Dv-ntf|? one
whose day is hard, i. e. an unfortunate

man. Particularly (1.) joined with py,

stiff-necked. Ex. 32:9. 34:9. (2.) joined
with D'?0, of a bold front, impudent,
shameless. Ezek. 2:4. (3.) joined with

$, ofa hard, inflexible heart. Ezek. 3:

7. So without addition, Is. 48 : 4.

2. heavy, difficult. Judg. 4 : 24. Ex.

18:26.

S.Jirm. Cant. 8: 6.

4. violent ; spoken of the wind, Is.

27:8. of a battle, 2 Sam. 2:17.

5. powerful, mighty, grams auctori-

tate. 2 Sam. 3:39.

Deriv. >tip, m$7D, mpn no. I.

tOltTp Chald. truth. (See the Heb.

itfp.) Dan. 4 : 34. [4: 37.] rji\rp jo in

certainly, Dan. 2 : 47.

Arab.
^M>J i. q. rrcrpT

to be

hard. In Kal not used.

Hiph. 1. to harden (the heart.) Is.

63:17.

2. to treat harshly, Job 39 : 16.

tOUto ni. Ps. 60 : 6. and otfp Prov.
V ' : '

22:21. truth. (Aram. Nntthp, ]IAOO
idem. In Arab. Jbwjj to &e right, equi-

table.}

"'tpp m. verbal from rrrip, hardness,

obduracy, stubbornness. Deut. 9 : 27.

""ItTpj
fut. Ttr3j?. 1. to foVzt?, fetter.

Gen. 38 : 28. Metaphorically Gen. 44 :

30. Prov. 22:15.

2. to enter into a conspiracy, to con-

spire, construedwith *n against a person.
1 K. 15 : 27. 16 : 9, 16. 2 K. 10 : 9. In

full T?p *^5

3. part. pass, bound, close, hence

strong. Gen. 30:42. For this transition

of meaning, see ptn no. 3.

Niph. 1. pass, of Kal no. 1. Meta-

phorically 1 Sam. 18:1.

2. to bejoined together, to be closed,

spoken of a wall. Neh. 3 : 38. [4:6.]
Pi. i.q. Kal no, 1. Job 38: 31.
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Pu. part, ni-KvjjQ
the strong (sheep),

Gen. 30 : 41. see Kal no. 3.

Hithpa. i. q. Kal no. 2. 2 K. 9 : 14.

2 Chr. 24:25,26.

"ItZJj?
m. with suff. impp, verbal from

itfpT ,
dec. VI. h. a conspiracy. See

-raft

no. 2. 2 K. 1 1 : 14. icpv -reft
to ^brm

conspiracy, 2 K. 12:21. 14:19. 15:

30. This name is also given to the

combination of Israel and Syria against

Judah, Is. 8: 12, because it was opposed
to the people of God, and was an un-

natural alliance.

0^*1$)? masc. plur. verbal from itip,

a girdle, an ornament worn by women.
Is. 3: 20. Jer.2:32.

\!?tl?p
in Kal only Zeph. 2:1. see

Hithpa.
Po. tWp to search after, to collect ;

e. g. straw, Ex. 5:7, 12. wood, Num.
15:32.

Hithpo. Zeph. 2 : 1 itfipi iflStipnn collect

yourselves, i. e. go into yourselves,
examine yourselves. The ancient ver-

sions : assemble yourselves together.

Deriv. tip.

plur. nini$?, const, nirojp, com.

gen. (masc. 1 Sam. 2 : 22. fern. Ps. 18 :

35.)
1. a bow, to shoot with. r,tipv ~|-n

to

stretch the bow, see rp. mrp;n the son

of the bow, i. e. the arrow, Job 41 : 20.

[41 : 28.] to break the bow ofany one,

i. e. to destroy Jiis power, Hos. 1 : 5.

Jer. 49 : 35. comp. Ps. 76 : 4.

2. as a collect, archers. Is. 21:1 7.

22:3.
2. a rain-bow. Gen. 9 : 13 ff. Ezek.

1:28.

3. 2 Sam. 1 : 18. the song of the bow,
the title of the elegy on Saul and

Jonathan, from the incidental naming
of the bow in verse 22. The titles of

the chapters of the Koran, as well as of

most other oriental works, appear to us

equally unsuitable. Hence the denom.

n&s

j?
m. denom. from ra%, an archer.

Gen.
T

21:20.

D'iUlj? Chald. the constant Keri

for the Kethib crayy a harp. It is the

more usual form in the Targums, but

on that account less to be approved.

JResh, the 20th letter of the alphabet,
and as a numerical sign denoting 200.

The name ttJn=tt}>n denotes a head, and

has reference to the shape of the letter

in the Phenician alphabet (q,) whence

by inversion the Greek Pa (P.) For the

interchange of this letter with h and :,

see those letters. Here observe (1.) that

"i sometimes assimilates itself to the

following letter; e.g. TH, whence $
with Dag-esh following, (for the omis-

sion of the
,
see p. 2.) P^m, usually

pbsn Damascus; pr Arab. CJ.^c.j

name of a river ; ND-YS Heb. NE? a throne.

(2.) that between the first and second

radicals a n is sometimes inserted, and
tlu'u a quadriliteral is formed ; as e. g.

i. q. ha to bind, fetter;
and *fso a branch; o^jnto and

thoughts.

'l, fut. nwn?, apoc. n% with Vav

convers. *o;2, fcorji, infin. absol. rn-n, ^,
const. ni>n.

1. to see, look; very freq. Usually
construed with an accus. once with ?,

Ps. 64 : 6. with !, to look upon a thing,
Ex. 5:21. with pa, to see the difference

between, Mai. 3 : 18. So in the phrase
to see theface of a king, i. e. to be his

confidant, 2 K. 25 : 19. Est. 1 : 14.

Ecc. 12:3 ni:n3 nWi which look through
the windows.

2. construed with 3, to look upon or

view with interest or sympathy; (L) with

satisfaction, to rejoice in a thing. Job

3 : 9. 20 : 17. Particularly in the de-

struction of one's enemies, Ps. 22 : 18.

37:34. 54:9. 112:8 vjsa rwr I-T$
until he rejoices in his enemies, i. e. in

their destruction. Obad, 12, (2.) with
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grief. Gen. 21 : 16 vjn nVM rwn to let

me not see the death of the child.

34. Est. 8 : 6. (Comp. 3 no. 17.)

3. to look on, in c<\>r. Lev. 13 : 3, 5,

17. Prov. 23 : 31. Cant. 1 : 6. Con-

strued with 3, Gen. 34 : 1. Cant. 6:11.

Ecc. 11:4 u'sri n*n he who viewcth the

clouds. Particularly spoken of God, to

look on, in order to relieve, Ex. 4:31

=;:?TI nsn >DI and that he looked on their

affliction* Ps. 9: 14. 25: 18. 31 : 8. Con-
strued with 3, Gen. 29 : 32. 1 Sam. 1:11.

4. to look or see to a thing, to take

care for it, construed with an accus.

(like* yr.) Gen. 39 : 23. Ps. 37 : 37.

Prov. 23 : 33. 1 K. 12 : 16 -rn tpa rno

see to thine house, i. e. take care for

thine house, O David. Is. 26 : 10.

5. to see, know, discern. Jer. 20 : 12.

Ecc. 1:16.

6. to visit. 2 Sam. 13:5. 2 K. 8 : 29.

2 Chr. 22 : 6.

7. to choose, select. Gen. 22 : 8. 41 :

33. Deut. 12:13. Part, pass. io select,

chosen, Est. 2 : 9.

8. to see or experience ; e. g. good,
Ps. 34 : 13. Ecc. 3 : 13. 6 : 6. construed

with 3, Jer. 29 : 32. evil, Lam. 3 : 1.

Prov. 27 : 12. To enjoy life, Ecc. 9 : 9.

to suffer death, Ps. 89 : 49. to have a

part in the grave, Ps. 16 : 10. 49 : 10.

Construed with 2, Obad. 13.

Niph. 1. to be seen. 1 K. 6: 18.

2. to sJiewones self to appear; con-

strued with to. Lev. 13 : 19. 1 K. 18 :

1. rnrr ':s-n n-o to appear before Je-

hovah, i.e. to visit his sanctuary, Ex.

34:23, 24. Deut. 31: 11. ISam. 1:22.

comp. Ex. 23 : 1 7. Ps. 42 : 3. Spoken par-

ticularly ofJehovah, Gen. 12 : 7. 17 : 1.

18 : 1. More rarely with b, Jer. 31 : 3.

Pu. to be seen. Once Job 33 : 21.

Hiph. nsnrr and nsnn, fut. apoc. *rvn

(like Kal)

T

2K. 11:4?'
1. to cause to see, to shew, construed

with two accus. 2 K. 8 : 13. Nah. 3 : 5.

Amos 7:1.

2. metaphorically like Kal no. 8. to

cause to experience good or evil. Ps.

60 : 5. 71 : 20. Ecc. 2 : 24. Construed
with 3 of the thing, Ps. 50 : 23, 91 : 16.

Hoph. to be shewn, liter, to be made
to see. Ex. 25 : 40 -m n-o nnst -TCJN

which thouhast been shewn in the mount.

26:30. Deut, 4: 35. Lev. 13 : 49 n*n

jTCn nsi it shall be shewn to the priest.

Hithpa. riNnnn to look on one another.

Gen. 42: 1. Also in a hostile sense, to

see one another in battle, to try each

other s strength, 2 K. 14 : 8, 11. Comp.
the old German proverb, sick die Kopfe,
oder das Weisse im Auge besehn.

Deriv. out of course rron, .vn, w,
nsnrg, Chald. ix

N"J found only Deut. 14: 13. prob.

a corrupted reading for rwn, as in the

parallel passage Lev. 11: 14. See n^j.

ilt^n m. a participial noun from nsn,

dec. IX. a.

1. a seer,prophet, according to 1 Sam.

9 : 9, the more ancient name for ^2;,

It is used by way of eminence of Sa-

muel, 1 Sam. 9 : 9 ff. 1 Chr. 9 : 22. 26 :

28. 29 : 29. of another prophet, 2 Chr.

16:7, 10.

2. i. q. n-n a vision. Is. 28 : 7.

|5^1 Reuben, the proper name of

the eldest son of Jacob, (who, however,
lost his birthright,) and progenitor of

the tribe which was named from him.

The most natural etymology would be,

see, a son ! But a different derivation is

given Gen. 29 : 32.

i"VlN"^ f. verbal from run, a seeing.

Ecc. 5 : 10 Keri.

^fcO f. verbal from rn, a mirror.

Job 37: 18. See rnoo no. 2. Arab.

> idem.

^fcO, in pause ^i, verbal from rn-n.
* T .

1. a sight, vision. Gen. 16 : 13. Seo

the art. w 'rn -wa.

2. i. q. nifin an appearance, form.
1 Sam. 16:12. Job 33: 21 his flesh
consumes away ^to out of view.

3. a spectacle, gazing stock, vra^K-
Nah. 3 : 6.

1 see

see

3z
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Zech. 14:10. i.q. ran to be high,
with the danger of our heads, 1 Chr.

See under the letter , p. 1, 2.

EN") m. Num. 23:22. Deut. 33;

17. DW Ps. 92 : 11. on Job 39 : 9, 10.

Plur. cnn Ps. 29 : 6, also DW Ps. 22 :

22. the wild buffalo. (Arab. *J
\

a

species of gazelle, which sense some

apply to the Hebrew ;
but the significa-

tion of the Arabic here is only cognate,
and not identical. The Greek fiovZabos,

fiovZecXt?, is also used of the gazelle, and

the Arabians call stags and antelopes
wild oxen. See Schultens in Job 39 : 9,

10. De Wette's Commentar in Ps. 22:

22. comp. Bocharti Hieroz. T. I. p.
948

ff.) Sept.Vulg.monoceros, unicornis,
rhinoceros ; against which see Bochart.

niO^"J strictly part. act. plur. for

nvo;j (Prov. 24 : 7.) and then

1. heights ; used only as a proper
name (1.) of a city in Gilead, other-

wise called him, neso roi. Deut. 4 : 43.

Josh. 20 : 8. 1 Chr. 6 : 65. (2.) of a city
in the tribe of Issachar. 1 Chr. 6 : 58.

perhaps i. q. rran Josh. 19:21. and mm*
Josh. 21: 29.

2. a costly substance, according to

the Hebrew interpreters, red corals.

Job 28: 18. Ezek. 27: 16.

'007*. See U)YX

"3 m. a different orthography for

tin poverty. Prov. 30 : 8.

tffcn Chald. i. q. Heb. titfi.

1. a head. Dan. 2 : 38. nftn nn the

visions of my head orfancy, or better

simply my visions, making iton merely
a periphrasis of the personal pronoun.
Dan. 4 : 2, 7, 10. [4 : 5, 10, 13.] 7 : 15.

2. the sum, amount. Dan. 7:1.

Plur. p&n Dan. 7 : 6. also after the

Hebrew form pftn Ezra 5 : 10. heads,

I. tl?bO m. (for tiin or tiNi by a

Syriasm,) plur. DVIW (for a^win,) once
vtoj-i

(Is. 15 : 2.) prim, irreg.
1 . a head. 'E ti^a

^n; to let come on
the head of any one, Ezek. 9 : 10. 11 :

2J. 16:43. 17:19. 22:31.

12:19. comp. tioja under tie: no. 2. (2.)

2. the first or highest in its kind.

Hence (1.) a head, chief, leader. 1 Sam.
15 : 17. nia rra kn and simply rna$

'

the head of a family, Ex. 6 : 14, 25.

Num. 7 : 2. 32 : 28. 36 : 1. (2.) a chief

city, metropolis. Josh. 11:10. Is. 7 : 8.

(3.) the highest place, first rank. p
tDfhn the high-priest, 2 Chr. 19 : 11. in-

stead of which we find in 2 Chr. 24 : 6,

simply tiim, after no. (1.) Job 29:
25 ti*n at>? I sat in the highest place.
Amos 6 : 7 crba titoa at the head of the

captives. (4.) the top or highestpart, as

of a mountain, Gen. 8:5. 2 K. 1 : 9. of

a tower, Gen. 11 : 4. of a pillar, 1 K. 7 :

19. of an ear of corn, Job 24 : 24. ti*h

nzQ the head stone of the corner, (not the

foundation stone,) Ps. 118:22. Meta-

phorically nroto tiio the highestjoy, Ps.

137:6. D*pfea np7 the most costly spices,

Cant. 4 : 14V Ezek. 27 : 22.

3. the first; e.g. Q'snnn ti*h thefirst

month, Ex. 12:2. hence the beginning,
as ti&'fofrom the beginning, Is. 40: 21.

41:26^ 48:16. D'ti*n rrcr> four be-

ginnings of streams, Gen. 2:10. (So
the Lat. caput, Caes. de Bello Gall,

vin. 41. 4. Pomp. Mela, n. 4.) TJVT
tiih

the beginning of the way, a cross-way,
Ezek. 16 : 25 nisin S the beginning or

head of the streets, Lam. 2 :19.

4. the sum, the whole number. Lev. 5 :

24 [6 : 5] Viha according to the sum.

Ps. 119:160
sjryitftfi

the sum of thy
words. Hence tii wipa to take the sum,
to number, measure. See uto no. 3. (3.)

Hence
5. a company, multitude, host ; par-

ticularly of warriors. Judg. 7 : 16, 20.

9:34,37,43. 1 Sam. 11:11.

Deriv.
ptiN"),

rptt.
s

*n, rvnftfTQ.

II. tfjftl and ttrn (Deut. 32 : 32.)

1. a poisonous plant, Deut. 29 : 17:

which grows in the fields, Hos. 10:4.

bears fruit in clusters, Deut. 32 : 32.

(unless this verse falls under signif. no.

2.) and is bitter, Ps. 69 : 22. Lam. 3 :

5. Hence its frequent connexion with



nrrt wormwood, Deut. 29 : 17. Lam. 3 :

19. on *a poisonous water or bitter

water, Jer. 8: 14. 9:14. 23:15. Its

specific meaning cannot be determined.

Perhaps niyht-shade ; or according to

Michaelis, darnel, lolium temttlenhtmf

or according to Oedmann, thepoisonous

coloquintida ; or according to Celsius

(Jlierob. II. 46 ff.) the cicuta.

2. poison of any kind. Deut. 32 : 33.

III. tffcO Ezek. 38 -.2,3.39:1. pro-

per name of a Scythian people, men-

tioned in connexion with Meshech and

Tuhal, in the northern parts of Asia

Minor. The Byzantine writers speak
of a rude and savage people about the

northernTaurus, called'?*!?,(Russians ?)

See J.D. Michaelis Supplern. p. 2225.

JHRZ^O f. plur. niton, dec. X. a be-
T *

ginning, i. q, 5*h no. 3. The form of

the word resembles the Syr. VA.** .

Ezek. 36: 11.

f. i. q. *>h no. 2. in the phrase

^m tlie chief cornerstone, Zech.

4:7.

(by a Syriasm for jit^n, as

in the Kethib of Josh. 21 : 10. Job 15 : 7.

and in the Samar. Pentateuch constant-

ly,) a denom. adj. from titfi, (with an

epenthetic Yod, like^ from
^|?,)

fern.

n: ;

c*o, the first, in time, order, or dig-

nity. Plur. Q'ateo theforefathers, Deut.

19 : 14. c^sjjO c^ thefirst days, Deut.

10 : 10. rfctoon the former things, the

former events, Is. 41: 22. Fern. n:izn

as an adv. first, foremost, Gen. 33 : 2.

38 : 28. before, Dan. 11 : 29. more com-

monly n:^^ first, Num. 10 : 13, 14. at

thefirstl Gen. 13 : 4. Is. 1: 26. n;tnb

at thefirst, Judg. 18 : 29. (See jiaSn.)

,
fern. n> 9

idem. Jer. 25 : 1.

see
rrttfbn??-

f. once rp^h (Deut. 1 1 : 12.)

denom. from nho = Chald. tfNT caput,

princeps, (with the termination IT, see

Gesen. Lehrgeb. 122. 2.) dec. I. liter.

principium.

1. a beginning. Gen. 1:1. 10:10.

Jer. 28:1.

2. aformer state. Job 42 : 12.

3. the first in its hind, a firstling,

first-fruits. Gen. 49 : 3 :i n'ton the

first-fruits of my strength. te-n nton

thefirst-fruits of his creation, Prov. 8 :

22. comp. Job 40 : 19. Spoken par-

ticularly of the first-fruits which were

brought into the temple, Lev. 2 : 12.

23:10. Deut. 18:4. 26:10. Hence

D^ia mrw thefirst, i. e. the most eminent

ofthe nations, Num. 24 : 21. Am. 6:1.

I. D.1, in pause an, fern, nan, plur.

D'an, verbal adj. from aan, dec. VIII. h.

1. much, many, numerous ; as an nspra

much cattle, Num. 32:1. nan rn a

numerous tram of servants, Gen. 26 :

14. rr:a nan having many children,

1 Sam.
T

2 :"5. Ex. 19 : 21 an ran ;c^,

and many of them fall. Plur. D^an D^O;,

many days, a long time, Gen. 21: 34.

As an adv. much, exceedingly, sufficient,

enough, Ps. 123 : 3. Gen. 33 : 9. Also

joined with substantives, Ps. 18 : 15

anc^jna lightningsin abundance. (Comp.

Ep.) iw an it is now enough, it suffices,

2"Sam. 24 : 16. 1 K. 19 : 4. Also in the

same sense ^ an Deut. 3 : 26. cpj an

Ezek. 45 : 9. Num. 16 : 3. Construed

with an infin. Deut. 1 : 6 natf Dpb an ye
have dwelt long enough. 2:3. with

;>?,

Ezek. 44 : 6 Byniinbs? cab an desistfrom
allyour abominations. IK. 12:28. Ex.

9i28. Fern, nan in like manner as an

adv. much, sufficient, Ps. 62 : 3. more

frequently in the const, state nan, Ps.

65:10. 120:6. 123:4.

2. great, mighty. Ps. 31 : 20
?|ara

an TO

how great is thy goodness ! 145 : 7. Is.

63 : 1 ^tfinb an mighty to save. Plur.

Q>an the great, the mighty, Job 35:10. As
a subst, greatness, Ps. 145 : 7. Is. 63 : 7.

3. older, major natu. Gen. 25 : 23.

Plur. D>an the aged, Job 32 : 9.

4. as a subst. a chief, captain, leader,

prince, i. q. nto, particularly in later

Hebrew ; e. g. DTiaa an the captain ofthe

body guard, 2 K. 25 : 8. D^nc an a cap-
tain ofthe eunuchs, Dan. 1:3. Est. 1 :8.
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II. SI m- dec. VIII. h. Job 16 : 13.

according to the versions, an arrow,

or an archer. See aa^ no. II.

ni Chald. 1. great. Daii. 2 : 10, 31,

35, 4~5.

2. subst. a chief, head, captain. Dan.

5:11.2:48.

Plur. pnan (from an obsol. sing. a"\a-i,)

Dan. 3:33'.
!

[4: 3.] 2: 48. 7: 3, 7,17.

m tto #o s/?e# ^raztf things, i. e. to

)

wer, to overspread. Prov.

7:16. Deriv. nna-io,

r?D.*J,
fut. apoc. a-v and av.

1. to be or become many or numerous,
to increase. Gen. 1 : 22, 28. 9 : 1, 7. Ex.
1 : 20.

2. to be great, Gen. 43 : 34. Job 33:

12. to become great, to grow, Deut. 30 :

16. Gen. 21 : 20 rvsp HIT 'rn awe? ^e 6e-

^e grew? ?(p, aw archer. Vulg.

make arrogant or blasphemous speeches,
fa+W* ^stjuvenis Sagittarius.

Dan. 7 : 8, 20. Comp. Rev. 13 : 5. and

in Heb. M$

SI see

Sh (strictly an infin. from arj,) in

the later books also written in full 3=n

(Job 35 : 9. Est. 10 : 3.) before Mak-

keph -i"\, with suff. ca-1, verbal from aan

no. I. de
T

c, VIII. d.

1. multitude, number. Lev. 25 :16.

Is. 1:11. anj abundantly, 'very much,
Gen. 30 : 30^. 48 : 16. Deut. 1 : 10. Plur.

Hos. 8:12Keri.

^.greatness. ra"^greatnessofstrength,
Ps. 33:16. 5l":3.

I. SS1

"}
to be or become many or nu-

merous. Gen. 6 : 1. Ps. 3 : 2. 69 : 5. 104 :

24. Is. 59 : 12. Found only in the pret.

and in the infin. ai; the other tenses are

formed from nan.

Pu. denom. from nari, to be increased

to myriads. Ps. 144 : 19.

Deriv. 3*3, m-], ai, na^Mia-i, D'arj.

II. SI"}
or Sin to sfooJ arrows.

{Perhaps kindred with nrn, by a com-
mutation of D and a, see 3.) Hence the

pret. i #^ey 5^00^ arrows^ Gen. 49 : 23.

Some likewise place here Ps. 18:15

3"] o^na Ae shoots out lightning. See the

deriv. a"} no. II.

Note. These two roots nos. I. and
II. were made distinct by Kimchi.

nil*1 f. verbal from aan, dec. XI. c.

myriad, ten thousand. Judg. 20 : 10.

myriads, for the most part

Pi. na*j 1. to make numerous, to in-

crease. Judg. 9 : 29, Ps. 44 : 13 n>-n &
crpTrrpa thou hast not increased (thy

wealth) by their price, i. e. thou hast

sold them for nothing.
2. to nourish, to bring up. Ezek.

19:2. Lam. 2: 22.

Hiph. nrn, fut. nrv, apoc. 3T, imper.

apoc. rn, infin. absol. nrn and runn (the
latter used as an adv.) infin. const, niznrr.

1. to make numerous, to increase.

Gen. 3:16. Prov. 22 : 16 V? nirvr to in-

crease for himself (riches,) i.e. to en-

rich himself. Comp. Ps. 44 : 13. Con-

strued with
J,
Hos. 1.0 : 1.

2. to make great, enlarge. 1 Chr.

4 : 10. Job 34 : 37 and he maketh great
his words against God, i. e. he nttereth

arrogant speeches, (see a
1

] in Chald.)
3. to have much or many. 1 Chr. 7 :

4.4:27. 8:40. 23:11. Lev. 11:42.

4. to give much. Ex. 30 : 15. Antith.

Plur.

5. joined with an infin. with and

without h, it forms a periphrasis for the

adv. much. 1 Sam. 1:12 btenrrb nnrv? she

prayed much. Ex. 36 : 5. Ps. 78 : 38.

Am. 4 : 4. Also when followed by a

finite verb, as 1 Sam. 2 : 3. Infin.

absol. nrn used as an adv. much, (liter.

making much,} Ecc, 5:11. 2 Sam. 1 :

4. rarely rnznn Prov. 25 : 27. INO nrn

very much, Neh. 2 : 2. 3 : 33. [4 : l.'j

Also with substantives, 2 Sam. 8 : 8 mrro

-frto nrrr very much brass. 12:2. IK.
5 :' 9. [4 : 29.] Gen. 15 : 1 1*9 nann

spaip

^% reward sJiall be very much, i. e. very
used as an

indefinitely large number, great. Also joined with the plural, IK.
P. 3 : 7. 91 -. 7. Deut, 33 : 17. 10 : 1 1 . nrn<5 in abundance, Neh. 5 :



18. niann also used as a subst. multitude,

Am. 4 1*9.

Deriv. out of course nan, rrano, mann,

PD") Chald. to be or become great.

Dan.V:8, 19. [4:11,22.]
Pa. to make great, to exalt. Dan. 2 :

48.

PQH liter, a chief city, comp. the
T
0"~ 7

Syr. )&39. Hence the proper name

(1) of the metropolis of the Ammonites;
called in full to a nan, Deut. 3:11.

|
. ... . -7

also simply na^, 2 Sam. 11:1. 12:27

(2.) of the metropolis of the Moabites,

otherwise called nr and asio-nr, Josh.

13:25.

fa") and Nfa"^ f. (for nten, by cast-

* <!

ing off n, Syr. OS 3,)
ten thousand, a

myriad, i. q. naan, but found only in the

later writers. Ezra 2 : 64. 1 Chr. 29 : 7.

Plur. nian Dan. 11:12.

1 Chald. idem. Plur. flan, (Syr.

i

>,)
in Keri

jaan, myriads. Dan. 7 :

10.

11") Chald. emph. wrvan, greatness.

Dan. 4 : 19, 33. [4 : 22, 36.] 5 : 18.

J""|fa"}
f. i. q. ten ten thousand, a

myriad. Neh. 7:71. Dual c;nian two

myriads, Ps. 68 : 18.

D^l^Dr) masc. plur. verbal from aan,

showers of rain, so called from the

multitude of drops. Deut. 32 : 2. Arab.

L^^J aqua copiosa.

Til m. dec. III. a. Ezek. 16 : 11.
T

Gen. 41:42. a chain, necklace. Root

nan here prob. i. q. r:an laj . ligavit, re~

Fern. ir~7, (denom. adj. from

ra-|, z^four,} thefourth. c^yan ^ ///e

children of thefourth, i. e. of the fourth

generation, 2 K. 10 : 30. 15:12. Fern.

rvran also afourth part, Ex. 29 : 40.

1^1"), fern. H^an, Chald. idem. Dan.

2: 40. 7
S

: 23.

"Hl"^ to intermix, to mingle with a

liquid. Found only in the part. Hoph.
Lev. 6 : 14. [6 : 21.] 7 : 12. 1 Chr. 23 :

29.

Jl vj") proper name of a city on the

northern boundary of Palestine, in the

province of ncrr. Num. 34:11. 2 K.
23 : 33. 25 : 6. Jer. 39 : 5. 52 : 10. The

Babylonians, in their irrupttcns into

Palestine, were wont to pass by Riblah

and Hamath.

1. V1"J 1. i. q. v?^ to lie, by a Chaldaic

commutation of r and 2. See ran no. I.

2. to copulate or lie with, construed

with an accus. Lev. 18 : 23. 20 : 16.

Hiph. to let copulate or gender. Lev.
19:19.

II. VI"! in some forms a denom.

from rriN four ; as the part. pass, rian

four-cornered, four-square, Ex. 27 : 1.

28 : 16. part. Pu. rsno idem, 1 K. 7 : 31.

I. X*!"^ m with suff. 'ran, verbal

from ran no. I. dec, VI. i. a lying down.

Ps. 139
T

: 3.

II. VI") (denom. from rrn* four,)

dec. VI.V
1. afourth part. Ex. 29 : 40.

2. a side, quarter, so called from their

number. Ezek. 1:8, 17.43:17.

II. Vl
1

^ m * denom. from ran, a

fourth part. 2 K. 6:25. Arab. *?.

II. Vl"^ ni. a multitude of people.

Num. 23 : 10. (Arab. - coztus, ca-

terva hominum.) Others : concubitus,

(see
ran no. I. 2.) hence soboles.

Vl"! masc. plur. denom. from ran,

in thefourth generation. Ex.

20 : 5. 34 : 7.

i,
fut. VST, Arab-

1. strictly to lie for repose on the

breast with the fore-feet stretched out ;

spoken of quadrupeds, as the lion, dog,

etc. Gen. 29:2. 49:9, 14. Is. 11:6.

Also in an inchoativesense, Num. 22 : 27.

2. used metaphorically of men in a

peaceful state, Job 11: 19. 17:2. of
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waters, Gen. 49 : 25. of a curse, Deut.

29:19.

Hiph 1. to cause to lie down or rest,

e. g.
a flock. Cant. 1 : 7. Ezek. 34 : 15.

Is. 13 : 20.

2. to fay (stones
in cement). Is. 54 : 1 1.

Deriv. out of course ya-ra, ya"y?.

yyj M. verbal from y^, dec. VI. g.

l.

V

fl place of lying down, (for ani-

mals.) Is. 65:10.

2. a place of resting, (for men.) Prov.

24 : 15.

npl") JRebekah, the wife of Isaac.

Gen.
T

22:23. 24:15ff. (Root pn to

/eed,
to fatten.)

mil see 11 Chald.

m. Chald. a rao&fc. Dan. 5:1.

or 151 m. dec. VI. g. a lump

or c/od of earth. Job 38 : 38. 21 : 33

the clods of the valley lie softly upon

tip, fut. tri\ ! io quakci tremble.

Ps.~4
T

:5. Is. 32: 10, 11. Construed

with >;5? before any thing, Deut. 2 : 25.

Is. 64: 2. Spoken also of inanimate

nature, Joel 2: 10. Is. 5: 25. Ps.l8:8.

of a quaking for joy, Jer. 33 : 9. Mic,

their prisons, i. e. they flee trembling

out of their prisons.

2. to be thrown into commotion, Is.

14:9. to be disquieted,
2 Sam. 7:10.

3. to be moved; with grief, 2 Sam.

19:1. [18:33.] with anger, hence to

be angry, Prov. 29 : 9. Is. 28:21.

4. to rage, construed with b. Ezek.

16 : 43. See Hithpa.

Hiph. 1. to make to tremble, to shake.

Is. 14 : 16. 23 : 11. E. g. inanimate na-

ture, Is. 13 : 13. Job 9: 6.

2. to disquiet. 1 Sam. 28 : 15. Con-

etrued with b, Jer. 50 : 34.

3. to provoke, to excite to anger. Job

12:6. See Kal no 3.

Hithpa. to rage against a person,
construed with fy Is. 37 : 28, 29.

irn Chald. to be angry.

Ajh. to excite to anger. Ezra 5 : 12.

542 ) hF\

ft") Chald. anger. Dan! 3:13.

tin m. verbal from irj, trembling.

Deut. 28 : 65.

tgh m. verbal from w, dec. VI. p.

1. disquiet, trouble. Job 3 : 26. 14 : 1.

Is. 14:3.

2. a raging. Job 3:17. Spoken of

a horse, Job 39 : 24. of thunder, Job

37:2.

3. anger. Hab. 3 : 2.

rfirn f. verbal from wj, a quahiny,

trembling. Ezek. 12 : 18.

7^n denom. from Sjn,* to rzm about,

and that as a tale-bearer and as a spy.

Hence in Kal to calumniate, Ps. 15 : 3.

Pi. 1. i.q. Kal, to calumniate, con-

strued with a. Once 2 Sam. 19 : 28.

2. to spy out, construed with an ac-

cus. Josh. 14:7. Judg. 18:2, 14, 17.

2 Sam. 10 : 3. Part, teio a spy, Gen.

42 : 9 ff. Josh. 6 : 22. Comp. toj.

kj^H com. gen. (more frequently fern.)

with suff. ^13, prim. dec. VI. a.

1. the foot. Is. 1 : 6. 3 : 16. 'B tyra

"

n,Ex.lI-:8.
1 Sam. 15: 17.

j Gen. 30:30.

(Antith. V2cx) 1 Sam.

11 : 10. to water ?zY& the foot, i. e. by

the help of a machine which was trod-

den by the feet, and which is used in

Egypt at the present day for the water-

ing of gardens. See Philo de Confusione

Lmguar. T. III. p. 330. and Niebuhr's

Reisebeschreibung, Th. I. p. 149.

2. metaphorically
a step, pace. Gen.

33 : 14 roN^n Vjib according to the pace

of the cattle, i. e. according as they

can go.

Dual n^a
1

], also used in a plural sense

Lev. 11:23, 42.

Plur. trbri times, Lat. vices, (like DW&

liter, steps.) Ex. 23 : 14. Num. 22 : 28,

32, 33.

Deriv. ^> Vnn, 'bn. -

'

and ,.^ Hab> 3

8 .
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hlT\ and ^3-5 Clmld. afoot. Dual

San, emph. NVn, Dan. 2 :41. 7:7.

^^n m. denom. from ^:n, a foot-

man ; but only in a military sense, a

foot soldier. Ex. 12 : 37. Num. 11:21.

Phur. a>-, Jer. 12 : 5.

OJ1 to stowe, i. q. Vgo ; construed

(1.) with an accus. of the person, Lev

24 : 14. for the most part with the addi-

tion of ]aa Lev. 20 : 2, 27. D':aa Num.
14 : 10. or^N Lev. 24 : 23. (2.) with

a of the person, Lev. 24:16. and the

addition of ja, IK. 12:18. Liter, to

throw stones at a person. (3.) with *x

of the person, Ezek. 23 : 47 p DITW loan

t/tey shall throw stones at them. In

Arab. idem. The kindred nrn signifies

to heap up in any way. Hence in

Hebrew

"TO,|n f. verbal from Dan, dec. X. a

crowd, press, band. Ps. 68 : 28.

{3"J
in Kal Is. 29 : 24. and in Niph.

DeutT 1 : 27. Ps. 106 : 25. to murmur,
rebel, to be refractory, construed with a

against a person.

i^n 1 . to rest. Job 7 : 5 csrcw sai niy

my skin rests, i.e. closes up, is sound,
and breaks out anew. See Hiph. no. 1.

(In Ethiop. rn to contract, curdle;

comp. ME;?. Hence the Syriac version :

cw&'s contracta est.)

2. to sft'r up ; occurring three times

in the phrase v?a rm n;rt x-ai Ae stirreth

up the sea-j and its waves roar, Is. 51 :

15. Sept. vu^tio-o-av . Vulg. conturbo.

Chald. increpans.) Jer. 31 : 35. Job

26:12. (This signification appears to

be the opposite of no. 1. comp. 152.)

Niph. to rest, spoken of the sword.

Jer. 47 : 6.

Hiph. 1. to have rest, to dwell quietly.

Deut. 28 : 65. Is. 34 : 14. Comp. the

derivatives 1275, nyano, yr\.

2. trans, to cause to rest, to give rest.

Jer. 31: 2. 50:34.

3. as in Arabic, to restore. (Arab.

*r>-. to turn back ; conj. VIII. to bring

bach, to restore.) Is. 51 : 4 &sss $& '^raj

"]*? /wy
to thc nations.

rm
iV/ / restore for a light

4. denom. from rrj, topass a moment,
to do in a moment. Jer. 49 : 19 rwn 'p

$n for I will in a moment make him
run away. 50:44. Prov. 12:19 rwn"n>
till I can pass a moment, i. e. for a

moment.

p m. verbal from rri, dec. V. a.

living quietly . Ps. 35 : 20. See the verb.

in Hiph. no. 1.

}^jn m. verbal from srj, dec. VI. a

moment. (Perhaps liter, a moving, stir-

ring, from -$r\ no. 2. like momentum
for movimentum.) Ex. 33 : 5. Is. 54 : 7.

Then as an adv. yr\ Job 34 : 20. i-ria

Job 21: 13. and ms 'PS. 73 : 19. Lain!

4 : 6. in a moment, suddenly. ran syra

Wm, Is. 26 : 20. Ezra 9 : 8. "rrsrb

(1.) et-ery moment, repeatedly. Job
7 : 18. Is. 27 : 3. (2.) suddenly. Ezek.
26 : 16.

'3"J
to rage, tumidtuate, spoken of

nations. Ps. 2 : 1. (In the Targums
used for the Heb. HOT.)

U?3"5 ^
<! Heb. Aph. zWcra, also to run

together in a tumult. Dan. 6 : 7, 12, 16.

to*} m. Ps. 55 : 15. and rroan f. dec.

X. Ps. 64 : 3. verbals from s5:n, a 5?<?s-

/m# multitude, a multitude generally.

n"Tn to spread out, to stretch on the

ground, to subject, sternere, e. g. nations.

Ps. 144 : 2. Is. 45 : 1, (where the infin.

n is used for
-p.) Comp. the kindred

verb rrn.

Hiph. to spread out, hence to over-

lay with metal spread out. 1 K. 6 : 32.

Deriv. TTJ.

i. nnn, fut. apoc. TV.
T T 7 :<"

1. to tread (with the feet), e. g. the

wine-press. Joel 4:13. [3 : 13.] Con-
strued with a upon a person, Ps. 49 : 15.

with an accus. Is. 14:6.
2. to subjugate, rule; construed with

3, Gen. 1 : 28. Lev. 26 : 17. with an ac-

cus. Ezek. 34 : 4. Ps. 68 : 28. also

without cases, Num. 24: 19. 1 K. 4: 24.

Lam. 1 : 13 from above he sendeth



*m
fire into my bones, and it

ruleth therein.

Pi. whence the fut. apoc. TV Judg.
5:13 (twice) he maketh to rule ; but

it is highly probable that the true

punctuation in both cases is TV descendi t.

Hiph. to cause to ride. Is. 41 : 2.

II. rm to take, to take away, in re-

ference to the gathering of honey. Judg.
14:9. Sept. \fy~ite. Vulg. sumpsit.

Chald. nw avidsit. According to the

Rabbins, divellere id quod cohceret, e. g.

one loaf of bread from another.

THH m. verbal from -m, dec. III. a.

a large thin upper garment, worn by
women and thrown over their other

clothes when they went out. Is. 3 : 23.

Cant. 5 : 7. (In Chald. and Syr. idem.)

Dl"^ found only in the Niph. DTI:.
T

1. to lie in a deep sleep. Prov. 10: 5.

Jon. 1 : 5, 6.

2. to sink down stupified or senseless.

Dan. 8:18. 10:9. Ps. 76 : 7. Comp.
Judg. 4: 21.

Deriv. rroTW.

IChr. 1:7. see D'OTl.
T

fut.
P|TV.

1. to run OY follow

after; construed with an accus. Ps. 23:

6. with nrjNt, Judg. 3 : 28 nn IDTT\follow

after me. Metaphorically to follow

after righteousness, Prov. 21:21. peace,

Ps. 34 : 15. the wind, Hos. 12 : 2.

2. topursue,persecute ; without cases,

Gen. 14:14. with an accus. verse 15.

with nnw, Gen. 35 : 5. Ex. 14 : 4. with

},
Job 19 : 28. with ^, Judg. 7 : 25.

3. to chase, . to put to flight. Lev.

26 : 36.

Niph. pass, of Kal. Lam. 5 : 5.

Part.
*]To Ecc. 3 : 15. prob. that which

is past, liter, that which has escaped.

Pi. i. q. Kal, but only in poetry.
Pi. to run after a person or thing.

Prov. 12 : 11. 28 : 19. E. g. righteous-

ness, Prov. 15 : 9. Prov. 19 :7 he runs

after words, i. e. relies upon them.
2. to pursue, persecute. Nah. 1 : 8.

Prov. 13:21.
Pu. pass. K17:13.

( 544 )

(the fire) Hiph.
20 : 43.

.q.

vn
Kal, to persecute. Judg.

Deriv.

nrp 1. to urge, press upon, attack.

Prov. 6 :3 ?pn arn urge thyfriend. Is.

3 : 5
jp*|

-ran larrv theyoung man crowds

OY presses -the old man. Parall. to: to

press. (In Aram, to rage.)

2. perhaps to fear, (like the Arab.

intrans. L ^
.)

So Is. 60 : 5, ac-

cording to several MSS. where it stands

with TTTB. The usual reading is arn.

Hiph. 1. to disconcert or embarrass.

Cant. 6 : 5.

2. to strengthen. Ps. 138 : 3.

Urn m. verbal from arn, dec. VI. c.

1. rage, insolence, pride. Job 9:13
arn np the proud helpers. Spoken of

the sea, Job 26 : 12.

2. a poetical name of Egypt. Is. 30 :

7. 51 : 9. Ps. 87 : 4. 89 : 1 1. In the first

passage there is an allusion to the sig-

nificancy of the name in Hebrew. But
this furnishes no proof of its Hebrew

origin ; although no plausible Egyptian
derivation has yet been suggested. See

Jablonskii Opusc. ed. te Water, T. I.

p. 228.

DTP m. verbal from arn, dec. IV. a.

proud, haughty. Ps. 40 : 5.

HPT! m. verbal from arn, dec. VI. p.

pride ; and by a metonymy, the object

ofpride. Ps. 90 : 10

nm to be afraid, .i. q. the parallel

TTTE, found only Is. 44 : 8. So in the

ancient versions, except the Sept.

t2("P m. dec. VI. c. 1 . a watering-

trough for cattle. Gen. 30: 38, 41, Ex.

2:16.

2. plur. turns, windings, hence prob.
braided lochs. Cant. 7 : 6. Root Aram.
torn to run, i. q. Heb. fn, (see the let-

ter n.)

D^tOTn masc. plur. a ceiled or arch-
T

ed covering. Cant.l :17 Keri. Vulg. la-

quearia. This signification is derived

from tarn no. 1. comp. (pctryapa from

<pTvj a crib.



*n C\iM.forni, appearance.

3 : 25. Root Heb. n? to see.

rrn see an.
"T*n to wander, rove. (In Arab, to

run about, to search round.} Jer. 2:31.

Hos. 12:1 [11:12] to c ^ i* rrprv

Judah.wanders stillfrom God; D be-

ing used here for nro ; comp.tron, oto

? or.

Hipb. 1. to wander about, spoken of

an afflicted person or mourner. Ps, 55 :

3. Synonymous with z^n.

2. to desire, seek, to strive to accom-

plish. (Arab, idem.) Gen. 27 : 40 "it&3

TVJ when thou shalt seek to effect it.

Deriv. anno.

mi. 1. to be abundantly supplied
imtlt drink, to drink to satiety, like "S^o

to eat to satiety. (In Aram, yet stronger,
to become drunk.) It is construed, like

all verbs of fullness, with an accus. or

with p of that with which a person is

satisfied, Jer. 46: 10.

2. to enjoy or to takepleasure in any
tiling. Ps. 36 : 9. Prov. 7:18 cni rm:

we will take ourJill of love.

Pi. 1. intrans. as in Kal, to be satis-

fad with drink. Is. 34 : 5, 7.

2. trans, to ivater, wet, moisten, e. g.
fields. Ps. 65 : 1 1. Construed with two
accus. Is. 16:9 VIJOT qing I will water

thee with my tears. (The form
-SJVTN

is

transposed for TJ^.)
3. to satisfy, refresh, construed with

two accus. Jer. 31:14. Prov. 5:19.

Hiph. 1. to satiate with drink. Jer.

31 : 25. Lam. 3 : 15. Also to water a

field, Is. 55:10.
2. to satisfy with fat, (as in Ps. 36 : 9.

Jer. 31:14.) Is. 43 : 24.

mi m. verbal adj. from rm, dec. IX.

b; satisfied with drink, drunken. Deut.
29 : 18. Hence well watered, spoken of
a garden, Is. 58:11.

*~CT"^
^* ver^a^ fr m ^> abundance

ofdrink, plenty of water. Ps. 66 : 12.

Ps. 23 : 5 nm ci3 my cup is abundance,
i. o. always full.

PIT"! Hiph. rv-n to smell. See nn.

( 545 ) mi
Dan. mi com. gen. (comp. IK. 19:11.)

dec". I.

1. wind, air in motion. Gen. 8 : 1.

Job 1:19. nirm M-JN
the four winds,

hence also thefour quarters of heartK.

Ezek. 37:9. 42:20. 1 Chr. 9:24.

rm 'Ka the wings ofthe wind, Ps. 18:11.

rnrr rm a wind of God, Is. 40 : 7.

59 : 15. (Also Gen. 1 : 2. according to

some, but erroneously.) 2 K. 2:16.

IK. 18:12. Ezek. 3:14. 11:24. rm

cvrj Gen. 3:8. the windy ov coolpart

of the. day, i. e. the evening, since in

the east a refreshing breeze is wont to

arise some hours before sunset. Comp.
Cant. 2:17. 4:6.

2. a breathing or exhalation, a breath.

Job 7 : 7. na rm a breath of the mouth

(of Jehovah), i. e. his creative power,
Ps. 33 : 6 Hence indicative rffrailty,

vanity, Job 15:2 rm nsn vain know-

ledge. 16:3. rnrft in vain, Ecc. 5 : 15.

Also the vital and animal breath in men
and animals, Job 17 : 1. 19 : 17. C'TT rm

the breath oflife,
Gen. 6 : 1 7. 7 : 15, 22.

3. a muffing (of the nose). Job 4 : 9.

Hence anger, Judg. 8:3. Is. 25 : 4.

Zech. 6 : 8.

4. the anima or animal soul, the vi-

tal principle of animals which was

placed by the ancients in the breath, the

spirit, life,
i. q. t?n. 1 Sam. 30 : 12.

Judg. 15 : 19. 1 K. 10 : 5 rm -ft na nvr sri

then there was no more
life

in her, i. e.

she was beside herself. Ecc. 3:21.
8:8. 12:7. Ezek. 37 : 8. Inasmuch as

this spirit was considered as coming

immediately from God, (Ecc. 12:7.)
it is called rri^N rm, Job 27 : 3. comp.
Num. 16 : 22. Metaphorically a (mira-

culous) principle of life,
in things other-

wise inanimate, Ezek. 10:17. Zech. 5 : 9.

5. the animus or rational sold, the,

mind, intellect, spirit. Gen. 41:8 c?Ern

\rm and his mind was disquieted. rm
n^n: a dejected mind, Prov. 17 : 22.

18:14. Hence nrrrrcp sorrowful of
spirit; rm ma proud ofspirit, etc. Me-

taphorically a disposition, inclination ;

e. g. to jealousy, Num. 5:14. to forni-

cation, Hos. 4 : 12. to justice. Is. 28 : 6

-i A



n-n ( 546 )

to discord, Judg. 9 : 23. generally, Ezek.

1:12. Also courage, Josh. 2:11.5:1.
6. nvf*J

rm or rnir rm Me 5/nn'* o/*

GW or Jehovah, more rarely, by way
of eminence, mi, rrnrr, the spirit, (Num.
27:18. Hos. 9:7.) or itnpT rrn Aw
(God's) holy spirit, (Ps. 51*: 13. Is.

63:10, 11.) By this name is denoted

the life-giving breath or power of God
in men and animals, Job 27 : 3. 33 : 4.

Ps. 104 : 30. Gen. 6 : 3. which operates
also through inanimate nature, Job 26 :

13. which moved over the chaotic mass

at the creation, Gen. 1 : 3. and produces
whatever is noble and good in man, by
making him wise, Job 32 : 8. by leading
him to virtue, Ps. 51 : 13. and by guiding
him generally, Hag. 2:5. Ps. 143:10.
Neh. 9 : 20. But it is especially applied
to extraordinary powers and gifts ;

e. g. of

the artificer, Ex. 31 : 3. 35 : 31. of the

warrior, Judg. 3:10. 6:34. 11:29. 13:

25. of the ruler, Is. 1 1 : 1 ff. of the prophet,
Num. 24; 2. 1 Sam. 10 : 6, 10. 19:20,
23. of the interpreter of dreams, Gen.
41:38. Hence irnrr TITH aprophet, Hos.
9 : 7. andrrnn 1 K. 22:21. 2Chr. 18: 20.

the spirit of the prophets or the power
which inspires them, (personified.)
This spirit David acquires at his anoint-

ing, 1 Sam. 16:13. It departs from

Saul, 1 Sam. 16:14. That of Elijah
rests on Elisha, 2 K. 2 : 15. ,A part of

the spirit of Moses is transferred to the

70 elders, Num. 11:17. It is promised
to all men in the golden age, Joel 3:1.

[2:28.] Is. 44:3. 59:21. In this

sense of divine power, it is sometimes

opposed to itoa flesh or human power,
as Is. 31 : 3 rm tfSi ifea orrrno their horses

are flesh and not spirit, i. e. some-

thing earthly, and not any thing divine.

Zech.4:6.

7. In such passages as Job 6:4. Is.

30 : 1. P8. 139 : 7. it may be regarded,
like t>D3, as a mere periphrasis of the

personal pronoun.

H^n Chald. 1. wind. Dan. 7 : 2.

2. a
spirit. Dan. 4 : 5. [4 : 8.]

115*3
to be or become wide. Used im-

pers. >rrm: Iflnd room, I am relieved,
Job 32:20. 1 Sam. 16:23. Antith. b *.

Pu. rmo wide, spacious. Jer. 22 : 14.

rTJ"5 m - verbal from mi.

1. wzWM, space. Gen. 32: 17.

2.
relief, enlargement. Est. 4:14.

Jim*! f. verbal from rm, dec. X. re-

#e/. Ex.' 8:11. [8 : 15.] Lam. 3 : 56.

DV% fut. DVV, apoc. DT, with Vav

convers. D"VI.

1. to &e &/?ee? up, exalted, elevated.

Gen. 7 : 17. Job 22 : 12.^ nn Me ear*

2> lifted up (with pride), Deut. 8:14.
17 : 20. So e3j2? ion Me e^es are lifted

up (with pride), Prov. 30 : 13. Con-
strued with to to #e exalted (in triumph)
orer a person, Ps. 13 : 3. Also to yrow
w/?, cnce Ex. 16:20 c^bin DW awe?

Mere grew up worms. (By this unusual

punctuation, instead of cn^, the authors

of the vowel-points meant perhaps to

derive the word from DOT, a denom.
from rrcn a worm.) Also to e raised

or 6m7l, spoken of a way, (comp. Vbo,)

Is. 49:11. to &e exalted or praised,

spoken of God, Ps. 18 : 47. 46:11.
Mic. 5 : 9 M# hand is exalted over thine

enemies. Hence to be mighty, victorious,

to prevail, Ps. 140 : 9. Num. 24 : 7.

particularly with T, Deut. 32 : 27.

2. to e remote or distinct from doing
a thing, construed with an infin. Is. 30 :

18. Comp. c'ng no. 3.

Part. 07, fern. rrcn. 1. high, exalted,

lifted up. rrcn TS wz'M A?V?A /jarcd, i.e.

publicly, triumphantly, proudly, Ex.
14 : 8. Num. 33 : 3. alsopresumptuously,

wickedly, Num. 15 : 30. In a different

sense Is. 26 : 1 1
?pr rro-j thy hand was

lifted up, (to inflict punishment.) Plur.
E>OT Me heights of heaven, Ps. 78 : 69.

2. great of stature, longus. Deut. 1:

28. 2:10,21.
3. mighty. Deut. 1 : 28. Spoken of

T Me hand, Deut. 32 : 27.

4. loud, spoken of the voice, (like

altus.) Deut. 27:14.
5. proud. Job 21 : 22. rvscn cwproud

eyes, Ps. 18:28.

6. difficult to be comprehended, ar~



(

duus intellects. Prov. 24 : 7, where it

is written ntot-n after the Arabic form.

Comp. asjp.

Niph. see under npx
Pilel ct?Yi 1 . to raise, to lift up.

1 Sam. 2 : 7. Particularly (1.) to exalt

one that is low or oppressed. Ps. 37 :

34. (2.) to place m safety, to make

secure. Ps. 27 : 5. 18 : 49. (3.) to taft,

let conquer. Job 17:4.

2. tone wjo (a building). Ezra 9 : 9.

3. to exalt, praise. Ps. 30 : 2. 34 : 4.

4. to cawse to <?r0z0. Ezek. 31:4.

5. to bring up, nourish, educate. Is.

1 : 2. 23 : 4.

Pulal DQTTI pass, to &e exalted. Ps. 75 :

11. Part, exalted, Neh. 9:5.

Hiph. 1. to /// ?/p; e.g. the head,
Ps. 3 : 4. the hand, Ps. 89 : 43. the head
or horn of a person, i. e. to increase his

strength, (see jy.,) Ps.75:5,6. 148:14.

2. to raise up, e. g. a banner, a

monument. Gen, 31. 45. Is. 62 : 10.

3. to
lift up; e.g. the hand, construed

with a against a person, IK. 11:27. or

as the gesture of swearing, Gen. 14 :

22. the voice, Gen. 39:18. 2 K. 19:
22. construed with a, 1 Chr. 15 : 16.

2 Chr. 5 : 13 nrttisrn 'rip a^ro when they

lifted up their voice with trumpets. El-

liptically 1 Chr. 25 : 5 ppv onnboc? clangen-
dum tuba, b bip D^II to call to a person,
Is. 13 : 2. Of the raising or levying a

tribute, Num. 31: 28.

4. to &re'rar (tribute or gifts to the

temple and to the priests, norui.) Num.
15 : 19, 20. 31 : 52. Also gifts or lar-

gesses to the people, Lat. viscerationes,
2 Chr. 30 : 24. 35 : 79.

5. to bring as an offering on the altar.

;Lev. 2 : 9. 4 : 8.

6. to take away, like tollere. Ezek.
21:31. Is. 57:15.

Hoph. pass, of no. 4. Ex. 29 : 27. of

no. 6. Dan. 8: 11.

Hithpal. to exalt ones self proudly.
Dan. 11:36. Here belongs likewise

D^N Is. 33 : 10, for crynnst by an assi-

milation of the n.

Deriv. out of course n^, JTD:J, Oi-o,

in, rronn.

Chald. idem. Peil D") to be lifted

up. Dan. 5:20.

Pal. roVi to exalt, praise. Dan. 4 : 34.

[4:37.]

Aph. to
lift up. Dan. 5:19.

Ithpal. to
lift ones selfup. Dan. 5 : 23.

D^n m. verbal from on, height. Prov.

25:3. Joined with rrr Prov. 21:4.

without addition Is. 2:11, 17. pride,

arrogance.

Chald. few. Dan. 3:1.

Hab. 3 : 10. and rraYi Mic. 2 : 3.

verbals from DTI, but used as an adv.

proudly, on high.

TV^T\ name of a place, perhaps the

same which is otherwise called rranx.

2 K. 23:36.

DE) M m. verbal from cm, dec. II. b.

exaltation, praise. Ps.66:17. Plur.fem.

Ps. 149 : 6.

f. verbal from ovi, dec. III.

b. a lifting up. Is. 33 : 3. Strictly Syr.
infill. Palel.

pi, Arab. | med. Je to conquer,

to get the upper-hand ; in Kal not used.

The fut. prv pertains to jr\

5. Ps. 78~

T

: 65 taW

The same phrase occurs in Arabic. In

Heb. comp. 3^3 Niph. D;n, lay no. 5.

I. %}^r\ ound only in the pret. sn,

and the infin. *i, i. q. sn; (whence the

1. to be evil, wicked. (1.) 'D '3'ya ^
it is disagreeable to a person, it displeases
him. Num. 11:10. (2.) n r nrj to e

envious or unkind to a person. Deut.

15:9.

2. to e s<zcZ, joined with o:s. Ecc.

7:3.

3. to fe pernicious, construed with
^.

2 Sam. 19: a
Niph. fut. riT.

1. to degenerate, to become worse.

(Antith. to become wise.) Prov. 13 : 20.

2. to experience ill, to suffer injury.
Prov, 11 : 15. (sn here is a noun added



merely to give intensity, like rrnrr with

.)

'

Hiph. rn and sm (formed from swn.)

1. to make evil, e.g. one's doings.

Gen. 44:5 DJTTT ixw onjnn liter, ye Aare

made evil wJiat ye have done, i. e. ye
have done evil in so doing. Jer. 38 : 9.

Hence with nitej 1 K. 14:9. and with

L7';s Mic, 3 : 4. to <tf z7/. Hence

2. without addition, to act wickedly,
to sin. Is. 1:16. Jer. 7 : 26. Part, rra

VTO, an evil-doer, Is. 1 : 4. Ps. 37 : 9."

3. to do or treat ill; construed with

a dative of the person, Ex. 5 : 23. Num.
11:11. with an accus. Num. 16 : 15.

with to, 1 K. 17 : 20. with a, 1 Chr. 16 :

22. with DVj Gen. 31:7. Comp. the

opposite term ranr.

Hithpal s-srinn i. q. Niph. no. 2. to

experience ill, to suffer injury. Prov.

18 : 24 JHrtrnrib orsn * a man ofmany ac-

quaintances shall suffer injury thereby.

Deriv. n, xh, rv$-\.

II. y*T\ or i^H in Kal not used.

Hiph. ynfy 1. to cry aloud. Job 30 : 5.

Particularly (1.) to rejoice, exult. Judg.
15 : 14. 1 Sam. 10:24. Construed with

a dative, Ps. 47 : 2. (2.) to lament.

Mic. 4 : 9. Is. 15 : 4. (3.) to sfom* for
battle. Josh. 6 : 16. 1 Sam. 17 : 20.

2. to blow (with a trumpet). Num.
10:9 niii&m nrnxnn then shall ye blow

with the trumpets. Joel 2 : 1. In Num.

10:7, it is distinguished from yga, and

made synonymous with rmvi ygn. to

sound an alarm, Num. 10 : 5, 6.

Pul. s-s
8

! to &e celebrated with rejoicing,

Is. 16 : 10.

Hithpal. to re/wcc. Ps. 60 : 10. 65 : 14.

Deriv. ravin.

14.

( 548 ) nn
with and fe, Job 15: 26. 16
with an accus. Ps. 18 : 30.

Part. plur. D^J and pn [2 K. 1 1 : 1 3.)

runners, state-couriers, among the Per-

sians, who published the royal edicts in

the provinces. Est. 3 : 13, 15. 8:14.

Among the Hebrews, they made a part
of the royal body-guard under Saul,
1 Sam. 22 : 17. and the later kings, 2 K.
10: 25. 1 1 :6 ff. and correspond probably
to the *fe under David. Comp. further

IK. 1:5. 14:27. 2 Sam. 15:1.
Pilel ysin i. q. Kal. Nah.2:5.

Hiph. to cause to run, toput toflight.
Jer. 49 : 19. 50 : 44. hence to fetch in

haste, to bring or carry quickly, Gen.
41:14. 1 Sam. 17:17. Ps. 68: 32 ins

DVT^ VT. ynn Ethiopia bears quickly
her hands to God, prob. with presents.

Deriv.
yi-ro, rrenp.

Note. Several forms of yn ; e. g. yn,

Niph. yiij, deriv.
rrcwp, have their signi-

fication from y?n. q. v.

see prnl
to run or ooze with, to emit,

e. g. spittle, semen. Lev. 15 : 3. Deriv.

TX

1. to run. Prov. 18:10 yn; 12 7*e

runneth to it (for protection). Meta-

phorically Ps. 119 : 32 / will run, i. e.

pursue with ardour, the way of thy

commandments. Hab. 2:2 so that the

render may run, i. e. read fluently.

Spoken of things without life, Ps. 147:

2. to r>(t/i r/uti) to assail; construed

pos^/i, see

to be poor or in want. Pa. 34 :

11. Part. XL^ sometimes c.
;

xn, (Prov. 10:

4. 13 : 23.) })oor, needy, Prov. 14 : 20.

18:23.

Hithpal. to appearpoor. Prov. 13:7.

Deriv. en, XL^X

Note. The passages Jer. 5:17. Mai.

1 : 4. pertain to tah.

J"Vn Ruth, proper name of an ances-

tor of the house of David, the heroine

ofthe small book which bears her name.

Ruth 1 : 4.

fj m. Chald. a secret. Dan. 2:18,19,

4:6. [4:9.] (Syr. ]o5J also
\\>

to

O 07

keep secret; \\>\
a secret.)

J"Tn 1. to be or to make lean. (InTT
, ,

Arab. ,r5i * oe wearied, enervated.)

2. to cause to icaste away, to destroy,

(see >n.) Zeph, 2:11.



im (

Niph. to become lean. Is. 17 : 4.

Deriv. out of course
fin,

nx

t~rn m. verbal from nri, dec. IX, b.

lean, spoken of a country. Num. 13 : 20.

I. TlV^ m. verbal from nn.

1. leanness, consumption. Is. 10:16.

Hence destructive disease generally. Ps.

106:15.

2. diminution, smallness, scantiness,

Mic. 6:10 prrnc'N the scant ephah.

II.
jifl

i. q. ;p, (after the form pw%
i. q. ptfr,) a prince. Prov. 14 : 28.

"'t'l m. verbal from rrr\ no. 2. destruc-

tion, wo. Is. 24 : 16 ) >n i. q. the fol-

lowing phrase ^ 'i wo unto me !

DVH by a transposition of the letters,

(which in the dentals is common,) i. q.

Arab, and Aram, L^,. ,
von to wink with

tJie eyes, here as an expression of arro-

gance. Job 15 : 12. Some MSS. read

Better by conjec-

Arab. to be^ respected or

honoured, to coriduct with gravity or

dignity. Found only in the part, jn
liter, the respected or dignified, used as

a poetical epithet for a prince or king,

Judg.5:3. Ps. 2:2. Prov. 8 : 15. 31:
4. Is. 40 : 23. See pn no. II.

ini to be wide, broad
} large; e. g.

spoken of the heart, to be enlarged

(with joy), Is. 60 : 5. of the mouth, to

be opened wide, 1 Sam. 2:1.

Niph. part, wide, large. Is. 30 : 23.

Hiph. 1. to enlarge. Is. 57 : 8. Ex.

34 : 24 / will enlarge thy borders.

(1.) Construed with h of the person, to

make room or procure access for any
one. Prov. 18 : 16. Also to deliver

(from affliction), Ps. 4 : 2. (2.) joined
with no, to open the mouth wide. Ps.

81:11. Construed with "

against any
one, in derision, Ps. 35:21. Is. 57 : 4.

(3.) joined with s^g, to enlarge ones

desire, i. e. to open wide one's jaws. Is.

5 : 14. Hab. 2:5. (4.) joined with ti,

to open the heart (to knowledge). Ps.

HO: 32. com p. $ arh.

'2. intrans. Ps. 25:17, according to

549 )

the usual reading.
ture

5
yrrn.

Deriv. out of course arrro.

im m. verbal adj. from arn, dec. IV.

a. and XI. d. wide, broad, large; spo-
ken e. g. of a country. Ex. 3 : 8. arn

D?T wide on both sides, a stronger ex-

pression, Ps. 104: 25. Gen. 34:21.
ab arn Ps. 101 : 5. and tfga arn Prov. 28:
25. puffed up, proud, arrogant. The
former is also used substantively for

arrogance, Prov. 21 : 4.

irn m. verbal from arn, dec. VI. c.

a broadplace. Job 36 : 16.

irp m. verbal from arn, dec. VI. m.
1. breadth. Gen. 6 : 15. Ezek. 40 : 6 ff.

2. joined with a^>, largeness of under-

standing, comprehensive understand-

ing. IK. 5: 9. [4:29.]

lh-j and llrp f- (an - $ - 25.)

plur. niarn (as masc. Zech. 8 : 5.) verbal

from arn, dec. I.

1. a street, so called from its being
broad, (like the Greek vrhctTiix, platea.)
Gen. 19:2. Judg. 19: 20.

2. the open space before the gate of
an oriental city, where courts were held,
and bargains made, the oriental forum.
2 Chron. 32 : 6. comp. Neh. 8 : 1, 3, 16.

Ezra 10:9
Dvfyjri rva aim the open space

before the house of God.

3. proper name of a city in the tribe

of Asher, in the valleys below Mount
Libanus. Num. 13 : 21. Josh. 19 : 28.
21:31. also called aim m Judg. 18: 28.

4. also of a Syrian district or people,
2 Sam. 10:8. likewise called Beth-rehob
verse 6. comp. 1 Chr. 19:6.

rhirn (streets or room, see Gen.

26 : 22.)

'

1. proper name of a well Gen. 26 :

22.

2. -w niafn
(streets of the city) an

Assyrian city. Once Gen. 10 : 11. It

occurs nowhere else, and the ancient

versions do not agree. See J. D. Mi-
chaelis Spicileg. T. I. p. 240 244.

Perhaps the same with

3. -nin n^rn Gen, 36:37. with which
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some have collated
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Rachbah, a

city on the Euphrates between Cer-

cusium and Aria.

ni*Hn1 enlarqement of the people,*~^ i
& / Jr * 7

as if 'Ev^^uog,) Rehoboam, the son of

Solomon and first king of the two tribes

of Benjamin and Judah. 1 K. 1 1 : 43.

D^)mm. verbal adj. from Dm,mem-
the womb Ps. 22 : II. For the phrase
to close the womb, i. e. to make un-

f(d compassionate, spoken only of God, fruitful gee For the hrage fe
and for the most part joined with p

Ps. 103 : 13. Is. 49 : 15. and that of

God to men.

Pu. cm tofind mercy. Prov. 28 : 13.

Hos. 14:4. comp. 1 : 6.

EH"}, more rarely Dm m. once fern.

(Jen 20: 17.) dec. VI. a."

\.thewomb. Job 31:

Deut. 4: 31. Ps. 86:15.

III. a.

open the womb, i. e. to make fruitful,

see nns.

J
m. verbal adj. from pm, dec. 2. a maiden, female, from their dis-

tinguishing member. (Comp. in Engl.
1. remote, distant, in space, more woman, for womb-man.) Judg. 5:30.

rarely in time. 2 Sam. 7:19. 1 K. 8 :

41. Used abstractly or as a neuter, re-

moteness, distance, Josh. 3 : 4. pirns at a

distance, far off, Ps. 10 : 1. pimo Gen.

22 : 4. and pimtf> Job 39 : 23.from afar,

far off.

m. Lev. 11 : 18. and
T T T

Deut. 14: 17. the carrion-kite, vultur

percnopterus, Linn. Arab. ^ and

'&*>... See Bocharti Hieroz. T. II. p.

297 322. Root om pium esse ; from
2. dear, costly, as to price. Prov. 31 : which this bird is named, (like nrpn the

10. (The same metaphor is found in
stork,) see Bochart, p. 318, 319.

T

J~p i. q. cm no. 2. a maiden.

1 Cant. 1 : 17 Keth. prob. a Duafwrom Judg! 5 : 30.

corrupted reading for n^m, which is Q^rn masc. plur. dec. I.

found in the Keri.
'

7

~
:
~

7 . /, . ^
.

,
_ .

I. the chief intestines, as the heart,
,ahand-millofthsOrien- ^er, etc. viscera, ^ ^^m . Prov.

talists, consisting of two stones ofwhich 13 . IQ. Hence, because the heart is the
the upper one turns round on the lower, seat of love, compassion, etc.

(see nte and 13-1.)
Ex. 11:5. Num.

(Arab. &-,?
dual11:8. Is. 47:2.

Sf s' '

2. tender love or affection, parti-

cularly towards relatives, pietas. Gen.

43:30. Am. 1:11. IK. 3: 26. So in

N. T. T a-TrXecy^voc 2 Cor. 6:12. 7:15.

rn Chald. far, distant, remote. 3. favour, grace, i. q. jn,
icn. Gen.

Ezra 6:6. 43 : 14. In reference to the unfortunate,

L,*-^
i y mercy, compassion, Is. 47 : 6. Used

particularly of God, grace, goodness,
1. an ewe. Gen. 31: 38. 32:14. f Ps . 25 : 6. 40:12.-b c^m pThen a Ae^p generally, Is. 53 : 7. Cant. D 13 1? d ^ fe 'j ^' ^

6 fi
'
"' "

to shew mercy to a person, ovffrf) 'E ]n:
2. Rachel, proper name of a wife of

^ fo ^^ owe ^^^ ^TO^."^
Jacob. Gen. 29 : 6.

another, 1 K. 8 : 50. Ps. 106 : 46.

p?prn Chald. idem. Dan. 2 : 18.

*0?2rn m. verbal adj. from cm, dec.

construed with an accus. Ex. 33 : 19.
VIIL m ' merciful, compassionate. Lam.

Deut. 13:18. 30:3. Is. 9 : 16. 14:1. 4 : 10 '

to shake, totter, as the bones

or Orn to love. Ps.l8:2.

(In Syr. and Arab, idem.)
Pi. cm to have compassion, to pity,

with V?, Ps. 103 : 13. It is used only
of the affection of parents for children, from terror. Jer. 23 : 9.



Pi. to hover, flutter, as an eagle over

her young, Deut. 32:11. to brood, as

the life-giving power of God over the

mighty deep at the creation, Gen. 1:2.

(In Syr. to brood.)

Vrn, fut. yrrv, infin. ram.

1. to KYuA, cleanse; used only in

reference to the body, Gen. 1 8 : 4. 43 :

.SI. or other flesh, Ex. 29: 17. Different

from caj, which applies to garments.

2. to itfas^ ones self, to bathe. Ex. 2 :

5. Ruth 3: 3.

Pu. yrn to fe washed. Prov. 30 : 12.

Hithpa. i. q. Kal no. 2. Job 9 : 30.

VD1 m - verbal from yrn, dec. VI. c

a washing. Ps. 60:10.

nSPn f. verbal from yrn, a bathing
or washing place. Cant. 4:2. 6:6.

Vm. Chald. Ithpe. construed with

by, to trust in a person or thing. Dan.
3 : 28.

prn, fut. pnn, infin. rr^rn, to be re-

moved, distant. Ps. 103 : 12. Construed

with ft and bro, Jer. 2 : 5. -Ezek. 8 : 6.

11:15. 44:10. (In Syr. and Chald.

idem.) Particularly (1.) spoken of God,
to befar off,

in reference to giving aid.

Ps. 22: 12, 20. 35:22. (2.) to keep ones

self, to abstain, avoid. Ex. 23 : 7. Ecc.

3:5.

Pi. prn to put far away. Is. 6:12.

29:13".

Hiph. 1. trans, as in Pi.

2. intrans. to be or go far off. Gen.
44 : 4. Josh. 8:4. Infin. prm as an

adv. at a distance, far off, Gen. 21 : 16.

Deriv. out of course p'irn, pro.

pry^ m. verbal adj. from prn, dec. V.

a, removing ones self. Ps. 73 : 27
spjri

they that removefarfrom thee.

ttfrn to swell or boil up. Ps. 45 : 2
T

ato nan 'ab irrn my heart boils up with a

good matter. (Syr. idem.) Deriv. rrajrro.

Jirn f. Is. 30 : 24. prob. a winnow-

ing shovel orfan, from rvn, like ventila-

brum from ventus, after the form nna.

^tO"% fut. as-v, to be wet or soaked

through, as by the rain. Job 24 : 8.

Particularly to be moist, juicy, like fresh

plants; hence

3tOH m. verbal from a^n, moist,juicy,
infresh verdure. Job 8:16.

ntOI found only Job 16 : H nybri

^v D'yci Vulg. et manibus impiorum
me tradidit; comp. either the Arab.

(U to throw, e. g: an arrow, (Sept.

ffftt^f,)
or li' (by a commutation of *j

and n,) constrinxit, comp. n'scn in the

parallel member.

10tn m. fear, terror. Jer. 49 : 24.

(Chald. rran to tremble, to be afraid.)

U)Dtn a quadriliteral pass. Job 33 :

25. to revive, to becomefresh again. (In

Arab, by transposition (>ij.b z'efew?. It

is supposed to be compounded of a^n

to bejuicy and *BB to &e thick, fat.)

117121 found only in Pi.

1. to e&zsA inpieces, as little children

on the rocks, (otherwise ye? Ps. 137 :

9.) 2 K. 8: 12.

3. to lr/e to the ground generally.
Is.l3:18. (So in Chald.)

Pu. pass, of no. 1. Is. 13 : 16. Hos.
10:14. 14:1. Nah.3:10.

"H m. Job 37 : 1 1. according to some,
?

i. q. Arab, ^j for nn a watering, from

the root rrn. See however na.

^"\ pret. an, nan, also nian, infin.

absol. an (Judg. 1 1 : 25. Job^O : 2.)

1. to contend or strive with any one,

in words or deeds. Is. 57 : 16. Ps. 103 :

9. Construed with t, Gen. 26 : 20.

with n (unth^ Judg. 8: 1. with bw, Job

33:13, with a, Gen. 31:36. with an

accus. Job 10: 2. Is. 27:8. The person

for whom one contends is preceded by
b, Judg. 6:31. Job 13 : 8. the thing
'about which, by by, Gen. 26 : 21.

2. to manage the cause ofany one, to

pleadfor or defend, construed with an

accus. Is. 1 : 17. 51 : 22. More in full

'D an nsi an, 1 Sam. 24:16. 25:39
blessed be Jehovah njp 'n^nrr an-nj an nrw

ba: who hath taken vengeance on Nabal

for my affront; (it is construed here
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with i??, oir account of the accessory pn to le empty. In Kal not used.

Hiph. 1. to empty. Gen. 42 : 35. Jen

4

revenge.) Ps. 43 : 1 an nanidea to

Ton rf *iaa plead my cause, (and deliver 48 .

12> to /eare mj0^? it e< unsatisfiedj

me,)from an unmerciful people. js 33 . g^

Hiph. i.q. Kal. 1 Sam. 2 : 10. Hos. 4:4. 2. to pour out. Ecc. 11:3. Zech. 4 :

Deriv. out of course an;, nann 12. ps> \Q . 43^

I'H rarely ai m. plur. 0^-7 and ni 3. to draw or wzaAe fore (the sword) .

verbal from an, dec. I. Ex. 15:9. Lev. 26 : 33 a-rr o:?nn 'n'pnn

1. a strife, contention. Gen. 13:7. I will draw out the sword after you.
Deut. 25 : 1. 'an MJ>N my adversary, Job Ps. 35 : 3. Ezek. 5:2,12. 12:14. Here

31 :35. comp. Is. 41: 11. belongs the common reading of Gen.

2. a cause, matter of contention. Ex. 14 : 14 pT] and he caused to draw (the
23 : 2. an TI^N one who has a cause, sword), i. e. he armed them. Perhaps

Judg. 12:2. See the verb signif. no. 2. the reading of the Samar. text

in Kal not used. in Aram, toreviewed them, from pi

Hiph. nnn. 1. to smell. (It is kindred
number

>
revi<> is to be preferred. So

with rrn wind, breath; inasmuch as Sept. Vulg.

Hoph. pass, of
fragrant substances breatheoutzn odour.)

a Pn ' P*88- OT - * Jer- ^8 : 11.

Gen. 8 : 21. 27 : 27. p*
1

"}
m - verbal adj. from pn, empty.

2. construed with a, to take delight in Jer. 51:34. Used abstractly or as a

smelling, to smell withpleasure, (comp. neuter, an empty or vain thing, vanity,

a mn, nto.) Ex. 30:38. Lev. 26 : 31. Ps. 2:1. 4:3. As an adv. pn Ps. 73 :

Hence
*

13. pnS Lev. 26 : 16. pn na Jer. 5L : 58.

3. metaphorically to take delight in a *n vain, to no purpose.

thing, in any way. Am. 5 : 21. Is. 11: p*H and
p"J verbal adj. from pn,

3 rnn> nwa innni and in thefear of Je- dec. I.

hovah is his delight. For the connexion 1. empty. Gen. 37 : 24. Is. 29 : 8 n^
of the ideas offragrancij and acceptable- ^ his hunger is unsatisfied. Comp".
ness, see under the articles oira, nfr'?. 33 : 6.

n*n m. verbal from nn, dec. I. ex- 2. vain) futile. Deut. 32 : 47.

halation, scent, smell. Cant. 2 : 13. 7 : 3. poor, stripped ofevery thing. Neh.

14. Gen. 27: 27. Metaphorically Job 5:13.

14:9. comp. Judg. 16:9. Very fre- 4. good for nothing, base, wicked.

quently in the phrase nfra nn, see nto. Judg. 9:4. 11:3. 2 Sam. 6 : 20.

Chald. idem. Dan. 3 : 27. SjJ^- an ac*y * from ^ denoting

"}
see DbT") a buffalo. C

1
-) with mPty hands. Gen. 31 :42.

^.

"
:

^/ TT (2.) in vain, without success. 2 Sam.
e *^ 1: 22. (3.) without cause, frustra. Ps.

the full orthography for n 25 : 3. 7 : 5.

neighbour, friend. Job 6 : 27.

ITIS-D'H bruised corn. 2 Sam. 17: 19.

Prov. 27 : 22. The etymology is obscure,
if ni is the fern. plur. termination. If

the n is radical, then comp. the Arab.

CU^ to bruise in pieces. p^ the Syriac orthography for

.n?^ Gen. 10 : 3. proper name of an "^'} former, first. Job 8 : 8.

unknown
people, of the race of the Tj, fem - n?-' verhal adj. from, !},

Cimmerians. It has been collated with dec, VIII. h.
the Riphcan mountains, 1. tender; spoken e.g. of children,

m. verbal from TH, dec. I.

1 Sam. 21:14. rroVn in, see mo^n.

ll*n m. Prov. 13: 18. tin 28: 19. and

obn 6 : 11. 30 : 8. verbal from tin, dec.
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(Jen. 33:13. of a calf for the table,

(ion. 18:7.

2. ft/nft-r. tft'/icftfc, delicately brought

tip. Deut, 28 : 54, 56.

3. soft, flittering. Prcv. 15 :1. rfcn

soft wont's^ Job 40: 27. [41:3.]
4. weak. 2 Sam. 3 : 39. rfcn cw wm/i

ryes, Gen. 29: 17. Sept. 70gMr?. Vulg.

///>/>/.
The Orientalist regarded this as

a great do tort in regard to beauty,

(conip. the opposite tyrsrne* 1 Sam. 17:

42. ha ring beautiful eyes, spoken in

commendation of David.)
5. a$!> -pfearful, timid. Deut. 20 : 8.

2Chr. 13:7.

1. to ride, on the back of an animal;

construed with to, Gen. 24 : 61. Num.
22:30. with a, Neh. 2:12. with an

accus. 2K. 9:' 18, 19.

2. to ride, in a vehicle. Jer. 17 : 25.

22 : 4. Spoken particularly of Jehovah's

riding on the wings of the cherub, Ps.

18:11. upon the clouds, Is. 19 : 1. upon
the heavens, Deut. 33 : 26. Ps. 68 : 34.

Hiph. 1. to cause to ride, on the

back of an animal. Est. 6:9. 1 K. 1 :

33. Ps. 66: 12.

2. to cause to ride, in a vehicle ; con-

strued with an accus. of the person,
Gen. 41 : 43. 2 Chr. 35 : 24. or of the

draught-animal, Hos. 10:11. Here be-

longs the phrase yTN-nim to 3'3-n, see noa

plur.
2. to set a thing in a cart or waggon.

2 Sam. 6:3. 2K. 23:30.

4. simply to place or set, e. g. the

hand. 2 K. 13:16.

Deriv. out of course 33"iD, n^nrj, a^i.

ID"}
m. (f. Nah. 2 : 50 verbal from

337,
dec. VI. h.

1. cavalry. Is. 21:7.

2. a chariot or waggon. Judg. 5 : 28.

Usually as a collective noun, chariots, a
train, of chariots, Gen. 50 : 9. (The
plur. is found only in Cant. 1 : 9.) Par-

ticularly war-cfiariots, Ex. 14:9. a;n

"ra iron chariots, currus falcati, Josh.

17 : 18. nrnrr n? chariot cities, where
the war-chariots were kept, 2 Chr, 1 :

14. 8:6. 9 : 25. This word is often so

used, that what is said of it refers

strictly to the horses or to the men in

the chariot
;
as e. g. 2 Sam. 8 : 4 and

David houghed all the chariots, i. e.

the horses pertaining to thorn. 10:18
and David hilled of the Syrians seven

hundred chariots, i. e. the men and

horses belonging to them. 2 K. 7 : 14

C'c^o a!p
\:xp

two span of horses.

3. the upper mill-stone, the runner.

Deut. 24:6. 2 Sam. 11: 21.

HID"} a proper name, Rcchab, the

progenitor of the llechabites, a wander-

ing tribe of Kenites, whom Jonadab the

son of Rechab bound by a solemn vow,
not to practise agriculture, nor to drink

wine, but to live for ever a strict no-

madic life. 2 K. 10 : 15, 23. Jcr. 35 : 1

ff. 1 Chr. 2 : 55. Comp. a similar law

of the Nabatheans, in Diod. Sic. xix. 92.

133*1 m. verbal from 15-3, dec. I.

1. a horseman. 2 K. 9 : 17.

2. a charioteer, driver of a war-cha-

riot. IK. 22: 34.

^)D*1 m. verbal from Mn, dec. I. a

chariot. Ps. 104:3.

HftDH more rarely tfrn m. verbal from

tfTj, dec. I. substance, goods,possessions.
Gen. 14:16. -q^rt tnri the private
substance orproperty ofthe king, 2 Chr.

35 : 7. torn nto the overseers of the

(royal) substance, 1 Chr. 27:31. 28:1.

V^D"1 m. verbal from Vrn, calumny,

slander, (see tei no. 2.) Hence ^ nra

slanderers, tale-bearers, Ezek. 22 : 9.

to"1 ^ to 9 about as a tale-bearer,

Lev7l9: 16. Prov. 11 : 13. 20 : 19.

T[D^ 1. to be tmder, soft,oT to be soft-

ened; spoken of the heart. 2 K. 22 : 19.

2. to be soft, effeminate. Deut. 28 : 56.

3. to be
soft, supple, smooth; spoken

of fat, and metaphorically of words.

Ps. 55 : 22.

Niph. fut. -^ spoken of the heart,

to befearful or afraid. Deut. 20 : 3. Is.

7:4. Jer. 51: 46. See ^ no. 5.

Pu. to be mollified or softened, spoken
of a wound. Is. 1 : 6.

4 B
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Hipli. to terrify, make afraid, e. g.

thft heart. Job 23 : 16.

O"^ to go about, to go up and down,

i. q. ^-3. Particularly (1.) as a trader,

i. q. nno hence to trade, traffic. Part.

ten trader, merchant, Ezek. 27 : 13,

15, 17ff. nbpi afemale merchant. Ezek.

27 : 3, 20, 23. Deriv. nbn, rra-ro a market.

(2.) as a tale-bearer, whence toj.

n7p^ f. verbal from
ta-j,

dec. X.

trade, 'traffic.
Ezek. 28 : 5, 16, 18.

to bind on. Ezek. 28: 28. 39: 21.

m. verbal from
053, dec. VI. o.

a conspiracy, plot, (like -K$?,) or else

,
snares. Ps. 31 : 21.

masc. plur. rough or steep

places. Is. 40:4. Arab,

cipitem dedit.

^5*5 to 9et
-> squire. Gen. 12:5.

31:18^ Deriv. ttfcn.

tt?p"J m. a swift horse, as it appears,

a peculiar and noble breed. Mic. 1:13.

1 K. 5:8, [4:28,] (where it is coupled

with cm?) Arab, pi (j^t

'

to gallop ;

(for the interchange of s? and 5, see

under the letter ti. Syr. \*zy a horse,

particularly a stallion. See Bocharti

Hieroz.T.I.p.95.

S"J high, see Q*n .

O"J a buffalo, see DM 1

!.

HE"} 1. to throw. Only Ex. 15:1,

21.
"

2. to 5^001 (with a bow). Jer. 4:

29. Ps. 78: 9.

Pi. rrcri to deceive, beguile, (primarily
to cause to fall, to trip up; comp. the

Lat. folio with the Greek a-q>oi\*.u and

perhaps the Engl. to fall) Prov. 26 :

19. Gen. 29:25. Construed with)
1 Chr. 12 : 17 n$ antoV> to deceive (and

betray) ?we to mine enemies, an instance

of the constructio prsegnans.
Deriv. wen, rim?, tuyig, rwia.

"^EH f. (with Kamets impure) verbal

from em to be high, dec. X.
1 . a height, high place. 1 Sam. 22 :

6. Particularly for the worship of idols,

Ezek. 16 : 24, 25, 39. Comp. rig*.

2. proper name of several cities ;

(1.) of a city in the tribe of Benjamin,

(Judg. 19:23. Is. 10 : 29.) situated

north of Jerusalem. Josh. 18:25. Judg.
4:5. Jer. 31:15. Hos.5:8. IK. 15:

17. (2.) of a city in Mount Ephraim,
the birth-place and residence of Samuel.

1 Sam. 1:19. 2:11.7:17. 15:34. 16:

13. More in full crete 03393 1 Sam. 1:1.

1 Mac. 11:34. 'Pxpxtifi. (3.) of a

city in the tribe of Naphtali. Josh. 19 :

36. Perhaps the same as Josh. 19 : 29.

(4.) nssp n3 (height ofthe watch-tower)
Josh. 13 : 26. a city in Gilead, other-

wise called rro*n, rten q. v. (5.) rA ran

(height of thejaw-bone) Judg. 15:17.

a place named by Samson. The gentile

noun is >nm 1 Chr. 27 : 27.

nT), NE>1 Chald.

I/ to throw, cast. Dan. 3 : 21, 24.

6:17.

2. to set, place, e. g. a throne. Dan.
7 : 9. Comp. Rev. 4 : 2 &gw &EW and

TTV to erect, raise up, Gen. 31:51.

3. to lay or impose, (a tribute.) Ezra

7:24.

Ithpe. pass, to be cast. Dan. 3 : 6, 15.

rVT\ f. a worm. Job 25 : 6. Parti-

cularly worms arising from putridity,

Ex. 16 : 25. Job 7:5.21: 26. (Arab.

on to rot ; o f rottenness, also a worm

arisingfrom rottenness.)

f\12T\
HI. dec. I.

1. a pomegranate. Cant. 4:3. As
an artificial ornament, Ex. 28 : 33, 34.

e.g. on the chapiter of a pillar, 2K.
25:17.

2. a pomegranate-tree. Joel 1: 12.

3. a proper name (1.) of a city in the

tribe of Simeon, on the southern boun-

dary of Palestine. Josh. 15 : 32. 19 : 7.

Zech. 14:10. (2.) of a rock not far

from Gibeah. Judg. 20 : 45, 47. It was

hither that Saul and his men went,

1 Sam. 14:2. (3.) -wto
jterj (a round

pomegranate) a city in the tribe of

Zebulun, Josh. 19:13. comp.ijten



DEI
6:62. [0:77.] (4.) ps ;Vsn

pomegranate] a station of the Israelites.

Num. 33:19.

niOT (heights.)

1. proper name of a city in Gileacl,

otherwise called nto*o. Josh. 21: 38. 1 K.

4:13.

2. 2:13 ntoj (heights towards the south)
a city in the tribe of Simeon, otherwise

called i-rran. 1 Sam. 30 : 37.

rfittS f. Ezek. 32 : 5. according to

the present punctuation, from on to be

high, hence high heaps (of corpses).
Better to he pointed ^nto-j (though this

plural does not occur elsewhere,) with

thy worms.

r\J^r\ m. plur. owi, dec. VI. n. a

spear, javelin, (as a part of heavy
armour.) Num. 25 : 7. Jwlg. 5 : 8. Jer.

46 : 4. (In Aram, and Arab, idem.)

iT\, plur. trrsnn 2 Chr. 22 : 5. i. q.

D*snn the Syrians. Comp. 2 K. 8 : 28.

For the omission of N in the beginning
of words, see p. 1.

i"Pp"} f. verbal from rron.

1. deceit. Job 13 : 7. r-pp-i jisft
a de-

ceitful tongue, Ps. 120 : 2, 3. n^n n$?
a deceitful bow, i. e. one that misses the

mark, Ps. 78:57. Hos. 7 : 16.

2. slackness, remissness, remissio.

(Comp. Arab. .^ <*on
j- VII. laxum,

rcmissum fuit riegotium, kindred with

re-j.) Prov. 12: 24. rro-i
]3
a slack hand,

Prov. 10 : 4. As an adv. remissly. Jer.

48 : 10.

f. dec. I. a mare. Once Est.
S-xx-

8:10. (Arab. Ce, idem.)

DEH i. q. on to be high, exalted. Pret.

ran Job 22: 12. and TOT 24:24. (In
both passages several MSS. and editions

omit the Dagesh, and the forms would
then be derived from 011.) Part. fern.

rrapv-i high, exalted, alta, Ps. 118 : 16.

Niph. imper. plur. vain Num. 17: 10.

and fut. TOT Ezek. 10 : 15, 17, 19. to be

lifted up, to rise. (The authorities for

omitting the Dagesh are here much less.)

'15"% fut. C*>T, to tread with the

feet, as clay by the potter. Is. 41:25.

Particularly to tread down, to trample

on, 2 K. 7': 17, 20. Dan. 8:7, 10. Is.

63:3. 16:4 coi the oppressor, con-

culcator, 1:12 nsn Dn to tread my
courts, here with the accessory idea of

profanation; comp. Rev. 11:2. 1 Mac.
3 :45. (Comp. the kindred verb ncx)

Niph. pass. Is. 28 : 3.

feft3"\ fut. 5QY. 1. to move, spoken- T 7 *

of living creatures. Gen. 1 : 30. 7 : 8,

21 (at the beginning.) 8:19. Construed

with an accus. to move or be alive with

any thing, (comp. -^n no. 5.) Gen. 9 :

2 rraiNn
tco-jn

Ta5 with which the earth

moves, i.e. which moves upon the earth.

Lev. 20: 25.

2. particularly to creep, as worms.

Gen. 7: 14. 8:17.

^3*1 m * 1* veroal from icon.

1. that which moves (on the earth),

four-footed beasts in opposition tofowls.
Gen. 7:14. Ps. 148 : 10. Spoken of

fishes, Ps. 104:25.
2. worms. Gen. 1 : 24, 25, 26.

jh (strictly infin. from
^-j,)

dec. VIII.

e. a shout ofjoy, a rejoicing. Ps. 32 :

7 wVrp:Q shoutsfor deliverance.

n2"^ i. q. jrj
to rattle, as arrows in a

quiver, or else to whiz, as arrows shot

from the bow. Job 39: 23. See Bocharti

Hieroz. T. I. p. 134. In the latter case

nEttfc quiver must stand for arrows.

r\^T\ f. verbal from MI. dee. X.
T

1. a cry, e. g. of a herald, for as-

sistance. Ps. 17:1. 61:2. IK. 22:36.

2. a rejoicing,
shout ofjoy. Ps. 30 :

6. 42 : 5.

p*},
fut.

p;, (once p; as if from p
Provl29:6.)

1. to cry aloud. Prov. 1 : 20. 8 : 3.

Particularly for help, Lam. 2:19.

2. to raise a shout ofjoy, to rejoice,

exult. Lev. 9 : 24. Job 38 : 7. Spoken
of inanimate nature, Is. 44 : 23. 49 : 13.

Pi, jn i. q. Kal no. 2. to shout, re-

joice. Ps. 98:4. 132:16. Construed

with an accus. of the person or thing,

to praise or celebrate with joy, Ps. 51 :
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16. 59 : 17. with a, Ps. 33 : 1. 89 : 13.

with fy, Ps. 84 : 3. 'with b, 95 : 1.

Pa. pass. Is. 16:10.

Hiph. pn? 1. to rejoice. Deut. 32:

43. with
J,

Ps. 81: 2.

2. trans, to 2/ee to rejoice. Ps. 65 :

9. Job 29: 13.

Deriv. out of course p, nn.

)

rj a? ?* m7 //e?'/, Jer. 3 : 17. 7 : 24.

'B rwa rn evil in the eyes ofa person,

displeasing to him, Gen. 38 : 7. fre-

quently in the phrase nvr wa snn ?dW
displeased Jehovah, 1 K. 1 1 : 6. 14 : 22.

more rarely with *, Ecc. 2:17. with

":$, Neh. 2:1. Hence n and fern. TOT.

as a subst. evil, Job 1:1. Ps. 97:10.

'22*1 f. verbal from jn, dec. XI. c. a and often put as a genitive after another

rejocng.
63:6.

Job 3 : 7. 20 : 5. Plur. ni Pfe.

plur. fem. prob. a poetic word

for ostriches, otherwise called rcjp ni:a

Job 39 : 13. Vulg. struthio. Tlie'name

is derived from the buzzing of the

wings, (comp. n;^ Job 39 :23.) or from
the cry of the female ostrich, (comp.
the article njg;) hence the female

ostrich is called by the Arabians,

song.

noun, e. g. rn nss' a wicked counsel,

Ezek. 11:2. sn MM wicked men, Prov.

28:5.

2. ?47&/, ill-favoured, particularly
with nTo. Gen. 41:3.

3. vz7, unfortunate, calamitous. Jer.

7 : 6 oaS rib so that it may go ill with

you, i. e. to your hurt, for ppb sn nvnb ;

(comp. aV.Q no. 1. 25 : 7. BJ? rrcn Hiro to

rfo ?7/ to any one, Gen. 26 : 29.
T

3lY29.

Hence as a subst. s-n aild ny^ erz7, (/-

versity, trouble, Gen. 19 : 19. 44:4.
50 : 15.

4. evil, pernicious, dangerous. rrn

run an evil beast, Gen. 37 : 33 sn -OT

a/z^/ evilorpernicious thing, 2 K. 4 : 41.

5. ;^ i?
1

} having an evil eye, envious.

Prov. 23 :~6. 28 : 22.

6. sad ; spoken of the heart, Prov.

25 : 20. of the countenance, Gen. 40:7.

Neh. 2 : 2.

1. X^l verbal from yn no II. dec. I.

a cry, shout. Ex. 32 : 17. Mic. 4 : 9.

II. ^"^ m. a contraction of rrsn verbal

from ns-n no. II. dec. I.

1. a companion, acquaintance,friend.
Job 2: 11. 19:21. Prov. 25:17. Not

so strong a term as art's* a loving or close

>i the corners of the mouth, where fr{en^ comp. Prov. 18 : 24. Often fol-

the bridle is put, and the Germ. Gebiss.
iowed by b instead of a genitive, Job

3. proper name of an Assyrian city.

See Bocharti Hieroz. II. p. 248.

a station of the Israelites in

the desert. Num. 33 : 21, 22.

1. D^p^D"! masc. plur. verbal from

Dp}, dec. I. drops. Cant. 5 : 2.

II. D^Cn ruins. Amos 6:11.

Root Chald. DD-I i. q.^ to dash inpieces.

JD*}
m. dec. VI. h.

l

tf

. a bridle. Ps. 32 : 9. Job 30 : 1 1.

Is. 30 : 28. According to the latter

passage it was drawn over the jaw-bone
like a halter, but served, however, to

guide the animal.

2. the innerpart ofthejaw, the corner

of the mouth. Job 41: 5 [41: 13] ton tep

his double jaws. Comp. the Greek

Once Gen. 10:12.

DD*^ to wet, moisten. Ezek. 46 : 14.

(Chald. ten idem.} Deriv. owi no. I.

^"1 f. with the distinctive accents sn,

iem. rn.n, plur. c^, verbal adj. from 17:}

in the sense of yn, dec. VIII. k.

1. 6arf, o/" bad quality. Lev. 27 : 10.

Dcut, 17:1. Particularly morally bad, 6 : 29 irtn ? M^ ^osJpi crwrf Me// w//V/ o>/c

^?v7, wicked, spoken of men, purposes, to another. Gen. 11:3. 1 Sam. 10:11.

, Gen, 6; 5. 8; 2], 11. Used likewise of inanimate

30 : 29 rn_^ ntob yi a companion of os-

triches, i. e. like to ostriches. Prov. 19 : 6.

2. one beloved, a lover, spouse, hus-

band. Cant. 5 : 16. Jer. 3 : 1, 20. Hos.

3:1. Comp.rrjn.

3. another person, a neighbour, fel-

low-being. Ex. 20 : 17 if. 22: 25. Hence

ttj'x and in the one, the other ; e. g. Judg.
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tilings, (Jon. 15: 10. Conrp. np no. 7. rarely with a, 1 Sam. 16:11. 17:34-.

JNloro rarely in the same sense without \\ ithont a case following, to wander

t*, <-. U-. Is. 3-1 : 11 top;, inn -vstf one about as a nomade, Num. 14:33. Part.

satyr calls to another. rn?i a shepherd, fern. rrci a shepherdess,

a tf/<//</, will, purpose, (i. q.
Gen. 29 : 9. Metaphorically to /eerf a

Chald. n*T jVJfv)
Ps. 139: 2, 17. prob. People, i.e. to lead or guide them,

fob 32: 22. Koot nrn Chald. to spoken (1.) of a prince, e. g. 2 Sam.
5 : 2. 7 : 7. Jer. 23 : 2 fF. Construed
with 3

, Ps. 78:71. In Is. 44:28, Cyrusm
is caneti tjle shepherd ofJehovah. Comp.
the Homeric phrase irotftws Xauv

(2.) of

1. badness, bad quality. Jer. 24 : 2, God, e. g. Ps. 23 : 1 Jehovah is my
3, 8. Especially in a moral sense, shepherd, I shall not want. 28 : 9. 80 :

Iness, evil, Jer. 4 : 4. 21:12. 23: 2. (3.) Prov. 10:21 cyan n; pro rafa

2. 26 : 3. ^ lips of the righteous guide many.
'2. ugliness. Gen. 41:19. Part, nri a guide, teacher, ivise man,

3. sadness. a?. ri sadness of heart,
^cc. ** : **

Neh. 2 : 2. cr:2 ri a sd countenance,
2- <a /ee^> ^^c, pasci, spoken of

. 7.3. cattle. Is. 5:17. 11:7. The pasture

, . TT i // 7

v//, and I*, Ethpa.toM^.

Jh m. rarely yVi, verbal from

nee of rn.

famished, .,*, v uu^uueu
Mic> 5 . 5 ^

to hunger after any thing, Jer.
of Assyriu with the

to Deut. 8 :

Job go . 26
rT2 -P^J ry it (thefire) shall consume

that is le in his tabcrnack, jer .

22 : 22. 2 : 16
Tp-jp, -rpsn*.^ shallconsume

JH, fern, nan, verbal from a?n, dec. ^e crown of thy head. Job 24 : 21

V. a. hungry, 2 Sam. 17 :29. Job 5 : 8.
n?P wjl oppressed the barren. (Chald.

Is. S:22. consumed or weakened by confringem.) In the two last examples

hunger, Job 18 : 12. the meaning approaches near to that of

yH *>

3.

H S ' 9

y-J
m. verbal from 3*7, dec. IV. a.

yH > n peces.

\.Jmnger. Lam. 5:10.'
3. to or Zmm^, spoken of food.

wne-
2. /fl ,M ,iC. Gen. 12 : 10. 41 : 30 if.

\m 8-11 2)rcss shall not nourish them.

m. verbal from an, dec. III. P!
K ! " 1' KaU Once Ps " 78 72"

Deriv.
Ps. 37: 19. Gen. 42: 19 ton

/or Me At.^r, Le! for /
uants, O/-T/;//,- ///^//Yfcs.

a Personoi
' thmS- (Chald. n?v

Ijn to quake, tremble. Ps. 104 : 32.
Heb ' n?> In Arab ' comP'^ Con -

( Arab, idem.) strued (1.) with an accus. of the person,

Iliph. intrans. idem. Dan. 10:11. to take pleasure in or to associate with

Ezra 10:9. any one. Prov. 13 : 20. 28 : 7. 29 : 3.

Tyi m. Ex. 15 : 15. and ITCn f.
Dl 'riv- n^' ^ ll ' IL 1~3 '

Ps.'J:"ll. 48:7. verbals from'^ a fn^i^*f^fr
tjuahing, trembling.

an accus> of tlie thm
' to f^c pleasure

T -*^ A *n or pursue after any thing. Prov. 15:
I. TUn, Arab, r., fut. apoc. n\ ,, . 7

y
,1 r s j *iT T

4? -^ ^"* "ie t^outli oj jools n^ij rnrv toAr-s

1 . toyee*/ (a (lock), pascere. Gen. 30: pleasure in folly, sectatur stuftitiam.

36. Coiibtrucd with an accus. more Ps. 37 : 3 nrosj nn scctarc reritalem.
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m-, n^T to pursue after the wind, endeavour, exertion. Ecc. 2 : 22 127

inania seclari, Hos. 12:2. comp. Is. the desire of his heart. rmfrni.q. rnn

44 : 20. also mn, and nn
j

Pi. rnn to choose, or to

. Judg. 14:20.

endeavour, Ecc. 1 : 17. 4: 16.

n m. Chald. thought. Dan. 4:

16. [4:19] srte 'niVyn 7s thoughts
Hithpa. construed with n, to have terr

ifi
ed ^im> j.

'

he was'terrified. 5:6,
intercourse or makefriendship with any
one. Prov.22:24.

n^ f. verbal from sn in the sense

of yn, dec. X. cvi7, adversity, destruc-

tion; see n nos. 1. 3.

10. 7 : 28. Spoken of nightly visions,

Dan. 2 : 29, 30. Root nn to think.

tremble, to shake. Found only

to be shaken,n

2:4. (Syr. Pe. to freroife; Aph. to
m. verbal from nn no. II. a

gkakej Deriv>^ and

companion, acquaintance, friend, i. q
the more frequent 5*3. 2 Sam. 15:37.

16:16. IK. 4: 5.

JlV^ fern, of rw-i, dec. X. female

companion. Plur. nin Ps. 45 : 15. Judg.
11:38.

n^^ strictly an infin. fern, from sn,

breaking. Prov. 25 : 19.

H^'lj fern, of in i. q. nn, n, (after

the form ^3=n)3, ino=no a man.)
1. a female friend or companion

> vei'hal from byi, dec. VI. c.

1 . giddiness, intoxication. Zech. 12 : 2.

2. Plur. nfon Is. 3 : 19. veils, Arah.
i?x

Jx , prob. from their tremulous motion,

when wom.
1. to be agitated, to tremble.

Ezek. 27 : 35.

2. to roar, to rage, spoken of the sea.

Ps. 96: 11. 98:7. !Chr.l6:32.

3. to thunder. (In Syr. idem.) Only
Est. 1:19. Ex. 11:2. Joined with rnm, in Hiph. and in the noun

the one, the other, Is. 34 : 15, 16. Jer. 4. to be angry. In like manner only

9:19. in Hiph. (Syr. Ethpe. idem. Arab. ^
2. a desiring, striving after a thing. CQn

j
> m y to be angry^

rrn ran a strivingfor the wind, a vain Hi h> L fe ^^ ^ ^ tkwider, to

endeavour, Ecc. 1:14. 2:11,17, 26.
t/mnder> ken of Jeh vah. Ps. 29 : 3.

4 : 4, 6. 6: 9. comp. nn nrn Hos. 12:2, Job 40 .

9> x Sam 2 . 10>
under the article nn no. II. (2.) and

the Chald. ran.
2. to provoke to anger, to cause to

Chald. ivill, pleasure. Ezra
/re#. 1 Sam. 1:6.

Dyi m. verbal from on, dec. VI. c.

1. a raging, tumult. Job 39 : 25.

^
m. verbal from nn no. 1. a pas- 2 thunder. Ps. 77 : 19. 81 : 8. Me-

ture. 1K.5:3 [4:23] ^^pasturcd taphorically Job 26 : Ujn-irr >n invas an
GXen - the thunder of his power who can un-

^J>h m. denom. from rwn, with the derstand?

adjective termination
, pertaining to

a shepherd. Is. 38: 12. Also a shepherd
himself, Zech. 11:17.

f. verbal from njn no. I. dec.

f. verbal from on.

1. a trembling, shivering; hence ///e

trembling mane of a horse, Job 39 : 19

rrori i^ws ctebnn canst thou clotke his
X. /e/?za/e /rzewc? or lover, like the wec/e wiVA its trembling mane ? Accord-
Lat/omico. Cant, 1:9, 15. 2:2, 10, 13. ing to the Chaldaic version, majesty,

\ Judg. from Dn=cn.

2. Gen. 10 : 7. Ezek. 27 : 22. proper
name of a city or country belonging to

: 7. Comp. rj no. 2. Plur.
11:37 Keth. my companions, or it

may he pointed ^n (as if from rvm.).

in.
.q. no. 2. a tribe of Cushites. Sept. i
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a city on the Persian gulf mentioned by

Ptolemy and Stcph. By/ant. See Bo-

clmrti Phaleir.IV. cap. 5. J.D. Michaelis

Spicileg. T/I. p. 193.

Zrr*-^1 Gen. 47 : 1 1. and rnon Ex.

1 : 1 1 . 1
:

2 : 37. Num. 33 : 3, 5. proper
name of a city and country (Gen. 47 :

11.) in Lower Egypt. Of importance
in this place is a passage of the Sept.

Gen. 46: 28, where for the Heb. jra
nin

Stands jc#0"Hg4>v 7roA<v, u$ yw 'Papto-c-ij.

>rding to this the city of Raamses
is Heroopolis, and the country a part
of the land of Goshen. See Jablonski

De Terra Gosen, in his Opusc. ed. te

Water, T. II. p. 136. and in opposition
to himJ.D. Michaelis Supplem. p. 2256.

"J57H
found only in Pil. fan to be green,

to be covered with leaves. Job 15 : 32.

Cant. 1:16. In both passages, however,
it may be regarded as an adjective.

Some traces of the simple root pn are

found in Syriac. Hence

JJS"!
m< verbal from f^, dec. II. a.

1. green ; spoken of trees in full

growth, Deut. 12:2. 2 K. 16 : 4. of a

leaf, Jer. 17 : 8. The verdant tree is

employed as an emblem of prosperity,
Ps. 37:35. 52:10. 92:15.

2. fresh, spoken of oil. Ps. 92: 11.

]y?"^
Chald. to beflourishing, spoken

of a person. Dan. 4:1. [4:4.]

PH, fut. r;, infin. nri (Is. 24 : 19.

Prov. 25 : 19.)

1. to break or dash in pieces. (In
Aram, idem.) Jer. 15:12. Ps. 2:9.

Job 34 : 24.

2. intrans. to be broken inpieces. Jer.

11:16.

3. intrans. to be terrified. Is. 8 : 9.

Comp. nnrr no. 2.) Others derive it in

this passage from yn. See Gesen. in loc.

Hiph. yvi has its signification from

yn to be evil, q. v.

Hithpo. wrtnnn to be violently shaken

or thrown down. Is. 24 : 19. Perhaps
to be ruined, to perish, Prov. 18:24.

but this can also be derived from yn
no. I. This same form occurs likewise

under m no. II.

Chald. to break in pieces.

a. idem. Dan. 2 : 40.

fut.
rjrr,

to drop, distil. Prov.

3 : 20Ps. 65: 12, 13. (In Arab, idem.)

Hiph. to let drop, spoken of heaven ;

of course i. q. Kal. Is. 45 : 8.

f^"J
l ' ^' r:H aiu^ V?3 1 oreak or dash

in pieces. Ex. 15:6. Metaphorically
to opp?~ess, vex, (a people,) Judg. 10:8.

E^") 1. to wave, shake, spoken e.g.

of fruit. Ps. 72: 16.

2. to be sJmken, to quake, tremble.

Ezek. 38 : 20. 26 : 15. Spoken of inani-

mate nature, e. g. of the earth, Judg.
5:4. Is. 13 : 13 the earth shall quake

from itsplace ; (comp. Job 9 : 6.) of the

heavens, Joel 2 : 10. 4 : 16. [3 : 16.] of

the mountains, Jer. 4 : 24. Nab. 1 : 5.

Niph. i. q. Kal. Once Jer. 50 : 46.

Hiph. 1. to shake, put in motion.

Hag. 2 : 6, 7.

2. to make to tremble. Ps. 60: 4. Is.

14:16.

3. to cause to leap or spring, e. g. a

horse. Job 39 : 20 nrwp ftnrn causest

thou him to leap as the locust? Comp.
in; to leap, spoken of locusts; Hiph. to

cause to quake ; also ipn.

tt"l m. verbal from s&n, dec. IV. c.

1. a shaking ; e. g. of a spear. Job

41:21. 41: 29.] Particularly an

earthquake, IK. 19: 11. Am. 1:1. Zech.

15:5.
2 tumult, noise; e. g. of a chariot,

Nah. 3 : 2. of battle, Is. 9 : 4. Jer. 10 :

22. of a snorting horse, Job 39 : 24.

3. a trembling. Ezek. 12 : 18.

ND"^ 1. liter, to mend, repair. Found

only in Niph. and Pi. no. 1.

2. to cure, to heal. (Comp. xKiia-Oect,

sarcire, sanare.) It is construed with

an accus. and dative, as well of the

wound or sickness as of the person ; e.g.

with an accus. Ps. 60 : 4. with a dative,

Num. 12:13. 2 K. 20 : 5. Part. ci a

physician, Gen. 50 : 2. 2 Chr. 16:12.

Used impersonally, Is. 6: 10 V> N^I and
/<*/ he should be healed, et ne curatio

fiat illl.
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3. metaphorically to restore; e. g. a

land, people.
2 Chr. 7: 14. comp. verse

13. Hos. 7: 1.11:3. Ps. 30 : 3. This

figure and its opposite are found Deut.

32:39 / wound and I heal. Jer. 1 7 :

14.30:17. Since this restoration to

former prosperity was connected with

the forgiveness of past sins on the part
of Jehovah; hence

4. toforgive, pardon. 2 Chr. 30:20.

Jer. 3: 22. Hos. 14:5. Comp. Ps. 41:

5. 103 : 3.

5. to comfort. Job 13: 4 Ww xDi

comforters ofno value. For the transi-

tion to this signification, see such

passages as Ps. ] 47 : 3. Jer. 6 : 14. 8 : 1 1.

Niph. 1. pass, of no. 1. Jer. 19:11.

2. to be healed. Lev. 13 : 37. Con-
strued with a dative, Is. 53 : 5. S NETS

we are healed. Spoken of water, to be

made drinkable, 2 K. 2 : 22. Ezek. 47 :

8,9.

Pi. to repair (a broken altar), 1 K.
18:30.

2. to heal, Ezek. 34 : 4. to make
wJiolesome orpotable, e.g. unwholesome

water. 2 K. 2:21.

3. trans, to cause to be healed. Ex.

21:19. BT HIE"} he shall cause him to be

thoroughly healed.

Hithpa. to let himselfbe healed. 2K.
8:22.

Deriv. nwitn, rwsn, BTO.

Note. The root NDI often borrows

its form from nsn, (comp. *oj? i. q. rn;?,)

sometimes in respect to the consonants,

and sometimes barely as to the vowels,

which then follow the analogy of verbs

nb. Here pertain the imper. ncn Ps. 60 : 4.

fut. n^s-w Job 5:18. Niph. rrntna Jer.

51:9linfin. npvr 19:11. fut. i^ 2 K.
2:22. Pi. ^

T

Jer. 6 : 14.

fc$D*^ i. Q. rrcn weak* without sircnqth.T T

Hence only the plur.DW? the weah ones,
i.e. the shades, the inhabitants of hades,
whom the ancient Hebrews conceived
of as without strength and without sen-

sation, ( 6rjA xHftbrM.) Ps. 88:11.
Prov. 2:18. 9:18. 21:16. Is. 14:9.

26:14, 19. Hence Is. 14:10 nsw ca

rpVnr hast thou also become weak or

feeble as ive ?

rVlNEH f. verbal from N&n, a healing,

recovery. Prov. 3 : 8.

J"Yifc$sin plur. fern, verbal from NEH,

medicine.
'

Jer. 30 : 13. 46 : 11. Ezek.

30:21.

*^D^ found only in the plur. c^cn

a gentile noun, the Rephaim or sons of

Raphah, (npvr nty 2 Sam. 21: 16, 18.)
a Cariaanitish race of giants, that lived

beyond the Jordan, Gen. 14:5. 15 : 20.

Josh. 17:15. from whom Og the giant

king of Bashan was descended, Deut.

3:11. In a broader sense it appears to

have included all the giant tribes of

Canaan, (see D^, trnra], D^I\) Deut.

2:11, 20. In subsequent times the sons

of Raphah appear to have been men
of extraordinary strength among the

Philistines, see 2 Sam. 21: 16, 18.

"T|D"% fut. IB-V, to spread out, sternere,

kindred with -m. Job 41 : 22. [41 : 30.]

Pi. 1. to spread a bed or couch, ster-

nere lectum. Job 17 : 14.

2. to support, hence to refresh one

wearied. Cant. 2 : 5. Comp. TS-D no. 2.

Deriv. n

*1, fut. apoc. P]T.

1. to be slack, to hang down. Used

particularly of the hands, 2 Chr. 15:7
D3H* is'v b let not your hands be slack.

Hence this phrase denotes to be dispi-

rited, to despond, 2 Sam. 4 : 1 IBTJ

VT then his hands became slack, i. e. he

was dispirited. Is. 13 : 7. Jer. 6 : 24.

50 : 43. Ezek. 7 : 17. 21 : 12. Zeph.
3:16. Also without trv> Jer. 49 : 24

pto*n nntp Damascus is dispirited.

2. construed with
jo,

to desist from
a person or thing. Ex. 4 : 26. Judg.
8:3. Neh.6:9.

3. to sink; spoken of the day, Judg.
19:9. of burning stubble, Is. 5 : 24.

Niph. to be remiss, idle, lazy. Ex.

5 : 8, 17.

Pi. 1. to slacken or loosen, e. g. a

girdle. Job 12: 21. Particularly joined
with D?T, to slacken the hands of a, per-
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son, i. e. to dishearten or discourage him, particularly
to

(comp. Kal no. 1.) Jer. 38: 4. Ezra 4: 4.

2. to let down. Ezek. 1 : 24, 25.

Hiph. nrn, imper. and fut. apoc. fpn

and rp\
1. intrans. to /<? ^o or #fowe, to efeszs

/row a person or thing; construed with

p, Judg. 11:37. Deut.9:14. with b,

2 K. 4 : 27. 1 Sam. 11:3. Also with an

accus. to let lie, to leave, forsake, Neh.

6:3. Ps. 138:8. Deut.4:31. 31:6,8.

Josh. 1 : 5, (where it is synonymous
with ire.) Joined with an infin. Prov.

4:13." Without cases, Ps. 46:11.

ISam. 15:16.

2. to dismiss, let go, construed with

an accus. Cant. 3 : 4. Job 7 : 19. 27 : 6.

3. causat. of no. 1. to cause to cease,

to withdraw. 2 Sam. 24:16
?JT rprr

withdraw thine hand, i.e. cease from

destroying. Construed with p, Josh.

10:6.

Hithpa. 1. to behave one s selfslackly,

remissly, idly. Josh. 18:3. Prov. 18:9.

2. to let ones courage fail, to be

dispirited. Prov. 24 : 10.

Note. r^-\ borrows the form of won

only once, (part. Pi. NETO Jer. 38 : 4.)

but the forms of nc; have frequently the

signification of
ND-J.

See the note under

HDX

i"lQ1 m. verbal from not, dec. IX. b.
V T

1. slack, remiss, particularly with

err 2 Sam. 17 : 2. nisnonj slack hands,
as indicating dejection, despondency,
Job 4: 3. Is. 35: 3.

2. weak, feeble. Num. 13 : 18.

m^Q^ f. dec. X. the support, prob.

theframe (of a portable couch). Cant.

3 : 10. Root IB; Pi. no. 2.

G^TQI (stays) a station of the
. \ **

.

Israelites in their march through the

wilderness. Ex. 17:1. 19:2.

Tl^En m. slackness, remissness ;

joined with DH;, despondency,fear. See

ncn no. 1.

DD"> and t!?D"^, (both forms being

used promiscuously,) fut. XL
;DT (Ezek.

34 : 18.) 32 : 2. to tread with the feet,

rtn
make waters turbid.

Kindred with

Niph, Prov. 25 : 26
fee-;: p?o a trou-

bled or turbidfountain.

Hithpa. csnnn liter, to let ones self

be trodden on, hence to submit ones

self.
Prov. 6 : 3. Ps. 68:31 rpi sna DJnr*?

w/io submits himself ivith bars of silver,

i. e. brings bars of silver.

Deriv. \i>rra.

DD~> Chd&. to tread in pieces. Dan.

7:7.

rvnbn fern. plur. floats, rafts.

2 Chr. 2 : 15. a later word, as it appears,

for the more ancient rrnyi 1 K. 5 : 23.

[5:9.] Perhaps compounded of sffj

sarcire and KTDH Talmud. float.

to shake, tremble. Found only

Chald.in Po. Job 26: 11. (Arab. ^

ppsi
to tremble.}

pEH found only in Hithpa. to fe/27*,

to support ones self. Cant. 8:5. (Arab,

conj. VIII. idem.)

see DTJ.
m. mire, i. q. the following

word t:G Once Is. 57 : 20. (In Talmud.

idem.)

OT^D"} masc. plur. Hab. 3 : 17. ac-

cording to the Rabbins, stalls. Sept.

Vulg. Arab, cribs. (In Arab. e^j.

straw, perhaps ec? of straw.)

V"^ m. verbal from ysn, dec. VI. h.

/>*ece,
a 6ar, (of silver.) Ps. 68 : 31.

V"1 m. a runner. See yn.
b$2l i. q. yn to rim. Once Ezek. 1 :

14.
T

"!|"J
in Pi. only Ps. 68 : 17. to look

askance, to be envious. (Arab. &^j
to

observe narrowly, particularly for to

lay wait.)

n!D fArab, with , ^.)
T T x U' '

1 . to be well pleased with or to ta#e

delight in a person or thing ;
construed

with an accus. Ps. 102 : 15. Job 14:6,

Is. 42 : 1. Jer. 14 : 10. with a, Ps. 49 :

14. 147:10. 149:4. Particularly to

4c
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accept graciously a person with a

present,
Gen. 33 : 10. Mai. 1 : 8. or

with offerings and prayers, spoken of

the Deity, Job 33 : 26. Ezek. 20 : 40.

Ps. 51:18. Also to be on good terms

or in friendship with a person, con-

strued with D, Ps. 50 : 18. Job 34 : 9.

(Comp. nsn no. II. with which this verb

here agrees in signification.) Construed

with an infin. to be pleased to do a

thing, Ps. 40 : 14. Used absolutely, to

be gracious, Ps. 77 : 8. Am. 5 : 22.

2. i. q. Hiph. to pay off, discharge,

Lev. 26: 34, 41. 2 Chr. 36:21.

Niph. 1. to be well pleasing, to be

graciously received, used only in refe-

rence to offerings, (see Kal no. 1.) Lat.

litare. Lev. 19:7. 22:23,27. 7:18.

22 : 25. 1:4. (In the two last passages
there is a pleonastic dative of the pro-
noun ft, nob.) It is synonymous with

jfcnj
rrn Lev. 22 : 20.

2. prob. to be paid off or discharged,

pass, of Hiph. Is. 40 : 2. See Hiph.

Pi. to seek the favour of a person.
Job 20 : 10 his sons must seek thefavour

of the poor ; or else must satisfy or

propitiate them; (Arab. U?. conj. II.)

here by the restoration of plundered

goods.

Hiph. to satisfy (a creditor), hence

topay off, (like nyin in Talmud). Lev.

26 : 34 then shall the land rest andpay
its sabbaths. In the beginning of the

verse and in 2 Chr. 36 : 21, Kal is used

in the same connexion. Comp. Lev.

26:41, 43. and in Niph. Is. 40: 2.

Others : and the land shall be satisfied

with its sabbaths, and so in the other

passages ; but an ironical expression
here appears out of place.

Hiph. to make ones self pleasing,
construed with b. 1 Sam. 29 : 4.

Deriv. ji:n.

f^Tj m. verbal from rc$\, dec. III. a.

1.
acceptance, delight, satisfaction.

Prov. 14: 35. jtnb Is. 56 : 7. Jer. 6 :

SO.andfmbs 18/60:7. for acceptance
(with God), i. e. well-pleasing to him.

Ex. 28 : 38 nfrp a$ onV
j\s-$ for accept-

ance for them with Jehovah ; i. e. to

make them acceptable to Jehovah ;

comp. Lev. 22:20,21. 19:5 osAnb
so that you may be accepted, rite, ita

ut lite*: 22:19,29. 23:11.

2. what is acceptable, an object of

delight. Prov. 1 1 : 1, 20. 12 : 22. 15 : 8.

16 : 13. Particularly what is acceptable
to God, Prov. 10 : 32. Mai. 2 : 13.

3. grace, favour, good-will; e.g. of

a king, Prov. 16:15. 19:12. particu-

larly of God, Ps. 5 : 13. 30 : 7. Is. 49 :

8
ji:n nsn in a time of favour. Hence

expressions offavour, benefits. Ps. 1:45 :

16. Deut. 33:23.

4. will, pleasure, (i. q. Chald. nan.)
Ps. 40:9. 103:21. 2 Chr. 15: 15 02^52
with their whole will, i.e. with all their

heart. Wsna nto to do as one pleases,
Est. 1 : 8. particularly as a description
of absolute power, Dan. 8:4. 11:3,
16. construed with a, to treats, person
as one pleases, Neh. 9 : 24, 37. Est.

9:5.

5. self-will, wantonness. Gen. 49 : 6.

n^l 1. to dash in pieces. See Pi.

no. 1. and the deriv. ren.

2. to slay, kill. Num. 35 : 6 ff. -n*i

\rc: to smite dead, Deut. 22 : 20. comp.
ren no. 3.

Niph. pass, of Kal no. 2. Judg. 20 : 4.

Pi. 1. to dash in pieces, destroy. Ps.

62:4.

2. i. q. Kal no. 2. Is. 1:21.

TO^ m. verbal from nsx a wound-
V - T/

ing, slaying, slaughter. Ps. 42 : 1 1 for
a wounding in my bones, i.e. to my
bitterest anguish. Ezek. 21 : 27.

^1 topierce, bore through. Ex.21:

6. (Arab. conj. IV. idem.} Deriv. S-WD.

F)!n to arrange with art, particularly

stones for a pavement. Applied also to

the inlaying of wood-work, Cant. 3:10.

Deriv. out of course ns<na.

Fjlp m. verbal from qsn, dec. VI. h.

1 . a hot stone, which the orientalists

made use of to roast meat upon, or to



(

throw into milk or broth in order to heat

it. 1 K. 19:6 D^jn na a cake baked

on hot stones. According to the Rabbins,

2. proper name of a city subject to

the Assyrians. Is. 37 : 12. Perhaps

'P/,<rct$<x. of Ptolemy, in Palmyrene,

Arab. &jLo,.
>

""IE?"} com. gen. verbal from
r^rj,

dec. V.
'

1. i. q. r^n a hot stone. Is. 6 : 6. Vulg.
calculus. According to the Sept. and
the Rabbins, a coal.

2. a pavement, pavimentum. Est. 1 :

6. 2 Chr. 7 : 3. Ezek. 40 : 17, 18.

Y?"J (Arab, with ^,) kindre,d with

ftrx

1. to smite or dash inpieces, to bruise.

Is. 42 : 3 pan n:p a bruised reed. 36 : 6.

2K. 18:21.
T

2. metaphorically to oppress^ treat

with violence; often connected with

pro. ISam. 12:3, 4. Am. 4:1. Is. 58:

6. Deut. 28:33.

Note. The fut. yvv Is. 42 : 4. pw
Ecc. 12:6. (as if from yn,) is used in-

transitively, to be bruised or broken.

Nipli. fn:, (as if from yn,) pass, of

Kal no. 1. Ecc. 12:6. Ezek. 29 : 7.

Pi.
y*s-i

to dash in pieces. Ps. 74 : 1 4.

2. i.q. Kal no. 2. Job 20: 19. 2 Chr.

16:10.

Po. ys'n i.q. Kal and Pi. no. 2. Judg.
10:8. This form Nah. 2:5, pertains
to yn to run.

Hiph. fut. ppi, (as if from
yv\,) Judg.

9 : 53. to dash in pieces.

Hithpo. to struggle. Gen. 25: 22.

Deriv. *p, n^vo.

pi verbal from pft no. I. dec. VIII. h.

l.~as an adj. thin. Gen. 41:19, 20,

27.

2. as an adv. (1.) only. Gen. 6:5.

Is. 4 : 1 . After a negation, except, Josh.

11:22. (2.) at the beginning of a

sentence, indeed, certainty, surely. Gen.

20:11. Num. 5:6. Ps.32:6 c^r^p.

13 )

'1:1 D'an surely, as to the floods of
great waters, etc.

pi w/>fy, see p*H.

pi m. with suff. 71, verbal from pjri

no. II. dec. VIII. d. spittle. Job 7 : l

30:10. Is. 50: 6.

Hlplj fut. njTv, to 6e worm-eaten, to

rot, spoken of wood. Is. 40: 20. Me-

taphorically Prov. 10 : 7. comp. the

Rabbinic phrase, ascendit putredo in

nomen alicujus. Hence

ipl m. verbal from
a;rj,

dec. IV. a.

1. a being eaten by worms, rottenness.

Job 13:28. Hos. 5 : 12.

2. rottenness or an internal wasting
(of the bones). Prov. 12:4. 14:30.

Metaphorically Hab. 3:16.

|iHj?1
m. i. q. n;n no. 1. verbal from

a;r}, rottenness. Job 41: 19. [41:27.]

Ipl to skip, dance. Ecc. 3 : 4.

Spoken of inanimate nature, Ps. 114:

4,6.

Pi. to leap, to dance. 1 Chr. 15 : 29.

Is. 13 : 21. Job 21 : 11. Applied also

to the jolting up and down of a swift

chariot on a rough road, Nah. 3 : 2.

Joel 2 : 5.

Hiph. to cause to skip. Ps. 29 : 6.

Comp. tt&n and "in:.

!"lj?1
f. verbal from pgi no. I. dec. X.

1. liter, thinness, hence the temples,

tempora. Judg. 4 : 21, 22. 5 : 26.

2. poetically cheeks. Cant. 4:3. 6:7.

Comp. tempora, Prop. n. 24 : 3.

npl to spice, season; particularly

oil in the preparing of ointments. Ex.

30 : 33. Part, nph a maker ofointments,
an apothecary, 30 : 35. Ecc. 10 : 1.

Pu.pass. 2 Chr. 16:14.

Hiph. to spice or season (flesh).

Ezek. 24:10.

Deriv. out of course' n^p, niyriD,

j>n m. verbal from
rrjn, a spicing

or seasoning, r^vr jy spiced wine, Cant.

8:2.

m. verbal from n dec. VI.
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tJiat which is seasoned, an ointment, a

confection.
Ex. 3<

HjSn
m. verbal from

njrj,
dec. I. a

confectionary, apothecary, pigmenta-
rm*. 1 Sam. 8:13. Neh.3:8.

D^nj?"! masc. plur. verbal from
nft,

tec. I. ointments, perfumes. Is. 57 : 9.

}^n m. verbal from yjn9 dec. III. a.

in fuU
T

D^^n ?jn (Gen. 1 : 14, 15, 17.)
the expanse, i.e. the arch or vault,

of heaven, which the ancients supposed
to rest like a hollow hemisphere on the

earth. The Hebrews appear to have

regarded it as transparent like a crystal
or sapphire, (Ezek. 1 : 22. Dan. 12:3.

Ex. 24 : 10. Apoc. 4 : 6.) of course as

something different from the brazen or

iron heaven of the Homeric poetry.

Sept. crrfgs*/kf. Vulg. firmamentum.
Luth. Veste.

p
n
p"^ m. verbal from

pp_-\.
no. I. dec.

III. a. a thin cake, a wafer. Ex. 29 : 2,

23. Lev. 8 : 26.

DJ2"1 I. to variegate, to mahe party-

coloured. (In Arab, to mark withpoints ;

conj. II. to draw lines?)

2. particularly to work cloth with va-

rious colours. Part. Dpj one that works

cloth with various colours, Ex. 26 : 36.

27:16. 28:39. 38:18. different from

a$n a worker in damask, q. v. Others :

an embroiderer. (Span, recamare, Ital.

ricamare, to embroider.} As opposed
to this explanation, see Ps. 139 : 15.

comp. Job 10 : 11. and Hartmann's

Hebraerin, Th. 3. p. 138ff.

Pu. Ps. 139 : 15 when Iwas curiously

wrought in the lowest parts ofthe earth.

Hftp*") f. verbal from cjrj, dec, XII. b.

1. a variegation ofcolour, spoken of

the eagle, Ezek. 17 : 3. of many coloured

stones, 1 Chr. 29 : 2. comp, TJIQ.

2. a party-coloured cloth or garment.
Ezek. 16 : 13, 16. 27 : 16. Plur. Ps. 45 :

15. Dual D^rTCjn two party-coloured

garments, or joined with yas, stuff
worked on both sides, Judg. 5 : 30.

p^ 1. to stamp (with the feet) to

indigriation?

'

Ezek> 6 . n> tQ

express joy, Ezek. 25:6.

2 . to 5tow;? or ^ ^ gee pj j

Herice

3. fo spread out, but only solid

bodies, as e.g. tbe earth, Ps. 136:6.
Is. 42:5, (here in reference also to

plants by a zeugma.) 44 : 24. (In Syr.
tofound, establish.)

4. to tread down. 2 Sam. 22 : 43.

Pi. to beat or hammer out, e.g. me-
tallic plates, Ex. 39 : 3. Num. 17:4.

[16:39.] to overlay, (with metallic

plates,) Is. 40 : 19.

pu. part. oeaf or spread {nto plates.
jer> 10:9.

[ Ka] no- 3 fo rf

Job37:18-

"
K.1

masc - Plur - verbal from *

^1.
metallic plates. Num.l7:3.

I.
pjTJ,

Arab, j to be thin, a root

not in use. Deriv. pn, n^, p^>

II
PJTJ.

i- q- PTT * spit on. Found

only in the fut. Lev. 15:8. Deriv. p\

, see

Ezra. 3: 7; (Chald.

sion, to be able ;

X^lp"5 a beginning, see

Otin to note, write down. Dan. 10:

21. (Arab. *&. idem.)

OlEH Chald. idem. Fut. Dtf'v Dan.

6 : 9. Peil. ovih pass. Dan. 5 : 24, 25.

^t!^ (the opposite of Pl^.)

1. to be guilty, to be liable to punish-
ment. Job 9: 29. 10:7,15.

2. to be wicked, to act wickedly. 1 K.

8 : 47. Dan. 9:15. Construed with p
against a person, Ps. 18 : 22.

Hiph. 1. to pronounce guilty, to con-

demn, spoken particularly of a judge.

Ex. 22 : 8. Deut. 25 : 1. Job 32 : 3.

Is. 50: 9.
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yfi~\ nu jec> yj b

\! a flame, strong heat.

78:48
(So in

ft:6;

covcnant.

2. intnmB.to&c wicked, toaet wickedly.

2Chr. 20:35, (with rtteg.)
22:3.

Job 34 : 12. Dan. 12 : 10. 11 : 32 c ,, al(1

rfo wickedly against the % theflame ofJehovah or Me
ninfft Probably Ps. 78 : 48. Hence Ps.

3. prob. to conquer, le victorious. 76 . 4^^ ^ lightnings ofthe bow,
(Tlie Hebrews, regarding every victory a poetical expression for the arrows.
and every overthrow as a kind of divine So prob also F g, Job 5 .

?? amMOT;
judgment, very naturally associated a

(
or else som of theflame, i. e. sparks.)

righteous cause with victory, and

unrighteous cause with defeat; e.g.

npi to be innocent, in Syv. to conquer ;

^ihtcoKsness and deliverance; cornp.

nric; deliverance and victory. So here

to represent as unrighteous, to conquer?)
1 Sam. 14:47
turned himself, y

was victorious. Sept. Itra^rA. Vulg. su-

perabat. Others make the primary

signification of ytfj to be restless, to dis-

turb the peace; here, therefore, to

spread disturbance, terror.

ytiT\ (the opposite of p^,) verbal

adj. from rcn, dec. IV. a.

3. a burning pestilence, (comp. rrc>n

and poison.) Deut. 32 : 24
f]xzr\

'nnb

devouredofthe burningpestilence. Hah.
3 : 5, (parall. iai pestilence ;) or it may
be placed under no. 2. lightning.

Note. On account ofJob 5 : 7, where
whithersoever he the ancient translators have rendered

'-
he conWered or the word^ Urd of

Arab. ( a^ conj. VIII.

tas, sublatus est ;) many critics

this the primary signification, and

endeavoured to apply it to the

other passages ;
in opposition to whom,

see G. Th. Steger Comment, de Voca-

bulo n$h. Kilise, 1808. and Gesenius'
1 . one that has an unrighteous cause, la Lexicon, p. 1077.

(in law.) Ex. 23 : 7. Deut. 25 : 1.

2. guiltij, punishable. Gen. 18 : 23,

25. rrob 3?^ guilty of death, Num.
35:31.

3. wicked, ungodly, and as a subst.

a wicked or ungodlyperson. Ps. 1:1,4.

Un to break in pieces, to destroy.

In Kal not used.

Po. idem. Jer. 5:17.

Pu. pass. Mai. 1 : 4.

f. with suff. rroh, (perhaps

Often spokenof the heathen, as foes strictly an infin. from tfv to take into

of the Israelites, in opposition to n>>3 possession, hence to take, catch,) dec.

the virtuous (Israelitish) sufferers, Ps. VI. h.

1. a net. Ps. 57:7. 9:16. 31:5.

Lam. 1 : 13. by nth irns to spread or

throw a net over any thing, Ezek. 12:13.

17:20. 32:3.

2. net-work, lattice-work. Ex. 27 : 4.

m. Ezek. 7 : 23. and

10:2. comp. 84:11. 125:3. Comp.
oi tivopoi, used for the heathen, 1 Mace.

2:44. 3:5. Acts 2: 23.

in. with suff. >sxp,
verbal from

dec. VI. i.

1. unrighteousness, injustice, the op-

posite of JTK.-^J nVTSh treasures of
dec. X. 1 K. 6 : 2

tvickedness, i.e. wealth unjustly acquired,
R ot P?>

Mic. 6 : 10. run ^ a false balance, nrn to &nX

Mic. 6:11. Pi. to mwse to boil. Ezek. 24 : 5.

2. tvickedness. Ps. 5:5. 45 : 8. Plur. Pu. to &e agitated, spoken of the

Job 34 : 26 ovtfn nnn on account of bowels. Job 30 : 27.

wickedness. Hiph. i. q. Pi. Job 41 : 23. [41 : 31.]

rt?\Jh
f. verbal from J^, dec. X. (In Syr, and Chald. idem.)

1. guilt. Deut. 25 : 2. Hn"J m. verbal from rrrn, dec. VI. i.

2. wickedness. Is. 9: 17. Mai. 3:15. a boiling. Ezek. 24:5.
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to bind, hence to yoke or har-

Mic. 1:13. (Comp. -ON no. 4.)

In Arab, to bind a thread about the

finger.
Hence

Qrn m. (fern, in the Kethib of

1 K. 19 : 4.) plur. worn, dec, VI. 1 K.

19:4,5. Job 30: 4. 'Ps. 120:4. ac-

cording to the Jewish interpreters and

Jerome, the juniper tree $ more cor-
&"

rectly i. q. Arab. ^ broom, (spartium

junceum, Linn.) which grows common
in the desert parts of Arabia, has yel-

lowish flowers and a bitter root, and

can serve, therefore, only for a very

poor nourishment, (see Job 30 : 4.)

Probably so called from its

ing. See Celsii Hierobot. T. I. CEd-
mann's verm. Sammlungen aus der Na-
turkunde. H. n. cap. 8.

pO") to bind, to chain. In Arab, to

bind, shut up, close.

Niph. prob. in a privative sense, to be

unbound, to be loosed, Ecc. 12:6 Keri.

The Kethib reads prrv it is removed.

Pu. to be bound,fettered. Nah. 3:10.
Deriv. pirn and

nip-TH fern. plur. verbal from prn,

chains. Is. 40 : 19.

Hrn in. HOS. IS : 1 i. q. cr:n terror.
'

7

(Aram. L'y,
nrn to terrify ; xpm terror.)

The relation of Sin to Samech has

been already explained under that letter.

In this lexicon Sin is everywhere re-

garded as a distinct letter from Shin,

and placed before it ; a circumstance,

which must be borne in mind in the

looking out of words. In adopting
this arrangement, the example of the

Arabiclexicographers has been followed.

-)^tp
m. leaven. Ex. 12 : 15, 19.

(Chald. nto idem. In Arab. LJ med.

Vav to rise, ferment, spoken of wine,
of anger.)

HNitp m. (strictly an infin. from
fc;,)

with suff. vwte.

1. a raising (of the countenance),
hence joy. Gen. 4:7. It is in this case

regarded as the opposite of 0*39 fe in

verse 6. Others : acceptance, forgive-

ness, after ta no. 3. (1.) (a.)

2. a rising, swelling, on the skin.

Lev. 13:2, 10, 19.

3. exaltation, dignity. Gen. 49:3.
Job 13:11.

4. a judicial sentence, (comp. teo

no. 4. and
fcj no 1. (6.) to pronounced)

I lab. 1:7. Others: arrogance.

"tfltp m> (lec- n - c. i. q. roato. 1 K.
7:17. Hoot ^ to weave.

fern, of
Tjafe,

dec. X.

ia'net. Job 18:8.

2. a lattice, lattice-work. 2 K. 1:2.

1 K. 7 : 18, 20, 41 . With such lattice-

work the chapiters of the pillars were

overspread.

fcO2&? the sambuca, see

Dltp Num. 32 : 3. and

verse" 38. Josh. 13:19. Is. 16:8/9.

proper name of a city in the tribe of

Reuben, abounding in vines.

and

1. to be satisfied, satiated, filled ;

strictly with food, (comp. rm to be sa-

tisfied with drink,*) but sometimes also

in reference to drink, Am. 4 : 8. and

spoken of the earth or trees, Prov. 30 :

16. Ps. 104 : 16. The thing with which

a person is satisfied is put in the accus.

e. g. onb sail? to be satisfied with bread,

Ex. 16Vl2.
T

Job27:14. Ecc. 5 : 9. or

is preceded by )p, Prov. 14 : 14. 18 : 20.

by 3, Ps. 66 : 5. or is expressed by b

before an infin. Ecc. 1 : 8. Metaphori-

cally to be satisfiedorfilledwith reproach,
Lam. 3 : 30. Hab. 2:11. with contempt,
Ps. 123 : 3. with adversity, Ps. 88 : 4.

Sometimes in reference to affluence

and its occasioning pride, Prov. 30 : 9

lest I befalland deny God. Hos. 1 3 : 6.



'2. to be tired, weary, disgusted, (with

any thing.) Is. 1:11. Joh 7 : 1. Prov.

25:17. o"3; rrr to /> ///// of days,

IChr. 23:1. 2Chr.24:15.
Pi. to satisfy. Ezt'k. 7:19. Con-

strued with a double amis, of the per-

son and thinir, Ps. 90: 14.

Hiph. to satisfy. Ps. 107 : 9. Con-

strued with a double accus. of the per-

aml thing, Ps, 81:17. 132:15.

with p of tile thing, Ezek. 32 : 4. with

. 103 : 5. Once with b of the per-

son, Ps. 145 : 1G. Trop. Ps.91:16.

yife? m. verbal adj. from *a, dec.

V."a"

T

1. full, satisfied. Prov. 27 : 7. 1 Sam.

2:5.
2. full, tired, weary (of any thing).

=~>i yato full of days, Gen. 35 : 29.

Job 42 : 17. also simply Ejto in the

same sense, Gen. 25 : 8.

3. rich or abounding in any thing.

;rjq
ato rich in (God's) grace. Deut.

33:23. Job 14:1. 10:15.

^Ht? m. verbal from sito, satiety,

hence abundance, plenty. Prov. 3:10.

Gen. 41 : 29 ff.

Snfcl m. verbal from yafo, dec. VI. p.

1. satiety. $xh to satiety, to thefully

Ex. 16 : 3.

2. fulness. Ps. 16:11.

rfc>5ip f. Ezek. 16 : 49. and

f. Ruth 2:18. verbals from sate, dec. X.

fullness, satiety. nyafcj
to satiety, to

thefull, Is. 23: 18. Ezek. 39 : 19.

"Qfc? to observe, view, construed with

a. Neh. 2 : 13, 15. (In Chald. -UD i. q.

Heb. p.)
Pi. 1. to wafo Ruth 1 : 13.

2. to hope. Est. 9:1. Construed

with bg and b of the person, Ps. 104 : 27.

1 19 : 166. (So in Aram, in Pe. and Pa.)

3. perhaps to praise, to announce

with praise. Is. 38 :18. i.q. ^ ^xffl
in

Syr. The second signification, how-

ever, applies very well

*Otl? or ~O&) m. found only with
v v v

suff. *na :

r, verbal from -qty, dec. VI. g.

hope. P. 119:116. 146:5.

mtt)

HlZ? i. q. Aram, wp to become great,

to grow. See rue. Found only in Hiph.
to make great, to exalt. Job 12:23.

36:24.

fcOtp
Chald. idem. Ezra 4 : 22.

N!\ir poSr ??io?/ your peace be great, a

form of salutation, Dan. 6 : 26.

n^ i. q. DTI, but (excepting Deut.

2 : 36.) used only in poetry.

1. to rise, mount. Job 5:11.

2. to be high, (See Niph.) Hence

spoken of a city, to befast, strong, in-

vincible, Deut. 2 : 36.

Niph. 1. to be high. Prov. 18 : 11.

2. to be exalted, spoken of God.

Ps. 148:13. Is. 2:11.

3. to be high, incomprehensible, in-

conceivable. Ps. 139 : 6.

4. to be protected, to be safe. Prov.

18: 10. (Comp. 22^.)
Pi. to raise up, but only in a figura-

tive sense, (like Niph. no. 4.) to pro-
tect, defend. Ps. 20 : 2. 69 : 30. 91 : 14.

Construed with pp, to defend from any
one, Ps. 59: 2. 107:41.

Pu. pass, to be protected, to be safe.

Prov. 29 : 25.

Hiph. intrans. to be exalted. Job
36 : 22.

33& i. q. N3tp and n:ir. Found only

in Pil. afcafo to cause to grow. Is. 17 : 11.

rOty to become great, to grow, i. q.

N3fc. Yob 8 : 7, 11. Ps. 92 : 13.

Hiph. to make great, to increase. Ps.

73 : 12.

fc^iUD m. verbal from Nre, great.

Job 36:26. 37:23.

fc^fe? Chald. 1. great. Dan. 2:31.

2. much, many. Dan. 2 : 48. 4:9.

3. as an adv. very, valde. Dan. 2 :

12. 5 : 9.

Tit!} found only in Pi. to harrow.

Is. 28^24. Job 39: 10. Hos. 10: 11.

i!} m. plur. rvnip, const, always

ntp,
dec. IX. b.

1. a field,
a piece of cultivated

ground. Gen. 23 : 17. 47 : 20, 24. In
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opposition to a garden or vineyard, Ex.

22 : 4. Num. 20 : 17.

2. a field generally ; e g. rran rvn

the wild beasts of the field, Is. 43: 20.

nifo tf a ia living in the field, a

hunter, Gen. 25 : 27.

3. a country, territory, like the Lat.

ager. Gen. 14:7 i^oyrj rnto the territory

of the Amalekites.
"

Gen. 32 : 3. Ruth

1:6.

4. DTMTnfo i. q. D^-pfe the plain of

Syria, i.e. Mesopotamia. Hos. 12:13.

*ntl? poetically for rvrto a field. Ps>

8:8. 50:11. 80:14, etc. That it is the

singular, and not the ancient plural form

with '-7 for n
,
is shewn by Ps. 96 :12.

In Arabic the termination ^ is the

usual one for the Heb. H7 .

"

O'Ht? in full o^ton pn? the vale ofi

Siddim, which afterwards became the

Dead Sea. Gen. 14:3,8, 18.

JTVlJP f. dec. X. i. q. ITD an order,

row / of soldiers, 2 K. 11 : 8, 15. of

chambers, 1 K. 6 : 9.

Jlto com. gen. (forrrto, like ns for

rrs,) const, nxp, with suff. vip and irrrto

(from TTO), prim, irreg. one of the

smaller cattle, a sheep or goat, the no-

men unitatis corresponding to ]u small

cattle, q. v. Gen. 22 : 7, 8. 30. 32. Ex.
12 : 3 ff. Sometimes defined more ac-

curately, Deut. 14: 4 nw rrxpT Q'2fcD n;

>p

a sheep and a goat. The same relk-

tion exists between the words -ito one
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to have gray hairs, see

dec. VI. i. q. "^1 thick branches,

a thicket. 2 Sam. 18:9. See
Tjao.

^fity i. q. 3*0 to turn back. Only in

Niph. 2 Sam. 1 : 22, where several

MSS. and editions read it with D.

white-wash, to plaster, see

of the larger cattle, and -\pz

collectively.

ISTyp
m. (with Kamets impure, like

the Aramean participle,) dec. VII. a.

a witness. Once Job 16:19. (In Chald.

and Syr. with D, idem.) Hence

Njnnnfe? f. Syr. and Chald. testi-

mony. Gen. 31:47.

Q^IHD^ masc. plur. small orna-

ments in the form of a half moon, worn
on the neck by men and women, also

by camels. Judg. 8 : 21, 26. Is. 3 : 18.

Sept. pwio-Kot. Vulg. lunulce. In Aram.

*rjnp the moon, (see -no.) $ is the ter-

mination of diminutives, as in
]taJ*M.

rntl? found only Gen. 24 : 63. i. q.

rr: here to meditate, (Vulg. ad medi-

tandum,) or else to walk, wander,

obambulare, i. q. Arab. L, med. Je.

Comp. the subst. trie no. 3.

10*1 IZ? or t^tp i. q. rnofo to incline to

any thing. Ps. 40 : 5. Deriv.

in, to hedge round.

(See the kindred forms vo and
-TJDD,

no. II.) Job 1 : 10 visa
n}to thou hedg-

est him round about, i.e. thou protect-
est him. The same phrase also de-

notes to hedge in, to give no way of
escape, (comp. 113,) Job 3 : 23. 38 : 8.

Hos. 2:8. [2:60
Pil.

Tpito
to twist, weave. Job 10 : 11

^53ten E>T:T| ntosga out 'of bones and
muscles hast thou woven me; comp.
Ps. 139 : 13.

Deriv. out of course
roiDp

and ro;
comp. TjDii?

no. II.

*?pto m. dec. I. Judg. 9 : 49. and

t"Diir> f. dec. X. Judg. 9 : 48. verbals

from
*pfo,

a bough, branch. (Chald. TO
f 7

and
Tjifo, Syr. |oQD idem.)

ni'lto proper name of a city in the

plain of the tribe of Judah. Josh.

15 : 35. From this place Antigonus
Sochseus obtained his surname.

O^tZ? and D^toj fut. oSjr, apoc. Dir,

DW, once Diiir (Ex. 4:11.) imper. D>ip,

infin. absol. oSfe, const. Die, rarely onz?

(Job 20: 4.)

1. to se, place, put, in any manner.

The following are the phrases most

worthy of notice; (1.) to arrange (an

army). Job 1 : 17. Josh. 8 : 2, 13. also
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intrans. (or by an ellipsis of the accus.

nrrra aciem ,) to set themselves in battle-

LK, 20: 12. Ezek. 23:24.

(comp. in Hiph. Ezek. 21 : 21. [21 :

16.]) 1 Sam. 15 :2 -jrn
ib ate -nrx

when he arrayed himself against him

in the way. The verbs
^jx; (see no. 2.)

and r-r art' used in a similar elliptical

manner. (2.) to ordain, establish. Gen.

i>. Ex. 21:13. (3) to appoint.

Hos. 2:2. [1:11.] Construed with

two accus. 1 Sam. 8:1. or with b of

the predicate, Gen. 45 : 9. Ex. 2 :'l4.

Construed with to of the thing, toplace
or appoint over any thing, Ex. 1:11.

5: 14. (4.) to lay upon a person ; con-

strued with by of the person, Ex. 5 : 8.

22:24. with a, Deut. 7:15. Also to

impute or charge to a person, construed

with b, Deut. 22: 14, 17. with a, 1 Sam.

22:15. Job 4:18. with b?, Judg. 9:

24. (5.) to put on (a garment). Ruth

3:3. (6.) toplace (a surety) . Job 17:3.

(7.) b cti cite to give a name to a person.

Dan/1 : 7. comp. Judg. 8 :31. Neh.

9:7. Comp. in Chald. Dan. 5:12.

(8.) tote nnte tdput ones name in a place,

i. e. to fix his dwelling there, spoken
of Jehovah. Deut. 12 :5, 21. 14 : 24

BIZ) tote rateb to let his name dwell there.

IK. 0:3. 11:36. 2K.21:4. Sy-

nonymous with to\p I3xp
Deut. 12: 11.

26 : 2. (9.) D?a ate to beget children.

Ezra 10 : 44. (10.)
C

D rro*a cite to instruct

a person about any thing. Ex. 17 : 14.

(11.) ab cite to attend, consider, ani-

mumadvertere. Is. 41: 22. Hag. 2:15,

18. Without,ab, idem, Is. 41 : 20. Job

.'3. Judg. 19:30. See a similar

ellipsis under j^n no 4. The thing

attended to is preceded by by, Job 1 : 8.

by b*, Ex. 9 : 21. by b, Deut. 32 : 46.

Ezek. 40:4. by a, Job 23: 6. (12.)
ab by rate to lay to heart. Is. 57: 1, 11.

Also with b, 2 Sam. 13 : 33. with a,

1 Sam. 21 : 13. In the same sense

b ab cite 1 Sam, 9:20. Elliptically Ps.

50 : 23
TJTI

Dte scil. tab by who lay his

way to heart. (13.) ab by rate also to pur-

pose, resolve. Dan. 1 : 8. Mai. 2 : 2.

(14.) o>?5 cite to direct ones face, see

under CWB no. 1. (1.) to (3.) (15.)

b? ^y rate to rftratf owe's eye to any one,

see py no. 1. (5.) (16.) used abso-

lutely, to /ieop t/jo.
Job 36:13 the

wicked
r| rcj'te; heap up (God's) wrath.

2. to wAe, i. q. jra
no. 3. Gen. 4:15.

6:16. rnns cite to perform miraclest

Ex. 10:2. Ps. 78 : 43. Particularly to

make into any thing, (like Ti'dypi in

Homer,) construed with two accus. Ps.

39:9. Josh. 8:28. with b of the pre-

dicate, Gen. 21 : 13, 18. or with 3, to

wdk as, Gen. 32: 13. IK. 19:2. The

construction is peculiar in Is. 25 : 2

bsb TOO 'note / w*7/ ?waAe Me city an

heap.
3. to give ; e. g. honour, Josh. 7 : 19.

Is. 42 : 12. peace, Num. 6 : 26. To

give or shew favour, Is. 47 : 6. Synony-
mous with

fns.

Hiph. i. q. Kal, found only in the

imper. nyfcy Ezek. 21:21. [21:16.]
and the part rateo Job 4 : 20.

Hoph. only Gen. 24:33 Keri. (See

nte\)

Deriv. npifen.

Q^lib Chald. to set, put, place. Par-

ticularly (1.) to appoint. Ezra 5:14.

(2.) to issue (an edict). Dan. 3 : 10, 29.

4:3. [4:6.] Ezra 4: 19 ff. (3.) oto

by nyTp
to regard. Dan. 3 : 15. (4.) cnte

b b| to be concerned for a person.

Dan. 6 : 13. (5.)
r

c n ate cite to wame a

person. Dan. 5:12.

I. *^U} i. q. TO to tarn away, to de-

part. Hos. 9 : 12.

II. "^t? i. q. -nte to exercise domi-

nion, to rule. Fut. -iw Judg. 9 : 22.

Hiph. -vfcn to appoint princes. Hos.

8:4. Comp. also rntep.

III. "^iZ? i. q. rnte to contend, strug-

gle. Hos. 12:5. Fut. i$i..

IV. -fit? to saw, i. q. Chald. 103.

Fut. -vgjj
1 Chr. 20 : 3. See iVco.

rrfi& f. Is. 28 : 25. see

lt? and tTt?, fut.
te>to;,

once totej

(Is, 35: 1.) imper. ttrte, iufiii. absol. teic,
'
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const. toto, to rejoice. Job 3 : 22. Con-

strued with to, Deut. 28 : 63. 30 : 9.

with 3, Is- 65 : 19. Ps. 119: 14. toito

rnrr? to rejoice in Jehovah, Ps. 40: 17.

70 : 5. Construed with an accus. Is.

35 : 1 oitoor they shall rejoice for them,
i. e. for the divine judgments mention-

ed in the preceding chapter.
JL/eriv. toiiuQ, ^itoto.

nto m. dec. I. a thought. Amos 4: 13.

Root. rr>to to meditate.

nnto to swim. Is. 25:11.

Hiph. to mahe to swim, a hyperboli-
cal expression for to moisten. Ps. 6 : 7.

into f. (Milel, a segolated form for

into,) a swimming. Ezek. 47 : 5.

pinto see
phtp.

tDnto to press, to press out. Gen.

40 : 11. (In Chald. TOTD idem.)

pnto i. q. pns, but more frequent.

1. to laugh, smile. Ecc. 3 : 4. Con-

strued with b, to smile on a person,
Job 29 : 24. with b, to laugh at, to de-

ride, particularly what is weak and

cannot hurt us. Job 5 : 22. 39 : 7, 18,

22. 41:21. Ps. 2: 4. with to, in the same

sense, Ps. 52:8. Job 30:1.

2. i.q. Pi.no. 3. Judg. 16:27.

Pi. pnto, fut. pnto\

-1. to mock, deride. Jer. 15: 17.

2. toplay, sport, spoken e.g. of child-

ren, Zech. 8:5. of animals in the sea,

Ps. 104 : 26. comp. Job 40 : 20, 29.

[41 : 5.] 2 Sam. 2:14 let the young
men arise, wsh ^PHi?

1

! and pfay> i.e.

contend, before us.

3. to dance, with vocal and instru-

mental music, the constant accompani-
ment of dancing in the east. Judg.
16:55. 1 Sam. 18:7. 2 Sam. 6:5, 21.

1 Chr. 13:8. 15:29. Hence Jer.30: 19

\e voice of dancers. 31:4
in the dance ofthe dancers.

Prov. 8:30, 31.

Hiph. to deride, construed with to.

2 Chr. 30:10.
JL/eriv. pntoo and

pntp and pinto m . verbal from pnto.

1. a laitghing.'jolt 8:21.

2. an object of laughter or derision.

Job 12:4. Jer. 20:7.

3. sport. Prov. 10 : 23.

tfito, plur. onpto transgressions, Hos.

5 : 2. i.q. D'cp Ps. 101 : 3. Root cite.

ntOtoj fut. apoc. Eto\

1. to deviate from a way. (In Aram.
WED idem.) Prov. 4:15.

2. to be unfaithful, spoken of a

married woman. Num. 5: 12. Some-
times with the addition jsn nnn Num.
5 : 19, 20, 29. for nnrra; comp. Ezek.

23 : 5. with Hos. 4 : 12.

Dt^toj fut Dtefor, i. q. rate, fcomp. the- T ' ;" A | - / \ 1

letter D, p. 303.) to hate, persecute. Gen.

27:41.50:15. Job 16 : 9. 30:21.

JtSto
to be hostile, to oppose, perse-

cute. (Aram, with D, Arab, with i

idem.) Ps. 38:21. 109:4. 71:13.

109:20,29.

"jtjto
verbal from jcto.

1. an adversary, opponent. (Arab.

.tlL.x> idem.) E.g. in war, 1 K. 4: 18.

[5 : 4.] 11 : 14, 23, 25. 1 Sam. 29 :4.

before a court, Ps. 109 : 6. (comp.
Zech. 3:1, 2.) and generally one that

obstructs another's way, 2 Sam. 19 : 23.

Num. 22 : 22 the angel of Jeliovah

placed himself in the way ft-pate^
to

resist him, verse 32.

2. with the article jcterr the adver-

sary, by way of eminence, Satan, an

evil angel, according to the later theo-

logical views of the Jews, who excites

men to evil, (1 Chr. 12:1. comp. 2 Sam.

24 : 1.) and accuses and calumniates

them before God, Zech. &:1, 2. Job 1:7.

2: 2ff. Comp. Rev. 12: 10 <>' x^y^

Toy soy vftav qpEQXs x.xt vyxTo'$. The
article (which fails only 1 Chr. 12 : 1.)

shews that the appellative is used here

KOC.T t^oftliv, and makes it almost a pro-

per name. So to^n the god Baal,
inn, "can, i^TOn. It is in violation of the

principles of grammar, criticism, and

hermeneutics, that some read iu Job
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;~ and render it m^nitvnift a traveller,

as if from u-r.

nitpip f. verbal from
jr:

;r.

1. an accusation. Ezra 4 : 6.

2. proper name of a well, so called

from a contention of Isaac with the

Philistines. Gen. 26: 21.

fc^tp m. dec. X. height, greatness,

excellency. Job 20 : 6. Synonymous
with Kit, nsnr. Root sir:.

jifc^ip
another name of Mount Her-

mon. Deut. 4 : 48.

Hvkp to have gray hairs. 1 Sam.

12:2; (In Syr. and Arab, with *,

idem.) Part, fy Job 15 : 10. Hence

m. dec. I. (IK. 14:4.) and

f. dec. X. verbals from a'te.

1. the gray hairs (of an old man).
Gen. 42:38. 44 : 29, 31. nyxp tf a

man ofgray hairs, Deut. 32 : 25.

) ^t!?

4. to sigh, lament. Ps. 55 : 18. Job
7:11.

Note. These various significations
are all united in the synonymous word
n:n q. v.

Pil. nrrifo to meditate. Ps. 143 : 5. Is.

53 : 8. where others apply the signifi-

cations of Kal no. 2. and no. 4.

Deriv. np and

I. HP!!/ m. verbal from rrip, dec. I.

1. a speech, discourse. 2 K. 9 : 11.

2. a lamentation, complaint. Job
7:13. 9:27. 21 : 4. 23:2. Ps. 142:3.

1 Sam. 1 : 16.

3. 1 K. 18 : 27 ft rrto he is in deep

thought, or he has business. So the

Hebrew interpreters, (comp. w vcr-

bum, res). Others : he has ajourney,

comp. mto.

II. IT'ip m. plur. DTPC, dec. I. a

plant, shrub, bush. Gen. 2:5. 21 : 15.

2. old age. Gen. 15 : 15. 25 : 8. By Job 30 : 4, 7. (Aram. j**.*D tamaris-

a metonymy, a person in advanced cus).

years, Ruth 4:15.

rPip m. a departure, journey. 1 K.

18 : 27. Comp. Arab, piin abitio et ad-

rentus, from

fern, of rnp no. I. a thought,

subject ofpious meditation. Ps. 119:97,
99. Job 15 : 4 fo *xh nrrxo pious medi-

lentiore gradu in. tation on God, (parall./mr of God;)
or prayer to God, comp. rnfe no. I. 2.

Q^to to put, place, see O^lt?.
. J. 3 JT '

7[ip m. plur. s>3
:

, verbal from ^to
no. II. dec. VIII. b. a thorn. Num.

s- ^

33 : 55. (Arab. <^Jl a thorn).

TfJZ? verbal from
TJ^CJ

no. II. dec.

VIII. d. a hedge. Lam. 2 : 6.

Hjip f. verbal from
TJDO

no. II. dec.

X. a sharp instrument, a, dart, liter, a

religious subjects. Ps. 77 : 47. Con- thorn, goad. Job 40: 31. [41 : 7.] (Arab.

cessit ; or Chald. n;o incessit i.q. rjbrr,

hence NTJID incessus.

*TJp to cover with lime, to plaster.

(Arab, with
^idem.) Deut. 27:2,4.

TC in. lime, plaster, white-wash, to

spread over walls. Deut. 27 : 2, 4. Is.

33 : 12. This sense suits also Am. 2:1.

comp. Is. 33:12.

1. to meditate, particularly on

strued with a about a thing, Ps. 1 19 : 15,

23, 27, 48, 78, 148. Ps. 77:13.

2. to speak to or address a person
construed with 7, Job 12:8. with an

a goad, a pointed instrument.)

i. i. q. rvafco thought, under-

standing, heart, (from Cbald.

accus. Prov. 6 : 22 ^rrten
it shall talk regard, consider.) Job 38 : 36. Comp.

with tJiee. Construed with
^,

to speak

about & person, Ps. 69 : 13.

3. to sing, comp. the Lat. meditari

carmen. Judg. 5 : 10. Ps. 145 : 5. Con-

etnied with a, Ps. 105 : 2. Comp. nito.

p. 223. Others : a meteor, an ap-

pcarance in the air, see p. 223.

JTDip f. dec. X. a sight, picture.

Is. 2:16. rrronn nvp^'te all pleasant

sights. It appears to be a general ex -
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pression embracing all the preceding

particulars
in verses 13 16. Targ.

costly palaces.

Ji^itf
m. a knife. Prov. 23 : 2. (In

Chald. and Arab, idem.)

"Vwto m . verbal from "oto, dec. III. a.

a hireling, a day-labourer. Ex. 22 : 14.

Lev. 19:13. Is. 16 : 14 in three years
vato niti? as the years ofan hireling, i. e.

exactly at this time, as the labourer is

exact about the time for which he is

hired.

verbal from -ofo, a hiring.

Ps. 14 : 2. Dan. 1 1 : 33, 35. 12 :

3, 10. (Comp. can, !roan.) Infin. brsteri

Jer. 3 : 15. and bate? Prov. 1 : 3. 21 : 16.

as a subst. wisdom, understanding.

4. i. q. irbsrr to prosper (in an under-

taking). Josh. 1 : 7. 8. 2 K. 18 : 7. Is.

52 : 13. Jer. 10 : 21. Prov. 17 : 8.

Also the two latter significations causa-

tively; hence

5. to make ivise, to instruct. Ps. 32 :

8. Construed with two accus. Dan.
9 : 22. with b of the person, Prov. 21 : 1 1.

6. to cause to prosper. 1 K. 2 : 3.

Part, b^ten used substantively a song,
Is. 7 : 20 rrwtai **, a hired razor, no-

poem ^
p ; ^ . ^^ Jn the su erscrip

_

vacula conductionis.

1. ^5to l ' q* ^159
no. I. to cover. Ex.

33 : 22."

'

II.
*jj5^

i. q. Tfao no. II. and
tjite

to

weave, to hedge. Deriv.
Tjte, Tjte,

rate.

to ac wisely, prudently. Once

1 Sam. 18 : 30. (In Arab, bate to inter-

weave, intrans. to be interwoven, intri-

cate ; hence bate cunning.)

Pi. to interweave, to cross. (See Kal

according to its Arabic signification.)

Gen. 48 : 14 TTTIM bate according to the

ancient versions, he laid his hand cross-

wise. According to the Hebrew usage,
it would be he laid his hand wisely, i. e.

carefully, or wittingly.

Hiph. 1. to look at. Gen. 3:6-ror

Vsterrb y^n and the tree was desirable

to look at. Vulg. aspectu delectabile.
& o **

(In Chald. bannx zWem. Arab. (JX>

form, appearance.)
2. to consider, to attend to ; construed

with an accus. Deut. 32: 29. Ps. 64 : 10.

with to, Prov. 16 : 20. with te, Neh.
8 : 13. Ps. 41:2 V=r b

bnripo
/^e ^Aa# co/z-

sidereth or regardeth the poor. Also

with a, Dan. 9:13.

3. to ^ave understanding, to be or

become wise or intelligent. Ps. 2 : 10.

94:8. Construed with a, Dan. 1:4.

comp. verse 17. Also to conduct wisely,
Jer. 20 : 1 1. 23 : 5. Part. V^ wwe, in-

telligent, Prov. 10:5. hence religious,

tions of 13 Psalms, (viz.
xxxu. XLII.

LII. LIU. LIV. etc.) Probably derived

from the Arabic signification of the

root, (see Kal,) to be interwoven, intri-

cate, in the derivatives also figuratum

esse, (comp. nrn;) and the participial

form acquires here an abstract signifi-

cation, like vsybfitlness, i-miro destruc-

tion. According to strict Hebrew

usage, it would denote knowledge,

hence poetry, (comp. Arab. . know-

ledge, poetry?) the poets in antiquity

being wise men and preservers of know-

ledge.

TO
tp

Chald. Ithpa. to consider, con-

strued with 3. Dan. 7 : 8.

vOtp and 7D fe? ni. with smT. ibaip,

verbal from ?a
:

c, dec. VI. g.

1. understanding, intelligence. 1 Chr.

22:12. 26:14. aito ^ #ood under-

standing, Prov. 13 : 15. Ps. Ill : 10.

2 Chr. 30 : 22. bate cite to ^zVe fo ?z-

derstanding or sewse of any thing, Neh.

8:8.

2. cra/, cunning. Dan. 8 : 25.

3. prosperity. Prov. 3 : 4.

J"V) vDto f. i. q- nfoiofolly. Ecc. 1:17.

Several MSS. and editions read it with c.

5
)iD753to f. Chald. understanding.

Dan.V:!!, 12.

*V3to, fut - ^te:, to Airc. Gen. 30 : 16.

E. g. Soldiers, 2 Sam. 10:6. Parti-



rulavly to bribe, Neh. 6 : 12, 13. 13 : 2.

2 K. 7 : 6.

Niph. to let ones selffor hire. 1 Sam.

2 : 5.

Hitlipa. idem. Hagg. 1 : 6.

Deriv. out of course -ratr, nrpfc, rnsfc?.

"I3tl? m. verbal from tts.', dec. IV. a.

1. hire. Ex. 22 : 15 V-oira 3 mn TD^ c

if he (the owner) ivas a hireling, and

brought it for hire.

2. wages, reward, (of a labourer.)

Gen. 30 : 28, 32. Deut, 15 : 18. Also

a reward generally, Gen. 15 : 1.

"^-tr m. verbal from "ny, dec. VI. a

reward. Prov. 11 : 18. Is. 19 : 10 after

the usual reading -99 'tei? they that earn

wages. It would be more accordant

with the parallel clause to read 15$ q. v.

\?ty m. plur. a*ibto, dec. VI. y. a

quail. Ex. 16 : 13. Num. 11:31, 32.

Ps. 105:40 Keth. where the Keri

reads rStf. (Arab. ^J^j idem, from

J^ to be fat, whence the quail goes

in Arabic by other names denoting

fatness?) On the multitude of quails

in Arabia, see Diod. Sic. I. p. 38 ed.

Rhodom. Sept. ^rvyt^ry. Vulg. co-

turnix. See Bocharti Hieroz. II. p. 92.

Faber zu Manner's Beobachtungen lib.

d. Orient, Th. 2. p. 441. Niebuhr's

Beschr. v. Arabien, p. 176.

rP3/tl) by transposition for rrjuto a

garment. Ex. 22 : 8. Mic. 2 : 8.

vNtjJZ} or vifc$?2tl? m. dec. I.

1. the left side. tente to to the
left,

Gen. 24: 49. Vtoro on the
left,

1 K.

7 : 49. 2 Chr. 4 : 8. and with a genitive

or dative following, Gen. 48 : 13. "tato

and Vwaten (used adverbially in the ac-

cus.) towards the
left,

Gen. 13:9. Deut.

5 : 32. Hence. Itfeto-r the left hand,
liter, the hand of the left side, Judg.
3:21. Ezek.39:3.

2. without T, the left hand. Gen. 48 :

14. Cant. 2:6'. 8:3.

3. the north. Job 23 : 9. Gen. 14:

15 PC^TS !afc
:

TD on t/te north of Damas-

cus. (In Arab. DWJ +( the country on

the
left,

i. e. Syria, in opposition to \w

AJ the country on the right, i. e.
(^j <

Yemen or Arabia. Comp jn:>;.) Hence
the denom. verb in

Hiph. ^MTDtpn, ^Naten (1 Chr. 12:2.)
and Votorr (2 Sam. 14:19.)

1. to turn ones self to the
left. Gen.

13:9. Is. 30:21.

2. to be left-handed, to use the
left

hand. 1 Chr. 12 : 2.

7NEtp and ^ttt^ fern, rv-,

denom. adj. from toto, left, situated on

the left,
sinister. 1 K. 7 : 2 1. 2 K. 1 1 : 1 1.

n^tt) and rrcfe?, fut. rnafor, to be

joyful, to rejoice : construed with a of

the thing, 1 Sam. 2 : 1. Ps. 122 : 1. with

to, Is. 9:16. [9:17.] 39:2. Jon. 4:

6. with ]o, Prov. 5:18^ (where, how-

ever, several MSS. read
a.)

rrrra mig
to rejoice in Jehovah, Ps. 9 : 3. 32 ill.

97:12. 104:34. Construed with b it

expresses a malicious joy, or a rejoicing

in the calamities of others, (like a n^,)
Ps. 35 : 19, 24. 38 : 17. Is. 14 : 8.' Mic.

7 : 8. (comp. however Amos 6:13.)
HTTP \2p7 rrcz? to rejoice before Jehovah,
in reference to the sacrificial feasts in

the temple, Lev. 23 : 40. Deut. 12:7,

12, 18. 14:26. Is. 9 : 2. [9:3.]
Pi. rrair> to gladden, to mahe joyful,

to mahe to rejoice. Deut. 24 : 5. Prov.

27 : 11. When the joy arises from the

misfortunes of others, construed with
\,

Ps. 30 : 2. with to, Lam. 2:17. with jo,

2 Chr. 20: 27.

Hiph. i.q. Pi. Ps.89:43.

npfa? m. verbal adj. from nrrnn, dec.

V. a. and f. joyful, rejoicing. Deut.

16:15. etc. Plur. const, once TJWD Ps.

35 : 26. elsewhere Trot.

nn?ptp f. verbal from raofe, dec. XH.b.

1. joy, rejoicing. nVm nnpb rrato to

rejoice greatly, 1 K. 1 : 40. Jon. 4 : 6.

2. festivity, mirth. Prov. 21 : 17 in

mo^ he that lovesfestivity. rrnoip rrc to

mahefeasts, Neh. 8 : 12. 12 : 27. 2 Chr.

30 : 23.

3. a loud shout, a joyful acclama-
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tion. Neh. 12:43. Gen. 31:27. 2 Chr. stricted sense and distinguished from

23 : 18. 29 : 30.

f. a mattress, covering. Judg.

Hermon ; comp. Ezek. 27 : 5. The
name is still preserved among the Ara-

4 : 18. Root TOD (with D, as some MSS. bians
> an^s appellative signification,

read it here;) Comp. Syr. fo^CP a
(comp.^j^ lorica,) is the same as

couch, sofa.
that of ynip, which, according to Deut.

i L, c;w;s 3:9. is the name of the same mountain
see under /ssuu/. ^> -,

;

. among the Sidomans.

sinister, see
*T>Nptp O^iytp masc. plur. dec. I. i. q. c^fc?

f^Ptl?
f. dec. XII. b. a garment, thoughts, (concerning the insertion of

for men and women, (Deut. 22 : 5.) i, see under the article i, p. 536.) Job

particularly the broad robe of the orien- 20 : 2. 4:13 in thoughts of nightly

talist, Gen. 9:23. 1 Sam. 21 : 10. which visions, i.e. in dreams; comp. Dan.
2 : 29, 30.

*VJHD m. dec. III. a.

(for which several MSS. I. hairy, rough. Gen. 27 : 11, 23.

read rvpmj), a poisonous species of li- 2. a buck, he-goat. Lev. 4:24. 16:

zard. Prov. 30 : 28. Sept. x*A0r$. 9 - as an object of idolatrous worship,

Vulg. stellio. (In Arab, cxfc U a (like the practice of the Egyptians,)

poisonous lizard with spots like the

leprosy, from \M and io poison.}

See Bocharti Hieroz. T. II. p. 1084.

fut. NW, infin. ntbfo.

served him also for his bed-covering,
Deut. 22:17.

Lev. 17 : 7. 2 Chr. 11 : 15. Fern, ri

3. Is. 13 : 21. 34 : 14. 07*0 inha-

bitants of impassable deserts, which

dance and call to each other, perhaps,

according to the popular belief, wild

1. }o hate, construed with an accus.
men in ^form of he-goats, like the

and with 1

?. Deut. 4 : 42. 19:4. Part.
Grecian satyrs. The Arabians had such

wfe a hater, an enemy, Ps. 35 : 19.
fabulous monsters in abundance ; (see

3g . 20." Bocharti Hieroz. II. 844.) They speak

2. when used in opposition to an,
also of the voices F ni^htl >

r sPectres in

merely comparatively, to love less,' to
*he woods

; comp. the I

slight, (inst signifying to love more, to
^ ftit

f*
oyia!-

prefer.) Deut. 21:15 ff. comp. Matt.

6:24. Luke 14: 26.

Niph. pass. Prov. 14 : 17.

Pi. found only in the part. M?fco an country on the south of Palestine and

enemy, Ps. 55:13. 68:2.

N5tp Chald. to hate, Part.

enemy, Dan. 4 : 16. [4 : 19.]

n^Jtp f. dec. X. 1. strictly infin. of

safe. Deut. 1 : 27.

2. hatred, rfti-n rox

4. plur. cn^to shoivers. Deut. 32 : 2.

Comp. iyir> to shudder.

^^J?tp proper name of a mountainous

the Dead Sea. Esau is said to have

an dwelt here, (Gen. 32 : 3. 33 : 14, 16.)

Josephus (Antiq. i. 19.)
derives

from ite? the hairy, (see the art.

itotf. According to other notices, it

was originally inhabited by Horites,
ex~

(Gen. 14:6. Deut. 2:12.) among whom
ceedmsfly,JlSam<l3iU. comp. Ps. occurs a leader or head of a tribe
139:22. Ps. 25:19. named -wte (Gen. 36 : 20 30.) These

TJIp according to Deut, 3 : 9. name Horites were driven out by the de-

of a ridge of mountains among the scendants of Esau, who in after times

Amorites, usually called Hermon. (See dwelt in this region, Deut. 2 : 4 ff.

^n.) In other passages (1 Chr. 5 : 23. 2 Chr. 20 : 10. As an appellative -wto

Cant. 4 : 8.) it is used in a more re- denotes hairy, hence perhaps woody.
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wln'eh would be a very suitable name

for this country. Comp. rryytp
no. 2.

J"TVy\P L fern, of ~<7r, dec. X. a

she-goat. Lev. 1 : >;}. 5 : (>.

;mie of an unknown place,

perhaps u wood or mountain, to which

ih-d. Jmhr.3:2G.

H^lL" i. q. Greek
fy^ircru, QQITTU.

1. to shudder, shiver, from fear,

alarm. F./ek. 27:35. Jer. 2:12. Con-

strued with ':? for a thing, Ezek. 32 :

10. Construed with an accus. to fear,

^zio-ra Ttvd, Deut. 32 : 17.

2. i. q. irr to rage, roar, assc/i/ iritli

violence. Ps. 58: 10 ^sror it (the storni)

assails him with violence.

2. to 5to;;?6? on end, spoken of hair,

to be rough, bristly, horrere. Deriv.

"YJ""C, *v?xr, i^'w, rn!TM.', rnsxj, (Arab,

to be hairy.)

Niph. to rage, be tempestuous. Ps.

50:3.

Pi. to cam/ away in a storm. Job

27:21.

Hithpa. to storm, to rage like~ a

storm. Dan. 1 1 : 40. comp. nro Hab.

3:14.

"^Ifti? m. verbal from ", dec. VI. c.

1. a shuddering, horror. Job 18 : 20.

Ezek. 27 : 35.

2. i. q. TTD a storm, tempest. Is. 28 : 2.

3. hair, as if the const, state of -wte.

Is. 7 : 20.

*^*vl? m. const, "cto, with suff. Vvfer,

verbal from -W, dec. IV. b. hair. Lev.

13 : 3 ff. for the most part collectively,

(as in Arab.) -ire :ri cr a hairy or

rough man. 2 K. 1 : 8. comp. Gen.

25 : 25. See rnrr.

Chald. zWe;w. Dan. 3 : 27. 7 : 9.

17.

f. i. q. rnro a tempest. Job 9 :

Na 1:3.

verbal from -efy dec. XII.

e. a AttzV, i. q. irr. (Arab, a single

hair.) Judg. 20 : 16 rnrcn '? a^ a hair.

Used collectively, Job 4: 15. 1 Sam.
14 : 45. Plur. Ps. 40 : 13. 69 : 5.

rny \ f. (masc. Is. 28 : 25.?) verbal

from -irt\ dec. X. barley, so called from

the roughness of its cars. (Comp. n^ra

spelt, from n~^.) In the singular spoken
of the plant ns it urows, Job 31 : 40.

Joel 1:11.

Plur. cnjc spoken of the grain, see

n::n. c^c ~vtin a homer of barley,
Lev. 27:1(5. D^rir rrs an ephah of

barley, Ruth 2 : 17. D^ -v?? i/V///

hf/rrest, Ruth 1 : 22. This last example
furnishes no exception to the usual

distinction between the singular and

the plural.

i""Fp(p
f. dual D:ncb, const. TCi? with

suff. vreto, plur. only in the const, state

rrc-rir, as if from nn^t?. prim, irreg.

1. a lip. E?0?P ^^ ^ man of lips, a,

babbler, Job 11:2. c'.nsb ni^ babbling,

idle talk, 2 K. 18 : 20/
'

Prov. 1 3 : 23.

comp. Prov. 10 : 8. Lev. 5: 4. Ps. 106:

33. Trop. (1.) speech, words ; e. g.

">j?trvie
:r lying lips, i. e. false words,

Prov/ 10: 18. Ps. 120:2. otfn DTfito

burning lips, i. e. warm professions of

friendship, Prov. 26 : 23. Ps. 81 : 6

yo-iJw WT sb npb the speech ofone that I
knew not I heard. Ezek. 36 : 3. (2.) a

language, dialect. Gen. 11 : 1 ff. Is. 19 :

18. 33 : 19 ng$ >ppy o/*<m unintelligible

language, barbarians.

2. a border, e. g. of a vessel, 1 K.

7 : 26. of a garment, Ex. 28 : 32. of a

river, the sea, Gen. 22 : 17: 41 : 3. of a

country, Judg. 7 : 22.

nCt!?, found only in Pi. net? Is. 3:17.

to make bald, (the head,) particularly

to cause the hair tofall off by sickness.

Comp. HIED.

DCt!} m. dec. IV. a. the beard, per-

haps the whole chin ; comp. J|TIT
. 2 Sam.

19 : 25 tosto rrcr vh he had not trimmed

his beard, csbn fe, n rro to cover Me

beard or C^I'TZ, as an expression of sor-

row, Lev. 13 : 45. Ezek. 24 : 17, 22.

Mic. 3 : 7.

]Dfe?
to cover, Awfe, conceal, i. q. JCD

and rss. Deut. 33:19 cnyys 'jcto Me
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most hidden treasures. Vulg. thesauri -vyn nto' the commander of the city,

absconditi. prcefectus urbis, 1 K. 22 : 26.

(the hands).I. pDtZ?
i. q. P5?

2. a chief, prince, courtier. Gen.

Job 27 : 23 according to several MSS. 12 ' 15'

Hiph. Is. 2 : 6 ^ onp: nta plan-
3 ' accordmg to the theological views

aunt filiis peregrinorum,

l

\r "dextras
of the later Jews >

an ^changel, one of

junqunt peregrinis ; comp. in Arab. the seven Pcipal angels which sur-

77,7 round the throne of God and act as
to shake hands, as in a covenant

patrons or particular nations in the

heavenly court, oi ITTTO. yyUo*, ot Iva-or bargain.

II. pDtp Syr.

20 : 10. See pep.

suffice. IK. (Rev. 8: 2.) Dan.

10:13,20.

or chastisement ^ to terweave. (Chald. and Syr.

(of God). Job. 36:18. See p?p Job ^ idem
> at least in the derivatives.)

34 : 26.

ptl?
m. with suff. ipto, plur. o'pto, dec.

VIII. h.

1. coarse, particularly hair cloth.

(In Ethiop. a hairy garment of the

pilgrims and eastern monks, a coarse

Comp.
Pu. to be interwoven. Job 40 : 17.

Hithpa. to be interwoven, to befast-
ened. Lam. 1: 14.

Deriv. c'jnto.

"TO to escape, flee, (after a general

tent-covering, coarse linen generally.)
overthrow) Josh. 10:20. (Arab, and

So the Greek <rdix.o<;, O-KKKOS, cilicium ;
^Yl*^cm t ) Ueriv. Tnip.

and saccus in Jerome, a garment for
^"TO m - found only in the phrase

pilgrims. (Comp. Rev. 6: 12.) Is. 3 : 23 into-naa Ex. 31 : 10. 35 : 19. 39 : 1, 41.

pto nnarra a hairy girdle. according to most of the ancient ver-

2. a bag made of coarse or hair sions, clothes of service or
offiice. Sept.

cloth. Gen. 42: 25, 27, 35. Lev. 11:32. Ex. 39 : 1 TTA*/
V

* T t;
SyW. Comp.

3. a mourning garment made of the phrase subjoined to the three last

coarse or hair cloth. Gen. 37: 34. 2 Sam. passages snpn rnrcb to serve in the sanc-

3:31. Est. 4:1. Joel 1 : 8. Jon. 3:6. tuary. They were distinct, however,
As the dress of a prophet, Is. 20 : 2. from the holy garments, (tonpn 'TQ.)

Ipt? found only Lam. 1:14. in Niph. Perhaps better: party-coloured gar-

accord
T

ing to the Hebrew interpreters,
*"*"**> comP' the Samar * a Party

to be fastened or bound. Chald. aggro-
coloured garment,

vatum est. The Sept. Vulg. read npMJa. ^")^ m< Is - 44 : 13. according to

ptl?
found only in Pi. Is. 3:16 Kimchi, red earth. According to the

ninptoo ogling or winking with their A , **'* , ,

/ro! i j 77, Arab, jL^ a/z aw/, here perhaps a
(Chald. *i|7p to too/? on, rr:npp czr- >T^

wtydak- pointed instrument with which thecumspectatrix.) Sept. iv

pav. Others: fucantes oculos, (comp. workman marked out the form of the

Chald. ip_9
to paint,) but not so well image on the rough block.

suited to the context.
I. rntt) to contend, struggle with a

q. v. ver-
person

. construed with ny, Gen. 32:

with n, Hos. 12:4. (Arab.

"to m. plur. onto, fern, r

bal from into, dec. VIII. k.

1. a captain, commander, chief; e. g.

of the body-guard, Gen. 37 : 36. of the
^

cup-bearers, 40 : 9. *mn ito the com-

mander of the host, 21:22. n:pa niz?
U-

/7^ overseers of the herds, Gen. 47 : 6, ride, Deriv. rriteo. Here belongs, ac-

conj. III. idem.) The fut. is formed

no. III.

i. q. into and nito no. II. to
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cording to the common interpretation,
the part. fern, rnib Is. 28 : 25 rnib rrcrr

triticum principal*, i.e. ecjegium, bo-

num. Better perhaps : fat wheat; comp.
the Arab. l to befat. Others make

it a substantive denoting a particular

species of grain. Others make it an

error of the transcribers, arising from

the following word rntete, since the

ancient versions omit it.

rOiT, fern, of it:, dec. X.

1. a princess. Judg. 5 : 29. Est. 1 :

18. Is. 49:23. Also spoken of con-

cubines of the first rank and noble birth,

(ntate Cant. 6:8.) 1 K. 1 1 : 3.

2. Sarah, a proper name, see -yp.

*-p"^tp m. a shoe-latcliet, a string

which fastened the sandal to the foot.

Gen. 14 : 23. Is, 5 : 27. Root ^rrto to

weave.

D**j?*nip
masc. plur. dec. X. noble

shoots or tendrils of the vine. Is. 16 : 8.

See pnra?.

tO"TJZ? to make an incision (in the

body). Lev. 21: 5.

Niph. to tear or hurt ones self (by
lifting.) Zecli. 12:3.

tD^fr? m. Lev. 19 : 28. and J^tO"^
"""

** V V T
f. 21 :5. verbals from ETSJ, an incision

(in the body).

*Hto Sarai, the proper name of the

wife of Abraham. On occasion of the

promise to her of a numerous posterity,
this name was changed into rrjto (Gen.
17 : 15.) without doubt in the sense of

princess. Various explanations of the

former name have been attempted, but

to very little purpose, see Gesenius'

larger Lexicon, p. 1309. The point of

the passage in Genesis is undoubtedly
this, that a more suitable and significant

name was substituted for one which
was less appropriate or had no meaning
at all.

masc. plur. (with Kamets

impure,) dec. I. vine-branches. Gen.

40:10, 12. Joel 1:7. Root rft to

intenveave.

in. verbal from -n, dec. III.

a. one surviving or escaping (after a

general overthrow), i.q. trVe. Num. 21 :

35. 24:19. Deut. 3 : 3. Josh. 8 : 22.

Used
collectively, Is. 1 : 9. Judg. 5 :

13. Spoken of things, that, which is

left, Job 20: 21.

p^E? combed, verbal adj. from pnto

q.v.

TlS? *<! ^ * interweave, wake

intricate.

Pi. Jer. 2 : 23 a swift camel nyym
rrjri that makes her ways intricate, i. e.

that runs wild with the desire of copu-
lation. (In Arab. J\ to run wild

from sexual desire, spoken of animals.)

Deriv.
-JYTO.

\

y~V& to stretch out, to stretch forth.

Part. pass, yrfy having a member pre-

ternaturally large, Lev. 21 : 18. 22: 23.

Hithpa. to stretch ones self out. Is.

28 : 20.

D^SJ^to masc. plur. dec. ^.thoughts.

Ps.9iri9."l39:23. Comp. mrciD ; and

on the insertion of i, see under that

letter.

fpfc?' fut.
rpfer.

1. to burn, e.g. cities,

houses, altars. Is. 1 : 7. Lev. 4 : 21. 8:

17. 9:11. Josh. 11:9. and often with

the addition ofw| in thefire. Used also

in reference to the burning and other

funeral rites of a dead body, Jer. 34 : 5.

2. to burn (bricks). Gen. 11 : 3.

Niph. pass, to be burned. Lev. 4:12.

Pu. pass, to be burned. Lev. 10:16.

Deriv. ntrwo, nc^o.

I. ^pt!? m. dec. IV. a. a species of

poisonous serpent. Num. 21:8. Deut.

8 : 5. With the addition of tJn;, Num.
21 : 6.

F]Ei?p rj-nz?
aflying serpent, draco

volans, Is. 14 :'29. 30:6. It is usually
collated with the Greek

srgur-njg, x.a.v<rai,

a species of serpent so named from its

burning breath ; but the ideas heat and

poison are connected in several other

words. Comp. mon, r^n. See Bocharti

Hieroz. T. Hi. p. 221. ed. Lips.

II.
f)"^t?

found only in the plur.

4E
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r^rjto Is. 6:2, 6. a kind of angel or

archangel, with 6 wings, and a voice

with which they praise God. Accord-

ing to Kimchi, tfo-^NVp fiery angels,

perhaps with reference to the shining

fiery appearance of such celestial beings,

(Ezek. 1 : 13. 2 K. 2 : 11. 6 : 17. Matt.

28 : 3.) But
fp_to signifies to burn, not

to shine ; arid the splendour referred to

(ita) is common to all the divine

messengers. The more probable de-

rivation, therefore, is from the Arab.

t^J^i to be noble, excellent, (whence,

_ * .* ct prince, a noble;) hence liter.

nobles or princes, comp. ito no. 3.

njp'ltp
f. (with Tseri impure,) ver-

bal from
*|ito,

dec. X.

1. a burning, conflagration. Gen.

11:3. Lev. 10:6. n$ito in a burnt,

desolate mountain, Jer. 51:25. Par-

ticularly the solemn burning of a corpse,

2Chr.l6:14. 21:19.

2. matter to be burnt, fuel for the

fire. Is. 9: 4. 64:10.

p"^tp
to comb, hatchel, e. g. flax. (Syr.

and Chald. idem.) Hence Is. 19 : 9.

rvca combedflax.

m. Is. 5 : 2. Jer. 2 : 21. t^TW
f. Gen. 49: 11.

1. a choice species of vine, the

grapes of which, as the Jewish com-

mentators say, have very small and

scarcely perceptible stones, and which

at this day is called serki in Morocco.

Pers. kishmis. See Niebuhr's Reise-
beschr. Th. II. p. 169. Beschr. von

Arabien, p. 147. Root prob. Syr. w
Offf>

t> 56

to empty out; hence
Ja^jlfl empty.

See o'pjnto.

2. name of a valley between Asca-
lon and Gaza, prob. so called from its

producing this vine. Judg. 16:4.

p^tD m. plur. D'jfito, dec. VII. d. red-

dish, fox-coloured, spoken of horses.

Zech. 1 : 8. (In Arab, by transposition

J&] a reddish horse, Jiaving also a
red mane and tail.)

"*njp
to have dominion, to bear rule.

PartT iito Est. 1 : 22. Fut. nto; Is. 32 : 1.

Prov.8: 16. Synonymous with iito no. II.

Hithpa. to make ones self a ruler,

construed with to. Num. 16 : 13.

Deriv. ito, rnto.

m. const,
^teto,

verbal from

rncto, (with the signification of toto,)

dec. III. a. joy, gladness, usually join-
ed with nrroip. Is. 22 : 13. 35 : 10. 51 : 3,

11. ]feto jQ$ oil of joy, wherewith

were anointed, Ps. 45 : 8. Is.

Lam. 3 : 8 'nVcn onto he stoppeth up my
prayer, that it may not reach him ;r y
comp. verse 44,

^Fty to cleave, split.

Niph. to be split, to break out, (spo-

kenofthec^.) 1 Sam. 5: 9. Comp.t^.

Shin, usually reckoned together with

Sin as the 21st letter of the alphabet,
and as a numerical sign denoting 300.

The name ftp i. q. fjj
a tooth, is de-

rived from the pronged form of the

letter in all the ancient Shemitish al-

phabets.

There are three letters in Arabic
which correspond to the Hebrew Shin
more or less ; (1.) most frequently

e. g. cite Arab. ,}L, peace. (2.)
? C -

more rarely ^, e. g. 9$ Arab.
^j^J^'

the sun. In both of these cases the

Shin is retained in Aram. (3.)
I A

>j
e. g.

x/- 0^

njtH) Arab. ^jUj eight; typ Arab,
^.i^

snow. In this case the Aramean dia-
O

lects have n, Ji^cZ, :on eight; rin,



snow. Sometimes, but more

rarely, L ^ is found in Arabic, e, g.

i?c Arab. ^J
to >retf& m pieces. In

the Hebrew itself, comp. snn and rnrt

%xecTTuv, trna and nra a Jir-tree. (4.)

There are some examples in which the

same Hebrew word with V has two

corresponding Arabic words ; (a.) nbt5

a dart, in Arabic written with .^
and ,

*
. (b.) 75^? to iveigh, in Arab.

c-o

with ,, and I A_ ?-
(c.) ot?j Arab.

(
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19 : 29. Ecc. 1 : 17. 2 : 24.^
scarcely that, Cant. 3 : 4. ijJ-ns until

that, Judg. 5 : 7. rro^z} lest, that not,

Cant. 1:7. See p. 311. (2.) because.

Cant. 1:6. (3.) for. Cant. 5 : 2.

,

fut. 2wr, to draw, haurio.

:1 1,13 if. Josh. 9: 21, 23,27.

2. (In Chald. idem.) Deriv.

f. On the con-

trary S^p to rule, (prob. in Arabic with

Sin,) is a different root from ?\ra Arab.

(JJLc Syr. 7rra to ie like. From rios. 2,

3. flow (5.) the examples where XD is

interchanged with t and y; e. g. hvti

Arab,
(Joj a trail; 5an Arab. ,*&>a

noble horse; tjpn Rabbin. ^n inguen.

Perhaps also there is some cognation
between

py$n Aeotf and
*]^n

a coal i uten

and ys^ to &raz in pieces.

.U5, more rarely . (Judg. 5: 7. Cant.

1 : 7. Job 19 : 29.) and ti (Ecc. 2 : 22.

3 : 18.) i. q. n$ (of which it is a con-

traction, by omitting at the beginning,
see p. 1. and assimilating the n to the

following letter, see p. 536.) but found

only in later Hebrew, and in the poetic

style, e. g. Judg. 5 : 7.

1. a relative pronoun, who, which,
what. Ecc. 1:11. Cant. 1 : 7. 3 : 1, 2, 3.

tfs i. q. -itfws as, (liter, secundum id

quod,) Ecc. 5 : 14.

2. merely a sign of relation, nota

relationis; e.g. cc-ai whither, Ecc. 1:

7. Ps. 122:4.

3. with b following, it makes a peri-

phrasis of the sign of the genitive case.

Cant. 3 : 7 rrt^irro vr^o the sedan of
Solomon, liter, his sedan, which (be-

longed) to Solomon, or Solomons his

sedan. 1 : 6 'te ^13 my vineyard. (Comp.
itfN no. 3.) This pleonastic use of the

suffix belongs to the Aramean style.

1. as a conj. (1.) that, ut, quod. Job

Is. 12

fut. aw.

1. to roar ; spoken strictly of the

lion, Judg. 14:5. Ps. 104:21. Job

37 : 4. comp. Am. 1 : 2. Joel 4:16.

[3 : 16.] of savage enemies, Ps. 74 : 4.

2. to groan, spoken of a person in

extreme pain. Ps. 38 : 9.

rONtZ) f. const, nw5, verbal from aJ
dec/xVd.

1. the roaring (of a lion) . Is. 5 : 29.

2. a groan, groaning, (of one in

distress.) Job 3 : 24. Ps. 22 : 2. 32: 3.

i"7NttJ and bTltl) (the former only is

used as a verb, and that rarely, but

both are important on account of their

derivatives.)

1. to make a noise, tumult, spoken
of water, of a crowd of people and the

like, (see p*w, rw? ;) to shout, (see pwtf ;)

to crash, (see nia:n ;) hence spoken of

a storm, (see nsw a storm, tempest.)

2. to be destroyed with noise or crash-

ing. Is. 6 : 1 1 at the beginning.
3. to be laid waste. Deriv. rwVai,

nvjtato, nuti desolation, more rarely p$ .

Niph. 1. to make a noise or tumult,

spoken of waters. Is. 17 : 12, 13.

2. to be laid ivaste, spoken of a

country. Is. 6 : 1 1 at the end.

Hiph. to lay waste. Infin niNt3r6 Is.

37:26. ntorrt (without N) 2 K. 19:25

Keth.

Hithpa. nijntVi to gaze or wonder at,

construed with
j.

Gen. 24:21. (The
ideas astonishment and desolation are

united also in the word cptj q. v.) Sept.
MU. Vulg. contemplor.

see nNltl).

nN
:

tf Prov. 1: 27 Keth. i. q. mjto.

com. gen. (Is.
14 : 9.
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Jer. 5:14. Job 26 : 6.) the lower world,

the region of ghosts, the orcus or hades

of the Hebrews
;
in which thick dark-

ness reigns, (Job 10 : 21, 22.) and where

all men after death live as ghosts (n*Nffi

q. v.) without thought or sensation.

To it are attributed valleys (Prov. 9 :

18.) and gates (Is. 38 : 10.) The wick-

ed descend into it by the openings in

the earth. (Num. 16 : 30 ff.) The ety-

mology is uncertain. Usually collated

with the Arab. Jj^ med. Je togo down-

wards, to sink; but the examples, (in

Scheidius ad Cant. Hiskise, p. 21
ff.)

prove merely the signification to settle,

spoken of a sediment ; which lies too

remote.

fiNtt?
m. verbal from

n^5,
dec. III. a.

1. noise, tumult; of waters, Ps. 65 :

8. of a calling or shouting, Jer. 25 : 31.

Ps. 74:23. Particularly the bustle or

tumult of a multitude of people, Is. 5 :

14. 13:4. 24:8. of war, Am. 2 : 2.

Hos. 10:14. Jer. 48:45 fiw$ >:a tu-

multuous warriors.

2. destruction. Ps. 40_: 3 pwtJ -rta pit

of destruction. Jer. 46 : 18.

tOME) m. (with Kamets impure,)

verbal from ETC:, dec. I. contempt. With
suff. =?[*) Ezek. 25 : 6. to *NttJ? with

contempt of soul, (for every thing about

them,) i. e. with arrogance, cumfastu,
36:5. comp. 25:15.

rT^l?? f. verbal from nwr;

,
a crash,

Is. 24": 12.

hftlfi and /^tt?, fat. ta.

1. to ask, demand, require, seek;

construed with an accus. of the thing.

Job 31: 30 tatea nbsu bhaft to demand

with a curse his (the enemy s) life,

i. e. his death. So Jon. 4 : 8 tasft

rvra
1

? Wsrnw and he asked deathfor him-

self.
1 K. 19 : 4. The person ofwhom

any thing is asked, is preceded by jo,

Ps. 2:8. by rwo, 1 Sam. 8 : 10. or put
in an accus. (like xlrtiv TWO,, T/.) Hence
with two accus. Ps.137: 3. Deut.14: 26.

2. to ask, beg, request, construed

with an accus. of the thing, and p, DSD,

)

rvra of the person. Ps. 21:5. Deut.

18:16.
3. to inquire of,

to interrogate, con-

strued with an accus. of the person.
Gen. 24 : 47. Job 40 : 7. and with \
Job 8 : 8. Josh. 9 : 14 but they inquired
not of the mouth of Jehovah. In this

expression the neglect of a duty is im-

plied, comp. Is. 30 : 2. Gen. 24: 57.

The thing for which one inquires is

preceded by "?, Judg. 13 :18. Gen.32 : 29.

by to, Neh. 1:2. or put in an accus.

Hag. 2: 11. Is. 45: 11.

4. particularly to inquire of or con-

sult, as an oracle, and then construed

with a; hence rnrra bt to inquire ofJe-'

hovah, Judg. ill. is": 5. 20:18. con-

strued with ^for a person, 1 Sam. 22: 10,

quire of or consult the teraphim, Ezek.

21 : 26.

5.
j>

tfbtfh tatf to inquire after the

of any one, particularly as a

salutation. Gen. 43 : 27. 1 Sam. 10 : 4.

17:22. 30:21. Ex. 18:7. also tag
'B aV?ti? 2 Sam. 11:7.

6. to borrow, to ask as a loan, (de-
rived from signif. nos. 1. 2.) Ex. 3 : 22.

11:2. 12:35. Part. V5 borrmved,

1 Sam. 1 : 28. 2 K. 6 : 5. See Hiph.
7. to beg, to ask alms. Prov. 20 : 4.

Comp. Pi.

Nipb. to ask for ones self, (like the

Greek ctiTovpoti, mihi peto, different

from etlna. 1 Sam. 20 : 6, 28. Neh. 13 : 6.

Pi. tap 1. to ask, inquire. 2 Sam.

20:18.

2. i. q. Kal no. 7. to beg. Ps. 109 : 10.

Hiph. to lend. Ex. 12:36. 1 Sam.

1 : 28. Comp. Kal no. 6.

Deriv. out of course n

Chald. 1. to ask, beg, request.

Construed with two accus. Ezra 7:21.

2. to ask, inquire; construed with )

of the person, Ezra 5 : 9. and an accus.

of the thing, verse 10.

n^N$ f. with suff. 'ntaij,

(Ps. 106 : 15.) and by contraction

(1 Sam. 1:17.) verbal from %*, dec. X.

and XI.
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1. a petition, request. nbsrcJ b^d to

mahe a request, Judg. 8 : 24. 1 K. 2* ^16.

rrx-c: ;n:
to grant a request, Est. 5 : 6, 8.

rrwij rwa a request is granted, Job 6: 8.T

2. what is lent, a loan. 1 Sam. 2:20.

Comp. the verb no. 6.

h$ /Sll? Chald. emph. NrrsrcJ, a, wish,

request ; hence also an affair, matter,

concern. (Comp. yen no. 4.) Dan. 4: 14.

[4:17] r)bsnx? pq^ TDNO and tJie matter

is the command of the holy ones.

]NtZ7
in Kal not used. In Pil. (as a

quadriliteral,) J:NTI?
to be at rest, to live

quietly. Jer. 30 : io. 48 : 11. Job 3 : 18.

Hence

]^|$?^ plur. c\!:stf, verbal adj. from

]tf, dec. VIII. a.

1. quiet. Is. 33:20. Particularly

living in peace, security, prosperity,
Job 12:5. comp. ;> 21:23. Inas-

much as prosperity and security often

lead to carelessness and forgetfulness
of God ; hence

2. careless, proud, arrogant, (secun-
dis rebus ferox, Sallust. Jug. 94.) Ps.

123:4. Am. 6:1. Is. 32: 9, 11, 18.

(Comp. Vftf, rnrc, part, rraa and iby; also

Schulten's Animadv. in Job 26 : 5.)
3. as a subst. pride, arrogance. Is.

37:29. 2 K. 19:28.

Dfc^fcJ see DDE?.
T

*\W& 1. to breathe with open mouth,
to snuff up, e. g. the air, construed
with an accus. Jer. 2 : 24. 14 : 6. hence
to gape, aspire, long after, Job 7 : 2.

36:20. to strive for, Job 5 : 5. Con-
strued with by Am. 2 : 7 they long after
the dust of the earth on the head of the

jyoor ; i. e. they long to bring the poor
into that condition.

2. to snort, snuff; hence (1.) to

hasten after a thing. Ecc. 1 : 5. Comp.
rrcn Hah. 2 : 3. (2.) to snort at, assail

with violence, spoken of wild animals
and metaphorically of savage enemies.
Ps. 56:2, 3. 57:4. Am. 8:4. Ex.-k.

36 : 3. Spoken of Jehovah, Is. 42 : 14.

"MU) to remain. 1 Sam. 16 : 11.

Niph. pass, of Hiph.

1. to remain, to be
left. Gen. 7 : 23.

42:38. Is. 11:11.

2. to continue, to be kept back. Ex.

8:5, 7. [8:9, 11.] Num. 1 1 : 26. Job
21:34 byn iwsb cyjjarcJn your answers

continue false.

Hiph. 1. to let remain, to leave. Ex.

10:12.

2. to leave behind. Joel 2:14.
3. intrans. to be

left,
to remain. Num.

21:35. Deut.3:3.

*"Mtl) m. (with Kamets impure,) ver-

bal from iN'i, the rest, remnant, re-

mainder. Is". 10 : 20, 21, 22. 11:11.

Ifr^tt) m. Chald. const. ij*aJ, idem.

EzraV: 7, 9, 10, 17. 7:18.

Hl^t!^ ^Ntt) (a remnant shall return)

the symbolical proper name of a son of

the prophet Isaiah. Is. 7 : 3. comp.10 : 21.

""INII? m. dec. I.

1. flesh, i. q. itoa, but almost exclu-

sively in poetry. Ps. 73 : 26. 78 : 20,
27. Jer. 51 : 35 b.33 by nwih ^pprr my vio-

lence and myflesh come upon Babylon,
i. e. the violence done to me, and my
flesh, which it has consumed, come

upon it; (comp. bp no. 1. (2.) and
no. 2.)

2. one related by blood. Lev. 21:2.

18:12,13,17. Num.27:ll. In Lev.

18:6, and 25 : 49. more in full rran "m;
.

Comp. -KM no. 4.

rn&Jtt) fern, of -IKTCJ, blood relation-

ship, hence as a concrete, kindred by
blood. Lev. 18:17.

JTHNlp f. by contraction mti (1 Chr.

12 : 38.) verbal from TW, dec. I. a rem-
nant of people, particularly after a ge-
neral overthrow. Jer. 11:23. 44:14.
Mic. 7:18. Zeph. 2:7. Comp. -nfc,

JTp^s. Ps. 76 : 1 1 ntan rnwaJ the remain-
der of his wrath, i. e. that which is not

exerted, his whole wrath.

rifc^II? f. (for nsnp fern, of w> verbal

from n^*, like n, rnr\ from nyn,) destruc-

tion. Lam. 3:47.
"

By contraction nt*

Num. 24 : 1 7. see nir) below.

NllU) Sheba, Sabeans, (as the name
of a country, fern, as the name of a
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people, masc.) a people and country and this feast, Deut. 16:9. In full

in Arabia Felix ; celebrated for afford- Tob. 2 : 1 *yi* ITTTOS, iQapddw. On the

ing incense, spicery, gold, and precious contrary Ezek. 45: 21 Dtp; ntotf an the

stories, 1 K. 10:1 ff. Is. 60:6. Jer. festival of seven days, is spoken of the

6 : 20. Ezek. 27 : 22. Ps. 72 : 15. also

for carrying on commerce, Ezek. 27:22.

Ps. 72:10. Joel 4: 8. [3:8.] Job
6:19. In Job 1 : 15, it is used for the

(plundering) Arabs generally, and is

feminine, although the people are in-

tended ; the name of the country being
used for the name of the people. There

feast of the Passover which lasted seven

days.
2. seven years, a week of years.

Dan. 9 : 24 ff.

njfiSlp and ny^ f. verbal from

5>ati, dec. X. an oath. Gen. 26 : 3.

24:8. nV? nsati an oath by Jehovah,
Ex. 22 : 10. Ecc. 8 : 2. Particularly

appears to be a threefold derivation of
(i.) an oath in covenanting. 2 Sam.

this people in Genesis
; namely, ( 1.) from

a grandson of Cush, Gen. 10:7. (2.) from

a son of Joktan, Gen. 10 : 28. (So also

in the traditions of the Arabians.)

(3.) from a grandson of Abraham by for a curse, ibid. Comp. Dan. 9:11.
Keturah, Gen. 25 : 3. In the first and I8 . 65 : 15.
last accounts the name is connected '^g

'

andm^ f< (the twQ formg
with Dedan ; (see rn, vis.) i f

'
m

i
!

i_ j i

being frequently interchanged m the

D'OltP masc. plur. smallpieces. Hos. Keri and Kethib,) verbal from narc,

21:7. h nsftatf rsa bound to a person

by an oath,
!

ivc^'ol, Neh. 6 : 18. (2.) an
oath of imprecation, a curse; in full

rrbn rwiasJ Num. 5 : 21. hence rwa^

8 : 6. (Chald. aatf to break in pieces ;

Na5 a piece.)

rn\I?, fut. apoc. air?:, to take prisoner,

to carry away captive. Gen. 34 : 29.

1 K. 8 : 48. Gen. 31 : 26 a^n rfnya taken

prisoner with the sword in Jiand ; comp.
2 K. 6 : 22. Also to carry away cattle,

1 Chr. 5 : 21. or other substance, 2 Chr.

21:17.

Niph. pass, of Kal. Gen. 14:14.

Ex. 22:9.

Deriv. mat?, ati, rrntf, naJ.

""QtZ) m. name of a precious stone.

Ex. 28 : 19. 39 : 12. Sept. #*W. Vulg.
achates.

^1$ or V"il$ Jer. 18 : 15 Keth.

for totp q. v.

Jftltf f. also vsx& (Gen. 29 : 27, 28.)

dual. o^attS (Lev. 12:5.) plur. D'sasj m.

nisatf, const, niratf, liter, the number

seven, tZdopec.; ;
hence

1. seven days, a week, t$oficc$, sep-

timana. Gen. 29 : 27, 28. Dan. 10:2

D'p; cwauj
n^bttj three weeks long. (See

OQ> p. 244.) r-Ytfat? an thefeast of(seven)
weeks or of Pentecost, from the time

which intervened between the Passover

dec. I. captivity, and as a concrete,

captives. Num. 21:29. matt) aw to

bring back the captives, (of a people,)
Deut. 30 : 3. Jer. 29 : 24. 30 : 3. Ezek.

29 : 14. 39 : 25. Amos 9 : 14. Zeph.
3 : 20. Ps. 14 : 7. 53 : 7. 126 : 1, 4.

hence used metaphorically of the re-

storation of prosperity, or the bringing
back to a former state, Job 42 : 1

ai rwa5T>$ a^ nirn and Jehovah re-

stored again the prosperity of Job.

Ezek. 16 : 53. Comp. verse 55. Hos.

6:11, (if these words are to be joined
to the beginning of the following chap-

ter.)

I. (Arab, with
)
found only

. TV \..
in .ri. na^p.

1. to praise, commend. Ecc. 8 : 15.

Particularly to praise God, Ps. 63 : 4.

117:1. 147:12.

2. to pronounce happy. Ecc. 4 : 2.

Comp. the Chald.

Hitlipa. topraise ones self,
to glory,

construed with a of the thing. Ps. 106 :

47. 1 Chr. 16 : 35.

II. ni\Z) (Arab, with ) to submit.

Pi. to check, still, quiet; e. g. the

waves, Ps. 89 : 10. anger, Prov. 29 : 1 1.
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Hiph. i. q. Pi. to still (the waves).
Ps. 65 : 8.

PQE? Chald. found only in Pa. mw
/ comment/, praise. See the Heb. no.

I. Dan. 2: -23. 4:.SI, 34. [4:34,37.]

122 ij
and I2Zli? com. gen. with

suft*. u;r, plur. a"j;:c;

,
const. 'C2?, dec.

VI. g.

1. a stick, staff, rod, Lev. 27 : 32.

Ps. 2 : 9. Particularly for chastise-

ment, (Prov. 10:13. 13:24. 22:8.)
hence a rod of correction, Job 9 : 34.

21:9. 37:13. Is. 10 : 5. 11: 4 tm?
vs the rod or scourge of his mouth, me-

taphorically for a command to chastise.

2. the staff of a ruler, a sceptre.
Gen. 49:10. Num. 24:17.

3. a measuring staff or rod; also a

portion of land assigned by measure, a

lot, inheritance. Ps. 74 : 2
irfcrw

Ea)
the possession assigned to thee. Jer. 10:
16. 51: 19.

4. a spear, javelin. 2 Sam. 18:14.

Comp. TOO no. 4.

5. a tribe, tribus, spoken of the tribes

of Israel. (See TOO no. 3.) Ex. 28:21.

Judg. 20:2. also i. q. nrrsuro a family,
a subdivision of a tribe, Num. 4:18.

Judg. 20:12. 1 Sam. 9:21.

tD5$ Chald. a tribe, i. q. Heb. #
no. 5. 'Ezra 6:17.

tD.\Z) m. the eleventh month of the

Jewish ecclesiastical year, correspond-

ing to part of January and part of Fe-

bruary in our calendar. (So in Syr. and

Arab.) Zech. 1 : 7.

"Oti? m. in pause atf, with suff. Vntf,

^3$, verbal from ni$, dec. VI. 1.

1. as an adj. captive, a prisoner,

(after the form 'ns.) Ex. 12 : 29. Fern.

Trad Is. 52 : 2.

2. as a subst. captivity, and as a

concrete captives, prisoners. >aJ rna to

carr^/ away prisoners, Num. 21 : 1.

Ps. 68 : 19. and u-o
^Vn, a^a, to go into

captivity, Jer. 22: 22. 30: 16. Lam.
1 : 5. Used in reference to animals,
Amos 4: 10.

7 m. dec. III. a. a flame. Job

18:5. See the following article.

l^ltl? Chald. idem. Dan. 3 : 22.

Plur. 7 : 9. (Arab, nti to kindle, and

intrans. to burn.)

JT55J *em - of '? no- 2. captivityt

captives. 2 Chr. 28 : 5. Neh. 4 : 4.

v'Ot!) m> dec. ! a way> path. Ps.

77 : 20.' Jer. 18 : 15, where in the Ke-
thib we find Vntf. Root toaJ no. 1.

D'^D'OttJ masc.plur. Is. 3:18. caps

of net-work, cauls; comp. the Lat.

reticulum, Varr. de Ling. Lat. iv. 19.

(So in Talmud.) Root 05^ prob. i. q.

yro to weave, make into a net. Accord-

ing to others, small suns, like the Arab.

&AwJU*i (a denom. from ,**,* the

sun,) a kind of spangle worn on the

hair. Comp. in the same connexion

small moons.

fern, rv
, an ordinal adj.

(from sarc seven,) the seventh. Gen. 2 :

2. Ex. 21:2.

rPIlt!) f. i. q. rvati q. v. captivity.

Num. 21:29.

V^tZJ, Arab. <jjuj>
a root not in use.

1. to go. Hence totf.

2. to mount up, to grow. (Arab,

conj. IV. toform ears.) See Viti, nVari

no. 2.

3. toflow, stream, overflow. Comp.
^fcj, nVat!, b^aw. For these transitions

of meaning, see ^7, TT
, rto, -^.

TQtl? m. branch, from ta5 no. 2.

(Comp. n^ a leaf, from rr
1

^.) Zech. 4 :

12 D'n^ \httj olive branches. The Da-

gesh forte is euphonic, as in 12:10 (from

TJIO)
Jer. 4:7. and the Hateph-pattah

as in ihp Is. 9:3. 10 : 27. (The reading

r?2jD
is contrary to the authority of the

Masora.)

/5^ m. Me ^roz7 or train of a gar-

ment. Is. 47 : 2. (Arab, ^jj^ idem.

Root ba$ no. 3.)

^wHt27 m. according to the Hebrew

interpreters and the Talmud, a snail.
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Ps. 58 : 9 f Don Wag toa s the snail

which gradually wastes away by the

moisture which it imparts in crawling.
Root barc no. 3. to flow, dissolve, (like

Af/ft<e, Umax, from A/A/, fo flow,
te&opw, to dissolve.) In Chald. bVan

icfew, with n ; comp. nVaw aw ear, Chald.

f. plur.

1. an ear ofcorn, (from
t

n\ no. 2.) Job
24:24. Gen. 41:5ff. Is. 1~7:5. (Arab.
rtosj by a resolution of the Dagesh
forte into Nun.)

2. a stream, (see bara no. 3.) Ps. 69 :

3, 16. Is. 27 : 12.

NJ?$ and ^5?^ (prob. a fresh,

blooming young man; comp. the Arab.

jli,,) Shebna, the proper name of

a prefect of the palace under Hezekiah,
who was deprived of his office and suc-

ceded by Eliakim, (Is. 22 : 15.) but he

afterwards appears with Eliakim as a

private secretary of the king, (Is. 36 : 3.

2 K. 18 : 18. 26 : 37. 19:2.) This ought
not to surprise us, considering the ca-

priciousness of eastern monarchs in be-

stowing their favours.

^IltZ) to swear, in Kal found only in

the part. pass. Ezek. 21 : 28 nisati a5

jurantes juramenta. (Prob. a denom.

from nig seven, liter, to affirm over

seven victims, or with some other refe-

rence to seven, the sacred number.)
More commonly in

Niph. sasn to swear; construed

(1.) with a 6f the person or thing by
which a person swears, Gen. 21:23.

22 : 16. To swear by a god was con-

sidered as an acknowledgement of him ;

thus of Jehovah, Deut. 6 : 13. 10 :20.

of idols, Amos 8 : 14. To swear by an

unfortunate man, means that the person
who breaks his word shall become like

him, Ps. 102 : 9. comp. Is. 65 : 15.

(2.) with h of the person to whom one

swears, Gen. 24 : 7. 21 : 23. Also with

a dative of the person and an accus. of

the thing promised by an oath, Gen.

)

50 : 24. Ex. 13 : 5. 33 : 1. orfcri n*n
to sz0ear

(fidelity) to God, nomen dare

Deo, 2 Chr. 15: 14. comp. Is. 19 :18.

Zeph. 1 : 5, (where the prefix h inter-

changes with a.)

Hiph. 1. to make to swear, to bind

by an oath. Num. 5 : 19. Gen. 50:5.
Hence

2. to adjure, conjure, obtestari, to

beseech solemnly, to beg earnestly. Cant.
2:7. 3:5.5:9. IK. 22:16.

Deriv. n

f. const, ratj, and \t^\u y

const, nra-a?.

1. seven, placed either before or

after the noun. When placed before,
it is used either in the const, state,

(Gen. 8 : 10.) or in the state absolute,

(Num. 23:1.) It is put more rarely
after the noun, as ag-ros the seventh

year, 2 K. 12 : 2. The "Hebrews em-

ployed seven (1.) as a round or inde-

finite number, to express a small num-

ber, (as we use ten.) Gen. 41.2 ff.

1 Sam. 2:5. Is. 4:1. Rutb 4: 15.

Prov. 26 : 25. So especially in poetic

fictions, as Job 1 : 2, 3. 2 : 13. (2.) as a

sacred number, like many other nations.

Thus seven offerings in making a cove-

nant, Gen. 21:28. seven lamps in the

golden candlestick, Ex. 37 : 23. the

blood was sprinkled seven times, Lev.

4:6,17. etc. (See Fr. Gedicke verm.

Schriften, p. 32 60.) *ig$ nsati m. and

rnta> sasJ f. seventeen.

2. seven times, usually as an indefi-

nite or round number. Ps. 119:164.

Prov. 24 : 16.

Dual o;rag sevenfold or seven times.

Gen. 4:15,
T

24. Ps.l2:7. 2 Sam. 21:

9 Keth.

Plur. troag seventy, for the most

part as a round number. Gen. 50 : 3.

So seven and seventy, Gen. 4 : 24.

Deriv. s-axtj.

nyittf Gen. 26 : 33. proper name of
T :

a well so called, according to this

passage, from an oath. It was perhaps

originally pronounced with other vowels

rmxtJ which signifies an oath. (Comp.
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Geaenius' Gesch.der Hebr. Sprache und

Schrift, p. 186.)

i"T2>*IlE) m. i. q. rtfntf, seven. Once

Job 42: 13.

Vnt? in Kal not used. In Syr. to

mingle, to weave ; in Arab. conj. V. to

be interwoven, intricate. In Hebrew
used only in Piel and Pual.

Pi. 1. Ex. 28:39. to work with

checker-work on white cloth, so that the

checks or cells resembled the settings

of precious stones, (see signif. no. 2.)

So in Greek a-^x-/^ (I.} the bezel of
a ring ; (2.) a certain figure woven on

cloth. According to Salmasius, opus
ocellatinn ; better, opus tessellatum, re-

ticulatum. Deriv. rfejtro no. 1. yrcri ;

comp. C'^re.

2, to set (precious stones). Pu.pass.
Ex. 28 : 20. Deriv. rnsatr? ho. 2.

V^^ m. found only 2 Sam. 1:9. ac-

cording to the Targums, perplexity,

terror; (comp. the verb v;r.) But

as the article shews the word to have a

more specific meaning, better according
to the Rabbins, a cramp, or according
to others, a giddiness.

pl$ Chald. to leave. Dan. 4: 12,20,

23. [4:15, 23, 26.] (Syr. idem.)

Ithpe. to be
left.

Dan. 2 : 44.

"Q\ fut. "ircr.
' T *

"

1. trans, to break in pieces. Jer. 2 :

20. 19 : 10. Several phrases in which

this verb occurs may be found under

the articles rra, rrso, nsfe. Hos. 2 : 20

y^Nn ]p Taw nyfxP *!&,
nW! I w^ break

in pieces the bow, the sword, and the

weapons of war, (and remove them)
out of the land. Applied to the de-

struction of ships by the wind, Ezek.

27:26.
2. to tear in pieces, spoken of wild

animals. 1 K. IS : 26, 28. And gene-

rally of injuries to the body. Part. TU\J

broken, maimed, Lev. 22 : 22. See

Niph. no. 2. Metaphorically to break

or wound the heart, Ps. 69:21. 147:3.

3. to assuage or quench

gere sitim. Ps. 104 : 11.

4. to destroy. Dan. 11:26. Ezek,

30:21. See Niph. no. 3. and -rag.

5. to cut off, measure off, appoint.

Job 38: 10 ';:rT vb? "VnxLw when I ap~

pointed my bounds about it (the sea).

Comp. iu.

6. denom. from "vx$ no. 6. (L) to

buy (grain); joined with inti, Gen. 47 :

14. with -ia, 42:3. also without addi-

tion, 42:5. Is. 55: L (2.)
to sell (grain).

Gen. 41: 56,

Niph. pass. 1. to be broken in pieces,

frangi* Is. 14 : 29. Spoken of ships,

to be dashed in pieces, tofounder, Ezek,

27:34. Jon. 1:4.

2. to be torn in pieces. Ps. 124:7.

Spoken* of cattle, to be hurt, injured,

Ex. 22 : 9, 13. Ezek. 34 : 4, 15. Zecli.

11:16 rnyn the hurt, injured. Meta^

phorically with :, to be of a contrite

heart, Ps. 34 : 19." Is. 61 : 1. Ps. 51 : 19.

Perhaps trans, as in Kal, Ezek. 6 : 9.

3. to be broken in pieces, to be over-

thrown, spoken of an army, Dan. 1 1 : 22.

2 Chr. 14 : 12. to be destroyed, to perish,

spoken of a state, of a city, of indivi-

duals, Is. 8: 15. 24:10. 28:13. Jer.

48:4. Dan. 8: 25. 11:4. Ezek. 30: 8.

Pi. -eiij i. q. Kal no. 1. to break or

smite inpieces; e.g. the teeth, Ps. 3 : 8.

images, altars, 2 K.18 : 4. 23 : 14. ships,

Ps. 48 : 8.

Hiph. 1. to let break through, in re-

ference to the birth of a first child,

(comp. ^xra.) Is. 66 : 9 Tbto N-n "raw wrt

should I cause to break through, i. e.

to open the womb, and not cause to

bringforth ? Comp. Hos. 13 : 13. I*.

37 : 3,

2. denom. from &&, to sell (grain).

Gen. 42: 6. Am. 8:5, 6.

Hoph. pass, to be wounded, hurt,

spoken of the heart, i. q. Niph. no. 2.

Jer. 8:21.

Deriv. "vi^, ji~niTj "y^?? "^r^P*

""Qtt) and "^!H2), with surf, ni-o?, ver-
...

..
... ...

r i

bal from -a^ ^ec VI. g. and h.

1. a breaking. Is. 30:14.

2. a wound, injury, breach. Lev.

21 : 19. 24 : 20. Metaphorically o

4 v
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In-each or wound (of a state), Ps. 60 : 4. Prov. 18 : 18. rejoicing, Is. 16 : 10. also

rrn -ntf a broken heart, sorrow, Is. Jeremiah 48:35. Amos 8 : 4. Ruth
65:14. 4:14b*y

^b mtfn & TON who has not

left thee without a kinsman. Lev. 2:13.3. ruin, destruction ; of a state,

Lam. 2:11. 3 : 47. of individual per-

sons, Prov. 16 : 18. Is. 1 : 28.

5. to put away, to remove, construed

with p, i. q. twi. Ex. 12:15. Lev.
4. a solution, explanation, (of a 26 : 6. Ezek. 34 : 25. 23 : 27, 48. 30 :

dream.) Judg. 7 : 15.

5. plur. Dnati terror. Job 41: 17.

[41:25.] This metaphorical significa-

tion is found in many verbs of breaking,
e. g. nnn.

6. grain, perhaps so called from its

being broken in the mill. Gen. 42 : 1 ff.

Ex. 8 : 5. etc. Comp. -\y$ no 6.

jllltl?
m. verbal from 13$, dec. III. d.

1. a breaking. Ezek. 21:6 ir:no froa?

a freaking of the loins, as an image of n?^ com ' Sen '
(masc' Lev * 25 : 4

extreme pain.
fem - Ex. 31:14.) const, nati, with suff.

2. destruction. Jer. 17:18. ^> Plm<- ^ const. rfnatD, verbal

^-^.^ r /T rt _ . N from na5, day of rest, a sabbath, the
rQE7, fut. nati* and raw (Lev. 26 : 34.) .-

T '

% A- T ' I seventh day of the week among the
1. to ceo? to cfo any thing, construed Jewg Ex< i G . 95^ ci>n m*

13. Is. 30: 11. Jer. 7: 34. Ps. 119: 119.

I. rQE) m. with suff. naj. verbal
... ...

.
,

. )

from ra'ri, dec. VI. h.

1. a ceasing. Prov. 20:3. comp.
18:18. 22:10.

2 an interruption, loss of time. Ex.

21:19.

II. rG$ f. the infin. of yfr to dwell,

with p and an infin. Job 32:1. Jer.
aaay of rest to Jehovah, ^^ every

31 : 36. Hos. 7 : 4. Hence
sabbath, 1 Chr. 9 : 32. na5 the sab-

2. used absolutely, to restfrom la- faecal year, eveiy seventh year which
60M7-, to keep holyday, Ex. 23:12. was a year of release> Lev. 25: 4, 8.

34:21. Spoken of a country, to lie
(in Lev. 23 : 15, some adopt the sig-

uncultivated, Lev. 26 : 34, 35. comp. nificationj a wee^ as in Syr. and Greek
25 : 2. Construed with p to rest from Mat 28 L but this is not necessary.)
a labour, Gen. 2 : 2, 3. Ex. 31 : 17.

Comp. Is. 33 : 8 rhfo ~\y$ r\y the way-

faring man resteth, i. e. travels no

more. 14 : 4. Lam. 5:14 the elders rest

from the gate, i. e. they visit it no more.

3. to cease to be, to have an end.

Gen. 8: 22. Is. 24: 8. Lam. 5:15.

Niph. i. q. Kal no. 3. strictly pass, of

Hiph. to cease to be, to have an end.

Is. 17 : 3. Ezek. 6 : 6. 30 : 18. 33 : 28.

m. verbal from nrc,

but with a more intense signification.

Ex. 16 : 23. Lev. 23 : 24. For the most

part in the phrase jinaw natf Ex. 31 : 15.

35:2. Lev. 16:31. a

i. q. n^.
1. to wander

-,
to go astray. Hence

2. to err, transgress, (from mistake

or ignorance.) Ps. 119:67. Num. 15:

Hiph. 1. to make to ceasefrom doing 28. naa-o aauj to beguilty ofa transgress-

any thing; construed with p and an ing, Lev. 5:18. According to this we
infin. Ezek. 34:10. with

infin. Josh. 22 : 25.

2. to let rest or cease, (as a person flesh, i. e. collect, on account of their

from labour,) construed with p, Ex. transgressions ; (as if an infin. after the

and an may render Gen. 6:3 nfca wn q|Ja on

account of their transgressing, they are

5 : 5. (as a work,) 2 Chr. 16:5. Neh.

4:11.

form ^ Jer. 5 : 26.) But all the an-

cient versions render it, because he is

3. to still, quiet. Ps. 8 : 3. flesh, as if it were compounded of 2,

4. to make to cease, toput an end to, .
<

ID = TO and Da = Da also. This is

more accordant with the context, bute. g. a war, Ps. 46 : 10. contention,
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has the following difficulties; (1.) the

use of the prefix .c in Genesis, and

that iu prose. To this, however, it
|

may be answered in part, that the so- ^Y
1 '

lemn speeches of Jehovah, even in the
|
m Pa . cecinit

/) or (after the Arab.

prosaic portions of the Old Testa- 7 , ,. A
*ao to be sad, distressed,) a lamentation,

m . pg . 7 : i. arid in the plur.

: 1. a song, an ode, (comp.

cantilena, cantio, from

ment, abound with poetic forme. ^
,̂ to be rendered then in Habakkuk, ,,,,

Gen. 1 : 24 wn. comp. verse 25 rvrr. In .,

/ \ *.i.~
"ie Banner of a lamentation.

like manner verse 10 D"3\ (2.) that D3 > f

stands for ca although it has a lesser ^?V to lie with (a woman). Deut,

distinctive accent. But similar ex- 28 : 30.

Niph. pass. Is. 13:16. Zech. 14 : 2.

Pu. Jer. 3 : 2.

Note. The Masoretes regarded this

ceptions in regard to the lesser distinc-

tive* sometime occur. (3.) that oa is

apparently superfluous. But it may
perhaps be rendered, because he is also word as low and obscene, and have,

flesh, (and not barely spirit.) The therefore, substituted ntn for it in the

sentence, however, would still appear Keri.

to

an error, mistake. Ecc. 5 : 5. r

v^E? f & wife* spouse, e. g. of the

. verbal from arc, dec. XI. c. Persian king. Neh. 2 : 6. Prob. also Ps.

Ncn to 45 : 10.

shi through inadvertence or ignorance, ^ f. Chald. idem, epoken of the

:2,27. Num. 15:27.
wives "of the king of Babylon. Dan.

nHH^ Ccomp. :at?.)T T ^ l

1. to wander about. Ezek. 34 : 6.

Construed with ^>, to wanderfrom the oe

way, and metaphorically from the

commands of God, Prov. 19 : 27.

2. to transgress, to do wrong. Lev. gg .'

4:13. 1 Sam. 26 : 21, with the ac- ^
cessory idea of inadvertence or ig- false prophets, Jer. 29 : 26. Hos. 9 : 7.

also reproachfully of true prophets,
3. to be giddy, to be intoxicated; 2 K. 9:11.

from wine, Is. 28 : 7. Prov. 20: 1. from
Hithpa. to rave, to make one's self

love, Prov. 5:20 wherefore art thou a mad man. 1 Sam. 21: 15, 16.

intoxicated, my son, with (the love of) Deriv.
a stranvc. woman? Verse 14.

5 : 2, 3, 23. different from j;nb concubines.

^Htl) in Kal not used. In Arab, to

I, also to rave, be mad.

Pu. part. 4to.

7. 1 Sam.

enihusiast, fanatic
.

epoken of

2. etaphorically to let zander, con-

strued with p, Ps. 119:10. to seduce,

entice, Job 12:16-

Deriv. nstpo, comp. also nato, n^:c.

TlM found only in Hiph. to look,

seet 'view; e.g. from a window, Cant.

m ' verbal from *

- 28 : 28. 2 K. 9 : 20.

m. Ex. 13:12. const. ia5 Deut.

7:13. 28:4. an offspring,, young',

02^^. (Root Syr. and Chald. misit,

"TO? Lam. 4: 3. dual ond, const,

2:9. Construed with ?*, Is. 14:16. m. (Hos. 9:14. Cant. 4:5.) breasts;

Also with p, Ps. 33:14. (In Chald. spoken of men, Cant. 4:5. 8:1. of

providere, nnren providentia.) animals, Gen. 49 : 25. (In Aram, in.)

n^^H^ f. dec. X. a transgression
See ^;

-

froni ignorance or inadvertence. Ps.19: "TU? found only in the plur.onuJ m.

13. Root , liter, lords, like o^a, Deut. 32;
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17. Ps. 106 : 37. Root -re* Arab. ^
if Ox

med. Je to rule ; whence j^ a lord,
o z

Syr. ]y\+ an evil demon.
Se-pt.2a,tp.ovioc.

Vulg. dcemonia. The names of idols

are often used by the later Jews for

demons.

1. "ft!? m. i. q. -raJ, prim, a mothers

breast. Job 24: 9. Is. 60: 16.

II. lW, once iVeJ (Job 5 : 21.) verbal

from -ntf.

1 . violence, oppression ; either actively,
Prov. 21:7. 24:2. or passively, Ps,

12:6 n*:i) TC the oppression ofthepoorr

Also goods obtained by violence, Am.
3:10.

2. desolation, destruction ; often

joined with nyc. Is. 51 : 19. 59 : 7. Jer.

48 : 3. Hab. 2:17 rtorra -TO desolation

by wild beasts.

*7"UZ) 1. to oppress, destroy. Ps. 1 7 : 9.

Prov. 11:3. Part. nVb >TTO nightly rob-

bers, Obad. 5. Part. pass. TTRJ slain,

dead, Judg. 5 : 27. (In Arab. 1. to fall

on; 2. to strengthen ; conj. IL to /Mwrf-

e/i; conj. III. to be more violent than

another, to overcome.)
2. to desolate, lay waste; a country

or city, Ps. 137:8. Jer. 25:36. a

people, Jer. 47 : 4
? 7. 49 : 28. Ps, 91 : 6.

Jer. 5 : 6.

Note. The inflection of this verb is

in part regular, and in part contracted;
e. g. pret. mg, with suff. wraJ, tut. iraj

Ps. 91:6, (as if from -wr,) with sufK

EH;W Jer. 5:6. and en* Prov. 11:3.

Niph. to be laid ivaste. Mic. 2 : 4.

Pi. i. q. Kal no. 1. Prov. 19 : 26.

24:15.

Pu. Tn6 and TTCJ (Nah. 3 ; 7.) to be

laid waste, pass, of Kal no. 2. Is. 15 : 1.

23:1. Jer. 4: 13. 48:1.

Po. to destroy, Hps. 10 : S.

!|oph. ihn pass. Is. 35 : 1. Hos.
10:14.

rPT\2} fem. of TO, dec. X. liter, a lady,

princess, whence a wife, concubine.
s -

(Comp. '^^^ d&ndna, coujux. In-

stead of ' stands Hirik defective with

Dagesh forte following ; comp. xca^B
and

5a^B> tfltoj? and njiap.) Ecc. 2 : 8
nYroj

rrrd

a wife and wives, i. e. concubines of

every description. Compare the con-

text, which requires that the harem
should be mentioned among the delights
of an eastern king, arid the preceding
word ntan luxuriousness, (comp. Cant.

7:7.) Aben Ezra derives this same sig-

nification, but less suitably, from TO the

female breast, whence afemale, like cm
Judg. 5 : 30.

"HE) m. the Almighty, an epithet of

Jehovah, sometimes in the phrase "TO fyi,

Gen. 17 ; 1. 28 : 3. Ex. 6 ; 3. "and

sometimes standing by itself, Job 5 :

17, and frequently in this book. Ruth
1 : 20, 21. The form is the pluralis

excellentiae from a sing, ito mighty,

(comp. Arab. mighty, violent,

under the root TTC.) '7" is the ancient

plural terniination, as in ':i. Sept.

generally Tra.vrt^x.^diu^^ Vulg. in the

Pentateuch Omnipotens.

pTu? Job 19:29. not a proper word,

but compounded of the prefix .^
;=iw

and f*judgment, hence that there is a

judgment. So in the Keri, JTTO.

I. HOTp f. Is. 37:27. blightedgrain,

i. q. nsrcJ in the parallel passage 2 K.
19 : 26. by a commutation of D and

FJ.

See under the letter a.

II. nO"ltI}, plur. ntoTp, const. rfam5,

dec. XI. d." a field. Jer. 31: 40. 2K.
23 : 4. Deut. 32 : 32. In the two re-

maining passages (Is. 16:8. Hab. 3:

17.) it is construed with a verb in

the singular. It is found in none of the

kindred dialects, but the signification

given above is sufficiently evident from

the connection and from the ancient

versions.

^"TO to burn, blacken, blast, blight,

spoken of the injurious effects of the

east wind on the grain. Gen. 41 : 23,

27. (Arab, with to to be dark, to be

black ; Chald. rrro to burn.] Hence



grain.

(

f. verbal from
rj-r, blighted

K. 19:26.

m. verbal from
F]-T,

a blasting

(of corn or grain). 1 K. 8:37. Amos
4 : 9. Dent. 28 : 22. According to Gen.

41:6 ff. it is sometimes an effect of the

east wind.

nip Chald. Ithpa. to exert one s self,

construed withb. Dan. 6 : 15. Elsewhere

in Chald. and Rabbin. b-rc1

;
see the let-

ter \ p. 290.

nnt? m. name of a precious stone.

Gen.~2:12. Ex. 28:9, 20. 35:9, 27.

Job 28 : 16. Ezek. 28 : 13. Most of the

ancient versions make it the sardonyx.
Others : the flesh-coloured onyx with

&& s -

whitish lines; (comp. the Arab.

a striped garment.)

"11T Job 15:31 Keth. i. q. vsJ.

i. q. the root n^ q. v.

m. dec. I. ruin, destruction.

Ps. 35 : 17. Root to == nti. See the

fern. rwtj.

N"!l m. (read s7iav)& segolated form,

like rro, but without the furtive Segol,
like t:\rp. Root NTO, (whence ^7, like

rra from ma,) Arab, (with J) to be

bad, ivicked.

1. what is vain, vanity. Job 15 : 31.

trie ran vain idols, Ps. 31:7. Hence

2. what is useless, to no purpose or

in vain. Mai. 3 : 14 a'nVw -\i? NVB it is

in vain to serve God. Hence wtib in

rain, to no purpose, Jer. 2 : 30. 4 : 30.

6 : 29.

3. what is false or deceitful, a lie,

falselwod. Ps. 12:3. 41:7. Job 31:5.

:r a false report, Ex. 23 : 1. NTO -w

a false witness, Deut. 5 : 17. Ex. 20:

7 wtr? nin; 2-r'n Ntn to thou s/ialt not

utter the name of JeJiovah on a false-
hood, i. e. thou shalt not swear falsely ;

comp. Ps. 24 : 4.

4. wickedness, (comp. ^.) Nnc? vrp
the

wicked, Job 1 1 : 1 1. -Is. 5' : 18 wen 'ban

cords of wickedness.

5. trouble, affliction^ destruction.

) mtz)

Job 7 : 3. Is. SO : 28
T\# np3 the sieve or

winnowing-fan of destruction.

nfr^il!) f. verbal from niu> = n^ q. r.

dec. X.

1. a storm, tempest. Prov. 1 : 27 wlen

your fear cometh as a tempest. (In the

Kethib n>j.) Ezek. 38 : 9.

2. sudden destruction, rum. Ps. 63 :

10 *a.
;
r: vri?r nNtvrb they seek after my life

to destroy itJ Is. 10:3. 47:11. Ps.

35:8.

3. desolation. Usually connected,

by way of paronomasia, with the syno-

nymous word narrate. Zeph. 1:15.

Hence desolated countries, ruins, Job

30:3,14.38:27.

H^U), infin. absol. ataJ, fut. a**, apoc.

1. to turn, turn back, to return.

ash -ds he that goeth and he that return-

eth, Ezek. 35 : 7. Zech. 7 : 14. 9:8.

(Comp. s*i a.) The following con-

structions are worthy of notice, (1.)

with 7 and bw, to turn or return to a

person or thing, e. g. to Jehovah, IK.
8 : 33. Ps. 22 : 28. So with br, 2 Chr.

30 : 9. with -w, Is. 1 9 : 22. Joel 2:12.

Amos 4 : 6 if. with 2, Hos. 12 : 7.

Without addition, to return, be con-

verted, Jer. 3:12, 14, 22. 2 Chr. 6 :24.

Is. 1:27 rpatf her (Zions) converted

citizens. (2.) with p, to cease, desist;

e. g. from a purpose, Jer. 4 : 28. from

good, Ezek. 18:24. from evil, Ezek.

3:19. 14:6. Job 36: 10. from anger,

Ex. 32 : 12. Also in phrases as my
anger ceases or is turned away from
a person, Gen. 27:45. 2 Chr. 12:12.

and without addition, e atf my anger

ceases, Gen. 27 :44. Is". 5^25. 12 : 1.

Prov. 25 : 10 and thy shame cease not.

(3.) with ^rwD, to turn back from a

person whom one has followed, Ruth 1 :

16. or persecuted, 2 Sam. 2 : 26, 30.

hence to turn away, to apostatize ; e.g.

from Jehovah, Josh. 22 : 16, 23, 29.

) Sam. 15:11. (without addition, Josh.

23:12.) (4.) to come back to the pos-
session of a thing, construed with by.

Ezek. 7 : 13. Is. 23 : 17. Lev. 25 : 10.
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2. spoken of things without life, to

go or come back, particularly in the

following phrases ; ( 1.) to be turned into

any thing again ; e. g. Is. 29:17. cornp.
Gen. 3 : 19. Ecc. 3 : 20. (2.) to be given
back (to its former owner), construed

with b. Lev. 27 : 24. Deut. 28 : 31.

1 Sam'. 7: 14. IK. 12:26. (3.) to be

recalled, to continue unfulfilled, spoken
of a command, a prophecy, (the oppo-
site of ma to be fulfilled.} Is. 45 : 23.

55:11. Ezek. 7:13. (4.) to be reco-

vered, to be restored ; spoken of cities,

Ezek, 35 : 9 Keri.. 1 Sarn. 7:14. comp.
Ezek. 16 : 55. of a diseased member,
IK. 13:6. 2 K. 5: 10, 14. Ex. 4:7.

3. joined with another verb, it forms

a periphrasis of the adverbs again, anew.

It is then connected with a finite verb

with and without a copula ; e. g. Gen.
30 : 3 1 rrpsi HITON / will feed again.
26 : 18. Josh. 5:2. 2 K. 1 : 13 rntfr at

and he sent again. 20 : 5. Is. 6 : 13.

With an infin. Job 7 : 7.

4. causat. as in Hiph. (1.) to lead

or bring back. Num. 10 : 36. Ps. 85 : 5.

Particularly in the phrase maic aij to

bring back captives, see roaxS. (2.) to

restore. Nah. 2:3. The Kethib fre-

quently has a in a causative sense,

where the Keri has a^.
Pil. aaitj 1. to lead or bring back. Jer.

50:19.
2. to convert. Is. 49:5. See Kal

no. 1. (1.)

3. to make rebellious, to pervert. Is.

47:10. See Kal no. 1. (3.)

4. to restore. Is. 58 : 12. Prob. Ps.

60:3.

5. ties ai3 to animate or invigorate
the soul. Ps. 23 : 3. Comp. SJD: a'ttJn.

Pul. aaiti pass, whence the part.

rqiTED brought back, i. e. escaped, de-

livered, Ezek. 38 : 8.

Hiph. a'tfn, fut. 3;, apoc. atfji aiir,

to cause to turn back ; hence

1. to bring or lead back, e. g. pri-

.soners. Jer. 32 : 44. 33 : 11. 49 : 6, 39.

Hence to drive back, to keep off, to

hinder, Job 9:12. 11: 10. 23 : 13. Is.

14 : 27. 43 : 13. Particularly (I.) join-
ed with D:B, to turn away the face of&
person, i. e. to refuse or deny his re-

quest. 1 K. 2 : 16, 17, 20. 2 Chr. 6 : 42.

(2.) with tito, to bring back the life of
a person, i. e. to relieve or refresh him.

Ruth 4 : 15. Lam. 1:11, 16, 19. Me-

taphorically Ps. 19 : 8. (By weariness

life is as it were exhausted, by refresh-

ment it is restored again, comp. 1 Sam.
30 : 12. Judg. 15 : 19.) (3.) with

*p, rron,

to still or assuage anger. Job 9:13.
Ps. 78 : 38. 106 : 23. Construed with

jp from a person, Prov. 24 : 18. i^n

jo nirr nan to turn away the wrath of
Jehovah from a person, Num. 25 : 11.

Ezra 10 : 14.

2. to give back, to restore, construed

with a dative of the person. Ex. 22 :

25. Deut. 22 : 2. Particularly to make

good, replace ; e. g. what is stolen, Lev.

5 : 23. [6:4.] a trespass, Num. 5 : 7.

Hence (1.) to compensate, recompense ;

construed with a dative, Ps. 18:21.

116: 12. with to, Ps. 94 : 23. and with-

out a mention of the person, Prov. 17 :

13. with an accus. and dative, Gen. 50:

15. (2.) ->:n a^ttJn to return word, to an-

swer, construed with an accus. of the

person, (like n#.) 1 K. 12:6, 9, 16.

Also to bring word or answer, Num.
22* 8. 13 : 27. 2 Sam. 24 : 13. The
former is also expressed with Dno.M,

Prov. 22 : 21. with pp, Job 35 \L
without addition, 2 Chr. 10:16. Job
35:5.

3. to bring again, to bring repeat-

edly ; as a tribute, 2 K. 3:4. 17:3.

2 Chr. 27 : 5. Ps. 72 : 10. an offering,

Num. 18:9. So in Lat. sacra referre,

Virg. Georg. i. 339. JEn. v. 598. 603.

4. to recal, revoke, e. g. a blessing,
Num. 23 : 20. an edict, Est. 8 : 5, 8

y&l\ I

1
** it is irrevocable. Am. 1 : 3 ff

for many transgressions ofDamascus
I will not revoke it, scil. what I have

decreed. (Comp. verses 4, 5. and Num.
23 : 20.)

5. to restore. le. 1 : 26. Dan. 9 : 25.

6. simply to turn, direct, apply.
Hence (1.)

aV fy a'tfrr to lay to heart, to
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consider. Deut. 4:39. 30: 1. With
. 46 : 8. Hence to repent, IK. 8: 47.

(2.) with c':j, to ta/vi away one's face,

Ezek. 14:6. ad without c':e, 18:30,
32. Construed with 7, to turn onesface
to a place, Dan. 11 : 18, 19.

Hoph. r^hn to be brought, led, given
back. Gen". 42: 28. 43 :'l 2. Num.5:
8. etc.

Deriv. out of course nytf , rwrco, rnicri.

S^iti) m. verbal adj. from aj, dec.

II. b. rebellious, backsliding. Jer. 3:14,
22. Is. 57:17.

^llt!?, fern, rroitf, verbal adj. from

i*r, rebellious, backsliding. Jer. 31 :22.

49:4.

desolation, see "TJZ7.

/, whence the fut. nvur, see THL7 .

1. rnt!J I. to be even. See Pi.
T T

2. to 5e equal, e. g. in value, construed

with 3. Prov. 3 : 15. 8 : 1 1. Est. 7 : 4.

rrj^n pj:a
rrtf nsrr

-pst
<3 although the

enemy could not equal, i.e. make good,
the damage of the king. Used passively,

^ nr it was recompensed to me, cequa-
tum est mild, Job 33 : 27.

3. to be like, construed with ?. Prov.

26 : 4. Is. 40 : 25.

4. to be sufficient, to satisfy. Est. 5 :

13 7 nisj ^rw rrps a// tfAzs satisfies me not.

5. suitable, serviceable, useful. Est.

3 : 8 nyc j' TjVab
z' 25 not useful to the king.

Pi. 1. to wzafo jo/am or even. Is.

28 : 25. Joined with
trcj,

to quiet ones

spirit, to compose ones mind, animum

componere, Ps. 131 : 2. So prob. ellip-

tically Is. 38 : 13 -ipT
3 T> \-rytf / quieted

myself, i.e. I waited, ft"*Y morning. Vulg.
and Jerome, spcrabam usque ad mane.

The word na must then (contrary to

the accents) be joined to the following
clause. Others, after signif. no.2. pone-
bam (me) usque ad mane sicut leonem

(rugientem,) Iwas like till morning to a

(roaring) lion. Targ. rugiebam, ut ho.

Or, assimilabam (me) .

2. to place, put, ponere. (In the

Targums more frequent. So -pr to place

)1 )

and to compare.) Ps. 16:8. 21:6.

89 : 20 -n33 bs TO w> J /iat'e ^ZVCTI Ac^
to #7/6- mighty. 119: 30. nc nvi- to prepare

fruit, Hos. 10:1. Construed with a, to

i^e 05 or //^r, Ps. 18 : 34.

Hiph. to compare, liken. Lam. 2:13.

II-
("HI!?, in Chald. Ithpa. to fear.

In Hebrew not used in Kal. Hence

perhaps

Pi. Job 30:22 Keth. rntfn ^?aioa i/w?/

makest me despond, tJiou terrifiest me.

(In the Kerirr^n.) The Syriac version

likewise has two verbs here.

Nithpa. (a conjugation, uncommon
in pure Hebrew, but frequent in Rab-

binic, see Gesenius' Lehrgeb. . 71. 4.

Anm.) Prov. 27 : 15 a continual drop-

and a contentious woman one must be

afraid of. Others after no. I. are like

to each other. Vulg. comparantur.
Greek Venet. itrovrai. But so direct

and apparently weak a mode of ex-

pressing the comparison is uncommon
in the Proverbs. Others change the

vowel-pointing, and read rnntea which

raves or storms ; comp. ire ivinter,and

the Greek %tiju.ei<r6vvcti UTrtiXcci/; , M%it-

pavrcii (p^vig. Targ. uxor litigiosa, qua:
rixatur.

rn^J or W$ Chald. i. q. Heb.
rnj

no. I. to be equal, like, suitable. Pa,

Dan. 5:21 Ken "w Nnvn D^ niibi and
his heart they made like to the beasts,

i. e. his heart was made like to the

beasts. The Kethib reads *yS part,

pass, of Kal, which is better suited to

the passage.

Ithpa. to be made into any thing.

Dan. 3 : 29.

J"T]\lJ
Gen. 14:17. proper name of a

valley, which is also called the king's

dale. The latter name occurs like-

wise 2 Sam. 18: 18. but there is no-

thing to determine its locality. If it

be the same with DTipi? T$ Gen. 14:5.

it was probably in the neighbourhood of

Kiriathaim ; hut there are two cities

of lliis name, see p. 534.
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(kindred with rmti and
nntf.) punishes men, Is. 10 : 26. Jab 9 : 23.

1. to sink down. Prov. 2 : 18 nrns

tip
1
;?

fivs'bN her house sinks down to

hades ; or (since rva is elsewhere uni-

formly masc.) she sinks down to liades

with her house, liter, quoad domum
suam. Deriv. nnm;, nrrttf and nrra} a

2. to e fowled <fo?^w. Ps. 44 : 26

i3tkg iEb nrre owr sow/ fs bowed down
to the dust. Lam. 3 : 20 Keri '?? men
>\: 7?z?/ sow/ ?s bowed down within me.

Comp. Ps. 42 : 7.

rP)tt) proper name of a son of Abra-

ham by Keturah. Gen. 25 : 2. Hence
the patronymic and gentile noun trad a

Shuhite, Job 2: 11. 8:1. 25:1. the

name of a tribe in Arabia Deserta, called

leutjietlu by Ptolemy, (xv.5.)

verbal from rroJ, apit, abyss.

Jer. 2:6. 18 : 20. Prov. 22 : 14.

I. t#U!) I. to row. Part.

Ezek. 27 1 8, 26. (Arab. feU to

whence Ttftf a whip, scourge.} Deriv.

2. to rzm to andfro, to seek. Num.
1 1 : 8.

yn.N} ojj to rore or wander

through the earth or a country, Job
1:7. 2:2. particularly for the purpose
of reviewing, 2 Sam. 24 : 2, 8. (These
two significations may be connected;

comp. the German verbs peitschen,

rudern.)

Pil. EBtaJ i. q. Kal no. 2. Jer. 5 : 1.

Is. 28: 15, 18 r^a rntf the overflowing
an incongruous figTire, for a

calamity. (The Arabians

have similar expressions ; see the Co-

ran, Sur. 88: 12. 89:33.)

71$ m. dec. I.

1. a hem. Ex. 28 : 33, 34.

2. Me train or rai7 (of a garment).
Is. 6 : 1. D'Vraj nh to <wra wp Me <ra7

(of one's garment), indicative of the

greatest dishonour, Jer. 13 : 22, 26.

Nah. 3 : 5. Root tot) Arab. Jtl to

be broad, slack, to hang down.

V /)$ m. verbal from ^sJ.
T T

1. stripped, naked. Mic. 1:8. Or

perhaps more specifically bare-footed,

(so the Sept. Syr.) Comp. Virj to put
off (t\\e shoe).

2. captive, prisoner. Job 12: 17, 19.

fVtp ^1$ Shulammith, proper name

of the maiden, whose praises are sung
in a part, according to others, through
the whole of Canticles. Cant. 7:1.

It may be a gentile noun, a Shulamite

or Shunamite, from ojntf also called

Sulem ; or the fern, of rrdrti, after the

Arabic form
^.UjJlwj

Suleiman.

Q1$ m. dec. I. garlick. Num. 11:5.

Comp. Celsii Hierobot. T. II. p. 53.

D31$ proper name of a city in the

tribe of Issachar. Josh. 19: 18. 1 Sam.
28 : 4. 2 K. 4 : 8. According to Euse-

Am. 8: 12. Zech. 4 : 10 the eyes of bius, (under the word <ijX) there
Jehovah fwrr^a tanp^ittjp

which run to

andfro through the whole earth. 2 Chr.

16:9. Metaphorically to run over or

examine (a writing), Dan. 12:4.

Hithpa. i. q. Pi. Jer. 49 : 3.

II. tDlttf Aram. w^L* i. q. t^ to

despise, contemn. Part. nn$ Ezek. 16 :

57.28:24,26. See wtf.

m. verbal from TDVOJ, dec. I. a

scourge. Prov. 26 : 3. IK.
12 : 11.

pxdb !sixz5 Me scourge ofthe (slan-

derous) ton^we, Job 5 : 21. Particu-

larly the soourge of God with which he

was a place Sulem (by a commutation

of I and n,} five Roman miles south of

mount Tabor. The gentile noun is

so**, fem. rr-,
1 K. 1 : 3. 2:17. 2 K.

4:12.

Vl$ or i^)\!} found only in Pi. yyo

to cry, particularly for help, construed

with"r. Ps. 30: 3. 88:14. 72:12. Henco

I. Vi$ m. Is. 22:5. and sm> Job

30 : 23. verbals from r^
;

,
a cryfor help.

II. ^Itt?, also ritj (Job 36 : 19.) dec. I.

1. 'rich, opulent, Job 34:19. Ezek.

23 : 23. riches, Job 36: 19.
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2. noble, liberal, mag7ianimous. Is.

32 : 5. The root rvtf borrows its signi-

fication here from w Arab. -,*,. to &e

broad, also to &e rir/*, mighty; conj.

VIII. X. to fo? noble-minded, liberal.

m. dec. VI. d. Pa. 5 : 3. and

. dtr. X. verbals from rry, cry

/or 7/e^>, a supplication. Ps. 18:7.

39:13.102:2.

m. dec. I. #yo.r. Cant. 2:15.

Lam'. 5 : 18. Ezek. 13 : 4. Ps. 63 : 11.

Neh. 3 : 35. (Arab. j^J more fre-

quently L UjJ, with ^ annexed;

comp. the proper name D'absc, which is

also written D']tf.) Under this name is

included also in common life thejackal,

(Pers. (Jj^, shagal;) comp. Niebuhr's

Beschreib. von Arabien, p. 166. and

this meaning has been applied to Judg.
15:4. and Ps. 63 : 1 1. since the jackal

is common in Palestine and feeds on

carrion. But both of these circum-

stances are also true of the fox, and the

jackal has another name in Hebrew (^.}

See Bocharti Hieroz. T. II. p. 190 ff.

of the Leips. edit. Faber zu Harmer's

Beobachtungen, Th. 2. p. 270. Faber's

Archaologie, Th. 1. p. 140.

"^yi\L
s m. (denom. from -wsJ a gate,)

dec. VII. 1). a porter. 2 K. 7:10, 11.

2Chr.31:14.

rp\Z)
1 . to break or smite in pieces.

(So in Chald. Ps. 94 : 5. Deut, 9 : 21

Targ. for the Heb. nns ; and more fre-

quently the kindred verbs NDIE, r$?&, for

the Heb. wpi, ro} etc.) Job 9:17 -itiM

'wCTCr nnrun who breaks me in pieces with

a tempest. Sept. sxTgA^jj. Vulg. conteret.

2. i. q. Lat. ferio, Greek TT^TT^, to

smite, strike; also spoken of the ser-

pent, to bite. Gen. 3:15 in-h
'jcisr

Nirr

ajg c*tfn nrwn he (ttie seed oftlie woman)
shall smite thee on the head, and thou

shalt bite him on the heel. In Hebrew
both these ideas are expressed by the

same word rn:
; and in Arabic by L-jya

.

Syr. u*o tj conteret, j-*lcZ feries.

Jerome, conteret insidiaberis. See

Eichhorn's Urgesch. herausgegeben von

Gabler, Th. n. B. 1. p. 189 ff. B. 2.

p. 281 ff.

3. perhaps also to press. Ps. 139 : 11

OT tenebra prement, \. e. occulta-

silentio premere, nubibus pressus. Or,

darkness is dark about me. In this

case
f]iJ

is supposed to derive its mean-

ing from
F|rc: twilight, darkness. Sept.

jc#Av\l'2<. Symm. \
<7TKrx.t'7rci<rii. Others

compare the Arab. u_jl vidit, conj. V.

ex alto prospexit ; hence the darkness

sees me.

"^D'ittf m. plur. rn-cisj, dec. II. b. a

horn, trumpet, lituus, different from

rraten. Ex. 19:16. Lev. 25 : 9. Jerome

on Hos. 5 : 8, buccina pastoralis est et

cornu recurvo efficitur, unde et proprie
Hebraice sophar, Greece

*gg#T/v>j, appel-
latur. Sept, <rA7r;y|, xfg*r/n).

The pro-

per verb to express the blowing of this

instrument is rp_n, q. v. That it was

made of horn, or at least in the shape
of a horn, is evident from its being in-

terchanged with pp, e. g. Josh. 6 : 5.

comp. verses 4, 6, 8, 13. Job 39:25

ifVzJ na. (Arab, ^x^ idem.)

p'itZ)
m. dec. I. a leg, thigh. Cant.

5:15. Ps. 147:10 TOT 'C'Kn 'p_itf3 & he

takes no pleasure in the legs of a man,
i. e. in infantry, in opposition to cavalry.

Judg. 15 : 8
-rp;

by pitf onfc ^ and he

smote them hip and thigh, a proverbial

expression, for he smote them all. (V

here signifies with, together with ; see

b? no. 13.) Spoken also of animals,

Ex. 29:22, 27. 1 Sam. 9: 24. Dual

n^itf Prov. 26 : 7. Kindred with pvtf

and ppjcJ to run.

p^ltZJ
in Kal not used. Prob. to run,

like Pj7$j comp. pit? a thigh, End p^u) a

Hiph. to run over, to overflow. Joel

2 : 24 ttji-rn aup;ri iptin thefats shall over-

flow with wine. 4 : 13. [3 : 13.] It go-
verns an accus. like verbs of plenty.

Pil. p|Jto causat. of Hiph. to cause to

4o
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overflow,
to water abundantly. Ps.

65 : 10.

m. verbal from proi, dec. VI. #.

Prov. 7:8. Ecc. 12:4, 5.

Plur. trjntf, (like DHVH from -m,) Cant. 3 : 2.

Tl$ m. plur. onjsJ (Hos. 12:12.)
dec. VI. z. an ox, an animal of the ox

kind, without respect to age or sex.

Is, 1 : 3. Used particularly in general
notices of different animals, Ex. 22 : 1 .

[21:37.] Lev. 22:23, 28. 27:26.
Num. 18:17. Deut. 14:4. For the

collective noun, the Hebrews used ipTa

q. v. to which ivo has the same relation,

as nto to j2. In Gen. 32 : 6, it is, how-

ever, used collectively like the other

nomina unitatis 112, nnc^, -\rarr, for ser-

vants, maidens, asses, (but the col-

lective noun )&? is subjoined, probably
because nto appeared unappropriate.)
In many passages the connection shews

that a calf, (Lev. 22:27.) or a cow,

(Job 21:10.) is intended; but the word
itself is generic. It is an epicene noun
and of the masculine gender even when

spoken of female animals, Job 21:10
ia YifoS his cow becomes pregnant.

S"'-

(In Arab, y an ox; in Aram. wVin

also a calf.)

L 1^, fut. Tntr, to see, behold, view.

Job 7 : 8. 24 : 15. Construed with an

accus. Num. 23 : 9. Job 35 : 5. Parti-

cularly (1.) to look down. Cant. 4:8.

(2.) to look graciously. Hos. 14 : 9.

(3.) to lay wait. Jer. 5 : 26. Hos. 13 : 7.

(4.) to regard. Job 33 : 14. 35 : 13.

II. "VNZ) to go, to travel, journey.

(Arab.Tto I* idem; comp. in Chald. vcyti

a caravan. Also in Palmyr. comp.Tych-
sen's Element. Syr. p.74.) Ezek.27:25

TjinriD ^prii"^
tttohri nv2 the ships of Tar-

s/risk are thy caravans for thy traffic.,

i, e. they go out in caravans or squad-
rons to carry on thy commerce. Con-
strued with a, to go with a thing, i. e.

to carry it, (comp. a no. 2.) Is. 57 : 9.

Deriv. rrvnzjn a present.

III. "DE!1

i. q. Tt$ to sing, q. v.

I. *YNtf m. dec. I. i. q. ^ an enemy.

Ps. 92:12.

II. Tltf dec. I.

& <J

1. i. q. Arab.^ a wall. Gen.

49 : 22. Ps. 18 : 30. Plur. nYw> Job 24 :

11 nniTiti pa between their walls, i. e.

in their houses.

2. proper name of a city on the bor-

ders of Egypt towards Palestine, (Gen.
16:7. 20:1. 25:18. 1 Sam. 15:7. 27:

8.) according to Josephus (Antiq. Jud.

vi. 7. 3. comp. 1 Sam. 15 : 7.) Pelu-

sium. The desert from Palestine to

Shur is called Ex. 15 : 22 TTCJ
"

|?T?

Num. 33 : 8 crw -QTO, now Jofar.

Chald. a wall. Ezra 4:13, 16.

m. 1 K. 7 : 19. in pause
7 : 22, 26. more frequently rn^iuj f. plur.

D^-ciTE, dec. VIII. h. and X.

1. a lily, various species of which

are native in the east and grow in the

fields. Cant.2 : 1, 2, 16. 4 : 5. 6 : 2. 7:3.

Hos. 14:6. The Greek authors also

were acquainted with the name G-OVO-O*

for lily, e. g. Dioscor. in. 116. Athen.

xn. 1.
jtfrci

nwtt lily-work, (an orna-

ment on the pillars of the temple,)

perhaps work in theform of the lotus,

for the lotus is like the lily and was
common in Egypt as a decoration for

pillars, and the Hebrew architecture

generally has a Phenico-Egyptian cha-

racter, 1 K. 7 : 19, 22, 66. (Arab, and

Syr. idem.) Comp. Celsii Hierob. I.

p. 383 ff.

2. rm
ftori Ps. 60 : 1. and DtiW Ps.

45 : 1. 69 : 1. 80 : 1. name of a musical

instrument. If so called from its re-

semblance to a lily, then we may sup-

pose it to have been a cymbal.

3. as a proper name, Dan. 8:2.

Neh. 1 : 1. Est. 1 : 2, 5. Shushan or Su-

sa, on the river Choaspes, the metro-

polis of Susiana and winter residence

of the Persian kings. (The summer re-

sidence was srrarw.) In its place is now
a city called Suster or Tuster.

a gentile noun, Chald. the
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inhabitants of Siisa. See the preceding infin. (after the Chaldaic form)

article, no. 3. Ezra 4 : 9.

rVTu) to set, place, see

D.t,s Clnild. found only in the un-

common conj. an*, arJ to free, deliver.

Fut. arsr, infin. n;nJ, Dan. 3:15, 17,

28. 6:17, 28. In the Targums more

common.

F]Tt2
to see, look on, behold. Job 20:9.

28:7. (So all the ancient versions.

In Rabbin, rpc idem.) Cant. 1 : 6 ':nc$8*ti

for the sun has looked, i. e. shined,

on me.

ITU? Arab. Li to turn from right

to left or inwards, to tivist. Found only
in the Hoph. part. -wto taj fine twined

linen, Ex. 26:1, 31,36' 27:9,18. 28:6,

8, 15 ff.

11$ m. verbal from nrrc, boweddown,

cast down. Job 22 : 29 n;r? mj Me
c#^ down.

iniZ/ to
0rj't;

a present, particularly

for freeing a person from punishment.
Job 6 : 22. Construed with an "accus.

of the person, to load with presents,
Ezek. 16:33. Hence

"intT? m. verbal from irrcj, a gift,

present. IK. 15:19. Particularly to

purchase deliverance from punishment,
2 K. 16 : 8. Prov. 6 : 35. (comp. Job
6 : 22.) or to bribe any one, e.g. ajudge,
Ex. 23:8. Deut. 10:17. Is. 5 : 23.

TITO npj? to receive a bribe, Ps. 15:5.

26 : l6! 1 Sam. 8 : 3. Prov. 17 : 8 ]n ;a

"7iTr aprecious stone is a gift to

its master, i. e. to him that receives it
;

(comp. byz no. 1.)

(comp. rnsj and nrr^.)

Is. 51: 23. In Chald.

more frequent.

2. to gink down. Comp. the deriv.

mrro, rrrnr.

lliph. nrnzjri to cause to bow down.

Prov. 12:25.

Hithpal. n^'irc
1

? (with a doubling of

the third radical, like rn>, nnw, for rwj,)

fut. apoc. inrnir, in pause nnr (Milel,)

(2 K. 5:18.)
1. to bow down, to prostrate one's

self,
as a testimony of respect and reve-

rence, o-garatmiV j
often with the addi-

tion of rrcisi D^ESI with the face to the

earth. Gen] wVl. 42 : 6. 48 : 12. The

pei-son before whom one prostrates him-

self is preceded by \,
Gen. 23 : 7. 37 : 7,

9, 10. more rarely by >:, 23 : 12. This

token of respect was shewn sometimes

to equals, Gen. 23: 7. 37 -.7,9,10.33:3,

6. sometimes to superiors, e. g. to kings
and princes, 2 Sam. 9 : 8. and especially

to the Deity ; hence

2. toprostrate ones self(before God),
to worship, adore. Gen. 22 : 5. 1 Sam.
1 : 3. Sometimes without a prostration,

as upon one's bed, Gen. 47 : 31. 1 K.
1 : 47. This prostration was also a

sign of homage or allegiance ; hence

3. to do homage. Ps. 45 : 12 he is thy

lord, ft "inrviT! do homage to him.

Note. Dwnrnco Ezek. 8 : 16, is proba-

bly a corrupted reading for
D'ffjnwo.

see TirPU?.

f. verbal from nrr-d no. 2.

dec, I. a pit. Prov. 28 : 10. Comp. mtf.

nnt!) i. Q. rw5 and nrrcj.
T * "

1. to stoop, bow down, couch, as ani-

mals lurking for prey. Job 38 : 40.

2. to be brought low, to be bowed

down, Ps. 107:39. Job 9:13. Is.

2:11, 17. to bend or boiv one's self, Is.

60 : 14 rrirro ^b Srri and they shall come

bending unto thee. Prov. 14:19.

3. to be bowed down (with sorrow).

Ps. 35 : 14. 38 : 7. Lam. 3 : 20 Keri.

4. to sink. Hab. 3 : 6 the eternal

hills do sink. Ps. 10:10.

Note. The forms which occur are

vrtntf, Tnri and inrro, fut mr.

Niph. I. to be bowed down. Is. 2 : 9.

5:15.

2. to be depressed, made low, spoken
of the voice and of singers. Ecc. 12:4.

Is. 29 : 4 ^rno ntfn Tpym out of the dust

shall thy depressed speech come.

Hiph. to bring or throw down. Is.

25:12. 26:5.
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Hithpo. to be cast down, spoken of

the soul. Ps. 42 : 7, 12. 43 : 5.

Deriv. mp.

tOHE) 1. to kill, slay, (animals.) Gen.

37 : 31. Particularly for sacrifice, Lev.

1:5, 11. Hos. 5 : 2 ipn?s$j Dnsto nprro in

slaying (of sacrifices) they sin greatly.
In reference to the sacrifice of human

beings, Gen. 22 : 10. Is. 57 : 5.

2. to kill, murder, (men.) 2 K. 25 : 7.

Jer. 39 : 6. tcrrira yn Jer. 9 : 7 Keth. a

deadly arrow. In the Keri iaimg pro-

bably in the same sense.

3. 12^ nrn 1 K. 10 : 16, 17. 2 Chr.

9 : 15, 16. prob. gold mixed with alloy.

(In Arabic, this verb, like the Heb. brio,

is applied to the adulteration of wine.)

Sept. beaten gold; comp. by transpo-

sition, rrgv) to spread out.

pHtt)
m. dec. I. a bile, sore, ulcer.

Ex. 9 :"9, 11. Lev. 13 : 18 20. pro
Dns> the botch of Egypt, prob. the ele-

phantiasis, which is endemic in Egypt.
It affects particularly the feet, which

immediately swell up, lose their flexibi-

lity, and become stiff like the feet of

elephants, whence the name of the

disease. Deut. 28 : 27, 35. It is used

of the sores of the leprosy, or of the

elephantiasis, Job 2:7. Comp. Schil-

ling de Lepra, p. 184. Plin. xxvi. 5.

(Root Arab.
^s:

M to be hot, inflamed;

Syr. _AA to suppurate.)

m. Is. 37 : 30. that which

grows up of itself the third year after

sowing, i. q. SJTTD in the parallel passage,

q.v. Some 'MS S. read here UJTJD, others

Fpntt; m. thinness. Ezek.41:16p]n

ys thin wood. See
rjmJ.

jrVnitf f. plur. rrtrvrnp,
dec. 1. a pit.

Ps. 107': 20. Lam. 4:20. Root nntf

no. 2. to sink.

bnt!? m. a lion, used only in poetry.

JobiTlO. 10:16. 28:8. Ps. 91 : 13.

Prov. 26 : 13. Hos. 5 : 14. 13 : 7. Ac-

cording to Bochart (Hieroz. I. 717.)

Strictly the blackish lion ofSyria, (Plin.

H. N. viu. 17.) comp. -vrej black, (by
a commutation of b and

.) Better as a

poetical epithet, the roarer, comp. Arab.

vox in pectore reciprocata. spec.

rugitus.

n/nU} f. Ex. 30 : 34. according to

most of the versions, Jewish commen-
tators and Talmudists, owf, unguis

odoratus, onycha, blatta Byzantina of

the shops. It consists of the shells of

several kinds of muscles, which, when

burnt, yield a smell like to castoreum.

See Dioscorid. n. 10. and the passages
from the Arabic writers quoted by Bo-

chart, (Hieroz. T. II. p. 803 ff.) Root

bntf prob. i. q. Arab. (Jsr^ to shell or

flake off, (comp. vbrpw a date-shell,)

hence rrntf a muscle-shell. If it were

not for the authority of the ancient

versions, the collation of the word with

the Syr. ^.^^A, to distil, exude., would

lead to the idea of a resinous fragrant
substance of the vegetable kingdom,

perhaps bdellium; and this Bochart

prefers, since Dioscorides and Pliny
have compared the pieces of this gum,
on account of their smoothness, with

nails (unguibus).

FjniD Arab, u-ft-s'*' to be lean, to

waste away. Hence

f]Ht) m. Lev. 11 : 16. name of a bird,

according to the Sept. and Vulg. larus,

the sea-gull, a very lank bird. But the

birds mentioned in connexion with it

are not sea-fowls. Hence others : the

horned owl, the night-owl, the leanest

of all birds, although it is a great eater.

HDnU? f. verbal from obsol. nrop, a
v v - '

T

consumption, tabes. Lev. 26 : 16. Deut.

28 : 22.

1UJ m. majesty, pride, (Arab.

', Talmud. yntf idem.) Found

only Job 28 : 8. 41 : 26 [41 : 34] ynw r?i

Vulg. flld superbice, the haughty ones,

spoken of great beasts of prey, e. g.

lions, etc. The Targum has lions in

ehap. 28 : 8. but the meaning is evi-
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Comp. Bocharti Hieroz. I. p. 718.

pn\I? 1. to pound or bruise in pieces.

Ex. 30 : 36. Metaphorically Ps. 18 : 43.

2. to wear away. Job 14 : 19 D'?5

a?? VU*^ the waters wear away the stones.

(In Arab, to wear out, e. g. a garment.)

pnC? m. dec. VI. c.

1. dust. Is. 40: 15.
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*^nU) m. the morning light, daum.
s '<* ^

(Arab. JL-s^ Wei.) Gen. 19 : 15.
J

Josh. 6:15. ^ the wings of the

dawn, Ps. 139 : 9. irrcr^ the morning
star, Is. 1 4 : 12. Hos/6 : 3 tasfc

jtaj
intis

his rising, i. e. the appearance of Je-

hovah, is sure as the morning. Comp.
10:15 ITOI? rnDij "irrtii in the morning,
i. e. early, he perisheth. As an adv.

nubes
earfy> *n îe morning, Ps. 57 : 9. 108 : 2.

Metaphorically (1.) a rising, appear-
tenuis.) Found only in the plur Job

Breaking out
, (of misfortune.) Is.

36 : 28. Ps. 78 : 23. Prov. 3 : 20, (which ^ . 1 L (2>)J^^ Js . 8 . 20 to fe
passages ascribe to them ram.) Ps.

jaWt to fa testimony S if they do not
77 : 18, (which ascribes to them than- ^ according to this word, i. e. thus,

inr ft PN -TON (then know) that no dawn
i. e. no prosperity will smile,

2. cloud, (comp.

der.) In Job 38 : 37, their number is

spoken of.

. Plur. i. q. era* and ,

rent, the shy. Job 37: 18 canst thou, know
fc)>

tQ be lied> as in chap.

like him, spread out the sky which is
7 . 9> or we } sayT1 . 7.1 Q TX.,x, * rr * W

strong like a molten mirror? Prov.

8 : 28. Job 37 : 21. It often stands in

parallelism with D*pc and as the resi-

dence of Jehovah, Deut. 33 : 26. Job

35 : 5. Ps. 68 : 35. So in the singular,

Ps. 89 : 7, 38. (In Samar. rvpnxr: stands

for 03$ Gen. 7 : 19.)

the usual sense of TD.

can have the forca of '3

. is doubtful. Others

I.

and retain

Whether it

signif. no. I

make vra here i. q. Arab, s^ magic,

cording to this oracle, in which is no

, (In Aram, idem.} deception, etc. But this parenthetic

Job 30 : 30 rrr? nrra nto

(and comes off) from me

Deriv.

II.

11:27.

clause encumbers the sense.

nniZ? m. verbal adj. from im},

dec. III. a. black; spoken e. g. of the

to seek. In Kal only Prov. },airj Lev. 13 : 31, 37. of horses, Zech.

6 : 2, 6. of the skin tanned by the sun,

Pi. nntp to seek ; construed with an Cant. 1 : 5.

accus.

with

ob 7:21. Prov 7 : 15. 8 : 17.

Job 24 : 5. Prov. 13 : 24 tanh Lam> ;8>

son)

i. e. prepareth, for him correc-

The suffix here supplies the

m. verbal from tntf, blackness.

rvnntz? f. youth. ECC. n : 10.

fern, n^.rnrrc, black, spo-

tion.

place of a dative. The phrase to seek

God denotes (1.) to turn ones self to ken of the countenance. Cant. 1:6.

him. Hos. 5 : 15. Ps. 78 : 34. Con-

strued with **, Job 8 : 5. (2.) to long

after him. Ps. 63 : 2. Is. 26 : 9. (This ^ ^ Jer . 12 . 10 . a people, Num.
verb is usually derived from the noun

vrti #A dawn, and made to signify pn-

marily to do earl,/, to hasten, then t .

seek after any thing. Arab.^** cojij. Ezel< 26 : 4. to destroy an individual

IV. to do early. Comp. arrcn.) person, 2 Sam. 1 : 14. Amos 1:11

in Kal not used.

tnmg ^ destroy
. e . g. a

. ^ ^ u . 2Q fe fay waste a city

CQunt Josh> 22 : 33. Gen. 19:13.

fe ^^ rfoww wa]1>



nntf (

^rn nran he destroyed or cast
off"

his

compassion. Ezek. 28 : 17 te
*jrra3n nntp

?jnsc?
thou destroyest thy wisdomfor the

sake of thy beauty ; i. e. thou forgettest

the one for the other.

2. intrans. to behave wickedly, to sin.

Ex. 32:7. Deut. 9 : 12. 32:5.

Hiph. 1. to corrupt, destroy, lay

waste; also to kill, slay. 2 Chr. 24 : 23.

rvrroa
Tjsfo

the destroying angel, 2 Sam.

24 : 16. also simply rvrraten the destroyer,

Ex. 12 : 23. nnran b in the superscrip-
tions of Psalms LVII. LVIII. LIX. LXXV.

prob. the beginning of some song, like

which these Psalms were to be sutig.

2. tevj rvnajrr Gen. 6:12. or niWr

Zeph. 3:7. to corrupt ones way, or

ones actions, i. e. to act wickedly.
Deut. 4:16. 31:29. Judg. 2:19. Is.

1 : 4. "Comp. rirr.

Note. In the phrases rvmto MJ Prov.

28 : 24. and ivrrcfc &a Prov'. 18:9. the

word rvrnro is probably a noun, virper-

niciei, (see p. 361.) In the former pas-

sage, it is taken in an active sense, a

destroyer, murderer ; in the latter, in a

reflexive sense, a waster, spendthrift.

Hoph. nrran pass. Prov. 25 : 26. Mai.

1:14.

Niph. I. to be marred or spoiled.

Jer. 13 : 7.

2. to be laid waste or desolated. Ex.

8:20. [8:24.]
3. to be corrupt, in a moral sense.

Gen. 6: 11, 12.

Deriv. out of course rvrroJp, nnxco,

nrnrfo, nrrco.

nntl) Chald. to destroy, corrupt.

Found only in the part. pass. Dan.
2 : 9 NHTnn rmp nto false and corrupt
words. Taken in the abstract sense,

as a noun of the neuter gender, wicked-

ness, crime, Dan. 6:5.

I. nniEJ m. verbal from nn^, corrup-

tion, putrefaction, putredo. Job 17:14.

II. r\ntp f. verbal from rnw, (like nn:

from rn:
3 ) dec. VI. c.

1. a pit, P*. 94:13. Prov. 26:27.

)

Ezek. 19:4, 8. a miry pit, a ditch,

Job 9: 31.

2. the grave. Ps. 30 : 10. Job 33 : 18.
S^ '

ntSlj) f. (for rraprc,
Arab. i~Ju,,) the

acacia, spina ^Egyptia of the ancients,

(mimosa Nilotica, Linn.) a great tree,

with thick branches, which grows in

Egypt and Arabia. Its bark is covered

with stiff black thorns, and it bears

pods like lupines. From its sap the gum
Arabic is obtained. The wood, when

old, is nearly as black and as hard as

ebony. Is. 41:19. Celsii Hierobot.

T. I. p. 499. Jablonskii Opuscula ed. te

Water, T. I. p. 260.

Plur. cyst* 1. acacia wood. Ex. 25 : 5.

10,13. 26':26. 27 : 1, 6.

2. proper name of a valley, in the

territory of Moab, on the borders of

Palestine, the last station of the Israel-

ites. Num. 25:1. Josh. 2:1. 3:1.

Mic. 6 : 5. In full onst*n Vro Joel 4:18.

[3:18.]

ntott) to spread out, enlarge. Job

1 2 : 23 D:isb rnptj he enlargeth the nations.

Particularly to spread out or scatter

(on the ground) ; e. g. bones, Jer. 8 : 2.

quails, Num. 11:32. peeled grain,

2 Sam. 17:19.

Pi. to stretch out (the hands). Ps.

88:10.

IStJtt? m. verbal from Pil. of era*, a

whip, scourge, i. q. -cm Josh. 23 : 13.

FjtDtZ?,
fut. *psr. 1. to gush or stream

out, to flow in abundance. Ps. 78 : 20.

F|^te
acja a gushing rain, Ezek. 13:13.

38:22. Spoken metaphorically of an

army, to overflow, overrun, Dan. 11:10,

26, 40. Is. 10 : 22 np,is r^te it overflows
with righteousness or judgment ; (np^s

being here i. q. '^ro.)

2. to overflow, overwhelm, inundate.

Is. 30 : 28. 66 : 12. Construed with an

accus. Ps. 69 : 3 '?rccc r6;ro the stream

overwhelms me. Verse 16. 124:4. Jer.

47:2. Is. 43: 2. Cant. 8 : 6.

3. to sweep or wash away. Is. 28 : 17.

Job 14: 19 floods wash away the dust

of the earth. Ezek. 16 : 9. Construed
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with an accus. to wash, rinse, Lev. expressed by the ancient versions.

15:11. 1 K. 22 : 38. (In tne Targums -rap,
which is also read

4. metaphorically to rush, spoken ^ 11MSS. Syr. ffAtt,Arab, jllfcfew.)
of a horse. Jer. 8 : 6. Corap. no. 1.

Niph. 1. to be overrun (by an army). ^ - a present, found only in the

Dan. 11: phrase +z ^ain to 6ri>^ presents. Ps.

2.tobewasfodorrirued. Lev.l5:12. 68:30. 76:12. Is. 18: 7. Not found in

Pu. i. q. Niph. no. 2. Lev. 6:21. the kindred dialects in this signification.

I. i"Q*E) f. verbal from aitj dec. X.and >]l?CJ m. verbal from r^
1. an overflowing of waters. Job a returning ; as a concrete, those that

38 : 25. Spoken metaphorically of an return. Ps. 126 : 1.

effusion of anger, Prcv. 27:4. of the n ^^ f (for na^) verbal from
devastation of an army, Dan. 1 1 : 2S.

^ dw^r d̂eM̂ 2 Sam .

>/; overwhelming forces.
-'

a^foorf,
inundation. Ps. 32:6.

Nab. 1 : 8. Dan. 9 : 26 ^tfa ^ Aw efld iTE?. To this root belongs, according

M with a flood, i.e. sudden; comp. to the most correct grammatical analogy,

Hos. 10:15. the usual reading cg, Deut. 32 : 18.

manage, (construed with JL) In

Hebrew found only in the 'part, irto

officer. It is applied (l.)to

of the Israelites in Egypt,
and in their inarch through the wilder-

ness. Ex. 5 : 6 19, (where they have

the oversight of the people at work.)

Num. 11:16, (where the 70 elders

have this name.) Deut. 20 : 9. 29:9.

31 : 28. Josh. 1 : 10. 3 : 2, (where they
make regulations in the camp.) 8 : 33.

23:2. 24:1. (2.) to officers in the

cities of Israel. Deut. 16:18. 1 Chr.

23:4.26:29. 2 Chr. 19 : 11. 34 : 13.

(3.) to higher officers; e. g. 2 Chr.

26:11, (where the newly-raised army
is placed under two leaders, a "CD and

a TIC.) Prov. 6 : 7, (where it is joined
with VPO and ]*>7T.) Targ. ^19, ]3-o

an

overseer. Vulg. magistri, duces, exac-

tores. Sept. and Syr. on the contrary,

in most places, y^oc.^a.r^, scriba,

(comp. Arab. U... to write;) whence

some modern critics have supposed
them to be writers ofgenealogical tables,

which, however, does not suit the con-

text of the passages.

""TCStp Chald. Dan. 7 : 5. prob. a false

reading for -op a side, which is found

in several MSS. and editions, and is

be i. q. ny$, (comp. n;n and rrn,) in the

signification of the Arab. ^ ^ conj. IV.

to set aside, to leave. But it is more

probable, that the true root is rroj to

forget, forsake, '(com p. Job 28 : 4.) A
slight change only in the reading would

then be necessary, namely TFJ, (like

<rr2? Jer. 18 : 23, for nron.) This deri-

vation is favoured by the reading of the

to have been adopted by most of the

ancient versions.

H}
1^ tofree, deliver, see 2MI?.

nmi) verbal from rrnr, dec. X. apit,

i. q. nmti. Ps. 1 19 : 85. 57 : 7 Keth.

"VirPtl?, "nrnZJj irttr m. Sihor, the

proper name of a river, the Nile. So

necessarily Is. 23 : 3
-w; 1^7 inc rvt the

of Sihor, the harvest of the Nile.

Hi.) Jer. 2 : 18 what hast

!o in the way to Egypt, to

waters of Sihor 9 or what

thou to do in the iray to Assyria,

to drink the icaters of the river (Eu-

phrates) ? If a Hebrew etymology is

to be adopted here, as is probable from

the following article, then this word

may be derived from -u^ to be black ;

hence liter, the black, turbid river,
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whence the Greek name MeA<*;, and the

Lat. Melo, see Serv. ad Virg. Georg.
iv. 291. In two passages (Josh. 13:3.

1 Chr. 13 : 5.) it is used to express the

southern boundary of Palestine, like

trrsp bn: the brook of Egypt, i.e. 'Ptvoxo-

govgos, (see p. 383.) and it has there-

fore been supposed by some to denote

this same stream. But this sense is

not necessary, for the Nile may very
well be regarded as the boundary of

Palestine, (comp. Gen. 15 : 18.)

rC?7 "ifTttf Josh. 19 : 26. name of

a river on the borders of the tribe of

Asher, according to Michaelis, fluvius
vitri, the glass river, i. e. the river Be-

lus, out of the sands of which glass was
first made. (See n;ab no. 1.)

tQ^tt) m. verbal from oJ.

1 . i. q . Ei5 a whip, scourge. Is . 28 : 15

Keth.

2. an oar, i. q. trico. Ig. 33 : 21.

ri^tl? found only Gen. 49 : 10 >3 -w

ribMi} wii\ The full reading rib^ is found

in most Jewish MSS. and in nearly all

the editions ; the defective reading rfrtf

in only 25 Jewish MSS. of Kennicott

and 13 of De Rossi, but in all the Sa-

maritan MSS. and the ancient versions

appear to have so read it. A few MSS.

only have Yrtf and Vnr.

All these various readings may be

explained, if we regard it as one word,
whether a proper name or an appella-
tive. The following are the most plau-
sible explanations; (1.) as a proper

name, i.q. Shiloh, in the following ar-

ticle. According to this, the clause

might be rendered, till they come to

Shiloh, i.e. to the land of Canaan ;
or

so long as they go to Shiloh, (comp. ,J is

quamdiu Cant. 1:12.) i.e. for ever.

(This form actually has the meaning to

Shiloh, Judg. 2 1 : 20. 1 Sam. 4 : 4.) (2.) as

an appellative, pacificus, the bringer of
peace, the prince of peace, (comp. Is.

9 : 6.) from nSti, after the form ITO'!?,

itaJ'3. It may then be compared with
the name of Solomon, (i.

e. the peace-

) -vntf

able, 1 Chr. 22 : 9.) and to him the Sa-

maritans expressly refer this prophecy,

(Repert. f. Bibl. und morgenl. Litera-

tur, Th. 16. p. 168.) Among the moderns
it is also referred to Solomon by Alex-

ius ab Aquilino, (de Pent. Sam. p. 100.)
Rosenmuller (de Vers. Pent. Pers.

ad h.l.) Others compare rrbw the after-

birth, hence offspring ; rendering the

whole clause, so long as the latest pos-

terity. Entirely different the ancient

versions. They regard it as compound-
ed of .TO i. q. "raJM and rib i. q. V? to him,
and suppose it pointed rik? or riVtf.

Hence the meaning, till he comes to

whom it (the sceptre or the dominion)

belongs. Comp. Ezek.21: 32 ntf** NTTO

EBttfen ib till he comes to whom the right

belongs, (Sept. J Ka6vx.it,) i.e. the Mes-
siah. Perhaps Ezekiel had reference to

this passage in Genesis, and gives its

true interpretation. Aqu. Symm. and

Sept. (according to the majority of

MSS.) u avrox-stTcii. Syr. Saad. is, cvjus
est. Onkelos: Messias, cujus est reg-

num. Targ. Jems. Sept. (according to

the usual reading) T* ccKoztiftivec. etvru,

what is reservedfor him.

ifcltf (Judg. 21 : 21. Jer. 7 : 12.) to*

(Judg/21:19. 1 Sam. 1:24. 3:21.)
most frequently rfnjJ (Josh. 18 : 1, 8.

Judg. 18:31. 1 Sam. 1:3, 9. 1 K. 2 :

27.) proper name of a city in the tribe

of Ephraim, where the people assem-

bled (Josh. 18:1.) to set up the taber-

nacle of the congregation, which con-

tinued there till the time of Eli. 1 Sam.

4:3. It was situated north of Bethel

on a high mountain. The full form

was jibnp, hence the gentile noun 3"rxp

1 K. 11 :'29. 12 : 15. Neh. 11 : 5. a Shi-

lonite, an inhabitant of Shiloh.

Mic. 1 : 8 Keth i. q. Wto q.v.

36 : 12.

see

m. plur". oaw, dec. I. urine. Is.

Chald. to finish. See ^;.

rarely -TO* (1 Sam. 18:6 Keth.)
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to sing. Prov. 25 : 20 :rTt?2 ic one that

singeth songs. Job 33 : 27 a-c:** Vr ic;

he singeth among men, (comp. Prov.

25:20.) It is construed (1.) with an

accus. of the words sung, Ps. 7:1. or

of the thing celebrated, Ps. 21 : 14. 59:

17. 89:2. (2.) with
J,

to praise or

celebrate a person, Ps. 13:6. 27:6.
33 : 3. also to sing to or before a person,
Is. 5:1.

Pil. TIC idem. Zeph. 2:14. Job 36 :

24 C'CJM TVTO ncV* which men praise.
Part, van a singer, 1 Chr. 9 : 33. 15 : 16.

Xeh. 12-2SS. 13:5.

Hoph. pass. Is. 26:1.

Til? m. verbal from TC, dec. I.

1. a song. Judg. 5:12. Ps. 30:1.

In the superscriptions of Psalms XLVIII.

LXVI. LXXXIII. cviu. we find TOTO TC
connected ;

in others TC TOTO Ps. LXV.

LXVII. LXVIII. LXXXVII. prob. merely

pleonastic. Particularly a song ofJoy,
Am. 8 : 3, 10. Cant. 1 : 1 &&*** the

song of songs, i. e. the most beautiful

song, (as the title of the book ;) comp.
a"?2 '!?..

the most beautiful ornament,
Ezek. 16:7. crur 115 the most abject
servant ; a^c "pc the highest heaven,
1 K. 8 : 27. This superscription, (perhaps
not from the author himself,) contains

a commendation of the book, like that

of Psalm XLV. nrrT TO a lovely song.
Others correctly, a song of the many
songs, comp. 1 K. 5 : 12. [4 : 32.] or a

song composed of several songs.

2. a choir of singers. 2 Chr. 29 : 28.

3. instrumental music. TC ^3 instru-

ments of music, IChr. 16:42. 2 Chr.

7:66. 34:12. Am. 6 :5. Neh. 12:28.

Tea music of cymbals.
fern, of TC dec. X. a song.

DeuL31:19ff. Ps. 18:1. Is. 5:1.

)

Syr. l+* ,
white marble, ala-

baster. I Chr. 29 : 2. Comp. cc no. 1.

ptZT'l!) in. proper name of a king of

Egypt, in the time of Jeroboam. 1 K.

11:40. 14:25. 2Chr.l2:5. TheGreek
writers appear to make no mention of

him.

fut. rrr;, apoc. m^, nxri, infin.

absol. nfe? (Is. 22 : 7.) synonymous with

aito in nearly all its significations.

1 . to lay, put, set, place ; e. g. rvJ

irc*5 to lay snares, Ps. 140 : 6. Jer.

3:19 c':23 Tprrt ^ how shall Iplace
thee among the children ? It is con-

strued with an accus. rarely with h, Ps.

73 : 18. The more special constructions

are (1.) to arrange (an army), and then

with the omission of an accus. n:TO or

rronjo,
-to set one's self in array, like

DTO no. 1. (1.) Ps. 3 : 7 *% vnp ICM who
have set themselves against me. Is. 22 : 7.

(2.) to constitute, appoint. 1 K. 1 1 : 34.

Construed with by over a thing, Gen.
41 : 33. (3.) construed with by of the

person, to lay on any one. Ps. 9:21

lay fear upon them. Particularly some-

thing to be done, Ex. 21 : 22. Also to

charge, impute, make responsible, Num.
12:11. See Dito no. 1. (4.) (4.) with

D, to set or compare with any thing.

Job 30:1. Comp. 7p no. 3. (5.) in mr,
to pay attention, to regard, animum
advertere. 1 Sam. 4 : 20. Ps. 62 : 1 1.

Construed with b, to lay to heart, Ex.
7 : 23. 2 Sam. 13 : 20. Prov. 22 : 17.

Jer. 31 : 21. Construed with b, to regard,
Job 7:17. (6.) cy T mo to tee inter-

course or to associate with a person.
Ex. 23 : 1. comp. Vrwi T

^pzJu
Hos. 7 : 5.

(7.) 0*39 mo to set one's face towards a

place, Num. 24 :1. With 037 to rfzVec^

owe'5 eyes to a place, Ps. 17 :11. (8.) to

puton (ornaments). Ex. 33 :4. Intrans.

to be put, Job 38 : 1 1
?pVa jto? nx; b ^cre

/c^ (a limit) be put to the pride of tin;

waves, i.e. to thy proud waves. 10 : 20

730 m? let me alone.

2. to make, work, do; e. g. n :

*ni rvo

to work miracles, Ex. 10:1. Particu-

larly to wz/e twto or like any tiling,

construed with two accus. Is. 5 : 6.

Jer. 22 : 6. Ps. 21:7. also with b of the

predicate, Jer. 2:15. Construed with

3, to make as or like, Is. 16:3. Hos.
2:5. [2:3.] Ps.83:14.

3. to give; e. g. Gen. 4 : 25. Intrans.

to be gn-rn, prepared, Hos. 6:11 also

4 ii
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for thee, O Judah, is an harvest pre-

pared.

Hoph. pass. Ex. 21 : 30.

Deriv. nnsj, rvtf.

rPE) m. with suff. irvti, dec. VI. a

thorn~ls. 5: 6. 7:23 25. 10:17.

n .

Prov. 7:10. Ps. 73:6. Comp.
the verb no. 1. (8.)

^15? see "Tpttf.

L 3511), infin. and imper. aatf, fut.

1. to lay one s selfdown, particularly
for

sleep, (Gen. 19: 4. 28:11. 1 Sam.

3:5, 6, 9.) or in death, hence DV astf^

usual expression for the death of a king,
IK. 2:10. 11:43. 14:20,31. 15:8,
24. 16 : 6, 28.

2. to lie. Construed with an accus.

of the place, hence iaj? aa'; those that

lie in the grave, Ps. 88 : 6.
?jp;n rujiij s/^e

/faztf lieth in thy bosom, Mic. 7 : 5. Also
used absolutely, to /z'e quietly, Lev.
26 : 6. to m*, Ecc. 2 : 23.

3. with ca> and rw to ft'e t0&A a person,
an euphemism. More frequently used
of the man, Gen. 26:10. 30:15, 16.

39:7,12.34:2. Ex. 22:18. Deut.
22:23ff. 2 Sam. 12:11. but also of

the woman, Gen. 19 : 32. The particle
?H must here be rendered with, like c,
and not as the sign of the accusative,

although with suffixes it is written nte,

e. g. Lev. 15 : 18, 24. (see n no. III.)
The construction with the accus. is in-

deed uniformly found in the Keri, where
7JTD stands in the text ; namely, in Kal
Deut. 28 : 30. in Niph. Is. 13 : 16.

Zech. 14 : 2. in Pu. Jer. 3 : 2. but the

Masoretes have given here the construc-

tion of the verb hvti to the less offensive

verb 2?tt>.

Hiph. to cause to lie, to cast doum,
2 Sam. 8 : 2. to lay down, 1 K. 17 : 19.

to cause to rest, Hos. 2 : 20. [2 : 18.]

Hoph. apim, part. 3|tio, to be laid,

2 K. 4 : 32." to lie, Ezek.' 32:19, 32.

Deriv. out of course

perhaps after the Arabic

usage, i. q. i^j
Hiph. Job 38 : 37

and the bottles of heaven, who pours
them out? Others, after no. I. who

arranges the vessels ofheaven, i. e. the

clouds. The former explanation is fa-

i roured by verse 38.

H33tt) f. verbal from yygj no. I. dec.

XI. c/

f

a lying of dew, i.e. dew lying.

with emission of seed, alsc

I, Lev. 15: 16, 17,32. 22:4.

conjugal in-

i, Lev. 15 : 18.

19:20. Num. 5:13.

r"Q3U) f. verbal from 231$ no. I. dec.

XIII. e. i. q. mpsj no. 2. hence fnj

course with a woman, Lev. 18 : 23.

20 : 15. Num. 5 : 20. also rrt totr
fc Lev. 18: 20.

to ^awfer, roue; comp. the

Etliiop. *yb erravit. Here belongs the

part. Hiph. Jer. 5 : 8 like well-fed
horses vn n^ur? they wander about with

desire ; (comp. Jer. 2 : 23. Prov. 7:11.
and rntD no. 3.) But may riot D^ito
stand adverbially in the sing, for QT^TTO,
in this sense, in the morning they are

like well-fed horses, (comp. Is. 5 : 11.)?

L,^ m- verbal from^
_ ^^ ofchildren. Is. 47 : 8, 9.

<>.aforsakijg, a1>andoning. p8 .35
'

;12.

>

^?? m - verbal from ^ dec - I-

robbed of children or young, spoken
e. g- of a she-bear. 2 Sam. 17:8. Hos.

13:8. Also without young, Cant. 4 : 2.

6:6.

"^-^, *6tf ni. verbal from -oitf,

dec. I. drunken, intoxicated, 1 Sam.
25 : 36. 1 K. 16 : 9. 20 : 16. Fern. rrw
1 Sam. 1:13.

H?lJ and TOttf (Is. 49 : 14. Prov.

2:17.) fut. n3\r?>, to forget, construed
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with an accus. Gen. 40 : 23. Ps. 9:13. Lam. 1 : 20. Jer. 15:7.

Construed with p and an infin. Ps.

102 : 5. Al<.) to Icarefrowforgetfulness,
Deut. 24:19.

Niph. to be forgotten. Gen. 41:30.
IV 31 : 13. Job 28 : 4- Vri DTTSC? /w-

/*, i. e. untried, by (human) feet.

I )fut. 31:21 '*r\\ p? npcn rf> iV (Me song)
shall not be forgotten out of the mouths

of their ,v

Pi. Lam. 2:6. and Hiph. Jer. 23: 27.

to cause toforget.

Hithpa. i. q. Niph. Ecc.8:10.

np? m. verbal from natf, dec. V. f.

forgetting, forgetful. Is. 65 : 1 1. Plur.

const. Tntf Ps. 9 : 18.

T"O$ Chald. tofind.

Ithpe. rcrvrn to befound. Dan. 2

Ezra 6 : 2.

Aph. n-nrrr 1. to find. Dan. 2

6:6,12.
2. to obtain, acquire. Ezra 7

Comp. wso no. 2.

35.

25.

16.

1. to settle, subside; spoken of water,

(Jen. 8: 1. of anger, Est. 2:1. 7 : 10.

2. to bow down, to stoop, spoken of

a fowler. Jer. 5 : 26 Dinp* Tpra
asfowlers

stoop or bow down.

Hiph. to still (an uproar). Num.
17:20. [17: 5.J

vbttJ, fut. ^, to lose children, to

become childless, construed with an

accus. Gen. 27 : 45 py:J ca tetf rr^S

.r/brc should I lose you both 9

43 : 14 -rfcr 'nVbw TC w and if T be

childless, let me be childless. 1 Sam.

15:33. Part. pass, rrnro childless. Is.

49 : 21.

Pi. te 1. to wofo childless. Gen.

42 : 36. 1 Sam. 15 : 33. Spoken par-

ticularly (1.) of wild beasts which

d.-vour childri-ii. Lev. 26 : 22 I will

ivild beasts of the field,

which shall make you childless. \

5:17. 14:15. comp. Hos. 9:12. (2.)

of the loss of young men in battle.

Dfut. 32: 25 : tkr,ni, \. <.

in the field, the sword makes child

Ezek. S6:13
15.

2. to miscarry, to cast one's young,
abortare. Gen. 31 : 38. Ex. 23 : 26.

Spoken metaphorically of the vine, to

be unfruitful, Mai. 3:11.

3. trans, to occasion abortions. 2 K.
2:19. Part, rftjtfo an abortion, verse 21.

Hiph. 1. i.q. Pi. no. 1. (2.) to de-

stroy young men in war. Jer. 50 : 9.

2. to miscarry. Hos. 9 . 14. See Pi.

no. 2.

D'<1

75ll) masc. plur. verbal from ^to,

dec. I. a childless state or condition.

Is. 49 : 20.

27 fern. plur. verbal from

deprived, bereaved. Jer. 18:21.

ODE/ found only in Hiph.
1. to rise up early ; both with and

without the addition np^a, Gen. 19:2,
27. 20 : 8. 28 : 18. 31 : 55. Construed

with h, to rise up early after any thing,

Cant. 7:13. Joined with another verb,

it forms a periphrasis of the adverb

early, Hos. 6 : 5
-^n n>s\po

ba the dew
whichpasseth away early. 13 : 3. Hence
infin. absol. cstfn as an adv. early, Prov.

27 : 14.

2. to urge with ardour or earnestness.

Jer. 7 : 13 irn
caxpn DJ^M -QTN / have

spoken unto you most urgently. 11:7

TJWTJ n^tfn 'rrron "wn 'j Z fozve protested
most earnestly* 7 : 25. 25 : 3. 26 : 5. 32 :

33. 35 : 14, 15. 44 : 4. 2 Chr. 36 : 15.

Zeph. 3 : 7 cniVby wrntfrn ^o'SizJn they were

most eager to do wickedly.
Note. In Jer. 25 : 3, we find nrgtaj

an infin. after the Chaldaic form for

i.- For D'Stto Jer. 5:8, see under

m. in pause c# (Ps. 21 : 13.)

with snff. VaatJ, dec. VI. s.

1. the shoulder, the upper part of the

Inch. It is constantly regarded as a

member of the masc. gen. and

distinguished from rpj, (see Job

31:22.) It is u-ed (1.) as the part
on which a burden is borne; c. g.
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Gen. 9 : 23. Hence Is. 9 : 5 the govern-
ment shall be on his shoulder

,
i. e. it

shall be given him. 22:22 I will lay

upon his shoulder the key of the house

ofDavid; (ojti by is here i. q. T
by.)

Comp. further Zeph. 3 : 9 to serve God
irr cp'd with one shoulder, i. e. with one

accord. (2.) in the phrase to turn the

neck or back. 1 Sam. 10:9 torrc inicrra

rnbb when he had turned his back to

go, (Comp. tps
1

n:9 Josh. 7:12. Jer.

48 : 39.) Hence we may explain Ps.

21:13 njtt? torvtfn ^for thou shalt make
them turn their back, fades ut terga

dent; (comp. ^p jn: Ps. 18 : 41.) Sept,
en $v<w$ ttvToi/$ varov. Vulg. quoniam
pones eos dorsum. (3.) Is. 9 : 3 torjip rni 1

?

the rodfor their back.

2. a part, portion. Gen. 48 : 22.

So the connexion requires and the an-

cient versions have rendered it.

3. proper name of a city on Mount

Ephraim, pertaining to the Levites,

and a city of refuge for the manslayer.
Josh. 20*: 7. 21 : 20, 21. Sept. 2^,
(comp. Acts 7 : 16.) Vulg. Sichem.

In the times of the Romans there was
a city here called Flavia Neapolis,
hence the present name among the

Arabians Naplos or Naplus. With He
paragogic rroaro to Shechem, Hos. 6 : 9.

See Relandi Palsestina, p. 1004 1010.

Bachiene Beschreibung von Palastina,

Th. 2. 536 ff.

nDJttf f. i.
q.^ no. 1. Job 31 : 22

bten mp5^
;

p 'pns let my shoulderfallfrom
my neckf According to the printed
edition of the Masora, the n here is

marked with a Raphe, which denotes

the absence of a Mappik, it is, there-

fore, not a suffix, but the word is a

new form of the feminine gender. Ac-

cording to some MSS. (see J. H.

Michaelis and Jahn on the passage,)
the n has a Mappik, and the word

comes from axe, (from its neck.) In

that case this word should be entirely

omitted as a distinct article,

1, to let itselfdown, to rest, spoken 21.]

e. g. of the pillar of fire and the cloud.

Num. 9 : 17, 22. 10 : 12. Ex. 24 : 16.

Hence
2. to encamp, Num. 24:2. to lie

quietly, to rest, spoken e. g. of lions,

Deut. 33 : 20. of men, Judg. 5:17.

Prov. 7:11 rrtn BS^ b nr^aa her feet

rest not in her house.

3. to dwell. Gen. 9 : 27. 2 Sam. 7 :

10 vrinn ptfi and they (the people) shall

dwell in their place. n:o nsir the dweller

in the thorn-bush, Deut. 33 : 16. Part,

pass. ptf used actively, like the French

loge, Judg. 8 : 11. Construed with an

accus. to inhabit, Ps. 68 : 7 p ^ to

inhabit the land, to be in peaceable

possession of the land, Prov. 2 : 21. 10 :

30. Ps. 37 : 29. and without p in the

same sense, Ps. 102 : 29. Construed

with a pleonastic dative, Ps. 120 : 6

riinyivhabitabit sibi. Spoken of a tent,

to be pitched, set up, Josh. 22 : 19.

4. pass, to be inhabited, like a no.

4. Jer. 50 : 39. 33 : 16. 46 : 26." Is.

13 : 20.

5. metaphorically to possess or be

familiar with a thing. Prov. 8:12 *

rrox" n:3tf ntorr / wisdom possess pru-
dence. (In Arab. t^> to dwell, to be

accustomed, to befamiliar?)

Pi. to cause to dwell. Jer. 7:7. Num.
14 : 30. Frequently used of Jehovah,
to let his name dwell in a place, i. e.

to make his residence there, Deut. 12 :

11. 14:23. 16:6,11. 26:2. Comp.
inti nw under the art.cvo no. 1. (8.)
Prob. elliptically Ps. 78 : 61 the tent in

which he let (his name) dwell among
men. Hence the Jewish term nrpip the

Shechinah, the presence of God.

Hiph. to cause to dwell. Gen. 3 : 24.

Job 11 : 14. Joined with bn, to pitch a

tent, Josh. 18:1. (comp. in Kal Josh.

22 : 19.) Ps. 7 : 6 ^ TO* nias in the

dust let him make me to dwelt, i. e. let

him prostrate me in the dust.

Deriv. out of course

Chald. idem. Dan. 4: 18. [4:
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Ezra 6: 12.

dec.

Hos.

Pa. ;:x to lit

Comp. lleb. Pi.

'IT'.r a participial noun from *:;

\. a/
1. an inhabitant. Is. 33 : 24.

10:5.

'2. a neighbour. Prov. 27: 10. Spoken
also of luMirhbouring states, cities, Jer.

50:40.49:18. Ps. 44 :14. 79 : 12.

pC? m. with suff. rrnr, verbal from

pr, dec. VI. h. a dwelling. Once Deut.

12:5.

1. to drink to thefull, (i. q. rrn.) Hag.
1 : 6. Particularly to drink to hilarity,

Cant. 5:1. Gen. 43 : 34.

2. to be intoxicated. Gen. 9 : 21.

Construed with an accus. of the drink,

Is. 49 : 26. Applied sometimes to a

hardened state of mind, the effect of a

divine judgment, which leads men on

to their own destruction, Is. 29 : 9. 51 :

21. Lam. 4: 21. Nah. 3:11. Comp.

Pi. to make drunken, to inebriate.

2 Sam. 11 : 13. Particularly spoken of

Jehovah, to make a nation drunken, i.e.

to cause it to hasten to its own de-

struction. Jer. 51 : 7. Is. 63 : 6.

Hiph. idem. Jer. 61 : 57. Deut. 32: 42.

Hithpa. to act like a drunken person.

ISarn. 1:14.

Deriv. out of course -vet*.
,

""OC^ m. verbal from TOO, strong or

intoxicating drink, temetum, a general

expression for wine and other strong

drinks, prepared from grain, fruit, honey,

dates, etc. See Hieron. Opp. ed. Mar-

tian. T. IV. p. 364. (In Arab, j^ hy

way of eminence, date-urine.} Hence

in Num. 28 : 7, it denotes wine, but

occurs usually in the phrase 150 ^ wine

and (other) strong drink, Lev. 10 : 9.

Num. 6 : 3. Judg. 13 : 4, 7. and in the

poets in parallelism with , Is. 5:11.

24 : 9. 28 : 7. 29 : 9. 56 : 12. Prov. 20:

1.31:6. Mic.2:l. In Is. 5:22, it

appears to denote a kind of spiced wine,

m. verbal from otf, drunken-

ness. Ezek. 23 : 33. 39 : 19.

7t# m. an error, fault. 2 Sam. 6 :7.

Root rrbtf no. II.

vltf a particle used in later Hebrew
arid in Rabbinic, compounded of .tf

i. q. !.>* and b. (See .TO no. 2.) In Rab-
binic it is often employed as a sign of

the genitive case, (comp. p. 60.) but in

Biblical Hebrew, we find only bra on

account
of, (comp. T&Q Gen. 39 : 9, 23.)

Jon. 1 : 7 npVgp on whose account, comp.
verse 8 vpb "orsa. Verse 12 'Von on my
account. (In Aram, b'-n on account of,

compounded of ?, H and b.)
itf brs al-

though, quantumvis, liter, in (omni)
eo, quod, Ecc. 8:17. It corresponds to

the Aram, "i bn?, which, however,

usually signifies because. Is not perhaps
the true reading T baa ?

pN*TlZ?
m. adj. at ease, quiet. Job

21:23. A quinqueliteral formed by
the union of the two synonymes nbtf

and
]:Mtt5 ; or else simply from the latter

by inserting b ; like
rnprbi heat, comp. *pi

in Syr. Ethp. to be burned.

"^2^ in Kal not used. In Arab. C-^)o

crenatimfregit. It appears from this

and from the noun C'ate, that it must

have expressed the idea of parallel

uniformity.
Pu. part. Ex. 26 : 17 one board shall

have two tenons, nrnn b ntf ninVcto pa-
rallel to each other. Sept.

'iTipov T Ir'zpea. Hence

21711? masc. plur. ledges, corner

ledges, "l K. 7 : 28, 29. (In Chald. sbro

the step of a ladder.} It appears here

to denote the ledges or ridges^ which

covered the junctures of the sides of

the bases, and were made so broad as

to contain graven work.

37\L
; m. Arab. J^, Aram. n;bn,

snow. Job 24 : 19. Ps. 147 : 16. Is.

1:18. Hence the verb denom. in

Hiph. yhvfo to be covered with snow.

I
'-

. 1 18 : 15 when the Almighty scattered
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kings in it (the country^) jto^sa ajjtfa & or conj. Shaphel of the verb anb.) Cant.

was covered with snow (from the bodies 8 : 6 n'-mrfod aflame ofJehovah* i. e. a

of the slain,) Me Salmon; comp. Virg. most vehement flame. Acccording to

JEn. v. 865. xn. 36, campi ossibus al- the recension of Ben Asher, and most

bent. A recent overthrow is also refer- MSS. it is written as one word, the

red to in these passages, a is used by Mappik also is frequently wanting, and

way of comparison, like 3. (See3no.l6.) n is written with Sheva. But this has

Others : when the Almighty scattered no effect on the meaning of the word.

kings therein, there MYM rest in the -^ name of a city> gee -^^
shade; comp. At to be cooled, meta- r .

t~ ^7tt? m. rnVo f. plur. const, rto, verbal

phorically to bepeacefulJoyful, conj. IV. froj^ no> j' dec> y
to make Joyful; and fld* according to

^ ^ ^ x^ ^ ; 4()

rheodotion, a shade.
Particularly ** in peace, Job 16 :

I. nptf and T7tf to fo quiet, par- I2< Ps . 73 . 12. As a subst. rest, quiet-

ticularly to enjoy a peaceful prosperity .
7iess, Job 20 : 20.

Job 3: 26. 12:6. Ps. 122:6. Pret. 2 in a bad sense, careless, wicked,

wty Job 3:26. fut.vV.Deriv.^,Yte, forgetful of God; comp. j^ti 110. 2.

\H% n#?> ^?- Ezek. 23 : 42. Also written vVc q. v.

II. T\h^ as in Chaldaic, to err,fail, 1~>tt) m. verbal from rrrtf no. I. dec.
T T V V T T

transgress. VI. a. quietness, rest, uninterrupted

Niph. zWew. 2 Chr. 29 : 1 1. prosperity. Ps. 30 : 7.

Hiph. to lead astray, to deceive. 2 K. mStl) f. verbal from nty no. I. dec.

4:28. xn;a
--

Deriv. Vc. ].. i. q. iVoj, quietness, peace, pro-

Ill, rhui i.q. bbti to rfraw OM^ or sperity. Prov. 17: 1. Ps. 122:7. Ezek.

off, (comp.W) Fo'Jnd only in the fut.
16 : 49. Plur. ^nfttfa in the time of thy

apoc. Vi% (for rr^,) Job 27: 8 ^ >3 prosperity, Jer. 22:21. niVtt5a m Me

Wm Sfcfe tdfew Goi <fratf; o^^^ ^w soul,
midst f Peace> Dan - 8 : 25- n : 21 -

scii. from the body, which was regarded (comP- Job 15 : 2L) with tbe accessory

as a sheath or receptacle for the soul,
idea of suddenness, as in Chald. and

(comp. nrja.)
Chald. quando Deus Syr. rrbaJa, rrbw jo, W^A ^C. Comp.

animum ejus excusserit. Perhaps more Danr. 1 1 : 24.

pertinently, (according to Schnurrer,) 2. in a bad sense, carelessness, a
tor is taken for b^ he requires, like criminal security, forgetfulness of God.

the Arab. J^ for JUj, from J!^ . Prov. 1 : 32. See ito.

but in that case the word must be T^O f. Chald. rest, tranquillity.

pointed differently. Vm.l :24. [4 : 27.]
Chald. to 5e a rest. Dan. 4:1. D *,n^W masc. plur. verbal from nW,

dec. I.

Chald. n error, something I. a dismission, sending off. Ex.18:

Dan. 3: 29. Keth. i. q. ^, nibc. 2. hence ^^7/ ofdivorce, Mic, 1 : 14.

) 1 Sam. 1:17. See nS0. 2- the Disposing of a daughter in

>

T
marriage, also a

#j/fc ^zVew ow 5cA an
ttf name of a city, see WHZt occasion. 1 K. 9 : 16. Comp. nk? Jud.

. a fame. Job 15 : 30. 12:9 -

Ezek. 21:3. [20 : 47.] (Root Chald. QV?ttf m. verbal from cfrtg, dec.III. a.

and Syr. an^iu to 6um, a quadriliteral, 1. as an ^.prosperous, in health,
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well, integer. Gen. 47: 27 ayajj oStyn

is your father well? 1 Sam. 25 : 6.

2 Sam. 17:3. 20:9. Job 5 : 24. Ps.

38 : 4 'nts?2 city ;<
there is nothing

sound in my bones.

in full number
t
the whole. Jer.

13:19.

3. safe, secure, enjoying peace. Job

21:9. Plur. those enjoying peace, Ps.

69:23.

4. friend/i/. peaceably dtsjwsed. Ps.

55:21.

5. as a subst. health, integritas. The

following phrases are worthy of notice ;

(1.) V? Dityn is he well? the usual form

of inquiry concerning the health of an

absent person, Gen. 29 : 6. 2 K. 4 : 26.

The answer is city, Gen. 29 : 6. With-

out n, interrogatively, 2 Sam. 18 : 29.

rbti

any one, Deut. 20: 10. Judg. 21 : 13.

n city n$ to answer peaceably, to ac-

cept ofpeace, Deut. 20 : 11. b city ncj
to give peace to any one, Josh. 9: 15.

city r a man ofpeace, i. e. a lover of

peace, Ps. 37 : 37. city nr; (with)
words ofpeace, Deut. 2 : 26.

8. friendship, good understanding,
*nfoaJ trw my friend, Ps. 41:10. Jer.

20 : 10. 38 : 22. Obad. 7. city nyr that

speak friendly, Ps. 28 : 3. comp. Est.

9:30.

recompense, see O
three, see tfhti.

or ^7> f. Chald. an error,

fault. Dan. 6 : 5. Ezra 4 : 22. Root
nVo no. II.

tr, infin. rfc rW,

also affirmatively, Gen. 43 : 28. comp. rrro (Is. 58 : 9.)

Ishallprosper. 1. a person or thing. TheDeut. 29:18 ^-r

Hence (2.) b cfr^ ^c to inquire after person or thing sew is put in the accus.

the health or welfare of any one, (see
also once preceded by J,

2 Chr. 17 : 7.

under ^c no. 5.) Cornp. further 2 Sam. The person sent to is preceded by V,
11:7 nrrrr cV-rr W'] and David very rarely and only in imitation of the

Chaldaic, by ', Neh. 6 : 3. Jer. 29 : 31.

Often used absolutely without a direct

complement, Gen. 31 : 4. 41 : 8, 14. the

inquiredww the war prospered. Some-
what similar Gen. 37 : 14 ^rw oi'rcrnM nvn

see whether it be well with% brethren,

With rr, Est. 5: 11. with T^D, 1 Sam.
17:18. Elliptically 2K. 10:13 we have ia

(to lock) after the we/fare

person sometimes being preceded by
. g. 1 K. 2 : 25 irrj} TI "^p^ ntyi
the king sent by the hand of Be-

of the sons of the king, i. e. to Visit naiah, i. e. he sent Benaiah. Ex. 4:13
them. (3.) *ft cite, opb Judg. 6 : 23. 19: nStfn-na w-rrm send by whom tliou wilt

20. Dan. 10:19. Gen. 43 : 23. peace be to send. With a pleonastic dative
?rj nty,

thee or to ^ow, the language of consola- Num. 13:2.

tion and encouragement, hence thrice 2. to send (a commission, charge),
with the addition IOTI "?, INTO by. Comp. Prov. 26 : 6 Vps T? D'"!^ ^ty Ae Ma/* sends

1 Sam. 20:21
TT)

oi
1^ ? /or Mere 25 orders by the hand ofafool. Gen. 38:

/>eace to Mee, and not evil. Verse 7. 25 ifcNb rron b nnVt$ Ae sent to her

Used also to express satisfaction, 2 K. father-in-law, saying. 1 K. 20 : 5. 2 K.
4:23 oV?tJ Torfm awe? sfo satW, peace, 5:8. Without -TONS 1 Sam. 20: 21. IK.
i. e. let it be so. (In Hebrew it is never 5 : 23 [5 : 9] *M nSrn -T^N Dipprrij? to the,

used as a salutation.) (4.) city as an place which thou shalt appoint me. 20:

exclamation, hail f 2 Sam. 18 : 28. 9. 12 : 11. Jer. 42 : 5, 21. 43 : 1.

1 Chr. 12 : 18
?r) city city lutil, hail to 3. to commission, construed with two

tjlee- accus. 2 Sam. 1 1 : 22 and he shared
6. prosperity, a prosperous event. David 2r \rfrv -n^rbrnN all wJtercwith

intrusted him. 1 K. 14 : 6.

to put forth ; e.

it any thing prosperous? IK.
2:13. 2K.5-.21. 9:11. 17:22.

7. peace. }
ci'rdo top

r
to offer peace to

Is. 55: 11.

4. to



the finger in scorn, Is. 58 : 9. a rod, Ps.

110:2. 1 Sam. 14:27. a sickle, Joel

4:13. [3:13.] comp. Rev. 14: 15, 18.

(like
the Lat. falcem immittere segeti,

or perhaps to put to, to apply.} Parti-

cularly to stretch out the hand, Gen. 3 :

22. 8:9. 19:10. 48:14. Job 1:11.

This latter phrase is often used pleo-

nastically, like he rose up, etc. 3 T nbti

to lay the hand on a person or thing,

Job 28: 9. and this denoting (1.) to

injure or do violence to a person. Gen.

37 : 22. 1 Sam. 26 : 9. Est, 8 : 7. also

with bN in the same sense, Gen. 22 : 12.

Ex. 24:11. (2.) to take unjustly, to

plunder, (a thing.) Ex. 22:7. Ps. 125:

3. Dan. 1 1 : 42. to T rrro to putforth
the hand after any thing, 1 K*. 13 : 4.

1 Chr. 13 : 10. construed with p, to

draw bach the hand from, Cant. 5 : 4.

In each of these cases T may be

omitted; as Ps. 18:17 ci^o rr> he

stretched out (his hand) from above.

2 Sam. 6 : 6. Obad. 13. Part. pass, mbcj

stretched out, slim, slender, Gen. 49 :

21. (Comp. Pi. no. 11.) Comp. rtnte

shoots.

5. to setfree, to let loose, i. q. Pi. no.

3. Ps, 50 : 19 thou lettest loose thy

ntouth to evil.

Niph. pass. Infin. rnVab used for the

finite verb, Est. 3 : 13.

Pi. n^B 1. to send, i. q. Kal no. 1. but

used more rarely. Gen. 19:13. 28:6.

Construed with to to any one, 2 Chr.

32 : 31. Often in reference to plagues,

pestilence, wild beasts, which Jehovah

sends on his people ; construed with i,

Deut, 32 : 24. 7 : 20. 2 K. 17: 25. Ps.

78 : 45. with Vst, Ezek. 14 : 19. with to,

5:17.

2. to let go, to dismiss. Ex. 8 : 28.

[8 : 32.] 9 : 7, 28. Jud. 7 : 8. niaa n^
n^nn locareJilias,Ju<\g. 12:9.
T

3. to setfree or loose. Gen. 32 : 27.

Lev. 14 : 7. Particularly prisoners.

Zech. 9 : 1 1 . 1 K. 20 : 42. 1 Sam. 20 : 22

70, nirr
TjnVcj

>3 for Jehovah sets you
free. *&an nk} to set free, see under

ircn. fiiy nVti to let loose strife, to occa-

sion strife, Prov. 6 : 14, 19. 16 : 28.

s ) rbti

4. to accompany one departing, to

sendforward, irgoTr'sftTruv.
Gen. 18 : 16.

31:27.

5. to chase or drive away. Gen. 3 :

23. 1 K. 9 : 7. Is. 50 : 1. repudiare (fe-

minam,) Deut. 21 : 14. 22: 19, 29. Jer.

3 : 8. Comp. DTnVcJ.

6. to let hang down ; e. g. the hair,

Ezek. 44 : 20. to let down (by a cord),

Jer. 38 : 6, 11. to give or yield up, con-

strued with a and Ta, Job 8 : 4 Ta orftth

D^TS then gave he tJiem up to their

transgression. Ps. 81:13.

7. to throw
off",

to rid or divest ones

self of a tiling.' Job 30 : 11 they throw

off" the bridle before me, i. e. they rid

themselves of all restraint before me.

39 : 3 they rid themselves of their pains,
i. e. of their young.

8. to throw, e. g. arrows at a mark,
1 Sam. 20 : 20. fire into a city, Am. 1 :

4 if. Hos. 8 : 14.

9. topush away, propellere. Job 30:

12.

10. x&ia rrra to set on fire, mettre a

feu. Ps. 7
T

4 : 7. Judg. 1 :8. 20 : 48. 2 K.

*8:12.

1 1. joined with T, to stretch out the

hand. Prov. 31 : 19, 20. (Comp. Kal

no. 4.) Spoken of a tree, to spread out

its branches, Jer. 17:8. Ezek. 17 : 6,

7. 31:5. Ps. 80:12. Metaphorically
to spread out (a people), Ps. 44 : 3.

Pu. 1. to be sent } freq.

2. to be put away. Is. 50 : 1.

3. to be driven out. Is. 16 : 2.

4. to beforsaken. Is. 27:10.

5. to be let loose, set free. Prov. 29 :

15 nto -en a child left to himself.

Hiph. i. q. Pi. no. 1. to send, e. g.

misfortune, plagues, etc. construed with

a. Lev. 26:22. Am. 8:11.

Deriv. out ofcourse rn\rp, nV^cp, nnV.ro.

PHIZ?, fut. nSir, Chald.

1. to send, to send away. Dan. 3 : 2.

Construed with to of the person sent to,

Ezra 4: 11, 18. 5': 7, 17.

2. joined with T, to stretch out the

hand. Dan. 5 : 24. Construed with S

aggredi aliquid, Ezra 6:12.
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f^E? m. with suff. Vrntf, verbal from

>e. VI. i.

1. a sprout, shoot. Cant. 4: 13.

jtiiinti'd ircapon, a spear, dart,

sword. ( Arab. fA^t a dart, weapon ;

5L armed.) 2 Chr. 32 : 5. 23:10.

,Iot'12:8. rrcs 12? to perish by the

strord. hence to perish in any way,
Job 33: 18. 36:12.

3. proper name of a son of Arphaxad.
Gen. 10 : 24. 11: 12. The other names
of persons with which this is joined re-

present at the same time nations or

tribes. But there is no evidence that

the same is the case with the name Selah.

4. name of ra conduit and pool, near

Mount Zion, prob. the same with rfrc;.

Neb. 3: 15. Vulg. Siloe.

H/tp Siloah, a spring and conduit

on the south-west of Jerusalem. Is. 8 : 6.

otherwise called
jina, see pns no. 1. In

the Sept. and Josephus, "SiXu&p so

in the N. T. John 9 : 7. Vulg. Siloe.

See Relandi Palzestina, p. 858.

rfin/ltf fern. plur. verbal from n^,

shoots, branches, tendrils. Is. 16 : 8.

See the verb in Kal no. 4.

"jn/lL?
m. plur. ni:ro-c, dec. II. b. a

table. Ex. 25 : 23 ff.
JTTOD ^ to spread

or set a table, (for a meal,) Ps. 23 : 5.

Prov. 9 : 2. a:n
jrfrB the table ofskew-

bread, Num. 4 : 7. also called ro'Win fnVc
1 Chr. 28 : 16. 2 Chr. 29 : 18."" which

appears to have been the later name,
see the art. irnro.

'pnyuj
vnfc those that

eat at thy table', 2 Sam". 19 : 29. 1 K.
2 : 7. for ^nte ^ D^**> comp- 2 Sam. 9:11.

tD;?tt) fut. '&&,, a word belonging to

the later Hebrew.
1. to rule over any thing; construed

with a. Ecc. 8 : 9. with to, Neh. 5 : 15.

2. to be master of any thing. Ecc.

2:19. Est.9:l.

Hiph. 1. to let rule. Ps. 119 : 133.

2. to give power or permission, po-
testatem alicujus rei dare. Ecc. 5:18.
6:2. Comp. ?tfo Ex. 21:8.

27$, fut. t*, Chald.

1. to rule over any thin?, construed

with a. Dan. 2 : 39. 5 : 7, 16.

2. to have power over any thing.

Dan. 3 : 27.

3. construed with 3, tofall on, attack.

Dan. 6 : 25.

Aph. to appoint ruler. Dan. 2 : 38, 48.

D ?\Z? found only in the plur. orpVaS,
V V

const. ::^, dec. VI. h. a shield. 2 Sam.

8 : 7 irnn *c^ Me golden shields. 2 K.

11:10 the spears and the shields of

king David. In the parallel passage
2 Chr. 23 : 9, os3o is likewise added.

According to Cant. 4 : 4. Ezek. 27 : 1 1,

the
D'tp^tj

were hung up on the walls for

ornament ; and in the former passage
is so used, that ^ which follows

appears to be a repetition of the same

sense. Jer. 51:11 sharpen the arrows,

c'tp^n ^'-^iflll the shields, i. e. present

yourselves with them, or fill your hands

with them; (comp. Zech. 9 : 13, with

2 K. 9 : 24.) The signification given
above is adopted by most critics since

Kimchi, suits the context of all the

passages, and is the best supported by
the kindred dialects. The Syriac and

Chaldaic versions have often retained

the same word, and from them we can

learn with most certainty its true sig-

nification. Now in two passages (1 Chr.

18:7. 2 Chr. 23 : 9.) the Chaldaic ver-

sion renders it scuta, and in the Tar-

gum of Jer. 13 : 23, we find
rrnpjp. '?7t

;

scuta varietatis ejus, spoken of the

variegated spots of the leopard. Others :

quivers, on account of Jer. 51:11.

litOT
5 !!? m. verbal from *3^, mighty,

powerful. Ecc. 8:4, 8.

11137^ Chald. an officer, ruler.

Dan. 3': 2, 3.

const,
jajtf, Chald. might,

power, dominion. Dan. 3 : 33. [4:3.]
4:19. [4:22.] 7:6, 14. 6:27 -^
waVo ]&$ in the whole dominion ofmy
kingdom. Plur. dominions, kingdoms,

4 i
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Dan. 7 : 27. Arab. Ay^ dominion,

and as a concrete, a lord.

nt vtt) f. shameless, impudent, spo-
ken of a whore. Ezek. 16 : 30. Arab.

mulier clamosa et impudica.

Vulg. procax.

'vtj? m. in pause te, verbal from

fito no. I. rest, quiet, stillness. 2 Sam.
3 : 27 'Vizk quietly, secretly.

J"Ty?l? f. verbal from nbra no. III.

dec. X. the after-birth. Deut. 28 : 57.

(In the Arabic medical writers

In Talmud,
wyjp, also tfte.)

i^?B? and
VJ?lp (Jer. 49:31.) m.

i. q. ite, verbal adj. from ate no. I. quiet,
at ease. Job 21: 23.

EV^ m. verbal from tate, dec. I.

1. adj. having power over any thing,
construed with a. Ecc. 8 : 8.

2. subst. a mighty or powerful man,
a ruler. Ecc. 7 : 19. 10 : 5. Gen. 42 : 6.

12^7^ Chald. 1. adj. mighty, power-

ful, having power. Dan. 2 : 10. 4 : 23.

[4:26.] Construed with a over any
thing, Dan. 4 : 14, 22, 29. [4 : 17, 25,

32.] 5:21.

2.' construed with h, permitted to be

done. Ezra 7: 24.

3. subst. a powerful man, a ruler,

officer. Dan. 2:15. 5:29. Ezra 4: 20.

tirsffi and t!)7lZ) m. (with Kamets
. T T V

impure,) dec. I.

1. a hollow measure of unknown
dimensions. Is. 40:12. Usually ren-

dered triens, triental. Hence Ps. 80 : 6

ite ni&OTa topwn thou givest them tears

to drink by measure, for trbrca. Sept.
tv pir^to, in mensura.

2. Plur. a musical instrument, men-

tioned in connection with tabrets,

perhaps a triangle, as in modern Turk-

ish music. 1 Sam. 18 : 6.

3. a distinguished kind of warriors

or combatants, perhaps strictly the riders

in the war-chariots, KvaZdrai,

Ex. 14:7 he took all the cJuiriots of

Egypt i?3 te
o'tt'Tipi

and warriors in each

of them. 15 : 4. Sept. in chap. 14 : 7,

i, and in chap. 15 : 4, ocva^otrut

t.
(Tg<e-TfltTJ35 has this meaning,

according to Origen, because there

were three in each chariot, of whom
the first fought, the second protected
him with a shield, and the third guided
the horses.) In 1 K. 9:22, D'tfte and

i^y'Tfc) are joined together ; comp. 2 K.
9 : 25. In other passages they appear
to make a part of the body-guard of

the Israelitish kings, 1 K. 9 : 22.

2K. 10: 25. 1 Chr. 11:11. 12:18,

(where their leader is called nvirten xotfi,

in the parallel passage 2 Sam, 23 : 8

iJJterT s>o without the final Mem.)
These may indeed be the same, only

having a different employment in time

of peace. tfty in the singular is often

prob. i. q. o'titen tftfi, and occurs as a

high officer attending on the king,
2 K. 9 : 25. 15 : 25. 7 : 2, 17, 19. The

etymology in Hebrew is perhaps analo-

gous to that of the Greek word TI<TTX-

TK. It has also been collated with the

Latin tribunus, but the origin of this

word is entirely different. Other de-

rivations and explanations, e. g. one of
the thirty, (comp. 2 Sam. 23 : 23. 1 Chr.

1 1 : 25.) or officers of the third rank,

are not suited to the first passages where

the word evidently stands in connection

with the war-chariots. Prov. 22 : 20

o^te Keri prob. principalia, i. e. no-

bilia, comp. 8:6.

m. nj^te, nvorVcJ f. plur. D^Vo.%

third. The fern, signifies also (1.) the

third part, scil.
rrpjpn.

Num. 15:6, 7.

2 Sam. 18 : 2. (2.) the third time.

Ezek. 21 : 19. [21 : 14.] (3.) the third

day, the day after to-morrow. 1 Sam.

20 : 1 2 rroi'ten inn roa about this lime

to-morrow or the day after. (4.) in Is.

15:5. Jer. 48 : 34, it forms a part of a

proper name ; see nb:s>.

in Kal not used.

Hipi. 1. to throw, east. Gen. 37: 22.



Num. 35 : 20, 22. E. e. to the ground
Ezek. 28: 17.

njn; "? T
-

Jehovah, i. e. to commit to him,

Gil )

[2:8.]^ ttti to wiafo booty, Is.

10:6. Ezek. 29:19. It is inflected

sometimes regularly, and sometimes de-

55 : 23. VTTTH *prn PS. 50 : 17. and ta nn fectively. The forms which occur are

1 K. 14 :). Nch. 1) : 20. Is. 38 : 17.

Ezek. 23 : 35. to cast behind ones back,

infin. ttajandbic, fut. to*.

Hithpo. Vnrreta (with the Aramean

Judg. 9 : 17.

3. to expel, banish, out of a country.

Deut. 29 : 27. Amos 4 : 3, (where, how-

ever, 1 MS. reads it in Hoph. which

ie prob. correct.) Spoken of Jehovah,

-o
-p

rrrr to drive from his presence,

to reject,
2K. 13 : 23/17 : 20. Jer. 7 : 15.

4. to cast down, destroy, e. g. a house,

Jer. 9:18. Job 18 : 7 in wto::

his own counsel shall cast him down.

i.e. to despise, contemn. Job 29: 17 form,) for b-nnrn to be spoiled, to be-

:-rp I cast the spoil out of his come a prey. Ps. 76 :6. Is. 59 : 15.

f(if/l > y?tf m. verbal from Vrcj, dec. IV. a.

2. to cast away. 2 K. 7 : 15. Ezek. ^^^^^^^
Gen. 49:2'7. Ps. 68 : 13. Jer. 21 :9

bVcrb itiq V: nrvn he shall have his life as

a
'

booty, i. e. it shall be preserved to

him. Jer. 38 : 2. 39 : 18.

2. booty, gain, profit. Prov. 31:11.

O7E5, fut. ntoj\

1. to be completed orfinished ; spo-

ken e. g. of a building, 1 K. 7 : 51. Neh.

6:15. of a space of time, Is. 60 : 20.

Hoph. Tfren
and ^CT pass, of no. 1. 2. to live in peace or affluence, to

Ezek.l9:12.
T

ps.22:llDrnow^n T;7? prosper, integrum esse. Job 9 : 4 who

upon thee have I cast myselffrom the hath hardened himself against him

womb, i. e. in thee have I trusted. Also

of no. 2. Is.l4:19. of no. 4. Dan. 8: 11.

Tj7tZ) m. verbal from
rjbir,

Lev. 11:17.

Deut. 14 : 17. prob. the plungeon, cor-

morant, xar^osW/j? of the ancients,

pelecanus Bassanus, Linn. It derives
p âc^i~^ sam . 20 : 19. See Pu. no. 3.

.
and prospered ? 22 : 2 1 \ess

acquaint now thyself with him and

^ friendshiP. Part.

my frim^ om at peace with me>
,p.^ ^^ ps 7 .

3> part> pasg>

its name from this circumstance, that it p^ c^ ^ tQ compiete or

keeps watch on the high cliffs, and
Building.) IK. 9 : 25.

when it sees a fish in the water, it shoots

down like an arrow into the water, and

seizes its prey. Sept. xotTot%sexTv<;. Vulg.

, (a

2. to preserve, to keep uninjured.

Job 8 : 6.

3. to restore, mahe good ; e. g. what
mergulus. Syr. and Chald. trahens pis- }jas been stolen> Ex< 21:37. a debt,
ces. Comp. Bocharti Hieroz. P. II. Lib. ps . 37 : 21. 2 K. 4 : 7. Hence in general
ii. cap. 21. Oedmann's verm. Samm-

fo Qr perform . e . g. a vow, Ps. 50 :

lungen aus der Naturkimde, H.lll. p.68

HI) >*IL) f. verbal from

1.

'

thefalling (of a tree). Is. 6 : 13.

14. Is. 19 : 21. an offering, Hos. 14 : 3.

4. to recompense, requite, reward;
construed with an accus. of the thing,

. 26 : 16.

2. name of a gate of the temple. Jer. 16 : 18. 32: 18. with a dative of the

person, 2 K. 9 : 26. with the accus. and

dative together, b Vrt:: C_
L
VL

; to recompense
to draw out ones actions upon \\irn, see '-:- no. 1.

The person is sometimes, though more

rarely, put in the accus. e.
^.

Ps. 31:24.

Prov. 13:21 re c^ c'p^'nKj but pro-

and n

Li. q. Arab. J*
or off.

Ruth 2: 16. Comp.
no. III.

' plunder, spoil. ConstnuMl with

:\\\ arpn*. of the thing, Exok. 26 : 12. ajxritt/ rcirardsthr righteous. PP. 35 : 12

of the person, Exek, 39:10. /rcli. ->\ 12. Tnft thing is also preceded by ?,
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50 : 29. P. 62 : 13. (Synonymous with

s>tfrT.)

5. to grant, impart in ainj way,

(from signif. no. 3.) e. g. consolations,

Is. 57 : 18. but it may perhaps be ren-

dered, to impart again.
Pu. 1. pass, of Pi. no. 3. to be paid,

discharged, spoken of a vow. Ps. 65 : 2.

2. to be recompensed. Jer. 18 : 20.

Spoken ofa person, to obtain recompense.

(comp. dfo with an accus. of the person.)
Prov. 11:31 cVtt!

^JNII PTO jn behold, the

righteous shall be recompensed in the

earth. 13 : 13.

3. to be devoted to God. Part, cto
devoted to God, Is. 42 : 19. ParalK
nirr n. Comp. Kal. no. 3. particularly

Hiph. no. 3.

Hiph. 1. to complete, execute,perform.
Job 23 : 14. Is. 44 : 26, 38.

2. to make an end of a thing. Is.

38:12, 13.

3. to make or have peace with a

person; construed with n, Josh. 10 : 1,

4. with or, Deut. 20 : 12. 1 K. 22 : 45.

Particularly to makepeace by submitting
ones

self, construed with "w, Josh. 1 1 :

19. (Comp. the Arab. J^ conj.IV. to

devote or submit ones
self, particularly

S^L
to God, hence .J^J (Islain) submis-

* & <^ ^
sion to God, religion; A^^ (Moslem}

one devoted to God, a believer ; comp.
D Dte devoted to God, and Pu. no. 3.)

4. causat. to make a friend of any
one. Prov. 16:7.

Hoph. to be at peace with any one,

construed with b. Job 5 : 23.

Deriv. out of course bfyjj, Vtf.

Op$ Chald. to complete. Part. Pe.

C'^zj completed, Ezra 5:16.

Aph. to restore, give back. Ezra 7:19.

&S$ m. Chald. i. q. Heb. aito pro-

sperity, peace, Ezra 5 : 7. Dan. 3:31.

6:26.

Ovtt?, fern, now, verbal adj. from

cbti, dec. V. a

1. completed, finished. 2 Chr. 8:16.

2. complete, full; e. g. rrobxp ;:w a

weight, Deut. 25 : 15. spoken of

iniquity, Gen. 15: 16. TTO^ rvfa the pri-
soners in full number, Am. 1:6, 9.

(comp. Jer. 13 : 19.)
3. uninjured, safe, integer. Gen.

33 : 18. Spoken of a host, Nah. 1:12.

ntato C'a; unhewn stones, Deut. 27 : 6.

1 K. 6 ': 7.

4. at peace, friendly. (See the verb

in Pu. Hiph. Hoph.) Gen. 34: 21 trpte

}:n nn //ey are at peace with us.

5. devoted, particularly to God.
1 Chr. 28:9. 2 Chr. 15:17. 16 : 9.

2 K. 20 : 3. Sometimes with the addi-

tion
rrin; D, IK. 8: 61. 11:4. 15:3,

14. Comp. the verb in Hiph. no. 3.

6. a proper name, i. q. nterv Jeru-

salem, (comp. p. 256.) Gen. 14 : 18.

Ps. 76 : 3. Josephus (Antiq. Jud. 1. 10.)
TJJV (tsVTot c-ohvp.es, ftrTS^oy

tKcthierav
iigo<ro-

*vpx. See Relandi Palsestina, p. 976.
^X*- vj & / ^. X

(In Arab. J^,, J^ and A Jerusa-

lem. Its appellative signification here

is health, peace, i. q. ofrc.)

D7$ m. verbal from cta\ dec. VI. a,
V V

a thank-offering, victima. Am. 5 : 22.

More frequently in the plural ry?^p nnj

Lev. 3:1 ff. (where the rites accompa-

nying this offering are described.) 7:11
ff. Num. 7:17ff. also simply croSi*

Lev. 9 : 4. The same offering, which in

Lev. 7 : 12, is called rninn mj a sacrifice

ofpraise, is called in verses 13, 15 mj
vnburnTin his sacrifice of praise, and

thanksgiving. Sometimes, though rare-

ly, this word denotes offerings, on

mournful occasions, its original import

being disregarded, Judg. 20 : 26. 21:4.

D 7\Z? m. verbal from oSr, recompense.

Deut. 32 : 35.

D^tl? and D^l ytt) m. verbal from

d&, dec. I. idem. Hos. 9 : 7. Mic. 7 : 3.

Plur. Is. 34: 8.

fern, of nVc, dec. X. recom-

pense, punishment. Ps. 91. 8.

D^tZJ m. proper name of a king of

Israel. "2 K. 15:816.
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ibl!? a proper name, Solomon, the

ion of David, king of Israel. Sept.

^ccXufAw, in Josephus and the N. T.

2oAo4r. Its appellative import, which
is alluded to 1 Chr. '22 : 9. is peaceable,

(comp. the Saxon name Frederick, i. e.

peaceable ;) from nriVc and the termina-

tion ri or \ equivalent to
]i, (comp. rr^,

pi,) which is added to abstract nouns
to give them the force of concretes.

See Gesenius'Lehrgeb. 122.1. p.513.

\u?VJ Hos. 10:14. more at length

^psrc '2 K. 17 : 3. 18 : 9. proper name
of a king of Assyria between Tiglath-

pileser and Sennacherib. Sept. lot^cty.a.?-

tara-d^ Vulg. Salmanassar. (The syl-
lable "ex undoubtedly signifies prince,
and is found in several Assyrian names,
e. g. -oxVrvn?, on which account it is

sometimes omitted. For pVc no suita-

ble explanation has yet been found in

Persian.)

O^bSt!) masc. plur. verbal from

cvr. recompenses; \\ence reicards
}
bribes.

Is. 1 : 23.

rjT
1

^, fut. rfw, to draw out or off;

e. g. a shoe, Ruth 4 : 7, 8. grass, Ps.

129 : 6. an arrow from the body which
it has penetrated, Job 20 : 25. and most

frequently a sword, Num. 22:23, 31.

Josh. 5:13. :nrr
rjVtc

PM a thousand men
with drawn swords, i. e. armed men,

Judg.8:10. 20:2, 15, 17, 46. 2 Sam.
24 : 9. (In Chald. more frequent.)

F|?) a proper name. Gen. 10 : 26.

1 Chr. 1 : 20. a people of Arabia Felix,

prob. the 2aA^-jvo/ of Ptolemy, (Lib.
vi. p. 154.) but nothing farther is

known of them.

E)7E) and Ufivttf, const, tfctf, before

Makke
T

ph -*# (Ex. 21 : 11 .)

'

f. and

TTC^, const, ntjfa?, m. dec. III. a. and
XIII. e.

1. three. r:^v vtiv three years ; rarely
after the noun, e. g. triVr on three cities,

Josh. 21 : 32. \rte
:
n:ca in the third ?/n ,

2 K. 18:1. rrrc.7 &$ thirteen. (With
suff.

najjix^ej ye three, Num. 12 : 4.

r^r they three, Num. 12:4.

2. three times. Job 33 : 29.

Plur. Dvcbti com. gen. thirty. Used
as an ordinal, 1 K. 16 : 23.

Deriv. out of course

see

Pi. denom. from T&$.

1. to divide into three parts. Deut.
19:3.
'

2. to repea* the third time. 1 K . 1 8 : 34.

3. to do on the third day. 1 Sam.
20: 19 inn ^hn find on the third day
thou shalt come down.

Pu. 1. to be triple, three-fold. Ecc.

4: 12. Ezek.42:6.
2. to be three years old. Gen. 15:9.

D^U/pll) masc. plur. denom. from

rrc?, posterity of the third generation,

grand-children. Ex. 20 : 5. 37 : 7. ^
c't&tf greatgrand-children, Gen. 50 : 23.

(Comp. En.)

niLyt!) name of a district or country
in Palestine. Once 1 Sam. 9:4. In it

was probably situated the city my^'tea
2 K. 4 : 42. This latter is called by
Eusebius Beth- Shaltsha, and is placed

by him 15 Roman miles north of Dios-

polis.

DlZ?7$ adv. (from tifrti, tfVj? and the

adverbial termination D_) three days
ago, the day before yesterday, always
joined with ^ten, e. %. nvi;?^ bion yester-

day and the day before, i. e. heretofore,

Ex. 5 : 8. tzrojbtp btons as yesterday and
the day before, i. e. as heretofore, Gen.
31:3. 2K.13:5. ccte Vrarra in time

past, beforetime, Deut. 19:6. Josh.

20 : 5.
cfcjti

ca bina C2 io^/t yesterday and
the day before, i. e. in time past, 2 Sam.
5:2.

Sltf adv. 1. Mere, ctfo Me?zcc. c^-n?

where, for the most part separated by
intervening words, Gen. 13:3. 2 Sam.
15 : 21. also connected, 2 Chr. 6:11.

Dip DID here, there, Is. 28 : 10.

2. i. q. rrotf M^er. 1 Sam. 2 : 14.

2 K. 19 : 32. Joined with -TON, ^/Mtr,
IK. 18: 10. Jer. 19:14.

3. spoken of time, then, (like the

Greek ixj?and the Lat, tbi.) Ps. 14:5.
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132:17. Judg.5:ll. otto from that

time, Hos. 2: 17. [2:15.]

4. with n paragogic rraic (Milel, hence

readsfiamma;) (I.) thither. Gen. 19: 20.

(2.) more rarely i. q. og there. Is. 34: 15.

Jer. 18:2. (3.) with -np, whither;

more rarely wJiere, e. g. 2 K. 23 : 8.

Ott) m. const. Dtf, sometimes before

Makkeph Twi, with suff. mj, Tjoip, na.ow,

plur. ntow", const, rtoip, dec. VII. e.

1. a name. 'B owa in the name of

any one, Ex. 5 : 23. Est. 3:12. njrr Dips

in the name of Jehovah, Jer. 11:21.

26 : 9. own *npT , see under the article

H-J;?. Particularly, a celebrated name,

celebrity, renoivn, DJ *$: men of re-

nown, Num. 16.2. 1 Chr. 5:24. Gen.

6 : 4. Antith. Job 30 : 8 Dip ra. \aa the

children of the ignoble, i. e. the ignoble.

Dip V? ntey Gen. 11:4. Jer. 32 : 20. and

nip ft DVB 2 Sam. 7 : 23. to make for
one's self a name. Zeph. 3 : 19 Dsrop

Dgto n)nnb 7 will make themfor apraise
and a name. Verse 20. Deut. 26 : 19.

Gen. 9 : 27 Dip ^nsa in tents of renown.

Sometimes specifically, a good name,
Ecc.7:l. Prov.22:l.

2. a rumour, report, n Dip an ill

report, Deut. 22 : 14, 19. Neh. 6:13
r\ Dip? onb rrn it should be to them (the

occasion) for an ill report (concerning

me).
3. rnrr DV? the name of Jehovah, par-

ticularly in the following significations

and connexions; (1.) the praise or

glory of Jehovah, e. g. Is. 48: 9 naw poV

for my names sake, for my praise or

glory. Ps.79:9. 106:8. Ezek. 20:44.

1 K. 8 : 41. (In other passages this

phrase signifies, according to his name,
i. e. according to what his name Jeho-

vah signifies; see \&Q no. 2.) Ps. 138 : 2

qati-brte above all thy name, i. e. above

all that has been said in praise of thee.

Hence (2.) Jehovah, considered as the

object of prayer, worship, or praise ;

c. g. rtrr ogi *opr to call on the name of
JeJtovah ; comp. the phrases under sig-

nif. no. 1.
TTDxp

un they that Jove thy

name, Ps. 5 : 1. TPMJ >?T they that know

)

thy name, Ps. 9:11. *jow
w- they that

fear thy name, Ps. 61 : 6. 91 : 14. 99 : 3.

(3.) the presence of Jehovah, (comp.
era,) or Jehovah, considered as every
where present ; e. g. Ex. 23 : 21 naw" '?

i-nj?! for my name is in him (the angef).

l'k. 8:29 oti >m: rrrr there (in the

temple] shallmy name dwell. 2 K.23 : 27.

1 K. 3 : 2 no house was yet built for
the name of Jehovah. 5 : 17, 19. [5 :

3, 5.] 8 : 17, 20. totf jaw, DVD to place his

name, or cause it to dwell any where ;

see under DTO and jaw'.
Also considered

as present and mighty to help, Ps. 54 : 3

O God ! 'aJ^w'in
spato i?/ rf/i?/ wze, i. e.

by thy powerful presence, save me.

44:6. 124:8. 89:25. 20: 2. Is. 30:27.

Hence
4. oti and DCT Levit. 24 : 11, 16.

Deut. 28 : 58. used, by way of emi-

nence, for Jehovah. (The Samaritans

read *ro>\p=aip for rnrr, as the Jews read

5. a monument, which preserves the

name or memory of a person. 2 Sam.

8 : 13. Is. 55 : 13.

6. Shem, the second son of Noah.

Gen. 5 : 32. According to the genealo-

gical table in Gen. x. the nations of

south-western Asia, as the Persians,

Assyrians, Syrians, Hebrews, and a

part of the Arabians, were descended

from him. See on this subject Gese-

nius' Gesch. der Hebr. Sprache and

Schrift, p. 5, 6.

D^ m. Chald. a name. Dan. 4 : 5.

[4:8.] Ezra 5:1. With suff. rrati

(from Dip) Dan. 2 : 20, 26. 4:5. [4:8.]
5:12. Ezra 5:14

rroip
"isawttfc iyrm and

they were given to Sheshbazzar, as his

name was, liter, they were given to him

whose name was Sheshbazzar. Plur.

Ezra 5 : 4, 10.

in Kal not used.

Hiph. TDW'r? 1. to destroy, e. g. cities,

altars. Lev. 26 : 30. Num. 33 : 52.

2. more frequently to destroy, e. g.

men, nations. Deut. 1 : 27. 2 : 12, 21,

22, 23. Est. 3 : 6. Infin. ipwn used as

a subst. destruction, Is. 11:23. Infiri.



with suft*. rTocrr, nTocrr, Deut. 7 : 24.

28:48. Josh! 11:1-1,"

Niph. pass. 1. to be laid waste;

spoken of a plain, Jer. 48 : 8. of high

places, Hcs. 10:8.

to be destroyed. Gen. 34 : 30. Ps.

37 : 38.

Tptl? Chald. Aph. to destroy. Dan.

7
~ J
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("T^tt?
f. verbal from now, dec. X.

I? a desolation. Is. 5 : 9. Jer. 2:15.

Ps. 73 : 19 rr^'dh
vn

rpN
how have they

become a desolation !

'2. astnnixftment, amazement. Jer.

8:21. Particularly an object of asto-

nishment, Deut. 28 : 37. Jer. 19 : 8

n^Tcri rre %

,r7 for an astonishment and a

/ow."25:9, 18. 51:37..

|ntplp
Chald. plur. names, see DtJ).

T'N^UJ m. a proper name, Samuel,

son of Elkanah, a judge and high-priest

in Israel, who first gave to the people
a king. According to 1 Sam. 1 : 20,

the name is a contraction of 'IV&VCKO

(heard of God,} by the omission of r.

As it is now written, it may be com-

pounded of TCK? i. q. csj a name, (like

i5-\=.y-\, ino=no a man ;) hence liter.

the name of God. Comp. Gesenius'

Gesch. der Hebr. Sprache, p. 49.

n# }?2ttJ and
njftjltf

f. verbal from

ro%

$.

;

,
dec. X.

1. news, tidings. 1 Sam. 4 : 19. Ei-

ther of good, (Prov. 15:30. 25:25.)
or of evil, (Jer. 49 : 23. Ps. 112:7.)
e. g. of the approach of a formidable

enemy, Jer. 10 : 22. Particularly a

message from God, Is. 53 : 1. Jer. 49 : 14.

hence

2. instruction, doctrine. Is. 28 : 9.

3. a rumour, report. 2 Chr. 9 : 6.

lDt3\2? synonymous with XETD;.

1. to remit (a debt). Deut. 15:2.

2. to cause to rest, to let lie unculti-

rfiled, as the ground. Ex. 23 : 11.

3. construed with jo to cease from
any thing. Jer. 17:4.

4. to came to fall, to throw down.
2 K. 9 : 33.

.'). to break loose, to set one
%

s selffree.
- Sain. G : G ipzrr lEpsj '3 for the oxen
((<>!(/(! set themselvesfree. (Comp. the

*ymm. nJca no. 10. to draw out, in Niph.
to be loosed.)

Niph. to be scattered, liter, to be

loosed. Ps. 141:6. Comp. the synoru
tihM no. 9. Others : to be dismissed.

Others: to be thrown down; comp.
Kal. no. 4.

Hiph. i. q. Kal no. 1. to release, remit.

Deut. 15:3.

f. verbal from trcntf, a

e. Deut. 15:1, 2. ^_ w _

the year of release, Deut. 15 : 9. 31 : 10.

This was every seventh year, when
debts were cancelled and agriculture
intermitted.

D*V!2ftZ? masc. plur. const. *ow, the

heaven or heavens. (The singular ii

found in the Arab. '[^^ from t**j

to be high. The corresponding form
of the singular may in Hebrew have

been npaJ, whence the plur. n;ctf, like

'i3, plur. ojte. Comp. n;t>.) With rr parag.

rrom^T to or towards heaven, Gen. 15 : 5.

28 : 1 2. rTOuJn 'rf^ the God of heaven,
a frequent phrase in the later books,

(See the Chald.) 2 Chr. 36: 23. Exra

1:2. Neh. 1:4,5. 2:4,20. Ps. 136 :

26. Jon. 1 : 9. in connection with niir,

Gen. 24 : 3, 7. D^o$n-r?tth Dott> the hea-

ven and the heaven of heavens, a rhe-

torical expression for the highest or most

holy heavens, Deut. 10 : 14. 1 K. 8 : 27.

2 Chr. 2:5.
VI^-T! ^r'W tne heaven and

the earth, i.e. the universe, Gen. 1:1.

2:1.14:19,22. The Hebrews con-

ceived of heaven as a solid arch, (see

ypn;) as resting on pillars, (Job 26 : 11.)

as having foundations, (2 Sam. 22 : 8.)

and a gate, (Gen. 28 : 17.) and as send-

ing down rain from its open doors or

sluices, (Ps. 78 : 23. 2 K. 7 : 2, 19.)

t^lP emph. N*?^
;

, Chald. idem. Some-

times used where we might expect the

word God, Dan. 4: 23. [4:26.] n&
s;-pr

the (i od ofhearen, Dan. 2; 18, 37.'
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'Ezra5 : 11, 12. 6:9,10.
10:12. Rev. 11:13.

"0^21!?, fern, TV
, (denom. from rnttf

eight,) 'the eighth. Ex. 22 : 29. The
fern. rranwJ octava is used in reference

to music, and denotes a particular tone,

(not a musical instrument as is com-

monly supposed,) Ps. 6 : ]. 12 : 1.

From 1 Chr. 15: 21, it appears to have

be^n the lowest of the three parts or

voices ; according to Forkel, the fun-
damental base, sung by men.

TOE? m. dec. III. a.

1. a thorn, a thorn-bush, (In Arab.

1.) IB. 5 : 6. 7 : 23, 24, 25. 9 : 17.

10:17. 27:4. 32:13.

( 616 )

Cotnp. Tob. phanes caused to be built on the altar of

burnt-offerings at Jerusalem. Comp.
1 Mace. 1 : 54. 6 : 7. In the plur. the

abominations of the desolater, Dan. 9 :

27. perhaps idols.

3. to be solitary, single, spoken of

a woman. 2 Sam. 13: 20. Is. 54:1.

(The ideas desolate and single are kin-

dred and found united in the synony-
mous word -noVa* Comp. the figure Is.

62 : 4.)

4. to be amazed, astonished. 1 K.
9:8. Jer. 18:16. Construed with to

of the thing, Is. 52 : 14. Jer. 2:12.

Niph. ntf: I. to be laid waste, made

desolate, i. q. Kal. Jer. 12 : 11. Spoken
of persons, to faint, languish, Lam. 4 :

s ^ * 5. Spoken of a way, to be solitary,
2. a diamond. (In Arab.

JroL-) deserted, Lev. 26 : 22. Is. 33 : 8. Comp.
Jer. 17 : 1. Ezek. 3 : 9. Zech. 7 : 12. Kal no. 3.

(The root ^ signifies to pierce, to 2 - ; - q- Kal no. 4. to be amazed, asto-

nished. Jer. 4 : 9. Construed with to of

the thing, Job 18:20.

Po. part, coiro.

1. a desolater, ravager. Dan. 9 : 27.

11:31. See Kal no. 1.

2. solitary, spoken of a mourner.

Ezra 9 : 3, 4. Else astonished, comp.

Hiph. no. 2.

Hiph. DOT, fut. c't*, infin. DSXLTT, part.

nail; whence theftebrew "innra a nail;

and prob. also vcra in both significa-

tions, the diamond being used to en-

grave with.)

3. proper name of a city in the tribe

of Judah. Josh. 15:48.

4. also of another in Mount Ephraim.

Judg. 10 : 1, 2.

DTQtl}, imper. ntt?, fut. c :

^, plur. IBS*,

i. q. Dttj;
and c^; no. II. 1. i. q. Kal no. 2. to lay waste. Lev.

1. to be laid waste, made desolate. 26:31,32. Ezek. 30 : 12, 14.

Ezek. 33:28. 35:12,15. Part, ooitf 2. to be amazed, astonished, con-

desolate, Lam. 1:4. 3:11. spoken of founded. Ezek. 3:16. Construed with

persons,faint, desponding, Lam. 1 : 13, to of the thing, Mic. 6 : 13.

3. trans, to amaze, astonish. Ezek.

32 : 10.

Hoph. cttJrr (hosham,) plur. rarn,

(for o$n, which is read in some MSS.
and editions.)

1. to be waste, desolate. Lev. 26 : 34,

35, 43.

2. to be amazed, astonished. Job

16. Plur. fern, niomij waste places, de-

solations, vastata, Is. 61:4 D'ateo ntoaixd

the desolations offormer generations.

Dan. 9 : 18, 26 ntopitL
;

n^vn the decreed

desolations.

2. more rarely trans, to lay waste.

Ezek. 36 : 3 cans
f]VJi

niott
p-rui JSP because

they have laid you waste and destroyed

you; (ntettj is strictly a verbal noun,
but used here as an infin.) Part. Dpinj

a desolater, ravager, Dan. 9 : 27 stfc

ooten the wickedness of the desolater,

Dan. 8:13. and nmj yip* the abomination

fut. once Ecc.Hithpo.
7:16.

1. to destroy one's self. Ecc. 7 : 16.

2. to be astonished, amazed, con-

of the desolater, Dan. 12 : 11. prob. the founded. Is. 59 : 16. 63 : 5. Dan. 8:27.

idolatrous altar which Antiochus Epi- Ps. 1 43 : I.
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Deriv. out of course n g f. and
Hjfot??,

const. njEUj,
OJ?U/ Chald. Ithpo. notercte tobeasto- m . ezgrAi. Plur. D^TD-C com. gen. eighty,

nished, amazed. Dan. 4: 16. [4: 19.] Deriv. *yrso.

r*2C m. verbal adj. from C'ac, dec. ^fttl) and ^tt) 1. to /jrar; con-
" T

~ T - " T

V. a. desolate, waste. Dan. 9: 17.

n^^u? f. verbal from c-ac, dec.

XI. r.

'

1. desolation, a waste. Is. 1 : 7.

a desolate wilderness, Jer. 12:

nror wasting and deso-

lation, i.e. an entire desolation, Ezek.

33:28, 29. 35:3.

2. amazement, astonishment. Ezek.

7:27.

rTO3^r ^ (f r nr7>) verbal from

dec. X. wfewi. Ezek. 35 : 7, 9.

m. verbal from Diaro,

1. to

strued with an accus. rarely with ?, Job

26:14. The latter particularly with

the accessory idea of hearing with plea-
sure or satisfaction, Ps. 92:12. The

person or thing heard is put in the

accus. Gen. 23:8, 11, 15. or is pre-
ceded by j>,

Job 31: 35. by to, 2 Sam.

12 : 16. by bipa, Gen. 30 : 6. Deut. 1 : 45.

hy VipV, Gen. 3 : 17. The phrase to hear

a person or thing denotes (1.) to listen,

to be attentive. Gen. 23 : 8. Job 31 : 35.

(2.) to hearken, obey. Gen. 39:10.

Neh. 13 : 27. Ex. 24 : 7 all which Je-

i-e will

ment, astonishment. Ezek. 4: 16. 12 : 19. do and obey. (3.) to hear, answer, spo-

fut. ?atf, to be or be- ken of God. Ps. 10 : 17. 28 : 2. 54 : 4*

2. to understand. Gen. 11:7. 42 : 23.

Part. soft proh. intelligent, understand-

ing, i.'q. r?o 1 K. 3 : 9. Prov. 21 : 28.

Niph. 1. to be heard, construed with

comefat. Deut. 32 : 15. Jer. 5 : 28.

Hiph. 1. to make fat, to cover with

fat ; e. g. the heart, i. e. to render it

obdurate or insensible, Is. 6: 10. (comp.
Ps. 119:70.)

2. to becomefat. Neh. 9 : 25.

^U; verbal adj. from paw, dec. V. a.'

J by a person. Neh. 6:1,7.

2. to shew ones self obedient or sub-

missive. Ps. 18 : 45.

fat; (1.) spoken of persons, stout, ro-
Pi ' to cause to hear

>
to summon, con-

bust, Judg. 3 : 29. Comp. rraotra no. 2. f^ *
J "j

a^n
?'

f the Pers n>

(2.) of a country,

bread, Gen. 49 : 20.

Num. 13:20. of
15 : 4. 23 : 8.

Hiph. 1. to cause to hear or be heard.

*s it ^ Jer. 48:4. Construed with a double
Dtt7 m. (fern. Cant. 1 : 3.) with suff. r , ^ rr

aceim. of the person and thing, 2 K.
7:6. Ps. 143:8. also with

verbal from dec."ar, plur.

VI. a.

1. fat, fatness. Ps. 109 : 24. rwttto

it or sumptuousfeast, Is. 25 : 6.

see no. 5.

2. oil. Gen. 28:18.
]tauJ \3? a ?#z7c?

olive-tree, oleaster, different from rn the

common olive-tree, Neh. 8 : 15. 1 K. 6 : 23.

3. spiced oil, ointment, Ps. 133:2.
Prov. 21:17. Applied as a remedy,
Is. 1 : 6.

D^^tp masc. plur. verbal from par,

dec. Vni. h. fat, fatness, (of the earth.) 28." 16 : 5. Particularly to 'sound on a
Gen. 27 : 28, 39 y> ^9 for ^ otp, high note, 1 Chr. 15 : 19. Comp. TO.
(parall. VEO ;) in verse 28, oft/tefatness (

o- <-' 9
'

^

of the earth; in verse 39, withoutfat-
^Arab "

**?"
a ^^gstress ;

ness of earth.
music.)

of the

person, Ezek. 36 : 15. Also tops rotfrj

Ezek. 27 : 30. Ps. 26 : 7. like bipn jr#

:

2. to announce ; construed with an

accus. of the thing, Is. 45 : 21. with an

accus. of the person, Is. 44 : 8. 48 : o.

with two accus. 48 : 6.

3. to call together or upon by pro-
clamation. 1 K. 15 : 22. Jer. 50 : 29.

51:27.

4. in reference to music, intran*. to

xing, Ndi. 12 : 42. to play, 1 Chr. 15 :

C_
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Deriv. out of course rnttati, ya-tii, nyaxpa

3/EttJ Chald. to hear, construed with

by concerning a person. Dan. 5:14, 16.

Ithpe. to shew ones self obedient or

submissive. Dan. 7 : 27.

yfcVJ m with suff. wrf, verbal from

ras?, dec. VI. i.

1. a hearing. Job 42: 5.

2. a message, intelligence, news, i. q.

rwipti. Hos. 7:12 orvw rara * Me news

went to their assembly.
3. a report, rumour; e.g. jn 20x6

o ew7 report. Ex. 23 : 1. Ps. 18 : 45

|jh
rntib at the bare report (of me). The

genitive subjoined expresses the person
to whom the report relates ; e. g. yryq

ntfro thefame of Solomon, 1 K. 10 : 1.

In English it may sometimes be omit-

ted in translating, e.g. Gen. 29:13

ajnp attJTi$ "$.
y&fa when Laban heard

concerning Jacob. Is. 66 : 19.

4. in reference to music, a high
sound or note, (see yptfri no. 4.) Ps.

150 : 5 s-ptf ^sVs cymbals ofa high sound.

ytytij m. verbal from rats, dec. VI. p.

report, fame. Josh. 6 ; 27. 9 : 9.

see

( hearing) Simeon, proper
name of a son of Jacob by Leah, and

progenitor of the tribe which is named
from him. Gen. 29 : 33. The territory

assigned to this tribe is described Josh.

19 : 19. In Greek Stpw'y.

YEtt? m. a short gentle sound, a

whispering. (Arab. (ja^> celeriter lo-

qui.) Job 4: 12. 26:14, In Talmud.

70$ signifies a little, which suits the

passages and is the rendering of the

Targum and Syriac version. But the

former interpretation is to be preferred,

because the following article rremi may
be explained from the same Arabic root.

Both may likewise be explained by a

collation- with oa5, see the following
article.

f. once Ex. 32 : 25 n$o$
so as to be overthrown by their

es ; comp. the Arabic root

to drive away, thrust, smite, pass, to

hasten. According to the ancient ver-

sions and Jewish commentators, an ill

report, disgrace, comp. sari (by a com-

mutation of 2 and y ;) whence ytra like-

wise may be explained.

172^2), fut. Tbttr.
T '

1

1. to keep, watch, guard; construed

with an accus. rarely with ?, 1 Sam.
26 : 15. with by, verse 16. Prov. 6 : 22.

with a, 2 Sam. 18:12. Construed with

{9, to guard or preservefrom any thing,

Ps. 121 : 7. 140 : 5. Part, IB*? a watch-

man, guard, Cant. 3 : 3. spoken of a

shepherd, 1 Sam. 17:20.

2. to keep, preserve, lay up. Ex. 22 : 6.

Particularly to keep in memory,
Gen.

37:11. Ps. 130 : 3. Job 10 : 14 >:Pnotfi

thou keepest (it) in memory concerning
me. Particularly to keep or retain

(anger), Amos 1:11 ns: rmc irras he

kept his angerfor ever / (-DOC pointed
in this way and with the accent on the

penult, is of the masc. gen. and the n

is paragogic.) Hence by an ellipsis of

nw or rj, (like TRM no. 2.) Jer. 3 : 5
rraS -itrcJj OK will he retain (his anger)

for ever ?

3. to watch, mark, observe. 1 Sam.

1:12. Ps. 17 : 4 / observed the ways of
the violent, sell, for the purpose of

avoiding them. In a different sense,

Prov. 2 : 20. Construed with by, Job
14 : 16. with bw, Ps. 59 : 10. Sometimes
in a bad sense, to lie in waitfor, Job

13:27.33:11. Ps.56:7.

4. to observe, keep ; e. g. a covenant,

Gen. 17 : 9, 10. the commands of God,
IK. 11:10. the sabbath, Is. 56: 2, 6.

a promise, 1 K. 3 : 6. 8 : 24. Construed

with b before an infin. to take heed to

do any thing, Num. 23: 12. 2 K. 10: 31.

5. to worship, reverence; e. g. Ps. 31 :

7. Hos. 4:10. Comp. Virg. Georg. iv.

212, observant regem non sic JEgyptus,
etc.

6. to watch, besiege, (a city.) 2 Sam.

11:16. Comp. 1^5 no. 4.

7. as in Niph. to ben-are of, construed

with 50. Josh. 6: 18.
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Niph. 1. to be guarded, preserved.

Ps. 37 : 28.

2. reflex, to take heed, to beicare.

Most frequently in the imper. ;D ?jV
-ratfrr

take heed lest, Gen. 24 : 6. 31 : 24, 29.

more rarely without ?, 1 Sam. 19:2.

comp. Is. 7 : 4. In other passages it is

construed with p before a noun or an

intiii. and it then denotes (1.) to be

cautious or careful before any one. Ex.

23 : 21. (2.) to abstain, hold backfrom
any thing. Deut. 23 : 10. also with a

simple infin. Ex. 19 : 12. VcKatD^n to

take heed for ones
life, Jer. 17:21.

also vefeA Deut. 4 : 15. More rarely con-

strued with } of the thing guarded

against, 2 Sam. 20:10.

Pi. i.q. Kal no. 5. Jon. 2 : 9.

Hithpa. 1. to be observed, pass, of

Kal no. 4. Mic. 6: 16.

2. to take heed, beware, construed

with ra. Ps. 18 : 24.

Deriv. out of course rrrbw

m. verbal from "icmJ, dec. VI. h.

found only in the plur.

Antiq. Jud. xv. 7. 7.) Now a small

village called Sebaste, also Shemrun,
Shemrin. (2.) name of a country. ng

jViptb
the cities of Samaria, 2 K. 17 :

26. 23:19. fncto nn the mountains oj
Samaria, Jer. 31:5. So the calf at

Bethel is called, Hos. 8 : 5, 6, the calfof
Samaria. The cities of Samaria are

spoken of underJeroboam by a prolep-
sis, 1 K. 13 : 32. The gentile noun is

\:iaizj 2 K. 17:29.

\TSffti
Chald. Ezra. 4: 10, 17. i.q.

Heb.j'rrattf Samaria, as the name of a

city.

ttfoE) Chald. Pa. tetf to serve, wait

upon. Dan. 7:10.

tttotf com. sen. (Ps. 104: 19. Gen.
V V V

15 : 19.) with suff. 'riocS, prim. dec.VI. h.

1 . the sun. tfo^n rna under the sun,

i. e. on the earth, a frequent expression
in Ecclesiastes, as chap. 1 : 3, 9, 14.

2:11 . "ttJotS '3eb in the sun-shine. Job

8 : 16. The rising of the sun is ex-

pressed by the verbs MSJ, rrn, and its

setting by Nte. As an image of light and
1. lees or dregs of wine, so called

prosperiiy^ ps.84: 12.
from their preserving the strength and

colour of the wine which was left to

stand upon them. EJTO and vrotj ty NCpT

Jer. 48 : 1 1. Zeph. 1:12. to ri*t upon
ones lees, i. e. to continue quietly in

one's former condition, a proverbial ex-

pression taken from wine.

2. wine kept on t/ic lees. Is. 25 : 6

Q7J5TO cnotJ wine on the lees well refined.

i"P?2) f. verbal from -me, dec. X.

an eyelid, quasi custodia oculi. Ps. 77:5.

nnCltf f. verbal from TOUT, a watch.

Ps. 141 :

T

3.

O"HT2lp in. verbal from TOJ, the ob-

servance (of a festival), afestival. Ex.

12 : 43. Comp. natrn noti.

|*npiZ?
f. Samaria, a proper name ;

(1.) the metropolis of the kingdom of

Israel and the royal residence, situated

on a mountain of the same name. 1 K.
16 : 24. Am. 1:1.6:1. In later times

named by Ilrrod 2**ri,

2. Plur. rmrmj Is. 54 : 12. battlements,

pinnacles, turrets, (on a wall.) Liter.

beams of the sun ; otherwise called by
the Hebrews horns, (comp. ^ no. 4.

and },) hence artificial horns, teeth.

Sept. 9TA|<?.

"pC??5tp Samson, the proper name

of an Israelitish judge, the Hercules

of the Hebrews. Judg. 13 : 24 ff. Sept.

"ZctfA'^uv, which Josephus (Antiq. Jud.

v. 10.) interprets '^ygoj; but his ex-

planations have little philological weight,

(see Gesenius'Gesch. der Hebr. Sprache,

p. 81, 82.) and jtootd
is rather a dimiri.

from MJD^ the sun, like jhrnp from ->rri

the moon.

^2)
com. gen. before Makkeph -p,

with suff. tec, prim. dec. VIII. b.

1. a tooth. Ex. 21: 24, 27.

2. particularly an elephant's tooth,

iron/. 1 K. 10:'l8. Cant. 5:14.
ptf

ro

irnry iwlarrs. \. . palaces inlaid with



ivory, Am. 3 : 15. Rs. 45 : 9. Comp.

p|?
no. 1.

3. the tooth ofa rock, a sharp cliff.

1 Sam. 14 : 4. Job 39 : 28. Comp. Syr.

4. proper name of a place, perhaps
of a rock. 1 Sam. 7:12.

Dual D;SJ teeth, (the dual number

referring to the two rows.) Gen. 49 : 12.

Am. 4 : 6. Used also for the plural,

1 Sam. 2: 13, (the plural itself not oc-

curring.)

W$ (after the Chaldaic form) i. q.

nrd to be changed. Lam. 4:1.

Pu. idem. Ecc. 8:1. See nm
bd!). fut. :tD, Chald.

T :
' -

i

1. to be changed or altered. Dan.

6 : 18. 3 : 27. Particularly to be changed

for the worse, in pejus mutari ; and

spoken of the countenance, to lose its

brightness, Dan. 5:6.

2. to be different, diverse. Dan. 7 : 3,

19,23,24.
Pa. 1. to change, alter, transform.

Dan. 4:13 [4:16] his heart they shall

change, i. e. it shall be changed.

2. to violate, transgress, (a royal

command.) Dan. 3 : 28. (In Syr. more

common.)
3. part. pass, different, diverse.

Dan. 7 : 7.

Ithpa. to change itself, to be altered.

Dan. 2 : 9. Spoken of the countenance.

Dan. 3:19. 7:28.

Aph. 1. to change, alter; e.g. times

and seasons, Dan. 2:21. a royal com-

mand, Dan. 6:9, 16.

2. to transgress. Ezra 6 : 11, 12.

]^5tl)
m - verbal from #y&, a repeti-

tion. Ps. 68 : 18 }Norc pV thousands of

repetition, i. e. repeated or many thou-

sands.

&NJ f. i. q. rn# sleep. Ps. 127 : 2.

Root
ftt

to 5/eejo.

J
f. Chald. idem. Dan. 6 : 19.

Root. jj to s/eep.

n2t{}, fut.fljtf, (comp. the Chald. M;W.)

1. to a/fer, to change or Je changed.

Mai. 3 : 6. Lam. 4 : 1> (where it is

written with N.)

2. to 6e different, diverse ; construed

with p. Est. 1:7. 3:8.
3. to be of a different opinion. Part,

plur. D'3iz> schismatics, Prov. 24 : 21.

4. to repeat, to do a second time,

(comp. DW &#o.J Neh. 13:21 is'oJn DN

z/" ?/e do (so) again. 1 Sam. 26 : 8.

2 Sam. 20 : 10. Prov. 17 : 9 irn; njte he

who repeateth a matter (which has been

forgotten,) i. e. he that stirs it up anew.

1 K.18:34.

Niph. to be Repeated. Gen. 41 : 32.

Pi. n# (once # 2 K. 25 : 29.)
1. to change, alter ; e. g. one's pro-

mise, Ps. 89 : 35. one's way, Jer. 2 : 36.

right, i. e. to pervert it, Prov. 31:5.

2. to change (garments). Jer. 52 : 33.

2 K. 25 : 29.

3. to change or disfigure (the coun-

tenance). Job 14 : 20.

4. to remove, change the place of a,

thing. Est. 2 : 9.

5. tewicrn rutf to dissemble one's un-

derstanding, i. e. to act like a madman.

Ps. 34 : 1. 1 Sam. 21 : 14. (In Syr. \i+
without addition, to be mad.)

Pu. to be changed, disfigured. Ecc.

8 : 1, (where it is written with N.)

Hithpa. to disguise ones
self.

1 K.

14:2.

Deriv. n:o;o.

n^tZJ f. plur. n:, poetically rrat;,

dec. XI. a. a year, (perhaps liter, a re-

or natural appearances, see n:ttJ no. 4.

and comp. annus, i. q. annulus, a ring,

circle; Greek hicevrog, tros, hvKcivag.)

n:$ n:u> Deut. 14 : 22. rmn ? 15 : 20.

n:\r; rra? '-TO 1 Sam. 7:16. /row year to

i. e. the second, third year ; freq.

Sometimes nra is repeated ; e. g. roxca

n:-^ rnNp tttoj i?z Me six hundredth year,

Gen. 7 :11. Plur. c--;

Duaj D,^ ^6,o ^mr5y often joined

with cw, /M^O yer5 /ow^, (see D'O; no. 2.)

Gen. if: 1. Jer. 28:8, 11. 2 Sam. 13:23.
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f. Chald. a year. Plur. pe
Dan 6:1.

ri-C? f. (for nya^) s/eqy, a dream.

Ps. 90 : 5. Root p to sfeg.

D*an:tZ7 masc. plur.
1 K. 10:22.

2 Chr. 9:'21. elephant's teeth, ivory.

The plural number refers to the multi-

tude of separate teeth, comp.D'nrt,:^^.

Sept. adorns iteQciyTiyoi.
Chald. btrr

]tt

dens elephanti. -pr evidently denotes a

tooth, (see above no. 2.) but the signi-

fication of the latter part a^n is un-

known ; and the form of the word may
be so corrupted as to disguise its original

meaning entirely.

^Jtt? m. the crimson dye, also cloth or

thread coloured therewith, the coccus of

the ancients. It stands sometimes alone,

as Gen. 38 : 28, 30. Jer. 4 : 30. some-

times in the phrase '?? rwbin Ex. 25 : 4.

or nrbin :ti Lev. 14:4. Plur. n^o Is.

1 : 18. ProV. 31 : 21. This colour is

derived from the turtle insect, (in Arab.

^oJf kermez, in Heb. nyjin, coccus ilicis,

Linn.) which is found on the leaves of

the holly. The eggs of this insect yield

the dye. The root is PTOD in Arab. Ju

tplenduit, since scarlet garments were

admired for their brightness ;
hence in

i

x *

Aram, nirn, ]&.$Q^ coccus, from im

to shine. Others explain it double-dyed,

(from rctJ no. 4. to repeat,} 2ioc<poi,

which, however, is applicable to the Ty-
rian purple only, and not to the crimson

dye. See Braun de Vestitu Sacerdo-

tum, p. 237 ff. Bocharti Hieroz. T. III.

p. 527 if. ed. Rosenmiiller.

"^^5 fem. rv:c, second. The fern, is

also used adverbially, a second time,

Gen. 22 : 15. 41 : 5. Plur. c:ti second,

Gen. 6: 16. Num. 2:16.

D?5^ maac- dual, two. (Etymologi-

cally connected with n:t? to repeat.)

t?rc c;:^ two and two, Gen. 7 : 9, 15.

The const. stut- ^c is iwd before the

Mihst. With Ruff. Drr: dno ;'///'. (inn.

2:25.

Fein. D?mi tor D'n;tf, as it would be

written, if regularly formed, (comp. the

Arab.
^UJbl.)

The syllable } is thrown
jr

out by a syncope, and the Dagesh in n

appears to be a Dagesh lene. Const.
Titf. Dnd also signifies a second time,

e.g. irrwh are semel et iterum, Neh. 13 :

20. o^ntia idem, Job 33 : 14.

The contracted forms ovrcS and DTW*'

are used only in connection with ten, to

express the number twelve ; as tta> c'ireJ

twelve, in. rntey DVTO twelve, f. This

punctuation is the usual one in Syriac
for the dual.

nj^JU) mockery, scorn, derision, liter.

a sharp pungent speech, nyyuh rrn to be

a derision, Deut. 28 : 37. 1 K* 9 : 7.

Root ]yo, comp. particularly Ps. 64 : 4.

140 : 4.

ptl)
to sharpen ; e. g. the sword,

Deut! 32:41. the tongue, Ps. 64:4.
140: 4. i.e. to speak in a sharp insulting
manner. Part. pass. jvsS sharp, Ps. 45 : 5.

Is. 5 : 28.

Pi. to inculcate. Deut. 6 : 7.

Hithpo. to be penetrated or pierced

(with pain). Ps.73:21.

Deriv. nrptf.

D2tL
s found only in Pi. D?UJ to gird up.

Once
T

1K. 18:46. So all the ancient

versions and the context requires it.

I^U? a proper name, Shinar
t the

territory of Babylon. Gen. 10 : 10.

11: 2. 14:1. Jer. 11:11. Dan. 1:2.

Zech. 5:11. The boundaries of this

country are defined in Gen. 10:10. and

depend on the interpretation given to

the names of cities mentioned in that

verse. If !p signifies Edessa, then

Shinar must have extended so far as to

embrace Mesopotamia ; but this ia

doubtful, and the occurrence ofSingara
as the name of a river, a chain ofmoun-

tains, and a city, in the north of Meso-

potamia, is not a sufficient confirmation.

See Bocharti Phaleg. i. 5. Vater's Anm.
zu Gen. 10 : 10. J.D. Michaelis Spici-

log. T.I. p.fWI.
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j""0$ f. i. q. n>
5/eejy. Ps. 132:4.

Root par
to s/eep.

HDCJ to 5/KM7, to plunder, construed

with an accus. of the thing. Hos. 13:15.

Used absolutely, Ps. 44 : 11. Part.

a'pizj spoilers, Judg. 2 : 14. 1 Sam. 23 : 1.

Synon. cpt?.

Po. nipVaJ for n^itS (as it stands in

several MSS.) idem. Is. 10:13.

DD$, fut. otr, idem, construed with

an accus. 1 Sam. 17 : 53. Judg. 2 : 14.

Part. DNU>, by a Syriasm for cotf, Jer.
* y

30 :16 Kethib, after the form *^\> from
V

Niph. pass, to be plundered or

*po^d. Is. 13:16. Zech. 14:2.

Deriv. rrcwp.

37DIZ? to make an incision, to cleave,

split; hence ncnB rpra spra to divide the

hoof, to have a cloven foot, Lev. 11:3,

7, 26. Comp. cnon.

Pi. 1. to 6re, rerco
7
. Lev. 1: 17.

2. to fear m j^'eces, e. g. a lion.

Judg. 14:6.

3. metaphorically to cAzWe, rebuke,

verbis dilacerare, i. q. -to. 1 Sam. 24 : 8.

Sept. i7rn<rt. Chald. quietos reddidit.

m. a cleft, see tfptp
in Kal.

fjDH? found only in Pi. to hew in

pieces. 1 Sam. 15 : 33. Sept. t<r<pa%t.

Vulg. in frusta concidit. Only in

Hebrew.

I.
n^tZJ

to fo0A, see. It is construed

(1.) with b, to regard graciously.
Gen. 4:4, 5. (2.) to foo& w&A confi-

dence to any thing ; construed with a,

Ex. 5:9. with fc, Is. 17:7. 31 : 1.

with ty, 17: 8. (3.) to foo& awayfrom
any thing, construed with ja and too.

Job 14 : 6 yjri vbjip njtf foo& awayfrom
him that he may rest. 7 : 19. Is. 22 : 4.

(4.) to look about (for help). 2 Sam.
22 : 42.

Hiph. imper. rcn (as if from rw?)

#. Ps. 39^14. Or we may
read tfcJn, by apocope for rn?u)n.

Hithpa. fut. apoe. s-ricr, to too#

around (for help), to &e dismayed,
i.q. Kal no. (4.) Is. 41: 10, 23.

II. nytl? to spread over, to close,

shall not be closed.

E) f. Chald. Dan. 4:16. emph.
inwS, a Aor< ^me, moment,

elsewhere also an hour. Hence n^o TO

in the same moment, "i. e. immediately,
Dan. 3:6, 15. 4:30. [4:33.] 5:5.
Dan. 4 : 16 [4:19] j-nn rytfafora short

s? * -
T ~

!

time. (In Arab. %.(*** idem. In Dutch

the word Stondt has both significations.)

ntj^t!}
f. dec. X. a stamping (of

horses' hoofs). Jer. 47 : 3. (Arab, with

ij idem.

t^JNZJ Lev. 19:19. Deut. 22:11.

cloth made of different threads. Sept.

*/$Aay, adulterated. The etymology is

obscure. Some have supposed it to be de-

rived from the Coptic ; perhaps shontnest

i. e. byssus complicatus seu Jimbriatus

(comp. tfti, in Egypt, shont.) For de-

rivations out of the Shemitish dialects,

see Bocharti Hieroz. T. I. p. 486, 487.

T>yitf m. with suff. ibsijj, plur. D'tyaJ,

const. *&D9 the hollow hand, Is. 40 : 12.

a handful, 1 K. 20 i 10. Ezek. 13:19.

(Syr. {1^0*. idem. In Hebrew, comp.
bitoo a hollow way.)

DvJfa) m. name of a country.

1 Sam. 9 : 4. According to most inter-

preters, i. q. the following article.

D^yttf Judg. 1 : 35. 1 K. 4 : 9.

and
p^pX'ttf

Josh- 19 :42. proper name

of a city in the tribe of Dan. See Re-

landi Faustina, p. 988. (As an appel-

lative foxes, comp. the Arab, i ^it

a fox, i. q. 'witi.) The gentile noun is

o 2 Sam.
T

23 : 32. 1 Chr. 1 1 : 33.

jJftL"
found only in Niph.

1. to lean^ rest; construed with V

a thing. 2 Sam. 1 : 6. 'E T b? ^c?
to lean on the hand of any one, as

oriental monarchs on the hand of their
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In the gate the orientals have their

market, (see nVn,) and their courts of

judgment, (Prov. 22 : 22. Amos 5:10,
12, 15.) Thither the people assemble

to pass away time, Gen. 19: 1. hence

Ps. 69 : 13 they that sit in the gate, i. e.

the idle. Ruth 3:11 *ay TWrtj the whole

assembly ofmypeople. ynw nrc the gates
or entrances of the land, Jer. 15:7.
Nah. 3:13 ?pSa within thy gates, i. e.

in thy cities, Deut. 12 : 12. 14:27.

in Aram, to make smooth, rub,
hence Deut ' 16 : 5 TO* ? one of
thy cities. 17:2. Comp. further 1 K.

: 28. The gates of Je-

rusalem, which are all to be sought for

in the ancient or original wall, are as

follows, passing from the west to tho
U^.imveT.tt, to overspread, dose

80uth an(J east; (i.)^^

officers, 2 K. 5 : 18. 7 : 2, 17. Construed

with by, also to lean against a thing,

Judg. 16:26.

2. metaphorically to rely upon, to

trust in ; construed with by, Is. 10 :20.

31:1. with ty, Prov. 3 : 5. with 3, Is.

50 : 10. without cases, Job 24 : 23.

3. to lie down, to rest. Gen. 18:4.

4. in a geographical sense, to border

or bound on a country. Num. 21 : 15.

Deriv. pptfo, njstto,

over; also to caress, flatter.
( >. Q- or ,

\T TT1 T.T1 O.Ol. /L/I11.

(Comp. pVt, o nVn.) In Heb. in Kal,

to be overspread, to be closed, Is. 29 : 9.

see below Hithpalp. no. 2.

(the eyes). Is. 6: 10. (In Aram, rro

idem.)

Pilp. rratt? 1. to rejoice, delight. Ps.

94:19.

2. to delight ones self, to play. Is.

11:8. Construed with an accus. of the

thing, Ps. 119 : 70. These significations
are derived from the Aramean signifi-

cation of Kal.

Palp, yrcrcj to be flattered, caressed.

Is. 66:1 2.'

"

Hithpalp. yiryrnrn

1. to delight in and thing, construed

with a. Ps. 119:16,47.
2. pass, of Hiph. to be dazzled or

blinded. Is. 29 : 9 wttjj lyxpyritfrT
6e ye

dazzled and blinded, i. e. be ye asto-

nished, as in the first clause of the

verse.

Deriv. D'ytSy-cj.

"IJtttf ^ think, estimate. Once Prov.

23 : 7. (Chald. TW> to measure. Arab.

JUM tofix a price.} Hence

I.
""Ijttl? m. verbal from lyttf, dec. VI.

c. a measure. Once Gen.26:12n^D
antfcs an hundred measures, i. e. an

hundred fold.

II. "^VUJ com. gen. prim. dec. VI. c.

tain-gate, Neh. 2:14. 3:15. 12 : 37.

prob. so called from the fountain of

Siloah. (2.) ntetiwi -no Neh. 2:13.

3 : 14. 12 : 3 Land by contraction nterrr 'w

3:13. the dung-gate. (3.) '3n "\ytf the

valley-gate. Neh. 2 : 13, 15." 3 ": 13.

(4.) r^En iw Is. 31:38. and trzsn iyti

Zech. 14 : 10. the corner-gate. (5.) 'ri

onp Me #afe ofEphraim, Neh. 8:16.

supposed to be the same with the gate

ofBenjamin, Jer. 37 : 13. 38 : 7. Zech.

14 : 10. (6.)n^j?n iyt? Me old gate, Xeh.

3:6. 12:39. prob. the same with wg
]Vc>nrT Me ^/?r^ gate, Zech. 14 : 10.

(7.) the fish-gate. Neh. 3:3. 12: 39.

(8.) the sheep-gate. Neh. 3:1. 12 : 39.

(9.) liTDon N Me review-gate. Neh. 3 :

31. Vulg. joorto judicialis. (10.) M
horse-gate. Neh. 3 : 28. Jer. 31 : 40.

(11.) the water-gate. Neh. 3:26.12:37.

(12.) rrpnnn'tf, see that article. (13.) 'ri

rn^tan the prison-gate, Neh. 12 : 39.

according to some the same with no. (9.)

Comp. Bachiene Beschreibung von

Palastina, Th. II. 94107. Faber's

Archaologie der Hebraer. Th. I. p. 336.

Other gates were not gates of the city,

but of the temple ; comp. the articles

TD, PpvXJ, "lto\

2. particularly the great gate of a

royal citadel or palace, (Est. 2 : 19, 21.)1. a gate, porta. (Arab. .J idem.
\T hence a royal citadel or palace, a

Syr. and Chald. by transposition run.) ffHo, the port*. Est. 4 : 2, 6.

sera-



porter,

(
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watchman at tODtt) fut. BET 1. tojudge, construed

with an accus. Ex. 18 : 22, 26. Deut.

16:18. Ezek. 16 : 38 ntop ^Etco ^rrae*
/ ?/;z7/ judge thee as adulteresses are

Deriv. v
c r<zfe.

"l^il? or
"^yiltf, plur. onric, dec. II.

b. vile, mean, detestable, spoken of figs.

Jer. 29:17. See the following articles, judged. When joined with pa .... pa,

rrvngtf something terrible, horrible,
or

^
. . . . p? ,

to judge or decide between,

Jer.5:3o'.~23:14.

^^Hi^ ac
li'

terribfe) horrible. Jer.

18:13."'

Note. The three preceding articles

to act as umpire, Gen. 16 : 5. 31 : 53.

Is. 2:4. Part, net? ajudge. Deut. 16:18.

2. to dojustice to any one, spoken
of a judge ;

or to plead for any one,

spoken of an advocate. Comp. pi no.2.
to shudder, and ^ no> 2 . Ps.lO:18. 26:1. Is.

1 :17 Dirv TODC dojustice to the father
-

118^ (two gates) name of a city less. 11:4. More in full 'B EDTO SD$
Jer. 5:28. Lam. 3:59. Construed

are connected with

written with Sin.

in the tribe of Judah. Josh. 15 : 36.

1 Sam. 17:52. 1 Chr. 4:31.

D*1

JN$8tt?
masc. plur. dec. l.pleasure,

delight, also an object of pleasure or

delight, delicicB. Prov. 8 : 30. Ps. 1 19 :

24. Jer. 31:20 D^WTp iV a child in

whom one delights. Root rr$, Pilp.

in Kal not used. Prob. as in

Aramean, to rub off or in pieces ; Pa.

to make smooth or bald.

with p?,
dojustice to a person (and de-

liver him)from any one, 1 Sam. 24 : 16.

Comp. 2 Sam. 18:19, 31. Ps.43:l.

3. to condemn, punish, x.*recK^lv<a.

1 Sam. 3: 13. Obad. 21. Ps. 109:31.

Comp. toiwj.

4. to command, rule; sincejudging
and ruling are connected in the east,

and sitting in judgment is one of the

principal employments of an oriental

monarch, (1 Sam. 8 : 20. 2 Chr. 1 : 10.)
Niph. pass. Is. 13:2 ne*j in a af part< ^fc a ruier) Am. 2:3. Ps. 2 : 10.

or bald mountain. Sept.
Pu. Job 33: 21 vnto reS Aw

are naked or stripped of flesh

perhaps atteruntur.

Deriv. ntf.

or

and so, whenever it is used of the

Judges, who between the days of Joshua

and David rose up as saviours of their

country, to deliver them from foreign

bondage, Judg. 2: 16, 18. Ruth 1:1.
or JlDttf found only in the 2 K. 23 : 22. Yet it appears concern-

plur. 2 Sam. 17:29 ip^n rnctf according ing some of them that they acted in

to the Targum, Syr. and the Jewish fact as judges, (Judg. 4 : 5.) Comp. ps.

interpreters, cheese of kine ; (comp. The name suffetes among the Cartha-

the Talmud, noti to filter.) According ginians is of the same origin.

to the Arabic version, cow-milk, (comp. Niph. 1. to bejudged. Ps. 37 : 33.

_A;U the name for sweet milk among

the Brebers.)

m. verbal from r&, dec. I. c.

2. to contend with a person. Prov.

29 : 9. Is. 43 : 26. Construed usually

with n (n and nK with,) Ezek. 17:20.

20 : 35, 36. also with or, Joel 4 : 2.

punishment. 2 Chr. 20:9. Comp. the
[3:2.] with V, Jer. 25:31, (more in

root no. 3. Plur. D^etf punishments, the sense of no'. 3.) The thing contended
i. q. me*, Ezek. 23 : 10. about is preceded by , Jer. 2 : 35. or

riHDlp f. plur. rune*, dec. XII. b. put in the accus. 1 Sam. 12:7. Ezek.

a maid-servant, a hand-maid. Gen. 17:20.

16 : 1. 29 : 24. Comp. 1 Sam. 25 : 41 3. to execute punishment, to punish,
mnctSb

7jnn
nsn behold, thy Jiand-maid particularly when spoken of Jehovah.

is your servant. So in several of the passages referred
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to above ; also Ezek. 38 : 22 / will

punish him with jtestilence and icith

blood. Is. 66 : 16. comp. 2 Chr. 22 : 8.

Po. only in the part, risxro myjudge,
Job 9 : 15.

Deriv. out of course stag, ^cro.

Chald. part, nc^ ajudge. Ezra

found only in the plur.

m. verbal from ~cir, dec. VI.judgments,

punishments. 3 c^^c niy? to execute

judgments on any one, Ex. 12 : 12.

Num. 33 : 4. See seen no. 2.

*~'v m. plur. e^, dec. VI. 1. a/7/,

particularly owe Ma/ w opera or not co-

vered with wood. Jer. 4:11. 12:12

\y*23 c^cc hills in the desert. Is. 41 : 18,

(par^ll. ntpi.) 49 : 9. Jer. 3 : 2, 21. 7 : 29.

14 : 6. Num. 23 : 3 <DD in and he went

up a hill. (In Syr. ]~v+ planities.)

pD^DC? m. Gen. 49: 17. a species of

serpent; according to Jerome, the horn-

ed serpent or cerastes, so called from its

two antennae, which it sticks in the sand,

and stretches out after its prey. (Arab.

/^p... a spotted serpent like the ceras-

tes, hamorrhous.) See Bocharti Hieroz.

II. p. 416 ff.

*V5H!) Chald. adj.pleasant,fair. Dan.

4:9, 18. [4:12,21.]
EE? m. name of an unknown place,T

"tjEE), fat.
^irar.

1 . to pour, to pour out. Is. 57 : 6.

CT^ shed bl od, Gen. 9 : 6. 37 : 22.

Trop. TCE:
"jra

to pour out ones soul,

scil. in tears and lamentations, Ps.

42 : 5. with rr-r ':c: subjoined, to lament

before Jehovah, 1 Sam. 1 : 15. Ps.62:9.

Vr \rvyn "j to /wrar out ones anger on

a person,' Ezek. 22 : 22. 14 : 19.

2. to throw up, e.g. a wall. 2 K.

19:32. See^Vo.
Niph. to be poured out. 1 K. 13 : 5.

Ps. 22 : 15 Iam poured out like water.

Pu. idem. Ps. 73 : 2 nro$ wed m?/

are poured out, i. e. tln-y sli
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Hithpa. to bepoured out. Lam. 4 : I.

Spoken of the soul, (1.) to pour itself

out (in lamentations). Job 30 : 16. (2.)
to be breathed out, to expire. Lam.
2:12.

*:JDt$ m. verbal from ^J, dec. VI. a

/7/are ofpouring out. Lev. 4:12.

n^^? verbal from
-ryctj,

the privy

member, the penis. Deut. 23 : 2.

7D1Z7, fut. tew;, infin. ^cw, (like 15^.)

1. to be made loiu, to sink, e.g. spoken
of a mountain, Is. 40 : 4. to be over-

thrown, spoken of a city, Is. 32 : 19.

2. to be suppressed, depressed, spoken
of a voice or sound. Ecc. 12:4.

3. metaphorically to be humbled. Is.

2:9, 11, 12, 17. 5:15. 10:33. In-

fin. mi bcp to be of a humble spirit,

Prov. 16 : 19. Comp. tetf.

Hiph. 1. to make low, to bring down.

(Antith. onrr.) Ps. 18 : 28. 75 : 8.

2. to rm<? to Me ground, to throw

down. Is. 25 : 12.

8. In connection with other verbs,

it may be rendered adverbially ; e. g.

Jer. 13:18 WE VrEnzJrr sit down low. Ps.

113:6.

4. intrans. to be brought low^ to be

cast down. Job 22 : 29.

~>DU) Chald. found only in Aph.
1. to bring down. Dan. 5:19.

2. to oppress, subdue, dcprimere.

Dan. 7 : 24.

3. joined with
aa),

to humble ones

heart. Dan. 5 : 22.

7Qttf verbal adj. from VCTD, dec. IV. a-

1. low, deep, sunk down; spoken
of a tree, Ezek. 17 : 24. of the leprosy,

Lev. 13:20, 21.

2. low, mean, contemptible. Job 5:11.

2 Sam. 6 : 22.

3. rrn tap humble, lowly in spirit.

Prov. 29: 23. Is. 57:15. Also without

rm in the same sense, ibid.

hzV? Chald. low. Dan.4 : 14. [4:17.]

bcti? m. verbal from bcr, dec. VI. g.

lowness, a low place or condition. Ecc.

10:6. Ps. 136:23.

4 T.
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^t? f. verbal from tetf, fewness, a

law lace. Is. 32:19.

f. verbal from tetf, dec. X. a

low country, with the article ntetin the

low country or ikeplain, i.e. the south-

western portion of Palestine, between
the mountains and the Mediterranean

Sea. Josh. 11:16. Jer. 32 : 44. 33 : 13.

JlwDU) f. verbal from tora, joined

with pnr , a slacking or letting down of
the hands, idleness, remissness. Ecc.

10 : 18. Comp. no) nos. 1. 2.

D51I) proper name of a place in the

eastern part of the tribe of Judah.

Num. 34 : 10, 11. Prob. i. q. ntoi
1 Sam. 30:28. The gentile noun is

lChr.27:27.

E) m. a. quadruped, which is joined

with the hare and chews the cud, Lev.

11:5. Deut. 14 : 7. inhabits the moun-
tains and rocks, Ps. 104 : 18. and is a

gregarious and cunning animal, Prov.

30 : 26. These notices agree best with

the different species of thejerboa, (Arab,

coj, Greek #o<goygi'AA<oj, musjaculus,

Linn.) which has two long hind feet,

and springs with the agility ofthe locust.

It lives in the sand and shews great
skill in constructing its habitation.

& '

Root perhaps Ju ingenio pollens,

astutus. The Rabbins render it, the

rabbit. See Bocharti Hieroz. T. I.

p. 1001 ff. Oedmann's verm. Sammlun-

gen, H. 4. p. 48.

yD$ m. Deut. 33: 19. and
flJ^E)

f. dec/X.

1. a multitude; e.g. of horses or

camels, Is. 60:6. Ezek. 26:10. of

waters, Job 22 : 11. 38 : 34. Particularly

a multitude ofpeople, 2 K. 9 : 17.

2. abundance, superfluity, spoken
e. g. of the rich gifts of the sea. Deut.

33 : 19. (Syr. ^^ to overflow.)

10^ to befair, shining, (comp. lEnctD,)

pleasant, acceptable; construed with

to. Ps. 16 : 6. comp. Dan. 4 : 24.

[4:27.]

Pi. to adorn, garnish. Job 26: 13

TTfflo maqj inrra by his (creating) spirit
he adorns the heavens (with stars, etc.) .

The gender of rratf agrees with irm,
instead of

"tEtp,
fut - Chald. to be fair,

pleasant, acceptable; construed with to,

Dan. 4: 24. [4:27.] with nipr , Dan.
3:32. [4:2.] 6:2. (In Syr/ufero.)

^DIZ? m. verbal from 15$.

1 .fairness,pleasantness. Gen.49:21.
2. name of a mountain in Arabia

Deserta. Num. 33 : 23, 24.

"YHSpttf
m. Jer. 43 : 10 Keri (in the

Keth. -inctf,) a covering, stratum, here

a covering of the throne. Arab .AA*I

a coveringfor thefloor ofa tent. Others,

from nptf,
an elegant covering.

fcOSHD?) m. Chald. the dawn ofthe

morning. Dan. 6 : 20. (Arab. Ju

eluxit, emicuit aurora.)

Jl2t$ fut.
nE-ajJj,

i. q. om
1. to set, put, place. 2 K. 4 : 38.

Ezek. 24 : 3. Ps. 22 : 16
-:neipn nyo naj

in the dust of death shalt thou put me.

2. to give. Is. 26:12.

Q^^DUJ masc. dual.

1. Ps. 68:14. folds for cattle, i. q.

DTisnrn q. v.

2. Ezek. 40 : 43. prob. stalls, in the

courts of the temple, where the sacrifi-

cial victims were fastened.

FfVJ ni. found only Is. 54 : 8
rpij? ]sw

perhaps an effusion ofanger, i. q. rpti,

which occurs Prov. 7:4, in the same

connection. Or, violence ofanger, comp.

Arab. u-ft!i/ to be hard, violent.

"Ti?O fut. nbir 1. to be sleepless. Ps.
i f i

102 : 8. Hence to watch, to be wakeful,
Ezra 8: 29. Ps. 127 : 1.

2. to watch over a thing, invigilare

alicui rei. Jer. 1 : 12. Is. 29 : 20 HJTO

p invigilantes iniquitati. Jer. 44 : 27.

Comp. 31:28.

3. to lie in wait, spoken of the leo-

pard. Jer. 5:6.
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Pu. part, (denom. from T^S) hueiny
the form of almond jl

N
. 25 :

33, 34.

1(7^ m. verbal from T dec. V. a.

1. an ahnond-tnr. Kcc. 12:5.

.fmond. (Jen. 43:11. Num.
17:28. [17:8.]

This tree is probably so called

from the earliness of its flowers and

fruit ; (comp. TC to watch, hence to

//;) to which etymology there is

an allusion Jer. 1:11. See Celsii Hie-

. T.I. p. 297.

njxl!)
to drink. In Kal riot used.

Iliph. to make to drink, to water ;

e. g. cattle, Gen. 24 : 46. a country,
(Jen. 2:6. Part, n^io a cup-bearer,
( ien. 40 : 1 .

rrrjE-nsrc'jrraan thecup-bearers

of Pharaoh, Gen. 41:9. Construed
with two accus. of the person and thing,
Gen. 19:32. Judg. 4: 19. Job 22 : 7.

Niph. Amos 8: 8 Keth. See gBJ.

Pu. to be watered, moistened. Job
21 : 24 the marrow of his bones is

moistened, i. e. is fresh. Comp. Prov.

3:8. 15:30. 17:22.

Deriv. -

r, rrfrc.^.

"lj?\P
in. verbal from

rr^c, dec. I.

drink. Ps. 102:10.

^Ipkj), plur. "?T
;

> verbal from nfrr,

<\ec.I.idem. Hos. 2 : 7. [2 :5.] Trop.
Prov. 3 : 8 moisture to thy bones. Comp.
the verb in Pual.

V^plI?
m. verbal from

vi-^-S dec. I. an

abomination, particularly in a religious

sense ; spoken of unclean things,

(perhaps garments,) Nab. 3 : (>. un-

clean food, Zech. 9 : 7. and most fre-

quently of idol.-, 1 K. 11:5. 2 K. 23:

13. Dan. 9 : 27
rrrctp v"?9 ^'e abomina-

tion, i. e. the idol, (f the desolater.

11:31. 12:11. 2 K. 23 :

t-Jxll?,
fllt - -i7??* to re*^ ^ /wire repose.

Is. 62 1 1. Jer. 47:6, 7. Spoken parti-

cularly of a country or city, f<> /tare

rest or pcntr, to befreefrom wir, .!

3:11. 5:31.8: 28. Jer, 30: in. -It'

hence with the addition rrjrr*:^ Josh.

J ! :'J3. 14: 15. A ho

Judg. 18:7,27. Is. 18:4. to

(from fear), Ps. 76 : 9. Spoken of God,
to be inactive, so as not to grant assis-

tance, i. q. OT, Ps. 83 : 2.

Iliph. 1. to give rest. Job 34 : 29.

Construed with b, Ps. 94 : 13.

2. to still, appease, e.g. strife. Prov.

15:18.

3. intrans, to Aeep still, to be quiet.

Is. 7 : 4. 57 : 20. Hence infin. =jrcn as

a subst. re*,', Is. 30 : 15. 32 : 17.

4. to make stilland sultry. Job 37 : 17.

tDplZ?
m. verbal from

, rest, peace.

1 Chr.'22 : 9.

fut. Vptr, to weigh. 2 Sam.

14:26. 2 Sam. 18:12 although /
should weigh in my /land, i. e. have

weighed or paid to me. Trop. Job 6 : 2.

31:6. Particularly to weigh out, topay,
construed with ?, Gen, 23 : 16. with

H; to, Est. 3 : 9. with , 4 : 7.

Niph. to e weighed or

Ezra 8: 33. Job 6 : 2.

TpttJ m. verbal from bptf, dec. VI. h.

1. a weight of the Hebrews, supposed

equal to 240 grains of Troy weight.
1 Sam. 17 : 5. 2 Sam. 14 : 26. Particu-

larly for weighing uncoined gold or

silver, Gen. 23 : 15, 16. In this sense,

tli! 1 word :;r*r is frequently omitted; see

arn, p]c|.
The shekel of the sanctuary

(Ex. 30 : 15.) appears to have been

different from the king's shekel, (2 Sam.

14 : 26.) but the difference between the

two is not

2. price, i. q. F|D5.
Amos 8: 5.

m. IK. 10:27. Is. 9 : 9.

Amo7:14. and ntep6 f. found only in

the lur> (U)C sh ^ ocrurs in

'

the

p8< 78 . 47<

i, Forsk. the leaves ofwhich

;:hle mulberry-leaves, and the fruit

fiirs. The fruit grows out of the trunk

and hirger branches. To ripen the

fruit it is necessary, when tiie season

approaches to ascend, the tree, find

M-nipe or ri-h each berry about the

middle, ( Comp. r;:.) It fmulshes after
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all only a poor nourishment, see Am.
7 : 14. Comp. Warnekros Hist. Natur.

Sycomori, in the Repertor. fur mor-

genland. Literatur, Th. xi. no. 7. Th.

xn. no. 3. Celsii Hierob. T. I. p. 310.

^pU) 1. to sink, to sink down, spoken
of a country, Jer. 51:64. to be over-

floiun, Amos 9 : 5 onsn ifeg rrcpsj as by
the stream ofEgypt it is overflown.

2. to burn down, spoken of a fire.

Num. 11: 2.

Niph. Amos 8 : 8 Keri, as in Kal

Am. 9 : 5. In the Kethib npTtt?3, the tf is

omitted by a syncope, as in ba for Vj?a.

Hiph. 1. to let sink, e. g. waters.

Ezek. 32 : 14.

2. to let down, to sink, demergere.
Job 49 : 25. [41 : 1.] tofeft rptin Vim

canst thou let down a cord and draw

up his tongue therewith 9

rVnV^|7{2? plur. fern, found only

Lev. 14 : 37. cavities, hollow places.

Sept. xo/A2g$. Vulg. valliculce. This

quadriliteral is either compounded of

ypti to sink and -*$ to be deep, (whence
rtttj> a dish,) or is formed from the lat-

ter root by prefixing Shin, like inS, irfa}.

f]pt!)
in Kal not used

; prob. to over-

lay, particularly timber; hence to roof
or cover a house. (Arab. ._QQ VJ contig-

nare.) Deriv.
r^ti, D^psj, f)p#o.

Niph. and Hiph. to bendforward, in

order to see ; hence to lookfor a thing,
and spoken of things, to project, stick

out, imminere; e. g. pja$p Ffpsn to look

down from heaven, Ps. 14:2. 53:3.
85 : 12. )VTrn -wa through a window,
Gen. 26 : 8. Judg. 5 : 28. 2 Sam. 6 : 16.

Spoken of a mountain, to overlook a

country, Num. 21:20. 23:28. Jer.

6 : 1 peso ncjttn rnn >s for evil threatens

from the north. (Arab. i_p5" f
to be long

and hanging down.)

?lptt) m. 1 K. 7 : 5 all the doors and
"v v

posts vffv D^-i") were square, covered,

prob. in opposition to arched. Root
rjpjd.

D^DpttJ masc. plur. verbal from

rpt, timber overlaid. \ K. 7 : 4, Hence

1 K. 6 : 4 onpaw D'cp^ij
*attrr windows of

closed timber, i. q. ntori D'j'frn ; see under

the article DTDN.

y[2^ ^o Je abominable, loathsome. In

Kal not used.

Pi.
ypjtf 1. to loathe, abominate. Ps.

22 : 25. Particularly what is ceremo-

nially unclean, Lev. 11:11. Deut, 7 : 26.

2. to make unclean, to pollute. Lev.

11:43. 20:25.

Deriv. VP^> FPJ.

m. verbal from
yjjg,

a/z abomi-

nation, particularly w/m Z5 ceremonially
unclean. Lev. 1 1 : 10 csb on yjro /e^ them

be an abomination unto you. Verses

12, 13, 20, 23, 41, 42. Is. 66 : 17.

see

I. p)7^j fut. pur, (kindred with
pitf,)

to run about, to run to andfro. Is. 33 :

4. Joel 2:9, (where it is spoken of

locusts).

Hithpalp. pwijrran
Nah. 2 : 5. idem.

Deriv. p$o.

II. p$ to be desirous, eager; spoken

e. g. of a thirsty person, Is. 29 : 8. Ps.

107 : 9. of a greedy bear, Prov. 28 . 15.

(Arab. jl conj. I. and VIII. to de-

sire; whence in Hebrew the verbal

noun njywSn desire.)

HptlJ, fat. ipi to lie, to deceive, con-

strued with a dative of the person.
Gen. 21 : 23.

Pi. idem. 1 Sam. 15 : 29. Construed

(1.) with a of the person, to deceive,

Lev. 19:11. (2.) with a of the thing,

as nrajMa, nnaa 'w to violate a covenant,

faithfulness,

1

Ps. 44:18. 89 : 34. also

without addition, Is. 63 : 8.

IpttJ m. verbal from nps>, dec. VI. h.
'v v

1. a lie, falsehood, deception. na-i

iptf false ivords, Ex. 5 : 9. ij$ T? a/a/5e

witness. Deut. 19 : 18. ipvt$ s^ to swear

falsely, Lev. 5:24. [6:" 5.] 19:12.

-ipiri Nizri toprophesyfalsely, Jer. 5:31.

20": 6^29 : 9. Ps. 33 : 17 rmorp. cicn^
7ior.se w a vain thing for safety.

T$n 1 Sam. 25 : 21. Jer. 3 : 23. and TJ$

Ps." 38: 20. 69:5. 119:78, 86. as an
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adv. in vain, to no purpose, without

cause. Plur. on^c lies, Ps. 101:7.

i. q. -i^ij
trrt a liar, Prov. 17:4.

as
TI'TH

"2 Sum. 12 : 4, for TrVn tf.

Pp.tr f. Gen. 24 : 20. plur. const,

(as if from njyg) Gen. 30 : 38.

ring-trouglts, for cattle to drink

oat of. Root rr^ to drink.

*yiD or m\ZJ found only in the plur.T -T T

Jer. 5:10. walls, i. q. nirwJ. So the

Sept. Vulg. Chald. and the context

requires it.

"lfc7 m. with suff. 7p$, dec. VII. e.

i. q. TTi?.

1. prob. a nerve, sinew, muscle.

(Comp. vrtf and the Chald. THD firm.)
Collect. Prov. 3 : 8

vptfft
via rwn healing

shall it be to thy sineivs or muscles, as

the seat of strength. Parall. to thy bones.

2. Me navel, strictly Me navel-string.

(Arab. -*, icfewt.) Ezek. 16:4. Comp.

pi- Job 40: 16.

and fcnttf Chald.

1. to loosen, solve, explain. Dan.

5:16. Part. $ foose, 3:25. Used

particularly of the loosing or untying
of a beast of burden, in order to rest ;

hence

2. to turn in, to lodge, dwell. Dan.

2 : 22. So the Greek x.acTx*v*>, to un-

loose, whence Kccrec^vftx, a lodging.

Pa, 1. to loosen, solve, explain. Dan.
5:12.

2. to begin. Ezra 5 : 2. (Comp. ^nrt

to begin, from rrr to loosen.)

Ithpa. pass, of no. 1. Dan. 5:6 nsj?

rnnn thejoints of his loins were

loosed, i. e. he could not keep himself

upright.

ISfeVltt) proper name of a son of
v v :- l L

Sennacherib, kin^ of Assyria, who mur-

dered his father. Is. 37 : 38. 2 K.
19 : 37.

m. 1. the heat (of the sun). Is.

rays of the sun. See the Koran, sur.

24 : 39.)

2. theparchedground or glimmering
ivaste. Is. 35 : 7.

t^2n$ in. i. q. Toyy a sceptre, with i

inserted after the Chaldaic manner,

(see the letter i, p. 536.) found only in

the later Hebrew. Est..4 : 1 1. 5 : 2. 8 : 4.

i~Ptl) i. q. Aram. *ocj to loosen.

Pi. rno idem. Jer. 15 : 11 Keri
*|nnxu

atej
/ will loosen thee for good, i. e. I

will deliver you. The word y^h is

added here probably because
rryaj was

also used in a bad sense, for to let

loose, to forsake. In the Ketliib
*jnmzj

q. v.

Deriv. rnco, rvnc.

iTTBJ f. plur. niiti, Is. 3:19. chains,

bracelets. (Chald. -nr. Comp. rrcrro, rrrerro.

Root Arab. Lw to string together, hence

to build.)

fi"^ Sharon, proper name of a

level district in Palestine, extending
from Joppa to Caesarea, abounding in

fruitful fields and rich pastures. Josh.

12:18. Cant, 2:1. Is. 33 : 9. 35:2.
65 : 10. 1 Chr. 27 : 29. See Relandi

PalaBstina, p. 188, 370. Some have

adopted another Sharon beyond Jordan,
from 1 Chr. 5:16. but this is not neces-

sary. See Reland, ubi supra. The

gentile noun is \:i-rej
1 Chr. 27 : 29.

Jer. 18 : 16 Keth. sea

49:10. (Chald. rroJ idem. Arab. ^,^
an undulous motion of the sand in the

deserts of Arabia, occasioned by the

f. a beginning, found only
Jer. 15: 11 Keth. Root Chald. >qti to

begin, whence TTO a beginning.

nnt?) f. Job41:18. [41:26.] j^tf
1 K/22 : 34. Is. 59 : 17. most frequently

1. a coat of mail, habergeon. 1 Sam.

17:5, 38. Plur. 0-7 Neh. 4:10. and00m
rrt 2 Chr. 26 : 14. Syr. pu^A idem.

/ .,

(Root perhaps Arab. & niicuit,

roruscavit fulgur.) Also written jinc q.v.



(

2. pntf the nameof mount T:C among
the Sidonians. Deut. 3 : 9. See -v?.

fern. plur. verbal from
pntg,

X.
1. miw<7 derision. Jer. 18 : 16

Keri. In the Kethib niprro.

2. a fifing, piping, 'judg. 5 : 16.

D* niTI? <fo j0zpm# by the herds,

(made by the herdsmen.) Sept. a-tyo-pos.
/ 7 /-,i i i .

^^tl? hard, firm, solid, Chald. Tn
' y '

idem ;) found only in the plur. ^ mri

Job 40 : 16. */ /rm part* or perhaps

particularly the muscles of the belly ;

(comp. -TO and iniz? muscle, navel-string.

Hence the abstract noun

n^^I!) f. dencm. from the preced-
,

' l

, .

ing, hardness, jirnmess ; metaphori-

cally obduracy, stubbornness, always

11:8. (Aram.

c;ood sense

firmness in

iTlEn$ fern. plur. Jer. 31 : 40 Keth.

prob. only a false reading for nraTiij

fields, as is read in the Keri, in 6 MSS.
arid several editions. Comp. as a paral-
lel passage 2 K. 23 : 4.

V*"^!)} fut. pt?\ 1. to multiply or

propagate itself abundantly, spoken of

men and animals. (Ethiop. propullula-

vit.) Gen. 8:17. 9:7. Ex. 1 : 7.

2. to creep, crawl, swarm, spoken of

worms and smaller fishes. Gen. 7:21

ywi by
y*iit?rT ^n^rrbs every worm which

creepeth upon the earth. Lev. 1 1 : 29,

41, 42, 43.

3. to swarm or abound with any

thing, spoken of a place, construed with

an accus. (Comp. ^Vn no. 5. and similar

verbs.) Gen. 1 : 20 yrg c??n 12^. let the

waters swarm with creeping things.

Verse 21. Ex. 7 : 28. Ps. 105:30.

Y")tZ)
m. verbal from yy$, dec. VI.

1. a worm, reptile. Gen. 7:21. Lev.

5 : 2. 11 : 29.
rpyrt yxp a winged reptile,

with a special reference to the bat,

r ev. 11 ::iO
; 21,^3. Deut. 14:19.

) tthtf

2. smallerfishes. Gen.l :20. Dion y$
Lev. 11 : 10.

p"H, fut. jrw.

! to ^Z55 Construed with
<?,

to Aw#
io a Y OQe, to &m; by hissing; e.g.
flies> Is - 7 ' 18. nations, la. 5 : 26. Zech.

1 :8 -

2 - to hiss (from scorn). 1 K. 9 : 8.

Lam. 2 : 15, 16. . Construed with ?

at a person or thing
1

, Jer. 19: 8. 49: 17.
T ,

*
f

*

Job 27 : 23 toip^o v^ pTah Me?/ s/*a# hiss

;<^ awayfrom his place.
3> ^ ^ ^ . found only in

the deriv. nip^, n^?.

n)T^ f verbal from i^> 7"'55%'
derision> *corn.n&$ rrn to be for a

derision, Jer. 19 : 8. 25 : 9. 29 : 18.

$ to ie evil-minded, hostile.
(Arab.

in the

-TJD an enemy, Ps. 27:11. 54:7. 56:

33. 59: . 1L Synonymous with s no. I.

' 1 ' q ' 1

(rea(1

shim; iike D^lp kodashim,) dec. VI. m.

l a rooL
'

5 . 24 job 3Q . ^
% wha( inffg up from the rooty a

shoo^ brancht Is . 53 : 2. 11 : 10 ><r vrv

^e ^oo# oy j^5e> i. e . the expected

king of the race of David, the Messiah ;

comp. jig* A/3/2, Rev. 5 : 5. Used

collectively, Is. 14 : 30. Prov. 12 : 3, 12.

3. the lowest part of a thing ; e. g.

the foot (of a mountain), Job 28: 9.

the bottom (of the sea), Job 36 : 30.

the sole (of the foot), Job 13: 27. So

plantapedis.
4. a plantation, settlement, colony,

(of a people.) Judg. 5 : 14. Comp.
the figure of planting a people, under

the articles $03 and tin:.

5. ^ ^ tlw ground of contention

or complaint, radix causes. Job 19 : 28.

t7^{$ Pi. denom. from uhir1

, (with a

privative signification,) to root up or

out. Ps. 52 : 7. Job 31:12.

PH. -C-UL
; to be rooted out. Job 31: 8.

Pool, r-w to take root. IN. 10 : >!.



Poal, idem. JIT. 12:2.

Hipli. i. q. Po. to take root ; joined
with tyshir. I'-.M>:IO. without tins

addition, Job 5 : :*. Is. 27:6. In tin-

two last passages, it is taken figuratively
for to -prosper.

lt? Chaltl. a root. Dan. 4:12.

[4:fd.]

rTuTVkZ?, plur. const, nra-ro? chains.

Ex. 28': 22. Comp. rncntf.

ICJHCJ (sluroshu,) in the Keri npr,

Chald. fern, a rooting out, and meta-

phorically a banishment. Ezra 7 : 26.

comp. 10 : 8. Comp. the no 4.

rntthtf f. a chain. Ex. 28 : 14.

39 : 15. The form is a reduplication of
S'si, s

rrro a chain. (Arab. ILJu^, Chald.

tfte. By contraction rrcruij q. v.)

tt? found only in Pi. rrvaJ to seri-e,

upon; construed for the most

part with an accus. Gen. 39 : 4. 40 : 4.

Num. 3:6. 1 K. 1 : 15. with % Num.
4 : 9. rnrv-rwi rr$ to seme or minister

unto Jehovah, spoken of the priests, in

reference to the ceremonial worship,
Num. 18:2. 1 Sam. 2:11. 3:1. also

without this addition, Num. 3 : 31.

4:12. nyr cria rnaJ Deut. 18 : 5, 7. to

minister on the name of Jehovah, after

the analogy of rnrr c
-pa, topT , the idea

ofdivine worship suggesting immediately
that of invocation and prayer.

HOT see HOB).

1. \TU7 m. 1. white marble. Est. 1 : 6.

Cant. 5:15. elsewhere err.

2. byssus,Jine white Egyptian cotton,

also cloth made of it. Gen. 41:42.

Ex. 26:1. 27:9, 18. 28:39. Prov.

31:22. The later nam q. v.

Under eacli of them linen is Bometimefl

included, the orientalists usually ex-

pressing cotton and linen by the s:mie

word ; (romp, yrn^.-r:: cotton,
^'.jo

ff G ^

finen, U'i cotton, comp. K/ek. 11 : 1 7.

with Lev. 16:4.) The word appears
to be 'of Hebrew, or at least of Shemi-

tish origin, from a root cnb to be white,
X

when* . Syr. \*^+ wJtite mar-

blc ; ]:-- a lily; (of course like pa
from the Arab, ^j to be white ;) it is

called, however, in Egypt, shensh, and

perhaps the Hebrews adopted the

Egyptian name, though witli som.

ference to its significancy in 1 1 oh.

Comp. ntona, en, rfifo. Celsii Hierobot."

T. II. p. 259. Hartmann's Hebriierin,
Th. 3. p. 3436. Faber zu Harmer's

Beobachtungen iib. den Orient, Th. 2.

p. 380 ff. (Faber, however, makes a

distinction between trtf and pa.)

II.
CftjJ

and ntZftl?, const, rraJtf, m.

six, a contraction of tiTtp, (like rr, by
contraction rh, to bring forth,) Arab.

,j*,<X>j.
Plur. nvst? com. gen. sixty.

Deriv. nthi;
, 'cp.

NC5U? found only in Pi. vc&o to lead
T T

astray, to seduce. Ezek. 39 : 2. In

Ethiop. ithij conj. V. obire, hence trans.

dcducere, seducere. Sept. tcart^^a-u ,

aliter xotrdfy ct. Chald. erraretefaciam.

Vulg. seducam.

*\^M a proper name, prob. the

Persian name which Zerubbabel bore

in the Persian court. Ezra 1:8. 5: 14.

nU^lZ) Pi. (denom. from uhr six,) to

divide into six parts, to pay a sixth

part. Ezek. 45 : 13.

**$tfj Ezek. 16 : 13 Kethib fo.

The form appears to be chosen for tlm

sake of a paronomasia with M^D, and
i- not grammatically correct, at least it

_ainst the true origin of tto from

The same, however, is true of

the denom. ntrtr.

^11?, fern, rv , (ordinal adj. from

"'.) sixth. The fern, also denotes

t/n: sixf/t part, Kxek. 4:11. 45:13.

TJD1I? Jer. 25 : 26. 51:41. .SVWmr//,

another mime for Babylon, This i*

evident from the connexion, but tin-

derivation of the word is obscure. Tho
Hebrew interpri-lers and Jerome sup-

it formed from 733, 'after a Cnblm-



listic mode of writing, called Atbash,

which consists in substituting n for M,

ti for 3, etc. But supposing this mode
of writing to be sufficiently ancient,

no reason appears why this secret name
should be used in connexion with the

real name, as in Jer. 51 : 41. Others

make it i. q. pinti, ^AxcVt/Aj, from

dJui tofasten a gate with iron. Others,

the arrogant, from wcpti in Syr. resfi

hence perhaps arrogance, (comp. j:ti,)

and ^ formative
as in Chald. Others make

it the name of a Babylonian goddess.

1^71!?, in pause ttiti, a red colour,

perhaps red earth, ruddel, Jer. 22 ; 14.

Ezek. 23 : 14. Sept. /M/ATO?, used in

Homer to denote rubrica, ruddle, the

most celebrated kind of which was

brought from Sinope, hence Vulg.

sinopis, (comp. Plin. xxxv. 5 seu 13.)

which includes likewise the terra lem-

nia. Chald. and Syr. idem. The He-

brew interpreters understand by it ver-

milion. (Arab. ] red, of a brick

colour. Perhaps the word should be

pointed ttoti.)

J"tt!),
found only in the plur. ninti m.

verbal from rw, foundations, pillars.

Ps. 11:3 the foundations are thrown

down. Aqu. ret Stft'tXist. Is. 19 : 10

DVQTS rrnhti yrji according to the present

vowel-pointing, and all her pillars, i. e.

all the nobles of Egypt, shall be af-

flicted. But this furnishes no paral-

lelism to, all that earn wages are sad.

This is obtained by pointing the word

irnrw, as if from nrro i. q. nn to weave ;

thus her weavers are afflicted. Or, if

the other clause be pointed njti >iptf

(after the Sept. Syr.) they that pre-

pare intoxicating drink, and nnti be

taken in the signification of nrra to

drink. Comp. then Joel 1 : 5. The

punctuators were evidently guided by
the parallel passage Ps. 11:3. and their

authority on that account is of less

weight.

I. n$ m. plur. ninti.

( 632 )

1. the posteriors, buttocks. Is. 20:4.

2 Sam. 10 : 4. (Arab. eLj, Syr.

^ftflu*.] nates.) Root rvti to set, hence

the seat, comp. Germ. Gesass ; the

form, however, is borrowed from nrnr.

2. Seth, the proper name of the

third son of Adam. Gen. 4 : 25, 26.

5 : 3, 6. In the first passage the name
is derived from rvti to set, to give.

II. Jltp f. a contraction of nti (Lam.
3 : 47.) hence noise, tumult of war9

Num. 24 : 17, Root nsj. In the pa-
rallel passage Jer. 48 : 45, we find in

its stead
fV*ti.

r\$ and nt!/ Chald. six, i. q. tig.

Dan. 3:1. Ezra 6:15. Plur. pnti sixty,

Dan, 3:1.

nr\^, fat. nns>, apoc. nti>.

1. to drink. In Syr. Chald. and

Ethiop. idem.) Construed with 3, to

drinkfrom a vessel, (comp. the French

phrase, boire dans une tasse,) Am. 6:6.

Figuratively Job 15: 16 rr>w 0^35 nnw

he that drinketh iniquity like water,

i. e. practiseth it eagerly. Also pas-

sively, Prov. 26 : 6 the lame man must

drink, i. e. suffer, injury. Job 21 : 20

he shall drink of the wrath of the Al-

mighty ; comp. Dte.

2. to sit at table, to banquet. Est.

7:1. See nntin.

Niph. pass. Once Lev. 11 :34.

Note. The Hiphil of this verb is

not in use, but is supplied by the sy-

nonymous verb njTcJn, which on the

other hand wants the conjugations Kal
and Niphal.

Deriv. nntip, nti, rrnai.

nnti? and fc$Jltp Chald. idem. Dan.

5:1,2, 23. Pret. with N prosthetic vatiM

they drank, Dan. 5 : 3, 4. (So in Syr.)

Construed with a, to drink out o/*a ves-

sel, like the French boire dans une tasse,

Dan. 5 : 3. Deriv.

see

m. verbal from nntf.

1 . a drinking, banqueting. Ecc. 10:17.



n ( ess )

'2. the warp (in a web). Lev. 13 : 18 in the phrase Tpa \PKOQ apisser against

ff. (Syr. JLznj to ** Arab, JU
'7'e

ff'
; - e " a

.
man

''
a low expression

v^^ used by way of contempt. IK. 16 : 11
to fix the web, to stretch the warp.) fa siew au the house of Baasha, he

left
Comp. rc the woof. Others understand fam not one that pisseth against the

by vra and 23? different kinds of cloth, waU} neither of his kinsfolks nor of his
s better suited to verses 52, 57.

friends. 1 Sam. 25 : 22, 34. 1 K. 14 : 10.

rPritp f. verbal from nn^, a drinh- 21:21. 2 K. 9:8. (The same expression

ing. Est. 1:8. *9 found also in Syriac, see Assemani

D'ttltf f. two, see D^tf
Biblioth. Orient. T. II. p. 260.) Others
understand a dog, (but the expression

Jnttf, fat- **&; toplant, more rarely would apply only to the male;) comp.
and in poetry. Ps. 1 : 3. 92: 14. Ezek. the curse of Aurelian in Vopiscus:
17:8. 19 :10, 13. Hos. 9:13. Hence canem in hoc oppido non relinquam.

m. verbal from totf, dec. I.
^ut tne menti n of kinsfolks and friends

a twigl branch, plant. 128 :~3.'
afterwards, as in 1 K. 16 : 1 1. is against

._ ._ w5| this explanation ; neither is it suited to
DOC prob to

ope^
In Chald. to 1K.,,ia 21;21 . 2K.9:8,where

bore through. (Comp. bbn to bore through, ^^ follows.
in Hiph. to open, begin; ms to bore for

T
J,**u r ^

^. i I
TT

pjul;, fut. pn#, to oe 5^, to res/ ;
to oe?i Ps. 40 : 7, used in the same con-

nection as crm) Found only Num. 24 : !P
oken e ' * of the waves ' JoiU : ! !

' 12 '

3, 15 m Dni having his eyes opened,
Ps ' 107 : 30' of contention,Prov. 26 : 20.

i. q. cw ^ verse 4. For the force of ^l^ "^ptZj (in Pers. a shining star,)

this phrase, which denotes a divine re- proper name of a Persian governor,

velation, see particularly Gen. 3 : 5. Ps. Ezra 5:3. 6:6.
A f\ T

nnt!; i. q. mtf to se, place. Hence

\rytf
found only in the part. Hiph. the pret. viti Ps. 49 : 15 wo ^ |w

fftCQ a pisser. (In Talmud, we find like sheep one removes them to hades.

likewise the fut. and infin.) Used only (Comp. Ps. 88:7.) 73 : 9.

Tav, the last letter of the alphabet,

and as a numerical sign denoting 400.

For the significancy of the name and

the original form of the letter, see the

article in. Its sound was like that of

the Greek S, or of the English th in thin;

but perhaps not equally strong in all

words. The Arabians distinguish in

writing between the simple t ci> ( Te,)

and the th <^j ( TJie,) which last is some-

times pronounced nearly as 16. See i

no. (3.) On the whole this letter is

seldom commuted with others, and

generally corresponds to <^j in Arabic.

For its interchange with c, see p. 220.

It is very rarely that it corresponds to

the Arab. <^>, as
r]|?n

Arab, .pot to be

strong.

fc$ri m. dec. I. a chamber. 1 K.

14 : 28. Ezek. 40 : 7 ff. (In Chald. wn,
ff ff ff ff V

J>n, Syr. }joZ, IJOQ^.) Plur. mn,
once rwn Ezek. 40 : 12. Root n;n

=

^5^ to dwell.

I. ^NJl to desire, longfor, construed

with \~ Ps. 119:40, 174. In Chald.

frequent. Deriv. nnhin.

lit n^H found only in the part. Pi.

i. q. arrra abhorring, Am. 6 : 8.

This commutation of r and N is frequent

in Arainuan. sec p. 1.

4 M
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f. verbal from awn no. I. a 2 : 24

desire, longing. Ps. 119:20.

nfc^n found only in Pi. fut.
T T

Num. 34:7, 8. Sept. xetTctpurpnrt. Syr.
determinabitis . The root nn has here

probably the signification of rrn to mark

n? npawn nri the urgency of
her desire, who can restrain it? Others

derive it from the Arab. j| to be rine
S$

or ready, hence ripeness (for love), an

euphemism for wantonness, sexual de-

sire ; but an euphemism would hardly
to describe; comp. n>, rns:, and be expected in this place.

rnj no. II. to befair ; pro, rn: a dwelling,

pasture, plur. const, rtto. That the

form Drrwnr? verse 10, ought to be diffe-

rently pointed and to be placed under

this root, has been already observed

under the article ni no. II. p. 15.

ib^n Deut. 14:5. and Nifi Is. 51:

20. a species of gazelle or wild-goat.

Sept. Vulg. in Deut. Aqu. Symm.

f. plur. Dawi. dec. X.

1. ajig-tree. Judg. 9:10. Prov. 27 :

18. The phrase to sit under ones vine

and under ones Jig-tree, is descriptive

of a state of peace and prosperity, 1 K.
5:5. [4:25.] Zech. 3:10. Mic.4:4.

In Gen. 3 : 7, we are not to think of

the common fig-tree, but of the pisang,

paradise or Adam sjig-tree, the leaves

Theod. Vulg. in Is. ogv|. The Targums : of which are large and strong like parch-
bos sylvestris, a kindred idea, (comp. ment, and serve for packing goods,

DNX) See Bocharti Hieroz. T. I. p. 973. for table-cloths, mats, etc. See Celsii

rnfcjtfl f. verbal from n; no. I. dec.X. Hierob. T. II. p. 389.

l.'a "wish, desire, Ps. 10 : 17. Prov. 2 - "fid- 2 K. 20 : 7.

11:23. the thing desired, Ps. 21:3. HJNFI f. (for npgn,) an occasion.

Prov. 10:24. Judg. 14:4. Comp. rrcN no. II. parti-

s' . in a bad sense, lust, lusting, con- cularly in Hithpa.

cupiscence, also the thing lusted after. H^N-H f. verbal from n:M no. I.

Num. 11:4 ngjn rcjn* theyfell a lusting. Burning, sadness, sorrow. Is. 29 : 2.

Ps. 78 : 29, 30. rnwnrr ni-nj? the graves Lam . 2 : 5.

masc. plur. labour, toil,
rnnof lusting, Num. 11 : 34, 35.

dainty meat, Job 33: 20. - ^~ y
7 . 7.77 7 trouble. Ezek. 24:12 rnn D'awi it (the

3. something desirable, pleasant or
, .

*
y . . ^

lovely. (Comp!-,Dro, nnnn.) Gen. 3:6. ^ wm th
. C***J ^rd labour.

49 : 26. Provf 19 i 22^ B n^ the
VulS' mult labore sudatum est~ Root

loveliness or ornament of a man is his

kindness.

m. verbal from

Arab, p* lassus, defatigatus ficit;

comp. )!
no. 3. trouble, affliction.

to be drawn, marked out, spo^

dec. I. a twin. Gen. 38 : 27. Cant. 4 :~5.
ken of a boundary.. Josh. 15 : 9, 11.

18 : 14, 17.

Pi. to mark out, describe. Is. 44 : 13.

llSfcri m. with suff.
i-i^h, Q7n, verbal

from iNn, dec. VI. n.

1. form, visage. 1 Sam. 28 : 14.

Lam. 4 : 8. nsn nD, nsp beautiful ofform,
36 : 29. (In Syr. and Arab, to 6e M.) spoken for the 'most part of persons,

Hiph. to bear twins. Cant. 4 : 2. 6 : 6

Plur. contracted ootai Gen. 25 : 24.

const. '!? Cant. 7 : 4.

n/b^J^I f. verbal from r$, dec. X. a
T :

cz^rse. Lam. 3 : 65.

to be doubled. Ex. 26 : 24.

Deriv. Din, Din.

il2^Jl f. dec. X. sexual desire or

heat in animals, most probably from na

no. II. to meet, liter, occursus venereus,

concubitus, Comp, r^j? no. (2,) Jer.

Gen. 29:17. 39:6. also of animals,

Gen. 41: 18, 19.

2. a beautifulform, beauty. Is. 53 : 2.

1 Sam. 16 : 18 nstn 5 vir forma, i. e.

formosus.

m, Is. 41 : 19. 60 : 13. name



of a tree which the ancient versions

render variously, cedar, fir, poplar,

etc. Most probably a species of cedar,

called in the east sherbin. Cbald. box-

tree ; see the article Tt* no. 2.

f. dec. X. strictly a box, chest,

(Chald. Hnttn idem ; Arab. $LjU a

c/icsf, coffin ;) hence a vessel, boat,

ship, e. g. that of Noah, Gen. 6:14 ff.

that wherein Moses was exposed when

an infant, Ex. 2 : 5. Sept. KMTO?. Vulg.
area. C.V. an ark.

Jl^Hn f. verbal from Kia. dec. X.
T

1.produce, increase, e. g. of a country,

Josh. 8 : 12. of the threshing-floor,

Num. 18 : 30. of the wine-press, ibid,

of the vineyard, Deut. 22 : 15.

2. gain, pro/it ; e. g. rthn nwaa the

gain of the wiched, Prov. 10 :16. 15 : 6.

n~ri rwnaa the profit of wisdom, Prov.

3:14.8:19.

3. metaphorically thefruit or conse-

quences of any thing ; e. g. vriBte rwan

the consequences of his words, Prov.

18 : 20. Comp. ns no. 3.

pUn ni. verbal from
fz,

dec. III. c.

wisdom, understanding. Hos. 13 : 2.

n^ll;) f. verbal from pa, dec. X.

1. wisdom, understanding. Deut.

32 : 28. Often in the plural, Ps. 49 : 4.

2. plur. arguments, proofs. Job

32:11.

nD^Qil f. verbal from ora dec. X.

a treading down, ruin, destruction.

2 Chr. 22 : 7.

"liH-h 1. the proper name of a

mountain in Galilee, on the borders of

the tribes Zebulun and Naphtali.

Josh. 19:22. Judg. 4:6. 8:18. Ps.

89:13. Jer. 46:18. Hos. 5:1. In Jo-

yephuK 'lT<*v/0!/, 'ATKOVQIOV.
Relandi

Pal:i>stina, p. 331 336.

2. also of a grove of turpentine
trees in the tribe of Benjamin. 1 Sam.

10:3.

TQ.T1 f. (with two Tserin impure,)

I in poetry for yiH.

635 )

1. the earth, the globe, the world.

1 Sam. 2:8. Ps. 18 : 16. 93 : 1. 96 : 10.

Twice with y\v subjoined, Prov. 8:31
tew tan the circuit of his earth. Job
37 : 12. comp. Ps. 90 : 2 tarn yw. Par-

ticularly the inhabited earth, Is. 14 : 17.

(comp. pHi Zech. 14: 10.) hence meta-

phorically the inhabitants of the earth,

Ps. 9:9. 24:1. 33:8.96:13. 98:9.

2. a land, country ; in reference to

the kingdom of Babylon, Is. 13:11.

to that of Israel, Is. 24 : 4. Comp. the

Latin phrase orbis Romanus. (Syr.

^>,li]Z, ^^Z idem.) Root perhaps

ta; to bring forth, (comp. tor,) hence

liter, thefruitful^ i. e. the earth.

^I3ri m. shamefulpollution) particu-

larly in respect to sins of lewdness.

Lev. 18:23 after the prohibition of

sodomy, wn tan it would be a shameful

pollution, i. e. a wicked scandalous deed.

20 : 12. Synonymous with nta: no. 3.

Root V?3 to mix, mingle, (after the

analogy of Don from 009,) with the ac-

cessory idea of pollution, profanation.
So in Chald. tata e.g. Gen. 49 : 4 Targ.

comp. in Arab.
^Jj to be impious, to

commit adultery.

see

n f. dec. I. destruction, anni-

hilation. Is. 10 : 25. Root nta to con-

sume. Some MSS. and editions read

cn'tan, a word probably more familiar

and intelligible to the copyist, and cho-

sen on that account. See ntaa.

v?!!^ m. found only Lev. 21:20

im bVan having a white spot (xivKupct)

on his eye. Vulg. albuginem habens in

oculo. Comp. Tob. 2:9. 3:17. 6:8.

where the Hebrew translator uses this

word for the Greek tevxapa. Root V$
to stain, pollute, comp. bin. The Tar-

gums render it a, snail, meaning here

hfcdr-eycdncss ; comparing it with the

Chald. iton a snail. But this in He-
brew would be

in. sfraw, which by threshing
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with the pointed threshing waggon

(;nto)
was broken into small pieces,

like our chopped straw. Job 21 : 18.

It was used as fodder for cattle, Gen.

24:25. Is. 11:7. 65:25. and in the

preparation of clay for bricks, Gen.

5 : 7 S. Deriv. jano.

JTV53J f. verbal from rm.

1. a style or mode of building. Ps.

144:12.

2. a model, pattern, after which any

thing is built. Ex. 25: 9, 40. 2 K. 16:10.

3. an image, likeness. Deut. 4:16
18. Ezek. 8 : 10. Hence Ezek. 8 : 3.

T rwan rfah. he stretched out as it were

a hand, liter, the image of a hand.

10:8. Comp. inn1

}
no. 3.

rnj^J? (
a burning) proper name

of a place in the desert. Num. 11:3.

Deut. 9 : 22.

Vlin proper name of a place not far

from Sichem. Judg. 9 : 50. 2 Sam.

Tiglath-pileser,

proper name of a king of Assyria, con-

temporary with Ahaz king of Judah.

2 K. 15 : 29. 16 : 10. This name is also

written TD$B nAn 2 K. 16:7. 10*0
J

nabn

1 Chr. 5 :*6. ~2 Chr. 28 : 20. and nijn

TDjbe 1 Chr. 5 : 26. The latter part oif

this compound name occurs likewise

with a slight change in the royal name

Nabopolassar, and signifies prob. mag-

nus princeps, (Pers. .wJ'j, according

to Lorsbach's Archiv fiir morgenl.
Litt. Th. 2. p. 247.)

The former part

may be the Pers. ^S3juvenis imberbis.

V^DJil ni. verbal from tea, dec. I.

a benefit, i. q. to. Ps. 116 : 12.

rT"OJ;l f. verbal from rn|, dec. X.

strife, contention. Once Ps. 39 : 1 1

wb3 rjN TJT rrofra by the contention.

i. e. blows, punishment, of thy Jiand I
am consumed. (In Chald. idem.)

nto^h Gen. 10:3. and nOTjitt
1 Chr. 1~: 6. Ezek. 27 : 14. 38 : 6. name
of a northern country, from which

horses and mules were brought to Tyre.

16 )

(See Ezek. 27:14.) Sept. by trans-

position Qo^yu^ot, (dzgyctfioi,, Qvgyvftct,

Qv^yaZct,', and some Hebrew MSS.
norm. This leads us to Armenia, as

the most probable explanation of the

word, since the Armenians derive them-

selves from Torgom a descendant of

Gomer, and call themselves the house

of Torgom. Armenia is also represen-
ted by the Greeks as rich in horses.

Comp. J. D. Michaelis Spicileg. Geogr.
T. I. p. 6778.
iron m. name of a tree, perhaps

the plane-tree ; found only Is. 41: 19.

60 : 13. The ancient translators fluctu-

ate between the beech, pine, cypress,

larch, etc. Comp. Celsii Hierobot. T.

II. p. 271.

N"VH.ft f Chald. a going round in

a circle, continuance, i. q. Ton. Adv.

*nnra constantly, continually, Dan. 6 :

17, 21. (Root TO to move in a circle,

whence -vn a generation, periodus.)

^frltt 1 K. 9 : 18. Keri, and 2 Chr.

8 : 4. a city built by Solomon, on a

fruitful spot surrounded by barren

deserts, between Damascus and the

Euphrates. In the Kethib of 1 K. 9 :

18 ion (a palm-tree,) and hence with-

out doubt is derived the well-known

Grecian name Palmyra. Among the

Arabians the ruins of this city still bear

the name of Tadmor.

*)J~Th (for inn a segolated form like

tthp, hence the word is penacuted.) Root

in Chald. nn to be confounded, to be

desolate, (comp. 09^ ;) whence nn

N'nn, waste. Arab. ^J empty. Syr.

CioZ idem, a contraction of inn.

1. as a subst. emptiness, desolateness,

Gen. 1 : 2. Job 26 : 7. a desert, Deut.

32 : 10. Job 6 : 18. 12:24. Is. 24:10

inn rnj? the desolate city. 34 : 1 1 inn ipi

ira \3^i the line of wasting and the

plummet of desolation.

2. metaphorically emptiness, vanity,

and as a concrete, something vain or

of no value, synonymous witli b^n. Is.

41:29. 44:9. 49:4. 59:4. 1 Sam.



12 : 21. Hence'parallel with ? nothing,

Is. 40 : 17, 23.

3. as an adv. in vain, like tan. Is.

45:19.

Din/;! com. gen. plur. niahn, dec. I.

Root prob. nin i. q. nan to rage or be

tumultuous, as the sea.

1. aflood, deep water, used poetically

for tro ivaters. Deut. 8:7. Ps. 42:8

>n;? cinn b cinn flood calleth after, i. e.

followeth after, flood. Ps. 78: 15. Ezek.

31 : 4. n:n cinn tlie great waters, spoken
of the sea, Gen. 7:11. So Ps. 36 : 7.

Amos 7 : 4. Job 28 : 14. 38 : 16, 30.

Plur. Ex. 15:3, 8. Ps.33:7.

2. the abyss, spoken of the abysses

of the earth. Ps. 71: 20. (Syr. pxooiZ
aflood and an abyss.)

n?nn f. verbal from V?n, dec. X.

1 Upraise, glory. Ps. 22 : 26. 48 : 1 1 .

51 : 17. Hence (I.) an object ofpraise,

something praised. Deut. 26 : 19. nVnn"?

rncn*p csft to be a praise, a name, and
an honour. Jer. 13:11. 33:9. Zeph.

3:19,20. (2.) an object of boasting,

ground ofpraise, boast,praise. Jer. 17:

14 nVnn nns thou (Jehovah) art my
boast'\ 48 : 2." Deut. 10 : 21. Plur. niVnn

laudes, Ps. 78 : 4. Is. 60 : 6.

2. a song ofpraise. Ps. 22 : 4. 66 :

2. 145 : 1. The Jews call the whole

collection of Psalms ^r\r\ songs ofpraise,
a name which applies strictly to only a

part of them. The plur. in 0^7 occurs

nowhere else.

rnn.fi f. found only Job 4 : 18. a

fault, error, defect. Sept. o-xofaov n*

Vulg.pravum quid. Syr. stupor. Chald.

iuif/uilas. If the n be radical, then this

word may be collated with the Arab.

(J^o. But the n maybe servile, and the

word derived from the root brr Arab.
s-c^

Jjb. to err, tofail, whence Jjt. an

error. Hence a verbal noun nbnin, nbnn,

for which may be substituted njnn, as

inversely nVrh for njttn Judg. 6 : 28.

for rrott Num. 23 : 7.'

!! f. verbal from
rjSrr,

dec. X.

a procession, company, guard, Neh.
12:31.

il^DnJl f. verbal from
Tjcn,

found

only in the plur.
1. perverseness. folly. Deut. 32 : 20.

2. falsehood, deceit. Prov. 2 : 12, 14.

6:14. ifoonn
jisft

thefalse tongue.

^Jl m. (forrnn,) verbal from rnn no. I.

1. a mark, sign. Ezek. 9 : 4. (Arab.
&

^^ a mark in the form of a cross,

which was branded on the flanks or

neck of horses and camels
;
hence prob.

the name of the letter n, which in the

ancient Phenician alphabet and on

Jewish coins has the form of a cross

(f), and from which the Greeks and

Romans have borrowed the form of

their T.)
2. the signature or subscription (of

a complaint), or the complaint itself.

Job 31: 35. The term probably refers

not to the use of alphabetical charac-

ters, but simply to the signature of a

writing by drawing a cross or the like ;

(see no. 1.) Parall. iro.

a gazelle, see l^^.
,

fut. avv, Chald. i. q. Heb. awj

to return. Dan. 4:31, 33. [4 : 34. 36.]

Aph. ynri (with a Hebrew form)
to cause to return, to restore, to give
or send bach. Ezra 5:5. 6 : 5. ynr?

D;HQ i. q. Heb. -u^ nrn to return answer,
to answer, construed with an accus.

of the person, Ezra 5:11. Dan. 3 : 16.

Also without D|ns idem, Dan. 2 : 14.

h^n Ezek. 27 : 13. 38 : 2, 3. Is.

66 : 19. and tan Gen. 10:2. Ezek. 32 :

26. 39:1. the Tibarenes, a people of

Pontus in Asia Minor, west of
'^*3

the

Moschians, in connection with whom

they are generally mentioned. See ifdp

no. 3.

t^p v^fi Tubal-cain, the proper

name of a son of Lamech, the inventor

of smithery. Gen. 4 : 22. To this the

appellative meaning of the word has
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reference, for Tubal signifies in Per-

sian the dross or slacks of brass and

iron; and
f

in Arab, and Pers. a

smith. Is this account then of Persian

origin ?

n^l7
! f. verbal from ru;,

dec. X. grief,

sorrow. Prov. 14 : 13. 17 : 21. Ps.

119:28.

see nft^5^"

f. (verbal from rn; no. II.

Hiph. to confess, praise ;) dec. X.

1. a confession, acknowledgment.
Josh. 7:19. Ezra 10:11.

2. praise, thanks, thanksgiving. Ps.

26 : 7. 42 : 5. rnin naj to offer thanks-

giving, (not to bring thank-offerincjs,)

Ps. 50 : 14, 23. 107 : 22. 116 : 17. naj

rnirn a thank-offering, Lev. 22 : 29.

So in the same sense Q^VaJrr rnta nai

Lev. 7 : 13, 15. comp. verse 12.

3. i. q. rrrin naj a thank-offering. Ps.

56:13.
4. a choir of singers. Neh. 12:31,

38, 40.

n^n Chald. to be astonisJied, terri-

fied, to tremblefrom fear. Dan. 3 : 24.

I. mil in Kal not used.

Pi. to raa^e mark or SZ$TZ. 1 Sam.
21:14 -m;n ninVj ^ irn and he scrabbled

on the doors of the gate.

Hiph. to make a mark or sign,joined
with in. Ezek. 9:4.

II. repent, grieve. (In Syr.

Hiph. causat. to cause to repent or

to be grieved. Ps. 78 : 41.

J-ferrtfl f. verbal from Vrr, dec. XIII.
V V

a. Aope, expectation. Ps. 39 : 8.

Prov. 10: 28.

TyiTl m. const. Tpn,
with suff. ^in,

dec. VI. e. ^e middle, the midst.

Sometimes as a genitive after another

noun, Judg. 16 : 29
Tjinrt

nros the middle

pillars. rjim
in the midst; denoting

(1.) among, inter. Gen. 35 : 2. Lev.
20 : 14.

(2.) in the midst of, or simply
in. 1 Sam. 9:14. 18:10 rvan

^ina
w M<:

. (3.) through the midst,
Tjina

na

)

to go through the midst, Ezek. 9 : 4.

Ex. 14 : 29. 'rirra liter,from the midst;
hence simply out of, Jer. 51:6. from,
Ex. 33:11.

Tjin ^into the midst of,

Num. 17 : 12. [16 : 47.] 19 : 6. Comp.
the synon. a^py . Deriv. jiyn.

n i. q. y'n oppression, q. v.

fn f. verbal from np;, dec. X.

chastisement, punishment, i. q. nroin

no. 4. Ps. 149:7. Hos. 5:9.

finD liH f. with suff. wnin, plur.

niroin, verbal from ny, dec. XIII. m.

1. a proving, proof, demonstration.

Job 13:6. Plur. arguments, proofs,
Job 23 : 4. contradictions, Ps. 38 : 15.

Prov. 29 : 1 ninpin sw a man of contra-

dictions, i.e. a refractory man.
2. warning, admonition. Prov. 1 : 23,

25,30. 3:11. 5:12. Plur. npra ninrrtn

instructive reproofs, Prov. 6 : 23.

3. censure, reproach, reproof. Prov.

27 : 5. 29 : 15. Particularly a complaint
or censure (of God,) Hab. 2:1.

4. chastisement, punishment. Ps. 73:

14. Plur. Ps. 39 : 12. Ezek. 5 : 15 niroin

nnn angry chastisements 25 : 17.

]"VT /il
7
) fern. plur. verbal from iV,

dec. X.

1.families, generations. Num. 1 : 20 ff.

nrrYnnJ according to their generations,
Gen. 10:32. 25:13. Ex. 6: 16. Hence
rvfta TED family register, Gen. 5:1.

This family register often began thus

';i rnbin nV fltase re the generations
and soforth, Gen. 10:1. 11:10. 25:

12, 19. 36 : 1, 9. Ruth 4 : 18. As the

most ancient history among the orien-

tals consisted in a great measure of

genealogical accounts, hence

2. a family history of any kind.

Gen. 6 : 9 ro niVin nVst this is the history

of Noah. 37:2. and

3. a history, in a still wider sense.

Gen. 2 : 4 this is the history of the hea-

vens and the earth. Comp. tfrr and the
e> o

Syr. |O^A afamily, genealogy, history

generally. See Castelli Lex. Syr. ed.

Mich. p. 937.

masc. plur, found only
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Ps. 137 : 3 *rWn according to the Tar-

gums, prtcdatores nostri, as if it stood

for uttic: by a commutation of w and n.

But Vp-
; ^'^ :l l>:i^iv' signification, to

be plundered or spoiled. The compari-

son is moiv cloM? with the Syr. V?n

Ethpa. to TWV, ru<je, hence irVrn M<v/

Me* raged against us. Gr. anon. / **-

Ta*M?onvofitM *pZ$. Still better after

the Arab. Jj to cast down, conj. IV.

to fetter, carry away in chains ; hence

our tyrants, despots.

yfab m. njfafi* r^Wi f.

Plur. D^Vin.

1. a worm of any kind ; spoken e.g.

of those which arise from putridity,

Ex. 16 : 20. Is. 1-1:11. 66 : 24. of the

worm which destroys the palma Christi,

Jon. 4:7. of insects which gnaw the

grape-vine, Deut. 28 : 39. As an image
of weakness and vileness, Ps. 22 : 7.

Job 25 : 6.

2. particularly 79 roSin tJie hermez,

the turtle insect, also the colour pre-

paredfrom it; see :?. More rarely

rton stands alone for the crimson dye,

crimson garments, Lam. 4 : 5. Is. 1 : 18.

S^iFL From this root are derived

some forms, which have the significa-

tion of con.

CTOin twins, see p^^.
pin Gen. 36:15 Keth. for

]Q>n,

but prob. a corrupted reading.

rQJJiJn f. const, mrin, verbal from

ysq, dec. XI. b.

1. an abomination. Prov. 21:27.

28 : 9. rnrr rarin an abomination to

Jehovah/ ProV".

:

3 : 32. 1 1 : 1, 20. Spo-
ken particularly of what is unclean or

forbidden by ceremonial laws, Gen.

43 : 32/or this (the eating with Hebrews)
is fin abomination to the Egyptians.
46 : 34. Deut. 14:3. Hence also of

idols and other tilings pertaining to

idolatry, 2 K. 23:13. See fl#, VIJTC.

2. an abominable deed or practice,

particularly in reference to idolatry.

IK. 14:24. 2 K. 16:3. 21:2. Ezra

9:1. Ezek. 16:2.

njhn f. verbal from n?n.

l.

T

apostacy (from God). Is. 32 : 6.

2. hurt, injury. Neh. 4 : 2. [4:8.]

iliCyiJ^I plur. fern, verbal from FJ,

dec. XI. a.

1. swift course, swiftness. Num. 23 :

22. 24 : 8 ft c*n ntertn lie IMS Hie swift-

ness of the buffalo.

2. weariness, wearisome labour;

see
rpp

no. 2. Hence prob. earnings,

possession, substance, treasure ; comp.

ya; no. 3. Ps. 95 : 4 cnnr nicrin the

treasures of the mountains. Job 22 : 25

niorin ^02 silver oftreasures, i.e. treasures

of silver. According to some interpre-

ters, in all these passages, heights, by
a transposition of the letters, from the

root S-D1 Arab. jJb ascendit, altus fuit,

hence Num. 23 : 22 an upright course.

Ps. 95 : 4 heights of the mountains.

Job 22 : 25 silver of heaps, i. e. heaps
of silver. But the signification given
above is equally well suited to the

passages, and is better supported by
Hebrew usage.

rnfc^in f. plur. verbal from N to

go out, dec. XI. a.

1. a place of going out, a gate.

Ezek. 48:30.

2. a place of rising, a spring. Prov.

4 : 23 nn rriN^in the well-springs oflife,

i.e. of happiness.
3. a going forth, extremity, limit,

(of a boundary.) Num. 34 : 4, 5, 8, 9.

Josh. 15:4.

4. metaphorically deliverance. Pe.

68 : 21 rn$in nj$V deliverance in regard
to death, i. e. from death. Comp. N

Ecc. 7 : 18.

I. "fin m * dec. I. a turtle-dove, tur-

tur, so called from the noise which it

makes. Gen. 15:9. Lev. 12:6. Used

as a word of endearment to one beloved,

Cant. 2:12. Ps. 74 : 19 ?pin thy turtle-

dove, i. e. thy persecuted affrighted

people, with the accessory idea of

affectien.
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II. "rifi in. dec. I.

1. a row, order, turn. Est. 2 : 12, 15.

2. a row or string ofpearls or me-

tallic beads, which hung down over the

face. Cant. 1:10. 11.

III. "Yift 1 Chr. 17:17. a manner,

i. q. rnin no. 3. which stands in the

parallel passage 2 Sam. 7:19. If the

reading is correct, then the word may
be derived from no. II. a row, or be a

contraction of rnin=rnin.

lll Chald. an ox, i. q. Heb. ito.

Plur. pn oxen. Dan. 4 : 22, 29, 30.

[4 : 25, 32, 33.] 5 : 21. Ezra 6 : 9, 17.

"YlJl 1. to go about, particularly as a

spy ; hence to spy out, e. g. a land,

construed with an accus. Num. 13 : 17,

18, 22. 14 : 6 ff. Also to search out,

discover, Deut. 1:33. Num. 10:33.

Ezek. 20 : 6. Trop. to search out, ex-

plore, Ecc. 7 : 25. used absolutely,

Ecc. 2:3. also construed with , Ecc.

1:13.

640
)

3. a mode, manner, i. q. |?h,

2 Sam. 7:19.

4. a rule, direction, (for building a

house.) Ezek. 43:12.

DAZftin m. (verbal from y& to dwell,)

dec. I. a sojourner, a stranger dwel-

ling in another country without the

rights of citizenship, inquilinus. Lev.

22 : 10. 25 : 47. Ps. 39 : 13. Plur. const.

IK. 17:1.

rpttftn f used only in poetry.

1. wisdom, understanding. (Used
as synonymous with rrow, nss, i.) Job

11:6. rrwnb C^DS twice as much wisdom.

12:16 nronrn to might and wisdom. 26 :

3. Prov
T

.3:21. 8:14. 18:1. Is. 28:

29. rruhn "j^n rra? Vsrt whose counsel is

wonderful and whose wisdom is great.

Perhaps Mic. 6 : 9. Hence also i. q.

TW purpose, plan, Job 5 : 12 n:pn sV

tronn orrv their hands execute not their

purpose. Vulg. quod caperant.
2. help, deliverance, salvation. Job

6 : 13 >!rap nrns n*a)vi has deliverance

2. to go about, as a merchant. 1 K. fledfrom me 9 Parall. rnrc. Prov. 2 : 7

According to some also Mic. 6 : 9. Job

30 : 22 Keri. (The most natural root

is rwS; Arab.
.^

to support, help,

which fully illustrates this last significa-

tion ; but the sense of wisdom is not

found in any of the roots with which

this word has been collated. The

ideas, however, of wisdom or virtue

10 : 15. Comp. bn and nnp.

3. construed with nn, to follow.

Trop. Num. 15 : 39.

Hiph. 1. i. q. Kal no. 1. to spy out.

Judg. 1 : 23.

2. to direct a person or shew him

the right way. Prov. 12 : 26 ircnn -in;

p^2 the righteous man shews his neigh-

bour the right way ; parall. the way of an(i salvation or prosperity, are con-

the wicked leads them astray. (Chald. nected. Comp. pns and np;;!? no. 6.)
w a guide.)

Deriv. "ivv.

mil7
! f. verbal from rrv, (in Hiph.

to teach,) dec. X.

1. instruction, doctrine, precept, ad-

monition. Job 22 : 22. E. g. from pa-

rents, Prov. 1:8. 3:1. 4:2. 7:2.

from God, i. e. a revelation, an oracle,

Is. 1:10. 8:16,20. 42:4,21.

2. a law (of Moses). Lev. 6 : 9, 14,

25. 7 : 1, 7. Also collectively laws,

Lev. 13 : 9. 16 : 4. rninrr -CD the book

of the law, Josh. 1 : 8. 8 :*34. 2 K.

22:8,11. Neh.8:3. 13:3.

. a club, cudgel. Job 41 :

21. [41:29.] Sept. <r<pi/'g*. Vulg. mal-

leus. Root rev Arab. ^ fuste per-

cussit.

tJJj
found only in Hiph. inn to cut

off. Is. 18 : 5. Sept. 7roKo-^ti, aliter

xareuctyit. (Found likewise in Talmu-

dic.) The Hebrew interpreters explain
it by rra.

il^yi f. verbal from
rnj,

dec. I.

ivhoredom, fornication ; metaphorically

idolatry. Ezek. 16 : 25, 26, 29. 23 : 8.

Plur.D>n^nEzek.l6:15,20,22.23:7ff;



:nn ( <

n and Hi ;"flnfl fern. plur.

dec. X.

1. a leading,guidancet direction. Job

37:12. Particularly the guidance or

<f a state, Prov. 11 : 14.

(Most prob. a denom. from tan a pilot,

gubernator.)

2. the art of leading or governing.
Hence a wiseplan or counsel, Prov. 1 :

5. 20 : 18. 24 : 6. Also in a bad sense,

Prov. 12:5.

JTinfl Chald. prep, under, i. q.

Heb. nrrri. Dan. 7 : 27. It is strictly a

noun, and with suffixes is always put
in the plur. e. g. vrinhn under it, Dan.

4:9,18. [4:12,21.]'

il
^r\F\

f. verbal from tfn (in Hiph.
to begin,) dec. X. the beginning. Hos.

1:2. Prov. 9:10. nVina at the beginning,

before, at tlie first, Gen. 13 : 3. 41 : 21.

43:18,20. Is. 1:26.

O^fc$V7nri masc. plur. (verbal from

wVn=r6n to be sick,) dec. I. sicknesses,

diseases. Deut. 29 : 21. Ps. 103 : 3.

Jer. 16:4 TITO; n'Nrrrn ntao deaths of
sicknesses, i. e. grievous deaths, they
sliall die. 14:18 nrywVnn as a concrete,

thefamished by hunger.

D^HJl m. (verbal from Don to be

violent, rapacious,) Lev. 11:16. Deut.

14 : 15. name of an unclean bird. Ac-

cording to Bochart, (Hieroz. P. II. p.

232.) the male ostrich, which in Arabic

is called
^jdls impius, iniquus, (comp.

Job 39: 17 ff. Lam. 4: 3.) from A&
t

which corresponds exactly to the Heb.

con. The preceding n;?> ra must then

be taken here in a narrower sense for

the female ostrich. Sept. and Vulg.

night owl; Jonath. the swallow. Other

Jewish interpreters make it a generic
name for any bird of prey, from nran

to be violent.

n^nri f. (verbal from j:n to pity,)

dec.x'.
'

1. favour, pity, compassion. Josh.

11:20. Ezra 9: 8.

11 )

2. a prayer, supplication, (see the

verb j:n Hithpa. to supplicate.) Ps.

6:10. 55:2. 119:170.

D^^nPl masc. plur. dec. I. prayers,

supplications, i. q. rninn. Ps. 28 : 2, 7.

31:23. 116:1. Root $7 Hithpa. to

supplicate.

Jlij^nri fern. plur. verbal from
j:n,

dec. X. supplications. Ps. 86 : 6.

TVOnn f. verbal from n:n, a place

ofencamping, a camp. 2 K, 6 : 8.

Jer. 43 :~7J 8, 9. 44 : 1. 46 : 14.' "also

2:16 Keri, where the Kethib reads

raanrr.

1. the proper name of a city in Egypt.

Sept. Tu<pv*), Tdtpvai, undoubtedly mean-

ing Daphne, not far from Pelusium, a

frontier fortress of the Egyptians to-

wards Syria. Jablonski (Opusc. P. I.

p. 343.) supposes the Egyptian name of

the city to have been Taphe-eneh, i.e.

caput seculi seu terrse, having reference

to the situation of the city on the very
borders of Egypt.

2. Dosnn the proper name of an

Egyptian queen. 1 K. 11 : 19, 20.

fcOnl m. a linen coat of mail or

habergeon, ,9*>g|, lorica, a closely wo-
ven linen garment furnished with a

coat of mail in the upper part about

the neck. Ex. 28 : 32. 39 : 23. Root

*nn, Syr. Ethp. to fight, contend ;

Aph. to prepare for contest ; kindred

with the Heb. mn to burn, to be hot.

rnnn to emulate, vie, contend.

Strictly an uncommon conjugation,

(after the form bnri, orin,) from rnn

Hithpa. to become angry, from jealousy
or envy, (comp. in Syr. Ethpe. to con-

tend.) Jer. 12:5 DtytBrrrw rnnnn
TJ'M

how canst thou contend with horses ?

22:15n
vN} rnnrro nn r? because thou

viest (with others) in cedar houses.

\I?nri m; found only in the con-

nexion tinn -to tahash shin or leather,

Num. 4 : 6 ff. Plur. o'wna niiis tahash

shins, Ex. 25 : 5. 26 : 14^ 35 : 23. 39 :

4 N
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34. and in the same sense simply rinn

Num. 4 : 25. Ezek. 16 : 10. It has

l,e<Mi thought to be the name of an

animal, or of a colour, (like >:ir, rfon,)

642 ) nnn
1 Sam. 21 : 5. Some verbs of pressing

down, or of motion downwards gene-

rally, appear to be construed with nnn,

(as verbs of shutting or closing with

or of a preparation of leather, (like i?3,) in which cases it may be omitted

morocco.) The first appears to be

favoured by the construction of the

\vord, particularly by the use of the

plural, and by Ex. 39 : 34, where

o^rnnn is used as a genitive ; (:u5 and ntan

are construed somewhat differently.)

But to determine what animal is in-

tended is difficult. Several Hebrew

interpreters and the Talmudists ex-

plain it by the weasel, marten ; others, place he shall shoot up. Comp. Ex.

from the similarity of the names, by 10:23. Hence (1.) as an accus. used

but

in translating, Amos 2:13 DTnnn p^p ^:

/ ivill press you down. Job 36 : 20.

40 : 12. With suffixes, it is usually

put in the plural, e. g. 'nnn, vnnn; yet
the following forms occur in the singu-

lar, ?rinn. nnnn, nsnnn, (2.) between,

inter. Is. 10 : 4.

2. what is under a person, a place,

spot. Zech. 6:12 no^ vnnnp from his

the Germ. Dachs, the badger;
the Arab, tonn ^j^ and

^j~~ j de-

notes the dolphin, under which the

ancients may have included the seal.

(See Faber's Archaologie der He-

braer, p. 115. Beckmann ad Anti-

gonum Carystium, cap. 60.) Sealskins

adverbially, on or in theplace or spot.

Ex. 16 : 29 vnnn 3 w continue each

in his place. 1 Sam. 14 : 9. Judg. 7:21.
2 Sam. 2 : 23. 7 : 10. 1 Chr. 17 : 9. Job
36 : 16 rrnnn piso N*? inn to a broadplace,
where is no straitness. (2.) in the place

of, instead of, loco. Lev. 16 : 32. Eat.

would certainly give a very good sense.
2 : 17 ' Ps* 43 : l7 TS vn

- Ttf3
*?
nnn in-

stead of thyfathers shall be thy sons.

(3.) for, in exchangefor, in compensa-
tion for. Gen. 30 : 15. 1 K. 21 : 2.

1 Sam. 2: 20. no nnn wherefore? Jer.

5:19. Hence rcto nnn as aconj. (a.) in-

stead that. Deut. 28 : 62. (b.) because

that. Deut. 21 : 14. 2 K. 22 : 17. ^ nnn

idem, Deut. 4 : 37. Also simply nnn

because, before an in tin. Is. 60 : 15
TOW

Tjnvn
nnn because thou wastforsa-

All the ancient versions make it a

colour
; e. g. Sept. vaxtv6ivot.

; Aqu.
Symm. Uv6ivet; Chald. and Syr. crim-

son ; Arab, pelles nigrce or ccerulece ;

and Bochart coincides with them,

(Hieroz. T. I. p. 989.) A. Th. Hart-
inann (Th. 3. p. 230.) thinks it to de-

note a preparation of leather, namely,
red morocco It occurs as the proper
name of a person Gen. 22 : 24, which

slightly favours the first interpretation.
ken ' Job 34 : 2G D>^ nn? for '"" D9vil

nnn

^ because they are wicked.nnn m. 1. wlat is under or below. 3 , proper name of ft station of^
Hence nnnp Ex. 20 : 4. Josh. 2:11. lsraelites in the wilderness. Once
and nnn as an accus. used adverbially, Num. 33 : 26.
beloiv, beneath. In the const, state used
as a prep. (1.) under. Often in com-

position as (a.) nrjpiofrom under. Ex.
6:6. (b.) b nnnp beneath, under, below.

Gen. 1 : 7 T nnrra beneath the firma-
ment. Ex. 30 : 4. also in a geographical
sense, Gen. 35 : 8. 1 Sam. 7:11. with-

nn CJmld. idem. Dan. 4:11 [4 :

14] vnnnrrp/rom undtr it.

"'nnn m. n> andn~ f. denom. from

nnn low, inferior. Ps. 86 : 13. Job 41 :

16. Gen. 6:16. yn -nta-ina the lower or

lowest parts of the earth, i-nferiora,

i. e.
out ), Ezek. 42 : 9. Job 26 : 5. (c.) b nnn infima te>-r<z, i. e. hades, Is. 44 : 23.
i.q. ? under. Cant. 2:6. (d.)nnn'^ Ps. 139:15. In the same sense pv

x
under ; with the accessory idea of di- nvnnn liter, terra inferiorurn, Ezek!

tion to a place, Zech. 3 : 10. some- 26V20. 32 : 18, 24. conip. ni>nnn 112 the
without this

accessory idea, lowest pit, Ps. 88 : 7. Lam. 3 : 55.



idem. Josh.

18:13. IK 6: 6.

"p^/l, m. n:rn f. denom. adj. from

rpw, middle, in the middle. Ex. 26 : 28.

Ezek. 42 : 6.

n Is. 21: 14. Jer. 25: 23. and

71 Job 6: 19. proper name of a

countiy and people in the northern part

of Arabia Deserta, on the borders of the

Syrian desert, so called from Thema, a

eon of Ishmael, (Gen. 25 : 15.)

tt^Xl m. strictly what lies to the

right, (comp. jo;, pa; ;) hence

1. the south. (Comp. the note un-

der -m no. 2.) Job 9 : 9. nana towards

the south, Ex. 26 : 18, 35. 27 : 9.

2. poetically for the south wind.

Ps. 78:26. Cant. 4:16. Here of the

fern. gen. scil. rrn. Comp. ;ics.

3. a city, district and people in the

east of Idumea, named after )n\n a

grandson of Esau. Gen. 36 : 11, 15.

Jer. 49 : 7, 20. Ezek. 25 : 13. Hab.

3 : 3. Obad. 9. (as the name of a peo-

ple, masc. Obad. 9.) The Temanites

were celebrated for their wisdom and

their proverbs, (Jer. 49 : 7. Obad. 8.

Bar. 3 : 22, 23.) hence the choice of

Eliphaz the Temanite, as one of the

speakers in the book of Job, chap. 2:11.

22 : 1. The patronymic 'zo'n occurs

further in Gen. 36 : 34.

rnft^Jn f. dec. XI. a. found only in

the phrase i^rnY-rc^n pillars of smoke,

Cant. 3: 6. Joe\3':3. [2:30.] (In Tal-

mud. Tea to mount up straight like a

pillar, spoken of smoke; *noa a pillar

ofsmoke; columna solis vel lunse orien-
s ^ ^

tis. Arab.
^Jj

a tower. Kindred

with noa, ion a palm-tree.)

^"Vri and ^TJ} m. dec. I. new

wine, must. Gen. 27 : 28 tfvrn jyj y^9 a

land of corn and wine, Deut. 33 : 28.

2 K. 18 : 32. Is. 36 : 17. Root tzh; to
O I *>

seize (the head), hence in Syr. |&.*j]^0

new wine, liter, intoxicating drink.

h m. Gen. 10 : 2. name of a

northern tribe of the race of Japheth.
The similarity of the names suggests to

us Thrace; and this explanation has

been adopted by Josephus, Jerome,

Jonathan, and the Jerusalem Targum.
See Bocharti Phaleg, Lib. in. cap. 2.

p. 151 ff.

tl^-I-l m. plur. D'ipa, dec. VI. a buck,

he-goat. Prov. 30 : 31. Gen. 30 : 35.
S (^ s

32:15. (Arab, /u*j a he-goat, roe-

buck?)

If!
7
) m. oppression, violence. Ps.

10 : 7. 55 : 12. Written in full
*pa

72 : 14.

Root ^PI q.v.

ri^J7! found only in Pu. according to

the Jewish interpreters, to be joined,

connected; perhaps better to rest, to be

encamped, after the Arab. *LG conj.

VIII. Hence Deut. 33 : 3 *$rb a crn

and they are encamped at thyfeet, scil.

the Israelites at the foot of Mount Sinai.

Others read a they abide, (from -pn

Syr. to continue, abide,} hence the

whole clause, and they (the saints) abide

by thy host.

I.
rrj^F) f. verbal from pa, dec. X.

a place, seat. Job 23 : 3.

II. n^!DJn f. verbal from jaa, dec. X.

1. arrangement^ structure, Ezek.

43 : 11. i. q. rraaa verse 10.

2. costliness, costly apparatus. Nah.
2 : 10. Comp. rrapn

no. 2.

0^5 ];! niasc. plur. 1 K. 10 : 22. also

D^WI 2 Chr. 9:21. according to the

Targ. Syr. Arab. Jerome and the Jew-
ish interpreters, peacocks; according to

the conjecture of others, pheasants,
which are common in Arabia Felix,

where Ophir appears to be situated. It is

in favour of the first interpretation, that

the peacock on the Malabar coast is

called Togei. The word appears to be

a foreign one, and is found in none of

the kindred dialects. The Greeks have

the name TUS or rotas in common with

the Persians and Arabians, who call

the peacock *JJo, hence the ChaM.



pn
Bocharti Hieroz.See

p. 135 tf.

"p/1 an obsolete root, to oppress, rob,

i. Q- ""!> P?1?' (Chald.
*

multamt. Syr. ^oZ i. q

Hence
Tjn, trrqn.

Q^lTOr! masc. plur. verbal from ob-

sol.
spn, oppressions, particularly of the

poor. Prov. 29 : 13 crpDn crs the oppres-
sor (of the poor) ,

Me hard-hearted rich

man. Sept. 2/<rT>j5. Vulg. creditor.

In the parallel passage, Prov. 22 : 2,

we find simply -vvfo the rich man, but

with the accessory idea of oppression.

( 644 )

T. II. 16 : 2 rnrr nirrn pn JeJtovah trieth the

spirits. 21 : 2. 24. 12.

Niph. liter, to be weighed out; hence

to be levelled, spoken of a way, and

metaphorically to be right, spoken of
Hel>. *) an action, (like w.) Ezek. 18 : 25, 29

f

TJTJ pn* N*) the way of the Lord is not
'

. 33 : 17, 20. 1 Sam. 2 : 3. Comp. |pn.

Pi. pn 1. to weigh out, to level, e. g.

horizontal objects. Job 28 : 25.

2. to measure or wefe ow. Is. 40 : 12

who meted out heaven with the span ?

Parall. -no, b\yeo.

3. tofix, establish. Ps. 75 : 4.

4. to /ead, direct. Is. 40 : 13 pa n?

rrjrp rnvn t0Ao directed the spirit of the

f. verbal from TO, complete- Lord? Parall. w/io w/w his counsellor

and taught him ?

Pu. part, iveighed out, spoken of

money. 2 K. 12:12.

Deriv. out of course naisn no. II. reano.

]5ri
m. verbal from pn.

1. towyfc, portion of labour mea-

ness, perfection. Ps. 1 1 9 : 96. Others :

hope or confidence, or the object thereof,

from ^n Syr. ^.3^ to hope, trust.

rVTOJl f. verbal from rte, dec. I.

1. completion,perfection. Job 11: 7.

rvbDn Me perfection of SUred out, pensum. Ex. 5:18.
2. a measure. Ezek. 45 : 11.

Ps. 139 : 22

hatred, i. e. extreme hatred.

2. an end. Neh. 3 :21. Job 26 : 10. rY^Jfl f. verbal from pn.

Srattl^ltSS^ Eze'kV^6' ^<mz> s<racto'

e>

end, i.e. into all depths, A . 2_

'

araOT.

wamCTtf)fea^. Ezek. 28: 12

so cloth or owe perfecting beauty, i. e. perfect in

Ex. 26: 4, beauty.

T03J:) m. Est. 8 : 15. a mantle, a

wide garment, here stola Medica talaris
i.e. bluish purple, violet coloured. So of the king. (In Chald. idem.) Root

bluish purple,
thread coloured therewith.

31. Num.4:6ff. Ezek. 23 : 6. 27 : 7,
24. Sept. generally

Jerome, Vulg. This colour was pro-
cured from the juice of the ]Mn, a pur-
ple shell-fish in the Mediterranean Sea,

conchylium of the ancients, helix ian-

thina, Linn. This word is almost con-

in Syr. and Chald. to wrap about,
to cover.

7"
m. with suff. &i, verbal from ttn,

dec. VIII. b. a hill. Josh. 11:13.

stantly joined with rw, reddishpurple.
Particularly a heap ofstones or rubbish,

See Bocharti HierozV'T. II. 720742. Deut ' 13 : 17 ' Josh- 8 : 28 - Jer- 49 : 2-

T. III. 655 686. of the Leips. edit.
Itoccurs m composition with the follow-

Braun de Vestitu Sacerdot. p. 187 inS names of P^ces; (1.) ri ^ (heap
200. A. Th. Hartmann's Hebraerin, ffrn) Ezek. 3: 15. a place
Tl. 3. p. 128 if. Luther: yellow silk,

m Mesopotamia, perhaps Thelabba on

after Aben Ezra and R. Salomo, who d
'

Anville's Map, 1' Euphrate et le Tigre,
>' to the fton a yellow colour.

between 36 and 37 of longitude, and

^n 53 and 54 of latitude. (2.) xtm ^
wetgA, metaphorically to

(hill of the wood, see v,h,) * place in
. examine

accurately. Prov. Babylonia. Ezra 2 : 59. Nehem.7: 61.



(3.) nbo to (a hill of salt) likewise a

place in Babylonia, Ezra 2: 59. Neh.

7:61. (Names of places beginning

with TWare common in Assyria, Meso-

potamia, and Syria.)

fc^fi i.q. nto to hang, to be suspend-

ed, found only in the part. pass. Deut.

28 : 66 thy life
shall be suspended be-

fore thee, i.e. it shall be in constant

danger. Hos. 11:7 va5ob owto ^ my

people are inclined to apostacy. So in

Greek i%o6$Tciopce,i
T<VO$ n^oiypoiTos,

to be

addicted to any thing.

HN^n f. verbal from n$, (accordingT T :

to its form, from wfr, comp. rwn from

nSs
,) labour, trouble, distress. Ex. 18:8.

Num. 20: 14. Neh. 9 : 32.

7 i.dryness,drought. Once

Hos. 13 : 5
rita$Fi YT c?ry /awe?. Root

aS Arab. c-?i! and ( to burn, to be

2 K. 19:12. and __
;

Is. 37 : 12. proper name of a city in

Syria or Mesopotamia. It occurs be-

sides only in the Jerusalem Targum
Gen. 14 : 1, 9, for the Heb. TD^J, and in

the same Targum and Jonathan Gen.

10:12, for the Heb. jcn.
But these

passages do not help us to determine

its locality. If differently pointed, we

might explain the first syllable bn by
hill, which occurs in the names of seve-

ral Syrian and Mesopotamian cities ;

(comp. to.) The latter part might then

be collated with Sharra, in the desert of

Gezira, half a mile from the Euphrates.

f. verbal from

ment, clothing. Is. 59 : 17.

Chald.

Dan. 7 : 9.

i.q. Heb. aVJ.

see a

,
to suspend. In Chald.

and Syr. zWem.) 2 Sam. 18 : 10. Job

26 : 7. yyrr
V rtn to ^OSTI^ ow 5toAc,

to crucify, a mode of executing crimi-

nals among the Israelites, Deut. 21 : 22.

Persians, Est. 7 : 10. 5 : 14. and Egyp-

tians, Gen. 40: 19.

Niph. pass. Lam. 5:12.

Pi.i.q. Kal. Ezek. 27: 10, 11.

Deriv. to.

PTj^ri f. verbal from ^ no. II. dec.

X. found only in the plur. murmur-

ings. Ex. 16 : 7 ff. Num. 14 : 27.

*OJT1 m. verbal from nSn, dec. VI. 1.

a quiver. Once Gen. 27: 3. So all

the ancient versions except Onk. and

Syr. which render it a sword. The

root nbn to hang up, and the context

favour the former signification.

ifY 1 /ft Chald. (denom. adj. from

nto three?) third. Dan. 2 : 39.

hsF\ to raise or heap up. Part. pass.

biVn high, exalted, aggestus, Ezek. 17 :

22. Deriv. to a hill, a heap. For the

form Vnn, see under ton.

Fl m. dec. VI. a. a furrow (for

In Arab. idem.

"T^ft/ft m. verbal from *raS3 a disci-

ple, scholar. 1 Chr. 25 : 8. (In Syr.

and Arab, idem.)

X* /ft found only in the Pu. part.

)no, denom. from stan, clothed in crim-

son. Nah. 2 : 4. For ntoVno, see under D.

iYPQ^ft plur. fem. an armoury, a

place where weapons were hung up, as

on the turrets and walls of eastern

cities. Cant. 4 : 4. comp. Ezek. 27 : 10,

11. Prob. compounded of to (from n)?n

to hang up,) and ni'Q ora, i. e. acies,

comp. ns no. 3.

see

ft, fem. nto, Chald. three, i. q.

Heb. ttftip.
nbn Di' the third day, Ezra

6 : 15. Plur/fnto, thirty, Dan. 6 : 8, 13.

r\}F\<) emph. n^n. idem. Dan. 5 :

Ifi 9QID, 4.J.

Vr?l m. third. Dan. 5:7. The

form is in imitation of the Hebrew.

Elsewhere written T^M.



(

fc^frhft masc. plur. hanging down,

flowing, spoken of the hair. Cant. 5 :

1 1. (In Arab. (JjUJ agitavit, commovit,

concussit.)

Qfi, fern. n$n, verbal adj. from Den

dec. VIII. a. integer, but used only in a

moral sense, innocent, blameless, upright,

righteous, i.q. n Job 1 : 1. 8 : 20. 9 : 20,

21, 22. Gen. 25 : 26 Dvrw i^ en "cj^ ^P^

andJacob was a virtuous man, keeping

at home, in opposition to the ruder

character of his brother. Used abstractly

in the neuter gender, innocency, upright-

ness, Ps. 37 : 37. Fern. Titan my innocent

one, a word of endearment to one be-

loved, Cant. 5 : 2. 6 : 9.

OH only with n paragogic rran,

Chall^ere, i.q.otf. Ezra 5:17. 6:6, 12.

O^ftjft masc. plur. a contraction of

o<Bn doubled, double. Ex. 26 : 24. 36 :

29. (See own.)

Ofl m. (once Din Prov. 10 : 9.) before

Makkeph on, with suff. nan, verbal

from onn, dec. VIII. d.

1. fulness, completion. Is. 47 : 9

D^ro in their fulness. Hence
2. i.q. rfow safety, security,prosperity.

Job 21 : 23 ten D$a in the midst of his

prosperity. Ps. 41 : 13.

3. in a moral sense, innocency, in-

tegrity, uprightness, aafttan integrity of
heart, Gen. 20 : 5, 6. cha ^n Prov. 10:9

and torn Ps. 26 : 1. to walk uprightly.
1 K. 22 : 34 he stretched the bow terfc

in his innocency, i. e. without aiming
at any one. 2 Sam. 15:11 oar/? Drpbh

going in their innocency, i. e. without

being privy to the plans of Absalom.

4. plur. crtan truth, (Sept. u.*y6ttst,)

joined with D^M light, i. e. revelation,

(Sept. 5iXft;o-<5,) prob. oracular images
in the breast-plate of the high-priest.
See

see

fern, of on, dec. X. innocency,

uprightness, integrity. Job 2 : 3, 9.

27:5.31:6.

to wonder, to be astonished;

646 )

construed with to at any thing. Ecc,

5:7. Is. 13 : 8 irrojv irnn ^N &x they

look astonished one at another ; comp.
Gen. 34 : 22. Often with the accessory
idea of fear, Ps. 48 : 6. Job 26: 11.

Jer.4:9.

Hithpa. idem. Hab. 1 : 5.

Deriv. ^rron.

m. Chald. a wonder, miracle,

Dan. 3 : 32, 33. 6 : 28.

m. verbal from rrcn dec.III. d.

astonishment,fear, terror. Deut. 28 : 28,

(where it is joined with i^>.) Zech.

12:4.

"ftEiJl m. a deity of the Syrians,

which was likewise worshipped by

mourning women among the Hebrews.

Ezek. 8:14. It is the proper Syriac
name for the Adonis of the Greeks,

(i. q. p-w lord.) See Creuzer's Symbolik

des Alterthums, Th. 2. p. 86 ff. -Moses
Maimonides (More Nebochim, in. c.

29. ed. Buxtorf,) explains it, after a

story of the Sabians, for an idolatrous

priest who was murdered by his king,
because he recommended the worship
of the stars and the constellations. At
his death, it is said, all the idols of the

whole earth came together in one night
into a Babylonian temple to mourn for

him. See Carpzov Apparat. ad Anti-

quit. Sac. Cod. p. 492.

v^ftri m. adv. yesterday. Very fre-

quently connected with titihti the day

before yesterday, i'orformerly. Seecfofttp.

Job 8 : 9 12TOM Vinn we are of yesterday,
hesterni sumus, as if it were an adjec-
tive. Synonymous with bton.

i"T2^?2fl f. dec. X. Root pa prob.

i. q. Arab.
.^U,

med. Je to lie, deceive.

1. an image, figure, likeness; often

joined with toe. Ex. 20 : 4. Deut.

4:16, 23, 25. Job 4:16 w
naa)

rrooa

an image (an airy form) moved before

mine eyes.

2. sigJtt, appearance,form, (of God.)
Num. 12:2. Ps. 17:15.

'rn^ftJn f. (verbal from "no Hiph. to
T :

exchange,) dec. X.



nan
1. a changing, exchange

4:7. Job 28 : 17 ra ^ nrryinm <wc? the

exchange of it (of wisdom) shall (not)
befor a jewel offine gold. Hence the

thing exchanged, Lev. 27 : 10, 33.

2. recompence, restitution, compen-
satio. Job 15 : 31 Srrwon rvnn NYI? ^.for

vanity shall be his recompence. 20 : 18

oty tb^ irniori Vns s substance to be re-

stored, he shall not rejoice therein.

nrV)DJn f. verbal from mn, death.

Found only in the phrase nnran-ja a son

of death, i. e. one condemned to die,

Ps. 79: 11. 102:21.

*Vft,n m. 1. subst. constant con-
' T

tinuance. Used only as a genitive
after other nouns, (comp. e. g. anp no.

1.) for a periphrasis of the adjective

constant, continual; asnwptppNTwerc hired

constantly, Ezek. 39:14. TpnrrnVtt the

continual, i. e. the daily, or morning and

evening, burnt-offering, Num.28 : 6,

10, 15, 23, 24. Tnnn nnS the continual

bread, i. e. the shew-bread, Num. 4 : 7.

2. i. q. -roan nVtf the daily offering.
Dan. 8: 11, 12, 13. 11:31.

3. as an adv. constantly, always, for
ever. Ps. 1 6 : 8. 25 : 15. 34 : 2. The
root 1=0 is prob. kindred with TO, TTJ,

and signifies i. q. BIO to move along, to

proceed, continue, hence continuance;

comp. is from rny, TH, and the Chald.

from TTT.

Comp.

( 047 )

Ruth 2 Sam. 22 : 24, with S.)

nos. 4, 5.

5. subst. innocency, uprightness, sin-

cerity, as if the neuter of the adj. Josh.

24:14. Judg. 9 : 16, 19. Hence ^n
nn?ra Ps. 84 : 12. and on?a $? Ps. 15 :2.

to walk uprightly. 1 Sam. 14 : 41 ran

n^pn give truth.

fern, rryoa, verbal adj. from

non, dec. III. a.

1. complete, whole. Lev. 3:9. 25:30.

Josh. 10: 13.

2. without blemish, sound, unin-

jured, integer, spoken of sacrificial vic-

tims. Ex. 12 : 5. Lev. 1 : 3. Spoken
of persons, sound, wfiole, Prov. 1 : 12.

3. perfect, mn D"pn perfect in know-

ledge, Job 36 : 4. 37 : LG. Ps. 19 : 8.

4. most frequently in a moral sense,

blameless, innocent, upright. Gen. 6: 9.

17:1. Tpyg'on they that are ofa blame-

less walk, Ps. 119 : 1. V c
D*OIJI blame-

less towards God, \. e. entirely devoted
to him, Deut. 18 : 13. Ps, 18 : 24. (In

1. to lay hold of; construed with an

accus. Gen. 48 : 17. with 3, Prov.

28:17. 5:5.

2. to hold, to hold fast, construed

with an accus. Am. 1 : 5, 8. Meta-

phorically Prov. 4 : 4.

3. to obtain, acquire, e.g. honour.

Prov. 11:16. 29:23.

4. to keep up, to support, construed

with 3. Ex. 17:12 they supported his

hands. Spoken of God, to support,

uphold, construed with a, Ps. 41:13.

63 : 9. with an accus. Ps.'l6 : 5.

5. recipr. as if in Niph. to hold to-

gether, to follow each other. Job 36 :

17 sjfoir tcerrcn ^ crime and punish-
ment follow each other. Comp. tn and

TJ"? Hithpa.

Niph. pass, to be holden. Prov. 5 : 22.

DSJl, fut. BPP, rarely Din? Ezek.

47 : 12^ onn Ezek. 24 : 1 1. DITN Ps. 19 :

14. plur. in pause innj Ps. 102 : 28.

1. to be finished, completed. 1 K.
6:22. 7:22. aaa iy till they were

finished, Deut. 31:^24, 30.

2. trans, to complete, finish, i.q. na
no. 1. Ps. 64 : 7 woa we have completed
it. Hence with } before an infin. tofinish
an action, Josh 5 : 8. 3:17.4:1,11.

3. to be ended, to be past, to cease,

spoken particularly of time. Gen. 47 :

18. Ps. 102 : 28 IQJT &
rpniro thy years

cease not. Ezek. 47 : 12 ins airp *fci and

thefruit thereof shall not cease. Deut.

34:8.

4. to be complete or in full number.

1 Sam. 16 : 11 D^sn i^rn are thy child-

ren all here? Num. 17 : 13. Gen.

47 : 18 >JIM *;

F]D3rr
na DM if our money

is all spent (and given) to my lord.

Jer. 27 : 8.
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5. to be consumed, i. q. riVg no. 4. Jer.

36:23.37:21. Gen. 47: 15.

6. to be destroyed, to perish, i. q. nS3

no. 6. Num. 32: 13 iftrr^ can till the

whole generation was destroyed. Josh.

5 : 6. Jer. 27 : 8. ton 1 K. 14 : 10.

and opn is Deut. 2:15. Josh. 8 : 24.

ft) his or /foir eaft're destruction. (Else-
where pte-w, see nte no. 4.)

7. to 6e innocent, blameless, to ap-

pear innocent. Ps. 19 : 14. Comp.

Hiph. no. 6.

Niph. fut. plur. isn% to be destroyed,

annihilated, i. q. Kal no. 6. Num.14:
35. Ps. 104 : 35. Jer. 14 : 15.

Note. The fut. DFP has also been

considered as a fut. Niph. (comp. isnrr,

lain,) but this form has the significations

only of Kal nos.l, 2, 3, 4. ISFP on the

contrary is rather passive like no. 6. to

be destroyed. There is another plural
form inn> (Deut. 34 : 8. Ps. 102 : 28,)

which is evidently Kal. See Kal no. 3.

Hiph. onn (once infin. *pnrr,
as if

from on,) fut. nn\

1. intrans. to be complete or in full
number. Dan. 8. 23 DTWten nnro when
their sins shall befull, liter, when they
shall befull sinners. 9 : 24 Keri. Ezek.

24 : 10 ntosn onn #to Me fiesli may be

ready.
2. trans, to complete, execute, finish.

2 Sam. 20 : 18.

3. to end, leave
off, cease. Is. 33 : 1

TTCJ
?|Q'nrT0

when thou hast ceased to spoil.

4. to cause to cease ; construed with

jo, to remove, Ezek. 22 : 15.

5. to count up, i. q. nViE. 2 K. 22 : 4.

6. in a moral sense, to keep blame-

less or upright. Job 22 : 3
*p;>Ti

onn '?

if thou keepest thy way blameless.

Hithpa. nann to tfreotf with upright-

ness, construed with o. Ps. 18 : 26.

Deriv. on, eh, 0*051,

see

proper name of a city in the

tribe of udah. Josh. 15 : 10, 57. 2Chr.
28 : 18. In Greek &dpvec.

^J^W f- proper name of the concu-

bine of Eliphaz, the son of Esau. Gen.

36:12,22. 1 Chr. 1 : 39. She gave
name to one of the Edomitish tribes,

Gen. 36: 40. 1 Chr. 1 : 51.

pr per name

the tenitory of the Philistines, Judg. 14:

1. which was assigned to the tribe of

Dan, Josh. 19 : 43. In Greek *pvM,
1 Mace. 9 : 50. Hence the gentile

noun >3ttn Judg. 15 : 6.

DID n^pr. Judg. 2 : 9. for which

we find
rno-ratpn Josh. 19 : 50. 24 : 30.

a city in Mount Ephraim. See Re-
landi Palsestina, p. 1043.

DDJ;) ni. verbal from DDO, a dissolv-

ing, melting, wasting away. Ps. 58 : 9.

Comp. under the art. Wqrc.

1?DJ;I
m. dec. IV. a. 1. a palm-tree,

a date-palm, phoenix dactylifera. Joel

1 : 12. D^Tonrr 17 the city of palms,
see under the art. "vs1

.

2. proper name of a place on the

southern boundary of Palestine. Ezek.

47 : 19. 48 : 28.

m. a palm-tree, or perhaps a

pillar. Comp. rnnn. Jer. 10 : 5.

nib]} f. plur. nnbn Ezek. 41 : 18.

and ni-ibn, dec. X. a palm-branch, an

ornament in architecture, comp. ion.

1 K. 6 : 29, 32, 35. Ezek. 41 : 18, 19.

p^1Dl m. plur. crjnoF!, verbal from

PTO, dec. I.

1. a purification, cleansing. Est.

2:12. The maidens received into the

harem of the Persian king underwent

a course of purification and anointing
with perfumes for twelve months;
hence

2. precious ointments for purifica-
tion. Est. 2 : 3, 9.

3. metaphorically means ofpurifica-
tion or amendment. Prov. 20 : 30 Keri.

I. D'H^npfn masc. plur. verbal from

-nn, bitternesses, nnvrpn aa bitter weeping,
Jer. 31:15. 6:26. Hence as an adv.

bitterly, Hos. 12:15.

II. Q^I^IDJn masc. plur. erectpillars,

probably for way-marks. Jer. 31 : 21.
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Comp. rn^n and the Arab
^Jj, 3' ^(J

a fairer.

V2,n i. q. prran Prov. 20 : 30 Keth.

m. found only in the plur.

a

f. verbal from M, dec. X-
T :

yrwzV, produce, increase, proventus.
Deut ' M : 1S

; .

JndS- 9 = 1 L Lam. 4 : 9.

m. joined with th, the tin of

=

*V
n? and r?n,

a y ^,
c, -.,, 14 . 14 Root ,M in syr. Ethpe. cfewiV,

otherwise called . A mournful noise
^

is attributed to it, (Job 30 : 29. Mic.
aeJeC

1 : 8.) it inhabits desolate places, (Is. PTQttJj f. verbal from D, dec. X.

13 : 22. 43 : 20. 34 : 13.) hence cysn oipn sleep, slumber. Job 33 : 15. Particu-

Ps. 44:20. and nren ^o Jer. 9:10. larly from laziness or inactivity, Prov.

10 : 22. 49 : 33. the dwelling ofjackals, 6 : 10. 24 : 33. Ps. 132 : 4.

i. e. the desert. In Jer. 14 : 6, they are JlD^Jl f. verbal from
rp,

dec. X.
said to snuff up the air ; and in Lam. .

,1,. /TAU 1. a moving mis way ana that way.4 : 3, to suckle their young. (In Arab. *
.

J "
s ^ a snaking, waving ; e.g. or the hand,

^UuJ
a wolf, a kindred species of animal. Is. 1 9 : 1 6, (as a gesture of threatening.)

Comp. the articles *np, tn.) According
30:32 ngian rrtarAo tumultuous wars,

to Bochart (Hieroz. II. p. 429.) the bella agitationis.

D'?a are the same with the ovsa great 2. waving or moving this way and

serpents, sea monsters, like jn$ ; but that way before Jehovah, a ceremony
with this several of the notices given in the consecration of offerings ; hence

above do not agree ; e. g. Lam. 4 : 3, what is consecrated in this manner ;

where the whale race cannot be in- e. g. rw:a rnn the wave-breast, Ex. 29 :

tended, for fierce ravenous animals are 27. Lev. 7 : 34. rrgiarn am the consecrated

certainly spoken of in that verse. gold, Ex. 38 : 24.

n^Jl i. q. jro
to give, to distribute "V)2l m. a baking oven. Ex. 7 : 28.

presents, in order to hire aid. Hos.8: 10 [8 : 3.] Lev. 2 : 4. 7:9. 11 : 35. In the

D^aa wr *? D5 although they give gifts east it often consists only of a large

among the nations. Others read n conical pot, which is first heated and

from
jn:.

then cakes are baked on its sides. Jahn's

Pi. to praise, to celebrate; constru- Bibl. Archaol. Th. I. B. 1. p. 213. and

ed with an accus. Judg. 5:11. with b, B. 2. p. 182. Beckmann's Beytrage zur

11 :40. (In Chald. n i.q. nsp to relate. Geschichte der Erfmdungen, Th. 11.

Arab. i* conj. IV. laude celebravit.) P- 419. In a similiar way the

TT- tT v i TJ f t^ie Greeks appears to have been
H,ph . ,. q. Kal. Hos. 8 9

^ Ephrmm foresforeign alliances.
com unded of chald _ an

H2J1 found only in the plur. nisn f.

Mai. 1 : 3. according to the Sept. Syr.

dwellings, comp. Arab, jjljj a dwelling.

According to others, i. q. cr-ri jackals.

nfr^2ri f. verbal from w, dec. X.

1. a forsaking, withdrawing. Num.
14 : 34 'rwrorrni* cnyr ye shall know
what it isfor me toforsake you.

2. hostility. Job 33 : 10 ty niw;n ;n

SQ^ behold, he seeketh hostility against
ine. (Root i: Arab, to rise up as an

enemy against a person.)

plur. verbal from

ona, dec. I.

1. consolations, comfort. Is. 66 : 11.

Jer. 16:7.

2. pity, compassion. Ps. 94: 19.

ni?2^n2.n f. plur. verbal from en:,. 1 . T J

dec. X. consolations. Job 15:11.21:2.

D^2H masc. sing. Ezek. 29 : 3. a

great serpent, a sea monster, i. q. p:n,

which is the reading of several MSS.
'SJn m. plur. 0720, dec. I.

4- o
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1. a greatfish,
a sea monster. Gen.

1:21. Job 7: 12. Is. 27:1.

2. a serpent, Ex. 7 : 9 ff. Deut. 32 :

33. Ps. 91 : 13. a dragon, Jer. 51 : 34.

also a crocodile, comp. Ezek. 29 : 3.

Comp. the article
]n.

j^n Chald. second. Dan. 7:5. It

is derived from n^ Chald. run to double.

(The Chaldaic word for two is pn q.v.)

rVO^wJ-l adv. a second time, again.

Dan. 2
T

:

:

7.

.TT2tI?iri f* L Lev. 11:30. an un-

clean quadruped, mentioned in con-

nection with several species of lizards,

according to Bochart (Hieroz. T. I. p.

1083.) the chameleon, from cyan to

breathe, it being supposed by the

ancients to live solely on the air which

it inhales. Sept. Vulg. a mole. Saad.

lacerta Gecko.

2. Lev. 11:18. Deut. 14:16. an un-

clean water-fowl. Sept. TTO^V^'CJV, the

sea-gull. Vulg. the swan. Syr. a species
of heron. Perhaps thepelican, from atia,

with reference to the inflation or ex-

pansion of its pouch.

D.V.P1 in Kal not used. Comp. ssin

no. fl.

T

Pi. an 1. to loathe, abominate, abhor.

Deut. 7":26. Job 9:31. 19 : 19. Ps. 5:7.

2. to make to be abhorred, to pollute.

Ezek. 16 : 25. Is. 49 : 7 ^a-no he that

pollutes or is supposed to pollute the

people, i. e. the abhorred of the people.

Hiph. to make abominable or shame-

ful. Ps. 14 : 1 ny?$ iiynn they make

their actions abominable, i. e. they act

abominably. Hence without n^aj in the

same sense, 1 K. 21 : 26. Ezek. 1 6 : 52.

v>omp. rvrn^rK 5?^n.

Niph. pass, to be an aversion, abhor-

rence. 1 Chr. 21 : 6. Job 15 : 16. Is.

14:19.

Deriv. natfn.

iH^jn. fut. nrv, apoc. nj.

l/to wander about. Gen. 21 : 14. 37 :

15. Ex. 23 : 4. Construed with an
accus. to wander through a place, Is.

16 : 8. 21 :4 nib rn?ri my heart isgiddy
or disquieted. 28*: 7 xtjn JQ nrn *Aey are

giddyfrom intoxicating drink.

)

2. construed with jo,
to wanderfrom,

e.g. the commands of God. Ps. 119:

110. comp. Prov. 21:16. With m> "wo

from the worship of God, Ezek. 44 :

10,15. with nirr nnt? Ezek. 14:11.
Hence used absolutely, to ^o astray,

(from the path of virtue and religion,)

Ps. 58 : 4. Ezek. 48 : 1 1. inb wi Ps. 95 :

10. and irn ^n Me erring in heart, the

foolish, Is. 29 : 24. (Chald. nrc by a

commutation of n and to,
to practise

idolatry ; in Syr. to cherish heretical

opinions.)

3. to 6e unfortunate, to be wretclied ;

comp. -QN. Prov. 14 : 22.

Niph. 1. to stagger, to be giddy. Is.

19:14.

2. to err, to #0 astray, in a moral

sense. Job 15:31.

Hiph. fut. apoc. rv.

1. to cause to wander, Job 12: 24.

Ps. 107 : 40. to cause to stagger, Job

12:25.

2. to lead astray, e. g. a flock. Jer.

50 : 6. Metaphorically to seduce, e. g. a

people, Is. 3 : 12. 9 : 15. particularly to

idolatry, 2 K. 21 : 9. Construed with

p, to seduce from the right way, Is.

63:17.

3. prob. intrans. Jer. 42 : 20 Keri

Dj'nMEEjia arwrn ye err at the expense of

your lives. It appeal's also to be intrans.

Prov. 10:17.

Deriv. rrcin.

nTl^n f. verbal from TO.

1. a precept or doctrinefrom God,
an oracle, synonymous with rnin no. 1 .

Is. 8:16, 20. See TO Hiph. iios. 4, 5.

2. a law, custom, usage. Ruth 4 : 7.

Comp. ph no. 4.

I

1

!b^JTI f. const, nb?n, verbal from

rto, (like nbip, from nstb, perhaps strict-

ly from to=nV
;)

dec. X.

1. a channel, trench. 1 K. 18 : 32.

Job 38 : 25 nSsn
fppuft

3^0 n? who divided

to the shower its channel? i.e. who
led it through the air to all countries?

Hence a conduit, a water-course, Is.

7:3. 36:2. Ezek. 31:4.

2. a plaster or bandage for a wound.

Jer. 30 : 13. 46 : 1 1 . Comp. nrw



to lay on a plaster or bandage, Jer.

30:17. 33:6.

f^ypft masc. plur. dec. I.

1. an evil destiny, which befals a

person. Is. 66 : 4. See Vrs no. I. Po.

2. Is. 3 : 4. i. q. Vte, *v a child, a

babe. The abstract form is used for

the concrete, like the Germ. Kinderey-
en for Kinder.

r"P27^l f. verbal from n^, dec. X.

what is hid or concealed. Job 28 : 11.

Plur. secrets, Job 1 1 : 6. Ps. 44 : 22.

-^J^n, plur. D~7 and ni, from a,
dec. I.

1 . pleasure, luxuriousness. Mic. 2 :

9. Prov. 19:10.

2. delight, desire. Mic. 1:16
Tpaarn '33

Me children of thy delight, i. e. who
are thy delight. In reference to sexual

desire, Cant. 7 : 7. Ecc. 2 : 8.

rVw^JFl f. dec. I. self-mortification,

fasting. Ezra 9 : 5. See n:2 no. 3.

^JTl Josh. 21: 25. 1 Chr. 7 : 29. and

^Jtfl Josh. 12:21. Judg. 1 : 27. a

city in the tribe of Manasseh, on this

side of the Jordan.

VXV-1 in Kal not used.
T

Pilp. rawi to mock, deride. Gen.
27:12. So most of the ancient ver-

sions. The signification to deceive

would suit the context better, and is

also well adapted to the derivative

nwrn. This meaning may be derived

from the former, (comp. brn to deride

and to deceive;) or maybe borrowed
from the root nrn to err.

Hithpalp. to mock, deride. 2 Chr.

36:16.

Deriv. D^nrn.

rto^JT) fern. plur. strength. Ps. 68 :

36. Root CE.

"*\%ft m. with suff. nj?n, dec. VI. c.

1. a sharp knife, a razor. Num. 6 :

5. 8:7. Is. 7 : 20. npbn -wa the writers

knife, prob. used to sharpen the point
of his calamus, Jer. 36 : 23.

2. the sheath (of a sword). 1 Sam.
17 : 51. Ezek. 21:8, 10, 35. Jer. 47 :

1 )

6. Root prob. PTO to be bare, Pi. to

make bare, to empty out, perhaps syno-

nonymous with pnrr to empty out and

to draw (a sword from its sheath). Or

perhaps nudans cittern. "isri stands for

rrwn a verbal from the conj. Piel. (See
Gesenius' Lehrgeb. 121. p. 508.)

nH^n^Jn f. verbal from a
1

]? no. I. 3.

dec. X. suretiship. 2 K. 14 : 14 rgwj aa

D^J^ijI masc. plur. Jer. 10 : 15.

51:18. Spoken of idols, DTSWFI rf&sn

Jerome : opus risu dignum. Better,

a work of deceit, see the root yyjp.

F|J1
m. plur. n'sn, dec. VIII. d.

1. the tabret or kettle-drum of the

orientals, consisting of a broad hoop,
with a skin stretched over it, and round

metallic plates on the border. It was

played upon particularly by dancing
women. Ex. 15 : 20. Judg. 11 :34. Jer.

31 : 4. (comp. Ps. 68 : 26.) Comp.
Niebuhr's Reise, Th. 1. p. 181.

2. Ezek. 28 : 13. a casket, tympanum
gemmcB. Comp. 3(73.

r"P)fc$Q,n f. more frequently rnNDn,

with suff. imsen, verbal from IMB, dec.

XIII. a.

1. ornament, splendour, beauty. Ex.

28 : 2, 40. Is. 3 : 18. 52 : 1 graven Ha a

thy beautiful garments. Ezek. 16:17.
Prov. 28 : 12 rnsen nan C'pH? yVr-i when
the righteous rejoice, there is much

splendour, i. e. the garments of joy are

put on.

2. glory, praise, honour. Judg. 4 : 9.

ivissDiji cxft a glorious name, Is. 63 : 14.

Is. 10: 12. 13:19 onto ;ia nnwcn the

glory ofthepride of the Chaldeans, i. e.

the city Babylon. Hence
3. spoken of the mercy-seat, as the

seat of the glory of Jehovah. Ps. 78 :

61. Comp. E? no. 3.

rfiSJTl m. (verbal from n53 to breatJie,

also to emit fragrance, comp. Cant. 7 :

9.) dec. I.

1. an apple. Cant. 7 : 9. Prov. 25 :
' " G ^^t

11. (Arab. _(ju idem, but including

also citrons, peaches, apricots)
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2 an apple-tree. Cant. 2 : 3. 8 : 5.

3. proper name of a city in the tribe

of Judah. Josh. 12:17. 15 : 34.

4. also of a city on the bounds of

the tribes Ephraim and Manasseh. Josh.

16:8.

f. verbal from pis, dec. X. a

scattering, dispersion. Jer. 25 : 34. But
the reading is doubtful, see the note

under .

masc. plur. dec. I. only Lev.

6 : 14. [6 : 21.] prob. small pieces,
crumbs. It is then derived from ]& i. q.

J3M Arab. J | diminuit, perhaps com-

minuit. Sept. in several MSS.
Igctxr*,

bruised. The following words DTIEJ nreo

(as) a meat-offering in pieces, appear
to be explanatory. Others derive it

from MQN to bake. So the Sept. in
'

the

common text IPUXT*.

I. vDJH m. what is unseasoned or

unsavoury. Job 6: 6. Metaphorically
what is insipid, foolish, absurd, Lam.
2:14. See nton. (Arab. JiJ to be un-

seasoned; in Chald. to be unsalted.)

II. T'D.ft m. lime, white-wash, to

spread over walls. Ezek. 13 : 1 if. 22 :

28. (Arab. jUk>, Chald. ^p idem, by
a commutation of is and n.)

D name of a place in the desert.

Once Deut. 1:1.

f. i. q. ^pri no. I. what is in-

sipid, 'absurd, foolish. Job 1 : 22. 24 :

12. Jer. 23:13.

"DJ/l f. (verbal from bte Hithpo. to

pray,} dec. X. a prayer. Ps. 4 : 2, 6,
10. Ps . 109 : 4 nn j>n for nVcn ttto 'jw
and I prayed (for them). 10^ : 7.' ta

nVori Is. 37 : 4. and rrVrn "jtsnrt Neh. 1 : 6^

orare preces. It is used in the super-
s
<-nptions of Psalms xvn. LXXXVI. xc.

<^'i.
CXLII. and in Ps. 72 : 20, the

Psalms i LXXII. are included under
the general name of

ivj rfen the prayers
ofj)avid. Since many of these compo-

are not
properly prayers, it is

tJiat tin? word must have been

used in a broader sense ; and that it

denotes

2. an ode, song ofpraise. So Hab.
3:1. Also the verb btenrt is used 1 Sam.

2:1, more in the sense of praising
God, than ofpraying to him.

Jl^7?-^ ^
(
vei't>al fr m rt Hithpa.)

dec. XIII. a. fear, terror. Jer. 49 : 16

rin^bon thefear ofthee.

MDDJ;! Thapsacus, the proper name

of a considerable city on the western

bank of the Euphrates, which formed

the limit of the kingdom of Solomon

to the north-east. It had its name
from TTOB transiit, since at this place
there was a celebrated passage of the

Euphrates. IK. 5:4. [4:24.] Per-

haps also 2 K. 15 : 16, which some

suppose to be a different place situated

nearer Samaria.

>]gr) to smite, strike, e. g. the tabret.

Ps. 68": 26.

Po. to beat (on the heart or breast).

Nah. 2 : 8.

Deriv. na.

IDfi to sew together. Gen. 3 : 7.

Ecc.V: 7. Job 16 : 15.

Pi. idem. Ezek. 13:18.

t?Dr), fut. xtteiT. 1. to lay hold of;

construed with an accus. Gen. 39 :

12. 1 K. 18:40. with a, Deut. 9: 17.

Is. 3 : 6.

2. to take prisoner, 2 K. 7:12. to

take or capture (a city), Josh. 8 : 8.

Deut. 20 : 19. hence to have possession

of, to hold, tenere, Jer. 40 : 10.

3. to hold, handle, guide, manage ;

e. g. the sickle, Jer. 50 : 16. the bow,
Amos 2:15. Jerem. 46 : 9. the oar,

Ezek. 27 : 29. the harp, Gen. 4:J21.

the law, Jer. 2 : 8.

4. Dvftw era
fccij Prov. 30 : 9. to take

in vain the name of God, i. e. to deny
or abjure him

; comp. M.
;TO in the first

member.
5. to set, encJiase. Part. pass, sm teen

inlaid or overlaid with gold, Hab.

2 : 19. Comp. tn 1 K. 6 : 10.

Niph. pass, of Kal no. 2. to be taken.

Ezek. 19 : 4, 8. Jer. 50 : 46. Ps. 10 : 2.



touch. Prov.

ipn
Pi. i.q. Kal no. 1. to

30:28.

n$in f- I. what causes loathing or

vomiting, an abhorrence. (Root Chald.

rjin
to spit out.) Job 17 : 6 D\:$ non

rrrw liter. / was an abhorrence before

tliem.

2. a place in or near the valley of

Hinnom, celebrated as the seat of ido-

latry, particularly
of the worship of

Moloch. 2 K. 23 : 10. Jer. 7 : 31, 32.

19:6, 13,14. With He paragogic

Is. 30 : 33.

plur. Chald. name of certain

officers or magistrates among the Chal-

deans, prob. lawyers or judges. Dan.

3 : 2, 3. (In Arab. conj. IV. ^\ to

sentence, to give counsel; hence

a mufti, liter, a wise counsellor.

Others: provincial officers, from ns,

rwriB, the plain, the country. Sept. oi

\v i%ovnav. Vulg. prcefecti.

mpri f. dec. X. 1. i. q. ^acord, line.

Josh. 2 : 18, 21. The root rnj? appears

to have had the signification of twisting,

whence that of strength was derived,

(as in ton, bvj.)

2. an expectation, hope, from rnpT .

Ruth 1:12. Job 5: 16. 7:6. Zech.

9 : 12 niprn ^VHprisoners ofhope. Also

the object ofhope or expectation, Job 6 : 8.

nJD^pJ/l f. a withstanding, resisting.

Lev/26 :'37. Root Dip no. 2.

D7?ipri m. dec. VII. b. i. q. oniprra

one that rises up, an enemy. Ps. 139 : 2 1.

ihpri proper name of a village, south-

east of Jerusalem, near which the great

desert commenced, (hence tfipn la-pa

2 Chr. 20 : 20. comp. 1 Mace. 9 : 33.)

the birth-place of the prophet Amos.
2 Sam. 14 : 2. 1 Chr. 2 : 24. Jer. 6 : 1.

Amos 1:1. In Greek Qvcul 1 Mace.

9 :33. Relandi Palaestina, p. 1028.

nD^pri f. (verbal from pp
i. q. r

no. I.) dec. X. a going round, a circuit;

e. g. of the sun. Ps. 19:7. ncipnS

n:^n at the end of the year, 2 Chr. 24 :

23. comp. Ex. 34 : 22, where the J
is

( 653 ) ypn
wanting. onjn noiprf? at the end of the

time (of pregnancy) . 1 Sam. 1 : 20.

rpjpJH
m. adj. verbal from

t]j?a, strong,

mighty. Ecc. 6 : 10.

FpjpJH
m. Chald. verbal from

f]pn.

1. hard, strong. Dan. 2 : 40, 42.

2. mighty. Dan. 3 : 33. [4:3.]

T'pJH Chald. to weigh, i. q. Heb. ^pu?.

Part. pass, ^rn for topn weighed, Dan.
5 : 25. Pret. Peil. to be weighed, 5 : 27.

JpJl
to be or become straight. A later

Aramean word. Ecc. 1:15. Comp. the

kindred verb pn in Pi.

Pi. 1. to make straight. Ecc. 7 : 13.

2. joined with n^^aptare, adornare

parabolas. Ecc. 12 : 9.

tpri Chald. idem. Hoph. (with the

Hebrew inflection,) to be restored, re-

established. Dan. 4:33. [4:36.]

^pl 1. to strike, smite, clap ; par-

ticularly with
p]3

the hand, and that

(1.) as a sign of joy. Ps. 47 : 2. (2.) as

a sign of malicious joy and scorn, con-

strued with bv over a person. Nah. 3 :

19. (3.) as a sign of becoming surety.
Prov. 17 : 18. 22 : 26. With h following
of the person for whom, Prov. 6:1.

Also without
f|3

in the same sense,

Prov. 11:15.

2. to smite or drive in, e. g. a nail.

Judg. 4 : 21. Is. 22 : 23, 25. Hence to

fasten by nailing, 1 Sam. 31 : 10. 1 Chr.

10:10. Judg. 16:14. Hence also spn

bnfc to pitch or strike a tent, scil. by
driving in the tent-pins, Gen. 3 1 : 25.

Jer. 6 : 3.

3. to thrust in, e. g. a spear, sword,

Judg. 3:21. 2 Sam. 18 : 14. Hence to

cast or throw, e. g. into the sea, Ex.

10:19.

4. to blow with a trumpet; construed

with a of the instrument, Num. 10 : 3,

4, 8.

'

without a, Ps. 81 : 4. Jer. 4 : 5.

6 : 1. 51 : 27. In'Num. 10 : 6, 7, ipitf rgjj

to blow the trumpet, (as a signal for

calling the people together,) is distin-

guished from nn and nynn spn to sound

an alarm, (as a signal for moving.)

Niph. pass, of Kal no. 2. Job 17 : 3
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rj?w n$ wn is wfio is it that will strike 19:9.

hands with me 9 i.e. will become surety
for me? Pass, of no. 4. Is. 27:13.

Amos 3 : 6.

^ri ni. Ps. 150 : 3. and snpn m. Ezek.

7 : 14. verbals from s^n, a blowing with

the trumpet.

Fjgri to prevail over or oppress a

person, construed with an accus. Job
14 : 20. 15 : 24. Ecc. 4:12. (Arab.

_QQ" idem. Comp. the Chald.) Deriv.

out of course fpga .

f][2l
Chald. to be or become great or

strong. Dan. 4 : 8, 19. [4 : 11, 22.]
5 : 20 rcj7n nnn his mind became arro-

gant.
Pa. to confirm, establish. Dan. 6 : 8.

'

*lk!^ vei'hal from ^n, dec. VI. p.

power, authority. Est. 9 : 29. 10:2.

Dan. 11:17.

f]p]yi
m. Chald. emph. NE^B, idem.

Dan. 4: 27. [4:30.]

"lin a turtle-dove, see "ftp] no. I.

rVG*"}.P) f. verbal from nr;, dec. I.

offspring, brood, soboles, probably used

by way of contempt. Num. 32 : 14.

J"P!:nn f. verbal from nn, interest.
. . _

usury, i. q. rvsno q. v. Lev. 25 : 36.

Prov. 28 : 8. Ezek. 18 : 8 ff. In some

passages it is joined with ^3. If the

two words differ in meaning then rvrtn

is the interest exclusive of the principal.

75"}-H a quadriliteral, to teach to go,

to guide the steps of a person. Hos. 1 1 :

3. It is a denom. from tei, with pros-
thetic n, as in Aram. t$a to teach, from

tpb to learn.

iDiPin Chald. a quadriliteral, to ex-

pound, explain, interpret. Part. pass.

interpreted, Ezra 4:7.

f. (with Tseri impure,)

verbal from DTI, dec. X.

1. deep sleep. Gen. 2: 21. 15 : 12.

1 Sam. 26: 12.

2. sluggishjiess, inactivity. Is. 29 :

10. Prov. 19 : 15.

nj^rnJn Tirhakah, the proper name

of a king of Ethiopia. Is. 37 : 9. 2 K.

nn
In Strabo, (B. xv. p. 472 ed.

Casaub.) he is called TM^KOV ;
in Ma-

netho, who makes him the third king
of Ethiopia, Ta%ax,o<;.

l~nri (delay) name of a station of the

Israelites in the desert. Num. 33 : 27.

rP2*nJl f. verbal from on, dec. X.

1 . a present, gift. Prov. 29 : 4 tf'M

ntona one that receives bribes.

2. particularly a gift to the priests or

the temple, an offering ; spoken e. g.

of contributions to the tabernacle of the

congregation, Ex. 25 : 2, 3. 30 : 13, 14,

of the contributions to the priests, Lev.

7 : 32. 22 : 12. Hence ntorw nic fields

offirst-fruits, i. e. where the first-fruits

grow, 2 Sam. 1 : 21. Synonymous with

T-nana Deut. 12 : 11, 17. and rnrr-nnnn

Ex. 30 : 14, 15. See D<TT no. 4
'

3. particularly the heave-offering,

(with reference to a certain rite of

moving it up and down, comp. nn the

wave-offering.} Ex. 29 : 27 nprvn ptai

the heave-shoulder. Lev. 7 : 34. etc.

Comp. onn no. 5.

rtJJ3*nJ^
i. q. nona no. 2. strictly

what pertains to an offering. Ezek.

48 : 12.

rrJ^nJTl
f. verbal from sn no. II.

dec/X.

1. a cry ofjubilee. Job 8:21. 33 :

26. nsvw jnrr to raise a cry ofjubilee,
1 Sam. 4:5. Ezra S : 11, 13.

2. a shout for battle. Amos 1:14.

Jer. 4: 19. 49 : 2 nyna ynrj to raise a
shoutfor battle, Josh. 6 : 5, 20.

3. the sound of a trumpet. Lev. 25 :

9 nrnn Di> the day of sounding the trum-

pet, namely, the first day of the seventh

month, new year's day, Lev. 23 : 24.

Num. 29 : 1 6. nynrj TTIJ an offering
with the sounding of a trumpet, Ps.

27 : 6. comp. Num. 10 : 10. Ps. 89 : 16.

nD^nri f. a healing or refreshment.

Ezek. 47 : 12. Sept. vyUm 9
whence in

Rev. 22 : 2, 'fyamta. Vulg. medicina.

The root
F]n prob. borrows its signifi-

cation from NDT to heal, whence NS-TQ a

healing, cure.

f. Is. 44 : 14. name of a tree
;
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according to some, the holly, from nn

Arab, y to be strong, hard. See Celsii

Hierobot. T. II. p. 270.

VHT;! Chald. const, nn, two. Fern.

jrnn Dan. 6:1. Ezra 4: 24. Derived

from the Heb. crati by a commutation of

3 and "i,
see 3.

nDI.P a lie, deceit. Judg. 9:31.

Root TOT Pi. to deceive.

rPTpli
7

! f. deception. Jer. 8:5. 23 :

26. But in Jer. 14 : 14 Keth. we find

mow. Root npn Pi. to deceive.

"j")
jn m. 1. the mast of a ship. Is.

33:23. Ezek. 27: 5.

2. i. q. 03 prob. a flag, banner, raised

on mountains for a signal. Is. 30:17.

(Perhaps to be collated with the Rabbin.

n m. Chald. 1. a door, opening,

i. q. Heb. -MB, whence it is formed by

transposition. Dan. 3 : 26.

2. theporte, i. e. the palace of eastern

kings, so called from the great gate

which leads to the seraglio and the

other public buildings. Dan. 2 : 49 and

Danielwasplaced over the royalpalace,

i. e. he was made prefect of the palace.

Comp. -wono. 2. (Syr. and Arab, idem.)

y~MF\ Chald. (with Kamets impure,)

a porter, watchman at a gate. Ezra 7 :

24. It is a denom. like "xrj from *wttj.

n /ynn f. verbal from ton, giddiness,

intoxication; hence ntona intoxi-

cating wine, Ps. 60 : 5. and nVwn Di3

the cup of intoxication, Is. 51:17, 22.

See this figure further under ote.

G^DlJn masc. plur. a kind of penates

or household gods, (Gen. 31 : 19, 34.

1 Sam. 19: 13, 16.) which the super-
stitious used for domestic oracles,

(Ezek. 21 : 26. Zech. 10 : 2.) From
1 Sam. 19 : 13, 16, it appears that they
were as large as life, and had a human
form. The plural here o^cnn appears to

be the pluralis excellentise, and to refer

to a single image; but in Gen. 31 : 34,

it is construed with the plural. The

other passages are Judg. 17:5. 18: 14 ft'.

655 )

2 K. 23 : 24. Hos. 3:4. With their

use as oracles agrees the etymology of

the word from rpn in Syr. percontari,

inquirere.

Il^n pleasantness) proper name

of a city in the kingdom of Israel, which

was the residence of the kings from

Jeroboam to Omri. Josh. 12 : 24. 1 K.

14:17.15:21. 2 K. 15 : 14. Its si-

tuation is represented as pleasant,

Cant. 6 : 4.

U^ll?!];! Tartessus, the proper name

of a city and country in Spain, the most

celebrated emporium in the west to

which the Phenicians and Hebrews
traded. That it was situated in the

west is evident from Gen. 10 : 4, where

it is joined with Elishah, Kittim, and

Dodanim ; comp. Ps. 72 : 10, where it

is connected with DM the islands of the

west. According to Ezek. 38 : 13. it

was an important place of trade ; ac-

cording to Jer. 10:9, it exported sil-

ver, and according to Ezek. 27 : 12,

25, silver, iron, tin, and lead to the

Tyrian market. They embarked for

this place from Joppa, Jon. 1:3. 4:2.

In Is. 23 : 1, 6, 10, it is evidently re-

presented as an important Phenician

colony. It is named among other

distant states, Is. 66 : 19. That these

notices agree with Tartessus, has been

shewn by Bochart, (Geogr. Sacra, Lib.

in. cap. 7. p. 165 if.) J. D.Michaelis,

(Spicileg. Geogr. Hebr. exterse, P. I.

p. 82103.) and Bredow, (Histor. Un-

tersuchungen, St. 2. p. 260 303.) The
Greek name Ta^a-o-o^ is derived from

a harder Aramean pronunciation of the

word srrnn; but another orthography
with <r was also known to the Greeks,
for in Polybius and Stephanus Byzan-
tinus occurs Ta^crwov, as synonymous
with T#gT*jVo-o$. sronn ni'w Tarshish

ships, is employed Is. 23 : 1, 4. 60 : 9.

to denote large merchant ships bound
on long voyages, (perhaps distinguished

by their construction from the common
Phenician ships,) even though they
were sent to other countries instead of

Tarshish ; (comp. the Eng. phrase an
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India-man.) Ps.48:8. Is. 2: 16. So

it is used of the ships which went to tne Avites,

Ophir, IK. 22: 49. 1 K. 10:22. (comp.
9 : 28.) In the interval between the

composition of the Books of Kings and

that of Chronicles, this name seems to

have been transferred to denote any
distant country; hence the Tarshish

ships which went to Ophir, (see 1 K.
22 : 49. etc.) are said expressly by the

writer of Chronicles to have gone to

Tarshish. See 2 Chr. 9:21. 20 : 36, 37.

and comp. Bredow, p. 293 295. and

Gesenius' Gesch. der Hebr. Sprache und

Schrift, p. 42. There is no necessity

) ytfn
iJ^nJl proper name of an idol of

>w.) 2K. 17:31.

ilft^tOT f. verbal from oito. found
:

only Lev. 5: 21 T-rraiton something put
into the hand, a deposit or trust. The
distinction between this word and

jiipT
D

is not known.

fern. plur. (verbal from

1. noise, clamour. Job 39 : 7. Par-

ticularly the bustle or tumult of a mul-

titude, Is. 22 : 2. Synon. pttg.

2. a crashing noise. Job 36 : 29.

^-[Hl^ m. a gentile noun, a Tishbite,

then for the definite adoption of a spoken of Elijah. 1 K. 17 : 1. 21 : 17.

second Tarshish, (perhaps in India or It is derived from natfn or rraron, in

Greek 0*0' Tob. 1 : 2. a city in the

See Relandi Palaes-

tina, p. 1035.

'lm. verbal from ^, cloth work..

Ethiopia ;) and the ancient versions are

evidently incorrect, which render srqha tribe of Naphtali.
the sea, and ^shn 'M ships of the sea.

2. a precious stone which probably
derived its name from Tartessus, (like (See the verb.)

39:13. Ezek. 1:16. 10:9. 28:13.
Cant. 5 : 14. Dan. 10 : 6. The Sept. and

Josephus make it the chrysolite, which
is the topaz of the moderns ;

and this

explanation is adopted by Braun, (de
Vestitu Sacerdot. II. 7.) Others : am-

ber, which, however, does not suit Ex.
28 : 20. 39 : 13.

(always with the article,)

a title given to Nehemiah, Ezra 2 : 63.

Neh. 7 : 65, 70, (where it stands alone ;)

and more clearly Neh. 8:9. 10:2 rvonj

NTR^PH *n. This word occurs only in

that part of Nehemiab, which is sup-

posed to be inserted by another hand ;

viz. from chap. 7: 6, to 10 : 10. Probably a

title belonging to him as governor (nnB;)

comp. perhaps the Pers. ,. J, i/tJ

dark, rigid, austere, hence a rigid go-
vernor, or the like.

'[rnJl m. Tartan, the proper name
of an Assyrian general, under the kings

Sargon, (Is. 20:1.) and Sennacherib,

(2 K. 18: 17.)

Qr

cloth, Ex. 28 : 4.

nV^Jl f. verbal from yrci i. q. v&,

dec. X.

1. help, deliverance, salvation. Pa.

37:39. 40:11. 71:15.

2. victory. 2 Sam. 19:3. 2 K. 5 : 1.

Comp. rrcft$J\

np^K!?J;l
f. verbal from pro i. q. pfTij

no. II. dec. X. desire, longing. Gen.

3:16. 4:7. Cant. 7: 11.

m^KZJri f. a gift,present. 1 Sam. 9 : 7.

It is also used in the Jewish translation

of Dan, 2 : 6. 5 : 17. for the Chald. njpa
a gift. Root -wuS no. II. to go^ to travel;

comp. Is. 57 : 9.

lytpri, fern. rv~
, ninth, denom.

from win. Num. 7 : 60.

^IZ)JFJ, const. Jttcn, f. and nVE)Xp,
const, rwtfri, m. nine. Also ninth, in

the numbering of days, e. g. tiirk rnrcna

on the ninth of the month, Lev. 23 : 32.

Plur. D'Jn com. gen. ninety.
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